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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data.
Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit theories,
instead of theories to suit facts.
(Arthur Conan Doyle, A Scandal in Bohemia)
Writing a dissertation is usually a solo performance. This is
certainly true of the realization of this PhD thesis, which,
from time to time, could even more aptly have been qualified
as 'solitary'. All the same, many people contributed some-
thing to it, and it is my pleasure to express my gratitude to
them in this preface.
First of all, I thank my teachers: P. Stuart, who taught me the
basics of provincial Roman archaeology with such infec-
tious enthusiasm, J. K. Haalebos, who shared with me his
wide knowledge of terra sigillata, and J. E. Bogaers, who
with admirable persistence tried to teach me to put my
thoughts into clear language. That the investigation whose
results are presented here was launched and eventually also
finished is largely due to them.
I am also grateful to the curators of the collections which
include most of the Vechten finds, M. Brouwer and C.
Isings. For years, they enabled me to have the sigillata from
Vechten within my reach, which greatly assisted the prog-
ress of the investigation. This is also tme of the contributions
of W.W.L. Kroon, H.J. Putker and C.H.L. Westerveld, who
were instrumental in getting the thousands of vessels from
the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden at Leiden washed, packed,
ordered and labelled in a short period of time.
The catalogue of the Vechten sigillata gained considerably
from the extremely willing participation of B.R. Hartley,
who opened the archives of the Leeds Index of Potters'
Stamps to me without any reservation, and of A. Vemhet,
who gave me free access to the vessels excavated at La
Graufesenque. Moreover, whenever I enjoyed their hospital-
ity they devoted a great deal of their time to discussing any
number of problems with me. That the catalogue contains no
more than 102 unidentified fragments of name stamps is for
a considerable part due to the phenomenal memory of B.M.
Dickinson.
I am grateful to O.W.A. Boonstra, H. Kars and P. van de
Velde for their valuable advice, to D. Allgaier, G.B. Dannell,
Ch. Ebnother, G. Pages, A. Koster and J. -L. Tilhard for the
unpublished evidence they put at my disposal, and to C. de
Casas, J. Femandes, J. Gunneweg, B. Hoffmann, R.P.J.
Hoogenboom, Th.M. Jansen, C.A. Kalee, Ph. Lievens, Th.
Martin, C.G.A. Morren, B. Pferdehirt, R.W. Reijnen, W.J.
van Tent and P. V. Webster for assistance rendered in word
and deed.
P.J. Bomhof, A. de Kemp and P. Bersch very patiently photo-
graphed the great majority of the stamps. The drawings were
made by H.J. M. Burgers, E.J. Ponten and particularly R.P.
Reijnen; the last, together with E. van As and H.M.C. de
Kort, taught me much about designing text and illustrations.
Special thanks are in order to S.L. Wynia, who enthusiasti-
cally helped to reconstruct he Vechten excavations and
made many other contributions to this book, and to T.
Hazenberg, who had an important share in the reproduction
of the illustrations. I am even more indebted to A.W. Mees,
who showed me the wondrous world of decorated sigillata,
devotedly played, devil's advocate over the contents of this
thesis, and, with almost legendary tenacity, managed to
obtain the most obscure publications for me.
The last paragraph of this preface is dedicated to those I hold
most dear: to Katja, who cheered me up and restrained me
whenever necessary, and regularly confronted me with the
relative importance of my work, to Tineke, who daily and
emphatically reminds me of this, and finally to my parents,
who always encouraged me to make the most of opportun-
ities not granted to them, and supported me in every poss-
ible way. That I dedicate this book to them is but a puny
token of my gratitude.
Nijmegen, October 1995
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION CONTENTS
This book first appeared in a very limited Dutch edition in
November 1995, as a PhD thesis under the supervision of
J. E. Bogaers. I deeply regret that he cannot witness the
publication of the second, translated, edition of this book,
which owes so much to his meticulous annotations.
A few days after I successfully defended my dissertation it
was awarded the W.A. van Es Prize for Dutch Archeology. I
wish to express my sincere thanks to the jury, W.A. van Es,
W. Groenman-van Waateringe, H. Sarfatij and W.J. H.
Willems. Their favourable judgement has greatly furthered
the realization of this second edition.
The publication of this book was made possible by generous
grants from the Ceramica-Stiftung atBasel, the Netherlands
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), the Thurkow
Stichting, the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, and theAfdeling
Provinciaal-Romeinse archeologie of the Katholieke Univer-
siteit Nijmegen. My special gratitude goes to E. Ettlinger
and J. K. Haalebos, who exerted all their influence to raise
the necessary funds. I am pleased and honoured to see this
book appear as a supplement to the Acta of the Rei Cretariae
Romanae Fautores, the international ssociation of pottery
researchers of which they are former and sitting president,
respectively. I also wish to recall the efforts of A. Haytsma,
who provided several creative solutions for the problems
involved in the publication of this voluminous tudy.
The translation was carried out by K.H.M. van den Berg,
who mastered the subject of this book so quickly that I started
wondering why it had taken me so long to write it all down.
B.M. Dickinson was kind enough to correct the jargon and
add the finishing touches. As regards content his second
edition deviates from the first issue only in detail; the only
major alteration concerns the summary, which has been
rewntten in its entirety.
Nijmegen, September 1999
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The reputation of Vechten among archaeologists i  in sharp
contrast with the size of this hamlet, which is part of the
municipality of Bunnik (province of Utrecht). It owes its
fame particularly to the presence of an Augustan fortifica-
don, which must have played a substantial part in the Roman
campaign of conquest. Even after the Lower Rhine area had
changed from a base of operations into a frontier zone,
Vechten retained considerable significance. In the 2nd and
3rd centuries it was one of the largest garrisons for auxiliary
troops in the province of Lower Germany (fig. 1).
However, Vechten also became well-known as a result of
military interests of a far more recent date. The Roman settle-
ment was built on the natural levee of a now silted-up Rhine
bed, and was thus relatively elevated. This turned the area
into a weak link in the Nieuwe Hollandse Waterlinie, a
floodable zone strengthened with forts which was laid out in
the 19th century to protect the economic heart of the
Netherlands against attacks from the east. In order to prevent
the enemy from crossing the water barrier here, a fort was
built to the southeast ofVechten in 1867-1870'. Among the
objects found during its construction, which was carried out
without archaeological supervision, were thousands of ves-
sels of terra sigillata. Only the fragments with moulded ec-
oration, stamps and graffiti have been saved. In the early
years of this century, the publication of a considerable part
of this material in the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum gave
Vechten a reputation as one of the richest sources of terra
sigillata inside the borders of the former Roman empire".
RESEARCH HISTORY
The overwhelming number of antiquities unearthed uring
the construction of Fort Vechten greatly complicated their
publication. A summary review of the first consignment of
objects sent from Vechten to the Rijksmuseum van Oud-
heden (KMO) at Leiden was drawn up by the then curator,
L.J. F. Janssen3; of the subsequent shipments, only a few
inscriptions were published immediately, by C. Leemans,
the director of the museum4. When an inventory of the
material was made, Janssen's successor, W. Pleyte, drew up
a list of the stamps and graf&ti found on the terra sigillata,
which was corrected by Leemans5 (fig. 2), but never pub-
lished.
There has also never been a complete survey of the sigillata
included in the collection of the Provinciaal Utrechts
Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen (PUG) in the
course of the 19th century. Some of the earliest vessels were
published by Janssen6, the others were only briefly recorded
in the society's collection catalogues7. Only the sigillata
stamps which were found during excavations in 1892-1894
were listed in the excavation report8.
Thus, the CIL became the first publication to give at least
some idea of the sigillata unearthed at Vechten in the 19th
century. The quaritity of terra sigillata from Italy and from
La Graufesenque (Millau, dept. Aveyron, Fr.) attracted par-
ticular attention9. After the publication of Knorr's general
survey of decorated sigillata from the 1st century A.D., which
includes dozens of vessels from Vechten, part of this cat-
egory of finds also became more widely known10.
Little was subsequently added to these two basic publica-
tions. It is tme that the vessels from Vechten are more exten-
sively described in the corpora of sigillata stamps put to-
gether by F. Oswald and A. Oxe" than in the CIL, but not in
a way which can bear the scrutiny of present-day criticism.
These surveys, moreover, do not include the vessels
unearthed from 1914 onwards; only a small proportion of
this material has been published separately12.
In 1963, B.R. Hartley began the preparation of a new cata-
logue of sigillata stamps by South, Central and East Gaulish
manufacturers. The Vechten stamps were included. This cor-
pus, however, which still has not been published, has the
same disadvantage as its predecessors: the layout of the
work will render it practically impossible to get a clear idea
of the composition and the significance of the Vechten col-
lection of stamps. As a result, a separate publication of this
material is anything but superfluous.
A first step in this direction was made in 1984, when the
Vechten stamps from the collection of the RMO were
1. Brand/Brand 1988; Koppert 1987; Koen 1990; Leegwater 1992.
2. CEL Xffl 10009-10010.
3. Janssen 1869; cf. Kramer-Clobus 1978, 515, fig. 13.
4. Leemans 1869a; Leemans 1869b.
5. Cf. Pleyte 1880, 143.
6. Janssen 1846, 27-31 and Taf. I.
7. Vermeulen 1868; Pleyte/Roest 1883; Hulsebos 1890.
8. Muller 1895, 163-167.
9. Dechelette 1904, 93 f. and 107; Ritterling 1906, 179.
10. Knorr 1919.
11. Oswald 1931; Oxe/Comfort 1968.
12. Braat 1940; Mees 1990.
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1. Brand/Brand 1988; Koppert 1987; Koen 1990; Leegwater 1992.
2. CEL Xffl 10009-10010.
3. Janssen 1869; cf. Kramer-Clobus 1978, 515, fig. 13.
4. Leemans 1869a; Leemans 1869b.
5. Cf. Pleyte 1880, 143.
6. Janssen 1846, 27-31 and Taf. I.
7. Vermeulen 1868; Pleyte/Roest 1883; Hulsebos 1890.
8. Muller 1895, 163-167.
9. Dechelette 1904, 93 f. and 107; Ritterling 1906, 179.
10. Knorr 1919.
11. Oswald 1931; Oxe/Comfort 1968.
12. Braat 1940; Mees 1990.
INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION
rearranged', and the recorded information was processed by
means of a computer for the first time. Of the more than five
thousand Vechten stamps in the collection of the RMO, three
quarters turned out to be from South Gaul, for the greater
part from La Graufesenque. Consequently, this part of the
collection is much more homogeneous in its composition
than the remaining quarter, which stems from a large num-
ber of different potteries, most of which are far from well-
studied. This prompted a decision to subject only the
stamped South Gaulish vessels from Vechten to further
analysis. Apart from those in the collection of the RMO, this
involves the far less numerous vessels in the collection of the
PUG, as well as those found during the excavations carried
out at Vechten in 1970 by the Rijksdienst voor het Oudheid-
kundig Bodemonderzoek.
THE STAMPED SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA FROM
VECHTEN
This account of the investigation of the stamped South
Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten is divided into three
parts. The first consists of four chapters and serves as an
introduction. First of all, a brief survey is provided of the
location of the Roman settlement at Vechten and the traces
of occupation which have been recorded2. The second chap-
ter is devoted to the various South Gaulish kiln sites.
Subsequently, a number of problems connected with the
study of sigillata stamps are explained. In conclusion, the
fourth chapter deals with the basic principles for dating the
stamps.
The second part of this book is analytical in nature, and con-
sists of three chapters. The first. Chapter 5, contains a sum-
mary of the most important information yielded by not only
the South Gaulish but also the Italian and the Central and
East Gaulish sigillata from Vechten. However, this chapter
does not deal with the various forms of sigillata; they are the
subject of the sixth chapter, quite a large part of which is
devoted to their development. Because of its size and com-
position, the Vechten collection presents an excellent basis
for an investigation of the evolution of the stamped South
Gaulish forms of sigillata, which has hitherto only been
summarily discussed3. The seventh chapter discusses the
organization of the production of sigillata t La Graufesen-
que from different viewpoints.
The third part, also the eighth and final chapter, contains a
catalogue of the stamped South Gaulish sigillata from
Vechten. It discusses the provenances and dates of the
stamps, on the basis of the principles et out in the preced-
ing chapters.
1. This work was carried out by W.W.L. Kroon, M. Polak, H.J. Putker,
C.H.L. Westerveld and K. Zee, under supervision of P. Stuart and
M. Brouwer. The Italian stamps were left out of consideration; they
were investigated earlier by J. D. van der Waals, and will be published
by S.L. Wynia.
2. For a more detailed iscussion see Polak/Wynia 1991.
3. Oswald/Pryce 1920.
Fig. 1 The limes of Lower Germany. 1: legionary fortress. 2: auxiliary fort. 3: fortlet. 4: probable fort.
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1 THE ROMAN SETTLEMENT NEAR VECHTEN
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Fig. 2 Small-scale reproduction of part of the list ofsigillata stamps from Vechten drawn up by W. Pleyte.
From time immemorial, an elevated site southeast of
Vechten has been known to contain the remains of a Roman
fortification. Toponyms such as Wiltenburg, De Burg(t) and
De Voorburg may eventually prove to date from a time when
the walls of the fort abandoned by the Romans in the 3rd
century had not been quite levelled. A charter from the year
723 mentions Vechten as "villam vel castmm nuncupante
Fethna'", which may indicate that the ruins were not yet
covered over at the time2. Centuries later, only the numerous
objects which came to the surface during ploughing ave
any indication that there had once been a Roman settlement.
Sources have revealed that his rich harvest caught he atten-
don of collectors as early as the 16th century3.
In the second quarter of the 19th century a first attempt was
made to determine the location of the Roman fort by exca-
vation. The first step was taken by a provincial archaeologi-
cal committee formed in 1828 by the governor of Utrecht4.
Most of the excavation reports published by this committee
have been lost. Hardly anything is known about the excava-
tions undertaken by the RMO in 1834, either5. The investiga-
tions carried out from 1892 onwards, by the PUG (1892-
1894), the RMO (1914-1939), the Biologisch-Archaeologisch
Instituut of the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen (1946-1947) and
the Rijksdienst voor het Oudkundig Bodemonderzoek
(1970-1996), respectively, have been better documented".
In the 170 years that have passed since the first investigation,
it has become clear that a series of six consecutive fortifica-
tions were once situated near Vechten (fig. 1.1). The exact
locations and sizes are known of only the last two forts; only
small areas of the earlier ones have as yet been investigated.
1. 1 VECHTEN AND THE RHINE7
Vechten is situated in an area where the Rhine has contin-
ually changed its course in the easily erodible subsoil of
windborne sand deposits. Its immediate nvironment shows
traces of three consecutive river systems: the Werkhoven, the
Houten and the Kromme Rijn systems (fig. 1.2, a-c). Only
the latter system, in which the present Kromme Rijn is the
most recent phase, is relevant o the Roman period; earlier
phases have left traces in the shape of a number of large
meanders, of which the Mast, the Oudwulverbroek and the
Zeist residual channels remain (fig. 1.2, d-f).
The geomorphologic map clearly shows that the Roman
fortification ear Vechten was erected on the deposits of the
Mast meander, on the outer bank of the Oudwulverbroek
meander, which was still active under Augustus and formed
the continuation of the Zeist meander (fig. 1.2, d-f). The
situation on the outer bank of a meander has both advan-
tages and disadvantages. The bed is deeper there, because
the current is stronger in an outer bend than in an inner one;
thus, ships can reach the bank more easily. Then again, the
strong current in an outer bend leads to constant erosion of
the bank which, in the long term, could threaten a settlement
built on the natural levee.
The choice ofVechten as the site to establish a Roman army
base was undoubtedly inspired by its proximity to the place
where the Vecht forked off from the Rhine in a northerly
direction. The Vecht provided access to the Westfrisian area,
which in the time of Augustus was designated for annex-
ation. At the time, the bifurcation of the Rhine and Vecht
must have been situated in the immediate nvironment of the
Roman settlement, as the ancient name for Vechten, Fectio8,
was derived from the name of the Vecht".
The accessibility of Vechten from the Rhine probably de-
teriorated quite soon after the Roman troops arrived. The
Oudwulverbroek meander may have been cut off by the pre-
sent Kromme Rijn as early as the 1st century10. After this, the
meander began to silt up - a process which was accompanied
by gradual artificial extension of the south bank. In order to
keep the slowly diminishing bed accessible, timber struc-
tures were erected parallel to the south bank, which were fill-
ed with soil, waste and brushwood (fig. 1.3).
1. Gysseling/Koch 1950, 304-306, 173.
2. Cf. VanTentl970.13.
3. E.g. Buchelius 1643. See also Byvanck 1947, 126 f.; Kalee 1991.
4. Jongkees 1963.
5. The few known data were first published in PolakAVynia 1991, 126-128.
6. See Polak/Wynia 1991, 127-134 and the literature mentioned there.
7. Berendsen 1982; Polak/Wynia 1991, 134-139; De VnesA/an Zijver-
den 1991; Berendsen/Wynia 1993.
8. The name Pectio occurs on a dedicatory altar found in 1869, with the
text [DE]AE / [VIR]ADECDI / [CIV]ES TVNGRI / [ET] NAVTAE /
[QV]I FECTIONE / CONSISTVNT / V(otum) S(olvemnt) L(ibentes)
M(erito) (CIL XIII 8815). On the Tabula Peutingeriana this place oc-
curs as FLETIONE, a mistake for FECTIONE, and in the Cosmo-
graphia by the Anonymus Ravennas as FICTIONE.
9. Kunzel et al. 1988, 364.
10. The C14-date of a sample from the bottom of the peat layers in the
residual channel is 1915 ± 50 BP (Berendsen 1982, 166, GrN 7960),
which corresponds to a calibrated date-range of A.D. 56-142 (1 sig-
ma confidence level).
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1 THE ROMAN SETTLEMENT NEAR VECHTEN
Fig. Rhine bed (shaded) and ditches of six consecutive fortifications (la-d, 2 and 3) of the Roman period, southwest ofVechten. Scale : 10,000.
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Fig. 1.2 Stream zones of the Rhine in the Vechten area. Scale 50.000.
1: residual chamiels. 2: stream zone oftheKromme Rijn. 3: natural levees and point bars. 4: basins. 5: pleistocene deposits. 6: built-up areas. 7:
location of the Roman settlement, a: Werkhoven residual channel, b: Houten residual channel, c: Kromme Rijn. d:'Mast residual channel, e:
Oudwulverbroek residual channel, f: Zeist residual channel.
is hard to estimate how rapidly the process of silting up
took place. The only certainty is that the bed of the
Oudwulverbroek meander is covered by an almost horizon-
tal layer of mbble containing, among other things, pottery
from the early 3rd century. This may be an indication that
the bed was already completely filled in by A.D. 200. On the
other hand, three inscriptions eem to warrant the conclusion
that there was still a harbour at Vechten after the middle of
the 2nd century'. However, obviously it is not certain that
this harbour was situated on the Oudwulverbroek residual
channel.
Perhaps the Mast meander was not quite silted up when the
Romans arrived. In 1867-1870, during the constmction of
Fort Vechten, fishing tackle, boat-hooks and drags were
allegedly found in the bed2. This indicates that the residual
channel still contained water in the Augustan period. The
same conclusion seems acceptable if the results of recent
soil borings are taken into account: Roman pottery sherds
were found on the same level in the residual channel as small
shells. On the other hand, remains of stone foundations were
found higher up in the filling of the bed, implying that the
bedding was completely silted up before the departure of the
1. CILXIII 8810, 8811 and8815(seep.3, note8),allofwhichdatefrom
the later half of the 2nd or the early 3rd century.
2. Letter dated 30 May 1870, from the military engineer G.Z.P.
Marcella to the director of the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden C.
Leemans (RMO, register of letters received 1870,37).
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N1
Fig. 1.3 Wooden structures in the former Rhine bed north of the Roman fortifications at Vechten, viewed from the north.
Romans. The timber structures that were found in the chan-
nel during the constmction of Fort Vechten may have served
to consolidate the marshy filling of the bed. At the time, they
were interpreted as the remains of a bridge "consisting of
two land abutments of driven piles connected by a purline and
sheetpiling; at places in the river bed a few posts remained,
which obviously belonged to the cross beams'". This de-
scription, however, is strongly reminiscent of the revetments
found in the filling of the Oudwulverbroek meander, which
definitely did not serve as a bridge.
1. "... bestaande uit 2 landhoofden van ingeheide palen met eene gording
verbonden en beschoeimgsplanken; in het rivierbed waren hier en
daar nog enkele palen blijven staan, die blijkbaar tot de jukken hebben
behoord". See p. 7, note 2.
1.2 SIX ROMAN FORTIFICATIONS
Of the earliest fort known to date (Period la), only a part of
the east front has been excavated (fig. 1.4, a). It consisted of
an earth-and-timber wall, flanked on the outside by a single
ditch. At one point, the remains of a timber interval tower
were found, which showed signs of renovation. This fortifi-
cation may have included a rectangular building with an
inner courtyard and a granary; they have roughly the same
orientation as the rampart and the ditch from Period la.
Of the three fortifications which, in the current state of
knowledge, may be considered as the successors of the
earliest fort (Periods Ib-d), only the northern fronts have
been investigated (fig. 1.4, b-d). These fortifications also
consisted of earth-and-timber walls flanked by single ditches
(fig. 1.5). The chronology is as yet uncertain, but if the loca-
tion of the ramparts and ditches in relation to the ground
level is taken as a standard, the most southerly fortification
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^ 50 100m
Fig. 1.4 Plan of the excavations carried out at Vechten in 1946-1947. The letters a-d refer to the ditches of the earliest four fortifications known to date. The
foundation trenches of the rampart of the Period 2 fort may be distinguished between the wall and the ditch of the Period 3 fort. far left. The former
Rhine bed has been marked by means of shading.
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Fig. 1.5 North-south section across the fronts of the Vechten fortifications from Perio
interval tower can be seen. Scale c. 1:150.
is the earliest of the three, the most northerly one the most
recent. Coherent features of the internal buildings from
Periods Ib-d are not known.
Although the north front of the earliest fort has not been
found yet, it is clear that the defences of Periods Ib-d were
constmcted much further to the south. Until now it has always
been assumed that he Period la fort was not protected by a
rampart or ditch on the north side'. A more likely hypothesis
is that the northerly part of the earliest fort fell victim to
erosion by the Rhine. This would explain the southward
move in Periods Ib-d. The northward move in Period 2
could be related to the gradual silting up of the Oudwulver-
broek meander, from the second half of the 1st century
onwards.
Hardly any traces were found of the Period 2 fort, because
this was largely cleared away when the last fort was built
(Period 3), on virtually the same spot. On the east side the
foundation trenches of a revetment were found, between the
stone wall and the ditch of Period 3 (fig. 1.4). On the north
side only the ditch was saved, between the wall and the ditch
of the latest fort (fig. 1.6). Traces of numerous timber build-
ings were found inside, but it proved impossible to recon-
struct floor plans from these.
1. Only C.M. Wells (1972, 103) has expressed oubt about his opinion.
2. The west gate was excavated in 1927, which is why it is not indicated
on the map in fig. 1.6, which refers to the years 1920-1926. See
PolakAVynia 1991, 135, fig. 12, trench 1927/3.
3. Wells (1972, 111) records several finds of sigillata from the time of
Drusus "noted by Ritterling and others", without specific acknowl-
edgement. One may deduce from his dissertation that he is referring
to Ritterling 1906, 179 f., and to Kropatscheck 1909, 7 (Wells 1965,
Ill, note 24). Ritterling, however, only writes in rather vague terms
about he date of the Vechten sigillata, and does not give any specific
examples. Kropatscheck states that, at Vechten as well as at Oberaden,
a stamp with the text LSG was found, but it is not clear which source
he bases his statement on. CIL XIII 10009 does not mention such a
stamp from Vechten, and neither the collection of the Rijksmuseum
van Oudheden, nor that of the Provinciaal Utrechts Genootschap,
contains an LSG stamp.
4. Van der Waals 1964, thesis VII; Haalebos 1976, 200-202.
There is a relatively large amount of information about he
last fort the Romans built at Vechten (Period 3). It was sur-
rounded by a stone wall, built on piles in several places. The
wall was strengthened with corner towers and interval
towers, also built of stone. The fort was surrounded by a
single ditch. Of the four entrance gates, three were located
with certainty2. Of the fourth, the north gate, the pile foun-
dation may have been recovered. The headquarters of Period
3 were built of stone, as was the adjacent building. The other
buildings were probably constmcted of wood, but only a few
coherent races have been found.
1.3 CHRONOLOGY
Although the order in which the fortifications investigated so
far were built seems relatively certain, the absolute chron-
ology is still extremely unclear. The most important reason
for this is that dateable finds may only rarely be connected
to the traces found. During the excavations which took place
before the Second World War, the material was usually
gathered by trench instead of by feature. As a result of this,
a lot will have to be clarified by analysis of the excavations
carried out in 1946-1947, which will undoubtedly greatly
enhance the insight into the dates of the various forts.
As long as no traces are found of an earlier fortification, it
seems justified to deduce the construction date of the Period
la fort from the earliest materials found at Vechten. The
earliest terra sigillata consists of sherds of the Italian
services Ib and 1c. Service la, which is considered charac-
teristic of forts constructed in connection with Drusus's
expeditions in 12-9 B. c., has not yet been found3; other
categories of finds that are characteristic of fortifications
built at this time, such as Celtic coins, Nemausus asses and
Aco beakers, are also virtually absent. The Italian terra sigil-
lata and the coins indicate that construction took place in the
first decade of the 1st century A.D.4.
It is difficult o determine with certainty the final date of
Period la. The ditch and the wall revetments of the first fort
are transected by a well, lined with a wooden barrel, which
was dug in no earlier than the end of the 1st century, as may
1.3 CHRONOLOGY 11
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Fig. 1.6 Original version of the plan of the excavations carried out at Vechten in 1914 and 1920-1926, a modified version of which was published in 1928.
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Fig. 1.7 Fragment of a late Ist-century bowl of Drag. 37 from La
Graufesenque, found at Vechten in 1947 in the pit in which a
barrel had been inserted to serve as a water-butt.
Scale 1:1.
Fig. 1.8 Picture of a warship, scratched into the external base of a La
Graufesenque sigillata dish found at Vechten in 1894, dating
to the second quarter of the 1 st century A.D.
Scale 1:1.
the pit into which the barrel was inserted (fig. 1.7). The
filling of the ditch yielded a nearly complete dish of Drag.
15/17, dateable to c. A.D. 30-50 (fig. 6.24, b). The condition
of this vessel indicates that it is not a piece of waste which
only ended up in the ditch after long peregrinations. There is
every appearance, therefore, that he earliest fort was replaced
around A.D. 50 at the latest.
In principle, the end of Period la may, of course, also be
deduced from the starting date of Period Ib. The dates of
Periods Ib-d are still uncertain, however. The documentation
of the excavations carried out in 1946-1947 prompts the
conclusion that the ditch in question contained almost
exclusively pre-Flavian material, but the middle ditch is
supposed to have yielded an East Gaulish sigillata dish, from
no earlier than the first years of the 2nd century* (cf. p. 45).
On the basis of the latter find it is anything but certain that
the Period 2 fort was constructed soon after the Batavian
rebellion in A.D. 69/70, as the prevailing conviction has it2.
excavation records present yet another argument against
this theory: several Central or East Gaulish sigillata vessels
were discovered in the foundation trenches of the Period 2
revetments3. Below the traces of the Period 2 rampart, a well
was found which also contained Central and East Gaulish
sigillata. This indicates that he Period 2 fort may have been
built at the beginning of the 2nd century, at the earliest.
The final date of Period 2 and the starting date of Period 3
were initially deduced from the presence of tiles with stamps
of legio I Minervia Antoniniana mong the remains of the
headquarters of the latest fort. However, there is no guaran-
tee that these tiles were used at the time of the construction
of the fort; they may also originate from a later renovation.
However, the use of stone for the wall and the principal build-
ings does indicate a starting date in the last quarter of the
2nd century4.
The end of the Roman occupation can only be dated
approximately. Up to now, no indications have been found
that the stone fort was given up much earlier or later than
soon after the middle of the 3rd century, when all fortifica-
tions along the Lower Rhine were evacuated.
1. PUG 1947-378. There is no doubt about he East Gaulish provenance
of the dish, but the composition of the finds group does not match the
description given in the finds log which was kept during the excavation.
2. See, among others, Bogaers/Ruger 1974, 62, and Schonberger 1985,
448, C8, probably following Braat 1939, 62, or Van Giffen 1944-1948,
33.
3. PUG 1947-127, 1947-245, 1947-248 and 1947-258.
4. Cf. Haalebos 1977, 288-290.
1.4 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ROMAN SETTLEMENT AT
VECHTEN
For various reasons, the earliest fort near Vechten was long
assumed to have been constructed as a naval base, associ-
ated with the conquest of Germany. The most important
argument in favour of this assumption was the discovery of
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Fig. 1.9 Dedicatory altar found at Vechten in 1915 with the text I(ovi)
0(ptimo) M(aximo) V(otum) /S(olvit) L(ibens) M(erito) /C.
FVLIVS BIO / TRIERA<R>CHVS.
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timber constructions along the bank of the Roman Rhine.
These revetments were seen as remains of a harbour which
would have served as a base of operations for the German
expeditions led by Drusus or Germanicus*. However, recent
excavations have revealed similar structures near the neigh-
bouring forts of Zwammerdam and Woerden, among other
places2; apparently, the strengthening of the river bank was a
standard provision, which does not constitute evidence of
the presence of an important military port.
In the 19th century, remains of ships were found in two
places in the Oudwulverbroek meander. All that is known
about the first find is that it concerned "parts of a sunken
ship"3. The second ship could only be partly uncovered4.
The drawings and photographs of the craft are not totally
reliable, because they were not taken until after the ship had
been destroyed by the collapse of the trench, and had subse-
quently been provisionally restored5. Nevertheless, 0.
Hockmann considers it a troop transporter used during the
German expeditions led by Augustus or Tiberius". This inter-
pretation seems to lend some support to the idea that the
earliest fort at Vechten was a naval base. Hockmann's date is
based on a misconception, however7
Finally, there are two smaller finds which played a part in
the development of the theory that Vechten was the base of
operations for the Roman expeditions led by Dmsus or
Germanicus. The first is a fragment of a South Gaulish sigil-
lata dish, whose underside is decorated with a drawing of a
warship (fig. 1.8). The age of the dish cannot be determined
with certainty, since it no longer carries a stamp, but its
shape argues a date in the second quarter of the 1st century,
so quite some time after the great campaigns of conquest.
Besides, this graffito naturally does not prove that Vechten
was once a naval base.
The second find which comes up for discussion time and
again is an altar to Jupiter, dedicated by the trierarchus C.
lulius Bio8 (fig. 1.9). Thus far, no suitable clues have been
found to date this votive offering, which rather limits its
probative value as evidence. Even if Vechten was once the
home base of the ship under Bio's command, it does not
necessarily follow that it was also the base of the fleet which
took part in the German expeditions.
All this does not alter the fact that Vechten obviously played
an important part in Roman military strategy. Vechten was
1. See esp. Braat1939, 62.
2. Haalebos 1977, 41-46; Haalebos 1986.
3. "... gedeelten van een gezonken schip". Nahuys 1869, 150. This notice
is most probably based on the official report of the excavations carried
out in 1834. The report was sent to the governor of Utrecht on 19
October 1835, but is at present untraceable.
4. MuUer 1895, 133-135, and pl. IV.
5. Muller 1895, 134 f.
6. Hockmann 1989, 345.
7. "Da das Schiff mehrere Meter defer lag als ein holzemer Kanal und
ein mit Tuff gepflasteter Weg, von denen es uberschnitten wurde, und
zudem die Hafenbauten am einstigen Flussufer mit der Friihzeit von
Kastell I verbunden werden, kann die fruhromische Zeitstellung des
Schiffes als sicher gelten" (Hockmann 1989, 327, note 10). The tuff
road need not necessarily date from Roman times. Close to the road,
which was found in 1893. another tuff road was discovered in 1969
(KaleeWan Tent 1969), which served to bridge the depression which
was left in the Oudwulverbroek meander by a post-Roman break-
through gully (Van Tent 1970, 13). The wooden gutter was situated in
the soil, at an angle, at a depth of 2.5 to 4 m below ground level
(Muller 1895, 132); the ship was at 6.5 m depth (idem, 133), so less
deep than Hocikmann's "mehrere Meter tiefer" seems to suggest.
Because the wooden gutter is not dated, any more than the ship, the
difference in level between the two objects cannot be used as proof of
the age of the ship. The pre-Flavian date of the "Hafenbauten" to
which Hockmann refers may now be rejected. Most of the revetments
are of a later date anyway, to judge by the considerable amount of
material from Flavian times and from the 2nd century which they
contained. Postscript: a recent 014-analysis of a sample from the
Vechten ship has yielded a date of 1997 ± 20 BP (GrN 20347), which
corresponds to a calibrated ate-range of A.D. 2-60 or 34 B.C.-A.D.
66 (1 and 2 sigma confidence levels, respectively).
8. CIL XIII 12086a.
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deep than Hocikmann's "mehrere Meter tiefer" seems to suggest.
Because the wooden gutter is not dated, any more than the ship, the
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8. CIL XIII 12086a.
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one of the first bases of the Roman army in the Lower Rhine
area. Because of its location, close to the branch of the Vecht
which provided access to the part of Germany which the
Romans wanted to conquer, and because of the age of the
earliest finds, it is tempting to relate the construction of the
first fort to the German expeditions led by Tiberius in A.D.
4/5. Because its size cannot even be guessed at, it is almost
impossible to determine the significance of the earliest fort.
Even after the attempts to conquer all of Germany had been
resolutely abandoned in A.D. 47, Vechten continued to play
an important part in the military strategy. Their surface area
of over 2.5 ha. makes the Period 2 and 3 forts the largest be-
tween Nijmegen and the North Sea, large enough to have
housed a cohors milliaria equitata, two cohortes quingena-
riae or an ala quingenaria. On the basis of the stamps found
on tiles there, Vechten could have been the garrison of
cohors II Brittonum (or Britannorum) milliaria equitata nd
cohors I Flavia Hispanorum equitata. In addition, a tomb-
stone mentions ala I Thracum'.
The significance of Vechten in the 2nd and 3rd centuries
may furthermore be deduced from the votive altars found
here, which were erected by the commander of legio XXX
Ulpia victrix, the commander of legio I Minervia Anto-
niniana and the governor of the province of Lower
Germany2
1.5 OTHER SETTLEMENT TRACES
To the west as well as to the east of the area containing the
remains of the fortifications, numerous traces of habitation
have been found, mainly in the shape of ditches, pits and
wells. Up to now, no large, unbroken area could be excava-
ted, as a result of which no clear structure has as yet been
detected in these remains. It is generally simply assumed
that these are the remains of a military vicus.
So far, graves have been found almost exclusively in 1867-
1870, during the construction of Fort Vechten, which is
situated for the most part east of the Roman forts. At the
time, some hundred human skeletons and uncountable
remains of cremations were allegedly uncovered3, which
have practically all been lost. However, the finds from those
years also include some tombstones4, as well as dozens of
flawless pottery vessels, so that he correctness of the obser-
vations need not be questioned.
1. For a more detailed iscussion see Polak/Wynia 1991, 145 f.
2. CIL XIII 8810-8812.
3. See p. 7, note 2.
4. CIL Xm 8821; Byvanck 1935, 177, 301.
THE SOUTH GAULISH PRODUCTION CENTRES
OF TERRA SIGILLATA
The South Gaulish production centres of terra sigillata (fig.
2.1) form a fairly heterogeneous group. Some of the kiln
sites exported sigillata across great distances for dozens of
years; others were only briefly regionally significant.
Nevertheless, the South Gaulish potteries have more in com-
man than just their geographical positions. Several centres
went hrough more or less analogous developments. In a few
cases they were so closely interrelated that they could be
called parent and child companies.
This chapter begins with a short look at a number of tech-
nological issues which are important for a proper understand-
ing of the rise of the South Gaulish sigillata production,
followed by a survey of the history of the individual kiln
sites. On the basis of the relationships between them, the
latter have been divided into four groups, which also form
regional entities. The southern group includes Bram and
Narbonne, both of which centres were productive for only a
short time and had only limited economic significance.
Montans is the most important site in the western group,
which also includes Crambade, Valery and Saint-Sauveur.
The eastern group consists of La Graufesenque, Le Rozier,
Banassac and the smaller kiln sites of Aspiran and
Jonquieres/Saint-Saturnin. Finally comes the northern
group, made up of Carrade and Espalion, both of which kiln
sites have elements in common with the western as well as
the eastern groups. After a discussion of the various potteries
and the relationships between them, an attempt is made in
the final section to place the rise and fall of the sigillata
production in South Gaul in a broader perspective.
2. 1 SlGILLATA AND PROTO-SIGILLATA'
Terra sigillata is best defined as an essentially red kind of
pottery with a sintered slip. Sintermg is the first phase of glaz-
ing, which renders the initially porous slip brilliant and im-
penneable2. The clay which forms the slip differs from the
clay of which the body of the vessel is made. First of all
there is a clear difference in particle size. The slip clay con-
sists of much smaller particles than that of the body - the
result of sedimentation. In addition, the slip contains a higher
proportion of potassium (K^O) and sodium (N0203) than the
body. As a result of these differences, the clay of the slip
melts at a lower temperature than that of the body. This char-
acteristic makes it possible to create a sintered slip without
the risk of deforming the body. A final important distinction
between the two kinds of clay concerns the calcium (CaO)
content. The slip is low in calcium3, while the body is rich in
calcium4. Probably chiefly owing to this difference, the slip
usually adheres quite well to the body5.
The predominantly red colour of the slip is mainly caused by
the high iron (Fe;^) content of the clay. The effect of this is
enhanced by the combination of a high proportion of alu-
minium (A^Oj) with a low proportion of calcium. The clay
of the body also contains a lot of iron, but because its cal-
cium content is higher in proportion to its aluminium con-
tent, the colour of the body is usually less pronounced than
that of the slip.
In addition to the composition of the clay, the firing tech-
nique used is essentially important to the colour of the fin-
ished vessel. Depending on the design of the kiln and the
method used by the potter, the pottery may turn out either
red or black.
In a common double-chamber kiln (fig. 2.2, a), the oven
chamber and the furnace chamber are connected. The bum-
ing of wood in the furnace chamber abstracts oxygen from
the oven chamber, creating a reducing atmosphere in there.
These circumstances cause Fe^ to be converted into blacken-
ing Fe304. At the end of the heating process, the pottery is
black. If all the openings of the kiln are closed at this point,
the reducing atmosphere is retained uring the cooling stage,
and the pottery keeps its black colour. But if the kiln is not
closed off at the end of the heating process, the reducing
atmosphere will almost immediately change to an oxidizing
one. The result of this change depends on the temperature
reached uring the heating stage. If the temperature was high
enough to make the slip sinter", the pottery will remain
1. For a detailed iscussion of this subject see Picon 1973,11-83.
2. Michel et al. 1987 and the literature mentioned there.
3. The claim made by G. Schneider and B. Hoffmann, that he sUp ideaUy
contains 15-20% CaO (Ettlinger et al. 1990, 34, and note 44), must
be due to a mistake, because it is based on the article mentioned in
the previous note, which emphasised the low CaO content, viz. less
than 5% (Michel et al. 1987, 71).
4. Some East Gaulish kiln sites also used low-calcium clay for the body.
The part played by the calcium is taken over by a high proportion of
potassium and sodium (Picon 1973, 101). The use of low-calcium
clay is also characteristic of Carrade (Pauc 1973, 13; Bemont/Jacob
1986,85).
5. Poor adherence may also have occurred if an unglazed vessel had
already dried too much by the time the slip was applied (comm. C.
de Casas).
6. Strictly speaking, not only the maximum temperature is important,
but also how long it has been sustained.
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Fig. 2.1 The South Gaulish production centres of terra sigillata.
1: areas 200-500 m above sea level. 2: areas over 500 m above sea level. 3: (likely) course of a Roman road. 4: kiln sites of various izes and
importance. 5: other places for orientation.
unchanged: it will stay black. But if the slip has not sintered,
the Fe304 which has formed during the reducing firing
process will be reconverted into Fe^, making the finished
article red.
In a muffle kiln (fig. 2.2, b), the oven chamber and the fur-
nace chamber are separate. The flames and the furnace gases
are led through the oven chamber th-ough pipes and dissipate
Compare, however, the experiences of J. Weiss (1978/1979), who
carefully heated a small kiln in which the furnace chamber was only
partly separated from the oven chamber, and managed to maintain an
oxidizing atmosphere. It has not been proved, however, that mass
production would be possible using such a technique. Pipes from
muffle kilns were found among the remains of sigillata in several
potteries, so there need be no doubt that such kilns were being used
in Roman times (Picon 1973, 91; Vemhet 1981).
their heat without coming into direct contact with the pot-
tery. In the oven chamber, therefore, there is an oxidizing
atmosphere. This causes the pottery to turn red during the
heating stage, a colour it retains during cooling. In order to
make the slip sinter, a muffle kiln has to be heated to a
higher temperature than a common double-chamber kiln.
The oven chamber is heated only indirectly, which reduces
efficiency. In addition to this, a higher temperature is needed
to achieve sintering in an oxidizing atmosphere than in a
reducing atmosphere.
The above clearly demonstrates that, for the production of
genuine terra sigillata, a muffle kiln is required. With a com-
man double-chamber kiln (fig. 2.2, a), only pottery which
differs in one or more respects from the definition of terra
sigillata given at the beginning of this section can be pro-
duced.If it has a sintered slip it is black; if it is red it cannot
but have a porous slip'. In various potteries, including Lyon,
2.2 BRAM AND NARBONNE 17
Fig. 2.2 Cross-section of two different types ofkiln. a: common double-chamber kiln. b: muffle kiln.
La Graufesenque and Lezoux, the production of genuine
terra sigillata was preceded by a phase in which attempts
were made to fire sigillata in common double-chamber kilns.
The products of this initial phase resemble genuine sigillata
in form, but are technically different. These experimental
products are usually referred to as proto-sigillata.
However, pottery which resembles sigillata as far as its
forms are concerned, but is different in the technical sense,
was also produced in potteries that never managed to produce
genuine terra sigillata. In those cases the term proto-sigil-
lata is not really applicable. Perhaps the term sigillata imita-
tions or imitation sigillata would be more appropriate in this
context.
2.2 BRAM AND NARBONNE
If the definition of terra sigillata given in the previous sec-
tion is taken into account, Bram and Narbonne do not rate
among the producers of South Gaulish terra sigillata. The
pottery made in these kilns does not have a sintered slip, nor
have any indications of the use of muffle kilns been found as
yet. Strictly speaking, pottery from Bram and Narbonne
should be considered imitation sigillata. Nevertheless, both
potteries are usually rated among the production centres of
terra sigillata, which warrants a brief discussion of them
here.
was based on its location at a crossroads. The attempt o
produce sigillata t Bram, besides other kinds of pottery, is
likely to have been chiefly motivated by the presence of
good transport routes and of a sizeable market. The experi-
ment did not last long, however. The technical know-how on
the site was obviously insufficient, for the pottery never
managed to produce any real sigillata. The right clay and
sufficient firewood were not available in its immediate
vicinity, so that any attempt to achieve bulk production was
doomed to fail from the start.
On the basis of the sigillata forms copied at Bram, produc-
don may be dated to the final quarter of the 1st century B.C.,
probably chiefly to the second decade. The distribution of
products from Bram was limited to its near vicinity, and was
mainly concentrated along the road between Narbonne and
Toulouse.
Narbonne (Aude)2
The pottery unearthed at and around Narbonne includes a
very homogeneous group of sigillata imitations. The stamps
which occur on some of these vessels have not been found
anywhere else. It is assumed, therefore, that there were a
number of potteries at or near Narbonne which tried, unsuc-
cessfully, to make sigillata. The exact location of the kiln site
is not yet known.
Bram (Aude)'
The Bram potteries were situated on the edge of the vicus of
Eburomagus, a regional economic entre whose significance
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 48-51; Passelac 1992.
2. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 52-55; Passelac 1992.
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Narbo(nne), as the capital of the province of Gallia
Narbonensis, must undoubtedly have presented an attractive
market for terra sigillata, so it is not surprising that attempts
were made to produce sigillata there*. However, even though
circumstances were a little better than at Bram, the
Narbonne initiative failed as well, a failure probably attribu-
table to the inferior quality of the locally-found clays.
The date of the manufacture of imitation sigillata at or near
Narbonne has to be deduced from the forms produced here.
In addition to vessels comparable to those from Bram, imi-
tations of sigillata forms Halt 2. and 8 were found, which are
assumed to have been developed somewhat later. There is
little reason to suppose, however, that imitation sigillata was
still being produced at Narbonne after the start of the 1st
century A.D.2 The Narbonne products were only regionally
distributed, chiefly in a southerly direction. To the west their
area of distribution partly overlaps that of Bram.
2.3 MONTANS, CRAMBADE, VALERY AND SAINT-SAUVEUR
Of the four kiln sites in the western group, Montans was the
most successful. Crambade and Valery may be regarded as
branches of the Montans centre, as is evident from the styles
of the decorated ware and from the names of the potters who
worked there. The position of Saint-Sauveur is as yet not
entirely clear. The products of the four western centres were
chiefly marketed in Aquitania, and to a lesser extent in
Tarraconensis and Britain.
Montans (Tarn)3
Contrary to what was until recently generally assumed, the
production of sigillata at most of the kiln sites did not orig-
inate from a long native tradition of pottery production4.
Cf. Jacob 1984, 350: "il semble bien que dans la majorite des cas, les
«industries» etablies a proximite des villes n'out eu, cormne unique
ambition, que la satisfaction des besoins de la population locale.'
The forms Halt. 2 and 8 (Consp. 18 and 22) were also already in
production before the start of the 1st century A.D. (Ettlinger et al.
1990, 82 and 90). The only argument o support the theory that the
Narbonne production continued into the 1st century A.D. is the find
of a mould for the production of flasks, whose decoration shows
some resemblance to that on vessels from La Graufesenque
(Bemont/Jacob 1986, 54).
Dechelette 1904, 129-137; Oxe 1914; Durand-Lefebvre 1946;
Durand-Lefebvre 1954; Meunier 1965-1966; Martin 1972b; Martin
1974; Labrousse 1975; Simpson 1976; Martin 1977; Martin 1978;
Martin 1979a; Martin 1979b; Martin 1981; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
58-71; Martin 1986.
Jacob 1984, 349, and note 2.
Fig. 2.3 Various kinds of sigillata stamps from Montans and Puteoli.
Scale 1:1.
a-c: stamps 'incorona' fromMontans. d-f: stamps 'intabula
ansata' from Puteoli. g-i: stamps 'in tabula ansata' from
Montans.
Montans forms one of the exceptions to this mle, as has been
shown particularly clearly by the excavations in the last
decade. By as early as the start of the 1st century B.C., the
production of pottery was thriving at Montans. Around the
beginning of the 1st century A.D. the first attempts were
made to produce sigillata there, in the common double-
chamber kilns in use at the time. The pottery which resulted
from this experiment should be classed as proto-sigillata.
Although it is red, the slip is not sintered.
The production of genuine terra sigillata started soon after
the initial experiments, presumably as early as in the first
decade of the 1st century A.D. The earliest genuine sigillata
is in perfect keeping with the Italian tradition. This may be
seen from the forms of sigillata produced, as well as from
the designs of the decorated ware. Moreover, many of the
earliest plainware vessels are stamped with the manufac-
turer's name surrounded by a wreath (fig. 2.3, a-c). Such
stamps 'in corona' mainly occur on Puteolan sigillata (fig.
2.3, d-f), which makes it reasonable to assume that, initially,
the production at Montans was strongly influenced by
Puteoli.
In the second quarter of the 1st century, the Montans sigil-
lata manufacturers gradually broke away from the Italian
tradition. The numerous stamps 'in tabula ansata' (fig. 2.3,
g-i) from the times of Claudius and Nero illustrate the
special character which the Montans sigillata developed
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Fig. 2.4 Six services developed at La Graufesenque under Nero and in the early Flavian period.
through the years. Stamps in the shape ofrosettes and leaves
were also more popular at Montans than at any other
factory in this period. The reigns of Claudius and Nero may
almost certainly be regarded as the most prosperous period
in the existence of this kiln site.
From the end of Nero's reign, Montans seems increasingly
to have received new impulses from La Graufesenque.
Around this time, six new services were developed in the
latter centre, some of which were adopted by the Montans
potters (fig. 2.4, A, C and F). La Graufesenque also gradual-
ly made its influence felt in the field of decorated ware. In
Flavian times, the Montans potters even used moulds from
La Graufesenque, including some from the workshop of T.
Flavius Secundus (fig. 2.5)'. Other manufacturers who form-
ed a link between La Graufesenque and Montans were
Acutus and Logimus2. In addition, the names of some forty
other potters known from both centres may be listed. In most
cases, however, these are popular names such as Amandus,
Felix, Modestus and Tertius, which could have belonged to
contemporary potters working in either pottery.
In the final quarter of the 1st century, the Montans potters
clearly conformed to the fashions developed at La
Graufesenque; nevertheless, their products always retained
their own identity. A look at the shape of the footring on the
bowls of Drag. 37 may serve to illustrate this. The Montans
potters always stuck to the technique used for Drag. 29, on
which the footring was formed by turning out a solid base
formed with the bowl in the mould. At La Graufesenque, on
the other hand, the potters tarted to attach separately form-
ed footrings soon after the introduction of Drag. 373.
From the end of the 1st century onwards, the market for
Montans sigillata seems to have dwindled. Even though
some vessels from Montans were unearthed in Britain,
which must have arrived there around the middle of the 2nd
1. The decoration of the Montans mould has been drawn in reverse.
2. Acutus: Oxe 1914; Simpson 1976, 253; Hartley 1977, 252; Martin
1978, 255 f. Logimus: see under Saint-Sauveur (p. 20).
3. For an exception to this mle see Nieto et al. 1989, 179, fig. 133.
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Narbo(nne), as the capital of the province of Gallia
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Narbonne initiative failed as well, a failure probably attribu-
table to the inferior quality of the locally-found clays.
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Narbonne has to be deduced from the forms produced here.
In addition to vessels comparable to those from Bram, imi-
tations of sigillata forms Halt 2. and 8 were found, which are
assumed to have been developed somewhat later. There is
little reason to suppose, however, that imitation sigillata was
still being produced at Narbonne after the start of the 1st
century A.D.2 The Narbonne products were only regionally
distributed, chiefly in a southerly direction. To the west their
area of distribution partly overlaps that of Bram.
2.3 MONTANS, CRAMBADE, VALERY AND SAINT-SAUVEUR
Of the four kiln sites in the western group, Montans was the
most successful. Crambade and Valery may be regarded as
branches of the Montans centre, as is evident from the styles
of the decorated ware and from the names of the potters who
worked there. The position of Saint-Sauveur is as yet not
entirely clear. The products of the four western centres were
chiefly marketed in Aquitania, and to a lesser extent in
Tarraconensis and Britain.
Montans (Tarn)3
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Cf. Jacob 1984, 350: "il semble bien que dans la majorite des cas, les
«industries» etablies a proximite des villes n'out eu, cormne unique
ambition, que la satisfaction des besoins de la population locale.'
The forms Halt. 2 and 8 (Consp. 18 and 22) were also already in
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of a mould for the production of flasks, whose decoration shows
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(Bemont/Jacob 1986, 54).
Dechelette 1904, 129-137; Oxe 1914; Durand-Lefebvre 1946;
Durand-Lefebvre 1954; Meunier 1965-1966; Martin 1972b; Martin
1974; Labrousse 1975; Simpson 1976; Martin 1977; Martin 1978;
Martin 1979a; Martin 1979b; Martin 1981; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
58-71; Martin 1986.
Jacob 1984, 349, and note 2.
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century', there is every indication that these only marked a
brief revival of the export. Around A.D. 175 the production of
sigillata at Montans had definitely ceased. The production of
other types of pottery for the regional market continued until
the end of the 3rd century.
Crambade (Montans, Tarn)2
The pottery of Crambade is only 4 km south of Montans, and
covers an area of 1 ha. at the most. The sigillata that was
made there is identical to the contemporary products from
Montans. The sigillata stamps found to date belong to four
potters: Felix, Lupus, Rufus and Votomus. All these names
are also known from Montans, which makes it plausible that
the Crambade kiln site was set up as an offshoot of the
Montans centre.
The potteries in Crambade were active in the second decade
of the 1st century. This may be seen from the style of the
decorated ware and from the assortment of plain forms,
which includes Halt. la, Drag. 17a and Ritt. 5, among others.
Why this kiln site was founded, and why it was closed, are
matters for conjecture. There was plenty of water, wood and
suitable clay available, which leaves no doubt about the
pottery's chances of survival in the long run.
^_
Fig. 2.5 Two decorative schemes designed by the mould-maker T.
Flavius Secundus from La Graufesenque. Scale c. 1:2.
a: fragment of a mould made at La Graufesenque, found at
Montans. b: fragment of a bowl found at La Graufesenque.
Valery (Basque, Tarn)3
At first sight, considering the favourable circumstances for
establishing a thriving business at Crambade, it seems strange
that about wenty ears after production at this branch stop-
ped, a pottery was set up in Valery, over 10 km further away
from Montans and less favourably located in relation to the
main transport routes. In view of the fact that the Valery kiln
site was founded in the grounds of a Roman villa, it is
thought likely that the owner of this villa took the initiative
for its establishment. The sigillata from Valery, like that
from Crambade, is practically indistinguishable from the
Montans kind. A study of the vessel forms and the decor-
ative schemes has led to the deduction that sigillata was only
produced at Valery c. A.D. 40-60. Of the fourteen names of
potters known to have worked at this centre, thirteen also
1. Hartley 1972a, 42-45; Simpson 1987.
2. Martin 1983; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 72-77.
3. Martin 1972a; Martin 1976; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 78-84.
4. BemonfJacob 1986, 98.
5. Cf. catalogue no. L23.
6. Millett 1987, 114.
7. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 63.
8. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 140.
occur on vessels from Montans. In many cases the stamps
are even identical, so Valery may obviously be considered to
have been a branch of the Montans centre.
The Valery potteries were only active during the period in
which production at the parent company was at its peak.
They probably owed their existence to the failing productive
capacity at Montans, whatever may have caused this.
Saint-Sauveur (Gaillac, Tarn)4
The Saint-Sauveur kiln site is only known because of an
excavation carried out there as early as in 1868. On that
occasion, the remains of a kiln filled with wasters were
found on the right bank of the Tam opposite Montans. A
considerable number of wasters bore stamps reading
LOGIRNM. They occurred on cups of form Drag. 27 and on
moulds for bowls of forms Drag. 29 and 37. Identical stamps
were found on Montans moulds for Drag. 37 (fig. 2.6) and
on plain ware from both Montans and La Graufesenque5.
At La Graufesenque, Logimus was already active under
Nero, to judge by the discovery of some of his products in
Colchester Pottery Shop II", in the Keramiklager at
Oberwinterthur and in pre-Flavian finds groups at
Valkenburg7 and Zwammerdam8. Sigillata production at
Saint-Sauveur also seems to have started under Nero, and to
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Fig. 2.6 Four moulds by Logimus for the production of bowls of Drag. 37, found at Montans.
have lasted ten years at the most. Logimus's activities at
Montans are presumed to be from a later date.
As no further information is available, the raison d'etre for
the Saint-Sauveur pottery remains a matter for speculation.
Perhaps it was a branch of Logimus's business at Montans,
although the chronology seems to contradict this. Another
possibility is that Logimus established a branch at Saint-
Sauveur when he was working at La Graufesenque, in order
to gain access to the market served by Montans, for which
he made moulds with decorative schemes which are clearly
different from those used on La Graufesenque bowls from
the same period, but in keeping with those from Montans. In
that case the timing was particularly unfortunate, because
production at Montans eems to have been past its heyday by
c. A.D. 60. Perhaps this explains why the Saint-Sauveur
branch was only briefly used.
2.4 LA GRAUFESENQUE, ASPIRAN, JONQUIERES/
SAINT-SATURNIN, LE ROZIER AND BANASSAC
La Graufesenque is the most important kiln site of the
eastern group of South Gaulish pottehes. It is the earliest
kiln site in this area, and was by far the most successful. The
small potteries of Aspiran and Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin
were productive for only a short time, and because of their
location and significance may be considered marginal. The
status of Le Rozier is best compared with that of Valery in
the western group, as that of a branch which was only pro-
ductive during the heyday of its parent company. Like Le
Rozier, Banassac was probably set up from La Graufesenque,
but it quickly developed into an independent kiln site with its
own area of distribution. It actually maintained a grip on the
distant markets for a longer period than its parent company.
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Fig. 2.7 Location of the various excavati
Malzac 1862-1864; Ceres 1881-1886; Ceres 1887-1893a; Vialettes
1894-1899, 5-27; Dechelette 1904, 64-116; Artieres 1906-1911;
Hermet 1923; Oxe 1925; Hemiet 1934; Oxe 1936; Balsan 1950;
Albenque 1951; Albenque/Balsan 1951; Balsan 1953; Balsan 1963;
Balsan 1965; Balsan 1966; Balsan 1967; Balsan 1969; Balsan 1970;
BalsanAfemhet 1971; Vemhet 1971; Vemhet 1972; HedaiWemhet
1974; Vemhet/Balsan 1975; Vernhet 1976; VemhetA^ertet 1976;
LauxeroisWemhet 1977; Vemhet 1977; Lafon 1978; Haalebos 1979;
Vemhet 1979; Middleton 1980; Labrousse 1981; Vemhet 1981;
Bemont 1982; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 96-103; Bemont 1987; Bemont et al.
1987; Vemhet 1987/1988; Marichal 1988; BemontAfemhet 1989;
Hoffmann et al. 1989; Dausse 1990; HoffmannArernhet 1990;
Bemont 1990-1991; Dannell et al. 1990-1991a; Dannell et al. 1990-
1991b; Dieulafait/Dieulafait 1990-1991; Hoffmann/Picon 1990-1991;
Picon 1990-1991; Vemhet 1990-1991; Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991;
Vernhet 1991; Flobert 1992; Hoffmann/Vemhet 1992; Bemont/
Vemhet 1992-1993.
Vemhet 1971; Hof&nann et al. 1989; Picon 1990-1991; Hoffmann/
Vemhet 1992.
La Graufesenque (Millau, Aveyron)'
La Graufesenque is a small plain on the left bank of the Tam,
opposite the present-day town of Millau. Excavations carried
out from the second half of the 19th century onwards have
revealed that this was once the site of a centre of sigillata
production covering an area of at least 10 ha. (fig. 2.7). The
history of the La Graufesenque potteries dates from the last
two decades of the 1st century B.C., when proto-sigillata nd
other kinds of pottery were produced there for the
regional market2. The production of genuine sigillata started
in the first decade A.D. and rapidly pushed that of other types
of pottery into the background.
The first genuine sigillata products from La Graufesenque
are often almost indistinguishable from their Italian counter-
parts. The decorated ware is very similar to that from
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Arezzo', and the plain forms are faithful copies of the most
common Italian types. The form of the potters' stamps is
also quite similar to that of stamps from Arezzo. Initially,
two-lined stamps as well as stamps on which the text is sur-
rounded by a wreath or a double frame (fig. 2.8) were used
at La Graufesenque, as in Italy.
In the second quarter of the 1st century the potters from La
Graufesenque, like their Montans colleagues, gradually
broke away from the Italian tradition. Vessels with moulded
decoration gained their very own recognizable character in
that period. Unlike Italy, kraters no longer played a major
part; their place was taken by Drag. 29. The range of plain
forms also changed in this period. Halt. la, Drag. 17 and
Ritt. 5 were taken out of production, and Drag. 18 and Ritt.
12 were added to the range. Other new types never really
caught on (fig. 2.9). The breach with Italian tradition is best
reflected in the stamps. At La Graufesenque, the terms offici-
na, fecit and manus were often added to the manufacturer's
Early stamp forms from La Graufesenque. Scale 1:1.
a-b: two-lined stamps, c-d: stamps 'in corona'. e-f: stamps in
double rectangular frames. HoffmannA/emhet 1990; HoffmamWernhet 1992.
Fig. 2.9 Two types of cups produced only in small numbers at La Graufesenque. Scale 1:2.
a: FRONTOF, La Graufesenque. b: OFIC. CANTI, Asciburgium. c: PRIMI, Nijmegen-Kops Plateau, d: QVMTI, La Graufesenque. e: M0[-],
Asciburgium.
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The first genuine sigillata products from La Graufesenque
are often almost indistinguishable from their Italian counter-
parts. The decorated ware is very similar to that from
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Arezzo', and the plain forms are faithful copies of the most
common Italian types. The form of the potters' stamps is
also quite similar to that of stamps from Arezzo. Initially,
two-lined stamps as well as stamps on which the text is sur-
rounded by a wreath or a double frame (fig. 2.8) were used
at La Graufesenque, as in Italy.
In the second quarter of the 1st century the potters from La
Graufesenque, like their Montans colleagues, gradually
broke away from the Italian tradition. Vessels with moulded
decoration gained their very own recognizable character in
that period. Unlike Italy, kraters no longer played a major
part; their place was taken by Drag. 29. The range of plain
forms also changed in this period. Halt. la, Drag. 17 and
Ritt. 5 were taken out of production, and Drag. 18 and Ritt.
12 were added to the range. Other new types never really
caught on (fig. 2.9). The breach with Italian tradition is best
reflected in the stamps. At La Graufesenque, the terms offici-
na, fecit and manus were often added to the manufacturer's
Early stamp forms from La Graufesenque. Scale 1:1.
a-b: two-lined stamps, c-d: stamps 'in corona'. e-f: stamps in
double rectangular frames. HoffmannA/emhet 1990; HoffmamWernhet 1992.
Fig. 2.9 Two types of cups produced only in small numbers at La Graufesenque. Scale 1:2.
a: FRONTOF, La Graufesenque. b: OFIC. CANTI, Asciburgium. c: PRIMI, Nijmegen-Kops Plateau, d: QVMTI, La Graufesenque. e: M0[-],
Asciburgium.
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Fig. 2.10 Plan of the excavations carried out at La Graufesenque in 1965-1981 (cf. fig. 2.7).
a: large kiln from the years A.D. 80-120/130. b: Fosse de Cirratus. c: Fosse de Gallicanus.
name. These terms are practically unknown in the Italian
pottenes.
The third quarter of the 1st century was a period of great
change for La Graufesenque. Around A.D. 60 fundamental
alterations took place in the section of the kiln site that was
investigated in 1973-1981' (fig. 2.10), where private dwell-
ings gave way to workshops. These changes may have re-
suited from a considerable increase in the demand for terra
sigillata, which may also explain the fact that a branch was
set up at Le Rozier around the same time. In addition, the
start ofLogimus's activities at Saint-Sauveur is dated to this
period.
The changes which took place at this time are also reflected
in the sigillata forms produced. In a relatively short period,
the types Drag. 16, Ritt. 1, Drag. 24/25 and Ritt. 8 and 9 dis-
appeared from the range. The selection was subsequently
increased by six new services which, however, were no more
than variations on a theme (fig. 2.4). As to the decorated
ware. Drag. 11 was discontinued and Drag. 37 was intro-
duced, later followed by the far less popular types Dech. 67
and Knorr 78.
The third quarter of the 1st century was a period of transition
in the quality of the sigillata. Technically speaking, the high
point was reached at the beginning of Nero's reign. The slip
on sigillata from that period often has a brilliant gloss. Strict
inspections prevented inferior products from leaving La
Graufesenque. That, at least, is the impression gained from
the contents of a refuse pit excavated in 1978. This so-called
Posse de Gallicanus (fig. 2.10, c) contained thousands of
sigillata vessels, all of which had been rejected because of
slight imperfections during a single firing season around A.D.
55/60.
The stringent standards which were implemented at the time
of the Fosse de Gallicanus seem to have been abandoned
soon afterwards. Before the end ofNero's reign, second-rate
vessels started to appear on the market (fig. 2.11). This de-
velopment continued in the final quarter of the 1st century.
The decorated vessels from this period show a decreasing
amount of detail. This was not related to the quality of the
moulds or of the poingons, which possessed just as much
detail as the earlier examples. The slip on the sigillata lost
much of its brilliance at this time. The walls of the vessels
became thicker, their shapes less elegant. The potters prob-
ably spent less time on their products. The decorated ware
was moulded more hastily, resulting in decoration that lack-
ed clarity. Before the slip was applied, the vessels were
polished only very briefly or not at all, resulting in a loss of
brilliance. The thicker walls probably also have to do with
the increased pace of the work; the production of thin-
walled vessels takes more time than that of thick-walled
ones, because the centrifugal force of the potter's wheel eas-
ily leads to distortions.
Long-distance export from La Graufesenque ended quite
abmptly between A.D. 100 and 1202. For a few decades from
the reign of Hadrian onwards, some sigillata was still pro-
duced there for the South Gaulish market. The production of
other kinds of pottery was continued until about the middle
of the 3rd century.
The area of distribution of La Graufesenque sigillata cover-
ed practically the entire Roman empire. Its largest markets
were Gaul - with the exception ofAquitania, which was con-
trolled by Montans -, the German provinces and Britain.
Between c. A.D. 30 and 100, La Graufesenque had hardly
any competition to fear there.
Aspiran and Jonquieres/Saint-Saturnin (Herault)3
The kiln sites of Aspiran and Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin are
situated about 10 km apart, halfway between La Graufesenque
and the Mediterranean. Both centres are situated in the
immediate vicinity of a Roman villa, close to the road which
once connected La Graufesenque with the Via Domitia, the
main road along the Mediterranean coast. Both at Aspiran
and at Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin, sigillata was only pro-
duced in limited quantities and for a short period, between c.
A.D. 20 and 45. The decorated ware resembles that of La
Graufesenque, but chemical analyses carried out so far indi-
cate that the moulds used were made on the spot.
In addition to sharing a history, Aspiran and Jonquieres/
Saint-Satumin are connected through the products of the
potter Laetus who, to judge by the finds, worked at both kiln
sites. At Aspiran, he not only made sigillata, but amphorae
as well (fig. 2.12).
The shape of the sigillata stamps that were found has led to
the deduction that he two potteries were not only influenced
by La Graufesenque but also - and probably initially - by the
Italian potteries. At Aspiran as well as at Jonquieres/Saint-
Satumin, stamps were found in the shape of a trefoil and 'in
planta pedis' - types which are not known from La Graufe-
senque, but became the fashion in Italy under Tiberius.
As at Valery, the initiative for the production of terra sigil-
lata at Aspiran and Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin may have
originated with the owners of the nearby villas. Curiously
enough, the sigillata from these centres was only distributed
in the immediate area, although both sites were situated on
one of the main transport routes for terra sigillata from La
Graufesenque.
1. Comm. A. Vemhet.
2. See section 4.6.
3. Albagnac/Rouquette 1971; Genty 1974-1975; Genty/Fiches 1978;
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 113-120.
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Fig. 2.10 Plan of the excavations carried out at La Graufesenque in 1965-1981 (cf. fig. 2.7).
a: large kiln from the years A.D. 80-120/130. b: Fosse de Cirratus. c: Fosse de Gallicanus.
name. These terms are practically unknown in the Italian
pottenes.
The third quarter of the 1st century was a period of great
change for La Graufesenque. Around A.D. 60 fundamental
alterations took place in the section of the kiln site that was
investigated in 1973-1981' (fig. 2.10), where private dwell-
ings gave way to workshops. These changes may have re-
suited from a considerable increase in the demand for terra
sigillata, which may also explain the fact that a branch was
set up at Le Rozier around the same time. In addition, the
start ofLogimus's activities at Saint-Sauveur is dated to this
period.
The changes which took place at this time are also reflected
in the sigillata forms produced. In a relatively short period,
the types Drag. 16, Ritt. 1, Drag. 24/25 and Ritt. 8 and 9 dis-
appeared from the range. The selection was subsequently
increased by six new services which, however, were no more
than variations on a theme (fig. 2.4). As to the decorated
ware. Drag. 11 was discontinued and Drag. 37 was intro-
duced, later followed by the far less popular types Dech. 67
and Knorr 78.
The third quarter of the 1st century was a period of transition
in the quality of the sigillata. Technically speaking, the high
point was reached at the beginning of Nero's reign. The slip
on sigillata from that period often has a brilliant gloss. Strict
inspections prevented inferior products from leaving La
Graufesenque. That, at least, is the impression gained from
the contents of a refuse pit excavated in 1978. This so-called
Posse de Gallicanus (fig. 2.10, c) contained thousands of
sigillata vessels, all of which had been rejected because of
slight imperfections during a single firing season around A.D.
55/60.
The stringent standards which were implemented at the time
of the Fosse de Gallicanus seem to have been abandoned
soon afterwards. Before the end ofNero's reign, second-rate
vessels started to appear on the market (fig. 2.11). This de-
velopment continued in the final quarter of the 1st century.
The decorated vessels from this period show a decreasing
amount of detail. This was not related to the quality of the
moulds or of the poingons, which possessed just as much
detail as the earlier examples. The slip on the sigillata lost
much of its brilliance at this time. The walls of the vessels
became thicker, their shapes less elegant. The potters prob-
ably spent less time on their products. The decorated ware
was moulded more hastily, resulting in decoration that lack-
ed clarity. Before the slip was applied, the vessels were
polished only very briefly or not at all, resulting in a loss of
brilliance. The thicker walls probably also have to do with
the increased pace of the work; the production of thin-
walled vessels takes more time than that of thick-walled
ones, because the centrifugal force of the potter's wheel eas-
ily leads to distortions.
Long-distance export from La Graufesenque ended quite
abmptly between A.D. 100 and 1202. For a few decades from
the reign of Hadrian onwards, some sigillata was still pro-
duced there for the South Gaulish market. The production of
other kinds of pottery was continued until about the middle
of the 3rd century.
The area of distribution of La Graufesenque sigillata cover-
ed practically the entire Roman empire. Its largest markets
were Gaul - with the exception ofAquitania, which was con-
trolled by Montans -, the German provinces and Britain.
Between c. A.D. 30 and 100, La Graufesenque had hardly
any competition to fear there.
Aspiran and Jonquieres/Saint-Saturnin (Herault)3
The kiln sites of Aspiran and Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin are
situated about 10 km apart, halfway between La Graufesenque
and the Mediterranean. Both centres are situated in the
immediate vicinity of a Roman villa, close to the road which
once connected La Graufesenque with the Via Domitia, the
main road along the Mediterranean coast. Both at Aspiran
and at Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin, sigillata was only pro-
duced in limited quantities and for a short period, between c.
A.D. 20 and 45. The decorated ware resembles that of La
Graufesenque, but chemical analyses carried out so far indi-
cate that the moulds used were made on the spot.
In addition to sharing a history, Aspiran and Jonquieres/
Saint-Satumin are connected through the products of the
potter Laetus who, to judge by the finds, worked at both kiln
sites. At Aspiran, he not only made sigillata, but amphorae
as well (fig. 2.12).
The shape of the sigillata stamps that were found has led to
the deduction that he two potteries were not only influenced
by La Graufesenque but also - and probably initially - by the
Italian potteries. At Aspiran as well as at Jonquieres/Saint-
Satumin, stamps were found in the shape of a trefoil and 'in
planta pedis' - types which are not known from La Graufe-
senque, but became the fashion in Italy under Tiberius.
As at Valery, the initiative for the production of terra sigil-
lata at Aspiran and Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin may have
originated with the owners of the nearby villas. Curiously
enough, the sigillata from these centres was only distributed
in the immediate area, although both sites were situated on
one of the main transport routes for terra sigillata from La
Graufesenque.
1. Comm. A. Vemhet.
2. See section 4.6.
3. Albagnac/Rouquette 1971; Genty 1974-1975; Genty/Fiches 1978;
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 113-120.
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Fig. 2.11 Remains of the decoration of a Drag. 29 stamped by Aquitanus, found at Vechten, which moved during moulding. Scale 1 : 2.
The Le Rozier kilns are situated where the Jonte flows into
the Tam, about 15 km to the northeast of La Graufesenque.
A systematic field survey has revealed that he potteries used
to cover an area of almost 2 ha.
The forms produced at Le Rozier, in addition to Drag. 24
and Ritt. 8 and 9, also include Drag. 35, 36 and 37. This
indicates that the potteries established there must already
have been productive under Nero, and have continued at
least into the time of Vespasian. The style of the decorated
ware suggests that production was limited to the period c.
A.D. 55/60-75/80.
The names of the more than twenty potters whose stamps
were found at Le Rozier are almost all known from La
Graufesenque as well. Numerous identical stamps were
'^LAETJ? a d
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Hermet 1934, 285-288; Peyre 1971; Thuault 1978; Bemont/Jacob
1986, 110-113.
Fig. 2.12 Stamps of Laetus from Aspiran on sigillata (a-f) and
amphorae (g). Scale 1:1.
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found at both centres, which makes it safe to assume that Le
Rozier was once a branch of La Graufesenque. The econ-
omic significance of this centre cannot be determined as yet,
because the Le Rozier sigillata is almost indistinguishable
from that of its parent company. Clay from the same geo-
logical formation was used at both centres (fig. 2.13), giving
the vessels produced there almost identical chemical com-
positions*.
The start of the sigillata production at Le Rozier coincided
with drastic renovations at La Graufesenque. It has already
been suggested that both events resulted from a greatly
increased emand for terra sigillata (p. 25). It is much less
certain whether the closure of the Le Rozier potteries is re-
lated to a deterioration of the potential market.
Banassac (Lozere)2
The Banassac potteries are located on both sides of the
Urugne, only a few hundred metres from the point where it
flows into the Lot. The production centre covers an area of
10 ha. at the most, of which only a small part has been
investigated. Most excavations were carried out before the
Second World War, and are poorly documented, as are the
more recent investigations, which were earned out in 1953
and 1960-19643.
Thus far, sigillata production at Banassac has generally been
assumed to have started during the reign of Nero or
Vespasian4. This assumption is incorrect, however. Up to
now, no clear distinction has been made between the sigil-
lata produced at Banassac itself, and the sigillata that was
brought in from La Graufesenque prior to the establishment
of the Banassac pottery5. This in itself is not surprising,
because the earliest vessels produced at Banassac have a lot
in common with the sigillata from La Graufesenque, and
were in part produced by the same manufacturers. Since the
two centres used very similar kinds of clay, both groups of
sigillata re quite similar in colour and in the nature of their
fabrics6. Moreover, various collections of finds from excava-
tions at Banassac have become 'contaminated' with finds
from elsewhere - La Graufesenque, among other places7. In
the course of time, all these factors combined to create an
incorrect idea about the initial phase of sigillata production
at Banassac.
A reliable impression of the sigillata produced at Banassac
may be obtained by selecting only the products of potters
whose stamps have been found more than once, on more
than one part of the site (fig. 2.14)8. This selection can be
extended by the products of a few manufacturers only
known from Banassac, such as the potters G.D.P. and lulianus
(fig. 2.15), and the mould-makers Lentinus and Marinus9. A
final addition to the list is the name of the mould-maker
Germanus. Chemical analysis of sherds of decorated bowls
found at Banassac has revealed that moulds made by
Germanus were used there10; it is as yet unknown if these
were made at Banassac or if they were imported from La
Graufesenque, where Germanus was active for a long time.
In the 'basic Banassac group' thus gathered, a few other pot-
ters besides Germanus are represented, who also worked at
La Graufesenque, namely lulius Aemilius, T. lulius Aplastus,
Claudius Gemma and Flavius Gennanus. Whether the
Biragillus who produced plain ware at Banassac was also the
manufacturer whose moulds were found at La Graufesenque
1. The only perceptible difference is in the manganese (Mn) content
(Asaro et al. 1975). Unfortunately the manganese content of a sherd
may be considerably influenced by post-depositional processes;
mobile elements in the soil, such as manganese, may easily be absorbed
by the porous ceramic body (Ettlinger et al. 1990, 29, and note 5; Van
der Plas 1990, 8). A sherd found at Vechten, with a stamp known
from both Le Rozier and La Graufesenque, can thus only seldom be
attributed, beyond reasonable doubt, to one or the other.
2. Roqueplo 1868-1870; Andre 1869; De Mortillet 1879; Ceres 1887-
1893b; Vialettes 1894-1899, 28 f.; Dechelette 1904, 117-128; Barbot
1906; Morel 1938; Morel 1950-1954; Morel 1956; Cavaroc 1961;
Vigarie et al. 1961; Cavaroc 1964; Hofmann 1965; Michou 1965;
Pinon 1965; Hofmann 1966; Morel 1968; MoreVPeyre 1968; Rogers
1969-1970; Hofmann 1970; Morel/Peyre 1975; Peyre 1975; Hofmann
1977; Bemont/Jadob 1986, 103-110; Hofmann 1988.
3. A brief survey is given in Hofmann 1988, 7-15.
4. Hofmann 1965; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 104; Hofmann 1988. 15. Von
Schnurbein (1982, 126 and 128) even thinks that production began
much earlier: he mentions Banassac as one of the successors of the
kUn site at Lyon-La Muette.
5. This appears from numerous illustrations in Peyre 1975 and Hofmann
1988.
6. For the chemical composition of the clay used in Banassac see Picon/
Hofmann 1974; Asaro et al. 1975; Picon et al. 1975; Widemann et al.
1976. Also compare appendix A, 1, table 3.
7. This is tme of the collections of Roqueplo, Ceres (both in Musee
Fenaille, Rodez) and Morel (Centre de Documentation Archeologique
Ch. Morel, La Canourgue). The Roqueplo collection includes very
many vessels from La Graufesenque, a large number of which may
have been found during his excavations at the La Pravive baths, south
of Banassac (Hofmann 1988, 9). The Ceres collection also included
finds from La Graufesenque. After the death of the owner most of the
collection fell into disarray (Vialettes 1894-1899, 1: "plusieurs caisses
de poteries ... avaient et6 malheureusement jetees sur Ie chemin
public, avant quej'ai pu m'en saisir"; cf. Dechelette 1904, 117 and
Hofmann 1988; 9). Before the Second World War, Cfa. Morel not
only carried out excavations at Banassac, but also at La Graufesenque
(comm. A. Vemhet); his collection fell into disorder during the war
(Hofmann 1988, 11).
8. Cf. Andre 1869, 28: OF. JULIAEM, DOMITVSM, OF.COP [sc. OP.
GDP], SVARAD. M, VARA and BIRA; De Mortillet 1879, 35 f.:
among others FIVLIAEM, BIRACI, COCCIL. M, DOMITVSF,
DOMITVS, FMAE [sc. GEMAE], FEAGE "dans un cartouche ome
a chaque extremite d'un triangle renverse avec point central" [sc.
OPFLGER], NIGRI, SVARAD.M, SVARAD andVARA.
9. Mees 1995, Taf. 234-235 and 237, 1-2.
10. Widemann et al. 1976.
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The Le Rozier kilns are situated where the Jonte flows into
the Tam, about 15 km to the northeast of La Graufesenque.
A systematic field survey has revealed that he potteries used
to cover an area of almost 2 ha.
The forms produced at Le Rozier, in addition to Drag. 24
and Ritt. 8 and 9, also include Drag. 35, 36 and 37. This
indicates that the potteries established there must already
have been productive under Nero, and have continued at
least into the time of Vespasian. The style of the decorated
ware suggests that production was limited to the period c.
A.D. 55/60-75/80.
The names of the more than twenty potters whose stamps
were found at Le Rozier are almost all known from La
Graufesenque as well. Numerous identical stamps were
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Hermet 1934, 285-288; Peyre 1971; Thuault 1978; Bemont/Jacob
1986, 110-113.
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found at both centres, which makes it safe to assume that Le
Rozier was once a branch of La Graufesenque. The econ-
omic significance of this centre cannot be determined as yet,
because the Le Rozier sigillata is almost indistinguishable
from that of its parent company. Clay from the same geo-
logical formation was used at both centres (fig. 2.13), giving
the vessels produced there almost identical chemical com-
positions*.
The start of the sigillata production at Le Rozier coincided
with drastic renovations at La Graufesenque. It has already
been suggested that both events resulted from a greatly
increased emand for terra sigillata (p. 25). It is much less
certain whether the closure of the Le Rozier potteries is re-
lated to a deterioration of the potential market.
Banassac (Lozere)2
The Banassac potteries are located on both sides of the
Urugne, only a few hundred metres from the point where it
flows into the Lot. The production centre covers an area of
10 ha. at the most, of which only a small part has been
investigated. Most excavations were carried out before the
Second World War, and are poorly documented, as are the
more recent investigations, which were earned out in 1953
and 1960-19643.
Thus far, sigillata production at Banassac has generally been
assumed to have started during the reign of Nero or
Vespasian4. This assumption is incorrect, however. Up to
now, no clear distinction has been made between the sigil-
lata produced at Banassac itself, and the sigillata that was
brought in from La Graufesenque prior to the establishment
of the Banassac pottery5. This in itself is not surprising,
because the earliest vessels produced at Banassac have a lot
in common with the sigillata from La Graufesenque, and
were in part produced by the same manufacturers. Since the
two centres used very similar kinds of clay, both groups of
sigillata re quite similar in colour and in the nature of their
fabrics6. Moreover, various collections of finds from excava-
tions at Banassac have become 'contaminated' with finds
from elsewhere - La Graufesenque, among other places7. In
the course of time, all these factors combined to create an
incorrect idea about the initial phase of sigillata production
at Banassac.
A reliable impression of the sigillata produced at Banassac
may be obtained by selecting only the products of potters
whose stamps have been found more than once, on more
than one part of the site (fig. 2.14)8. This selection can be
extended by the products of a few manufacturers only
known from Banassac, such as the potters G.D.P. and lulianus
(fig. 2.15), and the mould-makers Lentinus and Marinus9. A
final addition to the list is the name of the mould-maker
Germanus. Chemical analysis of sherds of decorated bowls
found at Banassac has revealed that moulds made by
Germanus were used there10; it is as yet unknown if these
were made at Banassac or if they were imported from La
Graufesenque, where Germanus was active for a long time.
In the 'basic Banassac group' thus gathered, a few other pot-
ters besides Germanus are represented, who also worked at
La Graufesenque, namely lulius Aemilius, T. lulius Aplastus,
Claudius Gemma and Flavius Gennanus. Whether the
Biragillus who produced plain ware at Banassac was also the
manufacturer whose moulds were found at La Graufesenque
1. The only perceptible difference is in the manganese (Mn) content
(Asaro et al. 1975). Unfortunately the manganese content of a sherd
may be considerably influenced by post-depositional processes;
mobile elements in the soil, such as manganese, may easily be absorbed
by the porous ceramic body (Ettlinger et al. 1990, 29, and note 5; Van
der Plas 1990, 8). A sherd found at Vechten, with a stamp known
from both Le Rozier and La Graufesenque, can thus only seldom be
attributed, beyond reasonable doubt, to one or the other.
2. Roqueplo 1868-1870; Andre 1869; De Mortillet 1879; Ceres 1887-
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Schnurbein (1982, 126 and 128) even thinks that production began
much earlier: he mentions Banassac as one of the successors of the
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many vessels from La Graufesenque, a large number of which may
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finds from La Graufesenque. After the death of the owner most of the
collection fell into disarray (Vialettes 1894-1899, 1: "plusieurs caisses
de poteries ... avaient et6 malheureusement jetees sur Ie chemin
public, avant quej'ai pu m'en saisir"; cf. Dechelette 1904, 117 and
Hofmann 1988; 9). Before the Second World War, Cfa. Morel not
only carried out excavations at Banassac, but also at La Graufesenque
(comm. A. Vemhet); his collection fell into disorder during the war
(Hofmann 1988, 11).
8. Cf. Andre 1869, 28: OF. JULIAEM, DOMITVSM, OF.COP [sc. OP.
GDP], SVARAD. M, VARA and BIRA; De Mortillet 1879, 35 f.:
among others FIVLIAEM, BIRACI, COCCIL. M, DOMITVSF,
DOMITVS, FMAE [sc. GEMAE], FEAGE "dans un cartouche ome
a chaque extremite d'un triangle renverse avec point central" [sc.
OPFLGER], NIGRI, SVARAD.M, SVARAD andVARA.
9. Mees 1995, Taf. 234-235 and 237, 1-2.
10. Widemann et al. 1976.
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Contrary to what Peyre and Hofmann claim, there is no indication
whatsoever that Biragillus made moulds at Banassac. The Biragillus
signature illustrated by Peyre (1975, 27, 14) is from a bowl from
Mainz (Mees 1995, Taf. 11, 2). Chemical analyses have revealed that
moulds of Biragillus were used at La Graufesenque (Widemann/
Widemann-Laubenheimer 1980; cf. Mees 1995, Taf. 14, 2).
Catalogue nos. A20, G13 and G41. For Aplastus see Dickinson/
Hartley 1988a, 224, 66.
Bad Cannstatt: Knorr 1921, Taf. X 143 (NATALI) and 201 (SVA
RAD); perhaps also idem, Taf. Ill 18 and DC 35 (OFCAILV-; cf. cata-
logue no. C25*), and III 83 (RVIINVS; two identical stamps in the
Morel collection). Munningen: ORL B68a, Taf. V 31 (SVAR[AD]).
Pfunz: ORL B73, Taf. VIH A 50 (OF.GDP); perhaps also idem, Taf.
VIII A 24 (OFCAILVII; cf. catalogue no. C25*), 60 (OFTVLIAEM;
cf. catalogue no. A20) and 127 (RVIINVS; cf. Bad Cannstatt) and
VIII B 173 (IIAIA; cf. Hofmann 1988, 37, fig. 16).
Cf. appendix D.
is as yet unclear'. The above-mentioned potters were active
at La Graufesenque at least until the end of the 1st century2.
This makes it reasonable to assume that production at
Banassac did not start until the beginning of the 2nd century.
This hypothesis is supported by the foundation dates of the
settlements where the products of potters of the 'basic
group' were found. These include Bad Cannstatt, Munningen
and Pfiinz3, where occupation started around A.D. 90 at the
earliest4.
That the production of sigillata must have started before c.
A.D. 120 may be deduced from the finds at Oberstimm.
During recent excavations, herds of sigillata from Banassac
were found in the inner ditch of the penultimate phase (period
2) of the Oberstimm fort, together with a sestertius ofTrajan
dated A.D. 103-111, which was in very good condition. This
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is as yet unclear'. The above-mentioned potters were active
at La Graufesenque at least until the end of the 1st century2.
This makes it reasonable to assume that production at
Banassac did not start until the beginning of the 2nd century.
This hypothesis is supported by the foundation dates of the
settlements where the products of potters of the 'basic
group' were found. These include Bad Cannstatt, Munningen
and Pfiinz3, where occupation started around A.D. 90 at the
earliest4.
That the production of sigillata must have started before c.
A.D. 120 may be deduced from the finds at Oberstimm.
During recent excavations, herds of sigillata from Banassac
were found in the inner ditch of the penultimate phase (period
2) of the Oberstimm fort, together with a sestertius ofTrajan
dated A.D. 103-111, which was in very good condition. This
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ditch was filled up for the sake of the extension of the fort in
the final phase (building phase 2a) which, judging from the
find of a sestertius of A.D. 119-121 in the corresponding
ditch, lasted until the first years of Hadrian's reign'. The
inner ditch of period 2, therefore, must have been filled up
after the year 103 and some time before the end of building
phase 2a.
The export of sigillata from Banassac to distant regions
seems to have ended around the middle of the 2nd century.
In the forts which were part of the Main-Danube line - the
'vordere Limes', which was constructed around A.D. 1552 -
no Banassac sigillata has been found as yet3. At Rhein-
zabem, on the other hand, graves were found in which prod-
ucts of Suarad- were accompanied by locally-produced sigil-
lata4; sigillata production at Rheinzabem is unlikely to have
started before A.D. 1505. In addition to these finds there are
two arguments to support he claim that he export of sigil-
lata from Banassac may have continued up to c. A.D. 150.
Vessels of lulius Aemilius and Coccillus were found in a
tumulus grave at Riemst, Belgium, together with sigillata
from Lezoux which must date from the years A.D. 135-170".
In addition to this, the influence of the mould-maker
Cinnamus of Lezoux, whose activities are now also dated
around A.D. 135-1707, is clearly discernible in some decor-
ated bowls from Banassac.
Because the Banassac sigillata has been the subject of
mistaken interpretation for such a long time, it is hard to
reconstruct i s area of distribution on the basis of publica-
tions, since many attributions to Banassac will turn out to be
unjustified on closer examination. It is certain, however, that
southern Germany and the Danube area were the main mar-
kets for Banassac ware. There is no certainty about its dis-
tribution in the Gaulish provinces, but Banassac sigillata is
rare in Belgium8. Up to now, very little Banassac ware has
been found in the Netherlands and Great Britain, either".
1. Simon 1989, esp. 296-299.
2. Beckmann 1986.
3. Hofmann 1988, 19.
4. Ludowici 1908, 154, grave 64 and 176, grave 78.
5. Fischer 1968; Simon 1973, 96.
6. Vanderhoeven 1976a; Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 28 f.
7. Rogers 1969-1970; Stanfield/Simpson 1990, 310. In the first edition
of Stanfield and Simpson's general survey, the production period of
Cinnamus was still dated around A.D. 150-195 (Stanfield/Simpson
1958, 271).
8. Except for the examples from the Riemst tumulus mentioned earlier,
only a stamp of Suarad- from Tongeren can be cited here (De Schaet-
zenWanderhoeven 1964, pl. XII 44).
9. Mees 1990, 170, Abb. 36, 3 (Vechten, perhaps from Banassac);
Bushe-Fox 1914, 39, 213 A (Wroxeter). Oswald (1931, 307), moreover,
mentions tamps of Suarad- from Caerleon and Margidunum.
10. Pauc 1973; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 84-89.
11. Bemoirt/Jacob 1986, 85; Martin 1986, 12 and 21. Other moulds were
made on the spot (Pauc 1973,13).
Afb.2. 15 Banassac sigillata stamps of potters not known from other
South Gaulishkiln sites. Scale 1:1.
2.5 CARRADE AND ESPALION
Carrade and Espalion occupy special positions within the
production area of South Gaulish terra sigillata. The produc-
tion of both these sites was influenced by Montans as well
as by La Graufesenque, albeit to a different extent. The
Carrade products are more like those from Montans; the
Espalion vessels most resemble those from La Graufesenque.
Carrade (Cajarc, Lot)10
The Carrade kiln site is situated on the left bank of the Lot,
about 70 km north of Montans. Up to now, four kilns have
been excavated which were scattered across an area of about
0. 1 ha. In addition to terra sigillata, other types of pottery
were made at Can-ade, partly by the same potters. The stamp
BRIGI.F was found on sigillata as well as on the handles of
coarseware flagons.
The earliest forms of sigillata made at Carrade include Drag.
17a and Ritt. 5. Production seems to have started before A.D.
40, therefore. The presence of services A and D (fig. 2.4) and
of Drag. 37 demonstrates, however, that production con-
tinued at least into the Flavian period, probably up to the end
of the 1st century.
The decorated ware from Carrade most clearly shows the
influence of Montans. Considering the fact that some of the
moulds used at Carrade were made at Montans", this is
hardly surprising. The application of ansate stamps may also
have been adopted from the Montans potters.
The influence of La Graufesenque appears from the arrange-
ment of the poin^ons on the decorated ware. Although no
incontestable vidence has been found to prove it, the possi-
bility that production at Carrade was partly in the hands of
La Graufesenque manufacturers cannot be ruled out. Of the
ten potters' names found up to now on Carrade sigillata, four
are also known from La Graufesenque: Bassus, Capita,
Carillus and Pudens. The stamps of Bassus and Pudens
from Carrade are particularly close to those from La Graufe-
senque.
The market for Carrade sigillata may as yet only be guessed
at. It was chiefly concentrated in the areas to the north and
west of the kiln site, at places such as Saintes, Perigueux,
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Fig. 2.16 Fragments of bowls of Drag. 37 made at Carrade, found at Fishboume (a) andNijmegen (b). Scale 1 : 2.
Brive, Aurillac and Clermont-Ferrand. But finds from
Fishboume and Nijmegen (fig. 2.16) show that Carrade
sigillata was also sometimes transported across long dis-
tances.
Espalion (Aveyron)*
The Espalion kiln site has not been precisely located yet. So
far, excavations at the place where wasters, fragments of
moulds and remains of kilns were found in the past have not
had the desired effect. It may be considered a fact, however,
that there was once a production centre of terra sigillata in
the immediate vicinity of Espalion, on the right bank of the
Lot, some 50 km downstream from Banassac.
Present knowledge of the sigillata of Espalion is chiefly
based on the material excavated in the eighties at Brive,
about 150 km to the northwest of Espalion. This is very
similar to the sigillata produced at La Graufesenque in the
years A.D. 80-100; there are, however, a few remarkable
differences. The bowls of Drag. 37 have one or more
grooves on the inside, on a level with the ovolo. This pecu-
liarity seldom appears on vessels from La Graufesenque, and
is chieHy known at Montans. In addition to this, some of the
decorative schemes contain elements thus far unknown at La
Graufesenque, including a very characteristic ovolo.
The sigillata found at Brive was initially assumed to have
been produced somewhere in its immediate vicinity, but
chemical analyses have revealed that it has the same compo-
sition as the pottery waste gathered during field surveys at
Espalion, so it must have been produced there.
Recent investigations have demonstrated that production at
Espalion must have been more extensive than was until
recently assumed. In addition to the homogeneous group of
decorated sigillata from Brive - now marked Espalion group
A - four other groups of decorated ware have been distin-
guished which, on the basis of chemical analyses, may also
be deduced to have been produced at Espalion. Groups B-D
date from the same time as group A, and are even harder to
distinguish from the contemporary products manufactured at
La Graufesenque. Only the presence or absence of grooves
on the insides of the bowls forms a useful criterion. Group E
is considerably earlier, dating from c. A.D. 30-60. Like group
A, this group is characterized by an ovolo unknown at La
Graufesenque. Three of the five groups may be attributed to
mould-makers identified by name. Below their moulded
decoration, some vessels of group A have an impression of
the hand-written signature of Primus. Group D includes a
few bowls with the mark DAGOM, from stamps impressed in
the mould. Finally there are vessels in group E which bear
the impression of a signature of Albus among their decor-
ative schemes.
The plain ware made at Espalion is even harder to distin-
guish from that of La Graufesenque than the decorated ware,
because the colours and fabrics of both groups are very
similar. Often only chemical analyses can give a decisive
answer. Some of the vessels which have so far been attribut-
ed to Espalion on this evidence bear names unknown at La
Graufesenque, such as Attilus, Coculla and Nigrinus. Other
1. Moser et al. 1985; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 39 and 90-93; Moser/Tilhard
1986; MosenTilhard 1987; Tilhard 1990-1991a; Timard 1990-1991b;
Tilhard 1990-1991c; Tilhard et al. 1991.
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ditch was filled up for the sake of the extension of the fort in
the final phase (building phase 2a) which, judging from the
find of a sestertius of A.D. 119-121 in the corresponding
ditch, lasted until the first years of Hadrian's reign'. The
inner ditch of period 2, therefore, must have been filled up
after the year 103 and some time before the end of building
phase 2a.
The export of sigillata from Banassac to distant regions
seems to have ended around the middle of the 2nd century.
In the forts which were part of the Main-Danube line - the
'vordere Limes', which was constructed around A.D. 1552 -
no Banassac sigillata has been found as yet3. At Rhein-
zabem, on the other hand, graves were found in which prod-
ucts of Suarad- were accompanied by locally-produced sigil-
lata4; sigillata production at Rheinzabem is unlikely to have
started before A.D. 1505. In addition to these finds there are
two arguments to support he claim that he export of sigil-
lata from Banassac may have continued up to c. A.D. 150.
Vessels of lulius Aemilius and Coccillus were found in a
tumulus grave at Riemst, Belgium, together with sigillata
from Lezoux which must date from the years A.D. 135-170".
In addition to this, the influence of the mould-maker
Cinnamus of Lezoux, whose activities are now also dated
around A.D. 135-1707, is clearly discernible in some decor-
ated bowls from Banassac.
Because the Banassac sigillata has been the subject of
mistaken interpretation for such a long time, it is hard to
reconstruct i s area of distribution on the basis of publica-
tions, since many attributions to Banassac will turn out to be
unjustified on closer examination. It is certain, however, that
southern Germany and the Danube area were the main mar-
kets for Banassac ware. There is no certainty about its dis-
tribution in the Gaulish provinces, but Banassac sigillata is
rare in Belgium8. Up to now, very little Banassac ware has
been found in the Netherlands and Great Britain, either".
1. Simon 1989, esp. 296-299.
2. Beckmann 1986.
3. Hofmann 1988, 19.
4. Ludowici 1908, 154, grave 64 and 176, grave 78.
5. Fischer 1968; Simon 1973, 96.
6. Vanderhoeven 1976a; Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 28 f.
7. Rogers 1969-1970; Stanfield/Simpson 1990, 310. In the first edition
of Stanfield and Simpson's general survey, the production period of
Cinnamus was still dated around A.D. 150-195 (Stanfield/Simpson
1958, 271).
8. Except for the examples from the Riemst tumulus mentioned earlier,
only a stamp of Suarad- from Tongeren can be cited here (De Schaet-
zenWanderhoeven 1964, pl. XII 44).
9. Mees 1990, 170, Abb. 36, 3 (Vechten, perhaps from Banassac);
Bushe-Fox 1914, 39, 213 A (Wroxeter). Oswald (1931, 307), moreover,
mentions tamps of Suarad- from Caerleon and Margidunum.
10. Pauc 1973; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 84-89.
11. Bemoirt/Jacob 1986, 85; Martin 1986, 12 and 21. Other moulds were
made on the spot (Pauc 1973,13).
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0. 1 ha. In addition to terra sigillata, other types of pottery
were made at Can-ade, partly by the same potters. The stamp
BRIGI.F was found on sigillata as well as on the handles of
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17a and Ritt. 5. Production seems to have started before A.D.
40, therefore. The presence of services A and D (fig. 2.4) and
of Drag. 37 demonstrates, however, that production con-
tinued at least into the Flavian period, probably up to the end
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The decorated ware from Carrade most clearly shows the
influence of Montans. Considering the fact that some of the
moulds used at Carrade were made at Montans", this is
hardly surprising. The application of ansate stamps may also
have been adopted from the Montans potters.
The influence of La Graufesenque appears from the arrange-
ment of the poin^ons on the decorated ware. Although no
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The Espalion kiln site has not been precisely located yet. So
far, excavations at the place where wasters, fragments of
moulds and remains of kilns were found in the past have not
had the desired effect. It may be considered a fact, however,
that there was once a production centre of terra sigillata in
the immediate vicinity of Espalion, on the right bank of the
Lot, some 50 km downstream from Banassac.
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about 150 km to the northwest of Espalion. This is very
similar to the sigillata produced at La Graufesenque in the
years A.D. 80-100; there are, however, a few remarkable
differences. The bowls of Drag. 37 have one or more
grooves on the inside, on a level with the ovolo. This pecu-
liarity seldom appears on vessels from La Graufesenque, and
is chieHy known at Montans. In addition to this, some of the
decorative schemes contain elements thus far unknown at La
Graufesenque, including a very characteristic ovolo.
The sigillata found at Brive was initially assumed to have
been produced somewhere in its immediate vicinity, but
chemical analyses have revealed that it has the same compo-
sition as the pottery waste gathered during field surveys at
Espalion, so it must have been produced there.
Recent investigations have demonstrated that production at
Espalion must have been more extensive than was until
recently assumed. In addition to the homogeneous group of
decorated sigillata from Brive - now marked Espalion group
A - four other groups of decorated ware have been distin-
guished which, on the basis of chemical analyses, may also
be deduced to have been produced at Espalion. Groups B-D
date from the same time as group A, and are even harder to
distinguish from the contemporary products manufactured at
La Graufesenque. Only the presence or absence of grooves
on the insides of the bowls forms a useful criterion. Group E
is considerably earlier, dating from c. A.D. 30-60. Like group
A, this group is characterized by an ovolo unknown at La
Graufesenque. Three of the five groups may be attributed to
mould-makers identified by name. Below their moulded
decoration, some vessels of group A have an impression of
the hand-written signature of Primus. Group D includes a
few bowls with the mark DAGOM, from stamps impressed in
the mould. Finally there are vessels in group E which bear
the impression of a signature of Albus among their decor-
ative schemes.
The plain ware made at Espalion is even harder to distin-
guish from that of La Graufesenque than the decorated ware,
because the colours and fabrics of both groups are very
similar. Often only chemical analyses can give a decisive
answer. Some of the vessels which have so far been attribut-
ed to Espalion on this evidence bear names unknown at La
Graufesenque, such as Attilus, Coculla and Nigrinus. Other
1. Moser et al. 1985; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 39 and 90-93; Moser/Tilhard
1986; MosenTilhard 1987; Tilhard 1990-1991a; Timard 1990-1991b;
Tilhard 1990-1991c; Tilhard et al. 1991.
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Fig. 2.17 Two fragments of a bowl of Drag. 37 made at Espalion, found at Vechten. Scale 1:2.
names, however, have also been found at La Graufesenque:
Primulus, Primus and Secundus. Although these were popu-
lar names, they undoubtedly refer to one and the same per-
son in a number of cases. The stamps of Secundus attributed
to Espalion, for example, are almost certainly identical to
some from La Graufesenque'. And of two vessels by
Reginus, from Perigueux and Vechten, one must have been
made at Espalion and the other at La Graufesenque2.
The above clearly demonstrates that there were close ties
between Espalion and La Graufesenque. There was also
some influence from Montans, but this was definitely much
more limited. Another thing worth mentioning is that
Espalion ware was found at Carrade, and that chemical
analyses have revealed that decorated ware was made at
Espalion which, on stylistic grounds, would seem attribu-
table to Carrade.
Up to this point, only the decorated sigillata of group A has
been used to determine the distribution of Espalion ware.
This was marketed mainly in the northern half ofAquitania.
Only a few vessels have been found in the other GauUsh prov-
inces, among other places at Alesia and Autun. Espalion
wares have also occasionally been found in southern Britain
and in the Rhineland. The site list includes Fishboume,
Southampton and Exeter, and Augst, Butzbach, the Saalburg,
Neuss and Asciburgium3. A vessel from Espalion was also
found at Vechten. It has the characteristic ovolo of group A,
as well as two grooves on the inside. Part of the signature of
the mould-maker Primus may just be distinguished below
the decoration (fig. 2. 17).
2.6 THE RISE AND FALL OF PRODUCTION IN SOUTH GAUL
1. Catalogue no. S 100.
2. Catalogue no. R4; cf. appendix A, 2.
3. Fishboume: Dannell 1971, 291, fig. 133, 69. Southampton: Moser/
Tilhard 1987, 86, fig. 27, 502a.8-10. Exeter: Dannell 1991, 60, fig.
12, 37. Augst: Tilhard 1990-1991a, fig. 23, 542a.5 and 540a.3.
Butzbach: Muller 1962, Taf. 1, 12, 13 and 15, and 6, 99. Saalburg:
ORL A3, Taf. 16, 48-49 and 51. Neuss: Mary 1967, Taf. 26, 1.
Asciburgium: Vanderhoeven 1978, 39, Taf. 87, 727
The history of terra sigillata production in South Gaul is
dominated by that of the production at La Graufesenque, the
largest and by far most successful factory in this area. Of the
other centres, only Montans and Banassac were more than
merely regionally significant, as probably were, to a lesser
extent, Espalion and Le Rozier. In this section, the situation
in relation to La Graufesenque is emphasized. First of all,
however, the history of another Gaulish centre of sigillata
production, Lyon-La Muette, will be discussed, because it is
often considered a link in the move of sigillata production
from Italy to South Gaul.
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Lyon-La Muette'
The kiln site of Lyon-La Muette, which was situated on the
left bank of the Saone, was set up around 10 B.C., probably
by potters from Arezzo and Pisa2. Thus far there has been no
reason to assume that craftsmen who had been making imita-
tion sigillata on the opposite bank of the Saone at Lyon-
Loyasse between c. 30 and 15 B.C. were involved in the
establishment of the La Muette potteries3.
The kiln site at La Muette rapidly became the main supplier
of sigillata to the Roman troops gathered in the Rhineland
from 12 B.C. onwards for the conquest of Germany. Of the
sigillata found at the Haltem legionary fortress, occupied
from just before the start of the 1st century to A.D. 9, half has
been estimated to have come from La Muette4. The success
of the Lyon sigillata production was brief, however, although
its end cannot be precisely detennined as yet. According to
A. and J. Lasfargues and H. Vertet, the final date should be
set at around A.D. 20; the production of plain sigillata, how-
ever, is supposed to have ended in the early years of the 1st
century A.D.5.
S. von Schnurbein adopted the latter date, on the basis of the
absence of plain terra sigillata from Lyon in the early
Tiberian finds groups from Mainz and Vindonissa, and in the
material from the Velsen 1 fort, supposed to have been con-
structed in the same period". The Mainz and Vindonissa
groups, however, each consist of only a dozen stamped ves-
sels7. If the fact that almost half of the plain sigillata found
at Haltem is from Italy8 is subsequently taken into consider-
ation, it becomes questionable whether the absence of sigil-
lata from Lyon in two such small groups as those from
Mainz and Vindonissa is really significant.
The finds from Velsen 1 seem to confirm that he Mainz and
Vindonissa groups are not entirely representative. Those
published in 1977 include a number of vessels which could
be suspected of having been produced at Lyon". More recent
finds have confirmed this: Velsen 1 was definitely supplied
with sigillata from Lyon, albeit perhaps to a limited extent10.
If the date of construction of the Velsen 1 fort has been cor-
rectly determined as c. A.D. 15/16, the production of plain
sigillata at La Muette must have continued into the reign of
Tiberius. In relation to this it is also significant that here was
still plenty of sigillata from Lyon available at Haltem at the
time of the evacuation of the legionary fortress in A.D. 9".
For the time being, the end of the production at Lyon-La
Muette should be dated after A.D. 9, perhaps even after A.D.
15/16.
The rise of the South Gaulish sigillata industry
The history of the production of terra sigillata in South Gaul
begins shortly after the suppression of the rebellion of the
Aquitani n 28 B.C. broke the last resistance against the
Roman annexation of Southwest Gaul. At the time, the area
which would later become the province of Gallia
Narbonensis had been part of the Roman empire for about a
hundred years12. The Roman troops stationed in Southwest
Gaul and the veterans settled at Narbonne and Beziers form-
ed an attractive group of consumers for Italian imports,
including terra sigillata. When the troops had moved, how-
ever, after the subjection of the Aquitani and the organiz-
ation of the province of Aquitania, the clientele merely in-
eluded local people, veterans and other immigrants. Initially,
the departure of the army may well have blocked or signifi-
cantly reduced the stream of imports which were probably
originally meant for the troops. Perhaps the beginning of the
production of imitation sigillata t Bram and Narbonne, and
a few years later at Montans and La Graufesenque, may be
explained as the result of a sudden decrease in the supply of
Italian sigillata. The new potteries were able to supply the
main civilian markets in Southwest Gaul with sigillata-type
pottery. The southeast may still have profited from the
stream of goods being transported north up the Rhone, and
have been able to meet the demand for sigillata in that way,
although the production of imitation sigillata at Lyon-
Loyasse seems to indicate that he supply of sigillata in this
area was also insufficient.
At Lyon-Loyasse, as well as at Bram, Narbonne, Montans,
and La Graufesenque, common double-chamber kilns were
used at the start of production, instead of the muffle kilns in
use in Italy at the time13. It is unlikely, therefore, that crafts-
men from Italian potteries were involved in the production
of imitation sigillata t those centres. The finds from Lyon
1. Lasfargues et al. 1976; Von Schnurbein 1982, 86-129.
2. Picon/Lasfargues 1974; Von Schnurbein 1982, 123 and 127.
3. Lasfargues 1973, 532.
4. Lasfargues/Picon 1982, 16: 48%.
5. Lasfargues et al. 1976, 40 and 44, note 9.
6. Von Schnurbein 1982, 125.
7. Mainz: Von Pfeffer 1961/1962; Vindonissa: Ettlinger/Fellmann
1955.
8. Lasfargues/Picon 1982, 16: 36% Pisa, 2% Arezzo and 5% Italy in
general.
9. GlasbergeiuVan Lith 1977, 12, Abb. 2, 1 and 2 (ACA). Cf. Lasfargues
et al. 1976, 47, I 1 (ACAST); Von Schnurbein 1982, 140, 2, 3 and 16
(ACASTI).
10. The more recent finds include, among other things, stamps with the
texts CLA (cf. Von Schnurbein 1982, 143, 489, 490 and 495) and
BASSI; attributions to Lyon on the basis of macroscopic criteria have
been confirmed by chemical analyses carried out by B. Hoffmann and
G. Schneider (comm. J. K. Haalebos; cf. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 32 f.).
11. Van Schnurbein 1982, 125.
12. Rivet 1988, 47 f. and 78.
13. Lyon-Loyasse: PiconWichy 1974.
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Fig. 2.17 Two fragments of a bowl of Drag. 37 made at Espalion, found at Vechten. Scale 1:2.
names, however, have also been found at La Graufesenque:
Primulus, Primus and Secundus. Although these were popu-
lar names, they undoubtedly refer to one and the same per-
son in a number of cases. The stamps of Secundus attributed
to Espalion, for example, are almost certainly identical to
some from La Graufesenque'. And of two vessels by
Reginus, from Perigueux and Vechten, one must have been
made at Espalion and the other at La Graufesenque2.
The above clearly demonstrates that there were close ties
between Espalion and La Graufesenque. There was also
some influence from Montans, but this was definitely much
more limited. Another thing worth mentioning is that
Espalion ware was found at Carrade, and that chemical
analyses have revealed that decorated ware was made at
Espalion which, on stylistic grounds, would seem attribu-
table to Carrade.
Up to this point, only the decorated sigillata of group A has
been used to determine the distribution of Espalion ware.
This was marketed mainly in the northern half ofAquitania.
Only a few vessels have been found in the other GauUsh prov-
inces, among other places at Alesia and Autun. Espalion
wares have also occasionally been found in southern Britain
and in the Rhineland. The site list includes Fishboume,
Southampton and Exeter, and Augst, Butzbach, the Saalburg,
Neuss and Asciburgium3. A vessel from Espalion was also
found at Vechten. It has the characteristic ovolo of group A,
as well as two grooves on the inside. Part of the signature of
the mould-maker Primus may just be distinguished below
the decoration (fig. 2. 17).
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1. Catalogue no. S 100.
2. Catalogue no. R4; cf. appendix A, 2.
3. Fishboume: Dannell 1971, 291, fig. 133, 69. Southampton: Moser/
Tilhard 1987, 86, fig. 27, 502a.8-10. Exeter: Dannell 1991, 60, fig.
12, 37. Augst: Tilhard 1990-1991a, fig. 23, 542a.5 and 540a.3.
Butzbach: Muller 1962, Taf. 1, 12, 13 and 15, and 6, 99. Saalburg:
ORL A3, Taf. 16, 48-49 and 51. Neuss: Mary 1967, Taf. 26, 1.
Asciburgium: Vanderhoeven 1978, 39, Taf. 87, 727
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1. Lasfargues et al. 1976; Von Schnurbein 1982, 86-129.
2. Picon/Lasfargues 1974; Von Schnurbein 1982, 123 and 127.
3. Lasfargues 1973, 532.
4. Lasfargues/Picon 1982, 16: 48%.
5. Lasfargues et al. 1976, 40 and 44, note 9.
6. Von Schnurbein 1982, 125.
7. Mainz: Von Pfeffer 1961/1962; Vindonissa: Ettlinger/Fellmann
1955.
8. Lasfargues/Picon 1982, 16: 36% Pisa, 2% Arezzo and 5% Italy in
general.
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et al. 1976, 47, I 1 (ACAST); Von Schnurbein 1982, 140, 2, 3 and 16
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11. Van Schnurbein 1982, 125.
12. Rivet 1988, 47 f. and 78.
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show that the production of genuine terra sigillata must have
started on Italian initiative. Several producers from Arezzo
and Pisa were involved in establishing the sigillata factories
at La Muette, who not only introduced the muffle kiln into
Gaul, but also brought along part of their equipment'. The
opening of this Gaulish branch of the Italian sigillata
industry is quite likely to be closely related to the concentra-
tion of Roman troops in the Rhineland from 12 B.c. As
before in Southwest Gaul, this produced a guaranteed
market for sigillata. Lyon, which had been settled as a veteran
colony shortly after the death of Caesar, formed a safe place
for the establishment of supply companies for the Rhine
army2; geographically speaking, it was also extremely
favourably located.
It is much harder to discover which factors were decisive for
the beginning of the production of genuine sigillata at
Montans and La Graufesenque. There are no well-founded
reasons to assume that production was moved from Lyon-La
Muette to South Gaul. There are, for example, only few
1. Picon/Lasfargues 1974.
2. An important part of the coins which the troops in the Rhineland
received was also from Lyon (Van Schnurbein 1982, 126 f.).
3. Lyon: Picon/Garmier 1974; Widemann et al. 1975. La Graufesenque:
Picon 1974; Ettlinger et al. 1990, 32; Hoffmann/Picon 1990-1991.
4. Jacob 1984, esp. 352 f.
5. Two-lined stamps: CIL XIII 10010, 33 a-e, 37 I3, s1, s2, u2, hh, ii2 and
1782 (Angers, Aurillac, Chateau-Landon, Clermont-Ferrand, Moulins
(?), Perigueux, Poitiers, Tours and Varennes); Oxe 1914, 70, and Abb.
3, 8 (Mont Beuvray, Trier and Vichy); May 1916, pl. LXXXI, 1 and
2 (Silchester); Ettlinger/Fellmann 1955, Taf. 35, 14b (Vindonissa);
Mary 1967, Taf. 29, 5 (Neuss); Simonnet 1978, 99, 11 1' (Saint-
Paulien); Fiches et al. 1979, 261, fig. 6 (Balaruc-le-Vieux); Bechert/
Vanderhoeven 1988, 39, 86a (Asciburgium); unpublished (Nijmegen,
Kops Plateau and Trajanusplein area). Stamps on Halt. la: Oxe 1914,
71 f., Abb. 4 (Trier); Ettlinger 1961, 15, Abb. 1 (Vindonissa); Kam
1965, pl. 2, 28 (Nijmegen, Kops Plateau); Mary 1967, Taf. 29, 5
(Neuss); Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 32; 103, fig. 15, 128, and 114, fig.
26, 254 (Nijmegen, Hunerberg cemetery); Mackensen 1978, Taf. 49,
4 (Cambodunum); catalogue no. All (Vechten).
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potters' names known at both Lyon and La Graufesenque
which could be contemporary; the Italian mass producer
Ateius is one of the very few examples3 (fig. 2.18). The fact
that he muffle kiln was introduced in South Gaul as early as
the first decade of the 1st century A.D., before the La Muette
sigillata factories were closed, is also an argument against
the transfer of production from Lyon to South Gaul.
The manufacture of genuine sigillata in South Gaul may
have been set up to meet the regional demand for this pot-
tery. In that case it would have been a belated reaction of one
or several Italian manufacturers - or of the tradesmen who
bought heir products - to the success of the South Gaulish
sigillata imitations. Soon after the Roman troops left
Southwest Gaul, the advancing Romanization may have cre-
ated a civilian market, offering sufficient scope for the estab-
lishment of sigillata production along Italian lines. The fact
that Bram and Narbonne were not chosen is perhaps not sur-
prising: the necessary materials were not available there in
sufficient quantities. The rather isolated locations of
Montans and La Graufesenque became less problematic as
the extension of the Gaulish road system, started by Agrippa,
progressed.
In the opinion of J. -P. Jacob, the marginal positions of
Montans and La Graufesenque were actually an important
argument in favour of establishing kiln sites there. He claims
that the desolateness of the area probably made the land
cheap, so that a small investment sufficed4. However, Montans
and La Graufesenque are quite likely to have been ideal
places for the establishment of potteries not so much because
of the price of the land, but because of the abundance of
clay, water and wood available there.
Remarkably enough, La Graufesenque developed much
more rapidly than Montans. As early as Tiberius's reign, pro-
ducts from La Graufesenque were sold throughout Gaul, not
just in Aquitania nd Narbonensis, but also in Lugdunensis
and the Rhineland, which in those days was still a part of
Gallia Belgica (fig. 2.19)5. The distribution of the Montans
sigillata, on the other hand, seems always to have been chief-
ly limited to Aquitania, more specifically the Garonne basin.
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Because both potteries initially seem to have had equal chan-
ces, this difference should probably be attributed to trade, a
barely tangible factor so far.
The question of whether the rapid development of La Grau-
fesenque was the cause or the effect of the fall of the Lyon-
La Muette potteries is hard to answer at this stage. One may
merely conclude that production at La Muette very probably
continued until after A.D. 9, that only a very small quantity
of sigillata from La Graufesenque arrived in the Rhineland
before A.D. 15/16, and that sigillata from Italy and Lyon had
disappeared completely from the Gaulish market by around
A.D. 40'. The fact hat Lyon is much more favourably located
in relation to the Rhineland than La Graufesenque seems to
justify the conclusion that the termination of the sigillata
production at Lyon was an isolated incident. Van Schnurbein
thinks that he closure of the La Muette potteries may have
been the result of an important change in the way the Roman
troops were supplied2.
The failure of the South Gaulish sigillata industry
It is generally assumed that he production of terra sigillata
at La Graufesenque collapsed under the constant, enormous
demand3. This is supposed to have triggered two develop-
ments which inevitably led to the end of La Graufesenque's
dominant position. The first development was the deteriora-
don of the quality, which resulted from the wish to continue
to meet the demand. This may have made consumers turn
away from the La Graufesenque sigillata. The second nega-
tive development was the rise of new kiln sites, chiefly in
Central and East Gaul. These may have robbed La Graufe-
senque of a significant part of its market.
There are two objections to these assumptions. The supposi-
don that the deterioration of the quality of the sigillata was
related to the constant demand is not necessarily correct. It
seems rather as though the quality deteriorated progressive-
1. See section 4.6 for more details on the chronology.
2. Von Schnurbein 1982, 126-129.
3. Bemonl/Jacob 1986, 43-45.
4. Cf. Marsh 1981, 184, 190-193 and 196-206.
5. In Lezoux, only proto-sigillata was made during the 1st century; the
production of genuine sigillata did not begin until around A.D. 100,
either (Picon 1973, 89-102).
6. Marsh 1981, 208-210.
7. Mees 1995, 46 and 54 f.
8. The load of the wrecked ship Culip IV consisted largely of olive oil
from the area of the Guadalquivir, which was chiefly distributed
along the Rhone, the Saone and the Rhine, and in Britain (Nieto et al.
1991, 72, fig. 38 and 225, fig. 156).
ly when sales in the northwest stagnated under the Flavian
emperors4. The second objection refers to the rise of the
Central and East Gaulish kiln sites. Contrary to what has
long been assumed, the sigillata from Central and East Gaul
did not first appear on the market in large quantities in the
Flavian period, but around A.D. 1005 (cf. p. 45), when pro-
duction at La Graufesenque had been falling for some time.
Consequently, this process of decline was much more a
cause than an effect of the inception of the Central and East
Gaulish sigillata industry.
The solution offered by G. Marsh" is not satisfactory, either.
In his opinion, the explanation for the decline should be
sought in South Gaul itself. This area ostensibly formed the
most important market for products from La Graufesenque.
According to Marsh, the growing affluence in South Gaul
inspired the consumers to switch to tableware made of glass
and precious metals, and the collapse of this important
domestic market brought about the fall of the pottery. This
theory, however, is negated by the fact that, in reality, South
Gaul was the market over which the products from La
Graufesenque asserted their supremacy the longest7.
The explanations discussed above are based on the assump-
tion that the failure of sigillata production at La
Graufesenque was the immediate result of considerations or
actions of consumers or manufacturers. They completely
ignore the part played by trade, although this may well con-
tain the solution to the problem. There is no doubt that the
Roman troops which were stationed at the northwest frontier
and in Britain were among the most important consumers of
La Graufesenque sigillata. Sigillata is generally assumed to
have been transported across great distances only as a second-
ary load, battening, as it were, on bulk goods such as grain,
wine and olive oil8. For a large part of the 1st century A.D.,
the Roman troops in the northwest are likely to have been
supplied with such foodstuffs from the Mediterranean area,
because they were unavailable or could not be obtained in
sufficient quantities in the area in which they were stationed.
As the Romanization of the conquered regions progressed,
and large-scale farming began, the agricultural potential of
the northwest part of the empire, in any case, must have
grown, making the troops increasingly independent oflong-
distance imports. This makes it likely that he size and fre-
quency of the consignments from the countries around the
Mediterranean to the northwest decreased considerably in
the course of the 1st century.
This change must surely have had its effect on the terra sigil-
lata trade. In the first place, transporting large quantities of
terra sigillata to distant markets would have become more
difficult, with decreasing sales and forced limitations on pro-
duction as results. In the second place transportation costs
would have risen, because the carriers' overheads tayed the
same, while the amount of bulk goods decreased. With cir-
cumstances leading to a decrease in the supply of sigillata,
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the market price might have gone up slightly without sig-
nificant effects on the demand, but constantly growing
transportation costs would eventually have forced the manu-
facturers to lower the cost of production in order to maintain
acceptable market prices. Lower production costs were most
easily achieved by spending less time on production, nat-
urally at the expense of quality. Another possibility was to
improve fficiency by specialization and expansion'.
The theory presented above, which supposes that he decline
of sigillata production at La Graufesenque was largely
caused by changes in the bulk goods trade, and which is
mainly based on the ideas of A. King and P. Middleton2,
contains numerous uncertainties. It is, however, the only
hypothesis which offers an explanation for the combination
of deteriorating quality and decreasing sales, and for the
growing specialization and the concentration of production
in larger workshops. The fact that South Gaul was the last
market open to the products of La Graufesenque is also
consistent with this theory. The dominance of Central
Gaulish ware in Britain and of sigillata from the Chemery
and La Madeleine area in Lower Germany in the first half of
the 2nd century may well be directly related to the markets
from which the Roman garrisons stationed in those areas
at the time obtained their most important agricultural prod-
ucts.
The move of a number of potters from La Graufesenque to
Banassac, where the production of sigillata started shortly
after A.D. 100, may have been a final attempt to retain a pro-
portion of the distant markets. For a few decades longer, the
Banassac manufacturers managed to sell their products in
the Neckar and Danube basins and in part of Gaul. Although
the relocation of South Gaulish production i  Banassac only
marginally reduced the distance to the Danube area, reduc-
tion of the transportation costs seems to have been the most
important reason for the move. Middleton is of the opinion
that the export of sigillata from La Graufesenque chiefly
profited from the provisions made for the transportation of
silver from the nearby Ceilhes mines', which, according to
Hennet, were exploited up to the end of the 1st century4. For
a number of the La Graufesenque manufacturers, the clo-
sure of these mines may have been a reason to move their
companies to Banassac so as to retain, through a different
route, their connection to some of the distant markets on
which the wares of their Central and East Gaulish competi-
tors suddenly started to appear.
As far as may be determined at present, production at
Banassac ended around A.D. 150. The position of the
Banassac sigillata on the Gaulish market was probably taken
over by Lezoux wares; in the Danube area. East Gaulish cen-
tres such as Ittenweiler and Rheinzabera would also play
important parts. It is as yet impossible to determine whether
the fall of Banassac was the cause, or the result, of these
changes in the market.
The minor kiln sites
The history of the minor South Gaulish kiln sites is closely
linked to that of Montans and La Graufesenque. In view of
its proximity to Montans, Crambade should be considered as
a small concentration of workshops on the Montans periph-
ery, rather than a separate kiln site. An explanation for the
establishment or for the closure of the Crambade potteries
cannot be given as yet.
The ups and downs of the Valery kiln site seem to have been
a reflection of developments at Montans. Production was
almost completely in the hands of the Montans manufac-
turers, and limited to the heyday of the parent company. The
establishment of this branch could indicate, therefore, that
the production capacity at Montans began to fail at some
point. The fact hat no attempts were made to revive the pot-
teries at Crambade, which were so much closer to the parent
company, probably means that he problem was not so much
the available space but the supply of raw materials. The
establishment of one or more potteries at Saint-Sauveur,
opposite Montans on the right bank of the Tam, may also be
related to this problem. The closure of the Valery and Saint-
Sauveur kilns, during or shortly after Nero's reign, is likely
to have been the aftermath of a change in the development of
Montans. Around this time, the production there lost much
of its originality, and the influence of La Graufesenque
increased.
Of the kiln sites around La Graufesenque, Aspiran and
Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin seem to have taken the most inde-
pendent positions. Although the decorated ware produced
there resembles that from La Graufesenque in many ways,
the shape of the internal stamps seems to betray a separate
Italian influence, which did not make itself felt until some
time after the start of sigillata production at La Graufesen-
que. It is more likely, therefore, that Italian craftsmen were
involved in the establishment of these potteries than pro-
ducers from La Graufesenque. In view of the location of
these kiln sites, close to the road connecting La Graufesen-
que with the Mediterranean, it is remarkable that they were
not more successful. The fact that amphorae were still being
made at Aspiran in the 2nd century, suggests that he supply
of raw materials was not a serious problem. The regional
distribution of the sigillata from Aspiran and Jonquieres/
Saint-Satumin leads one to suspect that the producers or
their principals did not have contacts with the tradesmen
1. Cf. sections 7.2 and 7.3.
2. Middleton 1979; King 1981, 67-69.
3. Middleton 1980, 190.
4. Hermet 1934, 188 and 229 f.
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Because both potteries initially seem to have had equal chan-
ces, this difference should probably be attributed to trade, a
barely tangible factor so far.
The question of whether the rapid development of La Grau-
fesenque was the cause or the effect of the fall of the Lyon-
La Muette potteries is hard to answer at this stage. One may
merely conclude that production at La Muette very probably
continued until after A.D. 9, that only a very small quantity
of sigillata from La Graufesenque arrived in the Rhineland
before A.D. 15/16, and that sigillata from Italy and Lyon had
disappeared completely from the Gaulish market by around
A.D. 40'. The fact hat Lyon is much more favourably located
in relation to the Rhineland than La Graufesenque seems to
justify the conclusion that the termination of the sigillata
production at Lyon was an isolated incident. Van Schnurbein
thinks that he closure of the La Muette potteries may have
been the result of an important change in the way the Roman
troops were supplied2.
The failure of the South Gaulish sigillata industry
It is generally assumed that he production of terra sigillata
at La Graufesenque collapsed under the constant, enormous
demand3. This is supposed to have triggered two develop-
ments which inevitably led to the end of La Graufesenque's
dominant position. The first development was the deteriora-
don of the quality, which resulted from the wish to continue
to meet the demand. This may have made consumers turn
away from the La Graufesenque sigillata. The second nega-
tive development was the rise of new kiln sites, chiefly in
Central and East Gaul. These may have robbed La Graufe-
senque of a significant part of its market.
There are two objections to these assumptions. The supposi-
don that the deterioration of the quality of the sigillata was
related to the constant demand is not necessarily correct. It
seems rather as though the quality deteriorated progressive-
1. See section 4.6 for more details on the chronology.
2. Von Schnurbein 1982, 126-129.
3. Bemonl/Jacob 1986, 43-45.
4. Cf. Marsh 1981, 184, 190-193 and 196-206.
5. In Lezoux, only proto-sigillata was made during the 1st century; the
production of genuine sigillata did not begin until around A.D. 100,
either (Picon 1973, 89-102).
6. Marsh 1981, 208-210.
7. Mees 1995, 46 and 54 f.
8. The load of the wrecked ship Culip IV consisted largely of olive oil
from the area of the Guadalquivir, which was chiefly distributed
along the Rhone, the Saone and the Rhine, and in Britain (Nieto et al.
1991, 72, fig. 38 and 225, fig. 156).
ly when sales in the northwest stagnated under the Flavian
emperors4. The second objection refers to the rise of the
Central and East Gaulish kiln sites. Contrary to what has
long been assumed, the sigillata from Central and East Gaul
did not first appear on the market in large quantities in the
Flavian period, but around A.D. 1005 (cf. p. 45), when pro-
duction at La Graufesenque had been falling for some time.
Consequently, this process of decline was much more a
cause than an effect of the inception of the Central and East
Gaulish sigillata industry.
The solution offered by G. Marsh" is not satisfactory, either.
In his opinion, the explanation for the decline should be
sought in South Gaul itself. This area ostensibly formed the
most important market for products from La Graufesenque.
According to Marsh, the growing affluence in South Gaul
inspired the consumers to switch to tableware made of glass
and precious metals, and the collapse of this important
domestic market brought about the fall of the pottery. This
theory, however, is negated by the fact that, in reality, South
Gaul was the market over which the products from La
Graufesenque asserted their supremacy the longest7.
The explanations discussed above are based on the assump-
tion that the failure of sigillata production at La
Graufesenque was the immediate result of considerations or
actions of consumers or manufacturers. They completely
ignore the part played by trade, although this may well con-
tain the solution to the problem. There is no doubt that the
Roman troops which were stationed at the northwest frontier
and in Britain were among the most important consumers of
La Graufesenque sigillata. Sigillata is generally assumed to
have been transported across great distances only as a second-
ary load, battening, as it were, on bulk goods such as grain,
wine and olive oil8. For a large part of the 1st century A.D.,
the Roman troops in the northwest are likely to have been
supplied with such foodstuffs from the Mediterranean area,
because they were unavailable or could not be obtained in
sufficient quantities in the area in which they were stationed.
As the Romanization of the conquered regions progressed,
and large-scale farming began, the agricultural potential of
the northwest part of the empire, in any case, must have
grown, making the troops increasingly independent oflong-
distance imports. This makes it likely that he size and fre-
quency of the consignments from the countries around the
Mediterranean to the northwest decreased considerably in
the course of the 1st century.
This change must surely have had its effect on the terra sigil-
lata trade. In the first place, transporting large quantities of
terra sigillata to distant markets would have become more
difficult, with decreasing sales and forced limitations on pro-
duction as results. In the second place transportation costs
would have risen, because the carriers' overheads tayed the
same, while the amount of bulk goods decreased. With cir-
cumstances leading to a decrease in the supply of sigillata,
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the market price might have gone up slightly without sig-
nificant effects on the demand, but constantly growing
transportation costs would eventually have forced the manu-
facturers to lower the cost of production in order to maintain
acceptable market prices. Lower production costs were most
easily achieved by spending less time on production, nat-
urally at the expense of quality. Another possibility was to
improve fficiency by specialization and expansion'.
The theory presented above, which supposes that he decline
of sigillata production at La Graufesenque was largely
caused by changes in the bulk goods trade, and which is
mainly based on the ideas of A. King and P. Middleton2,
contains numerous uncertainties. It is, however, the only
hypothesis which offers an explanation for the combination
of deteriorating quality and decreasing sales, and for the
growing specialization and the concentration of production
in larger workshops. The fact that South Gaul was the last
market open to the products of La Graufesenque is also
consistent with this theory. The dominance of Central
Gaulish ware in Britain and of sigillata from the Chemery
and La Madeleine area in Lower Germany in the first half of
the 2nd century may well be directly related to the markets
from which the Roman garrisons stationed in those areas
at the time obtained their most important agricultural prod-
ucts.
The move of a number of potters from La Graufesenque to
Banassac, where the production of sigillata started shortly
after A.D. 100, may have been a final attempt to retain a pro-
portion of the distant markets. For a few decades longer, the
Banassac manufacturers managed to sell their products in
the Neckar and Danube basins and in part of Gaul. Although
the relocation of South Gaulish production i  Banassac only
marginally reduced the distance to the Danube area, reduc-
tion of the transportation costs seems to have been the most
important reason for the move. Middleton is of the opinion
that the export of sigillata from La Graufesenque chiefly
profited from the provisions made for the transportation of
silver from the nearby Ceilhes mines', which, according to
Hennet, were exploited up to the end of the 1st century4. For
a number of the La Graufesenque manufacturers, the clo-
sure of these mines may have been a reason to move their
companies to Banassac so as to retain, through a different
route, their connection to some of the distant markets on
which the wares of their Central and East Gaulish competi-
tors suddenly started to appear.
As far as may be determined at present, production at
Banassac ended around A.D. 150. The position of the
Banassac sigillata on the Gaulish market was probably taken
over by Lezoux wares; in the Danube area. East Gaulish cen-
tres such as Ittenweiler and Rheinzabera would also play
important parts. It is as yet impossible to determine whether
the fall of Banassac was the cause, or the result, of these
changes in the market.
The minor kiln sites
The history of the minor South Gaulish kiln sites is closely
linked to that of Montans and La Graufesenque. In view of
its proximity to Montans, Crambade should be considered as
a small concentration of workshops on the Montans periph-
ery, rather than a separate kiln site. An explanation for the
establishment or for the closure of the Crambade potteries
cannot be given as yet.
The ups and downs of the Valery kiln site seem to have been
a reflection of developments at Montans. Production was
almost completely in the hands of the Montans manufac-
turers, and limited to the heyday of the parent company. The
establishment of this branch could indicate, therefore, that
the production capacity at Montans began to fail at some
point. The fact hat no attempts were made to revive the pot-
teries at Crambade, which were so much closer to the parent
company, probably means that he problem was not so much
the available space but the supply of raw materials. The
establishment of one or more potteries at Saint-Sauveur,
opposite Montans on the right bank of the Tam, may also be
related to this problem. The closure of the Valery and Saint-
Sauveur kilns, during or shortly after Nero's reign, is likely
to have been the aftermath of a change in the development of
Montans. Around this time, the production there lost much
of its originality, and the influence of La Graufesenque
increased.
Of the kiln sites around La Graufesenque, Aspiran and
Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin seem to have taken the most inde-
pendent positions. Although the decorated ware produced
there resembles that from La Graufesenque in many ways,
the shape of the internal stamps seems to betray a separate
Italian influence, which did not make itself felt until some
time after the start of sigillata production at La Graufesen-
que. It is more likely, therefore, that Italian craftsmen were
involved in the establishment of these potteries than pro-
ducers from La Graufesenque. In view of the location of
these kiln sites, close to the road connecting La Graufesen-
que with the Mediterranean, it is remarkable that they were
not more successful. The fact that amphorae were still being
made at Aspiran in the 2nd century, suggests that he supply
of raw materials was not a serious problem. The regional
distribution of the sigillata from Aspiran and Jonquieres/
Saint-Satumin leads one to suspect that the producers or
their principals did not have contacts with the tradesmen
1. Cf. sections 7.2 and 7.3.
2. Middleton 1979; King 1981, 67-69.
3. Middleton 1980, 190.
4. Hermet 1934, 188 and 229 f.
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who looked after the long-distance xports of sigillata from
La Graufesenque. They were probably simply taking ad-
vantage of a temporary neglect of the South Gaulish market
by the La Graufesenque potters, although there are no argu-
ments to support this hypothesis at present.
The relationship between Le Rozier and La Graufesenque in
many ways resembles that between Valery and Montans. In
both cases, a branch is concerned which was situated quite
far from its parent company, and hardly underwent a develop-
ment of its own. The production at Le Rozier seems to have
been a kind of temporary extension of the capacity of the La
Graufesenque pottery, resulting from the impossibility of
meeting the demand for sigillata with the raw materials avail-
able on the site. The period in which the Le Rozier kiln sites
were productive thus probably also marks the heyday of
production at La Graufesenque.
In view of the fact that relatively little is known about
Carrade and Espalion as yet, the motives behind the decision
to establish potteries there cannot be fathomed. These
centres were not branches of Montans or La Graufesenque;
their products are too different for that. However, there is no
reason to assume that Carrade and Espalion survived the
general slump of the South Gaulish sigillata industry around
A.D. 100.
3 STAMPS, DIES AND IMPRESSIONS
In a discussion of terra sigillata the word 'stamp' may be
used in various senses. After all, 'stamp' may denote not
only the tool with which impressions of a text or figure are
made, but also the stamped text or figure itself. The context
does not always indicate unambiguously in which sense
the word is being used, which in some cases may lead to
misunderstandings. Henceforth, as a rule the less common
term 'die' will be used for the instmment and the term 'im-
pression' for the text stamped with it, in order to avoid such
misunderstandings'.
3.1 DIES AND IMPRESSIONS
For the production of terra sigillata, two types of die were
used. The first was meant for the decoration of moulds,
which were used in their turn to produce decorated sigillata;
the face of such a die would bear a carved figure type or
motif. The second type of die was meant to mark sigillata,
and bore a text, marks resembling letters or - very rarely - an
animal or rosette. This section will deal only with the latter
category.
Some dies which were used to mark sigillata were made of
sigillata sherds, as finds from Arezzo, Talavera de la Reina,
Rheinzabem and Lavoye have revealed3. These sherds could
have rectangular, triangular or square shapes. The text was
set in one of the fractured surfaces. At Haltem, an im-
pression was found from a die which was probably made of
wood4. At La Graufesenque, only bone dies have been found
so far, of the elongated kind5 (fig. 3.1); some bear a text on
one end only, others on both ends. According to B.R.
Hartley, dies were also made by means of 'surmoulage'6. He
believes that a small lump of clay was used to make a sur-
moulage from an impression of a die, which was subse-
quently dried, fired and used as a die. These copied dies
would only be distinguishable from their originals by their
smaller dimensions7. They have not been found at excava-
tions to date.
The faces of the dies used at La Graufesenque were usually
oblong, often with rounded edges (fig. 3.2, a-b). Sometimes
the sides were dented or notched, which gave them the shape
of swallows' tails (fig. 3.2, c-d). In the first half of the 1st
century, dies with remarkably large letters (fig. 3.2, e-f) or
two-lined texts (fig. 2.8, a-b) were also used. Dies with
round faces were only made at the beginning and end of the
1st century, in small quantities (fig. 2.8, c-d)8. In addition to
these simple models, a number of more elaborate forms
were used, particularly in the workshop of L. Cosius Virilis
(fig. 3.2, g-h).
The lifespan of a die depended on the material it was made
of, and on the frequency and care with which it was used.
The edges of the face were most liable to wear. When a large
number of impressions from the same die are compared, it
often turns out that the distance between the text and the
edges of the face has gradually decreased - obviously a sign
of wear of the die (cf. fig. 3.2, i and j). Dies could also be
damaged by breakage (cf. fig. 3.2, k and 1). Other small
changes which are sometimes seen when various im-
pressions of the same die are compared are likely to have
been caused when the die was cleaned (cf. fig. 3.2, m and n).
Some of the changes mentioned made the name on the die
unrecognizable (cf. fig. 3.2, o and p). The fact that such
mutilated ies were still used may indicate that new dies
were hard to make, or that little value was attached to the
meaning of the text. In some workshops, dies seem to have
been made predominantly by one employee, since they
appear to have their lettering or other characteristics in com-
man9. However, (he styles are usually so varied that it
is hard to believe that the manufacture of these tools was
reserved for specialists. The most compelling reason for the
1. Compare the difference between 'Punze' and 'Stempel' in German,
and between 'poingon' and 'estampille' in French.
2. For this kind of die from La Graufesenque see, among others, Hermet
1934, pl. 115, A5; Bemont et al. 1987, pis. III-IV and VII; Marichal
1988, nos. 173-175; Vemhet 1991, 23 and 26.
3. Arezzo: Stenico 1966, Tav. 18, 52-54. Talavera de la Reina: Tovar
1983, 167, fig. 5. Rheinzabem: Ludowici 1927, 246 f.; Rau s.a., 25,
V:42; Reutti 1984, 18, Abb. 14. Lavoye: Chenet/Gaudron 1955, 41,
fig. 14, a-c.
4. Von Schnurbein 1982, 65, Abb. 16. The impression occurs on a Halt.
8 made at Pisa (idem, 140, 126 and Taf. 45, 968).
5. For others see Gallia 30, 1972, 476, fig. 8; Bemont et al. 1987, 23,
fig. 17.
6. Hartley 1977, 251 f. Cf. catalogue nos. C158, M65 and N5.
7. Hartley (1977, 252) worked out a shrinkage factor of 10-15%.
However, in view of the fact that both the moulded die and the sigil-
lata vessel stamped with it were in turn dried and fired, one would
expect the impression of a moulded die to be much smaller than the
impression which served as a model (cf. p. 133-135 for a discussion
of the shrinkage factor)
8. Early Ist-century: Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 10. Late Ist-century: Her-
met 1934, pl. 113, 186-190; Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 24-25.
9. Cf. some of the stamps from the workshop of L. Cosius Virilis (fig.
3.2, g-h, and catalogue nos. V34-36 and V38-39*).
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who looked after the long-distance xports of sigillata from
La Graufesenque. They were probably simply taking ad-
vantage of a temporary neglect of the South Gaulish market
by the La Graufesenque potters, although there are no argu-
ments to support this hypothesis at present.
The relationship between Le Rozier and La Graufesenque in
many ways resembles that between Valery and Montans. In
both cases, a branch is concerned which was situated quite
far from its parent company, and hardly underwent a develop-
ment of its own. The production at Le Rozier seems to have
been a kind of temporary extension of the capacity of the La
Graufesenque pottery, resulting from the impossibility of
meeting the demand for sigillata with the raw materials avail-
able on the site. The period in which the Le Rozier kiln sites
were productive thus probably also marks the heyday of
production at La Graufesenque.
In view of the fact that relatively little is known about
Carrade and Espalion as yet, the motives behind the decision
to establish potteries there cannot be fathomed. These
centres were not branches of Montans or La Graufesenque;
their products are too different for that. However, there is no
reason to assume that Carrade and Espalion survived the
general slump of the South Gaulish sigillata industry around
A.D. 100.
3 STAMPS, DIES AND IMPRESSIONS
In a discussion of terra sigillata the word 'stamp' may be
used in various senses. After all, 'stamp' may denote not
only the tool with which impressions of a text or figure are
made, but also the stamped text or figure itself. The context
does not always indicate unambiguously in which sense
the word is being used, which in some cases may lead to
misunderstandings. Henceforth, as a rule the less common
term 'die' will be used for the instmment and the term 'im-
pression' for the text stamped with it, in order to avoid such
misunderstandings'.
3.1 DIES AND IMPRESSIONS
For the production of terra sigillata, two types of die were
used. The first was meant for the decoration of moulds,
which were used in their turn to produce decorated sigillata;
the face of such a die would bear a carved figure type or
motif. The second type of die was meant to mark sigillata,
and bore a text, marks resembling letters or - very rarely - an
animal or rosette. This section will deal only with the latter
category.
Some dies which were used to mark sigillata were made of
sigillata sherds, as finds from Arezzo, Talavera de la Reina,
Rheinzabem and Lavoye have revealed3. These sherds could
have rectangular, triangular or square shapes. The text was
set in one of the fractured surfaces. At Haltem, an im-
pression was found from a die which was probably made of
wood4. At La Graufesenque, only bone dies have been found
so far, of the elongated kind5 (fig. 3.1); some bear a text on
one end only, others on both ends. According to B.R.
Hartley, dies were also made by means of 'surmoulage'6. He
believes that a small lump of clay was used to make a sur-
moulage from an impression of a die, which was subse-
quently dried, fired and used as a die. These copied dies
would only be distinguishable from their originals by their
smaller dimensions7. They have not been found at excava-
tions to date.
The faces of the dies used at La Graufesenque were usually
oblong, often with rounded edges (fig. 3.2, a-b). Sometimes
the sides were dented or notched, which gave them the shape
of swallows' tails (fig. 3.2, c-d). In the first half of the 1st
century, dies with remarkably large letters (fig. 3.2, e-f) or
two-lined texts (fig. 2.8, a-b) were also used. Dies with
round faces were only made at the beginning and end of the
1st century, in small quantities (fig. 2.8, c-d)8. In addition to
these simple models, a number of more elaborate forms
were used, particularly in the workshop of L. Cosius Virilis
(fig. 3.2, g-h).
The lifespan of a die depended on the material it was made
of, and on the frequency and care with which it was used.
The edges of the face were most liable to wear. When a large
number of impressions from the same die are compared, it
often turns out that the distance between the text and the
edges of the face has gradually decreased - obviously a sign
of wear of the die (cf. fig. 3.2, i and j). Dies could also be
damaged by breakage (cf. fig. 3.2, k and 1). Other small
changes which are sometimes seen when various im-
pressions of the same die are compared are likely to have
been caused when the die was cleaned (cf. fig. 3.2, m and n).
Some of the changes mentioned made the name on the die
unrecognizable (cf. fig. 3.2, o and p). The fact that such
mutilated ies were still used may indicate that new dies
were hard to make, or that little value was attached to the
meaning of the text. In some workshops, dies seem to have
been made predominantly by one employee, since they
appear to have their lettering or other characteristics in com-
man9. However, (he styles are usually so varied that it
is hard to believe that the manufacture of these tools was
reserved for specialists. The most compelling reason for the
1. Compare the difference between 'Punze' and 'Stempel' in German,
and between 'poingon' and 'estampille' in French.
2. For this kind of die from La Graufesenque see, among others, Hermet
1934, pl. 115, A5; Bemont et al. 1987, pis. III-IV and VII; Marichal
1988, nos. 173-175; Vemhet 1991, 23 and 26.
3. Arezzo: Stenico 1966, Tav. 18, 52-54. Talavera de la Reina: Tovar
1983, 167, fig. 5. Rheinzabem: Ludowici 1927, 246 f.; Rau s.a., 25,
V:42; Reutti 1984, 18, Abb. 14. Lavoye: Chenet/Gaudron 1955, 41,
fig. 14, a-c.
4. Von Schnurbein 1982, 65, Abb. 16. The impression occurs on a Halt.
8 made at Pisa (idem, 140, 126 and Taf. 45, 968).
5. For others see Gallia 30, 1972, 476, fig. 8; Bemont et al. 1987, 23,
fig. 17.
6. Hartley 1977, 251 f. Cf. catalogue nos. C158, M65 and N5.
7. Hartley (1977, 252) worked out a shrinkage factor of 10-15%.
However, in view of the fact that both the moulded die and the sigil-
lata vessel stamped with it were in turn dried and fired, one would
expect the impression of a moulded die to be much smaller than the
impression which served as a model (cf. p. 133-135 for a discussion
of the shrinkage factor)
8. Early Ist-century: Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 10. Late Ist-century: Her-
met 1934, pl. 113, 186-190; Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 24-25.
9. Cf. some of the stamps from the workshop of L. Cosius Virilis (fig.
3.2, g-h, and catalogue nos. V34-36 and V38-39*).
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continued use of severely damaged ies probably lies in the
limited importance of their texts.
The impressions of the dies are usually called 'name stamps'
or 'potters' stamps'. Strictly speaking, neither term is cor-
rect. First of all there are numerous tamps which do not fall
into the category of 'name stamps', such as impressions
which contain o legible text, but are made up of (series of)
crosses or stripes. Such stamps are usually called 'illiterate
stamps' or 'script imitations', terms which refer to the
assumption that the makers of the dies in question had not
mastered the art of writing. In addition there are stamps in
the shape of rosettes and animals, but these so-called 'figure
stamps' were seldom used at La Graufesenque'. Finally there
are a small number of stamps which as it were address the
reader, with texts like AVE.VALE and NEQVRES. These 'reden-
de Stempel', like the script imitations and figure stamps,
cannot be called 'name stamps' either2.
The term 'potters' stamp' has two possible interpretations. In
the sense of 'stamp reflecting the name of a potter', it is
almost synonymous with 'name stamp', so the objections
outlined in the previous paragraph apply. However, 'potter's
stamp' may also be interpreted as 'stamp applied by a pot-
ter'. Used in that sense, the term also includes the previous-
ly mentioned categories of stamps. A useful alternative for
'potter's tamp' in this sense is 'internal stamp' - compar-
able to widely used terms like 'Bodenstempel' and 'estam-
pilleinteme'.
3.2 CONTENT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STAMPS
Fig. 3.1 Bone die from La Graufesenque, reading OFFELIC in the
right-hand end. Scale 1:1.
used in South Gaul. It is also relatively rare on Italian and
Central and East Gaulish sigillata. At Spanish potteries the
term EX OFFICINA was sometimes used.
Fecit
The name - in the nominative or abbreviated - is followed by
FECIT, usually abbreviated to FE or F. At the Italian potteries
this term was not very common; neither was the equivalent
transcribed from Greek, EPOI, which was sometimes used
there3. At most of the Gaulish potteries, however, FECIT was
the addition most often used.
In the preceding section, the different categories of stamps to
be found on sigillata are listed: name stamps, illiterate
stamps, figure stamps and 'redende Stempel'. On the basis
of their textual content, the name stamps may be subdivided
into seven different groups.
Officina
The name - in the genitive or abbreviated - is preceded or
followed by OFFICINA, usually abbreviated to OF or o. Except
at La Graufesenque and Le Rozier, this term was seldom
Manus
The name - in the genitive or abbreviated - is followed by
MANVS, usually abbreviated to MAN, MA or M. Thus far it has
always been assumed that the M, MA or MAN should be inter-
preted as MANV, an ablative meaning 'from the hand of. A
stamp of Gallus from La Graufesenque, however, reads
GALLl.MANVS4. The same use was found in the signature
SABINI MANVS on a flask of form Hermet 15 with moulded
decoration5. The term was not used at the Italian potteries,
and elsewhere is less common than FECIT
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 191-197; Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 11-26.
2. For the term 'redende Stempel' see Oxe 1934.
3. Oxe/Comfort 1968, xxx. For Lyon-La Muette cf. Lasfargues et al.
1976, nos. XVI 4, XXIII 1-2, XXXVIII 3 and XXXDC 2.
4. See catalogue no. 07.
5. Lafon 1978, 246, fig. 2B; Bemont et al. 1987, 58, fig. 58; Vemhet
1991, 43; Mees 1995, Taf. 172,3.
6. In vulgar Latin, however, FICIT may be found instead of FECIT
(Palmer 1961, 156).
Figulus
The name - in the genitive - is followed by FI or F. Because
the name is in the genitive, FI and F cannot be interpreted as
FECiT6. An inteqn'etation such as FILIVS is not very likely
either, as the stamp GERMANI. FI, of Germanus from La
Graufesenque, belongs to the start rather than to the end of
his career, as inteq)retation such as GERMANI FILIVS would
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Fig. 3.2 Impressions from various dies used at La Graufesenque.
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lead one to expect'. By analogy with a few Italian stamps, FI
and F combined with a genitive may be completed as Fiovu2.
This term was seldom used, either in Italy or GauP
Nominative
from most kiln sites, MANVS forms the most obvious com-
pletion, as OFFICINA was only in common use at La Graufe-
senque and Le Rozier, and FIGVLI was a rarely used term.
Genitive stamps were found at all the kiln sites.
Abbreviated name stamps
In this category, additions uch as OFFICINA or FECIT are lack-
ing, and the name has been abbreviated, making it im-
possible to distinguish either nominative or genitive. At La
Graufesenque, these abbreviated stamps were used on cups
more often than on dishes and bowls (cf. fig. 7.6), which is
hardly surprising, there being more space to put a stamp on
the latter forms. The situation is likely to have been more or
less the same at other potteries.
The above survey implies that a name stamp does not al-
ways bear the name of the potter who applied it. In the case
of officina and genitive stamps as well as abbreviated
stamps, the name may also be that of the tenant or owner of
a workshop.
Two other elements play an important part in relation to the
significance of the stamps. The first is the position of the
stamp. Unlike modem pottery, sigillata was generally stamp-
ed on the inside, in the centre of the base4. This choice of
place may have had to do with the way sigillata was pro-
duced. Most forms have a footring, which is usually rela-
lively high; in all probability this was not shaped until the
top part of the vessel had been fanned. The stamp had al-
ready been applied by that ime, because the base would be-
come so thin after the footring was turned out that stamping
might easily distort it. This practice is illustrated by a rou-
letted dish from Vechten, which bears a stamp that has been
damaged because the base was pushed up when the footring
was trimmed off with a sharp instrument (fig. 3.3). The na-
ture of the damage shows that he stamp had already been
applied at the time the footring was formed.
The second element o be discussed in relation to the signifi-
cance of the stamps is the fact that certain forms were rare-
ly or never stamped. The forms which remained unstamped
The name is written in full, in the nominative; FECIT may
almost certainly be added. Stamps in this category are
known from all the kiln sites.
Genitive
The name is written in full, in the genitive. In principle,
OFFICINA, MANVS OF FIGVLI may be added. For the stamps
1.
2.
3.
4.
See catalogue no. G21.
Oxe/Comfort 1968, nos. 1790, 2002-2003, 2324 and 2326'.
For some from La Graufesenque see catalogue nos. A39, A51, C 102,
D18, 021, G22, 17, S168 and T16.
Only one exception to this mle is known from La Graufesenque: a
Drag. 37 with strap handles, one of which bears a stamp of Pathcius
(Mees 1995, Taf. 17). In isolated cases, stamps were applied eccen-
trically (cf. catalogue no. R33). Decorated ware from Central and
East Gaul is often stamped on the outside, in the zone between the
rim and the decoration.
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term EX OFFICINA was sometimes used.
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this term was not very common; neither was the equivalent
transcribed from Greek, EPOI, which was sometimes used
there3. At most of the Gaulish potteries, however, FECIT was
the addition most often used.
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Fig. 3.3 Stamp ofPrimus on a rouletted ish from Vechten. The right
half was damaged when the base was finished.
Scale 2:1.
may differ from one kiln site to another, but the phenomenon
itself is known from all the large potteries. The most com-
mon types which were left unstamped at La Graufesenque
are Ritt. 12, Drag. 11, 30, 35/36 and 37, and Curle 11 and 15.
With the exception of Drag. 11, which falls back on an
Italian type, these are all forms which were not created until
sigillata was produced at La Graufesenque on a large scale.
In most cases they are probably even forms designed at La
Graufesenque itself. An important difference between the
South Gaulish krater Drag. 1 1 and its Italian counterparts i
that at least some of the latter did bear internal stamps'.
Some of the unstamped forms developed at La Graufesen-
que are likely to have been used for the same purposes as the
earlier types already produced in Italy which did have a
stamp. Judging from the similarities in form there are no
1. Cf. for example Oxe 1933, 3, Taf. VI 14, XIV 62, XXXII-XXXV
132-133 and XXXVI-XXXVIII 137-139, all from moulds ofAteius
or one of his liberti.
2. See e.g. Stanfield/Simpson 1958, xxxiv; Comfort 1959a, 191;
Goudineau 1968, 355-357; Johns 1977, 15 f.; Schindler/Scheffenegger
1977, 345 f.
3. Johns 1977, 16.
4. At various potteries, lumps of clay have been found which were used
to support he bottom dish in a stack from the inside: Forrer 1911,
Taf. XI 1-9 (Heiligenberg), and p. 199, fig. 118F (Ittenweiler); Chenet/
Gaudron 1955, 91, fig. 43, j-k (Argonne); Rau s.a., 19, IV:7 (Rhein-
zabem); Vemhet 1981, 41. The way in which the wasters illustrated
in BemonWemhet 1989, 45, fig. 5 were deformed also indicates that
they were stacked upside down.
5. Marichal 1988, nos. 188-189; see also p. 141 f.
6. From La Graufesenque: ACVT / BILI.AR, DAMO / SCOTI A,
FRONTO FEC.AR, PERENI A, RVTENOS /FEC.AR, SCOTTIVS /
DAMONI.A and SCOTIVS. FE. / ARETINV. (Hartley 1977, 258,
note 9; HoffmamWemhet 1992, 177).
7. "Les timbres aretins, selon nous, representent avant tout une tradition
dont la naissance - qui demeure mysterieuse - ne peut etre subordonne
a aucun but utilitaire, tradition qui s'est conservee a Arretium et a
peut-etre presente, mais de fagon annexe, des avantages pratiques"
(Goudineau 1968, 357).
well-founded reasons to assume that the Drag. 36 and the
Curie 15 were used for a different purpose from the Drag.
17a, or the Drag. 35 for a different purpose from the Drag.
27. The way in which a form was used thus seems to have
had no influence on the decision whether or not to stamp it.
The determination of the significance of the stamps is main-
ly based on their content, the places they were impressed,
and the forms on which they were applied. Traditional views
have it that the stamps played a part in the production pro-
cess, and served to check the productivity of the individual
potters, as well as to distinguish the products of different
workshops which may have shared the use of a kiln2.
However, this theory, which naturally chiefly rests on the
occurrence of terms such as OFFICINA, FECIT and MANVS, is
invalidated by the observation that not all forms were stamp-
ed. It has been suggested that the unstamped forms from a
single workshop were made by a single specialist, which
precluded confusion3. There are no indications, however,
that the replacement of the stamped Drag. 29 by the un-
stamped Drag. 37 involved sweeping changes in the division
of labour inside the workshops. Both forms were produced
side by side for a considerable period, undoubtedly also in
the same workshops.
In order to distinguish the products of the individual work-
shops in a jointly used kiln, stamps were probably not the
most suitable means. Most of the sigillata forms seems to
have been stacked upside down, making the stamps invis-
ible4. At La Graufesenque, a different method to mark stacks
of sigillata from a certain workshop was probably used; the
inscribed names on the outside of dishes and cups found
here at least seem to be interpretable as labels of a kind5.
An initially seemingly more attractive hypothesis is that he
stamps were chiefly meant for the consumers. In particular
the place of the stamps on the inside of the vessels may indi-
cate this. According to this idea, the stamps served as a kind
of warranty of quality. In this connection, the stamps recom-
mending South Gaulish sigillata s 'Arretine ware' spring to
mind". However, there are many things incompatible with
the interpretation of the stamps as quality marks or adver-
rising texts, such as the occurrence of illiterate stamps, fig-
ure stamps and 'redende Stempel' .
The fact that the sigillata forms which originated at La
Graufesenque have been generally left unstamped seems to
indicate that the internal stamps at this kiln site no longer
served any specific purpose, but were simply one of the
many traditions adopted from Italy. Other indications in
favour of this assumption are the frequency of the illiterate
stamps and the continued use of dies rendered meaningless
by breakage. Whether the stamps had a clear significance at
the Italian potteries is not certain either7
THE DATING OF STAMPS ON SOUTH GAULISH
TERRA SIGILLATA
Terra sigillata is generally considered to be among the best
dateable remains from Roman times'. On the basis of inter-
nal stamps or moulded decoration, individual vessels are
nowadays often dated accurately to within twenty, some-
times even ten years, with the use of a chronological frame-
work which has become more and more sophisticated over
the past century. However, only few people realize that his
framework is like an idol on feet of clay.
The following sections will give a brief survey of the possi-
bilities and limitations of the most important sources of
information for dating sigillata. This may enable the reader
to form an opinion about he value of the dates used in this
book. The final section contains a discussion of the dating of
the period in which sigillata was exported from La
Graufesenque to the northwest of the Roman empire, and
serves to illustrate the methods used.
4.1 LlFESPAN
A discussion on the date of a sigillata vessel usually does not
concern the moment at which it was produced, but he period
in which it was lost or discarded. The amount of time be-
tween these two moments, in other words the lifespan, is not
easy to determine.
The production season was almost certainly limited to the
period from March to the end of October2. Transportation
across the sea must also have taken place chiefly in those
months3. In order to compensate for the annual stagnation in
the supply, tradesmen are likely to have laid in stock in the
summer months, but no more than was absolutely necessary,
so as to minimize investments. As a result of this the sigil-
lata was probably at the most a few months old by the time
it arrived at its destination. Little time elapsed, therefore,
between production and sale.
It is hard to estimate Ae lifespan of a sigillata vessel in every-
day use. One of the few clues is given by Drag. 37. Bowls of
this type are almost exclusively found in contexts which may
be dated after the year 70. Exceptions are rare; a few sherds
from Colchester, London and Verulamium must have ended
up in the ground at the time of the Boudiccan revolt, in A.D.
614, examples from Baden and Valkenburg around the time
of the disturbances in A.D. 69/705. This evidence demon-
strates that vessels of Drag. 37 were not normally discarded
until after the year 70, although the type was marketed as
early as A.D. 60. Thus, a Drag. 37 may have had a lifespan of
at least ten years.
For the time being, it would go too far to consider this con-
clusion a universal truth. The circumstance that decorated
sigillata is far less frequently found in graves than plain
ware, for example, betrays the fact hat hese two categories
are not comparable in all respects. A possible difference be-
tween the use of the Drag. 37 and that of other forms may
have resulted in different lifespans.
4.2 DATED SITES6
The chronology of terra sigillata is mainly based on the
material from so-called 'dated sites', most of which used to
be military fortifications. It is frequently forgotten that the
dates of many of these sites are based, in their turn, on the
sigillata found there. The dates of very few settlements can
be determined from other sources of information, such as
coins, inscriptions or historic events7.
As regards the use of dated sites to determine the age of
sigillata, two comments are in order. Firstly it has to be
noted that not every date has the same value. The most trust-
worthy data are the starting and final date of occupation,
because these constitute the earliest and latest imes at which
the sigillata found may have been lost or discarded.
Historical and numismatic data, for example, have led to the
deduction that the sigillata from the legionary fortress at
Inchtuthil must have been discarded between A.D. 82/83 and
86/878.
Numerous other settlements have a longer history of occu-
pation, which may often be divided into several phases with
the help of stratigraphic information. However, only the final
dates of these separate phases can really be used for pur-
poses of dating; the example of Valkenburg may serve to
illustrate this. The history of the military base once situated
1. "Next o datable inscriptions, there is, perhaps, no relic of Roman
occupation which yields such valuable chronological evidence as
Terra Sigillata" (Oswald/Pryce 1920, 1).
2. Marichal 1988, 97; Vernhet/Bemont 1990-1991. 14.
3. Peacock/Williams 1986, 63.
4. Millet 1987, 112.
5. Schucany 1983, 60, 77; Glasbergen 1967, 82.
6. Appendix D includes a list of the finds groups used for the dating of
the terra sigillata discussed in this book.
7. See Pferdehirt 1986, 228-240 for a survey of Ist-century sites whose
dates are not based on the sigillata found there.
8. See appendix D.
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that the replacement of the stamped Drag. 29 by the un-
stamped Drag. 37 involved sweeping changes in the division
of labour inside the workshops. Both forms were produced
side by side for a considerable period, undoubtedly also in
the same workshops.
In order to distinguish the products of the individual work-
shops in a jointly used kiln, stamps were probably not the
most suitable means. Most of the sigillata forms seems to
have been stacked upside down, making the stamps invis-
ible4. At La Graufesenque, a different method to mark stacks
of sigillata from a certain workshop was probably used; the
inscribed names on the outside of dishes and cups found
here at least seem to be interpretable as labels of a kind5.
An initially seemingly more attractive hypothesis is that he
stamps were chiefly meant for the consumers. In particular
the place of the stamps on the inside of the vessels may indi-
cate this. According to this idea, the stamps served as a kind
of warranty of quality. In this connection, the stamps recom-
mending South Gaulish sigillata s 'Arretine ware' spring to
mind". However, there are many things incompatible with
the interpretation of the stamps as quality marks or adver-
rising texts, such as the occurrence of illiterate stamps, fig-
ure stamps and 'redende Stempel' .
The fact that the sigillata forms which originated at La
Graufesenque have been generally left unstamped seems to
indicate that the internal stamps at this kiln site no longer
served any specific purpose, but were simply one of the
many traditions adopted from Italy. Other indications in
favour of this assumption are the frequency of the illiterate
stamps and the continued use of dies rendered meaningless
by breakage. Whether the stamps had a clear significance at
the Italian potteries is not certain either7
THE DATING OF STAMPS ON SOUTH GAULISH
TERRA SIGILLATA
Terra sigillata is generally considered to be among the best
dateable remains from Roman times'. On the basis of inter-
nal stamps or moulded decoration, individual vessels are
nowadays often dated accurately to within twenty, some-
times even ten years, with the use of a chronological frame-
work which has become more and more sophisticated over
the past century. However, only few people realize that his
framework is like an idol on feet of clay.
The following sections will give a brief survey of the possi-
bilities and limitations of the most important sources of
information for dating sigillata. This may enable the reader
to form an opinion about he value of the dates used in this
book. The final section contains a discussion of the dating of
the period in which sigillata was exported from La
Graufesenque to the northwest of the Roman empire, and
serves to illustrate the methods used.
4.1 LlFESPAN
A discussion on the date of a sigillata vessel usually does not
concern the moment at which it was produced, but he period
in which it was lost or discarded. The amount of time be-
tween these two moments, in other words the lifespan, is not
easy to determine.
The production season was almost certainly limited to the
period from March to the end of October2. Transportation
across the sea must also have taken place chiefly in those
months3. In order to compensate for the annual stagnation in
the supply, tradesmen are likely to have laid in stock in the
summer months, but no more than was absolutely necessary,
so as to minimize investments. As a result of this the sigil-
lata was probably at the most a few months old by the time
it arrived at its destination. Little time elapsed, therefore,
between production and sale.
It is hard to estimate Ae lifespan of a sigillata vessel in every-
day use. One of the few clues is given by Drag. 37. Bowls of
this type are almost exclusively found in contexts which may
be dated after the year 70. Exceptions are rare; a few sherds
from Colchester, London and Verulamium must have ended
up in the ground at the time of the Boudiccan revolt, in A.D.
614, examples from Baden and Valkenburg around the time
of the disturbances in A.D. 69/705. This evidence demon-
strates that vessels of Drag. 37 were not normally discarded
until after the year 70, although the type was marketed as
early as A.D. 60. Thus, a Drag. 37 may have had a lifespan of
at least ten years.
For the time being, it would go too far to consider this con-
clusion a universal truth. The circumstance that decorated
sigillata is far less frequently found in graves than plain
ware, for example, betrays the fact hat hese two categories
are not comparable in all respects. A possible difference be-
tween the use of the Drag. 37 and that of other forms may
have resulted in different lifespans.
4.2 DATED SITES6
The chronology of terra sigillata is mainly based on the
material from so-called 'dated sites', most of which used to
be military fortifications. It is frequently forgotten that the
dates of many of these sites are based, in their turn, on the
sigillata found there. The dates of very few settlements can
be determined from other sources of information, such as
coins, inscriptions or historic events7.
As regards the use of dated sites to determine the age of
sigillata, two comments are in order. Firstly it has to be
noted that not every date has the same value. The most trust-
worthy data are the starting and final date of occupation,
because these constitute the earliest and latest imes at which
the sigillata found may have been lost or discarded.
Historical and numismatic data, for example, have led to the
deduction that the sigillata from the legionary fortress at
Inchtuthil must have been discarded between A.D. 82/83 and
86/878.
Numerous other settlements have a longer history of occu-
pation, which may often be divided into several phases with
the help of stratigraphic information. However, only the final
dates of these separate phases can really be used for pur-
poses of dating; the example of Valkenburg may serve to
illustrate this. The history of the military base once situated
1. "Next o datable inscriptions, there is, perhaps, no relic of Roman
occupation which yields such valuable chronological evidence as
Terra Sigillata" (Oswald/Pryce 1920, 1).
2. Marichal 1988, 97; Vernhet/Bemont 1990-1991. 14.
3. Peacock/Williams 1986, 63.
4. Millet 1987, 112.
5. Schucany 1983, 60, 77; Glasbergen 1967, 82.
6. Appendix D includes a list of the finds groups used for the dating of
the terra sigillata discussed in this book.
7. See Pferdehirt 1986, 228-240 for a survey of Ist-century sites whose
dates are not based on the sigillata found there.
8. See appendix D.
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here is divided into six periods'. The division between
periods 3 and 4 is fanned by a thick burnt layer, which may
be linked to the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70. The material
from period 3 must have been discarded at the latest by this
date. This makes the final date of period 3 a valuable piece
of evidence. The situation as regards the starting date of
period 4 is different, however. There is no guarantee what-
soever that all the material from this period was not actually
lost until after A.D. 69/70. The waste material from period 4
may very well include quite a few vessels from periods 1-3,
which came to the surface during the digging activities
carried out in period 42. The final date of period 3 is thus
much more reliable as a terminus ante quem than the starting
date of period 4 as a tenninus post quem.
The second comment concerns the quantity of material
found. In discussions about the dating of certain forms,
stamps or decorative schemes, the so-called criterion of
absence is frequently applied. B. Pferdehirt, for instance,
assumes that several southern German forts were built, not
in the eighties or nineties, but as late as the beginning of the
2nd century, because no bowls of Drag. 29 were among the
pottery found there3. However, in many cases the number of
decorated vessels is so small, that the absence of sherds of
Drag. 29 may be entirely coincidental4.
1. Van Giffen 1948-1953, 127; Glasbergen 1967, 149.
2. Cf. Glasbergen 1967, 59.
3. Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3 (Butzbach - Inheiden), and 264-298.
4. Cf. Eschbaumer/Faber 1988, 240-245.
5. This is a reason to doubt in advance the value of the chronology of
Swiss sites recently drawn up by M. Pavlinec (1992); only six out of
the fifteen sites on which his chronology is based yielded more than a
hundred finds.
6. In southern France and Italy, marbled sigillata is found relatively
often (see e.g. Hermet 1934, 172-177; Oxe 1936, 356 f.; Giroussens
1983; Martin 1985); in contrast, only two vessels seem to be known
from the whole of the Netherlands: a cup of Calvus from the Nijmegen
legionary fortress (Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15, 2) and a dish
ofMommo from Heerlen (Stuart 1986, 57, fig. 57).
7 Although most of the available publications do not pay any attention
to size, the representativeness of the Vechten material suggests that
small dishes were rare, at any rate in Lower Germany (cf. the discussion
of the separate types of dishes in section 6.3). The same is trae for
Great Britain (comm. B.R. Hartley). However, the finds from La Grau-
fesenque demonstrate that they were produced in large quantities (cf.
Bemont 1987, 338, fig. 5). Larger numbers of small dishes are known
from Augst, Macon and Oberwinterthur (Furger 1992, 52, Abb. 33;
53, Abb. 34, and 55, Abb. 35; Barthelemy/Depierre 1990; Ebnother/
Eschenlohr 1985), among other places.
8. Hull 1958, 153-156 (First Shop) and 198-202 (Second Shop).
9. Atkinson 1914.
10. Hartley 1985.
11. Haalebos 1979, esp. 124. See also Gallia 30, 1972, 475 f.; Haalebos
et al. 1991, 82 f.
12. Fiches et al. 1978, esp. 206 f.
13. Nieto et al. 1989, esp. 235.
The absence of certain groups of finds, therefore, is only
relevant if large quantities of finds are available5. Caution is
required even in such a situation, however, since the absence
of a certain category of finds may well be related to differ-
ences in distribution. That this warning does not concern any
imaginary danger is demonstrated, among other things, by
the uneven distribution of marbled terra sigillata6 and small
dishes7. Generally speaking, more value should be attached
to the presence of a certain group of finds at site A than to
their absence at site B.
4.3 CLOSED FINDS
Besides military settlements, the so-called 'closed finds'
may also offer clues for the chronology of sigillata. The term
'closed finds' is used to indicate smaller groups of finds
which have accumulated in a short time, and which are of
relatively homogeneous composition. The most important
categories of closed finds are deposits and graves.
The word 'deposits' is used in the sense of consignments of
sigillata which were lost before they reached their final
destinations. As with settlements, deposits are usually not
dated on the basis of external information, but by the pot-
tery contained in them. As a matter of fact, the date thus
forms a tenninus ante quem for the deposit's date of accu-
mulation, since it is based on the sigillata chronology, which
is essentially a chronology of waste. Deposit finds never
reached the 'normal' stage of waste, however. In view of
this, the actual date of the deposit's inception is some years
earlier than the date which may be determined by the sigil-
lata chronology.
External dating is available for only a handful of deposits.
Both Colchester Pottery Shops were destroyed uring the
Boudiccan revolt in A.D. 61s; the still-packed crate of pot-
tery found in house VIII 5, 9 at Pompeii was buried in lava
from the volcanic emption on 24 August, A.D. 799; the sigil-
lata from the so-called Gutter Group of Inchtuthil - as well
as the other sigillata from this site - must have been dis-
carded by A.D. 87 at the latest10.
When using sigillata from the above four deposits for pur-
poses of dating one should consider that, under normal cir-
cumstances, the material in question would not have been
lost until a later date. As a result, the actual dates of the
deposits in these cases deviate from the 'waste dates' nor-
mally proposed for the finds. This is also tme of those
groups of finds whose dates are related to one of the pre-
viously mentioned deposits: the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque", the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique12, and
the wrecked ship Culip IV13.
For deposits found in settlements which had been occupied
for considerable time before the deposit accumulated, the
possibility should be considered that they partly consist of
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earlier material. A warehouse may well have accumulated a
considerable stock of unsold pottery in the course of time.
This not only applies to the Colchester Pottery Shops' men-
tioned earlier, but also to the deposits of Narbonne-La
Nautique, the Cirencester Fort Ditch Group2, the Burghofe
Geschirrdepot3, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur4 and the
Bregenz Kellerfund5.
In many respects, graves are comparable to deposits: they
contain small, usually homogeneous groups of finds which
have accumulated in a short time. An important difference
with deposits is their size, however. As a mle, graves contain
only a few sigillata vessels; some deposits may contain thou-
sands.
The graves which, besides sigillata, contain coins are the
most interesting from a chronological viewpoint: a coin
offers an exact erminus post quem for the moment he sigil-
lata was interred. Graves containing South Gaulish as well
as Central or East Gaulish sigillata may also be used for pur-
poses of dating, at least those which are found in the
Rhineland. Central and East Gaulish sigillata appeared on
the market in this area shortly before A.D. 110, as was re-
vealed by the finds from Kastell A at Heddemheim and the
Steinkastell at Hofheim6. The presence of Central or East
Gaulish sigillata in a grave thus supplies a terminus post
quem of around A.D. 100/1 0 for the interment.
However, the significance of burial gifts for the sigillata
chronology, is not as great as one would assume at first sight,
as it is not known how old a sigillata vessel was when it was
placed in the grave. The occurrence of graffiti on some inter-
ment gifts gives the impression that used pottery was in-
terred with the dead in at least some cases7. But even if the
lack of signs of wear warrants the deduction that he vessels
in question are unused, there is of course no guarantee what-
soever that hey were new.
4.4 OTHER EVIDENCE
The finds context is not the only source of information about
the date of a sigillata vessel. The pottery itself may also pro-
vide useful evidence. The form of the example to be dated is
important in this respect. In the course of the period in which
sigillata was transported from La Graufesenque to the north-
west, the range of forms changed quite radically. In the third
quarter of the 1st century in particular, numerous forms were
taken out of production and replaced by new types. Thus, the
type to which a sherd of pottery may be attributed often al-
ready roughly indicates its age. More precise dating is often
possible because individual forms underwent more or less
perceptible changes in the course of their existence. The
most striking developments were described by F. Oswald
and T.D. Pryce8. Nowadays, thanks to the study of the abun-
dant finds from Vechten, more subtle changes may also be
observed, which often makes fairly exact dating possible".
Less exact data may be deduced from the nature of the
fabric, a source of information already brought o attention
by E. Ritterling10. In the course of the 1st century, La
Graufesenque sigillata went through a development which
undoubtedly reflects changes in the production method.
Early Ist-century vessels show clear contrasts in the colour
of the body and the slip. The colour of the body is yellowish,
that of the slip brownish. The fabric is relatively soft and
mealy, and the slip is extremely matt and sometimes light-
ly translucent. It is often hard to distinguish products of this
period from sigillata made at Italian potteries.
Vessels from around the middle of the 1st century show no
clear difference in the colours of the body and the slip. Both
have a similar brownish-red colour. The fabric is usually
rock-hard, which is often revealed by the sharp breaks. The
slip is glossy, and on vessels from the third quarter of the 1st
century often quite brilliant.
From the time of Vespasian, the fabric of La Graufesenque
sigillata hardly changed. The brownish-red colour and the
hardness of the fabric were maintained into the 2nd century.
Only the brilliance of the slip gradually diminished,
although brilliant vessels were still produced from time to
time in the final quarter of the 1st century.
The fabrics of La Graufesenque sigillata should not be used
as a criterion for dating as a matter of course". Vessels from
different sites cannot simply be compared, because differen-
ces in soil conditiotis may have had a different effect on basi-
1. The differences between the material from the two Pottery Shops
observed by M. Millett (1987, 102-106) may well originate from
differences in the numbers of unsold vessels rather than from the
difference in the times at which the deposits came into being.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982.
3. Ulbert 1959, 20 f. and 54-58.
4. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985; Ebnother et al. 1994.
5. Jenny 1880;Jacobs 1912.
6. Heddemheim: Fischer 1961; Hofheim: Seitz 1982. For the dates of
both forts see appendix D. Pferdehirt (1986, 234) erroneously claimed
that only South Gaulish sigillata was found in Kastell A at Heddem-
heim.
7. See e.g. Wolff 1911, 49; Neeb 1913/1914, 44, Grab 29; Vermeulen
1932, 143, grave 4; 163, grave 35, and 170, grave 49; Muller 1977,
Taf. 15, Grab 189.
8. Oswald/Pryce 1920, esp. 65-129 and 169-217.
9. See section 6.3.
10. Ritteriing 1912, 203 f.
11. The division of the South Gaulish sigillata from Zurzach into two
separate groups on the basis of the hardness of the fabric (Roth-Rubi
1992) is a clear example of over-application of this principle. The
development of the fabric was a continuous process, making a rigid
division into two groups impossible. In this context it is significant
that the earlier of the two groups distinguished at Zurzach includes a
dish which, both on the basis of the stamp OF.MAT.VGE (cf. cata-
logue no. M56) and the profile (Roth-Rubi 1992, 520, Abb. 2, 92)
can only be dated to the Neronian period at the earliest.
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here is divided into six periods'. The division between
periods 3 and 4 is fanned by a thick burnt layer, which may
be linked to the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70. The material
from period 3 must have been discarded at the latest by this
date. This makes the final date of period 3 a valuable piece
of evidence. The situation as regards the starting date of
period 4 is different, however. There is no guarantee what-
soever that all the material from this period was not actually
lost until after A.D. 69/70. The waste material from period 4
may very well include quite a few vessels from periods 1-3,
which came to the surface during the digging activities
carried out in period 42. The final date of period 3 is thus
much more reliable as a terminus ante quem than the starting
date of period 4 as a tenninus post quem.
The second comment concerns the quantity of material
found. In discussions about the dating of certain forms,
stamps or decorative schemes, the so-called criterion of
absence is frequently applied. B. Pferdehirt, for instance,
assumes that several southern German forts were built, not
in the eighties or nineties, but as late as the beginning of the
2nd century, because no bowls of Drag. 29 were among the
pottery found there3. However, in many cases the number of
decorated vessels is so small, that the absence of sherds of
Drag. 29 may be entirely coincidental4.
1. Van Giffen 1948-1953, 127; Glasbergen 1967, 149.
2. Cf. Glasbergen 1967, 59.
3. Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3 (Butzbach - Inheiden), and 264-298.
4. Cf. Eschbaumer/Faber 1988, 240-245.
5. This is a reason to doubt in advance the value of the chronology of
Swiss sites recently drawn up by M. Pavlinec (1992); only six out of
the fifteen sites on which his chronology is based yielded more than a
hundred finds.
6. In southern France and Italy, marbled sigillata is found relatively
often (see e.g. Hermet 1934, 172-177; Oxe 1936, 356 f.; Giroussens
1983; Martin 1985); in contrast, only two vessels seem to be known
from the whole of the Netherlands: a cup of Calvus from the Nijmegen
legionary fortress (Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15, 2) and a dish
ofMommo from Heerlen (Stuart 1986, 57, fig. 57).
7 Although most of the available publications do not pay any attention
to size, the representativeness of the Vechten material suggests that
small dishes were rare, at any rate in Lower Germany (cf. the discussion
of the separate types of dishes in section 6.3). The same is trae for
Great Britain (comm. B.R. Hartley). However, the finds from La Grau-
fesenque demonstrate that they were produced in large quantities (cf.
Bemont 1987, 338, fig. 5). Larger numbers of small dishes are known
from Augst, Macon and Oberwinterthur (Furger 1992, 52, Abb. 33;
53, Abb. 34, and 55, Abb. 35; Barthelemy/Depierre 1990; Ebnother/
Eschenlohr 1985), among other places.
8. Hull 1958, 153-156 (First Shop) and 198-202 (Second Shop).
9. Atkinson 1914.
10. Hartley 1985.
11. Haalebos 1979, esp. 124. See also Gallia 30, 1972, 475 f.; Haalebos
et al. 1991, 82 f.
12. Fiches et al. 1978, esp. 206 f.
13. Nieto et al. 1989, esp. 235.
The absence of certain groups of finds, therefore, is only
relevant if large quantities of finds are available5. Caution is
required even in such a situation, however, since the absence
of a certain category of finds may well be related to differ-
ences in distribution. That this warning does not concern any
imaginary danger is demonstrated, among other things, by
the uneven distribution of marbled terra sigillata6 and small
dishes7. Generally speaking, more value should be attached
to the presence of a certain group of finds at site A than to
their absence at site B.
4.3 CLOSED FINDS
Besides military settlements, the so-called 'closed finds'
may also offer clues for the chronology of sigillata. The term
'closed finds' is used to indicate smaller groups of finds
which have accumulated in a short time, and which are of
relatively homogeneous composition. The most important
categories of closed finds are deposits and graves.
The word 'deposits' is used in the sense of consignments of
sigillata which were lost before they reached their final
destinations. As with settlements, deposits are usually not
dated on the basis of external information, but by the pot-
tery contained in them. As a matter of fact, the date thus
forms a tenninus ante quem for the deposit's date of accu-
mulation, since it is based on the sigillata chronology, which
is essentially a chronology of waste. Deposit finds never
reached the 'normal' stage of waste, however. In view of
this, the actual date of the deposit's inception is some years
earlier than the date which may be determined by the sigil-
lata chronology.
External dating is available for only a handful of deposits.
Both Colchester Pottery Shops were destroyed uring the
Boudiccan revolt in A.D. 61s; the still-packed crate of pot-
tery found in house VIII 5, 9 at Pompeii was buried in lava
from the volcanic emption on 24 August, A.D. 799; the sigil-
lata from the so-called Gutter Group of Inchtuthil - as well
as the other sigillata from this site - must have been dis-
carded by A.D. 87 at the latest10.
When using sigillata from the above four deposits for pur-
poses of dating one should consider that, under normal cir-
cumstances, the material in question would not have been
lost until a later date. As a result, the actual dates of the
deposits in these cases deviate from the 'waste dates' nor-
mally proposed for the finds. This is also tme of those
groups of finds whose dates are related to one of the pre-
viously mentioned deposits: the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque", the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique12, and
the wrecked ship Culip IV13.
For deposits found in settlements which had been occupied
for considerable time before the deposit accumulated, the
possibility should be considered that they partly consist of
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earlier material. A warehouse may well have accumulated a
considerable stock of unsold pottery in the course of time.
This not only applies to the Colchester Pottery Shops' men-
tioned earlier, but also to the deposits of Narbonne-La
Nautique, the Cirencester Fort Ditch Group2, the Burghofe
Geschirrdepot3, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur4 and the
Bregenz Kellerfund5.
In many respects, graves are comparable to deposits: they
contain small, usually homogeneous groups of finds which
have accumulated in a short time. An important difference
with deposits is their size, however. As a mle, graves contain
only a few sigillata vessels; some deposits may contain thou-
sands.
The graves which, besides sigillata, contain coins are the
most interesting from a chronological viewpoint: a coin
offers an exact erminus post quem for the moment he sigil-
lata was interred. Graves containing South Gaulish as well
as Central or East Gaulish sigillata may also be used for pur-
poses of dating, at least those which are found in the
Rhineland. Central and East Gaulish sigillata appeared on
the market in this area shortly before A.D. 110, as was re-
vealed by the finds from Kastell A at Heddemheim and the
Steinkastell at Hofheim6. The presence of Central or East
Gaulish sigillata in a grave thus supplies a terminus post
quem of around A.D. 100/1 0 for the interment.
However, the significance of burial gifts for the sigillata
chronology, is not as great as one would assume at first sight,
as it is not known how old a sigillata vessel was when it was
placed in the grave. The occurrence of graffiti on some inter-
ment gifts gives the impression that used pottery was in-
terred with the dead in at least some cases7. But even if the
lack of signs of wear warrants the deduction that he vessels
in question are unused, there is of course no guarantee what-
soever that hey were new.
4.4 OTHER EVIDENCE
The finds context is not the only source of information about
the date of a sigillata vessel. The pottery itself may also pro-
vide useful evidence. The form of the example to be dated is
important in this respect. In the course of the period in which
sigillata was transported from La Graufesenque to the north-
west, the range of forms changed quite radically. In the third
quarter of the 1st century in particular, numerous forms were
taken out of production and replaced by new types. Thus, the
type to which a sherd of pottery may be attributed often al-
ready roughly indicates its age. More precise dating is often
possible because individual forms underwent more or less
perceptible changes in the course of their existence. The
most striking developments were described by F. Oswald
and T.D. Pryce8. Nowadays, thanks to the study of the abun-
dant finds from Vechten, more subtle changes may also be
observed, which often makes fairly exact dating possible".
Less exact data may be deduced from the nature of the
fabric, a source of information already brought o attention
by E. Ritterling10. In the course of the 1st century, La
Graufesenque sigillata went through a development which
undoubtedly reflects changes in the production method.
Early Ist-century vessels show clear contrasts in the colour
of the body and the slip. The colour of the body is yellowish,
that of the slip brownish. The fabric is relatively soft and
mealy, and the slip is extremely matt and sometimes light-
ly translucent. It is often hard to distinguish products of this
period from sigillata made at Italian potteries.
Vessels from around the middle of the 1st century show no
clear difference in the colours of the body and the slip. Both
have a similar brownish-red colour. The fabric is usually
rock-hard, which is often revealed by the sharp breaks. The
slip is glossy, and on vessels from the third quarter of the 1st
century often quite brilliant.
From the time of Vespasian, the fabric of La Graufesenque
sigillata hardly changed. The brownish-red colour and the
hardness of the fabric were maintained into the 2nd century.
Only the brilliance of the slip gradually diminished,
although brilliant vessels were still produced from time to
time in the final quarter of the 1st century.
The fabrics of La Graufesenque sigillata should not be used
as a criterion for dating as a matter of course". Vessels from
different sites cannot simply be compared, because differen-
ces in soil conditiotis may have had a different effect on basi-
1. The differences between the material from the two Pottery Shops
observed by M. Millett (1987, 102-106) may well originate from
differences in the numbers of unsold vessels rather than from the
difference in the times at which the deposits came into being.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982.
3. Ulbert 1959, 20 f. and 54-58.
4. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985; Ebnother et al. 1994.
5. Jenny 1880;Jacobs 1912.
6. Heddemheim: Fischer 1961; Hofheim: Seitz 1982. For the dates of
both forts see appendix D. Pferdehirt (1986, 234) erroneously claimed
that only South Gaulish sigillata was found in Kastell A at Heddem-
heim.
7. See e.g. Wolff 1911, 49; Neeb 1913/1914, 44, Grab 29; Vermeulen
1932, 143, grave 4; 163, grave 35, and 170, grave 49; Muller 1977,
Taf. 15, Grab 189.
8. Oswald/Pryce 1920, esp. 65-129 and 169-217.
9. See section 6.3.
10. Ritteriing 1912, 203 f.
11. The division of the South Gaulish sigillata from Zurzach into two
separate groups on the basis of the hardness of the fabric (Roth-Rubi
1992) is a clear example of over-application of this principle. The
development of the fabric was a continuous process, making a rigid
division into two groups impossible. In this context it is significant
that the earlier of the two groups distinguished at Zurzach includes a
dish which, both on the basis of the stamp OF.MAT.VGE (cf. cata-
logue no. M56) and the profile (Roth-Rubi 1992, 520, Abb. 2, 92)
can only be dated to the Neronian period at the earliest.
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Fig. 4. 1 Four pairs of identical graffiti with their corresponding internal stamps, applied on sigillata from Vechten. Scale : 2 graffiti, scale 1: 1 stamps.
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cally identical fabrics. The Neronian sigillata from Vechten,
for example, is much harder and glossier than contemporary
sigillata from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen.
The text and shape of the stamps on the sigillata constitute a
third source of information. Oxe pointed out that the term
OFFICINA was gradually and increasingly abbreviated. His
words seem to imply that he thought hat abbreviations of
three or more letters belonged to the period before A.D. 40,
apart from a few exceptions'. However, the designations OFI
and OFIC still frequently appeared in stamps from the
Claudio-Neronian period, such as those of Bilicatus and
Maccarus. The latest example is a stamp of Sulpicius2.
Much the same applies when the presence of guide-lines
- horizontal lines between which the text was placed - is used
as an argument for an early date3. Guide-lines were mainly
used in stamps from the Tiberio-Claudian period, but this
rule also has its exceptions, as is shown by the stamps of
Fuscus ii.
On sigillata with moulded decoration, the design can nat-
urally be used to facilitate dating. Like the forms and the
stamps, the decoration gradually changed, both as regards
the motifs that were used and the way in which they were
arranged. It should be noted that the chronology of the dec-
orated sigillata refers to the discarded bowls, not to the
moulds in which they were made. In view of the fact that the
internally stamped sigillata which forms the subject of this
book includes only a few decorated vessels, and that their
decorative schemes played only a minor ole in their dating,
a discussion of the developments of the decoration is
omitted here4.
In rare cases, graffiti on sigillata may also give clues to its
. more vessels from the same site bear the same
ites may be assumed to differ only slightly. The
ction contains four examples of this rare phe-
jdes a dish of Germanus and a cup of Primus,
ffiti consisting of an F over an I, scratched on
, inside the footring (fig. 4.1, a-b). The suspi-
e graffiti were inscribed by the same person is
the fact that both vessels were found in the
xample concerns a rouletted dish of Bassus i -
standard dish of Calvus. The wall of the first
ced GANG (?) on the outside, the last three let-
i the opening of the first; on the Calvus dish
ill legible, but the position of the second letter
that of the first makes it very plausible that this
the same person, even though the mark in this
put on the wall of the vessel, but on its under-
ie footring6 (fig. 4.1, c-d).
e is that of a rouletted dish of Celsus i and a
of L. C- Celsus. The inside of the rouletted
i SVCIISAII in the base; in the same place on the
other dish, only JISSAII is still legible (fig. 4.1, e-f). In vulgar
Latin it is not unusual for double s to occur in the second
mark, where the first mark has single s7. The position of the
graffiti is so unusual that it alone warrants the assumption
that these marks were made by the same person,
Suc(c)es(s)a.
The fourth and last example is also the most interesting,
because it concerns two dishes from different potteries: La
Graufesenque and Les Martres-de-Veyre or Lezoux. Inside
the footring, on the underside of a dish made by the South
Gaulish potter L. Cosius Virilis, part of a graffito is still leg-
ible: C[-]TIS BV (fig. 4.1, g). On the basis of the addition BV,
possibly an abbreviation of BVCINATORIS, this mark may be
identified with a graffito in the same place on a dish by
Surdillus from Les Martres and Lezoux: CRHS[[S]]CIINTIS BV
(fig. 4.1, h). There is no doubt that both marks were made by
the same Crescens, and it is not impossible that both vessels
were in his possession at the same time.
4.5 CONSEQUENCES
With the help of the sources of information listed in the pre-
vious sections, and taking into account the limitations out-
lined there, it is possible to determine with reasonable accu-
racy the dates at which most examples of a certain category
of sigillata were lost or discarded, given normal circumstan-
ces. As was akeady observed in section 4.1, it is practically
impossible to deduce the time of production from such
dates. This is not only because the average lifespan of a sigil-
lata vessel may as yet only be roughly estimated; the field of
production also presents numerous uncertainties. The aver-
age lifespan of a die or a mould is not yet known, nor how
long most potters were productive. Some names seem to
have been used to mark sigillata for over fifty years8, and it
1. Oxe1936, 352 f.
2. Catalogue no. S179.
3. Oxe 1936, 352; Hartley 1974a, 5.
4. See, among others, Oswald/Pryce 1920, 69-77 and 132-138; Hermet
1934, 182-188; Johns 1977, 20-23; Pferdehirt 1978, 12-14.
5. Cf. PolakAVynia .1991, 135, fig. 12, trench 1925/5. In 1925, a dish of
Silvinus ii was found which also bore an incomplete graffito n the
underside, consisting of an F with low cross lines and an I, just like
the two other marks; on this third vessel, however, the F is the lower
letter, so it is not certain that the mark was made by the person who
inscribed the other two graffiti (catalogue no. S170, PUG Vel925).
6. A dish of Manduilus (catalogue no. M19, RMO VF*590) also bears a
graffito GA in this place, with the A also in the opening of the G; this
mark could have been inscribed by the same person as the two others.
7. Cf. Marichal 1988, 67.
8. See e.g. the introductions for Carus, Crestio, lucundus, Macer,
Marinus, Quartus, Quintio, Primus and Sabinus in the catalogue.
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lined there, it is possible to determine with reasonable accu-
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2. Catalogue no. S179.
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and it is very hard to imagine that potters or manufacturers
were granted such long careers. Successful workshops may
have continued under the old name after the owners or
tenants had deceased or retired'.
In spite of all these considerations, in this book the custom
of equating the active period of potters and manufacturers
with the period in which products with their name were lost
or discarded is simply adhered to. Thus, when in the cata-
logue, Maccarus's activities are dated to the period from
Tiberius to Nero, the reader should realize that this is not just
a simplified, but undoubtedly also a erroneous representa-
don of the facts. All the dates presented in this book are
'waste dates', unless explicitly stated otherwise.
4.6 START AND FINISH OF THE EXPORT FROM
LA GRAUFESENQUE TO THE NORTHWEST OF
THE ROMAN EMPIRE
In the discussion of the time at which the first products from
La Graufesenque reached the northwest of the Roman empire,
the military bases at Haltem and Hofheim have always
played a major role2. This is largely because excellent publi-
cations on the excavations carried out there appeared as
early as the beginning of this century. In addition to this,
both sites may be reasonably precisely dated.
1. Cf. King 1981, 66.
2. See e.g. Hermet 1934, 180.
3. Van Schnurbein 1982.
4. Ritterling (1912, 201) records only one sherd from a cup "in
arretinischer Technik", two sherds from a krater "die in Farbe und
Technik von der sudgallischen Ware abweichen" and "vieUeicht auch
einige Tellen-andstucke ahnlicher Farbe". On the basis of what was
noted before about the fabric of the early Ist-century sigillata from
La Graufesenque (p. 45), it is questionable whether these are really
Italian vessels. For the date of construction of the Erdlager see p. 51,
note 3 and appendix D.
5. The amount of material found at Haltem justifies the use of the
criterion of absence in this case.
6. Simon 1976b, 259 f.
7. Cf. Vemhet 1971, 183, fig. 6, 2.
8. Ulbert 1960, 32-35.
9. "Die friihsudgallische Terra Sigillata unterscheidet sich von der
itaUschen nicht nur durch andersartige Gefassformen, sondem auch
durch einen ihr eigentiimlichen, rodichen, mit feinen weissen Ein-
schliissen durchsetzten Ton. Dadurch war es moglich, im Ober-
hausener Material auch kleinste Scherben als sudgallisch zu erkennen
und van den italischen zu scheiden" (Ulbert 1960, 21; for the numbers
see idem, 10, Tab. 1, 15, and 21, Tab. 2). As a result of the possible
confusion of Italian and early South Gaulish sigillata noted previously
(p. 45), the proportion of South Gaulish ware may have been over-
estimated. Von Schnurbein's arguments in support of the hypothesis
that the South Gaulish sigillata is actually not from the military base
abandoned around A.D. 16 were convincingly refuted by Pferdehirt
(Von Schnurbein 1985, 21-23; Pferdehirt 1986,228-230).
10. Von Pfeffer 1961/1962; Pferdehirt 1986,230.
Fig. 4.2 Fragment of a Drag. 29 from Friedberg, made at La
Graufesenque. Scale 1:2.
At the Haltem legionary fortress, which was abandoned in
A.D. 9, only sigillata produced in Italy or Lyon was found3.
On the other hand, the excavations on the site of the Erdlager
at Hofheim, which was probably constructed around A.D. 40,
yielded almost exclusively sigillata from La Graufesenque4.
Because Haltem and Hofheim are both in the Rhineland,
which used to be part of the market for both Italian and
South Gaulish sigillata, the difference observed must mean
that no South Gaulish products had reached the Rhineland
by A.D. 95, but around A.D. 40 they had secured a monopoly
in this area. Only limited external dating information is
available about he intervening period, which makes it hard
to determine more precisely the time at which the first La
Graufesenque sigillata ppeared on the northwestern market.
The finds from the early Ist-century military base at
Friedberg, which was probably constmcted in A.D. 15 and
abandoned as little as one year later, offers one of few clues6.
The 27 sherds of sigillata found there include a wall frag-
ment from a Drag. 29 which, to judge by its decoration, must
stem from La Graufesenque7 (fig. 4.2). As early as A.D. 15 or
16, therefore, sigillata must have been transported from La
Graufesenque to the Rhineland, unless the sherd in question
is assumed to have been brought from elsewhere by a soldier
stationed at Friedberg.
The finds from the fortification of Augsburg-Oberhausen8,
which was abandoned at the same time as the military base
at Friedberg, also support he assumption that sigillata from
La Graufesenque was akeady available on the northwestern
market in the first years of Tiberius's reign. In fact, some
forty of the total of ahnost hree hundred fragments of sigil-
lata found at Augsburg-Oberhausen are supposed to have
come from South Gaul9.
A third and final argument is the presence of a dish from La
Graufesenque in a small deposit at Mainz dateable to short-
ly after A.D. 11/14 on account of a coin of that period, which
was found among the pottery10
--Jiss\ 12000
Oberwinterthur,
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Fig. 4.4 Drag. 37 from a mould of L. Cosius, found at La Graufesenque. The design refers to Trajan's subjection of the Dacians and Parthians.
Scalec.l:3.
1. Pferdehirt 1986, 230 f.
2. Rychener/Albertin 1986, 54 f.; Pferdehirt (1986, 230) erroneously
mentions a date ofA.D. 21.
3. Rychener/Albertin 1986, 54: "Das Holz mit dem Schlagjahr 8 n. Chr.
ist offenbar wiederverwendet warden".
4. "Die vereinzelten Dendrodaten ergeben kein eigentliches Anfangs-
datum fur Bauphase B. Sie zeigen, dass in der Siedlung kontinuierlich
gebaut und umgebaut wurde" (Rychener/Albertin 1986, 23); "Die
Pfosten 37, 44-47, 49-55 und 57 konnen innerhalb der Bauphasen A
und B nicht zugewiesen werden" (idem, 31); no. 55 is the post on
which the date of phase B is based. In a letter dated 27 December 1988,
J. Rychener notes, with regard to this: "Sie haben recht, wenn Sie die
Aussagekraft van Pf. 55 mit der Datiemng auf 20 im diskutierten
Zusammenhang negieren. Fur mich war er allerdings nie das
Fundament der Datiemng, hochstens ein zusatzlicher Hinweis auf
Bautatigkeit im fraglichen Zeitraum. In dieser Hinsicht habe ich mich
wohl nicht Mar genug ausgedriickt".
5. Rychener/Albertin 1986, 27. The authors presume that post 15,
together with posts 1, 9 and 22, was erected later in order to support
the roof. It has to be noted that hese posts were found on the edge of
the trench, which makes it possible that hey belonged to a structure in
the adjacent, unexcavated part of the grounds.
Pferdehirt also presented the date of the finds from building
phase A of the Romerstrasse 186 complex at Oberwinterthur
as a terminus ante quem for the import of sigillata from La
Graufesenque into the northwest*. Allegedly, the start of
building phase B may be placed at A.D. 202 on dendro-
chronological grounds; thus, the South Gaulish sigillata in
features of phase A arrived no later than that year. Unfortu-
nately, more than one interpretation may be given of the
excavation results.
For building phase B, four dendrochronological dates are
available: A.D. 8, 20, 24 and 35. The first date refers to re-
used timber, so A.D. 8 does not qualify as the date of con-
struction3. The building complex of phase B, therefore,
would have been constructed in A.D. 20. A detailed study of
the published information, however, reveals that this hypoth-
esis will not bear the scrutiny of criticism. As it happens, it
is not certain that the post with a fell-date of A.D. 20 was
really part of a phase B building4 (fig. 4.3, no. 55). The pur-
pose of the post dated A. D. 24 is not clear5 (fig. 4.3, no. 15),
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and the post from A.D. 35 was part of an annexe, which was
not necessarily constructed at the same time as the main
building' (fig. 4.3, no. 35). There is obviously no external
date for the beginning of building phase B. This invalidates
the finds of phase A for the purpose of dating the start of the
sigillata export from La Graufesenque to the northwest2.
It may be concluded that sigillata from La Graufesenque is
very likely to have been transported to the northwest as early
as the first years of Tiberius's reign3. On the basis of the
assumption made earlier, that sigillata had a lifespan of at
least 10 years (p. 43), a possible beginning of export under
Augustus should even be taken into account. How quickly
the La Graufesenque products ubsequently claimed a mon-
opoly on the market cannot as yet be determined, because
there are no dates available for the period up to A.D. 40
which are not based on the sigillata chronology4.
A similar problem occurs when an end date is sought for the
export of sigillata from La Graufesenque to the northwest.
The time at which the first Central and East Gaulish prod-
acts appeared on the market is relatively easy to ascertain, as
is the time at which the last vessels from La Graufesenque
ended up in the ground. However, the rate at which La
Graufesenque sigillata disappeared from the market is hard
to estimate, through lack of information.
As was noted before, only limited amounts of Central and
East Gaulish sigillata seem to have reached the Rhineland by
A.D. 110 (p. 45). The finds from the auxiliary fort at Ben-
dorf, which was abandoned soon after 112/117, give the im-
pression that this situation soon changed, however5.
Nevertheless, it is virtually certain that sigillata from La
Graufesenque was available on the most important markets
until the end of the second decade of the 2nd century.
Several graves are known to have yielded Trajanic coins next
to products of La Graufesenque6. In tumulus graves at Bois
de Buis and Seron, sigillata from La Graufesenque was even
found next to coins of Hadrian7. The presence of Central
Gaulish sigillata in these graves constitutes an argument for
the assumption that the interment gifts were not heiriooms.
The conclusion that sigillata from La Graufesenque was still
in circulation in the northwest of the Roman empire around
A.D. 120 may also be drawn from the find of several vessels
along Hadrian's Wall8. By far the best argument is consti-
tuted, however, by the decorative schemes applied in L.
Cosius's workshop to a series of moulds for bowls of Drag.
37 (fig. 4.4). The scenes depicted refer to the victories of
Trajan over the Dacians and Parthians, dating them later than
February of 116. Bowls made in these moulds were found at
Balin, Puteoli and Strasbourg, among other places9.
1. "Nur steht dieser Pfosten leider am Hinterhaus, ist also fiir den
vorderen Bau, auf dem die Chronologie beruht, nicht ohne weiteres
ubertragbar. Die Gasse zwischen den beiden Bauten weist darauf hin,
dass sie nicht unbedingt gleichzeitig sind" (letter from J. Rychener,
dated 27 December 1988).
2. "Ich halte Oberwinterthur - Romerstr. 186 jedenfalls nicht fiir den Ort,
an dem die fruhromische Chronologie aufgehangt werden kann"
(letter from J. Rychener, dated 27 December 1988). On the basis of the
finds from phase A, a starting date before A.D. 40 for phase B is not
very plausible (see e.g. Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 6, 52 and 58).
3. The relative rarity of South Gaulish sigillata at this period forms a
powerful argument against the assumption made by Pferdehirt (1986,
270-272), that he Erdlager at Hofheim was constructed as early as the
first years ofTiberius's reign.
4. See p. 43, note 7. ,
5. Pferdehirt 1986, 24^ f. and 269 f.; the small number of finds on which
this conclusion is based, however (nineteen decorated sigillata vessels,
eight of which are of Central and East Gaulish origin), strikes a note of
warning.
6. From Heddemheim (Wolff 1911, Grab V 143, 169 and 190) and
Cologne (Fremersdorf 1933, Brandgrab 98), among other places.
7. Plumier 1986, Bois de Buis, tumulus I (with a corn from Hadrian
which has now disappeared) and Seron, tumulus II (with a sestertius
from Hadrian dateable to A.D. 119/121).
8. Hartley 1972a, 13, note 58.
9. For these and other finds see Mees 1995, Taf. 34, and 35, 2-10.
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Fig. 4.4 Drag. 37 from a mould of L. Cosius, found at La Graufesenque. The design refers to Trajan's subjection of the Dacians and Parthians.
Scalec.l:3.
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5 PROVENANCES AND DATES OF THE VECHTEN
TERRA SIGILLATA
The excavations and building activities carried out at
Vechten from 1829 onwards have brought o light an excep-
tionally large quantity of terra sigillata. The collections of
the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden (RMO) at Leiden and the
Provinciaal Utrechts Genootschap van Kunsten en Weten-
schappen (PUG) include more than ten thousand vessels of
terra sigillata from Vechten, over seven thousand of which
bear stamps. Excluding production centres, no site, with the
exception of London, has yielded such a wealth of terra
sigillata s Vechten'.
1. About twelve thousand sigillata stamps were found in London (comm.
B.R. Hartley).
2. CIL XIII 10009-10010; Oswald 1931; Oxe/Comfort 1968.
3. Most of the stamps on Central and East Gaulish ware are included in
the Index of Potters' Stamps, whose publication is being prepared at
Leeds by B.R. Hartley and B.M. Dickinson.
4. The information in this section was made available by S.L. Wynia,
who is preparing a publication of this material.
5. These numbers refer only to the material in the collections of the
RMO and the PUG. No sigillata from Italy or Lyon was found when
the Rijksdienst voor het Oudkundig Bodemonderzoek carried out
excavations in 1970; finds from more recent excavations have been
left out of consideration. For the stamps see Oxe/Comfort 1968, and
for the decorated vessels: Oxe 1933, 3 f. and Taf. XX 94; De Groot
1951, fig. 1; De Groot 1973; Stuart 1986, 61, fig. 63; Mees 1990,
152, Abb. 1, 1-2, and 2, 1.
6. For the problem of nomenclature, see Ettlinger et al. 1990, 1 f.
7. The construction of Fort Vechten obviously did have far-reaching
consequences for the earliest remains of the settlement. On the basis of
the inventory numbers of the finds in the RMO, it is easy to distinguish
the sherds from the fast four and the last two consignments of
material which reached Leiden fromVechten (cf. appendix C, 1). The
first four consignments contained only 60 Arretine stamps, the last two
507 (over 1 : 8). For the South Gaulish sigillata this proportion is
1465 : 2283 (c. I : 1.5) and for the Central and East Gaulish stamps,
618 : 625 (aknost I : 1). These data warrant he assumption that the last
consignments contained much more material from deeper levels than
the earlier ones.
8. These include the stamps ANTEROSP and ANT EROS (CIL XIII
10009, 26el-2; Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 94; catalogue nos. A47-48),
CABVCATI (CIL XIII 10009, 82b1-2; catalogue no. C2), EPIDIVS
(CIL XIII 10009, 115b; catalogue no. E2), L.AC.FIC (CIL XIII 10009,
11; catalogue no. F27), FLORIMAN (CIL XIII 10009, 128m;
Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 701; catalogue no. F37), MACA (Oxe/
Comfort 1968, no. 930; catalogue no. Mil), C.AN.PATR (CIL XIII
10009, 15c; catalogue no. P38), C.IVL.PMM (CIL Xffl 10009, 147f;
Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 846; catalogue no. P79), PROTIS (CIL XIII
10009, 205c; Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 384; catalogue no. P139),
L.S.SABI (CIL XIII 10009, 224e; catalogue no. S20), SAL (CIL Xm
10009, 225b; catalogue no. Y372); L.SENIS (CIL XIII 10009, 233;
catalogue no. S117) and SENT (CIL XIH 10009, 23412; Oxe/Comfort
1968, no. 1729; catalogue no. S125).
A considerable proportion of the Vechten stamps have been
included in the large surveys published in the course of this
century2. Because of the fragmented and incomplete nature
of the published information, however, it has as yet remained
impossible to get a clear idea of the composition of the
Vechten collection. This chapter, therefore, will offer an
overview, not only of the South Gaulish material, but also of
the products of Italy and Lyon, and of a significant propor-
don of the Central and East Gaulish vessels3.
The last section of this chapter is devoted to the hypothesis
presented by Dechelette in 1904, that Vechten was once a
depot for terra sigillata from La Graufesenque.
5.1 THE TERRA SIGILLATA FROM ITALY AND LYON"
The sigillata found at Vechten includes 762 stamped vessels
and a maximum of 25 decorated ones assumed to have been
manufactured in Italy or Lyon; the number of sherds without
stamps or decoration is unknown5. The greater part of the
material - henceforth referred to, for the sake of conveni-
ence, by the inadequate term 'Arretine' sigillata6 - was found
during the constmction of Fort Vechten. The various excava-
tions which were carried out only brought o light a few
dozen Arretine stamps, chiefly in 1946-1947 (table 5.1); the
other excavations eem barely to have reached the lower
occupation layers7.
Earlier surveys which include Arretine stamps from Vechten
record several examples which subsequently have been
shown not to stem from Italy or Lyon. That they were con-
sidered Arretine at the time may often be explained by the
fact that they show tria nomina - long considered charac-
teristic ofArretine stamps - or have been applied to forms of
sigillata which were not known to have been produced in
South Gaulish potteries8
Kiln sites
The current state of knowledge makes it almost impossible
to specify the share of the individual kiln sites in the Arretine
sigillata from Vechten, mainly because the vessels from the
individual potteries are outwardly so similar that an attribu-
don on the basis of macroscopic criteria is out of the
question in most cases. Only vessels from Lyon may often
be recognized by the colour of their fabrics. As to the others,
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Fort construction
Excavations:
1892-1894
1920-1927
1931-1937
1946-1947
Other
Total
Number
569
11
21
29
93
39
762
74.7
1.4
2.8
3.8
12.2
5.1
100.0
Table 5. 1 Finds contexts of the Arretine stamps from Vechten.
Potter
Ateius and co.
C(h)restius
M. Valerius Volusus
Cla(rus)
C. Sentius
Sex. Varius
L. Titius Thyrsus
Albanus
L. Brinnius
Total
Number
353
41
38
28
22
18
14
13
13
540
46
5
5
3
4
0
3.7
2.9
2.4
1.8
1 7
1.7
70.9
Table 5.2 List of the potters from Lyon and Italy represented by more
than ten stamps at Vechten.
and Lyon is of a later date.
To a certain extent, the Arretine sigillata from Vechten is
comparable to that from the Haltem legionary fortress,
which was constmcted around the end of the 1st century B.c.
and abandoned in A.D. 9. About equal numbers of stamped
vessels are known from both sites4. As at Vechten, the ves-
sels at Haltem are chiefly from the Lyon and Pisa potteries5,
and Ateius with his slaves and liberti s by far the most
important supplier".
In spite of this, there are also clear differences between the
two groups of finds. At Haltem, services Ib and 1c are much
better-represented in comparison with service II than at
Vechten (fig. 5.1)7. Although the chronological significance
of this ratio is less absolute than was for a long time be-
lieved8, it does suggest that Vechten was still being supplied
with Arretine sigillata after the Haltem fortress had been
abandoned. The discovery at Vechten of stamps in the shape
of trefoils and quatrefoils confirms this. These types were
not found at Haltem, but they are known from Velsen 1,
which allegedly owes its foundation to Germanicus's ex-
pedidons in A.D. 15/16".
5.2 THE SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA
even chemical analysis often cannot establish their prov-
enances beyond any doubt'.
As a consequence, the conclusion that Vechten was very
probably chiefly stocked with Arretine sigillata from Lyon
and Pisa will have to suffice at this stage. Vessels from
Arezzo and Puteoli seem to be relatively rare2.
Potters
The great majority of the Arretine sigillata from Vechten was
produced at the potteries of Ateius and his slaves or liberti.
If the vessels which only bear the name of the slave or liber-
tus are included, there are 353 stamps, which make up 46%
of the total number of An-etine stamps. The dominance of
the products ofAteius and Co. is emphasized by the fact hat
only eight other potters are represented by more than ten
stamps (table 5.2)3
Dating
As was previously noted, dishes and cups of service la,
which is considered characteristic of military fortifications
constructed in the second decade B.C., are not among the
Arretine vessels from Vechten (p. 10). It is fairly certain,
therefore, that he Vechten sigillata from the potteries in Italy
The collection of South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten
numbers 4797 stamped vessels'", at least 1077 sherds with
moulded decoration but no internal stamps and an unknown
1. Cf., among others, Von Schnurbein 1982, 4-6 and 21-23; Ettlinger
1983, 69; Ettlinger et al. 1990, 26-35.
2. This conclusion is based on a comparison of the Vechten stamps with
those from Lyon-La Muette (Lasfargues et al. 1976), with the stamps
on the chemically analysed vessels from Haltem (Von Schnurbein
1982) and with data in Oxe/Comfort 1968.
3. It should be added that the stamps attributed to C(h)restius are likely
to belong to two or more namesakes, one of whom was a slave or
libertus with Ateius (cf. Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 425).
4. Of over nine hundred stamps from Haltem, a little over eight hundred
are from the so-called Hauptlager (Von Schnurbein 1982, 132).
5. Of the Haltem sigillata, 48% stems from Lyon and 36% from Pisa
(Lasfargues/Picon 1982, 16).
6. Of the over nine hundred stamps from Haltem, 390 are of Ateius and
Co., i.e. more than forty percent (Van Schnurbein 1982, 212-237).
7. When the ratios of the Vechten collection were computed, 59 vessels
designated "service Ib or 1c" were divided among the two services on
the basis of the ratio of the identified vessels of services Ib and 1c.
8. See Von Schnurbein 1982, 37-39.
9. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 12, Abb. 2, 3-6, 11, 28 and 30.
10. This number does not include the seven stamps possibly not from
South Gaul which have been recorded at the end of the catalogue
(section 8.3). Of the 4797 South Gaulish stamps, 4380 are from the
collection of the RMO and 411 from that of the PUG. The remaining
six are at the ROB. A considerable number of the stamps were
recorded in CIL XIII 10010, and in Oswald 1931.
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are from the so-called Hauptlager (Von Schnurbein 1982, 132).
5. Of the Haltem sigillata, 48% stems from Lyon and 36% from Pisa
(Lasfargues/Picon 1982, 16).
6. Of the over nine hundred stamps from Haltem, 390 are of Ateius and
Co., i.e. more than forty percent (Van Schnurbein 1982, 212-237).
7. When the ratios of the Vechten collection were computed, 59 vessels
designated "service Ib or 1c" were divided among the two services on
the basis of the ratio of the identified vessels of services Ib and 1c.
8. See Von Schnurbein 1982, 37-39.
9. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 12, Abb. 2, 3-6, 11, 28 and 30.
10. This number does not include the seven stamps possibly not from
South Gaul which have been recorded at the end of the catalogue
(section 8.3). Of the 4797 South Gaulish stamps, 4380 are from the
collection of the RMO and 411 from that of the PUG. The remaining
six are at the ROB. A considerable number of the stamps were
recorded in CIL XIII 10010, and in Oswald 1931.
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numbers of vessels of the Arretine services Ib, 1c and II at Haltem (left) and Vechten (right).
number of sherds without stamps or decoration'. The major-
ity were found during the construction of Fort Vechten, as
was most of the Arretine ware. Of the stamped vessels, only
15% were found during excavations (table 5.3).
Of the 4797 South Gaulish stamps, 4013 have been attribu-
ted to potters known by name (catalogue nos. A1-V96). The
remaining 784 stamps include 102 fragments which very
probably stem from name stamps (catalogue nos. Xl-101);
only a few, if any, may be parts of the 4013 identified
stamps. The remaining 682 stamps are so-called script imi-
1. RMO: at least 825 decorated vessels. PUG: 156 decorated examples
from 1920-1927, 96 vessels from 1946-1947, and an unknown number
of vessels collected on other occasions. ROB (1970): number of
decorated examples unknown. For illustrations ee Muller 1895, pl.
VI; Vollgraff 1907, opposite p. 24 (top); Holwerda 1912, 17, 36-38;
Knorr 1919; Braat 1940; De Groot 1960, 57, Abb. la, and 62, Abb. 6,
19 (contrary to what is noted on p. 57 and in the caption for Abb. 6,
no. 18 is the sherd from Augst); De Groot 1965, 96, Abb. 2, 3; Kalee
1964, 119, fig. 1, 1-9; Kalee 1969-1970; Mees 1990, Abb. 1-40;
Mees 1995, Taf. 1, 5; 4, 4; 8, 1; 20, 4;39,2-3; 52, 2; 62, 2; 72, 9;79,
4; 117, 1;121,1; 123, 2; 128, 2;129, 7; 136, 1 and 6; 162, 5;189,4;
212, 1; 216, 1-2, and 251, 3.
2. Montans: Acutus and Logimus. Saint-Sauveur: Logimus. Carrade:
Bassus i and Pudens. Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin: Cadmus, Damonus
and Scottius.
3. Avitus, Bio, Celadus, Celsus i, L. C- Celsus, Elvinus, Felix, Germanus,
Martialis, Paullus ii, Primus, Pudens, Sabinus. Senilis and Successus.
4. These 25 stamps are impressions from twelve different dies (catalogue
nos. A103, C85, C103, C108, C110, El, F9, G16, P55, P131, P141
and S 176).
5. These are impressions from six of the dies mentioned in the previous
note (catalogue nos. C85, C103, El, 016, P141 and S176).
6. See p. 27, note 1, however, for possible attendant complications.
tations and otherwise unidentifiable stamps, or fragments of
such (catalogue nos. Y1-Z115).
The statistics presented in Chapters 5-7 for the most part
refer exclusively to the 4013 name stamps, since the prov-
enances and dates of the other 784 stamps are less certain.
Kiln sites
There is no doubt whatsoever that most stamped South
Gaulish vessels from Vechten were made at La Graufesen-
que. Only a few other potteries, Le Rozier, Espalion and
Banassac, may have had a minor share in the sigillata that
reached Vechten. Although the wares of potters who may
have worked at Montans, Saint-Sauveur, Carrade or
Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin as well as at La Graufesenque2
were also found at Vechten, the chance that these vessels are
really from one of these minor centres is infinitesimal (cf.
pp. 18, 25 and 30 f.).
At present, nine percent at most of the 4013 South Gaulish
name stamps from Vechten may be assumed to have been
imported from Le Rozier. This refers to 358 examples by fif-
teen potters3. The number of vessels from Vechten actually
made at Le Rozier is likely to be considerably lower. As it
happens, all the potters in question, except L. C- Celsus, are
also known to have worked at La Graufesenque. Parallels
from Le Rozier may be quoted for only 25 Vechten stamps4;
for ten of them, however, there are also parallels from La
Graufesenque5. In order to be certain that sigillata from Le
Rozier really reached Vechten, the remaining fifteen vessels
should preferably be analysed"
At a maximum of five percent of the 4013 name stamps, the
proportion from Espalion is even lower than that of Le
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Fort construction
Excavations:
1892-1894
1914, 1920-1927
1931-1939
1946-1947
1970
Other
Total
Number
4024
137
211
226
137
6
56
4797
83.9
2.9
4.4
4.7
2.9
0.1
1.2
100.0
Table 5.3 Finds contexts of the South Gaulish sigillata stamps from
Vechten.
and the share of Le Rozier is presumably no larger than one
percent.
As far as can be determined from the published surveys, the
Vechten pattern is representative of the whole Lower Rhine
area. This is true for both plain and decorated ware. As a
general rule, any South Gaulish sigillata discovered in this
area may be taken to have been produced at La Graufesen-
que. Only a small percentage may stem from its branch firm
at Le Rozier. The other South Gaulish kiln sites play no sig-
nificant part. Vessels from Banassac and Espalion are so rare
that they may be seen as confirmation of the mle formulated
above.
Rozier. It consists of vessels of Primulus, Primus, Reginus
and Secundus iii; only through chemical analysis of their
wares has it been demonstrated that these potters once work-
ed at Espalion. The finds from Vechten include only three
impressions from dies which seem to have been used both at
La Graufesenque and at Sspalion, those reading RECINV and
SECVN.F'. The Reginus cup, however, must have been made
at La Graufesenque2, and the stamp SECVN. F is also known
from this kiln site. The vessels of Primulus and Primus
found at Vechten bear no stamps attributable to Espalion at
this stage of the investigation. In reality, therefore, far less
than five percent of the South Gaulish terra sigillata from
Vechten is likely to be from Espalion. Thus far, a decorated
bowl of Primus is the only one identified beyond any doubt
(p. 32, and fig. 2.17).
The chance that the 4013 South Gaulish vessels with name
stamps from Vechten include any Banassac ware is also
extremely small. The maximum share is no more than three
percent, and consists of examples by lulius Aemilius,
Claudius Gemma and Flavius Germanus. Strictly speaking,
however, there are only three stamps, from three different
dies: OFIVLIAEM, GEMAE and OFFLGER3.
It is virtually certain that the dies with which the vessels
from Vechten were stamped were used at Banassac, but the
stamps found there seem to be from a later date than those
from Vechten, because they show signs of wear or damage
which are absent from the Vechten ones. Stamps from the
die reading OFIVUAEM were also found at La Graufesenque.
These are identical in every way to the one found at Vechten,
which makes it plausible that the vessel of lulius Aemilius
from Vechten was made at La Graufesenque4. The vessels of
Claudius Gemma and Flavius Germanus were chemically
analysed; in both cases it is unlikely that hey were made at
Banassac5.
If the above remarks are taken into account, the proportion
of La Graufesenque ware in the South Gaulish terra sigillata
from Vechten may be set at a minimum of 87%. The actual
share is likely to be almost 100%, since Espalion and Banas-
sac are probably not represented by any stamped vessels,
Potters
The 4013 South Gaulish name stamps from Vechten belong
to some 275 different potters. The exact number of potters
represented is difficult o establish. The catalogue distin-
guishes 291, but this number is certainly not absolute. As it
happens, the stamps which name Bassus i together with
Coelus may almost certainly be added to those of Bassus i,
and those by Primus - Sco- to those of Primus6. In addition
to this, there is the example of Celsus i, seemingly identical
to L. C- Celsus, as is Celsus ii to C. N- Celsus7; Regenus
may well be the same person as Reginus8. On the other hand,
the catalogue sometimes lists under one heading stamps
which may be from two different potters9.
The division of the 4013 name stamps among the individual
potters is very uneven. Half the Vechten name stamps orig-
inate from less than ten percent of the manufacturers repre-
sented. The best-represented potter is Vitalis ii, followed by
Aquitanus, Bassus i, Calvus, Primus, Patricius and lucundus
(table 5.4). No less than 25% of the stamps are attributable
to these seven suppliers. The next sixteen potters on the list
take up almost another 25% of the name stamps.
The list of the 23 most important suppliers of sigillata con-
sists of both early and late potters. Besides Aquitanus,
Bassus i, Maccams, Salvetus and Scottius, who were pro-
ductive chiefly or only before A.D. 70, it contains the names
1. Catalogue nos. R4 and S100 (two impressions).
2. See appendix A, 2.
3. Catalogue nos. A20, G 13 and 041.
4. Compare, however, the text for catalogue no. A20.
5. See appendix A, 1.
6. See also the catalogue for Masculus i - Balbus, C. lulius Primigenius
- Sur-, Primulus - Pater and Severus ii - Pudens.
7. See also the catalogue for Flavius Germanus, Sex. lulius lucundus, C.
Silvius Patricius, Ortius Paullus, Cosius Rufinus, Cosius Urap- and L.
Cosius Virilis.
8. See also the catalogue for Senecio and Senicio.
9. See p. 47, note 8.
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number of sherds without stamps or decoration'. The major-
ity were found during the construction of Fort Vechten, as
was most of the Arretine ware. Of the stamped vessels, only
15% were found during excavations (table 5.3).
Of the 4797 South Gaulish stamps, 4013 have been attribu-
ted to potters known by name (catalogue nos. A1-V96). The
remaining 784 stamps include 102 fragments which very
probably stem from name stamps (catalogue nos. Xl-101);
only a few, if any, may be parts of the 4013 identified
stamps. The remaining 682 stamps are so-called script imi-
1. RMO: at least 825 decorated vessels. PUG: 156 decorated examples
from 1920-1927, 96 vessels from 1946-1947, and an unknown number
of vessels collected on other occasions. ROB (1970): number of
decorated examples unknown. For illustrations ee Muller 1895, pl.
VI; Vollgraff 1907, opposite p. 24 (top); Holwerda 1912, 17, 36-38;
Knorr 1919; Braat 1940; De Groot 1960, 57, Abb. la, and 62, Abb. 6,
19 (contrary to what is noted on p. 57 and in the caption for Abb. 6,
no. 18 is the sherd from Augst); De Groot 1965, 96, Abb. 2, 3; Kalee
1964, 119, fig. 1, 1-9; Kalee 1969-1970; Mees 1990, Abb. 1-40;
Mees 1995, Taf. 1, 5; 4, 4; 8, 1; 20, 4;39,2-3; 52, 2; 62, 2; 72, 9;79,
4; 117, 1;121,1; 123, 2; 128, 2;129, 7; 136, 1 and 6; 162, 5;189,4;
212, 1; 216, 1-2, and 251, 3.
2. Montans: Acutus and Logimus. Saint-Sauveur: Logimus. Carrade:
Bassus i and Pudens. Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin: Cadmus, Damonus
and Scottius.
3. Avitus, Bio, Celadus, Celsus i, L. C- Celsus, Elvinus, Felix, Germanus,
Martialis, Paullus ii, Primus, Pudens, Sabinus. Senilis and Successus.
4. These 25 stamps are impressions from twelve different dies (catalogue
nos. A103, C85, C103, C108, C110, El, F9, G16, P55, P131, P141
and S 176).
5. These are impressions from six of the dies mentioned in the previous
note (catalogue nos. C85, C103, El, 016, P141 and S176).
6. See p. 27, note 1, however, for possible attendant complications.
tations and otherwise unidentifiable stamps, or fragments of
such (catalogue nos. Y1-Z115).
The statistics presented in Chapters 5-7 for the most part
refer exclusively to the 4013 name stamps, since the prov-
enances and dates of the other 784 stamps are less certain.
Kiln sites
There is no doubt whatsoever that most stamped South
Gaulish vessels from Vechten were made at La Graufesen-
que. Only a few other potteries, Le Rozier, Espalion and
Banassac, may have had a minor share in the sigillata that
reached Vechten. Although the wares of potters who may
have worked at Montans, Saint-Sauveur, Carrade or
Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin as well as at La Graufesenque2
were also found at Vechten, the chance that these vessels are
really from one of these minor centres is infinitesimal (cf.
pp. 18, 25 and 30 f.).
At present, nine percent at most of the 4013 South Gaulish
name stamps from Vechten may be assumed to have been
imported from Le Rozier. This refers to 358 examples by fif-
teen potters3. The number of vessels from Vechten actually
made at Le Rozier is likely to be considerably lower. As it
happens, all the potters in question, except L. C- Celsus, are
also known to have worked at La Graufesenque. Parallels
from Le Rozier may be quoted for only 25 Vechten stamps4;
for ten of them, however, there are also parallels from La
Graufesenque5. In order to be certain that sigillata from Le
Rozier really reached Vechten, the remaining fifteen vessels
should preferably be analysed"
At a maximum of five percent of the 4013 name stamps, the
proportion from Espalion is even lower than that of Le
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1914, 1920-1927
1931-1939
1946-1947
1970
Other
Total
Number
4024
137
211
226
137
6
56
4797
83.9
2.9
4.4
4.7
2.9
0.1
1.2
100.0
Table 5.3 Finds contexts of the South Gaulish sigillata stamps from
Vechten.
and the share of Le Rozier is presumably no larger than one
percent.
As far as can be determined from the published surveys, the
Vechten pattern is representative of the whole Lower Rhine
area. This is true for both plain and decorated ware. As a
general rule, any South Gaulish sigillata discovered in this
area may be taken to have been produced at La Graufesen-
que. Only a small percentage may stem from its branch firm
at Le Rozier. The other South Gaulish kiln sites play no sig-
nificant part. Vessels from Banassac and Espalion are so rare
that they may be seen as confirmation of the mle formulated
above.
Rozier. It consists of vessels of Primulus, Primus, Reginus
and Secundus iii; only through chemical analysis of their
wares has it been demonstrated that these potters once work-
ed at Espalion. The finds from Vechten include only three
impressions from dies which seem to have been used both at
La Graufesenque and at Sspalion, those reading RECINV and
SECVN.F'. The Reginus cup, however, must have been made
at La Graufesenque2, and the stamp SECVN. F is also known
from this kiln site. The vessels of Primulus and Primus
found at Vechten bear no stamps attributable to Espalion at
this stage of the investigation. In reality, therefore, far less
than five percent of the South Gaulish terra sigillata from
Vechten is likely to be from Espalion. Thus far, a decorated
bowl of Primus is the only one identified beyond any doubt
(p. 32, and fig. 2.17).
The chance that the 4013 South Gaulish vessels with name
stamps from Vechten include any Banassac ware is also
extremely small. The maximum share is no more than three
percent, and consists of examples by lulius Aemilius,
Claudius Gemma and Flavius Germanus. Strictly speaking,
however, there are only three stamps, from three different
dies: OFIVLIAEM, GEMAE and OFFLGER3.
It is virtually certain that the dies with which the vessels
from Vechten were stamped were used at Banassac, but the
stamps found there seem to be from a later date than those
from Vechten, because they show signs of wear or damage
which are absent from the Vechten ones. Stamps from the
die reading OFIVUAEM were also found at La Graufesenque.
These are identical in every way to the one found at Vechten,
which makes it plausible that the vessel of lulius Aemilius
from Vechten was made at La Graufesenque4. The vessels of
Claudius Gemma and Flavius Germanus were chemically
analysed; in both cases it is unlikely that hey were made at
Banassac5.
If the above remarks are taken into account, the proportion
of La Graufesenque ware in the South Gaulish terra sigillata
from Vechten may be set at a minimum of 87%. The actual
share is likely to be almost 100%, since Espalion and Banas-
sac are probably not represented by any stamped vessels,
Potters
The 4013 South Gaulish name stamps from Vechten belong
to some 275 different potters. The exact number of potters
represented is difficult o establish. The catalogue distin-
guishes 291, but this number is certainly not absolute. As it
happens, the stamps which name Bassus i together with
Coelus may almost certainly be added to those of Bassus i,
and those by Primus - Sco- to those of Primus6. In addition
to this, there is the example of Celsus i, seemingly identical
to L. C- Celsus, as is Celsus ii to C. N- Celsus7; Regenus
may well be the same person as Reginus8. On the other hand,
the catalogue sometimes lists under one heading stamps
which may be from two different potters9.
The division of the 4013 name stamps among the individual
potters is very uneven. Half the Vechten name stamps orig-
inate from less than ten percent of the manufacturers repre-
sented. The best-represented potter is Vitalis ii, followed by
Aquitanus, Bassus i, Calvus, Primus, Patricius and lucundus
(table 5.4). No less than 25% of the stamps are attributable
to these seven suppliers. The next sixteen potters on the list
take up almost another 25% of the name stamps.
The list of the 23 most important suppliers of sigillata con-
sists of both early and late potters. Besides Aquitanus,
Bassus i, Maccams, Salvetus and Scottius, who were pro-
ductive chiefly or only before A.D. 70, it contains the names
1. Catalogue nos. R4 and S100 (two impressions).
2. See appendix A, 2.
3. Catalogue nos. A20, G 13 and 041.
4. Compare, however, the text for catalogue no. A20.
5. See appendix A, 1.
6. See also the catalogue for Masculus i - Balbus, C. lulius Primigenius
- Sur-, Primulus - Pater and Severus ii - Pudens.
7. See also the catalogue for Flavius Germanus, Sex. lulius lucundus, C.
Silvius Patricius, Ortius Paullus, Cosius Rufinus, Cosius Urap- and L.
Cosius Virilis.
8. See also the catalogue for Senecio and Senicio.
9. See p. 47, note 8.
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of the manufacturers Calvus, Censor, Frontinus, Patricias,
Secundus iii, Severus ii and Vitalis ii, who worked mainly in
the Flavian period.
The end of the list is brought up by 34 potters represented by
two stamps each, and 65 potters represented at Vechten by
only one stamp. Together they are responsible for 3.3% of
the 4013 name stamps.
The Vechten collection is representative of the Lower Rhine
area not only for the provenance of the South Gaulish ma-
terial, but also for the potters represented. Sites such as
Valkenburg, Zwammerdam, Asciburgium, Neuss and Hof-
heim present a very similar picture'. The differences be-
tween the settlements in question may certainly in part be
attributed to their different occupation histories2.
The uneven distribution of the stamps is also reflected in the
list of best-represented dies. The 4013 name stamps stem
from 1250 different dies. The twenty dies best-represented at
Vechten together make up 12.6% of all the name stamps
(table 5.5). At the bottom of the list are 553 examples of
which only on impression occurs at Vechten. In total, these
constitute 13.8% of the name stamps.
The pattern described for the name stamps also applies to the
unidentified stamps. The 567 complete script imitations and
other unidentifiable stamps stem from 375 different dies at
the most3. These include 86 dies from which more than one
stamp was found at Vechten. The list is headed by catalogue
nos. Y51 andY67, with fourteen and twelve stamps, respect-
ively (table 5.6). The fourteen best-represented dies together
produced 91 stamps, i.e. 16.4% of the total number of com-
plete stamps in this category.
Dating
On the basis of the considerations discussed in section 4.6,
the South Gaulish stamps from Vechten have been dated to
The best-represented potters at Valkenburg are, consecudvely:
Aquitanus, Bassus i, Crestio, Senicio, Modestus, Primus, Marsus,
Secundus i/ii/iii, Vapuso and Maccarus (Glasbergen 1967, 110 f.); at
Zwammerdam: Bassus i, Aquitanus, Vitalis ii, Calvus, Censor,
Crestio and Sabinus (Haalebos 1977, 94-118); at Asciburgium:
Aquitanus, Bassus i, Primus, Secundus i/ii/iii, Scottius, Vitalis ii,
Calvus, Crestio, Modestus (BechertA^anderhoeven 1988, 101); at
Neuss: Aquitanus, Bassus i, Secundus i/ii/iii, Calvus, Maccarus,
Scottius, Vitalis i/ii, Primus, Vapuso (Mary 1967, 27); in the Erdlager
at Hofheim: Aquitanus, Bassus i, Modestus, Primus, Crestio, Felix,
Niger, Maccarus, Licinus, Vapuso (Ritterling 1912,247).
The forts of Valkenburg, Zwammerdam and Hofheim were constructed
later than the earliest fortification at Vechten. The Asciburgium fort
and the Erdlager at Hofheim were evacuated in the Flavian period.
In view of the fact that hese stamps are often extremely unclear, it is
not impossible that identical stamps may not have been recognized as
such. As a result, the total number of dies may be less, but probably
not much less.
Potter
Vitalis ii
Aquitanus
Bassus i
Calvus
Primus
Patricius
lucundus
Rufinus ii
Crestio
Censor
Germanus
Frontinus
Secundus ii
Scottius
L. Cosius Virilis
Passienus
Felix
Modestus
Secundus iii
Maccarus
Bassus i - Coelus
Severus ii
Salvetus
Total
Number
213
168
156
146
114
107
98
89
88
87
67
66
65
56
55
54
54
52
50
49
46
46
43
1969
5.3
4.2
3.9
3.6
2.8
2.7
2.4
2.2
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
48.8
Table 5.4 List of the South Gaulish potters represented by at least
forty stamps at Vechten.
Catalogue no.
116
V69(*)
C121
S81
D22
R18(*>
C163
V76
A3 7 ( * )
A59
P28
V67(*)
B5
M63(*)
S27
V28 (*)
V39 (*)
S109
C141
S166
Text
OF. IVCVN
OF. VITA.
OFC. ENS
SECVNDI
DONTIOIIICI
OFRVFIN
OFCREST
OFVITA
ALBVS.FE
OFAOVITAN
OFPATRC
OFVITAL
OF. BASSI
MEMORISM
SALYETV
OFVIRILL
OFLCVIRIL
SENICIO.FEC
OFCOELI
OFSILVINL
Total
Number
51
37
33
28
27
26
25
24
23
23
23
23
22
22
21
21
21
20
19
19
508
1.3
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
12.6
Table 5.5 List of the twenty best-represented name stamps from
Vechten.
the period c. A.D. 10-120. The division of the stamps over
this period is anything but even (fig. 5.2). During the years
A.D. 10-70, a sharp increase in the number of stamps may be
seen, followed by a decrease almost equally pronounced.
Nearly three-quarters of the stamps are dated to the period c.
A.D. 50-90.
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Catalogue no.
Y51
Y67
Y12
Y92
Y124
Y126
Y221
Y28
Y49
Y70
Y75
Y85
Y173
Y331
Total
Number
14
12
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
91
2.5
2.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
16.4
Table 5.6 List of the fourteen best-represented illiterate and other
unidentifiable stamps from Vechten.
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D name stamps D unidentified stamps
Fig. 5.2 Chronological distribution of the 4797 stamped South
Gaulish vessels (see appendix B, 1 for the calculation).
It is not easy to interpret he data summarized in the graph.
The diagram should not be regarded simply as a reflection of
the fluctuations in the supply of South Gaulish sigillata to
Vechten, which may or may not have been the result of
changes in the intensity of the occupation of the settlement
in a given period. The picture that is presented may, in fact,
have been influenced by numerous other factors'.
The first issue is whether the 4797 stamps included in the
catalogue present a representative picture of the South
Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten. A much larger number
of stamped vessels must surely have been lost or discarded
in that estimated period of 110 years. On the cautious
assumption that a sigillata vessel had an average lifespan of
ten years, and that he Vechten settlement offered accommo-
dation to six hundred inhabitants, each of whom possessed
one piece of sigillata, a total of some 6600 vessels may well
have been lost or discarded over the period c. A.D. 10-120.If
the number of occupants and the number of sigillata vessels
they had in their possession is doubled, the expected total
loss is quadrupled2. The 4797 South Gaulish stamps record-
ed here obviously do not give the complete picture.
In principle, the image presented in fig. 5.2 may have been
influenced by the areas in which the various excavations
were carried out. The investigation conducted in the former
bed of the Rhine in 1970, for example, yielded almost ex-
clusively Central and East Gaulish sigillata; South Gaulish
ware was very rare here, and Arretine vessels were comple-
tely absent. During the excavations carried out in 1914-
1939, the earliest occupation levels were barely reached as a
mle, so that the Central and East Gaulish sigillata is also
over-represented among the finds from these years. The
opposite is true of the 1946-1947 excavation, since it partly
took place in an area which had already been levelled for the
constmction of Fort Vechten, so that only the earliest occu-
pation levels had remained intact;
These circumstances have had few consequences for the
South Gaulish sigillata, since no less than 83.9% of the
material was found in the course of the digging carried out
during the construction of Fort Vechten, which is likely to
have yielded a fairly representative cross-section of the
material present in the soil.
All this considered, the information set out here may be sup-
posed to present a tolerably reliable image of the South
Gaulish sigillata that was lost at Vechten. In any case, the
excavation history cannot simply be held solely responsible
for the unevenness of the distribution of the stamps over the
period C. A.D. 10-120.
The fact that no proper external dating is available for every
single phase of this period is probably far more significant.
For the years before A.D. 40, there is hardly any independent
dating evidence. The situation is not really any better for the
period after A.D. SO3. There is a very real danger that numer-
ous stamps have been dated either too late or too early on ac-
count of this4, with an accumulation of stamps in the period
c. A.D. 40-80 as a result. In reality, the stamps are probably
more evenly distributed over the period A.D. 10-120. To what
extent the data should be amended cannot be estab-
lished, however.
1. Cf. Haalebos/Koster 1981, 86, note 5.
2. For the occupation of the Vechten forts see p. 14. Numerous finds
from graves prove that he possession of more than a single sigillata
vessel was anything but exceptional (cf. p. 68).
3. Cf. p. 43, note 7.
4. Haalebos 1977, 90 f.; cf. the catalogue for L. Cosius Virilis.
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of the manufacturers Calvus, Censor, Frontinus, Patricias,
Secundus iii, Severus ii and Vitalis ii, who worked mainly in
the Flavian period.
The end of the list is brought up by 34 potters represented by
two stamps each, and 65 potters represented at Vechten by
only one stamp. Together they are responsible for 3.3% of
the 4013 name stamps.
The Vechten collection is representative of the Lower Rhine
area not only for the provenance of the South Gaulish ma-
terial, but also for the potters represented. Sites such as
Valkenburg, Zwammerdam, Asciburgium, Neuss and Hof-
heim present a very similar picture'. The differences be-
tween the settlements in question may certainly in part be
attributed to their different occupation histories2.
The uneven distribution of the stamps is also reflected in the
list of best-represented dies. The 4013 name stamps stem
from 1250 different dies. The twenty dies best-represented at
Vechten together make up 12.6% of all the name stamps
(table 5.5). At the bottom of the list are 553 examples of
which only on impression occurs at Vechten. In total, these
constitute 13.8% of the name stamps.
The pattern described for the name stamps also applies to the
unidentified stamps. The 567 complete script imitations and
other unidentifiable stamps stem from 375 different dies at
the most3. These include 86 dies from which more than one
stamp was found at Vechten. The list is headed by catalogue
nos. Y51 andY67, with fourteen and twelve stamps, respect-
ively (table 5.6). The fourteen best-represented dies together
produced 91 stamps, i.e. 16.4% of the total number of com-
plete stamps in this category.
Dating
On the basis of the considerations discussed in section 4.6,
the South Gaulish stamps from Vechten have been dated to
The best-represented potters at Valkenburg are, consecudvely:
Aquitanus, Bassus i, Crestio, Senicio, Modestus, Primus, Marsus,
Secundus i/ii/iii, Vapuso and Maccarus (Glasbergen 1967, 110 f.); at
Zwammerdam: Bassus i, Aquitanus, Vitalis ii, Calvus, Censor,
Crestio and Sabinus (Haalebos 1977, 94-118); at Asciburgium:
Aquitanus, Bassus i, Primus, Secundus i/ii/iii, Scottius, Vitalis ii,
Calvus, Crestio, Modestus (BechertA^anderhoeven 1988, 101); at
Neuss: Aquitanus, Bassus i, Secundus i/ii/iii, Calvus, Maccarus,
Scottius, Vitalis i/ii, Primus, Vapuso (Mary 1967, 27); in the Erdlager
at Hofheim: Aquitanus, Bassus i, Modestus, Primus, Crestio, Felix,
Niger, Maccarus, Licinus, Vapuso (Ritterling 1912,247).
The forts of Valkenburg, Zwammerdam and Hofheim were constructed
later than the earliest fortification at Vechten. The Asciburgium fort
and the Erdlager at Hofheim were evacuated in the Flavian period.
In view of the fact that hese stamps are often extremely unclear, it is
not impossible that identical stamps may not have been recognized as
such. As a result, the total number of dies may be less, but probably
not much less.
Potter
Vitalis ii
Aquitanus
Bassus i
Calvus
Primus
Patricius
lucundus
Rufinus ii
Crestio
Censor
Germanus
Frontinus
Secundus ii
Scottius
L. Cosius Virilis
Passienus
Felix
Modestus
Secundus iii
Maccarus
Bassus i - Coelus
Severus ii
Salvetus
Total
Number
213
168
156
146
114
107
98
89
88
87
67
66
65
56
55
54
54
52
50
49
46
46
43
1969
5.3
4.2
3.9
3.6
2.8
2.7
2.4
2.2
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
48.8
Table 5.4 List of the South Gaulish potters represented by at least
forty stamps at Vechten.
Catalogue no.
116
V69(*)
C121
S81
D22
R18(*>
C163
V76
A3 7 ( * )
A59
P28
V67(*)
B5
M63(*)
S27
V28 (*)
V39 (*)
S109
C141
S166
Text
OF. IVCVN
OF. VITA.
OFC. ENS
SECVNDI
DONTIOIIICI
OFRVFIN
OFCREST
OFVITA
ALBVS.FE
OFAOVITAN
OFPATRC
OFVITAL
OF. BASSI
MEMORISM
SALYETV
OFVIRILL
OFLCVIRIL
SENICIO.FEC
OFCOELI
OFSILVINL
Total
Number
51
37
33
28
27
26
25
24
23
23
23
23
22
22
21
21
21
20
19
19
508
1.3
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
12.6
Table 5.5 List of the twenty best-represented name stamps from
Vechten.
the period c. A.D. 10-120. The division of the stamps over
this period is anything but even (fig. 5.2). During the years
A.D. 10-70, a sharp increase in the number of stamps may be
seen, followed by a decrease almost equally pronounced.
Nearly three-quarters of the stamps are dated to the period c.
A.D. 50-90.
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Catalogue no.
Y51
Y67
Y12
Y92
Y124
Y126
Y221
Y28
Y49
Y70
Y75
Y85
Y173
Y331
Total
Number
14
12
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
91
2.5
2.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
16.4
Table 5.6 List of the fourteen best-represented illiterate and other
unidentifiable stamps from Vechten.
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Fig. 5.2 Chronological distribution of the 4797 stamped South
Gaulish vessels (see appendix B, 1 for the calculation).
It is not easy to interpret he data summarized in the graph.
The diagram should not be regarded simply as a reflection of
the fluctuations in the supply of South Gaulish sigillata to
Vechten, which may or may not have been the result of
changes in the intensity of the occupation of the settlement
in a given period. The picture that is presented may, in fact,
have been influenced by numerous other factors'.
The first issue is whether the 4797 stamps included in the
catalogue present a representative picture of the South
Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten. A much larger number
of stamped vessels must surely have been lost or discarded
in that estimated period of 110 years. On the cautious
assumption that a sigillata vessel had an average lifespan of
ten years, and that he Vechten settlement offered accommo-
dation to six hundred inhabitants, each of whom possessed
one piece of sigillata, a total of some 6600 vessels may well
have been lost or discarded over the period c. A.D. 10-120.If
the number of occupants and the number of sigillata vessels
they had in their possession is doubled, the expected total
loss is quadrupled2. The 4797 South Gaulish stamps record-
ed here obviously do not give the complete picture.
In principle, the image presented in fig. 5.2 may have been
influenced by the areas in which the various excavations
were carried out. The investigation conducted in the former
bed of the Rhine in 1970, for example, yielded almost ex-
clusively Central and East Gaulish sigillata; South Gaulish
ware was very rare here, and Arretine vessels were comple-
tely absent. During the excavations carried out in 1914-
1939, the earliest occupation levels were barely reached as a
mle, so that the Central and East Gaulish sigillata is also
over-represented among the finds from these years. The
opposite is true of the 1946-1947 excavation, since it partly
took place in an area which had already been levelled for the
constmction of Fort Vechten, so that only the earliest occu-
pation levels had remained intact;
These circumstances have had few consequences for the
South Gaulish sigillata, since no less than 83.9% of the
material was found in the course of the digging carried out
during the construction of Fort Vechten, which is likely to
have yielded a fairly representative cross-section of the
material present in the soil.
All this considered, the information set out here may be sup-
posed to present a tolerably reliable image of the South
Gaulish sigillata that was lost at Vechten. In any case, the
excavation history cannot simply be held solely responsible
for the unevenness of the distribution of the stamps over the
period C. A.D. 10-120.
The fact that no proper external dating is available for every
single phase of this period is probably far more significant.
For the years before A.D. 40, there is hardly any independent
dating evidence. The situation is not really any better for the
period after A.D. SO3. There is a very real danger that numer-
ous stamps have been dated either too late or too early on ac-
count of this4, with an accumulation of stamps in the period
c. A.D. 40-80 as a result. In reality, the stamps are probably
more evenly distributed over the period A.D. 10-120. To what
extent the data should be amended cannot be estab-
lished, however.
1. Cf. Haalebos/Koster 1981, 86, note 5.
2. For the occupation of the Vechten forts see p. 14. Numerous finds
from graves prove that he possession of more than a single sigillata
vessel was anything but exceptional (cf. p. 68).
3. Cf. p. 43, note 7.
4. Haalebos 1977, 90 f.; cf. the catalogue for L. Cosius Virilis.
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Fig. 5.3 Chronological distribution of the 110 burnt stamped South
Gaulish vessels (see appendix B, 1 for the calculation).
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g. 5.4 Ratio of burnt and not-bumt South Gaulish vessels (see
appendix B, 1 for the calculation).
The concentration of dates around A.D. 70 may largely be the
result of the destruction caused during the Batavian rebellion
in A.D. 69/70. Several excavations revealed a thick burnt
layer which may be related to this event. No clear traces of
this catastrophe have been found among the sigillata, how-
ever. Of the 4797 stamped vessels, only 110 are entirely or
partially burnt* (fig. 5.3). If the number of burnt vessels is
compared to the number of those unbumt, the percentage of
burnt examples turns out to have increased gradually (fig.
5.4). This counts against he assumption that he majority of
See catalogue nos. A22 (2 ex.), A25, A32, A37, A57, B65, B79, Cll,
C25. C41, C78 (3 ex.), C110, C120*, C121, C136, C162 (3 ex.),
C163 (2 ex.), C170, C175, D22, F34, 033, G42 (3 ex.), 137, 142, 145,
L16, L19 (cf. Y268), M33, M46, M60, M63* (2 ex.), M67; M95,
M101 (2 ex.), M125, N7*, P31 (4 ex.), P32, P57*, P60*, P70*, P77,
P80, P86, P104, P113, P128, R8, R16, R17, S2, S81, S122, S135,
S180, T13, V54, V67, V76, V77, X10, Y36, Y48, Y58, Y67, Y69,
Y73, Y79, Y96 (2 ex.), Y103, Y105, Y110, Y149 (3 ex.), Y164, Y190,
Y215, Y223, Y227, Y247, Y268 (cf. L19), Y295 (2 ex.), Y306, Y308,
Y330, Y356, Z30, Z48, Z77, Z88, Z89, Z95 and Z101.
Of the 25 vessels with inv.no. fl940/5.13, eleven were burnt: see
catalogue nos. C162 (two additional burnt vessels), G42 (idem),
P104, Y96 (another example with inv.no. H940/5.9), Y149 (two vessels
with this inv.no., and another one with inv.no. fl940/5.27), Y308,
Y356, Z77, Z89 and Z101. Of the ten vessels with inv.no. fl940/5.27,
two were burnt: see catalogue nos. R17 and Y149 (two additional
examples with inv.no. fl940/5.13). The vessels with inv.nos. fl940/
5.9, fl940/5.13 and fl940/5.27 all come from the trench which was
excavated to the north ofFortVechten in 1931 (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
137, fig. 14).
The number ofArretine vessels per five-year period is about 190 (762
stamps from c. A.D. 5-25; cf. section 5.1), the number of early Central
and East Gaulish vessels is over eighty, but probably not much higher
than one hundred (a quarter of at least 1659 stamps; cf. section 5.3).
the burnt vessels may be considered silent witnesses of the
Batavian revolt. Many of them may have been grave finds.
Of the 110 stamps on burnt vessels, several were found two,
three or four times; some of them were discovered emon-
strably close to each other2. The increase in the number of
burnt vessels could be related to a change in burial rites,
which may or may not have resulted from changes in the
troops stationed at Vechten.
The above demonstrates that the Batavian rebellion need not
have been directly responsible for the increase in discarded
sigillata round A.D. 70. Indirectly though, it may well have
had an influence. On the basis of parallels from sites on
which the revolt also left its marks, numerous stamps were
dated either up to, or starting from, A.D. 70 (table 5.7). It is
not to be expected, however, that he concentration of dates
around A.D. 70 may be attributed solely to this factor.
If the uneven distribution of the dates over the period A.D.
10-120 is assumed to be at least a partly correct interpreta-
tion of reality, the question is whether this fluctuation i  the
dates may be explained internally, as a reflection of the
occupation history, or externally, as a result of an increase or
decrease in the supply of sigillata caused by external factors.
At the current state of the excavations, this question cannot
be answered unambiguously, since it is not known if the
forts of Periods la-d were of the same size as those from
Periods 2 and 3 (cf. section 1.2). The scarcity of South
Gaulish sigillata in the early 1st and 2nd centuries is defi-
nitely not compensated for by the quantity of Arretine and
early Central and East Gaulish sigillata3.
For the present, it can be established that the picture
presented by the dates of the Vechten stamps resembles in
many ways that of the dates of the stamps from several other
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Starting date
10
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
Total
Final date
30
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
110
120
Total
Number
58
201
82
265
424
590
332
491
731
965
137
365
44
29
4797
Number
2
38
27
114
123
289
315
743
336
465
387
621
282
617
371
67
4797
0.1
1.7
1.2
4.2
1.7
5.5
8.8
12.3
6.9
10.2
15.2
20.1
2.9
7.6
0.9
0.6
100.0
0.0
0.8
0.6
2.4
2.6
6.0
6.6
15.
7.
9.7
8.1
12.9
5.9
12.9
7.7
1.4
100.0
Table 5.7 List of the starting and end dates of the South Gaulish
stamps from Vechten.
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Fig. 5.5 Ratio of South Gaulish vessels with unidentified stamps and
withnamestamps(seeappendixB, 1 for the calculation).
sites, and not just those in the near vicinity'. If this resem-
blance is not the result of systematic dating errors, it prob-
ably warrants the conclusion that the fluctuations in the
number of stamps in the course of the 1st century were at
least partly caused by variations in the production or the
transportation of the South Gaulish sigillata2.
In the above, the Vechten stamps have repeatedly been pre-
sented as an entity. This is not without danger. The dates of
the 4013 name stamps were largely determined on the basis
of parallels from dated sites, but those of the 784 unident-
ified stamps almost exclusively on the basis of the profiles of
the vessels on which they occur. A comparison of both
groups of stamps shows that the dates do indeed present a
different pattern (fig. 5.5). The increase in the percentage of
unidentified stamps indicates that hese were generally dated
somewhat later than the name stamps. This is the result of
differences, not in the methods of dating, but in the compo-
sition of the groups. Among the vessels with unidentified
stamps are three times as many cups of Drag. 27 without
grooves on the outside of their footrings as among those bear-
ing name stamps (fig. 5.6). The majority of these cups are
later than A.D. 703. The number of script imitations and other
unidentifiable stamps thus really seems to have increased
over time.
5.3 THE CENTRAL AND EAST GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA
The Central and East Gaulish sigillata found at Vechten has
only partly been taken stock of, so a complete survey cannot
be offered as yet. Thus far only the stamped vessels at the
RMO have been described, 1421 examples in total4. These
originate chiefly from the constmction of Fort Vechten, and
the excavations carried out in 1914, 1920-1927 and 1931-
1939 (table 5.8). The number of stamped vessels from
Vechten in the PUG collection is not known exactly, but totals
at least 1355. Excavations carried out by the Rijksdienst voor
het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek in 1970 brought to
light another 103. The number of Central and East Gaulish
stamps thus totals at least 16596.
As with the South Gaulish sigillata, the number of decorated
1. Marsh 1981, 191, fig. 11.8, and 199, fig. 11.11.
2. Cf. the remarks about the rise and fall of production in section 2.6.
3. Cf. the discussion of the Drag. 27 in section 6.3.
4. The inventory was made by R.P. J. Hoogenboom, M. Polak and K. Zee.
5. During the excavations carried out in 1892-1894, 74 Central and East
GauUsh stamps were found (Hoogenboom 1988, 103-173). Of the
excavations done in 1920-1927, at least 36 vessels are in the collection
of the PUG. In 1946-1947, 25 Central and East Gaulish stamps were
collected.
6. A considerable number of these were recorded in CIL XIII 10010,
and Oswald 1931.
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Fig. 5.3 Chronological distribution of the 110 burnt stamped South
Gaulish vessels (see appendix B, 1 for the calculation).
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g. 5.4 Ratio of burnt and not-bumt South Gaulish vessels (see
appendix B, 1 for the calculation).
The concentration of dates around A.D. 70 may largely be the
result of the destruction caused during the Batavian rebellion
in A.D. 69/70. Several excavations revealed a thick burnt
layer which may be related to this event. No clear traces of
this catastrophe have been found among the sigillata, how-
ever. Of the 4797 stamped vessels, only 110 are entirely or
partially burnt* (fig. 5.3). If the number of burnt vessels is
compared to the number of those unbumt, the percentage of
burnt examples turns out to have increased gradually (fig.
5.4). This counts against he assumption that he majority of
See catalogue nos. A22 (2 ex.), A25, A32, A37, A57, B65, B79, Cll,
C25. C41, C78 (3 ex.), C110, C120*, C121, C136, C162 (3 ex.),
C163 (2 ex.), C170, C175, D22, F34, 033, G42 (3 ex.), 137, 142, 145,
L16, L19 (cf. Y268), M33, M46, M60, M63* (2 ex.), M67; M95,
M101 (2 ex.), M125, N7*, P31 (4 ex.), P32, P57*, P60*, P70*, P77,
P80, P86, P104, P113, P128, R8, R16, R17, S2, S81, S122, S135,
S180, T13, V54, V67, V76, V77, X10, Y36, Y48, Y58, Y67, Y69,
Y73, Y79, Y96 (2 ex.), Y103, Y105, Y110, Y149 (3 ex.), Y164, Y190,
Y215, Y223, Y227, Y247, Y268 (cf. L19), Y295 (2 ex.), Y306, Y308,
Y330, Y356, Z30, Z48, Z77, Z88, Z89, Z95 and Z101.
Of the 25 vessels with inv.no. fl940/5.13, eleven were burnt: see
catalogue nos. C162 (two additional burnt vessels), G42 (idem),
P104, Y96 (another example with inv.no. H940/5.9), Y149 (two vessels
with this inv.no., and another one with inv.no. fl940/5.27), Y308,
Y356, Z77, Z89 and Z101. Of the ten vessels with inv.no. fl940/5.27,
two were burnt: see catalogue nos. R17 and Y149 (two additional
examples with inv.no. fl940/5.13). The vessels with inv.nos. fl940/
5.9, fl940/5.13 and fl940/5.27 all come from the trench which was
excavated to the north ofFortVechten in 1931 (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
137, fig. 14).
The number ofArretine vessels per five-year period is about 190 (762
stamps from c. A.D. 5-25; cf. section 5.1), the number of early Central
and East Gaulish vessels is over eighty, but probably not much higher
than one hundred (a quarter of at least 1659 stamps; cf. section 5.3).
the burnt vessels may be considered silent witnesses of the
Batavian revolt. Many of them may have been grave finds.
Of the 110 stamps on burnt vessels, several were found two,
three or four times; some of them were discovered emon-
strably close to each other2. The increase in the number of
burnt vessels could be related to a change in burial rites,
which may or may not have resulted from changes in the
troops stationed at Vechten.
The above demonstrates that the Batavian rebellion need not
have been directly responsible for the increase in discarded
sigillata round A.D. 70. Indirectly though, it may well have
had an influence. On the basis of parallels from sites on
which the revolt also left its marks, numerous stamps were
dated either up to, or starting from, A.D. 70 (table 5.7). It is
not to be expected, however, that he concentration of dates
around A.D. 70 may be attributed solely to this factor.
If the uneven distribution of the dates over the period A.D.
10-120 is assumed to be at least a partly correct interpreta-
tion of reality, the question is whether this fluctuation i  the
dates may be explained internally, as a reflection of the
occupation history, or externally, as a result of an increase or
decrease in the supply of sigillata caused by external factors.
At the current state of the excavations, this question cannot
be answered unambiguously, since it is not known if the
forts of Periods la-d were of the same size as those from
Periods 2 and 3 (cf. section 1.2). The scarcity of South
Gaulish sigillata in the early 1st and 2nd centuries is defi-
nitely not compensated for by the quantity of Arretine and
early Central and East Gaulish sigillata3.
For the present, it can be established that the picture
presented by the dates of the Vechten stamps resembles in
many ways that of the dates of the stamps from several other
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Table 5.7 List of the starting and end dates of the South Gaulish
stamps from Vechten.
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Fig. 5.5 Ratio of South Gaulish vessels with unidentified stamps and
withnamestamps(seeappendixB, 1 for the calculation).
sites, and not just those in the near vicinity'. If this resem-
blance is not the result of systematic dating errors, it prob-
ably warrants the conclusion that the fluctuations in the
number of stamps in the course of the 1st century were at
least partly caused by variations in the production or the
transportation of the South Gaulish sigillata2.
In the above, the Vechten stamps have repeatedly been pre-
sented as an entity. This is not without danger. The dates of
the 4013 name stamps were largely determined on the basis
of parallels from dated sites, but those of the 784 unident-
ified stamps almost exclusively on the basis of the profiles of
the vessels on which they occur. A comparison of both
groups of stamps shows that the dates do indeed present a
different pattern (fig. 5.5). The increase in the percentage of
unidentified stamps indicates that hese were generally dated
somewhat later than the name stamps. This is the result of
differences, not in the methods of dating, but in the compo-
sition of the groups. Among the vessels with unidentified
stamps are three times as many cups of Drag. 27 without
grooves on the outside of their footrings as among those bear-
ing name stamps (fig. 5.6). The majority of these cups are
later than A.D. 703. The number of script imitations and other
unidentifiable stamps thus really seems to have increased
over time.
5.3 THE CENTRAL AND EAST GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA
The Central and East Gaulish sigillata found at Vechten has
only partly been taken stock of, so a complete survey cannot
be offered as yet. Thus far only the stamped vessels at the
RMO have been described, 1421 examples in total4. These
originate chiefly from the constmction of Fort Vechten, and
the excavations carried out in 1914, 1920-1927 and 1931-
1939 (table 5.8). The number of stamped vessels from
Vechten in the PUG collection is not known exactly, but totals
at least 1355. Excavations carried out by the Rijksdienst voor
het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek in 1970 brought to
light another 103. The number of Central and East Gaulish
stamps thus totals at least 16596.
As with the South Gaulish sigillata, the number of decorated
1. Marsh 1981, 191, fig. 11.8, and 199, fig. 11.11.
2. Cf. the remarks about the rise and fall of production in section 2.6.
3. Cf. the discussion of the Drag. 27 in section 6.3.
4. The inventory was made by R.P. J. Hoogenboom, M. Polak and K. Zee.
5. During the excavations carried out in 1892-1894, 74 Central and East
GauUsh stamps were found (Hoogenboom 1988, 103-173). Of the
excavations done in 1920-1927, at least 36 vessels are in the collection
of the PUG. In 1946-1947, 25 Central and East Gaulish stamps were
collected.
6. A considerable number of these were recorded in CIL XIII 10010,
and Oswald 1931.
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Fig. 5.6 Share of cups of Drag. 27 in the total number of vessels with name stamps (left) and unidentified stamps (right).
fragments from Central and East Gaul may well be smaller
than the number of stamped vessels. The Leiden collection
contains 500 fragments at the most', as does the Utrecht
one2. The number of decorated fragments unearthed in 1970
is estimated at between one and two hundred3, which brings
the total number of decorated fragments to probably around
one thousand4. The number of vessels without either stamps
or decoration is unknown.
The numbers presented in the rest of this section are based
1. Comm. C.A. Kalee. Of these, 47 were unearthed uring the excavations
carried out in the twenties (Mees 1990, 140-144).
2. The PUG collection contains at least 51 vessels from 1920-1927
(Mees 1990, 139-144) and 43 from 1946-1947.
3. Comm. W.J. van Tent.
4. Illustrations of vessels from Vechten may be found in Muller 1895,
pl. VI; Vollgraff 1907, opposite p. 24 (bottom); Folzer 1913, Taf. 6,
10; Klumbach 1933, 63, Abb. 24; Venmans 1942; Stanfield/Simpson
1958, pl. 94, 7; Kalee 1964, 119, fig. 1, 10-14; Kalee 1965; Kalee
1966; Kalee 1967a, 8, fig. 5; Kalee 1967b; Kalee 1967c, 48, fig. 2;
Kalee 1968; Kalee 1969-1970, 58, fig. 6, 77; Mees 1990, Abb. 40-55;
Stanfield/Simpson 1990, pl. 94, 7.
5. Cintugnatus, for example, seems to have been active at Chemery-
Faulquemont, in the Argonne, at Ittenweiler, Sinzig and Rheinzabem
(cf. Hartley 1977).
6. Drawings of acceptable quality are available for Les Martres-de-Veyre,
Boucheporn, Sinzig, Rheinzabem and the Argonne (Terrisse 1968;
Lutz 1977; Fischer 1969; Ludowici 1927; Chenet/Gaudron 1955,
resp.). However, the drawings of the stamps from Chemery-Faulque-
mont, Blickweiler, Eschweilerhof, Ittenweiler and Heiligenberg are
too schematic to be really useful (Delort 1948; Knorr/Sprater 1927;
Forrer 1911, resp.). Hardly any of the stamps from Lezoux, La
Madeleine and Trier have been published.
7 These also include the stamps of potters who were active in more
than one place.
on the 1421 stamped vessels in the Leiden collection. Only
1259 of them have been identified so far. The remaining 162
vessels include 34 figure stamps, for the most part rosettes.
Kiln sites
The provenances of Central and East Gaulish stamps are not
easily established. At numerous kiln sites, potters with the
same names were at work. Sometimes the stamps represent
different potters with the same name, in other cases they
belong to a single potter producing, concurrently, or suc-
cessively, at several kiln sites5.
Publications with drawings of stamps are available for only
a few kiln sites, and the quality of the drawings often leaves
much to be desired6. Fortunately, the fabrics in many cases
ensure that individual vessels can be roughly identified.
Central Gaulish products may usually be distinguished quite
well from East Gaulish ware. The vessels from Chemery-
Faulquemont and La Madeleine usually have easily recog-
nizable fabrics as well.
Of the 1259 identified stamps, 253 are almost certainly by
Central Gaulish potters, i.e. over twenty percent. The
remainder may be attributed to East Gaulish producers (table
5.9). Among the Central Gaulish vessels, those from Les
Martres-de-Veyre are less well-represented than those from
Lezoux; the ratio of the two groups is about 3:5.
The majority of the 1006 East Gaulish examples are from
Chemery-Faulquemont and La Madeleine. With 235 and 363
stamps respectively, these two kiln sites together are respon-
sible for almost fifty percent of the East Gaulish ware. The
other potteries come a long way behind. The provenance of
213 stamps cannot be determined yet7; closer identification
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Fort construction
Excavations:
1892-1894
1914,1920-1927
1931-1939
Other
Total
Number
1324
4
34
46
13
1421
93.2
0.3
2.4
3.2
100.0
Table 5.8 Finds contexts of the Central and East Gaulish stamps from
Vechten in the collection of the RMO at Leiden.
Kiln site
Les Martres
Les Martres or Lezoux
Lezoux
Total Central Gaul
Chemery-Faulquemont
Blickweiler
La Madeleine
Sinzig
Trier
Argonne
Rheinzabern
Misc. East Gaul
Total East Gaul
Number
81
36
136
253
235
11
363
47
76
24
37
213
1006
6.4
2.9
10.8
20.1
18.7
0.8
28.8
3.7
6.0
1.9
2.9
16.9
79.7
Table 5.9 Provenances of the 1259 Central and East Gaulish stamps
from Vechten in the collection of the SMO at Leiden.
Potter
Martialis
Lentulus
Gatus
Montanus
Amabilis
Senis
Meddicus
Sabellus
Nasso
Pridianus
Sabinus
Meddulus
Cintugnatus
Festus
Moxsius
Remicus
Biga
Cupitus
Paternus
Cassius
Giamatus
Miccio/Miccius
Tasgillius
Kiln site
Chemery-Faulq.
La Madeleine
La Madeleine
La Madeleine
La Madeleine
Chemery-Faulq.
Chemery-Faulq.
La Madeleine
Sinzig
La Madeleine
La Madeleine
Chemery-Faulq.
East Gaul
La Madeleine
Trier
La Madeleine
Lezoux
Chemery-Faulq.
East Gaul
Chemery-Faulq.
East Gaul
East Gaul
Lezoux
Total
Number
82
57
51
50
41
40
34
34
31
28
18
18
17
17
16
16
15
14
14
13
13
13
13
645
3.3
3.2
2.7
2.7
2.5
2.2
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
51.3
Table 5.10 List of the Central and East Gaulish potters represented by
at least thirteen stamps at Vechten.
of these is not, however, expected to result in significant
changes in the list.
Without thorough investigation, it is impossible to make a
statement about the extent to which the collection of
Central and East Gaulish sigillata from Vechten is represen-
tative of a larger area. The large number of kiln sites that
play a part in this discussion, and above all the differences in
the periods in which they were productive, make the excava-
tion histories of the sites included in the investigation essen-
daily important. The relative scarcity of sigillata from Trier
and Rheinzabem at Vechten, for example, may well be re-
lated to the activities of sherd collectors and bone diggers,
which may have harmed the latest occupation levels in par-
ticular'. At this stage it may merely be noted that the domi-
nance of products from Chemery-Faulquemont and La
Madeleine seems to be characteristic of not just Vechten.
Also at Valkenburg-De Woerd, Zwammerdam and Woerden,
a considerable proportion of the Central and East Gaulish
name stamps originate from these potteries2
Potters
As with the South Gaulish sigillata, the Central and East
Gaulish is distributed very unequally among the individual
manufacturers. The 23 best-represented potters together pro-
duced over half of the material in question (table 5. 10)3. The
remaining vessels Originate from an estimated 230 manu-
facturers. This also reveals an important difference between
the South Gaulish sigillata on the one hand, and the Central
and East Gaulish products on the other. The average number
of vessels from the producers of South Gaulish ware is
approximately fifteen4, that from the Central and East
Gaulish ones only five5.
1. L. Smids (1711, 393 f.) describes how, in the first years of the 18th
century, cartloads of Roman material were wheeled off the site. Bone
diggers, occasionally forty at a time, were active just before the
middle of the 19th century (municipality of Bunnik archives, no.
2568). The pits they dug sometimes reached a depth of 2.5 to 3 m
(Van Romondt 1841, 12). They are probably still visible on the plans
of the 1946-1947 excavations, in the shape of rectangular interferences,
usually measuring c. 5 x 1 x 1 m.
2. C. 22% at Valkenburg-De Woerd (Bloemers/Sarfatij 1976, 151-159),
c. 30% at Zwammerdam (Haalebos 1977, 92) and c. 53% at Woerden
(comm. J. K. Haalebos).
3. An additional twelve stamps reading GAIVSETGATVS may probably
be added to the total of Gatus from La Madeleine, who is third on the
list, as well as eight stamps reading GATVSVAL.I.S.F. That would
make Gatus second on the list, with a total of 71 stamps.
4. This number is based on a total of 4013 name stamps and 275 potters.
5. Calculated on the basis of 1259 name stamps and 250 potters. Corre-
spending ratios were established for the collection of 4113 stamps at
the Museum of London (Marsh 1981, 188).
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fragments from Central and East Gaul may well be smaller
than the number of stamped vessels. The Leiden collection
contains 500 fragments at the most', as does the Utrecht
one2. The number of decorated fragments unearthed in 1970
is estimated at between one and two hundred3, which brings
the total number of decorated fragments to probably around
one thousand4. The number of vessels without either stamps
or decoration is unknown.
The numbers presented in the rest of this section are based
1. Comm. C.A. Kalee. Of these, 47 were unearthed uring the excavations
carried out in the twenties (Mees 1990, 140-144).
2. The PUG collection contains at least 51 vessels from 1920-1927
(Mees 1990, 139-144) and 43 from 1946-1947.
3. Comm. W.J. van Tent.
4. Illustrations of vessels from Vechten may be found in Muller 1895,
pl. VI; Vollgraff 1907, opposite p. 24 (bottom); Folzer 1913, Taf. 6,
10; Klumbach 1933, 63, Abb. 24; Venmans 1942; Stanfield/Simpson
1958, pl. 94, 7; Kalee 1964, 119, fig. 1, 10-14; Kalee 1965; Kalee
1966; Kalee 1967a, 8, fig. 5; Kalee 1967b; Kalee 1967c, 48, fig. 2;
Kalee 1968; Kalee 1969-1970, 58, fig. 6, 77; Mees 1990, Abb. 40-55;
Stanfield/Simpson 1990, pl. 94, 7.
5. Cintugnatus, for example, seems to have been active at Chemery-
Faulquemont, in the Argonne, at Ittenweiler, Sinzig and Rheinzabem
(cf. Hartley 1977).
6. Drawings of acceptable quality are available for Les Martres-de-Veyre,
Boucheporn, Sinzig, Rheinzabem and the Argonne (Terrisse 1968;
Lutz 1977; Fischer 1969; Ludowici 1927; Chenet/Gaudron 1955,
resp.). However, the drawings of the stamps from Chemery-Faulque-
mont, Blickweiler, Eschweilerhof, Ittenweiler and Heiligenberg are
too schematic to be really useful (Delort 1948; Knorr/Sprater 1927;
Forrer 1911, resp.). Hardly any of the stamps from Lezoux, La
Madeleine and Trier have been published.
7 These also include the stamps of potters who were active in more
than one place.
on the 1421 stamped vessels in the Leiden collection. Only
1259 of them have been identified so far. The remaining 162
vessels include 34 figure stamps, for the most part rosettes.
Kiln sites
The provenances of Central and East Gaulish stamps are not
easily established. At numerous kiln sites, potters with the
same names were at work. Sometimes the stamps represent
different potters with the same name, in other cases they
belong to a single potter producing, concurrently, or suc-
cessively, at several kiln sites5.
Publications with drawings of stamps are available for only
a few kiln sites, and the quality of the drawings often leaves
much to be desired6. Fortunately, the fabrics in many cases
ensure that individual vessels can be roughly identified.
Central Gaulish products may usually be distinguished quite
well from East Gaulish ware. The vessels from Chemery-
Faulquemont and La Madeleine usually have easily recog-
nizable fabrics as well.
Of the 1259 identified stamps, 253 are almost certainly by
Central Gaulish potters, i.e. over twenty percent. The
remainder may be attributed to East Gaulish producers (table
5.9). Among the Central Gaulish vessels, those from Les
Martres-de-Veyre are less well-represented than those from
Lezoux; the ratio of the two groups is about 3:5.
The majority of the 1006 East Gaulish examples are from
Chemery-Faulquemont and La Madeleine. With 235 and 363
stamps respectively, these two kiln sites together are respon-
sible for almost fifty percent of the East Gaulish ware. The
other potteries come a long way behind. The provenance of
213 stamps cannot be determined yet7; closer identification
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Table 5.10 List of the Central and East Gaulish potters represented by
at least thirteen stamps at Vechten.
of these is not, however, expected to result in significant
changes in the list.
Without thorough investigation, it is impossible to make a
statement about the extent to which the collection of
Central and East Gaulish sigillata from Vechten is represen-
tative of a larger area. The large number of kiln sites that
play a part in this discussion, and above all the differences in
the periods in which they were productive, make the excava-
tion histories of the sites included in the investigation essen-
daily important. The relative scarcity of sigillata from Trier
and Rheinzabem at Vechten, for example, may well be re-
lated to the activities of sherd collectors and bone diggers,
which may have harmed the latest occupation levels in par-
ticular'. At this stage it may merely be noted that the domi-
nance of products from Chemery-Faulquemont and La
Madeleine seems to be characteristic of not just Vechten.
Also at Valkenburg-De Woerd, Zwammerdam and Woerden,
a considerable proportion of the Central and East Gaulish
name stamps originate from these potteries2
Potters
As with the South Gaulish sigillata, the Central and East
Gaulish is distributed very unequally among the individual
manufacturers. The 23 best-represented potters together pro-
duced over half of the material in question (table 5. 10)3. The
remaining vessels Originate from an estimated 230 manu-
facturers. This also reveals an important difference between
the South Gaulish sigillata on the one hand, and the Central
and East Gaulish products on the other. The average number
of vessels from the producers of South Gaulish ware is
approximately fifteen4, that from the Central and East
Gaulish ones only five5.
1. L. Smids (1711, 393 f.) describes how, in the first years of the 18th
century, cartloads of Roman material were wheeled off the site. Bone
diggers, occasionally forty at a time, were active just before the
middle of the 19th century (municipality of Bunnik archives, no.
2568). The pits they dug sometimes reached a depth of 2.5 to 3 m
(Van Romondt 1841, 12). They are probably still visible on the plans
of the 1946-1947 excavations, in the shape of rectangular interferences,
usually measuring c. 5 x 1 x 1 m.
2. C. 22% at Valkenburg-De Woerd (Bloemers/Sarfatij 1976, 151-159),
c. 30% at Zwammerdam (Haalebos 1977, 92) and c. 53% at Woerden
(comm. J. K. Haalebos).
3. An additional twelve stamps reading GAIVSETGATVS may probably
be added to the total of Gatus from La Madeleine, who is third on the
list, as well as eight stamps reading GATVSVAL.I.S.F. That would
make Gatus second on the list, with a total of 71 stamps.
4. This number is based on a total of 4013 name stamps and 275 potters.
5. Calculated on the basis of 1259 name stamps and 250 potters. Corre-
spending ratios were established for the collection of 4113 stamps at
the Museum of London (Marsh 1981, 188).
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The list of producers emphasizes the said dominance of La
Madeleine and Chemery-Faulquemont. Of the ten best-
represented potters, six are from La Madeleine and three
from Chemery-Faulquemont; the tenth is Nasso, who chiefly
worked at Sinzig. It is remarkable that he potters from Les
Martres-de-Veyre and Lezoux - after all the best-represented
kiln sites apart from La Madeleine and Chemery-Faulque-
mont - occupy very modest positions on this list. Biga from
Lezoux holds the seventeenth position with fifteen stamps,
while Balbinus from Les Martres is even lower on the list,
with eleven stamps.
Dating
No detailed survey of the Central and East Gaulish material
can be given at this stage. The distribution of the stamps
among the various potteries does, however, permit a number
of general conclusions. The products from Les Martres-de-
Veyre and Chemery-Faulquemont, chiefly dateable to the
first quarter of the 2nd century, together make up at least a
fourth of the total. Forty percent are vessels from Lezoux,
Blickweiler and La Madeleine, from A.D. 125-160. About
two-thirds of the material thus dates to the period c. A.D.
100-160. Most of what remains is dated to the years after
160, although some examples from, for example, Trier and
the Argonne may be from an earlier date.
1. The articles by Hulsebos (1879) and Pleyte (1880), which record 900
and 3500 sigillata stamps, respectively, are unlikely to have been
widely distributed. Only the publications of Janssen (1846; 1869)
supposedly became known outside the Netherlands; they mention
only a few dozen stamps.
2. The Vechten stamps were described by C. Zangemeister, whose hand-
writing may be found on hundreds of vessels (see fig. 8.6).
3. Part of this work had already been published in Revue des Etudes
Anciennes 5, 1903, 37-78.
4. "II suf&t d'ouvrir Ie tome XIII (3e partie, fasc. 1) du Coqius pour
constater combien les marques de la Graufesenque sont extraordinai-
rement abondantes a Vechten dans 1c pays des Bataves, a Xanten et a
Neuss. Nulle part, ni dans la Celtique, ni meme dans la Narbonnaise,
nous ne rencontrerons en aussi grande quantite qu'a Vechten les
marques de la Graufesenque" (Dechelette 1904, 93 f.).
5. "Vechten, 1'ancienne Fictio, au pays lointain des Bataves, constitue,
dans cette region germanique, une sorte de grand entrepot de produits
de notre Condatomagus" (Dechelette 1904, 107).
6. Vernhet/Balsan 1975, 34; Fiches et al. 1978, 208, note 42; Vemhet
1979, 22; Mayet 1984, 237; Raepsaet 1985, 76; Bemont et al. 1987,
65;Vemhet 1987/1988, 116.
7. RitterUng 1906, 179.
8. Compare the finds from Narbonne-La Nautique (Fiches et al. 1978)
and from St. Magnus House in London (Miller et al. 1986).
9. See e.g. the Geschirrdepot f Burghofe (Ulbert 1959) and the Keramik-
lager at Oberwinterthur (Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985; Ebnother et al.
1994).
5.4 VECHTEN - A DEPOT FOR TERRA SIGILLATA?
Up to 1901, the abundance of terra sigillata from Vechten
was very probably known only to a small circle of people*.
The publication of volume XIII 3, 1 of the Corpus Inscrip-
tionum Latinarum changed that. The sigillata stamps record-
ed in this survey include a considerable proportion of the
over six thousands tamps found at Vechten in the course of
the 19th century2.
The exceptional position of Vechten was highlighted by
Dechelette, in his 1904 monograph on the decorated terra
sigillata from GauP. The observation that there were more
sigillata stamps from La Graufesenque at Vechten than at
any other place in Gaul4 had led him to conclude that
Vechten was a kind of depot for the products of this pottery5.
Dechelette's theory was adopted by many, and may still be
found in recent publications6. As early as 1906, however,
Ritteriing noted that Vechten, in view of the large number of
Arretine stamps found there, must already have been very
important by the reign of Augustus. Since the settlement at
the time was situated in an area which offered no other mar-
ket for sigillata than the one formed by the soldiers stationed
there, the significance ofVechten cannot be explained by its
possible function as a depot. According to Ritterling, its
importance must have been far more military7.
However, Vechten also yielded much Central and East
Gaulish sigillata, so the wealth of sigillata is related to the
entire occupation period of the settlement, from the early 1st
to the middle of the 3rd century. If Vechten was not a depot
under Augustus, it need not have functioned as one later on,
either.
If the find of a large amount of sigillata does not in itself suf-
fice to label a settlement a depot, the question which criteria
may be seen as decisive for such a tag presents itself. In the
first place, numerous unused vessels would have had to
come to light there, since one may assume that part of the
pottery would have been broken and discarded in the process
of transportation and loading8. In addition to this, the finds
would have to include homogeneous groups of burnt sigil-
lata, since fires that destroyed a settlement would also have
affected the sigillata warehouses9. The Vechten collection
seems to contain no such homogeneous groups. Some
stamps were found dozens of times, but at least a proportion
of them were on used vessels. The proportion of used sigil-
lata is hard to establish, because the find circumstances are
not precisely known, and the material was moved and re-
packed many times, which may have caused damage to un-
used vessels. At least two hundred dishes and cups from
South Gaul had already been broken off at the footring in
Roman times, however, perhaps to be used as stoppers or
lids. Approximately another 15% of the South Gaulish ves-
sels bear owners' graffiti, so that the major part of the
Vechten sigillata may be assumed to have actually been
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used. Unused vessels need not necessarily have come from
the warehouse; they may of course also stem from graves.
Altogether, Vechten is unlikely to have been a depot for terra
sigillata. Its wealth of this kind of pottery should be ex-
plained differently. Ritterling sought its cause in the military
significance of the settlement. There is no doubt hat Vechten
played an important part in the military strategy. At the time
of the constmction of the earliest base, Vechten was prob-
ably still situated almost directly opposite the bifurcation of
the Vecht, an important waterway to the north. On account of
this, Vechten was undoubtedly of considerable importance to
the German expeditions in the early 1st century. Even after
plans to incorporate Germany in its entirety had been aban-
doned, Vechten remained an important settlement. The forts
of Periods 2 and 3 are the largest between Nijmegen and the
North Sea, and were visited by several high officials and
senior officers (cf. p. 14).
Even if the difference in size and significance between the
Vechten forts and the other fortifications along the Lower
Rhine are taken into account, however, the number of sigil-
lata finds from Vechten remains disproportionately high.
Seven times as many stamps were found as at Valkenburg,
for example, and more than sixteen times the number that
was found at Zwammerdam; on the basis of the differences
in size and occupation period of the forts, Vechten would be
expected to have yielded no more than three times the
amount of sigillata found at the other sites.
The most plausible explanation for the exceptional quantity
of sigillata found atVechten is offered by another factor: the
conditions in which it was preserved. The earliest occupa-
tion layers of the settlement are covered by a thick deposit
measuring as much as 5 m in places. Thus, the Ist-century
levels were barely touched by the activities of collectors and
bone diggers. Moreover, up to 1867 the area of the settle-
ment was never built on. At the construction of Fort Vechten,
however, half of the settlement which had been conserved so
well up to then, about 33 ha., was for the most part dis-
turbed. The rest of the settlement remained all but untouched
until the Second World War. The part Fort Vechten played in
the national defence will certainly have kept out collectors,
and the scientific excavations that were carried out were
relatively limited, because the necessary digging had to be
done by hand. Fort Vechten lost its defensive significance
after the Second World War, so the inconvenience caused by
collectors has increased chiefly over the past few years.
Excavations prompted by scientific uriosity have not been
carried out since the war. The archaeological research done in
1946-1947 and from 1970 onwards was necessary because
part of the area was threatened by soil improvement activ-
ities and extension of the A 12 motorway.
All in all, Vechten is a well-preserved site, with the excep-
tion of the part that was built on in 1867-1870. If the sigil-
lata stamps found during the construction of Fort Vechten
are not taken into account, an estimated twelve- to fifteen
hun-dred remain. For a settlement better-preserved and lar-
ger than those of Valkenburg and Zwammerdam, this is not
an exceptionally high figure. This leads to the conclusion
that the special position of Vechten is largely due to the
drastic activities of the period 1867-1870'.
1. In theory, the correctness of this conclusion could be tested by counting
other categories of finds as well, and comparing the results with those
from other sites. The results of such a labour-intensive investigation
are uncertain, however, since finds were collected in a very selective
manner in 1867-1870. Of the coarse pottery, for example, usually
only the (larger?) rim fragments were kept.
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worked at Sinzig. It is remarkable that he potters from Les
Martres-de-Veyre and Lezoux - after all the best-represented
kiln sites apart from La Madeleine and Chemery-Faulque-
mont - occupy very modest positions on this list. Biga from
Lezoux holds the seventeenth position with fifteen stamps,
while Balbinus from Les Martres is even lower on the list,
with eleven stamps.
Dating
No detailed survey of the Central and East Gaulish material
can be given at this stage. The distribution of the stamps
among the various potteries does, however, permit a number
of general conclusions. The products from Les Martres-de-
Veyre and Chemery-Faulquemont, chiefly dateable to the
first quarter of the 2nd century, together make up at least a
fourth of the total. Forty percent are vessels from Lezoux,
Blickweiler and La Madeleine, from A.D. 125-160. About
two-thirds of the material thus dates to the period c. A.D.
100-160. Most of what remains is dated to the years after
160, although some examples from, for example, Trier and
the Argonne may be from an earlier date.
1. The articles by Hulsebos (1879) and Pleyte (1880), which record 900
and 3500 sigillata stamps, respectively, are unlikely to have been
widely distributed. Only the publications of Janssen (1846; 1869)
supposedly became known outside the Netherlands; they mention
only a few dozen stamps.
2. The Vechten stamps were described by C. Zangemeister, whose hand-
writing may be found on hundreds of vessels (see fig. 8.6).
3. Part of this work had already been published in Revue des Etudes
Anciennes 5, 1903, 37-78.
4. "II suf&t d'ouvrir Ie tome XIII (3e partie, fasc. 1) du Coqius pour
constater combien les marques de la Graufesenque sont extraordinai-
rement abondantes a Vechten dans 1c pays des Bataves, a Xanten et a
Neuss. Nulle part, ni dans la Celtique, ni meme dans la Narbonnaise,
nous ne rencontrerons en aussi grande quantite qu'a Vechten les
marques de la Graufesenque" (Dechelette 1904, 93 f.).
5. "Vechten, 1'ancienne Fictio, au pays lointain des Bataves, constitue,
dans cette region germanique, une sorte de grand entrepot de produits
de notre Condatomagus" (Dechelette 1904, 107).
6. Vernhet/Balsan 1975, 34; Fiches et al. 1978, 208, note 42; Vemhet
1979, 22; Mayet 1984, 237; Raepsaet 1985, 76; Bemont et al. 1987,
65;Vemhet 1987/1988, 116.
7. RitterUng 1906, 179.
8. Compare the finds from Narbonne-La Nautique (Fiches et al. 1978)
and from St. Magnus House in London (Miller et al. 1986).
9. See e.g. the Geschirrdepot f Burghofe (Ulbert 1959) and the Keramik-
lager at Oberwinterthur (Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985; Ebnother et al.
1994).
5.4 VECHTEN - A DEPOT FOR TERRA SIGILLATA?
Up to 1901, the abundance of terra sigillata from Vechten
was very probably known only to a small circle of people*.
The publication of volume XIII 3, 1 of the Corpus Inscrip-
tionum Latinarum changed that. The sigillata stamps record-
ed in this survey include a considerable proportion of the
over six thousands tamps found at Vechten in the course of
the 19th century2.
The exceptional position of Vechten was highlighted by
Dechelette, in his 1904 monograph on the decorated terra
sigillata from GauP. The observation that there were more
sigillata stamps from La Graufesenque at Vechten than at
any other place in Gaul4 had led him to conclude that
Vechten was a kind of depot for the products of this pottery5.
Dechelette's theory was adopted by many, and may still be
found in recent publications6. As early as 1906, however,
Ritteriing noted that Vechten, in view of the large number of
Arretine stamps found there, must already have been very
important by the reign of Augustus. Since the settlement at
the time was situated in an area which offered no other mar-
ket for sigillata than the one formed by the soldiers stationed
there, the significance ofVechten cannot be explained by its
possible function as a depot. According to Ritterling, its
importance must have been far more military7.
However, Vechten also yielded much Central and East
Gaulish sigillata, so the wealth of sigillata is related to the
entire occupation period of the settlement, from the early 1st
to the middle of the 3rd century. If Vechten was not a depot
under Augustus, it need not have functioned as one later on,
either.
If the find of a large amount of sigillata does not in itself suf-
fice to label a settlement a depot, the question which criteria
may be seen as decisive for such a tag presents itself. In the
first place, numerous unused vessels would have had to
come to light there, since one may assume that part of the
pottery would have been broken and discarded in the process
of transportation and loading8. In addition to this, the finds
would have to include homogeneous groups of burnt sigil-
lata, since fires that destroyed a settlement would also have
affected the sigillata warehouses9. The Vechten collection
seems to contain no such homogeneous groups. Some
stamps were found dozens of times, but at least a proportion
of them were on used vessels. The proportion of used sigil-
lata is hard to establish, because the find circumstances are
not precisely known, and the material was moved and re-
packed many times, which may have caused damage to un-
used vessels. At least two hundred dishes and cups from
South Gaul had already been broken off at the footring in
Roman times, however, perhaps to be used as stoppers or
lids. Approximately another 15% of the South Gaulish ves-
sels bear owners' graffiti, so that the major part of the
Vechten sigillata may be assumed to have actually been
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used. Unused vessels need not necessarily have come from
the warehouse; they may of course also stem from graves.
Altogether, Vechten is unlikely to have been a depot for terra
sigillata. Its wealth of this kind of pottery should be ex-
plained differently. Ritterling sought its cause in the military
significance of the settlement. There is no doubt hat Vechten
played an important part in the military strategy. At the time
of the constmction of the earliest base, Vechten was prob-
ably still situated almost directly opposite the bifurcation of
the Vecht, an important waterway to the north. On account of
this, Vechten was undoubtedly of considerable importance to
the German expeditions in the early 1st century. Even after
plans to incorporate Germany in its entirety had been aban-
doned, Vechten remained an important settlement. The forts
of Periods 2 and 3 are the largest between Nijmegen and the
North Sea, and were visited by several high officials and
senior officers (cf. p. 14).
Even if the difference in size and significance between the
Vechten forts and the other fortifications along the Lower
Rhine are taken into account, however, the number of sigil-
lata finds from Vechten remains disproportionately high.
Seven times as many stamps were found as at Valkenburg,
for example, and more than sixteen times the number that
was found at Zwammerdam; on the basis of the differences
in size and occupation period of the forts, Vechten would be
expected to have yielded no more than three times the
amount of sigillata found at the other sites.
The most plausible explanation for the exceptional quantity
of sigillata found atVechten is offered by another factor: the
conditions in which it was preserved. The earliest occupa-
tion layers of the settlement are covered by a thick deposit
measuring as much as 5 m in places. Thus, the Ist-century
levels were barely touched by the activities of collectors and
bone diggers. Moreover, up to 1867 the area of the settle-
ment was never built on. At the construction of Fort Vechten,
however, half of the settlement which had been conserved so
well up to then, about 33 ha., was for the most part dis-
turbed. The rest of the settlement remained all but untouched
until the Second World War. The part Fort Vechten played in
the national defence will certainly have kept out collectors,
and the scientific excavations that were carried out were
relatively limited, because the necessary digging had to be
done by hand. Fort Vechten lost its defensive significance
after the Second World War, so the inconvenience caused by
collectors has increased chiefly over the past few years.
Excavations prompted by scientific uriosity have not been
carried out since the war. The archaeological research done in
1946-1947 and from 1970 onwards was necessary because
part of the area was threatened by soil improvement activ-
ities and extension of the A 12 motorway.
All in all, Vechten is a well-preserved site, with the excep-
tion of the part that was built on in 1867-1870. If the sigil-
lata stamps found during the construction of Fort Vechten
are not taken into account, an estimated twelve- to fifteen
hun-dred remain. For a settlement better-preserved and lar-
ger than those of Valkenburg and Zwammerdam, this is not
an exceptionally high figure. This leads to the conclusion
that the special position of Vechten is largely due to the
drastic activities of the period 1867-1870'.
1. In theory, the correctness of this conclusion could be tested by counting
other categories of finds as well, and comparing the results with those
from other sites. The results of such a labour-intensive investigation
are uncertain, however, since finds were collected in a very selective
manner in 1867-1870. Of the coarse pottery, for example, usually
only the (larger?) rim fragments were kept.
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The 4797 sigillata vessels from Vechten which have been
included in the catalogue represent almost all the stamped
types that were produced at La Graufesenque. Of most
forms, dozens of examples are present; of some, even hun-
dreds. Since the Vechten collection covers almost he entire
period during which sigillata from La Graufesenque was
exported to the northwest of the Roman empire, it forms a
good basis for an analysis of the evolution and standardiz-
ation of the stamped forms of sigillata. The results of that
investigation will be discussed in detail in this chapter.
The first section is largely devoted to the history of the typ-
ology of the South Gaulish sigillata, as this explains many of
the problems which identification entails. The second sec-
tion offers a survey of the forms found at Vechten. The last
two sections respectively deal with the evolution of the
forms and the standardization of production.
Before these issues can be discussed, a few terms need to be
defined. In this book, a distinction is made between dishes
like Drag. 15/17 and 18 and their large counterparts, whose
footrings are usually square in section and which have a rou-
letted circle in their basal interiors. Wherever clarity requires,
vessels of the former category are referred to as 'standard
dishes', and those of the latter as 'rouletted ishes'. The
general term 'dishes' may be used when the distinction
appears from the context. Drag. 24, 27 and similar forms are
called 'cups'; the term 'bowl' is used for Drag. 29.
6.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE TYPOLOGY OF SOUTH
GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA
The typology of South Gaulish terra sigillata, unlike that of
Arretine ware, has received little attention in the past few
decades. Basically, Dragendorff's article of 1895, on the his-
tory of sigillata production, is still being used for the de-
scriptions of the forms today.
Few people seem to realize that Dragendorff's urvey is not
a typological study. The forms of sigillata depicted merely
serve to illustrate an historical argument. This is also
obvious from the way they have been organized: dishes,
cups and other fonus appear in fairly random order (fig. 6.1).
The forms numbered 1-14 belong to the discussion of the
Arretine sigillata production', those numbered 15-30 to the
account of the production in Gaul in the pre-Flavian period2,
and those with numbers 31-55 to the discussion of the pro-
duction between c. A.D. 70 and 2503. Numbers 19-21 and 28
are not forms of sigillata, but so-called Gallo-Belgic ware4.
The quality of the drawings is anything but satisfactory. No
common scale has been used, and the accuracy leaves much
to be desired. The footrings in particular have been repre-
sented poorly, as may be seem from the drawing of form 27,
for example. The ratio of the diameter to the height of most
forms prompts the suspicion that little attention was paid to
the proportions, either. The inadequacy of the drawings is
even more to be lamented because good descriptions of the
forms are lacking. Forms 1-14 are not discussed at all5, the
others only extremely sketchily.
Dragendorff's article is deficient in various other ways,
which really renders it of very little use for typological pur-
poses. The most annoying shortcoming is the inconsistent
manner in which the forms that were produced both before
and after A.D. 70 have been treated. Most of these, such as
those numbered 27, 30 and 33, have only been included
once, so they do not give rise to misunderstandings. The dish
included as number 18 among the pre-Flavian vessels,
however, has been recorded a second time in the discussion
of production after the year 70, under number 31. Why this
dish was treated ifferently from the forms numbered 27, 30
and 33 remains unclear. Dragendorff was thoroughly aware
of the fact that numbers 18 and 31 were merely stages in the
evolution of the same form6.
In their handbook on terra sigillata, which was published in
1920, Oswald and Pryce made an attempt o solve the prob-
lem of Drag. 18 and 31 by creating a transitional form, Drag
18/31. However, as they failed to express clearly what hey
perceived to be the differences between 18, 18/31 and 31,
confusion simply increased. In Oswald and Pryce's opinion,
Drag. 18 is the Ist-century variant as marketed up to the time
of Domitian7. They reserve the designation Drag. 18/31 for
the version which occurs in finds groups of the periods of
1. Dragendorff 1895, 39-52, esp. 40 f.
2. Dragendorff 1895, 84-87 and 97-103,esp. 85-87.
3. Dragendorff 1895, 103-139, esp. 110 f;
4. Dragendorff 1895, 87 (forms 19, 20 and 28) and 143 (form 21).
5. "Ueber die einzelnen Formen genaueres zu sagen, scheint gegenuber
den Zeichnungen icht nothig" (Dragendorff 1895, 41).
6. "Aus der Fonn 18 entwickelt sich die spatere Hauptfonn des Tellers
31" (Dragendorff 1895, 85 f.). "Die Foroi 18 geht allmahlig in 31
iiber. Eine scharfe Scheidung zwischen beiden ist daher nicht mogUch"
(idem, 142, note 1).
7. "It persisted, in its true character, into the reign of Domitian, as at
Newstead" (Oswald/Pryce 1920, 182).
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Domitian and Trajan', and the term Drag. 31 for still later
vessels2. The vagueness of the description of the external
characteristics of the three versions has resulted in Ist-cen-
tury vessels often being erroneously referred to as Drag
18/31; this is particularly true for large vessels of form Drag.
183.
Because the evolution of Drag. 18 into Drag. 31 was a grad-
ual process, any attempt at classification isdoomed to fail. It
is preferable, therefore, to drop the terms Drag. 18/31 and
31, and instead speak of early and late examples of Drag. 18,
as is the practice with Drag. 27.
Another inadequacy of Dragendorff's article is the way he
deals with related forms. He seems to consider the dishes
numbered 1-3 and 15-17, not as separate forms, but as mere
variations of a single form4. The same goes for the cups
numbered 24 and 255. It would certainly be clearer if this
opinion were also reflected in the numbering of the forms.
As it is, both the significantly different forms 15-17 and the
almost identical forms 24 and 25 are considered as separate
types.
Because the latter two forms can in practice only rarely be
1. "... the transitional plate of 18/31 is characteristic of Domitianic-
Trajanic sites, such as Gellygaer, Wiesbaden Kastell and the Bregenz
«cellar-fmd», dated to about 80-110 A.D." (Oswald/Pryce 1920, 182).
"Transitional forms, i.e. Form 18/31, appear in the late first century,
but they are mainly characteristic of the «tum» of the first and second
centuries, and are represented at Gellygaer, Kastell Wiesbaden, and in
the Bregenz «cellar-find», all datable to about he years 80-120 A.D."
(idem, 183).
2. "The developed dish does not appear in the Domitian period at
Newstead, but it is common in the later or Antonine occupation, and
is frequently found throughout the later three-fourths of the second
century" (Oswald/Pryce 1920, 183).
3. See e.g. Vanderhoeven 1975a, 30 f., nos. 45, 47-48 and 50 (from c.
A.D. 45-65); Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 253 (from the Neronian
period); Tyers 1993, 134 (from the third quarter of the 1st century).
4. Dragendorffl895,85andl41.
5. Dragendorff 1895, 86.
6. Ritteriing 1912, 206
7. Knorr 1912, 69.
8. "It has been alternatively described by good authorities either as
Drag. 15 (Knorr) or as Drag. 17 (Ritterling). Inasmuch as it possesses
characteristics of both these shapes, as figured by Dragendorff, it has
been considered advisable to adopt he joint heading 15/17" (Oswald/
Pryce 1920, 173).
9. See e.g. Rychener/Albertin 1986, 70.
10. "Keineswegs einen volligen Aufbau, sondem hochstens die Grund-
linien einer geschichtlichen Betrachtung darf ich zu geben hoffen"
(Dragendorff 1895, 23).
11. Ritterling 1912, 201-234. The numbering of the types in the 1912
account differs from that in the first report (Ritteriing 1904, 67-70,
and Taf. VI 1-10).
12. Cf. appendix D.
13. The R stands for 'rouletted' and refers to the presence of a rouletted
circle in the base, which is characteristic of these variants.
distinguished, they are usually reduced to one common de-
nominator, and called Drag 24/25. The dish depicted by
Dragendorff as number 15 is usually referred to as Drag.
15/17. This term was introduced by Oswald and Pryce as a
solution to a dilemma caused by Ritterling. In the descrip-
tion of the forms of sigillata found in the Erdlager at
Hofheim, the latter unfortunately equated his type 4 with
Drag. 17" instead of with Drag. 15. As a result, Oswald and
Pryce were confronted with the dilemma that he form which
Knorr had compared to Drag. 157 was identified by Ritter-
ling as Drag. 17. Therefore, they created the designation
Drag. 15/17 as a compromise8.
This led to a situation somewhat comparable to that of Drag.
18 and Drag. 18/31. As it happens, the dish illustrated as
number 15 by Dragendorff is nothing but a fairly late repre-
sentative of the dish classified by Ritterling under type 4,
which, after Oswald and Pryce, is usually referred to as
Drag. 15/17. However, Drag. 15 and Drag. 15/17 are some-
times thought o be different ypes". The rouletted counter-
part, in particular, is regularly referred to as Drag. 15.
Strictly speaking, in view of the above, the term Drag. 15/17
should be dropped, and replaced by Drag. 15. However,
there are fewer differences in opinion about the use of the
term Drag. 15/17 than about that of the term Drag. 18/31,
and it has become so firmly established that is it probably
wiser not to attempt o reinstate Drag. 15.
The problems described above mainly result from the fact
that Dragendorff had no intention of drawing up a typology.
He did not aim for completeness either10, which makes it
hardly surprising that several forms have not been included
in his survey. As regards the South Gaulish ware, these are
mainly vessels of the pre-Flavian period. For the designation
of these forms, Ritterling's typology of the pottery found at
Hofheim is used, which is illustrated with excellent draw-
ings" (fig. 6.2).
Ritteriing's typology, however, is no more complete than
Dragendorff's urvey, because it refers only to the forms
found in the Erdlager, which was occupied from around A.D.
40 until soon after the year 7012. This is why Ritterling's
typology is generally only referred to for the forms that are
missing from Dragendorff's eries. Among the stamped
types these are numbers 1, 5, 8 and 9. The cup numbered 10
is also sometimes referred to; it is slightly different from the
vessel illustrated by Dragendorff under number 33. Numbers
2B and 4B are also sometimes used, to refer to the rouletted
versions of Drag. 18 and 15/17, respectively.
Since the appearance of the 1920 survey by Oswald and
Pryce, only a few refinements and additions to the typology
of South Gaulish sigillata have been proposed. For rouletted
dishes, an R has been added to the number in the English
literature13. Drag. 15/17R is thus distinguished from Drag.
15/17, and so on. In addition to this, the Drag. 27 variant
with an externally grooved footring is referred to as Drag.
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nominator, and called Drag 24/25. The dish depicted by
Dragendorff as number 15 is usually referred to as Drag.
15/17. This term was introduced by Oswald and Pryce as a
solution to a dilemma caused by Ritterling. In the descrip-
tion of the forms of sigillata found in the Erdlager at
Hofheim, the latter unfortunately equated his type 4 with
Drag. 17" instead of with Drag. 15. As a result, Oswald and
Pryce were confronted with the dilemma that he form which
Knorr had compared to Drag. 157 was identified by Ritter-
ling as Drag. 17. Therefore, they created the designation
Drag. 15/17 as a compromise8.
This led to a situation somewhat comparable to that of Drag.
18 and Drag. 18/31. As it happens, the dish illustrated as
number 15 by Dragendorff is nothing but a fairly late repre-
sentative of the dish classified by Ritterling under type 4,
which, after Oswald and Pryce, is usually referred to as
Drag. 15/17. However, Drag. 15 and Drag. 15/17 are some-
times thought o be different ypes". The rouletted counter-
part, in particular, is regularly referred to as Drag. 15.
Strictly speaking, in view of the above, the term Drag. 15/17
should be dropped, and replaced by Drag. 15. However,
there are fewer differences in opinion about the use of the
term Drag. 15/17 than about that of the term Drag. 18/31,
and it has become so firmly established that is it probably
wiser not to attempt o reinstate Drag. 15.
The problems described above mainly result from the fact
that Dragendorff had no intention of drawing up a typology.
He did not aim for completeness either10, which makes it
hardly surprising that several forms have not been included
in his survey. As regards the South Gaulish ware, these are
mainly vessels of the pre-Flavian period. For the designation
of these forms, Ritterling's typology of the pottery found at
Hofheim is used, which is illustrated with excellent draw-
ings" (fig. 6.2).
Ritteriing's typology, however, is no more complete than
Dragendorff's urvey, because it refers only to the forms
found in the Erdlager, which was occupied from around A.D.
40 until soon after the year 7012. This is why Ritterling's
typology is generally only referred to for the forms that are
missing from Dragendorff's eries. Among the stamped
types these are numbers 1, 5, 8 and 9. The cup numbered 10
is also sometimes referred to; it is slightly different from the
vessel illustrated by Dragendorff under number 33. Numbers
2B and 4B are also sometimes used, to refer to the rouletted
versions of Drag. 18 and 15/17, respectively.
Since the appearance of the 1920 survey by Oswald and
Pryce, only a few refinements and additions to the typology
of South Gaulish sigillata have been proposed. For rouletted
dishes, an R has been added to the number in the English
literature13. Drag. 15/17R is thus distinguished from Drag.
15/17, and so on. In addition to this, the Drag. 27 variant
with an externally grooved footring is referred to as Drag.
r /''
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27g'. For the version of Drag. 33 known from Hofheim (Ritt.
10), the name Drag. 33a is used. A scarcely-known, more
beaker-shaped version that was made at La Graufesenque is
referred to as Drag. 33b. The other versions of this cup are
still called Drag. 33.
A few other efinements of the typology were introduced by
A, Vemhet. He called the dish depicted by Dragendorff as
number 17, Drag. 17a, so as to distinguish it from a variant
referred to as Drag. 17b, which has a plain outer wall bound-
ed above and below by external mouldings2. A third variant,
with a less pronounced boundary to the wall, was unfortu-
nately termed Drag. 2/21 by Vemhet3. This version may pre-
ferably be called Drag. 17c.
In addition, Vernhet proposed to distinguish bowls of
Drag. 29 with more or less hemispherical walls (Drag. 29a)
from vessels with more carinated profiles (Drag. 29b)4. This
division had already been made by Ritterling (Ritt. 17A and
17B)5, but is not worth following. As it happens, the transi-
tion between the two versions is gradual, which renders the
attribution of a bowl to either of the two sub-types arbitrary
in many cases.
The most important adaptation and extension of the typol-
ogy of South Gaulish sigillata dates from 1976. In that year,
Vemhet published some twenty forms, arranged in six dif-
1. The g stands for 'grooved footring'.
2. This was already noted by Oswald and Pryce as a "rare and early
sub-group" of Drag. 17 (Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174 and pl. XLII 9-11).
3. Vemhet 1979, pl. V; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 98, fig. 2; Bemont et al.
1987, 12, fig. 10a. Drag. 2 is an Arretine dish with a quarter-round
moulding at the junction of base and wall, and has little in common
with Drag. 17b; Drag. 21 is not a sigillata form (cf. p 65).
4. Vemhet 1979, pl. XDC; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 97, fig. 1; Bemont et al.
1987, 28 f., fig. 23. The division of Drag. 29 into variants a and b
should not be confused with that of the footrings of these types into
categories A and B, which was also introduced by Vemhet (1971,184,
and 186, fig. 8).
5. Unlike their use with Ritterling types 2-4, 9 and 11, the letters A and
B in this case do not refer to size (Ritterling 1912, 214-217).
6. See the diagram in Verahet1976, 19, fig.2.
7. Loeschcke 1909, 136-138; Von Schnurbein 1982, 24-26.
8. Drexel 1927. The way in which the cups were labelled for size is ex-
plained in section 6.3.
9. For graves with sigillata from La Graufesenque see: Henaux 1906, pl.
VII (four standard dishes, four medium-sized and four small cups, a
bowl and a cup); Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7 (four standard dishes, four
medium-sized and four small cups, a rouletted ish and two cups);
Roosens/Lux 1973 (three standard dishes and a rouletted one, four
medium-sized and four small cups, and a bowl); Collis 1976, fig. 1
(four standard dishes, four medium-sized and four small cups, and a
cup); DannelVHartley 1978, 99, fig. 39; 100, fig. 40, and 102, fig. 41
(four standard ishes, four medium-sized and four small cups, a dish,
a rouletted dish and a bowl); Plumier 1986, 26, fig. 10 (three standard
dishes and a rouletted one, five medium-sized and three small cups).
10. See e.g. Vermeulen 1932, 195, grave 86, and 203, grave 107 (a dish
and two cups in both graves); Hinz 1984, Taf. 121 (two dishes and
four cups) and 125 (a dish and two cups).
Drag. 29: 382
dishes: 1505
R-dishes: 162
cups: 2748
Fig. 6.3 Share of the four basic forms in the Vechten collection.
ferent services (fig. 2.4). Several forms had been observed
before; some, however, were completely unknown6. Up to
that ime, the arrangement of outwardly similar forms in ser-
vices had really only been customary for Arretine sigillata,
after its introduction by S. Loeschcke in 19097.
Apart from the twenty forms arranged in services A-F by
Vemhet, there are few South Gaulish types which ever form-
ed a service. OftheAn-etine service I, only the dish. Halt. la,
seems to have been made at La Graufesenque. Of service II,
standard as well as rouletted dishes and cups were made
there, Drag. 17a(R) and Ritt. 5. Drag. 17b(R) probably form-
ed a service together with a rare variant of Ritt. 5 (fig. 6.56).
The same may be true of Drag. 17c(R) and a similarly rare
type of cup (fig. 2.9, c-e).
The concept of a service is not only used in a typological,
but also in a numerical sense. Ideally, a Roman service con-
sisted of twelve vessels: four standard dishes, four medium-
sized cups and four small cups8. Sigillata services of more or
less that composition have been found in graves on a num-
ber of occasions9. In graves containing fewer than twelve
vessels of sigillata, the ratio of one dish to two cups has also
sometimes been found10. By far the majority of grave groups,
however, comprise a mixture of forms.
6.2 THE FORMS OF SIGILLATA FOUND AT VECHTEN
The collection of stamped South Gaulish sigillata from
Vechten umbers 1505 standard ishes, 162 rouletted ishes,
2748 cups and 382 bowls (fig. 6.3). The standard ishes are
divided among nine different (sub-)types (table 6.1 and
fig. 8.1). Of these. Drag. 15/17 and 18 are by far the best-
represented, with 134 and 737 vessels respectively. The
other types follow a long way behind, with never more than
Type
Halt. la
Rltt.
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 16
Drag. 17a
Drag. 17b
Drag. 17c
Drag. 18
Service E2
Unidentified
Total dishes
Number
134
10
8
2
4
737
1
599
1505
0.0
0.2
2.8
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.1
15.4
0.0
12.5
31.4
Table 6. 1 List of the standard dishes found at Vechten.
Type
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 17aR
Drag. 18R
Unidentified
Total R-dishes
Number
11
1
42
108
162
0.2
0.0
0.9
2.3
3.4
Table 6.2 List of the rouletted dishes found at Vechten.
_Type
Ritt. 5
Ritt. 8
Ritt. 8 or 9
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
Drag. 33(a?)
Drag. 33a
Drag. 33b
Unidentified
Total cups
Number
55
36
18
46
32
385
4
1568
38
478
15
6
46
1
20
2748
1.1
0.8
0.4
1.0
0.7
8.0
0.1
32.7
0.8
10.0
0.3
0.1
1.0
0.0
0.4
57.3
Table 6.3 List of the cups found at Vechten.
ten examples of each'. Almost forty percent of the dishes
could not be identified. During the construction of Fort
Vechten, generally only vessels with stamps, graffiti or dec-
oration were collected. Of standard and rouletted ishes, of-
ten only the bases survived, making it impossible to deter-
mine to which type they belonged.
Of the 162 rouletted ishes, 54 have been identified by form
(table 6.2 and fig. 8.1). They are divided into only three dif-
ferent ypes (fig. 8.1). There were 42 examples of Drag. 18R,
eleven of Drag. 15/17R, and only one of Drag. 17aR.
Exactly two-thirds of the rouletted dishes could not be ident-
ified by form, because the rims are missing.
The 2748 cups belong to ten different (sub-)types (table 6.3
and fig. 8.1). Drag. 27 and 27g are best-represented, with
1568 and 478 vessels2; the footrings of 38 vessels are miss-
ing, so they had to be classified as 27(g?). Next on the list
are Drag. 24 and 25, with 421 vessels in total3. Only 36 of
these are complete nough to be identifiable as either Drag.
24 or Drag. 254. A few dozen examples at the most belong to
the remaining (sub-)types5. In contrast to the standard and
rouletted dishes, the percentage of unidentifiable cups is
exceptionally small. The reason for this is that base frag-
ments can almost always be identified as belonging to cer-
tain types by the shapes of their footrings.
Naturally, the 382 bowls are all Drag. 29 (fig. 8.1), as other
types of bowls were only very rarely stamped in the base6.
Of the 193 bowls on which (part of) the decoration survived,
60 are illustrated (pis. 38-42); the majority of the others have
already been published7.
Share of the four basic forms
If the number of vessels of the four basic forms - standard
and rouletted dishes, cups and bowls - are considered in
chronological perspective, it immediately becomes apparent
that the share of the separate forms in the total number of
vessels did not remain constant (fig. 6.4)8. It is not surprising
that the proportion of bowls decreased markedly during the
Flavian period, because Drag. 29 was taken out of produc-
tion in the last quarter of the 1st century. Its place was taken
by Drag. 37 - a type which was normally not stamped at La
Graufesenque9. A study of the ratio of the various forms is
better limited to the plain ware, therefore (fig. 6.5).
The share of rouletted ishes in the total increased slightly in
the course of time, especially during the Flavian period. The
Two of the ten vessels of Drag. 16 have not been identified with cer-
tainty; they may be dishes of Drag. 17a (cf. catalogue nos. P97 and
V49).
Three of the cups included here as Drag. 27g may belong to Ritt. 5
(cf. catalogue nos. 01, S162 and V3). One vessel indicated as Drag.
27 may be a Drag. 33a (cf. catalogue no. B31).
Two of the cups included under Drag. 24/25 may be examples of type
27 (cf. catalogue nos. Y165 and Y363).
The 32 cups indicated as Drag. 24 include two examples with foot-
rings as on Drag. 27g (cf. p. 118).
One of the 55 cups identified as Ritt. 5 may be a Drag. 27g (cf. cata-
logue no. Xl); a vessel listed as Drag. 33 may be a Drag. 27 (cf.
catalogue no. S 145).
For two exceptions ee Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 18, 282 (Hermet 23),
and Fiches/Genty 1980, 299, 351 (Drag. 37).
See the references to Knorr 1919, Braat 1940, Knorr 1952, Mees
1990 and Mees 1995 in the catalogue.
For the periods A.D. 10-20 and 110-120, insufficient evidence was
available.
Cf. note 6.
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27g'. For the version of Drag. 33 known from Hofheim (Ritt.
10), the name Drag. 33a is used. A scarcely-known, more
beaker-shaped version that was made at La Graufesenque is
referred to as Drag. 33b. The other versions of this cup are
still called Drag. 33.
A few other efinements of the typology were introduced by
A, Vemhet. He called the dish depicted by Dragendorff as
number 17, Drag. 17a, so as to distinguish it from a variant
referred to as Drag. 17b, which has a plain outer wall bound-
ed above and below by external mouldings2. A third variant,
with a less pronounced boundary to the wall, was unfortu-
nately termed Drag. 2/21 by Vemhet3. This version may pre-
ferably be called Drag. 17c.
In addition, Vernhet proposed to distinguish bowls of
Drag. 29 with more or less hemispherical walls (Drag. 29a)
from vessels with more carinated profiles (Drag. 29b)4. This
division had already been made by Ritterling (Ritt. 17A and
17B)5, but is not worth following. As it happens, the transi-
tion between the two versions is gradual, which renders the
attribution of a bowl to either of the two sub-types arbitrary
in many cases.
The most important adaptation and extension of the typol-
ogy of South Gaulish sigillata dates from 1976. In that year,
Vemhet published some twenty forms, arranged in six dif-
1. The g stands for 'grooved footring'.
2. This was already noted by Oswald and Pryce as a "rare and early
sub-group" of Drag. 17 (Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174 and pl. XLII 9-11).
3. Vemhet 1979, pl. V; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 98, fig. 2; Bemont et al.
1987, 12, fig. 10a. Drag. 2 is an Arretine dish with a quarter-round
moulding at the junction of base and wall, and has little in common
with Drag. 17b; Drag. 21 is not a sigillata form (cf. p 65).
4. Vemhet 1979, pl. XDC; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 97, fig. 1; Bemont et al.
1987, 28 f., fig. 23. The division of Drag. 29 into variants a and b
should not be confused with that of the footrings of these types into
categories A and B, which was also introduced by Vemhet (1971,184,
and 186, fig. 8).
5. Unlike their use with Ritterling types 2-4, 9 and 11, the letters A and
B in this case do not refer to size (Ritterling 1912, 214-217).
6. See the diagram in Verahet1976, 19, fig.2.
7. Loeschcke 1909, 136-138; Von Schnurbein 1982, 24-26.
8. Drexel 1927. The way in which the cups were labelled for size is ex-
plained in section 6.3.
9. For graves with sigillata from La Graufesenque see: Henaux 1906, pl.
VII (four standard dishes, four medium-sized and four small cups, a
bowl and a cup); Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7 (four standard dishes, four
medium-sized and four small cups, a rouletted ish and two cups);
Roosens/Lux 1973 (three standard dishes and a rouletted one, four
medium-sized and four small cups, and a bowl); Collis 1976, fig. 1
(four standard dishes, four medium-sized and four small cups, and a
cup); DannelVHartley 1978, 99, fig. 39; 100, fig. 40, and 102, fig. 41
(four standard ishes, four medium-sized and four small cups, a dish,
a rouletted dish and a bowl); Plumier 1986, 26, fig. 10 (three standard
dishes and a rouletted one, five medium-sized and three small cups).
10. See e.g. Vermeulen 1932, 195, grave 86, and 203, grave 107 (a dish
and two cups in both graves); Hinz 1984, Taf. 121 (two dishes and
four cups) and 125 (a dish and two cups).
Drag. 29: 382
dishes: 1505
R-dishes: 162
cups: 2748
Fig. 6.3 Share of the four basic forms in the Vechten collection.
ferent services (fig. 2.4). Several forms had been observed
before; some, however, were completely unknown6. Up to
that ime, the arrangement of outwardly similar forms in ser-
vices had really only been customary for Arretine sigillata,
after its introduction by S. Loeschcke in 19097.
Apart from the twenty forms arranged in services A-F by
Vemhet, there are few South Gaulish types which ever form-
ed a service. OftheAn-etine service I, only the dish. Halt. la,
seems to have been made at La Graufesenque. Of service II,
standard as well as rouletted dishes and cups were made
there, Drag. 17a(R) and Ritt. 5. Drag. 17b(R) probably form-
ed a service together with a rare variant of Ritt. 5 (fig. 6.56).
The same may be true of Drag. 17c(R) and a similarly rare
type of cup (fig. 2.9, c-e).
The concept of a service is not only used in a typological,
but also in a numerical sense. Ideally, a Roman service con-
sisted of twelve vessels: four standard dishes, four medium-
sized cups and four small cups8. Sigillata services of more or
less that composition have been found in graves on a num-
ber of occasions9. In graves containing fewer than twelve
vessels of sigillata, the ratio of one dish to two cups has also
sometimes been found10. By far the majority of grave groups,
however, comprise a mixture of forms.
6.2 THE FORMS OF SIGILLATA FOUND AT VECHTEN
The collection of stamped South Gaulish sigillata from
Vechten umbers 1505 standard ishes, 162 rouletted ishes,
2748 cups and 382 bowls (fig. 6.3). The standard ishes are
divided among nine different (sub-)types (table 6.1 and
fig. 8.1). Of these. Drag. 15/17 and 18 are by far the best-
represented, with 134 and 737 vessels respectively. The
other types follow a long way behind, with never more than
Type
Halt. la
Rltt.
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 16
Drag. 17a
Drag. 17b
Drag. 17c
Drag. 18
Service E2
Unidentified
Total dishes
Number
134
10
8
2
4
737
1
599
1505
0.0
0.2
2.8
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.1
15.4
0.0
12.5
31.4
Table 6. 1 List of the standard dishes found at Vechten.
Type
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 17aR
Drag. 18R
Unidentified
Total R-dishes
Number
11
1
42
108
162
0.2
0.0
0.9
2.3
3.4
Table 6.2 List of the rouletted dishes found at Vechten.
_Type
Ritt. 5
Ritt. 8
Ritt. 8 or 9
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
Drag. 33(a?)
Drag. 33a
Drag. 33b
Unidentified
Total cups
Number
55
36
18
46
32
385
4
1568
38
478
15
6
46
1
20
2748
1.1
0.8
0.4
1.0
0.7
8.0
0.1
32.7
0.8
10.0
0.3
0.1
1.0
0.0
0.4
57.3
Table 6.3 List of the cups found at Vechten.
ten examples of each'. Almost forty percent of the dishes
could not be identified. During the construction of Fort
Vechten, generally only vessels with stamps, graffiti or dec-
oration were collected. Of standard and rouletted ishes, of-
ten only the bases survived, making it impossible to deter-
mine to which type they belonged.
Of the 162 rouletted ishes, 54 have been identified by form
(table 6.2 and fig. 8.1). They are divided into only three dif-
ferent ypes (fig. 8.1). There were 42 examples of Drag. 18R,
eleven of Drag. 15/17R, and only one of Drag. 17aR.
Exactly two-thirds of the rouletted dishes could not be ident-
ified by form, because the rims are missing.
The 2748 cups belong to ten different (sub-)types (table 6.3
and fig. 8.1). Drag. 27 and 27g are best-represented, with
1568 and 478 vessels2; the footrings of 38 vessels are miss-
ing, so they had to be classified as 27(g?). Next on the list
are Drag. 24 and 25, with 421 vessels in total3. Only 36 of
these are complete nough to be identifiable as either Drag.
24 or Drag. 254. A few dozen examples at the most belong to
the remaining (sub-)types5. In contrast to the standard and
rouletted dishes, the percentage of unidentifiable cups is
exceptionally small. The reason for this is that base frag-
ments can almost always be identified as belonging to cer-
tain types by the shapes of their footrings.
Naturally, the 382 bowls are all Drag. 29 (fig. 8.1), as other
types of bowls were only very rarely stamped in the base6.
Of the 193 bowls on which (part of) the decoration survived,
60 are illustrated (pis. 38-42); the majority of the others have
already been published7.
Share of the four basic forms
If the number of vessels of the four basic forms - standard
and rouletted dishes, cups and bowls - are considered in
chronological perspective, it immediately becomes apparent
that the share of the separate forms in the total number of
vessels did not remain constant (fig. 6.4)8. It is not surprising
that the proportion of bowls decreased markedly during the
Flavian period, because Drag. 29 was taken out of produc-
tion in the last quarter of the 1st century. Its place was taken
by Drag. 37 - a type which was normally not stamped at La
Graufesenque9. A study of the ratio of the various forms is
better limited to the plain ware, therefore (fig. 6.5).
The share of rouletted ishes in the total increased slightly in
the course of time, especially during the Flavian period. The
Two of the ten vessels of Drag. 16 have not been identified with cer-
tainty; they may be dishes of Drag. 17a (cf. catalogue nos. P97 and
V49).
Three of the cups included here as Drag. 27g may belong to Ritt. 5
(cf. catalogue nos. 01, S162 and V3). One vessel indicated as Drag.
27 may be a Drag. 33a (cf. catalogue no. B31).
Two of the cups included under Drag. 24/25 may be examples of type
27 (cf. catalogue nos. Y165 and Y363).
The 32 cups indicated as Drag. 24 include two examples with foot-
rings as on Drag. 27g (cf. p. 118).
One of the 55 cups identified as Ritt. 5 may be a Drag. 27g (cf. cata-
logue no. Xl); a vessel listed as Drag. 33 may be a Drag. 27 (cf.
catalogue no. S 145).
For two exceptions ee Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 18, 282 (Hermet 23),
and Fiches/Genty 1980, 299, 351 (Drag. 37).
See the references to Knorr 1919, Braat 1940, Knorr 1952, Mees
1990 and Mees 1995 in the catalogue.
For the periods A.D. 10-20 and 110-120, insufficient evidence was
available.
Cf. note 6.
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Fig. 6.4 Chronological development of the share of the four basic
forms in the Vechten collection (see appendix B, 1 for the
calculation).
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Fig. 6.6 Chronological development of the ratio of standard to
rouletted ishes in the Vechten collection (see appendix B, 1
for the calculation).
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Fig. 6.7 Chronological development of the ratio of cups to standard
dishes in the Vechten collection (see appendix B, for the
calculation).
percentage of standard dishes also increased, but to a far great-
er extent. At first sight, the ratio of rouletted to standard
dishes seems to have varied (fig. 6.6). On average, however,
the ratio of standard to rouletted ishes clearly fell, from
about 10 : 1 in the pre-Flavian period to 8 : 1 or less under
Domitian and Trajan.
The percentage of cups decreased markedly over time, from
around seventy to fifty percent (fig. 6.5). Because the per-
centage of standard dishes had increased in contrast, the
ratio of dishes to cups changed rastically (fig. 6.7). In the
Tiberian period, the average number of cups per dish was
three; around the middle of the 1st century it had fallen to
two, and in the course of the Flavian period it decreased fur-
ther, to a point where, for every dish, there was only one cup.
The evidence presented here clearly demonstrates that it is
not safe to make statements about the composition of the
Roman service on the basis of settlement finds, as it seems
to have been different in each period. An explanation for the
described ifferences in the ratios between the various forms
cannot as yet be given. Through lack of useable information
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Fig. 6.8 Chronological development of the share of several types of Fig. 6.9 Chronological development of the share of several types of
dishes in the Vechten collection (see appendix B, 1 for the dishes in the Vechten collection (see appendix B, 1 for the
calculation), calculation).
from other sites, the Vechten pattern cannot even be estab-
lished as either unique, or more generally valid'
Share of the separate types
Not only was the share of the four basic forms in the total
number of vessels from Vechten subject to change, but so
was the share of the separate types in the total number of
vessels of a specific basic form. The first striking point about
the standard ishes is that he percentage of unidentified ves-
sels fell fairly markedly, from c. 55% to c. 35% (fig. 6.8)2.
One would have expected a more or less constant percen-
tage for the period c. A.D. 20-110. The most plausible ex-
planation for the decrease is that the rims and walls of later
dishes survived more frequently than those of earlier ex-
amples, because dishes became more thick-walled over
time.
It is a well-known fact that Drag. 18 was the most common
type of dish in the Flavian period. At Vechten, the form
obtained this position as early as around the middle of the
1st century. Drag. 15/17 is the only other stamped type of
dish which was still being used in appreciable quantities
during the Flavian period. Up to c. A.D. 60, the share of this
form remained more or less constant.
The types which have conveniently been summarized under
the heading 'early dishes' in fig. 6.8 have been separately
represented in fig. 6.9. The share of Drag. 15/17 has been
included in this for the sake of comparison. The diagram
shows that under Tiberius, the share of Drag. 17 was more or
less equal to that of Drag. 15/17. Ritt.l and Drag. 16 seem to
have had only a small share in the total number of dishes.
The image presented by the rouletted dishes is largely com-
parable to that of the standard ones (fig. 6.10). The percen-
tage of unidentified vessels also fell in the course of the 1st
century, from almost eighty to a little over forty percent. As
with the standard ishes, an explanation for this should prob-
ably be sought in the gradually increasing thickness of the
walls. The fact that the percentage of unidentified rouletted
dishes is higher than the percentage of unidentified standard
dishes is likely to be related to the difference in sizes. Larger
vessels may be expected to break more easily.
The evolution of the shares of Drag. 15/17R and 18R shows
many similarities to that of Drag. 15/17 and 18. A small dif-
ference may be noticed in the pre-Flavian period, but the
number of rouletted dishes of this period is so small that not
much value need be attached to this3.
The percentages of the separate types of cups are generally
a lot higher than those of the standard and rouletted ishes,
because the number of unidentified vessels is negligible (fig.
6. II)4. As with the dishes, the number of types has fallen
1. For Zwammerdam period I, the ratio of dishes to cups is c. 1 : 1, that
of rouletted to standard dishes c. 1 : 27 (Haalebos 1977, 50 and
Beilage II, calculated on the basis of the numbers of identifiable frag-
ments). On the basis of the Vechten data for the period A.D. 40-70,
ratios of c. 1 : 2 and 1 : 10 respectively were to be expected (figs. 6.6
and 6.7, calculated on the basis of the numbers of stamped vessels).
2. Halt. la and service E2, both represented by only one vessel at
Vechten, have not been included in the diagram.
3. About hirteen vessels of Drag. 15/17R and 18R are involved.
4. The twenty unidentified vessels have not been included in the diagram.
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percentage of standard dishes also increased, but to a far great-
er extent. At first sight, the ratio of rouletted to standard
dishes seems to have varied (fig. 6.6). On average, however,
the ratio of standard to rouletted ishes clearly fell, from
about 10 : 1 in the pre-Flavian period to 8 : 1 or less under
Domitian and Trajan.
The percentage of cups decreased markedly over time, from
around seventy to fifty percent (fig. 6.5). Because the per-
centage of standard dishes had increased in contrast, the
ratio of dishes to cups changed rastically (fig. 6.7). In the
Tiberian period, the average number of cups per dish was
three; around the middle of the 1st century it had fallen to
two, and in the course of the Flavian period it decreased fur-
ther, to a point where, for every dish, there was only one cup.
The evidence presented here clearly demonstrates that it is
not safe to make statements about the composition of the
Roman service on the basis of settlement finds, as it seems
to have been different in each period. An explanation for the
described ifferences in the ratios between the various forms
cannot as yet be given. Through lack of useable information
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from other sites, the Vechten pattern cannot even be estab-
lished as either unique, or more generally valid'
Share of the separate types
Not only was the share of the four basic forms in the total
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shows that under Tiberius, the share of Drag. 17 was more or
less equal to that of Drag. 15/17. Ritt.l and Drag. 16 seem to
have had only a small share in the total number of dishes.
The image presented by the rouletted dishes is largely com-
parable to that of the standard ones (fig. 6.10). The percen-
tage of unidentified vessels also fell in the course of the 1st
century, from almost eighty to a little over forty percent. As
with the standard ishes, an explanation for this should prob-
ably be sought in the gradually increasing thickness of the
walls. The fact that the percentage of unidentified rouletted
dishes is higher than the percentage of unidentified standard
dishes is likely to be related to the difference in sizes. Larger
vessels may be expected to break more easily.
The evolution of the shares of Drag. 15/17R and 18R shows
many similarities to that of Drag. 15/17 and 18. A small dif-
ference may be noticed in the pre-Flavian period, but the
number of rouletted dishes of this period is so small that not
much value need be attached to this3.
The percentages of the separate types of cups are generally
a lot higher than those of the standard and rouletted ishes,
because the number of unidentified vessels is negligible (fig.
6. II)4. As with the dishes, the number of types has fallen
1. For Zwammerdam period I, the ratio of dishes to cups is c. 1 : 1, that
of rouletted to standard dishes c. 1 : 27 (Haalebos 1977, 50 and
Beilage II, calculated on the basis of the numbers of identifiable frag-
ments). On the basis of the Vechten data for the period A.D. 40-70,
ratios of c. 1 : 2 and 1 : 10 respectively were to be expected (figs. 6.6
and 6.7, calculated on the basis of the numbers of stamped vessels).
2. Halt. la and service E2, both represented by only one vessel at
Vechten, have not been included in the diagram.
3. About hirteen vessels of Drag. 15/17R and 18R are involved.
4. The twenty unidentified vessels have not been included in the diagram.
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dishes to cups in general (see appendix B, 1 for the
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drastically in the course of time. Drag. 27(g), which was in-
itially overshadowed by Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25, became the
most important cup form as early as c. A.D. 40. The other
forms had practically disappeared from the market by c. A.D.
70. The only other form to maintain a position up to the 2nd
century is Drag. 33. The share of this type in the total num-
ber of South Gaulish cups was small.
Of the types of cups which were available during the pre-
Flavian period, Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 were the most im-
portant (fig. 6.12). Like Drag. 17a, to which it is related in
profile, Ritt. 5 disappeared from the market around A.D. 40.
The evolution of the share of Drag. 24/25 among the cups is
similar to that of Drag. 15/17 among the dishes, in that it
underwent few changes before c. A.D. 60. However, Drag.
24/25 seems to have been taken out of production before
Drag.15/17.
Finally, Ritt. 8 and 9, like Ritt. 1 and Drag. 16, seem to have
been of limited significance.
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Type
Halt.
Ritt.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag. 17b
Drag. 17c
Drag. 18
Service E2
Unidentified
la
1
15/17
16
17a
Total dishes
Number
134
10
8
2
4
737
1
599
1505
Corrected
number
2
15
223
17
13
3
7
1224
2
1506
Table 6.4 List of the standard dishes found at Vechten: actual and
corrected quantities. For the calculation see appendix B, 2a.
'Evolutionary' services
On the basis of the similarity in the evolution of the shares
of Drag. 17a and Ritt. 5, which constituted a service, other
forms with similar histories of production could also be con-
sidered parts of one and the same service. The most obvious
combinations are those of Drag. 18(R) and 27 (g), and of
Drag. 15/17(R) and 24/25'. In addition, Ritt. 1 may be con-
nected with Ritt. 8, and Drag. 16 with Ritt. 9. Drag. 18(R)
and Drag. 27(g) still show some similarity of profile, as do
Ritt. 1 and Ritt. 8. In both of the other combinations there are
no resemblances whatsoever.
The justification for two of the four 'evolutionary' services,
composed of Drag. 18(R) and 27(g) and of Drag. 15/17(R)
and 24/25, may be tested by analysing the ratios between the
composite elements. Of the two others, so few vessels have
survived that the results of such a statistical survey would
not be sufficiently reliable.
In order to create a comparable basis for the dishes and cups,
the unidentified ishes were added to the identified ones, in
the same proportion (table 6.4). Such a correction was un-
necessary for the cups, the percentage of unidentified vessels
being only 0.4% for this group. The gradual decrease in the
percentage of unidentified vessels has also been taken into
account in the calculation of the number of dishes2. On the
basis of the numbers thus obtained, the ratio of dishes to
cups was subsequently calculated3.
The two 'evolutionary' services studied present different
images (fig. 6.13). The evolution of the ratio of Drag. 18 to
27(g) is very similar to that of dishes and cups in general. In
itself this is not surprising, since Drag. 18 and Drag. 27 (g)
are the most common types of dishes and cups, which have
thus determined to a large extent he general picture. The
ratio of Drag. 15/17 to 24/25 deviates noticeably from that
of the two other forms. Drag 24/25 seems to have been much
better-represented inthe first half of the 1st century than
Drag. 15/17. In the Flavian period, the situation was quite
the reverse.
In theory, the discrepancy between the pattern of Drag. 18
and 27(g) and that of Drag. 15/17 and 24/25 may have re-
suited from a systematic dating error. One could imagine
stamps which occur on cups of Drag. 24/25 having been
consistently but erroneously attributed to an earlier date than
those found on Drag. 15/17. The conclusion that he produc-
don of Drag. 24/25 stopped at an earlier date than that of
Drag. 15/17 would then be based on error. However, the fact
that at Rottweil, more dishes of Drag. 15/17 than cups of
Drag. 24/25 were found4, constitutes an objective confirma-
don of the image presented.
The differences observed in the changes of the ratios of the
elements of two of the four 'evolutionary' services strike an
urgent note of warning. The more or less similar histories of
certain types of dishes and cups suggest hat these vessels
were often combined. For the time being, however, it would
be going too far to put them together as services. It may be
significant hat in graves. Drag. 18 has occasionally been
found together with cups of forms Drag. 24, 33 and 35,
Drag. 15/17 with cups of forms Drag. 33 and 35, and Drag.
27 with dishes of services A and B5. For Drag. 33, finally, no
type of dish may be indicated which could have formed a
service with this cup.
Final remark
The figures mentioned above refer to the vessels with name
stamps as well as to those with illiterate and other unidenti-
fiable stamps. If the two groups are separated, a remarkable
difference becomes apparent (table 6.5). The illiterate and
other unidentifiable stamps were almost exclusively used to
mark cups. It has already been observed in section 5.2 that
these include a relatively large number of late vessels (p.
59). Therefore, it seems that the increase in the number of
'fantasy stamps' observed in that section is especially true of
cups.
1. Cf. Haalebos 1977, 50.
2. See appendix B, 2 b.
3. See appendix B, 2 c.
4. Planck 1975, 157, Tabelle 11:33 vessels of Drag. 15/17 against eleven
vessels of Drag. 24/25. The contrast is even more marked if one
remembers that Drag. 15/17 is recognizable only by its rim, whereas
Drag. 24/25 may also be identified by the shape of its footnng. If
only rim fragments had been included, the numbers would probably
have been even further apart. Among the finds of the excavations in
the canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary fortress, the ratio of
Drag. 15/17 to Drag. 24/25 vessels is 561 : 178, i.e. slightly over
3 : 1 (1987-1993 excavations).
5. See e.g. Collis 1976; Dannell/Hartley 1978; Hinz 1984, Taf. 118 and
123.
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drastically in the course of time. Drag. 27(g), which was in-
itially overshadowed by Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25, became the
most important cup form as early as c. A.D. 40. The other
forms had practically disappeared from the market by c. A.D.
70. The only other form to maintain a position up to the 2nd
century is Drag. 33. The share of this type in the total num-
ber of South Gaulish cups was small.
Of the types of cups which were available during the pre-
Flavian period, Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 were the most im-
portant (fig. 6.12). Like Drag. 17a, to which it is related in
profile, Ritt. 5 disappeared from the market around A.D. 40.
The evolution of the share of Drag. 24/25 among the cups is
similar to that of Drag. 15/17 among the dishes, in that it
underwent few changes before c. A.D. 60. However, Drag.
24/25 seems to have been taken out of production before
Drag.15/17.
Finally, Ritt. 8 and 9, like Ritt. 1 and Drag. 16, seem to have
been of limited significance.
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Table 6.4 List of the standard dishes found at Vechten: actual and
corrected quantities. For the calculation see appendix B, 2a.
'Evolutionary' services
On the basis of the similarity in the evolution of the shares
of Drag. 17a and Ritt. 5, which constituted a service, other
forms with similar histories of production could also be con-
sidered parts of one and the same service. The most obvious
combinations are those of Drag. 18(R) and 27 (g), and of
Drag. 15/17(R) and 24/25'. In addition, Ritt. 1 may be con-
nected with Ritt. 8, and Drag. 16 with Ritt. 9. Drag. 18(R)
and Drag. 27(g) still show some similarity of profile, as do
Ritt. 1 and Ritt. 8. In both of the other combinations there are
no resemblances whatsoever.
The justification for two of the four 'evolutionary' services,
composed of Drag. 18(R) and 27(g) and of Drag. 15/17(R)
and 24/25, may be tested by analysing the ratios between the
composite elements. Of the two others, so few vessels have
survived that the results of such a statistical survey would
not be sufficiently reliable.
In order to create a comparable basis for the dishes and cups,
the unidentified ishes were added to the identified ones, in
the same proportion (table 6.4). Such a correction was un-
necessary for the cups, the percentage of unidentified vessels
being only 0.4% for this group. The gradual decrease in the
percentage of unidentified vessels has also been taken into
account in the calculation of the number of dishes2. On the
basis of the numbers thus obtained, the ratio of dishes to
cups was subsequently calculated3.
The two 'evolutionary' services studied present different
images (fig. 6.13). The evolution of the ratio of Drag. 18 to
27(g) is very similar to that of dishes and cups in general. In
itself this is not surprising, since Drag. 18 and Drag. 27 (g)
are the most common types of dishes and cups, which have
thus determined to a large extent he general picture. The
ratio of Drag. 15/17 to 24/25 deviates noticeably from that
of the two other forms. Drag 24/25 seems to have been much
better-represented inthe first half of the 1st century than
Drag. 15/17. In the Flavian period, the situation was quite
the reverse.
In theory, the discrepancy between the pattern of Drag. 18
and 27(g) and that of Drag. 15/17 and 24/25 may have re-
suited from a systematic dating error. One could imagine
stamps which occur on cups of Drag. 24/25 having been
consistently but erroneously attributed to an earlier date than
those found on Drag. 15/17. The conclusion that he produc-
don of Drag. 24/25 stopped at an earlier date than that of
Drag. 15/17 would then be based on error. However, the fact
that at Rottweil, more dishes of Drag. 15/17 than cups of
Drag. 24/25 were found4, constitutes an objective confirma-
don of the image presented.
The differences observed in the changes of the ratios of the
elements of two of the four 'evolutionary' services strike an
urgent note of warning. The more or less similar histories of
certain types of dishes and cups suggest hat these vessels
were often combined. For the time being, however, it would
be going too far to put them together as services. It may be
significant hat in graves. Drag. 18 has occasionally been
found together with cups of forms Drag. 24, 33 and 35,
Drag. 15/17 with cups of forms Drag. 33 and 35, and Drag.
27 with dishes of services A and B5. For Drag. 33, finally, no
type of dish may be indicated which could have formed a
service with this cup.
Final remark
The figures mentioned above refer to the vessels with name
stamps as well as to those with illiterate and other unidenti-
fiable stamps. If the two groups are separated, a remarkable
difference becomes apparent (table 6.5). The illiterate and
other unidentifiable stamps were almost exclusively used to
mark cups. It has already been observed in section 5.2 that
these include a relatively large number of late vessels (p.
59). Therefore, it seems that the increase in the number of
'fantasy stamps' observed in that section is especially true of
cups.
1. Cf. Haalebos 1977, 50.
2. See appendix B, 2 b.
3. See appendix B, 2 c.
4. Planck 1975, 157, Tabelle 11:33 vessels of Drag. 15/17 against eleven
vessels of Drag. 24/25. The contrast is even more marked if one
remembers that Drag. 15/17 is recognizable only by its rim, whereas
Drag. 24/25 may also be identified by the shape of its footnng. If
only rim fragments had been included, the numbers would probably
have been even further apart. Among the finds of the excavations in
the canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary fortress, the ratio of
Drag. 15/17 to Drag. 24/25 vessels is 561 : 178, i.e. slightly over
3 : 1 (1987-1993 excavations).
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Type
Halt.
Ritt.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
la
1
15/17
16
17a
17b
17c
18
Service E2
Unidentified
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 17aR
Drag. 18R
Unidentified
8 or 9
9
24
24/25
25
Ritt. 5
Ritt. 8
Ritt. 
Ritt
Drag
Drag
Drag
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
Drag. 33(a?)
Drag. 33 a
Drag. 33b
Unidentified
Drag. 29
Total
Catalogue
A-X
1
9
134
10
8
2
4
713
1
585
11
1
42
107
54
32
16
37
24
330
4
1205
25
309
11
6
44
1
20
369
4115
Catalogue
Y-Z
24
14
55
363
13
169
4
13
682
Table 6.5 List of the forms found at Vechten, bearing name stamps
(catalogue A-X), and illiterate and other unidentifiable
stamps (catalogue X-Z), respectively.
Type
Halt. la
Ritt. 1
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 16
Drag. 17a
Drag. 17b
Drag. lie
Drag. 18
Service E2
Unidentified
Total dishes
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 17aR
Drag. 18R
Unidentified
Total R-dishes
Ritt. 5
Ritt. 8
Ritt. 8 or 9
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
Drag. 33(a?)
Drag. 33 a
Drag. 33b
Total cups
Drag. 29
38
5
5
2
4
200
263
12
23
55
4
124
43
4
277
15
1
9
128
9
8
2
4
651
1
412
1225
11
1
37
78
127
45
29
15
36
23
304
4
1135
283
11
4
40
1
1930
335
Table 6.6 List of the vessels from Vechten whose largest diameters
and heights (A), and the diameters and heights of whose
footrings (B), respectively, have been recorded.
6.3 THE EVOLUTION OF THE STAMPED FORMS OF SIGILLATA
The evolution of the forms of sigillata may be studied on two
levels. First of all, the extent o which the vessels of each of
the four basic forms - standard and rouletted ishes, cups
and bowls - have undergone a common evolution may be
analysed. Subsequently, any additional changes which the
separate types have gone through may be considered.
This account of the evolution of the forms reflects the div-
ision on two levels set out in the above. The changes which
have taken place in all vessels of a specific basic form will
be considered first, after which the separate types will be
discussed.
The Vechten finds form the basis for this analysis. The diam-
eters and heights of the footrings of 3617 vessels were
measured; of 563 of them, the largest diameters and heights
were determined as well* (table 6.6). Additional evidence
from other sites, in particular the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur,
which date from the third quarter of the 1st century, was
used wherever necessary2
Standard dishes
On Ritt. 1 and 8 and Drag. 24/25, the diameters were not always
measured at the rim, but at the maximum girth.
The figures for the material from the Fosse de GalUcanus were made
available by A. Vemhet and G.B. Dannell, those of the Keramiklager
at Oberwinterthur by Ch. Ebnother.
The smallest dishes, with diameters of c. 110-120 mm, may form a
separate category.
Geometrical analysis of the finds from the Fosse de
Gallicanus has demonstrated that two sizes of standard dish
were made at La Graufesenque (fig. 6.14, A and B). The
small ones have diameters of c. 135 mm3, the large ones of
c. 170 mm. The dividing line between small and large stan-
dard dishes lies around 150 mm. The variety of sizes within
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Fig. 6.14 Connections between the diameters and heights of 964 standard and rouletted ishes which were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque.
A-B: small and large standard ishes. C-E: small, medium-sized and large rouletted ishes.
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Fig. 6.15 Connections between the diameters and heights of 369
standard ishes from Vechten (+) and from other sites (-).
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Fig. 6. 16 Connections between the total diameters and the diameters of
the footrings of 369 standard dishes from Vechten (+) and
from other sites (-).
each of the two groups is such that hey partly overlap. This
is why vessels with diameters between 145-155 mm cannot
always be clearly labelled either small or large.
Both small and large dishes are rather similar in height (fig.
6.15). Only occasionally, therefore, can a dish be assigned to
the small or the large group by its height. The maximum
height of the small dishes from the Fosse de Gallicanus and
from the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur is 40 mm; higher
dishes belong to the large variety. Whether this is also tme
of standard dishes before and after Nero is uncertain, for
lack of evidence.
The diameter of the footring of a standard dish is fairly
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Halt.
Ritt.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
Drag.
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15/17
16
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17b
17c
18
Service E2
Unidentified
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 17aR
Drag. 18R
Unidentified
8 or 9
9
24
24/25
25
Ritt. 5
Ritt. 8
Ritt. 
Ritt
Drag
Drag
Drag
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
Drag. 33(a?)
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Drag. 33b
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Table 6.5 List of the forms found at Vechten, bearing name stamps
(catalogue A-X), and illiterate and other unidentifiable
stamps (catalogue X-Z), respectively.
Type
Halt. la
Ritt. 1
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 16
Drag. 17a
Drag. 17b
Drag. lie
Drag. 18
Service E2
Unidentified
Total dishes
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 17aR
Drag. 18R
Unidentified
Total R-dishes
Ritt. 5
Ritt. 8
Ritt. 8 or 9
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
Drag. 33(a?)
Drag. 33 a
Drag. 33b
Total cups
Drag. 29
38
5
5
2
4
200
263
12
23
55
4
124
43
4
277
15
1
9
128
9
8
2
4
651
1
412
1225
11
1
37
78
127
45
29
15
36
23
304
4
1135
283
11
4
40
1
1930
335
Table 6.6 List of the vessels from Vechten whose largest diameters
and heights (A), and the diameters and heights of whose
footrings (B), respectively, have been recorded.
6.3 THE EVOLUTION OF THE STAMPED FORMS OF SIGILLATA
The evolution of the forms of sigillata may be studied on two
levels. First of all, the extent o which the vessels of each of
the four basic forms - standard and rouletted ishes, cups
and bowls - have undergone a common evolution may be
analysed. Subsequently, any additional changes which the
separate types have gone through may be considered.
This account of the evolution of the forms reflects the div-
ision on two levels set out in the above. The changes which
have taken place in all vessels of a specific basic form will
be considered first, after which the separate types will be
discussed.
The Vechten finds form the basis for this analysis. The diam-
eters and heights of the footrings of 3617 vessels were
measured; of 563 of them, the largest diameters and heights
were determined as well* (table 6.6). Additional evidence
from other sites, in particular the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur,
which date from the third quarter of the 1st century, was
used wherever necessary2
Standard dishes
On Ritt. 1 and 8 and Drag. 24/25, the diameters were not always
measured at the rim, but at the maximum girth.
The figures for the material from the Fosse de GalUcanus were made
available by A. Vemhet and G.B. Dannell, those of the Keramiklager
at Oberwinterthur by Ch. Ebnother.
The smallest dishes, with diameters of c. 110-120 mm, may form a
separate category.
Geometrical analysis of the finds from the Fosse de
Gallicanus has demonstrated that two sizes of standard dish
were made at La Graufesenque (fig. 6.14, A and B). The
small ones have diameters of c. 135 mm3, the large ones of
c. 170 mm. The dividing line between small and large stan-
dard dishes lies around 150 mm. The variety of sizes within
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Fig. 6.14 Connections between the diameters and heights of 964 standard and rouletted ishes which were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque.
A-B: small and large standard ishes. C-E: small, medium-sized and large rouletted ishes.
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Fig. 6.15 Connections between the diameters and heights of 369
standard ishes from Vechten (+) and from other sites (-).
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Fig. 6. 16 Connections between the total diameters and the diameters of
the footrings of 369 standard dishes from Vechten (+) and
from other sites (-).
each of the two groups is such that hey partly overlap. This
is why vessels with diameters between 145-155 mm cannot
always be clearly labelled either small or large.
Both small and large dishes are rather similar in height (fig.
6.15). Only occasionally, therefore, can a dish be assigned to
the small or the large group by its height. The maximum
height of the small dishes from the Fosse de Gallicanus and
from the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur is 40 mm; higher
dishes belong to the large variety. Whether this is also tme
of standard dishes before and after Nero is uncertain, for
lack of evidence.
The diameter of the footring of a standard dish is fairly
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Fig. 6. 18 Four small dishes from Vechten. Scale 1:2.
a: ALBINI. b: AVITVS. c: GALLIMA. d: OFLCVIRILI.
7
Fig. 6.17 Five small dishes from Vechten. Scale 1:2.
a: OF.LVCCE. b: OFIC.P/LI. c: MODEST.F. d: OFINC. e:
GALLIMA.
closely related to its total diameter' (fig. 6.16). However, it is
not always possible to determine whether a dish is of the
small or the large variety from the diameter of its footring.
Evidence from La Graufesenque and Oberwinterthur sug-
gests that dishes with footrings of less than 70 mm across
fall into the small category, while those with foobnngs of
more than 84 mm across are of the large variety. The remain-
ing vessels may be either large or small.
Of the 263 standard dishes from Vechten whose largest di-
ameters and heights were measured, only five may be called
small on the basis of the previously mentioned criteria (figs.
1. Pearson's correlation-coefHcient of both vanables is 0.8066 (cf.
Doran/Hodson 1975, 58-61 and 152-157).
2. See the discussion of the separate types of dishes below.
6. 15 and 6.17). Another four may be labelled small because
just enough of them has survived to be able to ascertain that
their diameters were no larger than 150 mm, or because the
diameters of their footrings were smaller than the minimum
70 mm (fig. 6. 18).
Starting with five small dishes from a total of 263 vessels
whose largest diameters and heights were recorded, the total
Vechten collection of 1505 dishes may be expected to in-
elude no more than 29 small ones. The rarity of small dishes
appears to be characteristic, not only of Vechten, but of the
entire northwest of the Roman empire2
Changes in the dimensions
To establish whether the dimensions of the standard dishes
went through a common evolution, a strict selection was
made of the Vechten material. If the entire collection of
dishes had been taken as a basis for the analysis, the results
might have been strongly influenced by typological dif-
ferences or differences in size. That is why only 197 large
dishes of Drag. 18 were selected. The dimensions of each
individual vessel were set against the average date of its
stamp (fig. 6.19).
The height seems to have evolved most markedly (fig. 6.19
b). It appears to have increased gradually in the course of
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197 large dishes of Drag. 18 from Vechten. The average
values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for the
calculation).
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Fig. 6. 19b Connections between the average dates and the heights of
197 large dishes of Drag. 18 from Vechten. The average
values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for the
calculation).
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Fig. 6.19 c Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
the footrings of 197 large dishes of Drag. 18 from Vechten.
The average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3
for the calculation).
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Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 197 large dishes of Drag. 18 from Vechten. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
time. In contrast, the total diameters and the diameters of the
footrings more or less fluctuated (figs. 6.19 a and c). The
average height of the footrings decreased, but the difference
between the footrings of the earliest and those of the latest
vessels is relatively small (fig. 6.19 d).
In practice, because only the height of Drag. 18 evolved
clearly, it will often be impossible to estimate with any
accuracy the date of any large dish of Drag. 18 on merely
geometrical grounds. Only if the complete profile has sur-
vived can a date be attributed with reasonable precision.
Vessels with diameters larger than 175 mm will generally be
of the pre-Flavian period, and those with diameters maller
than 160 mm mainly of the Flavian period (fig. 6.19 a).
Vessels higher than 40 mm are no earlier than the Neronian
era, and those lower than 39 mm will be mainly pre-
Domitianic (fig. 6.19 b). Vessels with large, high footrings
will be earlier, generally speaking, than those with small,
low footrings (figs. 6.19 c and d).
Whether the dimensions of the smaller vessels of Drag.
18 went through a similar evolution cannot be ascertained
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time. In contrast, the total diameters and the diameters of the
footrings more or less fluctuated (figs. 6.19 a and c). The
average height of the footrings decreased, but the difference
between the footrings of the earliest and those of the latest
vessels is relatively small (fig. 6.19 d).
In practice, because only the height of Drag. 18 evolved
clearly, it will often be impossible to estimate with any
accuracy the date of any large dish of Drag. 18 on merely
geometrical grounds. Only if the complete profile has sur-
vived can a date be attributed with reasonable precision.
Vessels with diameters larger than 175 mm will generally be
of the pre-Flavian period, and those with diameters maller
than 160 mm mainly of the Flavian period (fig. 6.19 a).
Vessels higher than 40 mm are no earlier than the Neronian
era, and those lower than 39 mm will be mainly pre-
Domitianic (fig. 6.19 b). Vessels with large, high footrings
will be earlier, generally speaking, than those with small,
low footrings (figs. 6.19 c and d).
Whether the dimensions of the smaller vessels of Drag.
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Fig. 6.20 a Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
38 large dishes of Drag. 15/17 from Vechten. The average
values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for the
calculation).
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Fig. 6.20 b Connections between the average dates and the heights of 38
large dishes of Drag. 15/17 from Vechten. The average values
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Fig. 6.20 c Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
the footrings of 38 large dishes of Drag. 15/17 from Vechten.
The average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3
forthe calculation).
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Fig. 6.20 d Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 38 large dishes of Drag. 15/17 from Vechten. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
conclusively from the evidence available at present. Only
three complete vessels of this type were found at Vechten,
and the examples from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur merely
1. For the sake of comparison: the results for the large vessels of Drag.
18 at Oberwinterthur a e A.D. 65-67.5 and 60, respectively.
cover the period c. A.D. 50-70.
The ratios of the dimensions of the three small vessels of
Drag. 18 at Vechten are similar to those of the large dishes;
the footrings seem to be a little higher, however. The ratios
of the diameters to heights of the small vessels of Drag. 18
at Oberwinterthur correspond to those of the large dishes
dated, on average, A.D. 67.5, and the ratios of the total di-
ameters to the diameters of the footrings agree with those of
the large vessels dated, on average, A.D. 60'. The evolution
of the small dishes of Drag. 18, therefore, may very well
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Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 258 large standard dishes from Vechten. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
correspond to that of the large vessels.
The data for the other types of dishes are generally in
keeping with those for Drag. 18. The earliest ypes - Halt. la
and Drag. 17 - are rarely higher than 35 mm; only Drag. 17a
seems generally to have been a little higher, up to about 40
mm. The footrings of these types of dishes are usually over
11 mm in height, sometimes as high as 19 mm.
The dimensions of the dishes that were marketed for longer
- Ritt. 1, Drag. 15/17 and Drag. 16 - also correspond to those
of contemporary vessels of Drag. 18. Sufficient complete
examples of Drag. 15/17 have survived to make statistical
comparison with Drag. 18 significant. The various dimen-
sions evolved in a surprisingly similar manner, the total
height particularly so (fig. 6.20).
In conclusion, it seems justified to combine the data of all
types of large dishes (fig. 6.21). This will hardly change the
picture presented on the basis of Drag. 18, but it will in-
crease the statistical accuracy of conclusions drawn about
the typological development of dishes in the first half of the
1st century.
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Changes in the profile
Like the proportions of the standard ishes, the shapes of
their bases and footrings went hrough a number of common
changes. One of the most easily discernible developments i
that of the angle formed by the interior of the footring and
its contact surface. In dishes of the first half of the 1st cen-
tury this angle is often wider than 60° (fig. 6.29, a-d). In
Flavian-Trajanic vessels the angle is much more acute, at
times even less than 30° (fig. 6.29, g-j).
The way in which the inside of the footring is joined to the
base also changed gradually. The footrings on the earliest
vessels are usually joined to the base at an acute angle.
Sometimes there is even a groove at this point, which was
caused during the finishing of the interior of the footring
(fig. 6.27, e and g). In later dishes, the inside of the footring
gradually merges with the base in a mild curve, leaving no
clear dividing line.
A third change in the exterior of the dishes may be seen in
the slope of the base outside the footring. In dishes of the
first half of the 1st century, this part of the base is complete-
ly or very nearly flat, but in vessels of the times of Domitian
and Trajan there is often a distinct upward slope.
The shape of the basal interior of some of the dishes is not
nearly as reliable a criterion for dating as is often supposed.
Although there is a perceptible volution from flat to con-
vex, there is still a lot of variation. Even among dishes of
Halt. la, which went out of production around A.D. 40, ves-
sels with risen basal interiors may be found (fig. 6.22).
The above-mentioned changes all came about gradually, and
probably not in all workshops simultaneously. This makes it
impossible to form clearly distinct groups which can be
dated separately. Thus, dating on the basis of these criteria is
subjective. With regard to the profiles of the dishes, there is
only one objective criterion: the number of grooves in the
basal interior. In many dishes of the first half of the 1st cen-
tury, there are double grooves here (fig. 6.29, a and b), where
others have only single ones. The presence of a double
groove is a reliable indication for a date before c. A.D. 60'
Halt. la, service 1c (Consp. 12.3-5)2 (fig. 6.22)
The term Halt. la goes back to Loeschcke's typology of the
terra sigillata from Haltem3. The a in the type-number does
not refer to the division of service I proposed by Vogt", but
to size: Halt. la is a standard ish. Halt. Ib a rouletted one.
According to Vogt's criteria, the South Gaulish dishes of
Halt. la should be classed under service 1c. In the typology
ofArretine sigillata which appeared in 1990, dishes of this
type were included under numbers 12.3-55.
In the Italian potteries, Halt. la (service 1c) must already
have been in production before the beginning of the 1st cen-
tury A.D., because it was found, among other places, in the
fort at Dangstetten, which was abandoned as early as 10 B.c.6
At La Graufesenque, this type was undoubtedly in produc-
don from the start.
It is difficult to determine when Halt. la was taken out of
production, because there are relatively few places where
occupation began or ended in the first half of the 1st cen-
tury. At Kempten, a vessel was found in a grave which also
contained a coin of A.D. 227, so the type seems to have been
on the market at least up to the time of Tiberius. The latest
dated context is the Erdlager at Hofheim, constmcted around
A. D. 40, which has yielded a rim fragment of Halt. la8. As
yet, no examples have been discovered in the more or less
contemporary forts of Burghofe, Rheingonheim and Valken-
burg.
Because early South Gaulish vessels are often indistinguish-
able from their Arretine counterparts, at least at first sight,
fragments of South Gaulish dishes of Halt. la will some-
times be erroneously considered Arretine. Only if its intem-
al stamp has survived will a South Gaulish vessel of this
form be recognizable as such. It is not surprising, therefore,
that no more than some ten examples, made at La Graufe-
senque, have become known thus far. In addition to Kempten
and Hofheim, the site record includes Neuss, the Hunerberg
cemetery and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen, Trier, Vechten
and Vindonissa (fig. 6.22, a-h).
The vessels produced at La Graufesenque show rims which
are more or less triarigular in section, and not, or only very
slightly, hooked. The Hared external walls usually fonn
sharp angles with the bases, which are (almost) entirely flat.
From top to bottom, the internal walls are curved concave,
convex, concave. The internal bases are usually flat, but may
rise towards the centre. They have one or two grooves over
their footrings, whereas their An-etine counterparts often
have one or two more, closer to their stamps.
The shapes of some of the dishes produced at La
Graufesenque are slightly different (fig. 6.22, i and j)9. The
1. Mary (1967, 14) considers the double groove characteristic of vessels
of the time of Tiberius, but this dating is definitely too limited.
2. In publications on the South Gaulish potteries, this type is sometimes
mistakenly referred to as Drag. 19 (Vemhet 1979, pl. V; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 61, fig. 3, and 98, fig. 2; Bemont et al. 1987, 12, fig.
lOa; cf. p. 65).
3. Loeschcke 1909, 138-142.
4. Vogt 1948, 151 f.; cf. Von Schnurbein 1982, 24-26.
5. EttUnger et al. 1990, 72 f.
6. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 72. Vessels of services la or Ib may be consider-
ably earlier still.
7. Mackensen 1978, 81 f.
8. RitterUng 1912, 203, note 257, and 205, Abb. 45, 7.
9. See also Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, I 1-2; Mackensen 1978, Taf. 25, 4;
Consp. 6.2.
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Changes in the profile
Like the proportions of the standard ishes, the shapes of
their bases and footrings went hrough a number of common
changes. One of the most easily discernible developments i
that of the angle formed by the interior of the footring and
its contact surface. In dishes of the first half of the 1st cen-
tury this angle is often wider than 60° (fig. 6.29, a-d). In
Flavian-Trajanic vessels the angle is much more acute, at
times even less than 30° (fig. 6.29, g-j).
The way in which the inside of the footring is joined to the
base also changed gradually. The footrings on the earliest
vessels are usually joined to the base at an acute angle.
Sometimes there is even a groove at this point, which was
caused during the finishing of the interior of the footring
(fig. 6.27, e and g). In later dishes, the inside of the footring
gradually merges with the base in a mild curve, leaving no
clear dividing line.
A third change in the exterior of the dishes may be seen in
the slope of the base outside the footring. In dishes of the
first half of the 1st century, this part of the base is complete-
ly or very nearly flat, but in vessels of the times of Domitian
and Trajan there is often a distinct upward slope.
The shape of the basal interior of some of the dishes is not
nearly as reliable a criterion for dating as is often supposed.
Although there is a perceptible volution from flat to con-
vex, there is still a lot of variation. Even among dishes of
Halt. la, which went out of production around A.D. 40, ves-
sels with risen basal interiors may be found (fig. 6.22).
The above-mentioned changes all came about gradually, and
probably not in all workshops simultaneously. This makes it
impossible to form clearly distinct groups which can be
dated separately. Thus, dating on the basis of these criteria is
subjective. With regard to the profiles of the dishes, there is
only one objective criterion: the number of grooves in the
basal interior. In many dishes of the first half of the 1st cen-
tury, there are double grooves here (fig. 6.29, a and b), where
others have only single ones. The presence of a double
groove is a reliable indication for a date before c. A.D. 60'
Halt. la, service 1c (Consp. 12.3-5)2 (fig. 6.22)
The term Halt. la goes back to Loeschcke's typology of the
terra sigillata from Haltem3. The a in the type-number does
not refer to the division of service I proposed by Vogt", but
to size: Halt. la is a standard ish. Halt. Ib a rouletted one.
According to Vogt's criteria, the South Gaulish dishes of
Halt. la should be classed under service 1c. In the typology
ofArretine sigillata which appeared in 1990, dishes of this
type were included under numbers 12.3-55.
In the Italian potteries, Halt. la (service 1c) must already
have been in production before the beginning of the 1st cen-
tury A.D., because it was found, among other places, in the
fort at Dangstetten, which was abandoned as early as 10 B.c.6
At La Graufesenque, this type was undoubtedly in produc-
don from the start.
It is difficult to determine when Halt. la was taken out of
production, because there are relatively few places where
occupation began or ended in the first half of the 1st cen-
tury. At Kempten, a vessel was found in a grave which also
contained a coin of A.D. 227, so the type seems to have been
on the market at least up to the time of Tiberius. The latest
dated context is the Erdlager at Hofheim, constmcted around
A. D. 40, which has yielded a rim fragment of Halt. la8. As
yet, no examples have been discovered in the more or less
contemporary forts of Burghofe, Rheingonheim and Valken-
burg.
Because early South Gaulish vessels are often indistinguish-
able from their Arretine counterparts, at least at first sight,
fragments of South Gaulish dishes of Halt. la will some-
times be erroneously considered Arretine. Only if its intem-
al stamp has survived will a South Gaulish vessel of this
form be recognizable as such. It is not surprising, therefore,
that no more than some ten examples, made at La Graufe-
senque, have become known thus far. In addition to Kempten
and Hofheim, the site record includes Neuss, the Hunerberg
cemetery and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen, Trier, Vechten
and Vindonissa (fig. 6.22, a-h).
The vessels produced at La Graufesenque show rims which
are more or less triarigular in section, and not, or only very
slightly, hooked. The Hared external walls usually fonn
sharp angles with the bases, which are (almost) entirely flat.
From top to bottom, the internal walls are curved concave,
convex, concave. The internal bases are usually flat, but may
rise towards the centre. They have one or two grooves over
their footrings, whereas their An-etine counterparts often
have one or two more, closer to their stamps.
The shapes of some of the dishes produced at La
Graufesenque are slightly different (fig. 6.22, i and j)9. The
1. Mary (1967, 14) considers the double groove characteristic of vessels
of the time of Tiberius, but this dating is definitely too limited.
2. In publications on the South Gaulish potteries, this type is sometimes
mistakenly referred to as Drag. 19 (Vemhet 1979, pl. V; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 61, fig. 3, and 98, fig. 2; Bemont et al. 1987, 12, fig.
lOa; cf. p. 65).
3. Loeschcke 1909, 138-142.
4. Vogt 1948, 151 f.; cf. Von Schnurbein 1982, 24-26.
5. EttUnger et al. 1990, 72 f.
6. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 72. Vessels of services la or Ib may be consider-
ably earlier still.
7. Mackensen 1978, 81 f.
8. RitterUng 1912, 203, note 257, and 205, Abb. 45, 7.
9. See also Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, I 1-2; Mackensen 1978, Taf. 25, 4;
Consp. 6.2.
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profiles of their external walls strongly resemble those of the
others, but their internal walls are divided into two parts
instead of into three. The upper section is slightly concave,
while the lower half consists of a quarter-round moulding.
This last detail is better known on Drag. 15/17, which is why
this variant of Halt. la is sometimes seen as a transitional
form between Halt. la and Drag. 15/17'. As these types were
both found in the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque,
however, their production must have been contemporaneous,
or overlapping. This makes a transitional form between the
two types less plausible. On the basis of the profile of its
internal wall, the variant of Halt. la just described was also
designated as the predecessor of Drag. 162. Externally,
however, the two forms have nothing in common.
Only one South Gaulish dish of Halt. la was found at
Vechten; it is from Acutus's workshop3 (fig. 6.22, b). Just
like the other dishes of this form known up to now, the ves-
sel has a diameter of more than 150 mm, and may thus be
labelled a large dish.
Ritt. 1 (fig. 6.23)
rims, which are more clearly separated from the walls than
before (fig. 6.23, c-h). The shape of the latest vessels strong-
ly resembles that of Drag. 18. The fact that these are dishes
of Ritt. 1 only shows from the internal wall, which bears a
groove or offset just below the lip; this is a feature which
Drag. 18 does not have.
At the junction of the base and the wall, some vessels have
an internal and/or external offset (fig. 6.23, a, c, d, f, i and j),
which was probably caused by the polishing of the basal
interior and the external wall. The chronological value of
this feature is limited; it is most common in earlier vessels.
The Vechten finds suggest hat Ritt. 1 was a relatively rare
form. Less than five percent of the identified ishes of the
pre-Flavian period belong to this type (fig. 6.9). Not many
were found elsewhere, either9.
Nine dishes of Ritt. 1 are known from Vechten thus far, by
eight different potters: Abitus (2 ex.), Acutus, Aquitanus,
Germanus (fig. 6.23, i), Paullus i, Rogatus, Taurus - Tib- and
Virthus10. They are all of the large variety. Smaller examples
of Ritt. 1 were found elsewhere, but appear to be compara-
lively rare" (fig. 6.23, a and j).
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Ritt. 1 is the common ame for the South Gaulish version of
the Italian type Halt. 4a (Consp. 4.4). The form should not
be thought of as the successor to Halt. 4a, because dishes of
this type were produced in Italy at least into the reign of
Claudius4, while Ritt. 1 was produced in South Gaul as early
as the first quarter of the 1st century. At La Graufesenque,
production of this type continued at least into the Neronian
period, because Ritt. 1 was still being made by Germanus
(fig. 6.23, i), and he does not appear to have been active
before A.D. 60. The type is also represented in the material
from the Posse de Gallicanus and the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque, which is dated c. A.D. 60. Another two dishes
of Ritt. 1 were found in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur
(fig. 6.23, j), which was probably destroyed by fire under
Nero. Since one of these dishes bears a stamp of Passienus,
which also occurs on many other dishes in this complex, this
vessel is unlikely to have been in stock for a long time5.
Fragments of a few dishes of Ritt. 1 were also found in the
canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary fortress, so vessels
of this type presumably were still being used in the early
Flavian period6. With a few exceptions, dishes of Ritt. 1 may
probably be dated before c. A.D. 657.
Ritt. 1 seems to have undergone relatively few changes over
the years. Most early examples have walls which clearly
curve inward at the top, and beaded rims which do not pro-
ject beyond the outside walls8 (fig. 6.23, a and b). Such ves-
sels often have small added handles, so-called 'Spiralhenkel'
or spiral handles. Examples from the Claudio-Neronian
period usually have less curved walls and more voluminous
Drag. 15/17'2 (figs. 6.24 and 6.25)
Drag. 15/17 is the South Gaulish counterpart of the Italian
form Halt. 3a (Consp. 19.2). The latter type seems not to
have been introduced before the early 1st century13 Mary
1. Mackensen 1978, 81.
2. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 172; Mary 1967, 16.
3. Catalogue no. All.
4. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 58.
5. The stamp of the second dish did not survive.
6. Fragments of only four dishes are concerned here, from a maximum
of 16,000 examples of stamped forms (1987-1993 excavations). See
also May 1912, pl. VI 14 for a Ritt. 1 from York.
7. The supposition made by Oswald and Pryce (1920, 181), that Walters
type 79, which was produced from c. A.D. 150 onwards, derives from
Ritt. 1, is incorrect, therefore.
8. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, 204; Oswald/Pryce 1920, 181.
9. Aislingen: rare (Ulbert 1959, 37); Hofheim: five or six vessels
(Ritterling 1912, 204); Neuss: five stamped examples (Mary 1967,
15); Hunerberg cemetery, Nijmegen: nine vessels (Stuart 1976, 94-
123, fig. 6-35); Valkenburg: rare (GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 10);
Zwammerdam: one vessel (Haalebos 1977, 50).
10. Catalogue nos. A7, Al 1, A67, G21, P49, R5, T4 and V47.
11. Most dishes of Ritt. 1 from the Fosse de Gallicanus and the deposit
Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque are of the small variety. See also
Amstad 1984, 151, pl. 1, 3; Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 24, 266;
Furger 1992, Taf. 24, 7/5.
12. For the nomenclature see p. 66.
13. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 84.
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profiles of their external walls strongly resemble those of the
others, but their internal walls are divided into two parts
instead of into three. The upper section is slightly concave,
while the lower half consists of a quarter-round moulding.
This last detail is better known on Drag. 15/17, which is why
this variant of Halt. la is sometimes seen as a transitional
form between Halt. la and Drag. 15/17'. As these types were
both found in the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque,
however, their production must have been contemporaneous,
or overlapping. This makes a transitional form between the
two types less plausible. On the basis of the profile of its
internal wall, the variant of Halt. la just described was also
designated as the predecessor of Drag. 162. Externally,
however, the two forms have nothing in common.
Only one South Gaulish dish of Halt. la was found at
Vechten; it is from Acutus's workshop3 (fig. 6.22, b). Just
like the other dishes of this form known up to now, the ves-
sel has a diameter of more than 150 mm, and may thus be
labelled a large dish.
Ritt. 1 (fig. 6.23)
rims, which are more clearly separated from the walls than
before (fig. 6.23, c-h). The shape of the latest vessels strong-
ly resembles that of Drag. 18. The fact that these are dishes
of Ritt. 1 only shows from the internal wall, which bears a
groove or offset just below the lip; this is a feature which
Drag. 18 does not have.
At the junction of the base and the wall, some vessels have
an internal and/or external offset (fig. 6.23, a, c, d, f, i and j),
which was probably caused by the polishing of the basal
interior and the external wall. The chronological value of
this feature is limited; it is most common in earlier vessels.
The Vechten finds suggest hat Ritt. 1 was a relatively rare
form. Less than five percent of the identified ishes of the
pre-Flavian period belong to this type (fig. 6.9). Not many
were found elsewhere, either9.
Nine dishes of Ritt. 1 are known from Vechten thus far, by
eight different potters: Abitus (2 ex.), Acutus, Aquitanus,
Germanus (fig. 6.23, i), Paullus i, Rogatus, Taurus - Tib- and
Virthus10. They are all of the large variety. Smaller examples
of Ritt. 1 were found elsewhere, but appear to be compara-
lively rare" (fig. 6.23, a and j).
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Ritt. 1 is the common ame for the South Gaulish version of
the Italian type Halt. 4a (Consp. 4.4). The form should not
be thought of as the successor to Halt. 4a, because dishes of
this type were produced in Italy at least into the reign of
Claudius4, while Ritt. 1 was produced in South Gaul as early
as the first quarter of the 1st century. At La Graufesenque,
production of this type continued at least into the Neronian
period, because Ritt. 1 was still being made by Germanus
(fig. 6.23, i), and he does not appear to have been active
before A.D. 60. The type is also represented in the material
from the Posse de Gallicanus and the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque, which is dated c. A.D. 60. Another two dishes
of Ritt. 1 were found in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur
(fig. 6.23, j), which was probably destroyed by fire under
Nero. Since one of these dishes bears a stamp of Passienus,
which also occurs on many other dishes in this complex, this
vessel is unlikely to have been in stock for a long time5.
Fragments of a few dishes of Ritt. 1 were also found in the
canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary fortress, so vessels
of this type presumably were still being used in the early
Flavian period6. With a few exceptions, dishes of Ritt. 1 may
probably be dated before c. A.D. 657.
Ritt. 1 seems to have undergone relatively few changes over
the years. Most early examples have walls which clearly
curve inward at the top, and beaded rims which do not pro-
ject beyond the outside walls8 (fig. 6.23, a and b). Such ves-
sels often have small added handles, so-called 'Spiralhenkel'
or spiral handles. Examples from the Claudio-Neronian
period usually have less curved walls and more voluminous
Drag. 15/17'2 (figs. 6.24 and 6.25)
Drag. 15/17 is the South Gaulish counterpart of the Italian
form Halt. 3a (Consp. 19.2). The latter type seems not to
have been introduced before the early 1st century13 Mary
1. Mackensen 1978, 81.
2. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 172; Mary 1967, 16.
3. Catalogue no. All.
4. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 58.
5. The stamp of the second dish did not survive.
6. Fragments of only four dishes are concerned here, from a maximum
of 16,000 examples of stamped forms (1987-1993 excavations). See
also May 1912, pl. VI 14 for a Ritt. 1 from York.
7. The supposition made by Oswald and Pryce (1920, 181), that Walters
type 79, which was produced from c. A.D. 150 onwards, derives from
Ritt. 1, is incorrect, therefore.
8. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, 204; Oswald/Pryce 1920, 181.
9. Aislingen: rare (Ulbert 1959, 37); Hofheim: five or six vessels
(Ritterling 1912, 204); Neuss: five stamped examples (Mary 1967,
15); Hunerberg cemetery, Nijmegen: nine vessels (Stuart 1976, 94-
123, fig. 6-35); Valkenburg: rare (GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 10);
Zwammerdam: one vessel (Haalebos 1977, 50).
10. Catalogue nos. A7, Al 1, A67, G21, P49, R5, T4 and V47.
11. Most dishes of Ritt. 1 from the Fosse de Gallicanus and the deposit
Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque are of the small variety. See also
Amstad 1984, 151, pl. 1, 3; Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 24, 266;
Furger 1992, Taf. 24, 7/5.
12. For the nomenclature see p. 66.
13. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 84.
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Fig. 6.25 Three variants ofDrag. 15/17. Scale 1:2.
a: AQVITANI, Vechten. b-c: stamps missing, Nijmegen.
assumed that Drag. 15/17 derived from Drag. 17a', but there
is no evidence for this supposition. At La Graufesenque,
both types seem to have been introduced simultaneously2.
Mackensen's hypothesis that Drag. 15/17 evolved from Halt.
la meets with the same objection3.
In the early 1st century, Drag. 15/17, together with Drag.
17a, seems to have been the most important standard dish
(figs. 6.8 and 6.9). However, by the reign of Claudius it had
already been overtaken by Drag. 18. From c. A.D. 60 on-
wards, the share of Drag. 15/17 decreased considerably, but
it would certainly be an exaggeration to call it an essentially
pre-Flavian form4. The finds from Vechten include vessels of
this form stamped by Flavius Germanus, Sulpicius and L.
Cosius Virilis, which probably date from the last quarter of
the 1st century5. The assumption that Drag. 15/17 was on the
market up to the end of the 1st century is supported by the
fact that this type was also made at Les Martres-de-Veyre6,
where production started around A.D. 100. In the still later
pottery at Banassac, a variant of Drag. 15/17 was made with
walls resembling those of Drag. 187.
In almost a century of production at La Graufesenque, the
type gradually changed shape. The walls of the earliest ves-
sels are perpendicular, or almost perpendicular, from their
bases upwards (fig. 6.24, a and b). According to C.F.C.
Hawkes and M.R. Hull, the walls of such vessels may be
rouletted, or small spiral handles may have been added8.
The walls gradually became more flared (fig. 6.24, c-h), and
because the upward slope of the basal exterior outside the
footring increased at the same time, the later examples have far
less angular profiles than the earlier ones9 (fig. 6.24, i and j).
The plain zone of the external wall above the first groove or
offset gradually became broader. An exception is a Drag.
15/17 from Straubing, which has a beaded rim (fig. 6.24, j);
this vessel may have been made at Banassac10.
Internally, the groove or offset below the rim slowly moved
downward". The gradual increase in height of Drag. 15/17,
from c. 36 to c. 43 mm, has already been mentioned in the
discussion of the evolution of the dimensions of the standard
dishes (p. 79 and fig. 6.20 b).
According to Ritterling, the form of the quarter-round mould-
ing, the swelling at the junction of the wall and the base, is
also chronologically significant. Dishes with quarter-round
mouldings that are hollow on the underside are supposed to
be earlier than vessels with simply chamfered mouldings12.
Oswald and Pryce, however, have already indicated that
dishes with hollowed-out quarter-round mouldings till oc-
cur in Flavian contexts'3 (fig. 6.24, i).
A few manufacturers also produced a version of Drag. 15/17
with a simpler profile. This variant has an almost plain exter-
nal wall, bounded above by a beaded rim and below, usual-
ly, by a cordon (fig. 6.25). The profile of the wall, there-fore,
is somewhat similar to that of Drag. 17b. This version seems
to be quite rare14.
1. Mary 1967, 17.
2. They were found side by side in the Fosse de Cirratus, partly bearing
identical stamps.
3. Mackensen 1978, 81; cf. the discussion of Halt. la (p. 83).
4. At least 33 vessels were found at Rottweil (Planck 1975, 152, and
157, Tabelle 11), too many for this to be called a rare form. In the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, over five hundred
dishes of this type were unearthed, against almost five thousand
vessels of Drag. 18 (1987-1993 excavations).
5. Catalogue nos. 046, S 183 and V34.
6. Stanfield 1929, 151, fig. 14, 66, with a stamp of Balbinus from Les
Martres; Terrisse 1968, 72, fig. 31.
7. This version was definitely produced by lulius Aemilius, Coccillus
and Natalis (La Canourgue, Centre de Documentation Archeologique
Ch. Morel, inv.nos. 4044, 4109, 4162 and two unnumbered vessels);
no published examples are known. A similar variant was made in the
Spanish production centres of terra sigillata (Mezquiriz 1983, lam. 3).
8. Hawkes/Hull 1947, 183, S6A-A'.
9. Cf. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174 f.
10. It bears the stamp OFCAILVI, discussed under catalogue no. C25*.
11. OswaId/Pryce 1920, 174; Planck 1975, 152.
12. Ritterling 1912, 206.
13. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174. Cf. Planck 1975, Taf. 38, 7.
14. The 38 vessels of Drag. 15/17 whose complete profiles survived at
Vechten include one example with these features, by Aquitanus (cata-
logue no. A67 and fig. 6.25, a). Prom the canabae outside the
Nijmegen fortress, two fragments are known at present (fig. 6.25, b
and c). See also Geissner 1904, Taf. I 3 (Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl.
XLIII 31), with a stamp of Darra (wall profile probably more like
that of Drag. 17c than that of Drag. 17b); Hawkes/Hull 1947, 181,
fig. 42, 22; Mary 1967, 18: "ohne Profilierung in der herkommlichen
Sinne, sondem mit lediglich einer diinnen Leiste dicht unter der
Lippe und einer unteren Wandabschlussleiste."
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Fig. 6.25 Three variants ofDrag. 15/17. Scale 1:2.
a: AQVITANI, Vechten. b-c: stamps missing, Nijmegen.
assumed that Drag. 15/17 derived from Drag. 17a', but there
is no evidence for this supposition. At La Graufesenque,
both types seem to have been introduced simultaneously2.
Mackensen's hypothesis that Drag. 15/17 evolved from Halt.
la meets with the same objection3.
In the early 1st century, Drag. 15/17, together with Drag.
17a, seems to have been the most important standard dish
(figs. 6.8 and 6.9). However, by the reign of Claudius it had
already been overtaken by Drag. 18. From c. A.D. 60 on-
wards, the share of Drag. 15/17 decreased considerably, but
it would certainly be an exaggeration to call it an essentially
pre-Flavian form4. The finds from Vechten include vessels of
this form stamped by Flavius Germanus, Sulpicius and L.
Cosius Virilis, which probably date from the last quarter of
the 1st century5. The assumption that Drag. 15/17 was on the
market up to the end of the 1st century is supported by the
fact that this type was also made at Les Martres-de-Veyre6,
where production started around A.D. 100. In the still later
pottery at Banassac, a variant of Drag. 15/17 was made with
walls resembling those of Drag. 187.
In almost a century of production at La Graufesenque, the
type gradually changed shape. The walls of the earliest ves-
sels are perpendicular, or almost perpendicular, from their
bases upwards (fig. 6.24, a and b). According to C.F.C.
Hawkes and M.R. Hull, the walls of such vessels may be
rouletted, or small spiral handles may have been added8.
The walls gradually became more flared (fig. 6.24, c-h), and
because the upward slope of the basal exterior outside the
footring increased at the same time, the later examples have far
less angular profiles than the earlier ones9 (fig. 6.24, i and j).
The plain zone of the external wall above the first groove or
offset gradually became broader. An exception is a Drag.
15/17 from Straubing, which has a beaded rim (fig. 6.24, j);
this vessel may have been made at Banassac10.
Internally, the groove or offset below the rim slowly moved
downward". The gradual increase in height of Drag. 15/17,
from c. 36 to c. 43 mm, has already been mentioned in the
discussion of the evolution of the dimensions of the standard
dishes (p. 79 and fig. 6.20 b).
According to Ritterling, the form of the quarter-round mould-
ing, the swelling at the junction of the wall and the base, is
also chronologically significant. Dishes with quarter-round
mouldings that are hollow on the underside are supposed to
be earlier than vessels with simply chamfered mouldings12.
Oswald and Pryce, however, have already indicated that
dishes with hollowed-out quarter-round mouldings till oc-
cur in Flavian contexts'3 (fig. 6.24, i).
A few manufacturers also produced a version of Drag. 15/17
with a simpler profile. This variant has an almost plain exter-
nal wall, bounded above by a beaded rim and below, usual-
ly, by a cordon (fig. 6.25). The profile of the wall, there-fore,
is somewhat similar to that of Drag. 17b. This version seems
to be quite rare14.
1. Mary 1967, 17.
2. They were found side by side in the Fosse de Cirratus, partly bearing
identical stamps.
3. Mackensen 1978, 81; cf. the discussion of Halt. la (p. 83).
4. At least 33 vessels were found at Rottweil (Planck 1975, 152, and
157, Tabelle 11), too many for this to be called a rare form. In the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, over five hundred
dishes of this type were unearthed, against almost five thousand
vessels of Drag. 18 (1987-1993 excavations).
5. Catalogue nos. 046, S 183 and V34.
6. Stanfield 1929, 151, fig. 14, 66, with a stamp of Balbinus from Les
Martres; Terrisse 1968, 72, fig. 31.
7. This version was definitely produced by lulius Aemilius, Coccillus
and Natalis (La Canourgue, Centre de Documentation Archeologique
Ch. Morel, inv.nos. 4044, 4109, 4162 and two unnumbered vessels);
no published examples are known. A similar variant was made in the
Spanish production centres of terra sigillata (Mezquiriz 1983, lam. 3).
8. Hawkes/Hull 1947, 183, S6A-A'.
9. Cf. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174 f.
10. It bears the stamp OFCAILVI, discussed under catalogue no. C25*.
11. OswaId/Pryce 1920, 174; Planck 1975, 152.
12. Ritterling 1912, 206.
13. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174. Cf. Planck 1975, Taf. 38, 7.
14. The 38 vessels of Drag. 15/17 whose complete profiles survived at
Vechten include one example with these features, by Aquitanus (cata-
logue no. A67 and fig. 6.25, a). Prom the canabae outside the
Nijmegen fortress, two fragments are known at present (fig. 6.25, b
and c). See also Geissner 1904, Taf. I 3 (Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl.
XLIII 31), with a stamp of Darra (wall profile probably more like
that of Drag. 17c than that of Drag. 17b); Hawkes/Hull 1947, 181,
fig. 42, 22; Mary 1967, 18: "ohne Profilierung in der herkommlichen
Sinne, sondem mit lediglich einer diinnen Leiste dicht unter der
Lippe und einer unteren Wandabschlussleiste."
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The Vechten collection numbers 134 dishes of Drag. 15/17,
38 of which still have complete profiles. Seven potters are
represented by more than three vessels of this type:
Aquitanus (12 ex.), Calvus (7), Castus (4), Maccams (4),
Secundus iii (4), Vapuso (7) and Vitalis ii (4). The vessels
from Vechten are probably all of the large variety. Small
dishes of Drag. 15/17 are known from other sites, however*.
Drag. 16 (fig. 6.26)
As yet, there is no certainty about the origin of Drag. 16.
Oswald and Pryce assumed that the type derived from Halt.
la2, as did G. Mary, who dated the beginning of the produc-
don of Drag. 16 to the Claudian period3. It has already been
mentioned in the discussion of Halt. la, however, that the
external profile of this form is very dissimilar to that of
Drag. 16, which makes it unlikely for the latter to have evolv-
ed from the former.
According to Ritterling, Drag. 16 did not derive from Halt.
la but from Halt. 2a4, in other words. Drag. 17a (fig. 6.27).
Both types have more or less S-shaped internal walls, but the
profiles of their external walls are so different hat it may be
better to consider Drag. 16 as a separate form, which may
have been developed in South Gaul.
Because the type is so rare, it is hard to determine when
Drag. 16 was first made. Vessels with fairly high footrings
are known (fig. 6.26, a), which seems to indicate that Drag.
16 was introduced already under Tiberius. The form was cer-
tainly marketed up to the Neronian period, because vessels
of this type were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus and in the
deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque. The site record even
includes the canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary for-
tress, as well as York. The profiles of the vessels found there
suggest hat they had not been in use for an exceptionally
long time (fig. 6.26, g and h)5. Drag. 16, therefore, seems not
to have disappeared from the market entirely until the time
of Vespasian.
The profile and wall of Drag. 16 seem not to have under-
gone any significant changes, although this may be related to
the fact that so few vessels of this type are known as yet.
Examples which could belong to Drag. 16 on the basis of the
shape of their internal walls, but which have differently
shaped external walls, were found at Nijmegen and Vechten
(fig. 6.26, i and j). Whether these are individual exceptions
or representatives of more or less standardized variants can-
not be determined in our current state of knowledge.
Only eight of the 906 identified ishes from Vechten may be
attributed with certainty to Drag. 16. Seven of these bear
recognizable stamps, of Aquitanus, Bollus, Lucceius,
Maccarus, Murranus, Silvinus i and Tertius6; the eighth may
belong to Cantus7. Of two other dishes, by Primus and
Virthus8, not enough has survived to preclude their classifi-
cation as Drag. 17a. The Drag. 16 by Lucceius has a diam-
eter of only 116 mm, which makes it the smallest dish found
atVechten9 (fig. 6.17, a). The other Vechten examples of this
type are of the large variety.
Drag. 17 a (fig. 6.27, a-d)
Following Vemhet, the designation Drag. 17a is used in this
book to refer to the type of dish depicted by Dragendorff as
number 17 (fig. 6.1), in order to distinguish itfrom two other
forms with simpler wall profiles which were also classed
under Drag. 17 (cf. p. 68). Drag. 17a is the South Gaulish
counterpart of the Italian type Halt. 2a (Consp. 18.2), which
may have been introduced around 10 B.c.10
At La Graufesenque, Drag. 17a was probably produced from
the start. Dishes of this type were mainly found at sites
which were already occupied under Augustus. The fort at
Aislingen, which was probably constructed under Tiberius,
has also yielded a few dishes of Drag. 17a". Thus far, the
type has not been noted among the finds from the forts at
Burghofe, Hofheim, Rheingonheim, Valkenburg and Zwam-
merdam, which were constructed a little later. Thus, Drag.
17a, after a period of being the best-represented ish to-
gether with Drag. 15/17 (fig. 6.9), seems to have disappear-
ed from the market around A.D. 40.
Because the form Was only made for a short time, there is no
apparent typological evolution. Most vessels have plain
outer walls, merely divided by simple grooves or offsets (fig.
6.27, a-c). The top and bottom zones of the walls are rou-
letted in some examples (fig. 6.27, d).
1. Cf. Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 29, fig. 11, 7; Schucany 1983, 57,
Abb. 9, 44; Furger 1992, Taf. 11, 4/7; 14, 5/16, and 28, 9/20 and
9/21.
2. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 172.
3. Mary 1967, 15 f.
4. Ritterling 1912, 206.
5. The dish from York is perhaps not illustrated on a scale of 1 : 2. The
vessel was drawn after May 1912, pl. V 9, its recorded scale 2 : 3. To
judge by the dimensions of the vessels depicted there, however, they
were probably published on a scale of 1 : 4. This scale was the basis
for the drawing in fig. 6.25, h. Both the ratio of the diameter to the
height of the dish (c. 3.88 : 1), and the way in which the internal foot-
ring is joined to the base, warrant the classification of this vessel as a
late one, even if the absolute dimensions are incorrect.
6. Catalogue nos. A60, B82, L31, M8, M129, S159 and T8.
7. Catalogue no. X14.
8. Catalogue nos. P97 and V49.
9. The Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque also yielded a small
Drag. 16. See also Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 29, fig. 11, 6.
10. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 82.
11. Knonr 1912, Taf. XV 6, 10 (?) and 11.
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The Vechten collection numbers 134 dishes of Drag. 15/17,
38 of which still have complete profiles. Seven potters are
represented by more than three vessels of this type:
Aquitanus (12 ex.), Calvus (7), Castus (4), Maccams (4),
Secundus iii (4), Vapuso (7) and Vitalis ii (4). The vessels
from Vechten are probably all of the large variety. Small
dishes of Drag. 15/17 are known from other sites, however*.
Drag. 16 (fig. 6.26)
As yet, there is no certainty about the origin of Drag. 16.
Oswald and Pryce assumed that the type derived from Halt.
la2, as did G. Mary, who dated the beginning of the produc-
don of Drag. 16 to the Claudian period3. It has already been
mentioned in the discussion of Halt. la, however, that the
external profile of this form is very dissimilar to that of
Drag. 16, which makes it unlikely for the latter to have evolv-
ed from the former.
According to Ritterling, Drag. 16 did not derive from Halt.
la but from Halt. 2a4, in other words. Drag. 17a (fig. 6.27).
Both types have more or less S-shaped internal walls, but the
profiles of their external walls are so different hat it may be
better to consider Drag. 16 as a separate form, which may
have been developed in South Gaul.
Because the type is so rare, it is hard to determine when
Drag. 16 was first made. Vessels with fairly high footrings
are known (fig. 6.26, a), which seems to indicate that Drag.
16 was introduced already under Tiberius. The form was cer-
tainly marketed up to the Neronian period, because vessels
of this type were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus and in the
deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque. The site record even
includes the canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary for-
tress, as well as York. The profiles of the vessels found there
suggest hat they had not been in use for an exceptionally
long time (fig. 6.26, g and h)5. Drag. 16, therefore, seems not
to have disappeared from the market entirely until the time
of Vespasian.
The profile and wall of Drag. 16 seem not to have under-
gone any significant changes, although this may be related to
the fact that so few vessels of this type are known as yet.
Examples which could belong to Drag. 16 on the basis of the
shape of their internal walls, but which have differently
shaped external walls, were found at Nijmegen and Vechten
(fig. 6.26, i and j). Whether these are individual exceptions
or representatives of more or less standardized variants can-
not be determined in our current state of knowledge.
Only eight of the 906 identified ishes from Vechten may be
attributed with certainty to Drag. 16. Seven of these bear
recognizable stamps, of Aquitanus, Bollus, Lucceius,
Maccarus, Murranus, Silvinus i and Tertius6; the eighth may
belong to Cantus7. Of two other dishes, by Primus and
Virthus8, not enough has survived to preclude their classifi-
cation as Drag. 17a. The Drag. 16 by Lucceius has a diam-
eter of only 116 mm, which makes it the smallest dish found
atVechten9 (fig. 6.17, a). The other Vechten examples of this
type are of the large variety.
Drag. 17 a (fig. 6.27, a-d)
Following Vemhet, the designation Drag. 17a is used in this
book to refer to the type of dish depicted by Dragendorff as
number 17 (fig. 6.1), in order to distinguish itfrom two other
forms with simpler wall profiles which were also classed
under Drag. 17 (cf. p. 68). Drag. 17a is the South Gaulish
counterpart of the Italian type Halt. 2a (Consp. 18.2), which
may have been introduced around 10 B.c.10
At La Graufesenque, Drag. 17a was probably produced from
the start. Dishes of this type were mainly found at sites
which were already occupied under Augustus. The fort at
Aislingen, which was probably constructed under Tiberius,
has also yielded a few dishes of Drag. 17a". Thus far, the
type has not been noted among the finds from the forts at
Burghofe, Hofheim, Rheingonheim, Valkenburg and Zwam-
merdam, which were constructed a little later. Thus, Drag.
17a, after a period of being the best-represented ish to-
gether with Drag. 15/17 (fig. 6.9), seems to have disappear-
ed from the market around A.D. 40.
Because the form Was only made for a short time, there is no
apparent typological evolution. Most vessels have plain
outer walls, merely divided by simple grooves or offsets (fig.
6.27, a-c). The top and bottom zones of the walls are rou-
letted in some examples (fig. 6.27, d).
1. Cf. Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 29, fig. 11, 7; Schucany 1983, 57,
Abb. 9, 44; Furger 1992, Taf. 11, 4/7; 14, 5/16, and 28, 9/20 and
9/21.
2. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 172.
3. Mary 1967, 15 f.
4. Ritterling 1912, 206.
5. The dish from York is perhaps not illustrated on a scale of 1 : 2. The
vessel was drawn after May 1912, pl. V 9, its recorded scale 2 : 3. To
judge by the dimensions of the vessels depicted there, however, they
were probably published on a scale of 1 : 4. This scale was the basis
for the drawing in fig. 6.25, h. Both the ratio of the diameter to the
height of the dish (c. 3.88 : 1), and the way in which the internal foot-
ring is joined to the base, warrant the classification of this vessel as a
late one, even if the absolute dimensions are incorrect.
6. Catalogue nos. A60, B82, L31, M8, M129, S159 and T8.
7. Catalogue no. X14.
8. Catalogue nos. P97 and V49.
9. The Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque also yielded a small
Drag. 16. See also Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 29, fig. 11, 6.
10. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 82.
11. Knonr 1912, Taf. XV 6, 10 (?) and 11.
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Fig. 6.28 Small dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c stamped OF.PRIM, from
the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque. Scale 1:2.
Eight of the standard ishes from Vechten may be labelled
Drag. 17a with certainty. They are from the workshops of
Bilicatus (3 ex.), Celer, Macirus, Quadratus, Silvanus and
Tertius'. Of two other dishes only the lower parts of the walls
have survived; these, however, look more like Drag. 162. The
dishes of Drag. 17a from Vechten are all of the large variety,
although small examples have been found elsewhere3
Drag. 17b and 77c4 (fig. 6.27, e-j)
The dishes depicted in fig. 6.27, e-j differ in many ways
from the vessel illustrated as number 17 by Dragendorff (fig.
6.1). Oswald and Pryce, however, classified the dishes illus-
trated in fig. 6.27, e and f under Drag. 175, and it seems wiser
to stick to this practice than to introduce completely new
type-numbers. Drag. 17b and 17c are so similar that it is
only logical to discuss them together. They both have en-
tirely, or nearly, plain, somewhat flared walls. In Drag. 17b
these are bounded by mouldings (fig. 6.27, e and f). The
upper one serves as a lip, and the lower one marks the junc-
don of the wall and the base. In Drag. 17c, the top and bot-
torn of the wall are merely indicated by grooves (fig. 6.27,
g-j).
Drag. 17b and 17c together probably form the continuation
of the Italian type Halt. 5a (Consp. 20.1-5)6, which seems to
have been introduced under Augustus7. Whether Halt. 5a
derives from Halt. 2a8 is as yet uncertain. At La Graufesen-
que, Drag. 17a, 17b and 17c were at least in part made in the
same workshops, judging by the Vechten finds and others9.
The site lists for Drag. 17b and 17c are very similar to that
for Drag. 17a. Drag. 17b was still found at Aislingen10; like
Drag. 17c, it has not yet been found in later forts. Both ver-
sions, however, are represented by a total of a dozen vessels
in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, dated to the
Neronian period (fig. 6.28). Of three vessels, the internal
stamps survived, reading OF.PRIM". Because the deposit con-
tained numerous tamps from the same die, it is out of the
question that he dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c are earlier than
the rest of the deposit. Outwardly, the dishes from Cluzel 15
are not very different from the earlier examples; they mere-
ly have thicker walls and footrings.
No sound explanation has as yet been found for the discrep-
ancy between the vessels from La Graufesenque and those
found elsewhere. The vessels from Cluzel 15 are all of the
small variety, which is relatively rare in the northwest of the
Roman empire, the area where most dated sites are situated.
That dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c are absent from Claudio-
Neronian finds groups outside the La Graufesenque pot-
teries, therefore, may be due to the fact that only small ex-
amples were still being produced in that period. This is any-
thing but certain, however, and probably not very plausible,
either. For now, it seems justified to assume that, as a rule, a
dish of Drag. 17b or 17c found outside La Graufesenque
dates from before c. A.D. 40.
As is true of Drag. 17a, besides plain-walled vessels, there
are examples of Drag. 17b and 17c with rouletted walls (fig.
6.27, j). Small spiral handles were added to some of the
plain-walled vessels12.
Two dishes of Drag. 17b were found atVechten, with stamps
of Cantus and Tertius". Both are of the large variety. As
mentioned before, small examples are quite rare14. Four of
1. Catalogue nos. B64, B67, B69, C95, M16, Q2, S149 and Tll.
2. Catalogue nos. P97 and V49.
3. Cf. Furger 1992, Taf. 2, 2/13, classified as Arretine. It is unknown
whether such small vessels were produced in Italy or Lyon. None
were found at Haltem and Neuss, but this may be related to the pre-
viously (p. 76) mentioned rarity of small dishes in the northwest of
the Roman empire.
4. For the nomenclature see p. 68.
5. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174 and pl. XLII 9-11.
6. In the Conspectus, only no. 20.1, characterized by a "plain vertical
rim", is equated with Halt. 5 (Ettlinger et al. 1990, 86 and 190).
Loeschcke's description "mit ungegliedertem oder kaum geglieder-
tem ... Rand" (1909, 145), however, seems to leave enough scope for
identification of Halt. 5 with Consp. 20.1-5.
7. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 86.
8. Loeschcke 1909, 145; Von Schnurbein 1982, 57; Ettlinger et al. 1990,
82 and 86.
9. Cantus produced both Drag. 17b and 17c (fig. 6.27, f and g), Silvanus
both Drag. 17a and 17c (fig. 6.27, d and j), and Tertius both 17a and
17b (fig. 6.27, e).
10. Knorr 1912, 4, Textbild 1, C.
11. Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 5; cf. catalogue no. P112.
12. Drag. 17b: Geissner 1904, Taf. I 13; Bemont 1976, pl. V e; Barthelemy/
Depierre 1990, 23, fig. 8, 2. Drag. 17c: Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, I 4
and II 2.
13. Catalogue nos. C58 and T12.
14. Besides fig. 6.28, see Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 23, fig. 8, 2.
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Fig. 6.28 Small dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c stamped OF.PRIM, from
the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque. Scale 1:2.
Eight of the standard ishes from Vechten may be labelled
Drag. 17a with certainty. They are from the workshops of
Bilicatus (3 ex.), Celer, Macirus, Quadratus, Silvanus and
Tertius'. Of two other dishes only the lower parts of the walls
have survived; these, however, look more like Drag. 162. The
dishes of Drag. 17a from Vechten are all of the large variety,
although small examples have been found elsewhere3
Drag. 17b and 77c4 (fig. 6.27, e-j)
The dishes depicted in fig. 6.27, e-j differ in many ways
from the vessel illustrated as number 17 by Dragendorff (fig.
6.1). Oswald and Pryce, however, classified the dishes illus-
trated in fig. 6.27, e and f under Drag. 175, and it seems wiser
to stick to this practice than to introduce completely new
type-numbers. Drag. 17b and 17c are so similar that it is
only logical to discuss them together. They both have en-
tirely, or nearly, plain, somewhat flared walls. In Drag. 17b
these are bounded by mouldings (fig. 6.27, e and f). The
upper one serves as a lip, and the lower one marks the junc-
don of the wall and the base. In Drag. 17c, the top and bot-
torn of the wall are merely indicated by grooves (fig. 6.27,
g-j).
Drag. 17b and 17c together probably form the continuation
of the Italian type Halt. 5a (Consp. 20.1-5)6, which seems to
have been introduced under Augustus7. Whether Halt. 5a
derives from Halt. 2a8 is as yet uncertain. At La Graufesen-
que, Drag. 17a, 17b and 17c were at least in part made in the
same workshops, judging by the Vechten finds and others9.
The site lists for Drag. 17b and 17c are very similar to that
for Drag. 17a. Drag. 17b was still found at Aislingen10; like
Drag. 17c, it has not yet been found in later forts. Both ver-
sions, however, are represented by a total of a dozen vessels
in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, dated to the
Neronian period (fig. 6.28). Of three vessels, the internal
stamps survived, reading OF.PRIM". Because the deposit con-
tained numerous tamps from the same die, it is out of the
question that he dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c are earlier than
the rest of the deposit. Outwardly, the dishes from Cluzel 15
are not very different from the earlier examples; they mere-
ly have thicker walls and footrings.
No sound explanation has as yet been found for the discrep-
ancy between the vessels from La Graufesenque and those
found elsewhere. The vessels from Cluzel 15 are all of the
small variety, which is relatively rare in the northwest of the
Roman empire, the area where most dated sites are situated.
That dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c are absent from Claudio-
Neronian finds groups outside the La Graufesenque pot-
teries, therefore, may be due to the fact that only small ex-
amples were still being produced in that period. This is any-
thing but certain, however, and probably not very plausible,
either. For now, it seems justified to assume that, as a rule, a
dish of Drag. 17b or 17c found outside La Graufesenque
dates from before c. A.D. 40.
As is true of Drag. 17a, besides plain-walled vessels, there
are examples of Drag. 17b and 17c with rouletted walls (fig.
6.27, j). Small spiral handles were added to some of the
plain-walled vessels12.
Two dishes of Drag. 17b were found atVechten, with stamps
of Cantus and Tertius". Both are of the large variety. As
mentioned before, small examples are quite rare14. Four of
1. Catalogue nos. B64, B67, B69, C95, M16, Q2, S149 and Tll.
2. Catalogue nos. P97 and V49.
3. Cf. Furger 1992, Taf. 2, 2/13, classified as Arretine. It is unknown
whether such small vessels were produced in Italy or Lyon. None
were found at Haltem and Neuss, but this may be related to the pre-
viously (p. 76) mentioned rarity of small dishes in the northwest of
the Roman empire.
4. For the nomenclature see p. 68.
5. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 174 and pl. XLII 9-11.
6. In the Conspectus, only no. 20.1, characterized by a "plain vertical
rim", is equated with Halt. 5 (Ettlinger et al. 1990, 86 and 190).
Loeschcke's description "mit ungegliedertem oder kaum geglieder-
tem ... Rand" (1909, 145), however, seems to leave enough scope for
identification of Halt. 5 with Consp. 20.1-5.
7. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 86.
8. Loeschcke 1909, 145; Von Schnurbein 1982, 57; Ettlinger et al. 1990,
82 and 86.
9. Cantus produced both Drag. 17b and 17c (fig. 6.27, f and g), Silvanus
both Drag. 17a and 17c (fig. 6.27, d and j), and Tertius both 17a and
17b (fig. 6.27, e).
10. Knorr 1912, 4, Textbild 1, C.
11. Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 5; cf. catalogue no. P112.
12. Drag. 17b: Geissner 1904, Taf. I 13; Bemont 1976, pl. V e; Barthelemy/
Depierre 1990, 23, fig. 8, 2. Drag. 17c: Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, I 4
and II 2.
13. Catalogue nos. C58 and T12.
14. Besides fig. 6.28, see Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 23, fig. 8, 2.
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dishes, was indicated that Drag. 18 gradually increased in
height, from c. 36 mm to c. 42 mm (p. 76 and fig. 6.19 b).
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<Fig. 6.30 Dish of service E2 from La Graufesenque. The stamp ismissing. Scale 1:2.the Vechten dishes may be characterized as Drag. 17c. Threeexamples, of Cantus, Quartus and Silvanus', belong to thelarge variety; the fourth, of lulius i2, to the small3Drag. 18 (fig. 6.29)Following Ritterling, Drag. 18 is generally assumed to de-rive from Ritt. I4. Both forms were produced side by side forso long, however, that it may be better to consider them asseparate types with their own histories. Drag. 18 could havederived from Consp. 4.3 which, unlike the predecessor toRitt. 1, Halt. 4a (Consp. 4.4), has a flared wall. The historyof these forms is as yet far from clear, however.Drag. 18 is the only type of standard dish which was pro-duced at La Graufesenque throughout he export period ofA.D. 10-120. Under Tiberius this dish was of little import-ance, but it was the best-sold form from the time of Claudius
onwards (fig. 6.8).
The evolution of this type is roughly comparable to that of
Ritt. 1. The rim became more voluminous over time. On
some vessels of the first half of the 1st century, it carries a
groove in its upper curve5 (fig. 6.29, a and b). Pre-Flavian
examples often have a somewhat flattened rim, comparable
to that of contemporary cups of Drag. 27g.
The wall of Drag. 18 gradually lost its curve, and became
more flared. Unlike Ritt. 1, Drag. 18 never had an internal
groove or offset just below the rim. The junction of base and
wall became less marked, inside as well as out. On vessels
of the pre-Flavian period there is often an offset in this posi-
tion (fig. 6.29, a-d); this is rare in later examples" (fig. 6.29,
j). At the start of the section on the evolution of standard
Of the 737 dishes of Drag. 18 from Vechten, only five can be
labelled small with certainty (figs. 6.17, c-e and 6.18, a and
b). The remaining vessels may include a very few other
small examples7.
Service E2 (figs. 6.18, d and 6.30)
For a description of the characteristics of service E2,
Vemhet's definition is best cited: "Le service E a une forme
convexe simple. La levre triangulaire st toujours soulignee
par un leger ressaut inteme. Tous les vases de ce service sont
munis de deux anses plaquees"8. The service is divided into
cups (El), standard and rouletted dishes (E2) and shallow
bowls on pedestal feet (E3).
Vemhet assumes that services A-F were designed at La
Graufesenque. Although many of the forms which belong to
the services were also produced at Montans and in Italy", the
range seems to have been widest at La Graufesenque, which
supports Vemhet's theory. On the other hand, the Italian ves-
sels show more varied decorative schemes on the rims of
many of the types10.
It is not easy to determine when services A-F were first
made. Most parts s.eem to have appeared on the market no
earlier than the reign ofVespasian". Ritt. 14, which is con-
sidered part of service Dl, seems already to have been in
production in the pre-Flavian period, however12. Parts of ser-
vice E have rarely been found outside La Graufesenque as
yet. The vessels unearthed in dated contexts are later than
A.D. 70.13
Base fragments of cups of El are often indistinguishable
from those of contemporary Drag. 27s, because they have
1. Catalogue nos. C52, Q4 and S 151.
2. Catalogue no. 128.
3. See also Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, II 2.
4. Ritterling 1912, 204 f.; OswalATryce 1920, 181.
5. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, 205; Neeb 1913/1914, 128, Abb. 3, 5; Stuart
1976, 118, fig.30, 305; Schucany 1983, 59, Abb. 10, 63.
6. Cf. Tyers 1993, 133.
7. For other examples see Schucany 1983, 59, Abb. 10, 62 and 64;
Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 29, fig. 11, 5; Furger 1992, Taf. 7, 3/20-23;
36, 11/11, and 60, 16/11.
8. Vemhet 1976, 21. From Rottweil and Xanten, however, cups of service
El are known which seem not to have had any handles (Steiner 1911,
159, Abb. 24, 4; Planck 1975, Taf. 88, 6)
9. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 61, fig. 3; Ettlinger et al. 1990, 50.
10. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 49.
11. Vemhetl976, 19, fig. 3.
12. See also Roth-Rubi 1992, 521, Abb. 3, 79.7, from the Zurzach fort.
13. Planck 1975, Taf. 88, 3 and 6.
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onwards (fig. 6.8).
The evolution of this type is roughly comparable to that of
Ritt. 1. The rim became more voluminous over time. On
some vessels of the first half of the 1st century, it carries a
groove in its upper curve5 (fig. 6.29, a and b). Pre-Flavian
examples often have a somewhat flattened rim, comparable
to that of contemporary cups of Drag. 27g.
The wall of Drag. 18 gradually lost its curve, and became
more flared. Unlike Ritt. 1, Drag. 18 never had an internal
groove or offset just below the rim. The junction of base and
wall became less marked, inside as well as out. On vessels
of the pre-Flavian period there is often an offset in this posi-
tion (fig. 6.29, a-d); this is rare in later examples" (fig. 6.29,
j). At the start of the section on the evolution of standard
Of the 737 dishes of Drag. 18 from Vechten, only five can be
labelled small with certainty (figs. 6.17, c-e and 6.18, a and
b). The remaining vessels may include a very few other
small examples7.
Service E2 (figs. 6.18, d and 6.30)
For a description of the characteristics of service E2,
Vemhet's definition is best cited: "Le service E a une forme
convexe simple. La levre triangulaire st toujours soulignee
par un leger ressaut inteme. Tous les vases de ce service sont
munis de deux anses plaquees"8. The service is divided into
cups (El), standard and rouletted dishes (E2) and shallow
bowls on pedestal feet (E3).
Vemhet assumes that services A-F were designed at La
Graufesenque. Although many of the forms which belong to
the services were also produced at Montans and in Italy", the
range seems to have been widest at La Graufesenque, which
supports Vemhet's theory. On the other hand, the Italian ves-
sels show more varied decorative schemes on the rims of
many of the types10.
It is not easy to determine when services A-F were first
made. Most parts s.eem to have appeared on the market no
earlier than the reign ofVespasian". Ritt. 14, which is con-
sidered part of service Dl, seems already to have been in
production in the pre-Flavian period, however12. Parts of ser-
vice E have rarely been found outside La Graufesenque as
yet. The vessels unearthed in dated contexts are later than
A.D. 70.13
Base fragments of cups of El are often indistinguishable
from those of contemporary Drag. 27s, because they have
1. Catalogue nos. C52, Q4 and S 151.
2. Catalogue no. 128.
3. See also Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, II 2.
4. Ritterling 1912, 204 f.; OswalATryce 1920, 181.
5. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, 205; Neeb 1913/1914, 128, Abb. 3, 5; Stuart
1976, 118, fig.30, 305; Schucany 1983, 59, Abb. 10, 63.
6. Cf. Tyers 1993, 133.
7. For other examples see Schucany 1983, 59, Abb. 10, 62 and 64;
Barthelemy/Depierre 1990, 29, fig. 11, 5; Furger 1992, Taf. 7, 3/20-23;
36, 11/11, and 60, 16/11.
8. Vemhet 1976, 21. From Rottweil and Xanten, however, cups of service
El are known which seem not to have had any handles (Steiner 1911,
159, Abb. 24, 4; Planck 1975, Taf. 88, 6)
9. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 61, fig. 3; Ettlinger et al. 1990, 50.
10. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 49.
11. Vemhetl976, 19, fig. 3.
12. See also Roth-Rubi 1992, 521, Abb. 3, 79.7, from the Zurzach fort.
13. Planck 1975, Taf. 88, 3 and 6.
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identical footrings. In cups of El, however, the walls out-
side the footrings lope upward less sharply.
Base fragments of small dishes of E2 are easily confused
with those of late cups of Drag. 24, because they have low
footrings that are square when seen in profile. In many cases,
however, the diameters of the footrings are bound to clarify
matters. As it happens, footrings of late cups of Drag. 24 are
rarely larger than 55 mm across (fig. 6.53 c), and those of
service E2 dishes will usually not be smaller than that'.
The stamped vessels from Vechten include only one small
dish of service E2, from the workshop of L. Cosius Virilis2
(fig. 6.18, d). The dimensions of this vessel correspond
closely with those of an example from La Graufesenque,
which has a total diameter of almost 13 cm (fig. 6.30). Cups
of service El were not found at Vechten, unless one or more
base fragments of such vessels have been erroneously ident-
ified as Drag. 27.
1. This expectation is based on the diameters of the footrings of other
types of small dishes (cf. p. 76).
2. Catalogue no. V36.
3. For the meaning of the R in the type-number see p. 66, note 13.
4. Ritt. 1R: cf. catalogue no. V46. Drag. 16R: fig. 6.2, 3B; Hawkes/Hull
1947, pl. XL s9B. Drag. 17bR: OswalcVPryce 1920, pl. XLH 11. Drag.
17cR: a vessel with a diameter of c. 40 cm was found on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen (comm. K. Zee). Service E2: Vemhet 1976, 22.
5. Cf. Mary 1967, 18; Stuart 1968, 71, fig. 8, 66. See also the previous
note.
Rouletted dishes
All the types of dishes discussed in the above were also pro-
duced in rouletted versions. Only Halt. Ib seems not to have
been made at La Graufesenque. The only types regularly
found outside the production centre are Drag. 15/17R and
18R3; the others are even rarer than their unrouletted coun-
terparts4. Only Drag. 15/17R, 17aR and 18R will be dealt
with here - the only types that were found at Vechten.
The dimensions of the rouletted dishes from the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque (fig. 6.14, C-E), and from
those at Vechten, Oberwinterthur and several other sites (fig.
6.31), warrant he deduction that these vessels were made in
four sizes. The three small sizes - conveniently referred to as
small, medium-sized and large - are the most common. They
include vessels with diameters of c. 210-240 mm, c. 240-280
mm and c. 300-340 mm, respectively. The largest-sized ves-
sels have diameters of c. 360-400 mm, and are very rare5.
As with the standard ones, the various sizes of rouletted ish
are properly distinguishable only on the basis of their di-
ameters. The three smallest sizes hardly differ in height (fig.
6.31). The dimensions of the footrings are a little more re-
vealing (table 6.7 and fig. 6.32). Although there is some
overlap, it is often possible to estimate the original size of a
rouletted ish from the dimensions of its footring.
If the Vechten examples are arranged according to the
criteria set out in table 6.7, most vessels appear to be of the
medium-sized variety (fig. 6.33). The small size is also
well-represented, but there are only a few large and very
large vessels. Of the twelve rouletted dishes whose total
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dimensions have been recorded, six are small, five are me-
dium-sized and one is large.
Changes in the dimensions
Since rouletted ishes are much rarer than standard ones, it
is more difficult o ascertain whether their dimensions have
evolved in any specific way. Such an analysis is only poss-
ible for the small and medium-sized categories, because
insufficient data are available for the others. The number of
rouletted ishes depicted in fig. 6.31, however, is too limited
to guarantee the statistical reliability of the outcome. As a
consequence, the results presented here will have to be test-
ed again once more evidence is available.
As for the standard ishes, an initial selection was made of
vessels of only one type, Drag. 18R. In the end, the data for
all the types were combined, as the addition of other types
did not effect any significant changes in the results.
The analysis of the small rouletted dishes has been limited to
the period c. A.D. 50-100, because no vessels of the first half
of the 1st century are available'. The dimensions which have
changed most clearly in this category are the diameter and
the height (figs. 6.34 a and b)2. As regards the total diameter,
the data are spread out to such an extent that the increase in
the average diameter should not be overrated. The variety in
total height is more limited, so the observed increase in the
average height is likely to be a truer reflection of reality. This
notion is supported by the fact that the heights of the stan-
dard dishes also increased in the course of time (fig. 6.21 b).
The diameters and heights of the footrings of the small rou-
letted dishes did not evolve in any significant way3 (figs.
6.34 c and d).
The changes in the dimensions of the medium-sized rou-
letted dishes are largely the same as those of the small
vessels. The total diameters are fairly varied; the average re-
mains more or less constant, however (fig. 6.35 a)4. The total
height, like that of the standard dishes and the small rou-
letted ones, increased considerably (fig. 6.35 b). The diam-
eters of the footrings of the medium-sized vessels clearly
seem to have decreased, however, unlike those of the small
ones (fig. 6.35 c). Only time will tell whether this impression
is correct. The fact that he footrings of the standard ishes
also show a tendency to become slightly smaller probably
supports this hypothesis (fig. 6.21 c). The heights of the
footrings of the analysed vessels increased slightly, although
it should be noted that no significant change may be seen for
the period c. A.D. 55-100, to which most of the vessels ana-
lysed are dated (fig. 6.35 d). Thus, there is a realistic chance
that the average will turn out to be more or less constant
once the quantity of data is increased.
Since the total height increased gradually in both the small
and the medium-sized rouletted dishes - a pattern which was
Diameter
footring (mm)
99 - 106
107 - 133
134 - 136
137 - »
Size
Small
Small or medium
Medium
Medium or large
Large or extra large
Table 6.7 Correlation between the diameter of the footring and the
size of a rouletted dish, based on the evidence of vessels
from Vechten, La Graufesenque and Oberwinterthur.
large / very large: 7
medium-sized / large: 2
medium-sized: 52
small/medium-sized: 24
Fig. 6.33 Share of the separate sizes in the collection ofrouletted dishes
from Vechten.
also perceived for the large standard ones - it seems logical
to assume that the large and very large rouletted dishes also
increased in height over the years. The correctness of this
supposition cannot be tested at present, for lack of evidence.
1. Two dishes of Drag. 17aR from Zurzach and Baden (fig. 6.37, c and
d) were left out of consideration, because it is uncertain whether they
should be regarded as belonging to the small, or to the medium-sized
variety (cf. p. 136, note 2).
2. The concentration of vessels with an average date of A.D. 60 in figs.
6.34 a-c is the result of the addition of the rouletted dishes from the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, which were all conveniently dated
A.D. 50-70. These vessels have not been included in fig. 6.34 d,
because the heights of their footrings have not been recorded.
3. If the rouletted dishes from Baden and Zurzach mentioned in note 1
are included in the group of small vessels, the total diameter and the
diameter of the footring will decrease markedly, and the strong
increase in total height will be emphasized.
4. For an explanation of the concentration of data around A.D. 60 in
figs. 6.35 a-c, see note 2.
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identical footrings. In cups of El, however, the walls out-
side the footrings lope upward less sharply.
Base fragments of small dishes of E2 are easily confused
with those of late cups of Drag. 24, because they have low
footrings that are square when seen in profile. In many cases,
however, the diameters of the footrings are bound to clarify
matters. As it happens, footrings of late cups of Drag. 24 are
rarely larger than 55 mm across (fig. 6.53 c), and those of
service E2 dishes will usually not be smaller than that'.
The stamped vessels from Vechten include only one small
dish of service E2, from the workshop of L. Cosius Virilis2
(fig. 6.18, d). The dimensions of this vessel correspond
closely with those of an example from La Graufesenque,
which has a total diameter of almost 13 cm (fig. 6.30). Cups
of service El were not found at Vechten, unless one or more
base fragments of such vessels have been erroneously ident-
ified as Drag. 27.
1. This expectation is based on the diameters of the footrings of other
types of small dishes (cf. p. 76).
2. Catalogue no. V36.
3. For the meaning of the R in the type-number see p. 66, note 13.
4. Ritt. 1R: cf. catalogue no. V46. Drag. 16R: fig. 6.2, 3B; Hawkes/Hull
1947, pl. XL s9B. Drag. 17bR: OswalcVPryce 1920, pl. XLH 11. Drag.
17cR: a vessel with a diameter of c. 40 cm was found on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen (comm. K. Zee). Service E2: Vemhet 1976, 22.
5. Cf. Mary 1967, 18; Stuart 1968, 71, fig. 8, 66. See also the previous
note.
Rouletted dishes
All the types of dishes discussed in the above were also pro-
duced in rouletted versions. Only Halt. Ib seems not to have
been made at La Graufesenque. The only types regularly
found outside the production centre are Drag. 15/17R and
18R3; the others are even rarer than their unrouletted coun-
terparts4. Only Drag. 15/17R, 17aR and 18R will be dealt
with here - the only types that were found at Vechten.
The dimensions of the rouletted dishes from the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque (fig. 6.14, C-E), and from
those at Vechten, Oberwinterthur and several other sites (fig.
6.31), warrant he deduction that these vessels were made in
four sizes. The three small sizes - conveniently referred to as
small, medium-sized and large - are the most common. They
include vessels with diameters of c. 210-240 mm, c. 240-280
mm and c. 300-340 mm, respectively. The largest-sized ves-
sels have diameters of c. 360-400 mm, and are very rare5.
As with the standard ones, the various sizes of rouletted ish
are properly distinguishable only on the basis of their di-
ameters. The three smallest sizes hardly differ in height (fig.
6.31). The dimensions of the footrings are a little more re-
vealing (table 6.7 and fig. 6.32). Although there is some
overlap, it is often possible to estimate the original size of a
rouletted ish from the dimensions of its footring.
If the Vechten examples are arranged according to the
criteria set out in table 6.7, most vessels appear to be of the
medium-sized variety (fig. 6.33). The small size is also
well-represented, but there are only a few large and very
large vessels. Of the twelve rouletted dishes whose total
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dimensions have been recorded, six are small, five are me-
dium-sized and one is large.
Changes in the dimensions
Since rouletted ishes are much rarer than standard ones, it
is more difficult o ascertain whether their dimensions have
evolved in any specific way. Such an analysis is only poss-
ible for the small and medium-sized categories, because
insufficient data are available for the others. The number of
rouletted ishes depicted in fig. 6.31, however, is too limited
to guarantee the statistical reliability of the outcome. As a
consequence, the results presented here will have to be test-
ed again once more evidence is available.
As for the standard ishes, an initial selection was made of
vessels of only one type, Drag. 18R. In the end, the data for
all the types were combined, as the addition of other types
did not effect any significant changes in the results.
The analysis of the small rouletted dishes has been limited to
the period c. A.D. 50-100, because no vessels of the first half
of the 1st century are available'. The dimensions which have
changed most clearly in this category are the diameter and
the height (figs. 6.34 a and b)2. As regards the total diameter,
the data are spread out to such an extent that the increase in
the average diameter should not be overrated. The variety in
total height is more limited, so the observed increase in the
average height is likely to be a truer reflection of reality. This
notion is supported by the fact that the heights of the stan-
dard dishes also increased in the course of time (fig. 6.21 b).
The diameters and heights of the footrings of the small rou-
letted dishes did not evolve in any significant way3 (figs.
6.34 c and d).
The changes in the dimensions of the medium-sized rou-
letted dishes are largely the same as those of the small
vessels. The total diameters are fairly varied; the average re-
mains more or less constant, however (fig. 6.35 a)4. The total
height, like that of the standard dishes and the small rou-
letted ones, increased considerably (fig. 6.35 b). The diam-
eters of the footrings of the medium-sized vessels clearly
seem to have decreased, however, unlike those of the small
ones (fig. 6.35 c). Only time will tell whether this impression
is correct. The fact that he footrings of the standard ishes
also show a tendency to become slightly smaller probably
supports this hypothesis (fig. 6.21 c). The heights of the
footrings of the analysed vessels increased slightly, although
it should be noted that no significant change may be seen for
the period c. A.D. 55-100, to which most of the vessels ana-
lysed are dated (fig. 6.35 d). Thus, there is a realistic chance
that the average will turn out to be more or less constant
once the quantity of data is increased.
Since the total height increased gradually in both the small
and the medium-sized rouletted dishes - a pattern which was
Diameter
footring (mm)
99 - 106
107 - 133
134 - 136
137 - »
Size
Small
Small or medium
Medium
Medium or large
Large or extra large
Table 6.7 Correlation between the diameter of the footring and the
size of a rouletted dish, based on the evidence of vessels
from Vechten, La Graufesenque and Oberwinterthur.
large / very large: 7
medium-sized / large: 2
medium-sized: 52
small/medium-sized: 24
Fig. 6.33 Share of the separate sizes in the collection ofrouletted dishes
from Vechten.
also perceived for the large standard ones - it seems logical
to assume that the large and very large rouletted dishes also
increased in height over the years. The correctness of this
supposition cannot be tested at present, for lack of evidence.
1. Two dishes of Drag. 17aR from Zurzach and Baden (fig. 6.37, c and
d) were left out of consideration, because it is uncertain whether they
should be regarded as belonging to the small, or to the medium-sized
variety (cf. p. 136, note 2).
2. The concentration of vessels with an average date of A.D. 60 in figs.
6.34 a-c is the result of the addition of the rouletted dishes from the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, which were all conveniently dated
A.D. 50-70. These vessels have not been included in fig. 6.34 d,
because the heights of their footrings have not been recorded.
3. If the rouletted dishes from Baden and Zurzach mentioned in note 1
are included in the group of small vessels, the total diameter and the
diameter of the footring will decrease markedly, and the strong
increase in total height will be emphasized.
4. For an explanation of the concentration of data around A.D. 60 in
figs. 6.35 a-c, see note 2.
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Fig. 6.34 a Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
34 small rouletted dishes from Vechten and from other sites.
The average values are connected by a line (see appendu B, 3
for the calculation).
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Fig. 6.34 b Connections between the average dates and the heights of 34
small rouletted ishes from Vechten and from other sites. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
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Fig. 6.34 c Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
the footrings of 34 small rouletted ishes from Vechten and
from other sites. The average values are connected by a line
(see appendix B, 3 forthe calculation).
height of footring (mm)
-1-I - I-I-I-I-I-I-I-II ' ' ' '
15
1 1
T-I-I-I-I-I-\ -I-I-I-I-\ - I-I-l-I-Ti
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
years A.D.
Fig. 6.34 d Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 13 small rouletted ishes from Vechten and from
other sites. The average values are connected by a line (see
appenduB, 3 for the calculation).
Changes in the profile
The rouletted ishes resemble Ae standard ones, not only in
the evolution of their dimensions, but also as regards the
shapes of their footrings and bases. For example, the angle
formed by the inside of the footring and its contact surface
gradually decreased also in the rouletted ishes. In vessels
from the first half of the 1st century, the inside of the usual-
ly broad footring is more or less at right angles to its contact
surface (figs. 6.36, b and e, and 6.37). The interiors of the
footnngs on later vessels usually form a sharp angle with
their contact surfaces (figs. 6.38 and 6.39). Unlike the stan-
dard dishes, the junction of the interior of the footring and
the external base of the rouletted version seems to have
remained clearly angular.
The upward slope of the base outside the footring increased
gradually, an evolution which may also be seen in the stan-
dard dishes. In Tiberio-Claudian rouletted ishes, this part of
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Fig. 6.35 a Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
35 medium-sized rouletted ishes from Vechten and from
other sites. The average values are connected by a line (see
appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
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years A.D.
Fig. 6.35 b Connections between the average dates and the heights of 35
medium-sized rouletted dishes from Vechten and from other
sites. The average values are connected by a line (see
appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
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Fig. 6.35 c Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
the footrings of 35 medium-sized rouletted dishes from
Vechten and from other sites. The average values are
connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
100
years A. D.
Fig. 6.35 d Connections behveen the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 20 medium-sized rouletted ishes from Vechten
and from other sites. The average values are connected by a
line (see appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
the base is completely or very nearly flat (fig. 6.37), but in
late Ist-century vessels the upward slope increased marked-
ly (figs. 6.38, c-e and 6.39, c-e). The slope of the base inside
the footring, however, is not a significant indication of the
date of a rouletted ish. A convex base is also often seen in
vessels of the first half of the 1st century (fig. 6.37), albeit
less frequently than on those from a later period.
The insides of the bases of the rouletted dishes differ from
those of the standard ones in two aspects. First of all, in the
place where standard ishes have single or double grooves,
these have a rouletted band, about one centimetre in width,
and bounded by grooves on either side. This rouletting is
almost always present', but there are often no grooves on
1. For an exception see Ritterling 1912, 206, under 3B.
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Changes in the profile
The rouletted ishes resemble Ae standard ones, not only in
the evolution of their dimensions, but also as regards the
shapes of their footrings and bases. For example, the angle
formed by the inside of the footring and its contact surface
gradually decreased also in the rouletted ishes. In vessels
from the first half of the 1st century, the inside of the usual-
ly broad footring is more or less at right angles to its contact
surface (figs. 6.36, b and e, and 6.37). The interiors of the
footnngs on later vessels usually form a sharp angle with
their contact surfaces (figs. 6.38 and 6.39). Unlike the stan-
dard dishes, the junction of the interior of the footring and
the external base of the rouletted version seems to have
remained clearly angular.
The upward slope of the base outside the footring increased
gradually, an evolution which may also be seen in the stan-
dard dishes. In Tiberio-Claudian rouletted ishes, this part of
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Fig. 6.35 d Connections behveen the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 20 medium-sized rouletted ishes from Vechten
and from other sites. The average values are connected by a
line (see appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
the base is completely or very nearly flat (fig. 6.37), but in
late Ist-century vessels the upward slope increased marked-
ly (figs. 6.38, c-e and 6.39, c-e). The slope of the base inside
the footring, however, is not a significant indication of the
date of a rouletted ish. A convex base is also often seen in
vessels of the first half of the 1st century (fig. 6.37), albeit
less frequently than on those from a later period.
The insides of the bases of the rouletted dishes differ from
those of the standard ones in two aspects. First of all, in the
place where standard ishes have single or double grooves,
these have a rouletted band, about one centimetre in width,
and bounded by grooves on either side. This rouletting is
almost always present', but there are often no grooves on
1. For an exception see Ritterling 1912, 206, under 3B.
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Fig. 6.36 Five dishes of Drag. 15/17R. Scale 1:2.
a: VIRTHVSFECIT, Vechten. b: OFIC[-], Aislingen. c: OFAQVITANI, Vechten. d: MARTIALIS.VA, Vechten. e: VERIVGVSF. Vechten.
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vessels after c. A.D. 70. The rouletting on vessels of this
period is often considerably coarser than that on earlier ex-
amples'.
The second difference is that rouletted ishes have an extra
groove nearer to the centre of the internal base, probably
more easily to centre the stamp. In vessels of the pre-Flavian
period, the diameter of this groove is usually wider than the
frame of the stamp (pl. 15, M128); in later examples, how-
ever, the opposite is often the case (pl. 24, V31). From the
presence of this groove, even small base fragments of rou-
letted dishes may be recognized as such. The only form they
could possibly be confused with is Drag. 33(a), which, like
the rouletted dishes, has a somewhat convex base and a
groove immediately around, or crossed by, the stamp.
The only rouletted dishes from Vechten which have no
groove around the stamp are by Acutus, Darra and Veriugus
(fig. 6.37, a and b). Three vessels of Acutus which were
found at La Graufesenque have no grooves in this position,
either. The absence of a groove around the stamp may be a
characteristic of early rouletted dishes.
A vessel of Drag. 17aR by Masculus i from Vechten is an-
other exception (fig. 6.37, f). It has a double instead of a
single groove around the stamp. This abnormality also oc-
curs on a Drag. 15/17R of Tertius, which was found at La
Graufesenque2. Both these cases are probably mere indi-
vidual exceptions to the mle.
creased over time. Simultaneously, the slope of the base out-
side the footring increased, so that a less angular profile
gradually emerged.
Another difference between Drag. 15/17R and Drag. 15/17
lies in the profile of the external wall, which is more simple
in the rouletted version than in the standard one. Since the
wall of Drag. 15/17R is usually also more curved than that
of Drag. 15/17, the external profile resembles more closely
that of Drag. 17a(R) than that of Drag. 15/17. The groove or
offset seems to have gradually moved further down the inter-
nal wall, as on Drag. 15/17. The height of Drag. 15/17R in-
creased over time.
There is also a version of Drag. 15/17R with a wall profile
related to that of Drag. 17bR". In this respect, it is the larger
representative of a variant of Drag. 15/17 (fig. 6.25).
Of the 127 rouletted ishes found at Vechten, eleven may be
identified as Drag. 15/17R. If they are classified according to
the criteria set out in table 6.7, there are five small, four
medium-sized, one large and one large or very large vessel.
The small ones are by Primu(lu?)s - Pater, Cosius Rufinus,
Secundus ii, Silvinus ii and Virthus10 (fig. 6.36, a), and the
medium-sized ones by Aquitanus (fig. 6.36, c), Bassus i -
Coelus, Fuscus ii and Melus"; the large example was made
by Martialis12 and the large or very large one by Veriugus13
(fig. 6.36, d and e).
Drag. 15/17R3 (fig. 6.36)
Drag. 15/17R - also referred to as Ritt. 4B - is the South
Gaulish successor to the Italian type Halt. 3b (Consp. 19.2),
which, like the Halt. 3 a, was probably introduced in the early
1st century4. Together with Drag. 17aR, this form was the
best-sold type of rouletted ish from the start of production
at La Graufesenque until the reign of Claudius (fig. 6.10).
Around the middle of the 1st century this position was taken
over by Drag. 18R. Drag. 15/17R seems to have been in pro-
duction at La Graufesenque at least until the end of the 1st
century. At Vechten, vessels of Fuscus ii, Cosius Rufinus and
Silvinus ii were found which are no earlier than the last
quarter of the 1st century. For a while, production of Drag.
15/17R was continued at Banassac5, and perhaps at Les
Martres-de-Veyre6, where production probably did not start
until the 2nd century.
The evolution of the profile of Drag. 15/17R is quite similar
to that of Drag. 15/17. An important difference is that the
walls of the rouletted examples are more flared than those of
the standard ones7. Even in rouletted dishes from the first
half of the 1st century, the walls do not rise perpendicularly
from the bases8 (fig. 6.36, b). In this respect, different cri-
teria should be used for dating Drag. 15/17R than for Drag.
15/17. As with the standard ish, the slope of the wall in-
Drag. 17aRW (fig. 6.37, c-f)
Drag. 17aR is the South Gaulish counterpart of the Italian
form Halt. 2b (Consp. 18.2), which was introduced around
10 B.c.15 It was one of the first forms exported from La Grau-
fesenque. Production of Drag. 17aR was probably stopped,
1. Cf. Marichal 1988, nos. 75-78 and 83.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 30.
3. For the nomenclature see p. 66.
4. EttUnger et al. 1990, 84.
5. The Morel collection mcludes a Drag. 15/17R by Natalis (La Canour-
gue. Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel, inv.no. 4163).
6. In view of where it was found, a vessel from Wroxeter stamped
BIRAC (Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XLIII 41) is more likely to be from
Les Martres than from Banassac (cf. p. 30).
7. Cf. Tyers 1993, 133, who did observe a difference, but did not notice
its connection to the difference between standard and rouletted dishes.
8. See also Godard 1992, 249, pl. II 21.
9. Ritterling 1912, 205, Abb. 45, 11.
10. Catalogue nos. P90, R31, S76, S169 andV46.
11. Catalogue nos. A55, B45, F57 and M60.
12. Catalogue no. M32.
13. Catalogue no. V18.
14. For the nomenclature see p. 66, note 13, and p. 68.
15. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 82.
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vessels after c. A.D. 70. The rouletting on vessels of this
period is often considerably coarser than that on earlier ex-
amples'.
The second difference is that rouletted ishes have an extra
groove nearer to the centre of the internal base, probably
more easily to centre the stamp. In vessels of the pre-Flavian
period, the diameter of this groove is usually wider than the
frame of the stamp (pl. 15, M128); in later examples, how-
ever, the opposite is often the case (pl. 24, V31). From the
presence of this groove, even small base fragments of rou-
letted dishes may be recognized as such. The only form they
could possibly be confused with is Drag. 33(a), which, like
the rouletted dishes, has a somewhat convex base and a
groove immediately around, or crossed by, the stamp.
The only rouletted dishes from Vechten which have no
groove around the stamp are by Acutus, Darra and Veriugus
(fig. 6.37, a and b). Three vessels of Acutus which were
found at La Graufesenque have no grooves in this position,
either. The absence of a groove around the stamp may be a
characteristic of early rouletted dishes.
A vessel of Drag. 17aR by Masculus i from Vechten is an-
other exception (fig. 6.37, f). It has a double instead of a
single groove around the stamp. This abnormality also oc-
curs on a Drag. 15/17R of Tertius, which was found at La
Graufesenque2. Both these cases are probably mere indi-
vidual exceptions to the mle.
creased over time. Simultaneously, the slope of the base out-
side the footring increased, so that a less angular profile
gradually emerged.
Another difference between Drag. 15/17R and Drag. 15/17
lies in the profile of the external wall, which is more simple
in the rouletted version than in the standard one. Since the
wall of Drag. 15/17R is usually also more curved than that
of Drag. 15/17, the external profile resembles more closely
that of Drag. 17a(R) than that of Drag. 15/17. The groove or
offset seems to have gradually moved further down the inter-
nal wall, as on Drag. 15/17. The height of Drag. 15/17R in-
creased over time.
There is also a version of Drag. 15/17R with a wall profile
related to that of Drag. 17bR". In this respect, it is the larger
representative of a variant of Drag. 15/17 (fig. 6.25).
Of the 127 rouletted ishes found at Vechten, eleven may be
identified as Drag. 15/17R. If they are classified according to
the criteria set out in table 6.7, there are five small, four
medium-sized, one large and one large or very large vessel.
The small ones are by Primu(lu?)s - Pater, Cosius Rufinus,
Secundus ii, Silvinus ii and Virthus10 (fig. 6.36, a), and the
medium-sized ones by Aquitanus (fig. 6.36, c), Bassus i -
Coelus, Fuscus ii and Melus"; the large example was made
by Martialis12 and the large or very large one by Veriugus13
(fig. 6.36, d and e).
Drag. 15/17R3 (fig. 6.36)
Drag. 15/17R - also referred to as Ritt. 4B - is the South
Gaulish successor to the Italian type Halt. 3b (Consp. 19.2),
which, like the Halt. 3 a, was probably introduced in the early
1st century4. Together with Drag. 17aR, this form was the
best-sold type of rouletted ish from the start of production
at La Graufesenque until the reign of Claudius (fig. 6.10).
Around the middle of the 1st century this position was taken
over by Drag. 18R. Drag. 15/17R seems to have been in pro-
duction at La Graufesenque at least until the end of the 1st
century. At Vechten, vessels of Fuscus ii, Cosius Rufinus and
Silvinus ii were found which are no earlier than the last
quarter of the 1st century. For a while, production of Drag.
15/17R was continued at Banassac5, and perhaps at Les
Martres-de-Veyre6, where production probably did not start
until the 2nd century.
The evolution of the profile of Drag. 15/17R is quite similar
to that of Drag. 15/17. An important difference is that the
walls of the rouletted examples are more flared than those of
the standard ones7. Even in rouletted dishes from the first
half of the 1st century, the walls do not rise perpendicularly
from the bases8 (fig. 6.36, b). In this respect, different cri-
teria should be used for dating Drag. 15/17R than for Drag.
15/17. As with the standard ish, the slope of the wall in-
Drag. 17aRW (fig. 6.37, c-f)
Drag. 17aR is the South Gaulish counterpart of the Italian
form Halt. 2b (Consp. 18.2), which was introduced around
10 B.c.15 It was one of the first forms exported from La Grau-
fesenque. Production of Drag. 17aR was probably stopped,
1. Cf. Marichal 1988, nos. 75-78 and 83.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 30.
3. For the nomenclature see p. 66.
4. EttUnger et al. 1990, 84.
5. The Morel collection mcludes a Drag. 15/17R by Natalis (La Canour-
gue. Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel, inv.no. 4163).
6. In view of where it was found, a vessel from Wroxeter stamped
BIRAC (Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XLIII 41) is more likely to be from
Les Martres than from Banassac (cf. p. 30).
7. Cf. Tyers 1993, 133, who did observe a difference, but did not notice
its connection to the difference between standard and rouletted dishes.
8. See also Godard 1992, 249, pl. II 21.
9. Ritterling 1912, 205, Abb. 45, 11.
10. Catalogue nos. P90, R31, S76, S169 andV46.
11. Catalogue nos. A55, B45, F57 and M60.
12. Catalogue no. M32.
13. Catalogue no. V18.
14. For the nomenclature see p. 66, note 13, and p. 68.
15. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 82.
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Fig.6.37 Two unidentified rouletted ishes (a-b) and four dishes of Drag. 17aR.Scalel :2.
a: OFIC.ACVTI, Vechten. b: VERIVGVS.FEC, Vechten. c: SECVNDI, Zurzach. d: stamp missing, Baden. e: FVSCVS, Baden. f: MASCLVS,
Vechten.
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together with that of Drag. 17a, around A.D. 40, because the
rouletted ish has not yet been found in any later context.
Because Drag. 17aR is a rare form which was, moreover,
produced for only a short period, it cannot be determined
whether the small differences perceptible between the indi-
vidual vessels (fig. 6.37, c-f) are the results of a typological
evolution.
The stamped vessels from Vechten include only one ex-
ample of Drag. 17aR, from the workshop ofMasculus i' (fig.
6.37, f). Since the top section of the wall is missing, it can-
not be determined with certainty whether the vessel is of the
large or the very large variety. In view of the diameter of the
footring, which is almost 20 cm, the latter possibility is most
likely.
Drag. 18R2 (figs. 6.38 and 6.39)
The history of the development of Drag. 18R - also known
as Ritt. 2B - like that of the Drag. 18, is as yet unclear. At the
beginning of production at La Graufesenque, Drag. 18R
seems to have been made in only small quantities. Five ex-
amples of this form were found in the Fosse de Cirratus,
against 125 vessels of Drag. 15/17R and 132 examples of
Drag. 17aR. Complete examples of Drag. 18R of this period
are hardly ever found outside the production centre. The
earliest example from Vechten dates from around the middle
of the 1st century (fig. 6.39, b), unless an incomplete vessel
ofAcutus, of c. A.D. 20-45, may be identified as Drag. 18R
(fig. 6.37, a). Around A.D. 50, at any rate. Drag. 18R took the
position of Drag. 15/17R as best-selling rouletted dish (fig.
6. 10).
The evolution of the profile of Drag. 18R (figs. 6.38 and
6.39) is largely similar to that of Drag. 18. The rim became
more voluminous, and more heavily beaded. The curve of
the wall decreased, and it became more flared. It should be
noted, however, that the wall of Drag. 18R is more flared
than that of contemporary vessels of Drag. 18. In order to
avoid dating errors it is, therefore, important o distinguish
the standard dishes from their rouletted counterparts.
The junction of the wall and the base of Drag. 18R, as on
Drag. 18, gradually became less angular, internally as well
as externally. However, on the inside, in particular, a more or
less prominent offset can often be seen where the wall joins
the base, even in some late examples. Together with the
decreasingly angular junction of wall and base, the upward
slope of the base outside the footring increased considerably,
as did the total height.
Of the 42 rouletted ishes from Vechten identified as Drag.
18R, fourteen may be classified as small, eleven as small or
medium-sized, twelve as medium-sized and one as large3, on
the basis of the criteria set out in table 6.7. The only potters
represented by more than one vessel are Censor (4 ex.),
Frontinus (2), Masclinus (2), Pontius (2), Secundinus (2), L.
Cosius Virilis (3) and Vitalis ii (4).
Cups
The dimensions of the cups from the Fosse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque (fig. 6.40), from Vechten and from a few
other sites (fig. 6.41) seem to imply that cups were produced
in two sizes. This impression is only partly correct; if the
dimensions of the cups are compared for each type, great
differences become apparent. Obvious concentrations are to
be seen only for Drag. 24/25 and 27(g)4 (figs. 6.42 d and e).
Dimensions of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 33(a/b) are far more
varied5 (figs. 6.42 b, c and f)
The footrings of most types present a different picture. Only
Ritt. 5 shows two clearly separate groups (fig. 6.43 a). For
Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 33(a/b), concentrations may be seen
which are less marked in the total dimensions (figs. 6.43 b,
c and f). The opposite is tme of Drag. 24/25 and 27(g). The
dimensions of the footrings of these types are more varied
than the total dimensions (figs. 6.43 d and e).
Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and 27(g) were made in three sizes,
referred to here as small, medium-sized and large; they
include vessels with total diameters of c. 70-100 mm, c. 1 10-
150 mm and c. 180-210 mm. The latter size is extremely
rare.
The three sizes are usually recognizable, not only by their
largest diameters, but also by their heights. The only type
which poses a problem is Drag. 27(g). Small as well as
medium-sized examples of this type may be 48 mm high.
Below, this problem will be demonstrated to occur only in
vessels of the late 1st century.
In most cases, the sizes ofRitt. 5, Drag. 24/25 or Drag.27(g)
may also be deduced from the diameters of their footrings.
1. Catalogue no. M41.
2. For the nomenclature see p. 66, note 13.
3. The latter vessel was not mcluded in table 6.6, because its complete
profile has not survived; its dimensions are: total diameter c. 320
mm, total height c. 70 mm, diameter of footring c. 152 mm, height of
footring 16 mm (catalogue no. A56).
4. For the difference between Drag. 27 and 27g, see p. 66-68. Of Ritt. 5,
so few complete vessels were found at Vechten that no conclusive
evidence can be given for concentrations in the dimensions of this
form (fig. 6.42 a). However, the dimensions of examples found else-
where, and those of the footrings, show that Ritt. 5 belongs to the
same group as Drag. 24/25 and 27(g).
5. For the difference between Drag. 33, 33a and 33b, see pp. 68 and 121-
123.
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Fig.6.37 Two unidentified rouletted ishes (a-b) and four dishes of Drag. 17aR.Scalel :2.
a: OFIC.ACVTI, Vechten. b: VERIVGVS.FEC, Vechten. c: SECVNDI, Zurzach. d: stamp missing, Baden. e: FVSCVS, Baden. f: MASCLVS,
Vechten.
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together with that of Drag. 17a, around A.D. 40, because the
rouletted ish has not yet been found in any later context.
Because Drag. 17aR is a rare form which was, moreover,
produced for only a short period, it cannot be determined
whether the small differences perceptible between the indi-
vidual vessels (fig. 6.37, c-f) are the results of a typological
evolution.
The stamped vessels from Vechten include only one ex-
ample of Drag. 17aR, from the workshop ofMasculus i' (fig.
6.37, f). Since the top section of the wall is missing, it can-
not be determined with certainty whether the vessel is of the
large or the very large variety. In view of the diameter of the
footring, which is almost 20 cm, the latter possibility is most
likely.
Drag. 18R2 (figs. 6.38 and 6.39)
The history of the development of Drag. 18R - also known
as Ritt. 2B - like that of the Drag. 18, is as yet unclear. At the
beginning of production at La Graufesenque, Drag. 18R
seems to have been made in only small quantities. Five ex-
amples of this form were found in the Fosse de Cirratus,
against 125 vessels of Drag. 15/17R and 132 examples of
Drag. 17aR. Complete examples of Drag. 18R of this period
are hardly ever found outside the production centre. The
earliest example from Vechten dates from around the middle
of the 1st century (fig. 6.39, b), unless an incomplete vessel
ofAcutus, of c. A.D. 20-45, may be identified as Drag. 18R
(fig. 6.37, a). Around A.D. 50, at any rate. Drag. 18R took the
position of Drag. 15/17R as best-selling rouletted dish (fig.
6. 10).
The evolution of the profile of Drag. 18R (figs. 6.38 and
6.39) is largely similar to that of Drag. 18. The rim became
more voluminous, and more heavily beaded. The curve of
the wall decreased, and it became more flared. It should be
noted, however, that the wall of Drag. 18R is more flared
than that of contemporary vessels of Drag. 18. In order to
avoid dating errors it is, therefore, important o distinguish
the standard dishes from their rouletted counterparts.
The junction of the wall and the base of Drag. 18R, as on
Drag. 18, gradually became less angular, internally as well
as externally. However, on the inside, in particular, a more or
less prominent offset can often be seen where the wall joins
the base, even in some late examples. Together with the
decreasingly angular junction of wall and base, the upward
slope of the base outside the footring increased considerably,
as did the total height.
Of the 42 rouletted ishes from Vechten identified as Drag.
18R, fourteen may be classified as small, eleven as small or
medium-sized, twelve as medium-sized and one as large3, on
the basis of the criteria set out in table 6.7. The only potters
represented by more than one vessel are Censor (4 ex.),
Frontinus (2), Masclinus (2), Pontius (2), Secundinus (2), L.
Cosius Virilis (3) and Vitalis ii (4).
Cups
The dimensions of the cups from the Fosse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque (fig. 6.40), from Vechten and from a few
other sites (fig. 6.41) seem to imply that cups were produced
in two sizes. This impression is only partly correct; if the
dimensions of the cups are compared for each type, great
differences become apparent. Obvious concentrations are to
be seen only for Drag. 24/25 and 27(g)4 (figs. 6.42 d and e).
Dimensions of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 33(a/b) are far more
varied5 (figs. 6.42 b, c and f)
The footrings of most types present a different picture. Only
Ritt. 5 shows two clearly separate groups (fig. 6.43 a). For
Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 33(a/b), concentrations may be seen
which are less marked in the total dimensions (figs. 6.43 b,
c and f). The opposite is tme of Drag. 24/25 and 27(g). The
dimensions of the footrings of these types are more varied
than the total dimensions (figs. 6.43 d and e).
Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and 27(g) were made in three sizes,
referred to here as small, medium-sized and large; they
include vessels with total diameters of c. 70-100 mm, c. 1 10-
150 mm and c. 180-210 mm. The latter size is extremely
rare.
The three sizes are usually recognizable, not only by their
largest diameters, but also by their heights. The only type
which poses a problem is Drag. 27(g). Small as well as
medium-sized examples of this type may be 48 mm high.
Below, this problem will be demonstrated to occur only in
vessels of the late 1st century.
In most cases, the sizes ofRitt. 5, Drag. 24/25 or Drag.27(g)
may also be deduced from the diameters of their footrings.
1. Catalogue no. M41.
2. For the nomenclature see p. 66, note 13.
3. The latter vessel was not mcluded in table 6.6, because its complete
profile has not survived; its dimensions are: total diameter c. 320
mm, total height c. 70 mm, diameter of footring c. 152 mm, height of
footring 16 mm (catalogue no. A56).
4. For the difference between Drag. 27 and 27g, see p. 66-68. Of Ritt. 5,
so few complete vessels were found at Vechten that no conclusive
evidence can be given for concentrations in the dimensions of this
form (fig. 6.42 a). However, the dimensions of examples found else-
where, and those of the footrings, show that Ritt. 5 belongs to the
same group as Drag. 24/25 and 27(g).
5. For the difference between Drag. 33, 33a and 33b, see pp. 68 and 121-
123.
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Fig. 6.38 Five chronologically arranged small dishes of Drag. 18R. Scale 1:2.
a: PRIMVLI.PATER, Aislingen. b: TERTI. MA, Rottweil. c: OFMASCLIN, Nijmegen. d: OFCRESTI, Nijmegen. e: C. IVL.PR. SVR, Seron.
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Fig. 6.39 Five chronologically arranged medium-sized ishes ofDrag. 18R. Scale 1:2.
a: CACABIOF, Valkenburg. b: ATVSA.FEC, Vechten. c: OFPONTI, Rottweil. d: L.COSI.VI, Vechten. e: stamped by Masculus ii, La
Graufesenque.
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Fig. 6.38 Five chronologically arranged small dishes of Drag. 18R. Scale 1:2.
a: PRIMVLI.PATER, Aislingen. b: TERTI. MA, Rottweil. c: OFMASCLIN, Nijmegen. d: OFCRESTI, Nijmegen. e: C. IVL.PR. SVR, Seron.
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Fig. 6.39 Five chronologically arranged medium-sized ishes ofDrag. 18R. Scale 1:2.
a: CACABIOF, Valkenburg. b: ATVSA.FEC, Vechten. c: OFPONTI, Rottweil. d: L.COSI.VI, Vechten. e: stamped by Masculus ii, La
Graufesenque.
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Fig. 6.40 Connections between the diameters and heights of 2488 cups which were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque.
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Fig.6.41 Connections between the diameters and heights of 431 cups
from Vechten (+) and from other sites (-).
This division is supported by the data for cups of Ritt. 8 from the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. Four concentrations are
recognizable in the dimensions of the cups, of vessels with total di-
ameters of 60-74 mm, 70-92 mm, 92-118 mm and 118-138 mm.
Only five vessels of Ritt. 9 whose dimensions could be determined
were found in this waste deposit. Ritterling's upposition (1912, 208
f.) that Ritt. 8 and 9 were made in only two sizes can now be regarded
as incorrect.
Only for Drag. 27(g) do the diameters of the footrings of
small and medium-sized vessels show some overlap (fig.
6.43 e). However, if vessels with and without a groove in
their footrings - i.e.. Drag. 27g and Drag. 27 - are distin-
guished, the situation becomes clearer (fig. 6.44). The two
sizes of Drag. 27g are clearly separated and there is little
overlap in those of Drag. 27 . Only cups of Drag. 27 with
footrings of 46 mm across cannot simply be labelled as
either small or medium-sized.
As was noted before, the dimensions of Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 33(a/b) are much more evenly distributed than those of
the other types. Initially, two different explanations may be
given for this phenomenon. The variation in size may mean
that hese cups were not produced in a fixed number of sizes,
but also that the number of sizes is so large that they are
scarcely distinguishable. The choice between these altema-
tives is complicated by the rarity of the three types in ques-
tion. In order to obviate this problem, the data for Ritt. 8 and
Ritt. 9 were combined. This procedure seems justified be-
cause the dimensions of these types of cups are very similar.
Because the types have different heights, the diameter was
not only compared to the height, but also to the diameter of
the footring (fig. 6.45). Comparison of these data demon-
strates that there are at least four different sizes ofRitt. 8 and
Ritt. 9, with diameters of c. 65, 80, 100 and 120 mm, re-
spectively*. The cup of Ritt. 9 with a diameter of 55 mm prob-
ably represents a fifth size, and the Ritt. 8 with a footring of
90 mm across (fig. 6.43 b), a sixth, with a total diameter of
c. 20 cm.
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Fig. 6.42 d Connections between the diameters and heights of 86 cups of
Drag. 24/25 fromVechten.
Drag. 33 and Drag. 33a also seem to have been made in four
sizes, with diameters of c. 100, 130, 170 and 200 mm, re-
spectively. In view of the similarities to the sizes of Ritt. 8
and 9, the two vessels with diameters of 80 mm may prob-
ably be considered representatives of a fifth size (fig. 6.46).
Whether the conclusions drawn with respect o Drag. 33 and
Drag. 33a also hold for Drag. 33b cannot be guaranteed, as
so few examples of this type are known.
Unlike Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and 27(g), the sizes of Ritt. 8
and 9 and Drag. 33(a) cannot always be determined by the
sizes of their footrings. The concentrations of dimensions
noted before turn out to be far less homogeneous on closer
inspection than one would at first sight assume. For Ritt. 8
and 9, the footrings of vessels with total diameters of c. 65
and 80 mm, and those with diameters of c. 100 and 120 mm,
overlap in part (figs. 6.47 a and b). The situation for Drag.
33(a) is no less complicated (fig. 6.47 c). The diameters of
the footrings of the various sizes of this type also show some
overlap.
The differences that have been noted in the dimensions of
the individual types are largely related to differences in
shape. Wasters found at La Graufesenque have shown that in
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recognizable in the dimensions of the cups, of vessels with total di-
ameters of 60-74 mm, 70-92 mm, 92-118 mm and 118-138 mm.
Only five vessels of Ritt. 9 whose dimensions could be determined
were found in this waste deposit. Ritterling's upposition (1912, 208
f.) that Ritt. 8 and 9 were made in only two sizes can now be regarded
as incorrect.
Only for Drag. 27(g) do the diameters of the footrings of
small and medium-sized vessels show some overlap (fig.
6.43 e). However, if vessels with and without a groove in
their footrings - i.e.. Drag. 27g and Drag. 27 - are distin-
guished, the situation becomes clearer (fig. 6.44). The two
sizes of Drag. 27g are clearly separated and there is little
overlap in those of Drag. 27 . Only cups of Drag. 27 with
footrings of 46 mm across cannot simply be labelled as
either small or medium-sized.
As was noted before, the dimensions of Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 33(a/b) are much more evenly distributed than those of
the other types. Initially, two different explanations may be
given for this phenomenon. The variation in size may mean
that hese cups were not produced in a fixed number of sizes,
but also that the number of sizes is so large that they are
scarcely distinguishable. The choice between these altema-
tives is complicated by the rarity of the three types in ques-
tion. In order to obviate this problem, the data for Ritt. 8 and
Ritt. 9 were combined. This procedure seems justified be-
cause the dimensions of these types of cups are very similar.
Because the types have different heights, the diameter was
not only compared to the height, but also to the diameter of
the footring (fig. 6.45). Comparison of these data demon-
strates that there are at least four different sizes ofRitt. 8 and
Ritt. 9, with diameters of c. 65, 80, 100 and 120 mm, re-
spectively*. The cup of Ritt. 9 with a diameter of 55 mm prob-
ably represents a fifth size, and the Ritt. 8 with a footring of
90 mm across (fig. 6.43 b), a sixth, with a total diameter of
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Drag. 33 and Drag. 33a also seem to have been made in four
sizes, with diameters of c. 100, 130, 170 and 200 mm, re-
spectively. In view of the similarities to the sizes of Ritt. 8
and 9, the two vessels with diameters of 80 mm may prob-
ably be considered representatives of a fifth size (fig. 6.46).
Whether the conclusions drawn with respect o Drag. 33 and
Drag. 33a also hold for Drag. 33b cannot be guaranteed, as
so few examples of this type are known.
Unlike Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and 27(g), the sizes of Ritt. 8
and 9 and Drag. 33(a) cannot always be determined by the
sizes of their footrings. The concentrations of dimensions
noted before turn out to be far less homogeneous on closer
inspection than one would at first sight assume. For Ritt. 8
and 9, the footrings of vessels with total diameters of c. 65
and 80 mm, and those with diameters of c. 100 and 120 mm,
overlap in part (figs. 6.47 a and b). The situation for Drag.
33(a) is no less complicated (fig. 6.47 c). The diameters of
the footrings of the various sizes of this type also show some
overlap.
The differences that have been noted in the dimensions of
the individual types are largely related to differences in
shape. Wasters found at La Graufesenque have shown that in
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and
the case of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and 27(g), stacks were
made of vessels with the same diameters' (fig. 6.48, a, d and
e). No stacks or wasters of the other types have been found
as yet, but traces on the cups show how they were stacked in
Gallia 24, 1966, 413, fig. 3; Vemhet 1981, 40, fig. 11; Gallia 41, 1983,
478, fig. 7; Bemont et al. 1987, 49, fig.50; Verahet1991,37.
the kiln. Sometimes, a vessel has a visible imprint on its
interior, made by the footring of the cup it rested on during
firing. This evidence demonstrates that cups of Drag. 33(a)
of the same diameter were also stacked (fig. 6.48, f). Ritt. 8
and 9 were not treated in the same way, because this would
have caused great lateral pressure on the rim of the bottom
cups in the stack, which would have been deformed as a
result (fig. 6.48, b and c). Traces found on some cups ofRitt.
8 and 9 show that these types were stacked differently. If
they do bear imprints of other footrings, these are often of
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Fig. 6.43 f Connections between the diameters and heights of the
footrings of 80 cups of Drag. 33(a/b) from Vechten (+) and
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considerably smaller diameter than those of the cups them-
selves. With Ritt. 8 and 9, therefore, nests were formed of
vessels of decreasing size (fig. 6.49). How these nests were
subsequently stacked in the kiln is as yet unknown.
Changes in the dimensions
To analyze whether there was any evolution in the dimen-
sions of the cups, the various izes have to be treated separ-
ately, because small cups of Drag. 24 did not necessarily go
through the same changes as medium-sized ones, for in-
stance. One result of the division is that no conclusions can
be drawn about he evolution of the sizes of Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 33(a/b), because the number of vessels of these forms
per size is too small. The data for Ritt. 5 can be compared to
those for Drag. 24/25 and 27(g).
Because Drag. 27(g) is the most common cup, and also the
only type which was produced throughout the period c. A.D.
10-120, this type is an obvious starting point for analysis.
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the kiln. Sometimes, a vessel has a visible imprint on its
interior, made by the footring of the cup it rested on during
firing. This evidence demonstrates that cups of Drag. 33(a)
of the same diameter were also stacked (fig. 6.48, f). Ritt. 8
and 9 were not treated in the same way, because this would
have caused great lateral pressure on the rim of the bottom
cups in the stack, which would have been deformed as a
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Fig. 6.43 f Connections between the diameters and heights of the
footrings of 80 cups of Drag. 33(a/b) from Vechten (+) and
from other sites (-).
considerably smaller diameter than those of the cups them-
selves. With Ritt. 8 and 9, therefore, nests were formed of
vessels of decreasing size (fig. 6.49). How these nests were
subsequently stacked in the kiln is as yet unknown.
Changes in the dimensions
To analyze whether there was any evolution in the dimen-
sions of the cups, the various izes have to be treated separ-
ately, because small cups of Drag. 24 did not necessarily go
through the same changes as medium-sized ones, for in-
stance. One result of the division is that no conclusions can
be drawn about he evolution of the sizes of Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 33(a/b), because the number of vessels of these forms
per size is too small. The data for Ritt. 5 can be compared to
those for Drag. 24/25 and 27(g).
Because Drag. 27(g) is the most common cup, and also the
only type which was produced throughout the period c. A.D.
10-120, this type is an obvious starting point for analysis.
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The dimensions of the small cups, with diameters of c. 70-
100 mm (fig. 6.42 e), clearly changed over time. The aver-
age diameter emained more or less the same in the pre-
Flavian period, but after the year 70 it increased from c. 80
mm to over 90 mm (fig. 6.50 a). In spite of the fact that he
distribution of dimensions is fairly widespread, this ten-
dency is clearly perceptible. This is also true of the height of
the small vessels, which increased as well (fig. 6.50 b). The
diameter of the footring decreased in the first half of the 1st
century, and increased uring the Flavian period (fig. 6.50
c). The height of the footring did not undergo any remark-
able changes; the increase in height in the period c. A.D. 70-
100 was only limited (fig. 6.50 d).
The dimensions of the small cups of Drag. 27 (g) often do not
offer many leads for dating, because the data are so widely
distributed. Vessels of 80 mm or less are probably earlier
than A.D. 80, and those with diameters of more than 90 mm
generally stem from the Flavian period. The shallower a
small Drag. 27(g) is, the greater the chance that it is an early
example, and vice versa. A vessel with a large footring is
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either early, or late; the decisive role of the profile in such
cases is demonstrated below (p. 119). Vessels with small
footrings will generally belong to the third quarter of the 1st
century.
The dimensions of medium-sized cups of Drag. 27(g), with
diameters of c. 100-140 mm (fig. 6.42 e), also went hrough
a few changes. The average diameter seems to have decreased
markedly in the times of Tiberius and Claudius, although it
should be noted that his conclusion is based on a relatively
limited number of vessels (fig. 6.51 a). The height decreased
most in the third quarter of the 1st century, from c. 62 to c.
56 mm (fig. 6.51 b). The diameter of the footring shows the
same evolution; it decreased from c. 60 mm in Tiberius's
reign to c. 52 mm in the Flavian period (fig. 6.51 c). The
footring also shows a decrease in average height, but this is
fairly limited (fig. 6.51 d).
Thus, the medium-sized cups of Drag. 27 (g) became notice-
ably smaller in every respect in the course of time. The
reduction in the dimensions took place almost entirely
during the pre-Flavian period. As a result, relatively accurate
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The dimensions of the small cups, with diameters of c. 70-
100 mm (fig. 6.42 e), clearly changed over time. The aver-
age diameter emained more or less the same in the pre-
Flavian period, but after the year 70 it increased from c. 80
mm to over 90 mm (fig. 6.50 a). In spite of the fact that he
distribution of dimensions is fairly widespread, this ten-
dency is clearly perceptible. This is also true of the height of
the small vessels, which increased as well (fig. 6.50 b). The
diameter of the footring decreased in the first half of the 1st
century, and increased uring the Flavian period (fig. 6.50
c). The height of the footring did not undergo any remark-
able changes; the increase in height in the period c. A.D. 70-
100 was only limited (fig. 6.50 d).
The dimensions of the small cups of Drag. 27 (g) often do not
offer many leads for dating, because the data are so widely
distributed. Vessels of 80 mm or less are probably earlier
than A.D. 80, and those with diameters of more than 90 mm
generally stem from the Flavian period. The shallower a
small Drag. 27(g) is, the greater the chance that it is an early
example, and vice versa. A vessel with a large footring is
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either early, or late; the decisive role of the profile in such
cases is demonstrated below (p. 119). Vessels with small
footrings will generally belong to the third quarter of the 1st
century.
The dimensions of medium-sized cups of Drag. 27(g), with
diameters of c. 100-140 mm (fig. 6.42 e), also went hrough
a few changes. The average diameter seems to have decreased
markedly in the times of Tiberius and Claudius, although it
should be noted that his conclusion is based on a relatively
limited number of vessels (fig. 6.51 a). The height decreased
most in the third quarter of the 1st century, from c. 62 to c.
56 mm (fig. 6.51 b). The diameter of the footring shows the
same evolution; it decreased from c. 60 mm in Tiberius's
reign to c. 52 mm in the Flavian period (fig. 6.51 c). The
footring also shows a decrease in average height, but this is
fairly limited (fig. 6.51 d).
Thus, the medium-sized cups of Drag. 27 (g) became notice-
ably smaller in every respect in the course of time. The
reduction in the dimensions took place almost entirely
during the pre-Flavian period. As a result, relatively accurate
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Fig. 6.48 Stacking of six types of cups of the same sizes.
Fig. 6.49 Stacking method of differently-sized cups of Ritt. 8 and 9.
dates may be assigned on the basis of the dimensions.
Medium-sized cups of Drag. 27(g) with diameters smaller
than 120 mm probably date from the Flavian period, as do
vessels lower than 58 mm. The larger and higher the cup, the
more likely an early date. The same holds for the sizes of the
footrings. Cups with footrings of more than 60 mm across,
or more than 15 mm high, are likely to be pre-Flavian. The
narrower and lower the footring, the more likely it is that it
is a relatively late cup.
Thus, the two most common sizes of Drag. 27(g) seem to
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Fig. 6.50 d Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
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have gone through diametrically opposite changes. The small
cups became larger, particularly during the Flavian period,
and the medium-sized vessels became smaller, mainly
during the pre-Flavian period. The difference between small
and medium-sized cups, therefore, is only a problem for ves-
sels of the late 1st century. This also explains the difference
between Drag. 27(g) and Drag. 27 mentioned above (p.
102). A significant proportion of the cups of Drag. 27g date
from the pre-Flavian period, when the difference between
small and medium-sized vessels was still relatively clear
(fig. 6.44 a), and cups of Drag. 27 mainly from the time after
A.D. 70, when the limits of the two sizes sometimes overlap-
ped (fig. 6.44 b).
Large cups of Drag. 27g, with diameters of c. 180-220 mm,
are so rare that it is as yet unclear whether their dimensions
underwent any changes in the course of time.
There is not much evidence for Kitt. 5, either (figs. 6.42 a
and 6.43 a). Only the largest diameters and the dimensions
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dates may be assigned on the basis of the dimensions.
Medium-sized cups of Drag. 27(g) with diameters smaller
than 120 mm probably date from the Flavian period, as do
vessels lower than 58 mm. The larger and higher the cup, the
more likely an early date. The same holds for the sizes of the
footrings. Cups with footrings of more than 60 mm across,
or more than 15 mm high, are likely to be pre-Flavian. The
narrower and lower the footring, the more likely it is that it
is a relatively late cup.
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have gone through diametrically opposite changes. The small
cups became larger, particularly during the Flavian period,
and the medium-sized vessels became smaller, mainly
during the pre-Flavian period. The difference between small
and medium-sized cups, therefore, is only a problem for ves-
sels of the late 1st century. This also explains the difference
between Drag. 27(g) and Drag. 27 mentioned above (p.
102). A significant proportion of the cups of Drag. 27g date
from the pre-Flavian period, when the difference between
small and medium-sized vessels was still relatively clear
(fig. 6.44 a), and cups of Drag. 27 mainly from the time after
A.D. 70, when the limits of the two sizes sometimes overlap-
ped (fig. 6.44 b).
Large cups of Drag. 27g, with diameters of c. 180-220 mm,
are so rare that it is as yet unclear whether their dimensions
underwent any changes in the course of time.
There is not much evidence for Kitt. 5, either (figs. 6.42 a
and 6.43 a). Only the largest diameters and the dimensions
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Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 1058 medium-sized cups of Drag. 27(g) from
Vechten. The average values are connected by a line (see
appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
of the footrings of this type can be compared to those of
Drag. 27(g), because the height is proportionally different'.
The diameter of the only small cup of Ritt. 5 from Vechten
which survived in its entirety is 72 mm (fig. 6.42 a). The di-
1. The ratio of the diameter to the height of Ritt. 5 is a little over 1.5 : 1,
while that of Drag. 27(g) is approximately 2:1.
ameters of the footrings vary from 36 to 45 mm (fig. 6.43 a).
These values are fairly similar to those of early cups of Drag.
27(g) of the same size (figs. 6.50 a and c).
The diameters of the four complete medium-sized cups of
Ritt. 5 from Vechten vary from 124 to 132 mm (fig. 6.42 a).
The footrings of the cups of this size have diameters of
between 55 and 67 mm (fig. 6.43 b). These values also con-
cur with those of medium-sized vessels of Drag. 27(g) from
the time ofTiberius (figs. 6.51 a and c).
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Since Drag. 24/25 is better-represented than Ritt. 5, it is use-
ful to make a separate analysis of the changes this type went
through. The dimensions of the small vessels, with diameters
of c. 65-95 mm (fig. 6.42 d), did not undergo any clear evol-
ution (fig. 6.52). This matches the pattern for small cups of
Drag. 27(g) during the same period c. A.D. 35-70 (fig. 6.50).
It has to be noted, however, that the absolute values of the
total heights and the heights of the footrings of both types
are not normally comparable for typological reasons.
The evolution of the total diameters and the diameters of the
footrings of the medium-sized cups of Drag. 24/25, with di-
ameters of c. 110-155 mm (fig. 6.42 d), corresponds very
closely to that of Drag. 27(g) during the period c. A.D. 30-75
(figs. 6.51 a and c and 6.53 a and c). The earliest cups of
Drag. 24/25 are a little larger than the earliest vessels of
Drag. 27(g). The height of the medium-sized cups of Drag.
24/25 also seems to have gone through an evolution similar
to that of the medium-sized Drag. 27(g), even though the
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Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of 1058 medium-sized cups of Drag. 27(g) from
Vechten. The average values are connected by a line (see
appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
of the footrings of this type can be compared to those of
Drag. 27(g), because the height is proportionally different'.
The diameter of the only small cup of Ritt. 5 from Vechten
which survived in its entirety is 72 mm (fig. 6.42 a). The di-
1. The ratio of the diameter to the height of Ritt. 5 is a little over 1.5 : 1,
while that of Drag. 27(g) is approximately 2:1.
ameters of the footrings vary from 36 to 45 mm (fig. 6.43 a).
These values are fairly similar to those of early cups of Drag.
27(g) of the same size (figs. 6.50 a and c).
The diameters of the four complete medium-sized cups of
Ritt. 5 from Vechten vary from 124 to 132 mm (fig. 6.42 a).
The footrings of the cups of this size have diameters of
between 55 and 67 mm (fig. 6.43 b). These values also con-
cur with those of medium-sized vessels of Drag. 27(g) from
the time ofTiberius (figs. 6.51 a and c).
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Fig. 6.52 d Connections between the average dates and the heights of the
footrings of70_gmall cups of Drag. 24/25 from Vechten. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
Since Drag. 24/25 is better-represented than Ritt. 5, it is use-
ful to make a separate analysis of the changes this type went
through. The dimensions of the small vessels, with diameters
of c. 65-95 mm (fig. 6.42 d), did not undergo any clear evol-
ution (fig. 6.52). This matches the pattern for small cups of
Drag. 27(g) during the same period c. A.D. 35-70 (fig. 6.50).
It has to be noted, however, that the absolute values of the
total heights and the heights of the footrings of both types
are not normally comparable for typological reasons.
The evolution of the total diameters and the diameters of the
footrings of the medium-sized cups of Drag. 24/25, with di-
ameters of c. 110-155 mm (fig. 6.42 d), corresponds very
closely to that of Drag. 27(g) during the period c. A.D. 30-75
(figs. 6.51 a and c and 6.53 a and c). The earliest cups of
Drag. 24/25 are a little larger than the earliest vessels of
Drag. 27(g). The height of the medium-sized cups of Drag.
24/25 also seems to have gone through an evolution similar
to that of the medium-sized Drag. 27(g), even though the
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Fig. 6.53 a Connections between the average dates and the diameters of
39 .medium-sized cups of Drag. 24/25 from Vechten. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
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footrings of 248 jnedium-sized cups of Drag. 24/25 from
Vechten. The average values are connected by a line (see
appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
number of vessels from the first half of the 1 st century is too
small to allow for any reliable conclusions (figs. 6.51 b and
6.53 b). The footring of Drag. 24/25, however, became high-
er instead of lower, like that on Drag. 27 (g) (figs. 6.51 d and
6.53 d). Although the absolute height is so small that minor
inaccuracies in measuring may have relatively major esults,
the tendency does seem to be one of increasing height. It
may be obvious that the dimensions of the footrings of me-
dium-sized cups of Drag. 24/25 of the third quarter of the 1st
century are sometimes close to those of the footrings of
small cups of Drag. 27 of the last quarter of the 1st century,
a fact which may lead to mistaken identification.
All in all, it looks as though Ritt. 5, Drag. 24/25 and 27(g)
went hrough similar changes. The small cups became larger,
and the medium-sized ones smaller. Whether the other types
went through similar changes cannot be determined as yet.
With respect o Drag. 33(a), it may simply be noted that he
footrings of early examples with total diameters of c. 170
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Connections between the diameters and heights of the
footrings of 46 pre-Flavian (- and f) and Flavian (+ and F)
cups of Drag. 33a and 33 fromVechten and from other sites.
f and F: pre-Flavian and Flavian vessels of size F,
respectively. The presumed istribution of vessels of size F is
indicated by means of shading.
mm (fig. 6.46, size F) are larger across, as well as higher,
than those of later vessels (fig. 6.54).
Changes in the profile
The separate types of cups show so many external differ-
ences that here are hardly any common changes in the pro-
files to be discussed. Like the three other basic forms, cups
became thicker over the years. Because this evolution cannot
be expressed numerically, the thickness of wall or base is a
subjective criterion, which is hardly useful for purposes of
dating.
The same objection applies to the only other common change
which the cups underwent, hat of the diameter of the ring
around the stamp. In early cups, this is usually wider than
the frame of the stamp (pl. 3, A103), but in later vessels the
opposite is often the case (pl. 22, S139). Because the vari-
ation is relatively great, only a rough estimate of the date of
a cup can be made on the basis of this evidence.
Fig. 6.55 Three medium-sized(a-c) and four small (d-g) cups of Ritt. 5. Scale 1:2.
a: VAPVSO, Mainz. b: EPIDIVS, Vechten. c: MACCA, Vechten. d: SECVND, Asciburgium. e: SCOTF, Aislingen. f: CLEMES, Mainz. g: MACA,
Vechten.
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dium-sized cups of Drag. 24/25 of the third quarter of the 1st
century are sometimes close to those of the footrings of
small cups of Drag. 27 of the last quarter of the 1st century,
a fact which may lead to mistaken identification.
All in all, it looks as though Ritt. 5, Drag. 24/25 and 27(g)
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mm (fig. 6.46, size F) are larger across, as well as higher,
than those of later vessels (fig. 6.54).
Changes in the profile
The separate types of cups show so many external differ-
ences that here are hardly any common changes in the pro-
files to be discussed. Like the three other basic forms, cups
became thicker over the years. Because this evolution cannot
be expressed numerically, the thickness of wall or base is a
subjective criterion, which is hardly useful for purposes of
dating.
The same objection applies to the only other common change
which the cups underwent, hat of the diameter of the ring
around the stamp. In early cups, this is usually wider than
the frame of the stamp (pl. 3, A103), but in later vessels the
opposite is often the case (pl. 22, S139). Because the vari-
ation is relatively great, only a rough estimate of the date of
a cup can be made on the basis of this evidence.
Fig. 6.55 Three medium-sized(a-c) and four small (d-g) cups of Ritt. 5. Scale 1:2.
a: VAPVSO, Mainz. b: EPIDIVS, Vechten. c: MACCA, Vechten. d: SECVND, Asciburgium. e: SCOTF, Aislingen. f: CLEMES, Mainz. g: MACA,
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Ritt. 5 (fig. 6.55)
Ritt. 5 is the South Gaulish counterpart of the Italian form
Halt. 8 (Consp. 22). The type was probably introduced in the
second decade B.C., because it is known from Oberaden and
Rodgen, among other places'. The vessels made at La Grau-
fesenque differ from the Italian examples in only a few de-
tails. In the South Gaulish version, for example, the groove
around the stamp is roughly over the footring or even closer
to the centre of the base, whereas the diameter of the groov
in the Italian variant is usually larger.
In the time ofTiberius, Ritt. 5 was the best-sold cup together
with Drag. 24/25 (fig. 6.12). The form seems to have disap-
peared from the market soon after A.D. 40, however, be-
cause the latest finds up to now are from the Erdlager at
Hofheim2 and Burghofe3.
Since the production of Ritt. 5 at La Graufesenque stopped
relatively early, no typological evolution can be described.
The cups usually have relatively high footrings, which are
almost always grooved on the outside, like those of Drag.
27g. Only two cups with plain footrings were found at
Vechten, both from the workshop of Maccarus (fig. 6.55, c
and g).
The underside of the base is usually flat or slightly convex;
the external wall is straight or slightly hollow. Contrary to
the assumption of Oswald and Pryce4, Ritt. 5 may also some-
times have a rouletted rim5 (fig. 6.55, a and b). Mary's hy-
pothesis that vessels with this feature were not made after
A.D. 25 lacks any support whatsoever6.
Besides the well-known version with a rim of approximate-
ly the same shape as that of Drag. 17a, a variant with a rim
Fig. 6.56 Variant ofRitt. 5 stamped OFFIRMO, Zurzach. Scale 1:2.
profile similar to that of Drag. 17b was made at La Graufe-
senque (figs. 6.27, e and f and 6.56). Only a few examples of
this form are known thus far. Another rare version has a cari-
nated wall (fig. 2.9, a and b).
The Vechten collection includes 55 cups of Ritt. 5. Of the 45
vessels whose footrings were measured, 18 are small and 27
are of medium size (cf. p. 99 and fig. 6.43 a). Nine potters
are represented by more than one vessel of this type: Acutus
(6 ex.), Epidius (2), Fastus (3), Maccarus (3), Oclatus (4),
Scottius (12), Secundus i (5), Sentms (3) and Silvanus (6)7
1. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 90.
2. Ritteriing 1912, 207: fragments of three examples.
3. Ulbert 1959, 37: one example.
4. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 169.
5. Of the eight vessels from Vechten whose rims survived completely or
partly, three have rouletted rims (cf. catalogue nos. E2, R8 and S149).
6. Mary 1967, 18.
7. Catalogue nos. A12, E2, F3, M10-12, 01, S47, S49, S54, S59-61,
S66, S70, S73, S125, S149 and S157.
8. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 184, in which a connection with Halt. 13 is
erroneously supposed, too (see also Ritterling 1912, 208); Halt. 13 is
not a real form of sigillata (Von Schnurbein 1982, 62).
9. Loeschcke only had rim fragments of one vessel at his disposal
(Loeschcke 1909, 145, Abb. 3; cf. Van Schnurbein 1982, 58). Halt. 6
can now be equated with Consp. 36.1, whose connection with Ritt. 8
is not necessarily clear.
10. The supposition that Ritt. 8 was the model for Drag. 40, which was
produced from the middle of the 2nd century onwards (Oswald/Pryce
1920, 185; Ettlinger et al. 1990, 114), is entirely unfounded.
11. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 253, Abb. 4.
12. Fragments of 25 vessels are concerned, from a maximum of 16,000
examples of stamped forms (1987-1993 excavations).
Ritt. 8 (fig. 6.57)
The history of Ritt. 8 is as yet unclear. According to Oswald
and Pryce, this type derived from Halt. 6s, which latter was
inadequately defined, however". Vessels of similar shape
were certainly made in Italy (Consp. 36.3-4); whether the
model was developed in Italy or in South Gaul, however, is
still an open question.
Production of Ritt. 8 was probably discontinued at La
Graufesenque just before A.D. 7010. The type was still occur-
ring in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque and in the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur". The latest dated site is the
canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary fortress, where a
few more fragments were unearthed12.
Ritt. 8 is a relatively rare type (fig. 6.12). As it seems to have
been made in at least five different sizes (p. 102 and figs. 6.43
b and 6.45 a and b), it is impossible to establish whether its
dimensions underwent any changes. Whether the differences
in shape between individual vessels are chronologically sig-
nificant is not certain either. In some vessels, the top section
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Fig.6.57 FourcupsofRitt.Sinvarioussizes. Scale 1:2.
a: PAVLI, Nijmegen. b: PRIM, Vechten. c: PRIMVL,
Oberwinterthur. d:MOMO, Nijmegen.
Fig.6.58 Four cups of Ritt. 9 in various izes. Scale 1:2.
a: OFCOCI, Vechten. b: OFINC, Asciburgium. c-d:
CELADVSF, Oberwinterthur.
of the wall curves inward; in others it is entirely or nearly
straight. Another difference is that some cups have a protrud-
ing. Hat rim (fig. 6.57, b) instead of a rim which is only sep-
arated from the wall by a groove. Most cups have plain
external walls, but some have grooves halfway down. Even
rarer are vessels with a rouletted band halfway down the
external wall', or with small spiral handles.
Contrary to the assumption of Oswald and Pryce, bases of
cups of Ritt. 8 cannot always be distinguished from those of
Ritt. 9. They alleged that he base of Ritt. 8 is usually flat,
and that of Ritt. 9 somewhat convex2. In reality, the vari-
ations in the profile of the base are so numerous, that base
fragments of cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 often cannot be identified
with certainty.
There is also a version of Ritt. 8 which has a high externally
grooved footring, like that of Drag. 27g3. This variant, which
could be called Ritt. 8g4, is only recognizable as such if the
profile has survived almost in its entirety.
Cf. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XL S16A, referred to as Arretine on p. 187.
2. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 184; cf. Ritterling 1912, 209.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, fig. 48, 14; Kam 1970, pl. 4; Stuart 1976,
116, fig. 28, 281; Muller 1977, Taf. 29, 3; Roth-Rubi 1992, 521, Abb.
3, 79.3 and 79.5; cf. catalogue no. Y291.
4. Cf. p. 68, note 1.
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and that of Ritt. 9 somewhat convex2. In reality, the vari-
ations in the profile of the base are so numerous, that base
fragments of cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 often cannot be identified
with certainty.
There is also a version of Ritt. 8 which has a high externally
grooved footring, like that of Drag. 27g3. This variant, which
could be called Ritt. 8g4, is only recognizable as such if the
profile has survived almost in its entirety.
Cf. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XL S16A, referred to as Arretine on p. 187.
2. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 184; cf. Ritterling 1912, 209.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, fig. 48, 14; Kam 1970, pl. 4; Stuart 1976,
116, fig. 28, 281; Muller 1977, Taf. 29, 3; Roth-Rubi 1992, 521, Abb.
3, 79.3 and 79.5; cf. catalogue no. Y291.
4. Cf. p. 68, note 1.
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Of the 2748 cups from Vechten, 36 have been identified as
Ritt. 8. Two of the seven vessels with complete profiles have
diameters of c. 64 mm, two measure c. 75 mm across and
three c. 120 mm (figs. 6.42 b and 6.45 a, sizes B, C and E).
The majority of the vessels of which only the footrings were
measured have total diameters of c. 100 or 120 mm (figs.
6.43 b, 6.45 b and 6.47 a, sizes D and E). One cup, whose
footring is 90 mm in diameter, must have measured c. 200
mm across'. Five potters were represented by two or more
cups of Ritt. 8 at Vechten: Bassus i (5 ex.), Firmo i (2),
Primus (2), Secundus ii (5) and Senicio (2)2
Ritt. 9 (fig. 6.58)
Ritt. 9 is the South Gaulish equivalent of the Italian type
Consp. 27, which itself is a variant of Halt. 15 (Consp. 26).
Both forms were probably first produced around the begin-
ning of the 1st century3.
Ritt. 9 was very likely made at La Graufesenque up to c. A.D.
70. Like Ritt. 8, this form was still occurring in the deposit
Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, the Keramiklager at Ober-
winterthur4 and the canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary
fortress5. The type was also found at Corbridge-Red House"
and at Rottweil7.
Because of the relative rarity of Ritt. 9 (fig. 6. 12), it is as yet
unclear if the dimensions underwent any changes in the
course of time, especially because the type seems to have
been produced in at least five different sizes (p. 102 and figs.
6.45 a and b). It is also uncertain whether the differences
between the individual cups reflect a typological evolution,
or chronologically insignificant variations. The rim of the
cup may be chamfered, and, therefore, triangular in section
(fig. 6.58, a, c and d), but it is also often beaded. Externally,
there is frequently, but not invariably, a groove halfway up
the wall. In rare cases, the wall is rouletted, apart from a nar-
row plain zone8.
The footring of Ritt. 9 is usually the same shape as that of
Ritt. 8, which sometimes makes it difficult o distinguish
the bases of cups of these types (cf. p. 115). There are also
cups of Ritt. 9 with footrings like those on Drag. 24/25,
however".
With 46 vessels, Ritt. 9 is a little better-represented at
Vechten than Ritt. 8. Of the eight cups with complete pro-
files, one has a diameter of c. 65 mm, two are c. 75 mm
across, two measure c. 100 mm and three c. 120 mm (figs.
6.42 c and 6.45 a, sizes B-E). Among the vessels of which
only the dimensions of the footrings could be measured,
those with total diameters of c. 100 mm or more are much
better-represented than the smaller ones (figs. 6.43 c, 6.45 b
and 6.47 b, sizes D and E). Nine manufacturers of this type
are represented by more than one vessel at Vechten: Abitus
(2 ex.), Aquitanus (3), Cantus (2), Mommo (2), Niger (3),
Sabinus (2), Secundus i (2) and ii (8) and Silvanus (2)'°
Drag. 24, 24g and 25 (fig. 6.59)
Drag. 24 and 25 together form the South Gaulish counterpart
of the Italian form Halt. 12 (Consp. 33 and 34), which prob-
ably did not come onto the market until the late Augustan
period". Dragendorff's words demonstrate that he only dif-
ference between forms 24 and 25 lies in the presence or ab-
sence of spiral handles12. Vessels without handles are refer-
red to as Drag. 24, those with handles as Drag. 25. This dif-
ference between the two variants can only be made if at least
half of the rim has survived. In other cases the form is refer-
red to as Drag. 24/25, which is also the usual collective term
for both versions.
Under Tiberius, Drag. 24/25 was the most common cup,
together with Ritt. 5 (figs. 6. 11 and 6.12). Its share of the
market remained virtually constant until c. A.D. 60, but declin-
ed rapidly thereafter. Drag. 25 probably disappeared from
the market as early as c. A.D. 40; vessels with added spiral
handles were fairly rare among the finds from the Erdlager
at Hofheim, at any rate13. The production of Drag. 24 seems
not to have stopped before A.D. 70. Although the majority of
the cups of this type date from the pre-Flavian period, ves-
sels are not infrequently found in Flavian contexts. The site
list includes Corbridge-Red House14 and Rottweil15 (fig.
1. This is a vessel of Secundus ii (catalogue no. S78). A comparable ves-
sel with the same stamp was found on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen;
it has a footring which is 90 mm in diameter and measures exactly 20
cm across (comm. K. Zee).
2. Catalogue nos. B39, B43, B44, F33, P120, P133, S75, S78, S81,
S84*, Sill and S 114.
3. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 98 and 100.
4. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 253, Abb. 4.
5. Fragments of 13 vessels are concerned here, from a maximum of
16,000 examples of stamped forms (1987-1993 excavations).
6. Hanson et al. 1979, 40-42.
7. Planck 1975, Taf. 14, 6.
8. Cf. Hawkes/Hull 1947, 184, fig. 43, 23.
9. Of the 36 vessels from Vechten whose footrings were measured,three
have footrings like those on Drag. 24/25 (catalogue nos. A73, Ml
and M99). According to Mary, the majority of the cups at Neuss have
footrings of the latter type (Mary 1967, 20 and 23, Abb. 8, 5-6).
10. Catalogue nos. A8, A58, A73, C57, M98, M99, N7, N11, S12, S19,
S66, S70, S81, S84, S87, S148 and S154.
11. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 110.
12. Dragendorff 1895, 86.
13. Ritteriing 1912, 207.
14. Hanson et al. 1979, 40-42.
15. Planck 1975, 153, Taf. 38, 4-6; 65, 12, and 83, 16-20; Klee 1986,
Taf. 25, 12.
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Of the 2748 cups from Vechten, 36 have been identified as
Ritt. 8. Two of the seven vessels with complete profiles have
diameters of c. 64 mm, two measure c. 75 mm across and
three c. 120 mm (figs. 6.42 b and 6.45 a, sizes B, C and E).
The majority of the vessels of which only the footrings were
measured have total diameters of c. 100 or 120 mm (figs.
6.43 b, 6.45 b and 6.47 a, sizes D and E). One cup, whose
footring is 90 mm in diameter, must have measured c. 200
mm across'. Five potters were represented by two or more
cups of Ritt. 8 at Vechten: Bassus i (5 ex.), Firmo i (2),
Primus (2), Secundus ii (5) and Senicio (2)2
Ritt. 9 (fig. 6.58)
Ritt. 9 is the South Gaulish equivalent of the Italian type
Consp. 27, which itself is a variant of Halt. 15 (Consp. 26).
Both forms were probably first produced around the begin-
ning of the 1st century3.
Ritt. 9 was very likely made at La Graufesenque up to c. A.D.
70. Like Ritt. 8, this form was still occurring in the deposit
Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, the Keramiklager at Ober-
winterthur4 and the canabae outside the Nijmegen legionary
fortress5. The type was also found at Corbridge-Red House"
and at Rottweil7.
Because of the relative rarity of Ritt. 9 (fig. 6. 12), it is as yet
unclear if the dimensions underwent any changes in the
course of time, especially because the type seems to have
been produced in at least five different sizes (p. 102 and figs.
6.45 a and b). It is also uncertain whether the differences
between the individual cups reflect a typological evolution,
or chronologically insignificant variations. The rim of the
cup may be chamfered, and, therefore, triangular in section
(fig. 6.58, a, c and d), but it is also often beaded. Externally,
there is frequently, but not invariably, a groove halfway up
the wall. In rare cases, the wall is rouletted, apart from a nar-
row plain zone8.
The footring of Ritt. 9 is usually the same shape as that of
Ritt. 8, which sometimes makes it difficult o distinguish
the bases of cups of these types (cf. p. 115). There are also
cups of Ritt. 9 with footrings like those on Drag. 24/25,
however".
With 46 vessels, Ritt. 9 is a little better-represented at
Vechten than Ritt. 8. Of the eight cups with complete pro-
files, one has a diameter of c. 65 mm, two are c. 75 mm
across, two measure c. 100 mm and three c. 120 mm (figs.
6.42 c and 6.45 a, sizes B-E). Among the vessels of which
only the dimensions of the footrings could be measured,
those with total diameters of c. 100 mm or more are much
better-represented than the smaller ones (figs. 6.43 c, 6.45 b
and 6.47 b, sizes D and E). Nine manufacturers of this type
are represented by more than one vessel at Vechten: Abitus
(2 ex.), Aquitanus (3), Cantus (2), Mommo (2), Niger (3),
Sabinus (2), Secundus i (2) and ii (8) and Silvanus (2)'°
Drag. 24, 24g and 25 (fig. 6.59)
Drag. 24 and 25 together form the South Gaulish counterpart
of the Italian form Halt. 12 (Consp. 33 and 34), which prob-
ably did not come onto the market until the late Augustan
period". Dragendorff's words demonstrate that he only dif-
ference between forms 24 and 25 lies in the presence or ab-
sence of spiral handles12. Vessels without handles are refer-
red to as Drag. 24, those with handles as Drag. 25. This dif-
ference between the two variants can only be made if at least
half of the rim has survived. In other cases the form is refer-
red to as Drag. 24/25, which is also the usual collective term
for both versions.
Under Tiberius, Drag. 24/25 was the most common cup,
together with Ritt. 5 (figs. 6. 11 and 6.12). Its share of the
market remained virtually constant until c. A.D. 60, but declin-
ed rapidly thereafter. Drag. 25 probably disappeared from
the market as early as c. A.D. 40; vessels with added spiral
handles were fairly rare among the finds from the Erdlager
at Hofheim, at any rate13. The production of Drag. 24 seems
not to have stopped before A.D. 70. Although the majority of
the cups of this type date from the pre-Flavian period, ves-
sels are not infrequently found in Flavian contexts. The site
list includes Corbridge-Red House14 and Rottweil15 (fig.
1. This is a vessel of Secundus ii (catalogue no. S78). A comparable ves-
sel with the same stamp was found on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen;
it has a footring which is 90 mm in diameter and measures exactly 20
cm across (comm. K. Zee).
2. Catalogue nos. B39, B43, B44, F33, P120, P133, S75, S78, S81,
S84*, Sill and S 114.
3. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 98 and 100.
4. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 253, Abb. 4.
5. Fragments of 13 vessels are concerned here, from a maximum of
16,000 examples of stamped forms (1987-1993 excavations).
6. Hanson et al. 1979, 40-42.
7. Planck 1975, Taf. 14, 6.
8. Cf. Hawkes/Hull 1947, 184, fig. 43, 23.
9. Of the 36 vessels from Vechten whose footrings were measured,three
have footrings like those on Drag. 24/25 (catalogue nos. A73, Ml
and M99). According to Mary, the majority of the cups at Neuss have
footrings of the latter type (Mary 1967, 20 and 23, Abb. 8, 5-6).
10. Catalogue nos. A8, A58, A73, C57, M98, M99, N7, N11, S12, S19,
S66, S70, S81, S84, S87, S148 and S154.
11. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 110.
12. Dragendorff 1895, 86.
13. Ritteriing 1912, 207.
14. Hanson et al. 1979, 40-42.
15. Planck 1975, 153, Taf. 38, 4-6; 65, 12, and 83, 16-20; Klee 1986,
Taf. 25, 12.
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6.59, g). The type also occurs in the waste from the large kiln
at La Graufesenque, which seems to have been in use from
C. A.D. 80 tO A.D. 120/130 (fig. 6.59, m), and in the wrecked
ship Culip IV (fig. 6.59, h and 1).
It has already been mentioned that Drag. 24/25 was made in
three sizes (p. 99 and figs. 6.42 d and 6.43 d). The dimen-
sions of the smaller vessels did not change markedly (fig.
6.52). Only the heights of their footrings increased slightly
(fig. 6.52 d). This is also the case with the medium-sized
vessels (fig. 6.53), which became smaller in all other aspects
(fig. 6.53 a-c).
Drag. 24/25 underwent few other changes. The upper walls
sometimes curve inwards, particularly in early vessels (fig.
6.59, a and i). In addition to this, cups of the first half of the
1st century often have bevelled footrings (fig. 6.59, a-d and
i). This is rarely the case in later examples.
Base fragments of cups of Drag. 24/25 may be confused
with those of other types. Because the walls of the cups
became thicker over time, and the bases inside the footrings
of late vessels have often been turned out quite deeply, the
base of a Drag. 24 may sometimes be taken for that of a
Drag. 27, even though the latter generally has a higher foot-
ring. Confusion with cups of Ritt. 9 is also possible, since
their footrings ometimes have the same shape as those of
Drag. 24. Finally, base fragments of small dishes of service
E2 may also be erroneously identified as Drag. 24, because
they have the same low, square footrings. Usually, however,
the diameter of the footring will clarify matters (cf. p. 92).
A number of vessels of Drag. 24 with high externally gro-
ved footrings are also known', which may be labelled Drag.
24g, on analogy with Drag. 27g2 (fig. 6.60). The rouletting
of the rim, which is characteristic of Drag. 24/25, is absent
on these vessels, however3. Because bases of this variant are
indistinguishable from those of Drag. 27g, Drag. 24g may be
less rare than it would appear at first sight.
1. Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XL 6; Rogge 1976, 79, fig. 50, 4; catalogue
nos. M98 and P53; a medium-sized example by Fabus was found on
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen (comm. K. Zee).
2. Cf. p. 68, note 1.
3. For such a plain rim see also Schucany 1983, 51, Abb. 6, 4; the
matching base was either not recognized, or not found. On the basis
of the absence of the rouletting of the rim, a cup from Neuss labelled
Arretine (Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 52, 10) may probably be considered
South Gaulish in spite of its plain footring.
4. Catalogue no. M2. The estimate of the diameter is based on an average
ratio of the total diameter and the diameter of the footring of about
2.3 : 1. For a vessel of more or less the same size see Furger 1992,
Taf. 14, 5/5.
5. For the nomenclature see p. 66-68.
6. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 106.
Fig. 6.60 Small and medium-sized cup of Drag. 24g. Scale 1:2.
a: PAVLI, Vechten. b: MOMO, Vechten.
Of the 2748 cups fromVechten, 421 were identified as Drag.
24/25. Drag. 24 is represented by thirty vessels. Drag. 24g
by two, and Drag. 25 by four. Of the 406 cups whose dimen-
sions were recorded, 125 are small and 280 are medium-
sized (table 6.8). One vessel has a footring with a diameter
of 84 mm, and may be labelled large; the total diameter of
this cup, which was made by Maccarus, must have been
almost 20 cm4. Of eight potters, more than ten cups of Drag.
24/25 were found at Vechten: Aquitanus (19 ex.), Ardacus
(13), Bassus i (33), Bassus i - Coelus (14), Primus (11),
Salvetus (13), Scottius (12) and Secundus h(23).
Drag. 27 and 27g5 (fig. 6.61)
Drag. 27(g) is the South Gaulish version of the Italian Halt.
11 (Consp. 31 and 32), a type which seems not to have been
introduced until the late Augustan period". At La Graufesen-
que. Drag. 27(g) had become the most important cup by the
time of Claudius (fig. 6.11). Production of this form was
continued in the Central and East Gaulish potteries at least
into the second half of the 2nd century.
Drag. 27(g) was made in three sizes (p. 99 and figs. 6.42 e
and 6.43 e). The small vessels became larger and higher,
especially during the Flavian period (figs. 6.50 a and b). The
diameter of the footring increased in size at first, then it
became smaller again (fig. 6.50 c). The medium-sized ves-
sels went through the opposite changes; they became con-
siderably smaller and lower during the pre-Flavian period
(fig. 6.51). As a result of all these changes in the dimensions
of small and medium-sized cups, it is sometimes hard to
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Type Small Medium Large Size unknown Total
Drag. 24
Drag. 24g
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
22
1
100
2
7
1
270
2
1
14
30
2
385
4
Total 125 280 15 421
Table 6.8 Distribution of the cups of Drag. 24/25 found at Vechten between the various sizes.
determine to which size vessels of the late 1st and early 2nd
centuries belong'.
Not just the dimensions, but also the profile of Drag. 27(g)
underwent some changes. In the earliest cups, the wall above
the constriction issometimes rouletted (fig. 6.61, a and b), as
on most Italian examples2. Another similarity between
Italian and early South Gaulish vessels is the accentuation of
the constriction of the wall by grooves or offsets3 (fig. 6.61,
a, b and i). Later vessels often have a groove below the con-
striction, which was caused when the upper part of the wall
was being finished (fig. 6.61, d, f, h, 1 and m).
The evolution of the lip of Drag. 27(g) is comparable in
many aspects to that of Ritt. 1 and Drag. 18. Like those
dishes, cups of Drag. 27(g) initially had rims which did not
protrude beyond the lines of the walls (fig. 6.61, a), and only
gradually became more voluminous. In vessels from the
first half of the 1st century, the lip sometimes carries a
groove in its upper curve (fig. 6.61, i). Examples from the
times of Claudius and Nero often have slightly chamfered
rims, which are more or less triangular in section (fig. 6.61,
c and d).
The shape of the footring of Drag. 27(g) also developed in a
way which is comparable to that of the dishes. The angle
formed by the inside of the footring and its contact surface
gradually became more acute, from 60° or more to 45° or
less; as a result, the basal exterior inside the footring became
narrower over time. At the same time, the way in which the
inside of the footring is joined to the base changed. In the
earliest vessels, there is an acute angle at this junction; some-
times even a groove, caused when the inside of the foobring
was being finished (fig. 6.61, i). In later vessels the footring
merges into the base in a smooth curve, without a clear di-
viding line.
The exterior of the footring of Drag. 27(g) also underwent a
change. Initially this was almost always grooved, especially
on medium-sized vessels4. During the Flavian period, the
share of Drag. 27 (i.e. without groove) increased rapidly (fig.
6.62), and by the end of the 1st century it was larger than that
of Drag. 27g. The absence of a groove in the footring, there-
fore, is a relatively reliable clue for dating. Vessels without
grooves are almost always later than A.D. 70. This proposi-
tion is not reversible, as examples with grooves may be
either of the pre-Flavian period or of a later date.
Drag. 27g is not the only cup with a high, externally grooved
footring. If only the base survives it is possible to confuse it
with Ritt. 5, with variants ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24 which have
similar footrings, and with a rare type of cup which only
differs from Drag. 27g in that its rim profile is like that of
Drag. 17c (figs. 2.9, c-e and 6.27, g-j). This type is probably
best considered as a rare variant of Drag. 27g.
Base fragments of cups of Drag. 27 are usually indistin-
guishable from those of cups of service El. Finally, bases of
small vessels of Drag. 27 often strongly resemble those of
cups of Drag. 24 from the times ofNero and Vespasian. The
height of the footring usually provides a decisive clue, how-
ever.
With 2084 vessels. Drag. 27(g) is by far the best-represented
cup at Vechten. The majority of the cups of Drag. 27g are of
the medium-sized variety; most of those without internally
grooved footrings are small (table 6.9). This is the result of
an increase in the number of small cups which accompanied
an increase in the number of cups without grooves from c.
A.D. 70 onwards (figs. 6.62 and 6.63).
Three bases of large examples of Drag. 27g were found at
Vechten, from the workshops of Donatus and Maccams7.
The footrings of these vessels have diameters of 80, 82 and
1. Ritteriing's incorrect hypothesis, that small cups of Drag. 27(g) are
generally earlier than large - sc. medium-sized - ones (Ritterling
1912, 208), may have resulted from this problem. It was adopted by
Oswald and Pryce (1920, 187), and is still found in recent publications
(Planck 1975, 153; Klee 1986, 82).
2. The opinion held by Ritterling (1912, 208) and Oswald and Pryce
(1920, 187), that rouletting does not appear on South Gaulish vessels,
is incorrect, therefore.
3. This peculiarity is known especially on cups from the workshop of
Ateius at Pisa (Ettlinger et al. 1990, 106).
4. Only sixteen cups of Drag. 27 (i.e. without grooves in their footrings)
of the pre-Flavian period were found at Vechten. At least eleven of
these are small.
7. Catalogue nos. D19, M2 and M3.
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6.59, g). The type also occurs in the waste from the large kiln
at La Graufesenque, which seems to have been in use from
C. A.D. 80 tO A.D. 120/130 (fig. 6.59, m), and in the wrecked
ship Culip IV (fig. 6.59, h and 1).
It has already been mentioned that Drag. 24/25 was made in
three sizes (p. 99 and figs. 6.42 d and 6.43 d). The dimen-
sions of the smaller vessels did not change markedly (fig.
6.52). Only the heights of their footrings increased slightly
(fig. 6.52 d). This is also the case with the medium-sized
vessels (fig. 6.53), which became smaller in all other aspects
(fig. 6.53 a-c).
Drag. 24/25 underwent few other changes. The upper walls
sometimes curve inwards, particularly in early vessels (fig.
6.59, a and i). In addition to this, cups of the first half of the
1st century often have bevelled footrings (fig. 6.59, a-d and
i). This is rarely the case in later examples.
Base fragments of cups of Drag. 24/25 may be confused
with those of other types. Because the walls of the cups
became thicker over time, and the bases inside the footrings
of late vessels have often been turned out quite deeply, the
base of a Drag. 24 may sometimes be taken for that of a
Drag. 27, even though the latter generally has a higher foot-
ring. Confusion with cups of Ritt. 9 is also possible, since
their footrings ometimes have the same shape as those of
Drag. 24. Finally, base fragments of small dishes of service
E2 may also be erroneously identified as Drag. 24, because
they have the same low, square footrings. Usually, however,
the diameter of the footring will clarify matters (cf. p. 92).
A number of vessels of Drag. 24 with high externally gro-
ved footrings are also known', which may be labelled Drag.
24g, on analogy with Drag. 27g2 (fig. 6.60). The rouletting
of the rim, which is characteristic of Drag. 24/25, is absent
on these vessels, however3. Because bases of this variant are
indistinguishable from those of Drag. 27g, Drag. 24g may be
less rare than it would appear at first sight.
1. Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XL 6; Rogge 1976, 79, fig. 50, 4; catalogue
nos. M98 and P53; a medium-sized example by Fabus was found on
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen (comm. K. Zee).
2. Cf. p. 68, note 1.
3. For such a plain rim see also Schucany 1983, 51, Abb. 6, 4; the
matching base was either not recognized, or not found. On the basis
of the absence of the rouletting of the rim, a cup from Neuss labelled
Arretine (Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 52, 10) may probably be considered
South Gaulish in spite of its plain footring.
4. Catalogue no. M2. The estimate of the diameter is based on an average
ratio of the total diameter and the diameter of the footring of about
2.3 : 1. For a vessel of more or less the same size see Furger 1992,
Taf. 14, 5/5.
5. For the nomenclature see p. 66-68.
6. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 106.
Fig. 6.60 Small and medium-sized cup of Drag. 24g. Scale 1:2.
a: PAVLI, Vechten. b: MOMO, Vechten.
Of the 2748 cups fromVechten, 421 were identified as Drag.
24/25. Drag. 24 is represented by thirty vessels. Drag. 24g
by two, and Drag. 25 by four. Of the 406 cups whose dimen-
sions were recorded, 125 are small and 280 are medium-
sized (table 6.8). One vessel has a footring with a diameter
of 84 mm, and may be labelled large; the total diameter of
this cup, which was made by Maccarus, must have been
almost 20 cm4. Of eight potters, more than ten cups of Drag.
24/25 were found at Vechten: Aquitanus (19 ex.), Ardacus
(13), Bassus i (33), Bassus i - Coelus (14), Primus (11),
Salvetus (13), Scottius (12) and Secundus h(23).
Drag. 27 and 27g5 (fig. 6.61)
Drag. 27(g) is the South Gaulish version of the Italian Halt.
11 (Consp. 31 and 32), a type which seems not to have been
introduced until the late Augustan period". At La Graufesen-
que. Drag. 27(g) had become the most important cup by the
time of Claudius (fig. 6.11). Production of this form was
continued in the Central and East Gaulish potteries at least
into the second half of the 2nd century.
Drag. 27(g) was made in three sizes (p. 99 and figs. 6.42 e
and 6.43 e). The small vessels became larger and higher,
especially during the Flavian period (figs. 6.50 a and b). The
diameter of the footring increased in size at first, then it
became smaller again (fig. 6.50 c). The medium-sized ves-
sels went through the opposite changes; they became con-
siderably smaller and lower during the pre-Flavian period
(fig. 6.51). As a result of all these changes in the dimensions
of small and medium-sized cups, it is sometimes hard to
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Type Small Medium Large Size unknown Total
Drag. 24
Drag. 24g
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
22
1
100
2
7
1
270
2
1
14
30
2
385
4
Total 125 280 15 421
Table 6.8 Distribution of the cups of Drag. 24/25 found at Vechten between the various sizes.
determine to which size vessels of the late 1st and early 2nd
centuries belong'.
Not just the dimensions, but also the profile of Drag. 27(g)
underwent some changes. In the earliest cups, the wall above
the constriction issometimes rouletted (fig. 6.61, a and b), as
on most Italian examples2. Another similarity between
Italian and early South Gaulish vessels is the accentuation of
the constriction of the wall by grooves or offsets3 (fig. 6.61,
a, b and i). Later vessels often have a groove below the con-
striction, which was caused when the upper part of the wall
was being finished (fig. 6.61, d, f, h, 1 and m).
The evolution of the lip of Drag. 27(g) is comparable in
many aspects to that of Ritt. 1 and Drag. 18. Like those
dishes, cups of Drag. 27(g) initially had rims which did not
protrude beyond the lines of the walls (fig. 6.61, a), and only
gradually became more voluminous. In vessels from the
first half of the 1st century, the lip sometimes carries a
groove in its upper curve (fig. 6.61, i). Examples from the
times of Claudius and Nero often have slightly chamfered
rims, which are more or less triangular in section (fig. 6.61,
c and d).
The shape of the footring of Drag. 27(g) also developed in a
way which is comparable to that of the dishes. The angle
formed by the inside of the footring and its contact surface
gradually became more acute, from 60° or more to 45° or
less; as a result, the basal exterior inside the footring became
narrower over time. At the same time, the way in which the
inside of the footring is joined to the base changed. In the
earliest vessels, there is an acute angle at this junction; some-
times even a groove, caused when the inside of the foobring
was being finished (fig. 6.61, i). In later vessels the footring
merges into the base in a smooth curve, without a clear di-
viding line.
The exterior of the footring of Drag. 27(g) also underwent a
change. Initially this was almost always grooved, especially
on medium-sized vessels4. During the Flavian period, the
share of Drag. 27 (i.e. without groove) increased rapidly (fig.
6.62), and by the end of the 1st century it was larger than that
of Drag. 27g. The absence of a groove in the footring, there-
fore, is a relatively reliable clue for dating. Vessels without
grooves are almost always later than A.D. 70. This proposi-
tion is not reversible, as examples with grooves may be
either of the pre-Flavian period or of a later date.
Drag. 27g is not the only cup with a high, externally grooved
footring. If only the base survives it is possible to confuse it
with Ritt. 5, with variants ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24 which have
similar footrings, and with a rare type of cup which only
differs from Drag. 27g in that its rim profile is like that of
Drag. 17c (figs. 2.9, c-e and 6.27, g-j). This type is probably
best considered as a rare variant of Drag. 27g.
Base fragments of cups of Drag. 27 are usually indistin-
guishable from those of cups of service El. Finally, bases of
small vessels of Drag. 27 often strongly resemble those of
cups of Drag. 24 from the times ofNero and Vespasian. The
height of the footring usually provides a decisive clue, how-
ever.
With 2084 vessels. Drag. 27(g) is by far the best-represented
cup at Vechten. The majority of the cups of Drag. 27g are of
the medium-sized variety; most of those without internally
grooved footrings are small (table 6.9). This is the result of
an increase in the number of small cups which accompanied
an increase in the number of cups without grooves from c.
A.D. 70 onwards (figs. 6.62 and 6.63).
Three bases of large examples of Drag. 27g were found at
Vechten, from the workshops of Donatus and Maccams7.
The footrings of these vessels have diameters of 80, 82 and
1. Ritteriing's incorrect hypothesis, that small cups of Drag. 27(g) are
generally earlier than large - sc. medium-sized - ones (Ritterling
1912, 208), may have resulted from this problem. It was adopted by
Oswald and Pryce (1920, 187), and is still found in recent publications
(Planck 1975, 153; Klee 1986, 82).
2. The opinion held by Ritterling (1912, 208) and Oswald and Pryce
(1920, 187), that rouletting does not appear on South Gaulish vessels,
is incorrect, therefore.
3. This peculiarity is known especially on cups from the workshop of
Ateius at Pisa (Ettlinger et al. 1990, 106).
4. Only sixteen cups of Drag. 27 (i.e. without grooves in their footrings)
of the pre-Flavian period were found at Vechten. At least eleven of
these are small.
7. Catalogue nos. D19, M2 and M3.
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Large Size unknown
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Total
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Fig. 6.62 Chronological development of the share of Drag. 27g and 27
in the total number of cups from Vechten (see appendix B, 1
for the calculation).
90 mm, respectively (fig. 6.43 e). The total diameters were
probably between 18 and 21 cm'
Drag. 33 and 33a (fig. 6.64)
For a long time, the history of the development of Drag.
33(a) was unclear. Ritteriing and Oswald and Pryce assumed
that he form derived from the Italian Halt. 10 (Consp. 15)2.
This is correct insofar as Loeschcke classed under Halt. 10
two fragments which differ from the 'typical' Halt. 10 in
having plain rims3. This variant, which Van Schnurbein
labelled Halt. 10A4, was classed in the new typology of
Italian sigillata under Consp. 7. This type, which seems to
have been produced mainly at the potteries of Cn. Ateius and
A. Vibius5, is so similar to the South Gaulish Drag. 33(a),
that it may be considered its predecessor.
At La Graufesenque, the form was probably manufactured
from the start of sigillata production6, in the version known
as Drag. 33a or Ritt. 10. This variant is characterized by an
internal moulding at the junction of the base and the wall7
(fig. 6.64, c-f). In Flavian and later vessels this moulding is
sometimes replaced by grooves8 (fig. 6.64, g). Cups without
2 ^
1.5 ^
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
years A.D.
msdium-sized : small
Fig. 6.63 Chronqlogical development of the ratio f small to medium-
sized cups ofRitt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and 27(g) (see appendix
B, 1 for the calculation).
1. These estimates are based on an average ratio of the total diameter to
the diameter of the footring of c. 2.3 : 1. The vessel stamped
OF.MACCAR (catalogue no. M3) very probably had a diameter of
19 cm; that, at any rate, is the diameter of a rim fragment from the
same finds group as the base in question. For vessels of this size see
Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 23, 252; 45, 512, and 56, 652; Bemont
1987, 336, figs. 3 and 4; Purger 1992, Taf. 14, 5/7 and 5/9; 20, 6/7,
and 60, 16/1.
2. Ritterling 1912, 209; Oswald/Pryce 1920, 189.
3. Loeschcke 1909, 150, Abb. 4, 9.
4. Von Schnurbein 1982, 59.
5. Ettlinger et al. 1990, 64.
6. Planck's opinion, that Drag. 33a did not develop until the early
Flavian period, and Drag. 33 even later (Planck 1975, 154; cf. Klee
1986, 83; Heiligmann 1990, 165), is incorrect. The type was made by
various manufacturers who were mainly or exclusively active during
the pre-Flavian period, such as Cantus, Darra, Maccarus, Quartus and
Tertius; see catalogue nos. C55, D13, M6, Q3 and T7.
7 Planck (1975, 154) seems to think that the difference between Drag.
33a and 33 lies in their dimensions; he assumes that Drag. 33a was
the large precursor of Drag. 33. As a result of this misconception,
Planck identified a number of 2nd-century vessels of Drag. 33 as
Ritt. 10, that is, Drag. 33a (idem, Taf. 86, 4 and 5, by Beliniccus
from Les Martres-de-Veyre and Rufinus from Banassac, respectively).
8. Of the 46 cups from Vechten identified as Drag. 33a, ten have
grooves instead of mouldings (catalogue nos. A107, C105, C179,
G49, G51, S2, S20, S82, S94 and S140).
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various manufacturers who were mainly or exclusively active during
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7 Planck (1975, 154) seems to think that the difference between Drag.
33a and 33 lies in their dimensions; he assumes that Drag. 33a was
the large precursor of Drag. 33. As a result of this misconception,
Planck identified a number of 2nd-century vessels of Drag. 33 as
Ritt. 10, that is, Drag. 33a (idem, Taf. 86, 4 and 5, by Beliniccus
from Les Martres-de-Veyre and Rufinus from Banassac, respectively).
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Fig. 6.64 Seven cups of Drag. 33 (a-b) and 33a (c-g). Scale 1 : 2.
a: OFCRESTI, Nijmegen. b: OF.BASSI, Nijmegen. c: OF.VIRILI, Nijmegen. d: OFMOM, Vechten. e: DAKRAF, Vechten. f: FELIX.FEC, Mamz.
g:OF.SEVER,Nijmegen.
either mouldings or grooves are referred to as Drag. 33 in
this book (fig. 6.64, a and b).
There is little information about he possible volution of the
dimensions or the shape of Drag. 33(a), because the type is
quite rare. It would appear that he cup became lower in pro-
portion to its diameter, and that he diameter of the footring
decreased over time (p. 112 f. and fig. 6.54). These changes
show most clearly from the angle between the base and the
wall, which gradually became wider. The external walls of
examples of the pre-Flavian period are usually slightly con-
vex (fig. 6.64, e and f), but those of later vessels may be flat
or very slightly concave.
The evolution of the shape of the footring is the same as that
of the standard ishes and Drag. 27(g). In vessels of Drag.
33(a), the angle of the interior of the footring and its contact
surface also gradually decreased, so that the external base
inside the footring became narrower. The largest cup of
Drag. 33a from Vechten, from the workshop of Darra, has a
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footring which is almost square in section (fig. 6.64, e). This
unusual shape is likely to be related to the extraordinary
dimensions'.
The junction of the interior of the footring and the external
base changed from an angle to a curve. The footstands of
vessels after A.D. 70 were often turned out deeply, which
resulted in a great difference in height between the external
base inside and outside the footnng. The slope of the external
base outside the footring increased over time, as it did in the
standard and rouletted dishes.
The 2748 cups from Vechten include 46 examples of Drag.
33a, fifteen of Drag. 33 and six of either Drag. 33 or 33a.
Complete profiles of eight cups have survived. Four of these
have diameters of c. 80, 100, 170 and 210 mm, respectively,
and four of c. 130 mm (figs. 6.42 f and 6.46). The great
majority of the vessels of which only the dimensions of the
footrings were recorded have total diameters of c. 130 or 170
mm (figs. 6.43 f, 6.46 and 6.47 c, sizes E and F). Among the
producers of Drag. 33 and 33a represented at Vechten, there
are twelve whose stamps appear on more than one cup:
Abitus (2 ex.), Cantus (2), Censor (3), Crucuro (2), Flavius
Germanus (3), lucundus (2), Logimus (2), Patricius (2),
Rogatus (2), L. S- Sabinus (2), Samitus (2) andVitalis ii (6)2.
Drag. 33b (fig. 6.65)
Drag. 33b is a relatively rare variant of Drag. 33(a). The type
is characterized by a ratio of diameter to height of approxi-
mately 1.5 : 1; in Drag. 33(a) this ratio is over 2:1. Drag.
33b seems to have been made exclusively from the Flavian
period onwards, by potters such as Celsus ii, Crestio, C.
Cingius Senovir and L. Cosius Virilis.
Because of its rarity, no information isas yet available about
the possible evolution of the shape or the dimensions of
Drag. 33b.
Only one cup that was found at Vechten could be identified
as Drag. 33b on the basis of the angle formed by the remains
of the wall and the contact surface; it is from the workshop
of Crestio3 (fig. 6.65, c).
Fig. 6.65 Four cups of Drag. 33b. Scale 1:2.
a: illiterate stamp, La Graufesenque. b: PVGN[-], Glanum.
c: OFCREST, Vechten. d: OFLCVIRILI, Oberwinterthur.
Bowls
Of the various types of bowls produced at La Graufesenque,
only Drag. 29 will be discussed, for this is the only type of
bowl which was - almost always - stamped in the base4.
Additional research will be needed to show whether the con-
clusions presented here about Drag. 29 also apply to other
types of bowls.
1. Catalogue no. D13. Cf. Mary 1967, 25, Abb. 10, 2 for a footring of
the same shape and dimensions.
2. Catalogue nos. A6, C55, C122, C124, C178, C179, G47, 049, G51,
Ill, 116, L24, P24, P29, R7, R9, S20, S34, V81, V82 andV88.
3. Catalogue no. C163.
4. The number of unstamped vessels of this type is so small, that it may
be assumed that the stamp was omitted by mistake, just as is some-
times the case with dishes and cups.
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Fig. 6.66 Two different stacking methods of bowls of Drag. 29.
Drag. 29 (figs. 6.72 and 6.73)
It was long assumed that Drag. 29 was developed in South
Gaul, as a simplification of the decorated kraters made in
1. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, 214; Oswald/Pryce 1920, 67 f.
2. Bemont 1976, 205, fig. 18, 206, fig. 19, and 208, fig. 21, a and b;
Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 58, 1-3.
3. A bowl of Drag. 29 from Glanum (Bemont 1976, 205, fig. 18 b) is
stamped CN.ATEI / EVRYALVS; chemical analysis of the fabric
has revealed that he vessel was made in Italy (comm. B. Hoffmann).
See also Ettlinger 1983, 42.
4. Vemhet 1971, 175-181.
Italy'. It has become clear, however, through the publication
of finds from Glanum and Neuss, that the form was already
being produced in Italian potteries under Augustus2. The
development of this type may perhaps be attributed to Cn.
Atei Euryalus from Pisa3.
At La Graufesenque, Drag. 29 was already in production
before any real sigillata was being manufactured4. The bowls
of this period may be distinguished from the later sigillata
bowls by their decoration, which was not moulded, but stamp-
ed directly on the outer wall.
In proportion to the other internally stamped forms, the
share of Drag. 29 remained more or less constant until the
early Flavian period (fig. 6.4). Its percentage decreased
quickly afterwards, probably as a result of the rise of Drag.
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37. It is not easy to determine when Drag. 29 disappeared
from the market. The only relevant argument is the find of
fragments of various bowls of this type in the legionary for-
tress at InchtuthiP, which was constmcted in A.D. 82 or 832.
The fact that the form is also known from sites such as Bad
Cannstatt, the Saalburg and Watercrook3 is less significant,
as the constmction dates of the forts at these sites were
directly or indirectly deduced from the relative rarity of
bowls of Drag. 29. Because the form went on being made at
Banassac and Les Martres-de-Veyre4, it is not impossible
that the type was still produced in small quantities at La
Graufesenque up to the end of the 1st century5. As a guiding
principle, however, it seems safe to assume that bowls of
Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque date from before c. A.D.
85/90.
In studies of Drag. 29 to date, attention has been mainly
focused on the decoration, and less on changes in the pro-
file. The dimensions of bowls of this type have hardly ever
been highlighted until now", although they constitute an in-
triguing problem. Finds of wasters from La Graufesenque
have shown that stacks of Drag. 29 were not only formed of
vessels with the same diameters, separated from each other
by stacking rings; nests were also made of vessels of in-
creasing size7 (fig. 6.66). The first method is known from
vessels from the Fosse de Cirratus8, dated c. A. D. 35/40; the
second from bowls of Bio, probably from the Neronian
period. The differences in the stacking methods could be
chronologically determined, therefore.
The total dimensions of almost 150 bowls of Drag. 29 from
Vechten and from other sites (fig. 6.67) show rather a varied
pattern, although the diameters and heights are clearly relat-
ed'. Because of the possibility mentioned above, that the
stacking method changed considerably in the course of time,
the absence of concentrations in the dimensions may be
deceptive. For this reason, the bowls whose total dimensions
are given in fig. 6.67 were divided into three chronological
groups, after which a separate diagram was made for each
group (figs. 6.68 a-c). Concentrations do appear in these
groups, in fact. Three may be seen in the earliest group of
bowls (fig. 6.68 a); the largest two could perhaps be split in-
to two. In the group of bowls dated, on average, to the
Neronian period, four concentrations may be seen (fig. 6.68
b); the largest probably consists of two or three smaller con-
centrations. In the latest group, five concentrations in the
dimensions may be distinguished (fig. 6.68 c).
If the three separate diagrams are projected on top of each
other, and the zones which are part of a concentration of
dimensions in all three diagrams are marked, a pattern of
four cores emerges, which may be extended to amalgamated
concentrations10 (fig. 6.68 d, B-E). On either side of these
concentrations, two additional cores can be projected on the
basis of the data in figs. 6.68 b and c (fig. 6.68 d, A and F).
There is every reason to assume that clusters A-F represent
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separate sizes.
The first argument in favour of this hypothesis is that match-
ing sizes are known from other forms of sigillata. The di-
ameters of the bowls of cluster A correspond to those of one
of the sizes of Drag. 33(a) (p. 103 and fig. 6.46, E), those in
1. Hartley 1985, 317, table XDC.
2. Cf. appendix D.
3. Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3 (Fundortgruppe D, upper section), 249
(Watercrook), 273 (Saalburg) and 281 f. (Bad Cannstatt). The vessel
from Newstead to which Pferdehirt (idem, 249, note 112) refers does
not belong to the finds from the fort which was rebuilt or remodelled
in the nineties, as she thought, but to those from the fortification
which was constructed in the 2nd century (Curle 1911, 216, 62, and
218, 64-66, all from the "inner ditch of later fort").
4. Banassac: Hofmann 1988, pl. 22, 165, and 49, 351 and 352; Heilig-
maim 1990, 145; Mees 1995, 56. Les Martres-de-Veyre: Stanfield/
Simpson 1958, pis. 27 and 35.
5. Pferdehirt mistakenly assumed that he end date of Kastell HI at Rott-
weil constitutes a terminus post quem: "Diese Schiisselform halt sich
anscheinend bis in die spaten neunziger Jahre, denn Natalis, dessen
Ware in dem Ende der neunziger Jahre aufgegebenen Kastell III von
Rottweil noch fehlt, stellt (...) noch Schusseln der Fonn Dr. 29 her"
(Pferdehirt 1986, 249). That the products of Natalis from Banassac
are not among the finds of Kastell III is only logical, because produc-
tion at Banassac did not start until the 2nd century. Moreover, the
finds of Kastell III include only 37 fragments of decorated bowls
(Planck 1975, 135, Tab. 4), so that he absence of one type or another
may be completely coincidental. The manufacture of sigiUata probably
did not start until the early 2nd century at Les Martres-de-Veyre, ither.
6. Now also cf. Mees 1995,25-28.
7. Mees 1995, 26, Abb. 3.
8. BemontA/emhet 1989, 45, fig. 5, right.
9. Pearson's correlation-coefFicient ofthese two variables is 0.8790 (cf.
p. 76, note 1).
10. For the allocation of marginal cases, the dimensions of the footrings
were also taken into account.
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i
Fig. 6.66 Two different stacking methods of bowls of Drag. 29.
Drag. 29 (figs. 6.72 and 6.73)
It was long assumed that Drag. 29 was developed in South
Gaul, as a simplification of the decorated kraters made in
1. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, 214; Oswald/Pryce 1920, 67 f.
2. Bemont 1976, 205, fig. 18, 206, fig. 19, and 208, fig. 21, a and b;
Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 58, 1-3.
3. A bowl of Drag. 29 from Glanum (Bemont 1976, 205, fig. 18 b) is
stamped CN.ATEI / EVRYALVS; chemical analysis of the fabric
has revealed that he vessel was made in Italy (comm. B. Hoffmann).
See also Ettlinger 1983, 42.
4. Vemhet 1971, 175-181.
Italy'. It has become clear, however, through the publication
of finds from Glanum and Neuss, that the form was already
being produced in Italian potteries under Augustus2. The
development of this type may perhaps be attributed to Cn.
Atei Euryalus from Pisa3.
At La Graufesenque, Drag. 29 was already in production
before any real sigillata was being manufactured4. The bowls
of this period may be distinguished from the later sigillata
bowls by their decoration, which was not moulded, but stamp-
ed directly on the outer wall.
In proportion to the other internally stamped forms, the
share of Drag. 29 remained more or less constant until the
early Flavian period (fig. 6.4). Its percentage decreased
quickly afterwards, probably as a result of the rise of Drag.
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37. It is not easy to determine when Drag. 29 disappeared
from the market. The only relevant argument is the find of
fragments of various bowls of this type in the legionary for-
tress at InchtuthiP, which was constmcted in A.D. 82 or 832.
The fact that the form is also known from sites such as Bad
Cannstatt, the Saalburg and Watercrook3 is less significant,
as the constmction dates of the forts at these sites were
directly or indirectly deduced from the relative rarity of
bowls of Drag. 29. Because the form went on being made at
Banassac and Les Martres-de-Veyre4, it is not impossible
that the type was still produced in small quantities at La
Graufesenque up to the end of the 1st century5. As a guiding
principle, however, it seems safe to assume that bowls of
Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque date from before c. A.D.
85/90.
In studies of Drag. 29 to date, attention has been mainly
focused on the decoration, and less on changes in the pro-
file. The dimensions of bowls of this type have hardly ever
been highlighted until now", although they constitute an in-
triguing problem. Finds of wasters from La Graufesenque
have shown that stacks of Drag. 29 were not only formed of
vessels with the same diameters, separated from each other
by stacking rings; nests were also made of vessels of in-
creasing size7 (fig. 6.66). The first method is known from
vessels from the Fosse de Cirratus8, dated c. A. D. 35/40; the
second from bowls of Bio, probably from the Neronian
period. The differences in the stacking methods could be
chronologically determined, therefore.
The total dimensions of almost 150 bowls of Drag. 29 from
Vechten and from other sites (fig. 6.67) show rather a varied
pattern, although the diameters and heights are clearly relat-
ed'. Because of the possibility mentioned above, that the
stacking method changed considerably in the course of time,
the absence of concentrations in the dimensions may be
deceptive. For this reason, the bowls whose total dimensions
are given in fig. 6.67 were divided into three chronological
groups, after which a separate diagram was made for each
group (figs. 6.68 a-c). Concentrations do appear in these
groups, in fact. Three may be seen in the earliest group of
bowls (fig. 6.68 a); the largest two could perhaps be split in-
to two. In the group of bowls dated, on average, to the
Neronian period, four concentrations may be seen (fig. 6.68
b); the largest probably consists of two or three smaller con-
centrations. In the latest group, five concentrations in the
dimensions may be distinguished (fig. 6.68 c).
If the three separate diagrams are projected on top of each
other, and the zones which are part of a concentration of
dimensions in all three diagrams are marked, a pattern of
four cores emerges, which may be extended to amalgamated
concentrations10 (fig. 6.68 d, B-E). On either side of these
concentrations, two additional cores can be projected on the
basis of the data in figs. 6.68 b and c (fig. 6.68 d, A and F).
There is every reason to assume that clusters A-F represent
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separate sizes.
The first argument in favour of this hypothesis is that match-
ing sizes are known from other forms of sigillata. The di-
ameters of the bowls of cluster A correspond to those of one
of the sizes of Drag. 33(a) (p. 103 and fig. 6.46, E), those in
1. Hartley 1985, 317, table XDC.
2. Cf. appendix D.
3. Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3 (Fundortgruppe D, upper section), 249
(Watercrook), 273 (Saalburg) and 281 f. (Bad Cannstatt). The vessel
from Newstead to which Pferdehirt (idem, 249, note 112) refers does
not belong to the finds from the fort which was rebuilt or remodelled
in the nineties, as she thought, but to those from the fortification
which was constructed in the 2nd century (Curle 1911, 216, 62, and
218, 64-66, all from the "inner ditch of later fort").
4. Banassac: Hofmann 1988, pl. 22, 165, and 49, 351 and 352; Heilig-
maim 1990, 145; Mees 1995, 56. Les Martres-de-Veyre: Stanfield/
Simpson 1958, pis. 27 and 35.
5. Pferdehirt mistakenly assumed that he end date of Kastell HI at Rott-
weil constitutes a terminus post quem: "Diese Schiisselform halt sich
anscheinend bis in die spaten neunziger Jahre, denn Natalis, dessen
Ware in dem Ende der neunziger Jahre aufgegebenen Kastell III von
Rottweil noch fehlt, stellt (...) noch Schusseln der Fonn Dr. 29 her"
(Pferdehirt 1986, 249). That the products of Natalis from Banassac
are not among the finds of Kastell III is only logical, because produc-
tion at Banassac did not start until the 2nd century. Moreover, the
finds of Kastell III include only 37 fragments of decorated bowls
(Planck 1975, 135, Tab. 4), so that he absence of one type or another
may be completely coincidental. The manufacture of sigiUata probably
did not start until the early 2nd century at Les Martres-de-Veyre, ither.
6. Now also cf. Mees 1995,25-28.
7. Mees 1995, 26, Abb. 3.
8. BemontA/emhet 1989, 45, fig. 5, right.
9. Pearson's correlation-coefFicient ofthese two variables is 0.8790 (cf.
p. 76, note 1).
10. For the allocation of marginal cases, the dimensions of the footrings
were also taken into account.
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Fig. 6.68c Connections between the diameters and heights of 41 bowls
of Drag. 29 with average dates in the Flavian period (+).
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Fig. 6.68d Distribution of 149 bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten and from
other sites among six different sizes (A-F) on the basis of the
concentrations of observations in figs. 6.68 a-c. The core for
each size is indicated by means of dark shading.
cluster B to those of the large standard ishes (p. 74 and figs.
6.14, B and 6.16) and of a second size of Drag. 33(a) (fig.
6.46, F), those of cluster C possibly to those of the largest
vessels of Ritt. 5 and 8 and Drag. 24/25, 27(g) and 33(a)
1. The moulds found at La Graufesenque are usually broken. The nature
of their fabrics and the scale that has formed on them often makes it
impossible to reconstruct them, so that their dimensions cannot be
determined.
(p. 99 and fig. 6.46, G), and those of clusters D and E to
those of the small and medium-sized rouletted dishes (p. 92
and figs. 6.14, C and D and 6.31, A and B). The bowl mark-
ed F, together with the largest bowl in fig. 6.67, is probably
of a variety which should be placed in size between the me-
dium-sized and the large rouletted ishes (fig. 6.31, B and C).
Even more important than the similarities listed above is the
connection between clusters A-F and the dimensions of 26
moulds of Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque which could be
measured'. The moulds may be classed under five groups,
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four of which each range between two of the clusters in fig.
6.68 d (fig. 6.69). Of course, the dimensions of the moulds
are different from those of the bowls, because the latter
shrank during drying and firing. If a shrinkage factor of 10-
20% (cf. p. 133)is taken as a starting point, and it is taken
into account that the internal diameter of a mould does not
correspond to the maximum diameter of the bowl, but to the
diameter at the level of the lower of the two rouletted bands
which usually appear on the rim', the moulds of group b may
be connected to the bowls of group B, and so forth. Among
the 26 moulds that were measured, there are none which cor-
respond to the bowls in group D. They do, however, include
vessels which must have yielded smaller bowls than those
recorded in fig. 6.68 (fig. 6.69, x).
The foregoing justifies the conclusion that Drag. 29 was
made in at least seven different sizes. Because the separate
groups are very close or slightly overlapping, it is not always
possible to determine to which size a specific bowl belong-
ed. If only the dimensions of the footrings can be measured,
the situation becomes even worse, because the dimensions
of the footrings of the various sizes of bowls largely overlap
(fig. 6.70).
The differences between figures 6.68 a-c demonstrate that
the dimensions of the bowls changed over time. The earliest
bowls are generally shallower than the later ones. Because of
the problems outlined in the previous paragraph, it is im-
possible to analyze the evolution of the dimensions for each
size. The ratios between the most relevant dimensions - the
total diameter and height and the diameter of the footring -
can be studied, however. The previously mentioned increase
in the height of the bowls is clearly reflected in the ratio of
the largest diameter to the height, and seems to have been
gradual (fig. 6.71 a). The ratio of the total diameter to the
diameter of the footring also changed. Relatively speaking,
the diameter of the footring decreased, particularly in the
first half of the 1st century2 (fig. 6.71 b).
The profile of Drag. 29 also underwent a number of changes,
Ae most significant of which have been described by Ritter-
ling and Oswald and Pryce3. The earliest sigillata bowls of
Drag. 29 which were produced at La Graufesenque show a
relatively large variety of profiles. Besides vessels with
hemispherical profiles, which are characteristic of the first
half of the 1st century, there are bowls with carinated walls,
otherwise known only from the second half of the 1st cen-
tury4. The rims of the earliest bowls of Drag. 29 usually do
not consist of two rouletted bands, but of a single one, and
the interiors of the footrings, unlike those of later vessels,
often curve into the base without a clear dividing line5. Two
bowls of Cadmus found at Vechten, which date from the
beginning of sigillata production at La Graufesenque (fig.
6.73, a and b), only have single grooves around their stamp,
although a double groove is the standard for vessels of the
first half of the 1st century.
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Fig. 6.69 Connections between the maximum internal diameters and
the maximum internal heights of 26 moulds for bowls of
Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque. The sizes of the moulds (x,
a-c and e) are indicated by means of dark shading, the core for
each size of bowls of Drag. 29 from fig. 6.68 d (A-E) by
means of light shading.
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Fig. 6.70 Connections between the diameters and heights of the
footrings of 118 bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten and from
other sites. The sizes of the bowls (A-F) were determined on
the basis of the total dimensions (cf. fig. 6.68 d). The
boundaries of the sizes are indicated by lines.
1. This also goes for the height, of course, but that is less relevant o
this argument.
2. Cf. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 68; Vemhet 1971, 182, note 10.
3. Ritterling 1912, 214-218; Oswald/Pryce 1920, 66-68.
4. Vemhet 1971, 181, fig. 5, top, and 184.
5. Vemhetl971,186,fig.8, A.
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Fig. 6.68d Distribution of 149 bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten and from
other sites among six different sizes (A-F) on the basis of the
concentrations of observations in figs. 6.68 a-c. The core for
each size is indicated by means of dark shading.
cluster B to those of the large standard ishes (p. 74 and figs.
6.14, B and 6.16) and of a second size of Drag. 33(a) (fig.
6.46, F), those of cluster C possibly to those of the largest
vessels of Ritt. 5 and 8 and Drag. 24/25, 27(g) and 33(a)
1. The moulds found at La Graufesenque are usually broken. The nature
of their fabrics and the scale that has formed on them often makes it
impossible to reconstruct them, so that their dimensions cannot be
determined.
(p. 99 and fig. 6.46, G), and those of clusters D and E to
those of the small and medium-sized rouletted dishes (p. 92
and figs. 6.14, C and D and 6.31, A and B). The bowl mark-
ed F, together with the largest bowl in fig. 6.67, is probably
of a variety which should be placed in size between the me-
dium-sized and the large rouletted ishes (fig. 6.31, B and C).
Even more important than the similarities listed above is the
connection between clusters A-F and the dimensions of 26
moulds of Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque which could be
measured'. The moulds may be classed under five groups,
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four of which each range between two of the clusters in fig.
6.68 d (fig. 6.69). Of course, the dimensions of the moulds
are different from those of the bowls, because the latter
shrank during drying and firing. If a shrinkage factor of 10-
20% (cf. p. 133)is taken as a starting point, and it is taken
into account that the internal diameter of a mould does not
correspond to the maximum diameter of the bowl, but to the
diameter at the level of the lower of the two rouletted bands
which usually appear on the rim', the moulds of group b may
be connected to the bowls of group B, and so forth. Among
the 26 moulds that were measured, there are none which cor-
respond to the bowls in group D. They do, however, include
vessels which must have yielded smaller bowls than those
recorded in fig. 6.68 (fig. 6.69, x).
The foregoing justifies the conclusion that Drag. 29 was
made in at least seven different sizes. Because the separate
groups are very close or slightly overlapping, it is not always
possible to determine to which size a specific bowl belong-
ed. If only the dimensions of the footrings can be measured,
the situation becomes even worse, because the dimensions
of the footrings of the various sizes of bowls largely overlap
(fig. 6.70).
The differences between figures 6.68 a-c demonstrate that
the dimensions of the bowls changed over time. The earliest
bowls are generally shallower than the later ones. Because of
the problems outlined in the previous paragraph, it is im-
possible to analyze the evolution of the dimensions for each
size. The ratios between the most relevant dimensions - the
total diameter and height and the diameter of the footring -
can be studied, however. The previously mentioned increase
in the height of the bowls is clearly reflected in the ratio of
the largest diameter to the height, and seems to have been
gradual (fig. 6.71 a). The ratio of the total diameter to the
diameter of the footring also changed. Relatively speaking,
the diameter of the footring decreased, particularly in the
first half of the 1st century2 (fig. 6.71 b).
The profile of Drag. 29 also underwent a number of changes,
Ae most significant of which have been described by Ritter-
ling and Oswald and Pryce3. The earliest sigillata bowls of
Drag. 29 which were produced at La Graufesenque show a
relatively large variety of profiles. Besides vessels with
hemispherical profiles, which are characteristic of the first
half of the 1st century, there are bowls with carinated walls,
otherwise known only from the second half of the 1st cen-
tury4. The rims of the earliest bowls of Drag. 29 usually do
not consist of two rouletted bands, but of a single one, and
the interiors of the footrings, unlike those of later vessels,
often curve into the base without a clear dividing line5. Two
bowls of Cadmus found at Vechten, which date from the
beginning of sigillata production at La Graufesenque (fig.
6.73, a and b), only have single grooves around their stamp,
although a double groove is the standard for vessels of the
first half of the 1st century.
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Fig. 6.69 Connections between the maximum internal diameters and
the maximum internal heights of 26 moulds for bowls of
Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque. The sizes of the moulds (x,
a-c and e) are indicated by means of dark shading, the core for
each size of bowls of Drag. 29 from fig. 6.68 d (A-E) by
means of light shading.
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Fig. 6.70 Connections between the diameters and heights of the
footrings of 118 bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten and from
other sites. The sizes of the bowls (A-F) were determined on
the basis of the total dimensions (cf. fig. 6.68 d). The
boundaries of the sizes are indicated by lines.
1. This also goes for the height, of course, but that is less relevant o
this argument.
2. Cf. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 68; Vemhet 1971, 182, note 10.
3. Ritterling 1912, 214-218; Oswald/Pryce 1920, 66-68.
4. Vemhet 1971, 181, fig. 5, top, and 184.
5. Vemhetl971,186,fig.8, A.
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Connections between the average dates and the ratios of
diameters and heights of 151 bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten
and from other sites. The average values are connected by a
line (see appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
Not until around A.D. 20 did Drag. 29 get a more uniform
appearance, characterized by a hemispherical profile. The
generally more or less vertical rims of vessels of the second
quarter of the 1st century consist of two rouletted bands of
usually similar width (fig. 6.72, a). Only the lower band was
formed in the mould; the top one was turned by hand. The
band between the two decorated zones is also often rouletted
on bowls of this period. The footrings on vessels of the times
of Tiberius and Claudius are usually low, and of limited
thickness in comparison with their diameters (fig. 6.73, c
and d). In the middle of the contact surface of the footring, a
broad, deep groove may be seen. The inside of the footring
is often turned out quite deeply, and is clearly separated from
the base of the bowl, which is completely or nearly flat, with
a concentric groove close to the centre. The internal base
carries a double groove. The largest bowl of Drag. 29 known
thus far, a vessel of Salvetus with a diameter of almost 30 cm
which was found at Vechten', has two pairs of grooves in the
internal base: one pair at the level of the footring and an-
other halfway between the footring and the centre of the
base (pl. 40, g).
A number of changes become apparent in bowls of around
the middle of the 1st century. Of several vessels the walls are
no longer hemispherical, but carinated (fig. 6.72, b). The
upper rouletted band which is part of the rim is wider than
on earlier vessels, and the rim is no longer vertical, but
20 30 40 50
years A. D.
Fig. 6.71 b
1. Catalogue no. S29, PUG 1578.
Connections between the average dates and the ratios of the
total diameters and the diameters of the footrings of 151
bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten and from other sites. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
Hared. The footring is generally a little higher, particularly
on the inside, and broader in proportion to its diameter than
on bowls from the first half of the 1st century (fig. 6.73, e
and f). The groove in the contact surface of the footring is
less broad and deep, and is often no longer in the middle, but
closer to the inside edge. The interior of the footring is often
less concave, but still clearly separated from the base, which
is increasingly frequently convex. Some vessels from the
Neronian period no longer have a groove in their basal ex-
terior. The double groove on the inside of the base is usual-
ly of smaller diameter than in earlier vessels, and by c. A.D.
60 had occasionally been replaced by a single groove.
The changes outlined in the previous paragraph are much
more clearly perceptible in bowls of the times of Nero and
Vespasian. Vessels of this period have clearly carinated pro-
files (fig. 6.72, c). The upper rouletted part of the rim is
much deeper than the lower one, and is distinctly flared. The
footring is relatively low, and broad in comparison to its di-
ameter (fig. 6.73, g and h). A shallow groove occurs in the
mostly narrow contact surface of the footring. The inside of
the footring is sometimes almost Hat, and often barely separ-
ated from the basal exterior, which is increasingly rarely
grooved. A single instead of a double groove is frequently
seen around the stamp.
The latest bowls of Drag. 29, finally, all have distinctly cah-
nated profiles and high, flared rims (fig. 6.72, d). The foot-
rings of these vessels are low, and broad in comparison to
their diameters (fig. 6.73, i and j). The shallow groove in the
contact surface of the footring is close to the inside edge.
The inside of the footring is often flat or only slightly con-
cave, and frequently curves into the base without a dividing
^
Fig. 6.72 Four chronologically arranged bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten. Scale 1 : 2.
a: SCOTTWS.b: OFMODESTI. c: SACIRONOS. d: OF.RVFINI.
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Connections between the average dates and the ratios of
diameters and heights of 151 bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten
and from other sites. The average values are connected by a
line (see appendix B, 3 for the calculation).
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1. Catalogue no. S29, PUG 1578.
Connections between the average dates and the ratios of the
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bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten and from other sites. The
average values are connected by a line (see appendix B, 3 for
the calculation).
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Fig. 6.73 Ten chronologically arranged bases ofbowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten. Scale 1:2.
a-b: CADM. c: OFIC.BILICATI. d: SCOTTIVS. e: OF.AQVITANI. f: CELADI.MAN. g: MEDDILLVS. h: OFPASSENI. i: OFFRONTIN. j:
OFVITAL.
line. Many vessels no longer carry a groove in their basal
exteriors. As a general mle, there is only a single groove
around the stamps, and some are so narrow that he ends of
the stamp project beyond them (pl. 8, C177).
The stamped vessels from Vechten include 382 bowls of
Drag. 29. Complete profiles have survived of only fifteen of
them. Eight of these belong to size D and four to size E; the
sizes B, C and F are represented by a single vessel each (figs.
6.67 and 6.68 d). As was explained before, the original
1. For a more detailed explanation see appendix B, 4.
2. So few vessels are available of the periods before A.D. 30 and after
A.D. 90, that he percentages concerned should be left out of consider-
ation.
3. The hypothesis presented in 1985, that he diameter of the footring is
in itself an indication of the date of a vessel of Drag. 29 (Polak 1985,
18-20), should be rejected for this reason; the explanation for the
difference in the sizes between the footrings of (mainly) Flavian and
earlier bowls observed at the time really lies in the increase in the
number of small bowls over the years.
dimensions of a bowl are seldom ascertainable with certain-
ty if only the dimensions of the footring are known (fig.
6.70). Nevertheless, to obtain an impression of the distribu-
tion of the Vechten bowls between the various sizes, the total
diameters of the 335 vessels the dimensions of whose foot-
rings are recorded were estimated on the basis of the evi-
dence presented in fig. 6.71 b'. The results may not be en-
tirely accurate, but the ratios between the various sizes are
unlikely to be far from the tmth. Sizes D and E are almost
equally well-represented, and together constitute almost
three quarters of the total number of bowls (fig. 6.74). Bowls
of size C are a little less numerous, and only a few vessels
were found of sizes B and F.
If the share of the separate sizes is seen in chronological per-
spective, it appears that ratios remained more or less the
same during the pre-Flavian period (fig. 6.75)2. This changed
under Nero, however. From that time onwards the shares of
sizes C and E reversed. Size E became more rare, size C
more numerous. This opposite trend can also be seen in sizes
B and F. On balance, there was a shift from large to small
bowls3.
6.4 STANDARDIZATION
size E: 125
size C: 73
size D: 120
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Fig. 6.74 Estimated share of the separate sizes in the collection of Fig. 6.75
bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten (see appendix B, 4 for the
calculation).
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Chronological development of the share of the separate sizes
in the collection of bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten (see
appendix B, 1 for the calculation).
Of the eighty or so manufacturers of Drag. 29 from Vechten,
seven are represented by more than ten bowls: Aquitanus (23
ex.), Bassus i - Coelus (22), Germanus (14), MeOillus (14),
Passienus (12), Primus (17) and Senicio (23).
6.4 STANDARDIZATION
In the previous ection, it was shown that all stamped forms
of sigillata were produced in several more or less fixed sizes.
The discovery that sigillata production was standardized to a
high degree is not a recent one. The typologies of Loeschcke
and Ritterling show that they already realized that the sizes
of the various types were not chosen completely at random.
This conclusion is only logical, considering the fact that
hundreds of thousands of sigillata vessels were made in Italy
and South Gaul every year. Too much diversity of forms and
sizes would have rendered an efficient production process
impossible.
The sizes of the forms of sigillata re not the only starting
point for the analysis of the standardization f production. A
second source of information comes from La Graufesenque,
in the shape of over 160 (usually incomplete) firing lists or
dockets, which provide an insight into the composition of a
kiln load' (cf. section 7.1). These usually consist of an intro-
duction which includes the serial number of the load and the
date, followed by a list of potters' names, pottery forms,
sizes and quantities (fig. 6.76).
In the (fragments of) dockets published so far, about a mil-
lion vessels are recorded, distributed among some thirty dif-
ferent forms. Over 96% of the enumerated vessels belong to
a mere six forms: acitabli, catili, paraxidi, licuias, pannas
and mortari2 (table 6. 10). It is not always clear which basic
forms or types these terms stand for3. The term catili prob-
ably covers both standard and rouletted ishes, regardless of
their types4. The term commonly used for rouletted dishes,
catini, only rarely occurs in the dockets5. Pannas almost cer-
tainly stands for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37, as may be de-
duced from the owriers' graffiti of later times". It is general-
ly assumed that the term mortari stands for bowls ofRitt. 12.
Acitabli and paraxidi have been identified with several types
of cups in the past7, but because they are about as numerous
as catili n the dockets, they are likely to be less specific
names. Acitabli are probably small cups of types that were
made in three sizes, and paraxidi medium-sized ones8. The
term licuias is only known in the dockets from La Graufe-
senque. It is tempting to assume that this term covers the
1. Marichal 1988.
2. Following Marichal (1988, 273 f.), preference is given in this book to
the names commonly used in the dockets over their correct Latin
equivalents.
3. Marichal 1988, 83-92.
4. Cf. Marichal 1988, nos. 166-167, for dishes of service C with the
indication catili boletari in the basal interior.
5. According to 0x6 (1925, 81 f.), the frequently used term canastri is
synonymous with catini; see also p. 142.
6. Cf. Mees 1995, 25, note 51.
7. See the Ust in Marichal 1988, 83 f. and 90.
8. The fact that paraxidi were larger than acitabU is beyond doubt
(Marichal 1988, 90). At La Graufesenque, a medium-sized Drag. 27g
inscribed ARICANI PARAB V[-] on the outside was found in 1982;
the second word may be inteqireted as parab(sidi), an unusual way of
writing paropsides (cf. idem, no. 154).
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In the previous ection, it was shown that all stamped forms
of sigillata were produced in several more or less fixed sizes.
The discovery that sigillata production was standardized to a
high degree is not a recent one. The typologies of Loeschcke
and Ritterling show that they already realized that the sizes
of the various types were not chosen completely at random.
This conclusion is only logical, considering the fact that
hundreds of thousands of sigillata vessels were made in Italy
and South Gaul every year. Too much diversity of forms and
sizes would have rendered an efficient production process
impossible.
The sizes of the forms of sigillata re not the only starting
point for the analysis of the standardization f production. A
second source of information comes from La Graufesenque,
in the shape of over 160 (usually incomplete) firing lists or
dockets, which provide an insight into the composition of a
kiln load' (cf. section 7.1). These usually consist of an intro-
duction which includes the serial number of the load and the
date, followed by a list of potters' names, pottery forms,
sizes and quantities (fig. 6.76).
In the (fragments of) dockets published so far, about a mil-
lion vessels are recorded, distributed among some thirty dif-
ferent forms. Over 96% of the enumerated vessels belong to
a mere six forms: acitabli, catili, paraxidi, licuias, pannas
and mortari2 (table 6. 10). It is not always clear which basic
forms or types these terms stand for3. The term catili prob-
ably covers both standard and rouletted ishes, regardless of
their types4. The term commonly used for rouletted dishes,
catini, only rarely occurs in the dockets5. Pannas almost cer-
tainly stands for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37, as may be de-
duced from the owriers' graffiti of later times". It is general-
ly assumed that the term mortari stands for bowls ofRitt. 12.
Acitabli and paraxidi have been identified with several types
of cups in the past7, but because they are about as numerous
as catili n the dockets, they are likely to be less specific
names. Acitabli are probably small cups of types that were
made in three sizes, and paraxidi medium-sized ones8. The
term licuias is only known in the dockets from La Graufe-
senque. It is tempting to assume that this term covers the
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Fig. 6.76 Composition ofakiln load, inscribed before firing on a vessel of Drag. 15/17 stamped OF.RVFI, found at La Graufesenque in 1991.
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other types of cups, but in view of the high frequency of the
term, this hypothesis is unlikely to be correct.
As was said before, the dockets also record sizes: pedalis,
besalis, semipedalis or triantalis', i.e. 1, 2/3, 1/2 or 1/3 Roman
1. For the notation of the indications of size see Marichal 1988, 92 and 276.
2. Marichal 1988, 81 f. and 250-259.
3. According to Marichal (1988, 256) paraxidi are called besales in two
dockets. The documents concerned are so fragmentary, however, that
this interpretation is anything but certain (idem, nos. 47 and 56).
4 . Most of the cases presented by Marichal (1988, 253) are not very
convincing because the dockets in question are incomplete. Catili of a
specified size seem to occur in only two of them (idem, no. 24, in
which all forms are followed by an indication of their size, and no.
85, in which, in contrast, only unspecified catili are listed).
foot. The dimensions of the vessels, however, are anything
but consistently indicated2 (table 6. 10). Some types are never
accompanied by an indication of size, others may some-
times, often or always have them.
The presence or absence of an indication of size does not
always meet one's expectations. It stands to reason that the
sizes of acitabli or paraxidi are never indicated3 - assuming
that the equation with small and medium-sized cups, re-
spectively, is correct. That less than one percent of the stan-
dard and rouletted dishes in the dockets is followed by an
indication of size4 is remarkable, however. It makes one
wonder whether a kiln load usually only contained ishes of
a single size, or if the name of the potter or the number of
vessels were sufficient indication of the size concerned, or if
the sizes of dishes did not matter.
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Form
Acitabli
Catili
Paraxidi
Licuias
Pannas
Mortan
Canastri
Vinari
Catinos
Pultari
Atramitari
Tisanares
Julianas
Boletari
Rinati
Inbratari
Fiscos?
Ovati
Cuibalini
Aematini
Came 11 as
Magedes
Sattla
Broci
Total
Total
number
212450
199848
170250
111694
42424
16103
8395
4415
4175
2450
1505
800
740
600
550
515
505
500
440
300
300
300
138
30
779427
Size
indicated
1850
2200
29192
11913
8395
425
4175
415
505
300
59370
Table 6.10 Forms listed in the dockets from La Graufesenque (after
Marichal1988, 250-259).
Unlike the catili, the sizes of the pannas are recorded in the
majority of cases. About sixty percent of the pannas are
labelled besales. The other sizes together constitute less than
ten percent of the total'. In only five of the 23 dockets in
which pannas are called besales are they juxtaposed to pan-
nas triantales or pedales; in the others, the indications of size
seem superfluous.
The size of the licuias is very rarely indicated2. The addition
of sizes is important in only one docket, since this contains
two different sizes3. The mortari, finally, are further specified
almost without exception. Mortari besales and triantales are
almost equally numerous, pedales extremely rare.
Because the forms of sigillata are only indicated in the
dockets in the most general terms, and the sizes of the
vessels are only rarely mentioned, it is difficult o compare
these data with the results of the geometrical nalysis of the
stamped types. It has already been observed in section 6.3
that many forms were made in five or more different sizes4.
No more than four of them are mentioned in the dockets,
however, and two of those only rarely5; of almost sixty
thousand vessels whose sizes have been indicated, fewer
than five thousand are pedales or semipedales.
In order to be able to compare the two sources, the total di-
ameters of all the types discussed in section 6.3 have been
combined, and set out in a diagram (fig. 6.77). To the far
right, the average diameters of the sizes that were distin-
guished for the various (groups of) forms have been indi-
cated (fig. 6.77, columns A-F). These turn out to be close
together sometimes, and it is probably justified in such cases
to combine them into a shared average (fig. 6.77, column G).
It is not clear, however, whether the averages in the range of
120-140 mm should be combined into a single group with an
average diameter of c. 132 mm, or separated into two groups
with average diameters of 124 mm (all the cups except Drag.
33 and 33a) and 136 mm" (small standard dishes. Drag. 33a,
33 and 29), respectively; Thus, the total number of sizes
becomes twelve or thirteen7. They are more or less evenly
distributed, but in such a way that the smaller sizes are gen-
erally closer together than the large ones.
The four indications of size mentioned in the dockets do not
correspond to the peaks in the diagram (table 6.1 1), and only
two of the four match one of the twelve or thirteen sizes dis-
tinguished. Cups with diameters of c. 100 mm might be
triantales, and cups and bowls of Drag. 29 with diameters of
c. 196 mm might be besales.
It is not certain, however, that the sizes mentioned in the
dockets refer to fired vessels. Because the lists were made
before the pottery was fired, it is more plausible that they
indicate the sizes of recently turned or dried vessels8. Once
fired, the vessels were obviously smaller than indicated in
the dockets. On the basis of this assumption, the three high-
est peaks in the diagram of fig. 6.77 may be seen as reflect-
ing triantales, semipedales and besales, respectively. The
shrinkage factor during the production process would then
amount to 18.8, 16.2 and 14.8%, respectively9. If a shrinkage
1. Pannas seem to have been called pedales in three dockets (Marichal
1988, nos. 9, 74 and 165). The examples of paimas semipedales men-
tioned by Marichal are dubious (idem, nos. 75, 78 and 99). In two
dockets in which pannas triantales are recorded, tria(n)talis is followed,
curiously, by the symbol = =, which has the same meaning (idem,
nos. 12 and 16); this is also the case m two other dockets, in which
canastri tria(n)tali(s) == are mentioned (idem, nos. 4 and 14).
2. In one of the examples presented by Marichal (1988, no. 14, line 18),
it is probably better to read "licuias . DC", rather than "licuia S =
DC" (cf. table 6.11 and Marichal 1988, no. 14, lines 7 and 17).
3. Marichal 1988, no. 20.
4. See pp. 102 f. and 127. If the standard and rouletted dishes are com-
bined, as often seems to have been done in the dockets, a total of at
least six sizes is obtained for these two forms together (see pp. 74
and 92).
5. If one accepts the interpretation given by Marichal 1988, no. 49, line
22, and no. 83, line 9, a fifth size should be added, of 1/6 foot (sex-
tantalis).
6. In the latter case, the possibility that the dishes with diameters of c.
110-130 mm belong to a different size than those with diameters of c.
130-150 mm should be taken into account (cf. p. 74, note 3).
7. The largest size of rouletted ish, with a diameter of c. 38 cm, has
not been included in fig. 6.77.
8. Cf. Rottlander 1969.
9. During experiments with types of clay mined or found during excava-
tions at La Graufesenque, a maximum shrinkage factor of 10.79%
was determined (comm. B. Hoffmann). In clays composed like those
from La Graufesenque, however, a maximum shrinkage factor of
20% is supposed to be possible (comm. M. Picon).
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1. For the notation of the indications of size see Marichal 1988, 92 and 276.
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dockets. The documents concerned are so fragmentary, however, that
this interpretation is anything but certain (idem, nos. 47 and 56).
4 . Most of the cases presented by Marichal (1988, 253) are not very
convincing because the dockets in question are incomplete. Catili of a
specified size seem to occur in only two of them (idem, no. 24, in
which all forms are followed by an indication of their size, and no.
85, in which, in contrast, only unspecified catili are listed).
foot. The dimensions of the vessels, however, are anything
but consistently indicated2 (table 6. 10). Some types are never
accompanied by an indication of size, others may some-
times, often or always have them.
The presence or absence of an indication of size does not
always meet one's expectations. It stands to reason that the
sizes of acitabli or paraxidi are never indicated3 - assuming
that the equation with small and medium-sized cups, re-
spectively, is correct. That less than one percent of the stan-
dard and rouletted dishes in the dockets is followed by an
indication of size4 is remarkable, however. It makes one
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Table 6.10 Forms listed in the dockets from La Graufesenque (after
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Unlike the catili, the sizes of the pannas are recorded in the
majority of cases. About sixty percent of the pannas are
labelled besales. The other sizes together constitute less than
ten percent of the total'. In only five of the 23 dockets in
which pannas are called besales are they juxtaposed to pan-
nas triantales or pedales; in the others, the indications of size
seem superfluous.
The size of the licuias is very rarely indicated2. The addition
of sizes is important in only one docket, since this contains
two different sizes3. The mortari, finally, are further specified
almost without exception. Mortari besales and triantales are
almost equally numerous, pedales extremely rare.
Because the forms of sigillata are only indicated in the
dockets in the most general terms, and the sizes of the
vessels are only rarely mentioned, it is difficult o compare
these data with the results of the geometrical nalysis of the
stamped types. It has already been observed in section 6.3
that many forms were made in five or more different sizes4.
No more than four of them are mentioned in the dockets,
however, and two of those only rarely5; of almost sixty
thousand vessels whose sizes have been indicated, fewer
than five thousand are pedales or semipedales.
In order to be able to compare the two sources, the total di-
ameters of all the types discussed in section 6.3 have been
combined, and set out in a diagram (fig. 6.77). To the far
right, the average diameters of the sizes that were distin-
guished for the various (groups of) forms have been indi-
cated (fig. 6.77, columns A-F). These turn out to be close
together sometimes, and it is probably justified in such cases
to combine them into a shared average (fig. 6.77, column G).
It is not clear, however, whether the averages in the range of
120-140 mm should be combined into a single group with an
average diameter of c. 132 mm, or separated into two groups
with average diameters of 124 mm (all the cups except Drag.
33 and 33a) and 136 mm" (small standard dishes. Drag. 33a,
33 and 29), respectively; Thus, the total number of sizes
becomes twelve or thirteen7. They are more or less evenly
distributed, but in such a way that the smaller sizes are gen-
erally closer together than the large ones.
The four indications of size mentioned in the dockets do not
correspond to the peaks in the diagram (table 6.1 1), and only
two of the four match one of the twelve or thirteen sizes dis-
tinguished. Cups with diameters of c. 100 mm might be
triantales, and cups and bowls of Drag. 29 with diameters of
c. 196 mm might be besales.
It is not certain, however, that the sizes mentioned in the
dockets refer to fired vessels. Because the lists were made
before the pottery was fired, it is more plausible that they
indicate the sizes of recently turned or dried vessels8. Once
fired, the vessels were obviously smaller than indicated in
the dockets. On the basis of this assumption, the three high-
est peaks in the diagram of fig. 6.77 may be seen as reflect-
ing triantales, semipedales and besales, respectively. The
shrinkage factor during the production process would then
amount to 18.8, 16.2 and 14.8%, respectively9. If a shrinkage
1. Pannas seem to have been called pedales in three dockets (Marichal
1988, nos. 9, 74 and 165). The examples of paimas semipedales men-
tioned by Marichal are dubious (idem, nos. 75, 78 and 99). In two
dockets in which pannas triantales are recorded, tria(n)talis is followed,
curiously, by the symbol = =, which has the same meaning (idem,
nos. 12 and 16); this is also the case m two other dockets, in which
canastri tria(n)tali(s) == are mentioned (idem, nos. 4 and 14).
2. In one of the examples presented by Marichal (1988, no. 14, line 18),
it is probably better to read "licuias . DC", rather than "licuia S =
DC" (cf. table 6.11 and Marichal 1988, no. 14, lines 7 and 17).
3. Marichal 1988, no. 20.
4. See pp. 102 f. and 127. If the standard and rouletted dishes are com-
bined, as often seems to have been done in the dockets, a total of at
least six sizes is obtained for these two forms together (see pp. 74
and 92).
5. If one accepts the interpretation given by Marichal 1988, no. 49, line
22, and no. 83, line 9, a fifth size should be added, of 1/6 foot (sex-
tantalis).
6. In the latter case, the possibility that the dishes with diameters of c.
110-130 mm belong to a different size than those with diameters of c.
130-150 mm should be taken into account (cf. p. 74, note 3).
7. The largest size of rouletted ish, with a diameter of c. 38 cm, has
not been included in fig. 6.77.
8. Cf. Rottlander 1969.
9. During experiments with types of clay mined or found during excava-
tions at La Graufesenque, a maximum shrinkage factor of 10.79%
was determined (comm. B. Hoffmann). In clays composed like those
from La Graufesenque, however, a maximum shrinkage factor of
20% is supposed to be possible (comm. M. Picon).
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Fig. 6.77 Frequency table of the total diameters of 1066 standard and rouletted ishes, cups and bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten and from other sites. The
average diameters of the sizes of the various groups of forms are indicated in columns A-F.
A: standard ishes. B: rouletted ishes. C: Ritt. 5, Drag. 24/25 and 27(g). D: Ritt. 8 and 9. E: Drag. 33(a). F: Drag. 29. Column G shows the average
diameters of (probably) corresponding sizes.
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factor of 15% or a little less is assumed for the pedales, the
medium-sized rouletted dishes and the bowls of Drag. 29
with diameters of c. 256 mm could be considered as pedales.
The hypothesis formulated in the previous paragraph is
attractive because of its simplicity, but it leaves a number of
questions unanswered, such as whether dishes and bowls of
Drag. 29 and 37 with diameters of less than 10 cm actually
existed'. Another question is why, if more than half of the
pannas produced were besales, bowls of Drag. 29 with di-
ameters of c. 17 cm are not much better-represented than
those in the other sizes (figs. 6.68 d and 6.74, size B). It
makes one wonder whether the indications of size in these
cases could refer to the smallest, or largest, bowl in a nest.
The question of the standardization of the sigillata produc-
tion clearly has not been solved yet. In view of the many dif-
ficulties that surround the analysis of the total diameter, it is
a senseless exercise to look for Roman units of measure in
the total height or the diameter of the footring, for example2.
It is also very doubtful if the potters at La Graufesenque
imposed upon themselves such a rigid system of measure-
ment. It is more logical to assume that, in the first instance,
they were led by an intuitive sense of the correct proportions.
The standardization of production was not an invention of
the South Gaulish potteries, but a continuation of a tech-
nique already used at the Italian potteries3. The dimensions
of the Arretine standard dishes show a pattern very much
like those of the South Gaulish ones, although they are
usually a little larger; the average diameter of the large
Arretine dishes, for example, is almost 18 cm4, which is a
centimetre larger than that of the South Gaulish ones.
With respect to the Arretine rouletted dishes, the notion that
no sizes can be recognized from the dimensions has been
mistakenly brought forward5. When the diameters and
heights of a few dozen rouletted dishes from Haltem and
Neuss are compared, five groups are clearly distinguishable
which undoubtably represent as many sizes (fig. 6.78). The
average diameters of the fast four sizes are around 25, 31, 37
and 43 cm; only one vessel of the largest size is known up to
now, a Halt. Ib, service 1c (Consp. 12) from Haltem with a
diameter of over 50 cm". The three smallest Arretine sizes
match the three largest South Gaulish ones almost exactly
(fig. 6.31, B and C)7. It is anything but certain, however, that
they should be equated with these. The fact that Arretine
standard ishes are usually larger than South Gaulish ones
probably holds for the rouletted versions as well. The South
Gaulish rouletted dishes with diameters of c. 22 cm thus
probably correspond to the Arretine ones of c. 25 cm across,
etc. (table 6. 12).
The Arretine cups, like the South Gaulish ones, should prob-
ably be divided into those made in three, and those made in
more sizes. The first group includes Halt. 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12
(Consp. 13-15, 22 and 31-34). The average diameters of the
three sizes are around 9-10 cm, 13-14 cm and 19-20 cm8.
Recorded size
Triantalis or = =
Semipedalis
Besalis or S =
Pedalis
Roman foot
1/3
1/2
2/3
1
mm
98.5
147.8
197.1
295.7
Table 6.11 Units of measure recorded in the dockets from La Graufe-
senque, and their equivalents in mm.
Size
Small
Medium
Large
Extra large
(Extremely large)
AR
25
31
37
43
50
LG
22 ± 2
26 ± 2
32+2
38 ± 2
Table 6.12 Diameters of the various sizes of Arretine rouletted dishes
(AR), and of their counterparts from La Graufesenque (LG),
The two smallest Arretine sizes, therefore, are larger than the
corresponding South Gaulish ones (cf. p. 99). Whether this
is also true of the largest size cannot be determined with cer-
tainty, because of the rarity of both Arretine and South
Gaulish vessels of this size.
The second group of Arretine cups certainly includes Halt.
10A and 15 (Cqnsp. 7, 26 and 27), and probably also
Consp. 36.3-4, thb Arretine equivalent of Ritt. 8. For these
types, as for Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 33(a), a large variety of
1. For combinations of sizes and forms known from the dockets see
Marichal 1988,276.
2. According to Rottlander, all possible dimensions of Roman pottery
contain units of 1/12 (digiti) or 1/16 foot (unciae) (Rottlander 1966;
Rottlander 1967).
3. Von Schnurbein 1982, 24-64; Ettlinger 1983, 108-113; Ettlinger et al.
1990, 151 f.
4. The comparison between Arretine and South Gaulish vessels is com-
plicated because in almost all the publications, the dimensions of
forms of sigillata re rounded off to whole centimetres, which makes
it particularly difficult to determine the boundaries for the sizes; see
for example Rychener 1986, 63, Tabelle 86, and Tyers 1993, 136,
where standard and rouletted dishes are considered as one group.
5. Von Schnurbein 1982, 29, 41 and 43; Ettlinger 1983, 110; Ettlinger et
al. 1990,151.
6. Von Schnurbein 1982, Taf. 7, 89.
7. For the largest South Gaulish size see p. 92.
8. Halt. 7 and 8 (Consp. 13-14 and 22): Loeschcke 1909, 147 (Typus
7a-b and 8a-c); Von Schnurbein 1982, 35 f. and 45-47; Ettlinger 1983,
113, Abb. 12-13. Halt. 10 (Consp. 15): Loeschcke 1909, 149 (Typus
lOa-c); Von Schnurbein 1982, Taf. 62; Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 38. Halt.
11 (Consp. 31-32): Von Schnurbein 1982, 60, Taf. 66, and 67, 1567-
1577b; Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 51. Halt. 12 (Consp. 33-34): Von Schnur-
bein 1982, 62, Taf. 67, 1578-1584, and 68, 1585-1597; Ettlinger
1983, Taf. 52, 1-8.
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which undoubtably represent as many sizes (fig. 6.78). The
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The two smallest Arretine sizes, therefore, are larger than the
corresponding South Gaulish ones (cf. p. 99). Whether this
is also true of the largest size cannot be determined with cer-
tainty, because of the rarity of both Arretine and South
Gaulish vessels of this size.
The second group of Arretine cups certainly includes Halt.
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dimensions may be observed' (cf. p. 102 f.). For these cups
as well, comparison of the dimensions of a large number of
vessels will undoubtedly demonstrate that the variations in
the dimensions reflect the existence of a number of sizes that
are close together. Because of their relative rarity and the
large number of sizes, a comparison of the dimensions of the
Arretine and South Gaulish cups of the types in question is
impossible at present.
Whether the Arretine bowls of Drag. 29 were made in a large
number of sizes, like their South Gaulish counterparts, can-
not be determined as yet, since only a few of them have been
found thus far.
The foregoing warrants the conclusion that he potters at La
Graufesenque probably followed the Italian tradition in
every aspect. It is true that the South Gaulish vessels are
generally smaller than the Arretine ones. It should be noted,
however, that because of the composition of the Vechten col-
lection, the average diameters of the South Gaulish vessels
are those from around A.D. 70 (fig. 5.2). TheArretine vessels
could be seen as welcome additions to the relatively small
collection of early South Gaulish vessels. If this is allowed,
the fact that the Arretine standard ishes are larger than the
South Gaulish ones would indicate a considerable decrease
in the total diameters of large dishes during the pre-Flavian
period (cf. p. 77). This may also be true of the rouletted
dishes2 (cf. p. 93). On the basis of the relatively large diam-
eters of small Arretine cups of Halt. 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12, the
possibility should also be taken into account hat of the small
vessels of Drag. 24/25 and 27(g), not only the diameters of
the footrings decreased rastically at first, but also the total
diameters (cf. pp. 106 f.). The perceptible reduction in the
total diameters of medium-sized cups (cf. p. 107 and 111) is
enhanced by the evidence of the Arretine cups.
All in all, one may justifiably conclude that the forms of
sigillata decreased in size relatively quickly during the pre-
Flavian period. Because this evolution was a gradual one, it
may be assumed that he basic principles the potters follow-
ed for production remained the same. A change of standards
would certainly have led to a more intermittent development.
Therefore, the decrease in total diameter may be attributed to
an increase in shrinkage during the drying and firing stages.
If it is assumed that, on the potter's wheel, small cups had a
diameter of about 1/3 foot, medium-sized ones of lh foot and
height (mm)
t i ( 1 i
1. The difference between small and large vessels of Halt. 15 (labelled
15a and 15b, respectively) made by Loeschcke (1909, 155) is illusory,
therefore.
2. The difference in dimensions that was observed between the Arretine
and the South Gaulish rouletted dishes favours the classification of
the vessels of Drag. 17aR from Zurzach and Baden mentioned in
p. 93, note 1 as small.
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Fig. 6.78 Connections between the diameters and heights of 35
Arretine rouletted dishes from Haltem andNeuss.
large standard ishes of 2/3 foot, as was proposed earlier in
this section (p. 133), the shrinkage factor for the early 1st
century may be set at 8-10%. In the early Flavian period this
must have been about double.
The assumed increase in shrinkage may have had several
causes. It was observed in section 4.4 that the fabric of the
South Gaulish sigillata clearly became harder during the pre-
Flavian period, and the slip more glossy (p. 45). This may
have resulted from an increase in the maximum temperature
reached during firing. If the circumstances remained other-
wise unchanged, this will have caused the sigillata to shrink
more significantly.
A second possible cause for the increase in shrinkage may
be sought in an earlier phase of the production process. As is
shown by the chronological distribution of the Vechten
stamps, among other things, production at La Graufesenque
increased greatly during the pre-Flavian period (fig. 5.2). It
really seems as though this growth did not solely come about
through the extension of the scale of production, but also
through a higher production speed. One of the ways to step
up the output rate is to increase the turning speed of the pot-
ter's wheel. This increases the centrifugal force, however,
which in turn heightens the possibility of distortion. The
risks may be limited by making the walls of the vessels thick-
er, and this is exactly what seems to have happened at La
Graufesenque (cf. pp. 71 and 113). The speed of the potter's
wheel can only be increased, however, if more water is used
for the turning of the pottery. Relatively speaking, this
results in a higher water content, so that the vessels shrink
more during drying and firing.
The decrease in size seems to have ended during the Flavian
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period. The small cups even became larger during that
period (fig. 6.50 a). The other forms may also have shown a
slight increase in total diameter by the late 1st century (figs.
6.21 a and 6.34 a). This could mean that he firing tempera-
ture was lowered again in the last quarter of the 1st century.
In this connection it may be significant hat the sigillata of
this period usually has a less brilliant slip than that of the
previous decades (cf. p. 45). The lower firing temperature
may be related to an attempt o limit production costs (cf. p.
37). Reduction of the maximum temperature clearly result-
ed, not just in a shorter firing stage, but in a reduction of the
use of wood as well.
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large standard ishes of 2/3 foot, as was proposed earlier in
this section (p. 133), the shrinkage factor for the early 1st
century may be set at 8-10%. In the early Flavian period this
must have been about double.
The assumed increase in shrinkage may have had several
causes. It was observed in section 4.4 that the fabric of the
South Gaulish sigillata clearly became harder during the pre-
Flavian period, and the slip more glossy (p. 45). This may
have resulted from an increase in the maximum temperature
reached during firing. If the circumstances remained other-
wise unchanged, this will have caused the sigillata to shrink
more significantly.
A second possible cause for the increase in shrinkage may
be sought in an earlier phase of the production process. As is
shown by the chronological distribution of the Vechten
stamps, among other things, production at La Graufesenque
increased greatly during the pre-Flavian period (fig. 5.2). It
really seems as though this growth did not solely come about
through the extension of the scale of production, but also
through a higher production speed. One of the ways to step
up the output rate is to increase the turning speed of the pot-
ter's wheel. This increases the centrifugal force, however,
which in turn heightens the possibility of distortion. The
risks may be limited by making the walls of the vessels thick-
er, and this is exactly what seems to have happened at La
Graufesenque (cf. pp. 71 and 113). The speed of the potter's
wheel can only be increased, however, if more water is used
for the turning of the pottery. Relatively speaking, this
results in a higher water content, so that the vessels shrink
more during drying and firing.
The decrease in size seems to have ended during the Flavian
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period. The small cups even became larger during that
period (fig. 6.50 a). The other forms may also have shown a
slight increase in total diameter by the late 1st century (figs.
6.21 a and 6.34 a). This could mean that he firing tempera-
ture was lowered again in the last quarter of the 1st century.
In this connection it may be significant hat the sigillata of
this period usually has a less brilliant slip than that of the
previous decades (cf. p. 45). The lower firing temperature
may be related to an attempt o limit production costs (cf. p.
37). Reduction of the maximum temperature clearly result-
ed, not just in a shorter firing stage, but in a reduction of the
use of wood as well.
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PRODUCTION
So far, little is known about he way the production of terra
sigillata at La Graufesenque was organized. Although the
annual output in the heyday of this kiln site must have num-
bered hundreds of thousands of vessels', no account of, or
even reference to, this branch of industry can be found in the
classical literature. Consequently, the sources of information
available are restricted to the traces of buildings found during
excavations at La Graufesenque, and to the pottery itself.
As only a small part of the kiln site has been investigated, the
structure of the settlement is still far from clear. The only
conclusion which seems significant for the analysis of the
organization of the production, is that an important renova-
tion took place around A.D. 60, when dwellings were
replaced by workshops (cf. p. 25)
The pottery that was unearthed uring the excavations at La
Graufesenque provides a richer source of information. This
applies particularly to the dockets found on terra sigillata
dishes, which were mentioned above in section 6.4. In the
first section of this chapter, an account is given of the infor-
mation which may be deduced from these documents.
In the stamps on many forms of sigillata, terms such as offi-
cina, fecit and manus occur (cf. p. 40). The extent o which
the use of a specific term is connected to the size of the
workshop of the potter named in the stamp is analysed in the
second section of this chapter, on the basis of the Vechten
finds.
The third and last section is devoted to the specialization of
the production, which is analysed on two levels: inside the
production centre, and within the separate workshops.
1. This estimate is based on the assumption that in one kiln, twelve
loads of 25,000 vessels could be fired annually (cf. Marichal 1988,
97 f.; Vemhet 1991, 37).
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-162 (henceforth indicated as Ml-162); Vemhet/
Bemont 1990-1991 (VI); BemontWemhet 1992-1993 (V2).
3. Table 7.1 includes 48 names, since that of Castus occurs twice: as
Castos in dockets M12 and M14, and as Castus in the internal stamps
of eighteen other vessels.
4. For the method see Lammers et al. 1989; Greenacre 1993.
5. Fig. 7.1 reflects the results of a presence/absence-type analysis, based
on the information in table 7. 1.
6. Ml-17, M19-20, M22-23, M28, M30, M35, M85, M89, M93 and
M97. Cf. Marichal 1988, 107 f., "clientele" 1 and 2, which include
two vessels, however, that are classed under group B in this book
(M27 and M86). The only dockets which were not found in 1901-1906
are M30, M35 and M97; they were found in 1971-1976.
7. See the catalogue under Vitalis i and Vitalis ii; the interpretation
MATVR in the docket from group A is not quite unchallenged; it
could also read MATIIR (cf. the note in Marichal 1988, no. 2, line 3).
7.1 THE DOCKETS FOUND AT LA GRAUFESENQUE
Up to now, remains of almost wo hundred ishes on which
the contents of kiln loads were recorded before they were
fired, have been found at La Graufesenque. These docu-
ments consist of lists of names, forms of pottery, sizes and
quantities, usually preceded by the date and by the serial
number of the kiln load which the list refers to.
Classification and dates
Thus far, over 160 - mainly incomplete - dockets have been
published2. About a quarter of these were found in 1901-
1906, in excavation trenches situated no more than 200 m
apart (fig. 2.7); the dockets in question constitute a fairly
homogeneous group. Among the other lists, only small
groups can be recognized at first sight.
In an attempt o organize the collection of lists more ad-
equately, a selection was made of those containing the names
of at least wo persons, 47 in total (table 7. 1). Of the dozens
of potters named in these lists, 47 occur at least twice3. The
connections between the dockets were charted with the help
of a so-called correspondence analysis4 - a technique which
allows the two-dimensional representation of complicated
relations (fig. 7.1)5. The meaning of the axes of the diagrams
drawn up with the help of this method is often hard to inter-
pret, because they combine several variables. The horizontal
axis in fig. 7.1 may be seen as chronological. The earliest
dockets are on the left of the diagram, the latest on the right.
Their positions in relation to the vertical axis demonstrate
that more or less contemporary dockets may still be very dif-
ferent.
The dockets constitute three main groups, indicated with let-
ters A-C (cf. table 7.2). Group A - the earliest - includes 28
lists, which makes this the largest group. With very few
exceptions, these dockets were unearthed in 1901-1906" (fig.
2.7). Four subgroups may be distinguished in group A. The
first (Al) contains only two dockets, which differ from the
others by the presence of the names Matums and Vitalis,
which also occur in three of the four dockets in group C
(tables 7.1 and 7.2); in particular in the case ofVitalis, two
homonyms may be concerned7. One of the dishes in sub-
group Al bears a stamp of Castus; the stamp on the other
dish is illegible.
The second subgroup (A2) contains eighteen dockets, and
may be considered as the core of group A. The lists
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Table 7.1 List of names mentioned in at least two of the analysed ockets from La Graufesenque.
t Names which occur in stamps. See p. 138, note 2 for the numbering of the dockets.
frequently record the same names, of which Felix, Masuetos
and Tritos occur most frequently. Thirteen dishes bear
stamps of Castus, two of Martialis; the stamps on the other
three have not survived.
The five dockets in subgroup A3 show many similarities to
those in A2. Four lists are inscribed on standard dishes of
Castus, and the fifth occurs on a rouletted ish of Germanus.
The difference between subgroup A3 and the two previous-
ly mentioned subgroups is the presence of the name
Verecundos, which otherwise occurs only in the dockets in
subgroups A4 and Bl.
Subgroup A4 includes three lists, which take a fairly mar-
ginal position inside group A. In contrast with most other
dockets in group A, these were all inscribed on rouletted
dishes. On one of these, a stamp reading TERTFVS. F has sur-
vived. The dockets are connected to those of group B by one
name each: Paullinus, Tabos and Verecundos.
On the basis of the names included in them, and the stamps
impressed on them, the dockets of group A may be dated to
the third quarter of the 1st century. To judge by their position
in fig. 7.1, the vessels of Martialis are probably earlier than
those of Castus, Germanus and Tertius. Several of the names
in this group are also known in stamps, such as Agedilios,
Albanos, Albinos, Castos, Cervesa, Felix, Ma(n)suetos,
Privates and Tertius; others, such as Agios, Comutos,
Deprosagijos, Malciu and Summacos, thus far, are not.
Group B comprises fifteen dockets, and is in many respects
more heterogeneous than group A', which is also illustrated
by the considerable spread in fig. 7.1. Two vessels were
Cf. Marichal 1988, 107 f., "clientele" 4 and 5, which, however, do
not include dockets M74, M86 and M87. nor M27. which is classed
under "clientele" 1.
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PRODUCTION
So far, little is known about he way the production of terra
sigillata at La Graufesenque was organized. Although the
annual output in the heyday of this kiln site must have num-
bered hundreds of thousands of vessels', no account of, or
even reference to, this branch of industry can be found in the
classical literature. Consequently, the sources of information
available are restricted to the traces of buildings found during
excavations at La Graufesenque, and to the pottery itself.
As only a small part of the kiln site has been investigated, the
structure of the settlement is still far from clear. The only
conclusion which seems significant for the analysis of the
organization of the production, is that an important renova-
tion took place around A.D. 60, when dwellings were
replaced by workshops (cf. p. 25)
The pottery that was unearthed uring the excavations at La
Graufesenque provides a richer source of information. This
applies particularly to the dockets found on terra sigillata
dishes, which were mentioned above in section 6.4. In the
first section of this chapter, an account is given of the infor-
mation which may be deduced from these documents.
In the stamps on many forms of sigillata, terms such as offi-
cina, fecit and manus occur (cf. p. 40). The extent o which
the use of a specific term is connected to the size of the
workshop of the potter named in the stamp is analysed in the
second section of this chapter, on the basis of the Vechten
finds.
The third and last section is devoted to the specialization of
the production, which is analysed on two levels: inside the
production centre, and within the separate workshops.
1. This estimate is based on the assumption that in one kiln, twelve
loads of 25,000 vessels could be fired annually (cf. Marichal 1988,
97 f.; Vemhet 1991, 37).
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-162 (henceforth indicated as Ml-162); Vemhet/
Bemont 1990-1991 (VI); BemontWemhet 1992-1993 (V2).
3. Table 7.1 includes 48 names, since that of Castus occurs twice: as
Castos in dockets M12 and M14, and as Castus in the internal stamps
of eighteen other vessels.
4. For the method see Lammers et al. 1989; Greenacre 1993.
5. Fig. 7.1 reflects the results of a presence/absence-type analysis, based
on the information in table 7. 1.
6. Ml-17, M19-20, M22-23, M28, M30, M35, M85, M89, M93 and
M97. Cf. Marichal 1988, 107 f., "clientele" 1 and 2, which include
two vessels, however, that are classed under group B in this book
(M27 and M86). The only dockets which were not found in 1901-1906
are M30, M35 and M97; they were found in 1971-1976.
7. See the catalogue under Vitalis i and Vitalis ii; the interpretation
MATVR in the docket from group A is not quite unchallenged; it
could also read MATIIR (cf. the note in Marichal 1988, no. 2, line 3).
7.1 THE DOCKETS FOUND AT LA GRAUFESENQUE
Up to now, remains of almost wo hundred ishes on which
the contents of kiln loads were recorded before they were
fired, have been found at La Graufesenque. These docu-
ments consist of lists of names, forms of pottery, sizes and
quantities, usually preceded by the date and by the serial
number of the kiln load which the list refers to.
Classification and dates
Thus far, over 160 - mainly incomplete - dockets have been
published2. About a quarter of these were found in 1901-
1906, in excavation trenches situated no more than 200 m
apart (fig. 2.7); the dockets in question constitute a fairly
homogeneous group. Among the other lists, only small
groups can be recognized at first sight.
In an attempt o organize the collection of lists more ad-
equately, a selection was made of those containing the names
of at least wo persons, 47 in total (table 7. 1). Of the dozens
of potters named in these lists, 47 occur at least twice3. The
connections between the dockets were charted with the help
of a so-called correspondence analysis4 - a technique which
allows the two-dimensional representation of complicated
relations (fig. 7.1)5. The meaning of the axes of the diagrams
drawn up with the help of this method is often hard to inter-
pret, because they combine several variables. The horizontal
axis in fig. 7.1 may be seen as chronological. The earliest
dockets are on the left of the diagram, the latest on the right.
Their positions in relation to the vertical axis demonstrate
that more or less contemporary dockets may still be very dif-
ferent.
The dockets constitute three main groups, indicated with let-
ters A-C (cf. table 7.2). Group A - the earliest - includes 28
lists, which makes this the largest group. With very few
exceptions, these dockets were unearthed in 1901-1906" (fig.
2.7). Four subgroups may be distinguished in group A. The
first (Al) contains only two dockets, which differ from the
others by the presence of the names Matums and Vitalis,
which also occur in three of the four dockets in group C
(tables 7.1 and 7.2); in particular in the case ofVitalis, two
homonyms may be concerned7. One of the dishes in sub-
group Al bears a stamp of Castus; the stamp on the other
dish is illegible.
The second subgroup (A2) contains eighteen dockets, and
may be considered as the core of group A. The lists
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Table 7.1 List of names mentioned in at least two of the analysed ockets from La Graufesenque.
t Names which occur in stamps. See p. 138, note 2 for the numbering of the dockets.
frequently record the same names, of which Felix, Masuetos
and Tritos occur most frequently. Thirteen dishes bear
stamps of Castus, two of Martialis; the stamps on the other
three have not survived.
The five dockets in subgroup A3 show many similarities to
those in A2. Four lists are inscribed on standard dishes of
Castus, and the fifth occurs on a rouletted ish of Germanus.
The difference between subgroup A3 and the two previous-
ly mentioned subgroups is the presence of the name
Verecundos, which otherwise occurs only in the dockets in
subgroups A4 and Bl.
Subgroup A4 includes three lists, which take a fairly mar-
ginal position inside group A. In contrast with most other
dockets in group A, these were all inscribed on rouletted
dishes. On one of these, a stamp reading TERTFVS. F has sur-
vived. The dockets are connected to those of group B by one
name each: Paullinus, Tabos and Verecundos.
On the basis of the names included in them, and the stamps
impressed on them, the dockets of group A may be dated to
the third quarter of the 1st century. To judge by their position
in fig. 7.1, the vessels of Martialis are probably earlier than
those of Castus, Germanus and Tertius. Several of the names
in this group are also known in stamps, such as Agedilios,
Albanos, Albinos, Castos, Cervesa, Felix, Ma(n)suetos,
Privates and Tertius; others, such as Agios, Comutos,
Deprosagijos, Malciu and Summacos, thus far, are not.
Group B comprises fifteen dockets, and is in many respects
more heterogeneous than group A', which is also illustrated
by the considerable spread in fig. 7.1. Two vessels were
Cf. Marichal 1988, 107 f., "clientele" 4 and 5, which, however, do
not include dockets M74, M86 and M87. nor M27. which is classed
under "clientele" 1.
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Docket
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
Mil
Ml 2
Ml 3
Ml 4
Ml 5
Ml 6
Ml 7
Ml 9
M20
M22
M23
M27
M28
M30
M32
M35
M46
M47
M53
M55
M66
M74
M75
M76
M77
M81
M85
M86
M87
M89
M93
M94
M95
M97
M112
VI
V2
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A3
Al
A2
A2
A2
Al
A3
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A3
A2
A2
A3
A2
A2
Bl
A2
A4
Bl
A4
Bl
Bl
Bl
B2
B2
Bl
c
c
c
c
A2
Bl
B2
A3
A2
Bl
Bl
A4
B2
Bl
Bl
-0. 38139
0. 02552
-0. 39683
-0. 39884
-0. 38900
-0. 02279
-0. 37689
-0. 38663
-0. 39610
-0. 38900
-0. 32949
-0. 42169
-0. 39475
-0. 42679
-0.39881
-0. 37841
-0.39937
-0. 36960
0.38027
0. 38657
. O. 38842
-0. 26737
.O. 46763
-0. 30961
-0.16249
-0. 25904
-0.22890
.O. 07874
0. 07512
0. 40733
.O. 01860
.0. 21446
3. 49073
3. 58744
3. 20300
3. 19902
.0. 37083
.0. 19337
0. 06785
.0. 43109
.0. 44238
0. 02546
.0. 14571
-0.36893
0. 05785
0. 03577
. 0. 07266
-0
. 0. 40526
. 0. 58669
. 0. 59013
. 0. 55016
0. 59433
0. 59388
0. 35226
0. 57346
0. 54172
0. 59433
0. 62969
0. 55437
53854
0. 55825
0.56264
0. 32737
0. 63502
0. 63628
0. 30409
0. 56342
0. 51497
0. 95411
0. 53707
0. 04345
1. 77296
0. 37773
1.14906
2. 21994
2. 19083
2. 68896
2. 81260
1. 37365
0. 65948
0. 54993
0. 10210
0. 69895
0. 55698
1. 58531
2. 94128
0. 34510
0. 57788
1. 77946
1. 62501
0. 01973
3. 00307
1. 95336
1. 38164
Table 7.2 List of 47 dockets found at La Graufesenque, with their
positions in fig. 7.1. See p. 138, note 2 for the numbering of
the dockets.
1. Vl-2. The place where they were found is immediately adjacent to
the northwest edge of the area excavated in 1973-1981 (fig. 2.7).
2. M32, M47, M53, M55, M66, M86-87 and Ml 12.
3. M94 and M95.
4. M27 and M46.
5. M74.
6. M27, M30, M46 (Calvus, not Germanus), M74, M86, M94 and Vl-2.
7. Cf. Marichal 1988, 107 f., "clientele" 3.
8. Cf. p. 138, note 7.
9. Marichal 1988, 59; cf. catalogue nos. C178-179.
10. Catalogue nos.VlO-11.
11. Cf. Marichal 1988, 99 f.
12. Hermet 1934, pl. 116, 13 and 15; cf. Vemhet 1981, 36, fig.9, 1.
found in 1991', eight in 1965-19812, two in 1953-19543, two
in 1901-19034 and one probably in 1880-18865 (fig. 2.7).
This group includes both standard and rouletted dishes, with
stamps of Calvus, Logimus, Modestus, Rufinus ii, Cosius
Rufinus and Senilis6. On the basis of the stamps, the conclu-
sion may be drawn that the lists date from the end of the
reign of Nero and from the Flavian period.
The main connection between the eleven dockets in sub-
group Bl and those in group A resides in the name of
Verecundos, which occurs in seven dockets. Of the other
names known from group A, only those of Albanos and
Privates occur more than once in subgroup Bl.
The dockets of subgroup B2 are connected by the presence
of the name Callistus, which is mentioned only once in a
docket of subgroup Bl. Like those of group A, some of the
potters in group B are known in stamps, such as Cresce(n)s,
lucundus, MeOillus and Primulus, while others, such as
Agillius, Callistus, Stepanos and Vale(n)s, are not.
The latest group of dockets (C) contains four examples
which were found close together in 1950-19527 (fig. 2.7).
The coarse rouletting of the internal bases of the vessels on
which they were inscribed shows that these dockets date
from the late 1st century (cf. p. 97). The group is connected
to the other two by only a few names. Vitalis and Maturus
also occur in group A, and Urbanos in group B. In the case
of Vitalis, two potters of the same name are probably con-
cemed, but this is less likely with the other two8. The major-
ity of the potters named in this group of dockets are not
known in stamps. Criciro may be identical to Cmcuro", and
Vastus and Vebmllus to the potters who stamped VAXTI and
OF. VEBR10.
Intrinsic aspects
The character of the dockets sometimes shows from the first
lines of the inscription, which may include the words fumus
oneratus or, in Celtic, tuQos luxtos", to indicate that the list
records vessels which were brought by various potters to be
fired in a single kiln.
The most logical assumption is that these lists were drawn
up by, or on behalf of, the manufacturers of the vessels they
were inscribed upon. They were probably responsible for the
consignments of sigillata described in the lists. In this con-
nection, it is probably revealing that, in 1901-1906, not only
were dockets found on standard ishes of Castus and a rou-
letted dish of Germanus, but these names also occur on kiln
construction parts12.
If Castus was really in charge of the firing of the vessels list-
ed on his dishes, then the potters mentioned in the lists prob-
ably did not work in his workshop. It is hard to imagine, at
any rate, that he - and many others - would have kept such
extensive business records for their own use only. It is far
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Fig. 7. 1 Results of a correspondence analysis of 47 dockets found at La Graufesenque (cf. table 7.2).
more likely that a record was kept only of how many vessels
other manufacturers had entrusted to him. If a load were lost
through a firing mistake or accident, the damages due to the
individual manufacturers would be easy to ascertain. If this
hypothesis is correct, it is not surprising that he name of the
'kiln operator' - as the manufacturer named in the stamp will
be called here, for convenience* - normally does not occur in
the dockets2.
Some dockets contain 'anonymous' lots of sigillata, i.e. ves-
sels not preceded by a potter's name. If such consignments
are listed halfway down the list, they may be assumed to be
of the previously recorded potter. Some dockets begin with
'anonymous' vessels, however. Thus far, these vessels have
always been attributed to the kiln operator3 - the question is
whether this is justified. It is not impossible that he lists in
question are continuations of other dockets4, and that the
'anonymous' vessels were contributed by a potter as yet
unknown.
If, as a rule, the dockets really contained only products of
manufacturers other than the kiln operator himself, the pot-
ters who are not known from any stamps must have marked
their vessels, not with the name of the kiln operator, but with
that of a different manufacturer. This conclusion is support-
ed by the fact that Deprosagijos, for example, is mentioned
on dishes of both Martialis and Castus. A second argument
is constituted by a number of dishes which, before firing,
were marked on the outside with a name which does not
match that in the corresponding stamp: Cotto on a dish of
Regenus5, luperus (?) on a dish of Masculus ii6, Masclus on
1. This is not to say that the manufacturer in question actually worked
as a firer, but just that he was responsible for the firing process.
2. The only exception thus far is the docket inscribed on a rouletted dish
of Tertius, which begins with a list of catini by Tertius himself (M30).
3. Hermet 1934, 302; Marichal 1988, 105 f.
4. The assumption that some dockets took up more than one vessel is
probably also supported by the fact that the first lines of some dockets
mention only quantities, not forms (M12 and Vl-2).
5. Oswald 1931, 260 and 377.
6. Marichal 1988, no. 208.
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3. 49073
3. 58744
3. 20300
3. 19902
.0. 37083
.0. 19337
0. 06785
.0. 43109
.0. 44238
0. 02546
.0. 14571
-0.36893
0. 05785
0. 03577
. 0. 07266
-0
. 0. 40526
. 0. 58669
. 0. 59013
. 0. 55016
0. 59433
0. 59388
0. 35226
0. 57346
0. 54172
0. 59433
0. 62969
0. 55437
53854
0. 55825
0.56264
0. 32737
0. 63502
0. 63628
0. 30409
0. 56342
0. 51497
0. 95411
0. 53707
0. 04345
1. 77296
0. 37773
1.14906
2. 21994
2. 19083
2. 68896
2. 81260
1. 37365
0. 65948
0. 54993
0. 10210
0. 69895
0. 55698
1. 58531
2. 94128
0. 34510
0. 57788
1. 77946
1. 62501
0. 01973
3. 00307
1. 95336
1. 38164
Table 7.2 List of 47 dockets found at La Graufesenque, with their
positions in fig. 7.1. See p. 138, note 2 for the numbering of
the dockets.
1. Vl-2. The place where they were found is immediately adjacent to
the northwest edge of the area excavated in 1973-1981 (fig. 2.7).
2. M32, M47, M53, M55, M66, M86-87 and Ml 12.
3. M94 and M95.
4. M27 and M46.
5. M74.
6. M27, M30, M46 (Calvus, not Germanus), M74, M86, M94 and Vl-2.
7. Cf. Marichal 1988, 107 f., "clientele" 3.
8. Cf. p. 138, note 7.
9. Marichal 1988, 59; cf. catalogue nos. C178-179.
10. Catalogue nos.VlO-11.
11. Cf. Marichal 1988, 99 f.
12. Hermet 1934, pl. 116, 13 and 15; cf. Vemhet 1981, 36, fig.9, 1.
found in 1991', eight in 1965-19812, two in 1953-19543, two
in 1901-19034 and one probably in 1880-18865 (fig. 2.7).
This group includes both standard and rouletted dishes, with
stamps of Calvus, Logimus, Modestus, Rufinus ii, Cosius
Rufinus and Senilis6. On the basis of the stamps, the conclu-
sion may be drawn that the lists date from the end of the
reign of Nero and from the Flavian period.
The main connection between the eleven dockets in sub-
group Bl and those in group A resides in the name of
Verecundos, which occurs in seven dockets. Of the other
names known from group A, only those of Albanos and
Privates occur more than once in subgroup Bl.
The dockets of subgroup B2 are connected by the presence
of the name Callistus, which is mentioned only once in a
docket of subgroup Bl. Like those of group A, some of the
potters in group B are known in stamps, such as Cresce(n)s,
lucundus, MeOillus and Primulus, while others, such as
Agillius, Callistus, Stepanos and Vale(n)s, are not.
The latest group of dockets (C) contains four examples
which were found close together in 1950-19527 (fig. 2.7).
The coarse rouletting of the internal bases of the vessels on
which they were inscribed shows that these dockets date
from the late 1st century (cf. p. 97). The group is connected
to the other two by only a few names. Vitalis and Maturus
also occur in group A, and Urbanos in group B. In the case
of Vitalis, two potters of the same name are probably con-
cemed, but this is less likely with the other two8. The major-
ity of the potters named in this group of dockets are not
known in stamps. Criciro may be identical to Cmcuro", and
Vastus and Vebmllus to the potters who stamped VAXTI and
OF. VEBR10.
Intrinsic aspects
The character of the dockets sometimes shows from the first
lines of the inscription, which may include the words fumus
oneratus or, in Celtic, tuQos luxtos", to indicate that the list
records vessels which were brought by various potters to be
fired in a single kiln.
The most logical assumption is that these lists were drawn
up by, or on behalf of, the manufacturers of the vessels they
were inscribed upon. They were probably responsible for the
consignments of sigillata described in the lists. In this con-
nection, it is probably revealing that, in 1901-1906, not only
were dockets found on standard ishes of Castus and a rou-
letted dish of Germanus, but these names also occur on kiln
construction parts12.
If Castus was really in charge of the firing of the vessels list-
ed on his dishes, then the potters mentioned in the lists prob-
ably did not work in his workshop. It is hard to imagine, at
any rate, that he - and many others - would have kept such
extensive business records for their own use only. It is far
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Fig. 7. 1 Results of a correspondence analysis of 47 dockets found at La Graufesenque (cf. table 7.2).
more likely that a record was kept only of how many vessels
other manufacturers had entrusted to him. If a load were lost
through a firing mistake or accident, the damages due to the
individual manufacturers would be easy to ascertain. If this
hypothesis is correct, it is not surprising that he name of the
'kiln operator' - as the manufacturer named in the stamp will
be called here, for convenience* - normally does not occur in
the dockets2.
Some dockets contain 'anonymous' lots of sigillata, i.e. ves-
sels not preceded by a potter's name. If such consignments
are listed halfway down the list, they may be assumed to be
of the previously recorded potter. Some dockets begin with
'anonymous' vessels, however. Thus far, these vessels have
always been attributed to the kiln operator3 - the question is
whether this is justified. It is not impossible that he lists in
question are continuations of other dockets4, and that the
'anonymous' vessels were contributed by a potter as yet
unknown.
If, as a rule, the dockets really contained only products of
manufacturers other than the kiln operator himself, the pot-
ters who are not known from any stamps must have marked
their vessels, not with the name of the kiln operator, but with
that of a different manufacturer. This conclusion is support-
ed by the fact that Deprosagijos, for example, is mentioned
on dishes of both Martialis and Castus. A second argument
is constituted by a number of dishes which, before firing,
were marked on the outside with a name which does not
match that in the corresponding stamp: Cotto on a dish of
Regenus5, luperus (?) on a dish of Masculus ii6, Masclus on
1. This is not to say that the manufacturer in question actually worked
as a firer, but just that he was responsible for the firing process.
2. The only exception thus far is the docket inscribed on a rouletted dish
of Tertius, which begins with a list of catini by Tertius himself (M30).
3. Hermet 1934, 302; Marichal 1988, 105 f.
4. The assumption that some dockets took up more than one vessel is
probably also supported by the fact that the first lines of some dockets
mention only quantities, not forms (M12 and Vl-2).
5. Oswald 1931, 260 and 377.
6. Marichal 1988, no. 208.
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Docket Total Acitabli Canastri Catili Licuias Mortari Pannas Paraxidi
Ml
M2
M3
M5
M6
M7
M9
Ml 0
Ml 2
Ml 3
M14
M16
Ml 7
M20
M22
M23
MS 5
VI
V2
27945
28693
29825
28420
29110
29915
23205
30350
25380
27930
25070
29855
29790
30120
33845
27735
29740
19925
26390
9500
8000
9000
8500
8500
18050
9000
9000
8000
7500
8000
9000
9500
10000
8500
9000
8500
3600
5700
1110
635
390
100
510
210
790
710
500
380
300
230
540
1000
1030
7660
5900
5500
7100
6440
6450
6150
7170
7450
3500
6330
4550
6450
8850
7165
6255
3200
7325
8350
8000
7200
6100
7420
6200
11900
2300
7700
6000
33Q
7450
300
7600
328
225
405
790
705
665
460
600
490
945
600
1085
300
280
940
1025
770
850
1000
850
1000
80
1000
1900
1500
1700
1380
1000
865
1200
650
1600
2700
2500
8150
4700
6200
5000
4600
3300
6400
5500
7450
2550
5850
4300
5300
8500
9150
11000
6050
2950
6800
Table 7.3 List of the dockets which appear in fig. 7.2, with the most important forms they contain. See p. 138, note 2 for the numbering of the dockets.
a dish of Masclinus', and Virillis on a dish of Cocus2. These
vessels justify the assumption that the potter mentioned in
the stamp need not by definition be the actual producer. The
employer and employee may differ in each case3.
The wording of several dockets suggests that potters some-
times produced one or several ots together. For example, in
1. See in the catalogue under Masclinus.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 206. See also Bechert/Vanderhoeven 1988, 16, Abb.
24, for a dish of Paullus ii with the incomplete graffito [-JAVIOS
(?) CLXXVI, which was inscribed before firing.
3. In the case of lupems and Masculus ii, the text of the stamp,
OFMASC, reveals that luperus was the employee and Masculus ii the
officinator. For Masclus - probably Masculus i - and Masclinus, the
opposite presumably holds; see the catalogue under Masclinus.
4. M12. For other dockets of the earliest group with such combinations
of names see Ml-10 and M12-15. There are also two examples from
the latest group (M75-76). For the meaning of "duci" and "toni", cf.
Manchal 1988, 101.
5. This theory could only be rejected if the total number of vessels cal-
culated in this way were to exceed the total mentioned in some of the
dockets, the summa uxedia (cf. Marichal 1988, 100). Thus far, how-
ever, no dockets have been found which contain both a summa uxedia
and one or more combinations of names.
6. See the list in Marichal 1988, 245-249.
7. Cf. Manchal 1988, 103.
8. M20, M22-23 and M85. Canastri are never recorded any lower than
the sixth line of a docket, catinos never lower than the fourth line
(Marichal 1988, 251 and 253). According to Marichal (idem, 100),
"catilus" in M20 and M22 should be read as "catil(i) u(x)s(edi)".
9. For the supposition that canastri are synonymous with catini, see Oxe
1925,81 f.
10. M14, M20 and M23.
11. M6, M16 and M20.
12. M9 (500 paraxidi and 200? catili), M10 (300 mortari uxedi), M16 (an
unknown number of licuias) and M17 (200 atramitari). The 300
pannas "extra tu@" in M14 may probably be compared with these.
one of the dockets of the earliest group, 4500 catili of "Tritos
duci Deprosagi toni Felixx" are recorded, and at least 1650
paraxidi of "Vindulus duci Cosoj"4. For the time being,
however, it cannot be ruled out that announcements uch as
these simply mean that each of the potters mentioned
brought the recorded number of vessels to the kiln5.
At first sight, it seems legitimate to conclude from the dockets
that some potters specialized in specific forms. Thus, Alba-
nos delivered almost exclusively pannas, Deprosagijos main-
ly catili and paraxidi, Felix catili, Masuetos acitabli and para-
xidi. Privates acitabli and licuias, Summacos catili and Tritos
acitabli, licuias and paraxidi6. However, this division may
simply be the result of the mechanism of supply and de-
mand. If the dockets of the earliest group are considered, it
is easy to recognize a certain regularity in the way the forms
are listed. This may well reflect he order in which the kiln
was loaded7.
A firing list seems to have been divided into three sections.
The first includes mainly canastri, mortari and pannas,
usually in that order. This section may also contain vinari,
atramitari, inbratari and broci. In lists which mention no ca-
nastri, the &st section often includes catinos or small aum-
bers of catili8. This may be an argument to consider both the
canastri and the small quantities of catili as rouletted dishes".
If the first section also contains licuias, these are in small
quantities and they do not appear again lower in the list10.
The second section mainly includes catili, paraxidi and
licuias. The catili almost always precede the paraxidi; the
position of the licuias varies. The pultari also seem to belong
in this section. If it comprises mortari, these occur in small
numbers, and they are specified as uxedi".
The third and last section usually contains only acitabli. In
some dockets, small lots of other forms are Usted here, which
may have served to fill the remaining few spaces in the kiln12
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X-axis: 1st component (65,2% variance)
Y-axis: 2nd component (17,8% variance)
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Fig. 7.2 Results of a correspondence analysis of nineteen more or less complete dockets from La Graufesenque and of the most common forms ofsigillata
(cf. table 7.3).
The homogeneity of the composition of the kiln loads out-
lined in the dockets of group A may also be demonstrated
clearly with the help of a correspondence analysis (table 7.3
and fig. 7.2)*. The horizontal axis in this case represents the
contrast between dockets with many (left) and few (right)
licuias. The vertical axis reflects the difference between lists
with many mortari and acitabli (top) and those with many
pannas and canastri (bottom). In the dockets of group A,
situated around and above the horizontal axis, a division is
perceptible between lists with many licuias and few catili
and paraxidi on the one hand (fig. 7.2, left of the Y-axis), and
those with few or no licuias on the other2 (fig. 7.2, right of
the Y-axis). The difference is thus found mainly in the ves-
sels of the second section. The shares of the three sections
are more or less equal in most of the dockets. The first sec-
tion takes up about 8% of the total load, the second about
60% and the third about 32%3. The two latest dockets differ
from the others in their high percentages of canastri and pan-
nas (fig. 7.2, VI and V2). The order in which the forms are
listed in these dockets is also very different from the pattern
described for the earlier ones.
The similarities and differences in the compositions of the
separate kiln loads described above may indicate that each
kiln operator loaded his kiln according to a number of fixed
routines. For potters who did not have their own kilns, this
2.
Cf. p. 138, note 4. Fig. 7.2 presents the results of an abundance-type
analysis, based on the information in table 7.3. The numbers were
first converted to percentages of the total number of vessels in a
docket. The rare forms were left out of consideration, as they would
greatly distort he image presented.
This contrast is also clearly shown by Pearson's correlation-coefScient
of the licuias and the sum total of the catili and the paraxidi, which is
-0.8002 (cf. p. 76, note 1).
The dockets which diverge most from these averages are M7 (many
acitabli, at the expense of catili, paraxidi and licuias), M12 and M14
(both contain more pannas than usual), M22 (the only docket with
both more paraxidi and more licuias than usual) and M23 (the list
with the highest percentage of paraxidi, at the expense of the forms
in the first section).
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Docket Total Acitabli Canastri Catili Licuias Mortari Pannas Paraxidi
Ml
M2
M3
M5
M6
M7
M9
Ml 0
Ml 2
Ml 3
M14
M16
Ml 7
M20
M22
M23
MS 5
VI
V2
27945
28693
29825
28420
29110
29915
23205
30350
25380
27930
25070
29855
29790
30120
33845
27735
29740
19925
26390
9500
8000
9000
8500
8500
18050
9000
9000
8000
7500
8000
9000
9500
10000
8500
9000
8500
3600
5700
1110
635
390
100
510
210
790
710
500
380
300
230
540
1000
1030
7660
5900
5500
7100
6440
6450
6150
7170
7450
3500
6330
4550
6450
8850
7165
6255
3200
7325
8350
8000
7200
6100
7420
6200
11900
2300
7700
6000
33Q
7450
300
7600
328
225
405
790
705
665
460
600
490
945
600
1085
300
280
940
1025
770
850
1000
850
1000
80
1000
1900
1500
1700
1380
1000
865
1200
650
1600
2700
2500
8150
4700
6200
5000
4600
3300
6400
5500
7450
2550
5850
4300
5300
8500
9150
11000
6050
2950
6800
Table 7.3 List of the dockets which appear in fig. 7.2, with the most important forms they contain. See p. 138, note 2 for the numbering of the dockets.
a dish of Masclinus', and Virillis on a dish of Cocus2. These
vessels justify the assumption that the potter mentioned in
the stamp need not by definition be the actual producer. The
employer and employee may differ in each case3.
The wording of several dockets suggests that potters some-
times produced one or several ots together. For example, in
1. See in the catalogue under Masclinus.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 206. See also Bechert/Vanderhoeven 1988, 16, Abb.
24, for a dish of Paullus ii with the incomplete graffito [-JAVIOS
(?) CLXXVI, which was inscribed before firing.
3. In the case of lupems and Masculus ii, the text of the stamp,
OFMASC, reveals that luperus was the employee and Masculus ii the
officinator. For Masclus - probably Masculus i - and Masclinus, the
opposite presumably holds; see the catalogue under Masclinus.
4. M12. For other dockets of the earliest group with such combinations
of names see Ml-10 and M12-15. There are also two examples from
the latest group (M75-76). For the meaning of "duci" and "toni", cf.
Manchal 1988, 101.
5. This theory could only be rejected if the total number of vessels cal-
culated in this way were to exceed the total mentioned in some of the
dockets, the summa uxedia (cf. Marichal 1988, 100). Thus far, how-
ever, no dockets have been found which contain both a summa uxedia
and one or more combinations of names.
6. See the list in Marichal 1988, 245-249.
7. Cf. Manchal 1988, 103.
8. M20, M22-23 and M85. Canastri are never recorded any lower than
the sixth line of a docket, catinos never lower than the fourth line
(Marichal 1988, 251 and 253). According to Marichal (idem, 100),
"catilus" in M20 and M22 should be read as "catil(i) u(x)s(edi)".
9. For the supposition that canastri are synonymous with catini, see Oxe
1925,81 f.
10. M14, M20 and M23.
11. M6, M16 and M20.
12. M9 (500 paraxidi and 200? catili), M10 (300 mortari uxedi), M16 (an
unknown number of licuias) and M17 (200 atramitari). The 300
pannas "extra tu@" in M14 may probably be compared with these.
one of the dockets of the earliest group, 4500 catili of "Tritos
duci Deprosagi toni Felixx" are recorded, and at least 1650
paraxidi of "Vindulus duci Cosoj"4. For the time being,
however, it cannot be ruled out that announcements uch as
these simply mean that each of the potters mentioned
brought the recorded number of vessels to the kiln5.
At first sight, it seems legitimate to conclude from the dockets
that some potters specialized in specific forms. Thus, Alba-
nos delivered almost exclusively pannas, Deprosagijos main-
ly catili and paraxidi, Felix catili, Masuetos acitabli and para-
xidi. Privates acitabli and licuias, Summacos catili and Tritos
acitabli, licuias and paraxidi6. However, this division may
simply be the result of the mechanism of supply and de-
mand. If the dockets of the earliest group are considered, it
is easy to recognize a certain regularity in the way the forms
are listed. This may well reflect he order in which the kiln
was loaded7.
A firing list seems to have been divided into three sections.
The first includes mainly canastri, mortari and pannas,
usually in that order. This section may also contain vinari,
atramitari, inbratari and broci. In lists which mention no ca-
nastri, the &st section often includes catinos or small aum-
bers of catili8. This may be an argument to consider both the
canastri and the small quantities of catili as rouletted dishes".
If the first section also contains licuias, these are in small
quantities and they do not appear again lower in the list10.
The second section mainly includes catili, paraxidi and
licuias. The catili almost always precede the paraxidi; the
position of the licuias varies. The pultari also seem to belong
in this section. If it comprises mortari, these occur in small
numbers, and they are specified as uxedi".
The third and last section usually contains only acitabli. In
some dockets, small lots of other forms are Usted here, which
may have served to fill the remaining few spaces in the kiln12
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X-axis: 1st component (65,2% variance)
Y-axis: 2nd component (17,8% variance)
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Fig. 7.2 Results of a correspondence analysis of nineteen more or less complete dockets from La Graufesenque and of the most common forms ofsigillata
(cf. table 7.3).
The homogeneity of the composition of the kiln loads out-
lined in the dockets of group A may also be demonstrated
clearly with the help of a correspondence analysis (table 7.3
and fig. 7.2)*. The horizontal axis in this case represents the
contrast between dockets with many (left) and few (right)
licuias. The vertical axis reflects the difference between lists
with many mortari and acitabli (top) and those with many
pannas and canastri (bottom). In the dockets of group A,
situated around and above the horizontal axis, a division is
perceptible between lists with many licuias and few catili
and paraxidi on the one hand (fig. 7.2, left of the Y-axis), and
those with few or no licuias on the other2 (fig. 7.2, right of
the Y-axis). The difference is thus found mainly in the ves-
sels of the second section. The shares of the three sections
are more or less equal in most of the dockets. The first sec-
tion takes up about 8% of the total load, the second about
60% and the third about 32%3. The two latest dockets differ
from the others in their high percentages of canastri and pan-
nas (fig. 7.2, VI and V2). The order in which the forms are
listed in these dockets is also very different from the pattern
described for the earlier ones.
The similarities and differences in the compositions of the
separate kiln loads described above may indicate that each
kiln operator loaded his kiln according to a number of fixed
routines. For potters who did not have their own kilns, this
2.
Cf. p. 138, note 4. Fig. 7.2 presents the results of an abundance-type
analysis, based on the information in table 7.3. The numbers were
first converted to percentages of the total number of vessels in a
docket. The rare forms were left out of consideration, as they would
greatly distort he image presented.
This contrast is also clearly shown by Pearson's correlation-coefScient
of the licuias and the sum total of the catili and the paraxidi, which is
-0.8002 (cf. p. 76, note 1).
The dockets which diverge most from these averages are M7 (many
acitabli, at the expense of catili, paraxidi and licuias), M12 and M14
(both contain more pannas than usual), M22 (the only docket with
both more paraxidi and more licuias than usual) and M23 (the list
with the highest percentage of paraxidi, at the expense of the forms
in the first section).
HE PRODUCTION
;d by the dockets from La Graufesenque.
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Conclusions
The dockets found at La Graufesenque constitute a rich
source of information, which as been insufficiently exploit-
ed so far. The interpretations presented in the previous sec-
tion are still largely speculative, and will have to be tested by
means of a more thorough analysis. At this stage, only ten-
tative conclusions may be drawn, which have to be used all
the more carefully if they are supported by little additional
evidence.
The least daring conclusion is Aat many manufacturers at La
Graufesenque had their products fired in shared kilns. This
may also be deduced from the contents of the Fosse de
Cirratus. This waste deposit contained thousands of vessels
of sigillata distorted by overfiring, which must have belong-
ed to the same kiln load. Among the wasters was a stack of
cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 27g which had fused together, with
1. Cf. appendix D.
2. The only docket of Castos which lists Tritos as a supplier of catiU is
M16, which contains one of the lowest percentages of catili.
3. M2, with an illegible stamp, which need not belong to Castus. This
list differs from those of Castus by the presence of the names
Matur(us?), Regenos and Tertius.
4. The other seven are Agedilios and Matums (M2), AIbanos, Moreto-
clatos and Secu(ndos?) (M9) and Vebrullus and Secundanus (M75).
)s of both Anextlatus and Apronius. Other waste de-
;, such as the Posse de Gallicanus, the deposit Cluzel 15
ie waste deposit around the large kiln which must have
in use between A.D. 80 and 120/130, present a similar
.e'.
lockets found up to now demonstrate that several pot-
ters used the services of more than one kiln operator. In many
cases, potters may have switched from one to another; they
did not necessarily bring products to different kiln operators
contemporaneously. Malciu, for example, may have had his
products fired, first by Castus, and in a later period by Ger-
manus. In other cases, however, it is not impossible that a pot-
ter supplied several firers with his products simultaneously.
Tritos, for example, almost exclusively delivered licuias, aci-
tabli and paraxidi to Castus for firing, but took his catili to
Martialis2. The reason for this may be that Castus already
had a number of regular suppliers of catili, i.e. Felix, Scota
and Summacos. If the Felix from the dockets is the Felix
whose name occurs in numerous tamps, moreover, he must
have offered his cups and bowls of Drag. 29 to a different
kiln operator than Castus, because the latter's lists mention
him as a supplier only of catili, with one possible exception3.
If it is correct hat potters who are mentioned together in a
docket as suppliers of a lot also produced it together, the
abundance of links between them suggests that these were
temporary rather than permanent joint ventures. Of the fif-
teen potters mentioned in connection with others, the names
of eight occur in several combinations4 (fig. 7.3). Because
Deprosagijos occurs in combinations with both Felix and
Tritos, it is highly unlikely that the potters mentioned
together with Tritos or Felix should be considered as their
employees.
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Fig. 7.4 Results of a correspondence analysis of 68 potters known from Vechten and of the seven types of stamp they used (cf. table 7.4).
7.2 LARGE AND SMALL WORKSHOPS
In section 3.2, seven types of name stamp are distinguished:
officina, fecit, manus, figulus, nominative and genitive
stamps, and abbreviated stamps, which henceforth, for con-
venience, will be called 'other stamps'. On the basis of a
provisional analysis of the stamps it was previously argued
that there is a connection between the number of vessels by
which a potter is represented in the Vechten collection, and
the texts of his stamps'. Now that the evidence for the
Vechten material is definitive, the relationship between the
text of the stamps and the size of the production of the in-
dividual potters may be analysed in more detail.
Connection between stamped texts and productivity
In order to counteract coincidental fluctuations, the analysis
was limited to the 86 producers represented by more than ten
stamps at Vechten; a higher threshold would have reduced
the size of the sample too much. Among the 86 potters se-
lected, the names of eighteen were found in only one type of
stamp at Vechten2. The connections between the remaining
68 potters and between the seven different ypes of stamp
were charted with the help of a correspondence analysis
(table 7.4 and fig. 7.4)3. The potters were divided into four
groups on the basis of the quantities of their stamps found at
Vechten, and every group was given its own symbol.
The horizontal axis of the diagram mainly reflects the
1. Polak 1989, 149-152.
2. Albanus, Aper, Bio, Cantus, Coelus, Dontio, Lucceius, Masculus ii,
MeQillus, Mont- - Cres-, Ne qures, Niger, Ponteius, Cosius Rufinus,
Salvetus, Sarrutus, Sex(tius?) Can- and Virilis.
3. Cf. p. 138, note 4. Fig. 7.4 presents the result of an abundance-type
analysis, based on the information in table 7.4. To avoid undue influ-
ence of the great difference between the number of stamps per potter
- which varies from 11 to 213 - the numbers were first converted to
percentages of a potter's vessels at Vechten.
HE PRODUCTION
;d by the dockets from La Graufesenque.
get
Conclusions
The dockets found at La Graufesenque constitute a rich
source of information, which as been insufficiently exploit-
ed so far. The interpretations presented in the previous sec-
tion are still largely speculative, and will have to be tested by
means of a more thorough analysis. At this stage, only ten-
tative conclusions may be drawn, which have to be used all
the more carefully if they are supported by little additional
evidence.
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Graufesenque had their products fired in shared kilns. This
may also be deduced from the contents of the Fosse de
Cirratus. This waste deposit contained thousands of vessels
of sigillata distorted by overfiring, which must have belong-
ed to the same kiln load. Among the wasters was a stack of
cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 27g which had fused together, with
1. Cf. appendix D.
2. The only docket of Castos which lists Tritos as a supplier of catiU is
M16, which contains one of the lowest percentages of catili.
3. M2, with an illegible stamp, which need not belong to Castus. This
list differs from those of Castus by the presence of the names
Matur(us?), Regenos and Tertius.
4. The other seven are Agedilios and Matums (M2), AIbanos, Moreto-
clatos and Secu(ndos?) (M9) and Vebrullus and Secundanus (M75).
)s of both Anextlatus and Apronius. Other waste de-
;, such as the Posse de Gallicanus, the deposit Cluzel 15
ie waste deposit around the large kiln which must have
in use between A.D. 80 and 120/130, present a similar
.e'.
lockets found up to now demonstrate that several pot-
ters used the services of more than one kiln operator. In many
cases, potters may have switched from one to another; they
did not necessarily bring products to different kiln operators
contemporaneously. Malciu, for example, may have had his
products fired, first by Castus, and in a later period by Ger-
manus. In other cases, however, it is not impossible that a pot-
ter supplied several firers with his products simultaneously.
Tritos, for example, almost exclusively delivered licuias, aci-
tabli and paraxidi to Castus for firing, but took his catili to
Martialis2. The reason for this may be that Castus already
had a number of regular suppliers of catili, i.e. Felix, Scota
and Summacos. If the Felix from the dockets is the Felix
whose name occurs in numerous tamps, moreover, he must
have offered his cups and bowls of Drag. 29 to a different
kiln operator than Castus, because the latter's lists mention
him as a supplier only of catili, with one possible exception3.
If it is correct hat potters who are mentioned together in a
docket as suppliers of a lot also produced it together, the
abundance of links between them suggests that these were
temporary rather than permanent joint ventures. Of the fif-
teen potters mentioned in connection with others, the names
of eight occur in several combinations4 (fig. 7.3). Because
Deprosagijos occurs in combinations with both Felix and
Tritos, it is highly unlikely that the potters mentioned
together with Tritos or Felix should be considered as their
employees.
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Fig. 7.4 Results of a correspondence analysis of 68 potters known from Vechten and of the seven types of stamp they used (cf. table 7.4).
7.2 LARGE AND SMALL WORKSHOPS
In section 3.2, seven types of name stamp are distinguished:
officina, fecit, manus, figulus, nominative and genitive
stamps, and abbreviated stamps, which henceforth, for con-
venience, will be called 'other stamps'. On the basis of a
provisional analysis of the stamps it was previously argued
that there is a connection between the number of vessels by
which a potter is represented in the Vechten collection, and
the texts of his stamps'. Now that the evidence for the
Vechten material is definitive, the relationship between the
text of the stamps and the size of the production of the in-
dividual potters may be analysed in more detail.
Connection between stamped texts and productivity
In order to counteract coincidental fluctuations, the analysis
was limited to the 86 producers represented by more than ten
stamps at Vechten; a higher threshold would have reduced
the size of the sample too much. Among the 86 potters se-
lected, the names of eighteen were found in only one type of
stamp at Vechten2. The connections between the remaining
68 potters and between the seven different ypes of stamp
were charted with the help of a correspondence analysis
(table 7.4 and fig. 7.4)3. The potters were divided into four
groups on the basis of the quantities of their stamps found at
Vechten, and every group was given its own symbol.
The horizontal axis of the diagram mainly reflects the
1. Polak 1989, 149-152.
2. Albanus, Aper, Bio, Cantus, Coelus, Dontio, Lucceius, Masculus ii,
MeQillus, Mont- - Cres-, Ne qures, Niger, Ponteius, Cosius Rufinus,
Salvetus, Sarrutus, Sex(tius?) Can- and Virilis.
3. Cf. p. 138, note 4. Fig. 7.4 presents the result of an abundance-type
analysis, based on the information in table 7.4. To avoid undue influ-
ence of the great difference between the number of stamps per potter
- which varies from 11 to 213 - the numbers were first converted to
percentages of a potter's vessels at Vechten.
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Potter Figulus Nominative
Abitus
Acutus
Albinus
Albus
Aquitanus
Ardacus
Bassus i
Bassus i Coelus
Bilicatus
Calvus
Castus
Celadus
Censor
Cocus
Cotto
Crestio
Crispus
Felix
Firmo i
Frontinus
Fuscus ii
Gallicanus
Germanus
Germanus, Flavius
Ingenuus
lucundus
lucundus, Cosius
lullinus
lustus
Labio
Licinus
Logirnus
Maccarus
Manduilus
Masculus i
Memo r
Mercator
Modestus
Mommo
Mont arms
Murranus
Passienus
Patricius
Patririus, Silvius
Paullus i
Perrus
Pontius
Primulus
Primus
Quartus
Rufinus ii
Sabinus
Scottius
Secundus i
Secundus ii
Secundus iii
Senicio
Severus i
Severus ii
Silvanus
Silvinus ii
Sulpicius
Tertius
Vapuso
Verecundus
Virilis, L
Virthus
vitalis ii
Cosius
18
24
14
34
168
27
156
46
27
146
28
12
87
13
14
88
13
54
15
66
22
11
67
24
19
98
12
21
20
27
27
26
49
12
20
26
30
52
37
12
36
54
107
14
12
30
38
20
114
17
89
37
56
20
65
so
37
14
46
22
28
30
16
26
13
55
29
213
16
11
3
107
17
100
45
25
129
3
20
19
11
12
26
22
35
6
43
12
1
30
33
67
34
2
81
5
82
33
7
44
4
19
13
1
1
50
4
142
1
12
3
5
32
16
10
11
4
4
9
22
17
4
2
2
1
2
2
3
4
21
2
1
18
2
42
2
6
3
1
14
13
1
28
3
3
29
1
2
4
10
3
9
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4
10
4
12
1
1
2
43
1
1
2
7
6
4
3
1
13
2
1
15
5
4
5
13
1
3
2
4
3
4
4
22
5
2
10
11
13
9
11
2
1
1
10
1
2
1
1
12
5
1
60
-0.25945
0. 33051
0. 84419
-1.12945
0. 63895
0. 61461
0. 69592
1. 02339
0. 99072
0. 64654
-0.15690
-1.52867
1. 03633
-0.02173
-0.10101
0. 92428
-2.43417
-0.64180
0. 02465
0. 80087
0. 45542
-1.82596
0. 35179
0. 78652
0. 71095
0. 89395
0. 52199
-0. 04438
0.70307
0. 98560
0.77907
-0. 75950
0.7S151
-2.96161
0. 05626
-3.31347
0. 12011
0. 71830
-0.03482
-0.17517
0. 83657
0.16232
0. 70024
-0.18581
-0.48971
-2.89497
0. 96537
0. 13692
0. 04269
-0.53603
0. 79719
0. 75500
-0.56313
-0. 01286
0. 01906
0. 6S679
-1.54190
-0. 36021
0.91646
0.22001
0.50035
0. 46469
-1.33414
-0.84508
-0. 12081
0. 93555
3. 55666
1. 165SO
0.29717
-0.45434
2. 03983
-0.40019
-0.40941
-0. 20547
-0.59638
-0.54434
-0. 76352
0. 58536
-0.30151
-0.60102
1. 12553
0.34102
-0.49663
-1.96776
0. 32838
1.26995
-0.51655
-0. 07113
-1.87693
-0.06234
-0.51140
-0. 24731
-0.41237
-0.41650
-0.00603
-0. 29104
-0.47820
-0.29919
0. 58920
-0.39S56
-2.4007S
0. 68253
-2. 68937
-0.27233
-0.30820
1. 08260
0. 77736
-0.41942
-0. 52727
-0. 33301
-0.12373
2. 11599
-0.61048
-0.51827
-0.00632
-0. 68513
1. 05680
-0.69662
-0. 24S86
1. 52063
0. 02021
0. 24233
-0. 19969
2. 63973
0.70788
-0. 65160
-0.06086
-0.56451
0. 10446
1.46812
2. 71535
-0.18589
-0. 56486
1. 82625
-0.30665
Table 7.4 List of the stamps of 68 potters found at Vechten, with their positions in fig. 7.4.
percentage of officina stamps. Potters with few officina
stamps are on the left side of the diagram, manufacturers
with many officina stamps on the right. The vertical axis
represents the contrast between potters with many fecit or
nominative stamps, in the top part of the diagram, and manu-
facturers with many manus stamps, in the bottom part.
Further analysis of fig. 7.4 shows that the most productive
potters, represented by eighty stamps or more, are all pro-
jected on the right of the vertical axis, and thus have a rela-
lively high proportion of officina stamps. The same is true of
the producers represented by 50-79 stamps, of whom only
two, Felix and Scottius, can be found on the left of the ver-
tical axis (cf. the coordinates in table 7.4). The potters with
11-19 stamps, on the other hand, are all on the left of the
axis, except for Albinus, Ingenuus and Cosius lucundus.
Thus, there is clearly a connection between the use of the
term officina by a manufacturer and the scale of his produc-
tion.
As regards their productivity, there seems to be no signifi-
cant difference between the potters with many manus stamps
on the one hand, and those with many fecit or nominative
stamps on the other. The first category may contain more
'small' potters, but this could also be related to the modest
size of this group.
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The manufacturers with many genitive or other stamps take
a middle position, which is reflected by their situation close
to the intersection of the axes. In general, they seem to have
been less productive than the potters with many officina
stamps, but more productive than those with many manus,
fecit or nominative stamps.
Figulus stamps are so rare that the central position of this
type in fig. 7.4 is hardly surprising. Only four of the potters
included in this diagram have marked their products with,
among others, figulus stamps: Albus, Germanus, Ingenuus
and Silvinus ii.
Chronological development
The positions of the potters in fig. 7.4 demonstrate that the
order is not chronologically significant. The pre-Flavian
manufacturer Bilicatus, for example, is next to, among
others, Censor and L. Cosius Virilis, who did not start pro-
duction until the Flavian period (cf. the coordinates in table
7.4). Nevertheless, a chronological development may be
seen in the use of the individual types of stamp, which is
revealed when the shares of the various types in the total
number of stamps are combined with the average dates (fig.
7.5)'. At a single glance, it becomes clear that he number of
officina stamps increased ramatically, from about wenty to
about seventy percent2. This increase took place at the
expense of most of the other types. Only the manus stamps
became more numerous as well. The reduction of the num-
bers of fecit and nominative stamps is more marked than that
of the genitive and other stamps.
The development reflected in fig. 7.5 should not simply be
seen as absolute. The pattern may have been strongly influ-
enced by other, non-chronological factors. In fact, there is a
clear difference in the division of the types of stamp among
the four basic forms: standard and rouletted ishes, cups and
Drag. 29 (fig. 7.6). Officina stamps are mainly found on
standard and rouletted dishes, fecit stamps on rouletted
dishes and bowls of Drag. 29, manus stamps on Drag. 29,
nominative stamps on cups and bowls of Drag. 29, genitive
stamps on standard dishes and cups, and other stamps on
cups. Therefore, the increase in the number of officina
stamps may have been largely determined by the growth of
the number of standard and rouletted ishes noted in section
6.2, and the decrease in the number of fecit stamps by the
disappearance of Drag. 29 (p. 69 and fig. 6.4). It is necess-
ary, therefore, to analyze the development of the share of the
different ypes of stamp for each basic form (fig. 7.7)3.
Comparison of the patterns for the standard ishes, the cups
and the bowls of Drag. 29 shows that he absolute percen-
tages of the separate types of stamp are clearly different, but
that their developments generally show the same tendency4.
There is no doubt, therefore, that the percentages of of&cina
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
years A.D.
- -offidna . . . . fecit - - manus
- nominative . . - genitive . . . other
Fig. 7.5 Chronological development of the share of the separate types
of stamp in the total number of stamps (see appendix B, 1 for
the calculation).
and manus stamps really grew, mainly at the expense of the
shares of the fecit and nominative stamps.
Conclusions
In the first part of this section, it was observed that here is a
clear relation between the use of the term officina and the
size of a potter's production. Generally speaking, many ves-
sels are found of manufacturers with many officina stamps,
and few of potters with many fecit, manus or nominative
stamps. This seems to justify the deduction that the term
officina indicates a relatively large concern, in which sev-
eral potters used to work.
If this hypothesis is correct, the stamps of potters who are
only represented in the Vechten material by stamps from a
1. The values before A.D. 30 and after A.D.100 are based on such small
quantities of stamps that they are best left out of consideration. The
figulus stamps were not included in the diagram for the same reason.
2. The same conclusion was drawn before from the share of the of&cina
stamps in the total number of stamps from a number of chronologicaUy
arranged sites (Polak 1989, 152, fig. 9).
3. The rouletted ishes were left out of consideration, because their total
number is so small that the changes in their share of the separate types
of stamp may be completely coincidental.
4. It should be noted that the unidentified stamps were not included in
the analysis. Their number increased markedly in the course of time
(fig. 5.5), and they were mainly found on cups (table 6.5, right
column). The increase in the number of officina stamps, therefore,
may be less marked in reality than is shown in fig. 7.7 b.
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Table 7.4 List of the stamps of 68 potters found at Vechten, with their positions in fig. 7.4.
percentage of officina stamps. Potters with few officina
stamps are on the left side of the diagram, manufacturers
with many officina stamps on the right. The vertical axis
represents the contrast between potters with many fecit or
nominative stamps, in the top part of the diagram, and manu-
facturers with many manus stamps, in the bottom part.
Further analysis of fig. 7.4 shows that the most productive
potters, represented by eighty stamps or more, are all pro-
jected on the right of the vertical axis, and thus have a rela-
lively high proportion of officina stamps. The same is true of
the producers represented by 50-79 stamps, of whom only
two, Felix and Scottius, can be found on the left of the ver-
tical axis (cf. the coordinates in table 7.4). The potters with
11-19 stamps, on the other hand, are all on the left of the
axis, except for Albinus, Ingenuus and Cosius lucundus.
Thus, there is clearly a connection between the use of the
term officina by a manufacturer and the scale of his produc-
tion.
As regards their productivity, there seems to be no signifi-
cant difference between the potters with many manus stamps
on the one hand, and those with many fecit or nominative
stamps on the other. The first category may contain more
'small' potters, but this could also be related to the modest
size of this group.
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The manufacturers with many genitive or other stamps take
a middle position, which is reflected by their situation close
to the intersection of the axes. In general, they seem to have
been less productive than the potters with many officina
stamps, but more productive than those with many manus,
fecit or nominative stamps.
Figulus stamps are so rare that the central position of this
type in fig. 7.4 is hardly surprising. Only four of the potters
included in this diagram have marked their products with,
among others, figulus stamps: Albus, Germanus, Ingenuus
and Silvinus ii.
Chronological development
The positions of the potters in fig. 7.4 demonstrate that the
order is not chronologically significant. The pre-Flavian
manufacturer Bilicatus, for example, is next to, among
others, Censor and L. Cosius Virilis, who did not start pro-
duction until the Flavian period (cf. the coordinates in table
7.4). Nevertheless, a chronological development may be
seen in the use of the individual types of stamp, which is
revealed when the shares of the various types in the total
number of stamps are combined with the average dates (fig.
7.5)'. At a single glance, it becomes clear that he number of
officina stamps increased ramatically, from about wenty to
about seventy percent2. This increase took place at the
expense of most of the other types. Only the manus stamps
became more numerous as well. The reduction of the num-
bers of fecit and nominative stamps is more marked than that
of the genitive and other stamps.
The development reflected in fig. 7.5 should not simply be
seen as absolute. The pattern may have been strongly influ-
enced by other, non-chronological factors. In fact, there is a
clear difference in the division of the types of stamp among
the four basic forms: standard and rouletted ishes, cups and
Drag. 29 (fig. 7.6). Officina stamps are mainly found on
standard and rouletted dishes, fecit stamps on rouletted
dishes and bowls of Drag. 29, manus stamps on Drag. 29,
nominative stamps on cups and bowls of Drag. 29, genitive
stamps on standard dishes and cups, and other stamps on
cups. Therefore, the increase in the number of officina
stamps may have been largely determined by the growth of
the number of standard and rouletted ishes noted in section
6.2, and the decrease in the number of fecit stamps by the
disappearance of Drag. 29 (p. 69 and fig. 6.4). It is necess-
ary, therefore, to analyze the development of the share of the
different ypes of stamp for each basic form (fig. 7.7)3.
Comparison of the patterns for the standard ishes, the cups
and the bowls of Drag. 29 shows that he absolute percen-
tages of the separate types of stamp are clearly different, but
that their developments generally show the same tendency4.
There is no doubt, therefore, that the percentages of of&cina
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Fig. 7.5 Chronological development of the share of the separate types
of stamp in the total number of stamps (see appendix B, 1 for
the calculation).
and manus stamps really grew, mainly at the expense of the
shares of the fecit and nominative stamps.
Conclusions
In the first part of this section, it was observed that here is a
clear relation between the use of the term officina and the
size of a potter's production. Generally speaking, many ves-
sels are found of manufacturers with many officina stamps,
and few of potters with many fecit, manus or nominative
stamps. This seems to justify the deduction that the term
officina indicates a relatively large concern, in which sev-
eral potters used to work.
If this hypothesis is correct, the stamps of potters who are
only represented in the Vechten material by stamps from a
1. The values before A.D. 30 and after A.D.100 are based on such small
quantities of stamps that they are best left out of consideration. The
figulus stamps were not included in the diagram for the same reason.
2. The same conclusion was drawn before from the share of the of&cina
stamps in the total number of stamps from a number of chronologicaUy
arranged sites (Polak 1989, 152, fig. 9).
3. The rouletted ishes were left out of consideration, because their total
number is so small that the changes in their share of the separate types
of stamp may be completely coincidental.
4. It should be noted that the unidentified stamps were not included in
the analysis. Their number increased markedly in the course of time
(fig. 5.5), and they were mainly found on cups (table 6.5, right
column). The increase in the number of officina stamps, therefore,
may be less marked in reality than is shown in fig. 7.7 b.
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Type
Officina
Fecit
Manus
Figulus
Nominative
Genitive
Other
Total
535
96
42
9
117
157
292
1248
18
18
4
3
20
22
46
131
56
10
4
1
12
17
31
131
Table 7.5 Distribution of the dies that were used for the stamps found
atVechten, among the separate types. A: average distribution.
B: distribution for the 131 potters of whom stamps made by
a single die were found. B': expected istribution column
B on the basis of column A.
Type
Officina
Fecit
Manus
Figulus
Nominative
Genitive
Other
Total
2103
276
163
17
294
458
702
4013
B
535
96
42
9
117
157
292
1248
654
86
51
5
91
142
218
1247
Table 7,6 Distribution of the stamps found at Vechten and of the dies
they were made with, among the separate types. A: distribution
of the stamps. B: distribution of the dies. B': expected
distribution i  column B on the basis of column A.
7.2 LARGE AND SMALL WORKSHOPS
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Fig. 7.7 a Chronological development ofthe share ofthe separate types
of stamp in the total number of stamps on standard ishes (see
appendix B, 1 forthe calculation).
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Fig. 7.7 b Chronological development of the share of the separate types
of stamp in the total number of stamps on cups (see appendix
B, 1 for the calculation).
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Fig. 7 7 c Chronological development of the share of the separate types
of stamp in the total number of stamps on bowls of Drag. 29
(see appendix B, 1 forthe calculation).
A second argument in favour of the supposition that an offi-
cina stamp is really an indication of a large workshop may
be found in the distribution of the dies among the different
types. As it happens, the percentage of officina dies (fig. 7.6,
column B) is considerably smaller than one would expect on
the basis of the percentage of officina stamps (table 7.6,
columns A and B'). This means that, relatively speaking,
more vessels were stamped with officina dies than with most
other types of die. This may be a result of the greater effi-
ciency effected by expansion.
As was noted in Chapter 5, the average number of vessels
per potter in the Vechten collection is about fifteen for the
South Gaulish sigillata, and only about five for the Central
and East Gaulish ware (cf. p. 61). In view of the size of the
collection, this difference should be a reliable reflection of
reality. Since there is no reason to assume that the potters at
La Graufesenque were active for a much longer period than
those in the north, this can only mean that on average, their
workshops were larger. If it is subsequently considered that,
in contrast o La Graufesenque, the term officina only occurs
rarely in Central and East Gaulish stamps (cf. p. 40), it is
single die' should include few or no examples of the crffici-
na type. Of the 131 manufacturers who answer to this cri-
terion, a relatively small minority actually used a die with
the term officina (table 7.5, column B). The distribution of
the dies in question among the seven separate types deviates
from the average distribution to such an extent (table 7.5,
columns A and B'), that the differences cannot be attributed
to coincidence.
If the potters who are represented by one stamp had been selected,
instead of the ones who are represented by impressions from a single
die, the sample would have become too restricted. The use of the
number of dies as an instrument for testing is justified by the clear
connection between the number of dies and the productivity of a
potter; Pearson's correlation-coefficient of the number of dies and the
number of vessels marked with them is 0.8765 (cf. p. 76, note 1).
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Fig. 7.7 b Chronological development of the share of the separate types
of stamp in the total number of stamps on cups (see appendix
B, 1 for the calculation).
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A second argument in favour of the supposition that an offi-
cina stamp is really an indication of a large workshop may
be found in the distribution of the dies among the different
types. As it happens, the percentage of officina dies (fig. 7.6,
column B) is considerably smaller than one would expect on
the basis of the percentage of officina stamps (table 7.6,
columns A and B'). This means that, relatively speaking,
more vessels were stamped with officina dies than with most
other types of die. This may be a result of the greater effi-
ciency effected by expansion.
As was noted in Chapter 5, the average number of vessels
per potter in the Vechten collection is about fifteen for the
South Gaulish sigillata, and only about five for the Central
and East Gaulish ware (cf. p. 61). In view of the size of the
collection, this difference should be a reliable reflection of
reality. Since there is no reason to assume that the potters at
La Graufesenque were active for a much longer period than
those in the north, this can only mean that on average, their
workshops were larger. If it is subsequently considered that,
in contrast o La Graufesenque, the term officina only occurs
rarely in Central and East Gaulish stamps (cf. p. 40), it is
single die' should include few or no examples of the crffici-
na type. Of the 131 manufacturers who answer to this cri-
terion, a relatively small minority actually used a die with
the term officina (table 7.5, column B). The distribution of
the dies in question among the seven separate types deviates
from the average distribution to such an extent (table 7.5,
columns A and B'), that the differences cannot be attributed
to coincidence.
If the potters who are represented by one stamp had been selected,
instead of the ones who are represented by impressions from a single
die, the sample would have become too restricted. The use of the
number of dies as an instrument for testing is justified by the clear
connection between the number of dies and the productivity of a
potter; Pearson's correlation-coefficient of the number of dies and the
number of vessels marked with them is 0.8765 (cf. p. 76, note 1).
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Abitus
AcutUS
Albanus
Albinus
Albus
Aper
Aquitanus
Ardacus
Bassus i
Bassus i - Coelus
Bilicatus
Bio
Calvus
Cantus
Castus
Celadus
Censor
Cocus
Coelus
Cotto
Crestio
Cnspus
Dontio
Felix
Firmo i
Frontinus
Fuscus ii
Gallicanus
Germanus
Germanus, Flavius
Ingenuus
lucundus
lucundus, Cosius
lullinus
lustus
Labio
Lic-Lnus
Logirnus
Lucceius
Maccarus
Manduilus
Masculus i
Masculus ii
Memor
Mercator
M:odestus
Mommo
Mont- - Cres-
Murranus
Ne qures
Niger
Passienus
Patricius
Patncius, C. Silvius
Paullus i
Perrus
Ponteius
Pontius
Primulus
Primus
Quartus
Rufinus ii
Rufinus, Cosius
Sabinus
Salvetus
Sarrutus
Scottius
Secundus i
Secundus ii
Secundus iii
Senicio
Severus i
Severus ii
Sex(tius?) Can-
Silvanus
Silvinus ii
Sulpicius
Tertius
Vapuso
Verecundus
Virilis
Virilis, L. Cosius
Virthus
Vitalis ii
18
24
14
14
34
13
168
27
156
46
27
12
146
19
28
12
87
13
19
14
88
13
27
54
15
66
22
11
67
24
19
98
12
21
20
27
27
26
11
49
12
20
13
26
30
52
37
18
36
14
33
54
107
14
12
30
16
38
20
114
17
89
20
37
43
12
56
20
65
50
37
14
46
13
22
28
30
16
26
13
37
55
29
213
3
5
12
78
3
49
1
14
2
75
5
12
3
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1
6
6
30
7
1
12
1
39
11
5
31
15
6
24
3
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7
9
11
20
5
29
11
6
6
3
19
14
2
7
s
1
11
24
37
5
3
2
13
15
16
37
6
25
5
6
3
7
5
7
7
13
1
17
1
2
6
20
s
11
1
19
32
12
83
16
13
11
23
1
62
20
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14
5
10
65
11
15
4
17
12
5
6
45
2
25
37
14
19
8
1
21
67
9
3
12
15
16
5
3
16
1
11
6
23
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31
33
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19
13
17
17
70
9
9
27
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2
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58
7
30
37
3
44
13
55
22
14
13
23
11
20
21
10
6
15
12
16
20
10
115
23
3
4
22
5
14
5
12
6
6
1
3
1
7
1
s
23
1
-0.10940
0. 55079
1.58711
1.05099
0. 46927
-1.60822
-0.65483
0. 76283
0. 55561
-1.28127
-1.46577
1.22953
-0. 23919
0. 12144
0. 07832
-1.05189
-1. 23281
1. 56648
-1.31922
-0. 42798
-0.09195
-1.61922
1. 54131
0. 59609
1. 60475
-0.86437
-0.57485
-1. 99810
-0.92899
-0.65920
-0. 53807
0. 59882
0. 91706
-1.36060
0.30563
0. 0795S
0.32654
-1. 18720
-1.13900
-0.75110
-1. 5S420
0. 05389
-0.1S896
1.42204
-0. 52097
0.23427
1.39644
0. 39595
-0.12302
1. 58711
-0. 11131
-0.93761
0. 55765
0.51525
0.91706
1.44740
-2.03776
-1. 04812
-1.55253
-0.24542
0. 53101
0. 48266
-0.90662
1. 118S8
1. 26336
-1.06560
0. 92932
0. 54189
1. 25313
-0.44508
-1. 08213
1. 58711
-0.07566
1. 25415
1. 51396
0. 90600
-0.64628
-0. 52S55
0. 26764
1. 56648
-0. 29124
-0.54935
-0.72370
0. 08184
-1
0.20515
.O. 06388
0. 11256
.0.21847
1. 02832
1. 86038
0. 03410
0. 68926
.O. 29138
3. 08S27
0. 66173
0.10820
0.93228
0. 64446
0. 49417
2.27505
08314
09981
2. 14964
0. 16859
0. 09832
0. 93287
0.42101
0.21223
0. 12344
1. 04905
0. 94752
2. 03521
0. 49090
1. 19040
0. 82188
0. 15207
0.30117
1.70749
0.22369
0. 19274
0. 66578
1. 52285
0.91113
0. 58853
1.84555
0. 17661
0. 82912
0. 01063
1. 18907
0. 23013
0. 48708
0. 62292
0. 93769
0. 11256
0. 44251
0. 61316
0. 52308
0. 54926
0. 30117
0. 32932
0. 86218
0. 61313
1. 62452
0. 42617
0. 53953
0. 04395
1. 50427
0. 06915
0. 54777
0. 59940
0. 84389
0. 53281
0. 10851
0. 59584
4. 12095
0. 11256
0. 49764
0. 06191
0. 06738
0. 23607
1.26644
0. 94190
0. 70215
0. 09981
0. 93822
1. 09677
0.33900
0. 40847
Table 7.7 List of the standard and rouletted dishes, cups and bowls of Drag. 29 found at Vechten, by 84 potters, with their positions in fig. 7.8.
logical to conclude that he indication officina indeed marks
a relatively large-scale production.
All in all. Acre is ample reason to consider officina stamps
as factory stamps. The conclusion that he number of offici-
indication that sigillata production at La Graufesenque was
increasingly concentrated in large workshops. In this hy-
pothesis, the decrease in the number of fecit and nomina-
tive stamps is simply a reflection of the decreasing number
na stamps increased over time (fig. 7.5) may be seen as an of 'small businessmen'. It is remarkable, and as yet not
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X-axis: 1st component (49,8% variance)
Y-axis: 2nd component (38,1% variance)
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Fig. 7.8 Results of a correspondence analysis of 84 potters known from Vechten and of the four basic forms they produced (cf. table 7.7).
satisfactorily explicable, that the percentage of manus
stamps increased rather than decreased. It makes one wonder
if this term was not adopted by the officinatores in order to
distinguish the vessels they made with their own hands from
the products of their employees.
7.3 SPECIALIZATION
In the discussion of the dockets found at La Graufesenque,
it was suggested that some potters may not have produced all
the well-known forms, but may have specialized in the manu-
facture of only a few types (p. 142). With the help of the
finds from Vechten, it may be ascertained whether the pot-
tery itself offers any arguments in favour of this assumption.
stamps at Vechten. For each of these 86 producers, the share
of the four basic forms in their total number of vessels was
calculated. For two potters, vessels of only one basic form
were found at Vechten: for MeQillus, only bowls of Drag.
29, for Montanus, only standard ishes. The similarities and
differences in the ranges of the other 84 manufacturers are
presented two-dimensionally b  means of a correspondence
analysis (table 7.7 and fig. 7.8)'.
The horizontal axis of the diagram mainly reflects the per-
centage of cups. On the right of the vertical axis are the pot-
ters with many cups, on the left those with few cups. The
vertical axis chiefly represents the percentage of bowls of
Specialization i side the production centre
As in the previous section, the analysis of the specialization
only refers to those potters represented by more than ten
Cf. p. 138, note 4. Fig. 7.8 shows the results of an abundance-type
analysis, based on the information in table 7.7. To prevent undue in-
Huence of the great difference between the total numbers of stamps
per potter - ranging from 11 to 213 examples - on the image present-
ed, the numbers were first converted to percentages of a potter's ves-
sels found at Vechten.
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satisfactorily explicable, that the percentage of manus
stamps increased rather than decreased. It makes one wonder
if this term was not adopted by the officinatores in order to
distinguish the vessels they made with their own hands from
the products of their employees.
7.3 SPECIALIZATION
In the discussion of the dockets found at La Graufesenque,
it was suggested that some potters may not have produced all
the well-known forms, but may have specialized in the manu-
facture of only a few types (p. 142). With the help of the
finds from Vechten, it may be ascertained whether the pot-
tery itself offers any arguments in favour of this assumption.
stamps at Vechten. For each of these 86 producers, the share
of the four basic forms in their total number of vessels was
calculated. For two potters, vessels of only one basic form
were found at Vechten: for MeQillus, only bowls of Drag.
29, for Montanus, only standard ishes. The similarities and
differences in the ranges of the other 84 manufacturers are
presented two-dimensionally b  means of a correspondence
analysis (table 7.7 and fig. 7.8)'.
The horizontal axis of the diagram mainly reflects the per-
centage of cups. On the right of the vertical axis are the pot-
ters with many cups, on the left those with few cups. The
vertical axis chiefly represents the percentage of bowls of
Specialization i side the production centre
As in the previous section, the analysis of the specialization
only refers to those potters represented by more than ten
Cf. p. 138, note 4. Fig. 7.8 shows the results of an abundance-type
analysis, based on the information in table 7.7. To prevent undue in-
Huence of the great difference between the total numbers of stamps
per potter - ranging from 11 to 213 examples - on the image present-
ed, the numbers were first converted to percentages of a potter's ves-
sels found at Vechten.
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Drag. 29, with the producers with a more than average share
of this form projected above the horizontal axis.
In fig. 7.8, the potters are divided into four groups on the
basis of the number of stamps with their names in them
found at Vechten. The distribution of these groups over the
diagram is fairly even. The only deviation worth mentioning
is that relatively few bowls of Drag. 29 were found for
almost all producers represented by fifty or more stamps'
(table 7.7). This seems to suggest that the production of
Drag. 29, more than that of other forms, was a specialized
activity which - in view of the relatively high percentage of
fecit, manus and nominative stamps found on bowls of Drag.
29 (fig. 7.6 d) - was concentrated mainly in the smaller
workshops.
The difference observed may also be completely or mainly
1. The average percentage of bowls is 9.8.
2. The average percentage of rouletted ishes is 3.1.
chronologically determined, however. As was demonstrated
before, the share of Drag. 29 fell drastically during the
Flavian period (p. 69 and fig. 6.4). As the percentage of offi-
cina stamps increased greatly during that very same period
(fig. 7.5), the relatively small number of this type of stamp
on bowls of Drag. 29 need not indicate a concentration of the
production of these bowls at small workshops.
That chronological differences play an important part in the
composition of the ranges of forms of the individual potters,
becomes evident when the manufacturers are divided into
three groups on the basis of the dates of their activities (fig.
7.9). The earliest potters tended to produce more cups, the
later, more dishes. This contrast is a reflection of the pre-
viously mentioned change in the ratio of the numbers of
dishes to cups (p. 70 and figs. 6.4 and 6.7). Among the pot-
ters with relatively large numbers of bowls of Drag. 29, those
from the latest group are under-represented (fig. 6.9); this is
of course related to the end of the production of this type in
the last quarter of the 1st century. For producers of whom a
relatively large number of rouletted dishes was found2, the
situation is the reverse (cf. table 7.7). The relatively large
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number of potters in the latest group in this case reflects the
increase in the share of the rouletted ishes (fig. 6.4).
All in all, the Vechten collection provides no conclusive
arguments in favour of the assumption that he production of
sigillata t La Graufesenque was organized in such a way
that some workshops only supplied a few forms. On the con-
trary, almost all the potters known from Vechten are repre-
sented by both standard ishes and cups. The fact that no
rouletted dishes and/or bowls of Drag. 29 were recorded for
some manufacturers is in general ikely to be related to the
rarity of these forms. The majority of the differences in the
ranges of types produced by individual potters can be ex-
plained by chronological factors.
Potters and mould-makers
For the manufacture of decorated sigillata, the potters at La
Graufesenque normally used moulds in which a negative
decoration was built up by the use of figure stamps. A pro-
portion of these moulds were signed by their makers, with
stamps or by hand, among or below the decoration. The
bowls made in these moulds often still bear a legible im-
pression of the signature. Comparison of the decoration
- signed or otherwise - on bowls of Drag. 29 with their
internal stamps may yield valuable information about the
way the production of sigillata was organized.
On the basis of the connection between the internal stamps
and the corresponding decoration, one may distinguish
between manufacturers who made bowls in their own, char-
acteristic styles, and potters who produced bowls with dec-
orative schemes which are fairly similar to those of other
producers.
The best example of a manufacturer in the first category is
Germanus'. His bowls of Drag. 29 have easily recognizable
decorative designs which are clearly different from those on
bowls of other producers. The moulds in question were
made in his own workshop2; only the earliest bowls of
Gennanus, in view of their divergent decorative schemes,
may have been made in moulds by other manufacturers3.
Most producers of Drag. 29 belong to the second category.
The decoration on bowls produced by them is not character-
istic of the individual potter's tyle, but may occur on bowls
by other manufacturers4. In some cases, the moulds that were
used definitely stem from outside their own workshops, in
other cases this cannot be proved.
Since few manufacturers produced bowls of Drag. 29 with
their very own, characteristic decorative schemes, the manu-
facture of moulds for decorated ware must have been a spe-
cialized activity. Whether this was the case from the start of si-
gillata production at La Graufesenque onwards is as yet un-
certain. Certainly, moulds were rarely signed in the first half
of the 1st century5, but there are examples, even from this
period, of potters who seem to have used moulds made by
others6.
Specialization i side the separate workshops
The inventory of the finds from Vechten clearly shows that
stamps which occur frequently were sometimes applied to a
limited number of types, generally belonging to only one or
two basic forms. This seems to signify that the work in some
workshops was fairly strictly distributed.
A good example of such a workshop is that of Bassus i. His
individual stamps tend to be associated with one basic form7.
In a few cases, dies were used in his workshop first for
dishes, and only later for cups8. Most of the stamps ofBassus
i occur on standard ishes and cups (table 7.7). On rouletted
dishes and bowls, his name is mentioned almost always
coupled with that of Coelus9. This suggests that the produc-
tion of these forms inside the workshop of Bassus i was
more or less the prerogative of Coelus. The fact that the lat-
ter was allowed to add his name to that of Bassus i must
mean that he occupied a privileged position in the Bassus's
workshop. Rouletted ishes and bowls of Drag. 29 were prob-
ably more difficult o make than the other forms, or perhaps
they were more valuable, so that their manufacture was en-
trusted only to the most experienced potters. This assump-
tion is supported by the observation that these forms rarely
bear impressions from broken or damaged ies. These were
mainly used to stamp cups, and to a lesser extent also stan-
dard dishes. Apparently, inexperienced potters were only
allowed to make cups, and were sometimes given second-
hand dies to stamp their vessels. To judge by the relationship
between dies and forms, most of the other large workshops
had a similar internal distribution of labour. Exceptions to
this mle are the officinae ofAcutus, Bilicatus, Cantus, Mac-
carus and Scottius. It is surely no coincidence that these
were the first large workshops at La Graufesenque. Produc-
tion inside the workshops obviously was not very regiment-
ed until the second half of the 1st century. The reorganiz-
ation of (part of?) the production centre around A.D. 60,
which was already mentioned in the introduction to this
chapter, may also have been a reflection of this change.
1. For other examples see Mees 1995, 212, Liste C.
2. Cf. Mees 1995, 77-80 and Taf. 68-90.
3. See in the catalogue under Germanus.
4. Cf. Haalebos et al. 1991, 79-88; Mees 1995, 212 f., Liste A-B and D.
5. For a few exceptions see Mees 1995, under Acutus, Pudens, Rutenos
and Volus, and the catalogue, under Catlus.
6. Cf. the text under catalogue nos. S29 and S48.
7. Cf. catalogue no. B5-44.
8. Catalogue nos. B5, B7, and probably B32.
9. Catalogue no. B45-51 .
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(fig. 7.5), the relatively small number of this type of stamp
on bowls of Drag. 29 need not indicate a concentration of the
production of these bowls at small workshops.
That chronological differences play an important part in the
composition of the ranges of forms of the individual potters,
becomes evident when the manufacturers are divided into
three groups on the basis of the dates of their activities (fig.
7.9). The earliest potters tended to produce more cups, the
later, more dishes. This contrast is a reflection of the pre-
viously mentioned change in the ratio of the numbers of
dishes to cups (p. 70 and figs. 6.4 and 6.7). Among the pot-
ters with relatively large numbers of bowls of Drag. 29, those
from the latest group are under-represented (fig. 6.9); this is
of course related to the end of the production of this type in
the last quarter of the 1st century. For producers of whom a
relatively large number of rouletted dishes was found2, the
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Gennanus, in view of their divergent decorative schemes,
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The decoration on bowls produced by them is not character-
istic of the individual potter's tyle, but may occur on bowls
by other manufacturers4. In some cases, the moulds that were
used definitely stem from outside their own workshops, in
other cases this cannot be proved.
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more or less the prerogative of Coelus. The fact that the lat-
ter was allowed to add his name to that of Bassus i must
mean that he occupied a privileged position in the Bassus's
workshop. Rouletted ishes and bowls of Drag. 29 were prob-
ably more difficult o make than the other forms, or perhaps
they were more valuable, so that their manufacture was en-
trusted only to the most experienced potters. This assump-
tion is supported by the observation that these forms rarely
bear impressions from broken or damaged ies. These were
mainly used to stamp cups, and to a lesser extent also stan-
dard dishes. Apparently, inexperienced potters were only
allowed to make cups, and were sometimes given second-
hand dies to stamp their vessels. To judge by the relationship
between dies and forms, most of the other large workshops
had a similar internal distribution of labour. Exceptions to
this mle are the officinae ofAcutus, Bilicatus, Cantus, Mac-
carus and Scottius. It is surely no coincidence that these
were the first large workshops at La Graufesenque. Produc-
tion inside the workshops obviously was not very regiment-
ed until the second half of the 1st century. The reorganiz-
ation of (part of?) the production centre around A.D. 60,
which was already mentioned in the introduction to this
chapter, may also have been a reflection of this change.
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8 CATALOGUE
The catalogue of the stamped South Gaulish terra sigillata
fromVechten comprises both the 4013 identified stamps and
the 784 unidentified ones; another seven recorded vessels
may not be from South Gaul. These three categories of
stamps have been classed under as many sections.
8. 1 IDENTIFIED STAMPS
The 4013 identified stamps were grouped according to the
manufacturers' names. The main criteria used for this classi-
fication are as discussed below.
Whenever a name is not fully known, the missing letters are
indicated by a dash after the last known letter. The stamp
TABVR, therefore, is included under the name Tabur-.
However, if the missing letters may be added with a reason-
able degree of certainty, they are bracketed, as in the case of
Viriod(acus).
. With multipartite names, the gentilicium was not taken as
a starting-point, as is common in epigraphy, but the cog-
nomen. As it happens, experience has shown that connec-
tions between stamps with the same cognomen are more fre-
quent than between stamps with the same gentilicium. For
this reason, L. Cosius Virilis is listed after Virilis, not after
Corius.
. Stamps with two cognomina re listed under the first
name; the two cognomina re separated by a dash. Thus, the
stamp FEUXSEV may be found under Felix - Sevems, after
the stamps of Felix.
. In some cases, stamps of the same name have been
assumed to belong to two or more homonyms. Following
Oswald, these have been distinguished by adding i, ii etc. to
the names.
. Also derived from Oswald is the habit of attributing
stamps reading, e.g., MASCLI and SECVNDI to Masc(u)lus and
Secundus, rather than to Masc(u)linus and Secundinus, to
whom they might equally probably belong.
The list of stamps of a specific manufacturer is usually pre-
ceded by a short text in which particular attention is paid to
the dates of his products. It should be remembered that all
the dates suggested in the catalogue are so-called 'waste
dates': they refer to the period in which the vessels in
question were either lost or discarded (cf. section 4.5). In
addition, a number of these texts include information about
the potter's place of work, and about any decorated ware he
may have produced.
Stamps of one and the same manufacturer are arranged
according to the form of their texts. The various types of
stamps are listed in the order given in section 3.2; first the
officina stamps, then the fecit stamps, etc. For the classifica-
don of stamps of the same type, the length of the text has
been taken as a guide; OFIC.BILICAT thus appears before
OFIC.BILIC. Stamps without ligatures are listed before ex-
amples with ligatures, which have been underlined, and
stamps with few ligatures appear before those with many
ligatures; thus, OF.ALBINI occurs before OFALBINI, and
OFAQVITAN before OFAOVITAN.
Stamps of the same type and with the same text have been
ordered in their turn according to the die with which they
were applied (cf. section 3.1). Impressions of one and the
same die are grouped under a serial number consisting of the
first letter of the name of the manufacturer concerned, fol-
lowed by a digit. Thus, the stamps ofAbitus are listed under
numbers Al-8, those ofAcutus under A9-18, etc.
The discussion of each stamp is divided into three parts.
. The first part consists of the senal number, e.g. Al, and
the text of the stamp, in this case OFABITI. By means of the
serial number, an illustration may be found on pis. 1-26,
scale 1 : 1. If several identical impressions were found at
Vechten, only the features of the illustrated example are
mentioned, which is generally the clearest and most com-
plete.
Sometimes, two or more 'generations' of impressions have
been found, from a die which was broken or otherwise
changed in the course of time. In such cases, the impressions
of the second generation have been given the same serial
number as those of the first, with the addition of an asterisk.
An additional asterisk has been added for every successive
generation. Under number 19, therefore, impressions reading
WGENVI are found, under number I9* an impression reading
<I>NGEN<VI>, and one reading <I>NGE<NVI> under number
19**,
. The second part of the discussion of a stamp consists of a
list of the forms of sigillata on which the stamp was found at
Vechten, and of the find- and/or inventory numbers of the
vessels concerned. The forms are given in the order in which
they are dealt with in section 6.3. All forms represented at
Vechten are illustrated in fig. 8.1.
The order of the find- and inventory numbers is chronologi-
cal wherever possible; appendix C includes a survey of the
significance of these numbers. If more than one impression
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from a die was found, the number of the illustrated example
is underlined. If two find- or inventory numbers are connect-
ed by a plus, the fragments concerned fit together.
. The third part of the discussion of a stamp consists of a
brief commentary which includes arguments for the date.
The considerations which played a part in dating are dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.
If identical stamps are known from elsewhere, usually only
those sites which are relevant o the date of the stamps are
mentioned. A complete site record is included only if the
number of parallels is limited. Appendix D includes a list of
the dated contexts recorded in the catalogue, with brief
explanations and literary references.
Most of the parallels mentioned were taken from the ar-
chives that constitute the basis for the Index of Potters'
Stamps, whose publication is being prepared in Leeds by
B.R. Hartley and B.M. Dickinson. This includes not only
published stamps, but also many unpublished ones. If a
parallel has been published, it is referred to in the catalogue.
If mention of a parallel is not followed by a reference, it
may generally be assumed that the vessel concerned has not
been published. The information gathered by Hartley and
Dickinson was consulted in April 1988 (catalogue nos.
S1-V96) and in May 1989 (catalogue nos. A1-R40).
If a stamp is not known from a dated context, the date is
usually based on the dimensions and/or the profile of the
vessel it occurs on, i.e. on the evolution of the forms of sigil-
lata as described in section 6.3; the catalogue does not
always indicate on which exact details the date is based.
The annotations are always concluded by the provenance
and date of the stamp in question. The name of the produc-
tion centre is followed by a number in square brackets,
which has the following meaning:
[1] at least one identical impression was found here
[2] only different stamps of the same potter are known
from this production centre
[3] so far, no stamps of the potter in question have been
found at this kiln site, but the distribution of his products
and/or the fabrics of his vessels suggest hat he worked
here.
Wherever possible, a reference to a publication has been in-
eluded.
The qualifying addition 'c.' to the dates of the stamps should
not be disregarded. It may be deduced from the problems
discussed in Chapter 4 that he basis for a date is often un-
stable.
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Abitus
Formally, the stamps with the name Abitus should be listed under Habitus,
as this is the correct spelling'. The potter himself preferred the spelling
without H, however, which is why his stamps are listed under A. The name
Habitus occurs in only two stamps, from the start of his activities around the
middle of the 1st century. Whether the later stamp reading Q.IVL.HABF
may also be attributed to Abitus is anything but sure, since the dates differ
so much.
At La Graufesenque, the name Abitus was also found on a fragment of a
docket3. The document includes only one other, incomplete, name, BELL
[-], possibly Bellicus. Like Abitus, this potter was active mainly during the
Neronian period. Because some of his work was found at Velsen 1, how-
ever, Abitus must have already started production under Claudius, and he
probably continued his work into the early Flavian period.
1. Cf. Marichal 1988, 70.
2. Catalogue no. HI.
3. Marichal 1988, no. 67.
Al OFABITI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1535.
So far, this stamp has been found exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. Since
no impressions are known from a dated context, the date of the stamp has
to be deduced from the profile of the bowl from Vechten, from the single
groove around the stamp, and from the moulded decoration of an example
from Augsf. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Steiger 1977, Abb. 49, 15, and 59, 29
A2 <0>FABITI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*386.
This is an impression from a die whose first letter had broken off. The com-
plete version is known only on a dish found at La Graufesenque and a Drag.
29 from Alesia. Impressions of the broken die were found in the burnt layer
of the year 61 at Colchester and in London', and in the Erdlager at
Hofheim2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dunning 1945, 62; Millett 1987, 113.
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 267.
A3 OFABITI
R-dish RMO: VF2969: fl940/5.92.
Although at Vechten, this stamp was found on two rouletted dishes, it
usually occurs only on standard ishes. Another exception is a Drag. 24/25
from Colchester Pottery Shop I'. On both of the vessels from Vechten, the
die was applied twice, resulting in two stamps next to each other. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hull 1958, 154, fig. 76, 2.
A4 OFABIT
Drag. 27g RMO:VF*1.
This stamp occurs only on cups of Drag. 27g. Although an impression is
known from period 4 of the auxiliary fort at Valkenburg', it is not certain
whether vessels with this stamp were still in use during the Plavian period,
because the finds from period 4 undoubtedly include various vessels from
earlier levels2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 143.
2. Cf. Glasbergen 1967, 59.
A5 ABITIOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*2.
Only a few other impressions are known of the die which was used to stamp
this vessel. None of these are from a dated context, so the date was deduced
from the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
A6 <A>BITVS.F<EC>
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*183a.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF-183; VF*1053.
Drag. 33a(?) RMO: VF1702.
These are impressions from a die both ends of which had broken off.
Dozens of impressions of the original version were found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, on dishes of Drag. 15/17R and 18R and
bowls of Drag. 29. The version represented at Vechten, which Oswald attri-
buted to Bitus', is also known from Rheingonheim2 and from period I at
Zwammerdam3. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Oswald 1931,45.,
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 3.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 1.
A7 H.AB.ITVS'
Ritt. 1 RMO: VF*458.
PUG: BvD84.
Drag. 15/17 RMO: H940/5.234.
Dish RMO: VF1982; fl909/10.2.
As this stamp occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1, and the bases of two of the ves-
sels from Vechten bear double grooves, it must stem from one of the earliest
dies ofAbitus. At Xanten, an impression was found in a grave which prob-
ably dates to the Claudian period2. Three additional vessels are known from
Velsen I3. One of the Velsen stamps occurs on a cup, as does an example
from Neuss4; the other known impressions are all on dishes. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. The stops in the text are not visible on all the impressions.
2. Steiner 1911, XX 107, from grave 1, with stamps of Mommo and
Primus.
3. GlasbergenA^an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 73, erroneously attributed to
Sabinus; two other impressions are still unpublished.
4. Mary 1967, 162, 7: "Wohl Drag. 24/25".
A8 FABIII
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF1983; VF2068.
fl980/7.312.
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from a die was found, the number of the illustrated example
is underlined. If two find- or inventory numbers are connect-
ed by a plus, the fragments concerned fit together.
. The third part of the discussion of a stamp consists of a
brief commentary which includes arguments for the date.
The considerations which played a part in dating are dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.
If identical stamps are known from elsewhere, usually only
those sites which are relevant o the date of the stamps are
mentioned. A complete site record is included only if the
number of parallels is limited. Appendix D includes a list of
the dated contexts recorded in the catalogue, with brief
explanations and literary references.
Most of the parallels mentioned were taken from the ar-
chives that constitute the basis for the Index of Potters'
Stamps, whose publication is being prepared in Leeds by
B.R. Hartley and B.M. Dickinson. This includes not only
published stamps, but also many unpublished ones. If a
parallel has been published, it is referred to in the catalogue.
If mention of a parallel is not followed by a reference, it
may generally be assumed that the vessel concerned has not
been published. The information gathered by Hartley and
Dickinson was consulted in April 1988 (catalogue nos.
S1-V96) and in May 1989 (catalogue nos. A1-R40).
If a stamp is not known from a dated context, the date is
usually based on the dimensions and/or the profile of the
vessel it occurs on, i.e. on the evolution of the forms of sigil-
lata as described in section 6.3; the catalogue does not
always indicate on which exact details the date is based.
The annotations are always concluded by the provenance
and date of the stamp in question. The name of the produc-
tion centre is followed by a number in square brackets,
which has the following meaning:
[1] at least one identical impression was found here
[2] only different stamps of the same potter are known
from this production centre
[3] so far, no stamps of the potter in question have been
found at this kiln site, but the distribution of his products
and/or the fabrics of his vessels suggest hat he worked
here.
Wherever possible, a reference to a publication has been in-
eluded.
The qualifying addition 'c.' to the dates of the stamps should
not be disregarded. It may be deduced from the problems
discussed in Chapter 4 that he basis for a date is often un-
stable.
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Formally, the stamps with the name Abitus should be listed under Habitus,
as this is the correct spelling'. The potter himself preferred the spelling
without H, however, which is why his stamps are listed under A. The name
Habitus occurs in only two stamps, from the start of his activities around the
middle of the 1st century. Whether the later stamp reading Q.IVL.HABF
may also be attributed to Abitus is anything but sure, since the dates differ
so much.
At La Graufesenque, the name Abitus was also found on a fragment of a
docket3. The document includes only one other, incomplete, name, BELL
[-], possibly Bellicus. Like Abitus, this potter was active mainly during the
Neronian period. Because some of his work was found at Velsen 1, how-
ever, Abitus must have already started production under Claudius, and he
probably continued his work into the early Flavian period.
1. Cf. Marichal 1988, 70.
2. Catalogue no. HI.
3. Marichal 1988, no. 67.
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So far, this stamp has been found exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. Since
no impressions are known from a dated context, the date of the stamp has
to be deduced from the profile of the bowl from Vechten, from the single
groove around the stamp, and from the moulded decoration of an example
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because the finds from period 4 undoubtedly include various vessels from
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Velsen I3. One of the Velsen stamps occurs on a cup, as does an example
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1. The stops in the text are not visible on all the impressions.
2. Steiner 1911, XX 107, from grave 1, with stamps of Mommo and
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The die with which the vessels listed here were marked underwent several
changes. Originally the stamp must have read OFABITI, but no stamps
from this stage have been found as yet. The earliest known impression, on
a Drag. 27g from La Graufesenque, reads FABITI, with a clearly legible T.
On the other impressions, the T is irrecognizably distorted, as if the die has
been damaged at this point.
Impressions identical to those found at Vechten are often misinterpreted.
Hermet, for example, attributed the stamp to Ardanus'. This version occurs
chiefly on cups, although a marbled Drag. 18 with this stamp is known from
La Graufesenque. The date of the stamp is based exclusively on the profiles
of the cups from Vechten, and on the presence of an identical impression at
Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 13a.
2. Cf. note 1.
L. Ac- Fic-
See catalogue no. F27.
Acutus
Following Oxe, it was long assumed that he workshop of Acutus must be
sought at Montans'. Hermet's argument hat he decorative schemes of some
of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Acutus are very similar to those of
early vessels from La Graufesenque2, has done nothing to change this
assumption3. By now, it has become clear that Acutus produced sigillata at
Montans as well as at La Graufesenque4. As these production centres sup-
plied different markets (cf. pp. 18 and 25), it is relatively simple to distin-
guish between the products of Acutus of Montans and those from La
Graufesenque. The shape of the stamps, although not an infallible criterion,
may also serve as a guide for this. Vessels with stamps 'in corona' will
almost always be from Montans (fig. 2.3, a). Exceptions to this rule are as
yet extremely rare5 (fig. 2.8, c).
At La Graufesenque, Acutus was one of the first potters whose products
were exported across long distances. He was one of the few manufacturers
still to use two-lined stamps (fig. 2.8, a), and he made a whole series of
forms entirely in keeping with the Italian tradition, such as Halt. la (fig.
6.22, a-b), Drag. 17a with added spiral handles and Drag. 27g with rou-
letted upper walls.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 made by Acutus at La
Graufesenque may be dated to the first half of the 1st century'. Below the
decoration of a vessel with an internal stamp reading ACVTI found at La
Graufesenque, an impression is visible of part of the signature which was
inscribed in the mould7. It may be assumed from the text, [A?]CV, that at
least a proportion of the moulds Acutus used for the manufacture of bowls
of Drag. 29 were made by him on his own account. This may also be de-
duced from the presence of a figure stamp at La Graufesenque, whose
handle is inscribed with his name". He may also have supplied others with
moulds'.
The end date of Acutus's activities is difficult o ascertain. Some vessels
from his workshop were found in Britain, but there is no certainty that hese
are all later than the invasion ofA.D. 43. From the forts which were con-
structed along the German limes, shortly before the middle of the 1st cen-
tury, no products ofAcutus are known, except from Valkenburg. All this evi-
dence suggests an end date of c. A.D. 40/45. The discovery of some cups
from his workshop in the Fosse de GalUcanus at La Graufesenque suggests,
however, that his products were still marketed as late as the middle of the
1st century.
Two ofAcutus's employees are known by name. The sources in both cases
are internal stamps: ACVTI / BILI.AR and ACVTI / COMA, respectively.
The second name in the first stamp is possibly that of Bilicatus, who also
produced sigillata under his own name. The combination AR at the end of
the stamp may stand for Arretinum or the like, and may be considered a
kind of advertisement (cf. p. 42). The full name of the potter mentioned
second in the other stamp is not known, but could be Comagius10. It is poss-
ible that the stamps reading C. OM also belong to this potter"
1. Oxe 1914, 68-73; Oswald 1931, 3 f. and 423.
2. Hermet 1934, 271.
3. Oxe 1936, 376 f.
4. Montans: Oxe 1914, Abb. 2, 6; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 1;
Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35, 25-31; Labrousse 1975, 61; Martin 1978,
248, fig. 5, 1; Martin 1981, 27; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A. La
Graufesenque: fig. 2.8, c; Oxe 1914, Abb. 3, 8-11; Balsan 1970, 101-
103.
5. The two bowls of Drag. 29 with stamps 'in corona', which were found
at Basel, and which Oxe attributed to Montans, were very probably
made at La Graufesenque (Oxe 1933, Taf. XII 48 and 54; cf. Martin
1978,256).
6. Knorr 1952, Taf. 1 A.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 1, 2.
8. Vemhet 1990-1991, 53.
9. A Drag. 29 of Bassus i, from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesen-
que, shows an impression of a mould signature which may belong to
Acutus (Mees 1995, 130, after Taf. 1, 2).
10. Schulze 1904, 20 and 288, note 2; Mocsy et al. 1983, 85; cf. Marichal
1988, no. 28, line 13, with the accompanying remarks.
11. See catalogue nos. C142-143.
A9 OFIC.ACVTI
R-dish RMO: VP*15a (fig. 6.37, a).
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque and
Silchester', among other places. All the impressions found up to now are on
standard and rouletted ishes. The rouletted ish from Vechten does not
have a groove around the stamp; neither do three of the four vessels with
this stamp from La Graufesenque. The absence of such a groove may be
characteristic of early rouletted ishes. Another emarkable feature of the
dish from Vechten is the large diameter of its footring, which measures 170
mm. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. May 1916, pl. LXXXI 3.
A10 OHC.ACVTI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*15b (fig. 6.29, a).
Dish PUG: 1947-79.
This stamp was also found on cups and on bowls of Drag. 29, at La
Graufesenque and Velsen 1, among other places. The Drag. 18 from
Vechten is shallow in comparison with its total diameter, which is a charac-
teristic of early dishes. The internal base of the vessel carries a double
groove, and the junction of the base and the wall is marked by offsets,
internally as well as externally. The most remarkable feature of this dish is
the rim, however, which carries a groove in its upper curve. According to
Oswald and Pryce, this is characteristic of vessels of the Claudian period';
in view of the profiles of both the dishes from Vechten, however, this stamp
ofAcutus is definitely earlier. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D.
20-40.
1. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 182.
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All OFIC.ACVTI
Halt. la RMO: VF*15 (fig. 6.22, b).
Ritt. 1 RMO: VF*15d.
Dish RMO: VF^15c;fl940/5.193.
At Nijmegen, this stamp was also found on a dish of Halt la. However, the
shape of its external wall diverges from the standard type'. In addition,
impressions were found at Camulodunum2 and Velsen 1, and on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen3. Another example is known from an early Ist-century
finds group at Argentomagus4. The bases of most of the dishes that bear this
stamp have double grooves. La Graufesenque [I]3, Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-
45.
1. Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 32; this is probably the vessel recorded by Oxe
(1914,71).
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E1, 2.
3. Haalebos/Verlinden 1975, pl. XLDC A 20.
4. Albert 1973, 108, pl. V 4, and 109, fig. 2 IV.
5. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 9.
A12 OF.ACVTI
Ritt.5 RMO: W934;VF935;VF*14;VP*14a;VF*14b;VF*14c.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP1544a; VP*14d.
This stamp occurs only on cups of forms Ritt. 5 and 8, and Drag. 24/25 and
27g'. The site list includes the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2 andVelsen I3. The
cups of form Drag. 24/25 from Vechten have large footrings with bevelled
contact surfaces, which indicates an early date; the same applies to the pres-
ence of this stamp on cups of Ritt. 5. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. The Drag. 18 recorded by Mary (1967, 156, 2) is actually an early
Drag. 24 (cf. idem, 174 and Abb. 6, 14).
2. HaalebosAfedinden 1975, pl. XLDC A 21.
3. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 40.
A13 OF.ACV
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-68.
Up to now, no parallels for this stamp have been found in a dated context.
The cup from Vechten has no noticeably early features. La Graufesenque
[2], Montans [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
A15 ACVTVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*13a.
Only three parallels for this stamp are known, on a Drag. 27g with a large
footring from La Graufesenque, on a cup from Asciburgium' and on a Ritt.
5 from Worms. The footring of the vessel from Vechten is large and has a
bevelled contact surface, so the stamp must be early. La Graufesenque [I],
Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. BechertAWerhoeven 1988, 22, 4.
A16 ACVTVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1546;VI i;VF*13;VF*13b.
As identical impressions were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and at Valkenburg, this must be one of the later stamps of
Acutus. Most impressions occur on cups, although at least one stamp was
found on a dish. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
A17 ACVTV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*12.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups with large, bevelled
footrings like the one from Vechten. The presence of an identical stamp at
Velsen 1 also argues an early date. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c.
A.D. 20-40.
A18 ACVTV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1579.
As yet, there are no good leads for the date of this stamp. The only known
parallel is a stamp from Bavay, on a Drag. 27. The cup from Vechten is of
the small variety and does not appear to be a particularly early example. La
Graufesenque [2], Montans [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
Adiutor
A19 ADIVTORP
A14 AC.VT.LM Dish RMO: VF*16.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1544.
The die with which this impression was made was used not only to stamp
bowls of Drag. 29, but also at least once to stamp a mould among its dec-
oration, as shown from the impression on a fragment of a Drag. 29 from
Augst'. The bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp also include an example from
Plesheybury which was allegedly found together with early bronze objects
imported from Italy2; the decoration of this vessel indicates a date before the
Claudian invasion of Britain3. The shape of the bowl from Vechten suggests
a slightly later date, however. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-
45.
1. Mees 1995, 66 f. and Taf. 1, 1.
2. Simpson 1968a, 105.
3. Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XXVI 6; Hermet 1934, 271, fig. 6.
Only four other examples of this stamp are known, from Baden', London2,
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Richborough3.
These stamps were applied to dishes of Drag. 18 and 18R. Thus far, no other
stamps of this potter have been recorded. Judging by the context in which
the vessel from Nijmegen was found and by the shape of the dish from
Vechten, his activities may be dated to the Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Drack 1944, 174, Abb. 2, 2.
2. Walters 1908, 316, M1758.
3. Hayter 1949, 192, 181(A).
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The die with which the vessels listed here were marked underwent several
changes. Originally the stamp must have read OFABITI, but no stamps
from this stage have been found as yet. The earliest known impression, on
a Drag. 27g from La Graufesenque, reads FABITI, with a clearly legible T.
On the other impressions, the T is irrecognizably distorted, as if the die has
been damaged at this point.
Impressions identical to those found at Vechten are often misinterpreted.
Hermet, for example, attributed the stamp to Ardanus'. This version occurs
chiefly on cups, although a marbled Drag. 18 with this stamp is known from
La Graufesenque. The date of the stamp is based exclusively on the profiles
of the cups from Vechten, and on the presence of an identical impression at
Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 13a.
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L. Ac- Fic-
See catalogue no. F27.
Acutus
Following Oxe, it was long assumed that he workshop of Acutus must be
sought at Montans'. Hermet's argument hat he decorative schemes of some
of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Acutus are very similar to those of
early vessels from La Graufesenque2, has done nothing to change this
assumption3. By now, it has become clear that Acutus produced sigillata at
Montans as well as at La Graufesenque4. As these production centres sup-
plied different markets (cf. pp. 18 and 25), it is relatively simple to distin-
guish between the products of Acutus of Montans and those from La
Graufesenque. The shape of the stamps, although not an infallible criterion,
may also serve as a guide for this. Vessels with stamps 'in corona' will
almost always be from Montans (fig. 2.3, a). Exceptions to this rule are as
yet extremely rare5 (fig. 2.8, c).
At La Graufesenque, Acutus was one of the first potters whose products
were exported across long distances. He was one of the few manufacturers
still to use two-lined stamps (fig. 2.8, a), and he made a whole series of
forms entirely in keeping with the Italian tradition, such as Halt. la (fig.
6.22, a-b), Drag. 17a with added spiral handles and Drag. 27g with rou-
letted upper walls.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 made by Acutus at La
Graufesenque may be dated to the first half of the 1st century'. Below the
decoration of a vessel with an internal stamp reading ACVTI found at La
Graufesenque, an impression is visible of part of the signature which was
inscribed in the mould7. It may be assumed from the text, [A?]CV, that at
least a proportion of the moulds Acutus used for the manufacture of bowls
of Drag. 29 were made by him on his own account. This may also be de-
duced from the presence of a figure stamp at La Graufesenque, whose
handle is inscribed with his name". He may also have supplied others with
moulds'.
The end date of Acutus's activities is difficult o ascertain. Some vessels
from his workshop were found in Britain, but there is no certainty that hese
are all later than the invasion ofA.D. 43. From the forts which were con-
structed along the German limes, shortly before the middle of the 1st cen-
tury, no products ofAcutus are known, except from Valkenburg. All this evi-
dence suggests an end date of c. A.D. 40/45. The discovery of some cups
from his workshop in the Fosse de GalUcanus at La Graufesenque suggests,
however, that his products were still marketed as late as the middle of the
1st century.
Two ofAcutus's employees are known by name. The sources in both cases
are internal stamps: ACVTI / BILI.AR and ACVTI / COMA, respectively.
The second name in the first stamp is possibly that of Bilicatus, who also
produced sigillata under his own name. The combination AR at the end of
the stamp may stand for Arretinum or the like, and may be considered a
kind of advertisement (cf. p. 42). The full name of the potter mentioned
second in the other stamp is not known, but could be Comagius10. It is poss-
ible that the stamps reading C. OM also belong to this potter"
1. Oxe 1914, 68-73; Oswald 1931, 3 f. and 423.
2. Hermet 1934, 271.
3. Oxe 1936, 376 f.
4. Montans: Oxe 1914, Abb. 2, 6; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 1;
Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35, 25-31; Labrousse 1975, 61; Martin 1978,
248, fig. 5, 1; Martin 1981, 27; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A. La
Graufesenque: fig. 2.8, c; Oxe 1914, Abb. 3, 8-11; Balsan 1970, 101-
103.
5. The two bowls of Drag. 29 with stamps 'in corona', which were found
at Basel, and which Oxe attributed to Montans, were very probably
made at La Graufesenque (Oxe 1933, Taf. XII 48 and 54; cf. Martin
1978,256).
6. Knorr 1952, Taf. 1 A.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 1, 2.
8. Vemhet 1990-1991, 53.
9. A Drag. 29 of Bassus i, from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesen-
que, shows an impression of a mould signature which may belong to
Acutus (Mees 1995, 130, after Taf. 1, 2).
10. Schulze 1904, 20 and 288, note 2; Mocsy et al. 1983, 85; cf. Marichal
1988, no. 28, line 13, with the accompanying remarks.
11. See catalogue nos. C142-143.
A9 OFIC.ACVTI
R-dish RMO: VP*15a (fig. 6.37, a).
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque and
Silchester', among other places. All the impressions found up to now are on
standard and rouletted ishes. The rouletted ish from Vechten does not
have a groove around the stamp; neither do three of the four vessels with
this stamp from La Graufesenque. The absence of such a groove may be
characteristic of early rouletted ishes. Another emarkable feature of the
dish from Vechten is the large diameter of its footring, which measures 170
mm. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. May 1916, pl. LXXXI 3.
A10 OHC.ACVTI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*15b (fig. 6.29, a).
Dish PUG: 1947-79.
This stamp was also found on cups and on bowls of Drag. 29, at La
Graufesenque and Velsen 1, among other places. The Drag. 18 from
Vechten is shallow in comparison with its total diameter, which is a charac-
teristic of early dishes. The internal base of the vessel carries a double
groove, and the junction of the base and the wall is marked by offsets,
internally as well as externally. The most remarkable feature of this dish is
the rim, however, which carries a groove in its upper curve. According to
Oswald and Pryce, this is characteristic of vessels of the Claudian period';
in view of the profiles of both the dishes from Vechten, however, this stamp
ofAcutus is definitely earlier. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D.
20-40.
1. Oswald/Pryce 1920, 182.
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All OFIC.ACVTI
Halt. la RMO: VF*15 (fig. 6.22, b).
Ritt. 1 RMO: VF*15d.
Dish RMO: VF^15c;fl940/5.193.
At Nijmegen, this stamp was also found on a dish of Halt la. However, the
shape of its external wall diverges from the standard type'. In addition,
impressions were found at Camulodunum2 and Velsen 1, and on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen3. Another example is known from an early Ist-century
finds group at Argentomagus4. The bases of most of the dishes that bear this
stamp have double grooves. La Graufesenque [I]3, Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-
45.
1. Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 32; this is probably the vessel recorded by Oxe
(1914,71).
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E1, 2.
3. Haalebos/Verlinden 1975, pl. XLDC A 20.
4. Albert 1973, 108, pl. V 4, and 109, fig. 2 IV.
5. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 9.
A12 OF.ACVTI
Ritt.5 RMO: W934;VF935;VF*14;VP*14a;VF*14b;VF*14c.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP1544a; VP*14d.
This stamp occurs only on cups of forms Ritt. 5 and 8, and Drag. 24/25 and
27g'. The site list includes the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2 andVelsen I3. The
cups of form Drag. 24/25 from Vechten have large footrings with bevelled
contact surfaces, which indicates an early date; the same applies to the pres-
ence of this stamp on cups of Ritt. 5. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. The Drag. 18 recorded by Mary (1967, 156, 2) is actually an early
Drag. 24 (cf. idem, 174 and Abb. 6, 14).
2. HaalebosAfedinden 1975, pl. XLDC A 21.
3. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 40.
A13 OF.ACV
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-68.
Up to now, no parallels for this stamp have been found in a dated context.
The cup from Vechten has no noticeably early features. La Graufesenque
[2], Montans [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
A15 ACVTVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*13a.
Only three parallels for this stamp are known, on a Drag. 27g with a large
footring from La Graufesenque, on a cup from Asciburgium' and on a Ritt.
5 from Worms. The footring of the vessel from Vechten is large and has a
bevelled contact surface, so the stamp must be early. La Graufesenque [I],
Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. BechertAWerhoeven 1988, 22, 4.
A16 ACVTVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1546;VI i;VF*13;VF*13b.
As identical impressions were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and at Valkenburg, this must be one of the later stamps of
Acutus. Most impressions occur on cups, although at least one stamp was
found on a dish. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
A17 ACVTV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*12.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups with large, bevelled
footrings like the one from Vechten. The presence of an identical stamp at
Velsen 1 also argues an early date. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c.
A.D. 20-40.
A18 ACVTV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1579.
As yet, there are no good leads for the date of this stamp. The only known
parallel is a stamp from Bavay, on a Drag. 27. The cup from Vechten is of
the small variety and does not appear to be a particularly early example. La
Graufesenque [2], Montans [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
Adiutor
A19 ADIVTORP
A14 AC.VT.LM Dish RMO: VF*16.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1544.
The die with which this impression was made was used not only to stamp
bowls of Drag. 29, but also at least once to stamp a mould among its dec-
oration, as shown from the impression on a fragment of a Drag. 29 from
Augst'. The bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp also include an example from
Plesheybury which was allegedly found together with early bronze objects
imported from Italy2; the decoration of this vessel indicates a date before the
Claudian invasion of Britain3. The shape of the bowl from Vechten suggests
a slightly later date, however. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], c. A.D. 20-
45.
1. Mees 1995, 66 f. and Taf. 1, 1.
2. Simpson 1968a, 105.
3. Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XXVI 6; Hermet 1934, 271, fig. 6.
Only four other examples of this stamp are known, from Baden', London2,
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Richborough3.
These stamps were applied to dishes of Drag. 18 and 18R. Thus far, no other
stamps of this potter have been recorded. Judging by the context in which
the vessel from Nijmegen was found and by the shape of the dish from
Vechten, his activities may be dated to the Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Drack 1944, 174, Abb. 2, 2.
2. Walters 1908, 316, M1758.
3. Hayter 1949, 192, 181(A).
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lulius Aemilius
The cognomen of this potter is not entirely certain. In their most complete
form, the stamps read AEMILI. These letters could of course be considered
an abbreviation of Aemilianus, but it is preferable to interpret them as the
genitive ofAemilius'.
lulius Aemilius presumably also made moulds for decorated ware. At La
Graufesenque, at any rate, a fragment of a Drag. 37 was found with an
impression of the stamp AEMIL among the decoration, which was applied
retrograde in the mould. The vessel may be dated to the first half of the 2nd
century by its decoration2.
lulius Aemilius was one of the first potters who moved their workshops
from La Graufesenque to Banassac. To judge by the profiles of the vessels
he produced at La Graufesenque, the move did not take place much earlier
than A.D. 120.
1. For Aemilius as cognomen see Mocsy et al. 1983, 7.
2. Vemhet 1990-1991, 54; Mees 1995, 67 and Taf. 1, 4.
A20 OFIVLIAE[M]
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*1078/lh + f 1909/10.2.
Oswald attributed this stamp to lulianus and Temponnus, because he inter-
preted the E, with its upper horizontal stroke extended to the left, as a liga-
lure of T and E'. However, the same phenomenon can be seen in the F, so
little importance need be attached to it. Moreover, a fragment of a stamp
from a different die with the text [OPI?]VLIAEM was found at La
Graufesenque, and this does not show any trace of a ligature of T and E.
Both variants may therefore be attributed to lulius Aemilius.
The stamp from Vechten was applied with a die which was used both at
La Graufesenque and at Banassac, and which broke or became worn on
both ends during the period of its use, which eventually caused it to read
PWLIAEN.
At La Graufesenque, only impressions of the complete text were found, as
at Koninksem2 and Vechten, both of which sites are located in the distnbu-
tion area for sigillata from La Graufesenque3. Identical stamps were also
found at Lou Claoux", however, in the immediate vicinity of Banassac, as
well as in Pfiinz, where various stamps from Banassac were found5.
The sites where stamps were found from the period after the die was dam-
aged do not present a clear picture ither. Most known impressions from this
stage are from Banassac itself (fig. 2.14). An example from Rottweil prob-
ably also stems from this pottery7, as does one from Riemst8. Impressions of
the damaged ie were also found at Chester and Saalburg', however, where
one would not normally expect o find the products of Banassac (cf. p. 30 f.)
On current evidence, it is impossible to ascertain when the die was dam-
aged, or when it was moved from La Graufesenque to Banassac. Chemical
analysis will have to determine the provenance of the vessels found outside
the kiln sites. Until chemical evidence proves otherwise, however, it may be
assumed that the vessel from Vechten was made at La Graufesenque. The
shape of this rouletted ish indicates a very late date. The presence of an
identical stamp at Pfunz is completely in accordance with this. La Graufe-
senque [I], Banassac [1 or 2],c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Oswald 1931, 150.
2. De SchaetzenWanderhoeven 1964, 66, pl. VII 19.
3. It should be noted that some vessels from Banassac were found in the
Koninksem area (De Schaetzeru'Vanderhoeven 1964, 71, pl. XII 44;
Vanderhoeven 1976a, 20, fig. 3, 2-5, and 21, fig. 4, 13).
4. Boudon et al. 1988, 12.
5. ORL B73, Taf. VIII A 60. Definitely from Banassac are the stamps
reading OF.GDP and RVHNVS (Taf. VIII A 50 and 127). The stamp
OFCAILVII (Taf. VIII A 24) might also be from Banassac (cf. cata-
logue no. C25*).
6. Andre 1869, 28; De Mortillet 1879, 36; Vialettes 1894-1899. 28 and
pl. I; Morel 1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 563; Vigarie t al. 1961,15;
Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 5; Hofmann 1966, 43, 7; Hofmann 1970, 7,
fig. 3; Peyre 1975, 39, 1, and 40, 4; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108 fig. 10;
Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14, and 37, fig. 16. There are at least seven
vessels in the depot at La Canourgue, the majority of them from the
Morel collection.
7. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXH 307.
8. Vanderhoeven 1976a, 21, fig. 4, 13.
9. ORL A3, 180, 133, with a reference to the stamps from Rottweil and
Pfiinz.
A21 AEMIL<I>
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VP*17a.
VF2001.
If the number of known impressions is a reflection of the time a die was in
use, the die with which these stamps were made may be assumed to have
broken fairly quickly. As it happens, vessels which bear the text AEMILI
retrograde are rarer than examples reading AEMIL. Stamps with the com-
plete text were found at Doncaster', and in a pit at Richborough whose con-
tents are dated to A.D. 80-1102. A late date for the shorter version is also
suggested by the presence of parallels at Corbridge, EchzelP and Friedberg.
La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Dickinson 1986a, 122 f., 38.
2. Hayter 1949, 192, 182(A). For another vessel with the complete text
see Umer-Astholz 1946, Taf. 65, 1; a probably identical impression is
known from La Graufesenque (Albenque 1951, 181, fig.5, 1).
3. ORLB18, 18, 2.
A22 AEMILI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1238: VP*1303.
No parallels for this stamp are known from a dated context. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten suggest a date around the end of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
Agedillus
A23 AGEDILVP
Drag. 33a RMO: VF1537.
Unlike what one would assume at first sight, this stamp does not read
AGEDILVS but AGEDILVP. The absence of an S in front of F(ecit) is
remarkable but not unique, as shown by the stamp LVPERCV. FE'.
Agedillus is one of the lesser known potters from La Graufesenque. The
stamp from Vechten, attributed by Oswald to a Central Gaulish namesake2,
was twice found on form Drag. 24/25, which constitutes an initial ead to
the date of his activities. A second clue is supplied by the occurrence of this
potter's name in several dockets from the times of Nero and Vespasian3. As
Agedillus eems to have used only one die, and no impressions from a dated
context are known, the exact date of the cup from Vechten can only be de
duced from its shape. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Catalogue no. L35.
2. Oswald 1931, 7. This Agedillus worked not only at Lezoux,but at Les
Martres-de-Veyre as well (Terrisse 1968, pl. LII).
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 2, 11, 19 and 35.
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Albanus
Judging by the presence of some of his products at Camulodunum1 and in
period 3 at Valkenburg2, Albanus must ah-eady have been active under Nero.
That the start of his activities hould be dated to the Tiberian period, as
Oswald assumed3, is improbable. This hypothesis was probably prompted
by the confusion of the products ofAlbanus of La Graufesenque with those
of a namesake who worked at Montans and Valery".
At La Graufesenque, the name of Albanus was found not only in stamps,
but also in a large number of dockets from the times of Nero and Vespasian5.
His entire production was probably restricted to this period. No vessels
from the workshop ofAlbanus were found at the Agricolan forts m Britain.
The same is tme of the fortifications built in Germany under Domitian. His
activities must have ceased around A.D. 80, therefore, unless he may be
identified with C. Valerius Albanus'.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 46, identified as a stamp ofAmabilis.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 144.
3. Oswald 1931, 9 and 423.
4. Montana: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 4; Gallia 38, 1980, 500.
Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 9, 12; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 1; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 1.
5. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 4, 9, 12-15, 23, 74 and 88-89; the name
Albanus also occurs in a docket found in 1991, inscribed on a Drag.
18R with a stamp of Cosius Rufinus (BemonWemhet 1992-1993).
6. See catalogue nos. A27-28.
A24 OFALBANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1533; VF1533a; VF1637; VP*lx;VF*26;
VF*26a; VF*26d; VF*26e.
Originally, the die with which the impressions atVechten were made had an
almost rectangular face. The 0 at the beginning of the text was still com-
pletely legible, and there was about as much space behind the I as in front
of it. Since stamps in this form were found at Castleford and Rottweil, the
die must not have been modified to the shape seen on the cups from Vechten
until the Flavian period. Examples of this version were found at Rheingon-
heim' and in a context dated A.D. 60-75/80 at Verulamium2. Therefore, the
modification of the die must have taken place early under Vespasian. The
site list for the altered version includes Carlisle, Nijmegen-west3 and York.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 4.
2. Hartley 1972b, 223, S6.
3. Brunsting 1937, 53, WW203.
A25 OFALBANI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VP*26b.
VF1532; VF*2(
VP24 (60).
:; VF*26f.
The presence of parallels at Nijmegen-west and in period 4 at Valkenburg'
suggests that vessels with this stamp stem mainly from the Flavian period.
Since impressions were found on cups of Drag. 24/25 at La Graufesenque
and Vechten, however, the possibility should be taken into account hat the
die was already in use under Nero. The traces of burning on the vessel num-
bered VF*26f could have been caused during the Batavian revolt in A.D.
69/70, therefore. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 360, identified as a stamp ofAquitanus.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 2a.
A26 OFALBAN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*38.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on dishes of Drag. 18. The site list
includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Rottweil';
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXK 1.
C. Valerius Albanus
According to Oswald, the stamps listed here under numbers A27 and A28
should be attributed to a joint venture of two potters, Valerius and Albanus'.
It is much more logical, however, to consider the tria nomina of a single pot-
ter, C. Valerius Albanus.
From his use of the ligatures AL and AN. C. Valerius Albanus might be
identified with the Albanus discussed above. The difference in the dates of
the products of Albanus and Valerius Albanus could be explained by as-
suming thatAlbanus did not obtain Roman citizenship until some time after
the start of his activities. An argument against he identification ofAlbanus
with Valerius Albanus is the fact that, unlike m the stamps of the former, no
officina is mentioned in the stamps of Valerius Albanus, although their
length would allow such ah addition.
C. Valerius Albanus also made a stylisdcally homogeneous group of moulds
for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37. His activities as a mould-maker may be dated
to the last decades of the 1st century2
1. Oswald 1931, 324 and 428.
2. Mees 1995, 67 f. and Taf. 2-3.
A27 C.WL.ALBAN
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*25; VF*25c.
VF*25a; VF*25b.
Most impressions of the die used for these vessels occur on dishes of Drag.
18, although some examples on cups of Drag. 27 and bowls of Drag. 29 are
known. The presence of parallels at Cardean, Chester, the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen, Richborough' and RottweiP, and in the wrecked ship Culip
IV3, suggests a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Pryce 1949, pl. LXXX 44, from a pit whose contents are dated A.D.
75-85.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXK 2-5; Planck 1975, 252, Abb. 34, 6.
3. Nieto et al. 1989, 170, fig. 120, and 171, fig. 122.
A28 GVAL.ALB
Drag. 27g RMO:. VF1981;VF*22;nona(2ex.).
The die that was applied to the vessels from Vechten was also used to stamp
cups of service E, among others'. Impressions on cups of Drag. 24 have
been recorded as well, but they could be erroneously identified base frag-
ments. The bases of cups of Drag. 24 from around A.D. 70 are often decep-
lively similar to those of cups of Drag. 27, which makes it easy to confuse
them. This is especially tme of small examples. As it happens, both the cups
from Vechten and the four examples unearthed at La Graufesenque are of
the small variety. The presence of an identical stamp at WilderspooP is also
more consistent with the production of service E than with that of Drag.
24/25. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-95.
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lulius Aemilius
The cognomen of this potter is not entirely certain. In their most complete
form, the stamps read AEMILI. These letters could of course be considered
an abbreviation of Aemilianus, but it is preferable to interpret them as the
genitive ofAemilius'.
lulius Aemilius presumably also made moulds for decorated ware. At La
Graufesenque, at any rate, a fragment of a Drag. 37 was found with an
impression of the stamp AEMIL among the decoration, which was applied
retrograde in the mould. The vessel may be dated to the first half of the 2nd
century by its decoration2.
lulius Aemilius was one of the first potters who moved their workshops
from La Graufesenque to Banassac. To judge by the profiles of the vessels
he produced at La Graufesenque, the move did not take place much earlier
than A.D. 120.
1. For Aemilius as cognomen see Mocsy et al. 1983, 7.
2. Vemhet 1990-1991, 54; Mees 1995, 67 and Taf. 1, 4.
A20 OFIVLIAE[M]
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*1078/lh + f 1909/10.2.
Oswald attributed this stamp to lulianus and Temponnus, because he inter-
preted the E, with its upper horizontal stroke extended to the left, as a liga-
lure of T and E'. However, the same phenomenon can be seen in the F, so
little importance need be attached to it. Moreover, a fragment of a stamp
from a different die with the text [OPI?]VLIAEM was found at La
Graufesenque, and this does not show any trace of a ligature of T and E.
Both variants may therefore be attributed to lulius Aemilius.
The stamp from Vechten was applied with a die which was used both at
La Graufesenque and at Banassac, and which broke or became worn on
both ends during the period of its use, which eventually caused it to read
PWLIAEN.
At La Graufesenque, only impressions of the complete text were found, as
at Koninksem2 and Vechten, both of which sites are located in the distnbu-
tion area for sigillata from La Graufesenque3. Identical stamps were also
found at Lou Claoux", however, in the immediate vicinity of Banassac, as
well as in Pfiinz, where various stamps from Banassac were found5.
The sites where stamps were found from the period after the die was dam-
aged do not present a clear picture ither. Most known impressions from this
stage are from Banassac itself (fig. 2.14). An example from Rottweil prob-
ably also stems from this pottery7, as does one from Riemst8. Impressions of
the damaged ie were also found at Chester and Saalburg', however, where
one would not normally expect o find the products of Banassac (cf. p. 30 f.)
On current evidence, it is impossible to ascertain when the die was dam-
aged, or when it was moved from La Graufesenque to Banassac. Chemical
analysis will have to determine the provenance of the vessels found outside
the kiln sites. Until chemical evidence proves otherwise, however, it may be
assumed that the vessel from Vechten was made at La Graufesenque. The
shape of this rouletted ish indicates a very late date. The presence of an
identical stamp at Pfunz is completely in accordance with this. La Graufe-
senque [I], Banassac [1 or 2],c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Oswald 1931, 150.
2. De SchaetzenWanderhoeven 1964, 66, pl. VII 19.
3. It should be noted that some vessels from Banassac were found in the
Koninksem area (De Schaetzeru'Vanderhoeven 1964, 71, pl. XII 44;
Vanderhoeven 1976a, 20, fig. 3, 2-5, and 21, fig. 4, 13).
4. Boudon et al. 1988, 12.
5. ORL B73, Taf. VIII A 60. Definitely from Banassac are the stamps
reading OF.GDP and RVHNVS (Taf. VIII A 50 and 127). The stamp
OFCAILVII (Taf. VIII A 24) might also be from Banassac (cf. cata-
logue no. C25*).
6. Andre 1869, 28; De Mortillet 1879, 36; Vialettes 1894-1899. 28 and
pl. I; Morel 1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 563; Vigarie t al. 1961,15;
Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 5; Hofmann 1966, 43, 7; Hofmann 1970, 7,
fig. 3; Peyre 1975, 39, 1, and 40, 4; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108 fig. 10;
Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14, and 37, fig. 16. There are at least seven
vessels in the depot at La Canourgue, the majority of them from the
Morel collection.
7. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXH 307.
8. Vanderhoeven 1976a, 21, fig. 4, 13.
9. ORL A3, 180, 133, with a reference to the stamps from Rottweil and
Pfiinz.
A21 AEMIL<I>
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VP*17a.
VF2001.
If the number of known impressions is a reflection of the time a die was in
use, the die with which these stamps were made may be assumed to have
broken fairly quickly. As it happens, vessels which bear the text AEMILI
retrograde are rarer than examples reading AEMIL. Stamps with the com-
plete text were found at Doncaster', and in a pit at Richborough whose con-
tents are dated to A.D. 80-1102. A late date for the shorter version is also
suggested by the presence of parallels at Corbridge, EchzelP and Friedberg.
La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Dickinson 1986a, 122 f., 38.
2. Hayter 1949, 192, 182(A). For another vessel with the complete text
see Umer-Astholz 1946, Taf. 65, 1; a probably identical impression is
known from La Graufesenque (Albenque 1951, 181, fig.5, 1).
3. ORLB18, 18, 2.
A22 AEMILI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1238: VP*1303.
No parallels for this stamp are known from a dated context. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten suggest a date around the end of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
Agedillus
A23 AGEDILVP
Drag. 33a RMO: VF1537.
Unlike what one would assume at first sight, this stamp does not read
AGEDILVS but AGEDILVP. The absence of an S in front of F(ecit) is
remarkable but not unique, as shown by the stamp LVPERCV. FE'.
Agedillus is one of the lesser known potters from La Graufesenque. The
stamp from Vechten, attributed by Oswald to a Central Gaulish namesake2,
was twice found on form Drag. 24/25, which constitutes an initial ead to
the date of his activities. A second clue is supplied by the occurrence of this
potter's name in several dockets from the times of Nero and Vespasian3. As
Agedillus eems to have used only one die, and no impressions from a dated
context are known, the exact date of the cup from Vechten can only be de
duced from its shape. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Catalogue no. L35.
2. Oswald 1931, 7. This Agedillus worked not only at Lezoux,but at Les
Martres-de-Veyre as well (Terrisse 1968, pl. LII).
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 2, 11, 19 and 35.
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Albanus
Judging by the presence of some of his products at Camulodunum1 and in
period 3 at Valkenburg2, Albanus must ah-eady have been active under Nero.
That the start of his activities hould be dated to the Tiberian period, as
Oswald assumed3, is improbable. This hypothesis was probably prompted
by the confusion of the products ofAlbanus of La Graufesenque with those
of a namesake who worked at Montans and Valery".
At La Graufesenque, the name of Albanus was found not only in stamps,
but also in a large number of dockets from the times of Nero and Vespasian5.
His entire production was probably restricted to this period. No vessels
from the workshop ofAlbanus were found at the Agricolan forts m Britain.
The same is tme of the fortifications built in Germany under Domitian. His
activities must have ceased around A.D. 80, therefore, unless he may be
identified with C. Valerius Albanus'.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 46, identified as a stamp ofAmabilis.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 144.
3. Oswald 1931, 9 and 423.
4. Montana: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 4; Gallia 38, 1980, 500.
Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 9, 12; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 1; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 1.
5. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 4, 9, 12-15, 23, 74 and 88-89; the name
Albanus also occurs in a docket found in 1991, inscribed on a Drag.
18R with a stamp of Cosius Rufinus (BemonWemhet 1992-1993).
6. See catalogue nos. A27-28.
A24 OFALBANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1533; VF1533a; VF1637; VP*lx;VF*26;
VF*26a; VF*26d; VF*26e.
Originally, the die with which the impressions atVechten were made had an
almost rectangular face. The 0 at the beginning of the text was still com-
pletely legible, and there was about as much space behind the I as in front
of it. Since stamps in this form were found at Castleford and Rottweil, the
die must not have been modified to the shape seen on the cups from Vechten
until the Flavian period. Examples of this version were found at Rheingon-
heim' and in a context dated A.D. 60-75/80 at Verulamium2. Therefore, the
modification of the die must have taken place early under Vespasian. The
site list for the altered version includes Carlisle, Nijmegen-west3 and York.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 4.
2. Hartley 1972b, 223, S6.
3. Brunsting 1937, 53, WW203.
A25 OFALBANI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VP*26b.
VF1532; VF*2(
VP24 (60).
:; VF*26f.
The presence of parallels at Nijmegen-west and in period 4 at Valkenburg'
suggests that vessels with this stamp stem mainly from the Flavian period.
Since impressions were found on cups of Drag. 24/25 at La Graufesenque
and Vechten, however, the possibility should be taken into account hat the
die was already in use under Nero. The traces of burning on the vessel num-
bered VF*26f could have been caused during the Batavian revolt in A.D.
69/70, therefore. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 360, identified as a stamp ofAquitanus.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 2a.
A26 OFALBAN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*38.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on dishes of Drag. 18. The site list
includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Rottweil';
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXK 1.
C. Valerius Albanus
According to Oswald, the stamps listed here under numbers A27 and A28
should be attributed to a joint venture of two potters, Valerius and Albanus'.
It is much more logical, however, to consider the tria nomina of a single pot-
ter, C. Valerius Albanus.
From his use of the ligatures AL and AN. C. Valerius Albanus might be
identified with the Albanus discussed above. The difference in the dates of
the products of Albanus and Valerius Albanus could be explained by as-
suming thatAlbanus did not obtain Roman citizenship until some time after
the start of his activities. An argument against he identification ofAlbanus
with Valerius Albanus is the fact that, unlike m the stamps of the former, no
officina is mentioned in the stamps of Valerius Albanus, although their
length would allow such ah addition.
C. Valerius Albanus also made a stylisdcally homogeneous group of moulds
for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37. His activities as a mould-maker may be dated
to the last decades of the 1st century2
1. Oswald 1931, 324 and 428.
2. Mees 1995, 67 f. and Taf. 2-3.
A27 C.WL.ALBAN
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*25; VF*25c.
VF*25a; VF*25b.
Most impressions of the die used for these vessels occur on dishes of Drag.
18, although some examples on cups of Drag. 27 and bowls of Drag. 29 are
known. The presence of parallels at Cardean, Chester, the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen, Richborough' and RottweiP, and in the wrecked ship Culip
IV3, suggests a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Pryce 1949, pl. LXXX 44, from a pit whose contents are dated A.D.
75-85.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXK 2-5; Planck 1975, 252, Abb. 34, 6.
3. Nieto et al. 1989, 170, fig. 120, and 171, fig. 122.
A28 GVAL.ALB
Drag. 27g RMO:. VF1981;VF*22;nona(2ex.).
The die that was applied to the vessels from Vechten was also used to stamp
cups of service E, among others'. Impressions on cups of Drag. 24 have
been recorded as well, but they could be erroneously identified base frag-
ments. The bases of cups of Drag. 24 from around A.D. 70 are often decep-
lively similar to those of cups of Drag. 27, which makes it easy to confuse
them. This is especially tme of small examples. As it happens, both the cups
from Vechten and the four examples unearthed at La Graufesenque are of
the small variety. The presence of an identical stamp at WilderspooP is also
more consistent with the production of service E than with that of Drag.
24/25. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-95.
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1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 12.
2. Dickinson 1992, 120, S6.
3. See note 1.
Albinus
Albinus probably started the production of sigillata under his own name
around A.D. 40. One of his stamps was found at Velsen 1', another on bowls
of Drag. 29 from Bregenz and Verulamium with decorative schemes un-
likely to be later than Tiberian2. The majority of Albinus's products stem
from the time ofNero, however3. This also holds for the moulds of Drag. 29
and 30 signed by him, although some may be of a slightly later date4; one
of Albinus's moulds was used by Peregrinus5. Thus far, only a few stamps
with his name have been found in Flavian contexts, so his activities may be
assumed to have come to an end around A.D. 80. The name of Albinus
occurs not only in internal stamps and mould signatures, but also in two
dockets from La Graufesenque'.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 42.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 1 A-B; Creep 1980-1982, 06, fig. 1.
3. See e.g. Richardson 1944, 100, fig. 9, 5-5a (Verulamium, from the
burnt layer which was fanned inA.D. 61); May 1930, 254, grave 8/68
(Colchester, with stamps ofAquitanus and Scotnus).
4. Mees 1995, 68 and Taf. 4-5.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 5, 2.
6. Marichal 1988, nos. 1 and 13.
A29 OF.ALBIN[I]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1564.
So far, the only examples of this stamp with letters of comparable clarity
have come from La Graufesenque, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18; some
of these have double grooves in their basal interiors, so they are probably
earlier than A.D. 60.
The die that was used for these impressions gradually wore off on all sides,
which caused the empty space above and around the text o disappear quite
rapidly. Impressions in which the letters have been partly lost in the frame
occur not only on dishes but also on cups, of Drag. 24 and Ritt. 8 and 9,
among others. The site list includes Colchester Pottery Shop II', the deposit
of Narbonne-La Nautique2 and period I at Zwammerdam3. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Millett 1987, 113.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 6.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 6.
A31 OF.ALBIN
A30 OF.ALBINI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1536.
PUG: 1457.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. Since it occurs on
cups of Drag. 24/25 and Ritt. 8 and 9, it may be assumed to be pre-Flavian.
Another indication for such a date is provided by the profiles of the cups
from Vechten and of some sixty examples from La Graufesenque, most of
which are of Drag. 27g. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF1641: VF3007.
Vel926/5.
VF1642;VF*la;VF*lxx.
691.
Vel920.17.
The best impressions from Vechten are on cups of Drag. 24/25 which are of
the medium-sized variety. The other cups, all of which are small, show imp-
rints with unclear exb-emities, as if the die had become worn when these
cups were stamped. Some thirty vessels from La Graufesenque present the
same picture. This indicates that he die was initially used for medium-sized
cups, and not until ater for small ones - probably by an employee who was
lower in the hierarchy and had to settle for a worn die.
Although dozens of parallels are known, there are few leads for dating. The
deposit ofNarbonne-La Nautique contained a dozen impressions on cups of
Drag. 24 and 27'. The presence of an impression in the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen suggests that he die was still in use in the Flavian period, but as
this occurs on a vessel of Ritt. 9 it may well have been in use for a long time
before it was lost. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 7.
A32 ALBD4I
Drag.18 RMO: no no. (fig. 6.18, a).
A few dozen identical stamps were found in the waste of the large kiln at
La Graufesenque. They had all been applied to dishes of Drag. 18, with the
exception of a single vessel of Drag. 15/17'; fifteen of the dishes are of the
small variety, like the vessel from Vechten. The kiln is assumed to have
come into use around A.D. 80, so this stamp definitely belongs partly to the
Flavian period. The same conclusion may be drawn from the presence of
examples in the vicus at Castleford and the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen. The dish from Vechten was burnt, perhaps during the
Batavian revolt. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Vemhetl981,31, fig. 5, 3.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 3a; see also note 1.
A.33 [A]LBINI
Dish RMO: VF1562a.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known. Two were applied to
dishes of Drag. 15/17, from Asciburgium' and Valkenburg; the third is on a
Drag. 27g from Vetera. The internal base of the dish from Vechten, like the
one from Asciburgium, has double grooves, which renders a date long after
the beginning of the Neronian period highly unlikely. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 22, 7.
A34 ALBIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*30.
Thus far this stamp is unique. The shape of the cup suggests a date shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
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C. Exomnius Albinus
A35 CEX.AL[BD4I]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1561.
Drag. 18 RMO: H940/5.92.
This stamp is usually read as SEX.ALBANI, and attributed to Sextus
Albanus, a potter of whom no other stamps are known'. The first letter is
definitely not an S, but a C or a G. The right-hand end of the stamp, which
is missing from the Vechten example, is always unclear, but the limited
space between the B and the second I constitutes an argument in favour of
the interpretation ALBINI. Although no stop is visible between the first two
letters of the stamp, it is plausible that it reflects a potter's tria nomina;
names starting with Cex- or Gex- are very rare, if known at all2. Gentilicia
that start with Ex- are not very numerous either; Exomnius is the least rare3,
so it deserves preference above a dozen other possibilities.
The stamp occurs not only on dishes, but also on cups, e.g. of Drag. 24/25.
The pre-Flavian date to be deduced from this evidence is confirmed by the
presence of a number of parallels, among other places at Colchester*, in the
Erdlager at Hofheim5, and in period I at Zwammerdam'. So far, no stamps
have been found at La Graufesenque, but the distribution area of the vessels
leaves no doubt about their provenance.
Although this stamp dates from the same period as most vessels by the pot-
ter Albinus, it is not certain that Albinus should be equated wiht C.
Exomnius Albinus. An argument against such a hypothesis is that in stamps
ofAlbinus, comparable in length to the stamp of C. Exomnius Albinus, an
officina is mentioned rather than a praenomen and a gentilicium. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Oswald (1931, 9) gives two stamps, SEX.ALBANI and SEX.ALBAN,
but they are undoubtedly impressions of the same die.
2. Mocsyetal. 1983,76:Cexa.
3. Schulze 1904, 22; Mocsy et al. 1983, 121 f.
4. Dannell 1966, 59, read as CEX. ALBY, from the burnt layer fanned
during the Boudiccan revolt in A.D. 61.
5. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 135.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 5.
Albus
Since one of the stamps of Albus occurs on a Ritt. 5, he must have started
production around A.D. 40, at the latest. One of his products was found at
Xanten, in a grave which also contained sigillata of Labio and Vapuso and
a coin of Caligula'. Albus made cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, so there
can be no doubt that he was active mainly during the pre-Flavian period.
There are indications, however, that his activides continued into the Flavian
period, as some vessels of Albus have been unearthed in places where oc-
cupation did not begin until the Havian period.
Among the moulds which Albus used for the production of bowls of Drag.
29 were some which were also used by Ardacus, Gallicanus, Genialis,
Germanus, Macer and Vapuso2. At La Graufesenque, the name Albus was
found in two dockets'.
1. Hinz 1984, 311-313, Herbrand grave 9, and Taf. 121, 11.
2. Mees 1995, 211, right column and 212 f., Liste D.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 24 and 27
A36 OFALBI
This stamp of Albus is frequently found in early Flavian contexts, such as
Castleford, the legionary fortresses at Chester' and Nijmegen2, and York.
Therefore, it must be one of his later stamps. Since identical impressions are
known on dishes of Drag. 16 (cf. fig. 6.26, h), the die may already have been
in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1.
2.
Hartley 1981, 243.
Brunsting 1952, 8.
A37 ALBVS.FE
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
VF*37a.
1947-365.
VF*37;VF*37b;VF*1416.
VF1567;VF1568.
); VF*37c (Knorr 1919, Taf. 5 B); no no.,
fl940/5.111.
1947-381.
Dish
Drag. 33a
RMO:
RMO:
The difference in clarity between the impressions listed above suggests that
the die with which they were made was initially used for bowls of form
Drag. 29, and not until ater for other types. Most bowls of Drag. 29 have
double grooves around their stamps, and decorative schemes which belong
to the period of Claudius or Nero'.
The site record for these stamps includes Aislingen2, Camulodunum3 and
period 1 at VaUcenburg4. In a grave at Mainz, a Drag. 27g with this stamp
was found with vessels of Bassus i, Lentulus and Vitalis i5, among others.
At La Graufesenque, an impression was found on a Drag. 18 which contains
a fragment of a docket". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 57, 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 2; Vanderhoeven
1976b, 11, Taf. 36/263; Haalebos 1977, Taf. 31, 13.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. HI 2 and XIII 3-4.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLH 45.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 147.
5. Stumpel 1978/1979, 352, Abb. 41, 12.
6. Marichal 1988, no. 24.
A37* ALIVS.FI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1572a; W1573; W*44a; VF*45; VF*45a;
VF*510; VF*1071; VF*1220; no no.;
fl940/5.111.
PUG: Vel922/8.
At some stage, several etters of the die with which the impressions listed
under no. A37 were made became partly filled with clay. This produced
ALIVS.N instead of ALBVS.FE from that time onwards. As a result,
impressions from this stage are often erroneously attributed to a certain
Al(l)ius, who allegedly worked at Lezoux'.
It is not easy to ascertain when the die underwent the above-mentioned
changes, nor how long it was in use. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest hat vessels with this version of the stamp were already being mar-
keted under Nero. The presence of an impression in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen indicates that the die was still in use in the
Flavian period, although probably not for long. La Graufesenque [I]2, c.
A.D. 60-75.
1. Oswald 1931, 13.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 4.
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1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 12.
2. Dickinson 1992, 120, S6.
3. See note 1.
Albinus
Albinus probably started the production of sigillata under his own name
around A.D. 40. One of his stamps was found at Velsen 1', another on bowls
of Drag. 29 from Bregenz and Verulamium with decorative schemes un-
likely to be later than Tiberian2. The majority of Albinus's products stem
from the time ofNero, however3. This also holds for the moulds of Drag. 29
and 30 signed by him, although some may be of a slightly later date4; one
of Albinus's moulds was used by Peregrinus5. Thus far, only a few stamps
with his name have been found in Flavian contexts, so his activities may be
assumed to have come to an end around A.D. 80. The name of Albinus
occurs not only in internal stamps and mould signatures, but also in two
dockets from La Graufesenque'.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 42.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 1 A-B; Creep 1980-1982, 06, fig. 1.
3. See e.g. Richardson 1944, 100, fig. 9, 5-5a (Verulamium, from the
burnt layer which was fanned inA.D. 61); May 1930, 254, grave 8/68
(Colchester, with stamps ofAquitanus and Scotnus).
4. Mees 1995, 68 and Taf. 4-5.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 5, 2.
6. Marichal 1988, nos. 1 and 13.
A29 OF.ALBIN[I]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1564.
So far, the only examples of this stamp with letters of comparable clarity
have come from La Graufesenque, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18; some
of these have double grooves in their basal interiors, so they are probably
earlier than A.D. 60.
The die that was used for these impressions gradually wore off on all sides,
which caused the empty space above and around the text o disappear quite
rapidly. Impressions in which the letters have been partly lost in the frame
occur not only on dishes but also on cups, of Drag. 24 and Ritt. 8 and 9,
among others. The site list includes Colchester Pottery Shop II', the deposit
of Narbonne-La Nautique2 and period I at Zwammerdam3. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Millett 1987, 113.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 6.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 6.
A31 OF.ALBIN
A30 OF.ALBINI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1536.
PUG: 1457.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. Since it occurs on
cups of Drag. 24/25 and Ritt. 8 and 9, it may be assumed to be pre-Flavian.
Another indication for such a date is provided by the profiles of the cups
from Vechten and of some sixty examples from La Graufesenque, most of
which are of Drag. 27g. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF1641: VF3007.
Vel926/5.
VF1642;VF*la;VF*lxx.
691.
Vel920.17.
The best impressions from Vechten are on cups of Drag. 24/25 which are of
the medium-sized variety. The other cups, all of which are small, show imp-
rints with unclear exb-emities, as if the die had become worn when these
cups were stamped. Some thirty vessels from La Graufesenque present the
same picture. This indicates that he die was initially used for medium-sized
cups, and not until ater for small ones - probably by an employee who was
lower in the hierarchy and had to settle for a worn die.
Although dozens of parallels are known, there are few leads for dating. The
deposit ofNarbonne-La Nautique contained a dozen impressions on cups of
Drag. 24 and 27'. The presence of an impression in the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen suggests that he die was still in use in the Flavian period, but as
this occurs on a vessel of Ritt. 9 it may well have been in use for a long time
before it was lost. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 7.
A32 ALBD4I
Drag.18 RMO: no no. (fig. 6.18, a).
A few dozen identical stamps were found in the waste of the large kiln at
La Graufesenque. They had all been applied to dishes of Drag. 18, with the
exception of a single vessel of Drag. 15/17'; fifteen of the dishes are of the
small variety, like the vessel from Vechten. The kiln is assumed to have
come into use around A.D. 80, so this stamp definitely belongs partly to the
Flavian period. The same conclusion may be drawn from the presence of
examples in the vicus at Castleford and the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen. The dish from Vechten was burnt, perhaps during the
Batavian revolt. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Vemhetl981,31, fig. 5, 3.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 3a; see also note 1.
A.33 [A]LBINI
Dish RMO: VF1562a.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known. Two were applied to
dishes of Drag. 15/17, from Asciburgium' and Valkenburg; the third is on a
Drag. 27g from Vetera. The internal base of the dish from Vechten, like the
one from Asciburgium, has double grooves, which renders a date long after
the beginning of the Neronian period highly unlikely. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 22, 7.
A34 ALBIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*30.
Thus far this stamp is unique. The shape of the cup suggests a date shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
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C. Exomnius Albinus
A35 CEX.AL[BD4I]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1561.
Drag. 18 RMO: H940/5.92.
This stamp is usually read as SEX.ALBANI, and attributed to Sextus
Albanus, a potter of whom no other stamps are known'. The first letter is
definitely not an S, but a C or a G. The right-hand end of the stamp, which
is missing from the Vechten example, is always unclear, but the limited
space between the B and the second I constitutes an argument in favour of
the interpretation ALBINI. Although no stop is visible between the first two
letters of the stamp, it is plausible that it reflects a potter's tria nomina;
names starting with Cex- or Gex- are very rare, if known at all2. Gentilicia
that start with Ex- are not very numerous either; Exomnius is the least rare3,
so it deserves preference above a dozen other possibilities.
The stamp occurs not only on dishes, but also on cups, e.g. of Drag. 24/25.
The pre-Flavian date to be deduced from this evidence is confirmed by the
presence of a number of parallels, among other places at Colchester*, in the
Erdlager at Hofheim5, and in period I at Zwammerdam'. So far, no stamps
have been found at La Graufesenque, but the distribution area of the vessels
leaves no doubt about their provenance.
Although this stamp dates from the same period as most vessels by the pot-
ter Albinus, it is not certain that Albinus should be equated wiht C.
Exomnius Albinus. An argument against such a hypothesis is that in stamps
ofAlbinus, comparable in length to the stamp of C. Exomnius Albinus, an
officina is mentioned rather than a praenomen and a gentilicium. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Oswald (1931, 9) gives two stamps, SEX.ALBANI and SEX.ALBAN,
but they are undoubtedly impressions of the same die.
2. Mocsyetal. 1983,76:Cexa.
3. Schulze 1904, 22; Mocsy et al. 1983, 121 f.
4. Dannell 1966, 59, read as CEX. ALBY, from the burnt layer fanned
during the Boudiccan revolt in A.D. 61.
5. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 135.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 5.
Albus
Since one of the stamps of Albus occurs on a Ritt. 5, he must have started
production around A.D. 40, at the latest. One of his products was found at
Xanten, in a grave which also contained sigillata of Labio and Vapuso and
a coin of Caligula'. Albus made cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, so there
can be no doubt that he was active mainly during the pre-Flavian period.
There are indications, however, that his activides continued into the Flavian
period, as some vessels of Albus have been unearthed in places where oc-
cupation did not begin until the Havian period.
Among the moulds which Albus used for the production of bowls of Drag.
29 were some which were also used by Ardacus, Gallicanus, Genialis,
Germanus, Macer and Vapuso2. At La Graufesenque, the name Albus was
found in two dockets'.
1. Hinz 1984, 311-313, Herbrand grave 9, and Taf. 121, 11.
2. Mees 1995, 211, right column and 212 f., Liste D.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 24 and 27
A36 OFALBI
This stamp of Albus is frequently found in early Flavian contexts, such as
Castleford, the legionary fortresses at Chester' and Nijmegen2, and York.
Therefore, it must be one of his later stamps. Since identical impressions are
known on dishes of Drag. 16 (cf. fig. 6.26, h), the die may already have been
in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1.
2.
Hartley 1981, 243.
Brunsting 1952, 8.
A37 ALBVS.FE
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
VF*37a.
1947-365.
VF*37;VF*37b;VF*1416.
VF1567;VF1568.
); VF*37c (Knorr 1919, Taf. 5 B); no no.,
fl940/5.111.
1947-381.
Dish
Drag. 33a
RMO:
RMO:
The difference in clarity between the impressions listed above suggests that
the die with which they were made was initially used for bowls of form
Drag. 29, and not until ater for other types. Most bowls of Drag. 29 have
double grooves around their stamps, and decorative schemes which belong
to the period of Claudius or Nero'.
The site record for these stamps includes Aislingen2, Camulodunum3 and
period 1 at VaUcenburg4. In a grave at Mainz, a Drag. 27g with this stamp
was found with vessels of Bassus i, Lentulus and Vitalis i5, among others.
At La Graufesenque, an impression was found on a Drag. 18 which contains
a fragment of a docket". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 57, 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 2; Vanderhoeven
1976b, 11, Taf. 36/263; Haalebos 1977, Taf. 31, 13.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. HI 2 and XIII 3-4.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLH 45.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 147.
5. Stumpel 1978/1979, 352, Abb. 41, 12.
6. Marichal 1988, no. 24.
A37* ALIVS.FI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1572a; W1573; W*44a; VF*45; VF*45a;
VF*510; VF*1071; VF*1220; no no.;
fl940/5.111.
PUG: Vel922/8.
At some stage, several etters of the die with which the impressions listed
under no. A37 were made became partly filled with clay. This produced
ALIVS.N instead of ALBVS.FE from that time onwards. As a result,
impressions from this stage are often erroneously attributed to a certain
Al(l)ius, who allegedly worked at Lezoux'.
It is not easy to ascertain when the die underwent the above-mentioned
changes, nor how long it was in use. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest hat vessels with this version of the stamp were already being mar-
keted under Nero. The presence of an impression in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen indicates that the die was still in use in the
Flavian period, although probably not for long. La Graufesenque [I]2, c.
A.D. 60-75.
1. Oswald 1931, 13.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 4.
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Ritt. 9 PUG: 1947-413.
This stamp was also used for dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 24 and
27g. The only find which provides a clue to the date is that on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen. Like the other stamps ofAlbus with reversed S, this
example is probably from the beginning of his period of activity. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
A39 ALBI.FI
Dish RMO: VF25 (82); VF*29.
This stamp is often wrongly interpreted as ALBIN, possibly because stamps
of the figulus type are relatively rare, and the combination of a genitive and
FI is puzzling. So far, impressions have been found only on dishes of Drag.
15/17 and 18, in the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the cem-
etery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', among other places. It may be assum-
ed from the profiles of the dishes from Nijmegen and Vechten that he stamp
is no earlier than the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 36-37.
A40 ALBVS
Drag. 27g RMO:
PUG:
VF*1458.
1947-97.
Up to now, no other examples of this stamp have been identified. Therefore,
the date is based exclusively on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. These
are of the small variety, which makes them hard to date, although they are
undoubtedly pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
A41 AL.BI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1946-8.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. Moreover, at La
Graufesenque an impression was found on a Ritt. 8 with a high, externally
grooved footring like that of Drag. 27g. The only dated context in which an
identical impression was found is a grave of the Claudian period on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 2, from grave 89.
A42 ALB
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*21; VF*21a.
Since the only parallels for this stamp are from La Graufesenque and Neuss,
its date is not easy to ascertain. The impression from Neuss is on a Drag.
24/25, which suggests that he stamp is pre-Flavian. In view of the date of
the other stamps ofAIbus, this is no suqmse. The profiles of both the small
cups from Vechten allow no more accurate date than the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
Amandus
At La Graufesenque, two potters with the name Amandus were active. The
first, who used the stamps recorded below, produced vessels of Ritt. 1,
Drag. 16 and 17, Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among others, and was probably ac-
tive exclusively during the pre-Flavian period. His products were found in
a tumulus from the time of Nero at Berlingen', in the approximately con-
temporary fort ditch deposit at Cirencester2, in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in
London3 and in period 2 at Valkenburg", among other places. This Amandus
may possibly be identified with the Amandus who also produced dishes of
Drag. 16 and 17 at Montans, and was thus probably active during the same
period5.
The Amandus from the pre-Flavian period should be distinguished from a
later potter with the same name, who made moulds for Drag. 37 and rou-
letted dishes, among other forms, which, from their decorative schemes and
their profiles, respectively, may be dated to A.D. 90-130'.
1. Roosens/Lux 1973, 26, fig. 17, 19-20, with stamps of Bio, Cotto,
Felix, Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 119, S 1-3.
3. Dunning 1945, 61; Noel-Hume/Noel-Hume 1954,257,49.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 5.
5. Oswald 1931, 14; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146,pl. 17; Gallia 32, 1974,
492, fig. 35, 22-24; Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 234, 3; Bemont/Jacob
1986, 60, fig. 2A; Gallia 44, 1986, 331.
6. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 8a; Vemhet 1981, 34; Mees 1995, 68 f. and
Taf. 6 and 7, 1-8.
A43 AM ANDIMA
Dish RMO: (;VF* 1384.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, from Brecon', Chichester and
London, on forms Drag. 16, 18 and 27. Very similar impressions, probably
of the same die, were found at La Graufesenque and in the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. From the profiles of
the dishes from Vechten and the places where the other stamps ofAmandus
were found, both the Brecon vessel and that from Nijmegen may be sup-
posed to have been brought from elsewhere, and only to have been lost after
extensive use2. La Graufesenque [1 or 2]3, c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Wheeler 1926, 245, 29.
2. Cf. Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 234, 4.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 8, possibly identical.
A44 AMANDI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24(58).
The die with which this stamp was applied was very probably used exclus-
ively for the marking of bowls of Drag. 29. No impressions from a dated
context are known, but the decorative schemes belong to the first half of the
1st century'. On some bowls, the band between the two decorated zones is
rouletted. One Drag. 29 with this stamp was made in a mould also used by
Senicio2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Knorrl919,Taf. 6A-B;Knon-1952,Taf. 2;Steigerl977,Abb. 49, 17,
and 58, 18.
2. Knorr 1952, Taf. 56 J (Senicio); Haalebos 1979, 125.
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Amarus
A45 AMARI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1591.
The impression from Vechten clearly shows that the penultimate l tter of
this stamp is not a B, but an R. Therefore, it cannot be attributed to Amabilis
of La Graufesenque, who worked during the pre-Flavian period'. For the
time being, it should be assumed to have belonged to an otherwise unknown
potter by the name of Amarus2. From the shape of the vessel from Vechten
and the presence of two identical stamps in period 1 at Valkenburg, on a
Ritt. 8 and a Ritt. 8 with a footring like that on Drag. 27g3, the stamp
may be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
40-70.
Hartley/Dickinson 1981, 269, 4.
Cf. Kajanto 1965, 106: Amara. Oswald (1931, 14) prefers a gen-
tilicium, Amanus, on the basis of two stamps reading AMARIVS.F;
one of those seems to have been from Vechten but is now untrace-
able.
Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 230, 69 and fig. 48, 14; Glasbergen 1948-
1953, 140, 257. Glasbergen interpreted both stamps as MARS.
C. An- Patricius
See catalogue no. P38.
from one of those kiln sites to La Graufesenque. His activities there prob-
ably ended before the middle of the 1st century.
1. Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 94.
A47 ANTEROSF
Drag. 15/17
Cup
RMO: VF918;VF1597;VF15S
RMO: VF*66.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 17a and cups ofRitt. 5 and Drag.
27g and 33a. On the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an impression was found in a
grave that also contained a Ritt. 5 of Rufinus i and an early Drag. 24/25 of
Veriugus, and which must date to the reign ofTiberius'. In addition to this,
the stamp is known from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque. The
three dishes from Vechten all have double grooves in their internal bases.
The wall of the only dish whose complete profile has survived rises almost
perpendicularly from the base.
The presence of a stamp at Velsen 1 which shows that at some point, the die
broke off to <ANTE>ROSF2, suggests that the impressions with the com-
plete text must all be from the time of Tiberius. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 3, from grave 86. The suggested date of
around the middle of the 1st century is based on erroneous attribution
of the stamp RVFN to Rufinus ii.
2. Cf. Oswald 1931, 268: ROSI on a Drag. 24 from Vaison-la-Romaine,
attributed to the otherwise unknown potter Rosus.
A48 ANT EROS
Anextlatus
A46 [A]NEXTLAT
Dish PUG: 1508.
This stamp is also known from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque
and from Velsen 1, where the stamps of this relatively unknown potter are
remarkably well-represented'. The forms produced by Anextlatus - or poss-
ibly Anextlatius2 - include Drag. 17a and Drag. 25, so he must already have
been active under Tiberius. Another argument for dating the activities of
Anextlatus to this period is the presence of one of his other stamps in a
waste deposit from the time of Tiberius on the north slope of the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Six impressions of two different dies were found; cf. GlasbergenA^an
Lithl977, 13, Abb. 3, 43.
2. Holder 1896, 153, Anect[o]latius; Evans 1967, 216, LATI-.
3. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 24, from layer 4. For other
stamps of Anextlatus on the Kops Plateau see Breuer 1931, 97, 2;
HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 23 and 25-26.
Anteros
As far as is known, Anteros used only two different dies. To judge by the
number of impressions that were found, the size of his production was limit-
ed. The types Anteros produced suggest hat he belonged to the first gener-
ation of export manufacturers at La Graufesenque. Since the name Anteros
was not unknown in the Italian potteries', one might assume that he moved
Drag.27g RMO:; VF1599.
Only three other examples are known of this stamp, one from Alesia and
two from La Graufesenque, one of which is from the Posse de Cirratus.
These three impressions all occur on cups of Ritt. 5. The cup from Vechten
was also erroneously identified as a Ritt. 5, by Oswald'. The dimensions of
the footring indicate a date in the early 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. Oswald 1931, 349.
Aper
The products ofAper are mainly known from contexts dating from the time
of Nero, such as the burnt layers ofA.D. 61 at Colchester' and in London2
and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur3. This potter produced a number of
typically pre-Flavian forms, including Ritt. 8. For the production of bowls
of Drag. 29 he used moulds of Modestus4.
Since no vessels of Aper have been found in a Flavian context hus far, it
may be assumed that his activities were restricted to the period c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Dannell 1966, 60.
2. Dunning 1945, 62.
3. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 139, 3.
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Ritt. 9 PUG: 1947-413.
This stamp was also used for dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 24 and
27g. The only find which provides a clue to the date is that on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen. Like the other stamps ofAlbus with reversed S, this
example is probably from the beginning of his period of activity. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
A39 ALBI.FI
Dish RMO: VF25 (82); VF*29.
This stamp is often wrongly interpreted as ALBIN, possibly because stamps
of the figulus type are relatively rare, and the combination of a genitive and
FI is puzzling. So far, impressions have been found only on dishes of Drag.
15/17 and 18, in the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the cem-
etery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', among other places. It may be assum-
ed from the profiles of the dishes from Nijmegen and Vechten that he stamp
is no earlier than the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 36-37.
A40 ALBVS
Drag. 27g RMO:
PUG:
VF*1458.
1947-97.
Up to now, no other examples of this stamp have been identified. Therefore,
the date is based exclusively on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. These
are of the small variety, which makes them hard to date, although they are
undoubtedly pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
A41 AL.BI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1946-8.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. Moreover, at La
Graufesenque an impression was found on a Ritt. 8 with a high, externally
grooved footring like that of Drag. 27g. The only dated context in which an
identical impression was found is a grave of the Claudian period on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 2, from grave 89.
A42 ALB
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*21; VF*21a.
Since the only parallels for this stamp are from La Graufesenque and Neuss,
its date is not easy to ascertain. The impression from Neuss is on a Drag.
24/25, which suggests that he stamp is pre-Flavian. In view of the date of
the other stamps ofAIbus, this is no suqmse. The profiles of both the small
cups from Vechten allow no more accurate date than the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
Amandus
At La Graufesenque, two potters with the name Amandus were active. The
first, who used the stamps recorded below, produced vessels of Ritt. 1,
Drag. 16 and 17, Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among others, and was probably ac-
tive exclusively during the pre-Flavian period. His products were found in
a tumulus from the time of Nero at Berlingen', in the approximately con-
temporary fort ditch deposit at Cirencester2, in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in
London3 and in period 2 at Valkenburg", among other places. This Amandus
may possibly be identified with the Amandus who also produced dishes of
Drag. 16 and 17 at Montans, and was thus probably active during the same
period5.
The Amandus from the pre-Flavian period should be distinguished from a
later potter with the same name, who made moulds for Drag. 37 and rou-
letted dishes, among other forms, which, from their decorative schemes and
their profiles, respectively, may be dated to A.D. 90-130'.
1. Roosens/Lux 1973, 26, fig. 17, 19-20, with stamps of Bio, Cotto,
Felix, Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 119, S 1-3.
3. Dunning 1945, 61; Noel-Hume/Noel-Hume 1954,257,49.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 5.
5. Oswald 1931, 14; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146,pl. 17; Gallia 32, 1974,
492, fig. 35, 22-24; Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 234, 3; Bemont/Jacob
1986, 60, fig. 2A; Gallia 44, 1986, 331.
6. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 8a; Vemhet 1981, 34; Mees 1995, 68 f. and
Taf. 6 and 7, 1-8.
A43 AM ANDIMA
Dish RMO: (;VF* 1384.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, from Brecon', Chichester and
London, on forms Drag. 16, 18 and 27. Very similar impressions, probably
of the same die, were found at La Graufesenque and in the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. From the profiles of
the dishes from Vechten and the places where the other stamps ofAmandus
were found, both the Brecon vessel and that from Nijmegen may be sup-
posed to have been brought from elsewhere, and only to have been lost after
extensive use2. La Graufesenque [1 or 2]3, c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Wheeler 1926, 245, 29.
2. Cf. Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 234, 4.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 8, possibly identical.
A44 AMANDI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24(58).
The die with which this stamp was applied was very probably used exclus-
ively for the marking of bowls of Drag. 29. No impressions from a dated
context are known, but the decorative schemes belong to the first half of the
1st century'. On some bowls, the band between the two decorated zones is
rouletted. One Drag. 29 with this stamp was made in a mould also used by
Senicio2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Knorrl919,Taf. 6A-B;Knon-1952,Taf. 2;Steigerl977,Abb. 49, 17,
and 58, 18.
2. Knorr 1952, Taf. 56 J (Senicio); Haalebos 1979, 125.
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Amarus
A45 AMARI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1591.
The impression from Vechten clearly shows that the penultimate l tter of
this stamp is not a B, but an R. Therefore, it cannot be attributed to Amabilis
of La Graufesenque, who worked during the pre-Flavian period'. For the
time being, it should be assumed to have belonged to an otherwise unknown
potter by the name of Amarus2. From the shape of the vessel from Vechten
and the presence of two identical stamps in period 1 at Valkenburg, on a
Ritt. 8 and a Ritt. 8 with a footring like that on Drag. 27g3, the stamp
may be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
40-70.
Hartley/Dickinson 1981, 269, 4.
Cf. Kajanto 1965, 106: Amara. Oswald (1931, 14) prefers a gen-
tilicium, Amanus, on the basis of two stamps reading AMARIVS.F;
one of those seems to have been from Vechten but is now untrace-
able.
Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 230, 69 and fig. 48, 14; Glasbergen 1948-
1953, 140, 257. Glasbergen interpreted both stamps as MARS.
C. An- Patricius
See catalogue no. P38.
from one of those kiln sites to La Graufesenque. His activities there prob-
ably ended before the middle of the 1st century.
1. Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 94.
A47 ANTEROSF
Drag. 15/17
Cup
RMO: VF918;VF1597;VF15S
RMO: VF*66.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 17a and cups ofRitt. 5 and Drag.
27g and 33a. On the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an impression was found in a
grave that also contained a Ritt. 5 of Rufinus i and an early Drag. 24/25 of
Veriugus, and which must date to the reign ofTiberius'. In addition to this,
the stamp is known from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque. The
three dishes from Vechten all have double grooves in their internal bases.
The wall of the only dish whose complete profile has survived rises almost
perpendicularly from the base.
The presence of a stamp at Velsen 1 which shows that at some point, the die
broke off to <ANTE>ROSF2, suggests that the impressions with the com-
plete text must all be from the time of Tiberius. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 3, from grave 86. The suggested date of
around the middle of the 1st century is based on erroneous attribution
of the stamp RVFN to Rufinus ii.
2. Cf. Oswald 1931, 268: ROSI on a Drag. 24 from Vaison-la-Romaine,
attributed to the otherwise unknown potter Rosus.
A48 ANT EROS
Anextlatus
A46 [A]NEXTLAT
Dish PUG: 1508.
This stamp is also known from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque
and from Velsen 1, where the stamps of this relatively unknown potter are
remarkably well-represented'. The forms produced by Anextlatus - or poss-
ibly Anextlatius2 - include Drag. 17a and Drag. 25, so he must already have
been active under Tiberius. Another argument for dating the activities of
Anextlatus to this period is the presence of one of his other stamps in a
waste deposit from the time of Tiberius on the north slope of the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Six impressions of two different dies were found; cf. GlasbergenA^an
Lithl977, 13, Abb. 3, 43.
2. Holder 1896, 153, Anect[o]latius; Evans 1967, 216, LATI-.
3. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 24, from layer 4. For other
stamps of Anextlatus on the Kops Plateau see Breuer 1931, 97, 2;
HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 23 and 25-26.
Anteros
As far as is known, Anteros used only two different dies. To judge by the
number of impressions that were found, the size of his production was limit-
ed. The types Anteros produced suggest hat he belonged to the first gener-
ation of export manufacturers at La Graufesenque. Since the name Anteros
was not unknown in the Italian potteries', one might assume that he moved
Drag.27g RMO:; VF1599.
Only three other examples are known of this stamp, one from Alesia and
two from La Graufesenque, one of which is from the Posse de Cirratus.
These three impressions all occur on cups of Ritt. 5. The cup from Vechten
was also erroneously identified as a Ritt. 5, by Oswald'. The dimensions of
the footring indicate a date in the early 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. Oswald 1931, 349.
Aper
The products ofAper are mainly known from contexts dating from the time
of Nero, such as the burnt layers ofA.D. 61 at Colchester' and in London2
and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur3. This potter produced a number of
typically pre-Flavian forms, including Ritt. 8. For the production of bowls
of Drag. 29 he used moulds of Modestus4.
Since no vessels of Aper have been found in a Flavian context hus far, it
may be assumed that his activities were restricted to the period c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Dannell 1966, 60.
2. Dunning 1945, 62.
3. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 139, 3.
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Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2964.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1604; VF1605; VF3061; VF*68; VF*68a;
VF*68c; VF*68d; fl940/5.92 (2 ex.).
Dish RMO: VF*68b: VF*68cl.
It is not quite clear how to interpret the text of this stamp, since the geni-
tive of Aper is not Apris, but Apri. The final S of this text is of an unusual
shape. The ends are quite extended, and small cross strokes may be seen at
the right-hand side. This is not very likely to be a small palm, as such dec-
orative elements are extremely rare in stamps from La Graufesenque'. To
interpret i  as a ligature of S and E is not very logical either, although the S,
with or without an E, may represent the name of an employee of Aper2.
The stamp was mainly found on dishes, in the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and at
Oberstimm4, among other places. At La Graufesenque, however, two bowls
of Drag. 29 were unearthed which are marked with this stamp. Both have
double grooves around the stamps. This evidence indicates a date shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. For an exception see catalogue no. P55.
2. Compare the combination GERMANIF.S, which occurs beside the
combination GERMANIF. SER (Mees 1995, 153 f., under Germanus
IV).
3. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 268.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C733.
eight hundred impressions were found, on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g.
Like the example from Vechten, these all have large footrings. Many of the
vessels of Drag. 27g have rouletted upper walls, like their Italian counter-
part. Halt. 11. Outside the production centre, only a few other impressions
have been found so far, none of them in dated contexts. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 20-50.
Apro
In view of the considerable difference in date between the stamps discussed
below and those of Apronius, it is likely that hey belong to a different pot-
ter. His name could have been Apronius as well, although the stamps do not
record a more complete version of the name than APRO. Since Apro is
known as a cognomen', this interpretation ispreferred for now.
Apro seems to have specialized in the production of cups. Since a number
of his stamps were found at La Graufesenque, there is no uncertainty about
the location of his workshop2. The few vessels which were found in dated
contexts suggest that he was active during the Flavian period and perhaps a
little later.
1. Kajanto 1965, 119 f. and 325; Mocsy et al. 1983,25.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 2. Oswald (1931, 20 and 350)
erroneously attributed the stamps reading OFAPRO to L. Apronius of
Montans.
A50 OFAPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*226.
Only six other examples of this stamp are known, among others on cups of
Drag. 24 and Ritt. 8. The only dated context is a wrecked ship off Cap
Dramont, with a load from the Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 50-70.
Apronius
A52 OFAPRO
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1600; VF*69a; VF*69c.
PUG: 1496.
RMO: VF1601: VF*69b.
The die with which these impressions were made was probably used only
for cups of the small variety. Chester and Corbridge are among the sites
where parallels have been found, so that he stamp probably dates from the
last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Oswald confused the products of Apronius of La Graufesenque with those
of L. Apronius of Montans, a potter who was active during the Flavian
period'. The production of the first Apronius includes cups of Ritt. 5 with
rouletted rims and cups of Drag. 27g with rouletted upper walls. He was
active as early as the reign of Tiberius, therefore. His activities continued up
to the middle of the 1 st century, since stamps with his name are known from
Silchester and from period 3 at Valkenburg2. One of his products was even
found in a grave from around A.D. 80, on the Marktveld at Valkenburg3; the
dish in question must not have been new at the time, because no other prod-
ucts ofApronius have been unearthed in a Flavian context up to now.
1. Oswald 1931, 20 and 350. Cf. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 15-
16; Meunier 1965-1966, pl. IH 14-15; Gallia 26, 1968, 554; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 6.
3. The grave also contained stamps of Calvus, lucundus, Roppus,
Secundus iii and Vitalis ii.
A51 APROMF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*70.
This stamp, of the rare figulus type, is exceptionally well-represented
among the finds from La Graufesenque. In the Fosse de Cirratus alone, over
A53 OFAPRO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*69.
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts, unless it is
identical to those on three cups of Drag. 27 from Rottweil'. The grooveless
footring on the vessel from Vechten is in itself an indication of a date after
A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Planck 1975, 252, Abb. 34, 10-12.
C. Salarius Aptus
The products of C. Salarius Aptus' are known mainly from finds groups of
the Claudio-Neronian period such as the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, Camulodunum2, the deposits of Cirencester3 and Narbonne-La
Nautique4, and period 2 at Valkenburg5. For the production of bowls of
Drag. 29, C. Salarius Aptus used moulds from a supplier who also deliver-
ed to Lucceius'.
1. According to Oswald (1931, 227 f.), the cognomen is Artus, but many
of the stamps clearly read Aptus, which is a much more common
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cognomen (Kajanto 1965, 73, 134 and 286; Mocsy et al. 1983, 25 and
30).
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 158.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 123, S42.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 69.
5. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 316.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 17. The accompanying text could make one
wonder whether these two bowls were really from the same mould;the
upper zones were probably not identical (Hermet 1934, 277).
A54 APTI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-318.
Only four other impressions are known as yet, two of them on vessels of
Drag. 24/25. The only dated context is period 1 at Valkenburg'. On the basis
of this evidence and of the shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp can be
dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 1, interpreted as AITI.
4. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 22.
6. Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 3, with stamps of Bassus i and Licinus.
A56 OFAQVITANI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF891.
R-dish RMO: VF1545; VF*1080/lf+fl909/10.2; nojio,
Most parallels for this stamp occur on rouletted dishes, although some ex-
amples were found on dishes of Drag. 18, cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 27g and
bowls of Drag. 29. The site list includes Gloucester-Kingsholm1 and the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2. The die which was used for these
stamps was later damaged. Since numerous impressions of this second
phase are known from Neronian contexts, stamps with the complete text are
unlikely to be much later than the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 45-55.
1. Wild 1985a, 57, Sl.
2. Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 41.
Aquitanus
With 168 stamps, Aquitanus is one of the best-represented potters at
Vechten, as elsewhere in the Rhineland (cf. p. 56). The evidence presented
below shows that he started production as early as the Tiberian period. He
was still producing Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, and several of his stamps were
found at Velsen 1. It is worth mentioning that none of the stamps found at
Velsen are of the of&cina type.
The largest part of the production of Aquitanus is from the Claudio-
Neronian period. He was probably still active in A.D. 70, as some of his
wares reached Chester, Gloucester, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen.
Although Aquitanus apparently made moulds for decorated ware', he prob-
ably also used moulds by other manufacturers, for the production of bowls
of Drag. 29. In fact, the decorative schemes of some bowls are very similar
to those of vessels made in moulds of Senicio2
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 114, 3.
2. Haalebos et al. 1991, 79 and 82 f.
A56* OPAQVITAN<I>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1629; VF*76.
Dish RMO: VF*79b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*77;VF*77b.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*77a.
These impressions were made with a die of which one end had broken off.
Both ends had been subsequently touched up, resulting in a rounded in-
stead of a square shape. After this, the die was no longer used for rouletted
dishes, only for forms; Drag. 15/17, 18, 27 and 27g. The impressions on the
cups are least clear, and probably later than those on the dishes. The site
record includes Baginton, Gloucester, the Erdlager at Hofheim' and
Rheingonheim2. Two examples from Chester3 could antedate the constmc-
tion of the legionary fortress, although some impressions were found at the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 11; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 44.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 10.
3. Hartley 1981, 243.
A55 OF.AQVITANI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VP1624 (fig. 6.36, c).
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1432 (pl. 38, a); VF1445 (Knorr 1919, Taf.
9 F); VF*79k; VF*791; VF*79m; VF*83 (idem,
Taf. 8 C); VF*83a (fig. 2.11); VF*83b; VF*83c
(idem, Taf. 9 H); fl931/2.5a (fig. 6.73, e);
H940/5.13; fl940/5.234.
This stamp occurs mainly on rouletted dishes and bowls of Drag. 29, but
also on a few dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The site record includes
Aislingen', Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, the Keramiklager at
Oberwinterthur4 and period I at Zwammerdam5. Another impression was
found in a grave at Mainz-Weisenau from the middle of the 1st century'. Of
the twelve bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten, eight have double grooves
around their stamps. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 7.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXVIII 1 and XLH 48.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 1; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 143.
A57 OFAQVITANI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*82a.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1613; VF»79a; VF*82c; VF*82d; VF*82e;
VF*82f.
PUG: 1352.
Dish RMO: VFI528;YF1628;VF1636e;VF1636f;VF*33;
VF*82; VF*82b; VF*82g; H940/5.111.
PUG: 1401;Vel926/l.
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1433.
With the single exception of the Drag. 24/25 from Vechten, this stamp has
been noted only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, from, amongst other
places, Aislingen', Burghofe2, Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim4,
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen5, Utrecht6 and in period I at Zwammerdam7.
Finally, identical stamps were found in graves from the middle of the 1st
century at Mainz-Weisenau and on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen8. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 14.
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A49 OFAPRIS
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2964.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1604; VF1605; VF3061; VF*68; VF*68a;
VF*68c; VF*68d; fl940/5.92 (2 ex.).
Dish RMO: VF*68b: VF*68cl.
It is not quite clear how to interpret the text of this stamp, since the geni-
tive of Aper is not Apris, but Apri. The final S of this text is of an unusual
shape. The ends are quite extended, and small cross strokes may be seen at
the right-hand side. This is not very likely to be a small palm, as such dec-
orative elements are extremely rare in stamps from La Graufesenque'. To
interpret i  as a ligature of S and E is not very logical either, although the S,
with or without an E, may represent the name of an employee of Aper2.
The stamp was mainly found on dishes, in the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and at
Oberstimm4, among other places. At La Graufesenque, however, two bowls
of Drag. 29 were unearthed which are marked with this stamp. Both have
double grooves around the stamps. This evidence indicates a date shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. For an exception see catalogue no. P55.
2. Compare the combination GERMANIF.S, which occurs beside the
combination GERMANIF. SER (Mees 1995, 153 f., under Germanus
IV).
3. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 268.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C733.
eight hundred impressions were found, on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g.
Like the example from Vechten, these all have large footrings. Many of the
vessels of Drag. 27g have rouletted upper walls, like their Italian counter-
part. Halt. 11. Outside the production centre, only a few other impressions
have been found so far, none of them in dated contexts. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 20-50.
Apro
In view of the considerable difference in date between the stamps discussed
below and those of Apronius, it is likely that hey belong to a different pot-
ter. His name could have been Apronius as well, although the stamps do not
record a more complete version of the name than APRO. Since Apro is
known as a cognomen', this interpretation ispreferred for now.
Apro seems to have specialized in the production of cups. Since a number
of his stamps were found at La Graufesenque, there is no uncertainty about
the location of his workshop2. The few vessels which were found in dated
contexts suggest that he was active during the Flavian period and perhaps a
little later.
1. Kajanto 1965, 119 f. and 325; Mocsy et al. 1983,25.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 2. Oswald (1931, 20 and 350)
erroneously attributed the stamps reading OFAPRO to L. Apronius of
Montans.
A50 OFAPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*226.
Only six other examples of this stamp are known, among others on cups of
Drag. 24 and Ritt. 8. The only dated context is a wrecked ship off Cap
Dramont, with a load from the Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 50-70.
Apronius
A52 OFAPRO
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1600; VF*69a; VF*69c.
PUG: 1496.
RMO: VF1601: VF*69b.
The die with which these impressions were made was probably used only
for cups of the small variety. Chester and Corbridge are among the sites
where parallels have been found, so that he stamp probably dates from the
last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Oswald confused the products of Apronius of La Graufesenque with those
of L. Apronius of Montans, a potter who was active during the Flavian
period'. The production of the first Apronius includes cups of Ritt. 5 with
rouletted rims and cups of Drag. 27g with rouletted upper walls. He was
active as early as the reign of Tiberius, therefore. His activities continued up
to the middle of the 1 st century, since stamps with his name are known from
Silchester and from period 3 at Valkenburg2. One of his products was even
found in a grave from around A.D. 80, on the Marktveld at Valkenburg3; the
dish in question must not have been new at the time, because no other prod-
ucts ofApronius have been unearthed in a Flavian context up to now.
1. Oswald 1931, 20 and 350. Cf. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 15-
16; Meunier 1965-1966, pl. IH 14-15; Gallia 26, 1968, 554; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 6.
3. The grave also contained stamps of Calvus, lucundus, Roppus,
Secundus iii and Vitalis ii.
A51 APROMF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*70.
This stamp, of the rare figulus type, is exceptionally well-represented
among the finds from La Graufesenque. In the Fosse de Cirratus alone, over
A53 OFAPRO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*69.
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts, unless it is
identical to those on three cups of Drag. 27 from Rottweil'. The grooveless
footring on the vessel from Vechten is in itself an indication of a date after
A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Planck 1975, 252, Abb. 34, 10-12.
C. Salarius Aptus
The products of C. Salarius Aptus' are known mainly from finds groups of
the Claudio-Neronian period such as the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, Camulodunum2, the deposits of Cirencester3 and Narbonne-La
Nautique4, and period 2 at Valkenburg5. For the production of bowls of
Drag. 29, C. Salarius Aptus used moulds from a supplier who also deliver-
ed to Lucceius'.
1. According to Oswald (1931, 227 f.), the cognomen is Artus, but many
of the stamps clearly read Aptus, which is a much more common
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cognomen (Kajanto 1965, 73, 134 and 286; Mocsy et al. 1983, 25 and
30).
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 158.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 123, S42.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 69.
5. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 316.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 17. The accompanying text could make one
wonder whether these two bowls were really from the same mould;the
upper zones were probably not identical (Hermet 1934, 277).
A54 APTI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-318.
Only four other impressions are known as yet, two of them on vessels of
Drag. 24/25. The only dated context is period 1 at Valkenburg'. On the basis
of this evidence and of the shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp can be
dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 1, interpreted as AITI.
4. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 22.
6. Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 3, with stamps of Bassus i and Licinus.
A56 OFAQVITANI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF891.
R-dish RMO: VF1545; VF*1080/lf+fl909/10.2; nojio,
Most parallels for this stamp occur on rouletted dishes, although some ex-
amples were found on dishes of Drag. 18, cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 27g and
bowls of Drag. 29. The site list includes Gloucester-Kingsholm1 and the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2. The die which was used for these
stamps was later damaged. Since numerous impressions of this second
phase are known from Neronian contexts, stamps with the complete text are
unlikely to be much later than the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 45-55.
1. Wild 1985a, 57, Sl.
2. Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 41.
Aquitanus
With 168 stamps, Aquitanus is one of the best-represented potters at
Vechten, as elsewhere in the Rhineland (cf. p. 56). The evidence presented
below shows that he started production as early as the Tiberian period. He
was still producing Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, and several of his stamps were
found at Velsen 1. It is worth mentioning that none of the stamps found at
Velsen are of the of&cina type.
The largest part of the production of Aquitanus is from the Claudio-
Neronian period. He was probably still active in A.D. 70, as some of his
wares reached Chester, Gloucester, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen.
Although Aquitanus apparently made moulds for decorated ware', he prob-
ably also used moulds by other manufacturers, for the production of bowls
of Drag. 29. In fact, the decorative schemes of some bowls are very similar
to those of vessels made in moulds of Senicio2
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 114, 3.
2. Haalebos et al. 1991, 79 and 82 f.
A56* OPAQVITAN<I>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1629; VF*76.
Dish RMO: VF*79b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*77;VF*77b.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*77a.
These impressions were made with a die of which one end had broken off.
Both ends had been subsequently touched up, resulting in a rounded in-
stead of a square shape. After this, the die was no longer used for rouletted
dishes, only for forms; Drag. 15/17, 18, 27 and 27g. The impressions on the
cups are least clear, and probably later than those on the dishes. The site
record includes Baginton, Gloucester, the Erdlager at Hofheim' and
Rheingonheim2. Two examples from Chester3 could antedate the constmc-
tion of the legionary fortress, although some impressions were found at the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 11; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 44.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 10.
3. Hartley 1981, 243.
A55 OF.AQVITANI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VP1624 (fig. 6.36, c).
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1432 (pl. 38, a); VF1445 (Knorr 1919, Taf.
9 F); VF*79k; VF*791; VF*79m; VF*83 (idem,
Taf. 8 C); VF*83a (fig. 2.11); VF*83b; VF*83c
(idem, Taf. 9 H); fl931/2.5a (fig. 6.73, e);
H940/5.13; fl940/5.234.
This stamp occurs mainly on rouletted dishes and bowls of Drag. 29, but
also on a few dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The site record includes
Aislingen', Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, the Keramiklager at
Oberwinterthur4 and period I at Zwammerdam5. Another impression was
found in a grave at Mainz-Weisenau from the middle of the 1st century'. Of
the twelve bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten, eight have double grooves
around their stamps. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 7.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXVIII 1 and XLH 48.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 1; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 143.
A57 OFAQVITANI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*82a.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1613; VF»79a; VF*82c; VF*82d; VF*82e;
VF*82f.
PUG: 1352.
Dish RMO: VFI528;YF1628;VF1636e;VF1636f;VF*33;
VF*82; VF*82b; VF*82g; H940/5.111.
PUG: 1401;Vel926/l.
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1433.
With the single exception of the Drag. 24/25 from Vechten, this stamp has
been noted only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, from, amongst other
places, Aislingen', Burghofe2, Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim4,
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen5, Utrecht6 and in period I at Zwammerdam7.
Finally, identical stamps were found in graves from the middle of the 1st
century at Mainz-Weisenau and on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen8. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 14.
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2. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 6.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 49.
4. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 3; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 138.
5. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 31; HaalebosWeriinden 1975, pl. XUX A 27.
6. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 3-4.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 17 (4 ex.).
8. Mainz: Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 7, with stamps of Bassus i and
Licinus. Nijmegen: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 5, from grave 2, with
stamps of Modestus, Murranus, Paullus i and Secundus i or ii; for
other examples from this cemetery see Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 39-40
and 42.
A58 OFAQVITAN
Ritt. 9
Drag. 29
RMO:
RMO:
VF*79e.
VF1468; VF1610: VF2825 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 9 G);
VF*79; VF*79bx (idem, Taf. 8 E); VF*79g;
VF*79h (idem, Taf. 8 D); VF*79i; VF*79j;
VF*79n;VF*1084/lxxa.
Most parallels for this stamp occur on bowls of Drag. 29, one of them a
marbled vessel from La Graufesenque with an impression of a thus far un-
identified mould-maker's ignature' below the decoration. The site list in-
eludes Aislingen2, Burghofe3, Gloucester, the Erdlager at Hofheim4 and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen5. At Rheingonheim, an impression was found in
a pit with stamps of Bassus i, Crestio, Maccarus and Masculus i'; at Zwam-
merdam, an example occurred in a pit of period I with a stamp of Logimus7.
Most bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp of Aquitanus have single grooves
in their basal interiors, which probably makes the stamp a little later than
the example discussed under no. A55. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 216, 3.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 6; Knorr 1952, Taf. 4 D-E.
3. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 4.
4. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 85 and Taf. VIII 2.
5. Breuerl931,pl. XIII28.
6. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 7-8, from Grube 3a.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 21, and 32, 24.
A59 OFAQVITAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VFI525 + VF*80a; VF1619; VF2998.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1524; VF1608; VF2513; VP*80c; VF*80k.
Dish RMO: VF1607;VF1609;VF*79kl+VF*80h;
VF*79kl=; VF*80; VF*80b; VF*80d; VF*80e;
VF*80f; VF*80g; VF*80i; VP*80j; fl940/5.234.
PUG: 1356; 1947-243.
Except for cups of Drag. 27g from La Graufesenque and Strasbourg, this
stamp occurs exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. Examples are
known from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, and from
Aislingen', Burghofe2, Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim", the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen5, Rheingonheim', Utrecht7, periods 1, 2 and possibly
also 3 at Valkenburg8, and period I at Zwammerdam'. On the Hunderberg at
Nijmegen, an impression was found in a grave which also contained a
stamp ofArdacus10. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIH 8.
2. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 5.
3. Hawkes/Hulll947,pl. XLII51.
4. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 86 and 90 and Taf. VIII 4; Ritterling
1912, 235, Abb.53, 270 and Taf. XXII 139 and 141.
5. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 32; Daniels 1955, 101, ml453.
6. Cf. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 9, probably the example recorded here.
7. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 141, 52.
8. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 8-9; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 151-
153.
9. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 20 (3 ex.).
10. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 6, from grave 107; for other examples from
this cemetery see Stuart 1976, 95, fig. 7, 45 and 47-50, and 96, fig. 8,
53.
A60 OFAOVITAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1606; VF2545a; VF*79d; VF*81.
Drag. 16 RMO: VF*79f + VF*81d (fig. 6.26, d).
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1636a; VF1636b; VF*79c; VF*81c;
H940/5.13.
Dish RMO: VF1625;VF1627;VF1635;VF*81a;VF*81b;
VF*81e;VF*81f.
PUG: 1393.
This stamp was found almost exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18.
The site record includes Colchester Pottery Shop I', the Erdlager at Hof-
heim2, the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen3,
Oberstimm", Rheingonheim3, Utrecht" and period I at Zwammerdam7. An
identical stamp was unearthed from a grave at Mainz-Weisenau which also
contained stamps of Bassus i and Licinus8.
Although another example was apparently found in the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, vessels with this stamp are unlikely still to have been marketed
during the Flavian period. Of the eighteen dishes from Vechten, six have
double grooves in their internal bases. Three vessels are shallow in pro-
portion to their diameters (cf. fig. 6.29, e). Such details usually indicate a
relatively early date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 19.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 87-88 and Taf. VIII 6.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 7, from grave 2, with
stamps of Modestus, Murranus, Paullus and Secundus i; Stuart 1976,
95, fig. 7, 43-44 and 46, and 96, fig. 8, 51. Kops Plateau: Breuer 1931,
pl. XIII 33.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C734.
5. Ulbert 1969, 30, Abb. 2, 1 and Taf. 9, 11.
6. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 5.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 19 (4 ex., one from a pit with a stamp by
Logimus).
8. Kesslerl927,48,Abb. 2, 6.
A61 OFAQVIT
Dish RMO: VEP16.
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*7;
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*75.
This relatively rare stamp ofAquitanus occurs on dishes as well as on cups.
Parallels are known from the Erdlager at Hofheim', a grave with stamps of
Bassus i and Licinus at Mainz-Weisenau2, the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen3, a
Claudio-Neronian waste pit at Rheingonheim" and period I at Zwammer-
dam5. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 89.
2. Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 8-9.
3. Daniels 1955, 102, ml459.
4. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 12, from Grube 3a, with stamps of Bassus i,
Crestio, Maccarus and Masculus i.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 18.
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A62 OFAQVIT
Drag. 24/25
A67 AQVITANI
RMO:
PUG:
no no.; fl 940/5.111.
1947-318.
Most examples of this stamp occur on cups of Drag. 24/25, although some
were found on Drag. 27g. There is hardly any dating evidence for it. The
best-dated sites where this stamp was found are the settlement around the
Trajanusplein at Nijmegen', Utrecht2 and Valkenburg3. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Daniels 1955, 82, ml512.
2. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 141, 54.
3. Van Giffen 1948-1953, 92 and 111.
A63 OFAQVI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1636; VF* 1428.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*73b.
Except for a Drag. 15/17 from the Erdlager at Hofheim, this stamp was only
found on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The only other site which provides
a lead for dating is Rheingonheim'. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 14.
A64 OFAQVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*73a; VF*73al; VF*73c.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Neuss and Strasbourg, and from
the Marktveld at Valkenburg. All impressions occur on cups of Drag. 27g.
The vessels from Vechten are of the small variety; as a result, they can only
be dated approximately, although they do not appear to be particularly early
examples. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A65 OFAQV
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF1631.
RMO: VF*73bl.
Thus far, only a few examples of this stamp have been found, on cups of
Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The site list includes the Kops Plateau and the settle-
ment around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen'. To judge by the shape of the
Drag. 24/25 from Vechten and the other details known about the products of
Aquitanus, this stamp is probably also from the Claudio-Neronian period.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Kops Plateau: Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 29. Trajanusplein area: Daniels
1955, 80.
A66 OFAQV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*11.
The only other impression of this stamp is on a Drag. 27 of unknown prov-
enance in the collection of the PUG. The cup from Vechten is of the small
variety, so it can only be dated approximately, although it is not an excep-
tionally early example. La Graufesenque [2]. c. A.D. 45-65.
Ritt. 1
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
Drag. 24/25 PUG:
VF1636d.
/F1630; VF*78e; VF*781.
1947-339 (fig. 6.25, a).
VF*78.
VF1636c; VF*78a; VF*78b; VF*78d; VP*78f;
VP*78j; VF*78k; VF*78m; VF*680; Vel914.6.
116.
A few examples of this stamp were found on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g,
but the majority by far occur on dishes of Ritt. 1 (cf. fig. 6.23, e) and Drag.
15/17 and 18. The site record includes Aislingen', Camulodunum, the
Erdlager at Hofheim2, the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen3 and periods 1 and 3 at Valkenburg4.
Although a vessel with this stamp is known from Heddernheim, the stamp
has to be pre-Flavian, since the numerous impressions on dishes with
internal bases that have double grooves, and on vessels of Ritt. 1, suggest
that his is one of the earlier stamps ofAquitanus. This assumption is sup-
ported by the presence of identical impressions at Velsen I5 and in a grave
with stamps ofAcutus and Scottius at Xanten". La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
40-60.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 9.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 91-92 and Taf. VIII 5 and 7.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 96, fig. 8, 55-57. Trajanusplein
area: Daniels 1955, 77, ml485.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 1 la; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 154-
156.
5. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 44-45; in addition, there are
three unpublished vessels.
6. Hinz 1984, 313-315, Herbrand grave 10, 317, Abb. 20, 6 and Taf. 123,
15-17.
A68 AQVITAN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2871.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24(79);VF1611;VF1612;VF1614;VF*78c;
VF*78g; VF*78h; VP*78i; VF*78n;
VF*1078/lm; fl 940/5.13.
This stamp was found almost exclusively on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g.
From La Graufesenque, an impression is known on a marbled Drag. 27g.
The site list includes Abergavenny, Aislingen', the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2,
Oberstimm3, Unterkirchberg4, Utrecht5, period 1 at Valkenburg" and period I
at Zwammerdam7. At Colchester, an example was found in a grave which
also contained a Drag. 25 and vessels ofAlbinus and Scotnus8. Although the
footrings of some of the cups from Vechten have relatively large diameters
they do not appear to be exceptionally early. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Knorrl912,Taf. XmiO.
2. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 96, fig. 8, 58. Trajanusplein area:
Daniels 1955, 100, ml369.
3. Simon 1978a, 248, C736, and Taf. 59, C735.
4. Knon-1929, 15, Abb. 5, 6.
5. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 7.
6. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 10 (Drag. 24/25, not 27).
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 24.
8. May 1930, 254, 389, from grave 8/68.
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2. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 6.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 49.
4. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 3; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 138.
5. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 31; HaalebosWeriinden 1975, pl. XUX A 27.
6. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 3-4.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 17 (4 ex.).
8. Mainz: Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 7, with stamps of Bassus i and
Licinus. Nijmegen: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 5, from grave 2, with
stamps of Modestus, Murranus, Paullus i and Secundus i or ii; for
other examples from this cemetery see Stuart 1976, 94, fig. 6, 39-40
and 42.
A58 OFAQVITAN
Ritt. 9
Drag. 29
RMO:
RMO:
VF*79e.
VF1468; VF1610: VF2825 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 9 G);
VF*79; VF*79bx (idem, Taf. 8 E); VF*79g;
VF*79h (idem, Taf. 8 D); VF*79i; VF*79j;
VF*79n;VF*1084/lxxa.
Most parallels for this stamp occur on bowls of Drag. 29, one of them a
marbled vessel from La Graufesenque with an impression of a thus far un-
identified mould-maker's ignature' below the decoration. The site list in-
eludes Aislingen2, Burghofe3, Gloucester, the Erdlager at Hofheim4 and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen5. At Rheingonheim, an impression was found in
a pit with stamps of Bassus i, Crestio, Maccarus and Masculus i'; at Zwam-
merdam, an example occurred in a pit of period I with a stamp of Logimus7.
Most bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp of Aquitanus have single grooves
in their basal interiors, which probably makes the stamp a little later than
the example discussed under no. A55. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 216, 3.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 6; Knorr 1952, Taf. 4 D-E.
3. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 4.
4. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 85 and Taf. VIII 2.
5. Breuerl931,pl. XIII28.
6. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 7-8, from Grube 3a.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 21, and 32, 24.
A59 OFAQVITAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VFI525 + VF*80a; VF1619; VF2998.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1524; VF1608; VF2513; VP*80c; VF*80k.
Dish RMO: VF1607;VF1609;VF*79kl+VF*80h;
VF*79kl=; VF*80; VF*80b; VF*80d; VF*80e;
VF*80f; VF*80g; VF*80i; VP*80j; fl940/5.234.
PUG: 1356; 1947-243.
Except for cups of Drag. 27g from La Graufesenque and Strasbourg, this
stamp occurs exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. Examples are
known from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, and from
Aislingen', Burghofe2, Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim", the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen5, Rheingonheim', Utrecht7, periods 1, 2 and possibly
also 3 at Valkenburg8, and period I at Zwammerdam'. On the Hunderberg at
Nijmegen, an impression was found in a grave which also contained a
stamp ofArdacus10. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIH 8.
2. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 5.
3. Hawkes/Hulll947,pl. XLII51.
4. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 86 and 90 and Taf. VIII 4; Ritterling
1912, 235, Abb.53, 270 and Taf. XXII 139 and 141.
5. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 32; Daniels 1955, 101, ml453.
6. Cf. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 9, probably the example recorded here.
7. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 141, 52.
8. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 8-9; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 151-
153.
9. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 20 (3 ex.).
10. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 6, from grave 107; for other examples from
this cemetery see Stuart 1976, 95, fig. 7, 45 and 47-50, and 96, fig. 8,
53.
A60 OFAOVITAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1606; VF2545a; VF*79d; VF*81.
Drag. 16 RMO: VF*79f + VF*81d (fig. 6.26, d).
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1636a; VF1636b; VF*79c; VF*81c;
H940/5.13.
Dish RMO: VF1625;VF1627;VF1635;VF*81a;VF*81b;
VF*81e;VF*81f.
PUG: 1393.
This stamp was found almost exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18.
The site record includes Colchester Pottery Shop I', the Erdlager at Hof-
heim2, the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen3,
Oberstimm", Rheingonheim3, Utrecht" and period I at Zwammerdam7. An
identical stamp was unearthed from a grave at Mainz-Weisenau which also
contained stamps of Bassus i and Licinus8.
Although another example was apparently found in the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, vessels with this stamp are unlikely still to have been marketed
during the Flavian period. Of the eighteen dishes from Vechten, six have
double grooves in their internal bases. Three vessels are shallow in pro-
portion to their diameters (cf. fig. 6.29, e). Such details usually indicate a
relatively early date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 19.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 87-88 and Taf. VIII 6.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 7, from grave 2, with
stamps of Modestus, Murranus, Paullus and Secundus i; Stuart 1976,
95, fig. 7, 43-44 and 46, and 96, fig. 8, 51. Kops Plateau: Breuer 1931,
pl. XIII 33.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C734.
5. Ulbert 1969, 30, Abb. 2, 1 and Taf. 9, 11.
6. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 5.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 19 (4 ex., one from a pit with a stamp by
Logimus).
8. Kesslerl927,48,Abb. 2, 6.
A61 OFAQVIT
Dish RMO: VEP16.
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*7;
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*75.
This relatively rare stamp ofAquitanus occurs on dishes as well as on cups.
Parallels are known from the Erdlager at Hofheim', a grave with stamps of
Bassus i and Licinus at Mainz-Weisenau2, the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen3, a
Claudio-Neronian waste pit at Rheingonheim" and period I at Zwammer-
dam5. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 89.
2. Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 8-9.
3. Daniels 1955, 102, ml459.
4. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 12, from Grube 3a, with stamps of Bassus i,
Crestio, Maccarus and Masculus i.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 18.
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A62 OFAQVIT
Drag. 24/25
A67 AQVITANI
RMO:
PUG:
no no.; fl 940/5.111.
1947-318.
Most examples of this stamp occur on cups of Drag. 24/25, although some
were found on Drag. 27g. There is hardly any dating evidence for it. The
best-dated sites where this stamp was found are the settlement around the
Trajanusplein at Nijmegen', Utrecht2 and Valkenburg3. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Daniels 1955, 82, ml512.
2. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 141, 54.
3. Van Giffen 1948-1953, 92 and 111.
A63 OFAQVI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1636; VF* 1428.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*73b.
Except for a Drag. 15/17 from the Erdlager at Hofheim, this stamp was only
found on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The only other site which provides
a lead for dating is Rheingonheim'. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 14.
A64 OFAQVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*73a; VF*73al; VF*73c.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Neuss and Strasbourg, and from
the Marktveld at Valkenburg. All impressions occur on cups of Drag. 27g.
The vessels from Vechten are of the small variety; as a result, they can only
be dated approximately, although they do not appear to be particularly early
examples. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A65 OFAQV
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF1631.
RMO: VF*73bl.
Thus far, only a few examples of this stamp have been found, on cups of
Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The site list includes the Kops Plateau and the settle-
ment around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen'. To judge by the shape of the
Drag. 24/25 from Vechten and the other details known about the products of
Aquitanus, this stamp is probably also from the Claudio-Neronian period.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Kops Plateau: Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 29. Trajanusplein area: Daniels
1955, 80.
A66 OFAQV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*11.
The only other impression of this stamp is on a Drag. 27 of unknown prov-
enance in the collection of the PUG. The cup from Vechten is of the small
variety, so it can only be dated approximately, although it is not an excep-
tionally early example. La Graufesenque [2]. c. A.D. 45-65.
Ritt. 1
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
Drag. 24/25 PUG:
VF1636d.
/F1630; VF*78e; VF*781.
1947-339 (fig. 6.25, a).
VF*78.
VF1636c; VF*78a; VF*78b; VF*78d; VP*78f;
VP*78j; VF*78k; VF*78m; VF*680; Vel914.6.
116.
A few examples of this stamp were found on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g,
but the majority by far occur on dishes of Ritt. 1 (cf. fig. 6.23, e) and Drag.
15/17 and 18. The site record includes Aislingen', Camulodunum, the
Erdlager at Hofheim2, the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen3 and periods 1 and 3 at Valkenburg4.
Although a vessel with this stamp is known from Heddernheim, the stamp
has to be pre-Flavian, since the numerous impressions on dishes with
internal bases that have double grooves, and on vessels of Ritt. 1, suggest
that his is one of the earlier stamps ofAquitanus. This assumption is sup-
ported by the presence of identical impressions at Velsen I5 and in a grave
with stamps ofAcutus and Scottius at Xanten". La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
40-60.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 9.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 91-92 and Taf. VIII 5 and 7.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 96, fig. 8, 55-57. Trajanusplein
area: Daniels 1955, 77, ml485.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 1 la; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 154-
156.
5. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 44-45; in addition, there are
three unpublished vessels.
6. Hinz 1984, 313-315, Herbrand grave 10, 317, Abb. 20, 6 and Taf. 123,
15-17.
A68 AQVITAN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2871.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24(79);VF1611;VF1612;VF1614;VF*78c;
VF*78g; VF*78h; VP*78i; VF*78n;
VF*1078/lm; fl 940/5.13.
This stamp was found almost exclusively on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g.
From La Graufesenque, an impression is known on a marbled Drag. 27g.
The site list includes Abergavenny, Aislingen', the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2,
Oberstimm3, Unterkirchberg4, Utrecht5, period 1 at Valkenburg" and period I
at Zwammerdam7. At Colchester, an example was found in a grave which
also contained a Drag. 25 and vessels ofAlbinus and Scotnus8. Although the
footrings of some of the cups from Vechten have relatively large diameters
they do not appear to be exceptionally early. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Knorrl912,Taf. XmiO.
2. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 96, fig. 8, 58. Trajanusplein area:
Daniels 1955, 100, ml369.
3. Simon 1978a, 248, C736, and Taf. 59, C735.
4. Knon-1929, 15, Abb. 5, 6.
5. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 7.
6. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 10 (Drag. 24/25, not 27).
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 24.
8. May 1930, 254, 389, from grave 8/68.
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A69 AQVITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (107).
The only parallel for this stamp is an impression on a Ritt. 9 from Xanten'.
The cup from Vechten is a small example and may only be dated approxi-
mately, but the general record for Aquitanus suggests that this stamp is also
from the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Steiner 1911.Taf. XDC 23.
A70 AQVII
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1634; VF*74f.
RMO: VF*74d.
PUG: Vel921/l.
RMO: VF*74; VF*74c; VF*74e; VF*74h; fl940/5.234.
The die with which these impressions were made seems to have been used
exclusively for cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. The T at the end of the text is
not legible as such in any of the stamps from Vechten. Parallels are known
from Mancetter, from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and
from periods la (?) and 2 at Valkenburg2, among other places. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 9, from grave 107, with a stamp ofArdacus;
Stuart 1976, 97, fig. 9, 62.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 12; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 160-
161; a stamp ofBassus i with the same find number as the example of
period la (2165) has been attributed to period 2 (idem, 133, 174).
A71 AQVIT
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1526; Vel923/3; fl940/5.92; fl940/5.234.
PUG: 1947-85.
RMO: VF1633.
RMO: VF1618.
Besides the types recorded above, this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and
9. The site record includes Aislingen', Gloucester, the Erdlager at Hofheim2,
the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the settlement around the Trajanusplein
at Nijmegen3, Oberstimm", Rheingonheim5, periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg6,
and period I at Zwammerdam7. At Mainz-Weisenau, an identical stamp was
found in a grave which also contained vessels of Bassus i and Licinus". La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 11.
2. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 145, probably the example recorded
here.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 8, from grave 2, with
stamps of Modestus, Murranus, Paullus and Secundus i; Stuart 1976,
96, fig. 8, 60, and 97, fig.9, 61.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C737.
5. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 13, from Gmbe 3a, with stamps of Bassus i,
Crestio, Maccarus and Masculus i.
6. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 15-16; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132,
158.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 25.
8. Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 13.
A72 AQVIT
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
There is no doubt whatsoever about he text of this stamp and its attribution
to Aquitanus. Thus far, no other examples have been found, so the date is
based only on the shape of this cup and on the other dating evidence for
Aquitanus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A73 AQVIT
Ritt. 8 or 9
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*74al;VF*74b.
RMO: VF1632; VF2930.
RMO: VF24 (62); VF1617; VF1623: VF*74g.
A number of identical impressions were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque. Other examples are known from Camulodunum' and the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1957, pl. XLII 50.
2. Daniels 1955, 53, ml439.
A74 AOVU
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF1616.
VF*1436.
So far, no other examples of this stamp appear to have been found. The text
is not quite clear, but there is little reason to reject attribution to Aquitanus.
The profiles of the cups indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A75 AQV[IT?]
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF1540.
VF*74a.
Both impressions from Vechten are incomplete and can only be interpreted
with difficulty; the text seems to have read AQVIT, however. The cups are
of the small variety, which makes them hard to date, but the Drag. 27g has
a rim which is almost triangular in section, so it should be early Neronian,
at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
A76 [AQ?]VIT
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3050.
The complete text of this stamp is not quite certain. To the left of the V, a
curve is still visible which may have been part of a Q. To judge by the posi-
don of the stamp inside the groove in the base, the text cannot have been
longer than AQVIT. The shape of the cup suggests a date around the hey-
day of the production ofAquitanus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A77 .AQV.
Drag. 25 RMO: VF*10.
The middle letter of this stamp is clearly legible on other examples. It
must be one of the earliest stamps of Aquitanus. The impression from
Vechten was applied to a Drag. 25; one on a Ritt. 5 was found at Paris'. Two
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additional examples are known from Velsen I2. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 35-55.
1. Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 17, 50.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb.3, 46; the second example has not
been published.
Ardacus
Ardacus had already started the production of sigillata in the reign of
Tiberius. His earliest vessels show the pale fabric which is characteritistic
of the earliest exports from La Graufesenque (cf. p. 45). At the start of his
production he mainly used stamps with large letters, as in catalogue nos.
A87 and A90. There is not a single of&cina stamp among these early
impressions.
Ardacus used many different dies. For several stamps, only a few examples
are known. His products are mainly known from finds groups of the
Claudio-Neronian period. Since no stamps have as yet been found in a
Flavian context, it may be assumed that he ended his activities before A.D.
70.
One of the employees of Ardacus is known by name, from the stamp
SENISERI /ARDACT. Theoretically this text could mean thatArdacus was
an employee of Seniserus; however, since Ardacus started stamping his own
name at a very early date, this is not very plausible.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 2.
A78 [0]FI.ARDAC<I>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*8
This is an impression of a die which originally read OFI.ARDACI, in a
frame with rounded ends. Impressions of this earliest phase are known from
various British sites, Camulodunum among them'. Therefore, it seems as if
impressions of the damaged ie should be dated after A.D. 43.
The version known from Vechten also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 and Drag.
15/17. At Botzingen, an identical impression was found in a grave which
also contained stamps of Bassus i and Masculus i2. Another example was
unearthed in the Erdlager at Hofheim3. A marbled dish with this stamp was
found at Silchester. The dish from Vechten is shallow in proportion to its
diameter, but does not appear to be particularly early. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 54.
2. Asskamp 1989, Taf. 79, Grab 12.
3. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 147.
A79 [0]F.ARDACI.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1638c (Mees 1995, Taf. 1, 5); VF*91.
The dot inside the 0 which may be seen in some impressions seems to have
been added later. Except for a single cup ofRitt. 8, the stamp occurs exclus-
ively on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative schemes from the Claudio-
Neronian period'. Below the paltry remains of the decoration, the bowl from
Vechten numbered VF1638c shows a fragment of a hand-written signature
inscribed in the mould (fig. 8.2). Of the original text, which, contrary to
common practice, was applied retrograde in the mould, only AR is still leg-
ible. The bowl, therefore, could very well be from a mould made by Ardacus
himself. That Ardacus actually made moulds may be deduced from the
presence of his name on the handle of a poin^on in the shape of a rosette'
Fig. 8.2 Detail of a Drag. 29 of Ardacus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature AR under the moulded
decoration. Scale 2 :1.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque and Camulodunum4. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 10, B; Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXXIV 2, 4 and 18;
Knorr 1952, Taf. 2, A-C; Fiches 1978, 50, fig. 5, 4.
2. Cf. Vemhet 1990-1991, 54.
3. Vemhet 1990-1991, 53; Mees 1995, 184, D 3.
4. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 56-59.
A80 OF.ARDACI
Dish RMO: VF1638a.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, but also on
cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The basal interiors of a few of the dishes have
double grooves, so it must be a relatively early stamp. Identical impressions
were found at Camulodunum' and in the settlement around the Trajanus-
plein at Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 55.
2. Daniels 1955, 80, ml501.
A81 OF.ARDACP]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*88.
PUG: 1947-283.
The die with which these impressions were made was used almost exclus-
ively to mark cups, among others of forms Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. This stamp
is only known on a dish at La Graufesenque, where it occurs on a small
Drag. 18. So far, the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen is the only dated context in
which an identical example was found'. The Drag. 27g numbered 1947-283
is one of the largest representatives of the medium-sized variety; in spite of
this, it does not appear to be an exceptionally early vessel. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII36.
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A69 AQVITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (107).
The only parallel for this stamp is an impression on a Ritt. 9 from Xanten'.
The cup from Vechten is a small example and may only be dated approxi-
mately, but the general record for Aquitanus suggests that this stamp is also
from the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Steiner 1911.Taf. XDC 23.
A70 AQVII
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1634; VF*74f.
RMO: VF*74d.
PUG: Vel921/l.
RMO: VF*74; VF*74c; VF*74e; VF*74h; fl940/5.234.
The die with which these impressions were made seems to have been used
exclusively for cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. The T at the end of the text is
not legible as such in any of the stamps from Vechten. Parallels are known
from Mancetter, from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and
from periods la (?) and 2 at Valkenburg2, among other places. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 9, from grave 107, with a stamp ofArdacus;
Stuart 1976, 97, fig. 9, 62.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 12; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 160-
161; a stamp ofBassus i with the same find number as the example of
period la (2165) has been attributed to period 2 (idem, 133, 174).
A71 AQVIT
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1526; Vel923/3; fl940/5.92; fl940/5.234.
PUG: 1947-85.
RMO: VF1633.
RMO: VF1618.
Besides the types recorded above, this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and
9. The site record includes Aislingen', Gloucester, the Erdlager at Hofheim2,
the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the settlement around the Trajanusplein
at Nijmegen3, Oberstimm", Rheingonheim5, periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg6,
and period I at Zwammerdam7. At Mainz-Weisenau, an identical stamp was
found in a grave which also contained vessels of Bassus i and Licinus". La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 11.
2. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 145, probably the example recorded
here.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 8, from grave 2, with
stamps of Modestus, Murranus, Paullus and Secundus i; Stuart 1976,
96, fig. 8, 60, and 97, fig.9, 61.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C737.
5. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 13, from Gmbe 3a, with stamps of Bassus i,
Crestio, Maccarus and Masculus i.
6. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 15-16; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132,
158.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 25.
8. Kessler 1927, 48, Abb. 2, 13.
A72 AQVIT
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
There is no doubt whatsoever about he text of this stamp and its attribution
to Aquitanus. Thus far, no other examples have been found, so the date is
based only on the shape of this cup and on the other dating evidence for
Aquitanus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A73 AQVIT
Ritt. 8 or 9
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*74al;VF*74b.
RMO: VF1632; VF2930.
RMO: VF24 (62); VF1617; VF1623: VF*74g.
A number of identical impressions were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque. Other examples are known from Camulodunum' and the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1957, pl. XLII 50.
2. Daniels 1955, 53, ml439.
A74 AOVU
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF1616.
VF*1436.
So far, no other examples of this stamp appear to have been found. The text
is not quite clear, but there is little reason to reject attribution to Aquitanus.
The profiles of the cups indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A75 AQV[IT?]
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF1540.
VF*74a.
Both impressions from Vechten are incomplete and can only be interpreted
with difficulty; the text seems to have read AQVIT, however. The cups are
of the small variety, which makes them hard to date, but the Drag. 27g has
a rim which is almost triangular in section, so it should be early Neronian,
at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
A76 [AQ?]VIT
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3050.
The complete text of this stamp is not quite certain. To the left of the V, a
curve is still visible which may have been part of a Q. To judge by the posi-
don of the stamp inside the groove in the base, the text cannot have been
longer than AQVIT. The shape of the cup suggests a date around the hey-
day of the production ofAquitanus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
A77 .AQV.
Drag. 25 RMO: VF*10.
The middle letter of this stamp is clearly legible on other examples. It
must be one of the earliest stamps of Aquitanus. The impression from
Vechten was applied to a Drag. 25; one on a Ritt. 5 was found at Paris'. Two
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additional examples are known from Velsen I2. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 35-55.
1. Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 17, 50.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb.3, 46; the second example has not
been published.
Ardacus
Ardacus had already started the production of sigillata in the reign of
Tiberius. His earliest vessels show the pale fabric which is characteritistic
of the earliest exports from La Graufesenque (cf. p. 45). At the start of his
production he mainly used stamps with large letters, as in catalogue nos.
A87 and A90. There is not a single of&cina stamp among these early
impressions.
Ardacus used many different dies. For several stamps, only a few examples
are known. His products are mainly known from finds groups of the
Claudio-Neronian period. Since no stamps have as yet been found in a
Flavian context, it may be assumed that he ended his activities before A.D.
70.
One of the employees of Ardacus is known by name, from the stamp
SENISERI /ARDACT. Theoretically this text could mean thatArdacus was
an employee of Seniserus; however, since Ardacus started stamping his own
name at a very early date, this is not very plausible.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 2.
A78 [0]FI.ARDAC<I>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*8
This is an impression of a die which originally read OFI.ARDACI, in a
frame with rounded ends. Impressions of this earliest phase are known from
various British sites, Camulodunum among them'. Therefore, it seems as if
impressions of the damaged ie should be dated after A.D. 43.
The version known from Vechten also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 and Drag.
15/17. At Botzingen, an identical impression was found in a grave which
also contained stamps of Bassus i and Masculus i2. Another example was
unearthed in the Erdlager at Hofheim3. A marbled dish with this stamp was
found at Silchester. The dish from Vechten is shallow in proportion to its
diameter, but does not appear to be particularly early. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 54.
2. Asskamp 1989, Taf. 79, Grab 12.
3. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 147.
A79 [0]F.ARDACI.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1638c (Mees 1995, Taf. 1, 5); VF*91.
The dot inside the 0 which may be seen in some impressions seems to have
been added later. Except for a single cup ofRitt. 8, the stamp occurs exclus-
ively on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative schemes from the Claudio-
Neronian period'. Below the paltry remains of the decoration, the bowl from
Vechten numbered VF1638c shows a fragment of a hand-written signature
inscribed in the mould (fig. 8.2). Of the original text, which, contrary to
common practice, was applied retrograde in the mould, only AR is still leg-
ible. The bowl, therefore, could very well be from a mould made by Ardacus
himself. That Ardacus actually made moulds may be deduced from the
presence of his name on the handle of a poin^on in the shape of a rosette'
Fig. 8.2 Detail of a Drag. 29 of Ardacus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature AR under the moulded
decoration. Scale 2 :1.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque and Camulodunum4. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 10, B; Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXXIV 2, 4 and 18;
Knorr 1952, Taf. 2, A-C; Fiches 1978, 50, fig. 5, 4.
2. Cf. Vemhet 1990-1991, 54.
3. Vemhet 1990-1991, 53; Mees 1995, 184, D 3.
4. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 56-59.
A80 OF.ARDACI
Dish RMO: VF1638a.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, but also on
cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The basal interiors of a few of the dishes have
double grooves, so it must be a relatively early stamp. Identical impressions
were found at Camulodunum' and in the settlement around the Trajanus-
plein at Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 55.
2. Daniels 1955, 80, ml501.
A81 OF.ARDACP]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*88.
PUG: 1947-283.
The die with which these impressions were made was used almost exclus-
ively to mark cups, among others of forms Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. This stamp
is only known on a dish at La Graufesenque, where it occurs on a small
Drag. 18. So far, the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen is the only dated context in
which an identical example was found'. The Drag. 27g numbered 1947-283
is one of the largest representatives of the medium-sized variety; in spite of
this, it does not appear to be an exceptionally early vessel. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII36.
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A82 OF.A[R]DAC
R-dish
Drag. 29
RMO: VP*85.
RMO: VF*86a.
Although this stamp is found on standard and rouletted ishes from time to
time, it occurs mainly on bowls of Drag. 29. Some of them have double,
others have single grooves in their internal bases. This suggests that the
stamp is Neronian, as does the decoration of a bowl which was probably
found at Solothum, the stamp on which is illegible in the middle, as on the
vessel from Vechten'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Knorrl919.Taf. lOA.
ASS OF.ARDAC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*86.
The only parallel for this stamp is on a cup of Drag. 27g from La Graufe-
senque. The shape of the vessel from Vechten indicates a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
A84 OARDAC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1762; VF*85a; VF*85b; yF*85c.
PUG: Vel921/4; 1947-97; 1947-121.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2360.
This stamp is often read as OARDAN and attributed to the otherwise un-
known potter Ardanus'. Several impressions, however, show that the final
letter was originally a C2. The presence of a few identical impressions in the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which contained several other
stamps ofArdacus, also supports attribution to the latter.
At Vechten, the stamp was only found on cups, but impressions on dishes
of Drag. 15/17 and 18 are known from elsewhere. The site list includes
Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim", the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique5, period 1 at Valkenburg' and period I at Zwammerdam7. In a grave
at Colchester, this stamp was found together with one of Modestus8. La
Graufesenque, [1]', c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Oswald (1931, 22 and 351) attributed identical impressions to both
Ardacus and Ardanus.
2. See e.g. Vernhet 1979, pl. XXXI.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 60.
4. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 12.
5. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 9.
6. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 133, 167.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 28.
8. May 1930, 195 and 255, grave 9/30.
9. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 13; cf. note 2.
A85 ARDACI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*90.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, but none from a dated con-
text. The shape of the Drag. 24/25 from Vechten indicates a date after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hemiet 1934, pl. 110, 12.
A86 ARDACI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*90a.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. Thus
far only one impression has been found on a dish, a Drag. 15/17. In the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, a dozen impressions were found
which are much clearer than the example from Vechten. Faint impressions
were also found at Mancetter, in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and in
period I at Zwammerdam'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 26.
A87 ARDAC
Dish RMO: VF*87.
This must be one of the earliest stamps ofArdacus. At La Graufesenque, it
was found on a dish with a double groove in its internal base; like the ex-
ample from Vechten this vessel is in the pale fabric characteristic of the
earliest exports from La Graufesenque (cf. p. 45). Only a few parallels are
known, one of which is fromVelsen 1'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-50.
1. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 47
ASS ARDAC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1638: VP1638b.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. None of the
impressions known up to now is from a dated context. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten suggest hat he stamp dates from the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
A89 ARDAC
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF1640.
VF1639.
The few parallels known thus far occur on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g. The
only site which provides a clue to the date is Camulodunum. It may be
deduced from the profiles of the vessels from Vechten that this is not an
early stamp ofArdacus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
A90 ARDA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*84.
The only parallel for this stamp is on a small base fragment of a cup un-
earthed at La Graufesenque. The pale fabric and the bevelled footring of the
Vechten cup suggest hat his is an early stamp of Ardacus. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 35-50.
A91 ARDA
Drag. 24 RMO: fl940/5.111.
Only one other example of this stamp is known so far, on a Drag. 27g from
Saint-Bertrand. To judge by the shape of the cup from Vechten, this is one
of the later stamps ofArdacus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
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A92 [A]RDACI.\^.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2894a.
The interpretation of the text of this stamp is problematic. It is usually read
ARDACI.MA', but the correct reading is undoubtedly ARDACI.VA.
Stamps which end in VA are also known for Capita, Licinus, Lucceius and
Martialis2, so it is not very likely to be an abbreviated name. Since VA
occurs not only with a genitive but also with a nominative and with offici-
na, it seems logical to interpret i  as vascularius.
Identical impressions were found, among other places, in period 2 at
Valkenburg3 and period I at Zwammerdam4. At Nijmegen, an impression
was found in a grave with vessels of Bassus i and Giro, and a second one in
a grave which also contained a stamp of Secundus i or ii5. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Probably following Oswald 1931, 22.
2. Capita: catalogue no. C62; Licinus: Knorr 1919, Taf. 47 F; Lucceius:
Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 21; Martialis: catalogue no. M32.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 133, 163-164.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 27.
5. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 10-11, from graves 4 and 20; Giro is a potter
who worked at La Graufesenque during the Claudio-Neronian period.
Atepo
Atepo is one of the potters from La Graufesenque who stamped both the
Celtic and the latinized versions of their names. Of Atepo, stamps reading
ON.ATEPO, OF.ATEPO and ATEPVS are known. They should be distin-
guished from those of Atepomarus of Lezoux, to whom Oswald erroneous-
ly attributed the stamp OF.ATEPO'.
1. Oswald 1931, 25 and 352; cf. Hartley 1977, 253.
A93 OF.ATEPO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*141.
Prom the presence of identical impressions on a Drag. 17a at Velsen 1 and
on a Drag. 17c at Nijmegen', this may be deduced to be an early stamp. The
same conclusion may be drawn from the shape of the cup from Vechten,
where the constriction of the wall is marked by grooves, internally as well
as externally. Another impression is known from Camulodunum2. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 97, fig. 30, 64.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E1, 5.
Atinus
Atticus
Atticus belongs to the potters who worked at La Graufesenque around the
turn of the 1st century. He may possibly be identified with the Atticos
whose name is recorded in a docket on the underside of a Drag. 15/17R, al-
though this vessel appears to be no later than Flavian'. The name Atticos
also occurs in a docket found at Millau, which may be dated to around the
end of the 1st century2.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 28.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 212c. The date is based on the reference to the
name Urbanus, which also occurs in a docket from La Graufesenque
on a dish which, in view of the coarseness of its rouletted circle,
cannot be earlier than Domitianic (idem, no. 77).
A95 [OF.]A[T]TICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2922.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known. One of them stems from
Heidenheim', and another is part of the Bregenzer KeUerfund2, which main-
ly contains material from the end of the 1st century. The shape of the dish
from Vechten also suggests a late date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-
120.
1. Heiligmann 1990, Taf. 151, 8.
2. Jenny 1880, 75, 21; Jacobs 1912,182,4.
Atussa
Atussa, also named Atusa, is one of the South Gaulish potters with Celtic
names. At La Graufesenque, a stamp reading ATVSSA was found on a frag-
ment of a cup which may possibly be identified as Ritt. 5. In that case,
Atussa may be assumed to have already started his career as a potter under
Tiberius. The profiles of his few vessels, and the sites where they were
found, suggest hat his activities continued to just before the end of Nero's
reign.
A96 ATVSA. FEC
Drag. 18R RMO: fl940/5.234 (fig. 6.39, b).
Most parallels for this stamp have been found at La Graufesenque, mainly
in the Posse de Gallicanus. A single impression was found on a Drag. 29
with a double groove in its internal base, and with a Claudian rather than
Neronian decoration. The only other known impressions are from
Colchester and from the legionary fortress at Neuss. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
A94 ATINI
Ritt.5 RMO: fl940/5.193.
This is a unique stamp so far. Two other stamps with the same text are
known from La Graufesenque; one of these was also on Ritt. 5. There is no
doubt, therefore, thatAtinus is an early potter. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
20-40.
A96* <A>TVSA.FEC
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2053.
The die which was used to stamp the impression umbered A96 was broken
at some stage, causing the first and part of the last letters to disappear.
Although Oswald already knew an impression of the first phase, he read the
stamp recorded here as LVSA.FEC'.
Besides this example from Vechten, only three other impressions are
known. One is on a Drag. 15/17 from Vechten, currently part of a private
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R-dish
Drag. 29
RMO: VP*85.
RMO: VF*86a.
Although this stamp is found on standard and rouletted ishes from time to
time, it occurs mainly on bowls of Drag. 29. Some of them have double,
others have single grooves in their internal bases. This suggests that the
stamp is Neronian, as does the decoration of a bowl which was probably
found at Solothum, the stamp on which is illegible in the middle, as on the
vessel from Vechten'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Knorrl919.Taf. lOA.
ASS OF.ARDAC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*86.
The only parallel for this stamp is on a cup of Drag. 27g from La Graufe-
senque. The shape of the vessel from Vechten indicates a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
A84 OARDAC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1762; VF*85a; VF*85b; yF*85c.
PUG: Vel921/4; 1947-97; 1947-121.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2360.
This stamp is often read as OARDAN and attributed to the otherwise un-
known potter Ardanus'. Several impressions, however, show that the final
letter was originally a C2. The presence of a few identical impressions in the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which contained several other
stamps ofArdacus, also supports attribution to the latter.
At Vechten, the stamp was only found on cups, but impressions on dishes
of Drag. 15/17 and 18 are known from elsewhere. The site list includes
Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim", the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique5, period 1 at Valkenburg' and period I at Zwammerdam7. In a grave
at Colchester, this stamp was found together with one of Modestus8. La
Graufesenque, [1]', c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Oswald (1931, 22 and 351) attributed identical impressions to both
Ardacus and Ardanus.
2. See e.g. Vernhet 1979, pl. XXXI.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 60.
4. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 12.
5. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 9.
6. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 133, 167.
7. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 28.
8. May 1930, 195 and 255, grave 9/30.
9. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 13; cf. note 2.
A85 ARDACI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*90.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, but none from a dated con-
text. The shape of the Drag. 24/25 from Vechten indicates a date after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hemiet 1934, pl. 110, 12.
A86 ARDACI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*90a.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. Thus
far only one impression has been found on a dish, a Drag. 15/17. In the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, a dozen impressions were found
which are much clearer than the example from Vechten. Faint impressions
were also found at Mancetter, in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and in
period I at Zwammerdam'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 26.
A87 ARDAC
Dish RMO: VF*87.
This must be one of the earliest stamps ofArdacus. At La Graufesenque, it
was found on a dish with a double groove in its internal base; like the ex-
ample from Vechten this vessel is in the pale fabric characteristic of the
earliest exports from La Graufesenque (cf. p. 45). Only a few parallels are
known, one of which is fromVelsen 1'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-50.
1. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 47
ASS ARDAC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1638: VP1638b.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. None of the
impressions known up to now is from a dated context. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten suggest hat he stamp dates from the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
A89 ARDAC
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF1640.
VF1639.
The few parallels known thus far occur on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g. The
only site which provides a clue to the date is Camulodunum. It may be
deduced from the profiles of the vessels from Vechten that this is not an
early stamp ofArdacus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
A90 ARDA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*84.
The only parallel for this stamp is on a small base fragment of a cup un-
earthed at La Graufesenque. The pale fabric and the bevelled footring of the
Vechten cup suggest hat his is an early stamp of Ardacus. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 35-50.
A91 ARDA
Drag. 24 RMO: fl940/5.111.
Only one other example of this stamp is known so far, on a Drag. 27g from
Saint-Bertrand. To judge by the shape of the cup from Vechten, this is one
of the later stamps ofArdacus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
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A92 [A]RDACI.\^.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2894a.
The interpretation of the text of this stamp is problematic. It is usually read
ARDACI.MA', but the correct reading is undoubtedly ARDACI.VA.
Stamps which end in VA are also known for Capita, Licinus, Lucceius and
Martialis2, so it is not very likely to be an abbreviated name. Since VA
occurs not only with a genitive but also with a nominative and with offici-
na, it seems logical to interpret i  as vascularius.
Identical impressions were found, among other places, in period 2 at
Valkenburg3 and period I at Zwammerdam4. At Nijmegen, an impression
was found in a grave with vessels of Bassus i and Giro, and a second one in
a grave which also contained a stamp of Secundus i or ii5. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Probably following Oswald 1931, 22.
2. Capita: catalogue no. C62; Licinus: Knorr 1919, Taf. 47 F; Lucceius:
Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 21; Martialis: catalogue no. M32.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 133, 163-164.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 27.
5. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 10-11, from graves 4 and 20; Giro is a potter
who worked at La Graufesenque during the Claudio-Neronian period.
Atepo
Atepo is one of the potters from La Graufesenque who stamped both the
Celtic and the latinized versions of their names. Of Atepo, stamps reading
ON.ATEPO, OF.ATEPO and ATEPVS are known. They should be distin-
guished from those of Atepomarus of Lezoux, to whom Oswald erroneous-
ly attributed the stamp OF.ATEPO'.
1. Oswald 1931, 25 and 352; cf. Hartley 1977, 253.
A93 OF.ATEPO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*141.
Prom the presence of identical impressions on a Drag. 17a at Velsen 1 and
on a Drag. 17c at Nijmegen', this may be deduced to be an early stamp. The
same conclusion may be drawn from the shape of the cup from Vechten,
where the constriction of the wall is marked by grooves, internally as well
as externally. Another impression is known from Camulodunum2. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 97, fig. 30, 64.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E1, 5.
Atinus
Atticus
Atticus belongs to the potters who worked at La Graufesenque around the
turn of the 1st century. He may possibly be identified with the Atticos
whose name is recorded in a docket on the underside of a Drag. 15/17R, al-
though this vessel appears to be no later than Flavian'. The name Atticos
also occurs in a docket found at Millau, which may be dated to around the
end of the 1st century2.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 28.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 212c. The date is based on the reference to the
name Urbanus, which also occurs in a docket from La Graufesenque
on a dish which, in view of the coarseness of its rouletted circle,
cannot be earlier than Domitianic (idem, no. 77).
A95 [OF.]A[T]TICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2922.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known. One of them stems from
Heidenheim', and another is part of the Bregenzer KeUerfund2, which main-
ly contains material from the end of the 1st century. The shape of the dish
from Vechten also suggests a late date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-
120.
1. Heiligmann 1990, Taf. 151, 8.
2. Jenny 1880, 75, 21; Jacobs 1912,182,4.
Atussa
Atussa, also named Atusa, is one of the South Gaulish potters with Celtic
names. At La Graufesenque, a stamp reading ATVSSA was found on a frag-
ment of a cup which may possibly be identified as Ritt. 5. In that case,
Atussa may be assumed to have already started his career as a potter under
Tiberius. The profiles of his few vessels, and the sites where they were
found, suggest hat his activities continued to just before the end of Nero's
reign.
A96 ATVSA. FEC
Drag. 18R RMO: fl940/5.234 (fig. 6.39, b).
Most parallels for this stamp have been found at La Graufesenque, mainly
in the Posse de Gallicanus. A single impression was found on a Drag. 29
with a double groove in its internal base, and with a Claudian rather than
Neronian decoration. The only other known impressions are from
Colchester and from the legionary fortress at Neuss. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
A94 ATINI
Ritt.5 RMO: fl940/5.193.
This is a unique stamp so far. Two other stamps with the same text are
known from La Graufesenque; one of these was also on Ritt. 5. There is no
doubt, therefore, thatAtinus is an early potter. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
20-40.
A96* <A>TVSA.FEC
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2053.
The die which was used to stamp the impression umbered A96 was broken
at some stage, causing the first and part of the last letters to disappear.
Although Oswald already knew an impression of the first phase, he read the
stamp recorded here as LVSA.FEC'.
Besides this example from Vechten, only three other impressions are
known. One is on a Drag. 15/17 from Vechten, currently part of a private
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collection2; the two others are on bowls of Drag. 29, from Strasbourg and
the Narbonne area3, respectively. The profiles of both the vessels from
Vechten suggest hat the die was used exclusively during the pre-Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 172 and 354.
2. Kalee 1982, 23, fig. 3.
3. Fiches 1978, 61, fig. 12, 65.
L. At-
being are most likely to belong to a certain T. Audacius.
Although no stamps of this manufacturer have been found at La Graufesen-
que as yet, the distribution of his products warrants the deduction that he
worked there. Since his production includes cups ofRitt. 5 and Drag. 25, he
must have started his activities as early as the reign of Tiberius. His pro-
duction seems to have been restricted to the pre-Flavian period.
Oswald 1931, 31 and 354.
See catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 75, on a Drag. 25 from grave 49, with stamps
of Prunus, Scottius and Silvanus.
Mocsy et al. 1983, 37.
A97 OF[.L.]AT A98 TAVDACII
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3034.
This stamp, attributed by Oswald to L. A. Attillus of Montans', is actually
from La Graufesenque, where three impressions have been found so far, on
cups of Drag. 27g and 33a. They were among the waste of the large kiln
which was fired between c. A.D. 80 and 120/130. Other parallels are known
from Nijmegen-west and WilderspooP, among other places. Therefore, the
stamp probably dates from the last years of the 1st or the first years of the
2nd century. On the basis of this, the stamp could be attributed to Atticus.
He would have used only his praenomen and cognomen in this stamp, a rare
combination3. Besides the cognomen Atticus, the far rarer gentilicium
Atticius4 could be considered, or more common gentilicia such as Atilius
and Attius, which are not known from La Graufesenque, however5. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Oswald 1931, 28 and 353.
2. May 1904, 62.
3. The only definite xample from La Graufesenque is that of T. lulius
Aplastus, for whom both a stamp reading T.IVL.APLAS and one
reading T.APLASTI are known (Laubenheimer 1979, 104, fig. 2A;
Diddnson/Hartley 1988a, 224, 66).
4. Schulze 1904, 428; Mocsy et al. 1983, 35.
5. The name Atelia, which was found at La Graufesenque in a hand-writ-
ten list of activities undertaken by her pueri (Marichal 1988, no. 169),
may perhaps be identified with Atilia. The stamps attributed by
Oswald (1931, 29 and 354) to a certain Attius of La Graufesenque
must have been misinterpreted; he probably did not examine most of
them personally.
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*527c.
RMO: VF*527b;VI
RMO: VF* 1033.
PUG: 1947-146.
Not only the forms which bear this stamp, but also some of the sites where
it was found indicate that it is pre-Flavian. Examples were found at
Camulodunum' and in a grave at Nijmegen which also contained stamps of
Maccarus, one of which occurred on a Ritt. I2. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
30-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 177.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 76-77, from grave 37
A99 TWDAGI
Ritt. 5
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27g
RMO: VF*527.
PUG: 1947-214.
RMO: Vel924/A.
Only three other impressions of this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 8 and
9, from Heerlen and Leicester, and from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'.
Since one of the stamps from Vechten is on a vessel of Ritt. 5, the die with
which they were made must akeady have been in use by the Tiberian
period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. HaalebosAfcriinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 54.
T. Audacius
The name of the potter who made the vessels listed under nos. A98-100 is
probably T. Audacius. On the basis of stamps reading AVDAX, from Poitou
and Reze, Oswald chose the cognomen Audax'. The T which precedes this
name in some stamps would thus be a praenomen. This solution is not very
attractive, since the combination of a praenomen with a cognomen is high-
ly unusual2. On the basis of the stamp TAVDACII it seems more logical to
consider Taudacius or T. Audacius. Since Oswald did not mention on which
forms the stamps reading AVDAX occur, he may be assumed not to have
seen them himself, but to have adopted them from other publications. It is
quite possible that the stamps in question were misinterpreted.
The rejection of AVDAX as potter's name does not solve all the problems.
As it happens, the stamp listed here under number A99 seems to read
TAVDAGI. However, it may be assumed from the stamps TAVDACII and
TAVDAC. F3 that the G in TAVDAGI stands for a C here. Since names
beginning with Tauda- are not otherwise known, but the gentiUcium
Audacius does occur*, the stamps discussed under nos. A98-100 for the time
A100 TAVDA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1391.
This stamp, interpreted by Oswald as INDA', also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8.
Like the other stamps of this potter, it dates from the pre-Flavian period,
which is also apparent from the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Oswald 1931, 392.
Auratus
The text of the stamp discussed below suggests that a potter by the name
Auratus worked at La Graufesenque. This cognomen is not known from
elsewhere, but the occurrence of the name Auratianus uggests that it ex-
isted nevertheless'. Auratus seems to have used only one die, unless his
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praenomen is assumed to have been Lucius, and he also possessed dies
which combined these names2. Since a cognomen was only rarely com-
bined with a praenomen3, it seems better for now to attribute stamps with
texts such as LAVRATVS to a potter of the name Lauratus.
1. Kajanto 1965, 101 f., 109 and 346.
2. Cf. catalogue no. L7.
3. See catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
A101 AVRAT
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*155:VF*155a.
VF1658.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 with double grooves in their
internal bases. The footrings of the cups Auratus produced have large diam-
eters, and those of Drag. 24/25 have bevelled contact surfaces. The stamp is
therefore undoubtedly from the first half of the 1st century. Such a date is
also suggested by the presence of dozens of identical impressions in the
Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
Aurelius
A102 AVRELIVS.EE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1659.
Aurelius, or the die cutter who worked for him, was probably not a very
accurate worker. For instance, the text on the die with which this impression
was made read AVRELIVS. EE instead of AVRELIVS. FE. On a different
die, the I was missing, which has resulted in impressions reading
AVRELVS. FE'. Both dies were used at La Graufesenque, and not at Lezoux
as Oswald suspected2.
Only two parallels for the stamp from Vechten are known as yet, on a Drag.
29 found at the production centre itself, and on a dish from Clermont-
1'Herault3. The bowl from La Graufesenque, like the one from Vechten, has
a double groove of large diameter in the internal base. The profiles of these
vessels suggest hat hey date from around the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Filtzinger 1960, 193, Abb. 8, 9; Gallia 22, 1964, fig. 50; Lerat 1969,
194, fig. 1.
2. Oswald 1931, 35 f. and 356.
3. Garcia/Oriiac 1981, 63, pl. I 3.5.
Avetus
Oxe considered the stamps discussed below as 'redende Stempel', i.e.
stamps which, as it were, speak to the reader'. The punctuation of the text
of number A103 does seem to support his notion. On the other hand it
should be remembered that there was also a cognomen Avetus2, and that a
stamp is known which reads AVET. It does seem as if a potter named Avetus
worked at La Graufesenque, who by way of word-play mainly stamped his
products with texts such as .AVH.TV. and AVE. Just as the names Regenus
and Senecio probably belonged to the potters Reginus and Senicio, so
Avetus could be Avitus, although most stamps with the latter name are later
than those of Avetus.
Since Avetus made cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 27g with rouletted rims and
upper walls, he must akeady have started production before the reign of
Claudius. His activities probably continued into the Neronian period.
1. Oxe 1934, 94-97.
2. Mocsy et al. 1983, 37: Aveta.
A 103 AVII.TV.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*151.
This stamp was otherwise found only at Neuss, on a Drag. 24/25, as at
Vechten. The example from Vechten has a yellowish fabric and a matt
brown slip, and a bevelled footring of large diameter; all of this indicates an
early date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 20-50.
A104 AVE
Drag. 24
Drag. 27g
PUG: 1947-310 (fig. 6.59, i).
RMO: VF* 150.
This stamp also occurs on vessels of Ritt. 5. At La Graufesenque it was
found on over twenty cups which, like the ones from Vechten, are of the
small variety. The Drag. 24 from Vechten has a bevelled footnng, and stems
from a pit which also contained stamps of Clams and L. Brinnius of Lyon,
and of Cantus and Scotnus'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. See catalogue nos. C53 and S39.
A105 WE
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (88).
The red fabric and the glossy slip of the cup show that this stamp is later
than the two previous ones. It occurs almost exclusively on small cups of
Drag. 24 and 27g. The only exception thus far is a dish which was found in
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, together with over a hundred
and fifty cups with this stamp. Other parallels are known from
Camulodunum' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 61.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 95; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII149.
Avitus
Avitus is one of the potters who worked both at both La Graufesenque and
Le Rozier. Therefore, the majority of his products may be dated to the
reigns of Nero and Vespasian, although e seems to have been active up to
c. A.D. 90. It is not impossible that Avitus is the same person as Avetus, al-
though the difference in date between the earliest vessels ofAvetus and the
latest of Avitus is considerable.
A106 [A]VITVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3068 (fig. 6.18, b).
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, all on vessels of Drag. 18 or
dishes of unidentified forms. The site list comprises the potteries of Le
Rozier', Aislingen2 and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. A date around A.D. 70 is most likely, therefore. The shape of the
dish fromVechten, one of the few small dishes, supports this date. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [I]3, c. A.D. 60-80.
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collection2; the two others are on bowls of Drag. 29, from Strasbourg and
the Narbonne area3, respectively. The profiles of both the vessels from
Vechten suggest hat the die was used exclusively during the pre-Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 172 and 354.
2. Kalee 1982, 23, fig. 3.
3. Fiches 1978, 61, fig. 12, 65.
L. At-
being are most likely to belong to a certain T. Audacius.
Although no stamps of this manufacturer have been found at La Graufesen-
que as yet, the distribution of his products warrants the deduction that he
worked there. Since his production includes cups ofRitt. 5 and Drag. 25, he
must have started his activities as early as the reign of Tiberius. His pro-
duction seems to have been restricted to the pre-Flavian period.
Oswald 1931, 31 and 354.
See catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 75, on a Drag. 25 from grave 49, with stamps
of Prunus, Scottius and Silvanus.
Mocsy et al. 1983, 37.
A97 OF[.L.]AT A98 TAVDACII
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3034.
This stamp, attributed by Oswald to L. A. Attillus of Montans', is actually
from La Graufesenque, where three impressions have been found so far, on
cups of Drag. 27g and 33a. They were among the waste of the large kiln
which was fired between c. A.D. 80 and 120/130. Other parallels are known
from Nijmegen-west and WilderspooP, among other places. Therefore, the
stamp probably dates from the last years of the 1st or the first years of the
2nd century. On the basis of this, the stamp could be attributed to Atticus.
He would have used only his praenomen and cognomen in this stamp, a rare
combination3. Besides the cognomen Atticus, the far rarer gentilicium
Atticius4 could be considered, or more common gentilicia such as Atilius
and Attius, which are not known from La Graufesenque, however5. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Oswald 1931, 28 and 353.
2. May 1904, 62.
3. The only definite xample from La Graufesenque is that of T. lulius
Aplastus, for whom both a stamp reading T.IVL.APLAS and one
reading T.APLASTI are known (Laubenheimer 1979, 104, fig. 2A;
Diddnson/Hartley 1988a, 224, 66).
4. Schulze 1904, 428; Mocsy et al. 1983, 35.
5. The name Atelia, which was found at La Graufesenque in a hand-writ-
ten list of activities undertaken by her pueri (Marichal 1988, no. 169),
may perhaps be identified with Atilia. The stamps attributed by
Oswald (1931, 29 and 354) to a certain Attius of La Graufesenque
must have been misinterpreted; he probably did not examine most of
them personally.
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*527c.
RMO: VF*527b;VI
RMO: VF* 1033.
PUG: 1947-146.
Not only the forms which bear this stamp, but also some of the sites where
it was found indicate that it is pre-Flavian. Examples were found at
Camulodunum' and in a grave at Nijmegen which also contained stamps of
Maccarus, one of which occurred on a Ritt. I2. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
30-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 177.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 76-77, from grave 37
A99 TWDAGI
Ritt. 5
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27g
RMO: VF*527.
PUG: 1947-214.
RMO: Vel924/A.
Only three other impressions of this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 8 and
9, from Heerlen and Leicester, and from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'.
Since one of the stamps from Vechten is on a vessel of Ritt. 5, the die with
which they were made must akeady have been in use by the Tiberian
period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. HaalebosAfcriinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 54.
T. Audacius
The name of the potter who made the vessels listed under nos. A98-100 is
probably T. Audacius. On the basis of stamps reading AVDAX, from Poitou
and Reze, Oswald chose the cognomen Audax'. The T which precedes this
name in some stamps would thus be a praenomen. This solution is not very
attractive, since the combination of a praenomen with a cognomen is high-
ly unusual2. On the basis of the stamp TAVDACII it seems more logical to
consider Taudacius or T. Audacius. Since Oswald did not mention on which
forms the stamps reading AVDAX occur, he may be assumed not to have
seen them himself, but to have adopted them from other publications. It is
quite possible that the stamps in question were misinterpreted.
The rejection of AVDAX as potter's name does not solve all the problems.
As it happens, the stamp listed here under number A99 seems to read
TAVDAGI. However, it may be assumed from the stamps TAVDACII and
TAVDAC. F3 that the G in TAVDAGI stands for a C here. Since names
beginning with Tauda- are not otherwise known, but the gentiUcium
Audacius does occur*, the stamps discussed under nos. A98-100 for the time
A100 TAVDA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1391.
This stamp, interpreted by Oswald as INDA', also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8.
Like the other stamps of this potter, it dates from the pre-Flavian period,
which is also apparent from the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Oswald 1931, 392.
Auratus
The text of the stamp discussed below suggests that a potter by the name
Auratus worked at La Graufesenque. This cognomen is not known from
elsewhere, but the occurrence of the name Auratianus uggests that it ex-
isted nevertheless'. Auratus seems to have used only one die, unless his
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praenomen is assumed to have been Lucius, and he also possessed dies
which combined these names2. Since a cognomen was only rarely com-
bined with a praenomen3, it seems better for now to attribute stamps with
texts such as LAVRATVS to a potter of the name Lauratus.
1. Kajanto 1965, 101 f., 109 and 346.
2. Cf. catalogue no. L7.
3. See catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
A101 AVRAT
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*155:VF*155a.
VF1658.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 with double grooves in their
internal bases. The footrings of the cups Auratus produced have large diam-
eters, and those of Drag. 24/25 have bevelled contact surfaces. The stamp is
therefore undoubtedly from the first half of the 1st century. Such a date is
also suggested by the presence of dozens of identical impressions in the
Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
Aurelius
A102 AVRELIVS.EE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1659.
Aurelius, or the die cutter who worked for him, was probably not a very
accurate worker. For instance, the text on the die with which this impression
was made read AVRELIVS. EE instead of AVRELIVS. FE. On a different
die, the I was missing, which has resulted in impressions reading
AVRELVS. FE'. Both dies were used at La Graufesenque, and not at Lezoux
as Oswald suspected2.
Only two parallels for the stamp from Vechten are known as yet, on a Drag.
29 found at the production centre itself, and on a dish from Clermont-
1'Herault3. The bowl from La Graufesenque, like the one from Vechten, has
a double groove of large diameter in the internal base. The profiles of these
vessels suggest hat hey date from around the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Filtzinger 1960, 193, Abb. 8, 9; Gallia 22, 1964, fig. 50; Lerat 1969,
194, fig. 1.
2. Oswald 1931, 35 f. and 356.
3. Garcia/Oriiac 1981, 63, pl. I 3.5.
Avetus
Oxe considered the stamps discussed below as 'redende Stempel', i.e.
stamps which, as it were, speak to the reader'. The punctuation of the text
of number A103 does seem to support his notion. On the other hand it
should be remembered that there was also a cognomen Avetus2, and that a
stamp is known which reads AVET. It does seem as if a potter named Avetus
worked at La Graufesenque, who by way of word-play mainly stamped his
products with texts such as .AVH.TV. and AVE. Just as the names Regenus
and Senecio probably belonged to the potters Reginus and Senicio, so
Avetus could be Avitus, although most stamps with the latter name are later
than those of Avetus.
Since Avetus made cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 27g with rouletted rims and
upper walls, he must akeady have started production before the reign of
Claudius. His activities probably continued into the Neronian period.
1. Oxe 1934, 94-97.
2. Mocsy et al. 1983, 37: Aveta.
A 103 AVII.TV.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*151.
This stamp was otherwise found only at Neuss, on a Drag. 24/25, as at
Vechten. The example from Vechten has a yellowish fabric and a matt
brown slip, and a bevelled footring of large diameter; all of this indicates an
early date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 20-50.
A104 AVE
Drag. 24
Drag. 27g
PUG: 1947-310 (fig. 6.59, i).
RMO: VF* 150.
This stamp also occurs on vessels of Ritt. 5. At La Graufesenque it was
found on over twenty cups which, like the ones from Vechten, are of the
small variety. The Drag. 24 from Vechten has a bevelled footnng, and stems
from a pit which also contained stamps of Clams and L. Brinnius of Lyon,
and of Cantus and Scotnus'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. See catalogue nos. C53 and S39.
A105 WE
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (88).
The red fabric and the glossy slip of the cup show that this stamp is later
than the two previous ones. It occurs almost exclusively on small cups of
Drag. 24 and 27g. The only exception thus far is a dish which was found in
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, together with over a hundred
and fifty cups with this stamp. Other parallels are known from
Camulodunum' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 61.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 95; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII149.
Avitus
Avitus is one of the potters who worked both at both La Graufesenque and
Le Rozier. Therefore, the majority of his products may be dated to the
reigns of Nero and Vespasian, although e seems to have been active up to
c. A.D. 90. It is not impossible that Avitus is the same person as Avetus, al-
though the difference in date between the earliest vessels ofAvetus and the
latest of Avitus is considerable.
A106 [A]VITVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3068 (fig. 6.18, b).
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, all on vessels of Drag. 18 or
dishes of unidentified forms. The site list comprises the potteries of Le
Rozier', Aislingen2 and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. A date around A.D. 70 is most likely, therefore. The shape of the
dish fromVechten, one of the few small dishes, supports this date. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [I]3, c. A.D. 60-80.
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1. Thuault 1978, 25, 1; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 113.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 15.
3. See note 1.
Bl BALBVS.F
A107 AVITV
Drag. 33a RMO: VF1569b.
The text of this stamp is not entirely clear. The example from Vechten was
carelessly applied, and is partly illegible because it cuts through the groove
around the centre of the base. Although the space between the V and the T
is large enough for an E, the text seems to read AVITV rather than AVETV.
The few parallels for this stamp are all on cups of Drag. 33a. As in the one
from Vechten, the junction of base and wall in a vessel from Arles is inter-
nally marked only by grooves, instead of by the more common mouldings.
The cup from Vechten is not very elegant, so the stamp is probably relative-
ly late. The same conclusion may be drawn from the presence of an ident-
ical stamp in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The
late date of the stamp is another argument in favour of the interpretation
AVITV, since stamps reading AVETV are as yet only known from the pre-
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
A108 AVITI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1926a.
The only lead for the date of this retrograde stamp is the presence of a num-
ber of impressions on cups of Drag. 24. The shape of the cup from Vechten,
which is of the small variety, suggests that he die with which it was stamp-
ed was used exclusively during the pre-Plavian period. This makes the
stamp earlier than most other stamps ofAvitus. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
A109 AVIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VP1656; VF1657.
A few dozen examples of this stamp were found at La Graufesenque, all on
cups of Drag. 27g. The list of sites also includes Camulodunum,
Chesterfield and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen'. La Graufe-
senque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Stuart 1976, 97, fig. 9, 69.
Balbus
Since Balbus produced vessels of Drag. 17bR and 17c and Ritt. 5, he must
already have been active under Tiberius. Such an early starting date may
also be deduced from the decorative schemes of some of his bowls of Drag.
29'. Balbus's activities very probably continued into the Neronian period.
His name, together with those of Tertius and Verecundus, occurs in a docket
from La Graufesenque inscribed on a Drag. 15/17R ofTertius2.
It is not certain that his Balbus is the same potter who is mentioned in the
stamp MASCLI.BAL BVS3. The text suggests that the latter Balbus was
somehow dependent on Masculus i. This stamp dates from c. A.D. 70, and
it is hard to imagine that the Balbus of the stamp discussed below would
have taken service with another potter after years of independence.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 11 A-B; Knorr 1952, Taf. 6 B.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 30.
3. Catalogue no. M47.
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*36.
RMO: VF*158.
The presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum' and in the Erdlager
at Hofheim2 warrants the assumption that this is a pre-Flavian stamp. The
shape of the Drag. 27g from Vechten, which has a footring of large diam-
eter, suggests that the stamp dates from around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 9.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 150.
Bassinus
At La Graufesenque, the name Bassinus was found not only on decorated
ware and moulds for Drag. 37, but also on a stacking ring which was used
when a kiln was loaded'. The products of this potter seem to be relatively
rare. but the little information that is available shows that he worked under
Domitian and Trajan.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 172.
B2 OFBAFSSINII
Drag. 18R RMO: VF888.
Two very similar impressions are known from La Graufesenque, also on
dishes of Drag. 18R. Hartley assumes that these impressions were made
with a die made, by surmoulage, from an impression like the one from
Vechten (cf. p. 39). Stamps which are absolutely identical to the example
from Vechten were found at Carlisle', Catterick, Heddernheim and
Heidenheim. The rouletted dish from Vechten is extremely deep, and
strongly resembles an example from Newstead in shape2. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 4.
2. Curle 1911, pl. XXXIX 6, from the Flavian fort.
B3 OFBASSW
Dish RMO:VF1679;VF*1525.
Only a few other examples of this stamp have been found, on a dish from
La Graufesenque and on a Drag. 18 from Woerden. A mould for bowls of
Drag. 37 from La Graufesenque shows a faint impression which is prob-
ably from the same die as the stamp from Vechten'. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten indicate a date around the turn of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Mees 1995, 133, [OF]BASSIN.
B4 OFBMSIN
Drag.18
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*159a.
RMO: VF*159.
The impressions from Vechten are from a die which underwent a change at
some stage. Originally, it read OFBASIN, as shown in impressions from
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Banasa and Cotta'. Stamps with the text OFBMSIN are also known from
Domiagen2, Holt and the Saalburg3. At La Graufesenque, impressions were
found on a Drag. 18 and in a mould for bowls of Drag. 37 whose decora-
tion is most unlikely to be earlier than A.D. 1004. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 80-110.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 184, fig. 6, 16-17.
2. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 4.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 160, very probably identical.
4. Mees 1995, 133, attributed, after Hartley, to the otherwise unknown
potter Bamasinus.
Bassus i
With 156 stamps, Bassus i is the best-represent pre-Flavian potter at
Vechten after Aquitanus. Products of Bassus i were also found in large
quantities elsewhere in the Rhineland (cf. p. 56). It is remarkable that up to
now, no stamps of Bassus i have been found at Velsen 1, where Aquitanus
is represented by several vessels. Although, generally, one should attach
little value to the absence of stamps from any one site, in this case it seems
justified to conclude that Bassus i started his activities later than Aquitanus.
The latter, moreover, unlike Bassus i, made Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, albeit in
small quantities.
The profiles of his vessels and the places where they were found clearly
show that Bassus i was active mainly towards the end of the reign of
Claudius and under Nero. Some vessels may be a little earlier, but it is un-
likely that he was at work much before A.D. 45. Since some vessels from
his workshop were unearthed at places where occupation did not begin until
the time of Vespasian, the end of his production may possibly be dated to
after A.D. 70.
It was long assumed that Bassus i was active only at La Graufesenque.
However, during excavations at Carrade from 1968-1978, ten impressions
with the text BASSVS were found, all from the same die'. The lettering is
so similar to that on some of the dies used at La Graufesenque2 that one may
assume they were made by the same person. The large number of im-
pressions unearthed at Can-ade seems to indicate that the vessels they were
applied to were indeed produced on site. For the time being therefore, the
possibility that Bassus i also worked at Carrade should be taken into
account. It seems unlikely, however, that products from Carrade should be
found among the vessels from Vechten (cf. p. 30 f.).
The products of Bassus i should be distinguished from some considerably
later vessels stamped OF.BASSI and OFBASSI, here attributed to Bassus
ii\ They are much coarser than the products of Bassus i, and have nothing
in common with them.
1. Pauc 1973, pl. VI and XI 7-8; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21.
2. See esp. catalogue nos. B27-28.
3. Catalogue nos. B52-57
B5 OF.BASSI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1687y.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*166b.
PUG: 1947-98; 1947-318.
Dish RMO: YF1687i;VF*164v;VF*166cc;VF*166v;nono.;
fl909/10.2; H940/5.234.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1687e=; VF*166i.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1687h; VF1687j;VF1687v; VF*166dd;
VF*166e; VF*166z; Vel920.26; fl940/5.111.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*166ii.
This stamp was found on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and
Drag. 24/25. The different impressions found at Vechten show that the
edges of the die wore down in the course of time. The best impressions,
which occur mostly on dishes, still have space on all sides around the text
(fig. 3.2, i). On impressions from a later phase, the top and bottom parts of
the text touch the frame, and the I is often barely visible (fig. 3.2, j); such
impressions are found mostly on cups, at least at Vechten.
The date of the stamp may be deduced from the presence of parallels in the
Erdlager at Hofheim', in periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg2 and period I at
Zwammerdam3. At Leicester, an identical stamp was found in a pit which
also contained vessels of Aquitanus, Regenus and Secundus ii. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 15.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 19; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 169-170.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 40.
B6 OF.BASSI
Dish RMO: VF*166s.
The die with which this impression was made was used not only for dishes,
but also for cups. Impressions are known from the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique', and from the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen,
among other places. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig.20, 13.
B7 OF.BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1668; VF*166aa; VF*166el; VF*166h;
VP*1661: VF*166p; VF*166y; no no. (2 ex.).
PUG: 1413; 1445.
Drag.27(g?) PUG: Vel926/5.
The die with which the impressions listed above were made gradually be-
came worn. Good impressions still show the letters untouched by the frame,
but in later examples the tops and bottoms of the letters are often no longer
visible.
Clear impressions occur on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 24/25, al-
though they are mainly found on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. Such examples
are known, among other places, from the Erdlager at Hofheim', the deposit
of Narbonne-La Nautique2, periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg3 and period I at
Zwammerdam". At Leicester, a clear impression was found in a pit which
also contained products ofAquitanus, Regenus and Secundus ii. Up to now,
less clear impressions have been found only on cups, including vessels from
Aislingen5, Colchester, the Erdlager at Hofheim6, and the Moorschicht at
Wiesbaden7. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 271 and Taf. XXII 156.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 12.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 20 and 25; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134,
174.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 37
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xffl 19.
6. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 97 and Taf. VIH 13.
7. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIH 22.
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1. Thuault 1978, 25, 1; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 113.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 15.
3. See note 1.
Bl BALBVS.F
A107 AVITV
Drag. 33a RMO: VF1569b.
The text of this stamp is not entirely clear. The example from Vechten was
carelessly applied, and is partly illegible because it cuts through the groove
around the centre of the base. Although the space between the V and the T
is large enough for an E, the text seems to read AVITV rather than AVETV.
The few parallels for this stamp are all on cups of Drag. 33a. As in the one
from Vechten, the junction of base and wall in a vessel from Arles is inter-
nally marked only by grooves, instead of by the more common mouldings.
The cup from Vechten is not very elegant, so the stamp is probably relative-
ly late. The same conclusion may be drawn from the presence of an ident-
ical stamp in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The
late date of the stamp is another argument in favour of the interpretation
AVITV, since stamps reading AVETV are as yet only known from the pre-
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
A108 AVITI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1926a.
The only lead for the date of this retrograde stamp is the presence of a num-
ber of impressions on cups of Drag. 24. The shape of the cup from Vechten,
which is of the small variety, suggests that he die with which it was stamp-
ed was used exclusively during the pre-Plavian period. This makes the
stamp earlier than most other stamps ofAvitus. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
A109 AVIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VP1656; VF1657.
A few dozen examples of this stamp were found at La Graufesenque, all on
cups of Drag. 27g. The list of sites also includes Camulodunum,
Chesterfield and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen'. La Graufe-
senque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Stuart 1976, 97, fig. 9, 69.
Balbus
Since Balbus produced vessels of Drag. 17bR and 17c and Ritt. 5, he must
already have been active under Tiberius. Such an early starting date may
also be deduced from the decorative schemes of some of his bowls of Drag.
29'. Balbus's activities very probably continued into the Neronian period.
His name, together with those of Tertius and Verecundus, occurs in a docket
from La Graufesenque inscribed on a Drag. 15/17R ofTertius2.
It is not certain that his Balbus is the same potter who is mentioned in the
stamp MASCLI.BAL BVS3. The text suggests that the latter Balbus was
somehow dependent on Masculus i. This stamp dates from c. A.D. 70, and
it is hard to imagine that the Balbus of the stamp discussed below would
have taken service with another potter after years of independence.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 11 A-B; Knorr 1952, Taf. 6 B.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 30.
3. Catalogue no. M47.
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*36.
RMO: VF*158.
The presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum' and in the Erdlager
at Hofheim2 warrants the assumption that this is a pre-Flavian stamp. The
shape of the Drag. 27g from Vechten, which has a footring of large diam-
eter, suggests that the stamp dates from around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 9.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 150.
Bassinus
At La Graufesenque, the name Bassinus was found not only on decorated
ware and moulds for Drag. 37, but also on a stacking ring which was used
when a kiln was loaded'. The products of this potter seem to be relatively
rare. but the little information that is available shows that he worked under
Domitian and Trajan.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 172.
B2 OFBAFSSINII
Drag. 18R RMO: VF888.
Two very similar impressions are known from La Graufesenque, also on
dishes of Drag. 18R. Hartley assumes that these impressions were made
with a die made, by surmoulage, from an impression like the one from
Vechten (cf. p. 39). Stamps which are absolutely identical to the example
from Vechten were found at Carlisle', Catterick, Heddernheim and
Heidenheim. The rouletted dish from Vechten is extremely deep, and
strongly resembles an example from Newstead in shape2. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 4.
2. Curle 1911, pl. XXXIX 6, from the Flavian fort.
B3 OFBASSW
Dish RMO:VF1679;VF*1525.
Only a few other examples of this stamp have been found, on a dish from
La Graufesenque and on a Drag. 18 from Woerden. A mould for bowls of
Drag. 37 from La Graufesenque shows a faint impression which is prob-
ably from the same die as the stamp from Vechten'. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten indicate a date around the turn of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Mees 1995, 133, [OF]BASSIN.
B4 OFBMSIN
Drag.18
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*159a.
RMO: VF*159.
The impressions from Vechten are from a die which underwent a change at
some stage. Originally, it read OFBASIN, as shown in impressions from
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Banasa and Cotta'. Stamps with the text OFBMSIN are also known from
Domiagen2, Holt and the Saalburg3. At La Graufesenque, impressions were
found on a Drag. 18 and in a mould for bowls of Drag. 37 whose decora-
tion is most unlikely to be earlier than A.D. 1004. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 80-110.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 184, fig. 6, 16-17.
2. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 4.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 160, very probably identical.
4. Mees 1995, 133, attributed, after Hartley, to the otherwise unknown
potter Bamasinus.
Bassus i
With 156 stamps, Bassus i is the best-represent pre-Flavian potter at
Vechten after Aquitanus. Products of Bassus i were also found in large
quantities elsewhere in the Rhineland (cf. p. 56). It is remarkable that up to
now, no stamps of Bassus i have been found at Velsen 1, where Aquitanus
is represented by several vessels. Although, generally, one should attach
little value to the absence of stamps from any one site, in this case it seems
justified to conclude that Bassus i started his activities later than Aquitanus.
The latter, moreover, unlike Bassus i, made Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, albeit in
small quantities.
The profiles of his vessels and the places where they were found clearly
show that Bassus i was active mainly towards the end of the reign of
Claudius and under Nero. Some vessels may be a little earlier, but it is un-
likely that he was at work much before A.D. 45. Since some vessels from
his workshop were unearthed at places where occupation did not begin until
the time of Vespasian, the end of his production may possibly be dated to
after A.D. 70.
It was long assumed that Bassus i was active only at La Graufesenque.
However, during excavations at Carrade from 1968-1978, ten impressions
with the text BASSVS were found, all from the same die'. The lettering is
so similar to that on some of the dies used at La Graufesenque2 that one may
assume they were made by the same person. The large number of im-
pressions unearthed at Can-ade seems to indicate that the vessels they were
applied to were indeed produced on site. For the time being therefore, the
possibility that Bassus i also worked at Carrade should be taken into
account. It seems unlikely, however, that products from Carrade should be
found among the vessels from Vechten (cf. p. 30 f.).
The products of Bassus i should be distinguished from some considerably
later vessels stamped OF.BASSI and OFBASSI, here attributed to Bassus
ii\ They are much coarser than the products of Bassus i, and have nothing
in common with them.
1. Pauc 1973, pl. VI and XI 7-8; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21.
2. See esp. catalogue nos. B27-28.
3. Catalogue nos. B52-57
B5 OF.BASSI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1687y.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*166b.
PUG: 1947-98; 1947-318.
Dish RMO: YF1687i;VF*164v;VF*166cc;VF*166v;nono.;
fl909/10.2; H940/5.234.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1687e=; VF*166i.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1687h; VF1687j;VF1687v; VF*166dd;
VF*166e; VF*166z; Vel920.26; fl940/5.111.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*166ii.
This stamp was found on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and
Drag. 24/25. The different impressions found at Vechten show that the
edges of the die wore down in the course of time. The best impressions,
which occur mostly on dishes, still have space on all sides around the text
(fig. 3.2, i). On impressions from a later phase, the top and bottom parts of
the text touch the frame, and the I is often barely visible (fig. 3.2, j); such
impressions are found mostly on cups, at least at Vechten.
The date of the stamp may be deduced from the presence of parallels in the
Erdlager at Hofheim', in periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg2 and period I at
Zwammerdam3. At Leicester, an identical stamp was found in a pit which
also contained vessels of Aquitanus, Regenus and Secundus ii. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 15.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 224, 19; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 169-170.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 40.
B6 OF.BASSI
Dish RMO: VF*166s.
The die with which this impression was made was used not only for dishes,
but also for cups. Impressions are known from the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique', and from the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen,
among other places. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig.20, 13.
B7 OF.BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1668; VF*166aa; VF*166el; VF*166h;
VP*1661: VF*166p; VF*166y; no no. (2 ex.).
PUG: 1413; 1445.
Drag.27(g?) PUG: Vel926/5.
The die with which the impressions listed above were made gradually be-
came worn. Good impressions still show the letters untouched by the frame,
but in later examples the tops and bottoms of the letters are often no longer
visible.
Clear impressions occur on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 24/25, al-
though they are mainly found on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. Such examples
are known, among other places, from the Erdlager at Hofheim', the deposit
of Narbonne-La Nautique2, periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg3 and period I at
Zwammerdam". At Leicester, a clear impression was found in a pit which
also contained products ofAquitanus, Regenus and Secundus ii. Up to now,
less clear impressions have been found only on cups, including vessels from
Aislingen5, Colchester, the Erdlager at Hofheim6, and the Moorschicht at
Wiesbaden7. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 271 and Taf. XXII 156.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 12.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 20 and 25; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134,
174.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 37
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xffl 19.
6. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 97 and Taf. VIH 13.
7. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIH 22.
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B8 OF.B[ASSI]
Dish RMO: VF*1385.
The shape of the dish from Vechten and the presence of identical im-
pressions at Colchester and in the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique' sug-
gests that he stamp may be dated to shortly after the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 14.
B9 OF.BASSI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687z.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (90); VP1687g; VF2968; VF*164c;
VF*166ee.
Since the stop between OF and BASSI has a somewhat elongated shape,
and is close to the lower part of the F, this stamp could easily be misinter-
preted as OEBASSI. Identical impressions were found, among other places,
at Aislingen', in the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the Moorschicht at Wies-
baden3, at Wroxeter and in period I at Zwammerdam". La Graufesenque [2],
Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 20.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 19; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 162.
3. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 20.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 42, very probably identical.
B 10 OFBASSI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1665.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687aa: VF1687bb; VF1687k; VF1687v=;
VP*166a;VF*166d.
PUG: 290.
Dish RMO: VES3;VF*166n;VF*166w;nono.;fl940/5.92.
Good impressions, like the one illustrated, show that the die with which
they were made was originally swallow-tailed. The die must have worn in
the course of time, since later impressions have rounded ends.
Parallels for this stamp were found, among other places, in the burnt layer
ofA.D. 61 at Colchester', at Gloucester and in period 3 at Valkenburg2, at
Wroxeter and in period I at Zwammerdam3. Another example was found at
Rottweil, so the die may still have been in use during the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Millett 1987, 113.
2. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 362.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 38.
B 11 OFBASSI.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687u; no no.
Dish RMO: VF*164f;VF*164x;
H940/5.234.
PUG: 1947-66.
;; no no.;
The die with which these impressions were made was used almost exclus-
ively for dishes; only three impressions were found on cups, one of them a
Drag. 24/25. The site list includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', period 3 at Valkenburg2 and period I at Zwam-
merdam3. La Graufesenque [2], Cairade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 73. Kops Plateau: cf.
Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 40, probably the example recorded here.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 183.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 41.
B12 OFBASSI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687q;
These impressions were made with a die which must have undergone a
change at some stage. Impressions from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen' and from Rheingonheim2 show that the F originally had two
horizontal strokes. Impressions identical to the two from Vechten are also
known from La Graufesenque and from a Neronian grave at Mainz3. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 74.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 20.
3. Stumpel 1978/1979, 352, Abb. 41, 17-18, with stamps of Albus,
Bassus i, Lentulus and Vitalis i, among others.
B 13 OF[B]ASSI
Drag. 24/25
Cup
PUG:
PUG:
BvD98.
1947-98.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Drag. 33a from Nijmegen. To
judge by their profiles, the cups from Vechten date from the heyday of the
production ofBassus i. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B 14 OFBASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*166.
This is the only known example of this stamp thus far. Its shape suggests
that the cup dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B 15 OFBASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*166bb; VF*166ff; YF*166m; no no.
The final etter of the impression illustrated here is barely visible, since it
merges with the frame. The stamp occurs exclusively on cups, and is known
from Colchester and period 2 at Valkenburg', among other places. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 173.
B16 OFBASI
Dish
Drag. 24/25
RMO: YF1678;VF1681.
RMO: VF*166q.
Up to now, only one other example of this stamp has been found, at
Oberstimm'. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat it dates
from the most productive period of Bassus i. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C741.
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B17 OFBASI
Dish RMO: VF*162.
Thus far, only four parallels for this stamp have been found, one at La
Graufesenque, two in London and one in the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'.
The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the stamp dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vm 17
B18 OFBASI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*166gg.
The only parallels for this stamp known so far are from La Graufesenque,
London, the legionary fortress at Strasbourg and Wiesbaden'; like the ex-
ample from Vechten they are stamped on cups of Drag. 27g. As regards its
shape, the cup from Vechten is a typical representative of the heyday of the
production of Bassus i. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 18.
BAS, at least if one assumes that the vessel was stamped in the centre of the
base. The only parallel for this stamp known so far is a faint impression on
a Drag. 24/25 from La Graufesenque, which also seems to read OF.BAS.
Both cups are of the small variety and may therefore be dated only approxi-
mately. In all probability, however, they are late Claudian or Neronian. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B23 OFBAS
Ritt. 8 or 9
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*161b.
RMO: VF1687x: VF*161.
RMO: VF*161a.
This stamp regularly occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, so there
is no doubt about its pre-Flavian date. This conclusion is confirmed by the
site record, which includes Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2, the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen3 and period 2 at Valkenburg". La Graufesenque [I],
Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 21.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 100; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXH 160.
3. HaalebosA^erlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 30.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 23.
B19 OFBASS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*163a.
Two of the other four impressions recorded up to now deserve mention. One
of them, from La Graufesenque, was applied to a Drag. 24/25, the other was
found in period 3 at Valkenburg'. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 177.
B20 OFBASS
Drag. 18 RMO: no no.
None of the four parallels for this stamp known thus far was found in a
dated context. One occurs on a Drag. 24/25, however, which justifies the
suspicion that he stamp is pre-Flavian. The shape of the dish from Vechten
suggests a date in, or shortly before, the Neronian period. La Graufesenque
[2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B21 OFBASS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: no no. (2 ex.).
One of the nine known impressions of this stamp is on a Drag. 27g; the
others are on cups of Drag. 24/25. On the site list, only Colchester is of sig-
nificance for dating. On the basis of the profiles of the cups from Vechten
the stamp may be assumed to date from shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], Cairade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B22 OF.BAS
Drag. 24 RMO: no no.
Although the right-hand end of this impression is missing, the text seems to
have survived completely. There is no space for a second S or an I after
B24 BASSI.OP
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: VF1687d.
This stamp, which also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9, has not been found in a
dated context as yet. The die which was used for these impressions was bro-
ken at some stage. The sites where impressions of the broken die were
found show that stamps with the complete text must be relatively early. The
profiles of the cups fromVechten support his assumption. La Graufesenque
[2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 40-50.
B24* BASSI. <OF>
Drag. 27g RMO: 2;VF*164fl;fl940/5.111.
These are impressions of a broken die whose original text read BASSI. OF.
Stamps reading BASSI. were found in the cemetery on the Hunerberg and
on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', at Rheingonheim2 and in period 1 at
Valkenburg3, among other places. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten
suggest that this stamp is somewhat earlier than most stamps of Bassus i".
La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-65.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 19-20, from grave 4,
with stamps ofArdacus and Giro; Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 84. Kops
Plateau: Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 45.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 17.
3. Glasbergen 194Q-1944b, 226, 26; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 180.
4. Compare the shape of one of the cups from Nijmegen, which has a
flat-topped rim (Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 84).
B25 BASSIO
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF1677; VF*165; VF*165f; VF*1254; VF*1377
RMO: VF1687b=; VF1687f: VF*165d; VF*170/1.
This stamp occurs only on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. The only excep-
tions are two dishes that were found at La Graufesenque. The die with
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B8 OF.B[ASSI]
Dish RMO: VF*1385.
The shape of the dish from Vechten and the presence of identical im-
pressions at Colchester and in the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique' sug-
gests that he stamp may be dated to shortly after the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 14.
B9 OF.BASSI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687z.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (90); VP1687g; VF2968; VF*164c;
VF*166ee.
Since the stop between OF and BASSI has a somewhat elongated shape,
and is close to the lower part of the F, this stamp could easily be misinter-
preted as OEBASSI. Identical impressions were found, among other places,
at Aislingen', in the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the Moorschicht at Wies-
baden3, at Wroxeter and in period I at Zwammerdam". La Graufesenque [2],
Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 20.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 19; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 162.
3. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 20.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 42, very probably identical.
B 10 OFBASSI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1665.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687aa: VF1687bb; VF1687k; VF1687v=;
VP*166a;VF*166d.
PUG: 290.
Dish RMO: VES3;VF*166n;VF*166w;nono.;fl940/5.92.
Good impressions, like the one illustrated, show that the die with which
they were made was originally swallow-tailed. The die must have worn in
the course of time, since later impressions have rounded ends.
Parallels for this stamp were found, among other places, in the burnt layer
ofA.D. 61 at Colchester', at Gloucester and in period 3 at Valkenburg2, at
Wroxeter and in period I at Zwammerdam3. Another example was found at
Rottweil, so the die may still have been in use during the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Millett 1987, 113.
2. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 362.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 38.
B 11 OFBASSI.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687u; no no.
Dish RMO: VF*164f;VF*164x;
H940/5.234.
PUG: 1947-66.
;; no no.;
The die with which these impressions were made was used almost exclus-
ively for dishes; only three impressions were found on cups, one of them a
Drag. 24/25. The site list includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', period 3 at Valkenburg2 and period I at Zwam-
merdam3. La Graufesenque [2], Cairade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 73. Kops Plateau: cf.
Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 40, probably the example recorded here.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 183.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 41.
B12 OFBASSI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1687q;
These impressions were made with a die which must have undergone a
change at some stage. Impressions from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen' and from Rheingonheim2 show that the F originally had two
horizontal strokes. Impressions identical to the two from Vechten are also
known from La Graufesenque and from a Neronian grave at Mainz3. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 74.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 20.
3. Stumpel 1978/1979, 352, Abb. 41, 17-18, with stamps of Albus,
Bassus i, Lentulus and Vitalis i, among others.
B 13 OF[B]ASSI
Drag. 24/25
Cup
PUG:
PUG:
BvD98.
1947-98.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Drag. 33a from Nijmegen. To
judge by their profiles, the cups from Vechten date from the heyday of the
production ofBassus i. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B 14 OFBASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*166.
This is the only known example of this stamp thus far. Its shape suggests
that the cup dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B 15 OFBASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*166bb; VF*166ff; YF*166m; no no.
The final etter of the impression illustrated here is barely visible, since it
merges with the frame. The stamp occurs exclusively on cups, and is known
from Colchester and period 2 at Valkenburg', among other places. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 173.
B16 OFBASI
Dish
Drag. 24/25
RMO: YF1678;VF1681.
RMO: VF*166q.
Up to now, only one other example of this stamp has been found, at
Oberstimm'. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat it dates
from the most productive period of Bassus i. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C741.
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B17 OFBASI
Dish RMO: VF*162.
Thus far, only four parallels for this stamp have been found, one at La
Graufesenque, two in London and one in the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'.
The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the stamp dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vm 17
B18 OFBASI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*166gg.
The only parallels for this stamp known so far are from La Graufesenque,
London, the legionary fortress at Strasbourg and Wiesbaden'; like the ex-
ample from Vechten they are stamped on cups of Drag. 27g. As regards its
shape, the cup from Vechten is a typical representative of the heyday of the
production of Bassus i. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 18.
BAS, at least if one assumes that the vessel was stamped in the centre of the
base. The only parallel for this stamp known so far is a faint impression on
a Drag. 24/25 from La Graufesenque, which also seems to read OF.BAS.
Both cups are of the small variety and may therefore be dated only approxi-
mately. In all probability, however, they are late Claudian or Neronian. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B23 OFBAS
Ritt. 8 or 9
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*161b.
RMO: VF1687x: VF*161.
RMO: VF*161a.
This stamp regularly occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, so there
is no doubt about its pre-Flavian date. This conclusion is confirmed by the
site record, which includes Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2, the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen3 and period 2 at Valkenburg". La Graufesenque [I],
Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 21.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 100; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXH 160.
3. HaalebosA^erlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A 30.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 23.
B19 OFBASS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*163a.
Two of the other four impressions recorded up to now deserve mention. One
of them, from La Graufesenque, was applied to a Drag. 24/25, the other was
found in period 3 at Valkenburg'. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 177.
B20 OFBASS
Drag. 18 RMO: no no.
None of the four parallels for this stamp known thus far was found in a
dated context. One occurs on a Drag. 24/25, however, which justifies the
suspicion that he stamp is pre-Flavian. The shape of the dish from Vechten
suggests a date in, or shortly before, the Neronian period. La Graufesenque
[2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B21 OFBASS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: no no. (2 ex.).
One of the nine known impressions of this stamp is on a Drag. 27g; the
others are on cups of Drag. 24/25. On the site list, only Colchester is of sig-
nificance for dating. On the basis of the profiles of the cups from Vechten
the stamp may be assumed to date from shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], Cairade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B22 OF.BAS
Drag. 24 RMO: no no.
Although the right-hand end of this impression is missing, the text seems to
have survived completely. There is no space for a second S or an I after
B24 BASSI.OP
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: VF1687d.
This stamp, which also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9, has not been found in a
dated context as yet. The die which was used for these impressions was bro-
ken at some stage. The sites where impressions of the broken die were
found show that stamps with the complete text must be relatively early. The
profiles of the cups fromVechten support his assumption. La Graufesenque
[2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 40-50.
B24* BASSI. <OF>
Drag. 27g RMO: 2;VF*164fl;fl940/5.111.
These are impressions of a broken die whose original text read BASSI. OF.
Stamps reading BASSI. were found in the cemetery on the Hunerberg and
on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', at Rheingonheim2 and in period 1 at
Valkenburg3, among other places. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten
suggest that this stamp is somewhat earlier than most stamps of Bassus i".
La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-65.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 19-20, from grave 4,
with stamps ofArdacus and Giro; Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 84. Kops
Plateau: Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 45.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 17.
3. Glasbergen 194Q-1944b, 226, 26; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 180.
4. Compare the shape of one of the cups from Nijmegen, which has a
flat-topped rim (Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 84).
B25 BASSIO
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF1677; VF*165; VF*165f; VF*1254; VF*1377
RMO: VF1687b=; VF1687f: VF*165d; VF*170/1.
This stamp occurs only on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. The only excep-
tions are two dishes that were found at La Graufesenque. The die with
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which these stamps were applied must have been modified at some stage,
since the B in some examples is shaped differently from the one in the
stamp illustrated here'. The site record includes the Erdlager at Hofheim2,
the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3 and period 3 at Valkenburg4.
La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Of the vessels from Vechten, only VF1677 has such a modified stamp.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 104; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 154.
3. Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 87-88.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 178.
B26 BASSIO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*165c.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag.
27g. Impressions are known from Aislingen' and the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique2, among other places. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. xm 30-32.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 10.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, identical impressions were
found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 16 which, like the dish from Vechten,
have double grooves in their internal bases' (cf. fig. 6.26, e), a characteris-
dc which indicates a relatively early date. Other impressions are known
from Camulodunum2, the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen
and the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden3. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 80, and 99, fig. 11, 85.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 10.
3. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vm 21.
B30 BASSI
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
The die with which these impressions were made was used for many forms,
including Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. Identical impressions were found at
Colchester and in the Erdlager at Hofheim', among other places. La Grau-
fesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 98.
B27 BASSVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*165e; fl940/5.234.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1478 (pl. 38, b); VF1689.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, this stamp was found not
only on the forms listed above, but also on cups of Drag. 33a. One of the
vessels of Drag. 29 was made in a mould possibly signed by Acutus'. The
waste pit contained not only some thirty impressions identical to those from
Vechten, but also some fifty examples reading only SSVS2, on cups of Ritt.
8 and Drag. 24. Obviously, the die was broken during the firing season in
which the waste pit was filled. Vessels which still have the complete text are
therefore very unlikely to be much later than the Claudian period. This con-
clusion is confirmed by the decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp3. The bowls from Vechten both have double grooves in their
basal interiors; the dishes, unlike many of the products of Bassus i, have
nearly flat interior bases. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Mees 1995, 130, following Taf. 1, 2.
2. Of the first S, only the right-end half is visible.
3. Besides the bowl from Vechten see Knorr 1919, Taf. 12 A; Von
Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1, 3; Knorr 1952, Taf. 7 A.
B28 BASSVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*170b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 170; YF*17Qal.
The only dated context in which this stamp has been found is the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which yielded a few impressions on cups of
Ritt. 8 and Drag. 33a. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest that
the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B29 BASSI
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 29
B31 BASSI
Drag. 27(?) RMO: VF*164q.
Only the base of this cup has survived. It is very probably an example of
Drag. 27, but it could be a Drag. 33a, although this would be exceptional for
Bassus i - at any rate outside the production centre. One of the other three
recorded impressions is from the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Daniels 1955, 55, ml518.
B32 BASSI
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO: VF*164j;VF*166u.
RMO: VF1687t; VF*164k; no no.
RMO: VF*164w.
RMO: VF1685; VF1687b; VF1687s; VF*164; VF*164a;
VF*164e; no no.; fl940/4.13.
RMO: VF*164n (Knorr 1919, Taf. 12 C).
RMO: VF*170a.
RMO: VF*166r (Knorr 1919, Taf. 12 B).
The die with which these impressions were stamped must have been mod-
ified at some stage, since the B in several examples looks like a D with a
horizontal stroke through the middle'. The site record includes the
Geschirrdepot at Burghofe2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, the cemetery on the
Hunerberg, the Kops Plateau and the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen", and periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg5, so the die must have been in
use mainly during the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also
known from Malton and Rottweil, which justifies the deduction that vessels
with this stamp were still being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesen-
que [I]6, Carrade [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 3, from La Graufesenque.
2. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 63.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 18; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 152-153.
4. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 81-82, and 99, fig. 11,
83. Kops Plateau: Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 49. Trajanusplein area:
Daniels 1955, 74, ml479.
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5. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 27 and 29; Glasbergen 1967, 105, 363.
6. See note 1.
B33 BASSI
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 16, from grave 4, with
stamps ofArdacus and Giro; Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 89.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 19.
3. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 23.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1641.
Up to now, only two other examples of this stamp have been recorded, from
the Erdlager at Hofheim' and from London2, both also applied to Drag.
24/25. In view of its profile, the cup from Vechten may be dated to shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912. Taf. XXII 151.
2. Walters 1908, 173, M790.
B34 BASSI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-317
This stamp seems to be unique so far. The shape of the cup suggests a date
around the end of the Claudian or in the Neronian period. La Graufesenque
[2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B35 BASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1684; VF1687o.
Only a few other examples of this stamp have been recorded, on a Drag. 27g
from La Graufesenque, a cup of service E from Alesia, a Drag. 33a from
Caerieon and a Drag. 15/17 from Koblenz. Although the presence of
impressions on service E and at Caerleon initially suggests otherwise, the
profiles of the cups from Vechten warrant he assumption that his is a stamp
ofBassus i. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
B38 BASSI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-379.
The few known parallels for this stamp, from Camulodunum', the Erdlager
at Hofheim2, London and Wiesbaden3, were also applied to cups of Drag.
24/25. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 11.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 17.
3. Probably Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIH 19, from the Moorschicht.
B39 BASS[I]
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*164o.
RMO: VF24(69).
RMO: VF*163.
RMO: VF1687f=; VF1687g=.
PUG: 1491.
Most impressions of this stamp only read BASS, but some examples how
that he original text was BASSI. The site record includes Aislingen', period
2 at Valkenburg2 and period I at Zwammerdam3. In a grave on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen, an identical stamp was found together with a vessel of Firmo
i4. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 22a.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 46.
4. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 18, from grave 26.
B36 BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO:
PUG:
i;VF*164t.
1947-155.
This stamp has been otherwise recorded only on a Drag. 27g from
Aislingen' and a Drag. 27 from Worms. From the profile of the cup from
Vechten numbered VP*164t, which has survived in its entirety, it may be
deduced that the stamp dates from the heyday of the production of Bassus
i. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIH 23.
B37 BASS[I]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1687T; VP*1532.
These are impressions of a modified ie. Earlier impressions than the exa-
mple illustrated here show that the right-hand end only is swallow-tailed.
Such impressions were found, among other places, in the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', at Rheingonheim2 and in
the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden3, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and cups
of Drag. 27g. Impressions whose left-hand end is also swallow-tailed, like
the one fromVechten, are of a later date; they occur only on cups, including
Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B40 BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VI s;VF*164h;VF*164s.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and London,on
a Ritt. 9 and a Drag. 27g. The second S is always unclear, as if the die cut-
ter made a mistake and tried to correct it immediately. The date is based
mainly on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B41 BASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: 7w;VF*164g.
Thus far, only one other example of this stamp has been found, at Vetera,
also on a Drag. 24/25. The cups from Vechten are of the small variety and
can therefore be dated only approximately, but there is no reason to assume
that hey are later or earlier than most other products of Bassus i. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
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which these stamps were applied must have been modified at some stage,
since the B in some examples is shaped differently from the one in the
stamp illustrated here'. The site record includes the Erdlager at Hofheim2,
the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3 and period 3 at Valkenburg4.
La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Of the vessels from Vechten, only VF1677 has such a modified stamp.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 104; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 154.
3. Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 87-88.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 178.
B26 BASSIO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*165c.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag.
27g. Impressions are known from Aislingen' and the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique2, among other places. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. xm 30-32.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 10.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, identical impressions were
found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 16 which, like the dish from Vechten,
have double grooves in their internal bases' (cf. fig. 6.26, e), a characteris-
dc which indicates a relatively early date. Other impressions are known
from Camulodunum2, the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen
and the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden3. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 80, and 99, fig. 11, 85.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 10.
3. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vm 21.
B30 BASSI
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
The die with which these impressions were made was used for many forms,
including Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. Identical impressions were found at
Colchester and in the Erdlager at Hofheim', among other places. La Grau-
fesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 98.
B27 BASSVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*165e; fl940/5.234.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1478 (pl. 38, b); VF1689.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, this stamp was found not
only on the forms listed above, but also on cups of Drag. 33a. One of the
vessels of Drag. 29 was made in a mould possibly signed by Acutus'. The
waste pit contained not only some thirty impressions identical to those from
Vechten, but also some fifty examples reading only SSVS2, on cups of Ritt.
8 and Drag. 24. Obviously, the die was broken during the firing season in
which the waste pit was filled. Vessels which still have the complete text are
therefore very unlikely to be much later than the Claudian period. This con-
clusion is confirmed by the decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp3. The bowls from Vechten both have double grooves in their
basal interiors; the dishes, unlike many of the products of Bassus i, have
nearly flat interior bases. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Mees 1995, 130, following Taf. 1, 2.
2. Of the first S, only the right-end half is visible.
3. Besides the bowl from Vechten see Knorr 1919, Taf. 12 A; Von
Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1, 3; Knorr 1952, Taf. 7 A.
B28 BASSVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*170b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 170; YF*17Qal.
The only dated context in which this stamp has been found is the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which yielded a few impressions on cups of
Ritt. 8 and Drag. 33a. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest that
the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B29 BASSI
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 29
B31 BASSI
Drag. 27(?) RMO: VF*164q.
Only the base of this cup has survived. It is very probably an example of
Drag. 27, but it could be a Drag. 33a, although this would be exceptional for
Bassus i - at any rate outside the production centre. One of the other three
recorded impressions is from the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Daniels 1955, 55, ml518.
B32 BASSI
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO: VF*164j;VF*166u.
RMO: VF1687t; VF*164k; no no.
RMO: VF*164w.
RMO: VF1685; VF1687b; VF1687s; VF*164; VF*164a;
VF*164e; no no.; fl940/4.13.
RMO: VF*164n (Knorr 1919, Taf. 12 C).
RMO: VF*170a.
RMO: VF*166r (Knorr 1919, Taf. 12 B).
The die with which these impressions were stamped must have been mod-
ified at some stage, since the B in several examples looks like a D with a
horizontal stroke through the middle'. The site record includes the
Geschirrdepot at Burghofe2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, the cemetery on the
Hunerberg, the Kops Plateau and the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen", and periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg5, so the die must have been in
use mainly during the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also
known from Malton and Rottweil, which justifies the deduction that vessels
with this stamp were still being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesen-
que [I]6, Carrade [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 3, from La Graufesenque.
2. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 63.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 18; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 152-153.
4. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 98, fig. 10, 81-82, and 99, fig. 11,
83. Kops Plateau: Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 49. Trajanusplein area:
Daniels 1955, 74, ml479.
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5. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 27 and 29; Glasbergen 1967, 105, 363.
6. See note 1.
B33 BASSI
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 16, from grave 4, with
stamps ofArdacus and Giro; Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 89.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 19.
3. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 23.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1641.
Up to now, only two other examples of this stamp have been recorded, from
the Erdlager at Hofheim' and from London2, both also applied to Drag.
24/25. In view of its profile, the cup from Vechten may be dated to shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912. Taf. XXII 151.
2. Walters 1908, 173, M790.
B34 BASSI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-317
This stamp seems to be unique so far. The shape of the cup suggests a date
around the end of the Claudian or in the Neronian period. La Graufesenque
[2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B35 BASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1684; VF1687o.
Only a few other examples of this stamp have been recorded, on a Drag. 27g
from La Graufesenque, a cup of service E from Alesia, a Drag. 33a from
Caerieon and a Drag. 15/17 from Koblenz. Although the presence of
impressions on service E and at Caerleon initially suggests otherwise, the
profiles of the cups from Vechten warrant he assumption that his is a stamp
ofBassus i. La Graufesenque [I], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
B38 BASSI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-379.
The few known parallels for this stamp, from Camulodunum', the Erdlager
at Hofheim2, London and Wiesbaden3, were also applied to cups of Drag.
24/25. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 11.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 17.
3. Probably Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIH 19, from the Moorschicht.
B39 BASS[I]
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*164o.
RMO: VF24(69).
RMO: VF*163.
RMO: VF1687f=; VF1687g=.
PUG: 1491.
Most impressions of this stamp only read BASS, but some examples how
that he original text was BASSI. The site record includes Aislingen', period
2 at Valkenburg2 and period I at Zwammerdam3. In a grave on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen, an identical stamp was found together with a vessel of Firmo
i4. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 22a.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 46.
4. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 18, from grave 26.
B36 BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO:
PUG:
i;VF*164t.
1947-155.
This stamp has been otherwise recorded only on a Drag. 27g from
Aislingen' and a Drag. 27 from Worms. From the profile of the cup from
Vechten numbered VP*164t, which has survived in its entirety, it may be
deduced that the stamp dates from the heyday of the production of Bassus
i. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIH 23.
B37 BASS[I]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1687T; VP*1532.
These are impressions of a modified ie. Earlier impressions than the exa-
mple illustrated here show that the right-hand end only is swallow-tailed.
Such impressions were found, among other places, in the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', at Rheingonheim2 and in
the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden3, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and cups
of Drag. 27g. Impressions whose left-hand end is also swallow-tailed, like
the one fromVechten, are of a later date; they occur only on cups, including
Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B40 BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VI s;VF*164h;VF*164s.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and London,on
a Ritt. 9 and a Drag. 27g. The second S is always unclear, as if the die cut-
ter made a mistake and tried to correct it immediately. The date is based
mainly on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
B41 BASSI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: 7w;VF*164g.
Thus far, only one other example of this stamp has been found, at Vetera,
also on a Drag. 24/25. The cups from Vechten are of the small variety and
can therefore be dated only approximately, but there is no reason to assume
that hey are later or earlier than most other products of Bassus i. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
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B42 BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*164p.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known, among other places
fromAislingen' and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, but also from the legion-
ary fortress at Chester. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xin 22.
2. Breuerl931,pl. XIH47.
B43 BAS
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*160;VF*160c.
RMO: VF*160d.
RMO: VF*160a.
RMO: VF*160b.
The few sites at which this stamp was found include the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. The Drag. 27g from Vechten
has a somewhat flat-topped rim, but the profiles of the other cups from
Vechten indicate a date in or shortly before the Neronian period. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Can-ade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 86. Kops Plateau:
Breuerl931,pl. XIII38.
B44 BAS
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*867x; no no.
Both impressions fromVechten are badly centred, contrary to the only other
known parallel, which was found at Woerden. The cups from Vechten are
both of the small variety, which makes their date difficult to determine. The
profiles, however, suggest a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Bassus i - Coelus
This stamp is usually read as OFBASSICOEL. The final etter is clearly an
I, however, since the base lacks a cross stroke. The bottom stroke of the E,
on the other hand, is longer than the two others, so that his can be read as
a ligature of E and L, as in the stamp MELAINIMA'.
The stamp occurs exclusively on rouletted ishes and bowls of Drag. 29,
and was found in the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and at Rheingonheim3, among
other places. The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 belong to the
Neronian period4. Only one of the three bowls from Vechten has a double
groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Catalogue no. M59.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 164.
3. Knorr 1952, Taf. 9 C.
4. Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 L; Knorr 1952, Taf. 8, 1; Simpson 1968b, pl.
LXXIX 4.
B46 OFBASSI.CO
Drag. 18R RMO: VES1.
R-dish RMO: VF*168b; VF^168h; no no.
At Vechten, this stamp was found only on rouletted ishes; elsewhere it
occurs also on standard ishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and bowls of Drag. 29.
The stamp illustrated here is clearly swallow-tailed; other impressions have
the more common rounded ends, undoubtedly due to the wearing-down of
the die.
Parallels are known from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', the Keramiklager
at Oberwinterthur2 and from Risstissen3, among other places. However,
examples were also found at Heddemheim and Ribchester*, so vessels with
this stamp must still have been marketed uring the Flavian period.
The Drag. 18R from Vechten has a grafGto identical to the owner's mark on
a Drag. 15/17 with one of the earliest stamps of Calvus5 (fig. 4.1, c-d). La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XHI52.
2. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
3. Knorr 1952, Taf. 9 A.
4. Wild 1988, 15, 20(S).
5. See catalogue no. C14. A graffito n a dish of Manduilus was prob-
ably cut by the same person (cf. catalogue no. M19).
B47 OFBASSI.CO
Two names occur in the stamps discussed below. Theoretically these could
be gentilicium and cognomen, Bassius Coelus', but it is more plausible that
two cognomina re involved (cf. p. 153). Oswald assumed that Bassus i and
Coelus were equal partners2, but the fact that the name of Coelus is drasti-
cally abbreviated in most stamps suggests that he was no more than an
employee of Bassus i. After the latter stopped working, Coelus set up his
own business; this, at any rate, seems to be a justifiable deduction from the
stamp OFCOELF.
1. For the gentilicium see Schulze 1904, 350 and 423; Mocsy et al. 1983,
45.
2. Oswald 1931, ix.
3. Catalogue no. C141.
B45 OFBASSICOELI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: fl940/5.92.
R-dish RMO: VF1687d=; VF*166o; VF*166x; VF*169a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*169 (Knorr 1919. Taf. 13 J): VP*169al (idem.
Taf. 13 H); VF*169b.
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG:
VF1411 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 B); VF1675 (idem,
Taf. 13 F); VF*168a (idem, Taf. 13 G); VF*168c:
VF*168e.
1392.
This stamp also occurs on standard and rouletted dishes. The site list in-
eludes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen, the
KeramiHager at Oberwinterthur, and Usk2. The bowls from Vechten all have
double grooves in their basal interiors, which indicates a pre-Flavian date.
A vessel with an identical stamp that was found in the legionary fortress or
the canabae at Nijmegen is therefore likely to have been brought from
elsewhere. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. ORL B29, 25, 3; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 166.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, 21.
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B48 OFBASSICO
Dish RMO: VF*168d.
Drag. 29 RMO: VES2; VF1483 (pl. 38, c); VF1667; VF1674;
VF*168 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 D); VF*168f;
VF*168g; VF*461 (idem, Taf. 13 C); H953/12.1
(Braat 1940, fig. 2).
PUG: 1947-93.
There are very few clues to the date of this stamp. The only dated contexts
from which identical impressions are known are Aislingen' and the burnt
layer from A.D. 61 in London2. Although nine of the eleven bowls from
Vechten have double grooves in their internal bases, their decorative
schemes suggest that the die was still in use in the early Flavian period3. La
Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 25-26.
2. Noel-Hume/Noel-Hume 1954, 257, 53.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 A and M; Knorr 1952, Taf. 10 E-F; Mary 1967,
Taf. 15, 1.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 17.
B49 OFBASSIC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (3); VF1672; VF1673; VF1686; VF*167c.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*167b (Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 K).
PUG: 1947-43; 1947-411 (pl. 42, a).
Up to now, Vechten seems to be the only place where this stamp has been
found on bowls of Drag. 29. Elsewhere, among other places in the Erdlager
at Hofheim', impressions are known only on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag.
24/25. The impressions on the two bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten are clear-
er than the others, so they are probably somewhat earlier. The decoration of
bowl number 1947-411 supports this hypothesis, since it may probably be
dated to the Claudian period. The profiles of the cups of Drag. 24/25 sug-
gest that these are Neronian vessels (cf. fig. 6.59, e). La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 163.
B50 OFBASSIC
Drag. 24 RMO: VP938.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1666; VF*165b; VF*167; VF*167a;
H940/5.13; fl 940/5.92.
PUG: 1947-124.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g. The site list in-
eludes Aislingen', Colchester Pottery Shop F and the Erdlager at Hofheim3
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xffl 27-29.
2. Hull 1958, 154, fig. 76, 5.
3. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 103.
B51 BASSIC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF16871.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Drag. 33 from Glanum' and a Ritt.
9 from Speyer. To judge by the forms on which it was found, it may be as-
sumed to be pre-Flavian, probably dating to shortly after the middle of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Bemont1976,22, 38.
Bassus ii
The stamps listed below are definitely not pre-Domitianic. As regards their
profiles, the products to which they were applied have nothing in common
with those attributed to Bassus i, but strongly resemble those of potters like
Bassinus and Fuscus ii, who were active up to the early 2nd century. It ap-
pears, therefore, that wo potters by the name ofBassus worked at La Grau-
fesenque. Another possibility is that the stamps discussed below belong
to Bassinus, since names were often abbreviated in stamps; this cannot be
proved, however.
Apart from plain ware, Bassus ii may also have produced moulds for bowls
of Drag. 37. From Gallia Narbonensis, a number of vessels of this form are
known which show impressions of the stamp OFBASSI below the decora-
tion. The style of the decoration shows that he moulds were produced in the
2nd century'.
1. Mees 1995, 70 f. and Taf. 10, 1-5.
B52 OP[.]BASSI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*166hh.
A total of only four examples of this stamp has been recorded, including
one from Butzbach. The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a date
around the turn of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
B53 OFBASSI
Drag.18 RMO: VP*166t.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was also found on cups of Drag. 33 and on
cups of service E. Impressions on dishes of Drag. 18R and cups of Drag. 27
are known from elsewhere. Identical stamps were found at Butzbach' and
on the Salisberg2, among other places. The late date to be deduced from this
is confirmed by the shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a flared wall
like the ones of Fuscus ii, for example. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. Muller 1968, 16.
2. Suchier 1890, Taf. IV K22; ORL B24, 7, 5.
B54 OFBASSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*166f.
Impressions of this stamp are also known from the legionary fortress at
Caerleon', Heddemheim2, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west. At Rheingonheim, it was among the finds
which indicate use of the site after the fort was abandoned under Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 3.
2. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 2, probably the example recorded here, from
grave 3, with a stamp of L. Cosius Virilis.
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B42 BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*164p.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known, among other places
fromAislingen' and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, but also from the legion-
ary fortress at Chester. La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xin 22.
2. Breuerl931,pl. XIH47.
B43 BAS
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*160;VF*160c.
RMO: VF*160d.
RMO: VF*160a.
RMO: VF*160b.
The few sites at which this stamp was found include the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. The Drag. 27g from Vechten
has a somewhat flat-topped rim, but the profiles of the other cups from
Vechten indicate a date in or shortly before the Neronian period. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Can-ade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 86. Kops Plateau:
Breuerl931,pl. XIII38.
B44 BAS
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*867x; no no.
Both impressions fromVechten are badly centred, contrary to the only other
known parallel, which was found at Woerden. The cups from Vechten are
both of the small variety, which makes their date difficult to determine. The
profiles, however, suggest a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Bassus i - Coelus
This stamp is usually read as OFBASSICOEL. The final etter is clearly an
I, however, since the base lacks a cross stroke. The bottom stroke of the E,
on the other hand, is longer than the two others, so that his can be read as
a ligature of E and L, as in the stamp MELAINIMA'.
The stamp occurs exclusively on rouletted ishes and bowls of Drag. 29,
and was found in the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and at Rheingonheim3, among
other places. The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 belong to the
Neronian period4. Only one of the three bowls from Vechten has a double
groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Catalogue no. M59.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 164.
3. Knorr 1952, Taf. 9 C.
4. Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 L; Knorr 1952, Taf. 8, 1; Simpson 1968b, pl.
LXXIX 4.
B46 OFBASSI.CO
Drag. 18R RMO: VES1.
R-dish RMO: VF*168b; VF^168h; no no.
At Vechten, this stamp was found only on rouletted ishes; elsewhere it
occurs also on standard ishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and bowls of Drag. 29.
The stamp illustrated here is clearly swallow-tailed; other impressions have
the more common rounded ends, undoubtedly due to the wearing-down of
the die.
Parallels are known from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', the Keramiklager
at Oberwinterthur2 and from Risstissen3, among other places. However,
examples were also found at Heddemheim and Ribchester*, so vessels with
this stamp must still have been marketed uring the Flavian period.
The Drag. 18R from Vechten has a grafGto identical to the owner's mark on
a Drag. 15/17 with one of the earliest stamps of Calvus5 (fig. 4.1, c-d). La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XHI52.
2. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
3. Knorr 1952, Taf. 9 A.
4. Wild 1988, 15, 20(S).
5. See catalogue no. C14. A graffito n a dish of Manduilus was prob-
ably cut by the same person (cf. catalogue no. M19).
B47 OFBASSI.CO
Two names occur in the stamps discussed below. Theoretically these could
be gentilicium and cognomen, Bassius Coelus', but it is more plausible that
two cognomina re involved (cf. p. 153). Oswald assumed that Bassus i and
Coelus were equal partners2, but the fact that the name of Coelus is drasti-
cally abbreviated in most stamps suggests that he was no more than an
employee of Bassus i. After the latter stopped working, Coelus set up his
own business; this, at any rate, seems to be a justifiable deduction from the
stamp OFCOELF.
1. For the gentilicium see Schulze 1904, 350 and 423; Mocsy et al. 1983,
45.
2. Oswald 1931, ix.
3. Catalogue no. C141.
B45 OFBASSICOELI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: fl940/5.92.
R-dish RMO: VF1687d=; VF*166o; VF*166x; VF*169a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*169 (Knorr 1919. Taf. 13 J): VP*169al (idem.
Taf. 13 H); VF*169b.
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG:
VF1411 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 B); VF1675 (idem,
Taf. 13 F); VF*168a (idem, Taf. 13 G); VF*168c:
VF*168e.
1392.
This stamp also occurs on standard and rouletted dishes. The site list in-
eludes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen, the
KeramiHager at Oberwinterthur, and Usk2. The bowls from Vechten all have
double grooves in their basal interiors, which indicates a pre-Flavian date.
A vessel with an identical stamp that was found in the legionary fortress or
the canabae at Nijmegen is therefore likely to have been brought from
elsewhere. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. ORL B29, 25, 3; Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 166.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, 21.
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B48 OFBASSICO
Dish RMO: VF*168d.
Drag. 29 RMO: VES2; VF1483 (pl. 38, c); VF1667; VF1674;
VF*168 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 D); VF*168f;
VF*168g; VF*461 (idem, Taf. 13 C); H953/12.1
(Braat 1940, fig. 2).
PUG: 1947-93.
There are very few clues to the date of this stamp. The only dated contexts
from which identical impressions are known are Aislingen' and the burnt
layer from A.D. 61 in London2. Although nine of the eleven bowls from
Vechten have double grooves in their internal bases, their decorative
schemes suggest that the die was still in use in the early Flavian period3. La
Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 25-26.
2. Noel-Hume/Noel-Hume 1954, 257, 53.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 A and M; Knorr 1952, Taf. 10 E-F; Mary 1967,
Taf. 15, 1.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 17.
B49 OFBASSIC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (3); VF1672; VF1673; VF1686; VF*167c.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*167b (Knorr 1919, Taf. 13 K).
PUG: 1947-43; 1947-411 (pl. 42, a).
Up to now, Vechten seems to be the only place where this stamp has been
found on bowls of Drag. 29. Elsewhere, among other places in the Erdlager
at Hofheim', impressions are known only on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag.
24/25. The impressions on the two bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten are clear-
er than the others, so they are probably somewhat earlier. The decoration of
bowl number 1947-411 supports this hypothesis, since it may probably be
dated to the Claudian period. The profiles of the cups of Drag. 24/25 sug-
gest that these are Neronian vessels (cf. fig. 6.59, e). La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 163.
B50 OFBASSIC
Drag. 24 RMO: VP938.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1666; VF*165b; VF*167; VF*167a;
H940/5.13; fl 940/5.92.
PUG: 1947-124.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g. The site list in-
eludes Aislingen', Colchester Pottery Shop F and the Erdlager at Hofheim3
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xffl 27-29.
2. Hull 1958, 154, fig. 76, 5.
3. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 103.
B51 BASSIC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF16871.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Drag. 33 from Glanum' and a Ritt.
9 from Speyer. To judge by the forms on which it was found, it may be as-
sumed to be pre-Flavian, probably dating to shortly after the middle of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Bemont1976,22, 38.
Bassus ii
The stamps listed below are definitely not pre-Domitianic. As regards their
profiles, the products to which they were applied have nothing in common
with those attributed to Bassus i, but strongly resemble those of potters like
Bassinus and Fuscus ii, who were active up to the early 2nd century. It ap-
pears, therefore, that wo potters by the name ofBassus worked at La Grau-
fesenque. Another possibility is that the stamps discussed below belong
to Bassinus, since names were often abbreviated in stamps; this cannot be
proved, however.
Apart from plain ware, Bassus ii may also have produced moulds for bowls
of Drag. 37. From Gallia Narbonensis, a number of vessels of this form are
known which show impressions of the stamp OFBASSI below the decora-
tion. The style of the decoration shows that he moulds were produced in the
2nd century'.
1. Mees 1995, 70 f. and Taf. 10, 1-5.
B52 OP[.]BASSI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*166hh.
A total of only four examples of this stamp has been recorded, including
one from Butzbach. The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a date
around the turn of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
B53 OFBASSI
Drag.18 RMO: VP*166t.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was also found on cups of Drag. 33 and on
cups of service E. Impressions on dishes of Drag. 18R and cups of Drag. 27
are known from elsewhere. Identical stamps were found at Butzbach' and
on the Salisberg2, among other places. The late date to be deduced from this
is confirmed by the shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a flared wall
like the ones of Fuscus ii, for example. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. Muller 1968, 16.
2. Suchier 1890, Taf. IV K22; ORL B24, 7, 5.
B54 OFBASSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*166f.
Impressions of this stamp are also known from the legionary fortress at
Caerleon', Heddemheim2, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west. At Rheingonheim, it was among the finds
which indicate use of the site after the fort was abandoned under Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 3.
2. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 2, probably the example recorded here, from
grave 3, with a stamp of L. Cosius Virilis.
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B55 OF.B[ASSI] B59 OF.BELLICI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF25(104). Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: fl909/10.2.
RMO: VF*173.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was also found on cups of Drag. 33a and
on cups of service E'. Other impressions are known from Friedberg2 and
Krefeld-Gellep, among other places. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 6.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 2.
3. Cf. note 1.
B56 <OF>BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1669.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OFBASSI.
Impressions with the complete text are known only on dishes of Drag. 18,
and have not been found in a dated context as yet.
Impressions identical to the example from Vechten were found at Caerleon
and Heddemheim, among other places. At La Graufesenque, a few were
found on cups which have more in common with Drag. 33b than 33a. One
impression was found on a Drag. 29. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
B57 OFBASSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*166j.
Impressions of this stamp are known only from La Graufesenque, Bowes,
Catterick and Corbridge'. The last site and the shape of the cup from
Vechten clearly indicate that this is a stamp of Bassus ii. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 278, possibly the example recorded here.
Bellicus
The products of Bellicus are relatively rare. The available evidence sug-
gests that he was active exclusively during the pre-Flavian period'. It is
probably the name of Bellicus which appears in fragmentary condition in a
docket from La Graufesenque in which the name of his contemporary
Abitus is also listed2.
1. Apart from the finds groups listed below, the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique is the only dated context (Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 15).
2. Marichal 1988, no. 67: BELL[-].
B58 <OR>BELLICI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*173a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1691 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 15).
These are impressions from a broken die. The complete text, OF.BELLICI,
was found on a dish from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The
site list for impressions of the broken version includes period 2 at
Valkenburg". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30a. A stamp of Maccarus with the
same find number was attributed to period 1 (Glasbergen 1948-1953,
140, 248; cf. Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 188, 858: period 1).
The only dated context for this stamp, which also occurs on cups of Drag.
24/25, is the Erdlager at Hofheim'. From this evidence and from the pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten, the stamp may be assumed to date from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 168.
Bilicatus
Bilicatus is one of the first potters from La Graufesenque to market his
products far beyond their area of production. If it is the name of Bilicatus
which occurs in the stamp ACVT / BILI.AR, he may be assumed to have
acquired his trade in the workshop of Acutus. However, he must already
have started his own business by the time of Tiberius. His earliest stamps
are those which show the Celtic form of his name', and those which men-
tion his name together with that of Veluso2, who may be considered one of
his employees.
Since Bilicatus used dies with two-line texts, and also produced dishes of
Halt. la, he may have started production as early as c. A.D. 20. On the other
hand, his products were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, so his activities probably did not end before the sixties.
According to Oswald, a stamp of Bilicatus was found at Bavay, together
with a Neronian coin3.
Stamps in which the name of Bilicatus is abbreviated to BILIC, or even less,
were classed by Oswald under a non-existent potter, Billicus4. A number of
misinteqM-eted stamps of Billicuro were also included under this name.
1. BILIC / [AT]OS and BILICATOS, both only found at La Graufesen-
que thus far.
2. BILICATI / VELVS[0?] and, from another die, BILICATI / VELVSO,
known from La Graufesenque and Asciburgium, respectively
(BecherWanderhoeven 1988, 39, 86a).
3. Oswald 1931, 42. Seen in this light, the Claudian end date suggested
by Oswald is curious (idem, 42 f. and 359).
4. Oswald 1931, 43, 359 and 424.
B60 OPIC.BILICATI
Dish RMO: VF*179a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1699a; VF* 179 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 14 E);
VF*469g (idem, Taf. 14 D); fl940/5.111
(fig. 6.73, c).
Up to now, no parallels for this stamp have been found in a dated context.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, however, an impression was
unearthed on a Drag. 25 with a wide, bevelled footring', so this must be one
of the earlier stamps ofBilicatus. This assumption is confirmed by the pro-
files and decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten - es-
pecially the one numbered VF*469g - and by the shape of the dish, which
has a double groove in its basal interior. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-
50.
1. Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 91.
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B61 OFIC.BILICAT
R-dish PUG: 1947-413.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1448 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 14 C); VF1692;
VF1698.
This is one of the best-known stamps of Bilicatus. At La Graufesenque it
was found on bowls of Drag. 29 and on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and
33a, in the Fosse de Cirratus, among other places. Some bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp have decorative schemes as early as the Tiberian period', but
there is also an example with only a single groove in its internal base. The
presence of parallels at Camulodunum, Leicester and in the burnt layer of
A.D. 61 in London2 indicates that vessels with this stamp may still have
been in use during the Claudian period, or maybe even later. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 14 B; for examples with possibly slightly later decor-
ative schemes see Knon- 1919, Taf. 14 A and 15 F; Knorr 1952. Taf.
11 A; Martin/Gamier 1977, 149, fig. 2, 4.
2. Millett 1987, 113.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 18.
B61* OFIC. BILIC<AT>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*178b: VF*178d.
After the die with which the impressions under number B61 were made had
broken, it apparently continued to be used, only on cups of Drag. 27g. The
profiles of the vessels fromVechten i dicate a date during the time ofNero',
as does the presence of parallels at Heddernheim and, probably, York2. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Cf. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 93.
2. Yorkshire Museum, provenance unknown.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 18a, probably identical.
B62 OFIC.BILIC.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*177.
RMO: VF* 178.
RMO: VF*]
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, several identical im-
pressions were found, on vessels including Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g.
The stamp also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 and bowls of Drag. 29. In
addition, the site list includes the Erdlager at Hoflieim', period 1 atValken-
burg2 and Velsen 1. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, this
is not one of the earliest stamps of Bilicatus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
30-60.
1. Ritteriing 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 272 and Taf. XXII 169-170.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 184.
B63 OPIC.BILIC
Dish RMO: VF*178c.
This stamp was found at La Graufesenque on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and
cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 and 27g. Although no examples from dated
finds groups are known, they must be earlier than A.D. 45, since im-
pressions reading FIC.BILI were found in a grave at Bregenz dated c. A.D.
40' and on cups of Ritt. 5. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 30-45.
1. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Regenus and Scottius, among
others.
2. Bemont et al. 1987, 23, fig. 19.
B64 OFIC. BILIC
Drag. 17a RMO: VF*178dxx.
Dish RMO: VF1697:VF*178a.
PUG: 1947-275.
In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, this variant was found on
dishes of Halt. la, so this must be one of the earliest stamps of Bilicatus. It
also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 17a - almost always with double
grooves in their internal bases - and on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The
site record includes a grave at Bregenz dated c. A.D. 40', and Velsen 1. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Regenus and Scottius, among
others.
B65 OFIBILI
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
This retrograde stamp seems to be unique so far'. There is hardly any doubt
about its interpretation, and both the abbreviation OFI and the spelling of
the name with single L support attribution to Bilicatus rather than Billicuro.
The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date in the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Cf. catalogue no. Y128, however.
B66 OFBILICAT
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*178e.
This is a relatively rare stamp, otherwise known only from La Graufesenque
and Mainz, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The profiles
of the dishes from Vechten and La Graufesenque, which have double
grooves in their basal interiors, suggest hat he stamp dates from the second
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
B67 OFBILIC
Drag. 17a
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1699.
f 1940/5.193.
Up to now, identical impressions have been found only in the Fosse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and on the Lorenzberg near Epfach'. Since the
stamp from Vechten was found on a Drag. 17a, with a high footring and a
double groove in its internal base, it must be a relatively early example. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Ulbert 1965, Taf. 10, 19.
B68 OF.BILI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*176a: fl940/5.234.
Thus far, no examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context. All
known impressions are on cups, of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The
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B55 OF.B[ASSI] B59 OF.BELLICI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF25(104). Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: fl909/10.2.
RMO: VF*173.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was also found on cups of Drag. 33a and
on cups of service E'. Other impressions are known from Friedberg2 and
Krefeld-Gellep, among other places. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 6.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 2.
3. Cf. note 1.
B56 <OF>BASSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1669.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OFBASSI.
Impressions with the complete text are known only on dishes of Drag. 18,
and have not been found in a dated context as yet.
Impressions identical to the example from Vechten were found at Caerleon
and Heddemheim, among other places. At La Graufesenque, a few were
found on cups which have more in common with Drag. 33b than 33a. One
impression was found on a Drag. 29. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
B57 OFBASSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*166j.
Impressions of this stamp are known only from La Graufesenque, Bowes,
Catterick and Corbridge'. The last site and the shape of the cup from
Vechten clearly indicate that this is a stamp of Bassus ii. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 278, possibly the example recorded here.
Bellicus
The products of Bellicus are relatively rare. The available evidence sug-
gests that he was active exclusively during the pre-Flavian period'. It is
probably the name of Bellicus which appears in fragmentary condition in a
docket from La Graufesenque in which the name of his contemporary
Abitus is also listed2.
1. Apart from the finds groups listed below, the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique is the only dated context (Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 15).
2. Marichal 1988, no. 67: BELL[-].
B58 <OR>BELLICI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*173a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1691 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 15).
These are impressions from a broken die. The complete text, OF.BELLICI,
was found on a dish from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The
site list for impressions of the broken version includes period 2 at
Valkenburg". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30a. A stamp of Maccarus with the
same find number was attributed to period 1 (Glasbergen 1948-1953,
140, 248; cf. Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 188, 858: period 1).
The only dated context for this stamp, which also occurs on cups of Drag.
24/25, is the Erdlager at Hofheim'. From this evidence and from the pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten, the stamp may be assumed to date from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 168.
Bilicatus
Bilicatus is one of the first potters from La Graufesenque to market his
products far beyond their area of production. If it is the name of Bilicatus
which occurs in the stamp ACVT / BILI.AR, he may be assumed to have
acquired his trade in the workshop of Acutus. However, he must already
have started his own business by the time of Tiberius. His earliest stamps
are those which show the Celtic form of his name', and those which men-
tion his name together with that of Veluso2, who may be considered one of
his employees.
Since Bilicatus used dies with two-line texts, and also produced dishes of
Halt. la, he may have started production as early as c. A.D. 20. On the other
hand, his products were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, so his activities probably did not end before the sixties.
According to Oswald, a stamp of Bilicatus was found at Bavay, together
with a Neronian coin3.
Stamps in which the name of Bilicatus is abbreviated to BILIC, or even less,
were classed by Oswald under a non-existent potter, Billicus4. A number of
misinteqM-eted stamps of Billicuro were also included under this name.
1. BILIC / [AT]OS and BILICATOS, both only found at La Graufesen-
que thus far.
2. BILICATI / VELVS[0?] and, from another die, BILICATI / VELVSO,
known from La Graufesenque and Asciburgium, respectively
(BecherWanderhoeven 1988, 39, 86a).
3. Oswald 1931, 42. Seen in this light, the Claudian end date suggested
by Oswald is curious (idem, 42 f. and 359).
4. Oswald 1931, 43, 359 and 424.
B60 OPIC.BILICATI
Dish RMO: VF*179a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1699a; VF* 179 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 14 E);
VF*469g (idem, Taf. 14 D); fl940/5.111
(fig. 6.73, c).
Up to now, no parallels for this stamp have been found in a dated context.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, however, an impression was
unearthed on a Drag. 25 with a wide, bevelled footring', so this must be one
of the earlier stamps ofBilicatus. This assumption is confirmed by the pro-
files and decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 from Vechten - es-
pecially the one numbered VF*469g - and by the shape of the dish, which
has a double groove in its basal interior. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-
50.
1. Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 91.
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B61 OFIC.BILICAT
R-dish PUG: 1947-413.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1448 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 14 C); VF1692;
VF1698.
This is one of the best-known stamps of Bilicatus. At La Graufesenque it
was found on bowls of Drag. 29 and on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25 and
33a, in the Fosse de Cirratus, among other places. Some bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp have decorative schemes as early as the Tiberian period', but
there is also an example with only a single groove in its internal base. The
presence of parallels at Camulodunum, Leicester and in the burnt layer of
A.D. 61 in London2 indicates that vessels with this stamp may still have
been in use during the Claudian period, or maybe even later. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 14 B; for examples with possibly slightly later decor-
ative schemes see Knon- 1919, Taf. 14 A and 15 F; Knorr 1952. Taf.
11 A; Martin/Gamier 1977, 149, fig. 2, 4.
2. Millett 1987, 113.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 18.
B61* OFIC. BILIC<AT>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*178b: VF*178d.
After the die with which the impressions under number B61 were made had
broken, it apparently continued to be used, only on cups of Drag. 27g. The
profiles of the vessels fromVechten i dicate a date during the time ofNero',
as does the presence of parallels at Heddernheim and, probably, York2. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Cf. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 93.
2. Yorkshire Museum, provenance unknown.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 18a, probably identical.
B62 OFIC.BILIC.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*177.
RMO: VF* 178.
RMO: VF*]
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, several identical im-
pressions were found, on vessels including Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g.
The stamp also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 and bowls of Drag. 29. In
addition, the site list includes the Erdlager at Hoflieim', period 1 atValken-
burg2 and Velsen 1. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, this
is not one of the earliest stamps of Bilicatus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
30-60.
1. Ritteriing 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 272 and Taf. XXII 169-170.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 184.
B63 OPIC.BILIC
Dish RMO: VF*178c.
This stamp was found at La Graufesenque on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and
cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 and 27g. Although no examples from dated
finds groups are known, they must be earlier than A.D. 45, since im-
pressions reading FIC.BILI were found in a grave at Bregenz dated c. A.D.
40' and on cups of Ritt. 5. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 30-45.
1. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Regenus and Scottius, among
others.
2. Bemont et al. 1987, 23, fig. 19.
B64 OFIC. BILIC
Drag. 17a RMO: VF*178dxx.
Dish RMO: VF1697:VF*178a.
PUG: 1947-275.
In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, this variant was found on
dishes of Halt. la, so this must be one of the earliest stamps of Bilicatus. It
also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 17a - almost always with double
grooves in their internal bases - and on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The
site record includes a grave at Bregenz dated c. A.D. 40', and Velsen 1. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Regenus and Scottius, among
others.
B65 OFIBILI
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
This retrograde stamp seems to be unique so far'. There is hardly any doubt
about its interpretation, and both the abbreviation OFI and the spelling of
the name with single L support attribution to Bilicatus rather than Billicuro.
The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date in the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Cf. catalogue no. Y128, however.
B66 OFBILICAT
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*178e.
This is a relatively rare stamp, otherwise known only from La Graufesenque
and Mainz, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The profiles
of the dishes from Vechten and La Graufesenque, which have double
grooves in their basal interiors, suggest hat he stamp dates from the second
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
B67 OFBILIC
Drag. 17a
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1699.
f 1940/5.193.
Up to now, identical impressions have been found only in the Fosse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and on the Lorenzberg near Epfach'. Since the
stamp from Vechten was found on a Drag. 17a, with a high footring and a
double groove in its internal base, it must be a relatively early example. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Ulbert 1965, Taf. 10, 19.
B68 OF.BILI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*176a: fl940/5.234.
Thus far, no examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context. All
known impressions are on cups, of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The
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cups from Vechten are of the small variety and do not appear to be particu-
larly early examples, in spite of their somewhat bevelled footrings. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
B69 BILLICCA[TI]
Drag. 17a
Dish
RMO: VF* 176.
RMO: VF* 180.
This stamp, in which, contrary to common practice, the potter's name is
spelled with double L and C, is otherwise known only from the Fosse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and from Velsen 1. Both the site record and the
shape of the Drag. 17a from Vechten, which has a high footring and a
double groove in the basal interior, suggest hat this is not a late stamp of
Bilicatus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
Billicuro
4. Fischer 1983/1984, 50, Abb. 14, 95, interpreted as CRIIICVRO and
attributed to Cricuro of Banassac.
B72 OFBILLI
Drag.27g RMO: VF* 184.
In itself, the text of this stamp does not indicate decisively whether it
belongs to Bilicatus or Billicuro. However, unlike Billicuro, Bilicatus rare-
ly spelled his name with double L. To judge by its shape, the cup from
Vechten may probably be dated around A.D. 70, which also indicates
Billicuro rather than Bilicatus. Only a few parallels are known, from
Oberstimm', Valkenburg2 and Woerden. Impressions from Bonn3 and
Straubing4 may be identical as well. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C742.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 185.
3. Bemmann 1984, Taf. 50, 424.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 40, 89.
Billicuro's products are not particularly numerous, so their dates can be
ascertained only approximately. The dated contexts containing products
from his workshop are all later than the year 70', but the profiles of some of
his vessels suggest a somewhat earlier date. Oswald's dating of Billicuro's
production to the Claudio-Neronian period is much too early, however2. His
activity was probably restricted to the period c. A.D. 60-90.
1. E.g. Dormagen (Muller 1979, Taf. 68, 15), the Steinkastell at Hofheim
(ORL B29, 25, 4) and Nijmegen-west.
2. Oswald 1931, 43 and 359. This date is very probably based on the
attribution of the stamp from Hofheim mentioned in the previous note
to the Erdlager, which at the time was assumed not to have been
occupied under Nero (idem, xvi). Oswald classed several misinter-
preted stamps of Billicuro under the otherwise unknown potter
Billicus, as well as some of Bilicatus (idem, 43, 359 and 424).
B70 B[I]LLICVRO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1700.
At La Graufesenque, a dozen identical impressions were found on cups of
Drag. 27g and 33a and on a Drag. 29. Only a few parallels are known else-
where, including examples on dishes of Drag. 18. Thus far, no examples
have been found in a dated context. The date is therefore based entirely on
the shape of the cup from Vechten, which unlike those from La Graufesen-
que is of the medium-sized variety. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
B71 BILLICV[RONI]
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925/5.
This stamp is usually found only on dishes of Drag. 18, but at La
Graufesenque an impression occurs on a rouletted ish with a concave base
which probably belongs to service E2, of which Billicuro was one of the
few known producers'. The Flavian date to be deduced from this evidence
is supported by the presence of identical impressions at Bickenbach2, in the
vicus near the fort at Little Chester3, and at Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl". La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 9.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 55.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1985a, 187, fig. 75, 49.
Bio
Bio was active chiefly under Nero, not only at La Graufesenque but also at
Le Rozier'. The earliest finds groups which include vessels of Bio are the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the Pottery Shops at
Colchester2. Since some of his products were unearthed in Flavian con-
texts3, he probably continued his work into the reign ofVespasian. This end
date suggests that a vessel of Bio found at Banassac cannot possibly have
been manufactured on site4.
The majority of the moulds which Bio used for the production of bowls of
Drag. 29 may have been made by himself. However, one of his bowls was
made in a mould of Modestus6.
1. Peyre 1971,75, 3; Thuault 1978, 25, 2; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 3 and 20.
3. The latest context is Corbridge (Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 221 f., 12).
4. Peyre 1975, 24; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34,
fig. 14.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 114, 5; Mees 1995, 71 and Taf. 7, 10.
6. Mees 1995, 60.
B73 BIOEECIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*356.
At La Graufesenque, some clearer impressions, in which the B is still quite
visible, were found, exclusively on dishes of Drag. 18 and bowls of Drag.
29. Not until later, when part of the B had worn off, was the die used for
cups, of forms Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24 and 27g.
Up to now, no impressions are known from dated finds groups, but the dec-
orative schemes of some bowls of Drag. 29 suggest hat he die was already
in use under Claudius'. By far the majority of bowls of this type have
single grooves in their internal bases, however. La Graufesenque [I]2, Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. At La Graufesenque, an example was found with a so-called nautilus-
decoration in the lower zone.
2. Vemhet 1979, pl. XDC 2; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 101, fig. 5; Bemont et
al. 1987, 41, fig.43, 2.
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B74 BIOFECIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2009.
The clearest parallels for this stamp are known on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and
18. Examples with incomplete first and last letters occur on cups of Ritt. 8
and Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The site list includes Colchester Pottery Shop II',
Heddemheim and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. La Graufesenque
[I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 3.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 19b, probably identical.
B75 BIOFECIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1316.
This retrograde stamp is relatively rare. The few parallels recorded up to
now include examples from Castleford and the Keramiklager at
Oberwinterthur. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
The potter Bissunus is known only by this stamp, whose last letters are not
visible in all the impressions. It may be deduced from the distribution of his
products that he worked at La Graufesenque, where only one impression
has been found as yet.
The evidence acquired so far indicates a Flavian date for this stamp. The site
list includes the legionary fortress at Caerleon', Heddemheim, the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Rottweil2. At
Rheinzabem, an impression was unearthed from a grave which also con-
tained a Flavian stamp reading CARVSF3. Since no parallels are known
from sites which were first occupied under Domitian, it may be assumed
that he vessels with this stamp were lost or discarded before A.D. 90. The
profiles of the vessels fromVechten also support such an end date. The cups
are of the medium-sized variety, except for the vessel numbered
VF*1088/1, which is small; only one end of the die was used to stamp this
cup, so that the impression reads VNI. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 4.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXDC 8.
3. Ludowici 1908, 45, 6872 (upside-down and interpreted as NASSIO),
from grave 151.
B76 RIOFECIT
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*835; VF*835a.
VF24 (5V VF2505; VF2506; VF2507; VF*835b.
Although no impression with a clear B is known so far, there is no reason
to doubt the attribution of this stamp to Bio. This appears to be one of his
latest stamps. The cups of Drag. 24/25 from Vechten are coarse and rela-
lively small, and cannot be earlier than Neronian. The site list includes
Carlisle, Kastell III at Rottweil' and the legionary fortresses at Chester2 and
Nijmegen3. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Planck 1975, Taf. 38, 5.
2. Hartley 1981, 243.
3. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 30; the vessel was found in the
ditch of period 5, but this is not very likely to have been its primary
context.
B77 BIOFEC
Drag.18
Dish
PUG: 311.
RMO: VP*175c.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far is from Neuss', so there are
no good leads for dating. The shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten suggests
that the die was mainly used during the pre-Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75
1. Mary 1967, Taf. 30, 31.
Bissunus
Blaesus
Oswald was of the opinion that Blaesus worked exclusively under
Claudius'. This date is probably based on the hypothesis held at the time,
that the Erdlager at Hofheim, where one of the stamps of Blaesus was
found, was not occupied in Nero's time2. However, the profiles of the cups
of Blaesus found at Vechten suggest hat his potter was, on the contrary,
chiefly active under Nero.
1. Oswald 1931, 45;and 360.
2. Oswald 1931, xvi.
B79 BL.AESI.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*185.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, one of them on a dish. None
of the parallels are from a dated context. The dimensions and the shape
of the Drag. 27g from Vechten prompt the assumption that the stamp
dates from the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
45-70.
B80 BLAESI
Drag. 24 RMO: VF937.
This stamp is unique thus far. The die was not impressed properly, but the
interpretation is certain, even though the I is faint. More than half of the cup
has survived. Its profile indicates a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 55-70.
B78 BISSVNI
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
Vel920.14.
fl 940/5.111.
VF1701; VF1701a: VF*182; VF*182a; VP*182b;
VF*182c;VF*1088/l.
B81 .BLAL
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (4).
In this stamp, the potter's name is spelled with an I instead of an E. Parallels
are otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and the Erdlager at
Hofheim', on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g. The vessels from La Graufesenque
are small, like the one from Vechten, so the stamp can only be dated
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cups from Vechten are of the small variety and do not appear to be particu-
larly early examples, in spite of their somewhat bevelled footrings. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
B69 BILLICCA[TI]
Drag. 17a
Dish
RMO: VF* 176.
RMO: VF* 180.
This stamp, in which, contrary to common practice, the potter's name is
spelled with double L and C, is otherwise known only from the Fosse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and from Velsen 1. Both the site record and the
shape of the Drag. 17a from Vechten, which has a high footring and a
double groove in the basal interior, suggest hat this is not a late stamp of
Bilicatus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
Billicuro
4. Fischer 1983/1984, 50, Abb. 14, 95, interpreted as CRIIICVRO and
attributed to Cricuro of Banassac.
B72 OFBILLI
Drag.27g RMO: VF* 184.
In itself, the text of this stamp does not indicate decisively whether it
belongs to Bilicatus or Billicuro. However, unlike Billicuro, Bilicatus rare-
ly spelled his name with double L. To judge by its shape, the cup from
Vechten may probably be dated around A.D. 70, which also indicates
Billicuro rather than Bilicatus. Only a few parallels are known, from
Oberstimm', Valkenburg2 and Woerden. Impressions from Bonn3 and
Straubing4 may be identical as well. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C742.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 185.
3. Bemmann 1984, Taf. 50, 424.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 40, 89.
Billicuro's products are not particularly numerous, so their dates can be
ascertained only approximately. The dated contexts containing products
from his workshop are all later than the year 70', but the profiles of some of
his vessels suggest a somewhat earlier date. Oswald's dating of Billicuro's
production to the Claudio-Neronian period is much too early, however2. His
activity was probably restricted to the period c. A.D. 60-90.
1. E.g. Dormagen (Muller 1979, Taf. 68, 15), the Steinkastell at Hofheim
(ORL B29, 25, 4) and Nijmegen-west.
2. Oswald 1931, 43 and 359. This date is very probably based on the
attribution of the stamp from Hofheim mentioned in the previous note
to the Erdlager, which at the time was assumed not to have been
occupied under Nero (idem, xvi). Oswald classed several misinter-
preted stamps of Billicuro under the otherwise unknown potter
Billicus, as well as some of Bilicatus (idem, 43, 359 and 424).
B70 B[I]LLICVRO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1700.
At La Graufesenque, a dozen identical impressions were found on cups of
Drag. 27g and 33a and on a Drag. 29. Only a few parallels are known else-
where, including examples on dishes of Drag. 18. Thus far, no examples
have been found in a dated context. The date is therefore based entirely on
the shape of the cup from Vechten, which unlike those from La Graufesen-
que is of the medium-sized variety. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
B71 BILLICV[RONI]
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925/5.
This stamp is usually found only on dishes of Drag. 18, but at La
Graufesenque an impression occurs on a rouletted ish with a concave base
which probably belongs to service E2, of which Billicuro was one of the
few known producers'. The Flavian date to be deduced from this evidence
is supported by the presence of identical impressions at Bickenbach2, in the
vicus near the fort at Little Chester3, and at Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl". La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 9.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 55.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1985a, 187, fig. 75, 49.
Bio
Bio was active chiefly under Nero, not only at La Graufesenque but also at
Le Rozier'. The earliest finds groups which include vessels of Bio are the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the Pottery Shops at
Colchester2. Since some of his products were unearthed in Flavian con-
texts3, he probably continued his work into the reign ofVespasian. This end
date suggests that a vessel of Bio found at Banassac cannot possibly have
been manufactured on site4.
The majority of the moulds which Bio used for the production of bowls of
Drag. 29 may have been made by himself. However, one of his bowls was
made in a mould of Modestus6.
1. Peyre 1971,75, 3; Thuault 1978, 25, 2; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 3 and 20.
3. The latest context is Corbridge (Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 221 f., 12).
4. Peyre 1975, 24; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34,
fig. 14.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 114, 5; Mees 1995, 71 and Taf. 7, 10.
6. Mees 1995, 60.
B73 BIOEECIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*356.
At La Graufesenque, some clearer impressions, in which the B is still quite
visible, were found, exclusively on dishes of Drag. 18 and bowls of Drag.
29. Not until later, when part of the B had worn off, was the die used for
cups, of forms Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24 and 27g.
Up to now, no impressions are known from dated finds groups, but the dec-
orative schemes of some bowls of Drag. 29 suggest hat he die was already
in use under Claudius'. By far the majority of bowls of this type have
single grooves in their internal bases, however. La Graufesenque [I]2, Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. At La Graufesenque, an example was found with a so-called nautilus-
decoration in the lower zone.
2. Vemhet 1979, pl. XDC 2; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 101, fig. 5; Bemont et
al. 1987, 41, fig.43, 2.
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B74 BIOFECIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2009.
The clearest parallels for this stamp are known on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and
18. Examples with incomplete first and last letters occur on cups of Ritt. 8
and Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The site list includes Colchester Pottery Shop II',
Heddemheim and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. La Graufesenque
[I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 3.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 19b, probably identical.
B75 BIOFECIT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1316.
This retrograde stamp is relatively rare. The few parallels recorded up to
now include examples from Castleford and the Keramiklager at
Oberwinterthur. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
The potter Bissunus is known only by this stamp, whose last letters are not
visible in all the impressions. It may be deduced from the distribution of his
products that he worked at La Graufesenque, where only one impression
has been found as yet.
The evidence acquired so far indicates a Flavian date for this stamp. The site
list includes the legionary fortress at Caerleon', Heddemheim, the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Rottweil2. At
Rheinzabem, an impression was unearthed from a grave which also con-
tained a Flavian stamp reading CARVSF3. Since no parallels are known
from sites which were first occupied under Domitian, it may be assumed
that he vessels with this stamp were lost or discarded before A.D. 90. The
profiles of the vessels fromVechten also support such an end date. The cups
are of the medium-sized variety, except for the vessel numbered
VF*1088/1, which is small; only one end of the die was used to stamp this
cup, so that the impression reads VNI. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 4.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXDC 8.
3. Ludowici 1908, 45, 6872 (upside-down and interpreted as NASSIO),
from grave 151.
B76 RIOFECIT
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*835; VF*835a.
VF24 (5V VF2505; VF2506; VF2507; VF*835b.
Although no impression with a clear B is known so far, there is no reason
to doubt the attribution of this stamp to Bio. This appears to be one of his
latest stamps. The cups of Drag. 24/25 from Vechten are coarse and rela-
lively small, and cannot be earlier than Neronian. The site list includes
Carlisle, Kastell III at Rottweil' and the legionary fortresses at Chester2 and
Nijmegen3. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Planck 1975, Taf. 38, 5.
2. Hartley 1981, 243.
3. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 30; the vessel was found in the
ditch of period 5, but this is not very likely to have been its primary
context.
B77 BIOFEC
Drag.18
Dish
PUG: 311.
RMO: VP*175c.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far is from Neuss', so there are
no good leads for dating. The shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten suggests
that the die was mainly used during the pre-Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75
1. Mary 1967, Taf. 30, 31.
Bissunus
Blaesus
Oswald was of the opinion that Blaesus worked exclusively under
Claudius'. This date is probably based on the hypothesis held at the time,
that the Erdlager at Hofheim, where one of the stamps of Blaesus was
found, was not occupied in Nero's time2. However, the profiles of the cups
of Blaesus found at Vechten suggest hat his potter was, on the contrary,
chiefly active under Nero.
1. Oswald 1931, 45;and 360.
2. Oswald 1931, xvi.
B79 BL.AESI.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*185.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, one of them on a dish. None
of the parallels are from a dated context. The dimensions and the shape
of the Drag. 27g from Vechten prompt the assumption that the stamp
dates from the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
45-70.
B80 BLAESI
Drag. 24 RMO: VF937.
This stamp is unique thus far. The die was not impressed properly, but the
interpretation is certain, even though the I is faint. More than half of the cup
has survived. Its profile indicates a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 55-70.
B78 BISSVNI
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
Vel920.14.
fl 940/5.111.
VF1701; VF1701a: VF*182; VF*182a; VP*182b;
VF*182c;VF*1088/l.
B81 .BLAL
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (4).
In this stamp, the potter's name is spelled with an I instead of an E. Parallels
are otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and the Erdlager at
Hofheim', on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g. The vessels from La Graufesenque
are small, like the one from Vechten, so the stamp can only be dated
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approximately. It is definitely pre-Flavian, however, probably from shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 273.
Bollus
Bollus is not a well-known potter. He probably worked exclusively under
Claudius and Nero at La Graufesenque. According to Oswald, Bollus was
still active under Vespasian', but there are no arguments to support this
hypothesis, which is probably based on the record of a stamp reading
BOLLVSFEC on a Drag. 31 from Mainz. The source for this stamp was
undoubtedly Geissner's catalogue2, which classes even early Ist-century
dishes as Drag. 313. Chronological conclusions should therefore not be
based on this.
The date of Bollus's activity may justify his identification with an almost
contemporary namesake who worked at Montans and Valery4; the latter
sometimes pelled his name Bolus, however.
1. Oswald 1931, 46 and 360.
2. Geissner 1904, 7, 263.
3. See e.g. Geissner 1904, 1, 6, ofAcutus.
4. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 25-26; Martin 1976, 8, fig.
7, 2; Gallia 38, 1980, 500. Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 7, 2, and pl. 9, 14;
Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 2; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 2.
B82 BOLLVSFIC
Drag. 16 PUG: 1947-149 (fig. 6.26, f).
Its use with the nominative suggests that FIC stands for FEC(it) in this
stamp'. It occurs on cups including Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. There is no doubt,
therefore, that it belongs to the pre-Flavian period. The site record includes
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, Camulodunum2, the Erdlager
at Hofheim3 and period 2 at Valkenburg4. The Drag. 16 from Vechten is shal-
low in proportion to its diameter, and has a double groove in its internal base.
Both characteristics uggest that the die with which the dish was stamped
was made under Claudius, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Cf. Palmer 1961, 156.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 184, interpreted as COLIVBIC.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 23.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 186.
B83 BOLLIMAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1703.
None of the few parallels found up to now was unearthed in a dated context;
they are all on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The shape of the dish from
Vechten indicates a date after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
stamp reads SOLLI.MAN'. Because of the resemblance in the shape of the
letters to those of number B 8 3, however, classification of the stamp under
Bollus deserves preference over attribution to the otherwise unknown pot-
ter Sollius or Sollus2. The date is based on the shape of the dish from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 127.
2. For the last two names see Schulze 1904, 239 and 425; Mocsy et al.
1983,270.
L. C- Celsus
See catalogue nos. C108-111.
Cabiatus
Cl CABLATVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1717.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*198a.
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2 (pl. 38, d).
PUG: 7260 (Mees 1990, Abb. 5, 1).
The complete text of this stamp is visible on only a few impressions. At La
Graufesenque, clear examples were found on bowls of Drag. 29 with
double grooves in their internal bases, and on a Drag. 24/25. The bowl from
Vechten numbered 7260 also bears a clear impression; the vessel has
Neronian decoration. The right-hand part of the stamp is usually faint,
which has led to numerous misinterpretations1. The die - the only one
Cabiatus used - may have worn in the course of time. At some stage, how-
ever, both ends must have broken off, since an impression reading ABIATVS
occurs on a small cup of Drag. 27 from La Graufesenque.
The stamp was used for many different forms, including cups ofRitt. 9. The
site record includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and period
I at Zwammerdam2. but also the site of the Steinkastell at Heddernheim3, the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and York. At
Richborough, impressions were found in pits which were filled up around
A.D. 70 or later4. Most bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp have decorative
schemes from the time ofVespasian5. La Graufesenque [I]6, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 51 and 362, under Cabiatus or Cabitatus, and
Cabitanus. The stamp from Aislingen which Oswald classed under
Labiatus is a misinterpreted stamp of Lartius (Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII
57; Oswald 1931, 157).
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 57.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 3.
4. Hayter 1949, 186, 41, and 197, 204(A).
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. XVIII 5 (Cabiatus, not Cabucatus); Knorr 1919, Taf.
16; Pryce 1949, pl. LXXX 43.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 19a.
B84 [B?0]LLI.MAN
Dish RMO: VF*1290x.
It is not quite certain that his is a stamp of Bollus. On the only other known
impression, from Wiesbaden, the beginning is also missing, and only part of
the first letter is visible, which does not rule out the possibility that this
Cabucatus
Cabucatus was not a particularly productive potter. With the exception of
stamp C2, which is generally attributed to the otherwise unknown potter
Canrugatus, his stamps are quite rare. Misinterpretation of a stamp reading
CABVCAT as CABVCAF has led to the assumption that the name of the
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potter was Cabuca'. This name occurs in a docket from La Graufesenque,
but may be assumed to be an abbreviation2. The site list for his stamps sug-
gests that Cabucatus worked from the Neronian period to the time of
Doimtian.
1. Holder 1896, 666; Oswald 1931, 51.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 27; another potter whose name is abbreviated in
the dockets almost without exception is Deprosagijos (idem, 266).
names Cabucius and Cabuctus are not otherwise known, the stamp may be
assumed to belong to Cabucatus. The omission of the stressed A in this
stamp is very curious, however'. Another stamp of Cabucatus, which reads
CABCAT., also lacks a letter, this time an unstressed one.
The impression from Vechten is unique so far, so the date is based only on
the shape of the dish. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. However, cf. Marichal 1988, 66: CORN(u)TOS and CORN(u)TVS.
C2 CABVCATI
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel924/G.
Dish RMO: VP*283.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1470 (pl. 38, e); VF*204a (Knorr 1919, Taf.
19 B).
Impressions like the ones from Vechten are usually interpreted as
CANRVGATF. They are from a die which originally read CABVCATI,
however, as is shown by the impressions on two rouletted ishes from La
Graufesenque. The version represented at Vechten was found at the produc-
tion centre among the waste around the kiln which was in use in the period
c. A.D. 80-120/1302.
The earliest vessels with this stamp must be pre-Flavian, since an im-
pression was found in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London3. However, the
site list also includes Carlisle, Carmarthen", the wrecked ship Culip IV5, the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Okarben' and Rottweil7. Most
bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp have early Flavian decorative schemes'.
La Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 57 and 365.
2. Vemhet 1981, 34.
3. Noel-Hume/Noel-Hume 1954, 251, XI interpreted as CARVCATI.
4. Boon 1978b, 94, fig. 14, 91.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 5. 1.
6. ORLB25a,21, 10.
7. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 195-196.
8. Knorr 1919, Taf. 19 A; Hermet 1934, pl. 103, 6; 104, 12, 14 and 21,
and 105, 51; Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXV, B; Planck 1975, Taf.
94, 2, and 96, 3; Fiches 1978, 56, fig. 9, 8 and 10; Giroussens 1986,
10, pl. 3, 1.
9. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 20 and 21a; see also notes 2 and 8.
Cacabio
C5 CACABIO[F]
R-dish PUG: 1947-326.
The text of this stamp is absolutely clear, but the interpretation isopen to
discussion, since both CACABI OF(ficina) and CACABIO F(ecit) are poss-
ible, and equally valid from an onomastical point of view, as the cognomi-
na Caccabus and Caccabio are both known elsewhere'. However, since the
potter to whom this stamp belongs does not seem to have been very pro-
ductive2, the stamp is more likely to be of the fecit- than of the officina-type
(cf. p. 146 f.). The solution Cacabio, therefore, is to be preferred over
Oswald's Cacabus3.
The stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 27g. At La Graufesenque, im-
pressions were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus and in the probably slightly
later deposit Cluzel 15. Other examples are known from periods 1 and 2 at
Valkenburg" (cf. fig. 6.39, a), among other places. La Graufesenque [I]5, c.
A.D. 45-70.
1. Kajanto 1965, 344.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. .'Ill, 58 is probably not from a different die, but a
poor drawing of the stamp discussed here.
3. Oswald 1931,5 land 362.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 35; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 190.
5. Cf. note 2.
Cadmus
C3 CABVCA
Drag.18 RMO:
There are only a few clues to the date of this stamp. It occurs on dishes and
cups, and on a few bowls of Drag. 29. Two examples of the latter type from
La Graufesenque have double grooves in their basal interiors. The decora-
tion of one of the bowls has survived; it is from Nero's reign. The presence
of parallels at Aislingen' and Colchester also indicates a date around that
time. However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest hat vessels
with this stamp may still have been marketed uring the early Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 35.
C4 CABVCTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1721.
This stamp could also be read as CABVCII, but the differences between the
last two letters make the interpretation CABVCTI more plausible. Since the
Cadmus is one of the first potters from La Graufesenque whose products
were marketed outside Gallia Narbonensis. By all appearances he used only
two dies, with the texts CADMI and CADM. Although one of his products
was found at Jonquieres/Samt-Satumin', it is not certain that he actually
produced sigillata there. Until the chemical composition of the vessel in
question has been analysed, it seems preferable to assume that it is from La
Graufesenque. Cadmus's activities may have been restricted to c. A.D. 10-
30.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 118, fig. 16,4; probably an incorrectly drawn
impression of the stamp CADMI.
C6 CADM
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*199a (fig. 6.73, a); fl 940/5.111 (fig. 6.73, b).
These bowls are the earliest products from La Graufesenque unearthed at
Vechten. The profiles are atypical, and the fabric of the vessels might eas-
ily be mistaken for Italian. The extra frame around the letters is an early
characteristic, which occurs almost exclusively in two-lined stamps.
At La Graufesenque this stamp was found on a dish with a flat base. The
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approximately. It is definitely pre-Flavian, however, probably from shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 273.
Bollus
Bollus is not a well-known potter. He probably worked exclusively under
Claudius and Nero at La Graufesenque. According to Oswald, Bollus was
still active under Vespasian', but there are no arguments to support this
hypothesis, which is probably based on the record of a stamp reading
BOLLVSFEC on a Drag. 31 from Mainz. The source for this stamp was
undoubtedly Geissner's catalogue2, which classes even early Ist-century
dishes as Drag. 313. Chronological conclusions should therefore not be
based on this.
The date of Bollus's activity may justify his identification with an almost
contemporary namesake who worked at Montans and Valery4; the latter
sometimes pelled his name Bolus, however.
1. Oswald 1931, 46 and 360.
2. Geissner 1904, 7, 263.
3. See e.g. Geissner 1904, 1, 6, ofAcutus.
4. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 146, pl. I 25-26; Martin 1976, 8, fig.
7, 2; Gallia 38, 1980, 500. Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 7, 2, and pl. 9, 14;
Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 2; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 2.
B82 BOLLVSFIC
Drag. 16 PUG: 1947-149 (fig. 6.26, f).
Its use with the nominative suggests that FIC stands for FEC(it) in this
stamp'. It occurs on cups including Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. There is no doubt,
therefore, that it belongs to the pre-Flavian period. The site record includes
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, Camulodunum2, the Erdlager
at Hofheim3 and period 2 at Valkenburg4. The Drag. 16 from Vechten is shal-
low in proportion to its diameter, and has a double groove in its internal base.
Both characteristics uggest that the die with which the dish was stamped
was made under Claudius, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Cf. Palmer 1961, 156.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 184, interpreted as COLIVBIC.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 23.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 186.
B83 BOLLIMAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1703.
None of the few parallels found up to now was unearthed in a dated context;
they are all on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The shape of the dish from
Vechten indicates a date after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
stamp reads SOLLI.MAN'. Because of the resemblance in the shape of the
letters to those of number B 8 3, however, classification of the stamp under
Bollus deserves preference over attribution to the otherwise unknown pot-
ter Sollius or Sollus2. The date is based on the shape of the dish from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 127.
2. For the last two names see Schulze 1904, 239 and 425; Mocsy et al.
1983,270.
L. C- Celsus
See catalogue nos. C108-111.
Cabiatus
Cl CABLATVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1717.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*198a.
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2 (pl. 38, d).
PUG: 7260 (Mees 1990, Abb. 5, 1).
The complete text of this stamp is visible on only a few impressions. At La
Graufesenque, clear examples were found on bowls of Drag. 29 with
double grooves in their internal bases, and on a Drag. 24/25. The bowl from
Vechten numbered 7260 also bears a clear impression; the vessel has
Neronian decoration. The right-hand part of the stamp is usually faint,
which has led to numerous misinterpretations1. The die - the only one
Cabiatus used - may have worn in the course of time. At some stage, how-
ever, both ends must have broken off, since an impression reading ABIATVS
occurs on a small cup of Drag. 27 from La Graufesenque.
The stamp was used for many different forms, including cups ofRitt. 9. The
site record includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and period
I at Zwammerdam2. but also the site of the Steinkastell at Heddernheim3, the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and York. At
Richborough, impressions were found in pits which were filled up around
A.D. 70 or later4. Most bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp have decorative
schemes from the time ofVespasian5. La Graufesenque [I]6, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 51 and 362, under Cabiatus or Cabitatus, and
Cabitanus. The stamp from Aislingen which Oswald classed under
Labiatus is a misinterpreted stamp of Lartius (Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII
57; Oswald 1931, 157).
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 57.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 3.
4. Hayter 1949, 186, 41, and 197, 204(A).
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. XVIII 5 (Cabiatus, not Cabucatus); Knorr 1919, Taf.
16; Pryce 1949, pl. LXXX 43.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 19a.
B84 [B?0]LLI.MAN
Dish RMO: VF*1290x.
It is not quite certain that his is a stamp of Bollus. On the only other known
impression, from Wiesbaden, the beginning is also missing, and only part of
the first letter is visible, which does not rule out the possibility that this
Cabucatus
Cabucatus was not a particularly productive potter. With the exception of
stamp C2, which is generally attributed to the otherwise unknown potter
Canrugatus, his stamps are quite rare. Misinterpretation of a stamp reading
CABVCAT as CABVCAF has led to the assumption that the name of the
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potter was Cabuca'. This name occurs in a docket from La Graufesenque,
but may be assumed to be an abbreviation2. The site list for his stamps sug-
gests that Cabucatus worked from the Neronian period to the time of
Doimtian.
1. Holder 1896, 666; Oswald 1931, 51.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 27; another potter whose name is abbreviated in
the dockets almost without exception is Deprosagijos (idem, 266).
names Cabucius and Cabuctus are not otherwise known, the stamp may be
assumed to belong to Cabucatus. The omission of the stressed A in this
stamp is very curious, however'. Another stamp of Cabucatus, which reads
CABCAT., also lacks a letter, this time an unstressed one.
The impression from Vechten is unique so far, so the date is based only on
the shape of the dish. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. However, cf. Marichal 1988, 66: CORN(u)TOS and CORN(u)TVS.
C2 CABVCATI
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel924/G.
Dish RMO: VP*283.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1470 (pl. 38, e); VF*204a (Knorr 1919, Taf.
19 B).
Impressions like the ones from Vechten are usually interpreted as
CANRVGATF. They are from a die which originally read CABVCATI,
however, as is shown by the impressions on two rouletted ishes from La
Graufesenque. The version represented at Vechten was found at the produc-
tion centre among the waste around the kiln which was in use in the period
c. A.D. 80-120/1302.
The earliest vessels with this stamp must be pre-Flavian, since an im-
pression was found in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London3. However, the
site list also includes Carlisle, Carmarthen", the wrecked ship Culip IV5, the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Okarben' and Rottweil7. Most
bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp have early Flavian decorative schemes'.
La Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 57 and 365.
2. Vemhet 1981, 34.
3. Noel-Hume/Noel-Hume 1954, 251, XI interpreted as CARVCATI.
4. Boon 1978b, 94, fig. 14, 91.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 5. 1.
6. ORLB25a,21, 10.
7. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 195-196.
8. Knorr 1919, Taf. 19 A; Hermet 1934, pl. 103, 6; 104, 12, 14 and 21,
and 105, 51; Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXV, B; Planck 1975, Taf.
94, 2, and 96, 3; Fiches 1978, 56, fig. 9, 8 and 10; Giroussens 1986,
10, pl. 3, 1.
9. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 20 and 21a; see also notes 2 and 8.
Cacabio
C5 CACABIO[F]
R-dish PUG: 1947-326.
The text of this stamp is absolutely clear, but the interpretation isopen to
discussion, since both CACABI OF(ficina) and CACABIO F(ecit) are poss-
ible, and equally valid from an onomastical point of view, as the cognomi-
na Caccabus and Caccabio are both known elsewhere'. However, since the
potter to whom this stamp belongs does not seem to have been very pro-
ductive2, the stamp is more likely to be of the fecit- than of the officina-type
(cf. p. 146 f.). The solution Cacabio, therefore, is to be preferred over
Oswald's Cacabus3.
The stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 27g. At La Graufesenque, im-
pressions were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus and in the probably slightly
later deposit Cluzel 15. Other examples are known from periods 1 and 2 at
Valkenburg" (cf. fig. 6.39, a), among other places. La Graufesenque [I]5, c.
A.D. 45-70.
1. Kajanto 1965, 344.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. .'Ill, 58 is probably not from a different die, but a
poor drawing of the stamp discussed here.
3. Oswald 1931,5 land 362.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 35; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 134, 190.
5. Cf. note 2.
Cadmus
C3 CABVCA
Drag.18 RMO:
There are only a few clues to the date of this stamp. It occurs on dishes and
cups, and on a few bowls of Drag. 29. Two examples of the latter type from
La Graufesenque have double grooves in their basal interiors. The decora-
tion of one of the bowls has survived; it is from Nero's reign. The presence
of parallels at Aislingen' and Colchester also indicates a date around that
time. However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest hat vessels
with this stamp may still have been marketed uring the early Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 35.
C4 CABVCTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1721.
This stamp could also be read as CABVCII, but the differences between the
last two letters make the interpretation CABVCTI more plausible. Since the
Cadmus is one of the first potters from La Graufesenque whose products
were marketed outside Gallia Narbonensis. By all appearances he used only
two dies, with the texts CADMI and CADM. Although one of his products
was found at Jonquieres/Samt-Satumin', it is not certain that he actually
produced sigillata there. Until the chemical composition of the vessel in
question has been analysed, it seems preferable to assume that it is from La
Graufesenque. Cadmus's activities may have been restricted to c. A.D. 10-
30.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 118, fig. 16,4; probably an incorrectly drawn
impression of the stamp CADMI.
C6 CADM
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*199a (fig. 6.73, a); fl 940/5.111 (fig. 6.73, b).
These bowls are the earliest products from La Graufesenque unearthed at
Vechten. The profiles are atypical, and the fabric of the vessels might eas-
ily be mistaken for Italian. The extra frame around the letters is an early
characteristic, which occurs almost exclusively in two-lined stamps.
At La Graufesenque this stamp was found on a dish with a flat base. The
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other known impressions, from Augst, Bregenz and Vichy', are on bowls of
Drag. 29 with rouletted bands between their decorated zones. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 10-30.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 12 A-B and 13 D
Calus
Although the name Calus should very probably be interpreted as Cal(v)us,
it is hard to determine whether the potter to whom the stamps discussed
below belong may be identified as the well-known manufacturer Calvus.
The latter potter was active mainly during the Plavian period, but the major-
ity of the products with the name Calus are of an earlier period. For the sake
of convenience, therefore, Calus and Calvus are considered as two separate
persons in this catalogue.
Calus must have started producing sigillata in the second quarter of the 1st
century, since he made vessels of Ritt. 1, Drag. 17 and 17R and Ritt. 5,
among others. The site list for his products includes the Fosse de Cirratus at
La Graufesenque and a grave at Camulodunum from the beginning of the
Claudian period'. It may be deduced from the evidence for the stamp num-
bered C7 that Calus was active at least up to the reign of Nero. If Calus is
identical to the Calus who made moulds for Drag. 30 his activities must
have continued into the time of Vespasian2.
If Calus is the same potter as the later Calvus, whose name occurs mainly
in of&cina stamps, his stamps in the nominative must be from the beginning
of his career, when he did not yet advertise as ofBcinator3.
1. Dickinson 1985a, microfiche 1:A13, 48, with stamps of Cantus and
Marsus.
2. Mees 1995, 72 and Taf. 15-16.
3. The stamp OFCALVS recorded by Oswald (1931, 54 and 364) is a
misinterpreted stamp reading OF.CALVI (see catalogue no. C13).
C7 C.A.L.V.S
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*212a: VF*213.
The stops between the letters of this retrograde stamp are not visible on all
the impressions. The examples known thus far all occur on cups, including
Ritt. 9, which suggests a pre-Flavian date. The presence of a parallel at
Templeborough indicates a date after the middle of the 1 st century. The pro-
files of the cups from Vechten are completely in accordance with this. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
C8 CALVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*247.
The interpretation of this stamp is not quite certain, but it probably reads
CALVS (retrograde). The only known parallels are on small cups of Drag.
24 from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The cup from Vechten
is also small, and its shape indicates a date around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
Calvinus
Although no stamps of Calvinus have been found at La Graufesenque thus
far, it is certain from the distribution of his products that he worked there.
Moreover, at La Graufesenque moulds for Drag. 29 and 37 inscribed with
his name were found. The decorative schemes of the moulds of Calvinus
may be dated to the time of Domitian'. Most of Calvinus's plain ware is
probably of this period as well, although to judge by their profiles, some
vessels may be somewhat earlier.
Oswald also attributed to Calvinus of La Graufesenque stamps by two
homonyms of Lezoux and East Gaul, and a few stamps of the South Gaulish
Calvinus to a certain Salvinus of Lezoux2.
1.
2.
C9
Mees 1995, 72 f. and Taf. 18 and 19, 1-8.
Oswald 1931, 55, 278 f. and 363 f.
CALVINI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1740a.
fl 940/5.193.
At some stage, a horizontal stroke developed across the first letters of the
die with which these impressions were made. Up to now, the Steinkastell at
Hofheim and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen are the
only dated sites to have yielded impressions of the undamaged ie. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten are also suggestive of a Flavian date. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
C9* CALVINI
Drag.18
Dish
PUG: 89.
RMO: VP*218.
These are impressions of a damaged ie. They differ from earlier examples
by a horizontal stroke through the first three letters. Impressions with this
singularity are known from Kongen' and RottweiP, among other places.
When the die was damaged cannot be deduced with certainty from the evi-
dence available at present. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Simon 1962, 39, Abb. 17, 321.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXK 11.
C10 [C]ALVINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2614.
The completion of the text of this stamp is confirmed by the few known
parallels, all of which were applied to cups of Drag. 27g. The site list in-
eludes Corbridge, Heddemheim and the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
Calvus
With 146 stamps, Calvus is the best-represented potter of the Flavian period
at Vechten after Vitalis ii. His products are also found in large numbers
elsewhere in the Rhineland (cf. p. 56). The distribution of his stamps clear-
ly shows that his workshop was located at La Graufesenque. Many stamps
with his name were found at this kiln site', among others on vessels with
dockets2. At Montans, a stamp of Calvus was also unearthed, but it is any-
thing but certain that he worked there3. The same holds for Banassac, where
some ten impressions with the name of Calvus seem to have been found".
It is not impossible that the stamps classed in this catalogue under Calus
actually represent the earliest products of Calvus. The vessels with the name
Calus date from c. A.D. 20-70; stamps with the name spelt as Calvus first
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appear in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London3, and at Camulodunum. That
Calvus was ah-eady active during the pre-Flavian period is also suggested
by the fact that he was still producing dishes of Ritt. 1 and cups of Drag.
24/25.
Calvus might also be identified with the Calus who made moulds for Drag.
30, with decorative schemes of c. A.D. 60-80'. The heyday of the produc-
tion of Calvus is around A.D. 65-85.
The presence of stamps of Calvus at places like Chesterholm, Corbndge,
Holt and Wilderspool demonstrates that he did not stop working until some
time after A.D. 85, possibly around A.D. 100.It is hardly surprising, there-
fore, that products of Calvus were found together with coins of Trajan in
graves at Heddemheim and Cologne7
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 22-22a.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 46, 94 and 96.
3. See catalogue no. C46.
4. See catalogue no. C25*.
5. Millett 1987, 113.
6. Mees 1995, 72 and Taf. 15-16.
7. See catalogue nos. C 15 and C40.
C 11 OFICALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*215: VF*216h.
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/5.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF2603a.
This is one of the latest stamps from La Graufesenque in which ofGcina is
abbreviated to OFF. There are no indications, however, that this is the
earliest stamp of Calvus. The die was modified at some stage, which has re-
suited in the enlargement of the second stroke of the A and the replacement
of the first by an almost vertical stroke. The time at which this change took
place cannot be ascertained as yet.
Impressions from the die with which the cups from Vechten were stamped
are also known from Catterick, Newstead2 and Nijmegen-west, and from the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles
of the cups from Vechten, vessels with this stamp date from the Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Oswald (1931, 364) mentions a two-lined stamp reading OFICI /
CALVI on a Ritt. 5 from Vechten. However, this is almost certainly a
misinterpreted Arretine stamp reading L.IEGID / CALVI (Oxe/
Comfort 1968, no. 819i).
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 1.
C12 OF.CALVI
R-dish RMO: VF*216c.
On complete impressions, a short vertical stroke, whose meaning is un-
clear, is still visible after the I. The stamp occurs not only on dishes of Drag.
18R but also on cups of Drag. 27, 33 and 33a. The rouletted ish from
Vechten is a relatively coarse vessel, which is why it probably dates from
the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
C 13 OF.CALVI
R-dish RMO: VF24 (13); YF1742; VF1749u; VF*203.
Most examples of this stamp were found on dishes of Drag. 18R, although
some occur on dishes of Drag. 18 and bowls of Drag. 29. The site list in-
eludes numerous Flavian foundations, uch as Camelon', Carlisle, the amphi-
theatre at Chester2, Corbridge3, Newstead4, the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil5 and Segontium. The profiles of the rouletted
dishes from Vechten suggest hat he die with which they were stamped was
in use exclusively during the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [1]°, c. A.D.
70-95.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 2.
2. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 4.
3. Including Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 20, and 245, fig. 115.
4. Hartley 1972a, 8, 2-3.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXLX 139.
6. Two rouletted ishes from La Graufesenque with dockets were prob-
ably also stamped with this die (Marichal 1988, nos. 94 and 96; for a
better photograph of no. 94 see Marichal 1974, pl. H, fig. 5).
C14 OF.CALVI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF*21611.
RMO: VF*216f.
This is probably one of the earliest stamps of Calvus, for it was found at La
Graufesenque on a small dish which may be considered a late representa-
live of Ritt. 1. In addition to this, impressions are known from Camulo-
dunum' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. However, an example was also un-
earthed on the site of the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen.
On the Drag. 15/17 from Vechten, a name was inscribed which also occurs
on a Drag. 18R with a stamp of Bassus i - Coelus from the third quarter of
the 1st century3 (fig. 4.1, d). The profiles of the dishes from Vechten sug-
gest hat vessels with this stamp of Calvus were still in use under Domitian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 64.
2. RitterUng 1912, Taf. XXU 171 (of period 2 according to idem, 243,
note 292, and 244),
3. See catalogue no. B46. A graffito n a dish of Manduilus may have
been inscribed by the same person (cf. catalogue no. M19).
C15 OF.C.AL.VI.
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*216hh.
PUG: 1511.
Impressions of this stamp were found at numerous Plavian sites, such as
Carlisle, Doncaster, Ribchester' and Rottweil. At Cologne, an example was
found in a grave which also contained a Trajanic as of A.D. 98/992. If this
concerns an unused dish, we may assume that vessels with this stamp were
marketed up to the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-
100.
1. Wild 1988, 12, 12(S).
2. Fremersdorf 1933, 47, Abb. 8, 12, from grave 98, with a stamp of
Censor.
C16 OF.CALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*209d; VF*216u; Vel924/G.
Dish RMO: VF1746.
PUG: 1947-413.
At La Graufesenque, identical impressions were found on dishes of Ritt. 1,
amongst others, so this must be an early stamp. This assumption is con-
firmed by the presence of an example on or around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen'. However, parallels are also known from the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-85.
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other known impressions, from Augst, Bregenz and Vichy', are on bowls of
Drag. 29 with rouletted bands between their decorated zones. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 10-30.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 12 A-B and 13 D
Calus
Although the name Calus should very probably be interpreted as Cal(v)us,
it is hard to determine whether the potter to whom the stamps discussed
below belong may be identified as the well-known manufacturer Calvus.
The latter potter was active mainly during the Plavian period, but the major-
ity of the products with the name Calus are of an earlier period. For the sake
of convenience, therefore, Calus and Calvus are considered as two separate
persons in this catalogue.
Calus must have started producing sigillata in the second quarter of the 1st
century, since he made vessels of Ritt. 1, Drag. 17 and 17R and Ritt. 5,
among others. The site list for his products includes the Fosse de Cirratus at
La Graufesenque and a grave at Camulodunum from the beginning of the
Claudian period'. It may be deduced from the evidence for the stamp num-
bered C7 that Calus was active at least up to the reign of Nero. If Calus is
identical to the Calus who made moulds for Drag. 30 his activities must
have continued into the time of Vespasian2.
If Calus is the same potter as the later Calvus, whose name occurs mainly
in of&cina stamps, his stamps in the nominative must be from the beginning
of his career, when he did not yet advertise as ofBcinator3.
1. Dickinson 1985a, microfiche 1:A13, 48, with stamps of Cantus and
Marsus.
2. Mees 1995, 72 and Taf. 15-16.
3. The stamp OFCALVS recorded by Oswald (1931, 54 and 364) is a
misinterpreted stamp reading OF.CALVI (see catalogue no. C13).
C7 C.A.L.V.S
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*212a: VF*213.
The stops between the letters of this retrograde stamp are not visible on all
the impressions. The examples known thus far all occur on cups, including
Ritt. 9, which suggests a pre-Flavian date. The presence of a parallel at
Templeborough indicates a date after the middle of the 1 st century. The pro-
files of the cups from Vechten are completely in accordance with this. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
C8 CALVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*247.
The interpretation of this stamp is not quite certain, but it probably reads
CALVS (retrograde). The only known parallels are on small cups of Drag.
24 from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The cup from Vechten
is also small, and its shape indicates a date around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
Calvinus
Although no stamps of Calvinus have been found at La Graufesenque thus
far, it is certain from the distribution of his products that he worked there.
Moreover, at La Graufesenque moulds for Drag. 29 and 37 inscribed with
his name were found. The decorative schemes of the moulds of Calvinus
may be dated to the time of Domitian'. Most of Calvinus's plain ware is
probably of this period as well, although to judge by their profiles, some
vessels may be somewhat earlier.
Oswald also attributed to Calvinus of La Graufesenque stamps by two
homonyms of Lezoux and East Gaul, and a few stamps of the South Gaulish
Calvinus to a certain Salvinus of Lezoux2.
1.
2.
C9
Mees 1995, 72 f. and Taf. 18 and 19, 1-8.
Oswald 1931, 55, 278 f. and 363 f.
CALVINI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1740a.
fl 940/5.193.
At some stage, a horizontal stroke developed across the first letters of the
die with which these impressions were made. Up to now, the Steinkastell at
Hofheim and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen are the
only dated sites to have yielded impressions of the undamaged ie. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten are also suggestive of a Flavian date. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
C9* CALVINI
Drag.18
Dish
PUG: 89.
RMO: VP*218.
These are impressions of a damaged ie. They differ from earlier examples
by a horizontal stroke through the first three letters. Impressions with this
singularity are known from Kongen' and RottweiP, among other places.
When the die was damaged cannot be deduced with certainty from the evi-
dence available at present. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Simon 1962, 39, Abb. 17, 321.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXK 11.
C10 [C]ALVINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2614.
The completion of the text of this stamp is confirmed by the few known
parallels, all of which were applied to cups of Drag. 27g. The site list in-
eludes Corbridge, Heddemheim and the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
Calvus
With 146 stamps, Calvus is the best-represented potter of the Flavian period
at Vechten after Vitalis ii. His products are also found in large numbers
elsewhere in the Rhineland (cf. p. 56). The distribution of his stamps clear-
ly shows that his workshop was located at La Graufesenque. Many stamps
with his name were found at this kiln site', among others on vessels with
dockets2. At Montans, a stamp of Calvus was also unearthed, but it is any-
thing but certain that he worked there3. The same holds for Banassac, where
some ten impressions with the name of Calvus seem to have been found".
It is not impossible that the stamps classed in this catalogue under Calus
actually represent the earliest products of Calvus. The vessels with the name
Calus date from c. A.D. 20-70; stamps with the name spelt as Calvus first
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appear in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London3, and at Camulodunum. That
Calvus was ah-eady active during the pre-Flavian period is also suggested
by the fact that he was still producing dishes of Ritt. 1 and cups of Drag.
24/25.
Calvus might also be identified with the Calus who made moulds for Drag.
30, with decorative schemes of c. A.D. 60-80'. The heyday of the produc-
tion of Calvus is around A.D. 65-85.
The presence of stamps of Calvus at places like Chesterholm, Corbndge,
Holt and Wilderspool demonstrates that he did not stop working until some
time after A.D. 85, possibly around A.D. 100.It is hardly surprising, there-
fore, that products of Calvus were found together with coins of Trajan in
graves at Heddemheim and Cologne7
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 10, 22-22a.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 46, 94 and 96.
3. See catalogue no. C46.
4. See catalogue no. C25*.
5. Millett 1987, 113.
6. Mees 1995, 72 and Taf. 15-16.
7. See catalogue nos. C 15 and C40.
C 11 OFICALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*215: VF*216h.
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/5.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF2603a.
This is one of the latest stamps from La Graufesenque in which ofGcina is
abbreviated to OFF. There are no indications, however, that this is the
earliest stamp of Calvus. The die was modified at some stage, which has re-
suited in the enlargement of the second stroke of the A and the replacement
of the first by an almost vertical stroke. The time at which this change took
place cannot be ascertained as yet.
Impressions from the die with which the cups from Vechten were stamped
are also known from Catterick, Newstead2 and Nijmegen-west, and from the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles
of the cups from Vechten, vessels with this stamp date from the Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Oswald (1931, 364) mentions a two-lined stamp reading OFICI /
CALVI on a Ritt. 5 from Vechten. However, this is almost certainly a
misinterpreted Arretine stamp reading L.IEGID / CALVI (Oxe/
Comfort 1968, no. 819i).
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 1.
C12 OF.CALVI
R-dish RMO: VF*216c.
On complete impressions, a short vertical stroke, whose meaning is un-
clear, is still visible after the I. The stamp occurs not only on dishes of Drag.
18R but also on cups of Drag. 27, 33 and 33a. The rouletted ish from
Vechten is a relatively coarse vessel, which is why it probably dates from
the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
C 13 OF.CALVI
R-dish RMO: VF24 (13); YF1742; VF1749u; VF*203.
Most examples of this stamp were found on dishes of Drag. 18R, although
some occur on dishes of Drag. 18 and bowls of Drag. 29. The site list in-
eludes numerous Flavian foundations, uch as Camelon', Carlisle, the amphi-
theatre at Chester2, Corbridge3, Newstead4, the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil5 and Segontium. The profiles of the rouletted
dishes from Vechten suggest hat he die with which they were stamped was
in use exclusively during the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [1]°, c. A.D.
70-95.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 2.
2. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 4.
3. Including Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 20, and 245, fig. 115.
4. Hartley 1972a, 8, 2-3.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXLX 139.
6. Two rouletted ishes from La Graufesenque with dockets were prob-
ably also stamped with this die (Marichal 1988, nos. 94 and 96; for a
better photograph of no. 94 see Marichal 1974, pl. H, fig. 5).
C14 OF.CALVI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF*21611.
RMO: VF*216f.
This is probably one of the earliest stamps of Calvus, for it was found at La
Graufesenque on a small dish which may be considered a late representa-
live of Ritt. 1. In addition to this, impressions are known from Camulo-
dunum' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. However, an example was also un-
earthed on the site of the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen.
On the Drag. 15/17 from Vechten, a name was inscribed which also occurs
on a Drag. 18R with a stamp of Bassus i - Coelus from the third quarter of
the 1st century3 (fig. 4.1, d). The profiles of the dishes from Vechten sug-
gest hat vessels with this stamp of Calvus were still in use under Domitian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 64.
2. RitterUng 1912, Taf. XXU 171 (of period 2 according to idem, 243,
note 292, and 244),
3. See catalogue no. B46. A graffito n a dish of Manduilus may have
been inscribed by the same person (cf. catalogue no. M19).
C15 OF.C.AL.VI.
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*216hh.
PUG: 1511.
Impressions of this stamp were found at numerous Plavian sites, such as
Carlisle, Doncaster, Ribchester' and Rottweil. At Cologne, an example was
found in a grave which also contained a Trajanic as of A.D. 98/992. If this
concerns an unused dish, we may assume that vessels with this stamp were
marketed up to the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-
100.
1. Wild 1988, 12, 12(S).
2. Fremersdorf 1933, 47, Abb. 8, 12, from grave 98, with a stamp of
Censor.
C16 OF.CALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*209d; VF*216u; Vel924/G.
Dish RMO: VF1746.
PUG: 1947-413.
At La Graufesenque, identical impressions were found on dishes of Ritt. 1,
amongst others, so this must be an early stamp. This assumption is con-
firmed by the presence of an example on or around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen'. However, parallels are also known from the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-85.
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1. Daniels 1955, 53, ml434. contained a Domitianic dupondius from A.D. 90-91. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 65-95.
C17 OF.CALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1747; VF1749n; VF1749x.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749b; VF1749m; VF*216b; VF*216dd;
VF*216j.
PUG: 1369; Vel925/3a.
Dish RMO: YF1749t; VF2603; VF*216rr; no no. (2 ex.);
Vel920.4.
The die with which these impressions were made was modified at some
stage. Originally, the impressions had more or less rectangular frames, but
impressions from a later phase have swallow-tail ends. The site list includes
Chester, the wrecked ship Culip IV, Echzell and the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. At Nijmegen-west, a swallow-tailed impression was found in a
grave which also contained stamps of Crestio, Felicio, Memor and L.
Cosius Virilis. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 35.1 (swallow-tailed).
C18 OF:CALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1749d.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216a.
Dish RMO: VF*216ff; VF*216o.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*216x.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216kk.
Since this stamp is regularly found on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die with
which the impressions listed above were made must already have been in
use during the pre-Flavian period. On the other hand, impressions are also
known from the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, and from York.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
C19 OFCALVI
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXDC 164.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2755.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 5.
C21 OFCALVI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VP*216r.
RMO: VP1749v.
Only a handful of other examples of this stamp are known, from Caerhun',
Corbridge and the legionary fortresses at Chester and Nijmegen, among
other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 2.
C22 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749z; VF*216i; VF*216pp; VF*216t;
fl 940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF1749p; VF2603b; VP*214c; VF*216uu.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24(18).
This stamp occurs chiefly on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, but impressions
are also known on cups of Drag. 27, 27g and 33a and bowls of Drag. 29.
The site record includes Binchester, Buriadingen-Hausen, Corbridge-Red
House', Rottweil2, Straubing3 and Wilderspool". On the basis of the last con-
text, vessels with this stamp may be assumed to have been used into the
nineties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Hanson et al. 1979, 40, a.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 12.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 105a.
4. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 31, 6.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216q.
At La Graufesenque, an identical impression was found on a rouletted ish
with a fragment of a docket listing the names of Crescens, Genialis,
Mansuetus and Stephanus', among others. Other impressions are known
from Caer Gai, Corbridge2 and Rottweil. At Verulamium, a probably iden-
tical stamp was unearthed from a pit which is cut by a building constructed
around A.D. 75-803. The profile of the dish from Vechten warrants the
assumption that this stamp is from the last decades of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 46 (the stamp was erroneously interpreted as
OFG[ERMANI]).
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 19.
3. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 7.
C20 [0]FCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1745; VF*216aa; VF*216n.
PUG: 1348; 1469.
Parallels for this stamp are known from numerous places where occupation
started under Vespasian, such as Doncaster, Rottweil' and York2, or under
Domitian, like Bad Nauheim and the Saalburg3. In the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, an example was found in a pit which also
C23 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749s; VF*216cc; VF*216ee; VF*216k;
VF*491c.
PUG: 84; 1443; Vel920/4.
Dish RMO: VF1749;Vel914.2+Vel914.7
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216s.
With almost a hundred examples at La Graufesenque, this stamp is well-
represented there, as at Vechten, but only a handful of impressions are
known from elsewhere. The only context which provides a lead for dating
is Chester. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten justify the assumption
that his is a relatively early stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
C24 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749e: VF*216ii.
Like C 12, this stamp shows a short vertical stroke after the I, the meaning
of which is not known. Identical impressions were found at Asciburgium',
Gloucester and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Vanderhoeven 1974, 12, 19, interpreted as OFCAR[-], and er-
roneously considered as Central Gaulish.
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C25 OFCALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF919.
Dish RMO: VF1749a; VF1749g.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1749k; VF*216nn; VF*249a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1726; VF1749J.
This stamp is very well-represented in Flavian finds groups. The site list
includes Carlisle', Friedberg, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and Rottweil. The latest context so far is Camelon2. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. May/Hope 1917, 178, T.H.1892, 37.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 3.
C26 OFCALVI
C25* OFCAILVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*216mm; VF*253; VF*253a; VF*253b.
These impressions are from the same die as the examples listed under num-
ber C25. They may be distinguished from the latter by a vertical stroke
between the A and the L, causing the stamp to read OFCAILVI instead of
OFCALVI. The die was obviously damaged at some stage. Both the fact
that impressions with the text OFCALVI are usually clearer than those read-
ing OFCAILVI, and the site list for the latter stamp, show that this is a later
version. Stamps reading OFCAILVI were found at Faimingen', Kongen2,
Pfiinz3, Theilenhofen" and Weissenburg5, among other places.
Oswald did not class these stamps under Calvus, but under Cailus or
Cailvus from La Graufesenque and Banassac'. It is not impossible that he
damaged die was taken from La Graufesenque to Banassac, for a handful of
impressions are known which apparently stem from Banassac7. Whether the
vessels in question were really made there can only be ascertained through
chemical analysis of the fabrics. One of the impressions from Banassac
occurs on a Drag. 15/17, however - a type which, in its pure form, is other-
wise not represented among the products from this pottery8.
In addition to impressions with the text OFCAILVI, some examples in an
even later form were found at Banassac. The text of these stamps reads
OFCAILV-'. Identical impressions are known from Bad Cannstatt10,
Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl" and Rottweil'2. One of the impressions from
Banassac is on a Drag. 27g, a type otherwise unknown at this pottery. For
the time being, therefore, it is preferable to assume that all the vessels dis-
cussed under this number were made at La Graufesenque. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 85-100.
1. ORLB66c, Taf. VIII22,andp. 63, 23.
2. Simon 1962, 37, 320.
3. ORL B73, Taf. VIHA, 24.
4. Simon 1978b, 48, Abb. 9, 199.
5. ORLB72,51, 3.
6. Oswald 1931, 53 and 363.
7. Musee des Antiquites Nationales, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, nos. 49847
and 55382; Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel, La
Canourgue, nos. CMB 4047, CMB 4113, and no no. Cf. Peyre 1975,
27, 1 (CMB 4113) and 2 (CMB 4267).
8. See, however, p. 85 and fig. 6.24, j.
9. Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel, La Canourgue,
nos. CMB 4245, CMB 4260, CMB 4322, and no no.; cf. Peyre 1975,
29, 2 (CMB 4322) and 3 (CMB 4260), attributed to Carillus.
10. Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 18 and DC 35.
11. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 10.
12. Knon-1907, Taf. XXIX 9.
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*216tt.
PUG: 1470.
RMO: VF*216ss.
Parallels for this stamp are known from the cemetery at Nijmegen-west'
and from Rottweil2, among other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-85.
1. Bnmsting 1937, 55, KL20 1.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 13-14.
C27 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216;VF*216bb;VF*250a.
This stamp is represented in many places where occupation began during
the Flavian period, such as Binchester, Caerwent, Carlisle, Manchester and
Rottweil. A Drag. 18 with this stamp from the cemetery on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen could still just be pre-Flavian'. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-85.
1. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 99.
C28 OFCALVP]
Dish RMO: VF*216gg.
One of the two parallels for this stamp known thus far is from Corbridge.
This late context is in accordance with the shape of the dish from Vechten,
which is rather coarse and appears to be later than most other vessels of
Calvus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
C29 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF904.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Corbridge, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west, among other places. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
C30 OFCALVI
Dish RMO: VF*216y.
Thus far, this stamp has been found only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18,
including a few small examples from La Graufesenque. The site list also
includes York and period H at Zwammerdam'. In the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a vessel with this stamp was found in a pit
which also contained a coin of Trajan. However, other evidence for this
stamp suggests that his dish from Nijmegen was probably lost or discarded
under Domitian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 59 (possibly of period IH, according to p. 88).
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1. Daniels 1955, 53, ml434. contained a Domitianic dupondius from A.D. 90-91. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 65-95.
C17 OF.CALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1747; VF1749n; VF1749x.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749b; VF1749m; VF*216b; VF*216dd;
VF*216j.
PUG: 1369; Vel925/3a.
Dish RMO: YF1749t; VF2603; VF*216rr; no no. (2 ex.);
Vel920.4.
The die with which these impressions were made was modified at some
stage. Originally, the impressions had more or less rectangular frames, but
impressions from a later phase have swallow-tail ends. The site list includes
Chester, the wrecked ship Culip IV, Echzell and the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. At Nijmegen-west, a swallow-tailed impression was found in a
grave which also contained stamps of Crestio, Felicio, Memor and L.
Cosius Virilis. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 35.1 (swallow-tailed).
C18 OF:CALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1749d.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216a.
Dish RMO: VF*216ff; VF*216o.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*216x.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216kk.
Since this stamp is regularly found on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die with
which the impressions listed above were made must already have been in
use during the pre-Flavian period. On the other hand, impressions are also
known from the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, and from York.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
C19 OFCALVI
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXDC 164.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2755.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 5.
C21 OFCALVI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VP*216r.
RMO: VP1749v.
Only a handful of other examples of this stamp are known, from Caerhun',
Corbridge and the legionary fortresses at Chester and Nijmegen, among
other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 2.
C22 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749z; VF*216i; VF*216pp; VF*216t;
fl 940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF1749p; VF2603b; VP*214c; VF*216uu.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24(18).
This stamp occurs chiefly on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, but impressions
are also known on cups of Drag. 27, 27g and 33a and bowls of Drag. 29.
The site record includes Binchester, Buriadingen-Hausen, Corbridge-Red
House', Rottweil2, Straubing3 and Wilderspool". On the basis of the last con-
text, vessels with this stamp may be assumed to have been used into the
nineties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Hanson et al. 1979, 40, a.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 12.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 105a.
4. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 31, 6.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216q.
At La Graufesenque, an identical impression was found on a rouletted ish
with a fragment of a docket listing the names of Crescens, Genialis,
Mansuetus and Stephanus', among others. Other impressions are known
from Caer Gai, Corbridge2 and Rottweil. At Verulamium, a probably iden-
tical stamp was unearthed from a pit which is cut by a building constructed
around A.D. 75-803. The profile of the dish from Vechten warrants the
assumption that this stamp is from the last decades of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 46 (the stamp was erroneously interpreted as
OFG[ERMANI]).
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 19.
3. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 7.
C20 [0]FCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1745; VF*216aa; VF*216n.
PUG: 1348; 1469.
Parallels for this stamp are known from numerous places where occupation
started under Vespasian, such as Doncaster, Rottweil' and York2, or under
Domitian, like Bad Nauheim and the Saalburg3. In the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, an example was found in a pit which also
C23 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749s; VF*216cc; VF*216ee; VF*216k;
VF*491c.
PUG: 84; 1443; Vel920/4.
Dish RMO: VF1749;Vel914.2+Vel914.7
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216s.
With almost a hundred examples at La Graufesenque, this stamp is well-
represented there, as at Vechten, but only a handful of impressions are
known from elsewhere. The only context which provides a lead for dating
is Chester. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten justify the assumption
that his is a relatively early stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
C24 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1749e: VF*216ii.
Like C 12, this stamp shows a short vertical stroke after the I, the meaning
of which is not known. Identical impressions were found at Asciburgium',
Gloucester and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Vanderhoeven 1974, 12, 19, interpreted as OFCAR[-], and er-
roneously considered as Central Gaulish.
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C25 OFCALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF919.
Dish RMO: VF1749a; VF1749g.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1749k; VF*216nn; VF*249a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1726; VF1749J.
This stamp is very well-represented in Flavian finds groups. The site list
includes Carlisle', Friedberg, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and Rottweil. The latest context so far is Camelon2. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. May/Hope 1917, 178, T.H.1892, 37.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 3.
C26 OFCALVI
C25* OFCAILVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*216mm; VF*253; VF*253a; VF*253b.
These impressions are from the same die as the examples listed under num-
ber C25. They may be distinguished from the latter by a vertical stroke
between the A and the L, causing the stamp to read OFCAILVI instead of
OFCALVI. The die was obviously damaged at some stage. Both the fact
that impressions with the text OFCALVI are usually clearer than those read-
ing OFCAILVI, and the site list for the latter stamp, show that this is a later
version. Stamps reading OFCAILVI were found at Faimingen', Kongen2,
Pfiinz3, Theilenhofen" and Weissenburg5, among other places.
Oswald did not class these stamps under Calvus, but under Cailus or
Cailvus from La Graufesenque and Banassac'. It is not impossible that he
damaged die was taken from La Graufesenque to Banassac, for a handful of
impressions are known which apparently stem from Banassac7. Whether the
vessels in question were really made there can only be ascertained through
chemical analysis of the fabrics. One of the impressions from Banassac
occurs on a Drag. 15/17, however - a type which, in its pure form, is other-
wise not represented among the products from this pottery8.
In addition to impressions with the text OFCAILVI, some examples in an
even later form were found at Banassac. The text of these stamps reads
OFCAILV-'. Identical impressions are known from Bad Cannstatt10,
Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl" and Rottweil'2. One of the impressions from
Banassac is on a Drag. 27g, a type otherwise unknown at this pottery. For
the time being, therefore, it is preferable to assume that all the vessels dis-
cussed under this number were made at La Graufesenque. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 85-100.
1. ORLB66c, Taf. VIII22,andp. 63, 23.
2. Simon 1962, 37, 320.
3. ORL B73, Taf. VIHA, 24.
4. Simon 1978b, 48, Abb. 9, 199.
5. ORLB72,51, 3.
6. Oswald 1931, 53 and 363.
7. Musee des Antiquites Nationales, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, nos. 49847
and 55382; Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel, La
Canourgue, nos. CMB 4047, CMB 4113, and no no. Cf. Peyre 1975,
27, 1 (CMB 4113) and 2 (CMB 4267).
8. See, however, p. 85 and fig. 6.24, j.
9. Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel, La Canourgue,
nos. CMB 4245, CMB 4260, CMB 4322, and no no.; cf. Peyre 1975,
29, 2 (CMB 4322) and 3 (CMB 4260), attributed to Carillus.
10. Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 18 and DC 35.
11. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 10.
12. Knon-1907, Taf. XXIX 9.
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*216tt.
PUG: 1470.
RMO: VF*216ss.
Parallels for this stamp are known from the cemetery at Nijmegen-west'
and from Rottweil2, among other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-85.
1. Bnmsting 1937, 55, KL20 1.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 13-14.
C27 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216;VF*216bb;VF*250a.
This stamp is represented in many places where occupation began during
the Flavian period, such as Binchester, Caerwent, Carlisle, Manchester and
Rottweil. A Drag. 18 with this stamp from the cemetery on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen could still just be pre-Flavian'. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-85.
1. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 99.
C28 OFCALVP]
Dish RMO: VF*216gg.
One of the two parallels for this stamp known thus far is from Corbridge.
This late context is in accordance with the shape of the dish from Vechten,
which is rather coarse and appears to be later than most other vessels of
Calvus. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
C29 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF904.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Corbridge, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west, among other places. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
C30 OFCALVI
Dish RMO: VF*216y.
Thus far, this stamp has been found only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18,
including a few small examples from La Graufesenque. The site list also
includes York and period H at Zwammerdam'. In the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a vessel with this stamp was found in a pit
which also contained a coin of Trajan. However, other evidence for this
stamp suggests that his dish from Nijmegen was probably lost or discarded
under Domitian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 59 (possibly of period IH, according to p. 88).
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C31 OFCALVI
Drag. 18R RMO: Ve 1927/2 "Oostveen".
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from the legionary for-
tress at Lincoln'. The shape of the rouletted ish from Vechten suggests a
Havian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Hartley 1981, 240.
C32 OFCALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216jj.
This stamp is known otherwise only from La Graufesenque, and possibly
from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, where a very similar impression
was found. The cup from Vechten is a small example, and so difBcult o
date, although it does not appear to bea late vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-80.
C33 OFCALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1749L
Among the forms on which this stamp occurs is Drag. 24/25, so the die was
probably already in use in the pre-Flavian period. The site list includes
Caerleon and the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-85.
C34 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: no no.
The only sites to provide a clue to the date of this stamp are the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen. The dish from Vechten is rather shallow
in proportion to its diameter, and therefore likely to be relatively early. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-80.
C35 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216f.
Only two parallels for this stamp have been recorded up to now. One of
them was found in a grave at Winchester, which also contained another ves-
sel of Calvus'. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, the stamp
dates from the time of Nero or the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[2]. c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Marked with the stamp of catalogue no. C20.
C36 OFCALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VES9; VF1744; VF1749h; VF1749q; VF1749r;
VF*216g; VF*216p; VF*216qq; VF*216w; no no.
Almost all known examples of this stamp are on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
Many stem from sites first occupied under Vespasian or even later, such as
Carlisle, Catterick, Holt' and RottweiP. On the Marktveld at Valkenburg, an
impression was found in a grave which probably dates from around A.D.
803. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-100.
1. Grimes 1930, 122, 3.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 15-18.
3. This grave also contained stamps of lucundus, Roppus, Secundus iii
and Vitalis ii.
C37 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1741.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216m; VF*237a.
The only parallels for this stamp known up to now are from Rheinzabem'
and RottweiP. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the
stamp dates from the late Neronian or early Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Ludowici 1927, 223, a.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 163.
C38 OFCALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: YEU491; VF1749x; Vel927/l.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*216oo.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Chester, Malton and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
C39 OFCALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*216e.
PUG: 1947-413.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, which may also be from
Vechten'. The cups listed above are of the small variety, which makes them
hard to date; they are not likely to be late vessels. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 65-85.
1. PUG 1256, provenance uncertain.
C40 OFCVLVI
Dish ROB: Ve70/129.
The stamp illustrated here is not the one from Vechten, but an example from
La Graufesenque, where several impressions were found on dishes of Drag.
18 and bowls of Drag. 29. The decorative schemes on the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp are among the latest o be found on this type'. Very similar,
probably identical impressions were found at the Saalburg and in a grave at
Heddemheim which also contained a Trajanic sestertius ofA.D. 1022. If the
vessel from Heddemheim is unused, the die with which it was stamped
must have been in use until the end of the 1st century. Although the stamp
reads OPCVLVI, there are no good grounds to doubt that it belongs to
Calvus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 18 D.
2. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 10, from grave 192, with stamps of C. N-
Celsus. Tabus - Virtus and L. Cosius Virilis.
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C41 OFCALV
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
PUG:
VF*209; VF*2(
Ve 1926/1.
Ve 1925/5.
; VF*216z.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and at RottweiP, im-
pressions of this stamp were also found on cups of Drag. 24/25. All were
late examples of this type (cf. fig. 6.59, g). The site list further includes
Chester, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen3 and York.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 97.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 165.
3. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 90.
C42 FCALV
Drag. 27 RMO:
PUG:
VF*209c.
Ve 1926/1.
So far, no other examples of this stamp have been found. The above im-
pressions may be assumed to stem from a broken die which originally read
OFCALV or OFCALVI. No such impressions have been found as yet,
however. The date of the stamp is based on the profiles of the cups from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
C43 OFCAL
Drag. 27 RMO: YFr735; VF*201; VF*201a.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known, none of them from
dated contexts, so the date of the stamp has been determined on the basis of
the profiles of the cups from Vechten, which appear to be relatively late. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
C44 OFCAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF963: VF*1527.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far is on a Drag. 27 which may
have been found at Vechten as well'. The cups listed above are small and
hard to date, but they seem to belong to the last decades of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. PUG 1252, provenance unknown.
C45 OFCAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*201b.
This impression, which appears to be unique thus far, is extremely unclear.
The text probably reads OFCAL, although there is also some similarity to
several stamps of Sabinus'. The date of the stamp is based on the shape of
the cup. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. S9-11.
C46 CALVI.<MA>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (15); VF1712; VF1749f; VF1749o;
VF1749v; VF*211;VF*211a; VF*211b;
'*211c: no no.; fl940/5.111.
These are impressions of a broken die, which originally read CALVI.MA.
Impressions of the latter text are known only from La Graufesenque,
Troyes' and perhaps Montana2. Examples like the ones from Vechten were
found in many places where occupation did not begin until the Flavian
period, such as Corbridge3, Krefeld-Gellep, the legionary fortress and cana-
bae at Nijmegen", Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl5 and Rottweil. On the Markt-
veld at VaUcenburg, an impression was found in a grave from c. A.D. 80'. A
few impressions were applied to bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative schemes
from the time of Vespasian7. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Habertl893,pl. X241.
2. Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 15, possibly identical.
3. Cf. HaverGeld 1915, 279, possibly the example recorded here.
4. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 2
(marbled).
5. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 13.
6. This grave also contained stamps of Apronius, lucundus, Roppus,
Secundus iii and Vitalis ii.
7. Knorr 1919, Taf. 17A-B; Baatz 1962, Taf. 16, 27; Kamitsch 1971, Taf.
4, 1.
C47 CALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1749c.
None of the five other known examples of this stamp is from a dated con-
text. The date is based, therefore, on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
C48 CALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1749w; VP*210a; VF*1465.
This stamp is also known from Brecon, Caersws, Carlisle and the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. It probably dates from the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
C49 C.ALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1743: VF*339.
The site list for this retrograde stamp includes Caerleon, Chester, Chester-
holm, Corbridge and Friedberg. It probably dates from the end of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Cam(i)us
C50 CAMI
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*522.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, on a Ritt. 5 from La
Graufesenque. Both cups are of the small variety, and should be dated to
before A.D. 40 on the basis of their shape.
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C31 OFCALVI
Drag. 18R RMO: Ve 1927/2 "Oostveen".
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from the legionary for-
tress at Lincoln'. The shape of the rouletted ish from Vechten suggests a
Havian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Hartley 1981, 240.
C32 OFCALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216jj.
This stamp is known otherwise only from La Graufesenque, and possibly
from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, where a very similar impression
was found. The cup from Vechten is a small example, and so difBcult o
date, although it does not appear to bea late vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-80.
C33 OFCALVI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1749L
Among the forms on which this stamp occurs is Drag. 24/25, so the die was
probably already in use in the pre-Flavian period. The site list includes
Caerleon and the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-85.
C34 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: no no.
The only sites to provide a clue to the date of this stamp are the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen. The dish from Vechten is rather shallow
in proportion to its diameter, and therefore likely to be relatively early. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-80.
C35 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*216f.
Only two parallels for this stamp have been recorded up to now. One of
them was found in a grave at Winchester, which also contained another ves-
sel of Calvus'. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, the stamp
dates from the time of Nero or the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[2]. c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Marked with the stamp of catalogue no. C20.
C36 OFCALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VES9; VF1744; VF1749h; VF1749q; VF1749r;
VF*216g; VF*216p; VF*216qq; VF*216w; no no.
Almost all known examples of this stamp are on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
Many stem from sites first occupied under Vespasian or even later, such as
Carlisle, Catterick, Holt' and RottweiP. On the Marktveld at Valkenburg, an
impression was found in a grave which probably dates from around A.D.
803. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-100.
1. Grimes 1930, 122, 3.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 15-18.
3. This grave also contained stamps of lucundus, Roppus, Secundus iii
and Vitalis ii.
C37 OFCALVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1741.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*216m; VF*237a.
The only parallels for this stamp known up to now are from Rheinzabem'
and RottweiP. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the
stamp dates from the late Neronian or early Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Ludowici 1927, 223, a.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 163.
C38 OFCALVI
Drag. 27g RMO: YEU491; VF1749x; Vel927/l.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*216oo.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Chester, Malton and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
C39 OFCALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*216e.
PUG: 1947-413.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, which may also be from
Vechten'. The cups listed above are of the small variety, which makes them
hard to date; they are not likely to be late vessels. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 65-85.
1. PUG 1256, provenance uncertain.
C40 OFCVLVI
Dish ROB: Ve70/129.
The stamp illustrated here is not the one from Vechten, but an example from
La Graufesenque, where several impressions were found on dishes of Drag.
18 and bowls of Drag. 29. The decorative schemes on the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp are among the latest o be found on this type'. Very similar,
probably identical impressions were found at the Saalburg and in a grave at
Heddemheim which also contained a Trajanic sestertius ofA.D. 1022. If the
vessel from Heddemheim is unused, the die with which it was stamped
must have been in use until the end of the 1st century. Although the stamp
reads OPCVLVI, there are no good grounds to doubt that it belongs to
Calvus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 18 D.
2. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 10, from grave 192, with stamps of C. N-
Celsus. Tabus - Virtus and L. Cosius Virilis.
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C41 OFCALV
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
PUG:
VF*209; VF*2(
Ve 1926/1.
Ve 1925/5.
; VF*216z.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and at RottweiP, im-
pressions of this stamp were also found on cups of Drag. 24/25. All were
late examples of this type (cf. fig. 6.59, g). The site list further includes
Chester, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen3 and York.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 97.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 165.
3. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 90.
C42 FCALV
Drag. 27 RMO:
PUG:
VF*209c.
Ve 1926/1.
So far, no other examples of this stamp have been found. The above im-
pressions may be assumed to stem from a broken die which originally read
OFCALV or OFCALVI. No such impressions have been found as yet,
however. The date of the stamp is based on the profiles of the cups from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
C43 OFCAL
Drag. 27 RMO: YFr735; VF*201; VF*201a.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known, none of them from
dated contexts, so the date of the stamp has been determined on the basis of
the profiles of the cups from Vechten, which appear to be relatively late. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
C44 OFCAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF963: VF*1527.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far is on a Drag. 27 which may
have been found at Vechten as well'. The cups listed above are small and
hard to date, but they seem to belong to the last decades of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. PUG 1252, provenance unknown.
C45 OFCAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*201b.
This impression, which appears to be unique thus far, is extremely unclear.
The text probably reads OFCAL, although there is also some similarity to
several stamps of Sabinus'. The date of the stamp is based on the shape of
the cup. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. S9-11.
C46 CALVI.<MA>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (15); VF1712; VF1749f; VF1749o;
VF1749v; VF*211;VF*211a; VF*211b;
'*211c: no no.; fl940/5.111.
These are impressions of a broken die, which originally read CALVI.MA.
Impressions of the latter text are known only from La Graufesenque,
Troyes' and perhaps Montana2. Examples like the ones from Vechten were
found in many places where occupation did not begin until the Flavian
period, such as Corbridge3, Krefeld-Gellep, the legionary fortress and cana-
bae at Nijmegen", Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl5 and Rottweil. On the Markt-
veld at VaUcenburg, an impression was found in a grave from c. A.D. 80'. A
few impressions were applied to bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative schemes
from the time of Vespasian7. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Habertl893,pl. X241.
2. Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 15, possibly identical.
3. Cf. HaverGeld 1915, 279, possibly the example recorded here.
4. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 2
(marbled).
5. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 13.
6. This grave also contained stamps of Apronius, lucundus, Roppus,
Secundus iii and Vitalis ii.
7. Knorr 1919, Taf. 17A-B; Baatz 1962, Taf. 16, 27; Kamitsch 1971, Taf.
4, 1.
C47 CALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1749c.
None of the five other known examples of this stamp is from a dated con-
text. The date is based, therefore, on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
C48 CALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1749w; VP*210a; VF*1465.
This stamp is also known from Brecon, Caersws, Carlisle and the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. It probably dates from the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
C49 C.ALVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1743: VF*339.
The site list for this retrograde stamp includes Caerleon, Chester, Chester-
holm, Corbridge and Friedberg. It probably dates from the end of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Cam(i)us
C50 CAMI
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*522.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, on a Ritt. 5 from La
Graufesenque. Both cups are of the small variety, and should be dated to
before A.D. 40 on the basis of their shape.
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The text of the stamp seems to suggest hat the potter to whom it belongs
was named Cam(i)us or Gam(i)us'. Neither of these names is otherwise
known from La Graufesenque2. The early date of the stamp would lead one
to assume that it belongs to the same potter who used stamps reading GAMI
and CAMI at Lyon-La Muette3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-40.
1. Camus or Gamus may be preferable to Camius or Gamius; cf. Mocsy
etal. 1983,133.
2. The stamp OFICAM from La Graufesenque recorded by Oswald
(1931, 56) is very probably a misinterpreted example of Cantus.
3. Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 275; Lasfargues et al. 1976, 56, XVII 1-3.
C52 OFICC.ANI
Drag. 17c RMO: VF24 (74) (fig. 6.27, g).
Only three other examples of this stamp, which should probably be inter-
preted as OFICC.AN<T>I. are known, on a Drag. 24/25 from La Graufe-
senque, on a Drag. 27g with rouletted upper wall from Camulodunum and
on a Ritt. 8 from Neuss. The Drag. 17c from Vechten is shallow in propor-
tion to its diameter, and has a high footring. The internal base has a double
groove. All this indicates an early date for this stamp. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 20-50.
Sex(tius?) Can-
See catalogue nos. S144-146.
Cantus
The beginning of Cantus's activities is hard to ascertain. As far as is known,
unlike potters such as Acutus, Bilicatus and Scottius, he did not use two-
lined dies, so perhaps he should not be considered among the earliest pot-
ters from La Graufesenque to market his products outside the region. On the
other hand, Cantus produced typically Italian forms, like the Halt. la (fig.
6.22, c) and a variant of this type, and cups of Drag. 27g with rouletted
upper walls. Therefore, he must already have been active under Tiberius,
possibly from A.D. 20 onwards.
In Britain, only a few vessels ofCantus were unearthed, at Camulodunum',
Chichester2 and Richborough. Apart from Hofheim, no products with his
name are known from the Claudian fortifications along the German limes.
All this seems to indicate that he heyday of the production of Cantus was
in the first half of the 1st century. Since hundreds of stamps with his name
were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, however, Cantus
must have been active into the Neronian period.
One of the employees of Cantus is known by name, from the stamp
CASSTVS. CANTF. The spelling with SS justifies the assumption that the
Castus recorded here is identical to the Castus who was already producing
sigillata under his own name during the Claudian period".
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 12.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 234, 16.
3. Oswald 1931, 64 and 368, under Cassius & Camius (?), and Casstus
& Cavannus; Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 28.
4. See catalogue nos. C72-83, esp. C81-81*
C51 OFIC.CANTI
C53 OFIC.CANITI]
Dish
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*222.
RMO: VF1754a.
RMO: VF*222a.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on
cups of Drag. 27g and 33a, and at Aislingen on a Ritt. 5'. It is also known
from Velsen I2 and from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, on a
Drag. 27g with a rim that is triangular in profile, probably from the
Claudian period3. The Drag. 24/25 from Vechten has a bevelled footring of
relatively large diameter. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 109.
2. GlasbergenA^an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 51.
3. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 101.
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
RMO:
PUG: 1947-310 (fig. 6.59, a).
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups, ofRitt. 5, Drag. 24/25, 27g and 33a.
At Asciburgium, an impression was found on an unusual form related to
Ritt. 5' (fig. 2.9, b). The site list also includes the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque and Velsen I2. The cups from Vechten both have bevelled
footrings. The vessel with number 1947-310 stems from a pit which also
contained stamps of Clams and L. Brinnius of Lyon, and of Avetus and
Scotnus3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 42, 105.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 50.
3. See catalogue nos. A104 and S39.
C54 OFIC.CANT
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1447 (pl. 38, f).
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g
and bowls of Drag. 29, in contexts including the Fosse de Cirratus. It is
otherwise known only from Augst, on a Drag. 29 with decoration which
may be dated to c. A.D. 40'. The bowl from Vechten has a low footnng,
usually indicative of an early date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Knorr1919, Taf. 18.
C55 OFI.CANTI.
Drag. 33a RMO: no no.; H909/10.2.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2947; VF*219a.
This seems to be one of the later stamps of Cantus. A Drag. 29 with this
stamp from Enserune has a relatively strongly carinated profile, although
the decoration must be Tiberian or Claudian'. Neither of the bowls from
Vechten has early characteristics, and the vessel numbered VF*219a has
only a single groove around the stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Fiches 1978, 48, fig. 4, 4.
C56 OFI.CANTI
Dish
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF*221.
VF*221a.
Since the dish from Vechten has a high footring, and the cup a bevelled one,
this is probably a relatively early stamp. This assumption is supported by
the presence of an impression at Velsen 1. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
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C57 OFI.CANI
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF*221c.
1507.
24 (48); VF*221bx.
Although no T is legible, this stamp may be assumed to belong to Cantus,
and to read OFI.CAN<T>I. Like most other stamps of this potter it occurs
on dishes as well as on cups. Thus far, no impressions are known from dated
contexts. The cups fromVechten have footrings with large diameters; those
of the cups of Drag. 24/25 are bevelled. In general, they do not appear to be
particularly early, however. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
C58 OH.CANT
Drag. 17b RMO: VF*221b (fig. 6.27, f).
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g.
It is otherwise known only on two variants of Halt. la from Bingen1 and on
a rouletted ish from Hofheim. The Drag. 17b from Vechten is shallow in
proportion to its diameter and has a high footring. In spite of these early
characteristics, the basal interior of the dish has only a single groove. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, I 1-2.
C59 OFCANTI
Dish PUG: 1947-365.
This seems to be a unique stamp. It was applied to a dish with a flat base
and a relatively high footring, which suggests an early date. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 20-50.
Capita
Capita also sometimes spelled his name Capitus. The stamps found at
Vechten are undoubtedly from La Graufesenque, where several examples
with the name Capita or Capitus were unearthed. Stamps reading CAPITVF
are also known from Carrade and Espalion', but it is not certain if the
Capitus from these two centres is identical to Capita or Capitus of La
Graufesenque. At Montans, a manufacturer named Capita was active as
well2.
To judge by the site list for the stamps of Capita of La Graufesenque, he
must have mainly been active during the Claudio-Neronian period. The pro-
files of his products upport such a date.
1. Carrade: Pauc 1973, pl. VI; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21. Espalion:
TUhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 5.
2. Meunier 1965-1966, pl. I 3; Gallia 38, 1980, 500.
C60 CAPITOF
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: VF1755;VF1758.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found in the Fosse de Gallicanus, on
cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. Elsewhere, impressions were record-
ed on dishes of Drag. 18. The site record also includes Camulodunum1 and
Colchester. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base,
and the cups have wide, albeit relatively low, footrings. La Graufesenque
[I]2, c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 65; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2,
13.
2. Cf. Hennet 1934, pl. 110, 23, probably identical.
C61 CAPIIO
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27g
RMO: VF*223a.
RMO: VF1757: VF1759.
The text of this stamp may undoubtedly be interpreted as CAPI<T>0. It
occurs on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. Parallels are
known from the Erdlager at Hofheim' andVelsen 1 and 22. La Graufesenque
[I]3, c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 105 and Taf. VIII 24.
2. For Velsen 2 see GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 19, note 4.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 23a.
C62 CAPITOW.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*223.
Although this stamp is frequently interpreted as CAPITOMA', it clearly
reads CAPITOVA. The abbreviation VA, which also occurs in stamps of
Ardacus, Licinus, Lucceius and Martialis2, may stand for vascularius.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque,
Narbonne-La Nautique3, Richborough4 and Ruscino5. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 59 and 366.
2. Ardacus: catalogue no. A92; Licinus: Knorr 1919, Taf. 47 F; Lucceius:
Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 21; Martialis: catalogue no. M32.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 195, fig. 6, 8.
4. Hayter 1949, 198, 209(A).
5. Fiches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 4, 187.
Carantus
The products of Carantus have not been found in a pre-Flavian context so
far, but several stamps with his name are known from sites first occupied
under Vespasian and Domitian. The profiles of his vessels suggest hat his
activities did not continue into the 2nd century; they were probably limited
to the period c. A.D. 70-100, possibly even 80-100.
Some of the stamps of Carantus of La Graufesenque were erroneously attri-
buted by Oswald to a homonym of Heiligenberg and Ittenweiler', and to an
otherwise unknown amesake from Lezoux2. Another potter by the name of
Carantus worked at Montans, during the first half of the 1st century3.
1. Forrer 1911, 215, fig. 215, and Taf. XV 7-7a; Oswald 1931, 60 and
366.
2. Oswald 1931, 60 and 366; insofar as these are not stamps of Carantus
of La Graufesenque, they are probably misinterpreted examples of
Carantinus or Caratillus of Lezoux.
3. Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig.35, 2.
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The text of the stamp seems to suggest hat the potter to whom it belongs
was named Cam(i)us or Gam(i)us'. Neither of these names is otherwise
known from La Graufesenque2. The early date of the stamp would lead one
to assume that it belongs to the same potter who used stamps reading GAMI
and CAMI at Lyon-La Muette3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-40.
1. Camus or Gamus may be preferable to Camius or Gamius; cf. Mocsy
etal. 1983,133.
2. The stamp OFICAM from La Graufesenque recorded by Oswald
(1931, 56) is very probably a misinterpreted example of Cantus.
3. Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 275; Lasfargues et al. 1976, 56, XVII 1-3.
C52 OFICC.ANI
Drag. 17c RMO: VF24 (74) (fig. 6.27, g).
Only three other examples of this stamp, which should probably be inter-
preted as OFICC.AN<T>I. are known, on a Drag. 24/25 from La Graufe-
senque, on a Drag. 27g with rouletted upper wall from Camulodunum and
on a Ritt. 8 from Neuss. The Drag. 17c from Vechten is shallow in propor-
tion to its diameter, and has a high footring. The internal base has a double
groove. All this indicates an early date for this stamp. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 20-50.
Sex(tius?) Can-
See catalogue nos. S144-146.
Cantus
The beginning of Cantus's activities is hard to ascertain. As far as is known,
unlike potters such as Acutus, Bilicatus and Scottius, he did not use two-
lined dies, so perhaps he should not be considered among the earliest pot-
ters from La Graufesenque to market his products outside the region. On the
other hand, Cantus produced typically Italian forms, like the Halt. la (fig.
6.22, c) and a variant of this type, and cups of Drag. 27g with rouletted
upper walls. Therefore, he must already have been active under Tiberius,
possibly from A.D. 20 onwards.
In Britain, only a few vessels ofCantus were unearthed, at Camulodunum',
Chichester2 and Richborough. Apart from Hofheim, no products with his
name are known from the Claudian fortifications along the German limes.
All this seems to indicate that he heyday of the production of Cantus was
in the first half of the 1st century. Since hundreds of stamps with his name
were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, however, Cantus
must have been active into the Neronian period.
One of the employees of Cantus is known by name, from the stamp
CASSTVS. CANTF. The spelling with SS justifies the assumption that the
Castus recorded here is identical to the Castus who was already producing
sigillata under his own name during the Claudian period".
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2, 12.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 234, 16.
3. Oswald 1931, 64 and 368, under Cassius & Camius (?), and Casstus
& Cavannus; Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 28.
4. See catalogue nos. C72-83, esp. C81-81*
C51 OFIC.CANTI
C53 OFIC.CANITI]
Dish
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*222.
RMO: VF1754a.
RMO: VF*222a.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on
cups of Drag. 27g and 33a, and at Aislingen on a Ritt. 5'. It is also known
from Velsen I2 and from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, on a
Drag. 27g with a rim that is triangular in profile, probably from the
Claudian period3. The Drag. 24/25 from Vechten has a bevelled footring of
relatively large diameter. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 109.
2. GlasbergenA^an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 51.
3. Stuart 1976, 100, fig. 12, 101.
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
RMO:
PUG: 1947-310 (fig. 6.59, a).
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups, ofRitt. 5, Drag. 24/25, 27g and 33a.
At Asciburgium, an impression was found on an unusual form related to
Ritt. 5' (fig. 2.9, b). The site list also includes the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque and Velsen I2. The cups from Vechten both have bevelled
footrings. The vessel with number 1947-310 stems from a pit which also
contained stamps of Clams and L. Brinnius of Lyon, and of Avetus and
Scotnus3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 42, 105.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 50.
3. See catalogue nos. A104 and S39.
C54 OFIC.CANT
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1447 (pl. 38, f).
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g
and bowls of Drag. 29, in contexts including the Fosse de Cirratus. It is
otherwise known only from Augst, on a Drag. 29 with decoration which
may be dated to c. A.D. 40'. The bowl from Vechten has a low footnng,
usually indicative of an early date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Knorr1919, Taf. 18.
C55 OFI.CANTI.
Drag. 33a RMO: no no.; H909/10.2.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2947; VF*219a.
This seems to be one of the later stamps of Cantus. A Drag. 29 with this
stamp from Enserune has a relatively strongly carinated profile, although
the decoration must be Tiberian or Claudian'. Neither of the bowls from
Vechten has early characteristics, and the vessel numbered VF*219a has
only a single groove around the stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Fiches 1978, 48, fig. 4, 4.
C56 OFI.CANTI
Dish
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF*221.
VF*221a.
Since the dish from Vechten has a high footring, and the cup a bevelled one,
this is probably a relatively early stamp. This assumption is supported by
the presence of an impression at Velsen 1. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
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C57 OFI.CANI
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF*221c.
1507.
24 (48); VF*221bx.
Although no T is legible, this stamp may be assumed to belong to Cantus,
and to read OFI.CAN<T>I. Like most other stamps of this potter it occurs
on dishes as well as on cups. Thus far, no impressions are known from dated
contexts. The cups fromVechten have footrings with large diameters; those
of the cups of Drag. 24/25 are bevelled. In general, they do not appear to be
particularly early, however. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
C58 OH.CANT
Drag. 17b RMO: VF*221b (fig. 6.27, f).
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g.
It is otherwise known only on two variants of Halt. la from Bingen1 and on
a rouletted ish from Hofheim. The Drag. 17b from Vechten is shallow in
proportion to its diameter and has a high footring. In spite of these early
characteristics, the basal interior of the dish has only a single groove. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, I 1-2.
C59 OFCANTI
Dish PUG: 1947-365.
This seems to be a unique stamp. It was applied to a dish with a flat base
and a relatively high footring, which suggests an early date. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 20-50.
Capita
Capita also sometimes spelled his name Capitus. The stamps found at
Vechten are undoubtedly from La Graufesenque, where several examples
with the name Capita or Capitus were unearthed. Stamps reading CAPITVF
are also known from Carrade and Espalion', but it is not certain if the
Capitus from these two centres is identical to Capita or Capitus of La
Graufesenque. At Montans, a manufacturer named Capita was active as
well2.
To judge by the site list for the stamps of Capita of La Graufesenque, he
must have mainly been active during the Claudio-Neronian period. The pro-
files of his products upport such a date.
1. Carrade: Pauc 1973, pl. VI; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21. Espalion:
TUhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 5.
2. Meunier 1965-1966, pl. I 3; Gallia 38, 1980, 500.
C60 CAPITOF
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: VF1755;VF1758.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found in the Fosse de Gallicanus, on
cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. Elsewhere, impressions were record-
ed on dishes of Drag. 18. The site record also includes Camulodunum1 and
Colchester. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base,
and the cups have wide, albeit relatively low, footrings. La Graufesenque
[I]2, c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 65; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E2,
13.
2. Cf. Hennet 1934, pl. 110, 23, probably identical.
C61 CAPIIO
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27g
RMO: VF*223a.
RMO: VF1757: VF1759.
The text of this stamp may undoubtedly be interpreted as CAPI<T>0. It
occurs on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. Parallels are
known from the Erdlager at Hofheim' andVelsen 1 and 22. La Graufesenque
[I]3, c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 105 and Taf. VIII 24.
2. For Velsen 2 see GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 19, note 4.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 23a.
C62 CAPITOW.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*223.
Although this stamp is frequently interpreted as CAPITOMA', it clearly
reads CAPITOVA. The abbreviation VA, which also occurs in stamps of
Ardacus, Licinus, Lucceius and Martialis2, may stand for vascularius.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque,
Narbonne-La Nautique3, Richborough4 and Ruscino5. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 59 and 366.
2. Ardacus: catalogue no. A92; Licinus: Knorr 1919, Taf. 47 F; Lucceius:
Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 21; Martialis: catalogue no. M32.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 195, fig. 6, 8.
4. Hayter 1949, 198, 209(A).
5. Fiches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 4, 187.
Carantus
The products of Carantus have not been found in a pre-Flavian context so
far, but several stamps with his name are known from sites first occupied
under Vespasian and Domitian. The profiles of his vessels suggest hat his
activities did not continue into the 2nd century; they were probably limited
to the period c. A.D. 70-100, possibly even 80-100.
Some of the stamps of Carantus of La Graufesenque were erroneously attri-
buted by Oswald to a homonym of Heiligenberg and Ittenweiler', and to an
otherwise unknown amesake from Lezoux2. Another potter by the name of
Carantus worked at Montans, during the first half of the 1st century3.
1. Forrer 1911, 215, fig. 215, and Taf. XV 7-7a; Oswald 1931, 60 and
366.
2. Oswald 1931, 60 and 366; insofar as these are not stamps of Carantus
of La Graufesenque, they are probably misinterpreted examples of
Carantinus or Caratillus of Lezoux.
3. Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig.35, 2.
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Dish RMO: H920/3.5.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Heddemheim, Northwich' and
Rottweil2. It probably dates from the last decades of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Wild 1971,62, 4.
2. Planck 1975, 253, Abb. 35, 60.
C64 CARANTIM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*92.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon and Catterick, so it probably
belongs to the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
Simon 1966, 20, Abb. 1, 13, also erroneously identified as Central
Gaulish.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 25.
C67 CARBO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1760.
The only known parallel for this stamp thus far is fromAutun1. The footring
of the cup from Vechten is relatively wide and high. These characteristics
justify classification of this stamp under Nero rather than in the Plavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. De Fontenay 1 874, pl. Ill 109
Carillus
C65 CA[RANT]F
Drag.18 RMO: VF1728a.
This impression is extremely hard to read, since the die moved when the
dish was stamped. The complete text is known from examples found else-
where, among other places at Butzbach, Caerleon, Chester, Echzell' and
Friedberg2. Since a stamp reading CARANTIF is also known3, the text of
this stamp should perhaps be interpreted as an abbreviation of Caianti figuU
rather than of Carantus fecit. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORLB18,18, 9.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 60.
3. Dickinson 1986a, 119,20.
Carbo
Carbo is not a very well-known potter. The evidence for his most common
stamp, discussed here under number C66, justifies the deduction that he
started producing sigillata under Nero. The majority of his products date
from the Flavian period, however. Thus far there is no reason to assume that
he was still active under Trajan.
C66 CARBONISMA
Drag. 18R PUG: 286.
This is Carbo's best-known stamp by far. In its complete form it occurs
exclusively on standard and rouletted ishes. The die in question was also
used a few times to stamp cups of Drag. 24 and 27g, however. Only the two
ends were impressed on those occasions, resulting in impressions reading
CASMA, CAISMA or CAIISMA'.
The presence of impressions at Aislingen2 and Gloucester-Kingsholm sug-
gests that the die was already in use under Nero. However, examples are
also known from sites which were first occupied under Domitian, such as
Corbridge and Wilderspool. The text of such late impressions hows that he
die wore down at the ends in the course of time, since they do not read much
more than ARRONISM3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 65-95.
1. See Oswald 1931, 53 and 65, under Caius and Castus, resp.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xm 26, CASMA.
3. See Oswald 1931, 23 and 352, under Arro of Lezoux; Schonberger/
The Carillus mentioned in the discussion of the internal stamps below may
probably be identified with the CARILOS who occurs in two dockets from
La Graufesenque'. Since the products of Carillus were found in the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2,
among other places, the start of his activities may be dated to the Neronian
period. The presence of one of his stamps at Strageath suggests that he prod-
ucts of Carillus were still being marketed in the time of Domitian. Carillus
produced not only sigillata, but moulds for beakers of Knorr 78 as well3.
A potter by the name of Carillus also worked at Carrade4. It is as yet uncer-
tain if this was the same person. If its provenance has been established cor-
rectly, a stamp of Carillus which was apparently found at Banassac5 must
have been brought here from La Graufesenque, since sigillata production
at Banassac did not begin until the 2nd century.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 90-91.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 18.
3. Mees 1995, 73 and 135.
4. Pauc 1973, pl. VI and XI 1; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21.
5. Peyre 1975, 28 (from the Morel collection; cf. p. 27, note 7). The two
other stamps attributed by Peyre to Carillus in reality belong to Calvus
(idem, 29; cf. catalogue no. C25*).
C68 CARILLFE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*229.
Dish RMO: VP1642a; VF*229a.
Drag. 27g RMO: H940/5.92.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1761; Vel924/G (pl. 38, g; Mees 1995,
Taf. 39, 2).
On clear impressions, the text of this stamp may be interpreted as
CARILLFE. Most impressions do not show much more than CARILLI,
however. The stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, cups of Drag.
27g and 33a and bowls of Drag. 29. Both vessels of Drag. 29 from Vechten
and two examples from La Graufesenque have single grooves internally.
The decorative schemes of bowls with this stamp are mainly Vespasianic,
although some may date from the Neronian period'. Identical stamps are
known from Caersws, the wrecked ship Culip TV2, the legionary fortress at
Lincoln3, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil"
and Strageath5, among other places.
On the Vechten bowl numbered Vel924/G, an impression is visible below
the decoration, of a hand-written signature applied to the mould (fig. 8.3).
It reads CRESTIO, and was inscribed before the mould was fired. Although
little of the decoration of the bowl from Vechten has survived, it shows
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C70 CARVS.FE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1763 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 19 B); VP17(
Taf. 20 G); VF*230a; fl940/5.193.
(idem,
Fig. 8.3 Detail of a Drag. 29 of Carillus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature CRESTIO under the moulded
decoration. Scale 2:1.
similarities to the work of the well-known mould-maker who signed his
products MCRESTIO'. For now, the bowl from Vechten is the only vessel
on which a hand-written signature of Crestio may be seen. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 74 D; Morren 1966, 225, 1, from a small deposit with
bowls of Germanus, Secundus iii and Vaderio; Piepers/Haupt 1968,
Taf. 29, 6.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 5.2.
3. Hartley 1981, 240.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 87.
5. Hartley 1989, 212, fig. 104, 1.
6. Mees 1995, 74 f. and Taf. 36-49.
C69 CARILLI
Drag. 18 PUG: 288.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24 and 33a. Up to now,
only one impression has been found in a dated context, period 1B at
Fishboume'. The dish from Vechten is relatively shallow, and the profile is
more suggestive of a Neronian date than a Flavian one, as is the other evi-
dence for this stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Damielll971,303,21.
Carus
Carus's activities eem to have extended over a long period of time. His
earliest vessels may date from the end of the Tiberian period, but his latest
products are definitely Flavian. It cannot be mled out, therefore, that the
vessels of two different potters are concerned. For the tune being, there is
no good basis for a division into two groups of the products with the name
of Carus.
Although this stamp usually occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, impressions have
also been recorded on cups of Drag. 24/25. Most of the decorative schemes
on the bowls could be dated to the Claudian period, but several examples
are known which have rouletted bands between their decorated zones,
which is characteristic of vessels from the time of Tiberius and the early
years of the reign of Claudius'. The decoration on a bowl from Vindonissa
leads one to suspect that Cams used the services of the mould-maker who
also supplied Crestio and Melus2. The bowls from Vechten have large foot-
rings, and double grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 30-55.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 19A and 20 D.
2. Cf. the upper frieze in Knorr 1919, Taf. 20 P (Cams) with that in Taf.
56 A (Melus) and Knorr 1952, Taf. 18 D (Crestio).
C71 CARVSF
Dish RMO: VF*230.
This stamp occurs chiefly on cups of Drag. 27, 27g, 33 and 33a. Several
impressions are known from Flavian contexts, such as Brecon, Caerleon',
Corbridge and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. At
Rheinzabem, an example was found in a grave which also contained a
stamp reading BISSVNP. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Boon 1978a, 17, 22.
2. Ludowici 1908, 12, 6873, from grave 151.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 27.
Castus
Since Castus produced cups of Ritt. 5, among other types, and some of his
products were found at Velsen 1, the beginning of his activities hould be
dated to the Claudian period, at the latest. If he is identical to the Castus of
the stamp CASSTVS.CANTI. it may be assumed that he learned his trade
in the workshop of Cantus'.
Most products of Castus seem to date from the third quarter of the 1st cen-
tury. Also of this period is a large group of dockets from La Graufesenque,
on dishes with the name stamp of Castus2. His own name occurs in two
dockets on dishes of Martialis3.
A few vessels of Castus were found in places where occupation did not
begin until afterA.D. 70, so his latest vessels must be Flavian. Activity after
the year 70 is also indicated by the fact that he very probably used moulds
of Memor for the production of bowls of Drag. 294.
The absence of products ofCastus in finds groups after A.D. 80 shows that
his activities must have come to an end before that date. He could not poss-
ibly have worked at Banassac, therefore, as the presence of three of his
stamps at that kiln site would lead one to assume'.
1. Oswald 1931, 64 and 368, under Cassius & Camius (?), and Casstus
& Cavannus; Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 28.
2. Manchal 1988, nos. 1, 3-11, 13, 15-17, 19-23 and 25.
3. Manchal 1988, nos. 12 and 14.
4. The decoration of an unpublished Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque
stamped OFCASTI shows many resemblances to that of moulds for
Drag. 37 signed by Memor (Mees 1995, Taf. 124-127, esp. Taf. 126, 4).
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Dish RMO: H920/3.5.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Heddemheim, Northwich' and
Rottweil2. It probably dates from the last decades of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Wild 1971,62, 4.
2. Planck 1975, 253, Abb. 35, 60.
C64 CARANTIM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*92.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon and Catterick, so it probably
belongs to the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
Simon 1966, 20, Abb. 1, 13, also erroneously identified as Central
Gaulish.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 25.
C67 CARBO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1760.
The only known parallel for this stamp thus far is fromAutun1. The footring
of the cup from Vechten is relatively wide and high. These characteristics
justify classification of this stamp under Nero rather than in the Plavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. De Fontenay 1 874, pl. Ill 109
Carillus
C65 CA[RANT]F
Drag.18 RMO: VF1728a.
This impression is extremely hard to read, since the die moved when the
dish was stamped. The complete text is known from examples found else-
where, among other places at Butzbach, Caerleon, Chester, Echzell' and
Friedberg2. Since a stamp reading CARANTIF is also known3, the text of
this stamp should perhaps be interpreted as an abbreviation of Caianti figuU
rather than of Carantus fecit. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORLB18,18, 9.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 60.
3. Dickinson 1986a, 119,20.
Carbo
Carbo is not a very well-known potter. The evidence for his most common
stamp, discussed here under number C66, justifies the deduction that he
started producing sigillata under Nero. The majority of his products date
from the Flavian period, however. Thus far there is no reason to assume that
he was still active under Trajan.
C66 CARBONISMA
Drag. 18R PUG: 286.
This is Carbo's best-known stamp by far. In its complete form it occurs
exclusively on standard and rouletted ishes. The die in question was also
used a few times to stamp cups of Drag. 24 and 27g, however. Only the two
ends were impressed on those occasions, resulting in impressions reading
CASMA, CAISMA or CAIISMA'.
The presence of impressions at Aislingen2 and Gloucester-Kingsholm sug-
gests that the die was already in use under Nero. However, examples are
also known from sites which were first occupied under Domitian, such as
Corbridge and Wilderspool. The text of such late impressions hows that he
die wore down at the ends in the course of time, since they do not read much
more than ARRONISM3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 65-95.
1. See Oswald 1931, 53 and 65, under Caius and Castus, resp.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xm 26, CASMA.
3. See Oswald 1931, 23 and 352, under Arro of Lezoux; Schonberger/
The Carillus mentioned in the discussion of the internal stamps below may
probably be identified with the CARILOS who occurs in two dockets from
La Graufesenque'. Since the products of Carillus were found in the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2,
among other places, the start of his activities may be dated to the Neronian
period. The presence of one of his stamps at Strageath suggests that he prod-
ucts of Carillus were still being marketed in the time of Domitian. Carillus
produced not only sigillata, but moulds for beakers of Knorr 78 as well3.
A potter by the name of Carillus also worked at Carrade4. It is as yet uncer-
tain if this was the same person. If its provenance has been established cor-
rectly, a stamp of Carillus which was apparently found at Banassac5 must
have been brought here from La Graufesenque, since sigillata production
at Banassac did not begin until the 2nd century.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 90-91.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 18.
3. Mees 1995, 73 and 135.
4. Pauc 1973, pl. VI and XI 1; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21.
5. Peyre 1975, 28 (from the Morel collection; cf. p. 27, note 7). The two
other stamps attributed by Peyre to Carillus in reality belong to Calvus
(idem, 29; cf. catalogue no. C25*).
C68 CARILLFE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*229.
Dish RMO: VP1642a; VF*229a.
Drag. 27g RMO: H940/5.92.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1761; Vel924/G (pl. 38, g; Mees 1995,
Taf. 39, 2).
On clear impressions, the text of this stamp may be interpreted as
CARILLFE. Most impressions do not show much more than CARILLI,
however. The stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, cups of Drag.
27g and 33a and bowls of Drag. 29. Both vessels of Drag. 29 from Vechten
and two examples from La Graufesenque have single grooves internally.
The decorative schemes of bowls with this stamp are mainly Vespasianic,
although some may date from the Neronian period'. Identical stamps are
known from Caersws, the wrecked ship Culip TV2, the legionary fortress at
Lincoln3, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil"
and Strageath5, among other places.
On the Vechten bowl numbered Vel924/G, an impression is visible below
the decoration, of a hand-written signature applied to the mould (fig. 8.3).
It reads CRESTIO, and was inscribed before the mould was fired. Although
little of the decoration of the bowl from Vechten has survived, it shows
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C70 CARVS.FE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1763 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 19 B); VP17(
Taf. 20 G); VF*230a; fl940/5.193.
(idem,
Fig. 8.3 Detail of a Drag. 29 of Carillus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature CRESTIO under the moulded
decoration. Scale 2:1.
similarities to the work of the well-known mould-maker who signed his
products MCRESTIO'. For now, the bowl from Vechten is the only vessel
on which a hand-written signature of Crestio may be seen. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 74 D; Morren 1966, 225, 1, from a small deposit with
bowls of Germanus, Secundus iii and Vaderio; Piepers/Haupt 1968,
Taf. 29, 6.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 5.2.
3. Hartley 1981, 240.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 87.
5. Hartley 1989, 212, fig. 104, 1.
6. Mees 1995, 74 f. and Taf. 36-49.
C69 CARILLI
Drag. 18 PUG: 288.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24 and 33a. Up to now,
only one impression has been found in a dated context, period 1B at
Fishboume'. The dish from Vechten is relatively shallow, and the profile is
more suggestive of a Neronian date than a Flavian one, as is the other evi-
dence for this stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Damielll971,303,21.
Carus
Carus's activities eem to have extended over a long period of time. His
earliest vessels may date from the end of the Tiberian period, but his latest
products are definitely Flavian. It cannot be mled out, therefore, that the
vessels of two different potters are concerned. For the tune being, there is
no good basis for a division into two groups of the products with the name
of Carus.
Although this stamp usually occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, impressions have
also been recorded on cups of Drag. 24/25. Most of the decorative schemes
on the bowls could be dated to the Claudian period, but several examples
are known which have rouletted bands between their decorated zones,
which is characteristic of vessels from the time of Tiberius and the early
years of the reign of Claudius'. The decoration on a bowl from Vindonissa
leads one to suspect that Cams used the services of the mould-maker who
also supplied Crestio and Melus2. The bowls from Vechten have large foot-
rings, and double grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 30-55.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 19A and 20 D.
2. Cf. the upper frieze in Knorr 1919, Taf. 20 P (Cams) with that in Taf.
56 A (Melus) and Knorr 1952, Taf. 18 D (Crestio).
C71 CARVSF
Dish RMO: VF*230.
This stamp occurs chiefly on cups of Drag. 27, 27g, 33 and 33a. Several
impressions are known from Flavian contexts, such as Brecon, Caerleon',
Corbridge and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. At
Rheinzabem, an example was found in a grave which also contained a
stamp reading BISSVNP. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Boon 1978a, 17, 22.
2. Ludowici 1908, 12, 6873, from grave 151.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 27.
Castus
Since Castus produced cups of Ritt. 5, among other types, and some of his
products were found at Velsen 1, the beginning of his activities hould be
dated to the Claudian period, at the latest. If he is identical to the Castus of
the stamp CASSTVS.CANTI. it may be assumed that he learned his trade
in the workshop of Cantus'.
Most products of Castus seem to date from the third quarter of the 1st cen-
tury. Also of this period is a large group of dockets from La Graufesenque,
on dishes with the name stamp of Castus2. His own name occurs in two
dockets on dishes of Martialis3.
A few vessels of Castus were found in places where occupation did not
begin until afterA.D. 70, so his latest vessels must be Flavian. Activity after
the year 70 is also indicated by the fact that he very probably used moulds
of Memor for the production of bowls of Drag. 294.
The absence of products ofCastus in finds groups after A.D. 80 shows that
his activities must have come to an end before that date. He could not poss-
ibly have worked at Banassac, therefore, as the presence of three of his
stamps at that kiln site would lead one to assume'.
1. Oswald 1931, 64 and 368, under Cassius & Camius (?), and Casstus
& Cavannus; Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 28.
2. Manchal 1988, nos. 1, 3-11, 13, 15-17, 19-23 and 25.
3. Manchal 1988, nos. 12 and 14.
4. The decoration of an unpublished Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque
stamped OFCASTI shows many resemblances to that of moulds for
Drag. 37 signed by Memor (Mees 1995, Taf. 124-127, esp. Taf. 126, 4).
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Morel 1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 562; Peyre 1975, 29, from ex-
cavations carried out during the 19th century and from the Morel col-
lection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
C72 OFCASTI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*237.
Only three parallels for this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque, from
the Clermont-Ferrand area and from London, all on bowls of Drag. 29. The
example from La Graufesenque has a double groove in its internal base, but
the bowl from Vechten only has a single one. Therefore, the stamp probably
dates from the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
55-75.
C73 OFCAS[TI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*231a.
To judge by the position of this stamp fragment in relation to the centre of
the dish, the text is not complete. The impression is probably identical to
some ten stamps from La Graufesenque which read OFCASTI. Three of
these are on vessels of Ritt. 8, so the die must have been cut in the pre-
Flavian period. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, however, it
may still have been in use in the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 60-80.
C74 OFCASTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1713 + VF3033.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24 (63).
Dish RMO: VF*238.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes, but also on cups of Ritt. 9. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten indicate a date under Nero or in the early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 28a.
C75 OFCAST
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1767; VF*235.
The footrings of the cups from Vechten have relatively large diameters,
generally indicative of an early date. Six bowls of Drag. 29 from La Graufe-
senque with this stamp only have single grooves internally, however, so the
stamp can hardly be pre-Neronian. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 29a.
C76 OFCAST
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1769.
At first sight, this stamp seems to read OFCASTR. The R is remarkably thin
in comparison with the other letters, however, so one could wonder whether
this is not an impression of a small scratch on the die, with the actual text
of the stamp reading OFCAST. The fact that no potter whose name begins
with Castr- is known from La Graufesenque supports this theory'. As to the
date of the stamp, there is no objection against attribution to Castus. One of
the parallels stems from period 1 at Valkenburg2, but the shape of the dish
from Vechten suggests that the die was still in use under Nero. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. The stamp OFCASTR from Tarraco, included by Oswald (1931, 368)
under Castrus of South Gaul, is probably identical to the example from
Vechten.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 197.
C77 OFCAS
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*231.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. The pres-
ence of an impression in period 3 at Valkenburg' shows that he die was al-
ready in use in the pre-Flavian period. The cup from Vechten has a rather
coarse shape, however, and could well be early Flavian. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 198.
C78 OFCAS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1774f; VF1774k: VF*244; VF*337; VF*337a;
no no. (2 ex.).
The final letter of the name which is visible in this retrograde stamp is
always incomplete, so there is little consensus about its interpretation.
Identical impressions have been attributed to Caius, Calvus, Castus, Catus
and Cuspicus. Interpretations like OFCAI, OFCAL and OFCVS, however,
can be rejected after careful study of the letters. The most plausible inter-
pretation is OFCAT (retrograde) or OFCAS (retrograde, except for the S).
The only potter from La Graufesenque whose name starts with Cat- is
Catlus'. His products are earlier than the vessels with the stamp in question,
however. This is why the interpretation OFCAS has been preferred in this
case.
The stamp usually occurs on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g, but sometimes also
on dishes of Drag. 18. The site list includes the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe,
in which another stamp of Castus was found as well2, Carlisle, the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, the fort at Regensburg-
Kumpfmiihl3 and Rottweil. Of the seven cups from Vechten, three were
burnt, possibly during the Batavian revolt. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-
80.
1. The majority of stamps included by Oswald (1931, 67 and 369) under
Catus from La Graufesenque are actually misinterpreted stamps of
Calvus and Cantus, adopted from other sources.
2. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 65; cf. catalogue no. C79.
3. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 11.
C79 CASTVS. FE
Drag. 15/17 RMO: no no.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1770; fl935/1.2.
Dish RMO: VF*240: VF*24(
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*247a.
Most impressions of this stamp are found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18,
but examples have also been recorded on cups of Drag. 27g and 33 and
bowls of Drag. 29. The site record includes the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe',
the site of the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [I]', c. A.D.
60-80.
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1. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 66.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 6.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110,29g.
1. Bemontl976,31, 99.
2. Riiger 1968, Taf. 71, 7
C80 CASTV
Drag. 24/25 RMO:
PUG:
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque,
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen, Roanne, Trier, and perhaps Velsen 1'. The
stamp from Nijmegen occurs on a Ritt. 5 with a rouletted rim. The profiles
of the cups from Vechten also suggest that this is an early stamp; both have
bevelled footrings. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 53, possibly identical.
C81 CASSTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*232.
The Drag. 15/17 from Vechten and a Drag. 18 from La Graufesenque both
have flat bases with double internal grooves on a level with their footrings,
which characterizes them as early vessels. The die with which these dishes
were stamped broke off at some stage, which left the text CASST. Since an
impression with the latter text was found atVelsen 1, the die must have been
akeady damaged under Tiberius. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-40.
C81* CASST<I>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*232a.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read CASSTI. The
only parallels are from Bonn and Velsen 1'. The dish from Vechten has a
double groove in its basal interior; its shape indicates a Claudian date. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-55.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb.3, 52.
C82 CASTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*236.
This stamp occurs only on cups, including Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. Some
impressions from La Graufesenque clearly show that the penultimate letter
is a T, not an I as the impression from Vechten suggests. Thus far, no ex-
amples from dated contexts are known. The shape of the cup from Vechten
indicates a Neronian or early Flavian date, although the diameter of the
footring is relatively large. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
C83 [F:C.]A.S
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3032.
The text of the few known parallels for this stamp, from the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, Glanum' and Tarragona2, always reads
F:C.A.S. These are probably impressions of a broken of&cina-type die.
However, no impressions are known which support this hypothesis. The
shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date for the stamp after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Catlus
The forms he produced show that Catlus probably an abbreviated form of
the name Catulus - started making sigillata under Tiberius. His production
includes Ritt. 5 and Drag. 17a, and bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative
schemes from the second quarter of the 1st century'. Catlus probably made
moulds for Drag. 29 as well, since a Drag. 29 of Firmo i found in the Posse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque shows an impression of the hand-written
text CATLVS ALUROS or ALISROS below the decoration2.
As the products of Catlus are relatively rare, the end of his activity is not
easy to ascertain, although e appears to have been active into the Neronian
period.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 14A-B.
2. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 6, 22.
C84 CATLI.OFIC
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*242.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 arid Drag. 17a, among other
types. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the die with which
it was stamped was used during the reign of Nero, at the latest. A dish from
Heddemheim with this stamp must still be pre-Plavian, therefore. La Grau-
fesenque[l],c. A.D. 35-65.
Celadus
Since several stamps of Celadus were found at La Graufesenque, and his
name occurs in one of the dockets unearthed there', it is certain that his
workshop was at this kiln site. Celadus also worked at Le Rozier for a
while, however, and impressions of one of his dies were found there.
Another stamp of Celadus seems to have been found at Banassac2, but in
view of the date of his activities it is impossible that he produced sigillata
there.
The earliest finds contexts to contain stamps of Celadus are the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and Camulodunum, so he probably started
the production of sigillata shortly after the middle of the 1st century3. Most
of his vessels date from the Neronian period, but some - always with of&ci-
na stamps - are later. There is no reason to assume that his activities con-
tinued under Domitian.
Celadus produced not only sigillata, but moulds for Drag. 29 as well. At La
Graufesenque, an example was found with the stamp CELADI.MAN below
the decoration". The existence of a second mould is shown by a Drag. 29
found in London, with an internal stamp of Rufinus ii and the impression of
a cursive signature of Celadus below its decoration5.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 88.
2. Peyre 1975, 29, from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
3. The starting date of the activities of Celadus under Claudius, proposed
by Oswald (1931,69 f., 370 and 424), is possibly based exclusively on
the assumption that the Erdlager at Hofheim was abandoned under
Nero (idem, xvi).
4. Mees 1995, 73 and 135, after Taf. 19, 9; cf. catalogue no. C89
5. Mees 1995, 73 and Taf. 19, 9
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Morel 1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 562; Peyre 1975, 29, from ex-
cavations carried out during the 19th century and from the Morel col-
lection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
C72 OFCASTI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*237.
Only three parallels for this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque, from
the Clermont-Ferrand area and from London, all on bowls of Drag. 29. The
example from La Graufesenque has a double groove in its internal base, but
the bowl from Vechten only has a single one. Therefore, the stamp probably
dates from the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
55-75.
C73 OFCAS[TI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*231a.
To judge by the position of this stamp fragment in relation to the centre of
the dish, the text is not complete. The impression is probably identical to
some ten stamps from La Graufesenque which read OFCASTI. Three of
these are on vessels of Ritt. 8, so the die must have been cut in the pre-
Flavian period. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, however, it
may still have been in use in the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 60-80.
C74 OFCASTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1713 + VF3033.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24 (63).
Dish RMO: VF*238.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes, but also on cups of Ritt. 9. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten indicate a date under Nero or in the early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 28a.
C75 OFCAST
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1767; VF*235.
The footrings of the cups from Vechten have relatively large diameters,
generally indicative of an early date. Six bowls of Drag. 29 from La Graufe-
senque with this stamp only have single grooves internally, however, so the
stamp can hardly be pre-Neronian. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 29a.
C76 OFCAST
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1769.
At first sight, this stamp seems to read OFCASTR. The R is remarkably thin
in comparison with the other letters, however, so one could wonder whether
this is not an impression of a small scratch on the die, with the actual text
of the stamp reading OFCAST. The fact that no potter whose name begins
with Castr- is known from La Graufesenque supports this theory'. As to the
date of the stamp, there is no objection against attribution to Castus. One of
the parallels stems from period 1 at Valkenburg2, but the shape of the dish
from Vechten suggests that the die was still in use under Nero. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. The stamp OFCASTR from Tarraco, included by Oswald (1931, 368)
under Castrus of South Gaul, is probably identical to the example from
Vechten.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 197.
C77 OFCAS
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*231.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. The pres-
ence of an impression in period 3 at Valkenburg' shows that he die was al-
ready in use in the pre-Flavian period. The cup from Vechten has a rather
coarse shape, however, and could well be early Flavian. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 198.
C78 OFCAS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1774f; VF1774k: VF*244; VF*337; VF*337a;
no no. (2 ex.).
The final letter of the name which is visible in this retrograde stamp is
always incomplete, so there is little consensus about its interpretation.
Identical impressions have been attributed to Caius, Calvus, Castus, Catus
and Cuspicus. Interpretations like OFCAI, OFCAL and OFCVS, however,
can be rejected after careful study of the letters. The most plausible inter-
pretation is OFCAT (retrograde) or OFCAS (retrograde, except for the S).
The only potter from La Graufesenque whose name starts with Cat- is
Catlus'. His products are earlier than the vessels with the stamp in question,
however. This is why the interpretation OFCAS has been preferred in this
case.
The stamp usually occurs on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g, but sometimes also
on dishes of Drag. 18. The site list includes the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe,
in which another stamp of Castus was found as well2, Carlisle, the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, the fort at Regensburg-
Kumpfmiihl3 and Rottweil. Of the seven cups from Vechten, three were
burnt, possibly during the Batavian revolt. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-
80.
1. The majority of stamps included by Oswald (1931, 67 and 369) under
Catus from La Graufesenque are actually misinterpreted stamps of
Calvus and Cantus, adopted from other sources.
2. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 65; cf. catalogue no. C79.
3. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 11.
C79 CASTVS. FE
Drag. 15/17 RMO: no no.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1770; fl935/1.2.
Dish RMO: VF*240: VF*24(
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*247a.
Most impressions of this stamp are found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18,
but examples have also been recorded on cups of Drag. 27g and 33 and
bowls of Drag. 29. The site record includes the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe',
the site of the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [I]', c. A.D.
60-80.
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1. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 66.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 6.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110,29g.
1. Bemontl976,31, 99.
2. Riiger 1968, Taf. 71, 7
C80 CASTV
Drag. 24/25 RMO:
PUG:
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, from La Graufesenque,
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen, Roanne, Trier, and perhaps Velsen 1'. The
stamp from Nijmegen occurs on a Ritt. 5 with a rouletted rim. The profiles
of the cups from Vechten also suggest that this is an early stamp; both have
bevelled footrings. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 53, possibly identical.
C81 CASSTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*232.
The Drag. 15/17 from Vechten and a Drag. 18 from La Graufesenque both
have flat bases with double internal grooves on a level with their footrings,
which characterizes them as early vessels. The die with which these dishes
were stamped broke off at some stage, which left the text CASST. Since an
impression with the latter text was found atVelsen 1, the die must have been
akeady damaged under Tiberius. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-40.
C81* CASST<I>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*232a.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read CASSTI. The
only parallels are from Bonn and Velsen 1'. The dish from Vechten has a
double groove in its basal interior; its shape indicates a Claudian date. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-55.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb.3, 52.
C82 CASTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*236.
This stamp occurs only on cups, including Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. Some
impressions from La Graufesenque clearly show that the penultimate letter
is a T, not an I as the impression from Vechten suggests. Thus far, no ex-
amples from dated contexts are known. The shape of the cup from Vechten
indicates a Neronian or early Flavian date, although the diameter of the
footring is relatively large. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
C83 [F:C.]A.S
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3032.
The text of the few known parallels for this stamp, from the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, Glanum' and Tarragona2, always reads
F:C.A.S. These are probably impressions of a broken of&cina-type die.
However, no impressions are known which support this hypothesis. The
shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date for the stamp after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Catlus
The forms he produced show that Catlus probably an abbreviated form of
the name Catulus - started making sigillata under Tiberius. His production
includes Ritt. 5 and Drag. 17a, and bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative
schemes from the second quarter of the 1st century'. Catlus probably made
moulds for Drag. 29 as well, since a Drag. 29 of Firmo i found in the Posse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque shows an impression of the hand-written
text CATLVS ALUROS or ALISROS below the decoration2.
As the products of Catlus are relatively rare, the end of his activity is not
easy to ascertain, although e appears to have been active into the Neronian
period.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 14A-B.
2. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 6, 22.
C84 CATLI.OFIC
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*242.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1 arid Drag. 17a, among other
types. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the die with which
it was stamped was used during the reign of Nero, at the latest. A dish from
Heddemheim with this stamp must still be pre-Plavian, therefore. La Grau-
fesenque[l],c. A.D. 35-65.
Celadus
Since several stamps of Celadus were found at La Graufesenque, and his
name occurs in one of the dockets unearthed there', it is certain that his
workshop was at this kiln site. Celadus also worked at Le Rozier for a
while, however, and impressions of one of his dies were found there.
Another stamp of Celadus seems to have been found at Banassac2, but in
view of the date of his activities it is impossible that he produced sigillata
there.
The earliest finds contexts to contain stamps of Celadus are the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and Camulodunum, so he probably started
the production of sigillata shortly after the middle of the 1st century3. Most
of his vessels date from the Neronian period, but some - always with of&ci-
na stamps - are later. There is no reason to assume that his activities con-
tinued under Domitian.
Celadus produced not only sigillata, but moulds for Drag. 29 as well. At La
Graufesenque, an example was found with the stamp CELADI.MAN below
the decoration". The existence of a second mould is shown by a Drag. 29
found in London, with an internal stamp of Rufinus ii and the impression of
a cursive signature of Celadus below its decoration5.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 88.
2. Peyre 1975, 29, from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
3. The starting date of the activities of Celadus under Claudius, proposed
by Oswald (1931,69 f., 370 and 424), is possibly based exclusively on
the assumption that the Erdlager at Hofheim was abandoned under
Nero (idem, xvi).
4. Mees 1995, 73 and 135, after Taf. 19, 9; cf. catalogue no. C89
5. Mees 1995, 73 and Taf. 19, 9
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C85 OFCELADI> C89 CELADI.MAN
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF1778.
RMO: VF1777.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24 (59) (fig. 6.73, f); VF1779: VF*255.
The significance of the sign with which the text of this stamp is concluded
is unclear; perhaps it is merely decorative, meant o fill the space after the
name. The die with which the impressions from Vechten were made was
used not only at La Graufesenque but possibly at Le Rozier as well'.
The only clue to the date of the stamp is provided by the presence of im-
pressions at the amphitheatre and the legionary fortress at Chester2. To
judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the die could already have
been in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [1 or 2]3, c. A.D.
60-80.
1. Thuault 1978, 25, 3; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13. In the drawing
of the stamp from Le Rozier, the sign after the name is missing, so it
is not certain that his is an identical example.
2. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 5; Hartley 1981, 243.
3. Cf. note 1.
C86 OFCELADI
Drag. 29 PUG: 1639 (pl. 38, h).
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the forum in London. The date may be deduced further from the decor-
ative schemes of the bowls that bear this stamp'. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 15 A-B.
C87 CELADVSF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1781: VF*258.
Since this stamp has regularly been found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 (cf. fig.
6.58, c-d) and Drag. 24/25, it is plausible that it belongs exclusively to the
pre-Flavian period. On the basis of the profiles of the cups from Vechten
and the presence of several impressions in the Keraimklager at Oberwinter-
thur', the date may be specified to the reign of Nero. La Graufesenque [I]2,
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 165.
C88 CELAD. FE
Drag. 29 RMO: VP*257.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, two from London and
one from Neris-les-Bains'. The stamp from Neris was allegedly on a Drag.
17, but since the earliest finds groups in which vessels of Celadus were
found date from the time of Nero, the reliability of this identification is
doubtful. The bowl from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base.
La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Piboule 1977, 135, pl. 2, 22. The drawing shows a groove directly
around the stamp, which makes this almost certainly a Drag. 29.
This is probably Celadus's best-known stamp. It occurs almost exclusively
on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative schemes from the time of Nero'. The
only exception is a mould for Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque, with this
stamp below its decoration2. It should be noted that bowls with this stamp
from the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque and from Zurzach were
made in moulds of Senicio3.
Not only the bowl from Cluzel 15, but also the presence of identical im-
pressions at Aislingen4, Camulodunum, Longthorpe5 and in the burnt layer
of A.D. 61 at Verulamium6 indicates a Neronian date for this stamp. La
Graufesenque [I]7, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 21 B; Knonr 1952, Taf. 16; Fiches 1978, 51, fig. 6, 6;
Haalebos 1979, 135, Taf. 5, 2.
2. Mees 1995, 73 and 135, after Taf. 19, 9.
3. Mees 1995, Taf. 182, 3-4.
4. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 37, almost certainly from the same vessel as
XIV 120.
5. Hartley 1974b, 92, fig. 49, 1.
6. Richardson 1944, 100, fig. 9, 3.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 30.
C90 CELADIM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1780.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and Le Bmsc.
The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a Neronian date. La Graufe-
senque [1]', Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 30a.
C91 CIILADVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*258a.
No other examples of this stamp are known thus far. The shape of the cup
suggests a date under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-
70.
C92 CELAD
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1817.
This retrograde stamp occurs only on cups. The few parallels include an
example from the Erdlager at Hofheim1. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 172.
Celer
Oswald was of the opinion that all products with the name Celer originate
at Montans'. It is true that a potter by that name definitely worked at this
pottery2. The site list recorded by Oswald suggests, however, that a Celer
was also active at La Graufesenque3. Whether the same potter is concerned
in both cases, as Oxe assumed4, is not certain, however.
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Celer of La Graufesenque must have already started production in the time
of Tiberius, as is shown by the presence of a Drag. 17a at Vechten, and of
other vessels atVelsen I5. The few other leads for dating suggest that he dis-
continued his activities in the course of the third quarter of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 70, 370 and 425.
2. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 150, pl. II 34-35; Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35,
34; Martin 1974, 141, fig. 9, 8; Labrousse 1975, 61; Simpson 1976,
251, fig. 2, 4; Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Martin 1981, 29, 8; Gallia 41,
1983, 499.
3. See also Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 31.
4. Oxe1936, 364.
5. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 54; other stamps are as yet
unpublished.
C93 OF.C.EL.FISI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF1783.
RMO: VF1782b.
The interpretation f this stamp is not entirely certain. At first sight, it reads
OF.C.EL.FISI, but perhaps it may be interpreted OF.C.EL.ERI if one as-
sumes that the lower horizontal stroke of the second E is missing, and that
the R is upside-down.
Up to now, only three identical impressions have been noted, on a Drag.
15/17 and a Drag. 27g from London, and on a Drag. 18 from Nijmegen-
west'. The profile of the dish from Vechten suggests a Neronian date, at the
earliest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Brunsting 1937, 58, KLWW369, interpreted as OF.FELFIS.
C94 CEL[ERFEC]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF996 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 21 A).
The only known parallel for this stamp is on a Drag. 29 from the deposit
CIuzel 15 at La Graufesenque'. In the impression from Vechten, the text
after the L is illegible. The example from La Graufesenque is unclear as
well; only CE[-]FEC may be read. The letter preceding FEC can only be
an A or an R. In view of the space between CE and FEC, CELERFEC is a
more plausible solution than CELAFEC.
The bowl from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base. The dec-
oration is from the time of Claudius or Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 2.
C95 CELEREE
Drag. 17a
Dish
RMO: YF913 (fig. 6.27, c).
RMO: VF-263.
The text of this stamp may be assumed to be a mistake for CELERFE. Since
it was found on a Drag. 17a at Vechten, it must be one of the earliest stamps
of Celer. The only parallels stem from La Graufesenque, Mainz-Weisenau
and Neuss'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Oxe/Siebourg 1897, 16, 53.
C96 CELE[ROS]
Dish RMO: VF1782.
The name Celeros also occurs in a different, retrograde stamp'. Since this
form of the name is not known as a cognomen, it might be considered as a
'celtification' of the Latin cognomen Celer. Up to now, only one impression
has been found in a dated context, Colchester Pottery Shop IF. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Dannell 1971, 303, 22 (period 1B at Fishboume); Dickinson 1984,
174, fig. 70, 39 (Verulamium).
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 4.
C. lulius Celer
C97 OFCICELRS
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*272.
RMO: VF2971.
RMO: VF*636x.
PUG: Vel925/4.
These are impressions of a modified ie; in the earlier form the frame had
rounded ends, without indentations. The text of the original version is ident-
ical to that of the impressions from Vechten. Only the first part of the text
is clearly legible. OFCICEL is followed by a few unclear strokes, best
represented as RS'. Remarkably, a second die with this text existed2. The
interpretation isuncertain; since names tarting with Cicel- are not known,
however, OFCICEL<E>R<I>S may be the best solution. In that case, the
stamp may be attributed to C. lulius Celer.
Impressions identical to those from Vechten were found at Chester and
Valkenburg-De Woerd3, among other places. The dishes from Vechten have
small footrings, and the Drag. 15/17 - the only vessel whose complete pro-
file has survived - is rather high in proportion to its diameter. On the basis
of this evidence, the stamp may be dated to the times of Nero and Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald (1931, 373) records the readings OFCICELA and OFCICELR.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 184, fig. 6, 39.
3. Bloemers/Sarfatij 1976, 152, fig. 9a, 31.
Celsus i
The stamps attributed by Oswald to Celsus of La Graufesenque' are prob-
ably by three potters, two from La Graufesenque, one from Lezoux. The
earliest Celsus from La Graufesenque was active exclusively or chiefly
during the Neronian period, the latest probably not until the time of
Domitian.
Celsus i worked not only at La Graufesenque but also at Le Rozier. It is
quite possible that he is identical to L. C- Celsus, who was also active at Le
Rozier. Both the stamps with only the cognomen and those with tria nomi-
na regularly show stops, even within the cognomen. Another similarity is
that in both groups of stamps, the name is often followed instead of pre-
ceded by of&cina. A difference which should be noted is that the stamps
with only the cognomen often occur on cups, while those with the tria
nomina occur mainly on dishes. This difference may have resulted from the
fact hat here is less space on cups, causing the potter to limit himself to his
cognomen. Dishes on the other hand provide space for a longer stamp, so
the potter could use his full name.
1. Oswald 1931, 71, 370 and 425.
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C85 OFCELADI> C89 CELADI.MAN
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF1778.
RMO: VF1777.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24 (59) (fig. 6.73, f); VF1779: VF*255.
The significance of the sign with which the text of this stamp is concluded
is unclear; perhaps it is merely decorative, meant o fill the space after the
name. The die with which the impressions from Vechten were made was
used not only at La Graufesenque but possibly at Le Rozier as well'.
The only clue to the date of the stamp is provided by the presence of im-
pressions at the amphitheatre and the legionary fortress at Chester2. To
judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the die could already have
been in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [1 or 2]3, c. A.D.
60-80.
1. Thuault 1978, 25, 3; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13. In the drawing
of the stamp from Le Rozier, the sign after the name is missing, so it
is not certain that his is an identical example.
2. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 5; Hartley 1981, 243.
3. Cf. note 1.
C86 OFCELADI
Drag. 29 PUG: 1639 (pl. 38, h).
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the forum in London. The date may be deduced further from the decor-
ative schemes of the bowls that bear this stamp'. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 15 A-B.
C87 CELADVSF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1781: VF*258.
Since this stamp has regularly been found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 (cf. fig.
6.58, c-d) and Drag. 24/25, it is plausible that it belongs exclusively to the
pre-Flavian period. On the basis of the profiles of the cups from Vechten
and the presence of several impressions in the Keraimklager at Oberwinter-
thur', the date may be specified to the reign of Nero. La Graufesenque [I]2,
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 165.
C88 CELAD. FE
Drag. 29 RMO: VP*257.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, two from London and
one from Neris-les-Bains'. The stamp from Neris was allegedly on a Drag.
17, but since the earliest finds groups in which vessels of Celadus were
found date from the time of Nero, the reliability of this identification is
doubtful. The bowl from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base.
La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Piboule 1977, 135, pl. 2, 22. The drawing shows a groove directly
around the stamp, which makes this almost certainly a Drag. 29.
This is probably Celadus's best-known stamp. It occurs almost exclusively
on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative schemes from the time of Nero'. The
only exception is a mould for Drag. 29 from La Graufesenque, with this
stamp below its decoration2. It should be noted that bowls with this stamp
from the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque and from Zurzach were
made in moulds of Senicio3.
Not only the bowl from Cluzel 15, but also the presence of identical im-
pressions at Aislingen4, Camulodunum, Longthorpe5 and in the burnt layer
of A.D. 61 at Verulamium6 indicates a Neronian date for this stamp. La
Graufesenque [I]7, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 21 B; Knonr 1952, Taf. 16; Fiches 1978, 51, fig. 6, 6;
Haalebos 1979, 135, Taf. 5, 2.
2. Mees 1995, 73 and 135, after Taf. 19, 9.
3. Mees 1995, Taf. 182, 3-4.
4. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 37, almost certainly from the same vessel as
XIV 120.
5. Hartley 1974b, 92, fig. 49, 1.
6. Richardson 1944, 100, fig. 9, 3.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 30.
C90 CELADIM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1780.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and Le Bmsc.
The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a Neronian date. La Graufe-
senque [1]', Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 30a.
C91 CIILADVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*258a.
No other examples of this stamp are known thus far. The shape of the cup
suggests a date under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-
70.
C92 CELAD
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1817.
This retrograde stamp occurs only on cups. The few parallels include an
example from the Erdlager at Hofheim1. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 172.
Celer
Oswald was of the opinion that all products with the name Celer originate
at Montans'. It is true that a potter by that name definitely worked at this
pottery2. The site list recorded by Oswald suggests, however, that a Celer
was also active at La Graufesenque3. Whether the same potter is concerned
in both cases, as Oxe assumed4, is not certain, however.
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Celer of La Graufesenque must have already started production in the time
of Tiberius, as is shown by the presence of a Drag. 17a at Vechten, and of
other vessels atVelsen I5. The few other leads for dating suggest that he dis-
continued his activities in the course of the third quarter of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 70, 370 and 425.
2. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 150, pl. II 34-35; Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35,
34; Martin 1974, 141, fig. 9, 8; Labrousse 1975, 61; Simpson 1976,
251, fig. 2, 4; Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Martin 1981, 29, 8; Gallia 41,
1983, 499.
3. See also Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 31.
4. Oxe1936, 364.
5. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 54; other stamps are as yet
unpublished.
C93 OF.C.EL.FISI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF1783.
RMO: VF1782b.
The interpretation f this stamp is not entirely certain. At first sight, it reads
OF.C.EL.FISI, but perhaps it may be interpreted OF.C.EL.ERI if one as-
sumes that the lower horizontal stroke of the second E is missing, and that
the R is upside-down.
Up to now, only three identical impressions have been noted, on a Drag.
15/17 and a Drag. 27g from London, and on a Drag. 18 from Nijmegen-
west'. The profile of the dish from Vechten suggests a Neronian date, at the
earliest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Brunsting 1937, 58, KLWW369, interpreted as OF.FELFIS.
C94 CEL[ERFEC]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF996 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 21 A).
The only known parallel for this stamp is on a Drag. 29 from the deposit
CIuzel 15 at La Graufesenque'. In the impression from Vechten, the text
after the L is illegible. The example from La Graufesenque is unclear as
well; only CE[-]FEC may be read. The letter preceding FEC can only be
an A or an R. In view of the space between CE and FEC, CELERFEC is a
more plausible solution than CELAFEC.
The bowl from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base. The dec-
oration is from the time of Claudius or Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 2.
C95 CELEREE
Drag. 17a
Dish
RMO: YF913 (fig. 6.27, c).
RMO: VF-263.
The text of this stamp may be assumed to be a mistake for CELERFE. Since
it was found on a Drag. 17a at Vechten, it must be one of the earliest stamps
of Celer. The only parallels stem from La Graufesenque, Mainz-Weisenau
and Neuss'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Oxe/Siebourg 1897, 16, 53.
C96 CELE[ROS]
Dish RMO: VF1782.
The name Celeros also occurs in a different, retrograde stamp'. Since this
form of the name is not known as a cognomen, it might be considered as a
'celtification' of the Latin cognomen Celer. Up to now, only one impression
has been found in a dated context, Colchester Pottery Shop IF. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Dannell 1971, 303, 22 (period 1B at Fishboume); Dickinson 1984,
174, fig. 70, 39 (Verulamium).
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 4.
C. lulius Celer
C97 OFCICELRS
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*272.
RMO: VF2971.
RMO: VF*636x.
PUG: Vel925/4.
These are impressions of a modified ie; in the earlier form the frame had
rounded ends, without indentations. The text of the original version is ident-
ical to that of the impressions from Vechten. Only the first part of the text
is clearly legible. OFCICEL is followed by a few unclear strokes, best
represented as RS'. Remarkably, a second die with this text existed2. The
interpretation isuncertain; since names tarting with Cicel- are not known,
however, OFCICEL<E>R<I>S may be the best solution. In that case, the
stamp may be attributed to C. lulius Celer.
Impressions identical to those from Vechten were found at Chester and
Valkenburg-De Woerd3, among other places. The dishes from Vechten have
small footrings, and the Drag. 15/17 - the only vessel whose complete pro-
file has survived - is rather high in proportion to its diameter. On the basis
of this evidence, the stamp may be dated to the times of Nero and Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald (1931, 373) records the readings OFCICELA and OFCICELR.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 184, fig. 6, 39.
3. Bloemers/Sarfatij 1976, 152, fig. 9a, 31.
Celsus i
The stamps attributed by Oswald to Celsus of La Graufesenque' are prob-
ably by three potters, two from La Graufesenque, one from Lezoux. The
earliest Celsus from La Graufesenque was active exclusively or chiefly
during the Neronian period, the latest probably not until the time of
Domitian.
Celsus i worked not only at La Graufesenque but also at Le Rozier. It is
quite possible that he is identical to L. C- Celsus, who was also active at Le
Rozier. Both the stamps with only the cognomen and those with tria nomi-
na regularly show stops, even within the cognomen. Another similarity is
that in both groups of stamps, the name is often followed instead of pre-
ceded by of&cina. A difference which should be noted is that the stamps
with only the cognomen often occur on cups, while those with the tria
nomina occur mainly on dishes. This difference may have resulted from the
fact hat here is less space on cups, causing the potter to limit himself to his
cognomen. Dishes on the other hand provide space for a longer stamp, so
the potter could use his full name.
1. Oswald 1931, 71, 370 and 425.
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C98 OF.CE[LSI]
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*271b.
The complete text of this stamp is known from an impression found in
London', which seems to be the only parallel so far. From the shape of the
rouletted ish from Vechten, which has a thin. Hat base, the stamp may be
assumed to be pre-Plavian.
To judge by a graffito in the internal base, the rouletted ish from Vechten
belonged to a certain Sucesa or Successa, who also owned a Drag. 18 with
a stamp of L. C- Celsus2 (fig. 4.1, e-f). The two vessels are likely to be
approximately contemporaneous. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Walters 1908, 336, M1949.
2. See catalogue no. C108.
C99 OFCE
Drag. 27g PUG: 23.
Since a clear boundary is lacking on the right-hand side, it is not certain
whether the text of this eccentrically applied stamp is complete. Identical
examples are not known. The shape of the cup, which is of the small var-
iety, suggests a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. Therefore,
the stamp can only belong to Celadus, Celer or Celsus i; no ofGcina stamps
of Cennatus are known, and Censor was active exclusively during the
Flavian period. The stamp has been attributed to Celsus i here, as he has the
shortest name of the three. Moreover, the stamp of Celsus i discussed under
number C100 was also carelessly applied. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
C100 [C]ELSIOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1258.
This stamp is not exactly in the centre of the cup, and the text is incom-
plete because the die was not impressed sufficiently deeply. The complete
text is known from other impressions, however, several of which were
found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The site list includes Hufingen' and
the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. The cup from Vechten has a high foot-
ring, and must be pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
55-70.
1. ORLB62a.Taf.XVI3.
C101 CELSIO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*260e.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1785.
PUG: 1487.
Since this stamp regularly occurs on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, it must
be pre-Plavian. The only dated context, the Keramiklager at Oberwinter-
thur, and the profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a Neronian date. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
C102 CELSI[.F]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1786.
This is one of the few stamps from La Graufesenque which can be counted
as being of the figulus type. It is otherwise known only from Baden',
London and Topsham2. The Drag. 24/25 from Vechten is rather large in pro-
portion to its height, and probably Neronian. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Drack 1944, 174, Abb. 2, 30.
2. Dickinson 1991a, 54, 2.
C103 CELSI'
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*259a.
PUG: 1947-164.
This seems to be the only stamp of Celsus i that was found at La
Graufesenque. However, it is known from Le Rozier as well2. It also occurs
on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. The site record includes period 1B/C
at Fishboume3, Exeter, the KeramiHager at Oberwinterthur and Utrecht4. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [I]3, c. A.D. 55-70.
1. On some impressions, stops are visible after the C and the I.
2. Peyre 1971, 75, 5; Thuault 1978, 25, 5; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112,
fig. 13.
3. Dannell 1971, 303, 23.
4. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 12.
5. Cf. note 2.
Celsus ii
The products of Celsus ii may be distinguished from those of his earlier
namesake by their much coarser profiles. He undoubtedly started produc-
tion in the Flavian period, possibly no earlier than c. A.D. 80, although this
cannot be proved by the site record for his products. His latest vessels may
be from the early 2nd century.
It is not improbable that Celsus ii is identical to C. N- Celsus. Their prod-
ucts date from the same period, and are in a sense complementary. As it
happens, the stamps with only the cognomen occur almost exclusively on
cups, those with the tria nomina mainly on dishes. This pattern is compar-
able to that of the stamps of Celsus i and L. C- Celsus.
C104 OFCELSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*260d; YF*26Qdx.
PUG: 66.
This is one of the few stamps of Celsus ii that are known from La Graufe-
senque. It occurs only on cups of Drag. 27, and was found at Heddemheim,
in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen' and at the Saal-
burg, among other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Haalebos 1972, -36.
C105 OFCELSI
Drag. 18
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33a
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
78.
VF*260a: VF*260b.
VF*260.
VF1784.
Although some impressions were found on dishes of Drag. 18, this stamp
usually occurs on cups. It is known from several sites which were first
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occupied in the Flavian period, such as Binchester and Ribchester', and
even from as late a context as Bad Cannstatt3. At Nijmegen-west, an im-
pression was found in a grave which also contained a coin of Nerva ofA.D.
973. In the Drag. 33a from Vechten, the junction of the base and the wall is
not marked internally by an offset, but by grooves on either side, as is more
often seen in examples from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 80-110.
1. Wild 1988, 39, 100(S).
2. Knorr 1908, Taf. VI 12; Knorr 1921, Taf. IX 46.
3. The other burial gifts included products of C. N- Celsus, Memor,
Sevems ii, Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius.
C108 L.C.CEL.SI.OF
C106 CELSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*259.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known thus far, all on cups of
Drag. 27. The site record includes Chester, EchzelF, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west2
and York. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORLB18, 18, 13.
2. With stamps of Censor, lucundus, Peregrinus, L. Tertius Secundus and
Sulpicius.
C107 CEL[SI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1782a.
This stamp occurs only on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The site list includes
Heddernheim and Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 32.
L. C- Celsus
L. C- Celsus belongs to the small group of potters who used to work at Le
Rozier. Most of his colleagues also produced sigillata t La Graufesenque,
but no stamps of L. C- Celsus have been found there as yet. Whether the
vessels found at Vechten are really from Le Rozier cannot be ascertained
without chemical analysis of their fabrics. It is not improbable, however,
that L. C- Celsus worked at La Graufesenque as well, since he may well be
identical to Celsus i, who was active both at Le Rozier and La Graufesen-
que'.
The products of L. C- Celsus all date from shortly after the middle of the
first century. There are no indications that his activities continued into the
Flavian period2. The complete form of his gentilicium is not known. Since
it was always abbreviated it was probably a very common name. The date
of his activities would suggest he name Claudius over any other, although
Cosius is an attractive alternative3.
1. For the argumentation see the discussion of Celsus i.
2. According to Oswald (1931, 71 f. and 371) he was still active under
Vespasian, but it is unclear what his opinion is based on.
3. Cf. Cosius lucundus, Cosius Rufinus, Cosius Urap- (of the same
period as L. C- Celsus) and L. Cosius Virilis.
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF2078; VF2080; VF2081: fl909/10.2.
RMO: VF*261b.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17, and is known from the
Erdlager at Hofheim' and from Usk2, among other places. The profiles of
the dishes from Vechten indicate a Neronian date for this stamp, although
the Drag. 18 numbered VF2080 is relatively shallow, and could therefore be
a little earlier. The internal base of this dish has a graffito reading [-]ISSAII,
which on the basis of the owner's mark on a rouletted dish of Celsus i from
Vechten may be extended to [SVC(C)I]ISSAIF (fig. 4.1, e-f). Both vessels
are likely to be more or less contemporaneous. Le Rozier [I]4, c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 275.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, 22.
3. See catalogue no. C98.
4. Peyre 1971, 75, 7; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
C109 [L.C.CELS]I:OF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2914.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, from Clermont-Ferrand,
Risstissen and Valkenburg. At Le Rozier, a stamp reading CELSLQF was
found' which may be from the same die; in that case the die must have
broken at some stage. Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Peyre 1971, 75, 4; Thuault 1978, 25, 8; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig.
13.
C110 L.C.C.ELSI.O
Dish RMO: YF*261a; fl940/5.92.
Most parallels for this stamp were found on dishes, a Drag. 16 from
Topsham among them', but it also occurs on cups of Drag. 33. From the pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten, the stamp may be dated to shortly after the
1st century. Le Rozier [1 or 2]2, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 199 la, 54, 1.
2. Cf. Peyre 1971, 75, 6, probably identical.
dll L.C.CELSP]
Dish RMO: VF2079.
This is one of the lesser-known stamps of L. C- Celsus. It was found at
Aislingen', among other places. Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 144.
C. N- Celsus
The punctuation of the stamps discussed below prompts the assumption that
the potter they belong to was not named Cn(aeus) Celsus, as Oswald pre-
sumed', but C. N- Celsus. Since no gentilicia starting with N- are known
from La Graufesenque, the complete form may only be guessed2.
The start of the activities of C. N- Celsus can be dated to the Flavian period.
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C98 OF.CE[LSI]
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*271b.
The complete text of this stamp is known from an impression found in
London', which seems to be the only parallel so far. From the shape of the
rouletted ish from Vechten, which has a thin. Hat base, the stamp may be
assumed to be pre-Plavian.
To judge by a graffito in the internal base, the rouletted ish from Vechten
belonged to a certain Sucesa or Successa, who also owned a Drag. 18 with
a stamp of L. C- Celsus2 (fig. 4.1, e-f). The two vessels are likely to be
approximately contemporaneous. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Walters 1908, 336, M1949.
2. See catalogue no. C108.
C99 OFCE
Drag. 27g PUG: 23.
Since a clear boundary is lacking on the right-hand side, it is not certain
whether the text of this eccentrically applied stamp is complete. Identical
examples are not known. The shape of the cup, which is of the small var-
iety, suggests a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. Therefore,
the stamp can only belong to Celadus, Celer or Celsus i; no ofGcina stamps
of Cennatus are known, and Censor was active exclusively during the
Flavian period. The stamp has been attributed to Celsus i here, as he has the
shortest name of the three. Moreover, the stamp of Celsus i discussed under
number C100 was also carelessly applied. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
C100 [C]ELSIOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1258.
This stamp is not exactly in the centre of the cup, and the text is incom-
plete because the die was not impressed sufficiently deeply. The complete
text is known from other impressions, however, several of which were
found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The site list includes Hufingen' and
the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. The cup from Vechten has a high foot-
ring, and must be pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
55-70.
1. ORLB62a.Taf.XVI3.
C101 CELSIO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*260e.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1785.
PUG: 1487.
Since this stamp regularly occurs on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, it must
be pre-Plavian. The only dated context, the Keramiklager at Oberwinter-
thur, and the profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a Neronian date. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
C102 CELSI[.F]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1786.
This is one of the few stamps from La Graufesenque which can be counted
as being of the figulus type. It is otherwise known only from Baden',
London and Topsham2. The Drag. 24/25 from Vechten is rather large in pro-
portion to its height, and probably Neronian. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Drack 1944, 174, Abb. 2, 30.
2. Dickinson 1991a, 54, 2.
C103 CELSI'
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*259a.
PUG: 1947-164.
This seems to be the only stamp of Celsus i that was found at La
Graufesenque. However, it is known from Le Rozier as well2. It also occurs
on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. The site record includes period 1B/C
at Fishboume3, Exeter, the KeramiHager at Oberwinterthur and Utrecht4. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [I]3, c. A.D. 55-70.
1. On some impressions, stops are visible after the C and the I.
2. Peyre 1971, 75, 5; Thuault 1978, 25, 5; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112,
fig. 13.
3. Dannell 1971, 303, 23.
4. Glasbergen/Polak 1989, 140, fig. 93, 12.
5. Cf. note 2.
Celsus ii
The products of Celsus ii may be distinguished from those of his earlier
namesake by their much coarser profiles. He undoubtedly started produc-
tion in the Flavian period, possibly no earlier than c. A.D. 80, although this
cannot be proved by the site record for his products. His latest vessels may
be from the early 2nd century.
It is not improbable that Celsus ii is identical to C. N- Celsus. Their prod-
ucts date from the same period, and are in a sense complementary. As it
happens, the stamps with only the cognomen occur almost exclusively on
cups, those with the tria nomina mainly on dishes. This pattern is compar-
able to that of the stamps of Celsus i and L. C- Celsus.
C104 OFCELSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*260d; YF*26Qdx.
PUG: 66.
This is one of the few stamps of Celsus ii that are known from La Graufe-
senque. It occurs only on cups of Drag. 27, and was found at Heddemheim,
in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen' and at the Saal-
burg, among other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Haalebos 1972, -36.
C105 OFCELSI
Drag. 18
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33a
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
78.
VF*260a: VF*260b.
VF*260.
VF1784.
Although some impressions were found on dishes of Drag. 18, this stamp
usually occurs on cups. It is known from several sites which were first
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occupied in the Flavian period, such as Binchester and Ribchester', and
even from as late a context as Bad Cannstatt3. At Nijmegen-west, an im-
pression was found in a grave which also contained a coin of Nerva ofA.D.
973. In the Drag. 33a from Vechten, the junction of the base and the wall is
not marked internally by an offset, but by grooves on either side, as is more
often seen in examples from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 80-110.
1. Wild 1988, 39, 100(S).
2. Knorr 1908, Taf. VI 12; Knorr 1921, Taf. IX 46.
3. The other burial gifts included products of C. N- Celsus, Memor,
Sevems ii, Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius.
C108 L.C.CEL.SI.OF
C106 CELSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*259.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known thus far, all on cups of
Drag. 27. The site record includes Chester, EchzelF, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west2
and York. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORLB18, 18, 13.
2. With stamps of Censor, lucundus, Peregrinus, L. Tertius Secundus and
Sulpicius.
C107 CEL[SI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1782a.
This stamp occurs only on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The site list includes
Heddernheim and Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 32.
L. C- Celsus
L. C- Celsus belongs to the small group of potters who used to work at Le
Rozier. Most of his colleagues also produced sigillata t La Graufesenque,
but no stamps of L. C- Celsus have been found there as yet. Whether the
vessels found at Vechten are really from Le Rozier cannot be ascertained
without chemical analysis of their fabrics. It is not improbable, however,
that L. C- Celsus worked at La Graufesenque as well, since he may well be
identical to Celsus i, who was active both at Le Rozier and La Graufesen-
que'.
The products of L. C- Celsus all date from shortly after the middle of the
first century. There are no indications that his activities continued into the
Flavian period2. The complete form of his gentilicium is not known. Since
it was always abbreviated it was probably a very common name. The date
of his activities would suggest he name Claudius over any other, although
Cosius is an attractive alternative3.
1. For the argumentation see the discussion of Celsus i.
2. According to Oswald (1931, 71 f. and 371) he was still active under
Vespasian, but it is unclear what his opinion is based on.
3. Cf. Cosius lucundus, Cosius Rufinus, Cosius Urap- (of the same
period as L. C- Celsus) and L. Cosius Virilis.
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF2078; VF2080; VF2081: fl909/10.2.
RMO: VF*261b.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17, and is known from the
Erdlager at Hofheim' and from Usk2, among other places. The profiles of
the dishes from Vechten indicate a Neronian date for this stamp, although
the Drag. 18 numbered VF2080 is relatively shallow, and could therefore be
a little earlier. The internal base of this dish has a graffito reading [-]ISSAII,
which on the basis of the owner's mark on a rouletted dish of Celsus i from
Vechten may be extended to [SVC(C)I]ISSAIF (fig. 4.1, e-f). Both vessels
are likely to be more or less contemporaneous. Le Rozier [I]4, c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 275.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, 22.
3. See catalogue no. C98.
4. Peyre 1971, 75, 7; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
C109 [L.C.CELS]I:OF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2914.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, from Clermont-Ferrand,
Risstissen and Valkenburg. At Le Rozier, a stamp reading CELSLQF was
found' which may be from the same die; in that case the die must have
broken at some stage. Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Peyre 1971, 75, 4; Thuault 1978, 25, 8; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig.
13.
C110 L.C.C.ELSI.O
Dish RMO: YF*261a; fl940/5.92.
Most parallels for this stamp were found on dishes, a Drag. 16 from
Topsham among them', but it also occurs on cups of Drag. 33. From the pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten, the stamp may be dated to shortly after the
1st century. Le Rozier [1 or 2]2, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 199 la, 54, 1.
2. Cf. Peyre 1971, 75, 6, probably identical.
dll L.C.CELSP]
Dish RMO: VF2079.
This is one of the lesser-known stamps of L. C- Celsus. It was found at
Aislingen', among other places. Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 144.
C. N- Celsus
The punctuation of the stamps discussed below prompts the assumption that
the potter they belong to was not named Cn(aeus) Celsus, as Oswald pre-
sumed', but C. N- Celsus. Since no gentilicia starting with N- are known
from La Graufesenque, the complete form may only be guessed2.
The start of the activities of C. N- Celsus can be dated to the Flavian period.
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To judge by the profiles of his vessels, he may not have been active before
A.D. 80. Since several of his products were unearthed from early 2nd-
century graves, a proportion of his products may be assumed to have been
marketed up to c. A.D. 110. On the basis of this information it is not im-
plausible that C. N- Celsus is identical to Celsus ii, who also worked from
c. A.D. 70/80-1103.
1. Oswald 1931, 71 and 371.
2. Oswald (1931, 215 and 409) did record a South Gaulish Naevius, but
there are only a few stamps, most of which have been adopted from
other sources; the reliability of the interpretations i limited.
3. See the discussion of Celsus ii.
C112 OFC.N.CELSI
Drag. 18 PUG: 303.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Caerhun', Tongeren2 and the
Wetterau. The dish from Vechten is very deep in proportion to its diameter,
so it is likely to be from the time of Domitian or Trajan. La Graufesenque
[2],c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 4.
2. De SchaetzenA/anderhoeven 1964, pl. IV 11.
C113 OF.C.N.CEL
Drag. 18 RMO: VP1844.
Only three other examples of this stamp have been noted, at La Graufesen-
que on a Drag. 18, at Nijmegen on a dish, and at Xanten on a Drag. 18. The
vessel from Vechten is relatively deep, and probably Flavian. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
Cennatus
Cennatus - or Cenatus, as he sometimes pelled his name - is one of the pot-
ters from La Graufesenque who still made dishes of Halt la (cf. fig. 6.22,
d), so he must ab-eady have been active under Tibenus. His activities defi-
nitely continued into the Neronian period, as almost a thousand vessels with
his name were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. For a
continuation of his production under Vespasian, as suggested by Oswald',
there is no evidence whatsoever.
1. Oswald 1931, 72, 371 and 425. This end date is probably based on
references to a stamp ofCennatus on a Drag. 31 from Mainz (Geissner
1907, 4, 104; cf. the discussion of Bollus), and to a stamp from
Kapersburg which is probably East Gaulish (ORL B 12, 41, 8).
C115 [C]ENN[A]TVS
Drag. 15/17 PUG: Vel920/8.
This extremely faint impression was made with a modified ie. Originally
the ends were swallow-tailed, but at the time the impression from Vechten
was made these had been rounded off. The die must have been first used in
the time of Tiberius, since the few impressions from the earlier version
known thus far are all on dishes of Drag. 17. The modification of the shape
of the die must have taken place before A.D. 40, as an impression with
rounded ends was found at Bingerbriick on a Drag. 17c with small spiral
handles', and an identical example is on a Drag. 25 from the Erdlager at
Hofheim2. The site list also includes the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque and Camulodunum3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, II 2.
2. Ritterling 1912, 253, Abb. 53, 276.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 67.
C114 OFC.N.CEL
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*264;f1940/5.193.
VF*264a.
This is by far the best known stamp of C. N- Celsus. Most impressions were
found on dishes of Drag. 18, but it also occurs on cups of Drag. 27, 27g and
33a. The site list includes Corbridge, Heronbridge' and Wilderspool2,
graves at Heddemheim3, Heidelberg-Neuenheim4 and Nijmegen-west5 with
coins ofA.D. 102, 98/99 and 97, respectively, and a grave at Seebruck with
a vessel of Domitus of Banassac and Les Martres-de-Veyre'. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Hartley 1952, 7, fig. 6, 10.
2. May 1904, 62, interpreted as O.C.N.CEL.
3. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 4, from grave 192, with stamps of Calvus,
Tabus - Virtus and L. Cosius Virilis.
4. Heukemes 1964, Taf. 32, 2 and 4, from grave 30, with a stamp of
Cariatius.
5. This grave also included products of Celsus ii, Memor, Severus ii,
Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius.
6. Fasold 1993, Taf. 149, 2 and 11, from grave 212.
C116 CENNATI
Dish RMO: VF1807.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes, but on cups as well, of Ritt. 8, for ex-
ample. The only dated context in which an impression has been found is the
fort ditch deposit at Cirencester'. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 6.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 34.
Censor
The potter who owned the stamps discussed below was probably named
Censor. That at least is the most complete known form of his name, from
the stamp CENSSORFEC, which was found at Richborough' and
Tongeren2, among other places. The other stamps all give shorter versions
of the name. Since no stamps reading CENSORIS are known, it is possible
that the potter was not named Censor but Censorinus, a name which has
been found at La Graufesenque only as a graffito up to now, in a mould for
bowls of Drag. 29\ For the time being, however, it is preferable to adhere
to the tradition of attributing these stamps to Censor.
Apart from sigillata. Censor probably also made moulds for the production
of bowls of Drag. 29 and 37 and beakers of Drag. 30, which he signed with
the text CIIN". The connection between these vessels and the stamps of
Censor is constituted by two bowls of Drag. 29 from Rottweil, which not
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only have impressions of the signature CIIN from the mould, but internal
stamps of Censor as well5.
The presence of one of Censor's stamps at Rheingonheim suggests that he
was already active during the reign ofVespasian. The majority of his prod-
ucts stem from finds of the times of Domitian and Trajan, however, so he
was very probably active into the 2nd century.
1. Dickinson et al. 1968, 130,35(D).
2. De SchaetzenWanderhoeven 1964, pl. IV 12.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 114, 21; Mees 1995, Taf. 20, 6.
4. Mees 1995, 73 f., Taf. 20, 1-5, and 21-22.
5. See catalogue no. C121.
C117 OFCENSO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1790; VF*269.
The site Ust for this stamp includes not only the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen, but also Rheingonheim'. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-100.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 25.
C118 OFCENS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1802.
Examples of this stamp were found at Caerleon, Caersws II' and the cana-
bae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. The die
with which this impression was made was damaged at some stage, but the
exact time cannot be ascertained. The die was probably in use up to the end
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dickinson 1989, 81, 2.
C118* OFCHNIX
Drag. 18 RMO: VF9Q7; VF1745b; VF*1136.
These are impressions from a die distorted almost beyond recognition; it
originally read OFCENS. Impressions of the modified ie have not been
found in a dated context as yet, but the evidence for the original version sug-
gests that they date after c. A.D. 75. At Corbridge, a stamp fragment was
unearthed which comes from one or other of the two versions, suggesting
that vessels with this stamp may have been marketed until the end of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
C 119 OFCENS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3052; VF*268a; VF*268b; VF*268c;
VF*271a.
PUG: 1451.
Dish RMO: VF1967; VF3058; Vel924/G.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on dishes of Drag. 18, but some
impressions are known on rouletted ishes and on standard ishes of Drag.
15/17 and cups of Drag. 27g. The site list includes the Sumpfbriicke at
Bickenbach', the legionary fortress at Chester, Ilkley, the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Ribchester. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 57
C120 OFC[E]NS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1794: VF*268.
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context. The profiles
of the medium-sized cups from Vechten indicate aFlavian date, however, no
later than c. A.D. 90. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
C120* OFCE<NS>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1715; VF1716; VF*254b.
PUG: 1460; Vel926/2.
These impressions were made with a die whose last two letters had broken
off. The evidence for the impressions with the complete text suggests that
the damage probably took place during the time of Domitian. The incom-
plete version is known from a grave at Nijmegen-west which also contained
an as of Domitian from around A.D. 90/91'. The impressions from
Nijmegen and Vechten are on small cups, unlike those with the complete
text. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 90-110.-
1. The contents of the grave also included vessels of Severus ii and
Venus.
C121 OFC.ENS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24(34);VF1789;VF1804;VF1805;VF2327a;
VF*267; VF*267a; VF*267c; VF*267g;
VF*267h: VF*2671; VF*267r; fl909/10.2;
Vel920.8; H975/4.6.
PUG: 1342; Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: ,VF24 (51); VF1788; VF1791; VF1793; VF1797
VF1798; VF3005; VF*266; VF*267f; VF*267o;
VF*267p; VP*267u; VF*1389; VF*1424.
PUG: Vel925/3; Vel926/2.
This is by far the best known stamp of Censor. In clear impressions, a faint
retrograde S can just be seen after the N. The stop between the C and the E
is not present in all impressions, and may not have been cut into the die until
some time after it was first used. The stamp occurs chiefly on dishes of
Drag. 18, although impressions are known on rouletted dishes and on
dishes of Drag. 15/17 and cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. In addition, at Rottweil
two impressions were found on bowls of Drag. 29 made in moulds signed
CIIN'.
The site list includes numerous contexts from the time of the Flavian em-
perors and ofTrajan, including Binchester, Caersws II2, Camelon, Corbridge3,
the site of the Steinkastell at Heddemheim4, the Steinkastell at Hofheim5,
Holt', Okarben7, Ribchester8, Rottweil'' and Straubing10. At Cologne, an im-
pression was unearthed in a grave containing an as of Trajan dated A.D.
98/99". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Mees 1995, 73 f., Taf. 20, 1, and 21, 1.
2. Dickinsonl989,,81, 3.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 25.
4. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 8.
5. ORL B29, 25, 6.
6. Games 1930, 122, 4.
7. Simon 1980, Taf. 11, C49.
8. Wild 1988, 47, 134(S).
9. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 21; Planck 1975, 253, Abb. 35, 65-67; Mees
1995, Taf. 20, 1, and 21, 1.
10. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 126.
11. Fremersdorf 1933, 47, Abb. 8, 13, from grave 98, with a stamp of
Calvus.
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To judge by the profiles of his vessels, he may not have been active before
A.D. 80. Since several of his products were unearthed from early 2nd-
century graves, a proportion of his products may be assumed to have been
marketed up to c. A.D. 110. On the basis of this information it is not im-
plausible that C. N- Celsus is identical to Celsus ii, who also worked from
c. A.D. 70/80-1103.
1. Oswald 1931, 71 and 371.
2. Oswald (1931, 215 and 409) did record a South Gaulish Naevius, but
there are only a few stamps, most of which have been adopted from
other sources; the reliability of the interpretations i limited.
3. See the discussion of Celsus ii.
C112 OFC.N.CELSI
Drag. 18 PUG: 303.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Caerhun', Tongeren2 and the
Wetterau. The dish from Vechten is very deep in proportion to its diameter,
so it is likely to be from the time of Domitian or Trajan. La Graufesenque
[2],c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 4.
2. De SchaetzenA/anderhoeven 1964, pl. IV 11.
C113 OF.C.N.CEL
Drag. 18 RMO: VP1844.
Only three other examples of this stamp have been noted, at La Graufesen-
que on a Drag. 18, at Nijmegen on a dish, and at Xanten on a Drag. 18. The
vessel from Vechten is relatively deep, and probably Flavian. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
Cennatus
Cennatus - or Cenatus, as he sometimes pelled his name - is one of the pot-
ters from La Graufesenque who still made dishes of Halt la (cf. fig. 6.22,
d), so he must ab-eady have been active under Tibenus. His activities defi-
nitely continued into the Neronian period, as almost a thousand vessels with
his name were found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. For a
continuation of his production under Vespasian, as suggested by Oswald',
there is no evidence whatsoever.
1. Oswald 1931, 72, 371 and 425. This end date is probably based on
references to a stamp ofCennatus on a Drag. 31 from Mainz (Geissner
1907, 4, 104; cf. the discussion of Bollus), and to a stamp from
Kapersburg which is probably East Gaulish (ORL B 12, 41, 8).
C115 [C]ENN[A]TVS
Drag. 15/17 PUG: Vel920/8.
This extremely faint impression was made with a modified ie. Originally
the ends were swallow-tailed, but at the time the impression from Vechten
was made these had been rounded off. The die must have been first used in
the time of Tiberius, since the few impressions from the earlier version
known thus far are all on dishes of Drag. 17. The modification of the shape
of the die must have taken place before A.D. 40, as an impression with
rounded ends was found at Bingerbriick on a Drag. 17c with small spiral
handles', and an identical example is on a Drag. 25 from the Erdlager at
Hofheim2. The site list also includes the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque and Camulodunum3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, II 2.
2. Ritterling 1912, 253, Abb. 53, 276.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 67.
C114 OFC.N.CEL
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*264;f1940/5.193.
VF*264a.
This is by far the best known stamp of C. N- Celsus. Most impressions were
found on dishes of Drag. 18, but it also occurs on cups of Drag. 27, 27g and
33a. The site list includes Corbridge, Heronbridge' and Wilderspool2,
graves at Heddemheim3, Heidelberg-Neuenheim4 and Nijmegen-west5 with
coins ofA.D. 102, 98/99 and 97, respectively, and a grave at Seebruck with
a vessel of Domitus of Banassac and Les Martres-de-Veyre'. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Hartley 1952, 7, fig. 6, 10.
2. May 1904, 62, interpreted as O.C.N.CEL.
3. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 4, from grave 192, with stamps of Calvus,
Tabus - Virtus and L. Cosius Virilis.
4. Heukemes 1964, Taf. 32, 2 and 4, from grave 30, with a stamp of
Cariatius.
5. This grave also included products of Celsus ii, Memor, Severus ii,
Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius.
6. Fasold 1993, Taf. 149, 2 and 11, from grave 212.
C116 CENNATI
Dish RMO: VF1807.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes, but on cups as well, of Ritt. 8, for ex-
ample. The only dated context in which an impression has been found is the
fort ditch deposit at Cirencester'. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 6.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 34.
Censor
The potter who owned the stamps discussed below was probably named
Censor. That at least is the most complete known form of his name, from
the stamp CENSSORFEC, which was found at Richborough' and
Tongeren2, among other places. The other stamps all give shorter versions
of the name. Since no stamps reading CENSORIS are known, it is possible
that the potter was not named Censor but Censorinus, a name which has
been found at La Graufesenque only as a graffito up to now, in a mould for
bowls of Drag. 29\ For the time being, however, it is preferable to adhere
to the tradition of attributing these stamps to Censor.
Apart from sigillata. Censor probably also made moulds for the production
of bowls of Drag. 29 and 37 and beakers of Drag. 30, which he signed with
the text CIIN". The connection between these vessels and the stamps of
Censor is constituted by two bowls of Drag. 29 from Rottweil, which not
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only have impressions of the signature CIIN from the mould, but internal
stamps of Censor as well5.
The presence of one of Censor's stamps at Rheingonheim suggests that he
was already active during the reign ofVespasian. The majority of his prod-
ucts stem from finds of the times of Domitian and Trajan, however, so he
was very probably active into the 2nd century.
1. Dickinson et al. 1968, 130,35(D).
2. De SchaetzenWanderhoeven 1964, pl. IV 12.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 114, 21; Mees 1995, Taf. 20, 6.
4. Mees 1995, 73 f., Taf. 20, 1-5, and 21-22.
5. See catalogue no. C121.
C117 OFCENSO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1790; VF*269.
The site Ust for this stamp includes not only the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen, but also Rheingonheim'. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-100.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 25.
C118 OFCENS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1802.
Examples of this stamp were found at Caerleon, Caersws II' and the cana-
bae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. The die
with which this impression was made was damaged at some stage, but the
exact time cannot be ascertained. The die was probably in use up to the end
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dickinson 1989, 81, 2.
C118* OFCHNIX
Drag. 18 RMO: VF9Q7; VF1745b; VF*1136.
These are impressions from a die distorted almost beyond recognition; it
originally read OFCENS. Impressions of the modified ie have not been
found in a dated context as yet, but the evidence for the original version sug-
gests that they date after c. A.D. 75. At Corbridge, a stamp fragment was
unearthed which comes from one or other of the two versions, suggesting
that vessels with this stamp may have been marketed until the end of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
C 119 OFCENS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3052; VF*268a; VF*268b; VF*268c;
VF*271a.
PUG: 1451.
Dish RMO: VF1967; VF3058; Vel924/G.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on dishes of Drag. 18, but some
impressions are known on rouletted ishes and on standard ishes of Drag.
15/17 and cups of Drag. 27g. The site list includes the Sumpfbriicke at
Bickenbach', the legionary fortress at Chester, Ilkley, the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Ribchester. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 57
C120 OFC[E]NS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1794: VF*268.
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context. The profiles
of the medium-sized cups from Vechten indicate aFlavian date, however, no
later than c. A.D. 90. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
C120* OFCE<NS>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1715; VF1716; VF*254b.
PUG: 1460; Vel926/2.
These impressions were made with a die whose last two letters had broken
off. The evidence for the impressions with the complete text suggests that
the damage probably took place during the time of Domitian. The incom-
plete version is known from a grave at Nijmegen-west which also contained
an as of Domitian from around A.D. 90/91'. The impressions from
Nijmegen and Vechten are on small cups, unlike those with the complete
text. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 90-110.-
1. The contents of the grave also included vessels of Severus ii and
Venus.
C121 OFC.ENS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24(34);VF1789;VF1804;VF1805;VF2327a;
VF*267; VF*267a; VF*267c; VF*267g;
VF*267h: VF*2671; VF*267r; fl909/10.2;
Vel920.8; H975/4.6.
PUG: 1342; Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: ,VF24 (51); VF1788; VF1791; VF1793; VF1797
VF1798; VF3005; VF*266; VF*267f; VF*267o;
VF*267p; VP*267u; VF*1389; VF*1424.
PUG: Vel925/3; Vel926/2.
This is by far the best known stamp of Censor. In clear impressions, a faint
retrograde S can just be seen after the N. The stop between the C and the E
is not present in all impressions, and may not have been cut into the die until
some time after it was first used. The stamp occurs chiefly on dishes of
Drag. 18, although impressions are known on rouletted dishes and on
dishes of Drag. 15/17 and cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. In addition, at Rottweil
two impressions were found on bowls of Drag. 29 made in moulds signed
CIIN'.
The site list includes numerous contexts from the time of the Flavian em-
perors and ofTrajan, including Binchester, Caersws II2, Camelon, Corbridge3,
the site of the Steinkastell at Heddemheim4, the Steinkastell at Hofheim5,
Holt', Okarben7, Ribchester8, Rottweil'' and Straubing10. At Cologne, an im-
pression was unearthed in a grave containing an as of Trajan dated A.D.
98/99". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Mees 1995, 73 f., Taf. 20, 1, and 21, 1.
2. Dickinsonl989,,81, 3.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 25.
4. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 8.
5. ORL B29, 25, 6.
6. Games 1930, 122, 4.
7. Simon 1980, Taf. 11, C49.
8. Wild 1988, 47, 134(S).
9. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 21; Planck 1975, 253, Abb. 35, 65-67; Mees
1995, Taf. 20, 1, and 21, 1.
10. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 126.
11. Fremersdorf 1933, 47, Abb. 8, 13, from grave 98, with a stamp of
Calvus.
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C 122 OF. C.EN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1714; VF1799.
Dish RMO: VF1787; VF*267e.
Drag. 33 RMO: VF1800.
This stamp occurs on dishes as well as on cups. The site record includes
Brough-on-Humber, Carmarthen', the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2 and
Inchtuthil3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Boon 1978b, 94, fig. 14, 92.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 9.
3. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, Sl.
C123 OF.CEN
Dish
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO: VF1792; VF*267d; H975/4.7.
RMO: VF*267s.
RMO: VF1803 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 22 B); VF*267v;
VF*474a (idem, Taf. 22 A).
These are impressions from a die which broke at a later stage. Identical
impressions are known from Corbridge' and Heddemheim, among other
places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 26, and 242, fig. 113.
C123* OF.CE<N>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*254a.
This impression was made with a broken die which originally read
OF.CEN. Since an impression of the complete text was found at Corbridge,
the die was probably not damaged before c. A.D. 90. Impressions of the
broken die occur exclusively on cups of Drag. 27, and were found at
Caersws II' and Chester, among other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
90-100.
1. Dickinsonl989,81, 4.
C 124 OF.CEN
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO:
RMO:
VF1801.
VF*267k; no no.
Up to now, no examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context.
It also occurs on bowls of Drag. 29. On the basis of the profiles and the
dimensions of the cups from Vechten, it may be considered one of Censor's
earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
C125 OPCEN
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO: VF*287.
RMO: VF1793a.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known up to now, on a rouletted dish
from Gorhambury. The profiles of the rouletted dishes from Vechten indi-
cate a date in the Flavian period or shortly after. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-100.
C126 OFCEN
Drag.18
Dish
Drag.18R
R-dish
RMO: VF*267m.
RMO: VF*267q.
RMO: VF*267b; VF*267j; VP*267n; f1909/10.2.
RMO: VF1795; VF*267i; VF*267t; fl909/10.2.
Some impressions how a faint vertical stroke after the N, so that his stamp
is sometimes interpreted as OFCENTP. That the die was originally swal-
low-tailed is only visible in impressions on rouletted ishes. The stamps on
dishes, which are generally less clear, have rounded ends. The site list in-
eludes Brecon, Caerleon, Carlisle, Catterick, Dormagen2, the Erweitemngs-
lager at Heddemheim3, Oberstimm", Rottweil5, the Saalburg6, the Salisberg
and Segontium. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. The stamps reading OFCENTI from Heddemheim and Wiesbaden,
included by Oswald (1931, 72) under Centus of East Gaul (?), were
made with the same die as the impressions from Vechten; cf. note 3
below, and Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 36.
2. Miiller 1979, Taf. 67, 8.
3. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 4.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C748.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 168.
6. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 10.
C 127 OFCIIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1837; VF*265; VF*265a.
This stamp occurs only on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. Identical impressions
are known from Carmarthen, Heddernheim and the legionary fortress or
canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
C128 CIIN.SO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*268d.
The only parallel for this stamp found in a dated context is an impression
on a Drag. 27 from the sewer of period 5 of the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, which was constructed in or shortly after the year 89, at the
earliest'. The profile of the cup from Vechten suggests that vessels with this
stamp could indeed have been in use until the late 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 14, interpreted as SILVA[-]
(for the dating of the sewer cf. idem, 82 f.; Bogaers/Haalebos et al.
1988, 32).
C. Cingius Senovir
See catalogue no. S121.
Cirratus
C129 CIRRATI
R-dish RMO: VF*278a.
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It appears that Cirratus used only one die. The impression from Vechten is
the only one that has been found outside La Graufesenque, so this may
really be considered arare stamp. Of the three impressions from the produc-
tion centre, two were unearthed from the Posse de Cirratus. which contain-
ed a number of stacking rings with his name. This context and the shape of
the rouletted ish from Vechten suggest hat it is an early stamp. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 841a.
2. Miiller 1968, 16.
3. Oswald 1931, 80; the stamp from Arentsburg recorded there actually
belongs to a namesake who probably worked at Sinzig (Holwerda
1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 47: CLEME[NSF]; cf. Fischer 1969, 41,
Abb. 6 B, 9). In addition, a potter by the name of Clemens was
onceactive at Montans (Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
60, fig. 2A).
Citur(i)us
C 130 CITVR
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*280a.
The name of the manufacturer of this cup is uncertain. The text of the stamp
discussed here would suggest the otherwise unknown names Citums or
Citurius. The only other stamp that has been found of this potter, C.FTVRI,
allows the possibility that his name was C. Iturius'; against his interpreta-
tion, however, is the fact that at La Graufesenque, stamps usually did not
mention only the praenomen and the gentilicium2.
For the stamp found at Vechten, only a few parallels are known, from La
Graufesenque, from a grave of c. A.D. 40 at Bregenz3 and from Vindonissa4,
on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The stamp C.ITVRI was unearthed at La
Graufesenque, Alesia and Roanne, on cups of Ritt. 5 among others. This
information warrants the assumption that Citur(i)us or C. Iturius was al-
ready active under Tiberius. The cup from Vechten by its shape should be
from before Nero's time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Tacitus, Annales, XIII 19 and 22, and XIV 12; cf. Mocsy et al. 1983,
154: Ityrius.
2. The few exceptions include C. Silvius Patricius and L. Cosius Virilis,
and possibly T. Audacius and L. Fabu(llius?) (see the introductions for
catalogue nos. A98-100, F2, P39-44 andV31-42).
3. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Bilicatus, Regenus and
Scottius, among others.
4. Tomasevic 1970, Taf. 2, 7
Claudius Gemma
See catalogue nos. Gl 1-14.
Cocus
As some of his products were found in the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, Cocus must have been already active in the time of Tiberius.
His production includes Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5. The earliest stamps of Cocus
are probably the two-lined example reading OFICI / COCI surrounded by a
wreath (fig. 2.8, d) and the stamp reading COCOS; both are known only
from the production centre so far.
The latest finds groups to include products of Cocus are the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'.
It is likely, therefore, that Cocus's activities ended under Nero, so there is
no basis for Oswald's assumption that he produced sigillata at Banassac2.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 20-21.
2. Oswald 1931, 83, 374 and 426. Cf. Vialettes 1894-1899, 28; Morel
1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 562.
C132 OFCOCI
Dish RMO: VF*297a.
This stamp usually occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, although at La
Graufesenque it was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 33a. There are
no good leads for dating, although most stamps of Cocus seem to date from
around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
C 133 OFCOCI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*297.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, where it was
found in the Fosse de Gallicanus. There are no other leads for dating as yet.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
C. lulius Clemens
C131 G.IV[L.CLE.]
Dish RMO: VF*491e.
The complete name of the potter who made this dish is known by a stamp
from Le Bmsc reading C.IVLIVS.CLEMENS'. Since the list of parallels for
the stamp from Vechten includes Butzbach2 and Caerieon, this manufac-
turer was probably active during the last decades of the 1st century. His
products have not been found at La Graufesenque thus far, but the distribu-
tion of his stamps shows that his workshop must have been located at this
pottery. According to Oswald, C. lulius Clemens is identical to the man who
stamped his products CLEMES3; since the latter produced cups of Ritt. 5
(cf. fig. 6.55, f), this identification is as yet uncertain. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 70-100.
C 134 OFCOCI
Ritt.9 RMO: fl980/7.323 (fig. 6.58, a).
This retrograde stamp is unique so far. The cup is one of the smallest of its
kind, and provides few clues for dating. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-
60.
C135 COCIOF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1856.
At La Graufesenque, this retrograde stamp was found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus, on cups of Drag. 27g and 33a; it is also known from elsewhere
on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. The only other dated context is period 2
at Valkenburg'. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large
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C 122 OF. C.EN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1714; VF1799.
Dish RMO: VF1787; VF*267e.
Drag. 33 RMO: VF1800.
This stamp occurs on dishes as well as on cups. The site record includes
Brough-on-Humber, Carmarthen', the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2 and
Inchtuthil3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Boon 1978b, 94, fig. 14, 92.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 9.
3. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, Sl.
C123 OF.CEN
Dish
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO: VF1792; VF*267d; H975/4.7.
RMO: VF*267s.
RMO: VF1803 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 22 B); VF*267v;
VF*474a (idem, Taf. 22 A).
These are impressions from a die which broke at a later stage. Identical
impressions are known from Corbridge' and Heddemheim, among other
places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 222, 26, and 242, fig. 113.
C123* OF.CE<N>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*254a.
This impression was made with a broken die which originally read
OF.CEN. Since an impression of the complete text was found at Corbridge,
the die was probably not damaged before c. A.D. 90. Impressions of the
broken die occur exclusively on cups of Drag. 27, and were found at
Caersws II' and Chester, among other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
90-100.
1. Dickinsonl989,81, 4.
C 124 OF.CEN
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO:
RMO:
VF1801.
VF*267k; no no.
Up to now, no examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context.
It also occurs on bowls of Drag. 29. On the basis of the profiles and the
dimensions of the cups from Vechten, it may be considered one of Censor's
earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
C125 OPCEN
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO: VF*287.
RMO: VF1793a.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known up to now, on a rouletted dish
from Gorhambury. The profiles of the rouletted dishes from Vechten indi-
cate a date in the Flavian period or shortly after. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-100.
C126 OFCEN
Drag.18
Dish
Drag.18R
R-dish
RMO: VF*267m.
RMO: VF*267q.
RMO: VF*267b; VF*267j; VP*267n; f1909/10.2.
RMO: VF1795; VF*267i; VF*267t; fl909/10.2.
Some impressions how a faint vertical stroke after the N, so that his stamp
is sometimes interpreted as OFCENTP. That the die was originally swal-
low-tailed is only visible in impressions on rouletted ishes. The stamps on
dishes, which are generally less clear, have rounded ends. The site list in-
eludes Brecon, Caerleon, Carlisle, Catterick, Dormagen2, the Erweitemngs-
lager at Heddemheim3, Oberstimm", Rottweil5, the Saalburg6, the Salisberg
and Segontium. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. The stamps reading OFCENTI from Heddemheim and Wiesbaden,
included by Oswald (1931, 72) under Centus of East Gaul (?), were
made with the same die as the impressions from Vechten; cf. note 3
below, and Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 36.
2. Miiller 1979, Taf. 67, 8.
3. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 4.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C748.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 168.
6. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 10.
C 127 OFCIIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1837; VF*265; VF*265a.
This stamp occurs only on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. Identical impressions
are known from Carmarthen, Heddernheim and the legionary fortress or
canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
C128 CIIN.SO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*268d.
The only parallel for this stamp found in a dated context is an impression
on a Drag. 27 from the sewer of period 5 of the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, which was constructed in or shortly after the year 89, at the
earliest'. The profile of the cup from Vechten suggests that vessels with this
stamp could indeed have been in use until the late 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 14, interpreted as SILVA[-]
(for the dating of the sewer cf. idem, 82 f.; Bogaers/Haalebos et al.
1988, 32).
C. Cingius Senovir
See catalogue no. S121.
Cirratus
C129 CIRRATI
R-dish RMO: VF*278a.
8. 1 IDENTIFIED STAMPS 209
It appears that Cirratus used only one die. The impression from Vechten is
the only one that has been found outside La Graufesenque, so this may
really be considered arare stamp. Of the three impressions from the produc-
tion centre, two were unearthed from the Posse de Cirratus. which contain-
ed a number of stacking rings with his name. This context and the shape of
the rouletted ish from Vechten suggest hat it is an early stamp. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 841a.
2. Miiller 1968, 16.
3. Oswald 1931, 80; the stamp from Arentsburg recorded there actually
belongs to a namesake who probably worked at Sinzig (Holwerda
1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 47: CLEME[NSF]; cf. Fischer 1969, 41,
Abb. 6 B, 9). In addition, a potter by the name of Clemens was
onceactive at Montans (Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
60, fig. 2A).
Citur(i)us
C 130 CITVR
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*280a.
The name of the manufacturer of this cup is uncertain. The text of the stamp
discussed here would suggest the otherwise unknown names Citums or
Citurius. The only other stamp that has been found of this potter, C.FTVRI,
allows the possibility that his name was C. Iturius'; against his interpreta-
tion, however, is the fact that at La Graufesenque, stamps usually did not
mention only the praenomen and the gentilicium2.
For the stamp found at Vechten, only a few parallels are known, from La
Graufesenque, from a grave of c. A.D. 40 at Bregenz3 and from Vindonissa4,
on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The stamp C.ITVRI was unearthed at La
Graufesenque, Alesia and Roanne, on cups of Ritt. 5 among others. This
information warrants the assumption that Citur(i)us or C. Iturius was al-
ready active under Tiberius. The cup from Vechten by its shape should be
from before Nero's time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Tacitus, Annales, XIII 19 and 22, and XIV 12; cf. Mocsy et al. 1983,
154: Ityrius.
2. The few exceptions include C. Silvius Patricius and L. Cosius Virilis,
and possibly T. Audacius and L. Fabu(llius?) (see the introductions for
catalogue nos. A98-100, F2, P39-44 andV31-42).
3. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Bilicatus, Regenus and
Scottius, among others.
4. Tomasevic 1970, Taf. 2, 7
Claudius Gemma
See catalogue nos. Gl 1-14.
Cocus
As some of his products were found in the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, Cocus must have been already active in the time of Tiberius.
His production includes Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5. The earliest stamps of Cocus
are probably the two-lined example reading OFICI / COCI surrounded by a
wreath (fig. 2.8, d) and the stamp reading COCOS; both are known only
from the production centre so far.
The latest finds groups to include products of Cocus are the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'.
It is likely, therefore, that Cocus's activities ended under Nero, so there is
no basis for Oswald's assumption that he produced sigillata at Banassac2.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 20-21.
2. Oswald 1931, 83, 374 and 426. Cf. Vialettes 1894-1899, 28; Morel
1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 562.
C132 OFCOCI
Dish RMO: VF*297a.
This stamp usually occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, although at La
Graufesenque it was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 33a. There are
no good leads for dating, although most stamps of Cocus seem to date from
around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
C 133 OFCOCI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*297.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, where it was
found in the Fosse de Gallicanus. There are no other leads for dating as yet.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
C. lulius Clemens
C131 G.IV[L.CLE.]
Dish RMO: VF*491e.
The complete name of the potter who made this dish is known by a stamp
from Le Bmsc reading C.IVLIVS.CLEMENS'. Since the list of parallels for
the stamp from Vechten includes Butzbach2 and Caerieon, this manufac-
turer was probably active during the last decades of the 1st century. His
products have not been found at La Graufesenque thus far, but the distribu-
tion of his stamps shows that his workshop must have been located at this
pottery. According to Oswald, C. lulius Clemens is identical to the man who
stamped his products CLEMES3; since the latter produced cups of Ritt. 5
(cf. fig. 6.55, f), this identification is as yet uncertain. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 70-100.
C 134 OFCOCI
Ritt.9 RMO: fl980/7.323 (fig. 6.58, a).
This retrograde stamp is unique so far. The cup is one of the smallest of its
kind, and provides few clues for dating. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-
60.
C135 COCIOF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1856.
At La Graufesenque, this retrograde stamp was found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus, on cups of Drag. 27g and 33a; it is also known from elsewhere
on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24. The only other dated context is period 2
at Valkenburg'. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large
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diameter, with a somewhat bevelled contact surface. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 202.
C 136 COCVS
Drag. 27g
Cup
RMO:
RMO:
VF1848; VF*298a; VF*1513; fl940/5.234.
VF389.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24. The site list in-
eludes Camulodunum'. Two of the medium-sized cups fom Vechten have
footrings with relatively large diameters. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 68.
C 137 COCVS
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.1ll.
VF1849.
A dozen examples of this retrograde stamp were found in the Fosse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque, on cups of Drag. 24/25. Elsewhere in this pot-
tery, impressions were also found on cups of Drag. 27g. No other parallels
are known thus far. The cups from Vechten have bevelled footrings with
relatively large diameters. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
C138 COCVS
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*298.
The final etter of this impression is not quite clear, but it is almost certain-
ly a stamp of Cocus. No identical examples have been found as yet. The
Drag. 24 from Vechten is small, and can be dated no more accurately than
to the reign of Claudius or Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
C 139 COCV
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-98.
The text of this stamp is not entirely certain, but it possibly reads COCV
(retrograde). By its profile the cup may be dated to the middle of the 1st
century. This evidence, together with the fact that Cocus often stamped his
products COCV, may justify attribution of this stamp to him. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. At La Graufesenque, two different stamps reading COCV were found,
on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25.
C140 COCI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*296a.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Drag. 27g from Neuss. The cup
from Vechten is small and may therefore be dated only approximately, but
its shape is suggestive of manufacture in the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
Coelus
Coelus is mainly known by the stamp reading OFCOELI and by the stamps
in which his name is preceded by that of Bassus i. His name also occurs in
a much rarer stamp with the text COELVS, however. In view of the differ-
ence in date between the stamps of Bassus i - Coelus and those of Coelus,
it is plausible that Coelus learned his trade in the workshop of Bassus i. Not
until ater, probably during the Flavian period, did Coelus set up his own
business. The similarities between the decorative schemes of the bowls of
Drag. 29 of Coelus and those of a large number of vessels from the work-
shop of Bassus i prompt he deduction that Coelus took over some of the
moulds used by Bassus i, or that he obtained his moulds from the same sup-
plier. The site list for the stamps of Coelus suggests that his products con-
tinued to be marketed until the early years of the 2nd century.
C141 OFCOELI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1851; VF1854; VF*295c; VF*295d; VF>i-295g;
VF*295h.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*295a: VF*295b.
PUG: Vel925; 1947-363.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1850.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1332 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 24 E); VF1852 (idem,
Taf. 24 C); VF*295; VF*295e; VF*295f;
fl 909/10.2; fl975/4.1.
PUG: 1589.
This is by far the best known stamp of Coelus. It also occurs on cups of
Drag. 33 and 33a. The site list includes Birdoswald, the Bregenz
Kellerfund', Butzbach2, Corbridge, the wrecked ship Culip IV', the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen", Oberstimm5, Ribchester*, Rottweil Kastell HT, the
Saalburg8, Stockstadf and Straubing10. Most of the bowls of Drag. 29 with
this stamp have decorative schemes from the time ofVespasian" and single
grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque ", c. A.D. 70-110.
1. Jenny 1880, 75, 20; Jacobs 1912,182,5.
2. ORLB14,21, 5.
3. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 36.1.
4. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 31 and 40, a Drag. 29 from the
ditch of period 5; the form and the decoration suggest hat his vessel
was already lost or discarded before A.D. 89.
5. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C749.
6. Wild 1988, 41, 112(S).
7. Planck 1975, Taf. 25, 18. For other identical impressions from
Rottweil see Knorr 1907, Taf. I 1 and XXIX 25, 26 and 182; Planck
1975, 253, Abb. 35, 90.
8. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 15.
9. ORL B33.Taf.XIX 31.
10. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 39.
11. Knorr 1919, Taf. 23 A-B and 24 D; Von Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1,
4-5; Filtzinger 1960, 193, Abb. 8, 4; Morren 1957-1958, 55, fig. 13, 6;
Vanderhoeven 1976b, 67, Taf. 64, 499.
12. Vialettes 1894- 1899, pl. I.
Com-
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to Comicus of
Banassac, and dated to the Claudio-Neronian period'. There is no doubt hat
a potter by the name of Comicus worked at Banassac2, but his activities
should be dated to the 2nd century.
The stamps with the text C. OM belong to a potter from La Graufesenque,
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whose full name is not known. The most likely solution may be Comagius3;
a combination of the praenomen Caius and a gentilicium starting with Om-
or Horn- is not an impossible interpretation, however*. The activities of the
potter in question seem to have been restricted to the period c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Oswald 1931,84 and 375.
2. De Mortillet 1879, 36; Morel 1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 562;Peyre
1975, 33; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
3. Schulze 1904, 20 and 288, note 2; Mocsy et al. 1983, 85; cf. Marichal
1988, no. 28, line 13, with the relevant remarks.
4. Cf. the introduction to catalogue no. C130, with note 2.
C142 C.OM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1828; VF1860: VF*301; VF*301b.
This is the only stamp with this text known from La Graufesenque. It was
found there on cups of Ritt. 9, Drag. 24 and 27g. The site list also includes
the burnt layer of A.D. 61 at Colchester', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and
Oberstimm3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dannell 1966, 60.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 173.
3. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, 0750-751.
C143 C.OM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1862.
This stamp differs in a few details from the one discussed under number
C142; the difference in the ratio of the height o the width of the M is es-
pecially obvious. Thus far, no identical impressions eem to have been found.
The cup from Vechten is small, so not easy to date, but the resemblance in
shape to the vessels listed under C142 suggests that his stamp dates from
after the middle of the 1st century as well. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
Corius
C144 CORII
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
This stamp was attributed by Oswald to C. Corius of Montans, whose activ-
ities according to him should be dated to the times of Tiberius and
Claudius'. In reality, this potter was not active until the 2nd century2. The
stamp reading CORII belongs to a potter from La Graufesenque3, as the site
list shows. No stamps with this text have been found at the production
centre as yet.
The date may be deduced from the forms on which the stamp occurs, in-
eluding Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, from the presence of an impression at Valken-
burg and from the profiles of the cups from Vechten and of a Drag. 24 from
the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen". La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
40-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 88 and 376; the stamp CORIF from Xanten recorded
there is identical to the impression from Vechten (Steiner 1911, Taf.
XX 105).
2. Martin 1977, 68 and note 45; Martin 1979a, 19, pl. 1, 5; Martin 1979b,
179, fig. 3, 1-2.
3. For the name Corius see Schulze 1904, 78 and 156.
4. Stuart 1976, 101, fig. 13, 110.
Cosius Iiicundus
See catalogue nos. 123-26.
Cosius Rufinus
See catalogue nos. R30-35.
Cosius Urap-
See catalogue no. Ul.
L. Cosius Virilis
See catalogue nos. V31-42.
Cosoius :
Oswald assumed that the stamps reading COSOI and COSO belong to an
East Gaulish potter by the name of Cosos or Cossous'. However, examples
of both variants are known from La Graufesenque. They are likely to belong
to the potter listed as COSOJVS2 in a docket from the production centre. He
may probably be identified with Cosius Urap-, who did not only stamp
COSIVS.VR AP, but COSOI.VRA as well3. Both the stamps reading
COSOI and COSO as well as those of Cosius Urap- date from the Claudio-
Neronian period. The above-mentioned docket from La Graufesenque may
be of the same period.
1. Oswald 1931, 91; the attribution to East Gaul is probably based on the
stamps from Compiegne and Reims recorded by him.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 93; cf. idem, no. 12: COSOJ.
3. For the former stamp see catalogue no. Ul; the stamp COSOI.VRA is
known from La Graufesenque.
C 145 COSOI
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel922/3.
The impression illustrated here is not from Vechten, but an identical ex-
ample from La Graufesenque. The stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24.
Thus far no impressions have been found in a dated context, but the shape
of a Drag. 27g from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' clearly
shows that he stamp dates to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 101, fig. 13, 111.
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diameter, with a somewhat bevelled contact surface. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 202.
C 136 COCVS
Drag. 27g
Cup
RMO:
RMO:
VF1848; VF*298a; VF*1513; fl940/5.234.
VF389.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24. The site list in-
eludes Camulodunum'. Two of the medium-sized cups fom Vechten have
footrings with relatively large diameters. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 68.
C 137 COCVS
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.1ll.
VF1849.
A dozen examples of this retrograde stamp were found in the Fosse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque, on cups of Drag. 24/25. Elsewhere in this pot-
tery, impressions were also found on cups of Drag. 27g. No other parallels
are known thus far. The cups from Vechten have bevelled footrings with
relatively large diameters. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
C138 COCVS
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*298.
The final etter of this impression is not quite clear, but it is almost certain-
ly a stamp of Cocus. No identical examples have been found as yet. The
Drag. 24 from Vechten is small, and can be dated no more accurately than
to the reign of Claudius or Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
C 139 COCV
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-98.
The text of this stamp is not entirely certain, but it possibly reads COCV
(retrograde). By its profile the cup may be dated to the middle of the 1st
century. This evidence, together with the fact that Cocus often stamped his
products COCV, may justify attribution of this stamp to him. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. At La Graufesenque, two different stamps reading COCV were found,
on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 24/25.
C140 COCI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*296a.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Drag. 27g from Neuss. The cup
from Vechten is small and may therefore be dated only approximately, but
its shape is suggestive of manufacture in the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
Coelus
Coelus is mainly known by the stamp reading OFCOELI and by the stamps
in which his name is preceded by that of Bassus i. His name also occurs in
a much rarer stamp with the text COELVS, however. In view of the differ-
ence in date between the stamps of Bassus i - Coelus and those of Coelus,
it is plausible that Coelus learned his trade in the workshop of Bassus i. Not
until ater, probably during the Flavian period, did Coelus set up his own
business. The similarities between the decorative schemes of the bowls of
Drag. 29 of Coelus and those of a large number of vessels from the work-
shop of Bassus i prompt he deduction that Coelus took over some of the
moulds used by Bassus i, or that he obtained his moulds from the same sup-
plier. The site list for the stamps of Coelus suggests that his products con-
tinued to be marketed until the early years of the 2nd century.
C141 OFCOELI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1851; VF1854; VF*295c; VF*295d; VF>i-295g;
VF*295h.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*295a: VF*295b.
PUG: Vel925; 1947-363.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1850.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1332 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 24 E); VF1852 (idem,
Taf. 24 C); VF*295; VF*295e; VF*295f;
fl 909/10.2; fl975/4.1.
PUG: 1589.
This is by far the best known stamp of Coelus. It also occurs on cups of
Drag. 33 and 33a. The site list includes Birdoswald, the Bregenz
Kellerfund', Butzbach2, Corbridge, the wrecked ship Culip IV', the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen", Oberstimm5, Ribchester*, Rottweil Kastell HT, the
Saalburg8, Stockstadf and Straubing10. Most of the bowls of Drag. 29 with
this stamp have decorative schemes from the time ofVespasian" and single
grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque ", c. A.D. 70-110.
1. Jenny 1880, 75, 20; Jacobs 1912,182,5.
2. ORLB14,21, 5.
3. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 36.1.
4. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 31 and 40, a Drag. 29 from the
ditch of period 5; the form and the decoration suggest hat his vessel
was already lost or discarded before A.D. 89.
5. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C749.
6. Wild 1988, 41, 112(S).
7. Planck 1975, Taf. 25, 18. For other identical impressions from
Rottweil see Knorr 1907, Taf. I 1 and XXIX 25, 26 and 182; Planck
1975, 253, Abb. 35, 90.
8. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 15.
9. ORL B33.Taf.XIX 31.
10. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 39.
11. Knorr 1919, Taf. 23 A-B and 24 D; Von Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1,
4-5; Filtzinger 1960, 193, Abb. 8, 4; Morren 1957-1958, 55, fig. 13, 6;
Vanderhoeven 1976b, 67, Taf. 64, 499.
12. Vialettes 1894- 1899, pl. I.
Com-
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to Comicus of
Banassac, and dated to the Claudio-Neronian period'. There is no doubt hat
a potter by the name of Comicus worked at Banassac2, but his activities
should be dated to the 2nd century.
The stamps with the text C. OM belong to a potter from La Graufesenque,
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whose full name is not known. The most likely solution may be Comagius3;
a combination of the praenomen Caius and a gentilicium starting with Om-
or Horn- is not an impossible interpretation, however*. The activities of the
potter in question seem to have been restricted to the period c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Oswald 1931,84 and 375.
2. De Mortillet 1879, 36; Morel 1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 562;Peyre
1975, 33; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
3. Schulze 1904, 20 and 288, note 2; Mocsy et al. 1983, 85; cf. Marichal
1988, no. 28, line 13, with the relevant remarks.
4. Cf. the introduction to catalogue no. C130, with note 2.
C142 C.OM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1828; VF1860: VF*301; VF*301b.
This is the only stamp with this text known from La Graufesenque. It was
found there on cups of Ritt. 9, Drag. 24 and 27g. The site list also includes
the burnt layer of A.D. 61 at Colchester', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and
Oberstimm3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dannell 1966, 60.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 173.
3. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, 0750-751.
C143 C.OM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1862.
This stamp differs in a few details from the one discussed under number
C142; the difference in the ratio of the height o the width of the M is es-
pecially obvious. Thus far, no identical impressions eem to have been found.
The cup from Vechten is small, so not easy to date, but the resemblance in
shape to the vessels listed under C142 suggests that his stamp dates from
after the middle of the 1st century as well. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
Corius
C144 CORII
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
This stamp was attributed by Oswald to C. Corius of Montans, whose activ-
ities according to him should be dated to the times of Tiberius and
Claudius'. In reality, this potter was not active until the 2nd century2. The
stamp reading CORII belongs to a potter from La Graufesenque3, as the site
list shows. No stamps with this text have been found at the production
centre as yet.
The date may be deduced from the forms on which the stamp occurs, in-
eluding Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, from the presence of an impression at Valken-
burg and from the profiles of the cups from Vechten and of a Drag. 24 from
the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen". La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
40-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 88 and 376; the stamp CORIF from Xanten recorded
there is identical to the impression from Vechten (Steiner 1911, Taf.
XX 105).
2. Martin 1977, 68 and note 45; Martin 1979a, 19, pl. 1, 5; Martin 1979b,
179, fig. 3, 1-2.
3. For the name Corius see Schulze 1904, 78 and 156.
4. Stuart 1976, 101, fig. 13, 110.
Cosius Iiicundus
See catalogue nos. 123-26.
Cosius Rufinus
See catalogue nos. R30-35.
Cosius Urap-
See catalogue no. Ul.
L. Cosius Virilis
See catalogue nos. V31-42.
Cosoius :
Oswald assumed that the stamps reading COSOI and COSO belong to an
East Gaulish potter by the name of Cosos or Cossous'. However, examples
of both variants are known from La Graufesenque. They are likely to belong
to the potter listed as COSOJVS2 in a docket from the production centre. He
may probably be identified with Cosius Urap-, who did not only stamp
COSIVS.VR AP, but COSOI.VRA as well3. Both the stamps reading
COSOI and COSO as well as those of Cosius Urap- date from the Claudio-
Neronian period. The above-mentioned docket from La Graufesenque may
be of the same period.
1. Oswald 1931, 91; the attribution to East Gaul is probably based on the
stamps from Compiegne and Reims recorded by him.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 93; cf. idem, no. 12: COSOJ.
3. For the former stamp see catalogue no. Ul; the stamp COSOI.VRA is
known from La Graufesenque.
C 145 COSOI
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel922/3.
The impression illustrated here is not from Vechten, but an identical ex-
ample from La Graufesenque. The stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24.
Thus far no impressions have been found in a dated context, but the shape
of a Drag. 27g from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' clearly
shows that he stamp dates to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 101, fig. 13, 111.
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C146 COSO
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VF1839.
Up to now, this stamp has been found on cups ofRitt. 8, Drag. 24 and Drag.
27g. At La Graufesenque, a marbled Ritt. 8 with this stamp was found. The
only dated finds context is period 4 at Valkenburg', but the vessel in question
had probably been already discarded during the pre-Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 205; cf. Glasbergen 1967, 59.
Cotto
The stamps of Cotto have often been misinterpreted, and attributed to the
otherwise unknown potter Collo, whose activities were dated by Oswald to
the Claudio-Neronian period'. According to the latter, Cotto worked exclu-
sively during the Flavian period2. Since stamps of Cotto were found in the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique3, however, he may be assumed to have started production by the
early Neronian period.
The stamp COTTOIVLI4 justifies the assumption that Cotto learned his
trade in the workshop of a certain lulius. In addition, Oswald mentions a
Drag. 18 from Trier with a stamp of Regenus, and on the external base a
graffito reading COTTO, which was ostensibly applied before firing5.
Whether this means that Cotto changed his place of work, or that both
Regenus and lulius had employers named Cotto, or that the family name of
Regenus was lulius, cannot be ascertained as yet.
The site list for Cotto's stamps includes several sites which were not
occupied until the Flavian period, perhaps even later. It is probable, there-
fore, that his products were in use up to the end of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 84. The starting date is based on a stamp from the
Erdlager at Hofheim, which Oswald still assumed had been abandoned
under Nero (Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 26; Oswald 1931, xvi); why, in
spite of references to two stamps from York, he still opted for a
Neronian end date is unclear.
2. Oswald 1931, 92 and 377.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 23-25.
4. Oswald 1931, 92, Cotto & lulius; this stamp was also found at La
Graufesenque.
5. Oswald 1931, 260 and 377.
C 147 OFCOTTO
C 148 OFCOTOI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*213a.
PUG: 8036 = Vel925/5 (Mees 1990, Abb. 17, 1).
The text of this stamp can only be explained if one assumes that it was made
with a die which originally at least read OFCOTON'. Attribution to Cotto is
supported by the latter's preference for retrograde stamps.
This variant was found exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29, at Chester,
Rottweil2 and York, among other places. The decorative schemes of the ves-
sels with this stamp indicate a date during the pre-Flavian period3. La Grau-
fesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Cf. catalogue no. C152: COTON.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 189.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 27.
4. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 39, probably identical.
C149 COTTOF
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: no no.
RMO: Vel923/3.
Since this retrograde stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25 - including a
marbled example from Volubilis' - and was found in a Neronian tumulus
grave at Beriingen2, the die with which these impressions were made must
have been already in use during the pre-Flavian period. The site list also
includes later contexts, however, such as Carlisle, Newstead3 and Valken-
burg period 4 or 54. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 184, fig. 6, 49.
2. Roosens/Lux 1973, 29, fig. 19, 28, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Felix, Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
3. Hartley 1972a, 8, 7.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 207.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 38.
C 150 COTTO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*243.
At La Graufesenque, this retrograde stamp was also found on small cups of
Drag. 24/25. Thus far, no examples are known from a dated context, but the
shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that the stamp dates from the time
ofNero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1853; VF1870.
PUG: 90.
Dish RMO: VF24(40).
This stamp usually occurs on dishes of Drag. 18, but at La Graufesenque it
was found on cups of Drag. 33 and 33a. It must be one of Cotto's latest
stamps, since it is known from sites like Caerleon, Doncaster and Holt'.
Very similar, possibly also identical stamps are known from Aislingen2,
Newstead3 and Okarben". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Grimes 1930, 122, 7.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 136.
3. Curie 1911, 234, 31, from a pit with stamps of lucundus and of the
Central Gaulish potter Dagomarus.
4. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H41.
C 151 COTTON
Drag.18 RMO:
PUG:
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 27g and 33. The only sites to pro-
vide leads for dating are the Steinkastell at Hofheim and the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten, the stamp should be dated to the Neronian or early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
C152 COTON
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*300; VF*300a; VF*300b.
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The only dated context in which an example of this stamp was found is the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the cups from
Vechten, the stamp may be dated to the Neronian or early Flavian period.
La Graufesenque [2], 65-85.
Cotu-
The complete name of the potter who made the products listed below is
probably not Cotus, as Oswald assumed', but Cotulus or Cotutos. Cotulus is
known from stamps reading COTVLO.F, COTVLVS and COTVLO, and
was active during the pre-Flavian period2. The name Cotutos occurs in
several dockets from La Graufesenque3, which are probably from the times
of Nero and Vespasian. From a chronological point of view, Cotulus seems
to be a more likely candidate than Cotutos, since the stamps discussed below
are of the Tiberio-Claudian period. The text of the stamp OF.SCOTTI.COTV4
suggests that Cotu(lus?) produced sigillata in the workshop of Scottius for
some time.
1. Oswald 1931, 92 f. and 377. The stamps reading OFCOTI, COTIOF,
COTIO and COTTIOFFI recorded there are probably misinterpreted
stamps of Scottius.
2. Oswald 1931, 92, 377 and 426. The site list does not justify an end
date under Vespasian. The stamp COTVLO.F, which was not recorded
by Oswald, is known from La Graufesenque.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 6, 9, 12-14, 23 and 27; in no. 12 the spelling
COTV occurs next to COTVTO. The name Cotutos is also known
from Montans (Gallia 38, 1980, 500).
4. Oswald 1931, 286, Scottius & Cotus; Rogge 1976, 102, fig.57, 125;
Helmerl991,pl. 28, 8.
C153 C.OTV
Dish RMO: VF*312a.
The shape of this hitherto unique stamp is extremely rare. Most stamps from
La Graufesenque whose texts are surrounded by double frames are really
rectangular (cf. fig. 2.8, e-f). Stamps of a similar shape seem to be known
otherwise only from Pater(clus?) and Paullus'. They all date to the first half
of the 1st century. The profile of the dish from Vechten is in complete ac-
cordance with such a date. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX; Fiches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 5, 236a-b.
C 154 COTV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1870a.
No other examples of this stamp are known thus far. In view of the shape of
the cup, the stamp probably dates from the Claudian period at the very
latest. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-55.
Cra-
The text of this retrograde stamp is absolutely clear; whether the name of
the potter was really Crassus, as Oswald assumed', is less certain, since
most of the evidence presented for it by the latter is dubious at best. The
stamps reading OCRASSI and OFCRA from La Graufesenque, for ex-
ample, were adopted from the list of Vialettes2, which includes numerous
misinterpreted stamps.
The stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet, unless a very simi-
lar example from Aislingen3 is identical. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten indicate a date around the middle of the 1st century. Although no
impressions have been found at La Graufesenque to date, the distribution of
the stamps shows that Cra- must have worked at this pottery. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Oswald 1931, 94 and 378.
2. Vialettes 1894-1899, 10; OCRASSI is probably a misinterpreted
stamp reading OFBASSI.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 145.
Crestio
The stamps discussed below cover a long period, from c. A.D. 50-110. A
considerable number of the stamps may be dated before A.D. 70, another
proportion after that date. For this reason, Hartley and Dickinson distin-
guish two potters, Crestio and Crestus. Crestio seems to have been active
exclusively or mainly during the pre-Flavian period, and Crestus after A.D.
70. Several arguments contest such a division, however. To begin with, there
are a number of stamps which should be dated to c. A.D. 60-80, which
makes a division into a pre-Plavian and a Flavian group less logical than
one would assume at first sight. Secondly, the name Crestus as such does
not occur in stamps from La Graufesenque, not even if the stamps which
Oswald classed under Chrestus are taken into account'. Finally, one might
point to the outward similarities of the retrograde stamps CRESTI and
OFCRESTI, which date from A.D. 50-70 and 70-100, and which have been
attributed by Hartley and Dickinson to Crestio and Crestus2, respectively.
The dies used for these stamps may well have been cut by the same person.
On the basis of the objections outlined in the above, it seems preferable to
assume that all the vessels listed below stem from a single workshop. The
owner or tenant of this workshop was named Crestio, or maybe Chrestio.
The well-known stamp MCRESTIO, with which he signed countless
moulds for Drag. 29, 30 and 37 and Knorr 783, may justify the deduction
that Crestio's first name was Marcus, even though combinations of prae-
nomina and cognomina are rare4.
The decorative schemes of the moulds stamped MCRESTIO date from c.
A.D. 80-110. A mould used by Carillus with a hand-written signature read-
ing CRESTIO was probably produced earlier, however5 (fig. 8.1). In view
of Crestio's activities as a mould-maker, it is curious that he initially used
moulds from the workshop of Modestus".
1. Oswald 1931, 76, 372 and 425; the stamp reading CHRESTVS is an
Arretine example (Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 831, 6).
2. Cf. catalogue nos. C172 and C162, resp.
3. Mees 1995, 74 f.. and Taf. 36-49.
4. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
5. See catalogue no. C68.
6. See catalogue no. C156.
C155 CRA
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP*314a; fl940/5.234.
RMO: VF965:VF1871;nono.
C156 OF.CRESTIO
Dish
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
fl909/10.2.
VF*324e.
YF1875;VF1875a.
Vel921/l.
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C146 COSO
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VF1839.
Up to now, this stamp has been found on cups ofRitt. 8, Drag. 24 and Drag.
27g. At La Graufesenque, a marbled Ritt. 8 with this stamp was found. The
only dated finds context is period 4 at Valkenburg', but the vessel in question
had probably been already discarded during the pre-Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 205; cf. Glasbergen 1967, 59.
Cotto
The stamps of Cotto have often been misinterpreted, and attributed to the
otherwise unknown potter Collo, whose activities were dated by Oswald to
the Claudio-Neronian period'. According to the latter, Cotto worked exclu-
sively during the Flavian period2. Since stamps of Cotto were found in the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La
Nautique3, however, he may be assumed to have started production by the
early Neronian period.
The stamp COTTOIVLI4 justifies the assumption that Cotto learned his
trade in the workshop of a certain lulius. In addition, Oswald mentions a
Drag. 18 from Trier with a stamp of Regenus, and on the external base a
graffito reading COTTO, which was ostensibly applied before firing5.
Whether this means that Cotto changed his place of work, or that both
Regenus and lulius had employers named Cotto, or that the family name of
Regenus was lulius, cannot be ascertained as yet.
The site list for Cotto's stamps includes several sites which were not
occupied until the Flavian period, perhaps even later. It is probable, there-
fore, that his products were in use up to the end of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 84. The starting date is based on a stamp from the
Erdlager at Hofheim, which Oswald still assumed had been abandoned
under Nero (Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 26; Oswald 1931, xvi); why, in
spite of references to two stamps from York, he still opted for a
Neronian end date is unclear.
2. Oswald 1931, 92 and 377.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 23-25.
4. Oswald 1931, 92, Cotto & lulius; this stamp was also found at La
Graufesenque.
5. Oswald 1931, 260 and 377.
C 147 OFCOTTO
C 148 OFCOTOI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*213a.
PUG: 8036 = Vel925/5 (Mees 1990, Abb. 17, 1).
The text of this stamp can only be explained if one assumes that it was made
with a die which originally at least read OFCOTON'. Attribution to Cotto is
supported by the latter's preference for retrograde stamps.
This variant was found exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29, at Chester,
Rottweil2 and York, among other places. The decorative schemes of the ves-
sels with this stamp indicate a date during the pre-Flavian period3. La Grau-
fesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Cf. catalogue no. C152: COTON.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 189.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 27.
4. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 39, probably identical.
C149 COTTOF
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: no no.
RMO: Vel923/3.
Since this retrograde stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25 - including a
marbled example from Volubilis' - and was found in a Neronian tumulus
grave at Beriingen2, the die with which these impressions were made must
have been already in use during the pre-Flavian period. The site list also
includes later contexts, however, such as Carlisle, Newstead3 and Valken-
burg period 4 or 54. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 184, fig. 6, 49.
2. Roosens/Lux 1973, 29, fig. 19, 28, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Felix, Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
3. Hartley 1972a, 8, 7.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 207.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 38.
C 150 COTTO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*243.
At La Graufesenque, this retrograde stamp was also found on small cups of
Drag. 24/25. Thus far, no examples are known from a dated context, but the
shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that the stamp dates from the time
ofNero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1853; VF1870.
PUG: 90.
Dish RMO: VF24(40).
This stamp usually occurs on dishes of Drag. 18, but at La Graufesenque it
was found on cups of Drag. 33 and 33a. It must be one of Cotto's latest
stamps, since it is known from sites like Caerleon, Doncaster and Holt'.
Very similar, possibly also identical stamps are known from Aislingen2,
Newstead3 and Okarben". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Grimes 1930, 122, 7.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 136.
3. Curie 1911, 234, 31, from a pit with stamps of lucundus and of the
Central Gaulish potter Dagomarus.
4. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H41.
C 151 COTTON
Drag.18 RMO:
PUG:
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 27g and 33. The only sites to pro-
vide leads for dating are the Steinkastell at Hofheim and the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten, the stamp should be dated to the Neronian or early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
C152 COTON
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*300; VF*300a; VF*300b.
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The only dated context in which an example of this stamp was found is the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the cups from
Vechten, the stamp may be dated to the Neronian or early Flavian period.
La Graufesenque [2], 65-85.
Cotu-
The complete name of the potter who made the products listed below is
probably not Cotus, as Oswald assumed', but Cotulus or Cotutos. Cotulus is
known from stamps reading COTVLO.F, COTVLVS and COTVLO, and
was active during the pre-Flavian period2. The name Cotutos occurs in
several dockets from La Graufesenque3, which are probably from the times
of Nero and Vespasian. From a chronological point of view, Cotulus seems
to be a more likely candidate than Cotutos, since the stamps discussed below
are of the Tiberio-Claudian period. The text of the stamp OF.SCOTTI.COTV4
suggests that Cotu(lus?) produced sigillata in the workshop of Scottius for
some time.
1. Oswald 1931, 92 f. and 377. The stamps reading OFCOTI, COTIOF,
COTIO and COTTIOFFI recorded there are probably misinterpreted
stamps of Scottius.
2. Oswald 1931, 92, 377 and 426. The site list does not justify an end
date under Vespasian. The stamp COTVLO.F, which was not recorded
by Oswald, is known from La Graufesenque.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 6, 9, 12-14, 23 and 27; in no. 12 the spelling
COTV occurs next to COTVTO. The name Cotutos is also known
from Montans (Gallia 38, 1980, 500).
4. Oswald 1931, 286, Scottius & Cotus; Rogge 1976, 102, fig.57, 125;
Helmerl991,pl. 28, 8.
C153 C.OTV
Dish RMO: VF*312a.
The shape of this hitherto unique stamp is extremely rare. Most stamps from
La Graufesenque whose texts are surrounded by double frames are really
rectangular (cf. fig. 2.8, e-f). Stamps of a similar shape seem to be known
otherwise only from Pater(clus?) and Paullus'. They all date to the first half
of the 1st century. The profile of the dish from Vechten is in complete ac-
cordance with such a date. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX; Fiches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 5, 236a-b.
C 154 COTV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1870a.
No other examples of this stamp are known thus far. In view of the shape of
the cup, the stamp probably dates from the Claudian period at the very
latest. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-55.
Cra-
The text of this retrograde stamp is absolutely clear; whether the name of
the potter was really Crassus, as Oswald assumed', is less certain, since
most of the evidence presented for it by the latter is dubious at best. The
stamps reading OCRASSI and OFCRA from La Graufesenque, for ex-
ample, were adopted from the list of Vialettes2, which includes numerous
misinterpreted stamps.
The stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet, unless a very simi-
lar example from Aislingen3 is identical. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten indicate a date around the middle of the 1st century. Although no
impressions have been found at La Graufesenque to date, the distribution of
the stamps shows that Cra- must have worked at this pottery. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Oswald 1931, 94 and 378.
2. Vialettes 1894-1899, 10; OCRASSI is probably a misinterpreted
stamp reading OFBASSI.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 145.
Crestio
The stamps discussed below cover a long period, from c. A.D. 50-110. A
considerable number of the stamps may be dated before A.D. 70, another
proportion after that date. For this reason, Hartley and Dickinson distin-
guish two potters, Crestio and Crestus. Crestio seems to have been active
exclusively or mainly during the pre-Flavian period, and Crestus after A.D.
70. Several arguments contest such a division, however. To begin with, there
are a number of stamps which should be dated to c. A.D. 60-80, which
makes a division into a pre-Plavian and a Flavian group less logical than
one would assume at first sight. Secondly, the name Crestus as such does
not occur in stamps from La Graufesenque, not even if the stamps which
Oswald classed under Chrestus are taken into account'. Finally, one might
point to the outward similarities of the retrograde stamps CRESTI and
OFCRESTI, which date from A.D. 50-70 and 70-100, and which have been
attributed by Hartley and Dickinson to Crestio and Crestus2, respectively.
The dies used for these stamps may well have been cut by the same person.
On the basis of the objections outlined in the above, it seems preferable to
assume that all the vessels listed below stem from a single workshop. The
owner or tenant of this workshop was named Crestio, or maybe Chrestio.
The well-known stamp MCRESTIO, with which he signed countless
moulds for Drag. 29, 30 and 37 and Knorr 783, may justify the deduction
that Crestio's first name was Marcus, even though combinations of prae-
nomina and cognomina are rare4.
The decorative schemes of the moulds stamped MCRESTIO date from c.
A.D. 80-110. A mould used by Carillus with a hand-written signature read-
ing CRESTIO was probably produced earlier, however5 (fig. 8.1). In view
of Crestio's activities as a mould-maker, it is curious that he initially used
moulds from the workshop of Modestus".
1. Oswald 1931, 76, 372 and 425; the stamp reading CHRESTVS is an
Arretine example (Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 831, 6).
2. Cf. catalogue nos. C172 and C162, resp.
3. Mees 1995, 74 f.. and Taf. 36-49.
4. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
5. See catalogue no. C68.
6. See catalogue no. C156.
C155 CRA
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP*314a; fl940/5.234.
RMO: VF965:VF1871;nono.
C156 OF.CRESTIO
Dish
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
fl909/10.2.
VF*324e.
YF1875;VF1875a.
Vel921/l.
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This stamp occurs on standard and rouletted ishes, cups and bowls of
Drag. 29 with Neronian decorative schemes'. Bowls from La Graufesenque,
Augst and Gloucester-Kingsholm were made in moulds of Modestus2.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen3, period IV at Camulodunum4,
the Erdlager at Hofheim5, Rheingonheim6 and the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at
Verulamium7, but also the legionary fortress at Chester8 and the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen. Vessels from Castledykes' and
Praunheim10 were probably only lost or discarded after prolonged use. La
Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXIX 1; Ulbert 1969, Taf. 4, 18.
2. Mees 1995, 87, Taf. 139, 2;140, 1, and 141, 1.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 42-43.
4. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 72.
5. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 28.
6. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 26, from Grube 3a, with stamps of Aquitanus,
Bassus i, Maccarus and Masculus i.
7. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 1.
8. Hartley 1981, 243.
9. Robertson 1964, 176, fig. 34, 4.
10. Fasold 1991, 86, Abb. 6.25, from a well constmcted in A.D. 81 or
shortly after.
11. Vialettesl894-1899,pl. I.
C157 OFCRESTIO
Drag. 29 RMO: YI l; VF*324f; no no.
This stamp was found not only on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative
schemes of shortly after the middle of the 1st century', but also on standard
and rouletted ishes and cups. Impressions are known from period IV at
Camulodunum2 and period 3 at Valkenburg3, but not from any Flavian con-
text. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 27 A; Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 56, 5; Hawkes/
Hull 1947, pl. XVHI 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 18 D-F (for the upper frieze
ofTaf. 18 D cf. those of Knorr 1919, Taf. 20 F and 56 A, ofCarus and
Melus, resp.); Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXV, D, and pl. CCXXVI,
F; Hartley 1972b, 227, fig. 84, 15; Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 65,
758.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLH 74; for other examples from Camulodunum
see Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E13, 15, and 2:E6, 54.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 40; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 209.
C 158 OFCRESTIO
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1876; VF*214d; VF*322; VF*324; VP*324c
(Knorr 1919, Taf. 29 A); VF*324d.
According to Hartley and Dickinson, the impressions listed above stem
from two different dies, the one moulded from an impression of the other
by surmoulage (cf. p. 39). The impressions from Vechten are all nearly the
same length, however, so they may be assumed to be from the same die.
The stamp occurs not only on bowls of Drag. 29 with Neronian decorative
schemes', but also on dishes and cups. Impressions were found in a
Neronian grave at Baldock2, in the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and in period 3 at
Valkenburg4, but also at Carlisle and the legionary fortresses at Caerleon,
Chester5 and Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Pryce 1932, pl. XXVI 1; Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 56, 3; Vander-
hoeven 1969, pl. CCXXV, E; Dannell 1986, 220, fig. 91, 66.
2. Dickinson 1986b, 205, S38, from grave 6, with stamps of Felix,
Firmo i, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 27.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 208.
5. Hartley 1981, 243.
6. Hemiet 1934, pl. 110, 43.
C 159 OF. C.RESTI
Ritt.8or9 RMO: VF1884.
The only parallel for this stamp is an impression on a Drag. 24/25 of un-
known provenance in the museum at Trier. The shape of the cup from
Vechten indicates a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
C 160 OFCRESTI
Dish PUG: Ve 1922/4-5.
This stamp, which occurs on standard and rouletted ishes, has not been
found in a dated context as yet. Both ends of the die with which the dish
from Vechten was stamped broke off at some stage. From the time after the
damage, only one impression is known, on a Drag. 18 from Vechten. The
profiles of the vessels stamped with the die in question indicate a date in the
time ofNero orVespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
C 160* <0>FCREST<I>
Drag. 18 PUG: BvD83.
This impression is unique so far. It was made with a die which originally
read OFCRESTI. When the die was broken cannot be deduced from the evi-
dence now available, but it seems not to have been in use before Nero. To
judge by its shape, the Drag. 18 from Vechten with the stamp FCREST is
no later than Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-80.
C 161 OFCR[ESTI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*318cc: VF*739.
Only a few examples of this stamp are known, on dishes of Drag. 18 and
cups of Drag. 33a and 33b. The only dated context is the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest a date in the
last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
C 162 OFCRESTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1877; VF1883; VF*274a; VP*323; VF*323a;
VF*323b; VF*323c; VF*232d; VF*323dl;
VF*323f; VF*341; VF*1386; Vel951.
PUG: 171; 1482.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*323e; fl940/5.13.
This retrograde stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33a and bowls of Drag.
29. Another impression seems to have been found on a Drag. 24'. Neverthe-
less, the stamp probably dates from the Flavian period, in view of the pres-
ence of impressions at Bainbridge, in the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2, the
Steinkastell at Hofheim3, at Okarben and Rottweil4, on the Saalburg and in
period II at Zwammerdam5. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. See Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 235, 21.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 15.
3. ORL B29, 25, 7
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4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXDC 28 and 191-192.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 93.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 43b.
C163 OFCREST
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1880; VF*321b; VF*321h.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1879: VF1886: VF*321d: VF*321e: VF*321f.
PUG: 108.
Dish RMO: VF*316d;VF*318f.
Drag. 27g RMO: V25 (98); fl909/10.2.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*316i.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1886a; VF*321c; no no. (3 ex.); 1909/10.2;
Vel939.
PUG: 1404.
Drag. 33b RMO: VF1921 (fig. 6.65, c).
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*316e.
Cup RMO: VF*321g.
This is one of Crestio's best-known stamps. It occurs on a large variety of
forms, including Drag. 24 and Drag. 33b. The impressions on cups are
generally considerably less clear than those on dishes, so, originally, the die
is likely to have been used exclusively for dishes.
The site list includes Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge2, Friedberg', the Steinkastell
at Heddemheim4, Rottweil5, the Saalburg', the Salisberg, Straubing7, Water-
crook" and Wilderspool". At Nijmegen-west, impressions on cups of Drag.
27 were found in two graves, respectively from the late 1st- and early 2nd-
centuries10. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 52; Knorr 1921, Taf. IX 57.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 35.
3. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 14-16.
4. Pischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 14.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 29-30.
6. ORL A3, 176, 42 f. and Taf. 17, 44.
7. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 146.
8. Wild 1979, 289, S12.
9. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 13.
10. The Ist-century grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Felicio,
Memor and L. Cosius Virilis; the 2nd-century grave also included
stamps of Sex(tius?) Can- of La Graufesenque, Roppus of Les
Martres-de-Veyre and Martialis of Chemery-Faulquemont.
C 164 OFCRES<T>
This stamp was only found on rouletted dishes and on standard dishes of
Drag. 18. The site list includes the legionary fortress at Caerleon,
Castleford, Catterick, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west'. The die with which the impressions were
made was damaged at some stage. Since an impression of the original text
was found at Bad Nauheim2, the damage probably occurred in the time of
Domitian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Bmnsting 1937, 58, WW246.
2. Simon 1959/1960, 19, Abb. 11, 2.
C165* OF.CRE<S>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2349a; VF*316; VF*316b; Vel927/l.
Dish PUG: 1367.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1796; no no.
These are impressions of a damaged ie which originally read OF.CRES.
Identical examples are known from Bickenbach', Binchester, Loughor and
Nijmegen-west. The cups of Drag. 27 from Vechten are coarse vessels with
low footrings; the profiles of the dishes also indicate a date in the last years
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 85-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 61.
C166 OFC[RES]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1518.
This stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 33a. It is known
from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from a late
Ist-century and an early 2nd-century grave at Nijmegen-west'. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. The Ist-century grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Felicio,
Memor and L. Cosius Virilis; the 2nd-century grave also included
stamps of Sex(tius?) Can- of La Graufesenque, Roppus of Les
Martres-de-Veyre and Martialis of Chemery-Faulquemont.
C167 OF.CRE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*316q;nona
PUG: 1459.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VES6;VF1881.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OFCREST.
Complete texts have not been found in a dated context, but impressions
reading OFCRES are known from the fort ditch deposit at Cirencester', the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and period I at Zwammerdam3. They also occur on
cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 27g. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 9.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIH 29.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 95.
C 165 OF.CRES
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1886b; Vel927.
Dish RMO: VF1894.
PUG: Vel925/4.
The presence of an identical impression in the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'
suggests that he die with which these cups were stamped was first used in
the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also known from Chester
and from the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 39.
C 168 OFCRE
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*316h.
VF*316c.
Parallels for this stamp were found at lUdey, in the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and at Nijmegen-west, among other places. On the Saalburg, an
impression which was probably also identical was unearthed'. La Graufe-
senque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-100.
214 8 CATALOGUE
This stamp occurs on standard and rouletted ishes, cups and bowls of
Drag. 29 with Neronian decorative schemes'. Bowls from La Graufesenque,
Augst and Gloucester-Kingsholm were made in moulds of Modestus2.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen3, period IV at Camulodunum4,
the Erdlager at Hofheim5, Rheingonheim6 and the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at
Verulamium7, but also the legionary fortress at Chester8 and the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen. Vessels from Castledykes' and
Praunheim10 were probably only lost or discarded after prolonged use. La
Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXIX 1; Ulbert 1969, Taf. 4, 18.
2. Mees 1995, 87, Taf. 139, 2;140, 1, and 141, 1.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 42-43.
4. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 72.
5. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 28.
6. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 26, from Grube 3a, with stamps of Aquitanus,
Bassus i, Maccarus and Masculus i.
7. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 1.
8. Hartley 1981, 243.
9. Robertson 1964, 176, fig. 34, 4.
10. Fasold 1991, 86, Abb. 6.25, from a well constmcted in A.D. 81 or
shortly after.
11. Vialettesl894-1899,pl. I.
C157 OFCRESTIO
Drag. 29 RMO: YI l; VF*324f; no no.
This stamp was found not only on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative
schemes of shortly after the middle of the 1st century', but also on standard
and rouletted ishes and cups. Impressions are known from period IV at
Camulodunum2 and period 3 at Valkenburg3, but not from any Flavian con-
text. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 27 A; Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 56, 5; Hawkes/
Hull 1947, pl. XVHI 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 18 D-F (for the upper frieze
ofTaf. 18 D cf. those of Knorr 1919, Taf. 20 F and 56 A, ofCarus and
Melus, resp.); Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXV, D, and pl. CCXXVI,
F; Hartley 1972b, 227, fig. 84, 15; Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 65,
758.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLH 74; for other examples from Camulodunum
see Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E13, 15, and 2:E6, 54.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 40; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 209.
C 158 OFCRESTIO
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1876; VF*214d; VF*322; VF*324; VP*324c
(Knorr 1919, Taf. 29 A); VF*324d.
According to Hartley and Dickinson, the impressions listed above stem
from two different dies, the one moulded from an impression of the other
by surmoulage (cf. p. 39). The impressions from Vechten are all nearly the
same length, however, so they may be assumed to be from the same die.
The stamp occurs not only on bowls of Drag. 29 with Neronian decorative
schemes', but also on dishes and cups. Impressions were found in a
Neronian grave at Baldock2, in the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and in period 3 at
Valkenburg4, but also at Carlisle and the legionary fortresses at Caerleon,
Chester5 and Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Pryce 1932, pl. XXVI 1; Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 56, 3; Vander-
hoeven 1969, pl. CCXXV, E; Dannell 1986, 220, fig. 91, 66.
2. Dickinson 1986b, 205, S38, from grave 6, with stamps of Felix,
Firmo i, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 27.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 208.
5. Hartley 1981, 243.
6. Hemiet 1934, pl. 110, 43.
C 159 OF. C.RESTI
Ritt.8or9 RMO: VF1884.
The only parallel for this stamp is an impression on a Drag. 24/25 of un-
known provenance in the museum at Trier. The shape of the cup from
Vechten indicates a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
C 160 OFCRESTI
Dish PUG: Ve 1922/4-5.
This stamp, which occurs on standard and rouletted ishes, has not been
found in a dated context as yet. Both ends of the die with which the dish
from Vechten was stamped broke off at some stage. From the time after the
damage, only one impression is known, on a Drag. 18 from Vechten. The
profiles of the vessels stamped with the die in question indicate a date in the
time ofNero orVespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
C 160* <0>FCREST<I>
Drag. 18 PUG: BvD83.
This impression is unique so far. It was made with a die which originally
read OFCRESTI. When the die was broken cannot be deduced from the evi-
dence now available, but it seems not to have been in use before Nero. To
judge by its shape, the Drag. 18 from Vechten with the stamp FCREST is
no later than Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-80.
C 161 OFCR[ESTI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*318cc: VF*739.
Only a few examples of this stamp are known, on dishes of Drag. 18 and
cups of Drag. 33a and 33b. The only dated context is the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest a date in the
last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
C 162 OFCRESTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1877; VF1883; VF*274a; VP*323; VF*323a;
VF*323b; VF*323c; VF*232d; VF*323dl;
VF*323f; VF*341; VF*1386; Vel951.
PUG: 171; 1482.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*323e; fl940/5.13.
This retrograde stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33a and bowls of Drag.
29. Another impression seems to have been found on a Drag. 24'. Neverthe-
less, the stamp probably dates from the Flavian period, in view of the pres-
ence of impressions at Bainbridge, in the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2, the
Steinkastell at Hofheim3, at Okarben and Rottweil4, on the Saalburg and in
period II at Zwammerdam5. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. See Hartley/Dickinson 1978a, 235, 21.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 15.
3. ORL B29, 25, 7
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4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXDC 28 and 191-192.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 93.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 43b.
C163 OFCREST
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1880; VF*321b; VF*321h.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1879: VF1886: VF*321d: VF*321e: VF*321f.
PUG: 108.
Dish RMO: VF*316d;VF*318f.
Drag. 27g RMO: V25 (98); fl909/10.2.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*316i.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1886a; VF*321c; no no. (3 ex.); 1909/10.2;
Vel939.
PUG: 1404.
Drag. 33b RMO: VF1921 (fig. 6.65, c).
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*316e.
Cup RMO: VF*321g.
This is one of Crestio's best-known stamps. It occurs on a large variety of
forms, including Drag. 24 and Drag. 33b. The impressions on cups are
generally considerably less clear than those on dishes, so, originally, the die
is likely to have been used exclusively for dishes.
The site list includes Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge2, Friedberg', the Steinkastell
at Heddemheim4, Rottweil5, the Saalburg', the Salisberg, Straubing7, Water-
crook" and Wilderspool". At Nijmegen-west, impressions on cups of Drag.
27 were found in two graves, respectively from the late 1st- and early 2nd-
centuries10. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 52; Knorr 1921, Taf. IX 57.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 35.
3. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 14-16.
4. Pischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 14.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXIX 29-30.
6. ORL A3, 176, 42 f. and Taf. 17, 44.
7. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 146.
8. Wild 1979, 289, S12.
9. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 13.
10. The Ist-century grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Felicio,
Memor and L. Cosius Virilis; the 2nd-century grave also included
stamps of Sex(tius?) Can- of La Graufesenque, Roppus of Les
Martres-de-Veyre and Martialis of Chemery-Faulquemont.
C 164 OFCRES<T>
This stamp was only found on rouletted dishes and on standard dishes of
Drag. 18. The site list includes the legionary fortress at Caerleon,
Castleford, Catterick, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west'. The die with which the impressions were
made was damaged at some stage. Since an impression of the original text
was found at Bad Nauheim2, the damage probably occurred in the time of
Domitian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Bmnsting 1937, 58, WW246.
2. Simon 1959/1960, 19, Abb. 11, 2.
C165* OF.CRE<S>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2349a; VF*316; VF*316b; Vel927/l.
Dish PUG: 1367.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1796; no no.
These are impressions of a damaged ie which originally read OF.CRES.
Identical examples are known from Bickenbach', Binchester, Loughor and
Nijmegen-west. The cups of Drag. 27 from Vechten are coarse vessels with
low footrings; the profiles of the dishes also indicate a date in the last years
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 85-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 61.
C166 OFC[RES]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1518.
This stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 33a. It is known
from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from a late
Ist-century and an early 2nd-century grave at Nijmegen-west'. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. The Ist-century grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Felicio,
Memor and L. Cosius Virilis; the 2nd-century grave also included
stamps of Sex(tius?) Can- of La Graufesenque, Roppus of Les
Martres-de-Veyre and Martialis of Chemery-Faulquemont.
C167 OF.CRE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*316q;nona
PUG: 1459.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VES6;VF1881.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OFCREST.
Complete texts have not been found in a dated context, but impressions
reading OFCRES are known from the fort ditch deposit at Cirencester', the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and period I at Zwammerdam3. They also occur on
cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 27g. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 9.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIH 29.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 95.
C 165 OF.CRES
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1886b; Vel927.
Dish RMO: VF1894.
PUG: Vel925/4.
The presence of an identical impression in the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'
suggests that he die with which these cups were stamped was first used in
the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also known from Chester
and from the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 39.
C 168 OFCRE
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*316h.
VF*316c.
Parallels for this stamp were found at lUdey, in the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and at Nijmegen-west, among other places. On the Saalburg, an
impression which was probably also identical was unearthed'. La Graufe-
senque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-100.
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1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 46.
2. Apart from identical impressions, examples with incomplete Os and
Es were also found here, which suggest hat he die was damaged at
some stage; cf. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 5a.
C 169 CRESTIO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*318; VF*32Q.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and on cups ofRitt.
8 and Drag. 27g and 33a. The site list includes Camulodunum', period 1B/C
at Fishboume2, Gloucester-Kingsholm, the Erdlager at Hofheim', the cem-
etery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4, periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg3 and
period I at Zwammerdam6. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 16.
2. Dannell 1971, 305, 30(a).
3. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 177.
4. Stuart 1976, 102, fig. 14, 120.
5. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 41; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 210.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 92.
C 173 CRHS
Drag. 27g RMO:
This stamp, erroneously attributed by Oswald to a rather dubious Cresimus
ofMontans', also occurs on cups ofRitt. 9 and Drag. 27, and is known from
La Graufesenque. The site list also includes the Keramiklager at Ober-
winterthur, Rheingonheim2 and period 3 at Valkenburg3. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten and those of two examples of the same form from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4 (cf. fig. 6.61, e) suggest, however,
that vessels with this stamp were still on the market under Vespasian. An
impression from the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen could also
be dated to the Flavian period; since it was applied to a Ritt. 8, however, one
could wonder whether this is a cup which was in use for an unusually long
period. The same goes for a cup with this stamp from Wilderspool. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 94 and 378; perhaps these are merely misinterpreted
stamps of Crestio and of Chresimus of Montans.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 27.
3. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 376.
4. Stuart 1976, 101, fig. 13, 112, and 102, fig. 14, 113.
C170 CRESTI
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG: 115.
RMO: no no.
This stamp was found exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The site
list includes a Neronian grave at Baldock', the Erdlager at Hofheim2, and
Hiifingen3, but also Castleford, the legionary fortress at Lincoln4 and
Malton. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 205, S40-41, from grave 6, with stamps of Felix,
Firmo i, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 175-176.
3. ORL B62a, Taf. XVI 5.
4. Hartley 1981, 240.
C171 CRESTI
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The only known parallels for this stamp from Colchester or its vicinity,
Neuss, Nijmegen and Richborough - were all applied to cups of Drag. 27g.
Since other clues are lacking, the date of the stamp is based on the shape of
the cup fromVechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
C172 [C]REST[I]
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*319.
When this cup was stamped the die was not impressed properly, so the first
and last letters of the retrograde text are missing. The complete stamp is
known from impressions found elsewhere, however, on cups of Ritt. 8 and
9 and Drag. 24/25 and 27g. Since examples were found at Camulodunum'
and in period 2 at Valkenburg2, the stamp probably dates from shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLH 71.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 42.
Criciro
C174 CRICIROF
Dish RMO: VF1890.
Oswald distinguished three different potters by the name of Criciro, from
Banassac, Lezoux and Trier, respectively'. The products of Criciro of
Lezoux probably date from the second half of the 2nd century2, and those
of Criciro of Trier from the end of the 2nd and beginning of the 3rd cen-
tury. Whether a Criciro actually worked at Banassac is far less certain. The
stamps attributed by Oswald to Criciro of Banassac almost all belong to
Criciro ofLezoux. The stamps CRICIROOF and CRICIRO allegedly found
at Banassac itself, on vessels of Drag. 18, 33 and 37, may have been misin-
terpreted, or may be attributable to Criciro of La Graufesenque, of whose
existence Oswald was not aware.
That a potter by the name of Criciro worked at La Graufesenque is shown
by a docket from the end of the 1st century found at this pottery4. This
manufacturer seems to have used only three different dies, all reading
CRICIROF. It is not impossible, however, that Criciro is identical to
Crucuro3, and thus possessed more dies.
The site list for products of Criciro includes Carlisle, Colchester and
Gloucester. For the stamp found at Vechten, only one parallel is known,
from Valkenburg. The shape of the dish from Vechten and the sites where
his other stamps were found suggest a date in the time ofNero orVespasian.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 96 and 378.
2. According to Oswald (1931, 96 and 378) this potter was active during
the first half of the 2nd century. His products have not been found in
the Rhineland, however, but they are known from British forts
(re)occupied from c. A.D. 160 onwards (Hartley 1972a, 6, 5; 16, 17;
17, 18-20).
3. Cf. De Mortillet 1879, 36; Morel 1938. 141.
4. Marichal 1988. no. 76.
5. Marichal 1988, 59.
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Crispus
According to Oswald, Crispus worked both at La Graufesenque and at
Montans, from the Claudian to the Domitianic period'. There may well have
been two different manufacturers, however, who overlapped during part of
their careers. The potter from Montans may have worked exclusively during
the pre-Flavian period2, but Crispus of La Graufesenque produced sigillata
at least until after the year 70. The beginning of his activities hould be
dated to around A.D. 40, at the latest, since he made cups of Drag. 25. The
latest contexts to include vessels of Crispus are Ober-Florstadt and graves
from the times of Domitian and Trajan at Eben-Emael and Cologne.
1. Oswald 1931, 97 and 379.
2. Oswald 1931, 97: CRISPVS on a Drag. 16 from Toulouse, and on
unspecified forms from Le Mas-d'Agenais and Montans; Durand-
Lefebvre 1946, 150, pl. II 52-53: CRISPVS and CRISPVS A (?) on
amalgamated wasters from Montans.
6.
Curie 1911, 234 f., 34, from a pit which also contained a vessel of
Severus ii.
Haalebos 1972, *36.
C176 CRIS[PI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*837.
The complete text of this stamp is known from impressions found else-
where, among other places in a grave from the time of Domitian at Eben-
Emael', in the legionary fortress at Lincoln2 and at Ober-Florstadt3. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Roosens/Lux 1970, 15, fig. 10, 9, with stamps of Masculus ii and
Mercator, and a coin ofDomitianfromA.D  90/91.
2. Hartley 1981, 240.
3. ORLB19, 14, 6.
C175 CRISPI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1887; VF1892: VP1893; VF*327; VF*327a;
fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF1891.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and on rouletted ishes.
The presence of impressions at Aislingen', in the Erdlager at Hofheim2, at
Oberstimm3, and in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at Verulamium" suggests that
the die must have been first used in the pre-Flavian period. However,
impressions are also known from the legionary fortress and canabae at
Nijmegen, and from Old Penrith3 and period 4 at Valkenburg', which indi-
cates that vessels with this stamp were still on the market in the Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 45.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 31; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 179-180.
3. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C754.
4. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 27.
5. Dickinson 1991b, 131, 156.
6. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 43.
C175* <C>RISPI.MA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*838.
This is not a stamp of Rispus, as Oswald assumed', but an impression of a
broken die which originally read CRISPI.MA. The presence of vessels with
the complete stamp in a number of Flavian contexts seems to suggest that
the die was not damaged until after the year 70. At Cologne, a stamp read-
ing CRISPI.MA was apparently even found in a 2nd-century grave2, al-
though this is more than likely to be an impression of the damaged die, or
a vessel which was used for a long time before it was interred. At Wiesbaden,
an impression reading RISPI.MA was unearthed from the Moorschicht3, so
the die could have been already broken by the Neronian period. The site
record also includes the wrecked ship Culip IV, Newstead5 and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-110.
C177 CRISPVSX
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*328; VF*328a.
PUG: Vel926/l = 8119 (Mees 1990, Abb. 19, 1);
Vel926/l (idem, Abb. 29, 7).
The significance of the X following the potter's name is unknown; maybe
it is merely a decorative feature. The stamp occurs n.ot only on bowls of
Drag. 29 but also on dishes of Drag. 18. There are few leads for dating, but
the presence of an impression at Carmarthen and the profiles and decor-
ative schemes of the bowls from Vechten suggest hat this is a pre-Flavian
stamp. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. jl 10, 45, very probably this stamp, although the X is
lacking.
Crucuro
Crucuro is known chiefly as a manufacturer of moulds, for bowls of Drag.
37 and beakers of Drag. 30, Dech. 67 and Knorr 78. Their decorative
schemes may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-120'. Cmcuro also made
plain sigillata, however, albeit in relatively small quantities. There are few
leads for dating this plain ware, but the profiles of the vessels found at
Vechten suggest hat hey belong to the 1st century, around A.D. 70-100. If
Crucuro is identical to Criciro2, he may have already started his activities
under Nero. Oswald also attributed to Cmcuro of La Graufesenque the prod-
ucts of a namesake from Lezoux, who stamped his products CRVCVROF3.
1. Mees 1995, 75 f., and Taf. 50-58. For a figure stamp with the name
CRVCVRO on the handle see Balsan 1953, 139, fig. 1, 4, and 145, fig.
3, 4; Marichal 1988, no. 173.
2. Marichall988,59.
3. Oswald 1931, 98 f. and 379.
C178 CRVCVRO
1. Oswald 1931, 265; some stamps reading RISPI.MA, on the other
hand, were included under Crispus (idem, 97).
2. Hagen 1906, 400, and Taf. XXIII 26, from grave 26, with a coin of
Trajan minted in A.D. 103, at the earliest.
3. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vffl 110.
4. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 41.1.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33
RMO:
RMO:
VF*332a.
VF933.
The final letter of the stamp is very faint in these impressions, but it is
clearly legible in an impression on a marbled Drag. 27 from La Graufesen-
que. The only other parallel is on a cup of the same type from Cirencester.
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1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 46.
2. Apart from identical impressions, examples with incomplete Os and
Es were also found here, which suggest hat he die was damaged at
some stage; cf. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 5a.
C 169 CRESTIO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*318; VF*32Q.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and on cups ofRitt.
8 and Drag. 27g and 33a. The site list includes Camulodunum', period 1B/C
at Fishboume2, Gloucester-Kingsholm, the Erdlager at Hofheim', the cem-
etery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4, periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg3 and
period I at Zwammerdam6. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 16.
2. Dannell 1971, 305, 30(a).
3. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 177.
4. Stuart 1976, 102, fig. 14, 120.
5. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 41; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 210.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 92.
C 173 CRHS
Drag. 27g RMO:
This stamp, erroneously attributed by Oswald to a rather dubious Cresimus
ofMontans', also occurs on cups ofRitt. 9 and Drag. 27, and is known from
La Graufesenque. The site list also includes the Keramiklager at Ober-
winterthur, Rheingonheim2 and period 3 at Valkenburg3. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten and those of two examples of the same form from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4 (cf. fig. 6.61, e) suggest, however,
that vessels with this stamp were still on the market under Vespasian. An
impression from the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen could also
be dated to the Flavian period; since it was applied to a Ritt. 8, however, one
could wonder whether this is a cup which was in use for an unusually long
period. The same goes for a cup with this stamp from Wilderspool. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 94 and 378; perhaps these are merely misinterpreted
stamps of Crestio and of Chresimus of Montans.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 27.
3. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 376.
4. Stuart 1976, 101, fig. 13, 112, and 102, fig. 14, 113.
C170 CRESTI
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG: 115.
RMO: no no.
This stamp was found exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The site
list includes a Neronian grave at Baldock', the Erdlager at Hofheim2, and
Hiifingen3, but also Castleford, the legionary fortress at Lincoln4 and
Malton. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 205, S40-41, from grave 6, with stamps of Felix,
Firmo i, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 175-176.
3. ORL B62a, Taf. XVI 5.
4. Hartley 1981, 240.
C171 CRESTI
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The only known parallels for this stamp from Colchester or its vicinity,
Neuss, Nijmegen and Richborough - were all applied to cups of Drag. 27g.
Since other clues are lacking, the date of the stamp is based on the shape of
the cup fromVechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
C172 [C]REST[I]
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*319.
When this cup was stamped the die was not impressed properly, so the first
and last letters of the retrograde text are missing. The complete stamp is
known from impressions found elsewhere, however, on cups of Ritt. 8 and
9 and Drag. 24/25 and 27g. Since examples were found at Camulodunum'
and in period 2 at Valkenburg2, the stamp probably dates from shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLH 71.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 42.
Criciro
C174 CRICIROF
Dish RMO: VF1890.
Oswald distinguished three different potters by the name of Criciro, from
Banassac, Lezoux and Trier, respectively'. The products of Criciro of
Lezoux probably date from the second half of the 2nd century2, and those
of Criciro of Trier from the end of the 2nd and beginning of the 3rd cen-
tury. Whether a Criciro actually worked at Banassac is far less certain. The
stamps attributed by Oswald to Criciro of Banassac almost all belong to
Criciro ofLezoux. The stamps CRICIROOF and CRICIRO allegedly found
at Banassac itself, on vessels of Drag. 18, 33 and 37, may have been misin-
terpreted, or may be attributable to Criciro of La Graufesenque, of whose
existence Oswald was not aware.
That a potter by the name of Criciro worked at La Graufesenque is shown
by a docket from the end of the 1st century found at this pottery4. This
manufacturer seems to have used only three different dies, all reading
CRICIROF. It is not impossible, however, that Criciro is identical to
Crucuro3, and thus possessed more dies.
The site list for products of Criciro includes Carlisle, Colchester and
Gloucester. For the stamp found at Vechten, only one parallel is known,
from Valkenburg. The shape of the dish from Vechten and the sites where
his other stamps were found suggest a date in the time ofNero orVespasian.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 96 and 378.
2. According to Oswald (1931, 96 and 378) this potter was active during
the first half of the 2nd century. His products have not been found in
the Rhineland, however, but they are known from British forts
(re)occupied from c. A.D. 160 onwards (Hartley 1972a, 6, 5; 16, 17;
17, 18-20).
3. Cf. De Mortillet 1879, 36; Morel 1938. 141.
4. Marichal 1988. no. 76.
5. Marichal 1988, 59.
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Crispus
According to Oswald, Crispus worked both at La Graufesenque and at
Montans, from the Claudian to the Domitianic period'. There may well have
been two different manufacturers, however, who overlapped during part of
their careers. The potter from Montans may have worked exclusively during
the pre-Flavian period2, but Crispus of La Graufesenque produced sigillata
at least until after the year 70. The beginning of his activities hould be
dated to around A.D. 40, at the latest, since he made cups of Drag. 25. The
latest contexts to include vessels of Crispus are Ober-Florstadt and graves
from the times of Domitian and Trajan at Eben-Emael and Cologne.
1. Oswald 1931, 97 and 379.
2. Oswald 1931, 97: CRISPVS on a Drag. 16 from Toulouse, and on
unspecified forms from Le Mas-d'Agenais and Montans; Durand-
Lefebvre 1946, 150, pl. II 52-53: CRISPVS and CRISPVS A (?) on
amalgamated wasters from Montans.
6.
Curie 1911, 234 f., 34, from a pit which also contained a vessel of
Severus ii.
Haalebos 1972, *36.
C176 CRIS[PI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*837.
The complete text of this stamp is known from impressions found else-
where, among other places in a grave from the time of Domitian at Eben-
Emael', in the legionary fortress at Lincoln2 and at Ober-Florstadt3. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Roosens/Lux 1970, 15, fig. 10, 9, with stamps of Masculus ii and
Mercator, and a coin ofDomitianfromA.D  90/91.
2. Hartley 1981, 240.
3. ORLB19, 14, 6.
C175 CRISPI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1887; VF1892: VP1893; VF*327; VF*327a;
fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF1891.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and on rouletted ishes.
The presence of impressions at Aislingen', in the Erdlager at Hofheim2, at
Oberstimm3, and in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at Verulamium" suggests that
the die must have been first used in the pre-Flavian period. However,
impressions are also known from the legionary fortress and canabae at
Nijmegen, and from Old Penrith3 and period 4 at Valkenburg', which indi-
cates that vessels with this stamp were still on the market in the Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 45.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 31; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 179-180.
3. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C754.
4. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 27.
5. Dickinson 1991b, 131, 156.
6. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 43.
C175* <C>RISPI.MA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*838.
This is not a stamp of Rispus, as Oswald assumed', but an impression of a
broken die which originally read CRISPI.MA. The presence of vessels with
the complete stamp in a number of Flavian contexts seems to suggest that
the die was not damaged until after the year 70. At Cologne, a stamp read-
ing CRISPI.MA was apparently even found in a 2nd-century grave2, al-
though this is more than likely to be an impression of the damaged die, or
a vessel which was used for a long time before it was interred. At Wiesbaden,
an impression reading RISPI.MA was unearthed from the Moorschicht3, so
the die could have been already broken by the Neronian period. The site
record also includes the wrecked ship Culip IV, Newstead5 and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-110.
C177 CRISPVSX
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*328; VF*328a.
PUG: Vel926/l = 8119 (Mees 1990, Abb. 19, 1);
Vel926/l (idem, Abb. 29, 7).
The significance of the X following the potter's name is unknown; maybe
it is merely a decorative feature. The stamp occurs n.ot only on bowls of
Drag. 29 but also on dishes of Drag. 18. There are few leads for dating, but
the presence of an impression at Carmarthen and the profiles and decor-
ative schemes of the bowls from Vechten suggest hat this is a pre-Flavian
stamp. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. jl 10, 45, very probably this stamp, although the X is
lacking.
Crucuro
Crucuro is known chiefly as a manufacturer of moulds, for bowls of Drag.
37 and beakers of Drag. 30, Dech. 67 and Knorr 78. Their decorative
schemes may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-120'. Cmcuro also made
plain sigillata, however, albeit in relatively small quantities. There are few
leads for dating this plain ware, but the profiles of the vessels found at
Vechten suggest hat hey belong to the 1st century, around A.D. 70-100. If
Crucuro is identical to Criciro2, he may have already started his activities
under Nero. Oswald also attributed to Cmcuro of La Graufesenque the prod-
ucts of a namesake from Lezoux, who stamped his products CRVCVROF3.
1. Mees 1995, 75 f., and Taf. 50-58. For a figure stamp with the name
CRVCVRO on the handle see Balsan 1953, 139, fig. 1, 4, and 145, fig.
3, 4; Marichal 1988, no. 173.
2. Marichall988,59.
3. Oswald 1931, 98 f. and 379.
C178 CRVCVRO
1. Oswald 1931, 265; some stamps reading RISPI.MA, on the other
hand, were included under Crispus (idem, 97).
2. Hagen 1906, 400, and Taf. XXIII 26, from grave 26, with a coin of
Trajan minted in A.D. 103, at the earliest.
3. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vffl 110.
4. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 41.1.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33
RMO:
RMO:
VF*332a.
VF933.
The final letter of the stamp is very faint in these impressions, but it is
clearly legible in an impression on a marbled Drag. 27 from La Graufesen-
que. The only other parallel is on a cup of the same type from Cirencester.
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Since the cups from Vechten are of the small variety they are difficult to
date, but the profiles suggest hat hey stem from the last decades of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
C179 CRVCVR
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*332.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known, on a Drag. 33 likely to be from
London. The junction of the base and the wall of the cup from Vechten is
not marked by an offset internally, but by grooves on either side of the junc-
tion, as is more often the case in vessels from the late 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Crucus
C 180 CRVCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1895;VF*331.
On the basis of this stamp and of an example reading OPC.RVCI known
from the legionary fortress at York', it may be assumed that here was a pot-
ter named Crucus2, an otherwise unknown cognomen. The only alternative
is the perhaps unlikely assumption that Crucuro sometimes spelled his
name Cmciro.
The stamp is otherwise known only from Rottweil. The little evidence avail-
able indicates a Flavian date, which is supported by the profiles of the cups
from Vechten. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2749.
2. Oswald (1931, 98) attributed the stamp to a certain Crucia, a name
which is based on a stamp reading CRVCIA, from the list ofVialettes
(1894-1899, 16), in which numerous interpretations are listed which
have proved erroneous.
Damonus
The earliest products of Damonus are those with his name in combination
with that ofScottius, in the two-lined stamps SCOTTIVS / DAMONI.A and
DAMO / SCOTIA'. The text of the first stamp suggests that Scottius was
employed by Damonus, and not the other way around. Both stamps are very
probably Tiberian. The same is tme of the dishes of Drag. 17 and the cups
of Ritt. 5, which Damonus produced in small quantities. However, most
products ofDamonus are known from finds groups of the Claudio-Neronian
period, including the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the de-
posit of Narbonne-La Nautique2. His activities probably continued until c.
A.D. 60, as is also evident from the decoration of a Drag. 29 from London3.
There is no doubt that the workshop of Damonus was located at La
Graufesenque. A vessel with his name was found at the production centre
of Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin4, but it is anything but certain that it was ac-
tually produced there. Although three vessels were allegedly found at
Banassac5, the possibility of manufacture there may be ruled out on the
basis of the date of Damonus' activities.
1. Oswald 1931,426; Balsan 1970, 101, pl. 15; Vemheb/Balsan 1975,27;
Hartley 1977, 252, note 9; Bemont et al. 1987, 57
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 28-31.
3. Knorr 1952, Taf. 22 A.
4. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 118, fig. 16, 7
5. Peyre 1975, 34, from excavations carried out during the 19th century
and from the Morel collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
Dl DAMONVS
Ritt.8or9 RMO: VF*158x.
Elsewhere this stamp was found on the forms Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, 27g and
33a. The only dated context is Camulodunum'. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 40-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 76.
D2 DAMONVS
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2141a.
Although the impression from Vechten is extremely faint, the interpretation
need not be doubted. The stamp may be distinguished from the example
discussed under number D 1 by its greater length. The date is based exclus-
ively on the shape of the dish from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
D3 DAMONI
Drag. 27 PUG: 1554.
Only two parallels for this stamp are known, on a Ritt. 8 and an unidenti-
fied cup from Clermont-Fen-and. The cup from Vechten is of the small
variety and can only be dated approximately; the stamp is probably of the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
D4 DAMON
Dish RMO: VF*349.
The only other examples of this stamp were found at Autun' and Clermont-
Ferrand, so there are few leads for dating. The shape of the dish from
Vechten suggests a Claudian or Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
40-70.
1. DeFontenayl874,pl. V151.
D5 DAMP
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*348.
Since this stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, its date should
be deduced from the shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a slightly
bevelled footring. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
D6 DAMP
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*348a.
This seems to be a unique stamp. The cup is of the small variety, so it can
only be dated approximately, but it is probably Claudio-Neronian. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
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D7 DAM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2367; VP*347; VF*347a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, where it was
found, as at Vechten, on small cups of Drag. 27g. The evidence for the other
stamps of Damonus makes it likely that this is also an example of the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
Daribitus
D8 DARIB[ITVS]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1947-43.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known, on a rouletted ish and
on bowls of Drag. 29. A bowl from Vindonissa has a rouletted band between
its two decorated zones', but the vessel from Vechten merely has a single
groove in the internal base. Therefore, the stamp is probably of the Claudio-
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 30 B.
D9 DARIBITVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF994 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 31 D); VF1904
(pl. 38, i); VF*350 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 30 A);
'*479a (idem, Taf. 30 C); f 1940/5.111 (pl. 38, j).
This is the best-known stamp of Daribitus, which usually occurs on bowls
of Drag. 29, but has also been found on dishes of Drag. 18 and 18R. The
site record includes Camulodunum, period 2 at Valkenburg' and Woerden.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 date from around the
middle of the 1 st century2. The vessels from Vechten all have relatively large
footrings, and double grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque [I]3, c.
A.D. 30-60.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 44; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 212.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 31 E; Hemiet 1934, pl. 56, B9 (identical to the lower
frieze ofVF994; the matching upper frieze may be idem, pl. 40, 18);
Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 55, 1.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 48; Vemhet 1991, 14.
Darra
rarely still found on dishes of the Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 35-55.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 46.
2. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIH 32.
Dll DARRA.FE
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF19Q5; VF*224.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 29 with a double
groove around the stamp. Bowls of this type from Mainz' and Neuss2 have
rouletted bands between their decorated zones and decorative schemes of
around A.D. 40. The site list also includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen3 and perhaps the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique4. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 22 B.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 32.
3. Stuart 1976, 102, fig. 14, 122.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 32, possibly identical.
Dll* DARRA.F<E>
Ritt. 8 or 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read DARRA.FE.
The incomplete version is also known from period 1 at Fishboume', among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he die was
in use only during the pre-Flavian period. If the impression from the de-
posit of Narbonne mentioned under number Dl 1 was really made with the
same die, and was not lost or discarded until the Neronian period, the
impressions with the text DARRA.F should also be dated to Nero's reign.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Dannell 1971, 305, 33.
D12 DARRAFE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*352.
No parallels for this stamp have been found in a dated context so far. The
shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a Claudio-Neronian date. La Grau-
fesenque[l],c. A.D. 45-70.
D13 DARRAF
Since Darra made cups of Ritt. 5, as well as bowls of Drag. 29 with Tiberian
decorative schemes, the start of his activities should be dated before c. A.D.
40. This is also indicated by the presence of some of his products at Velsen 1.
The latest context in which a stamp with his name was found is the deposit
of Narbonne-La Nautique, so he was probably active into the Neronian
period.
D10 DARRAFEC
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
This stamp is also known from Aislingen' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2.
The dish from Vechten has a double groove internally, a characteristic
R-dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
Drag. 33a RMO: YF977 (fig. 6.64, e)
This stamp was otherwise found only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and
on rouletted ishes. The Drag. 33a from Vechten is an exceptionally large
vessel, with a total diameter of almost 21 cm. A similarly large vessel with
a stamp of Darra was found at Neuss'. The site list also includes
Camulodunum2, the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen and Velsen 1. The rouletted
dish from Velsen has a thin, flat base, which suggests it is early Neronian,
at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Mary 1967, 25, Abb. 10, 2 and Taf. 31, 29.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 17.
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Since the cups from Vechten are of the small variety they are difficult to
date, but the profiles suggest hat hey stem from the last decades of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
C179 CRVCVR
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*332.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known, on a Drag. 33 likely to be from
London. The junction of the base and the wall of the cup from Vechten is
not marked by an offset internally, but by grooves on either side of the junc-
tion, as is more often the case in vessels from the late 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Crucus
C 180 CRVCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1895;VF*331.
On the basis of this stamp and of an example reading OPC.RVCI known
from the legionary fortress at York', it may be assumed that here was a pot-
ter named Crucus2, an otherwise unknown cognomen. The only alternative
is the perhaps unlikely assumption that Crucuro sometimes spelled his
name Cmciro.
The stamp is otherwise known only from Rottweil. The little evidence avail-
able indicates a Flavian date, which is supported by the profiles of the cups
from Vechten. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2749.
2. Oswald (1931, 98) attributed the stamp to a certain Crucia, a name
which is based on a stamp reading CRVCIA, from the list ofVialettes
(1894-1899, 16), in which numerous interpretations are listed which
have proved erroneous.
Damonus
The earliest products of Damonus are those with his name in combination
with that ofScottius, in the two-lined stamps SCOTTIVS / DAMONI.A and
DAMO / SCOTIA'. The text of the first stamp suggests that Scottius was
employed by Damonus, and not the other way around. Both stamps are very
probably Tiberian. The same is tme of the dishes of Drag. 17 and the cups
of Ritt. 5, which Damonus produced in small quantities. However, most
products ofDamonus are known from finds groups of the Claudio-Neronian
period, including the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the de-
posit of Narbonne-La Nautique2. His activities probably continued until c.
A.D. 60, as is also evident from the decoration of a Drag. 29 from London3.
There is no doubt that the workshop of Damonus was located at La
Graufesenque. A vessel with his name was found at the production centre
of Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin4, but it is anything but certain that it was ac-
tually produced there. Although three vessels were allegedly found at
Banassac5, the possibility of manufacture there may be ruled out on the
basis of the date of Damonus' activities.
1. Oswald 1931,426; Balsan 1970, 101, pl. 15; Vemheb/Balsan 1975,27;
Hartley 1977, 252, note 9; Bemont et al. 1987, 57
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 28-31.
3. Knorr 1952, Taf. 22 A.
4. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 118, fig. 16, 7
5. Peyre 1975, 34, from excavations carried out during the 19th century
and from the Morel collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
Dl DAMONVS
Ritt.8or9 RMO: VF*158x.
Elsewhere this stamp was found on the forms Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, 27g and
33a. The only dated context is Camulodunum'. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 40-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 76.
D2 DAMONVS
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2141a.
Although the impression from Vechten is extremely faint, the interpretation
need not be doubted. The stamp may be distinguished from the example
discussed under number D 1 by its greater length. The date is based exclus-
ively on the shape of the dish from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
D3 DAMONI
Drag. 27 PUG: 1554.
Only two parallels for this stamp are known, on a Ritt. 8 and an unidenti-
fied cup from Clermont-Fen-and. The cup from Vechten is of the small
variety and can only be dated approximately; the stamp is probably of the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
D4 DAMON
Dish RMO: VF*349.
The only other examples of this stamp were found at Autun' and Clermont-
Ferrand, so there are few leads for dating. The shape of the dish from
Vechten suggests a Claudian or Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
40-70.
1. DeFontenayl874,pl. V151.
D5 DAMP
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*348.
Since this stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, its date should
be deduced from the shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a slightly
bevelled footring. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
D6 DAMP
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*348a.
This seems to be a unique stamp. The cup is of the small variety, so it can
only be dated approximately, but it is probably Claudio-Neronian. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
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D7 DAM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2367; VP*347; VF*347a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, where it was
found, as at Vechten, on small cups of Drag. 27g. The evidence for the other
stamps of Damonus makes it likely that this is also an example of the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
Daribitus
D8 DARIB[ITVS]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1947-43.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp are known, on a rouletted ish and
on bowls of Drag. 29. A bowl from Vindonissa has a rouletted band between
its two decorated zones', but the vessel from Vechten merely has a single
groove in the internal base. Therefore, the stamp is probably of the Claudio-
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 30 B.
D9 DARIBITVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF994 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 31 D); VF1904
(pl. 38, i); VF*350 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 30 A);
'*479a (idem, Taf. 30 C); f 1940/5.111 (pl. 38, j).
This is the best-known stamp of Daribitus, which usually occurs on bowls
of Drag. 29, but has also been found on dishes of Drag. 18 and 18R. The
site record includes Camulodunum, period 2 at Valkenburg' and Woerden.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 date from around the
middle of the 1 st century2. The vessels from Vechten all have relatively large
footrings, and double grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque [I]3, c.
A.D. 30-60.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 44; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 212.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 31 E; Hemiet 1934, pl. 56, B9 (identical to the lower
frieze ofVF994; the matching upper frieze may be idem, pl. 40, 18);
Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 55, 1.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 48; Vemhet 1991, 14.
Darra
rarely still found on dishes of the Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 35-55.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 46.
2. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIH 32.
Dll DARRA.FE
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF19Q5; VF*224.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 29 with a double
groove around the stamp. Bowls of this type from Mainz' and Neuss2 have
rouletted bands between their decorated zones and decorative schemes of
around A.D. 40. The site list also includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen3 and perhaps the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique4. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 22 B.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 32.
3. Stuart 1976, 102, fig. 14, 122.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 32, possibly identical.
Dll* DARRA.F<E>
Ritt. 8 or 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read DARRA.FE.
The incomplete version is also known from period 1 at Fishboume', among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he die was
in use only during the pre-Flavian period. If the impression from the de-
posit of Narbonne mentioned under number Dl 1 was really made with the
same die, and was not lost or discarded until the Neronian period, the
impressions with the text DARRA.F should also be dated to Nero's reign.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Dannell 1971, 305, 33.
D12 DARRAFE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*352.
No parallels for this stamp have been found in a dated context so far. The
shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a Claudio-Neronian date. La Grau-
fesenque[l],c. A.D. 45-70.
D13 DARRAF
Since Darra made cups of Ritt. 5, as well as bowls of Drag. 29 with Tiberian
decorative schemes, the start of his activities should be dated before c. A.D.
40. This is also indicated by the presence of some of his products at Velsen 1.
The latest context in which a stamp with his name was found is the deposit
of Narbonne-La Nautique, so he was probably active into the Neronian
period.
D10 DARRAFEC
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
This stamp is also known from Aislingen' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2.
The dish from Vechten has a double groove internally, a characteristic
R-dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
Drag. 33a RMO: YF977 (fig. 6.64, e)
This stamp was otherwise found only on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18 and
on rouletted ishes. The Drag. 33a from Vechten is an exceptionally large
vessel, with a total diameter of almost 21 cm. A similarly large vessel with
a stamp of Darra was found at Neuss'. The site list also includes
Camulodunum2, the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen and Velsen 1. The rouletted
dish from Velsen has a thin, flat base, which suggests it is early Neronian,
at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Mary 1967, 25, Abb. 10, 2 and Taf. 31, 29.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 17.
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D14 DARRA[-]
R-dish RMO: VF1906.
The position of the stamp in relation to the centre of the base suggests that
the text is incomplete. The potter's name was probably followed by an
abbreviation offecit, but no parallels are known which confirm this assump-
tion. This rouletted dish has a flat base, and the groove which is usually
found around the stamp is absent. This feature may also be an indication of
an early date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
Dento
which the text DIOGENI is formed by holes. The date of these vessels
is unknown; for the layer in which they were found, a terminus post
quem ofA.D. 40 was posited (cf. idem, 10).
2. Breuerl931,pl. XIII61.
3. Oswald 1931, 381.
4. Martin 1977, 59, fig. 6, 19; Gallia 38, 1980. The products from Montans
were classed by Oswald (1931, 106 and 381, with impressions from
Bordeaux and Poitiers) under the same heading as those from La
Graufesenque.
5. Temsse 1968, pl. LII, DIOGIINIIS (retrograde), often misinterpreted
as DIOCIINSIS ofDIOCIINVS; cf. Oswald 1931, 106, who assumes
that his is a stamp from Lezoux.
6. Oxe/Comfort 1968, nos. 86f and 1506.
D15 DHNTO
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*728a.
The interpretation f this stamp is confirmed by impressions from the Fosse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and Velsen 1, among other places. The
stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24. The vessel from Vechten is of the
small variety and can only be dated approximately, but the stamp is unlike-
ly to be later than Claudian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
Diocarus
D 16 DIOCARI
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
There are very few clues to the date of this stamp. Two impressions are
known from Valkenburg, prompting the deduction that the die was (still) in
use after c. A.D. 40. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate a
Claudio-Neronian date. Diocarus used only one other die, which read
DIOCARVFE. An impression of this text is known only from Troyes, which
does not add anything to the information presented here. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 45-70.
Diorus
D 18 DIORIP
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO: VF1909.
RMO: VF*360.
RMO: VF1908.
The text of this stamp seems to read DIORIF rather than DIOR.F. If this is
correct, the stamp cannot be attributed to Dioratus, as Oswald suggested'.
The potter's name may have been Diorus in that case, which is an other-
wise unknown cognomen, unlike Dioratus2.
The site record for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique3. This evidence and
the profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest that the stamp dates from the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 106 and 381. It is uncertain whether there really was a
potter by the name of Dioratus. The three stamps recorded by Oswald,
on which the identification is based, were adopted from other sources.
Of the example from Corbridge, it is explicitly stated in the original
publication that he interpretation isuncertain (Haverfield 1915, 280).
2. For Dioratus ee Mocsy et al. 1983, 104.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 33.
Diogenes
D17 [DI]OGEN
Dish RMO: Vel920.11.
This is an impression of the only die of a potter named Diogenes or maybe
Diogenus'. His workshop must have been located at La Graufesenque, as is
shown by the distribution of his products. The stamp also occurs on a Drag.
18 from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2 and a Ritt. 1 from Trier3. The shape
of the dish from Vechten indicates a Claudio-Neronian date.
Diogenes or Diogenus of La Graufesenque may be identical to the potter
with this name who was probably active at Montans under Claudius4. His
products hould be distinguished from those of Diogenes of Les Martres-
de-Veyre5 and of several Italian homonyms6. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
40-70.
1. See Marichal 1988, no. 177, for a coarseware vessel which bears the
name DIOGENVS one after the other, and no. 178 for such a jar in
Donatus
The evidence listed below shows that a potter by the name of Donatus work-
ed at La Graufesenque. His products should be distinguished from those of
homonyms from Lezoux and Rheinzabem'. The activities ofDonatus of La
Graufesenque seem to have been limited to the period c. A.D. 30-70.
1. Many stamps of these three homonyms have been incorrectly attri-
buted by Oswald (1931, 109 f. and 381).
D19 DONATVS.FE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*365.
This is a rare stamp, which seems to be known otherwise only from
Vindonissa'. The Drag. 27g from Vechten is of the large variety, and to
judge by its profile dates from around the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ettlinger 1959/1960, 28, Abb. 10, 6.
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D20 DONATVS.P
Drag. 18 PUG: 1947-43.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp have been found thus far, includ-
ing examples on a Ritt. 5 at Trier and a Drag. 17 at Velsen 1. These finds
indicate an early date. This is also shown by the shape of the dish from
Vechten, which has a double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 30-60.
D21 DONATS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1911.
The final letter of this stamp is definitely an S. Instead of DONATI one
should therefore read DONATS, or maybe rather DONATVS. In the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, almost forty identical impressions were
found. The site record does not include any other dated finds, but the shape
of the cup from Vechten suggests that he stamp dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Dontio
D22 DONTIOIIICI
Dish
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
Drag. 27
Drag. 33a
Drag. 29
PUG:
RMO:
PUG:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
1484.
VF24 (68); VF1727a; VF1959g; VF3083;
VF*1124; VF*1124a; VF*1124b: VF*1124c;
VF*1124d; VF*1124e; VF*1124f; VF*1124g;
VF*1124h; VF*1124i; VF*1124j; VF*11241;
VF*1124m; VF*1379; no no.; H940/5.13.
Ve1925/2.
Vel925/l.
nono.;Vel914.1.
VF1959L
VF*1124n.
This stamp caused many problems in the past, as regards its interpretation
and attribution as well as its provenance and date. The text represented
above is an accurate reflection of what may be read on good impressions.
Unclear impressions have led to numerous misinterpretations, several of
which may be found in Oswald, under Dontio and Pontius or Pontus'. In all
cases these are impressions of the die with which the vessels from Vechten
were marked.
The interpretation of the text is debatable. Consideration of this stamp as a
representative of the fecit ype has been suggested by some. The text of the
stamp in this case is presented as DONTIO FIICI or DONTIO FIIC2, sol-
utions which do not correspond to the letters visible. The only interpreta-
tions which match the actual text are DONTIO HCI and DONTI OFICI.
The first reading would make this a fecit stamp3, the second a stamp of the
officina type. Neither interpretation iscompletely satisfactory. For the inter-
pretation FICI for ficit or fecit, no parallels eem to exist". The abbreviation
OFICI for officina is usually found only on early Ist-century stamps, while
the stamp discussed here is considerably later, as will be shown below.
If the potter's name was really Dontio - an otherwise unknown cognomen -
he almost certainly used only one die to stamp his products. As it happens,
other stamps with this name are not yet known. It cannot be ruled out that
this is a stamp of Pontius, however. The date of the stamp falls within
Pontius's period of activity.
The provenance of the vessels stamped DONTIOIIICI has long been uncer-
tain. According to Oswald, they are probably from Lezoux. Later, Les
Martres-de-Veyre was proposed, on the basis of features of several of the
profiles of the vessels in question, which are known from Les Martres5
rather than from Lezoux. However. it has since become evident that these
are products from La Graufesenque. Impressions were found there on a
Drag. 18 deformed uring firing, and on cups of Drag. 27g and 33a°.
Since Dontio worked at La Graufesenque, his activities could not possibly
have covered the reign of Trajan up to the times of the Antonine mperors,
as Oswald assumed. This hypothesis was probably prompted by the
- undoubtedly incorrect - reference to an impression on a Drag. 32 from
Neuss. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, they date from
the end of the Neronian period, at the earliest. At first sight, this starting
date is confirmed by the presence of two impressions on the site of the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen; on closer consideration, however,
they turn out to be on incomplete vessels, both probably found in waste pits
dug by inhabitants of the canabae outside the legionary fortress7. The site
list also includes several other Flavian contexts, including Caerleon and
Rottweil. At Winchester, four cups of Drag. 33a with this stamp were found
in a grave which also contained products of lucundus, Ponteius and Virilis8.
Apart from the somewhat coarse shape of the Drag. 33a from Vechten there
are no indications that vessels with this stamp were still being marketed
long after A.D. 80. So far, no impressions are known from sites which were
first occupied under Domitian. La Graufesenque [I]', c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 110, 243 (PONTI.OFFIC, PONTI OFIC, PONTI OFI
and PONTIO) and 383.
2. Stuart 1976, 25, 123; Dickinson 1984, 176, S12.
3. For fici(t) instead of feci(t) see Palmer 1961, 156.
4. Cf. catalogue nos: M60 (MELVS.FECI) and P69 (POLIOFECI),
however.
5. Dickinson et al. 1968, 132,47(A).
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 125a may also be identical to this stamp.
7. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 30; Stuart 1976, 103, fig. 15, 123.
8. DanneU/Hartley 1978, 100, fig. 40, 47-48, and 102, fig. 41, 51-52.
9. Cf. note 6.
Dubitatus
D23 DVBITATI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*368.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2370a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*368a.
These are impressions of the only die used by Dubitatus of La
Graufesenque. Oswald erroneously attributed them to an East Gaulish pot-
ter of the same name'. From the presence of identical examples at Catterick
and in the canabae and the cemetery outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, the stamp may be deduced to be early Flavian. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten are completely in accordance with such a date. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 112.
Elvinus
El OFELVINI
Dish RMO: VF* 1210.
Elvinus worked at La Graufesenque as well as at Le Rozier. The die with
which the dish from Vechten was marked seems to have been used at both
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D14 DARRA[-]
R-dish RMO: VF1906.
The position of the stamp in relation to the centre of the base suggests that
the text is incomplete. The potter's name was probably followed by an
abbreviation offecit, but no parallels are known which confirm this assump-
tion. This rouletted dish has a flat base, and the groove which is usually
found around the stamp is absent. This feature may also be an indication of
an early date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
Dento
which the text DIOGENI is formed by holes. The date of these vessels
is unknown; for the layer in which they were found, a terminus post
quem ofA.D. 40 was posited (cf. idem, 10).
2. Breuerl931,pl. XIII61.
3. Oswald 1931, 381.
4. Martin 1977, 59, fig. 6, 19; Gallia 38, 1980. The products from Montans
were classed by Oswald (1931, 106 and 381, with impressions from
Bordeaux and Poitiers) under the same heading as those from La
Graufesenque.
5. Temsse 1968, pl. LII, DIOGIINIIS (retrograde), often misinterpreted
as DIOCIINSIS ofDIOCIINVS; cf. Oswald 1931, 106, who assumes
that his is a stamp from Lezoux.
6. Oxe/Comfort 1968, nos. 86f and 1506.
D15 DHNTO
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*728a.
The interpretation f this stamp is confirmed by impressions from the Fosse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and Velsen 1, among other places. The
stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24. The vessel from Vechten is of the
small variety and can only be dated approximately, but the stamp is unlike-
ly to be later than Claudian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
Diocarus
D 16 DIOCARI
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
There are very few clues to the date of this stamp. Two impressions are
known from Valkenburg, prompting the deduction that the die was (still) in
use after c. A.D. 40. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate a
Claudio-Neronian date. Diocarus used only one other die, which read
DIOCARVFE. An impression of this text is known only from Troyes, which
does not add anything to the information presented here. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 45-70.
Diorus
D 18 DIORIP
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO: VF1909.
RMO: VF*360.
RMO: VF1908.
The text of this stamp seems to read DIORIF rather than DIOR.F. If this is
correct, the stamp cannot be attributed to Dioratus, as Oswald suggested'.
The potter's name may have been Diorus in that case, which is an other-
wise unknown cognomen, unlike Dioratus2.
The site record for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique3. This evidence and
the profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest that the stamp dates from the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 106 and 381. It is uncertain whether there really was a
potter by the name of Dioratus. The three stamps recorded by Oswald,
on which the identification is based, were adopted from other sources.
Of the example from Corbridge, it is explicitly stated in the original
publication that he interpretation isuncertain (Haverfield 1915, 280).
2. For Dioratus ee Mocsy et al. 1983, 104.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 33.
Diogenes
D17 [DI]OGEN
Dish RMO: Vel920.11.
This is an impression of the only die of a potter named Diogenes or maybe
Diogenus'. His workshop must have been located at La Graufesenque, as is
shown by the distribution of his products. The stamp also occurs on a Drag.
18 from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2 and a Ritt. 1 from Trier3. The shape
of the dish from Vechten indicates a Claudio-Neronian date.
Diogenes or Diogenus of La Graufesenque may be identical to the potter
with this name who was probably active at Montans under Claudius4. His
products hould be distinguished from those of Diogenes of Les Martres-
de-Veyre5 and of several Italian homonyms6. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
40-70.
1. See Marichal 1988, no. 177, for a coarseware vessel which bears the
name DIOGENVS one after the other, and no. 178 for such a jar in
Donatus
The evidence listed below shows that a potter by the name of Donatus work-
ed at La Graufesenque. His products should be distinguished from those of
homonyms from Lezoux and Rheinzabem'. The activities ofDonatus of La
Graufesenque seem to have been limited to the period c. A.D. 30-70.
1. Many stamps of these three homonyms have been incorrectly attri-
buted by Oswald (1931, 109 f. and 381).
D19 DONATVS.FE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*365.
This is a rare stamp, which seems to be known otherwise only from
Vindonissa'. The Drag. 27g from Vechten is of the large variety, and to
judge by its profile dates from around the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ettlinger 1959/1960, 28, Abb. 10, 6.
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D20 DONATVS.P
Drag. 18 PUG: 1947-43.
Only a handful of parallels for this stamp have been found thus far, includ-
ing examples on a Ritt. 5 at Trier and a Drag. 17 at Velsen 1. These finds
indicate an early date. This is also shown by the shape of the dish from
Vechten, which has a double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 30-60.
D21 DONATS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1911.
The final letter of this stamp is definitely an S. Instead of DONATI one
should therefore read DONATS, or maybe rather DONATVS. In the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, almost forty identical impressions were
found. The site record does not include any other dated finds, but the shape
of the cup from Vechten suggests that he stamp dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Dontio
D22 DONTIOIIICI
Dish
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
Drag. 27
Drag. 33a
Drag. 29
PUG:
RMO:
PUG:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
1484.
VF24 (68); VF1727a; VF1959g; VF3083;
VF*1124; VF*1124a; VF*1124b: VF*1124c;
VF*1124d; VF*1124e; VF*1124f; VF*1124g;
VF*1124h; VF*1124i; VF*1124j; VF*11241;
VF*1124m; VF*1379; no no.; H940/5.13.
Ve1925/2.
Vel925/l.
nono.;Vel914.1.
VF1959L
VF*1124n.
This stamp caused many problems in the past, as regards its interpretation
and attribution as well as its provenance and date. The text represented
above is an accurate reflection of what may be read on good impressions.
Unclear impressions have led to numerous misinterpretations, several of
which may be found in Oswald, under Dontio and Pontius or Pontus'. In all
cases these are impressions of the die with which the vessels from Vechten
were marked.
The interpretation of the text is debatable. Consideration of this stamp as a
representative of the fecit ype has been suggested by some. The text of the
stamp in this case is presented as DONTIO FIICI or DONTIO FIIC2, sol-
utions which do not correspond to the letters visible. The only interpreta-
tions which match the actual text are DONTIO HCI and DONTI OFICI.
The first reading would make this a fecit stamp3, the second a stamp of the
officina type. Neither interpretation iscompletely satisfactory. For the inter-
pretation FICI for ficit or fecit, no parallels eem to exist". The abbreviation
OFICI for officina is usually found only on early Ist-century stamps, while
the stamp discussed here is considerably later, as will be shown below.
If the potter's name was really Dontio - an otherwise unknown cognomen -
he almost certainly used only one die to stamp his products. As it happens,
other stamps with this name are not yet known. It cannot be ruled out that
this is a stamp of Pontius, however. The date of the stamp falls within
Pontius's period of activity.
The provenance of the vessels stamped DONTIOIIICI has long been uncer-
tain. According to Oswald, they are probably from Lezoux. Later, Les
Martres-de-Veyre was proposed, on the basis of features of several of the
profiles of the vessels in question, which are known from Les Martres5
rather than from Lezoux. However. it has since become evident that these
are products from La Graufesenque. Impressions were found there on a
Drag. 18 deformed uring firing, and on cups of Drag. 27g and 33a°.
Since Dontio worked at La Graufesenque, his activities could not possibly
have covered the reign of Trajan up to the times of the Antonine mperors,
as Oswald assumed. This hypothesis was probably prompted by the
- undoubtedly incorrect - reference to an impression on a Drag. 32 from
Neuss. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, they date from
the end of the Neronian period, at the earliest. At first sight, this starting
date is confirmed by the presence of two impressions on the site of the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen; on closer consideration, however,
they turn out to be on incomplete vessels, both probably found in waste pits
dug by inhabitants of the canabae outside the legionary fortress7. The site
list also includes several other Flavian contexts, including Caerleon and
Rottweil. At Winchester, four cups of Drag. 33a with this stamp were found
in a grave which also contained products of lucundus, Ponteius and Virilis8.
Apart from the somewhat coarse shape of the Drag. 33a from Vechten there
are no indications that vessels with this stamp were still being marketed
long after A.D. 80. So far, no impressions are known from sites which were
first occupied under Domitian. La Graufesenque [I]', c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 110, 243 (PONTI.OFFIC, PONTI OFIC, PONTI OFI
and PONTIO) and 383.
2. Stuart 1976, 25, 123; Dickinson 1984, 176, S12.
3. For fici(t) instead of feci(t) see Palmer 1961, 156.
4. Cf. catalogue nos: M60 (MELVS.FECI) and P69 (POLIOFECI),
however.
5. Dickinson et al. 1968, 132,47(A).
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 125a may also be identical to this stamp.
7. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 30; Stuart 1976, 103, fig. 15, 123.
8. DanneU/Hartley 1978, 100, fig. 40, 47-48, and 102, fig. 41, 51-52.
9. Cf. note 6.
Dubitatus
D23 DVBITATI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*368.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2370a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*368a.
These are impressions of the only die used by Dubitatus of La
Graufesenque. Oswald erroneously attributed them to an East Gaulish pot-
ter of the same name'. From the presence of identical examples at Catterick
and in the canabae and the cemetery outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, the stamp may be deduced to be early Flavian. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten are completely in accordance with such a date. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 112.
Elvinus
El OFELVINI
Dish RMO: VF* 1210.
Elvinus worked at La Graufesenque as well as at Le Rozier. The die with
which the dish from Vechten was marked seems to have been used at both
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kiln sites'. Only a few other impressions are known, from Bingen,
Cherchel2, Hiifingen3 and London". Both vessels from Hiifingen are burnt,
and may have been lost during the disturbances in A.D. 69/70. Of the dish
from Vechten, only a small base fragment has survived, but he profile of the
Drag. 18 from Cherchel indicates a date under Nero or Vespasian, as is to
be expected of a stamp of a potter who worked at Le Rozier. La
Graufesenque [I]5, Le Rozier [I]6, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. La Graufesenque: Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 49. Le Rozier: Peyre 1971,
75, 9; Thuault 1978, 25, 17; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Query 1979, 49, fig. 6, 5 (stamp), and 88, fig. 13, 3 (profile).
3. ORL B62a, Taf. XVI 6-7.
4. Walters 1908, 318, M1778.
5. Cf. note 1.
6. Cf. note 1.
Epidius
E2 EPIDIVS
Ritt. 5 RMO: VP*374 (fig. 6.55. b): VF*374a.
This stamp - the only one ofEpidius that is known - has been found exclus-
ively on cups of Ritt. 5, some of which have rouletted rims like the vessel
from Vechten umbered VF*374. This feature suggests a Tiberian date.
Although no impressions have been found at La Graufesenque as yet, the
fabrics of the vessels from Vechten show that Epidius worked at this pot-
tery. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-40.
C. Exomnius Albinus
profiles characteristic of vessels from around the middle of the 1st century.
To judge by the site record for impressions of a later period, when the die
had been damaged at both ends, examples of the complete text can be no
later than early Neronian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Oswald 1931, 140 (labus) and 310 (Tabus).
2. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 302.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 214; Glasbergen 1967, 105, 378.
Fl* <F>ABVS<.>F<E>
Ritt. 8
Drag.27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF*46.
RMO: VF*43; VF*54a.
RMO: no no.
These are impressions from a die damaged at both ends which originally
read FABVS. FE; in the past, such stamps were attributed to the non-
existent Abus'. Like the impressions of the complete text, those reading
ABVSPI occur on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. The
latter evidence makes a pre-Flavian date plausible, which is confirmed by
the presence of a couple of impressions in a deposit at Cirencester2. This
context implies that the die had been already modified by c. A.D. 60.
The site record also includes the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen3, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and period I at Zwammer-
dam". There is no reason to assume that vessels with this stamp were still in
use in the Flavian era. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 2 and 423; the other stamps ofAbus are very probably
misinterpreted stamps ofAbitus.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 10.
3. Daniels 1955, 53, ml438.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 2.
See catalogue no. A35.
L. Fabu-
Fabus
The text of the stamp discussed below shows that at La Graufesenque, a pot-
ter was working who was named Fabus, a cognomen which is not known
elsewhere. According to Oswald, this is a stamp of a manufacturer f om
Lezoux, who was active in the first half of the 2nd century'. However, the
site list for the stamps of Fabus, who seems to have owned only one die,
shows that his activities hould be dated to the pre-Flavian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 118 and 385.
Fl FAB VS .FE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2060; YF2Q72; no no.; fl940/5.111.
Cup RMO: VF*368a.
Since the bars of the first letter are hardly or not at all visible on most im-
pressions, this stamp is most often interpreted as IABVSFE or TABVSFE'.
Even in the clearest impression from Vechten, which is illustrated here, only
the upper horizontal stroke is perceptible.
The stamp occurs on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24. The site record includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen2 and periods la and 2 at Valkenburg3. The cups from Vechten have
F2 OF.L.FAB[V]
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF* 1257: no no.
PUG: 88.
RMO: VP*868a.
This stamp was also found on rouletted ishes and on cups of Drag. 33a.
The site list includes Chesterholm, EchzelP, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and Slack, so a late 1st-, early 2nd-century date is
likely. This may also be deduced from the presence of an impression in a
late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west2.
Since the stamp is considerably later than the impressions classed under
Fabus, it is likely to belong to a different potter. The complete name of this
manufacturer is not known. As the name Fabu- is preceded by a praenomen,
it is probably a gentilicium. As it happens, combinations of praenomina
and cognomina are uncommon3. The only known gentilicia starting with
Fabu- are Fabuleius, Fabullius and Fabunrius"; of these. Fabullius is the
most common.
Since three impressions were unearthed at La Graufesenque, the location of
the workshop of L. Fabu- need no longer be doubted. Oswald's assumption
that the stamp stems from Lezoux may be based on the reference to an ex-
ample fromAmiens3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORL B18, 18, 29, interpreted as OP.I.SEVERV (?).
2. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, Rufinus ii, Severus ii, L. Cosius
Virilis and Vitalis ii.
3. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
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4. Schulze 1904, 162, 407, 441 and 458; Mocsy et al. 1983, 123.
5. Oswald 1931, 118 and 385.
Fastus
F3 FASTVS
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*388; VF*895xx.
PUG: 1947-93.
Since this stamp is regularly found on cups of Ritt. 5, it must be an early
example. This is also shown by the presence of impressions in the Posse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and at Velsen 1. No other stamps of Fastus are
known, so one may wonder whether this is possibly an early stamp of
Castus spelled KASTVS; Castus was already active under Tiberius. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
Fedotus
F4 FEDOTVSFE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*474b (Kson- 1919, Taf. 87 C).
Since the impression from Vechten is not just incomplete, but also extreme-
ly unclear, an example from La Graufesenque is illustrated here. The fast
letter of the retrograde stamp was impressed twice on this vessel, so the text
reads FFEDOTVSFE. The name Fedotus is not otherwise known, any more
than Foedotus, unlike other names ending in -dotus'.
The stamp discussed here was found at La Graufesenque on a Drag. 29 with
decoration similar to that on vessels from the deposit Cluzel 15. A bowl
with this stamp from Baginton also resembles these2. The decoration of the
vessel from Vechten is slightly later, probably from the time of Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 394.
2. Dannell 1975, 25 f., 1; see also Mees 1995, Taf. 217,3.
Feli(cem) te
F5 PELI.T[E]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*401.
According to Oswald and Oxe, this stamp belongs to the potter who stamp-
ed his products FELICEN.TE'. In both cases this was supposedly a kind of
felicitation: felicem te. A better explanation does not seem to be available
as yet.
The site list for this stamp includes Chester' and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The shape of the cup from Vechten implies
that he die with which it was marked was already in use under Nero. The
distribution of the products with this stamp, which were also found in
London and at Wiesbaden3, shows that they must be from La Graufesenque.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 119; Oxe 1934, 98.
2. Newstead 1928, 134, (50).
3. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 48.
Felicio
The stamp discussed below was attributed by Oswald to Felicio of Montans,
who allegedly worked from the Claudian period into the reign of Ves-
pasian'; he made not only plain ware but also moulds for Drag. 372. His pro-
duction should be dated to the end of the 1st and first half of the 2nd cen-
tury.
However, a manufacturer by the name of Felicio also worked at La Graufe-
senque. He used dies reading FELICIOFE, FELICIONIS, FELICIONS and
FELICIO3. The products of Felicio of La Graufesenque were found not only
in the Erdlager at Hofheim, but also at Neckarburken4, so he must have been
active from the Neronian period up to the end of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 119 and 385.
2. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. Ill 62-64; Gallia 30, 1972, 508; Gallia
32, 1974, 493, fig. 36; Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 3-6, and 128, fig. 2;
Simpson 1976, 263, 265 and 269; Martin 1979a, pl. 2, 9; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 65, fig. 7; Mees 1995, 115 f, and Taf. 246, 6.
3. At La Graufesenque, only a stamp reading FELICIO was found. A
stamp reading FELICIOFE from Bonn was attributed to La Graufe-
senque on the basis of chemical analysis (Van Driel-Murray/Gechter
1984, Taf. 24, 212; Gunneweg 1990, 8, table 1).
4. ORL B53, 25, 3.
F6 FELICION[S]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1935: VF*399.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: VF* 1476.
The text of this stamp should undoubtedly be interpreted as FELICIONIS,
although the cutter of the die did nothing to make this clear. Since the stamp
was found in the Erdlager at Hofheim', it is quite possible that he die was
already in use under Nero. However, an impression was also unearthed in
the cemetery at Nijmegen-west2; this indicates that vessels with this stamp
must have been marketed into the Flavian period. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten and of a Drag. 18 from Tipasa3 confirm this assumption.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. Vffl 33.
2. Brunsting 1937, 58, WW250.
3. Guery 1979, 88, fig. 13, 9.
Feliciter
F7 FELICIT[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*400.
Thus far, no other impression of this stamp seems to have been found, so
the complete text is not known. If the impression from Vechten was applied
to the centre of the base there is room for two more letters, so the text prob-
ably read FELICITER. That this is not a felicitation as Oxe assumed' is
shown by a stamp reading FELICITER.F found at La Graufesenque. A pot-
ter by the name of Peliciter also seems to have worked at Montans2. To
judge by its fabric, the cup from Vechten is certainly from La Graufesenque.
The shape indicates a date around the Claudian period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Oxel936,97f.
2. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 281.
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kiln sites'. Only a few other impressions are known, from Bingen,
Cherchel2, Hiifingen3 and London". Both vessels from Hiifingen are burnt,
and may have been lost during the disturbances in A.D. 69/70. Of the dish
from Vechten, only a small base fragment has survived, but he profile of the
Drag. 18 from Cherchel indicates a date under Nero or Vespasian, as is to
be expected of a stamp of a potter who worked at Le Rozier. La
Graufesenque [I]5, Le Rozier [I]6, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. La Graufesenque: Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 49. Le Rozier: Peyre 1971,
75, 9; Thuault 1978, 25, 17; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Query 1979, 49, fig. 6, 5 (stamp), and 88, fig. 13, 3 (profile).
3. ORL B62a, Taf. XVI 6-7.
4. Walters 1908, 318, M1778.
5. Cf. note 1.
6. Cf. note 1.
Epidius
E2 EPIDIVS
Ritt. 5 RMO: VP*374 (fig. 6.55. b): VF*374a.
This stamp - the only one ofEpidius that is known - has been found exclus-
ively on cups of Ritt. 5, some of which have rouletted rims like the vessel
from Vechten umbered VF*374. This feature suggests a Tiberian date.
Although no impressions have been found at La Graufesenque as yet, the
fabrics of the vessels from Vechten show that Epidius worked at this pot-
tery. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-40.
C. Exomnius Albinus
profiles characteristic of vessels from around the middle of the 1st century.
To judge by the site record for impressions of a later period, when the die
had been damaged at both ends, examples of the complete text can be no
later than early Neronian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Oswald 1931, 140 (labus) and 310 (Tabus).
2. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 302.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 214; Glasbergen 1967, 105, 378.
Fl* <F>ABVS<.>F<E>
Ritt. 8
Drag.27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF*46.
RMO: VF*43; VF*54a.
RMO: no no.
These are impressions from a die damaged at both ends which originally
read FABVS. FE; in the past, such stamps were attributed to the non-
existent Abus'. Like the impressions of the complete text, those reading
ABVSPI occur on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9. The
latter evidence makes a pre-Flavian date plausible, which is confirmed by
the presence of a couple of impressions in a deposit at Cirencester2. This
context implies that the die had been already modified by c. A.D. 60.
The site record also includes the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen3, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and period I at Zwammer-
dam". There is no reason to assume that vessels with this stamp were still in
use in the Flavian era. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 2 and 423; the other stamps ofAbus are very probably
misinterpreted stamps ofAbitus.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 10.
3. Daniels 1955, 53, ml438.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 22, 2.
See catalogue no. A35.
L. Fabu-
Fabus
The text of the stamp discussed below shows that at La Graufesenque, a pot-
ter was working who was named Fabus, a cognomen which is not known
elsewhere. According to Oswald, this is a stamp of a manufacturer f om
Lezoux, who was active in the first half of the 2nd century'. However, the
site list for the stamps of Fabus, who seems to have owned only one die,
shows that his activities hould be dated to the pre-Flavian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 118 and 385.
Fl FAB VS .FE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2060; YF2Q72; no no.; fl940/5.111.
Cup RMO: VF*368a.
Since the bars of the first letter are hardly or not at all visible on most im-
pressions, this stamp is most often interpreted as IABVSFE or TABVSFE'.
Even in the clearest impression from Vechten, which is illustrated here, only
the upper horizontal stroke is perceptible.
The stamp occurs on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24. The site record includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen2 and periods la and 2 at Valkenburg3. The cups from Vechten have
F2 OF.L.FAB[V]
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF* 1257: no no.
PUG: 88.
RMO: VP*868a.
This stamp was also found on rouletted ishes and on cups of Drag. 33a.
The site list includes Chesterholm, EchzelP, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and Slack, so a late 1st-, early 2nd-century date is
likely. This may also be deduced from the presence of an impression in a
late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west2.
Since the stamp is considerably later than the impressions classed under
Fabus, it is likely to belong to a different potter. The complete name of this
manufacturer is not known. As the name Fabu- is preceded by a praenomen,
it is probably a gentilicium. As it happens, combinations of praenomina
and cognomina are uncommon3. The only known gentilicia starting with
Fabu- are Fabuleius, Fabullius and Fabunrius"; of these. Fabullius is the
most common.
Since three impressions were unearthed at La Graufesenque, the location of
the workshop of L. Fabu- need no longer be doubted. Oswald's assumption
that the stamp stems from Lezoux may be based on the reference to an ex-
ample fromAmiens3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORL B18, 18, 29, interpreted as OP.I.SEVERV (?).
2. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, Rufinus ii, Severus ii, L. Cosius
Virilis and Vitalis ii.
3. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
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4. Schulze 1904, 162, 407, 441 and 458; Mocsy et al. 1983, 123.
5. Oswald 1931, 118 and 385.
Fastus
F3 FASTVS
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*388; VF*895xx.
PUG: 1947-93.
Since this stamp is regularly found on cups of Ritt. 5, it must be an early
example. This is also shown by the presence of impressions in the Posse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and at Velsen 1. No other stamps of Fastus are
known, so one may wonder whether this is possibly an early stamp of
Castus spelled KASTVS; Castus was already active under Tiberius. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
Fedotus
F4 FEDOTVSFE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*474b (Kson- 1919, Taf. 87 C).
Since the impression from Vechten is not just incomplete, but also extreme-
ly unclear, an example from La Graufesenque is illustrated here. The fast
letter of the retrograde stamp was impressed twice on this vessel, so the text
reads FFEDOTVSFE. The name Fedotus is not otherwise known, any more
than Foedotus, unlike other names ending in -dotus'.
The stamp discussed here was found at La Graufesenque on a Drag. 29 with
decoration similar to that on vessels from the deposit Cluzel 15. A bowl
with this stamp from Baginton also resembles these2. The decoration of the
vessel from Vechten is slightly later, probably from the time of Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 394.
2. Dannell 1975, 25 f., 1; see also Mees 1995, Taf. 217,3.
Feli(cem) te
F5 PELI.T[E]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*401.
According to Oswald and Oxe, this stamp belongs to the potter who stamp-
ed his products FELICEN.TE'. In both cases this was supposedly a kind of
felicitation: felicem te. A better explanation does not seem to be available
as yet.
The site list for this stamp includes Chester' and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The shape of the cup from Vechten implies
that he die with which it was marked was already in use under Nero. The
distribution of the products with this stamp, which were also found in
London and at Wiesbaden3, shows that they must be from La Graufesenque.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 119; Oxe 1934, 98.
2. Newstead 1928, 134, (50).
3. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 48.
Felicio
The stamp discussed below was attributed by Oswald to Felicio of Montans,
who allegedly worked from the Claudian period into the reign of Ves-
pasian'; he made not only plain ware but also moulds for Drag. 372. His pro-
duction should be dated to the end of the 1st and first half of the 2nd cen-
tury.
However, a manufacturer by the name of Felicio also worked at La Graufe-
senque. He used dies reading FELICIOFE, FELICIONIS, FELICIONS and
FELICIO3. The products of Felicio of La Graufesenque were found not only
in the Erdlager at Hofheim, but also at Neckarburken4, so he must have been
active from the Neronian period up to the end of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 119 and 385.
2. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. Ill 62-64; Gallia 30, 1972, 508; Gallia
32, 1974, 493, fig. 36; Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 3-6, and 128, fig. 2;
Simpson 1976, 263, 265 and 269; Martin 1979a, pl. 2, 9; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 65, fig. 7; Mees 1995, 115 f, and Taf. 246, 6.
3. At La Graufesenque, only a stamp reading FELICIO was found. A
stamp reading FELICIOFE from Bonn was attributed to La Graufe-
senque on the basis of chemical analysis (Van Driel-Murray/Gechter
1984, Taf. 24, 212; Gunneweg 1990, 8, table 1).
4. ORL B53, 25, 3.
F6 FELICION[S]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1935: VF*399.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: VF* 1476.
The text of this stamp should undoubtedly be interpreted as FELICIONIS,
although the cutter of the die did nothing to make this clear. Since the stamp
was found in the Erdlager at Hofheim', it is quite possible that he die was
already in use under Nero. However, an impression was also unearthed in
the cemetery at Nijmegen-west2; this indicates that vessels with this stamp
must have been marketed into the Flavian period. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten and of a Drag. 18 from Tipasa3 confirm this assumption.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. Vffl 33.
2. Brunsting 1937, 58, WW250.
3. Guery 1979, 88, fig. 13, 9.
Feliciter
F7 FELICIT[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*400.
Thus far, no other impression of this stamp seems to have been found, so
the complete text is not known. If the impression from Vechten was applied
to the centre of the base there is room for two more letters, so the text prob-
ably read FELICITER. That this is not a felicitation as Oxe assumed' is
shown by a stamp reading FELICITER.F found at La Graufesenque. A pot-
ter by the name of Peliciter also seems to have worked at Montans2. To
judge by its fabric, the cup from Vechten is certainly from La Graufesenque.
The shape indicates a date around the Claudian period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Oxel936,97f.
2. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 281.
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Felix 1. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2742.
The vessels listed below are from a potter who worked at La Graufesenque
as well as at Le Rozier. At La Graufesenque, his name was not found only
in stamps, but also in a large number of dockets, often directly associated
with Deprosagijos, Scota, Summacos and Tritos' (cf. fig. 7.3). The nature of
the relations between Felix and these four potters is as yet unclear. They
may have been engaged merely in brief joint ventures, only formed to be
able to deliver a certain quantity of sigillata in a short ime (cf. p. 144). In
stamps of Felix, occasionally another potter is mentioned who may be con-
sidered his employee, a certain Ma-2. Finally, Felix had some connection
with Modestus, since he used one of the latter's moulds for Drag. If.
At Le Rozier, Felix was among the best-represented potters, together with
L. C- Celsus. For Felix of La Graufesenque and Le Rozier to have been ac-
tive also at Banassac" is extremely unlikely, in view of the date of his pro-
duction. At Crambade, Montans and Valery, however, a potter by the name
of Felix also worked, but his activities hould probably be dated to the first
half of the 1 st century5, which makes it unlikely that he was the same person.
Felix of La Graufesenque and Le Rozier must have been already producing
sigillata around the middle of the 1st century, since his products were also
found in pits with Claudian material at Chichester and Mainz-Weisenau.
His activities probably did not end until the time of Domitian, as some of
his stamps were found at sites first occupied in the eighties.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-6, 8-10, 12-17, 19-20, 22-23 and 93. At La
Graufesenque, a Drag. 18 stamped OFFELICIS was found, with a
graffito reading HILICOS on the external base outside the footring
(idem, no. 189), which may be the Celtic spelling of his name.
2. OFFELICISMA: Roosens/Lux 1973, 28, fig. 18, 26, from a Neronian
tumulus grave at Beriingen, with stamps of Amandus, Bio, Cotto,
Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
3. Mees 1995, 87 and Taf. 143, 1. The decorative schemes on other ves-
sels of Felix also show similarities to those on products of Modestus:
Knorr 1952, Taf. 23 A and B; Hull 1958, fig. 101, 3.
4. Morel 1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 563; Peyre 1975, 35 f., from the
Morel collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
5. Crambade: Martin 1983, 126, fig. 21, 1; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 73, fig.
11. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. Ill 65-66; Meunier
1965-1966, pl. Ill 19; Martin 1979a, 26, pl. 3, 10; Martin 1981, 29, 5;
Gallia 41, 1983, 499 f. Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 7, 3, and pl. 9, 10;
Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 3; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 5.
F8 OPFELICIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1932b; VF2907; VF*398.
This retrograde stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The
site record includes Baginton and the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen. This evidence indicates a date under Nero or Vespasian, which is
confirmed by the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2],
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
P9 <OF>FELIC<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1935a; VF*402d; no no.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OFFELICI. The
complete version was found at La Graufesenque and in the legionary for-
tress at York', among other places. The latter context suggests that the die
was not broken until the time ofVespasian. Impressions reading FELIC are
known from Gloucester and from the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
F10 OF.FELIC<I>
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*776a.
RMO: VF2426; VF*776.
RMO: VF2425; VF*740.
The dishes listed above were marked with a broken die which originally
read OF.FELICI. This text was found on three dishes of Drag. 18 in a tumu-
lus grave of the Neronian period at Berlingen'. The only dated context
which yielded an impression of the broken die is the civil settlement out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Although the Drag. 18 numbered
VF2426 is relatively shallow, which usually implies an early date, the finds
at Berlingen show that impressions reading OF.FELIC can be no earlier
than c. A.D. 60. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [I]2, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Roosens/Lux 1973, 26, fig. 17, 16-17 and 21, with stamps of
Amandus, Bio, Cotto, Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
2. Peyre 1971, 75, 11; Thuault 1978, 25, 23; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112,
fig. 13.
Fll OFFELIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*442.
This stamp was found twice on vessels of Drag. 24, so the die was prob-
ably first used in the pre-Flavian period. This conclusion is confirmed by
the presence of five impressions in Pottery Shop II at Colchester'. On the
other hand, an impression was found at Caerieon, which suggests that ves-
sels with this stamp were still in use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]2,
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 6.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 51e.
F12 FELICISD
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
RMO:
PUG: 1947-381.
Although the final etter is more like a D than an 0, this may be assumed to
be an ofiicina-type stamp. The only dated context in which an impression
was found is the Erdlager at Hofheim'. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten and of a Drag. 15/17 from Trier2 indicate a date shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]3, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 38.
2. Goethert-Polaschek 1977, Taf. 7, 85, d.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 51b.
F13 [FELIXS.F]EC.
Dish RMO: fl 940/5.234 (-2 ex.).
This stamp, with its peculiar spelling of the potter's name, is known from a
Neronian grave at Baldock' and from Rheingonheim2, among other places.
Owing to the fragmentary condition of both dishes from Vechten, the stamp
can be dated no more accurately than to the Claudio-Neronian period. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
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1. Dickinson 1986b, 206, S52, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Firmo i, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 29.
F14 FEUX.FEC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*409.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 24 of the large variety.
Elsewhere, impressions have also been found on dishes and on cups of
Drag. 33a. There are few clues to the date of the stamp. At Mainz-Weisenau,
an impression was unearthed from a waste pit with Claudian material'. The
cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large diameter indicative of a
fairly early date (cf. also fig. 6.64, f). La Graufesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Neeb 1913/1914, 128, Abb. 3-4, 4, with stamps of Damonus, Secun-
dus i and Tertius.
2. Cf. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX, probably identical.
F15 FELIXFIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*410.
Contrary to common practice, in this stamp fecit is spelled ficit'. It has not
been found in a dated context as yet, so the date is based exclusively on the
shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a rather wide, although low, foot-
ring. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. Palmer 1961, 156.
F16 FELIXF
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF1939: VF*402e.
RMO: VF*408.
This could be one of the earlier stamps of Felix. The site list includes a pit
at Chichester with material from the time of Claudius' and the Kops Plateau
at Nijmegen. The cups numbered VF1939 and VF*408 have footrings of
relatively large diameter, and the cup numbered VF*402e has a bevelled
footring. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
F17 FELICIS.MAN
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*396.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1294 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 32 A); VF1933a
(pl. 38, 1).
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 27 and 33a. The bowls of Drag. 29
from Vechten both have double grooves around their stamps. The site record
includes the Erdlager at Hofheim'. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 108.
F18 FELICISMAN
The die with which these vessels were marked was in use for a longer time
than most others of Felix. At La Graufesenque, an identical impression was
found on a Drag. 33b, a type which was probably produced exclusively
from the Flavian period onwards. The site list for this stamp includes
Friedberg', Markobel2, Okarben3, Rottenburg4, Rottweil5, Schanze B on the
Saalburg', and Straubing7. The Drag. 27 from Vechten is a coarse vessel8,
and must be Flavian, but the Drag. 18 could still be pre-Flavian. La Graufe-
senque [1]", Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 20.
2. ORLB21, Taf. IIIAbb.V9.
3. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H42.
4. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXI 29.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 197.
6. ORL A3, 176,48.
7. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 161.
8. Cf. the profile of the vessel from Rottweil mentioned in note 5: Planck
1975, Taf. 85, 2.
9. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 51c, probably identical
F19 FELICISMA
Drag. 29 RMO: , (Knonr1919, Taf. 32 B); VF*395a.
These impressions were made with a die which was originally swallow-
tailed. The earlier version is known from Camulodunum' and the deposit at
Narbonne-La Nautique2, among other places. The only dated context in
which an impression with rounded ends was found is the Erdlager at
Hofheim3. The bowls from Vechten both have single grooves around their
stamps, so they are probably no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 78.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 35, and 196, fig. 7, 7-8.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. Vffl 37
F20 FELICISM
Dish RMO: VF*395.
There are no good clues to the date of this stamp. No impressions are known
from dated contexts, and the shape of the dish from Vechten shows no pecu-
liarities which allow a more accurate date than the third quarter of the 1st
century, the period to which most stamps of Felix are dated. La Graufesen-
que [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
F21 FHLIX
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*403a.
RMO: VF2890a; VP3092; VF*402c; VF*403.
Although this stamp usually occurs on cups, including Ritt. 9, it was also
found on bowls of Drag. 29 with Neronian decorative schemes'. Apart from
the Erdlager at Hofheim2 the site record includes Aientsburg3, which was
apparently first occupied in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorrl919.Taf. 32C.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 184.
3. Holwerda 1923, Taf. XXXV, fig.68, 70.
Drag.18
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1933b.
RMO: VF1933.
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Felix 1. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2742.
The vessels listed below are from a potter who worked at La Graufesenque
as well as at Le Rozier. At La Graufesenque, his name was not found only
in stamps, but also in a large number of dockets, often directly associated
with Deprosagijos, Scota, Summacos and Tritos' (cf. fig. 7.3). The nature of
the relations between Felix and these four potters is as yet unclear. They
may have been engaged merely in brief joint ventures, only formed to be
able to deliver a certain quantity of sigillata in a short ime (cf. p. 144). In
stamps of Felix, occasionally another potter is mentioned who may be con-
sidered his employee, a certain Ma-2. Finally, Felix had some connection
with Modestus, since he used one of the latter's moulds for Drag. If.
At Le Rozier, Felix was among the best-represented potters, together with
L. C- Celsus. For Felix of La Graufesenque and Le Rozier to have been ac-
tive also at Banassac" is extremely unlikely, in view of the date of his pro-
duction. At Crambade, Montans and Valery, however, a potter by the name
of Felix also worked, but his activities hould probably be dated to the first
half of the 1 st century5, which makes it unlikely that he was the same person.
Felix of La Graufesenque and Le Rozier must have been already producing
sigillata around the middle of the 1st century, since his products were also
found in pits with Claudian material at Chichester and Mainz-Weisenau.
His activities probably did not end until the time of Domitian, as some of
his stamps were found at sites first occupied in the eighties.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-6, 8-10, 12-17, 19-20, 22-23 and 93. At La
Graufesenque, a Drag. 18 stamped OFFELICIS was found, with a
graffito reading HILICOS on the external base outside the footring
(idem, no. 189), which may be the Celtic spelling of his name.
2. OFFELICISMA: Roosens/Lux 1973, 28, fig. 18, 26, from a Neronian
tumulus grave at Beriingen, with stamps of Amandus, Bio, Cotto,
Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
3. Mees 1995, 87 and Taf. 143, 1. The decorative schemes on other ves-
sels of Felix also show similarities to those on products of Modestus:
Knorr 1952, Taf. 23 A and B; Hull 1958, fig. 101, 3.
4. Morel 1938, 141; Morel 1950-1954, 563; Peyre 1975, 35 f., from the
Morel collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
5. Crambade: Martin 1983, 126, fig. 21, 1; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 73, fig.
11. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. Ill 65-66; Meunier
1965-1966, pl. Ill 19; Martin 1979a, 26, pl. 3, 10; Martin 1981, 29, 5;
Gallia 41, 1983, 499 f. Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 7, 3, and pl. 9, 10;
Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 3; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 5.
F8 OPFELICIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1932b; VF2907; VF*398.
This retrograde stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The
site record includes Baginton and the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen. This evidence indicates a date under Nero or Vespasian, which is
confirmed by the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2],
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
P9 <OF>FELIC<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1935a; VF*402d; no no.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OFFELICI. The
complete version was found at La Graufesenque and in the legionary for-
tress at York', among other places. The latter context suggests that the die
was not broken until the time ofVespasian. Impressions reading FELIC are
known from Gloucester and from the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
F10 OF.FELIC<I>
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*776a.
RMO: VF2426; VF*776.
RMO: VF2425; VF*740.
The dishes listed above were marked with a broken die which originally
read OF.FELICI. This text was found on three dishes of Drag. 18 in a tumu-
lus grave of the Neronian period at Berlingen'. The only dated context
which yielded an impression of the broken die is the civil settlement out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Although the Drag. 18 numbered
VF2426 is relatively shallow, which usually implies an early date, the finds
at Berlingen show that impressions reading OF.FELIC can be no earlier
than c. A.D. 60. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [I]2, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Roosens/Lux 1973, 26, fig. 17, 16-17 and 21, with stamps of
Amandus, Bio, Cotto, Modestus, Niger and Patricius.
2. Peyre 1971, 75, 11; Thuault 1978, 25, 23; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112,
fig. 13.
Fll OFFELIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*442.
This stamp was found twice on vessels of Drag. 24, so the die was prob-
ably first used in the pre-Flavian period. This conclusion is confirmed by
the presence of five impressions in Pottery Shop II at Colchester'. On the
other hand, an impression was found at Caerieon, which suggests that ves-
sels with this stamp were still in use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]2,
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 6.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 51e.
F12 FELICISD
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
RMO:
PUG: 1947-381.
Although the final etter is more like a D than an 0, this may be assumed to
be an ofiicina-type stamp. The only dated context in which an impression
was found is the Erdlager at Hofheim'. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten and of a Drag. 15/17 from Trier2 indicate a date shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]3, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 38.
2. Goethert-Polaschek 1977, Taf. 7, 85, d.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 51b.
F13 [FELIXS.F]EC.
Dish RMO: fl 940/5.234 (-2 ex.).
This stamp, with its peculiar spelling of the potter's name, is known from a
Neronian grave at Baldock' and from Rheingonheim2, among other places.
Owing to the fragmentary condition of both dishes from Vechten, the stamp
can be dated no more accurately than to the Claudio-Neronian period. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
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1. Dickinson 1986b, 206, S52, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Firmo i, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 29.
F14 FEUX.FEC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*409.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 24 of the large variety.
Elsewhere, impressions have also been found on dishes and on cups of
Drag. 33a. There are few clues to the date of the stamp. At Mainz-Weisenau,
an impression was unearthed from a waste pit with Claudian material'. The
cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large diameter indicative of a
fairly early date (cf. also fig. 6.64, f). La Graufesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Neeb 1913/1914, 128, Abb. 3-4, 4, with stamps of Damonus, Secun-
dus i and Tertius.
2. Cf. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX, probably identical.
F15 FELIXFIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*410.
Contrary to common practice, in this stamp fecit is spelled ficit'. It has not
been found in a dated context as yet, so the date is based exclusively on the
shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a rather wide, although low, foot-
ring. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. Palmer 1961, 156.
F16 FELIXF
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF1939: VF*402e.
RMO: VF*408.
This could be one of the earlier stamps of Felix. The site list includes a pit
at Chichester with material from the time of Claudius' and the Kops Plateau
at Nijmegen. The cups numbered VF1939 and VF*408 have footrings of
relatively large diameter, and the cup numbered VF*402e has a bevelled
footring. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
F17 FELICIS.MAN
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*396.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1294 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 32 A); VF1933a
(pl. 38, 1).
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 27 and 33a. The bowls of Drag. 29
from Vechten both have double grooves around their stamps. The site record
includes the Erdlager at Hofheim'. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 108.
F18 FELICISMAN
The die with which these vessels were marked was in use for a longer time
than most others of Felix. At La Graufesenque, an identical impression was
found on a Drag. 33b, a type which was probably produced exclusively
from the Flavian period onwards. The site list for this stamp includes
Friedberg', Markobel2, Okarben3, Rottenburg4, Rottweil5, Schanze B on the
Saalburg', and Straubing7. The Drag. 27 from Vechten is a coarse vessel8,
and must be Flavian, but the Drag. 18 could still be pre-Flavian. La Graufe-
senque [1]", Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 20.
2. ORLB21, Taf. IIIAbb.V9.
3. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H42.
4. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXI 29.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 197.
6. ORL A3, 176,48.
7. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 161.
8. Cf. the profile of the vessel from Rottweil mentioned in note 5: Planck
1975, Taf. 85, 2.
9. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 51c, probably identical
F19 FELICISMA
Drag. 29 RMO: , (Knonr1919, Taf. 32 B); VF*395a.
These impressions were made with a die which was originally swallow-
tailed. The earlier version is known from Camulodunum' and the deposit at
Narbonne-La Nautique2, among other places. The only dated context in
which an impression with rounded ends was found is the Erdlager at
Hofheim3. The bowls from Vechten both have single grooves around their
stamps, so they are probably no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 78.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 35, and 196, fig. 7, 7-8.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. Vffl 37
F20 FELICISM
Dish RMO: VF*395.
There are no good clues to the date of this stamp. No impressions are known
from dated contexts, and the shape of the dish from Vechten shows no pecu-
liarities which allow a more accurate date than the third quarter of the 1st
century, the period to which most stamps of Felix are dated. La Graufesen-
que [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
F21 FHLIX
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*403a.
RMO: VF2890a; VP3092; VF*402c; VF*403.
Although this stamp usually occurs on cups, including Ritt. 9, it was also
found on bowls of Drag. 29 with Neronian decorative schemes'. Apart from
the Erdlager at Hofheim2 the site record includes Aientsburg3, which was
apparently first occupied in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorrl919.Taf. 32C.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 184.
3. Holwerda 1923, Taf. XXXV, fig.68, 70.
Drag.18
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1933b.
RMO: VF1933.
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F22 RULIX
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF940.
VF3091.
Only a few other impressions of this stamp are known, from La Graufesen-
que, the area around Utrecht', and Valkenburg. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten suggest a Neronian date for this stamp. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. PUG 619, provenance unknown.
F23 FHLIX
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*404; YF*4Q4a.
Up to now, this retrograde stamp has only been found on cups of Drag. 27
and 27g. The site record includes Exeter, Rheingonheim' and Usk2. The
cups from Vechten are of the small variety, and cannot be dated more ac-
curately than to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 88 (illustrated upside-down).
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, fig. 104, 56.
F24 FELICIS
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*397.
Dish RMO: VF*393b.
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF1936
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*1366.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1932a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1932; VF1934; VF1937; VF*392; VF*392c;
VF*393: VF*393a; VF*394; no no.
PUG: 1481.
This is one of the best-known stamps of Felix. It was found in the Erdlager
at Hofheim', at Old Winteringham2 and in period 3 at Valkenburg3, among
other places. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp
is no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [1]", Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 107; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 182-
183.
2. Hartley/Pengelly 1976, 110, fig. 51, 91.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 45a.
4. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
F25 FIILI.XSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2553.
This impression is not very sharp, but the text undoubtedly reads FfflJ.XSI
(retrograde), and may possibly be interpreted as FIILI.XSF. The spelling of
the name Felix with XS is also known from other stamps'. Since no paral-
lels seem to be known3, the date is based exclusively on the shape of this
cup. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. See catalogue no. F13.
2. Cf. Oswald 1931, 121, however: FIIUXSI (retro) on a Drag. 27 from
Mainz.
Felix - Severus
F26 FELIXSEV
Drag. 24 RMO: VP939.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*411b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*411; VF*411a; VF*969; VF*986.
Although this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, and was
found atAislingen', it is also known from various Flavian contexts, such as
Caerleon, Caersws IF, Carlisle, Rottweil Kastell HI3 and period 4 at Valken-
burg4. At La Graufesenque, some impressions were found among the waste
around the large kiln of c. A.D. 80-120/1305; as some of these were applied
to cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, however, it is not certain that hey are really from
that period. For the time being it is preferable to date the stamp to the times
of Nero and Vespasian.
The most logical solution would be to complete the text of this stamp to
read FELDC SEV(eri fecit), from which Felix could be deduced to have
been employed by a certain Severus. If this is correct, he cannot be ident-
ical to the Felix of La Graufesenque and Le Rozier discussed above, since,
at the time from which the stamp FELDCSEV dates, the latter akeady had
his own workshop. The Severus of this stamp should probably be identified
with Severus i rather than with Severus ii. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-
80
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 48.
2. Dickinson 1989, 81, 6.
3. Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 1.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 216.
5. Vemhet 1981, 34.
L. Ac- Fic-
F27 L.AC.FIC.
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*3x.
Although the text of this stamp seems to be relatively clear, the interpreta-
tion is not quite certain. The stamp probably reflects a potter's tria nomina.
The most common gentilicia starting with Ac- or Ag- are Accius, Acilius,
Acutius and Agrius', and the only known cognomen starting with Fic- is
Fictor2. None of these names have been found at La Graufesenque. The text
may also be explained ifferently, however, for FIC can also be completed
as ficit3 or figuli, in which case the first three letters may be seen as initials
of a potter's name, making the number of possibilities even larger.
The stamp is extremely rare. Apart from Vechten, it has only been found at
La Graufesenque, Rottweil and Wiesbaden, on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and
33a. On the basis of this evidence and of the shape of the cup from Vechten,
the stamp may be dated to the late Neronian and early Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 2-4 and 10.
2. Kajanto 1965, 21, 82 and 319.
3. The equivalent to fecit in vulgar Latin (see Palmer 1961,156).
Firmo i
The stamps attributed by Oswald to Firmo of La Graufesenque and Mon-
tans and to Pirmus of Lezoux' actually belong to two potters who worked
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exclusively at La Graufesenque. The assumption that a Firmo or Finnus was
also working at Lezoux and Montans was probably prompted by references
to stamps from Moulins and Limoges, and Perigueux and Poitiers, respect-
ively2.
The earliest of the two namesakes from La Graufesenque must have been
already active under Tiberius, since his production includes dishes of Halt.
la and Drag. 17 and cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 27g with rouletted rims and
upper walls. The profiles and decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
he marked with the stamp FDUMO.FEC also indicate such an early starting
date3. One of these vessels was made in a mould signed by Catlus".
The latest finds groups in which products of Firmo i have been found are
the Fosse de Gallicanus and the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, and
a Neronian grave at Baldock. On the basis of this evidence, his activities
may be assumed to have ended around A.D. 60 or 65.
1. Oswald 1931, 123, 386 and 426.
2. Oswald 1931, 123.
3. Gourvest 1967, 29 f., fig. I; Fiches 1978, 47, fig. 3, 4; Sauvage/
Dieulafait 1982/1983, pis. 2-16 (31 ex. from the Fosse de Cirratus at
La Graufesenque).
4. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 6, 22.
F28 OFI.FIRM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*415x.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on cups; the only exception being a
small dish from La Graufesenque. It has not been found in a dated context
as yet. Therefore, the date is based on the shape of the cup from Vechten.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
F29 OF.FIRMO
Drag. 27g
Cup
RMO:
PUG:
VF1944.
1523.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Drag. 24, and on a
small dish of Drag. 18. Elsewhere, impressions were also found on cups of
Ritt 9. This evidence and the profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a
date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [l],c. A.D.
50-70.
F30 OFPIRMO
Dish PUG: 1341.
This stamp is also sometimes read as OFERMO', probably because a Uga-
ture of I and R is very unusual. The third letter is certainly not an E but an
P, however, so the text must read OFFIRMO.
With over three hundred impressions, this is one of the best-represented
stamps in the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque. In addition to this, it
was found on dishes of Halt. la (fig. 6.22, e-g), soitmustbeoneofFirmo's
earliest stamps. It also occurs on dishes of Drag. 16 and 17 and on cups of
Ritt. 5 (cf. fig. 6.56), and is known from Camulodunum2 and Velsen I3,
among other places. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its
internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. See e.g. Stuart 1976, 25, 128.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 80.
3. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 56-57
F31 OF.FI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*384.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g,
both of the small variety, like the example from Vechten. The stamp is
otherwise known only from the legionary fortress at Strasbourg. Although
this is likely to be a stamp of Firmo i, this cannot be proved. The cup from
Vechten is hard to date, but it is definitely Claudian or Neronian. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
F32 OFIRM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1945a; VF*413x.
The material from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque includes
several examples of this retrograde stamp. It usually occurs only on cups,
including Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, but at the kiln site it was also found on small
dishes of Drag. 18. The cup numbered VF*413x is of the small variety, so
it may only be dated approximately; the other vessel is medium-sized with
a high, wide footdng, which indicates a date around the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
F33 FIRMO
Ritt.8
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF1945.
1947-43.
VP*415; VF*415a; 15b; VF*415d.
An example of this stamp was found in both the Fosse de Gallicanus and
the somewhat later deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, which suggests
that the die in question was in use during the early Neronian period.
However, the finds from the pottery also include a Drag. 27g with this
stamp with a rouletted upper wall, so the die must already have been in use
under Tiberius. The site list also includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2, period la at Valkenburg3 and
period I at Zwammerdam4. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 109 and Taf. Vffl 39-40.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 31, from grave 26, with a stamp of Bassus i.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 218.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 108.
F34 FIRMO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1209.
There are few good leads for the date of this stamp; since it was found
at Colchester and on cups of Drag. 24, however, it probably dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1 st century. La Graufesenque [l]',c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 53, possibly identical.
F35 FIRMO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*415c.
The text of this stamp, which is rather unclear on the impression from
Vechten, is confirmed by parallels from other sites, such as the Erdlager at
Hofheim' and Usk2. At Baldock it was found in a Neronian grave3. Although
the footring of the small cup from Vechten has a somewhat bevelled contact
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F22 RULIX
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF940.
VF3091.
Only a few other impressions of this stamp are known, from La Graufesen-
que, the area around Utrecht', and Valkenburg. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten suggest a Neronian date for this stamp. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. PUG 619, provenance unknown.
F23 FHLIX
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*404; YF*4Q4a.
Up to now, this retrograde stamp has only been found on cups of Drag. 27
and 27g. The site record includes Exeter, Rheingonheim' and Usk2. The
cups from Vechten are of the small variety, and cannot be dated more ac-
curately than to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 88 (illustrated upside-down).
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, fig. 104, 56.
F24 FELICIS
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*397.
Dish RMO: VF*393b.
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF1936
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*1366.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1932a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1932; VF1934; VF1937; VF*392; VF*392c;
VF*393: VF*393a; VF*394; no no.
PUG: 1481.
This is one of the best-known stamps of Felix. It was found in the Erdlager
at Hofheim', at Old Winteringham2 and in period 3 at Valkenburg3, among
other places. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp
is no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [1]", Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 107; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 182-
183.
2. Hartley/Pengelly 1976, 110, fig. 51, 91.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 45a.
4. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
F25 FIILI.XSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2553.
This impression is not very sharp, but the text undoubtedly reads FfflJ.XSI
(retrograde), and may possibly be interpreted as FIILI.XSF. The spelling of
the name Felix with XS is also known from other stamps'. Since no paral-
lels seem to be known3, the date is based exclusively on the shape of this
cup. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. See catalogue no. F13.
2. Cf. Oswald 1931, 121, however: FIIUXSI (retro) on a Drag. 27 from
Mainz.
Felix - Severus
F26 FELIXSEV
Drag. 24 RMO: VP939.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*411b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*411; VF*411a; VF*969; VF*986.
Although this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, and was
found atAislingen', it is also known from various Flavian contexts, such as
Caerleon, Caersws IF, Carlisle, Rottweil Kastell HI3 and period 4 at Valken-
burg4. At La Graufesenque, some impressions were found among the waste
around the large kiln of c. A.D. 80-120/1305; as some of these were applied
to cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, however, it is not certain that hey are really from
that period. For the time being it is preferable to date the stamp to the times
of Nero and Vespasian.
The most logical solution would be to complete the text of this stamp to
read FELDC SEV(eri fecit), from which Felix could be deduced to have
been employed by a certain Severus. If this is correct, he cannot be ident-
ical to the Felix of La Graufesenque and Le Rozier discussed above, since,
at the time from which the stamp FELDCSEV dates, the latter akeady had
his own workshop. The Severus of this stamp should probably be identified
with Severus i rather than with Severus ii. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-
80
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 48.
2. Dickinson 1989, 81, 6.
3. Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 1.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 216.
5. Vemhet 1981, 34.
L. Ac- Fic-
F27 L.AC.FIC.
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*3x.
Although the text of this stamp seems to be relatively clear, the interpreta-
tion is not quite certain. The stamp probably reflects a potter's tria nomina.
The most common gentilicia starting with Ac- or Ag- are Accius, Acilius,
Acutius and Agrius', and the only known cognomen starting with Fic- is
Fictor2. None of these names have been found at La Graufesenque. The text
may also be explained ifferently, however, for FIC can also be completed
as ficit3 or figuli, in which case the first three letters may be seen as initials
of a potter's name, making the number of possibilities even larger.
The stamp is extremely rare. Apart from Vechten, it has only been found at
La Graufesenque, Rottweil and Wiesbaden, on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and
33a. On the basis of this evidence and of the shape of the cup from Vechten,
the stamp may be dated to the late Neronian and early Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 2-4 and 10.
2. Kajanto 1965, 21, 82 and 319.
3. The equivalent to fecit in vulgar Latin (see Palmer 1961,156).
Firmo i
The stamps attributed by Oswald to Firmo of La Graufesenque and Mon-
tans and to Pirmus of Lezoux' actually belong to two potters who worked
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exclusively at La Graufesenque. The assumption that a Firmo or Finnus was
also working at Lezoux and Montans was probably prompted by references
to stamps from Moulins and Limoges, and Perigueux and Poitiers, respect-
ively2.
The earliest of the two namesakes from La Graufesenque must have been
already active under Tiberius, since his production includes dishes of Halt.
la and Drag. 17 and cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 27g with rouletted rims and
upper walls. The profiles and decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
he marked with the stamp FDUMO.FEC also indicate such an early starting
date3. One of these vessels was made in a mould signed by Catlus".
The latest finds groups in which products of Firmo i have been found are
the Fosse de Gallicanus and the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, and
a Neronian grave at Baldock. On the basis of this evidence, his activities
may be assumed to have ended around A.D. 60 or 65.
1. Oswald 1931, 123, 386 and 426.
2. Oswald 1931, 123.
3. Gourvest 1967, 29 f., fig. I; Fiches 1978, 47, fig. 3, 4; Sauvage/
Dieulafait 1982/1983, pis. 2-16 (31 ex. from the Fosse de Cirratus at
La Graufesenque).
4. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 6, 22.
F28 OFI.FIRM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*415x.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on cups; the only exception being a
small dish from La Graufesenque. It has not been found in a dated context
as yet. Therefore, the date is based on the shape of the cup from Vechten.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
F29 OF.FIRMO
Drag. 27g
Cup
RMO:
PUG:
VF1944.
1523.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Drag. 24, and on a
small dish of Drag. 18. Elsewhere, impressions were also found on cups of
Ritt 9. This evidence and the profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a
date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [l],c. A.D.
50-70.
F30 OFPIRMO
Dish PUG: 1341.
This stamp is also sometimes read as OFERMO', probably because a Uga-
ture of I and R is very unusual. The third letter is certainly not an E but an
P, however, so the text must read OFFIRMO.
With over three hundred impressions, this is one of the best-represented
stamps in the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque. In addition to this, it
was found on dishes of Halt. la (fig. 6.22, e-g), soitmustbeoneofFirmo's
earliest stamps. It also occurs on dishes of Drag. 16 and 17 and on cups of
Ritt. 5 (cf. fig. 6.56), and is known from Camulodunum2 and Velsen I3,
among other places. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its
internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. See e.g. Stuart 1976, 25, 128.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 80.
3. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 56-57
F31 OF.FI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*384.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g,
both of the small variety, like the example from Vechten. The stamp is
otherwise known only from the legionary fortress at Strasbourg. Although
this is likely to be a stamp of Firmo i, this cannot be proved. The cup from
Vechten is hard to date, but it is definitely Claudian or Neronian. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
F32 OFIRM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1945a; VF*413x.
The material from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque includes
several examples of this retrograde stamp. It usually occurs only on cups,
including Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, but at the kiln site it was also found on small
dishes of Drag. 18. The cup numbered VF*413x is of the small variety, so
it may only be dated approximately; the other vessel is medium-sized with
a high, wide footdng, which indicates a date around the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
F33 FIRMO
Ritt.8
Drag. 27g
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF1945.
1947-43.
VP*415; VF*415a; 15b; VF*415d.
An example of this stamp was found in both the Fosse de Gallicanus and
the somewhat later deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, which suggests
that the die in question was in use during the early Neronian period.
However, the finds from the pottery also include a Drag. 27g with this
stamp with a rouletted upper wall, so the die must already have been in use
under Tiberius. The site list also includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2, period la at Valkenburg3 and
period I at Zwammerdam4. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 109 and Taf. Vffl 39-40.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 31, from grave 26, with a stamp of Bassus i.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 136, 218.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 108.
F34 FIRMO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1209.
There are few good leads for the date of this stamp; since it was found
at Colchester and on cups of Drag. 24, however, it probably dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1 st century. La Graufesenque [l]',c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 53, possibly identical.
F35 FIRMO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*415c.
The text of this stamp, which is rather unclear on the impression from
Vechten, is confirmed by parallels from other sites, such as the Erdlager at
Hofheim' and Usk2. At Baldock it was found in a Neronian grave3. Although
the footring of the small cup from Vechten has a somewhat bevelled contact
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surface, it does not appear to be earlier than Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 41.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 210, 58-60.
3. Dickinson 1986b, 205, S53, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
Firmo ii
Since the stamp discussed below is much later than the examples classed
under Firmo i, it has been assumed to belong to a different potter, to whom
may also be attributed, for example, the stamps OPPIRMON and
FIRMI.MAN, known from Caerleon' and Camelon'. The text of the latter
stamp, which according to Oswald is from Lezoux3, implies that Firmo ii
occasionally called himself Firmus, a name which also occurs in a docket
that was found at La Graufesenque4.
The site list for the stamps of Firmo ii suggests that he started production
shortly before the year 70. His activities very probably continued into the
late 1st century.
1. WheelerAVheeler 1928, 189.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 6-7.
3. Oswald 1931, 123, 386 and 426.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 71.
F36 O.FIRMONIS
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*414.
The site record for this stamp includes Brough-on-Humber, the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur', RottweiP, and possibly South Shields3.
These sites suggest a date during the times ofNero and Vespasian. This con-
clusion is confirmed by the decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp4. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 34.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1979, 105, 103 (South Shields provenance not
certain).
4. Lamboglia 1950, 117, fig. 59.
F36* <0.>FIRMONI<S>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*678.
This impression was made with a die that was shortened at both ends.
Originally it read O.FIRMONIS. The site list for the shortened version
includes Malton and Newstead'. Since the original version is also known
from Flavian finds groups, the die was probably modified after the year 70.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-90
1. Curle 1911, 236, 44, with stamps ofMasculus ii and Sabinus.
Flavius Germanus
See catalogue nos. G37-51.
Floras
The products of Floras of La Graufesenque were confused by Oswald with
those of L. L. Floras of Montans, a potter and mould-maker who was
active around the end of the 1st century'. Since the decorative schemes pro-
duced by the latter are closely related to contemporaneous decorative
schemes from La Graufesenque, it is not at all impossible that he learned
his trade at this pottery; for the time being, however, the difference in the
dates of his products and the vessels listed below is an argument against
identification of the two homonyms.
The stamps of Floms of La Graufesenque have been unearthed in relative-
ly small quantities up to now. The site list for his products, and the decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 made by him2, imply that his activ-
ities were largely or entirely restricted to the third quarter of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 126 and 387; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. HI 68-71;
Martin 1974,126,fig.1, 9-11, and 134, fig. 5; Simpson 1976, 251, fig.
2, 5-7; Mees 1995, 116 and Taf. 246, 1-5.
2. Vanderhoeven 1976b, 59, Taf. 60, 475.
F37 FLORI[MAN]
Drag. 18 RMO: VP1946; VF1947.
The last letters of this stamp, which are lacking in both the impressions
from Vechten, may easily be interpreted as NV or MV, and thus create
misunderstanding. There are few clues to the date of this stamp. At
Rheingonheim it was found on a slightly burnt dish', which may have been
lost during the disturbances in A.D. 69/70. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten indicate a date during, or shortly after, the Neronian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 55, interpreted as [-]PRIMV.
F38 FLORVS
Drag.33a RMO: no no.
This stamp also occurs on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. In the Posse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, a dozen identical impressions were
found. The only other dated context is period IV at Camulodunum'. Itis true
that an impression was found in period 4 at Valkenburg2, but since this was
applied to a Drag. 24 it is probably an example which had been ab-eady dis-
carded during the pre-Flavian period, and which resurfaced in period 43.
The shape of the cup fromVechten is in accordance with a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 82.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 220.
3. Cf. Glasbergen 1967, 59.
Formosus
F39 FORMOSVS
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1948;VF*418.
VF1949.
The guide-lines between which the text of this stamp was cut provide a
global indication of the date, since they were mainly used during the
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Tiberio-Claudian period. The site record for the stamp includes a pit at
Chichester with Claudian material', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the burnt
layer of A.D. 61 at Verulamium3. The latest context is the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, where the stamp was found on dishes of
Ritt. 1, for example.
The Drag. 18 numbered VF1948 is a relatively shallow vessel, which pro-
vides confirmation of a date around the middle of the 1st century to be
deduced from the other evidence. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417,Abb. 15, 111.
3. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 57.
4. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I, possibly identical; Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 54.
Frontinus
According to Oswald, Frontinus was already active under Nero'. This early
starting date seems to have been suggested by references to a stamp from
the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden and to stamps on a Ritt. 9 and a Drag. 17
from Le Mas d'Agenais and London, respectively. However, the stamp from
Wiesbaden does not belong to Frontinus, but to Aquitanus2. The interpreta-
tion of the example from Ie Mas d'Agenais is doubtful too; it is probably a
unique stamp for good reason. The dish from London was undoubtedly
identified incorrectly, since it is unthinkable that Frontinus could have pro-
duced dishes of Drag. 17.
The earliest context for the products of Frontinus is actually a pit at
Verulamium which is cut by a building constructed around 75/80 during the
reorganization of insula XIV. From this, Frontinus may be deduced already
to have been active under Vespasian. This is confirmed by the profiles of
many of his vessels.
Since stamps of Frontinus are regularly found at sites which were first
occupied in the nineties, and the list also includes Butzbach-Degerfeld, his
products may be assumed to have been in use until the late 1st century, or
maybe even up to c. A.D. 110.
Frontinus made not only plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29, but also numer-
ous moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37, which he stamped or inscribed by
hand3. Up to now there has been no indication that other potters used
moulds of Frontinus. Signatures on a mould from La Graufesenque and a
Drag. 37 from Vindonissa may imply that the complete name of Frontinus
was C. Cingius Frontinus4, although there are no connections between the
vessels in question and the decorative schemes igned only with the cogno-
men Frontinus. If so, Frontinus had the same praenomen and gentilicium as
C. Cingius Senovir, a potter and mould-maker who worked uring approxi-
mately the same period as Frontinus5, and who may have been his brother,
or a libertus of the same master.
1. Oswald 1931, 127 f., 387 and 426.
2. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, 147, 30 and Taf. VIII 53, interpreted as
[OFFRON]TNI instead of as [OFAQVI]TANI (cf. catalogue no. A57).
3. Mees 1995, 76 f. and Taf. 59-65, and 66, 1 and 5-8.
4. Mees 1995, 77 and Taf. 66, 2 and 4.
5. See catalogue no. S121.
F40 [QFF]RONTINI
R-dish RMO: VF1959c.
This must be one of the latest stamps of Frontinus, since the site list in-
eludes Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge, Echzell2, Holt3, the Saalburg4 and
Stockstadt5. It usually occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and Drag. 18R, but was
ostensibly found on a Drag. 33 at Rottweil'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
80-110.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 63; Knorr 1921, Taf. ffl 39.
2. ORLB18, 18, 26.
3. Grimes 1930, 123, 13-14.
4. ORLA3, 176 f., 49.
5. ORLA6,Taf. IV16.
6. Planck 1975, 254, Abb. 36, 157. This may be a Drag. 18R after all,
since small base fragments of rouletted ishes may easily be mistaken
for fragments of cups of Drag. 33; both have somewhat convex bases
with a groove at a short distance around the stamp.
F41 OFFRONTINI
Drag.18 RMO: VF*4
PUG: 7573.
This stamp occurs not only on plain ware, but also on bowls of Drag. 29,
some of which were made in moulds signed by Frontinus himself. The site
record includes Camelon2, Rottweil3 and Straubing4. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 61, 6; 64, 1-2, and 65, 1.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 8-9; Mees 1995, Taf. 61, 6.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 199.
4. Cf. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 170, probably the example recorded here.
F42 QFFR-NTNI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2499 + VF2958; VF2514: VP2959.
In the impression from Vechten illustrated here, traces of an F seem to be
visible in the first letter, a peculiarity known from numerous other stamps
of Frontinus; there is no trace of a ligature of T and I or I and N, so the text
of the stamp is QFFR'NTNI rather than OFFR-NTINI or the like.
The die with which these dishes were stamped was used exclusively for
Drag. 18. The site list includes Corbridge, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil' and Watercrook2. La Graufesenque [I]3,
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXH 313; Planck 1975, 254, Abb. 36. 143.
2. Wild 1979, 289, S14.
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 56h.
F43 QFFRONTINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1959d.
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*426a.
R-dish RMO: VF889: VF1943a: VP*426: VF*426b: Vel920.25.
The die with which these impressions were made was used not only to mark
plainware vessels and bowls of Drag. 29, but also to sign moulds for
beakers of Drag. 30 and bowls of Drag. 37'. The site record includes the
amphitheatre at Caerleon2, Corbridge3, Newstead", Wilderspool5 and several
other contexts of the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]°,
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 66, 5-8.
2. Wheeler/Wheeler 1928, 189.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 224, 53.
4. Curiel911,236,47.
5. Cf. May 1904, 62, possibly the example recorded here.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 56b.
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surface, it does not appear to be earlier than Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 41.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 210, 58-60.
3. Dickinson 1986b, 205, S53, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Maccarus, Nestor, Patricius and Perrus.
Firmo ii
Since the stamp discussed below is much later than the examples classed
under Firmo i, it has been assumed to belong to a different potter, to whom
may also be attributed, for example, the stamps OPPIRMON and
FIRMI.MAN, known from Caerleon' and Camelon'. The text of the latter
stamp, which according to Oswald is from Lezoux3, implies that Firmo ii
occasionally called himself Firmus, a name which also occurs in a docket
that was found at La Graufesenque4.
The site list for the stamps of Firmo ii suggests that he started production
shortly before the year 70. His activities very probably continued into the
late 1st century.
1. WheelerAVheeler 1928, 189.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 6-7.
3. Oswald 1931, 123, 386 and 426.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 71.
F36 O.FIRMONIS
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*414.
The site record for this stamp includes Brough-on-Humber, the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur', RottweiP, and possibly South Shields3.
These sites suggest a date during the times ofNero and Vespasian. This con-
clusion is confirmed by the decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp4. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 34.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1979, 105, 103 (South Shields provenance not
certain).
4. Lamboglia 1950, 117, fig. 59.
F36* <0.>FIRMONI<S>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*678.
This impression was made with a die that was shortened at both ends.
Originally it read O.FIRMONIS. The site list for the shortened version
includes Malton and Newstead'. Since the original version is also known
from Flavian finds groups, the die was probably modified after the year 70.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-90
1. Curle 1911, 236, 44, with stamps ofMasculus ii and Sabinus.
Flavius Germanus
See catalogue nos. G37-51.
Floras
The products of Floras of La Graufesenque were confused by Oswald with
those of L. L. Floras of Montans, a potter and mould-maker who was
active around the end of the 1st century'. Since the decorative schemes pro-
duced by the latter are closely related to contemporaneous decorative
schemes from La Graufesenque, it is not at all impossible that he learned
his trade at this pottery; for the time being, however, the difference in the
dates of his products and the vessels listed below is an argument against
identification of the two homonyms.
The stamps of Floms of La Graufesenque have been unearthed in relative-
ly small quantities up to now. The site list for his products, and the decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 made by him2, imply that his activ-
ities were largely or entirely restricted to the third quarter of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 126 and 387; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. HI 68-71;
Martin 1974,126,fig.1, 9-11, and 134, fig. 5; Simpson 1976, 251, fig.
2, 5-7; Mees 1995, 116 and Taf. 246, 1-5.
2. Vanderhoeven 1976b, 59, Taf. 60, 475.
F37 FLORI[MAN]
Drag. 18 RMO: VP1946; VF1947.
The last letters of this stamp, which are lacking in both the impressions
from Vechten, may easily be interpreted as NV or MV, and thus create
misunderstanding. There are few clues to the date of this stamp. At
Rheingonheim it was found on a slightly burnt dish', which may have been
lost during the disturbances in A.D. 69/70. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten indicate a date during, or shortly after, the Neronian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 55, interpreted as [-]PRIMV.
F38 FLORVS
Drag.33a RMO: no no.
This stamp also occurs on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. In the Posse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, a dozen identical impressions were
found. The only other dated context is period IV at Camulodunum'. Itis true
that an impression was found in period 4 at Valkenburg2, but since this was
applied to a Drag. 24 it is probably an example which had been ab-eady dis-
carded during the pre-Flavian period, and which resurfaced in period 43.
The shape of the cup fromVechten is in accordance with a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 82.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 220.
3. Cf. Glasbergen 1967, 59.
Formosus
F39 FORMOSVS
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1948;VF*418.
VF1949.
The guide-lines between which the text of this stamp was cut provide a
global indication of the date, since they were mainly used during the
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Tiberio-Claudian period. The site record for the stamp includes a pit at
Chichester with Claudian material', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the burnt
layer of A.D. 61 at Verulamium3. The latest context is the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, where the stamp was found on dishes of
Ritt. 1, for example.
The Drag. 18 numbered VF1948 is a relatively shallow vessel, which pro-
vides confirmation of a date around the middle of the 1st century to be
deduced from the other evidence. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
2. Ritteriing 1904, 417,Abb. 15, 111.
3. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 57.
4. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I, possibly identical; Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 54.
Frontinus
According to Oswald, Frontinus was already active under Nero'. This early
starting date seems to have been suggested by references to a stamp from
the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden and to stamps on a Ritt. 9 and a Drag. 17
from Le Mas d'Agenais and London, respectively. However, the stamp from
Wiesbaden does not belong to Frontinus, but to Aquitanus2. The interpreta-
tion of the example from Ie Mas d'Agenais is doubtful too; it is probably a
unique stamp for good reason. The dish from London was undoubtedly
identified incorrectly, since it is unthinkable that Frontinus could have pro-
duced dishes of Drag. 17.
The earliest context for the products of Frontinus is actually a pit at
Verulamium which is cut by a building constructed around 75/80 during the
reorganization of insula XIV. From this, Frontinus may be deduced already
to have been active under Vespasian. This is confirmed by the profiles of
many of his vessels.
Since stamps of Frontinus are regularly found at sites which were first
occupied in the nineties, and the list also includes Butzbach-Degerfeld, his
products may be assumed to have been in use until the late 1st century, or
maybe even up to c. A.D. 110.
Frontinus made not only plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29, but also numer-
ous moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37, which he stamped or inscribed by
hand3. Up to now there has been no indication that other potters used
moulds of Frontinus. Signatures on a mould from La Graufesenque and a
Drag. 37 from Vindonissa may imply that the complete name of Frontinus
was C. Cingius Frontinus4, although there are no connections between the
vessels in question and the decorative schemes igned only with the cogno-
men Frontinus. If so, Frontinus had the same praenomen and gentilicium as
C. Cingius Senovir, a potter and mould-maker who worked uring approxi-
mately the same period as Frontinus5, and who may have been his brother,
or a libertus of the same master.
1. Oswald 1931, 127 f., 387 and 426.
2. Ritteriing/Pallat 1898, 147, 30 and Taf. VIII 53, interpreted as
[OFFRON]TNI instead of as [OFAQVI]TANI (cf. catalogue no. A57).
3. Mees 1995, 76 f. and Taf. 59-65, and 66, 1 and 5-8.
4. Mees 1995, 77 and Taf. 66, 2 and 4.
5. See catalogue no. S121.
F40 [QFF]RONTINI
R-dish RMO: VF1959c.
This must be one of the latest stamps of Frontinus, since the site list in-
eludes Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge, Echzell2, Holt3, the Saalburg4 and
Stockstadt5. It usually occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and Drag. 18R, but was
ostensibly found on a Drag. 33 at Rottweil'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
80-110.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 63; Knorr 1921, Taf. ffl 39.
2. ORLB18, 18, 26.
3. Grimes 1930, 123, 13-14.
4. ORLA3, 176 f., 49.
5. ORLA6,Taf. IV16.
6. Planck 1975, 254, Abb. 36, 157. This may be a Drag. 18R after all,
since small base fragments of rouletted ishes may easily be mistaken
for fragments of cups of Drag. 33; both have somewhat convex bases
with a groove at a short distance around the stamp.
F41 OFFRONTINI
Drag.18 RMO: VF*4
PUG: 7573.
This stamp occurs not only on plain ware, but also on bowls of Drag. 29,
some of which were made in moulds signed by Frontinus himself. The site
record includes Camelon2, Rottweil3 and Straubing4. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 61, 6; 64, 1-2, and 65, 1.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 8-9; Mees 1995, Taf. 61, 6.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 199.
4. Cf. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 170, probably the example recorded here.
F42 QFFR-NTNI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2499 + VF2958; VF2514: VP2959.
In the impression from Vechten illustrated here, traces of an F seem to be
visible in the first letter, a peculiarity known from numerous other stamps
of Frontinus; there is no trace of a ligature of T and I or I and N, so the text
of the stamp is QFFR'NTNI rather than OFFR-NTINI or the like.
The die with which these dishes were stamped was used exclusively for
Drag. 18. The site list includes Corbridge, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil' and Watercrook2. La Graufesenque [I]3,
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXH 313; Planck 1975, 254, Abb. 36. 143.
2. Wild 1979, 289, S14.
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 56h.
F43 QFFRONTINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1959d.
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*426a.
R-dish RMO: VF889: VF1943a: VP*426: VF*426b: Vel920.25.
The die with which these impressions were made was used not only to mark
plainware vessels and bowls of Drag. 29, but also to sign moulds for
beakers of Drag. 30 and bowls of Drag. 37'. The site record includes the
amphitheatre at Caerleon2, Corbridge3, Newstead", Wilderspool5 and several
other contexts of the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]°,
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 66, 5-8.
2. Wheeler/Wheeler 1928, 189.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 224, 53.
4. Curiel911,236,47.
5. Cf. May 1904, 62, possibly the example recorded here.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 56b.
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F44 QFFRONTIN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*428a;VF*428b; H940/5.65; Vel923/4.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: VF1950+fl909/10.2;VF*428;VF*1397;
Vel924/AB.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*428c (fig. 6.73, i and pl. 38, k).
The site record for this stamp includes several forts constructed in Britain
during the expeditions ofAgricola,such as those at Binchester, Cardean and
Segontium. However, the profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat
this is not one of the latest stamps of Frontinus. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-90.
F45 QFFRONTDST
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*427e;VF*1556a.
PUG: 294.
Dish RMO: VF*424: Vel923.
The final etter of this stamp should probably be seen as an N, for which the
die lacked space. Up to now, the stamp has been found exclusively on
dishes of Drag. 18. There are few leads for dating, but the site list includes
Nijmegen-west and Rottweil'. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten
imply that the latest vessels with this stamp were not lost or discarded be-
fore the time of Domitian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 204.
F46 0<F>FRON<II>
Dish RMO: fl980/7.356.
This is an impression of a damaged die. Originally it read OFFRONII.
which may be interpreted as QFFRONTI. The complete text was found only
at La Graufesenque', the shortened version at Heddemheim and Newstead2,
among other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hermetl934,pl. lll,56d.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 15.
F47 QFFROMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2520.
Strictly speaking this stamp reads QFFRONII, but one may assume that
QFFRONTI was intended. The only dated context in which an identical
impression was found is Caerleon. The profile of the dish from Vechten
clearly shows that this is not one of the latest stamps of Frontinus. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
F48 [0]FRONTI
Drag.18 RMO: VF1959k; VF*427; VF*427c; VF*427d;
fl940/5.13.
This stamp only occurs on dishes of Drag. 18. There are few leads for dating
since the only dated context is Nijmegen-west. The date is therefore based
mainly on the profiles of the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-90.
F49 QFFRON
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2518.
The impression from Vechten is extremely unclear, but the interpretation is
confirmed by examples found elsewhere, including one at Heddemheim.
No additional external evidence is available for the date of this stamp. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
P50 OFRONTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*427b.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*421c; VF*424d; VF*424e; VF*424f:
VF*491a;VF*1556.
PUG: Vel922/4-5.
Dish RMO: VF2497; VF*224a; no no.
PUG: 1947-413.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*421b.
PUG: 310.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*484el.
This is one of the best-known stamps ofFrontinus. The die with which these
impressions were made seems to have been in use for a long time. The
earliest dated context is a pit at Verulamium, which contained material of
the period prior to the reconstruction of insula XIV, which began around
A.D. 75/80'. The site list includes RottweiP and Straubing3, but also forts
which were constructed under Domitian or Trajan, such as those at
Butzbach-Degerfeld", Echzell5 and Muimingen6. La Graufesenque [I]7, c.
A.D. 70-110.
1. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 10.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 200; Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 2, from
Kastell III.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 36, 1, and 41, 169.
4. Simon 1968, 58, 403.
5. ORLB18, 18, 27.
6. ORL B68a, Taf. V 16.
7. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 65, 6, probably identical.
F51 OFR.N
Drag. 27 RMO: VI y, VF3009.
Since the potter's name in the stamp numbered F42 also shows a stop in-
stead of an 0, this may be assumed to be a stamp of Frontinus as well'. It is
known from Arentsburg2, Chesterholm, Corbridge and Rottweil3, among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat the stamp
dates from the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Oswald (1931, 269) attributed it to Rufinus.
2. Holwerda 1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 6, an incomplete impression inter-
preted as OPAM.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 308.
F52 FRONTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (83); VF1951 + VF2017a; VF1952;
VF1955; VF1955a; VF1957; VF*422: VF*427a;
fl 975/4.4; Vel939.
PUG: 1375.
This retrograde stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
The only sites to provide a clue for the date are Chester and Rottweil'. The
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profiles of the cups from Vechten show that this is not one of the latest
stamps ofFrontinus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 42.
F53 [F]RON
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*427s.
RMO: VF1959f.
The only vessel which provides an indication for the date of this stamp is a
cup which was probably found at York'. The date is therefore based mainly
on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
90.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance uncertain.
Fuscus i
At La Graufesenque, two potters by the name of Puscus seem to have been
active, who were not distinguished by Oswald'. The vessels of the better-
known of the two date from around the end of the 1st century. The produc-
tion of the earlier homonym includes Drag. 17 and 17aR (cf. fig. 6.37, e)
and Ritt. 5, so he must have been already active under Tiberius. The site
record for his products includes the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque,
Aislingen2, a pit with Claudian material at Chichester3 and the Kops Plateau
at Nijmegen. The name of Fuscus i may occur in a docket from La Graufe-
senque".
1. Oswald 1931, 128 f., 387 and 426.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XHI 50.
3. Hartley 1974a, 6.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 93.
Fronto
Fronto is one of the less productive potters who worked at La Graufesenque
under Tiberius and Claudius. He regularly produced cups of Ritt. 5, and one
of his stamps has a double frame around the text; both features how that
the start of his activities should be dated to the Tiberian period.
Oswald attributed the stamps of Fronto of La Graufesenque to a namesake
at Montans, who worked around the same time'. A potter by the name of
Fronto is also known at Lyon-La Muette2. The cognomen was so common,
however, that here is no good reason to assume that fewer than three differ-
ent potters are concerned3.
1. Oswald 1931, 128 and 387; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. Ill 74;
Gallia 32, 1974, 493.
2. Lasfargues et al. 1976, 54-57, XVI.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 130 (249 records).
F54 FRONTOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*422x.
Since the production of Fronto seems to have been fairly limited, it may be
preferable to interpret the text of this stamp as Fronto f(ecit) rather than as
Front(onis) of(ficina) (cf. p. 146). The stamp also occurs on cups of Drag.
24, and was found in period 1 at Valkenburg', among other places. The ves-
sel from Vechten has a wide, high footring, and probably dates from before
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 381.
F55 FRONTO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2368a;VF*421;
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The only lead
for dating is the presence of two impressions at Valkenburg; vessels with
this stamp seem still to have been marketed after c. A.D. 40. The cup num-
bered VF2368a is a medium-sized vessel with a more or less flattened rim,
which probably dates from the Claudian period. The two other vessels are
of the small variety, so they may only be dated approximately, but they are
not very likely to be much earlier than the previous one. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 40-55.
F56 FVSCI
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*431a.
Only one or two other examples of this stamp are known. The only certain
parallel is from Poitiers. The other, probably also identical stamp is on a
Drag. 25 with a bevelled footring, from Gue-de-Sciaux'. The shape of the
cup from Vechten confirms the early date to be deduced from the latter evi-
dence. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Richard 1991, 99, fig. 1, 17.
Fuscus ii
On the basis of the places where they were found, the stamps discussed
below may be dated to the times of Domitiau and Trajan. It is not very
likely, therefore, that they belong to the Fuscus discussed in the previous
section, who made such types as Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5.
The products of Fuscus ii were found at La Graufesenque among the waste
around the large kiln, which was fired during the period 80-120/130'. That
this potter was not yet active in the time of Vespasian is evident, not from
the site list for his vessels, but from their profiles. The rouletted ishes made
by Fuscus ii are all very deep, and comparable to those of, for example,
Bassinus; his standard ishes are coarse and often have extremely flared
walls, while his cups are usually very coarse as well.
Since the stamps of Fuscus ii are well-represented in forts which were con-
structed in the nineties, or even later, he must be one of the last potters from
La Graufesenque whose products were still marketed in the northwest prov-
inces. It is not unpossible that he is identical to the Fuscus who made
moulds for bowls of Drag. 37 and beakers of Dech. 67 in the 2nd century2
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Vemhet 1991, 28 f.; Mees 1995, 77 and Taf. 67, 9.
F57 OPFVSCI
Drag. 15/17R
R-dish
RMO: VF1962.
RMO: VF25(89);VF*1305.
This stamp has an extremely unusual shape. The text was applied between
guide-lines, and is flanked on the left by a palm, and on the right by an ivy
leaf. The site list includes Amsburg', the Saalburg2, the Salisberg3 and
Stockstadf, so the stamp must date from the late 1st century. This makes it,
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F44 QFFRONTIN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*428a;VF*428b; H940/5.65; Vel923/4.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: VF1950+fl909/10.2;VF*428;VF*1397;
Vel924/AB.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*428c (fig. 6.73, i and pl. 38, k).
The site record for this stamp includes several forts constructed in Britain
during the expeditions ofAgricola,such as those at Binchester, Cardean and
Segontium. However, the profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat
this is not one of the latest stamps of Frontinus. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-90.
F45 QFFRONTDST
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*427e;VF*1556a.
PUG: 294.
Dish RMO: VF*424: Vel923.
The final etter of this stamp should probably be seen as an N, for which the
die lacked space. Up to now, the stamp has been found exclusively on
dishes of Drag. 18. There are few leads for dating, but the site list includes
Nijmegen-west and Rottweil'. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten
imply that the latest vessels with this stamp were not lost or discarded be-
fore the time of Domitian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 204.
F46 0<F>FRON<II>
Dish RMO: fl980/7.356.
This is an impression of a damaged die. Originally it read OFFRONII.
which may be interpreted as QFFRONTI. The complete text was found only
at La Graufesenque', the shortened version at Heddemheim and Newstead2,
among other places. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hermetl934,pl. lll,56d.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 15.
F47 QFFROMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2520.
Strictly speaking this stamp reads QFFRONII, but one may assume that
QFFRONTI was intended. The only dated context in which an identical
impression was found is Caerleon. The profile of the dish from Vechten
clearly shows that this is not one of the latest stamps of Frontinus. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
F48 [0]FRONTI
Drag.18 RMO: VF1959k; VF*427; VF*427c; VF*427d;
fl940/5.13.
This stamp only occurs on dishes of Drag. 18. There are few leads for dating
since the only dated context is Nijmegen-west. The date is therefore based
mainly on the profiles of the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-90.
F49 QFFRON
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2518.
The impression from Vechten is extremely unclear, but the interpretation is
confirmed by examples found elsewhere, including one at Heddemheim.
No additional external evidence is available for the date of this stamp. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
P50 OFRONTI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*427b.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*421c; VF*424d; VF*424e; VF*424f:
VF*491a;VF*1556.
PUG: Vel922/4-5.
Dish RMO: VF2497; VF*224a; no no.
PUG: 1947-413.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*421b.
PUG: 310.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*484el.
This is one of the best-known stamps ofFrontinus. The die with which these
impressions were made seems to have been in use for a long time. The
earliest dated context is a pit at Verulamium, which contained material of
the period prior to the reconstruction of insula XIV, which began around
A.D. 75/80'. The site list includes RottweiP and Straubing3, but also forts
which were constructed under Domitian or Trajan, such as those at
Butzbach-Degerfeld", Echzell5 and Muimingen6. La Graufesenque [I]7, c.
A.D. 70-110.
1. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 10.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 200; Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 2, from
Kastell III.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 36, 1, and 41, 169.
4. Simon 1968, 58, 403.
5. ORLB18, 18, 27.
6. ORL B68a, Taf. V 16.
7. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 65, 6, probably identical.
F51 OFR.N
Drag. 27 RMO: VI y, VF3009.
Since the potter's name in the stamp numbered F42 also shows a stop in-
stead of an 0, this may be assumed to be a stamp of Frontinus as well'. It is
known from Arentsburg2, Chesterholm, Corbridge and Rottweil3, among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat the stamp
dates from the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Oswald (1931, 269) attributed it to Rufinus.
2. Holwerda 1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 6, an incomplete impression inter-
preted as OPAM.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 308.
F52 FRONTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (83); VF1951 + VF2017a; VF1952;
VF1955; VF1955a; VF1957; VF*422: VF*427a;
fl 975/4.4; Vel939.
PUG: 1375.
This retrograde stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
The only sites to provide a clue for the date are Chester and Rottweil'. The
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profiles of the cups from Vechten show that this is not one of the latest
stamps ofFrontinus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 42.
F53 [F]RON
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*427s.
RMO: VF1959f.
The only vessel which provides an indication for the date of this stamp is a
cup which was probably found at York'. The date is therefore based mainly
on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
90.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance uncertain.
Fuscus i
At La Graufesenque, two potters by the name of Puscus seem to have been
active, who were not distinguished by Oswald'. The vessels of the better-
known of the two date from around the end of the 1st century. The produc-
tion of the earlier homonym includes Drag. 17 and 17aR (cf. fig. 6.37, e)
and Ritt. 5, so he must have been already active under Tiberius. The site
record for his products includes the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque,
Aislingen2, a pit with Claudian material at Chichester3 and the Kops Plateau
at Nijmegen. The name of Fuscus i may occur in a docket from La Graufe-
senque".
1. Oswald 1931, 128 f., 387 and 426.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XHI 50.
3. Hartley 1974a, 6.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 93.
Fronto
Fronto is one of the less productive potters who worked at La Graufesenque
under Tiberius and Claudius. He regularly produced cups of Ritt. 5, and one
of his stamps has a double frame around the text; both features how that
the start of his activities should be dated to the Tiberian period.
Oswald attributed the stamps of Fronto of La Graufesenque to a namesake
at Montans, who worked around the same time'. A potter by the name of
Fronto is also known at Lyon-La Muette2. The cognomen was so common,
however, that here is no good reason to assume that fewer than three differ-
ent potters are concerned3.
1. Oswald 1931, 128 and 387; Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 154, pl. Ill 74;
Gallia 32, 1974, 493.
2. Lasfargues et al. 1976, 54-57, XVI.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 130 (249 records).
F54 FRONTOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*422x.
Since the production of Fronto seems to have been fairly limited, it may be
preferable to interpret the text of this stamp as Fronto f(ecit) rather than as
Front(onis) of(ficina) (cf. p. 146). The stamp also occurs on cups of Drag.
24, and was found in period 1 at Valkenburg', among other places. The ves-
sel from Vechten has a wide, high footring, and probably dates from before
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 381.
F55 FRONTO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2368a;VF*421;
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The only lead
for dating is the presence of two impressions at Valkenburg; vessels with
this stamp seem still to have been marketed after c. A.D. 40. The cup num-
bered VF2368a is a medium-sized vessel with a more or less flattened rim,
which probably dates from the Claudian period. The two other vessels are
of the small variety, so they may only be dated approximately, but they are
not very likely to be much earlier than the previous one. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 40-55.
F56 FVSCI
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*431a.
Only one or two other examples of this stamp are known. The only certain
parallel is from Poitiers. The other, probably also identical stamp is on a
Drag. 25 with a bevelled footring, from Gue-de-Sciaux'. The shape of the
cup from Vechten confirms the early date to be deduced from the latter evi-
dence. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Richard 1991, 99, fig. 1, 17.
Fuscus ii
On the basis of the places where they were found, the stamps discussed
below may be dated to the times of Domitiau and Trajan. It is not very
likely, therefore, that they belong to the Fuscus discussed in the previous
section, who made such types as Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5.
The products of Fuscus ii were found at La Graufesenque among the waste
around the large kiln, which was fired during the period 80-120/130'. That
this potter was not yet active in the time of Vespasian is evident, not from
the site list for his vessels, but from their profiles. The rouletted ishes made
by Fuscus ii are all very deep, and comparable to those of, for example,
Bassinus; his standard ishes are coarse and often have extremely flared
walls, while his cups are usually very coarse as well.
Since the stamps of Fuscus ii are well-represented in forts which were con-
structed in the nineties, or even later, he must be one of the last potters from
La Graufesenque whose products were still marketed in the northwest prov-
inces. It is not unpossible that he is identical to the Fuscus who made
moulds for bowls of Drag. 37 and beakers of Dech. 67 in the 2nd century2
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Vemhet 1991, 28 f.; Mees 1995, 77 and Taf. 67, 9.
F57 OPFVSCI
Drag. 15/17R
R-dish
RMO: VF1962.
RMO: VF25(89);VF*1305.
This stamp has an extremely unusual shape. The text was applied between
guide-lines, and is flanked on the left by a palm, and on the right by an ivy
leaf. The site list includes Amsburg', the Saalburg2, the Salisberg3 and
Stockstadf, so the stamp must date from the late 1st century. This makes it,
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together with number F58, the latest stamp from La Graufesenque by far to
have been cut between guide-Unes. The Drag. 15/17R from Vechten is an
unusually deep vessel, and probably one of the last dishes of this type to
have been produced at La Graufesenque. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. ORLB16.24, 13.
2. ORL A3, 177, under nos. 50-54.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 50.
4. ORL B33, 102, 50.
F58 [OF].FVSC
Drag.18 RMO: VF1961.
The sign preceding the name is probably a decorative stop rather than an I.
Fragments of this stamp are easily recognizable by the tabula ansata nd the
guide-lines between which the text has been applied.
The list of parallels includes an example from Little Chester and an im-
pression which is probably from York'. The dish from Vechten is relatively
deep, but not as coarse as many other vessels of Puscus ii, so the stamp prob-
ably dates from the last decades of the 1st century. The stamps numbered
F57 and F58 are the latest examples with guide-lines from at La Graufe-
senque. The die with which the dish from Vechten was marked was broken
later on, and both ansae were lost. The reduced version is known from the
kiln site. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance uncertain.
F59 OF.FVS
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*43Q;fl940/5.193.
RMO: VF*430a.
As in the stamp numbered F5 8, the sign preceding the name should prob-
ably not be seen as an I but as a kind of stop. The stamp was found at
several sites first occupied urmg the Flavian period, such as Bad Cannstatt'
and Illdey. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Knorr 1921, Taf. IX 79.
F60 FVSCI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF908.
RMO: H909/10.2; H975/4.4.
For this stamp, only a few parallels are known, all on dishes of Drag. 18.
The site record includes Butzbach and Caerleon. The dish numbered VP908
from Vechten is not particularly deep, but the walls are extremely flared. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
F61 FVSCI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*431.
The presence of identical impressions at Bad Cannstatt', Bainbridge and
Butzbach suggests that his stamp dates from around the turn of the 1st cen-
tury. The flared wall of the Drag. 18 from Vechten is completely in accord-
ance with this assumption. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
F62 FVSCI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1960; Vel920.24.
Several examples of this stamp were found at places first occupied under
Domitian, such as Holt' and the Saalburg2. The dishes from Vechten have
coarse footrings, characteristic of vessels of the late 1st and early 2nd cen-
turies. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Grimes 1930, 123, 6.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 55.
F63 F[VSC]I
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2915.
Although only the first and last letters of this impression are clearly visible,
the coarseness of the letters, and of the cup itself, prompt he assumption
that this must be a stamp of Fuscus. Up to now, no parallels seem to have
been found, but the shape of the cup and the evidence for the other stamps
of Fuscus indicate a date around the end of the 1 st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 80-110.
F64 FVSCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1964.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 18R and cups of Drag. 33.
The site record includes Butzbach and the Steinkastell at Heddemheim' La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 20.
F65 FVSCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1963.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the Saalburg'. The
shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that this is not one of the latest
stamps ofFuscus ii. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 80-100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 59.
F66 FVSCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2074; VF*387.
There is little evidence for the date of this retrograde stamp. The Saalburg'
is the only dated context so far. The profiles of the cups from Vechten in-
dicate a date in the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 80-100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 57.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 202; Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 40.
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F67 FVS[CI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VP*431d.
The complete text of this stamp is known from impressions found else-
where, for example at Butzbach and Heronbndge. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D.. 80-120.
F68 FVSC
Drag. 27 PUG: 1403.
The only dated context for this stamp is Heddemheim. The shape of the cup
from Vechten, which is of the small variety, suggests that this is not one of
the latest stamps of Fuscus ii. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
thousands of vessels of rejected sigillata, not just from the workshop of
Gallicanus, but also from other workshops. Since this pit was almost pure-
ly cylindrical in shape, it is assumed to have been filled in the course of a
single firing season; if the pit had lain open for a longer period, its walls
would undoubtedly have crumbled away more. The formation of the de-
posit, on the basis of the site lists for the stamps it has yielded, is dated to
the beginning of Nero's reign.
Together with the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique, which also contained
products ofGallicanus', the Fosse de Gallicanus constitutes the earliest con-
text for the production of this manufacturer, who is barely known outside
La Graufesenque. The profiles of some of his products suggest that he was
already active by A.D. 45/50. His activities probably continued into the time
of Vespasian, since stamps with his name were found at Caedeon and
Nijmegen-west, among other places.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 39.
F69 FVSC
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2533.
The text of this stamp is far from clear, but probably reads FVSC. No paral-
lels seem to have been found as yet, so the date is based on the shape of the
cup. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
Galbinus
G2 OFGALIC
Gl GALBINIM
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF1949.
VF958; VF15( i; VF1734; VF-205; fl909/10.2.
The die with which these impressions were made must have been first used
during the pre-Flavian period, since an identical impression is known from
period 3 at Valkenburg". On the other hand, the site list includes a few
Flavian contexts, such as Camelon2, the legionary fortress and canabae at
Nijmegen3, and Rottweil.
The stamp was attributed by Oswald to G. Albinus, as was the stamp
GALBINVSF4. Since stamps in which a cognomen is accompanied only by
a praenomen are extremely rare5, these stamps are more likely to belong to
a certain Galbinus. The cognomen Galbinus is otherwise unknown, but
could have derived from Galba. In view of the date of the stamp, however,
attribution to C. Exomnius Albinus cannot be ruled out - he was active shortly
after the middle of the 1st century". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 145.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 11.
3. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980,pl. 16, 29, from the
ditch of period 5 (probably not the primary context).
4. Oswald 1931, 11. For GALBINVSF see also, among others, Walters
1908, 328, M1876 (interpreted as GALRINVSF), and Ettlinger 1975-
1978, Taf. 1, 63.
5. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
6. Cf. catalogue no. A35.
Gallicanus
The name of Gallicanus is connected to a waste pit found at La Graufe-
senque, the so-called Fosse de Gallicanus (fig. 2.10, c), which contained
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*433a.
RMO: VF*433.
PUG: Vel925/l.
The die with which these impressions were made was used not only to mark
plainware vessels, but also to sign moulds for Drag. 29 among their decor-
ative schemes'. In some of these moulds, the hand-written text N.FE or
IV.FE has been added below the decoration; these vessels appear to have
been manufactured by one N- or Iu-, who was one of the employees of
Gallicanus. The moulds with the stamp OFGALIC were not just used by
Gallicanus himself, but also by Albus, Patricius and Senicio2.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, over thirty examples of this
stamp were found in moulds or among the decoration of bowls of Drag. 29,
mostly in combination with the internal stamp GALLICANI. Plainware
vessels have yielded another dozen identical impressions. No other parallels
are known from a dated context. The dish from Vechten numbered VF*433
has a double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Mees 1995, 77 and Taf. 67, 1-7.
2. Mees 1995, 211 and Taf. 67, 1-2.
G3 FG1ALLICANI.MA
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1965: VP*435.
This relatively rare stamp occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29, including ex-
amples from Aislingen' and Rome2. The decoration of the latter vessel is
Neronian. Both bowls from Vechten have double grooves around their
stamps. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 51.
2. Knorr 1952, Taf. 26 B.
04 GALLICA.MA
Drag. 15/17
Dish
Drag. 29
RMO: no no.
RMO: VF1737.
RMO: VF1738; VF1739.
The site record for this stamp includes Nijmegen-west, and probably also
York'. To judge by the examples from Nijmegen-west and Vechten, the
impressions on bowls of Drag. 29 may be earlier than the others, since they
are still more or less rectangular2; the impressions on plain ware have more
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together with number F58, the latest stamp from La Graufesenque by far to
have been cut between guide-Unes. The Drag. 15/17R from Vechten is an
unusually deep vessel, and probably one of the last dishes of this type to
have been produced at La Graufesenque. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. ORLB16.24, 13.
2. ORL A3, 177, under nos. 50-54.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 50.
4. ORL B33, 102, 50.
F58 [OF].FVSC
Drag.18 RMO: VF1961.
The sign preceding the name is probably a decorative stop rather than an I.
Fragments of this stamp are easily recognizable by the tabula ansata nd the
guide-lines between which the text has been applied.
The list of parallels includes an example from Little Chester and an im-
pression which is probably from York'. The dish from Vechten is relatively
deep, but not as coarse as many other vessels of Puscus ii, so the stamp prob-
ably dates from the last decades of the 1st century. The stamps numbered
F57 and F58 are the latest examples with guide-lines from at La Graufe-
senque. The die with which the dish from Vechten was marked was broken
later on, and both ansae were lost. The reduced version is known from the
kiln site. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance uncertain.
F59 OF.FVS
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*43Q;fl940/5.193.
RMO: VF*430a.
As in the stamp numbered F5 8, the sign preceding the name should prob-
ably not be seen as an I but as a kind of stop. The stamp was found at
several sites first occupied urmg the Flavian period, such as Bad Cannstatt'
and Illdey. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Knorr 1921, Taf. IX 79.
F60 FVSCI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF908.
RMO: H909/10.2; H975/4.4.
For this stamp, only a few parallels are known, all on dishes of Drag. 18.
The site record includes Butzbach and Caerleon. The dish numbered VP908
from Vechten is not particularly deep, but the walls are extremely flared. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
F61 FVSCI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*431.
The presence of identical impressions at Bad Cannstatt', Bainbridge and
Butzbach suggests that his stamp dates from around the turn of the 1st cen-
tury. The flared wall of the Drag. 18 from Vechten is completely in accord-
ance with this assumption. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-120.
F62 FVSCI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF1960; Vel920.24.
Several examples of this stamp were found at places first occupied under
Domitian, such as Holt' and the Saalburg2. The dishes from Vechten have
coarse footrings, characteristic of vessels of the late 1st and early 2nd cen-
turies. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Grimes 1930, 123, 6.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 55.
F63 F[VSC]I
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2915.
Although only the first and last letters of this impression are clearly visible,
the coarseness of the letters, and of the cup itself, prompt he assumption
that this must be a stamp of Fuscus. Up to now, no parallels seem to have
been found, but the shape of the cup and the evidence for the other stamps
of Fuscus indicate a date around the end of the 1 st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 80-110.
F64 FVSCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1964.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 18R and cups of Drag. 33.
The site record includes Butzbach and the Steinkastell at Heddemheim' La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 20.
F65 FVSCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1963.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the Saalburg'. The
shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that this is not one of the latest
stamps ofFuscus ii. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 80-100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 59.
F66 FVSCI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2074; VF*387.
There is little evidence for the date of this retrograde stamp. The Saalburg'
is the only dated context so far. The profiles of the cups from Vechten in-
dicate a date in the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 80-100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 57.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 202; Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 40.
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F67 FVS[CI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VP*431d.
The complete text of this stamp is known from impressions found else-
where, for example at Butzbach and Heronbndge. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D.. 80-120.
F68 FVSC
Drag. 27 PUG: 1403.
The only dated context for this stamp is Heddemheim. The shape of the cup
from Vechten, which is of the small variety, suggests that this is not one of
the latest stamps of Fuscus ii. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
thousands of vessels of rejected sigillata, not just from the workshop of
Gallicanus, but also from other workshops. Since this pit was almost pure-
ly cylindrical in shape, it is assumed to have been filled in the course of a
single firing season; if the pit had lain open for a longer period, its walls
would undoubtedly have crumbled away more. The formation of the de-
posit, on the basis of the site lists for the stamps it has yielded, is dated to
the beginning of Nero's reign.
Together with the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique, which also contained
products ofGallicanus', the Fosse de Gallicanus constitutes the earliest con-
text for the production of this manufacturer, who is barely known outside
La Graufesenque. The profiles of some of his products suggest that he was
already active by A.D. 45/50. His activities probably continued into the time
of Vespasian, since stamps with his name were found at Caedeon and
Nijmegen-west, among other places.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 39.
F69 FVSC
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2533.
The text of this stamp is far from clear, but probably reads FVSC. No paral-
lels seem to have been found as yet, so the date is based on the shape of the
cup. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
Galbinus
G2 OFGALIC
Gl GALBINIM
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF1949.
VF958; VF15( i; VF1734; VF-205; fl909/10.2.
The die with which these impressions were made must have been first used
during the pre-Flavian period, since an identical impression is known from
period 3 at Valkenburg". On the other hand, the site list includes a few
Flavian contexts, such as Camelon2, the legionary fortress and canabae at
Nijmegen3, and Rottweil.
The stamp was attributed by Oswald to G. Albinus, as was the stamp
GALBINVSF4. Since stamps in which a cognomen is accompanied only by
a praenomen are extremely rare5, these stamps are more likely to belong to
a certain Galbinus. The cognomen Galbinus is otherwise unknown, but
could have derived from Galba. In view of the date of the stamp, however,
attribution to C. Exomnius Albinus cannot be ruled out - he was active shortly
after the middle of the 1st century". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 145.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 11.
3. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980,pl. 16, 29, from the
ditch of period 5 (probably not the primary context).
4. Oswald 1931, 11. For GALBINVSF see also, among others, Walters
1908, 328, M1876 (interpreted as GALRINVSF), and Ettlinger 1975-
1978, Taf. 1, 63.
5. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
6. Cf. catalogue no. A35.
Gallicanus
The name of Gallicanus is connected to a waste pit found at La Graufe-
senque, the so-called Fosse de Gallicanus (fig. 2.10, c), which contained
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*433a.
RMO: VF*433.
PUG: Vel925/l.
The die with which these impressions were made was used not only to mark
plainware vessels, but also to sign moulds for Drag. 29 among their decor-
ative schemes'. In some of these moulds, the hand-written text N.FE or
IV.FE has been added below the decoration; these vessels appear to have
been manufactured by one N- or Iu-, who was one of the employees of
Gallicanus. The moulds with the stamp OFGALIC were not just used by
Gallicanus himself, but also by Albus, Patricius and Senicio2.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, over thirty examples of this
stamp were found in moulds or among the decoration of bowls of Drag. 29,
mostly in combination with the internal stamp GALLICANI. Plainware
vessels have yielded another dozen identical impressions. No other parallels
are known from a dated context. The dish from Vechten numbered VF*433
has a double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Mees 1995, 77 and Taf. 67, 1-7.
2. Mees 1995, 211 and Taf. 67, 1-2.
G3 FG1ALLICANI.MA
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1965: VP*435.
This relatively rare stamp occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29, including ex-
amples from Aislingen' and Rome2. The decoration of the latter vessel is
Neronian. Both bowls from Vechten have double grooves around their
stamps. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 51.
2. Knorr 1952, Taf. 26 B.
04 GALLICA.MA
Drag. 15/17
Dish
Drag. 29
RMO: no no.
RMO: VF1737.
RMO: VF1738; VF1739.
The site record for this stamp includes Nijmegen-west, and probably also
York'. To judge by the examples from Nijmegen-west and Vechten, the
impressions on bowls of Drag. 29 may be earlier than the others, since they
are still more or less rectangular2; the impressions on plain ware have more
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rounded ends. The bowls from Vechten both have double grooves around
the stamps. On the basis of the evidence mentioned above, the stamp may
be dated to the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance uncertain.
2. See also Fiches 1978, 61, fig. 12, 46.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 60a, probably identical.
05 GAL[ICANI]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*214a.
This is a relatively little-known stamp, which has only been found on bowls
of Drag. 29 thus far. At La Graufesenque, an impression was unearthed
from the deposit Cluzel 15. The decorative schemes of vessels from
London' and Mainz-Weisenau2 indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. The bowl
from Vechten has only a single groove around the stamp. La Graufesenque
[I]3, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorrl952,Taf. 26A.
2. Knon 1952, Taf. 26 C.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 60.
06 ALUIC1AN
Ritt.9 RMO: VF944.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*207.
PUG: 1947-43.
Dish RMO: f 1940/5. Ill (2 ex.).
This is probably the only stamp from La Graufesenque on which more than
MA or MAN may be read. Up to now it has always been assumed that these
abbreviations should be completed as manu, but this stamp indicates that he
complete form is manus; this spelling also occurs in the graffito SABINI
MANVS, with which a mould for a Hask of Hermet ype 15 was signed'.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus, a handful of examples of this stamp were found.
The site Ust also includes the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2, period 2 at
Valkenburg3 and period I at Zwammerdam4.
The die with which these impressions were made was damaged later on.
The remaining text, ALLI.MAN. was attributed by Oswald to the other-
wise unknown potter Allius or Alius'. Impressions of this reduced text are
known from La Graufesenque' and Xanten7, among other places. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 172, 3.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 40.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 221-222.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 114.
5. Oswald 1931, 13. The other three stamps recorded there have prob-
ably been misinterpreted (cf. catalogue no. A37*); the stamp reading
OFALIVS from Vechten recorded there has not been recovered as yet.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 6.
7. Steiner 1911, Taf. XIX 9, from grave 9, mistakenly dated to the
Claudian period by Oswald (1931, 13).
Only a few examples of this stamp are known; although none of them have
a clear initial G, this must be a stamp of Gallicanus. In the cup from
Vechten, the die was not applied sufficiently deeply, so the middle letters
are missing. There are no good leads for dating, but the shape of the Ritt. 9
suggests that the stamp is no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 55-70.
Gallus
It cannot be mled out that he stamps discussed below belong, not to Gallus,
as is generally assumed following Oswald', but to Gallicanus. The date of
the stamps attributed to Gallus corresponds to that for the stamps of
Gallicanus; moreover, the letters in some of the stamps of "Gallus" are
somewhat similar in shape to those in some stamps of Gallicanus2.
On the other hand, the name Galus or Gallus occurs in a few dockets from
the times of Nero and Vespasian3, so there is no doubt hat in the third quar-
ter of the 1st century at La Graufesenque, a certain Gal(l)us was working.
Therefore, the stamps listed below will be attributed to Gallus for the time
being. In view of the date of the products of Gallus, it may be assumed
impossible for him to have worked at Banassac4.
1. Oswald 1931, 130 f. and 388.
2. Cf. particularly catalogue no. G8 (Gallus) with no. 04 (Gallicanus).
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 33, 47, 53-54, 87 and 161.
4. Oswald 1931, 130: OF.GALLVS, undoubtedly adopted from Vialettes
1894-1899, 28, from the Ceres collection; Morel 1938, 141; Morel
1950-1954, 563; Peyre 1975, 36, from the Roqueplo collection; cf. p.
27, note 7.
07 GALLI.MANVS
Drag. 15/17 RMO: H980/7.302.
08 GALLIMA
Drag. 18 PUG: 1947-97 (fig. 6.17, e).
Dish RMO: YF*2Q8(fig.6.18, c).
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
Both dishes from Vechten are of the small variety, as is an example of Drag.
18 found at La Graufesenque. The only dated context in which an identical
impression was found is Castleford. However, the profiles of the vessels
from Vechten suggest that the die with which these impressions were
applied was mainly used during the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[l],c. A.D. 55-75.
09 GALLI
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG:
RMO:
There are few clues to the date of this stamp. The Drag. 18 from Vechten is
a relatively shallow vessel, so the stamp is probably Claudio-Neronian. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
Geminus
Oswald distinguished two potters by the name of Geminus, both of whom
supposedly worked at Lezoux, in the second half of the 1st century and
from the second quarter to the end of the 2nd century, respectively'. In real-
ity there were probably six potters with this name, the earliest of whom
worked at La Graufesenque. His name occurs in a - probably Neronian -
docket found at the pottery2, as a manufacturer of pannas, i.e. bowls of
Drag. 29. Thus far, however, no bowls of this type with the name Geminus
have been found. The little evidence available suggests that Geminus of La
Graufesenque was active around the middle of the 1st century.
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1. Oswald 1931, 132 f. and 388 f.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 74.
010 GEMINV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1966.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, among other forms, so it is prob-
ably pre-Flavian. Such a date is also suggested by the presence of an ident-
ical impression in the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'. The stamp is otherwise
known only from La Graufesenque, Asciburgium2, Bonn, Glanum3,
Strasbourg, Tarragona" and Tongeren5. The shape of the cup indicates a date
around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 54.
2. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 54, 160-161.
3. Bemont 1976, 45, 177.
4. Ruger 1968, Taf. 71, 9.
5. Vanderhoeven 1975a, 72, 329.
Claudius Gemma
Some of the stamps discussed below were attributed by Oswald to Gemma,
and the others to a joint venture of Clams and Gemma'. At La Graufesen-
que, however, no manufacturer by the name of Claras was working. The
stamps classed by Oswald under Claras have been either misinterpreted, or
belong to Clams of Lyon-La Muette2.
The stamps with texts like CLA.GEMM and CLGEMMA3 ahnost certainly
do not refer to two cognomina, but an abbreviated gentilicium and a cog-
nomen. The gentilicium ay probably be completed as Claudius, the most
common family name starting with Cla-.
There is no doubt hat Claudius Gemma worked at La Graufesenque. His
products were found among the waste of the large kiln ofA.D. 80-120/1304.
On the basis of the evidence for the stamp numbered G13, Claudius Gemma
may be assumed to have moved his workshop to Banassac in the 2nd cen-
tury. At La Graufesenque he was probably active until the reign of Trajan,
since at Butzbach and Butzbach-Degerfeld5, impressions were found of dies
which were used at this pottery.
1. Oswald 1931, 133, 374 and 386.
2. Oswald 1931, 80 and 374; cf. Oxe/Comfort 1968, nos. 443-444.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 35; catalogue no. 012.
4. Vemhet 1981, 34.
5. Simon 1968, 59, Abb. 22, 402, attributed to Flavius Germanus.
Gil OFGEM.MAE
G12 CLGEMMA
Drag. 18 PUG: 1533.
This stamp, which was also found on dishes of Drag. 18R, is known from
the Erweiterungslager atHeddemheim', among other places. The shape of
the dish from Vechten indicates a Flavian or slightly later date. La Graufe-
senque [I]2, Banassac [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 5.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 46a.
G13 GEMAE
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1974.
Only two parallels for this stamp seem to be known, on a Drag. 27 from
London and on an unidentified cup from Marseille. The die with which
these three impressions were made was damaged at some stage, causing
most of the G to disappear. Impressions from this stage have only been
found at Banassac up to now' (cf. fig. 2.14). The cup from Vechten prob-
ably does not stem from the latter kiln site2. On the basis of its profile, it
may be dated to the last decades of the 1st century, so the die probably did
not end up at Banassac until the second century. La Graufesenque [2],
Banassac [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. De Mortillet 1879, 36: FMAE; Morel 1938, 142: FMAE; Morel 1950-
1954, 563: FMAE; Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. 111, interpreted as RMAE;
Hofmann 1966, 43, 8, attributed to the otherwise unknown potter
Maesus (cf. Oswald 1931, 177 and 399); Hofmann 1970, 7, fig. 3;
Hofmann 1988, 37, fig. 16, and 41, fig. 17.
2. See appendix A, 1 .
014 C.GEMM
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.27.
The text of this stamp is far from clear, but probably reads C.GEMM (retro-
grade), with the G upside-down. The site list includes Friedberg' and the
Salisberg, so the stamp is likely to be late Ist-century. The shape of the cup
fromVechten isin accordance with this. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2],
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 9.
Genialis
Drag. 18
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*437; VF*4;
VF*437b.
The only dated context o yield an identical impression is period 4 at
Valkenburg'. To judge by the profiles of the vessels fromVechten, the stamp
dates from the last decades of the 1st century2. La Graufesenque [2],
Banassac [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 223.
2. Cf. also the profile of a rouletted dish with this stamp found at
Geldermalsen: Stuart 1968, 71, fig. 8, 65.
Genialis is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. From the
little evidence available, he may be confidently deduced to have been ac-
tive shortly after the middle of the 1st century. Oswald assumed that his ac-
tivities continued into the Flavian period, but it is not clear what this hy-
pothesis is based upon'. However, it cannot be ruled out that Genialis was
still working after the year 70, as at La Graufesenque his name was found
in a docket on a rouletted ish of Calvus2. The familiarity of the cognomen
Genialis3 precludes the need to identify Genialis of La Graufesenque with a
homonym at Montans and Valery4.
1. Oswald 1931, 133 and 389. The stamps OFNALIS and OFNALI
classed under Nalis (idem, 215) are probably also stamps of Genialis.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 46; cf. catalogue no. C19.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 135.
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rounded ends. The bowls from Vechten both have double grooves around
the stamps. On the basis of the evidence mentioned above, the stamp may
be dated to the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance uncertain.
2. See also Fiches 1978, 61, fig. 12, 46.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 60a, probably identical.
05 GAL[ICANI]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*214a.
This is a relatively little-known stamp, which has only been found on bowls
of Drag. 29 thus far. At La Graufesenque, an impression was unearthed
from the deposit Cluzel 15. The decorative schemes of vessels from
London' and Mainz-Weisenau2 indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. The bowl
from Vechten has only a single groove around the stamp. La Graufesenque
[I]3, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorrl952,Taf. 26A.
2. Knon 1952, Taf. 26 C.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 60.
06 ALUIC1AN
Ritt.9 RMO: VF944.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*207.
PUG: 1947-43.
Dish RMO: f 1940/5. Ill (2 ex.).
This is probably the only stamp from La Graufesenque on which more than
MA or MAN may be read. Up to now it has always been assumed that these
abbreviations should be completed as manu, but this stamp indicates that he
complete form is manus; this spelling also occurs in the graffito SABINI
MANVS, with which a mould for a Hask of Hermet ype 15 was signed'.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus, a handful of examples of this stamp were found.
The site Ust also includes the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2, period 2 at
Valkenburg3 and period I at Zwammerdam4.
The die with which these impressions were made was damaged later on.
The remaining text, ALLI.MAN. was attributed by Oswald to the other-
wise unknown potter Allius or Alius'. Impressions of this reduced text are
known from La Graufesenque' and Xanten7, among other places. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 172, 3.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 40.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 221-222.
4. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 114.
5. Oswald 1931, 13. The other three stamps recorded there have prob-
ably been misinterpreted (cf. catalogue no. A37*); the stamp reading
OFALIVS from Vechten recorded there has not been recovered as yet.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 6.
7. Steiner 1911, Taf. XIX 9, from grave 9, mistakenly dated to the
Claudian period by Oswald (1931, 13).
Only a few examples of this stamp are known; although none of them have
a clear initial G, this must be a stamp of Gallicanus. In the cup from
Vechten, the die was not applied sufficiently deeply, so the middle letters
are missing. There are no good leads for dating, but the shape of the Ritt. 9
suggests that the stamp is no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 55-70.
Gallus
It cannot be mled out that he stamps discussed below belong, not to Gallus,
as is generally assumed following Oswald', but to Gallicanus. The date of
the stamps attributed to Gallus corresponds to that for the stamps of
Gallicanus; moreover, the letters in some of the stamps of "Gallus" are
somewhat similar in shape to those in some stamps of Gallicanus2.
On the other hand, the name Galus or Gallus occurs in a few dockets from
the times of Nero and Vespasian3, so there is no doubt hat in the third quar-
ter of the 1st century at La Graufesenque, a certain Gal(l)us was working.
Therefore, the stamps listed below will be attributed to Gallus for the time
being. In view of the date of the products of Gallus, it may be assumed
impossible for him to have worked at Banassac4.
1. Oswald 1931, 130 f. and 388.
2. Cf. particularly catalogue no. G8 (Gallus) with no. 04 (Gallicanus).
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 33, 47, 53-54, 87 and 161.
4. Oswald 1931, 130: OF.GALLVS, undoubtedly adopted from Vialettes
1894-1899, 28, from the Ceres collection; Morel 1938, 141; Morel
1950-1954, 563; Peyre 1975, 36, from the Roqueplo collection; cf. p.
27, note 7.
07 GALLI.MANVS
Drag. 15/17 RMO: H980/7.302.
08 GALLIMA
Drag. 18 PUG: 1947-97 (fig. 6.17, e).
Dish RMO: YF*2Q8(fig.6.18, c).
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
Both dishes from Vechten are of the small variety, as is an example of Drag.
18 found at La Graufesenque. The only dated context in which an identical
impression was found is Castleford. However, the profiles of the vessels
from Vechten suggest that the die with which these impressions were
applied was mainly used during the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[l],c. A.D. 55-75.
09 GALLI
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG:
RMO:
There are few clues to the date of this stamp. The Drag. 18 from Vechten is
a relatively shallow vessel, so the stamp is probably Claudio-Neronian. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
Geminus
Oswald distinguished two potters by the name of Geminus, both of whom
supposedly worked at Lezoux, in the second half of the 1st century and
from the second quarter to the end of the 2nd century, respectively'. In real-
ity there were probably six potters with this name, the earliest of whom
worked at La Graufesenque. His name occurs in a - probably Neronian -
docket found at the pottery2, as a manufacturer of pannas, i.e. bowls of
Drag. 29. Thus far, however, no bowls of this type with the name Geminus
have been found. The little evidence available suggests that Geminus of La
Graufesenque was active around the middle of the 1st century.
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1. Oswald 1931, 132 f. and 388 f.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 74.
010 GEMINV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1966.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, among other forms, so it is prob-
ably pre-Flavian. Such a date is also suggested by the presence of an ident-
ical impression in the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'. The stamp is otherwise
known only from La Graufesenque, Asciburgium2, Bonn, Glanum3,
Strasbourg, Tarragona" and Tongeren5. The shape of the cup indicates a date
around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 54.
2. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 54, 160-161.
3. Bemont 1976, 45, 177.
4. Ruger 1968, Taf. 71, 9.
5. Vanderhoeven 1975a, 72, 329.
Claudius Gemma
Some of the stamps discussed below were attributed by Oswald to Gemma,
and the others to a joint venture of Clams and Gemma'. At La Graufesen-
que, however, no manufacturer by the name of Claras was working. The
stamps classed by Oswald under Claras have been either misinterpreted, or
belong to Clams of Lyon-La Muette2.
The stamps with texts like CLA.GEMM and CLGEMMA3 ahnost certainly
do not refer to two cognomina, but an abbreviated gentilicium and a cog-
nomen. The gentilicium ay probably be completed as Claudius, the most
common family name starting with Cla-.
There is no doubt hat Claudius Gemma worked at La Graufesenque. His
products were found among the waste of the large kiln ofA.D. 80-120/1304.
On the basis of the evidence for the stamp numbered G13, Claudius Gemma
may be assumed to have moved his workshop to Banassac in the 2nd cen-
tury. At La Graufesenque he was probably active until the reign of Trajan,
since at Butzbach and Butzbach-Degerfeld5, impressions were found of dies
which were used at this pottery.
1. Oswald 1931, 133, 374 and 386.
2. Oswald 1931, 80 and 374; cf. Oxe/Comfort 1968, nos. 443-444.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 35; catalogue no. 012.
4. Vemhet 1981, 34.
5. Simon 1968, 59, Abb. 22, 402, attributed to Flavius Germanus.
Gil OFGEM.MAE
G12 CLGEMMA
Drag. 18 PUG: 1533.
This stamp, which was also found on dishes of Drag. 18R, is known from
the Erweiterungslager atHeddemheim', among other places. The shape of
the dish from Vechten indicates a Flavian or slightly later date. La Graufe-
senque [I]2, Banassac [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 5.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 46a.
G13 GEMAE
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1974.
Only two parallels for this stamp seem to be known, on a Drag. 27 from
London and on an unidentified cup from Marseille. The die with which
these three impressions were made was damaged at some stage, causing
most of the G to disappear. Impressions from this stage have only been
found at Banassac up to now' (cf. fig. 2.14). The cup from Vechten prob-
ably does not stem from the latter kiln site2. On the basis of its profile, it
may be dated to the last decades of the 1st century, so the die probably did
not end up at Banassac until the second century. La Graufesenque [2],
Banassac [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. De Mortillet 1879, 36: FMAE; Morel 1938, 142: FMAE; Morel 1950-
1954, 563: FMAE; Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. 111, interpreted as RMAE;
Hofmann 1966, 43, 8, attributed to the otherwise unknown potter
Maesus (cf. Oswald 1931, 177 and 399); Hofmann 1970, 7, fig. 3;
Hofmann 1988, 37, fig. 16, and 41, fig. 17.
2. See appendix A, 1 .
014 C.GEMM
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.27.
The text of this stamp is far from clear, but probably reads C.GEMM (retro-
grade), with the G upside-down. The site list includes Friedberg' and the
Salisberg, so the stamp is likely to be late Ist-century. The shape of the cup
fromVechten isin accordance with this. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2],
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 9.
Genialis
Drag. 18
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*437; VF*4;
VF*437b.
The only dated context o yield an identical impression is period 4 at
Valkenburg'. To judge by the profiles of the vessels fromVechten, the stamp
dates from the last decades of the 1st century2. La Graufesenque [2],
Banassac [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 223.
2. Cf. also the profile of a rouletted dish with this stamp found at
Geldermalsen: Stuart 1968, 71, fig. 8, 65.
Genialis is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. From the
little evidence available, he may be confidently deduced to have been ac-
tive shortly after the middle of the 1st century. Oswald assumed that his ac-
tivities continued into the Flavian period, but it is not clear what this hy-
pothesis is based upon'. However, it cannot be ruled out that Genialis was
still working after the year 70, as at La Graufesenque his name was found
in a docket on a rouletted ish of Calvus2. The familiarity of the cognomen
Genialis3 precludes the need to identify Genialis of La Graufesenque with a
homonym at Montans and Valery4.
1. Oswald 1931, 133 and 389. The stamps OFNALIS and OFNALI
classed under Nalis (idem, 215) are probably also stamps of Genialis.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 46; cf. catalogue no. C19.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 135.
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4. Montans: Gallia 38, 1980, 500. Valery: Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig.
19, 6.
G15 GENALISF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: );VF*1466.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads GENALISF, but the N may undoubted-
ly be considered a ligature of N and I. The stamp occurs not only on cups,
but also on dishes and on bowls of Drag. 29. A vessel of the latter type from
Vindonissa is from the same mould as one from La Graufesenque stamped
ALBIM' and a bowl ofVapuso from Narbonne2. The decoration dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten are in accordance with this. Further leads for dating are not avail-
able as yet. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 16; Knorr 1952, Taf. 30 A.
2. Mees 1995, 212, Liste D.
Germanus
Germanus owes his fame less to his stamps on plainware vessels and on
bowls of Drag. 29 than to the countless moulds he must have produced, par-
ticularly for bowls of Drag. 37. Germanus chiefly worked at La Graufesen-
que\ although some vessels with his name were found at Le Rozier2, so it
is likely that he worked there too for some time.
The earliest context o have yielded a stamp of Germanus is Gloucester-
Kingsholm, so he must already have been active before c. A.D. 66. Such an
early starting date is also indicated by the presence of some of his stamps
on dishes of Ritt. 1 and cups of Ritt. 9. However, most products of
Germanus were found at sites first occupied under Vespasian. Hardly any
stamps with his name are known from finds groups dated after the year 80,
so he may be assumed to have stopped the manufacture of plain sigillata
around A.D. 85/90 - unless Germanus is identical to Flavius Germanus,
whose products were marketed until the beginning of the 2nd century.
At the start of his career, Germanus till seems to have been using moulds
of others for the production of decorated sigillata, because some bowls of
Drag. 29 stamped with his name were made in moulds which were also used
by Albus and Macer3. The first moulds from his own hand, for beakers of
Drag. 30, do not yet show the characteristic 'Germanus-style' decoration".
This style can be recognized for the first time on moulds probably made
from c. A.D. 70 onwards'. Vessels made in moulds of this series were found
at Camelon and Wilderspool", among other places, so they must have been
on the market at least until after A.D. 80; stylistically, some may be dated
to the nineties7. At La Graufesenque, another series of moulds was pro-
duced which, apart from the name Germanus, were marked with S, SE or
SER, possibly abbreviations of servus - whether or not intended as a cogno-
men8. At least a proportion of these vessels may have been made after c.
A.D. 90".
Also at Banassac, moulds were used which are signed with a die of
Gennanus, sometimes in combination with Ser(vus?)'°. It is as yet uncertain
whether these vessels were made at Banassac or whether they were brought
here from La Graufesenque, although the first possibility is more logical".
In any case, it is clear that they cannot have been produced before the
second quarter of the 2nd century, after long-distance xports from La
Graufesenque had ceased. That these vessels were still stamped by
Germanus himself is not very likely, in view of the considerable difference
in the date of his earliest products. The production of moulds in his name
appears to have been continued by one of his employees.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 64-65b; Marichal 1988, no. 89; Dausse 1990,
pl. A, 96 and 114.
2. Peyre 1971, 75, 14; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
3. Hermet 1923, 163; Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 12 and 18.
4. Mees 1995, 78 and Taf. 68: stamped GERMANI.MA.
5. Mees 1995, 78 and Taf. 69-72: stamped GERMANI. For a figure
stamp applied by Germanus see Gallia 12, 1954, 195, fig. 2; Balsan
1963, 30, fig. 1; HedanAfemhet 1974, 291, fig. 5; Vemhet/Balsan
1975, 31; Bemont et al. 1987, 10, pl. IV; Vemhet 1991, 23.
6. Mees 1995, Taf. 78, 11; 86, 5, and 87, 2.
7. Mees 1995, 78 f. and Taf. 73-86 and 87, 1-4: stamped GERMANIF.
8. For Servus see Bet/Delage 1991, 212, fig. 20, 304-305; other possi-
bilities include Seranus, Serenus, Servandus and Servatus (Mocsy et
al. 1983, 262 f.).
9. Mees 1995, 79 f. and Taf. 87, 5-6, and 88-90: stamped GERMANIF.,
with the addition of the stamp SER or the hand-written letters SE or S.
10. Mees 1995, 109 f. and Taf. 226-231 and 232, 1-3.
11. Up to now, at Banassac only vessels made in moulds of Germanus
have been found; chemical analyses have shown that these bowls were
made on site (Widemann et al. 1976).
G16 [0]FGERMA
Drag. 18 RMO: VP1972.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, but the shape of the
Drag. 18 from Vechten suggests that this is one of the earlier stamps of
Germanus, from the times of Nero and Vespasian.
At Le Rozier, an impression reading OFGERM was found, almost certain-
ly from the same die that was used for the impression from Vechten'. In
view of the date of the stamp, it is quite possible that he die was used at Le
Rozier. An almost identical impression from Banassac' must be from La
Graufesenque or Le Rozier, however, since production at the first pottery
did not start until the early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [I]3, Le Rozier
[I]4, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Peyre 1975,38, 2, from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64g, possibly identical.
4. See note 1.
G17 <GER>MANIOF
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*591.
PUG: Vel922/7 + Vel922/8.
The impressions with the text MANIOF were attributed by Oswald to a cer-
tain Manus, who ostensibly worked at Banassac during the Flavian period'.
This potter probably did not exist, however2. The impressions were made
with a broken die of Germanus. The original text, GERMAMOF, is known
from La Graufesenque3 and Carlisle, among other places. Since the shorten-
ed version was found in the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe4, the die must have
broken around A.D. 70.
The site record also includes Heddemheim and Wilderspool. A stamp read-
ing MANIOF from a grave containing a Domitianic oin at Praunheim is
probably also identical5. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931,183. Cf. De Mortillet 1879, 36; Vialettes 1890-1894,28;
Morel 1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 563; Peyre 1975, 45; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
2. Most stamps recorded by Oswald were obviously adopted from other
publications, and probably misinterpreted. The stamps reading
OFDrfAN, OF.MANI and OFMN may be stamps of Amandus of La
Graufesenque; the stamp MANO from Rheinzabem (cf. Ludowici
1908,168,grave 31, 6829) was not on a Ritt. 8, but on a Drag. 40, and
therefore dates from after the middle of the 2nd century.
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3. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64.
4. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 69.
5. Riese 1907, 10, Domitianus, 2, and 20, 66.
A.D. 65. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Vanderhoeven 1975a, 72, 330.
018 GERMANIOI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*452d.
R-dish RMO: VF*452a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1396 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 37 L); VF1979 (idem,
Taf. 37 J); VF*452c.
Strictly speaking this stamp reads GERMANIOI. but it may undoubtedly be
interpreted ass GERMANIOF. The only dated context in which an example
has been found is the amphitheatre at Chester. The bowls of Drag. 29 from
Vechten each have a single groove around the stamp, and their profiles are
indicative of an early Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 70-85.
021 GERMANI.FI
Ritt. 1 RMO: VF918 (fig. 6.23, i).
Dish RMO: VF*453g+VF*1506.
This is one of the figulus-type stamps of Germanus. Since it was found on
a Ritt. 1 at Vechten, it may be assumed to be one of his earliest stamps. The
presence of an identical impression in the Erdlager at Hofheim confirms
this'. However, the site list also includes the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 112.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 64i.
G19 GERMANIOI
Drag. 29 RMO: VP1385 (pl. 38, r); VF1387 (Knorr 1919, Taf.
37 N); VP1978 (idem, Taf. 37 H); VF1979b (pl.
38, n); VF*452; VF*452b (pl. 38, o); VF*452e
(Knorr 1919, Taf. 37 M); VF*453b; no no. (pl.
38, q); fl 909/10.2 (pl. 38, s); fl920/3.5 (pl. 38, m).
Although even clear impressions do not read more than GERMANIOI, this
may be assumed to be an of&cina stamp. With the exception of the odd
Drag. 18R, it has only been found on bowls of Drag. 29. The earliest dated
context is a pit at Verulamium cut by a building erected during the recon-
struction of Insula XIV around A.D. 75/80'. The stamp is otherwise known
from a small Vespasianic deposit at Nijmegen2 and from Rottweil3 and
Straubing4, among other places. It is probably the earliest stamp in the
Bregenz Kellerfund5.
At first sight, the bowl numbered VF1385 from Vechten does not have dec-
oration characteristic of Germanus, any more than the bowl from the de-
posit at Nijmegen and one of the bowls from Rottweil'. However, the lower
frieze shows many similarities to the upper frieze on a bowl from Heidel-
berg, which otherwise fits perfectly in the oeuvre of Germanus7. Only two
of the bowls from Vechten have double grooves around their stamps. La
Graufesenque [I]8, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 11.
2. Morren 1966, 226, 2.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. IV 1-2, V 1, and XXX 43-45 and 207-208; Planck
1975, 255.Abb. 37, 177-180.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 174-175.
5. Jacobs 1912, 174, fig. 2.
6. Knorr 1907.Taf. IVl.
7. Heukemes 1964, Taf. I 8; see also the upper frieze ofHermet 1934, pl.
102, 50, equally with a stamp of Germanus.
8. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64a, possibly identical.
G20 GERMNI<QP>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1776.
This impression was made with a broken die which originally read
GERM(a)NIQF. Impressions of the complete text have only been found at
La Graufesenque and Tongeren' up to now. The reduced version has not
been found in a dated context as yet, either. By its^ profile, the cup from
Vechten seems to date from before c. A.D. 80, and the evidence for the other
stamps of Germanus uggests that he die was probably not in use before c.
G22 [GER]MANI<F>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1483.
At first sight, this seem to be a genitive stamp, but it is actually an im-
pression of a broken die of the figulus type. Fragments of impressions
which cannot be identified with certainty with the complete or the broken
version were found at Segontium and in the legionary fortress at York'. An
impression reading GERMANI is known from the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Like most others of Germanus, this die was
probably in use under Nero and in the early Flavian period. La Graufesen-
que [2]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2740.
2. Possibly Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64h.
023 GERF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*446.
The interpretation of this stamp is not entirely certain, but it probably reads
GERF. Since Germanus does not seem to have used fecit-type dies, the text
is probably best completed as Germani figuli. The shape of the cup from
Vechten indicates that the die was last used under Vespasian. La Graufe-
senque [1]', Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 631.
G24 G.ERMANI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF1977; VF*378; VF*451e; fl909/10.2.
PUG: 86.
RMQ: VF1975;VF2001d;VF*449a;YF*451c.
The impression from Vechten illustrated here is clearer than most others;
usually, the upper part of the final letter is missing. At La Graufesenque,
several identical impressions were found in the large kiln which was fired
in the years A.D. 80-120/130. The site record also includes Bickenbach', the
amphitheatre at Caerleon, Rottweil2 and Sulz3. The stamp is also part of the
Bregenz Kellerfund4. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Simon 1977, 63, 62.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 50 and 146; Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 3
(Kastell III).
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4. Montans: Gallia 38, 1980, 500. Valery: Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig.
19, 6.
G15 GENALISF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: );VF*1466.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads GENALISF, but the N may undoubted-
ly be considered a ligature of N and I. The stamp occurs not only on cups,
but also on dishes and on bowls of Drag. 29. A vessel of the latter type from
Vindonissa is from the same mould as one from La Graufesenque stamped
ALBIM' and a bowl ofVapuso from Narbonne2. The decoration dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten are in accordance with this. Further leads for dating are not avail-
able as yet. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 16; Knorr 1952, Taf. 30 A.
2. Mees 1995, 212, Liste D.
Germanus
Germanus owes his fame less to his stamps on plainware vessels and on
bowls of Drag. 29 than to the countless moulds he must have produced, par-
ticularly for bowls of Drag. 37. Germanus chiefly worked at La Graufesen-
que\ although some vessels with his name were found at Le Rozier2, so it
is likely that he worked there too for some time.
The earliest context o have yielded a stamp of Germanus is Gloucester-
Kingsholm, so he must already have been active before c. A.D. 66. Such an
early starting date is also indicated by the presence of some of his stamps
on dishes of Ritt. 1 and cups of Ritt. 9. However, most products of
Germanus were found at sites first occupied under Vespasian. Hardly any
stamps with his name are known from finds groups dated after the year 80,
so he may be assumed to have stopped the manufacture of plain sigillata
around A.D. 85/90 - unless Germanus is identical to Flavius Germanus,
whose products were marketed until the beginning of the 2nd century.
At the start of his career, Germanus till seems to have been using moulds
of others for the production of decorated sigillata, because some bowls of
Drag. 29 stamped with his name were made in moulds which were also used
by Albus and Macer3. The first moulds from his own hand, for beakers of
Drag. 30, do not yet show the characteristic 'Germanus-style' decoration".
This style can be recognized for the first time on moulds probably made
from c. A.D. 70 onwards'. Vessels made in moulds of this series were found
at Camelon and Wilderspool", among other places, so they must have been
on the market at least until after A.D. 80; stylistically, some may be dated
to the nineties7. At La Graufesenque, another series of moulds was pro-
duced which, apart from the name Germanus, were marked with S, SE or
SER, possibly abbreviations of servus - whether or not intended as a cogno-
men8. At least a proportion of these vessels may have been made after c.
A.D. 90".
Also at Banassac, moulds were used which are signed with a die of
Gennanus, sometimes in combination with Ser(vus?)'°. It is as yet uncertain
whether these vessels were made at Banassac or whether they were brought
here from La Graufesenque, although the first possibility is more logical".
In any case, it is clear that they cannot have been produced before the
second quarter of the 2nd century, after long-distance xports from La
Graufesenque had ceased. That these vessels were still stamped by
Germanus himself is not very likely, in view of the considerable difference
in the date of his earliest products. The production of moulds in his name
appears to have been continued by one of his employees.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 64-65b; Marichal 1988, no. 89; Dausse 1990,
pl. A, 96 and 114.
2. Peyre 1971, 75, 14; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
3. Hermet 1923, 163; Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 12 and 18.
4. Mees 1995, 78 and Taf. 68: stamped GERMANI.MA.
5. Mees 1995, 78 and Taf. 69-72: stamped GERMANI. For a figure
stamp applied by Germanus see Gallia 12, 1954, 195, fig. 2; Balsan
1963, 30, fig. 1; HedanAfemhet 1974, 291, fig. 5; Vemhet/Balsan
1975, 31; Bemont et al. 1987, 10, pl. IV; Vemhet 1991, 23.
6. Mees 1995, Taf. 78, 11; 86, 5, and 87, 2.
7. Mees 1995, 78 f. and Taf. 73-86 and 87, 1-4: stamped GERMANIF.
8. For Servus see Bet/Delage 1991, 212, fig. 20, 304-305; other possi-
bilities include Seranus, Serenus, Servandus and Servatus (Mocsy et
al. 1983, 262 f.).
9. Mees 1995, 79 f. and Taf. 87, 5-6, and 88-90: stamped GERMANIF.,
with the addition of the stamp SER or the hand-written letters SE or S.
10. Mees 1995, 109 f. and Taf. 226-231 and 232, 1-3.
11. Up to now, at Banassac only vessels made in moulds of Germanus
have been found; chemical analyses have shown that these bowls were
made on site (Widemann et al. 1976).
G16 [0]FGERMA
Drag. 18 RMO: VP1972.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, but the shape of the
Drag. 18 from Vechten suggests that this is one of the earlier stamps of
Germanus, from the times of Nero and Vespasian.
At Le Rozier, an impression reading OFGERM was found, almost certain-
ly from the same die that was used for the impression from Vechten'. In
view of the date of the stamp, it is quite possible that he die was used at Le
Rozier. An almost identical impression from Banassac' must be from La
Graufesenque or Le Rozier, however, since production at the first pottery
did not start until the early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [I]3, Le Rozier
[I]4, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Peyre 1975,38, 2, from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64g, possibly identical.
4. See note 1.
G17 <GER>MANIOF
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*591.
PUG: Vel922/7 + Vel922/8.
The impressions with the text MANIOF were attributed by Oswald to a cer-
tain Manus, who ostensibly worked at Banassac during the Flavian period'.
This potter probably did not exist, however2. The impressions were made
with a broken die of Germanus. The original text, GERMAMOF, is known
from La Graufesenque3 and Carlisle, among other places. Since the shorten-
ed version was found in the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe4, the die must have
broken around A.D. 70.
The site record also includes Heddemheim and Wilderspool. A stamp read-
ing MANIOF from a grave containing a Domitianic oin at Praunheim is
probably also identical5. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931,183. Cf. De Mortillet 1879, 36; Vialettes 1890-1894,28;
Morel 1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 563; Peyre 1975, 45; Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
2. Most stamps recorded by Oswald were obviously adopted from other
publications, and probably misinterpreted. The stamps reading
OFDrfAN, OF.MANI and OFMN may be stamps of Amandus of La
Graufesenque; the stamp MANO from Rheinzabem (cf. Ludowici
1908,168,grave 31, 6829) was not on a Ritt. 8, but on a Drag. 40, and
therefore dates from after the middle of the 2nd century.
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3. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64.
4. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 69.
5. Riese 1907, 10, Domitianus, 2, and 20, 66.
A.D. 65. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Vanderhoeven 1975a, 72, 330.
018 GERMANIOI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*452d.
R-dish RMO: VF*452a.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1396 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 37 L); VF1979 (idem,
Taf. 37 J); VF*452c.
Strictly speaking this stamp reads GERMANIOI. but it may undoubtedly be
interpreted ass GERMANIOF. The only dated context in which an example
has been found is the amphitheatre at Chester. The bowls of Drag. 29 from
Vechten each have a single groove around the stamp, and their profiles are
indicative of an early Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 70-85.
021 GERMANI.FI
Ritt. 1 RMO: VF918 (fig. 6.23, i).
Dish RMO: VF*453g+VF*1506.
This is one of the figulus-type stamps of Germanus. Since it was found on
a Ritt. 1 at Vechten, it may be assumed to be one of his earliest stamps. The
presence of an identical impression in the Erdlager at Hofheim confirms
this'. However, the site list also includes the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 112.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 64i.
G19 GERMANIOI
Drag. 29 RMO: VP1385 (pl. 38, r); VF1387 (Knorr 1919, Taf.
37 N); VP1978 (idem, Taf. 37 H); VF1979b (pl.
38, n); VF*452; VF*452b (pl. 38, o); VF*452e
(Knorr 1919, Taf. 37 M); VF*453b; no no. (pl.
38, q); fl 909/10.2 (pl. 38, s); fl920/3.5 (pl. 38, m).
Although even clear impressions do not read more than GERMANIOI, this
may be assumed to be an of&cina stamp. With the exception of the odd
Drag. 18R, it has only been found on bowls of Drag. 29. The earliest dated
context is a pit at Verulamium cut by a building erected during the recon-
struction of Insula XIV around A.D. 75/80'. The stamp is otherwise known
from a small Vespasianic deposit at Nijmegen2 and from Rottweil3 and
Straubing4, among other places. It is probably the earliest stamp in the
Bregenz Kellerfund5.
At first sight, the bowl numbered VF1385 from Vechten does not have dec-
oration characteristic of Germanus, any more than the bowl from the de-
posit at Nijmegen and one of the bowls from Rottweil'. However, the lower
frieze shows many similarities to the upper frieze on a bowl from Heidel-
berg, which otherwise fits perfectly in the oeuvre of Germanus7. Only two
of the bowls from Vechten have double grooves around their stamps. La
Graufesenque [I]8, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 11.
2. Morren 1966, 226, 2.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. IV 1-2, V 1, and XXX 43-45 and 207-208; Planck
1975, 255.Abb. 37, 177-180.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 174-175.
5. Jacobs 1912, 174, fig. 2.
6. Knorr 1907.Taf. IVl.
7. Heukemes 1964, Taf. I 8; see also the upper frieze ofHermet 1934, pl.
102, 50, equally with a stamp of Germanus.
8. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64a, possibly identical.
G20 GERMNI<QP>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1776.
This impression was made with a broken die which originally read
GERM(a)NIQF. Impressions of the complete text have only been found at
La Graufesenque and Tongeren' up to now. The reduced version has not
been found in a dated context as yet, either. By its^ profile, the cup from
Vechten seems to date from before c. A.D. 80, and the evidence for the other
stamps of Germanus uggests that he die was probably not in use before c.
G22 [GER]MANI<F>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1483.
At first sight, this seem to be a genitive stamp, but it is actually an im-
pression of a broken die of the figulus type. Fragments of impressions
which cannot be identified with certainty with the complete or the broken
version were found at Segontium and in the legionary fortress at York'. An
impression reading GERMANI is known from the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Like most others of Germanus, this die was
probably in use under Nero and in the early Flavian period. La Graufesen-
que [2]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2740.
2. Possibly Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 64h.
023 GERF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*446.
The interpretation of this stamp is not entirely certain, but it probably reads
GERF. Since Germanus does not seem to have used fecit-type dies, the text
is probably best completed as Germani figuli. The shape of the cup from
Vechten indicates that the die was last used under Vespasian. La Graufe-
senque [1]', Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 631.
G24 G.ERMANI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF1977; VF*378; VF*451e; fl909/10.2.
PUG: 86.
RMQ: VF1975;VF2001d;VF*449a;YF*451c.
The impression from Vechten illustrated here is clearer than most others;
usually, the upper part of the final letter is missing. At La Graufesenque,
several identical impressions were found in the large kiln which was fired
in the years A.D. 80-120/130. The site record also includes Bickenbach', the
amphitheatre at Caerleon, Rottweil2 and Sulz3. The stamp is also part of the
Bregenz Kellerfund4. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Simon 1977, 63, 62.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 50 and 146; Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 3
(Kastell III).
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3. ORLB61a,9, 3.
4. Jenny 1880, 75, 17; Jacobs 1912,182, 110.
025 GERMANI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1976; VF*451d.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1975a; ypt451b; VF*451f; VF*453a; F*453h.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: VF1975; VF1979a.
PUG: Vel925/5.
In several impressions, as in the one from Vechten illustrated here, a hori-
zontal stroke is visible across the text. Originally, this stroke was probably
not visible on the die , but this is not entirely certain. The site list includes
the wrecked ship Culip IV, Heddemheim, Newton Kyme and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen.
The dish numbered Vel925/5 from Vechten has a graffito reading FI (fig.
4.1, a), which also occurs on a cup with a stamp of Primus from the same
trench2. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 8.1.
2. See catalogue no. P128; also cf. no. S170.
G30 GERMAN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*449: VF*453e.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2999.
This may be a relatively late stamp of Germanus, since it was also found at
Corbridge', among other places. The site record includes Rottweil as well2
La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 281, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 51.
031 GERMA<N>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1973.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read GERMAN. The
complete text is known from the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe', among other
places. The site list for the broken version includes Caerleon and Carlisle.
La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 67.
G26 GERMA[NI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*453.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen'. In view of the shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten, the
stamp was probably last used under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 32.
G27 GER[MNI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1970.
Although none of the known impressions show an A, this stamp may
undoubtedly be read as GERMANI. There are hardly any leads for dating.
The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that, like most other stamps of
Germanus, this one is Neronian or early Flavian. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85
G28 CERMANI
Dish RMO: nojia (2 ex.); Vel924/G.
The only dated finds groups to yield identical impressions are Heddemheim
and the Steinkastell at Hofheim. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten
suggest that the stamp is from the heyday of Germanus. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
029 GERMAN!
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*450; VF*450x.
f 1975/4.4.
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The only site
which provides a lead for the date is Gloucester. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier[2],c. A.D. 65-85.
032 GERMAN
Drag. 27 RMO: VP*448.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 9, among other forms, and an ex-
ample was found at Gloucester-Kingsholm', it must be one of the earlier
stamps of Germanus. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Wild 1985a, 57, S4.
033 [GJERMAN
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The complete text of this stamp is known from parallels found at Bonn and
Woerden. An impression from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen may also be identical. By its profile, the cup from Vechten could
be pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
G34 GERMA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*447b; VF*447c; f 1940/5. 111.
The site record for this stamp includes Straubing', and possibly also the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The cups from Vechten
are of the small variety, and as such can only be dated approximately, but
the profiles do not suggest a different date than that of most other stamps of
Germanus. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 173.
035 GERMA
Drag. 27g RMO: VP1816; VF*447; VF*447a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VP1971; VF1971a.
The impression illustrated here is relatively unclear, but the interpretation of
the text is confirmed by seventeen impressions from the Geschirrdepot at
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Burghofe', which constitutes the only dated context for this stamp. The cups
from Vechten are all of the small variety and allow no more accurate dating
than to the heyday of Germanus. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 65-85.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 68.
G36 OIIGER
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*442a.
The text of this stamp is anything but clear, but it probably reads OIIGER,
or maybe OFIGER. The shape of the letters is not at all similar to that in the
other stamps of Germanus; the abbreviation OFI for officina is not known
from him, either. It cannot be ruled out, however, that this is a stamp of
Germanus, since the date corresponds to that of most of his products, as is
shown by the presence of an identical impression in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and by the shape of the cup from Vechten.
La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2],c. A.D. 65-85.
Flavius Germanus
The stamps discussed below were attributed by Oswald to a joint venture of
Plavus and Germanus of La Graufesenque and Banassac, and dated to the
times of Nero and Vespasian'. Germanus naturally was no stranger to these
two potteries, but this is not true of Flavus. The stamps classed by Oswald
under L. S. Flavus of South GauP actually belong to Flavus and L. S-
Flavinus of Montans3 and to Flavus of Lezoux", and bear no relation to the
stamps concerned here. The name Flavus is known neither from La Graufe-
senque, nor from Banassac. It is preferable, therefore, to attribute the
stamps to a single potter named Flavius Germanus, on the analogy of
Flavius Sabinus5 and T. Flavius Secundus'.
It cannot be ruled out that he praenomen of Flavius Germanus was Lucius.
In most stamps, the initial F of the gentilicium shows a lower leftward
stroke. In itself this need not indicate a ligature of L and F or of F and L7,
but it is remarkable that the F in ofGcina in the same stamps takes its
normal shape almost without exception. In one case, the differently
shaped F undoubtedly functions as a ligature of F and L, i.e. in the stamp
OFFLAGER.8, but in many other cases this is impossible, since the F is
there already followed by an L'; the different F can only be explained with
difficulty except as a ligature of L and F, although it may seem odd that wo
names should be connected by means of a ligature10.
Oswald's assumption that the earliest stamps with the name of Flavius
Germanus are Neronian seems to be based on the reference to an im-
pression on a cup of Ritt. 8", which cannot possibly be correct. The site list
for the stamps of Flavius Germanus shows that he did not start marking
sigillata with his name until the Flavian period. Since he produced bowls of
Drag. 29'2, he must have started the manufacture of sigillata before c. A.D.
85, at the latest. The start of his production may probably be dated to
c. A.D. 80, although there is no evidence of this as yet.
As the products of Flavius Germanus were also found at sites which were
first occupied in the last years of the 1 st century, he was probably active
until the early 2nd century. This assumption is supported by the fact hat one
of his dies was used at Banassac, where production did not start until the
2nd century.
It is as yet unsure whether Flavius Germanus is identical to the well-known
potter and mould-maker Germanus". One would perhaps assume so on the
basis of the plain ware. The products of Germanus approximately date from
the period c. A.D. 60-90, and those of Flavius Germanus probably from c.
A.D. 80, at the earliest. One could imagine, therefore, that Germanus ob-
tained citizenship in the eighties, and subsequently cut new dies which in-
elude his (praenomen and?) gentilicium. The move of a die of Flavius
Germanus of La Graufesenque to Banassac corresponds to the move of the
production of moulds of Germanus. It is curious, however, that after c. A.D.
80, Germanus hould have always marked his moulds with only his cogno-
men, whereas he marked his plainware vessels with his gentilicium and
cognomen.
1. Oswald 1931, 124 f. and 386.
2. Oswald 1931, 124.
3. Flavus: Gallia 38, 1980, 500; L. S. Plavinus: Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1,
12-13; Martin 1977, 68; Martin 1979b, 179, fig. 3, 4-10; Gallia 38,
1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
4. Hartley 1977, 258, note 9.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 145e,and pl. 113, 186-188.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 13, 170-170a nd 190; Vemhet 1976,23, fig.4, 24;
VemheWertet 1976.
7. Cf. e.g. catalogue nos. A20, C166 and F2.
8. See catalogue no. G38.
9. See catalogue nos. G37, G39 and 042.
10. Cf. Bogaers 1986, 130, with note 32.
11. Oswald 1931, 125, OF.FL.GER from Poitiers.
12. Knorr 1952, Taf. 24.
13. This assumption may already be found in Oxe 1936, 374.
037 OFFLAVI.GER.
R-dish RMO: VEP13.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33. The site record includes
Heddemheim and Nijmegen-west. The shape of the rouletted ish from
Vechten indicates a date in the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [2], Banassac [2], c.A.D. 80-100
G38 <0>FFLAGER.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*432; VF*432a.
Dish RMO: VF*432b; VF*886a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*889.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OFFLAGER.
The complete version has not been found in a dated context, but the re-
duced text is known from sites such as Bad Cannstatf, Malton, Ribchester
and the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]3,
Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 34. According to Hartley, this impression was
made with a die moulded by surmoulage from an impression identical
to the one at Vechten (cf. p. 39), but the difference in length does not
justify this assumption.
2. Wild 1988, 39, 101(S).
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, 5 and pl. I, interpreted as OFAGER.
039 OF.FL.GER
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*445.
The site record for this stamp includes Heddemheim and the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen'. An impression is also known from
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, but this cannot possibly have been lost or
discarded as early as the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac
[2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Haalebos 1972, *36.
2. Breuerl931,p). XIII64.
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3. ORLB61a,9, 3.
4. Jenny 1880, 75, 17; Jacobs 1912,182, 110.
025 GERMANI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1976; VF*451d.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1975a; ypt451b; VF*451f; VF*453a; F*453h.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Dish RMO: VF1975; VF1979a.
PUG: Vel925/5.
In several impressions, as in the one from Vechten illustrated here, a hori-
zontal stroke is visible across the text. Originally, this stroke was probably
not visible on the die , but this is not entirely certain. The site list includes
the wrecked ship Culip IV, Heddemheim, Newton Kyme and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen.
The dish numbered Vel925/5 from Vechten has a graffito reading FI (fig.
4.1, a), which also occurs on a cup with a stamp of Primus from the same
trench2. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 8.1.
2. See catalogue no. P128; also cf. no. S170.
G30 GERMAN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*449: VF*453e.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2999.
This may be a relatively late stamp of Germanus, since it was also found at
Corbridge', among other places. The site record includes Rottweil as well2
La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 281, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 51.
031 GERMA<N>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1973.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read GERMAN. The
complete text is known from the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe', among other
places. The site list for the broken version includes Caerleon and Carlisle.
La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 67.
G26 GERMA[NI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*453.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen'. In view of the shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten, the
stamp was probably last used under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 32.
G27 GER[MNI]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1970.
Although none of the known impressions show an A, this stamp may
undoubtedly be read as GERMANI. There are hardly any leads for dating.
The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that, like most other stamps of
Germanus, this one is Neronian or early Flavian. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85
G28 CERMANI
Dish RMO: nojia (2 ex.); Vel924/G.
The only dated finds groups to yield identical impressions are Heddemheim
and the Steinkastell at Hofheim. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten
suggest that the stamp is from the heyday of Germanus. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
029 GERMAN!
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*450; VF*450x.
f 1975/4.4.
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The only site
which provides a lead for the date is Gloucester. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier[2],c. A.D. 65-85.
032 GERMAN
Drag. 27 RMO: VP*448.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 9, among other forms, and an ex-
ample was found at Gloucester-Kingsholm', it must be one of the earlier
stamps of Germanus. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Wild 1985a, 57, S4.
033 [GJERMAN
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The complete text of this stamp is known from parallels found at Bonn and
Woerden. An impression from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen may also be identical. By its profile, the cup from Vechten could
be pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
G34 GERMA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*447b; VF*447c; f 1940/5. 111.
The site record for this stamp includes Straubing', and possibly also the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The cups from Vechten
are of the small variety, and as such can only be dated approximately, but
the profiles do not suggest a different date than that of most other stamps of
Germanus. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 173.
035 GERMA
Drag. 27g RMO: VP1816; VF*447; VF*447a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VP1971; VF1971a.
The impression illustrated here is relatively unclear, but the interpretation of
the text is confirmed by seventeen impressions from the Geschirrdepot at
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Burghofe', which constitutes the only dated context for this stamp. The cups
from Vechten are all of the small variety and allow no more accurate dating
than to the heyday of Germanus. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 65-85.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 68.
G36 OIIGER
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*442a.
The text of this stamp is anything but clear, but it probably reads OIIGER,
or maybe OFIGER. The shape of the letters is not at all similar to that in the
other stamps of Germanus; the abbreviation OFI for officina is not known
from him, either. It cannot be ruled out, however, that this is a stamp of
Germanus, since the date corresponds to that of most of his products, as is
shown by the presence of an identical impression in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and by the shape of the cup from Vechten.
La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2],c. A.D. 65-85.
Flavius Germanus
The stamps discussed below were attributed by Oswald to a joint venture of
Plavus and Germanus of La Graufesenque and Banassac, and dated to the
times of Nero and Vespasian'. Germanus naturally was no stranger to these
two potteries, but this is not true of Flavus. The stamps classed by Oswald
under L. S. Flavus of South GauP actually belong to Flavus and L. S-
Flavinus of Montans3 and to Flavus of Lezoux", and bear no relation to the
stamps concerned here. The name Flavus is known neither from La Graufe-
senque, nor from Banassac. It is preferable, therefore, to attribute the
stamps to a single potter named Flavius Germanus, on the analogy of
Flavius Sabinus5 and T. Flavius Secundus'.
It cannot be ruled out that he praenomen of Flavius Germanus was Lucius.
In most stamps, the initial F of the gentilicium shows a lower leftward
stroke. In itself this need not indicate a ligature of L and F or of F and L7,
but it is remarkable that the F in ofGcina in the same stamps takes its
normal shape almost without exception. In one case, the differently
shaped F undoubtedly functions as a ligature of F and L, i.e. in the stamp
OFFLAGER.8, but in many other cases this is impossible, since the F is
there already followed by an L'; the different F can only be explained with
difficulty except as a ligature of L and F, although it may seem odd that wo
names should be connected by means of a ligature10.
Oswald's assumption that the earliest stamps with the name of Flavius
Germanus are Neronian seems to be based on the reference to an im-
pression on a cup of Ritt. 8", which cannot possibly be correct. The site list
for the stamps of Flavius Germanus shows that he did not start marking
sigillata with his name until the Flavian period. Since he produced bowls of
Drag. 29'2, he must have started the manufacture of sigillata before c. A.D.
85, at the latest. The start of his production may probably be dated to
c. A.D. 80, although there is no evidence of this as yet.
As the products of Flavius Germanus were also found at sites which were
first occupied in the last years of the 1 st century, he was probably active
until the early 2nd century. This assumption is supported by the fact hat one
of his dies was used at Banassac, where production did not start until the
2nd century.
It is as yet unsure whether Flavius Germanus is identical to the well-known
potter and mould-maker Germanus". One would perhaps assume so on the
basis of the plain ware. The products of Germanus approximately date from
the period c. A.D. 60-90, and those of Flavius Germanus probably from c.
A.D. 80, at the earliest. One could imagine, therefore, that Germanus ob-
tained citizenship in the eighties, and subsequently cut new dies which in-
elude his (praenomen and?) gentilicium. The move of a die of Flavius
Germanus of La Graufesenque to Banassac corresponds to the move of the
production of moulds of Germanus. It is curious, however, that after c. A.D.
80, Germanus hould have always marked his moulds with only his cogno-
men, whereas he marked his plainware vessels with his gentilicium and
cognomen.
1. Oswald 1931, 124 f. and 386.
2. Oswald 1931, 124.
3. Flavus: Gallia 38, 1980, 500; L. S. Plavinus: Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1,
12-13; Martin 1977, 68; Martin 1979b, 179, fig. 3, 4-10; Gallia 38,
1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
4. Hartley 1977, 258, note 9.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 145e,and pl. 113, 186-188.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 13, 170-170a nd 190; Vemhet 1976,23, fig.4, 24;
VemheWertet 1976.
7. Cf. e.g. catalogue nos. A20, C166 and F2.
8. See catalogue no. G38.
9. See catalogue nos. G37, G39 and 042.
10. Cf. Bogaers 1986, 130, with note 32.
11. Oswald 1931, 125, OF.FL.GER from Poitiers.
12. Knorr 1952, Taf. 24.
13. This assumption may already be found in Oxe 1936, 374.
037 OFFLAVI.GER.
R-dish RMO: VEP13.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33. The site record includes
Heddemheim and Nijmegen-west. The shape of the rouletted ish from
Vechten indicates a date in the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [2], Banassac [2], c.A.D. 80-100
G38 <0>FFLAGER.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*432; VF*432a.
Dish RMO: VF*432b; VF*886a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*889.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OFFLAGER.
The complete version has not been found in a dated context, but the re-
duced text is known from sites such as Bad Cannstatf, Malton, Ribchester
and the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]3,
Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 34. According to Hartley, this impression was
made with a die moulded by surmoulage from an impression identical
to the one at Vechten (cf. p. 39), but the difference in length does not
justify this assumption.
2. Wild 1988, 39, 101(S).
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, 5 and pl. I, interpreted as OFAGER.
039 OF.FL.GER
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*445.
The site record for this stamp includes Heddemheim and the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen'. An impression is also known from
the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, but this cannot possibly have been lost or
discarded as early as the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac
[2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Haalebos 1972, *36.
2. Breuerl931,p). XIII64.
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G40 OFFL.CER
Drag.18 RMO: VF*44'
PUG: 282.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and cups of Drag. 33a,
and possibly also on cups of service E. The site list includes Catterick and
the Saalburg'. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17. 68.
G41 OFFLGER
Drag.18 RMO: VF*444.
Several parallels for this stamp are known from Banassac' (cf. fig. 2.14);
most of them, however, are much less clear than the impression from
Vechten2. Chemical analysis of the fabric of the dish from Vechten has
shown that this vessel probably does not stem from Banassac3; at La
Graufesenque, however, no identical impressions have been found as yet.
The site list further includes only Le Brusc, so there are few leads for
dating. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that this is a late
Ist-century vessel. The die probably did not reach Banassac until the 2nd
century. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. De Mortillet 1879, 36: FEAGE "dans un cartouche ome a chaque
extremite d'un triangle renverse avec point central"; Morel 1938, 141:
FEAGE; Morel 1950-1954, 563: PEACE; Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 6;
Hofmann 1966, 44, 18; Hofmann 1970, 7, fig.3; Peyre 1975, 36: "tres
nombreux"; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig.
14, and 37, fig. 16; the collection in the Centre de Documentation
Archeologique Ch. Morel at La Canourgue includes nine impressions
on cups of Drag. 27 and 33, the majority of which stem from the Morel
collection.
2. Cf. Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 6.
3. See appendix A, 1.
elsewhere, however. Up to now, no impressions have been found in a dated
context, but the shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that this is not one
of the latest stamps ofFlavius Germanus. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac
[2],c. A.D. 80-100.
G45 OFFCER.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*445c.
The site record for this stamp also includes Bad Cannstatt and period 4 at
Valkenburg'. To judge by the shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten, vessels
with this stamp could have been marketed as late as the early 2nd century.
La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 224.
G46 OFFGER.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
RMO: VF1969.
RMO: VF1969a.
This seems to be one of the better-known stamps of Flavius Germanus. The
site record includes Brecon, Carmarthen, Chesterholm, Corbridge, the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. La
Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
G47 OFPG.ER
Drag. 33a RMO: VF932.
This stamp, in which the G is upside-down, is otherwise known only from
La Graufesenque and the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. The
shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date in the last decades of the 1 st
century. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
G42 OFFLGER
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*416; VF*445d: VP*890a: fl940/5.13.
The site record for this stamp includes Chesterholm, Corbridge' and the
legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. Three of the four cups from
Vechten are completely burnt; they may stem from a grave. La
Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 51.
043 OF.F.GE[R.]
Dish RMO: VF*445a.
The only dated context in which an identical impression has been found is the
Saalburg. The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a date in the last dec-
ades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
G44 OFPGER.
Drag. 18 PUG: 1441.
The impression from Vechten is extremely unclear, as the die moved when
this dish was stamped. The interpretation isconfirmed by examples found
G48 OFFGER
Dish RMO: VF*445e.
Up to now, only two other examples of this stamp seem to have been found,
on a Drag. 27 at La Graufesenque and on a dish at Krefeld-Gellep'. The
shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that this is not one of the latest
stamps of Flavius Germanus. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D.
80-100.
1. Paar/Ruger 1971, 332.
G49 OFFCER
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*890.
This stamp, whose R is upside-down, is otherwise known only from La
Graufesenque, where it was also found on a Drag. 33a. In the cup from
Vechten, the offset which usually marks the junction of the wall and the
base has been replaced by a groove on either side, as is more often seen in
vessels from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D.
80-100.
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G50 OFFCEK
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1154.
Thus far, no impressions have been found in which the final etter is clear-
ly visible, so it is uncertain whether this is an (upside-down?) R. The site
list includes several which were first occupied under Domitian, such as
Butzbach, Obemburg', the Saalburg2 and the Salisberg. La Graufesenque
[2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORL B35, 35, 6.
2. ORL A3, 177, 70-72; Schonberger 1970, 26, Abb. 2, 23.
051 OFFCE
Drag.33a RMO: VF2366.
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups, including those of service E. The
site record includes Amsburg', Heronbridge2 and Holt'. The cup from
Vechten does not have an internal offset o mark the junction of the wall and
the base; instead, it has a groove on either side of this junction, as may be
observed more often in vessels from the end of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLB16,24, 12.
2. Fetch 1933, 23, 6.
3. Grimes 1930, 123, 11-12.
Q. lulius Habi-
HI Q.WL.HABI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*457x.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and bowls of Drag. 29.
In addition, at La Graufesenque a very large Drag. 27g with this stamp was
found. The site record includes Carlisle, Chester', Gloucester. Newstead2
and York, so the stamp is likely to be largely Flavian. However, in view of
the shape of the dish from Vechten it cannot be ruled out that the die with
which it was marked might have originated in the Neronian period.
Oswald completed the cognomen of the potter who used this stamp as
Habilis3, but Habitus may be a better solution; it has not been ruled out that
Q. lulius Habi- is identical to the potter who usually spelt his name Abitus4,
although the difference in the dates of their products is fairly marked. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 20.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 19.
3. Oswald 1931, 139 f.: Habius is probably a mistake for Habilis (cf.
idem, 152).
4. Catalogue nos. Al-8.
Ingenuus
Ingenuus was certainly not one of the most productive potters from La
Graufesenque. It is not easy, therefore, to date his activities with any accu-
racy. The earliest context in which one of his stamps was found is Hod Hill.
The decorative schemes of some bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Ingenuus
also suggest hat he started his activities hortly before the middle of the 1st
century'. There is no evidence as yet for the Tiberian starting date suggested
by Oswald2.
To judge by the site list for the products of Ingenuus, the heyday of his ac-
tivities must have been under Nero and Vespasian. However, one of his
stamps is known from several forts constructed under Domitian, so he may
not have stopped working until the end of the 1st century.
Whether Ingenuus of La Graufesenque is identical to the Ingenuus who was
active at Montans around the time of Claudius3 is as yet unclear. The cogno-
men is so common" that the homonym in itself constitutes insufficient evi-
dence for such an assumption.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 40 A-B.
2. Oswald 1931, 145 f., 392 and 427. This assumption of an early date
may have been prompted merely by the use of the abbreviation OFFIC
for ofGcina (cf. catalogue no. II and p. 47).
3. Gallia 38, 1980, 500.
4. Mocsyetal. 1983, 151.
II <0>FPIC.INGEN
R-dish PUG: 1384.
This is an impression of a damaged die which originally read
OFFIC. DSTGEN, with a complete instead of a halved first letter. At Neuss,
an impression of the complete text was found on a Drag. 29 with decoration
from shortly after the middle of the 1st century'. The shortened version is
known from the Erdlager at Hofheim2, among other places. The shape of the
rouletted ish from Vechten suggests that vessels with this stamp may still
have been marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 41 F.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 189.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 67b.
12 OF.INGEN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*473; VF*473a.
The site record for this stamp includes Holt', the legionary fortress or cana-
bae at Nijmegen, Rottweil2 and period 4 or 5 at Valkenburg3. The vessel
from Holt may not have been lost or discarded until after prolonged use,
since the profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat the stamp dates
from the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Cf. Grimes 1930, 125, 42, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 55 (stamp); Planck 1975, Taf. 85, 7 (profile).
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 226.
4. Cf. Laubenheimer 1979, 127, 79.
13 OF.INGEN
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2002c.
RMO: VF2002.
The die with which these impressions were made underwent a number of
changes during the time it was used. The earliest impressions - like the ex-
ample illustrated here - demonstrate that he text was originally set between
guide-lines. Impressions of a later phase - including the stamp on the dish
from Vechten - no longer show these guide-lines, and all have incomplete
final letters. Whether these changes resulted from wear or damage cannot
be ascertained as yet. However, they definitely took place as early as around
the middle of the 1st century, since impressions without guide-lines are
known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of
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G40 OFFL.CER
Drag.18 RMO: VF*44'
PUG: 282.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and cups of Drag. 33a,
and possibly also on cups of service E. The site list includes Catterick and
the Saalburg'. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17. 68.
G41 OFFLGER
Drag.18 RMO: VF*444.
Several parallels for this stamp are known from Banassac' (cf. fig. 2.14);
most of them, however, are much less clear than the impression from
Vechten2. Chemical analysis of the fabric of the dish from Vechten has
shown that this vessel probably does not stem from Banassac3; at La
Graufesenque, however, no identical impressions have been found as yet.
The site list further includes only Le Brusc, so there are few leads for
dating. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that this is a late
Ist-century vessel. The die probably did not reach Banassac until the 2nd
century. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. De Mortillet 1879, 36: FEAGE "dans un cartouche ome a chaque
extremite d'un triangle renverse avec point central"; Morel 1938, 141:
FEAGE; Morel 1950-1954, 563: PEACE; Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 6;
Hofmann 1966, 44, 18; Hofmann 1970, 7, fig.3; Peyre 1975, 36: "tres
nombreux"; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig.
14, and 37, fig. 16; the collection in the Centre de Documentation
Archeologique Ch. Morel at La Canourgue includes nine impressions
on cups of Drag. 27 and 33, the majority of which stem from the Morel
collection.
2. Cf. Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 6.
3. See appendix A, 1.
elsewhere, however. Up to now, no impressions have been found in a dated
context, but the shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that this is not one
of the latest stamps ofFlavius Germanus. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac
[2],c. A.D. 80-100.
G45 OFFCER.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*445c.
The site record for this stamp also includes Bad Cannstatt and period 4 at
Valkenburg'. To judge by the shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten, vessels
with this stamp could have been marketed as late as the early 2nd century.
La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 224.
G46 OFFGER.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
RMO: VF1969.
RMO: VF1969a.
This seems to be one of the better-known stamps of Flavius Germanus. The
site record includes Brecon, Carmarthen, Chesterholm, Corbridge, the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. La
Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
G47 OFPG.ER
Drag. 33a RMO: VF932.
This stamp, in which the G is upside-down, is otherwise known only from
La Graufesenque and the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. The
shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date in the last decades of the 1 st
century. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
G42 OFFLGER
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*416; VF*445d: VP*890a: fl940/5.13.
The site record for this stamp includes Chesterholm, Corbridge' and the
legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. Three of the four cups from
Vechten are completely burnt; they may stem from a grave. La
Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 51.
043 OF.F.GE[R.]
Dish RMO: VF*445a.
The only dated context in which an identical impression has been found is the
Saalburg. The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a date in the last dec-
ades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
G44 OFPGER.
Drag. 18 PUG: 1441.
The impression from Vechten is extremely unclear, as the die moved when
this dish was stamped. The interpretation isconfirmed by examples found
G48 OFFGER
Dish RMO: VF*445e.
Up to now, only two other examples of this stamp seem to have been found,
on a Drag. 27 at La Graufesenque and on a dish at Krefeld-Gellep'. The
shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that this is not one of the latest
stamps of Flavius Germanus. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D.
80-100.
1. Paar/Ruger 1971, 332.
G49 OFFCER
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*890.
This stamp, whose R is upside-down, is otherwise known only from La
Graufesenque, where it was also found on a Drag. 33a. In the cup from
Vechten, the offset which usually marks the junction of the wall and the
base has been replaced by a groove on either side, as is more often seen in
vessels from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D.
80-100.
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G50 OFFCEK
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1154.
Thus far, no impressions have been found in which the final etter is clear-
ly visible, so it is uncertain whether this is an (upside-down?) R. The site
list includes several which were first occupied under Domitian, such as
Butzbach, Obemburg', the Saalburg2 and the Salisberg. La Graufesenque
[2], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORL B35, 35, 6.
2. ORL A3, 177, 70-72; Schonberger 1970, 26, Abb. 2, 23.
051 OFFCE
Drag.33a RMO: VF2366.
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups, including those of service E. The
site record includes Amsburg', Heronbridge2 and Holt'. The cup from
Vechten does not have an internal offset o mark the junction of the wall and
the base; instead, it has a groove on either side of this junction, as may be
observed more often in vessels from the end of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], Banassac [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLB16,24, 12.
2. Fetch 1933, 23, 6.
3. Grimes 1930, 123, 11-12.
Q. lulius Habi-
HI Q.WL.HABI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*457x.
This stamp was also found on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and bowls of Drag. 29.
In addition, at La Graufesenque a very large Drag. 27g with this stamp was
found. The site record includes Carlisle, Chester', Gloucester. Newstead2
and York, so the stamp is likely to be largely Flavian. However, in view of
the shape of the dish from Vechten it cannot be ruled out that the die with
which it was marked might have originated in the Neronian period.
Oswald completed the cognomen of the potter who used this stamp as
Habilis3, but Habitus may be a better solution; it has not been ruled out that
Q. lulius Habi- is identical to the potter who usually spelt his name Abitus4,
although the difference in the dates of their products is fairly marked. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 20.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 19.
3. Oswald 1931, 139 f.: Habius is probably a mistake for Habilis (cf.
idem, 152).
4. Catalogue nos. Al-8.
Ingenuus
Ingenuus was certainly not one of the most productive potters from La
Graufesenque. It is not easy, therefore, to date his activities with any accu-
racy. The earliest context in which one of his stamps was found is Hod Hill.
The decorative schemes of some bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Ingenuus
also suggest hat he started his activities hortly before the middle of the 1st
century'. There is no evidence as yet for the Tiberian starting date suggested
by Oswald2.
To judge by the site list for the products of Ingenuus, the heyday of his ac-
tivities must have been under Nero and Vespasian. However, one of his
stamps is known from several forts constructed under Domitian, so he may
not have stopped working until the end of the 1st century.
Whether Ingenuus of La Graufesenque is identical to the Ingenuus who was
active at Montans around the time of Claudius3 is as yet unclear. The cogno-
men is so common" that the homonym in itself constitutes insufficient evi-
dence for such an assumption.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 40 A-B.
2. Oswald 1931, 145 f., 392 and 427. This assumption of an early date
may have been prompted merely by the use of the abbreviation OFFIC
for ofGcina (cf. catalogue no. II and p. 47).
3. Gallia 38, 1980, 500.
4. Mocsyetal. 1983, 151.
II <0>FPIC.INGEN
R-dish PUG: 1384.
This is an impression of a damaged die which originally read
OFFIC. DSTGEN, with a complete instead of a halved first letter. At Neuss,
an impression of the complete text was found on a Drag. 29 with decoration
from shortly after the middle of the 1st century'. The shortened version is
known from the Erdlager at Hofheim2, among other places. The shape of the
rouletted ish from Vechten suggests that vessels with this stamp may still
have been marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 41 F.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 189.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. lll, 67b.
12 OF.INGEN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*473; VF*473a.
The site record for this stamp includes Holt', the legionary fortress or cana-
bae at Nijmegen, Rottweil2 and period 4 or 5 at Valkenburg3. The vessel
from Holt may not have been lost or discarded until after prolonged use,
since the profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat the stamp dates
from the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Cf. Grimes 1930, 125, 42, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 55 (stamp); Planck 1975, Taf. 85, 7 (profile).
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 226.
4. Cf. Laubenheimer 1979, 127, 79.
13 OF.INGEN
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2002c.
RMO: VF2002.
The die with which these impressions were made underwent a number of
changes during the time it was used. The earliest impressions - like the ex-
ample illustrated here - demonstrate that he text was originally set between
guide-lines. Impressions of a later phase - including the stamp on the dish
from Vechten - no longer show these guide-lines, and all have incomplete
final letters. Whether these changes resulted from wear or damage cannot
be ascertained as yet. However, they definitely took place as early as around
the middle of the 1st century, since impressions without guide-lines are
known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of
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Narbonne-La Nautique'. At Obersdmm, an impression was found on a 1.
Drag. 29 with Claudian or Neronian decoration2. La Graufesenque [I], c. 2.
A.D. 45-70.
Knorr 1919, 79, Textabb. 37; Simon 1980, Taf. 28, H10.
Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H10.
1.
2.
14
Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 41.
Simon 1978a, Taf. 44, Cl.
OFINC.I
Drag. 27 RMO: i; VF*472.
This must be one of the later stamps of Ingenuus, as parallels are known
from Butzbach', Gross-Gerau2 and Ober-Florstadt3. as well as from the
Saalburg" and the Salisberg5. The profiles of the cups from Vechten are in
accordance with a date in the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Muller 1968, 16.
2. Simon 1965, 63, Abb. 11, 2.
3. ORLB19, 14, 31.
4. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 90.
5. ORL B24, 8, 13; Suchier 1885, Taf. Ill K4.
15 OFEMC.I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*482.
The only other known example of this stamp was found at La Graufesen-
que, on a Drag. 27g. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests a date in
the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
16 OPINC
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2912.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*471 (fig. 6.17, d).
Dish PUG: 1947-93.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes, but also on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
Up to now, no impressions have been found in a dated context, but the Drag.
15/17 from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base. The Drag. 18
is of the small variety. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
17 INGENVI.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*476.
This is one of the stamps of the rather are figulus type. The site record
merely lists La Graufesenque, Canterbury, London and Usk'. The shape of
the dish from Vechten indicates a date shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, fig. 104, 62.
18 [IN]GENVI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1383 (pl. 38, p);VF2003a; VF2916.
Thus far, this retrograde stamp has been found only on dishes of Drag. 18
and on bowls of Drag. 29 with early Flavian decorative schemes'. The only
site to provide a lead for dating is Okarben2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-85.
19 INGENVI
Drag. 24/25
Cup
RMO:
PUG:
Identical impressions were found at Hod Hill' and Unterkirchberg2, among
other places. This evidence, and the profiles of the cups from Vechten, indi-
cate a date around the middle of the 1 st century. Later on, the die with which
these impressions were made was altered twice, after damage. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Walters 1908, 175, M807; Simpson 1968a, 107, 9.
2. Knon-1929, 15,Abb, 5, 11.
I9* <I>NGEN<VI>
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*474.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read INGENVI. The
only parallel known thus far is an impression on a Drag. 24 from Rich-
borough.
The bowl from Vechten has a single groove around the stamp and is prob-
ably no earlier than Neronian. Since impressions of a later phase are still
known from pre-Flavian contexts, this version may well be from the early
sixties. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-65.
19** <I>NGE<NVI>
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-70.
This impression represents the third and final phase of a die which orig-
inally read DTOENVI. This drastically reduced version was found at
Colchester' and in period I at Zwammerdam2, among other places. The
latter parallel proves that he die took its ultimate shape before A.D. 70. It
may have been used as such into the period ofVespasian. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Cf. May 1930, 238, fig. 6, 27, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 120.
lucundus
The earliest contexts to contain stamps with the name lucundus are the
Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque andVelsen 1, the latest Corbridge and
Watercrook. On the basis of this evidence, it is conceivable that two name-
sakes worked at La Graufesenque successively, in the period c. A.D. 40-
100. This hypothesis had already been suggested by Knorr', but Oswald was
obviously of a different opinion2. The question is whether a division actual-
ly needs to be made. If any is perceptible, it may well have been caused by
the disturbances of A.D. 69-70, which left easily traceable evidence at so
many sites, rather than by an actual chronological gap. It is probably no
coincidence that the officina stamps are among the latest. If two potters
must be distinguished - lucundus being, after all, a very common cogno-
men3 - the stamps 117, 118 and 120-22 may be attributed to the earlier, the
others to the later manufacturer.
At La Graufesenque, the name lucundus was found not only on plain ware
and on bowls of Drag. 29, but also in a few dockets4 and on moulds for
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bowls of Drag. 37s. The latter are very similar to vessels stamped among
their decoration by Patricius', so they may well be from his workshop,
signed by lucundus later on. The decoration of a Drag. 29 from Ascibur-
gium stamped by lucundus also has a lot in common with that of moulds
signed by Patricius7.
However, lucundus used not only moulds ofPatricius, but also ofAcutillus
and lustus". The latter also made a mould in which a Drag. 29 stamped
SEX.IVL.IVCVND' was made; on the basis of the association of both
lucundus and Sex. lulius lucundus with lustus, they may perhaps be assum-
ed to be one and the same manufacturer, although it may seem strange that
this potter would have used his complete name on only a single die10. The
lucundus known from Montans" was probably a different potter.
1. Knorr 1919, 52 f.
2. Oswald 1931, 148 f. and 192.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 154.
4. Marichal 1988, nos. 74, 87, 118 and 139; BemonWemhet 1992-1993.
The handle of a flask or canteen from La Graufesenque bears the text
JOCVNDI (Marichal 1988, no. 192).
5. Mees 1995, 80 f., Taf. 92, and 93, 1.
6. Mees 1995, Taf. 164, 8-14.
7. Vanderhoeven 1976b, 65, Taf. 63, 496.
8. Acutillus: comm. A. Vemhet. lustus: Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1.
9. Mees 1995, Taf. 97, 5.
10. See also catalogue no. 127.
11. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 160, pl. IV 82-83; Martin 1972b, fig. 1, 5;
Labrousse 1975, 61; Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Martin 1981, 27; Gallia 41,
1983, 499; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A; Gallia 44, 1986, 331.
110 OFIVCVNDI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1158 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 44 H); VF1437 (idem,
Taf. 44 G); VF*489a (idem, Taf. 43 F); no no.
(pl. 38, t).
This stamp does not only occur on bowls of Drag. 29, but also on dishes of
Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 33a. It is known from only a few other sites,
such as Nijmegen-west. Forty impressions, all on bowls of Drag. 29, were
found in the wrecked ship Culip FV'. Only one of the examples from
Vechten has a double groove around the stamp. The decorative schemes of
these vessels indicate dates in the Neronian and early Flavian periods2. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.8
2. Cf. Knorr 1952, Taf. 31 E; Laubenheimer 1979, 129, fig. 84.
112 OF.PV]CYN
Ill OHVCVNDI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33a
RMO: VF*489.
RMO: VF2358.
RMO: VF*484x.
The site record for this stamp includes Chester and the wrecked ship Culip
IV, which contained two hundred examples'. With a few exceptions, these
were on cups of Drag. 24, which may be considered remarkable for a
complex which also contained decorated bowls with schemes signed
MCRESTIO. The cups from the wreckage are obviously late represen-
tatives of Drag. 24, as is shown by the relatively small diameter of the
coarsely shaped footring and the coarse rouletdng of the example illustrated
in fig. 6.59,1. The stamp, also by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, may
be dated to the reign of Nero and the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-95.
Drag. 18
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*491c.
VF*427h.
This stamp occurs mainly on dishes of Drag. 18, although examples are
known on cups of Drag. 27g and 33a. The site Ust includes Binchester,
Dormagen' and Ribchester. At Nijmegen-west, an impression was found in
a late Ist-century grave2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 17.
2. The grave also contained stamps of Celsus ii, Peregrinus, L. Tertius
Secundus and Sulpicius.
113 OF.IVCVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2018; VF2019; VF2026; VF2033; VF*484g;
VF*484h; VF*484t; VF*491a; VF*491b;
VF*491d.
PUG: 297.
Dish RMO: VF2034i;VF*484fl;VF*484n;nono.
PUG: Vel921/2.
On many examples of this stamp, the final letter of the text is not com-
pletely visible. Although it is anything but a rare stamp it is known from
only a few dated sites, including Castleford, the legionary fortress or cana-
bae at Nijmegen and period 4 at Valkenburg'. The wrecked ship Culip TV
yielded over 160 identical impressions on dishes of Drag. 18, most of which
are of the small variety2. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate a
Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 231.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 144, fig. 99, and 198 f., fig. 147, 2. 1.
114 OF.IVCVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2023; VF*484b; VF*484gl; VF*484hl.
Dish RMO: VF*484i; VF*491d.
Drag. 27g PUG: 1409.
These impressions were made with a damaged die. Examples from an
earlier phase still have neatly rounded ends and a complete N. Impressions
like the ones from Vechten were found at Castleford, the legionary fortress
or canabae at Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west. The wrecked ship Culip IV
yielded 267 impressions, all on dishes of Drag. 18'. The stamp was also
found in Flavian graves at Heidelberg-Neuenheim2 and Winchester3. At
Caerieon, it was found on a Drag. 29 made in a mould of lustus4. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.2.
2. The grave also contained a stamp of lullinus.
3. DanneU/Hartley 1978, 99, fig. 39, 39-40, with stamps of Dontio,
Ponteius and Virilis.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1.
115 OP. IVCVN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2034h; YE*481x; VF*517.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and London.
The date is based on the profiles of the cups fromVechten. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.6.
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Narbonne-La Nautique'. At Obersdmm, an impression was found on a 1.
Drag. 29 with Claudian or Neronian decoration2. La Graufesenque [I], c. 2.
A.D. 45-70.
Knorr 1919, 79, Textabb. 37; Simon 1980, Taf. 28, H10.
Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H10.
1.
2.
14
Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 41.
Simon 1978a, Taf. 44, Cl.
OFINC.I
Drag. 27 RMO: i; VF*472.
This must be one of the later stamps of Ingenuus, as parallels are known
from Butzbach', Gross-Gerau2 and Ober-Florstadt3. as well as from the
Saalburg" and the Salisberg5. The profiles of the cups from Vechten are in
accordance with a date in the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Muller 1968, 16.
2. Simon 1965, 63, Abb. 11, 2.
3. ORLB19, 14, 31.
4. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 90.
5. ORL B24, 8, 13; Suchier 1885, Taf. Ill K4.
15 OFEMC.I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*482.
The only other known example of this stamp was found at La Graufesen-
que, on a Drag. 27g. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests a date in
the times of Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
16 OPINC
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2912.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*471 (fig. 6.17, d).
Dish PUG: 1947-93.
This stamp occurs not only on dishes, but also on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
Up to now, no impressions have been found in a dated context, but the Drag.
15/17 from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base. The Drag. 18
is of the small variety. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
17 INGENVI.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*476.
This is one of the stamps of the rather are figulus type. The site record
merely lists La Graufesenque, Canterbury, London and Usk'. The shape of
the dish from Vechten indicates a date shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, fig. 104, 62.
18 [IN]GENVI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1383 (pl. 38, p);VF2003a; VF2916.
Thus far, this retrograde stamp has been found only on dishes of Drag. 18
and on bowls of Drag. 29 with early Flavian decorative schemes'. The only
site to provide a lead for dating is Okarben2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-85.
19 INGENVI
Drag. 24/25
Cup
RMO:
PUG:
Identical impressions were found at Hod Hill' and Unterkirchberg2, among
other places. This evidence, and the profiles of the cups from Vechten, indi-
cate a date around the middle of the 1 st century. Later on, the die with which
these impressions were made was altered twice, after damage. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Walters 1908, 175, M807; Simpson 1968a, 107, 9.
2. Knon-1929, 15,Abb, 5, 11.
I9* <I>NGEN<VI>
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*474.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read INGENVI. The
only parallel known thus far is an impression on a Drag. 24 from Rich-
borough.
The bowl from Vechten has a single groove around the stamp and is prob-
ably no earlier than Neronian. Since impressions of a later phase are still
known from pre-Flavian contexts, this version may well be from the early
sixties. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-65.
19** <I>NGE<NVI>
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-70.
This impression represents the third and final phase of a die which orig-
inally read DTOENVI. This drastically reduced version was found at
Colchester' and in period I at Zwammerdam2, among other places. The
latter parallel proves that he die took its ultimate shape before A.D. 70. It
may have been used as such into the period ofVespasian. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Cf. May 1930, 238, fig. 6, 27, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 120.
lucundus
The earliest contexts to contain stamps with the name lucundus are the
Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque andVelsen 1, the latest Corbridge and
Watercrook. On the basis of this evidence, it is conceivable that two name-
sakes worked at La Graufesenque successively, in the period c. A.D. 40-
100. This hypothesis had already been suggested by Knorr', but Oswald was
obviously of a different opinion2. The question is whether a division actual-
ly needs to be made. If any is perceptible, it may well have been caused by
the disturbances of A.D. 69-70, which left easily traceable evidence at so
many sites, rather than by an actual chronological gap. It is probably no
coincidence that the officina stamps are among the latest. If two potters
must be distinguished - lucundus being, after all, a very common cogno-
men3 - the stamps 117, 118 and 120-22 may be attributed to the earlier, the
others to the later manufacturer.
At La Graufesenque, the name lucundus was found not only on plain ware
and on bowls of Drag. 29, but also in a few dockets4 and on moulds for
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bowls of Drag. 37s. The latter are very similar to vessels stamped among
their decoration by Patricius', so they may well be from his workshop,
signed by lucundus later on. The decoration of a Drag. 29 from Ascibur-
gium stamped by lucundus also has a lot in common with that of moulds
signed by Patricius7.
However, lucundus used not only moulds ofPatricius, but also ofAcutillus
and lustus". The latter also made a mould in which a Drag. 29 stamped
SEX.IVL.IVCVND' was made; on the basis of the association of both
lucundus and Sex. lulius lucundus with lustus, they may perhaps be assum-
ed to be one and the same manufacturer, although it may seem strange that
this potter would have used his complete name on only a single die10. The
lucundus known from Montans" was probably a different potter.
1. Knorr 1919, 52 f.
2. Oswald 1931, 148 f. and 192.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 154.
4. Marichal 1988, nos. 74, 87, 118 and 139; BemonWemhet 1992-1993.
The handle of a flask or canteen from La Graufesenque bears the text
JOCVNDI (Marichal 1988, no. 192).
5. Mees 1995, 80 f., Taf. 92, and 93, 1.
6. Mees 1995, Taf. 164, 8-14.
7. Vanderhoeven 1976b, 65, Taf. 63, 496.
8. Acutillus: comm. A. Vemhet. lustus: Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1.
9. Mees 1995, Taf. 97, 5.
10. See also catalogue no. 127.
11. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 160, pl. IV 82-83; Martin 1972b, fig. 1, 5;
Labrousse 1975, 61; Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Martin 1981, 27; Gallia 41,
1983, 499; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A; Gallia 44, 1986, 331.
110 OFIVCVNDI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1158 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 44 H); VF1437 (idem,
Taf. 44 G); VF*489a (idem, Taf. 43 F); no no.
(pl. 38, t).
This stamp does not only occur on bowls of Drag. 29, but also on dishes of
Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 33a. It is known from only a few other sites,
such as Nijmegen-west. Forty impressions, all on bowls of Drag. 29, were
found in the wrecked ship Culip FV'. Only one of the examples from
Vechten has a double groove around the stamp. The decorative schemes of
these vessels indicate dates in the Neronian and early Flavian periods2. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.8
2. Cf. Knorr 1952, Taf. 31 E; Laubenheimer 1979, 129, fig. 84.
112 OF.PV]CYN
Ill OHVCVNDI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33a
RMO: VF*489.
RMO: VF2358.
RMO: VF*484x.
The site record for this stamp includes Chester and the wrecked ship Culip
IV, which contained two hundred examples'. With a few exceptions, these
were on cups of Drag. 24, which may be considered remarkable for a
complex which also contained decorated bowls with schemes signed
MCRESTIO. The cups from the wreckage are obviously late represen-
tatives of Drag. 24, as is shown by the relatively small diameter of the
coarsely shaped footring and the coarse rouletdng of the example illustrated
in fig. 6.59,1. The stamp, also by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, may
be dated to the reign of Nero and the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-95.
Drag. 18
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*491c.
VF*427h.
This stamp occurs mainly on dishes of Drag. 18, although examples are
known on cups of Drag. 27g and 33a. The site Ust includes Binchester,
Dormagen' and Ribchester. At Nijmegen-west, an impression was found in
a late Ist-century grave2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 17.
2. The grave also contained stamps of Celsus ii, Peregrinus, L. Tertius
Secundus and Sulpicius.
113 OF.IVCVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2018; VF2019; VF2026; VF2033; VF*484g;
VF*484h; VF*484t; VF*491a; VF*491b;
VF*491d.
PUG: 297.
Dish RMO: VF2034i;VF*484fl;VF*484n;nono.
PUG: Vel921/2.
On many examples of this stamp, the final letter of the text is not com-
pletely visible. Although it is anything but a rare stamp it is known from
only a few dated sites, including Castleford, the legionary fortress or cana-
bae at Nijmegen and period 4 at Valkenburg'. The wrecked ship Culip TV
yielded over 160 identical impressions on dishes of Drag. 18, most of which
are of the small variety2. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate a
Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 231.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 144, fig. 99, and 198 f., fig. 147, 2. 1.
114 OF.IVCVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2023; VF*484b; VF*484gl; VF*484hl.
Dish RMO: VF*484i; VF*491d.
Drag. 27g PUG: 1409.
These impressions were made with a damaged die. Examples from an
earlier phase still have neatly rounded ends and a complete N. Impressions
like the ones from Vechten were found at Castleford, the legionary fortress
or canabae at Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west. The wrecked ship Culip IV
yielded 267 impressions, all on dishes of Drag. 18'. The stamp was also
found in Flavian graves at Heidelberg-Neuenheim2 and Winchester3. At
Caerieon, it was found on a Drag. 29 made in a mould of lustus4. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.2.
2. The grave also contained a stamp of lullinus.
3. DanneU/Hartley 1978, 99, fig. 39, 39-40, with stamps of Dontio,
Ponteius and Virilis.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1.
115 OP. IVCVN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2034h; YE*481x; VF*517.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and London.
The date is based on the profiles of the cups fromVechten. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.6.
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116 OF.IVCVN
Drag. 27g RMO: VES5: VF24 (49); VF2024; VP2025; VF2028;
VF2029; VF2030; VF2031; VP2032; VF2034a;
VF2034b; VF2034c; VF2034d; VF2504;
VF*482a; VF*483b; VF*484; VF*484a;
VF*484aa; VF*484bl; VF*484c; VF*484cl;
VF*484cc; VF*484d; VF*484dl; VF*484f;
VF*484j; VF*484k; VF*4841; VF*484m;
VF*484o; VF*484p; VP*484q; VF*484r;
VF*484u; VF*484v; VF*484w; VF*484y;
VF*484z; VF*491i; VF*491j; Vel914.2;
Vel920.28; Vel924/G; Vel927/l; no no. (2 ex.).
PUG: 1947-93.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2034g.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*484bb.
Cup RMO: VF2034e.
With 51 impressions, this is the best-represented stamp at Vechten.
Elsewhere, also numerous impressions have been found, some of them on
cups of Drag. 24 or of service E. The site list includes Brough-on-Humber,
Camelon', Ilkley, Newstead2, the legionary fortress and canabae at
Nijmegen, the cemetery at Nijmegen-west3, and a grave from around A.D.
80 on the Marktveld at Valkenburg4. In the wrecked ship Culip IV, 220
impressions were found on cups of Drag. 27 or 27g5. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 12.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 17.
3. Brunsting 1937, 59, WW204.
4. The grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Roppus, Secundus iii and
Vitalis ii.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 139, fig. 94, and 198-199, fig. 147, 2.4.
117 IVCVNDVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2034 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 43 C); VP*491x (idem,
Taf. 43 B); fl940/5.234.
This is one of the earliest stamps of lucundus. With the exception of a flat-
based dish from La Graufesenque, it was found exclusively on bowls of
Drag. 29. The only site relevant for dating is Velsen 1'. The decorative
schemes of the bowls from Vechten date from around the middle of the 1st
century. However, one of the vessels only has a single groove around the
stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 59.
118 mVCVNDV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1577.
The presence of identical impressions at Gloucester-Kingsholm' and the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 suggests that this is one of the earlier stamps of
lucundus. The profiles of the cup from Vechten and of a Drag. 18 from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3 indicate a date shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Wild 1985a, 105, S2.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. Vffl 44, possibly from period 2 (cf. Ritteriing
1912, 243, with note 292, and 245).
3. Stuart 1976, 103, fig. 15, 138.
119 IVCVNDFII
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2034f: VF*485; Vel927/3 "Oostveen".
PUG: Ve 1926/2.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 27. The final
letter of the text was often not impressed properly, as is the case with the
example illustrated here.
The site record includes Bickenbach', the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe2,
Caerieon, Catterick, the legionary fortress, its cemetery and the cemetery on
the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3, and the settlement and cemetery at Nijmegen-
west. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 63.
2. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 70.
3. Cemetery of the legionary fortress: Daniels 1955, 175, ml362-1363
(Koolemans Beynensb-aat area). Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976,
103, fig. 15, 136.
120 IVC.VND
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*487.
On the cup from Vechten, the die was not impressed properly, so the initial
and final letters are not clear, but the complete text is known from im-
pressions found elsewhere. None of these were found in a dated context, but
the stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25. The cup from Vechten has
a footring of large diameter, and the profile suggests a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
121 [I]VCVND
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*486; VF*486a.
Although the first letter is missing in the impressions fromVechten, it is cer-
lain from parallels found elsewhere that he complete text reads IVCVND.
The stamp was found on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among other types.
The only context of value for the date of the stamp is the settlement around
the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
122 IVCVND
Dish RMO: VF2022.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 27g which may be
considered to be of the large variety. Up to now, no impressions have been
found in a dated context, but the dish from Vechten has a double groove in
its internal base, which makes it early Neronian at the latest. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
Cosius lucundus
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to Coius of South Gaul'.
Although Coius is an existing gentilicium2, a different solution is to be pre-
ferred. As it happens, an earlier version of the stamp numbered 123 reads
OFCO.IVC, which reveals that two names occur in these stamps. The
second is almost certain to be lucundus, while the gentilicium Cosius, also
known from other potters from La Graufesenque, is the most likely solution
for the first3
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The site list for the stamps of Cosius lucundus demonstrates that his activ-
ities should be dated to c. A.D. 80-110. Although this period largely over-
laps the production of lucundus, it is not plausible that this is the same
person, since it is more likely for lucundus to be identified with Sex. lulius
lucundus".
1. Oswald 1931,84 and 375.
2. Schulze 1904, 158 and 423; Mocsy et al. 1983, 84.
3. Cf. Cosius Rufinus, Cosius Urap- and L. Cosius Virilis.
4. See the introduction for the stamps of lucundus.
123 OFCO.IV<C>
Drag.18 RMO: VF*299;VF*299a;f 1931/2.3.
These are impressions of a broken and subsequently modified ie which
originally read OFCO.TVC in a frame with rounded ends. The original
version is known from Newstead' and period 4 at Valkenburg2, among other
places, so the die was probably damaged no earlier than the reign of
Domitian. The site list for the reduced version includes the amphitheatre at
Caerleon, Catterick and the Steinkastell at Heddemheim3. The profiles of
the dishes from Vechten indicate a date around the end of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 85-110.
1. Hartley 1972a, 8, 4, interpreted as OFCOIVS.
2. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 373.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 12.
Sex. lulius lucundus
127 SEX.IVL.rVCVND
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1467 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 44 J); VF26S
(idem, Taf. 87).
t;VF*981
This relatively rare stamp occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29. The only sites
which provide a lead for the date of the stamp are the wrecked ship Culip
IV, which contained fifty impressions', Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl2 and
Straubing3. One of the bowls from the Spanish wreck was made in a mould
of lustus". Since lucundus also used at least one mould of lustus5, lucundus
may be identical to Sex. lulius lucundus. This assumption is supported by
the fact that the wreck, apart from fifty bowls of Drag. 29 of Sex. lulius
lucundus, contained almost a thousand vessels with only the cognomen
lucundus. The homogeneity of the load may indicate that both consign-
ments were part of the same kiln load.
The decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp suggest an early
Flavian date". La Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.9.
2. Paber 1994, Beilage 5 K.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 186.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 97, 5.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 87; Nieto et al. 1989, 170, fig. 121.
7. Vernhet 1979, pl. XXX.
124 OF.COIV
Drag. 27 PUG: 1396: 1439.
Only two parallels for this stamp have been recorded thus far, at Catterick
and in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Both cups fromVechten are of the
small variety, and difficult to date as such, but their profiles suggest a late
1st- or early 2nd-century date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
125 FCO.IV
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF1811.
RMO: VF2961.
These are probably impressions of a broken die which originally read
OFCO.IV, although no examples of such an earlier version are known as
yet.
Identical impressions to the ones from Vechten have been found at Chester
and Heddemheim, among other places. The profiles of the vessels from
Vechten indicate a date around the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2],c. A.D. 80-110.
126 ICOIV
lulius i
In view of the considerable difference in date between the stamps discussed
below and the example numbered 130, it is likely that two potters at La
Graufesenque stamped their products merely with the name lulius. The
earlier was active during the Tiberio-Claudian period, the later in the last
decades of the 1st century. Whether these lulii may be identified with one
of the many lulii whose cognomen is also known will probably never be
ascertained.
Oswald classed the stamps of both lulii under a single denominator, and he
assumed that he stamp IVLIVS from Banassac (fig. 2.14) belonged to the
same potter'. Since production at Banassac did not start until the 2nd cen-
tury, this latter assumption is undoubtedly incorrect.
1. Oswald 1931, 151, 393 and 427. For lulius of Banassac see Vialettes
1894-1899, 28 and pl. I; Morel 1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 563;
Peyre 1975, 41.
128 OFIC.IVLI
Drag. 17c
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*495 (figs. 6.17, b and 6.27, h).
fl940/5.234.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (86); VP*1203; VF*1388; Vel920.27;
Vel939.
Since the first letter of this retrograde stamp cannot be interpreted satisfac-
torily, its attribution to Cosius lucundus is not quite definite. However, the
profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat the stamp is of the same
period as the other stamps of this potter. The few known parallels do not
include any examples from a dated context. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-110.
This stamp is known otherwise only from La Graufesenque. The date is
based on the shape of the dish numbered VF*495, which is of the small
variety; the other vessel from Vechten is only a small base fragment, as is
the example from the production centre. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-
50.
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116 OF.IVCVN
Drag. 27g RMO: VES5: VF24 (49); VF2024; VP2025; VF2028;
VF2029; VF2030; VF2031; VP2032; VF2034a;
VF2034b; VF2034c; VF2034d; VF2504;
VF*482a; VF*483b; VF*484; VF*484a;
VF*484aa; VF*484bl; VF*484c; VF*484cl;
VF*484cc; VF*484d; VF*484dl; VF*484f;
VF*484j; VF*484k; VF*4841; VF*484m;
VF*484o; VF*484p; VP*484q; VF*484r;
VF*484u; VF*484v; VF*484w; VF*484y;
VF*484z; VF*491i; VF*491j; Vel914.2;
Vel920.28; Vel924/G; Vel927/l; no no. (2 ex.).
PUG: 1947-93.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2034g.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*484bb.
Cup RMO: VF2034e.
With 51 impressions, this is the best-represented stamp at Vechten.
Elsewhere, also numerous impressions have been found, some of them on
cups of Drag. 24 or of service E. The site list includes Brough-on-Humber,
Camelon', Ilkley, Newstead2, the legionary fortress and canabae at
Nijmegen, the cemetery at Nijmegen-west3, and a grave from around A.D.
80 on the Marktveld at Valkenburg4. In the wrecked ship Culip IV, 220
impressions were found on cups of Drag. 27 or 27g5. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 12.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 17.
3. Brunsting 1937, 59, WW204.
4. The grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Roppus, Secundus iii and
Vitalis ii.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 139, fig. 94, and 198-199, fig. 147, 2.4.
117 IVCVNDVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2034 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 43 C); VP*491x (idem,
Taf. 43 B); fl940/5.234.
This is one of the earliest stamps of lucundus. With the exception of a flat-
based dish from La Graufesenque, it was found exclusively on bowls of
Drag. 29. The only site relevant for dating is Velsen 1'. The decorative
schemes of the bowls from Vechten date from around the middle of the 1st
century. However, one of the vessels only has a single groove around the
stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 59.
118 mVCVNDV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1577.
The presence of identical impressions at Gloucester-Kingsholm' and the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 suggests that this is one of the earlier stamps of
lucundus. The profiles of the cup from Vechten and of a Drag. 18 from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3 indicate a date shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Wild 1985a, 105, S2.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. Vffl 44, possibly from period 2 (cf. Ritteriing
1912, 243, with note 292, and 245).
3. Stuart 1976, 103, fig. 15, 138.
119 IVCVNDFII
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2034f: VF*485; Vel927/3 "Oostveen".
PUG: Ve 1926/2.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 27. The final
letter of the text was often not impressed properly, as is the case with the
example illustrated here.
The site record includes Bickenbach', the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe2,
Caerieon, Catterick, the legionary fortress, its cemetery and the cemetery on
the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3, and the settlement and cemetery at Nijmegen-
west. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 63.
2. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 70.
3. Cemetery of the legionary fortress: Daniels 1955, 175, ml362-1363
(Koolemans Beynensb-aat area). Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976,
103, fig. 15, 136.
120 IVC.VND
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*487.
On the cup from Vechten, the die was not impressed properly, so the initial
and final letters are not clear, but the complete text is known from im-
pressions found elsewhere. None of these were found in a dated context, but
the stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25. The cup from Vechten has
a footring of large diameter, and the profile suggests a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
121 [I]VCVND
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*486; VF*486a.
Although the first letter is missing in the impressions fromVechten, it is cer-
lain from parallels found elsewhere that he complete text reads IVCVND.
The stamp was found on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among other types.
The only context of value for the date of the stamp is the settlement around
the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
122 IVCVND
Dish RMO: VF2022.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 27g which may be
considered to be of the large variety. Up to now, no impressions have been
found in a dated context, but the dish from Vechten has a double groove in
its internal base, which makes it early Neronian at the latest. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
Cosius lucundus
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to Coius of South Gaul'.
Although Coius is an existing gentilicium2, a different solution is to be pre-
ferred. As it happens, an earlier version of the stamp numbered 123 reads
OFCO.IVC, which reveals that two names occur in these stamps. The
second is almost certain to be lucundus, while the gentilicium Cosius, also
known from other potters from La Graufesenque, is the most likely solution
for the first3
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The site list for the stamps of Cosius lucundus demonstrates that his activ-
ities should be dated to c. A.D. 80-110. Although this period largely over-
laps the production of lucundus, it is not plausible that this is the same
person, since it is more likely for lucundus to be identified with Sex. lulius
lucundus".
1. Oswald 1931,84 and 375.
2. Schulze 1904, 158 and 423; Mocsy et al. 1983, 84.
3. Cf. Cosius Rufinus, Cosius Urap- and L. Cosius Virilis.
4. See the introduction for the stamps of lucundus.
123 OFCO.IV<C>
Drag.18 RMO: VF*299;VF*299a;f 1931/2.3.
These are impressions of a broken and subsequently modified ie which
originally read OFCO.TVC in a frame with rounded ends. The original
version is known from Newstead' and period 4 at Valkenburg2, among other
places, so the die was probably damaged no earlier than the reign of
Domitian. The site list for the reduced version includes the amphitheatre at
Caerleon, Catterick and the Steinkastell at Heddemheim3. The profiles of
the dishes from Vechten indicate a date around the end of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 85-110.
1. Hartley 1972a, 8, 4, interpreted as OFCOIVS.
2. Glasbergen 1967, 105, 373.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 12.
Sex. lulius lucundus
127 SEX.IVL.rVCVND
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1467 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 44 J); VF26S
(idem, Taf. 87).
t;VF*981
This relatively rare stamp occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29. The only sites
which provide a lead for the date of the stamp are the wrecked ship Culip
IV, which contained fifty impressions', Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl2 and
Straubing3. One of the bowls from the Spanish wreck was made in a mould
of lustus". Since lucundus also used at least one mould of lustus5, lucundus
may be identical to Sex. lulius lucundus. This assumption is supported by
the fact that the wreck, apart from fifty bowls of Drag. 29 of Sex. lulius
lucundus, contained almost a thousand vessels with only the cognomen
lucundus. The homogeneity of the load may indicate that both consign-
ments were part of the same kiln load.
The decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp suggest an early
Flavian date". La Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 2.9.
2. Paber 1994, Beilage 5 K.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 186.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 97, 5.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 87; Nieto et al. 1989, 170, fig. 121.
7. Vernhet 1979, pl. XXX.
124 OF.COIV
Drag. 27 PUG: 1396: 1439.
Only two parallels for this stamp have been recorded thus far, at Catterick
and in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Both cups fromVechten are of the
small variety, and difficult to date as such, but their profiles suggest a late
1st- or early 2nd-century date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
125 FCO.IV
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF1811.
RMO: VF2961.
These are probably impressions of a broken die which originally read
OFCO.IV, although no examples of such an earlier version are known as
yet.
Identical impressions to the ones from Vechten have been found at Chester
and Heddemheim, among other places. The profiles of the vessels from
Vechten indicate a date around the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2],c. A.D. 80-110.
126 ICOIV
lulius i
In view of the considerable difference in date between the stamps discussed
below and the example numbered 130, it is likely that two potters at La
Graufesenque stamped their products merely with the name lulius. The
earlier was active during the Tiberio-Claudian period, the later in the last
decades of the 1st century. Whether these lulii may be identified with one
of the many lulii whose cognomen is also known will probably never be
ascertained.
Oswald classed the stamps of both lulii under a single denominator, and he
assumed that he stamp IVLIVS from Banassac (fig. 2.14) belonged to the
same potter'. Since production at Banassac did not start until the 2nd cen-
tury, this latter assumption is undoubtedly incorrect.
1. Oswald 1931, 151, 393 and 427. For lulius of Banassac see Vialettes
1894-1899, 28 and pl. I; Morel 1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 563;
Peyre 1975, 41.
128 OFIC.IVLI
Drag. 17c
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*495 (figs. 6.17, b and 6.27, h).
fl940/5.234.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (86); VP*1203; VF*1388; Vel920.27;
Vel939.
Since the first letter of this retrograde stamp cannot be interpreted satisfac-
torily, its attribution to Cosius lucundus is not quite definite. However, the
profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat the stamp is of the same
period as the other stamps of this potter. The few known parallels do not
include any examples from a dated context. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-110.
This stamp is known otherwise only from La Graufesenque. The date is
based on the shape of the dish numbered VF*495, which is of the small
variety; the other vessel from Vechten is only a small base fragment, as is
the example from the production centre. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-
50.
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129 :OFIVI:
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*492.
Apart from at Vechten, this stamp has only been found in the Posse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and in a grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen',
on cups of Drag. 24/25 and on vessels of Drag. 27g with rouletted upper
walls. It is likely, therefore, to be from the first half of the 1st century.
The interpretation of the stamp is open to discussion; however, in view of
its date it may well belong to lulius i. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Bloemers 1990, 78, fig. 6.4, b, with a Drag. 17a ofAcutus.
2. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. H, attributed to L. Cosius Vinlis.
lulius ii
130 IVLI.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*494.
RMO: VF*494a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33 and 33a. The site list includes
Castleford, the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and the Salisberg.
The shape of a small Drag. 33 with this stamp from the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen' suggests a date in the last decades of the 1st cen-
tury. The same is very probably true of the cups from Vechten.
The date of the stamp suggests that it does not belong to the lulius recorded
under 128 and 129. but to a later namesake. lulius ii in his turn should be dis-
tinguished from lulius of Banassac, who was active during the 2nd cen-
tury2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Stuart 1976, 103, fig. 15, 140.
2. See the remarks on lulius i.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 70a.
lulius Aemilius
See catalogue nos. A20-22.
C. lulius Celer
See catalogue no. C97
C. lulius Clemens
Sex. lulius lucundus
See catalogue no. 127.
C. lulius Primigenius
See catalogue no. P79.
C. lulius Primigenius - Sur-
See catalogue no. P80.
C. lulius Vas-
See catalogue no. V9.
lullinus
Although Oswald knew of a lullinus of La Graufesenque, he attributed the
majority of the stamps discussed below to a homonym from Lezoux'.
lullinus of La Graufesenque probably started producing sigillata in the late
Neronian period2. The latest contexts to yield products from his workshop
are Butzbach, Chesterholm and Corbridge; therefore, his activities probably
continued to the end of the 1st century. It is not impossible that lullinus sub-
sequently moved his workshop to Banassac, although there are few leads
for this assumption so far3.
1. Oswald 1931, 152 and 393 f.
2. Cf. cataloguenos.I32 and 135.
3. Cf. catalogue no. 134.
131 IVLLINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*499.
The site list for this stamp includes Castleford, Chester, Kongen' and
Rottweil. The shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten also indicates a date
during the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-100.
1. Simon 1962, 39, Abb. 17, 389.
See catalogue no. C 131.
Q. lulius Habi-
See catalogue no. HI.
132 IVLLINI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
VF*498; VF*559.
VF2040; VF*1467; no no.
Vel926/l.
From the presence of vessels with this stamp in the Geschu-rdepot at
Burghofe', at Inchtuthil2, Newstead3, the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen, in the cemetery at Nijmegen-wesf and at Okarben5, it may be
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assumed to date from the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-100.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 71.
2. Hartley 1972a, 4, 4-5; Hartley 1985, 315,1
3. Curle 1911, 237, 54.
4. Brunsting 1937, 60, WW25 1.
5. ORL B25a, 21, 17
133 IVLLINI
g. 96, S4 (error for: S2).
have been part of the Geschirrdepot2. However, parallels are also known
from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from York. La Graufesenque
[l],c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Unpublished, from find number 1130, which also contained stamps of
Galbinus andVitalis i (cf. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 145, and 148,
351).
2. Possibly Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 78 (interpreted as VIR, 4 ex.) or Taf. 41,
82 (interpreted as NIV, 2 ex.).
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2048.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The site list in-
eludes the waste deposit near the large kiln at La Graufesenque from around
A.D. 80-120/130', Caersws IF, Chesterholm, Doncaster, Malton,
Nijmegen-west and Rottweil. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Dickinson 1989, 81,7
3. See note 1.
134 IVLLIN
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2043; VF2044.
RMO: VF2046; VF*500a; VF*500b.
RMO: VF2027; VF2045; VF2047; VF3008; VF*500;
VF*501.
RMO: VF*560.
This is by far the best-known stamp of lullinus. It was also found on cups
of Drag. 27g, 33a and 33b. At La Graufesenque, some examples were found
among the waste of the kiln that was fired during the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130'. The site list also includes Butzbach2, Caersws IP, Chesterholm,
Corbridge", the Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim5, Inchtuthil6 and the
cemetery at Nijmegen-west7. It cannot be ruled out that the die which was
used for these impressions was moved to Banassac during the 2nd century".
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Schonberger 1965, 26, Abb. 5, 3.
3. Dickinson 1989, 81, 8.
4. Simpson 1972, 219, fig. 1, 8.
5. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXD 28.
6. Hartley 1972a, 4, 3; Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S2 (error for: S4).
7. Brunsting 1937, 60, XI347.
8. Vigarie et al. 1961, 15; Peyre 1975, 40, 3, from the Roqueplo collec-
tion (cf. p. 27, note 7). At the Centre de Documentation Archeologi-
que Ch. Morel at La Canourgue, there is also a very orange Drag.
33b with an exceptionally faint impression of the die with which the
vessels from Vechten were marked. There is no doubt that this is a
waster, whose profile suggests a considerably later date than that of
the vessels from Vechten.
lunius
lunius is anything but a well-documented potter. Many of the stamps attri-
buted to him should probably be considered as so-called script imitations.
The stamps included below cover the period c. A.D. 50-80, and in principle
may represent the activities of a single potter. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-80.
136 IVNH[I]
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*505:Vel914.1.
RMO: Vel927/l.
The complete text of this stamp reads IVNHI, so it is not certain that this is
really a stamp of lunius; it could also be a script imitation. Thus far, no
impressions have been found in a dated context, but the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten indicate a date after the middle of the 1st century.
137 IVNII
Drag. 27g RMO: VI 1; VF*504
This stamp is otherwise known only from London and Valkenburg. Both
cups from Vechten are small and therefore hard to date. The example num-
bered VF2052al is completely burnt, which, to judge by its profile, could
be the result of the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
138 I.VN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2052a.
No other examples of this stamp have been recorded'. On the basis of the
shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp is likely to date from shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. However, see Ettlinger 1949, 77, 40, for a stamp with the same
spelling (not illustrated).
135 IVLLN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*497x.
The text of this stamp is not certain, but it very probably reads TVLLN.
which may be interpreted as F/LL(i)N or IVLL(i)N(i). The presence of a
parallel in period 3 atValkenburg' warrants the assumption that he die was
already in use in the Neronian period. This is also suggested by the pres-
ence of identical impressions at Burghofe, on two burnt cups which may
lustus
Since lustus regularly produced cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, he - con-
trary to Oswald's assumption' - must have already been active during the
pre-Flavian period. The presence of two of his products in Colchester
Pottery Shop II warrants cautious deduction of a terminus ante quem of
A.D. 61. The profiles of several of his vessels suggest hat he started pro-
ducing sigillata around the middle of the 1st century.
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129 :OFIVI:
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*492.
Apart from at Vechten, this stamp has only been found in the Posse de
Cirratus at La Graufesenque and in a grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen',
on cups of Drag. 24/25 and on vessels of Drag. 27g with rouletted upper
walls. It is likely, therefore, to be from the first half of the 1st century.
The interpretation of the stamp is open to discussion; however, in view of
its date it may well belong to lulius i. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Bloemers 1990, 78, fig. 6.4, b, with a Drag. 17a ofAcutus.
2. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. H, attributed to L. Cosius Vinlis.
lulius ii
130 IVLI.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*494.
RMO: VF*494a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33 and 33a. The site list includes
Castleford, the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and the Salisberg.
The shape of a small Drag. 33 with this stamp from the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen' suggests a date in the last decades of the 1st cen-
tury. The same is very probably true of the cups from Vechten.
The date of the stamp suggests that it does not belong to the lulius recorded
under 128 and 129. but to a later namesake. lulius ii in his turn should be dis-
tinguished from lulius of Banassac, who was active during the 2nd cen-
tury2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Stuart 1976, 103, fig. 15, 140.
2. See the remarks on lulius i.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 70a.
lulius Aemilius
See catalogue nos. A20-22.
C. lulius Celer
See catalogue no. C97
C. lulius Clemens
Sex. lulius lucundus
See catalogue no. 127.
C. lulius Primigenius
See catalogue no. P79.
C. lulius Primigenius - Sur-
See catalogue no. P80.
C. lulius Vas-
See catalogue no. V9.
lullinus
Although Oswald knew of a lullinus of La Graufesenque, he attributed the
majority of the stamps discussed below to a homonym from Lezoux'.
lullinus of La Graufesenque probably started producing sigillata in the late
Neronian period2. The latest contexts to yield products from his workshop
are Butzbach, Chesterholm and Corbridge; therefore, his activities probably
continued to the end of the 1st century. It is not impossible that lullinus sub-
sequently moved his workshop to Banassac, although there are few leads
for this assumption so far3.
1. Oswald 1931, 152 and 393 f.
2. Cf. cataloguenos.I32 and 135.
3. Cf. catalogue no. 134.
131 IVLLINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*499.
The site list for this stamp includes Castleford, Chester, Kongen' and
Rottweil. The shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten also indicates a date
during the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-100.
1. Simon 1962, 39, Abb. 17, 389.
See catalogue no. C 131.
Q. lulius Habi-
See catalogue no. HI.
132 IVLLINI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
VF*498; VF*559.
VF2040; VF*1467; no no.
Vel926/l.
From the presence of vessels with this stamp in the Geschu-rdepot at
Burghofe', at Inchtuthil2, Newstead3, the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen, in the cemetery at Nijmegen-wesf and at Okarben5, it may be
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assumed to date from the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-100.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 71.
2. Hartley 1972a, 4, 4-5; Hartley 1985, 315,1
3. Curle 1911, 237, 54.
4. Brunsting 1937, 60, WW25 1.
5. ORL B25a, 21, 17
133 IVLLINI
g. 96, S4 (error for: S2).
have been part of the Geschirrdepot2. However, parallels are also known
from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from York. La Graufesenque
[l],c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Unpublished, from find number 1130, which also contained stamps of
Galbinus andVitalis i (cf. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 132, 145, and 148,
351).
2. Possibly Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 78 (interpreted as VIR, 4 ex.) or Taf. 41,
82 (interpreted as NIV, 2 ex.).
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2048.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The site list in-
eludes the waste deposit near the large kiln at La Graufesenque from around
A.D. 80-120/130', Caersws IF, Chesterholm, Doncaster, Malton,
Nijmegen-west and Rottweil. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Dickinson 1989, 81,7
3. See note 1.
134 IVLLIN
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2043; VF2044.
RMO: VF2046; VF*500a; VF*500b.
RMO: VF2027; VF2045; VF2047; VF3008; VF*500;
VF*501.
RMO: VF*560.
This is by far the best-known stamp of lullinus. It was also found on cups
of Drag. 27g, 33a and 33b. At La Graufesenque, some examples were found
among the waste of the kiln that was fired during the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130'. The site list also includes Butzbach2, Caersws IP, Chesterholm,
Corbridge", the Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim5, Inchtuthil6 and the
cemetery at Nijmegen-west7. It cannot be ruled out that the die which was
used for these impressions was moved to Banassac during the 2nd century".
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Schonberger 1965, 26, Abb. 5, 3.
3. Dickinson 1989, 81, 8.
4. Simpson 1972, 219, fig. 1, 8.
5. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXD 28.
6. Hartley 1972a, 4, 3; Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S2 (error for: S4).
7. Brunsting 1937, 60, XI347.
8. Vigarie et al. 1961, 15; Peyre 1975, 40, 3, from the Roqueplo collec-
tion (cf. p. 27, note 7). At the Centre de Documentation Archeologi-
que Ch. Morel at La Canourgue, there is also a very orange Drag.
33b with an exceptionally faint impression of the die with which the
vessels from Vechten were marked. There is no doubt that this is a
waster, whose profile suggests a considerably later date than that of
the vessels from Vechten.
lunius
lunius is anything but a well-documented potter. Many of the stamps attri-
buted to him should probably be considered as so-called script imitations.
The stamps included below cover the period c. A.D. 50-80, and in principle
may represent the activities of a single potter. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-80.
136 IVNH[I]
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*505:Vel914.1.
RMO: Vel927/l.
The complete text of this stamp reads IVNHI, so it is not certain that this is
really a stamp of lunius; it could also be a script imitation. Thus far, no
impressions have been found in a dated context, but the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten indicate a date after the middle of the 1st century.
137 IVNII
Drag. 27g RMO: VI 1; VF*504
This stamp is otherwise known only from London and Valkenburg. Both
cups from Vechten are small and therefore hard to date. The example num-
bered VF2052al is completely burnt, which, to judge by its profile, could
be the result of the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
138 I.VN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2052a.
No other examples of this stamp have been recorded'. On the basis of the
shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp is likely to date from shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. However, see Ettlinger 1949, 77, 40, for a stamp with the same
spelling (not illustrated).
135 IVLLN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*497x.
The text of this stamp is not certain, but it very probably reads TVLLN.
which may be interpreted as F/LL(i)N or IVLL(i)N(i). The presence of a
parallel in period 3 atValkenburg' warrants the assumption that he die was
already in use in the Neronian period. This is also suggested by the pres-
ence of identical impressions at Burghofe, on two burnt cups which may
lustus
Since lustus regularly produced cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, he - con-
trary to Oswald's assumption' - must have already been active during the
pre-Flavian period. The presence of two of his products in Colchester
Pottery Shop II warrants cautious deduction of a terminus ante quem of
A.D. 61. The profiles of several of his vessels suggest hat he started pro-
ducing sigillata around the middle of the 1st century.
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Since the products of lustus are relatively rare, it is not easy to ascertain
when he stopped working. Only a few vessels have been found at Flavian
sites2, but this may be coincidental. lustus also made moulds for bowls of
Drag. 29 and 37 and beakers of Drag. 303. Most of these are stamped IVST,
often erroneously read as DVST, because the impression of the edge of the
die is interpreted as an I4. The decorative schemes of these moulds may be
dated to the Flavian era. They were not just used by lustus himself, but also
by lucundus and Sex. lulius lucundus5. Bowls from these moulds were
found at Caerleon, Castleford, in the wrecked ship Culip IV and the Stein-
kastell at Hofheim, and at York. If these bowls are assumed to have been
made by lustus himself, they may be taken to be indicative of a continuation
of his production into the eighties.
1. Oswald 1931, 155 and 394.
2. The stamp IVSTIOFI from Faimingen recorded by Oswald (1931,
155) is not South Gaulish, but very probably a misinterpreted stamp of
Lugeto of the Argonne (cf. ORL B66c, Taf. VII 68).
3. Mees 1995, 81 f. and Taf. 94-97.
4. Some of these stamps were initially attributed by Oswald (1931,117
and 384) to Eustadius of Rheinzabem, and subsequently to Bust- of
South Gaul.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1, and 97, 5. See also the introduction for the
stamps of lucundus.
139 OFIVSTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2055.
PUG: 1390.
Only one parallel for this stamp has been recorded up to now, on a Drag.
27g from Mainz-Weisenau. To judge by the shape of the cup from Vechten,
the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
140 OFI.VST
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1071/lb.
Although this impression is rather unclear, there is very little doubt about
the interpretation of the stamp. No parallels seem to be known as yet. The
date, therefore, is entirely based on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
141 OF.IVS.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*507.
This stamp seems to occur exclusively on cups of Drag. 27g. It was found
in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', among other places. The
profiles of the vessels from Nijmegen and Vechten suggest a date after
the middle of the 1st century (cf. fig. 6.61, j). La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 142-143.
142 IVSTI.OF
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*511a.
VF*511b.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and bowls of Drag. 29. Thus
far, no impressions have been found in a dated context, but the profiles of
the vessels from Vechten indicate a Neronian or slightly earlier date. La
Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 8.
143 IVSTI.OF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2054; VF2057a; VF*511; VF*51 Id;
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-285.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8. The site list includes Colchester
Pottery Shop II' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 7.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 191.
144 P/STID
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2057b.
The final letter of this stamp is shaped like a D, but may probably be inter-
preted as an 0, for ofGcina. Several impressions are known from sites which
were first occupied in the Flavian era, such as Chester and the legionary
fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. At Cirencester and Richborough, the stamp
was found on bowls of Drag. 29 made in moulds signed by lustus himself.
Of the decorative schemes of these vessels hardly anything has survived.
The canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen has yielded a Drag.
29 which, like the ones from Cirencester and Richborough, was made in a
mould which rather unexpectedly bears the name of lustus in the form of a
graffito. The decoration of the bowl from Nijmegen may be dated to the
seventies2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 94, 2-3.
2. Mees 1995, 82 and Taf. 94, 1.
145 IVSTI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF2056; VF*508a; VF*508c.
RMO: VF*508b; VF*508d; VF*508e.
PUG: 1402.
The impression illustrated here is by far the clearest example found up to
now. Usually the tops and bottoms of the letters merge with the frame. The
stamp occurs not only on dishes, but on cups as well, including Ritt. 8 and
9. No impressions have been found at dated sites, but the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat he stamp may be dated to the Neronian-
Vespasianic period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
luvenalis
146 <I>VENALISMA
Drag. 18
Drag. 18R
RMO: VF2206a.
RMO: VF1924.
These impressions were made with a modified die, which originally read
IVENALISMA, in a frame with rounded ends. Impressions in this earlier
form have not been found in any dated context as yet.
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The version with indented ends represented at Vechten, which Oswald has
attributed to Venalis', seems to be known otherwise only from La Graufe-
senque and from the cemetery at Nijmegen-west2. The date is based mainly
on the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, since luvenalis eems to have
possessed but a single die. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Oswald 1931, 156 (luvenalis) and 327 f. (Venalis).
2. Bmnsting 1937, 66, WW265.
Labio
Labio and Labeo are undoubtedly two names for one and the same potter'.
Both occur on contemporaneous products. The spelling Labio is probably
earlier, since it is known in stamps found in periods 1 and la at Valkenburg2
and at Velsen 1. The latter context indicates that Labio - contrary to Os-
wald's assumption3 - was ak-eady active under Tiberius.
Labio's work is fairly well-represented in finds groups of the Claudio-
Neronian period, such as several graves at Bregenz" and Xanten5, the
Erdlager at Hofheim', Narbonne-La Nautique7 and the Fosse de Gallicanus
at La Graufesenque. However, his products were also found at sites first
occupied during the Flavian period, so he may still have been active under
Vespasian, or even Domitian.
1. Cf. Marichal 1988, 58.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 233-234.
3. Oswald 1931, 157, 394 and 427. Oswald's Neronian end date is con-
tradictory to the stamps from Chester and York recorded by him. A
number of misinterpreted stamps ofLabio were attributed to the other-
wise unknown potter Fabio (idem, 118 and 384).
4. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Bilicatus, Regenus and
Scottius, among others.
5. Hinz 1984, 306 f., Herbrand grave 5 (with a stamp of Rusticus), 317,
Abb. 20, land Taf. 118, 7; 311-313, Herbrand grave 9 (with stamps of
Albus and Vapuso and a coin of Caligula struck in A.D. 37/38), 317,
Abb. 20, 5 and Taf. 121, 15.
6. Ritteriing 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 278.
7. Piches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 85-86.
LI OF.LABIONIS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3046; VF*521.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24 (65); VF2072a; VF2072b (pl. 39, a).
Although the profiles of the vessels from Vechten show that the die with
which they were stamped was first used under Nero, no impressions are
known from a pre-Flavian context. Only examples from Aislingen', period
1 at Fishboume2 and the Trajanusplein area at Nijmegen3 might be consider-
ed as such. The site list does include several fortifications built during the
Flavian period, such as the forts at Carlisle" and Castleford and the legion-
ary fortresses at Chester-, Nijmegen and York'. Some examples of this
stamp were ostensibly found also at Banassac, but these are undoubtedly
vessels transported from La Graufesenque, or even found at La Graufesen-
que and mixed up with finds from Banassac later on7. The very diverse
decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp all seem to be
Neronian8. La Graufesenque [I]9, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Knoir 1912, Taf. Ill 10 and XIII 59.
2. Dannell 1971, 308, 50.
3. Daniels 1955, 52, ml433, and 91, ml379.
4. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 19.
5. Hartley 1981,243.
6. Dickinson/Dickinson 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2750.
7. Peyre 1975, 41, all from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
8. Knorr 1919, Taf. 44 A-B; Hermet 1934, pl. 57, 7, and pl. 64, 4 and 12;
Knorr 1952, Taf. 32A-C and 33 E; Dannell 1971, 275, fig. 127, 6.
9. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 9; see also note 8.
L2 OF.L[ABIO]
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925/l.
The best-dated parallels for this stamp are from the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and the legionary fortresses at Chester2 and
Nijmegen3. On the basis of its shape, the dish from Vechten may be dated to
the times ofNero and Vespasian, as may the examples from the cemetery at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 144-145.
2. Hartley 1981, 243.
3. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 5.
L3 OF.LABE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2067: VF*519; VF*519a; VF*519b; VF*519c.
Good impressions clearly show the final letter to be an E. Since the stamp
occurs on a Ritt. 8, and an impression was found in a burnt layer at
Hufingen' connected to the disturbances in A.D. 69/70, the die is likely to
have been in use by the reign of Nero2.
The site list also includes Caerleon, Castleford and the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. ORL B62a, Taf. XVI 30.
2. Cf. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 63, from the Wiesbaden Moor-
schicht, probably identical.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 72b; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 113.
L3* OF.LAB<E>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2062.
Since the clarity of this stamp leaves nothing to be desired, this is certain to
be an impression of a broken die which originally read OF.LABE. Of the
final E, only a vertical stroke remains in this stamp, so the text reads
OF.LABI. Thus far, no identical impressions are known. In view of the
shape of the cup and the evidence for the original version, a Vespasianic
date is most likely. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
L3" OF.LAB<E>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2063; VF2064; VF2065; VF2066; VF3024;
VF*468; VF*468a; VP*468a=; VF*468b;
VF*468d; VF*518; VF*518a.
These are impressions of a broken and subsequently worn die, which
originally read OF.LABE. After the die was broken, not much more than
OF.LABI remained. In these impressions, the last remnants of the final let-
ter have disappeared as well, so they merely read OF.LAB. The only con-
text to provide a clue to the date of the latter version is a waste pit on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen', which may be connected to the canabae outside
the Flavian legionary fortress. On the basis of the profiles of the cups from
Vechten and the evidence for the earlier versions, the stamp may be dated
to c. A.D. 80. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-85.
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Since the products of lustus are relatively rare, it is not easy to ascertain
when he stopped working. Only a few vessels have been found at Flavian
sites2, but this may be coincidental. lustus also made moulds for bowls of
Drag. 29 and 37 and beakers of Drag. 303. Most of these are stamped IVST,
often erroneously read as DVST, because the impression of the edge of the
die is interpreted as an I4. The decorative schemes of these moulds may be
dated to the Flavian era. They were not just used by lustus himself, but also
by lucundus and Sex. lulius lucundus5. Bowls from these moulds were
found at Caerleon, Castleford, in the wrecked ship Culip IV and the Stein-
kastell at Hofheim, and at York. If these bowls are assumed to have been
made by lustus himself, they may be taken to be indicative of a continuation
of his production into the eighties.
1. Oswald 1931, 155 and 394.
2. The stamp IVSTIOFI from Faimingen recorded by Oswald (1931,
155) is not South Gaulish, but very probably a misinterpreted stamp of
Lugeto of the Argonne (cf. ORL B66c, Taf. VII 68).
3. Mees 1995, 81 f. and Taf. 94-97.
4. Some of these stamps were initially attributed by Oswald (1931,117
and 384) to Eustadius of Rheinzabem, and subsequently to Bust- of
South Gaul.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 95, 1, and 97, 5. See also the introduction for the
stamps of lucundus.
139 OFIVSTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2055.
PUG: 1390.
Only one parallel for this stamp has been recorded up to now, on a Drag.
27g from Mainz-Weisenau. To judge by the shape of the cup from Vechten,
the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
140 OFI.VST
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1071/lb.
Although this impression is rather unclear, there is very little doubt about
the interpretation of the stamp. No parallels seem to be known as yet. The
date, therefore, is entirely based on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
141 OF.IVS.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*507.
This stamp seems to occur exclusively on cups of Drag. 27g. It was found
in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', among other places. The
profiles of the vessels from Nijmegen and Vechten suggest a date after
the middle of the 1st century (cf. fig. 6.61, j). La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 142-143.
142 IVSTI.OF
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*511a.
VF*511b.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and bowls of Drag. 29. Thus
far, no impressions have been found in a dated context, but the profiles of
the vessels from Vechten indicate a Neronian or slightly earlier date. La
Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 8.
143 IVSTI.OF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2054; VF2057a; VF*511; VF*51 Id;
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-285.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8. The site list includes Colchester
Pottery Shop II' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 7.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 191.
144 P/STID
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2057b.
The final letter of this stamp is shaped like a D, but may probably be inter-
preted as an 0, for ofGcina. Several impressions are known from sites which
were first occupied in the Flavian era, such as Chester and the legionary
fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. At Cirencester and Richborough, the stamp
was found on bowls of Drag. 29 made in moulds signed by lustus himself.
Of the decorative schemes of these vessels hardly anything has survived.
The canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen has yielded a Drag.
29 which, like the ones from Cirencester and Richborough, was made in a
mould which rather unexpectedly bears the name of lustus in the form of a
graffito. The decoration of the bowl from Nijmegen may be dated to the
seventies2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 94, 2-3.
2. Mees 1995, 82 and Taf. 94, 1.
145 IVSTI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF2056; VF*508a; VF*508c.
RMO: VF*508b; VF*508d; VF*508e.
PUG: 1402.
The impression illustrated here is by far the clearest example found up to
now. Usually the tops and bottoms of the letters merge with the frame. The
stamp occurs not only on dishes, but on cups as well, including Ritt. 8 and
9. No impressions have been found at dated sites, but the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat he stamp may be dated to the Neronian-
Vespasianic period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
luvenalis
146 <I>VENALISMA
Drag. 18
Drag. 18R
RMO: VF2206a.
RMO: VF1924.
These impressions were made with a modified die, which originally read
IVENALISMA, in a frame with rounded ends. Impressions in this earlier
form have not been found in any dated context as yet.
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The version with indented ends represented at Vechten, which Oswald has
attributed to Venalis', seems to be known otherwise only from La Graufe-
senque and from the cemetery at Nijmegen-west2. The date is based mainly
on the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, since luvenalis eems to have
possessed but a single die. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Oswald 1931, 156 (luvenalis) and 327 f. (Venalis).
2. Bmnsting 1937, 66, WW265.
Labio
Labio and Labeo are undoubtedly two names for one and the same potter'.
Both occur on contemporaneous products. The spelling Labio is probably
earlier, since it is known in stamps found in periods 1 and la at Valkenburg2
and at Velsen 1. The latter context indicates that Labio - contrary to Os-
wald's assumption3 - was ak-eady active under Tiberius.
Labio's work is fairly well-represented in finds groups of the Claudio-
Neronian period, such as several graves at Bregenz" and Xanten5, the
Erdlager at Hofheim', Narbonne-La Nautique7 and the Fosse de Gallicanus
at La Graufesenque. However, his products were also found at sites first
occupied during the Flavian period, so he may still have been active under
Vespasian, or even Domitian.
1. Cf. Marichal 1988, 58.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 233-234.
3. Oswald 1931, 157, 394 and 427. Oswald's Neronian end date is con-
tradictory to the stamps from Chester and York recorded by him. A
number of misinterpreted stamps ofLabio were attributed to the other-
wise unknown potter Fabio (idem, 118 and 384).
4. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Bilicatus, Regenus and
Scottius, among others.
5. Hinz 1984, 306 f., Herbrand grave 5 (with a stamp of Rusticus), 317,
Abb. 20, land Taf. 118, 7; 311-313, Herbrand grave 9 (with stamps of
Albus and Vapuso and a coin of Caligula struck in A.D. 37/38), 317,
Abb. 20, 5 and Taf. 121, 15.
6. Ritteriing 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 278.
7. Piches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 85-86.
LI OF.LABIONIS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3046; VF*521.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF24 (65); VF2072a; VF2072b (pl. 39, a).
Although the profiles of the vessels from Vechten show that the die with
which they were stamped was first used under Nero, no impressions are
known from a pre-Flavian context. Only examples from Aislingen', period
1 at Fishboume2 and the Trajanusplein area at Nijmegen3 might be consider-
ed as such. The site list does include several fortifications built during the
Flavian period, such as the forts at Carlisle" and Castleford and the legion-
ary fortresses at Chester-, Nijmegen and York'. Some examples of this
stamp were ostensibly found also at Banassac, but these are undoubtedly
vessels transported from La Graufesenque, or even found at La Graufesen-
que and mixed up with finds from Banassac later on7. The very diverse
decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp all seem to be
Neronian8. La Graufesenque [I]9, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Knoir 1912, Taf. Ill 10 and XIII 59.
2. Dannell 1971, 308, 50.
3. Daniels 1955, 52, ml433, and 91, ml379.
4. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 19.
5. Hartley 1981,243.
6. Dickinson/Dickinson 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2750.
7. Peyre 1975, 41, all from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
8. Knorr 1919, Taf. 44 A-B; Hermet 1934, pl. 57, 7, and pl. 64, 4 and 12;
Knorr 1952, Taf. 32A-C and 33 E; Dannell 1971, 275, fig. 127, 6.
9. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 9; see also note 8.
L2 OF.L[ABIO]
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925/l.
The best-dated parallels for this stamp are from the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and the legionary fortresses at Chester2 and
Nijmegen3. On the basis of its shape, the dish from Vechten may be dated to
the times ofNero and Vespasian, as may the examples from the cemetery at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 144-145.
2. Hartley 1981, 243.
3. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 5.
L3 OF.LABE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2067: VF*519; VF*519a; VF*519b; VF*519c.
Good impressions clearly show the final letter to be an E. Since the stamp
occurs on a Ritt. 8, and an impression was found in a burnt layer at
Hufingen' connected to the disturbances in A.D. 69/70, the die is likely to
have been in use by the reign of Nero2.
The site list also includes Caerleon, Castleford and the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. ORL B62a, Taf. XVI 30.
2. Cf. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 63, from the Wiesbaden Moor-
schicht, probably identical.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 72b; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 113.
L3* OF.LAB<E>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2062.
Since the clarity of this stamp leaves nothing to be desired, this is certain to
be an impression of a broken die which originally read OF.LABE. Of the
final E, only a vertical stroke remains in this stamp, so the text reads
OF.LABI. Thus far, no identical impressions are known. In view of the
shape of the cup and the evidence for the original version, a Vespasianic
date is most likely. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
L3" OF.LAB<E>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2063; VF2064; VF2065; VF2066; VF3024;
VF*468; VF*468a; VP*468a=; VF*468b;
VF*468d; VF*518; VF*518a.
These are impressions of a broken and subsequently worn die, which
originally read OF.LABE. After the die was broken, not much more than
OF.LABI remained. In these impressions, the last remnants of the final let-
ter have disappeared as well, so they merely read OF.LAB. The only con-
text to provide a clue to the date of the latter version is a waste pit on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen', which may be connected to the canabae outside
the Flavian legionary fortress. On the basis of the profiles of the cups from
Vechten and the evidence for the earlier versions, the stamp may be dated
to c. A.D. 80. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-85.
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1. Daniels 1955, 187, ml353.
L4 =.LAB
Drag. 24/25 RMO:
PUG:
Only a few examples of this stamp are known, on cups ofRitt. 8, Drag. 24,
27g, 27 and 33. At the extreme left of an impression from the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, the ends of the vertical strokes of
an F are still barely visible. This implies that these are impressions of a
broken officina-type die. Impressions of the complete text are not known,
however. The shape of the footrings of the cups from Vechten indicates a
date in the period Nero-Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-75.
L5 LABIO
Dish RMO: VF*520.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque. The dish from
Vechten has a double groove in its internal base and has a high, thin foot-
ring. Thus, it is an early example, from the Tiberian or Claudian era. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
Lartius
Oswald has assumed that Lartius worked at Lezoux, perhaps on the basis of
a stamp from Clennont-Ferrand reading LARTIM'. By now, however, some
stamps of this potter have been unearthed at La Graufesenque, from the
Posse de Gallicanus among other places. The site list for his products also
includes Aislingen2, Camulodunum3, a pit with Claudian material at
Chichester*, and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique5. The forms Lartius
produced include Ritt. 1 and Drag. 24. His activities were probably limited
to the Claudio-Neronian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 158 and 395.
2. Knorr 1912, pl. XIII 57, attributed to Cabiatus, and even to Labiatus
by Oswald (1931, 157).
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 88.
4. Hartley 1974a, 5.
5. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 43.
L6 LARTIVS.
Dish RMO: VF*523.
The site Ust for this stamp includes the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen' and
period la at Valkenburg2. Therefore, it is probably Claudio-Neronian. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII67.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 235.
Lauratus
with his name. Since Oswald also knew examples from Clermont, Limoges,
Moulins, Poitiers and Vichy, Lezoux might have been a more likely choice.
There is no doubt, however, that the workshop of Lauratus was located at
La Graufesenque, where several stamps with his name were found. As
Lauratus produced cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, among other types, he must
have already been active under Tiberius. His activities were probably limit-
ed to the pre-Flavian period.
The cognomen Lauratus eems to be known only from La Graufesenque, so
the stamps attributed to Lauratus might be assumed to belong to L. Auratus.
As it happens, a stamp reading AVRAT is known, which by its date may
have belonged to the same potter2. Moreover, the cognomen Auratus prob-
ably actually existed3. However, since the combination of a praenomen and
cognomen is unusual", and none of the stamps show a division between the
L and the rest of the text, it is preferable for the time being to assume that
the potter was really called Lauratus.
1. Oswald 1931, 160.
2. See catalogue no. A101.
3. Kajanto (1965, 101 f., 109 and 346) records a cognomen Auratianus,
which was derived from an earlier version, Auratus.
4. See catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
L7 LAVRATVS
Dish RMO: VF24(55);VF*1508.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF903; VF*530; VF*530b; VF*899b.
This stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, cups of Drag. 27g and
bowls of Drag. 29. The site list includes the Erdlager at Hofheim' and the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2. In period 2 at Valkenburg, an
impression was found on a Drag. 29 with decoration from around the
middle of the 1st century3. Although another impression was found at
Heddemheim, the die is very unlikely, on the basis of the other evidence,
still to have been in use during the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 40-65.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 46.
2. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 147-148.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 57, 1; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 284,
interpreted as MVRANVS.
Laur(i)us
Laurus or Laurius' is a relatively little-known potter who worked at La
Graufesenque during the Claudio-Neronian period. Oswald identified him
with the potter whose name occurs in stamps reading LAVRO, known from
Rottenburg2, Rottweil and Straubing3, among other places4. However, these
stamps belong to a manufacturer from Banassac5 (fig. 2.14), and should
therefore be dated to the 2nd century.
1. Laums: Kajanto 1965, 21, 25, 89 and 334; Mocsy et al. 1983, 161.
Laurius: Kajanto 1965, 334.
2. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXI 46.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 195.
4. Oswald 1931, 160, 395 and 427.
5. Hofmann 1965, 61, pl. Ill; Hofmann 1970, 7 fig. 3; Peyre 1975, 41 f.;
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
According to Oswald, Lauratus worked in East Gaul'. This hypothesis
seems to have been prompted by the reference to two stamps from Trier
L8 LAVR.LO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*528; VF*528a; VF*528b.
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Drag. 27g RMO: VF2076.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 9. Since the site list also in-
eludes Camulodunum' itmay be assumed to be pre-Flavian. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque
[I]2, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 89.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 73.
Lepidus
Lepidus is a relatively little-known potter from La Graufesenque. His pro-
duction includes vessels of Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, so he must have already
been active under Tiberius. The presence of some of his products at
Velsen 1' supports this assumption. His activities seem to have continued
into the Neronian era.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 60-61.
Legitumus
Of the potter Legitumus, only relatively few stamps are known. The dis-
tribution of these shows that he must have worked at La Graufesenque. The
best-dated context for his products is a deposit from the beginning of Nero's
reign at Cirencester'. The site list also includes the fort at Great Casterton
and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. Legitumus, therefore, is likely to have
worked during the Claudio-Neronian period. The scarcity of evidence
makes it uncertain whether he may be equated with the Legitumus who
produced moulds for Drag. 29 under Vespasian3.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 16.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 47
3. Vemhet 1990-1991, 55.
L 11 OFL.IIPI
L9 LEGITVM.O
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2102.
PUG: 1947-56 (pl. 42, b).
Thus far, no parallels for this stamp, which also occurs on cups of Drag.
27g, have been found in a dated context. The profiles of the bowls from
Vechten and the decoration of the vessel numbered 1947-56. however, in-
dicate a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Lentulus
L10 LENTVF
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2101.
This stamp was attributed by Oswald to Lentulus of La Graufesenque'. The
name may have been completed correctly, but the other stamps Oswald class-
ed under this potter belong to a namesake who worked at La Madeleine.
The stamp occurs on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8. The pres-
ence of impressions in the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and in a Neronian grave at
Mainz3 suggests that the stamp stems from the pre-Flavian period. An
impression from period 1 at Valkenburg may be identical as well". La Grau-
fesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 161 and 395.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 193.
3. Stumpel 1978/1979, Abb. 41, 20, with stamps ofAlbus, Bassus i and
VitaUs i.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 236.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 78.
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
PUG: 1946-29.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten complement this evidence, and indicate a date shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Libertus
Since stamps of Libertus are regularly found in pre-Flavian contexts, and
his production includes cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, he must have
been active well before A.D. 70. The evidence for the stamp numbered L12
suggest that he started producing sigillata under Claudius, rather than under
Nero like Oswald assumed'. As the stamp numbered L13 is known from
sites first occupied uring the seventies, Libertus's activities are unlikely to
have ended before the time of Vespasian.
1. Oswald 1931, 162 and 396.
L12 LIBERTVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2104 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 44).
Up to now, no other examples of this stamp seem to have been found. The
shape and decoration of the bowl from Vechten indicate a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
LI 3 <L>IBERTVS
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1995: VF*540; VF*540a; VF*540d; no no.
RMO: VF*540b.
At the beginning of a clear impression from La Graufesenque, the tail of an
L is just visible, so these are definitely impressions of a broken die which
originally read LIBERTVS. The die must have been damaged soon after it
was first used, because impressions of the complete text have not been
found as yet.
Since the stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, the die was probably
already in use in the pre-Flavian period. The presence of impressions in the
Erdlager at Hofheim' and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur may also be
indicative of this. Impressions are also known from Chester2, the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west. At Baldock, an ex-
ample was found in a grave which also contained a Flavian stamp of
Sabinus3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 186-187, possibly from period 2 (Ritteriing
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L4 =.LAB
Drag. 24/25 RMO:
PUG:
Only a few examples of this stamp are known, on cups ofRitt. 8, Drag. 24,
27g, 27 and 33. At the extreme left of an impression from the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, the ends of the vertical strokes of
an F are still barely visible. This implies that these are impressions of a
broken officina-type die. Impressions of the complete text are not known,
however. The shape of the footrings of the cups from Vechten indicates a
date in the period Nero-Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-75.
L5 LABIO
Dish RMO: VF*520.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque. The dish from
Vechten has a double groove in its internal base and has a high, thin foot-
ring. Thus, it is an early example, from the Tiberian or Claudian era. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
Lartius
Oswald has assumed that Lartius worked at Lezoux, perhaps on the basis of
a stamp from Clennont-Ferrand reading LARTIM'. By now, however, some
stamps of this potter have been unearthed at La Graufesenque, from the
Posse de Gallicanus among other places. The site list for his products also
includes Aislingen2, Camulodunum3, a pit with Claudian material at
Chichester*, and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique5. The forms Lartius
produced include Ritt. 1 and Drag. 24. His activities were probably limited
to the Claudio-Neronian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 158 and 395.
2. Knorr 1912, pl. XIII 57, attributed to Cabiatus, and even to Labiatus
by Oswald (1931, 157).
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 88.
4. Hartley 1974a, 5.
5. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 43.
L6 LARTIVS.
Dish RMO: VF*523.
The site Ust for this stamp includes the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen' and
period la at Valkenburg2. Therefore, it is probably Claudio-Neronian. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII67.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 235.
Lauratus
with his name. Since Oswald also knew examples from Clermont, Limoges,
Moulins, Poitiers and Vichy, Lezoux might have been a more likely choice.
There is no doubt, however, that the workshop of Lauratus was located at
La Graufesenque, where several stamps with his name were found. As
Lauratus produced cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, among other types, he must
have already been active under Tiberius. His activities were probably limit-
ed to the pre-Flavian period.
The cognomen Lauratus eems to be known only from La Graufesenque, so
the stamps attributed to Lauratus might be assumed to belong to L. Auratus.
As it happens, a stamp reading AVRAT is known, which by its date may
have belonged to the same potter2. Moreover, the cognomen Auratus prob-
ably actually existed3. However, since the combination of a praenomen and
cognomen is unusual", and none of the stamps show a division between the
L and the rest of the text, it is preferable for the time being to assume that
the potter was really called Lauratus.
1. Oswald 1931, 160.
2. See catalogue no. A101.
3. Kajanto (1965, 101 f., 109 and 346) records a cognomen Auratianus,
which was derived from an earlier version, Auratus.
4. See catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
L7 LAVRATVS
Dish RMO: VF24(55);VF*1508.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF903; VF*530; VF*530b; VF*899b.
This stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18, cups of Drag. 27g and
bowls of Drag. 29. The site list includes the Erdlager at Hofheim' and the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2. In period 2 at Valkenburg, an
impression was found on a Drag. 29 with decoration from around the
middle of the 1st century3. Although another impression was found at
Heddemheim, the die is very unlikely, on the basis of the other evidence,
still to have been in use during the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 40-65.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 46.
2. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 147-148.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 57, 1; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 284,
interpreted as MVRANVS.
Laur(i)us
Laurus or Laurius' is a relatively little-known potter who worked at La
Graufesenque during the Claudio-Neronian period. Oswald identified him
with the potter whose name occurs in stamps reading LAVRO, known from
Rottenburg2, Rottweil and Straubing3, among other places4. However, these
stamps belong to a manufacturer from Banassac5 (fig. 2.14), and should
therefore be dated to the 2nd century.
1. Laums: Kajanto 1965, 21, 25, 89 and 334; Mocsy et al. 1983, 161.
Laurius: Kajanto 1965, 334.
2. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXI 46.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 195.
4. Oswald 1931, 160, 395 and 427.
5. Hofmann 1965, 61, pl. Ill; Hofmann 1970, 7 fig. 3; Peyre 1975, 41 f.;
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
According to Oswald, Lauratus worked in East Gaul'. This hypothesis
seems to have been prompted by the reference to two stamps from Trier
L8 LAVR.LO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*528; VF*528a; VF*528b.
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Drag. 27g RMO: VF2076.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 9. Since the site list also in-
eludes Camulodunum' itmay be assumed to be pre-Flavian. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque
[I]2, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 89.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 73.
Lepidus
Lepidus is a relatively little-known potter from La Graufesenque. His pro-
duction includes vessels of Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, so he must have already
been active under Tiberius. The presence of some of his products at
Velsen 1' supports this assumption. His activities seem to have continued
into the Neronian era.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 60-61.
Legitumus
Of the potter Legitumus, only relatively few stamps are known. The dis-
tribution of these shows that he must have worked at La Graufesenque. The
best-dated context for his products is a deposit from the beginning of Nero's
reign at Cirencester'. The site list also includes the fort at Great Casterton
and the Erdlager at Hofheim2. Legitumus, therefore, is likely to have
worked during the Claudio-Neronian period. The scarcity of evidence
makes it uncertain whether he may be equated with the Legitumus who
produced moulds for Drag. 29 under Vespasian3.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 16.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 47
3. Vemhet 1990-1991, 55.
L 11 OFL.IIPI
L9 LEGITVM.O
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2102.
PUG: 1947-56 (pl. 42, b).
Thus far, no parallels for this stamp, which also occurs on cups of Drag.
27g, have been found in a dated context. The profiles of the bowls from
Vechten and the decoration of the vessel numbered 1947-56. however, in-
dicate a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Lentulus
L10 LENTVF
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2101.
This stamp was attributed by Oswald to Lentulus of La Graufesenque'. The
name may have been completed correctly, but the other stamps Oswald class-
ed under this potter belong to a namesake who worked at La Madeleine.
The stamp occurs on dishes as well as on cups, including Ritt. 8. The pres-
ence of impressions in the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and in a Neronian grave at
Mainz3 suggests that the stamp stems from the pre-Flavian period. An
impression from period 1 at Valkenburg may be identical as well". La Grau-
fesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 161 and 395.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 193.
3. Stumpel 1978/1979, Abb. 41, 20, with stamps ofAlbus, Bassus i and
VitaUs i.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 236.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 78.
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
PUG: 1946-29.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten complement this evidence, and indicate a date shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Libertus
Since stamps of Libertus are regularly found in pre-Flavian contexts, and
his production includes cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, he must have
been active well before A.D. 70. The evidence for the stamp numbered L12
suggest that he started producing sigillata under Claudius, rather than under
Nero like Oswald assumed'. As the stamp numbered L13 is known from
sites first occupied uring the seventies, Libertus's activities are unlikely to
have ended before the time of Vespasian.
1. Oswald 1931, 162 and 396.
L12 LIBERTVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2104 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 44).
Up to now, no other examples of this stamp seem to have been found. The
shape and decoration of the bowl from Vechten indicate a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
LI 3 <L>IBERTVS
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1995: VF*540; VF*540a; VF*540d; no no.
RMO: VF*540b.
At the beginning of a clear impression from La Graufesenque, the tail of an
L is just visible, so these are definitely impressions of a broken die which
originally read LIBERTVS. The die must have been damaged soon after it
was first used, because impressions of the complete text have not been
found as yet.
Since the stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, the die was probably
already in use in the pre-Flavian period. The presence of impressions in the
Erdlager at Hofheim' and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur may also be
indicative of this. Impressions are also known from Chester2, the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, and Nijmegen-west. At Baldock, an ex-
ample was found in a grave which also contained a Flavian stamp of
Sabinus3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 186-187, possibly from period 2 (Ritteriing
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1912, 243,note 292,and 245).
2. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 10.
3. Dickinson 1986b, 207, S76, from grave 5.
Licinus
The stamps discussed below were attributed by Oswald to two different pot-
ters, Licinianus and Licinus'. The name Licinianus is based on only a few
stamps, which were probably misinterpreted2. Most stamps reflect the form
LICINIANA, which may be seen as an adjective referring to the officina of
Licinus. All the stamps classed by Oswald under Licinianus can be attri-
buted to Licinus without objection.
The products of Licinus are very well-represented in finds groups of the
Claudio-Neronian period. At Camulodunum alone, over forty vessels were
found3. The site list also includes the burnt layers ofA.D. 61 at Colchester4
and London3, and the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Licinus are also from
the period c. A.D. 40-70°. At least some of the moulds used by Licinus for
the production of Drag. 29 are from the workshop of Volus7.
1. Oswald 1931, 163-165, 396 and 427.
2. Oswald 1931, 163: OFLICINIANI, LICINIANIO, LICINIANI and
LICINANI.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, 197 and pl. XLU 93-113; Dickinson 1985a, micro-
fiche 1:A13, 50-52; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 19-20.
4. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 8-9; Millett 1987, 114.
5. Millett 1987, 114.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 45-47; Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXXI 1 and pl.
XXXVI 9; Knorr 1952, Taf. 34 A-C and 63 E; Fiches 1978, 51, fig. 6,
2; Bird/Marsh 1978, 98, fig. 29, 22; Asskamp 1989, Taf. 121, 2-3.
7. Mees 1995, 99 f., Taf. 199, 1 and 5; 201, 1, and 202, 1.
L14 OFLICIN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2110.
This stamp occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1, among other forms. The site list
includes Gloucester-Kingsholm and Rheingonheim'. Although the dish
from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base, it does not appear to
be a particularly early vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 32.
Dish RMO: VF*542; VF*543b; VF*543c; VF*1487;
Vel920.5.
L15 OFLICN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*544; VF*544a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The site record
includes Camulodunum' and period 2 at Valkenburg2. The cups from
Vechten have relatively large footrings and wide, flat bases. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 98.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 62.
LI 6 LICINIANAO
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
RMO: VF2543.
RMO: VF3016.
PUG: Vel922/4-6.
The site list for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2, Rheingonheim3 and periods 2 and 3 at
Valkenburg4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterlmg 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 280.
2. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 149.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 36.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 60; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 238.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 80b.
L17 LICINIANAO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2109: VF*543a.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Heddernheim. To
judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, it may be slightly later
than the example discussed under number LI 6; in spite of the Heddemheim
find, however, the die with which these impressions were made is unlikely
still to have been in use in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
LI 8 <L.>IC.INIANA<0>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*275.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read L.IC.INLANAO.
The complete text is known from impressions from Colchester Pottery Shop
II' and Strasbourg. The shortened version was found in period 1 at
Fishboume2, among other places, and occurs not only on cups of Drag. 27g,
but also on dishes and cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 9.
2. Dannell 1971, 309, 55.
L19 <L>CNIANA<0>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2020; VF2354; VF3000; fl940/5.169.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*293: VF*586a: VF*1304: VF*1350.
Even the best impressions from Vechten do not show more text than
CNIANA. However, an earlier version is known which reads LCNIANAO.
so the impressions from Vechten must have been made with a broken die.
The version represented at Vechten only occurs on cups, of Ritt. 8 among
other types. The only site to provide a lead for dating is the Baginton fort.
The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
L20 LICINVS
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*542x.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24 and 27g. As yet,
no examples have been unearthed from a dated context, so the date is based
chiefly on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-70.
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L21 L.ICN.VS
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-66.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8. The site list includes
Camulodunum', the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2 and period 2 at
Valkenburg3. To judge by its shape, the cup from Vechten is no earlier than
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985a, microfiche 1:A13, 50-51.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 44.
3. Glasbergenl940-1944b, 228, 62.
L22 LIC.IA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2106; VF2108; VF*541.
Although this stamp reads LIC.IA, it may almost certainly be attributed to
Licinus. These are likely to be impressions of a broken and subsequently
modified die whose complete text is not known as yet.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and
period I at Zwammerdam'. In a grave at Mainz-Weisenau, an identical
impression was found together with stamps of Aquitanus and Bassus i". La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 60.
2. Presumably Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 197
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 137.
4. Kesslerl927,48,Abb.2, 10.
Logirnus
Logirnus is one of the few potters who definitely worked both at La Grau-
fesenque and at Montans. He is also the only potter known by name from
the kiln site at Saint-Sauveur, which was located opposite Montans on the
right bank of the Tam. To judge by the distribution of his stamps, Logimus's
heyday was undoubtedly at La Graufesenque, where his name was also
found in a docket, as well as stamped on a dish which records such a list'.
The site record for products of Logirnus includes Aislingen2, Colchester
Pottery Shop IF and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, so he is likely to
have ah-eady been active under Nero. Hardly any sites of the late Flavian
period are known, so he probably stopped working before the end of the 1st
century.
1. Manchal 1988, nos. 71 and 86.
2. Knorr 1912, 57, 60a.
3. Millett 1987, 114.
La Graufesenque, so they were probably made on site3 (cf. fig. 2.6).
However, some decorative elements are known from both La Graufesenque
ahd from Montans and Saint-Sauveur4.
To judge by their colours and fabrics, the vessels with this stamp from
Vechten were undoubtedly produced at La Graufesenque, the Ist-century
products from Montans having yellower fabric and a browner slip than con-
temporary vessels from La Graufesenque,
The site list includes numerous sites first occupied during the Flavian
period, such as Caerwent, Caerieon, Carmarthen5, Corbridge', Corbridge-
Red House7, Pen Llystyn8 and Segondum. On the dishes and the Drag. 18R
from Vechten, there is still space between the letters of the stamp and the
frame. However, in the impression on the Drag. 27, whose ends are very
much rounded, they merge with the frame; this feature may also be seen in
an impression on a Drag. 27 from Okarben'. Initially, the die seems to have
been used for standard and rouletted ishes, and not until ater for cups of
Drag. 27. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [I], Saint-Sauveur [I], c. A.D. 70-
90.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 78.
2. Cf. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 160, pl. IV 99-100.
3. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 79, fig. 16 (from Montans, not from Saint-
Sauveur, as is demonstrated in the accompanying text on p. 78).
4. Comm. Th. Martin.
5. Boon 1978b, 94, fig. 14, 93.
6. HaverBeld 1915, 281.
7. Hanson et al. 1979, 40, b.
8. Simpson 1968c, 168, fig. 11, Sp 2.
9. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H45.
L24 LOCIRNVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24 (44); VP*548d; fl940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF2121a; VF*548a; VF*548b; VF*549.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*548; VF*548c.
This is one of the earliest stamps of Logimus, as is shown by the presence
of impressions in period 3 at Valkenburg' and in period I at Zwammerdam2.
To judge by its shape, a Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen could well be pre-Flavian'. This also holds for the dish numbered
VF*548a from Vechten, which probably had a double groove in its internal
base. The other vessels may be later. Although evidence is lacking thus far,
the die with which the impressions from Vechten were made may be assum-
ed to have been used into the period of Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2],
Montans [2], Saint-Sauveur [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 63.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 140, from a pit with stamps ofAquitanus.
3. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 151.
L25 LOGIRNI
L23 LOGIRNM
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 18R
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*547a.
RMO: VF2121c.
RMO: VF*547.
RMO: VF2119.
This is a remarkable stamp, since it is known not only from La Graufesen-
que, but also from Montans and the nearby kiln site of Saint-Sauveur. At
this latter pottery, it was found on moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37 and
on cups of Drag. 27'. At Montans, impressions were also found on standard
and rouletted dishes2. The moulds from both these potteries have decor-
alive schemes which are stylistically very different from those common at
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2117; VF2118; VF2121;VF*546; VF*546b;
VF*546c.
PUG: 1468.
Dish RMO: VF2120; VF2121b; VP*546a; no no.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a cup of service E and on a
Drag. 18 which contains part of a docket'. The site list includes numerous
Flavian contexts, such as Camelon2, Carlisle, Carmarthen3, Castle Collen,
Castleford, Inchtuthil4, Ribchester5 and the legionary fortresses at Caerleon,
Chester, Nijmegen and York. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], Saint-
Sauveur [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 13; Marichal 1988, no. 86.
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1912, 243,note 292,and 245).
2. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 10.
3. Dickinson 1986b, 207, S76, from grave 5.
Licinus
The stamps discussed below were attributed by Oswald to two different pot-
ters, Licinianus and Licinus'. The name Licinianus is based on only a few
stamps, which were probably misinterpreted2. Most stamps reflect the form
LICINIANA, which may be seen as an adjective referring to the officina of
Licinus. All the stamps classed by Oswald under Licinianus can be attri-
buted to Licinus without objection.
The products of Licinus are very well-represented in finds groups of the
Claudio-Neronian period. At Camulodunum alone, over forty vessels were
found3. The site list also includes the burnt layers ofA.D. 61 at Colchester4
and London3, and the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Licinus are also from
the period c. A.D. 40-70°. At least some of the moulds used by Licinus for
the production of Drag. 29 are from the workshop of Volus7.
1. Oswald 1931, 163-165, 396 and 427.
2. Oswald 1931, 163: OFLICINIANI, LICINIANIO, LICINIANI and
LICINANI.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, 197 and pl. XLU 93-113; Dickinson 1985a, micro-
fiche 1:A13, 50-52; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 19-20.
4. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 8-9; Millett 1987, 114.
5. Millett 1987, 114.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 45-47; Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXXI 1 and pl.
XXXVI 9; Knorr 1952, Taf. 34 A-C and 63 E; Fiches 1978, 51, fig. 6,
2; Bird/Marsh 1978, 98, fig. 29, 22; Asskamp 1989, Taf. 121, 2-3.
7. Mees 1995, 99 f., Taf. 199, 1 and 5; 201, 1, and 202, 1.
L14 OFLICIN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2110.
This stamp occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1, among other forms. The site list
includes Gloucester-Kingsholm and Rheingonheim'. Although the dish
from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base, it does not appear to
be a particularly early vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 32.
Dish RMO: VF*542; VF*543b; VF*543c; VF*1487;
Vel920.5.
L15 OFLICN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*544; VF*544a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The site record
includes Camulodunum' and period 2 at Valkenburg2. The cups from
Vechten have relatively large footrings and wide, flat bases. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 98.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 62.
LI 6 LICINIANAO
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
RMO: VF2543.
RMO: VF3016.
PUG: Vel922/4-6.
The site list for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2, Rheingonheim3 and periods 2 and 3 at
Valkenburg4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritterlmg 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 280.
2. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 149.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 36.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 60; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 238.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 80b.
L17 LICINIANAO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2109: VF*543a.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Heddernheim. To
judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, it may be slightly later
than the example discussed under number LI 6; in spite of the Heddemheim
find, however, the die with which these impressions were made is unlikely
still to have been in use in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
LI 8 <L.>IC.INIANA<0>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*275.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read L.IC.INLANAO.
The complete text is known from impressions from Colchester Pottery Shop
II' and Strasbourg. The shortened version was found in period 1 at
Fishboume2, among other places, and occurs not only on cups of Drag. 27g,
but also on dishes and cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 9.
2. Dannell 1971, 309, 55.
L19 <L>CNIANA<0>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2020; VF2354; VF3000; fl940/5.169.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*293: VF*586a: VF*1304: VF*1350.
Even the best impressions from Vechten do not show more text than
CNIANA. However, an earlier version is known which reads LCNIANAO.
so the impressions from Vechten must have been made with a broken die.
The version represented at Vechten only occurs on cups, of Ritt. 8 among
other types. The only site to provide a lead for dating is the Baginton fort.
The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp dates from
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
L20 LICINVS
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*542x.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24 and 27g. As yet,
no examples have been unearthed from a dated context, so the date is based
chiefly on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-70.
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L21 L.ICN.VS
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-66.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8. The site list includes
Camulodunum', the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2 and period 2 at
Valkenburg3. To judge by its shape, the cup from Vechten is no earlier than
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985a, microfiche 1:A13, 50-51.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 44.
3. Glasbergenl940-1944b, 228, 62.
L22 LIC.IA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2106; VF2108; VF*541.
Although this stamp reads LIC.IA, it may almost certainly be attributed to
Licinus. These are likely to be impressions of a broken and subsequently
modified die whose complete text is not known as yet.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and
period I at Zwammerdam'. In a grave at Mainz-Weisenau, an identical
impression was found together with stamps of Aquitanus and Bassus i". La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 60.
2. Presumably Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 197
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 137.
4. Kesslerl927,48,Abb.2, 10.
Logirnus
Logirnus is one of the few potters who definitely worked both at La Grau-
fesenque and at Montans. He is also the only potter known by name from
the kiln site at Saint-Sauveur, which was located opposite Montans on the
right bank of the Tam. To judge by the distribution of his stamps, Logimus's
heyday was undoubtedly at La Graufesenque, where his name was also
found in a docket, as well as stamped on a dish which records such a list'.
The site record for products of Logirnus includes Aislingen2, Colchester
Pottery Shop IF and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, so he is likely to
have ah-eady been active under Nero. Hardly any sites of the late Flavian
period are known, so he probably stopped working before the end of the 1st
century.
1. Manchal 1988, nos. 71 and 86.
2. Knorr 1912, 57, 60a.
3. Millett 1987, 114.
La Graufesenque, so they were probably made on site3 (cf. fig. 2.6).
However, some decorative elements are known from both La Graufesenque
ahd from Montans and Saint-Sauveur4.
To judge by their colours and fabrics, the vessels with this stamp from
Vechten were undoubtedly produced at La Graufesenque, the Ist-century
products from Montans having yellower fabric and a browner slip than con-
temporary vessels from La Graufesenque,
The site list includes numerous sites first occupied during the Flavian
period, such as Caerwent, Caerieon, Carmarthen5, Corbridge', Corbridge-
Red House7, Pen Llystyn8 and Segondum. On the dishes and the Drag. 18R
from Vechten, there is still space between the letters of the stamp and the
frame. However, in the impression on the Drag. 27, whose ends are very
much rounded, they merge with the frame; this feature may also be seen in
an impression on a Drag. 27 from Okarben'. Initially, the die seems to have
been used for standard and rouletted ishes, and not until ater for cups of
Drag. 27. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [I], Saint-Sauveur [I], c. A.D. 70-
90.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 78.
2. Cf. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 160, pl. IV 99-100.
3. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 79, fig. 16 (from Montans, not from Saint-
Sauveur, as is demonstrated in the accompanying text on p. 78).
4. Comm. Th. Martin.
5. Boon 1978b, 94, fig. 14, 93.
6. HaverBeld 1915, 281.
7. Hanson et al. 1979, 40, b.
8. Simpson 1968c, 168, fig. 11, Sp 2.
9. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H45.
L24 LOCIRNVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24 (44); VP*548d; fl940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF2121a; VF*548a; VF*548b; VF*549.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*548; VF*548c.
This is one of the earliest stamps of Logimus, as is shown by the presence
of impressions in period 3 at Valkenburg' and in period I at Zwammerdam2.
To judge by its shape, a Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen could well be pre-Flavian'. This also holds for the dish numbered
VF*548a from Vechten, which probably had a double groove in its internal
base. The other vessels may be later. Although evidence is lacking thus far,
the die with which the impressions from Vechten were made may be assum-
ed to have been used into the period of Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2],
Montans [2], Saint-Sauveur [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 228, 63.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 140, from a pit with stamps ofAquitanus.
3. Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 151.
L25 LOGIRNI
L23 LOGIRNM
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 18R
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*547a.
RMO: VF2121c.
RMO: VF*547.
RMO: VF2119.
This is a remarkable stamp, since it is known not only from La Graufesen-
que, but also from Montans and the nearby kiln site of Saint-Sauveur. At
this latter pottery, it was found on moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37 and
on cups of Drag. 27'. At Montans, impressions were also found on standard
and rouletted dishes2. The moulds from both these potteries have decor-
alive schemes which are stylistically very different from those common at
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2117; VF2118; VF2121;VF*546; VF*546b;
VF*546c.
PUG: 1468.
Dish RMO: VF2120; VF2121b; VP*546a; no no.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a cup of service E and on a
Drag. 18 which contains part of a docket'. The site list includes numerous
Flavian contexts, such as Camelon2, Carlisle, Carmarthen3, Castle Collen,
Castleford, Inchtuthil4, Ribchester5 and the legionary fortresses at Caerleon,
Chester, Nijmegen and York. La Graufesenque [I], Montans [2], Saint-
Sauveur [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 13; Marichal 1988, no. 86.
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2. Hartley 1972a, 4, 6-9.
3. Boon 1978b, 93, fig. 14, 94.
4. Hartley 1972a, 4, 6-9; Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S6-7.
5. Wild 1988, 15, 17(S).
L26 <L>OGIRN
Drag. 27g RMO: V] 1; VF*734.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read LOGIRN. The
complete text is known from Castleford, among other places. The only sites
to provide clues to the date of the reduced version are the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten also sug-
gest a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], Montans [2], Saint-Sauveur [2],
c. A.D. 75-95.
Lor(i)us
L27 LORI.R
Dish RMO: VF2122.
The third letter of this impression is particularly unclear, but examples
found elsewhere imply that it is almost certainly an R; therefore, this can-
not be a stamp of Logimus. Lorus or Lorius is otherwise unknown as a pot-
ter', but the stamp may have belonged to Laur(i)us2. The meaning of the
final letter - probably also an R- is not known.
The site list for this stamp includes Gloucester and the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen3. No
impressions are known from La Graufesenque as yet, but the distribution of
the stamps and the fabric of the dish from Vechten demonstrate that he die
was used at this pottery. The site record for this stamp and the profiles of
the dishes from Nijmegen andVechten i dicate a date in the third quarter of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Lorus: Mocsy et al. 1983, 166. Lorius: Schulze 1904, 182; Oswald
1931, 167, based on a stamp from Le Chatelet reading LORII, which
should probably be interpreted as CORII (cf. catalogue no. C144).
2. See catalogue no. L8.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 152-153.
Lucceius
3.
4.
(Oswald 1931, 168 f. and 397).
Marichal (1988, no. 76) completed a largely illegible name as Luceios.
The date of the docket is based on the coarse rouletting of the circle in
the base of the dish on which it occurs, and on the reference to the
nameVebmllus (cf. catalogue no. VI 1).
Knorrl919,Taf. 48A.
See catalogue no. L28.
L28 OF.LVCCEI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2125: VF2126; VF2127 (Knorr 1919, Taf.
48 B).
The only dated context o yield an example of this stamp is the burnt layer
ofA.D. 61 at Camulodunum'. At La Graufesenque it was found on a Drag.
29, probably made in a mould which was also used by C. Salarius Aptus2.
Of the three bowls from Vechten, only one has a double groove around the
stamp. In view of their profiles it cannot be ruled out that vessels with this
stamp were still being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 115.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 17. On the basis of the accompanying text
(idem, 277) one may wonder whether these are really two bowls from
the same mould; the upper zones may not have been identical.
L29 OF.LVCCEI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*555x.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 27g. So far,
no impressions are known from a dated context; by its profile, the cup from
Vechten does not appear to be an early vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
L30 OFLVCCEI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*555.
VF*555a; VF*555b.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far. It occurs on cups
of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among other forms. The profiles of the dishes
from Vechten suggest hat the die with which they were marked was still in
use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
Since Lucceius made cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, and his products were
also found at Camulodunum, he must already have been active in the pre-
Flavian period'. The start of his activities may probably be dated to around
the middle of the 1st century. Although his products have not been found in
a Flavian context up to now, he may be assumed, on the basis of the pro-
files of some of his products, to have continued working into the reign of
Vespasian. For the name of Lucceius still to occur in a late Ist-century
docket from La Graufesenque, as Marichal suspects', is not very plausible,
however.
Of the bowls of Drag. 29 produced by Lucceius, only a few are known. The
decorative schemes of these vessels are Neronian3. Lucceius probably used
at least one mould which was also used by C. Salanus Aptus for bowls of
Drag. 294.
1. Oswald initially thought that Lucceius worked exclusively during the
Flavian period, but he later suggested the Claudio-Vespasianic period
L31 OF.LVCCE
Drag. 16 RMO: VF916 (fig. 6.17, a).
With a diameter of 111 mm, this is by far the smallest dish found at Vechten
up to now. Since it has a double groove in its internal base, the die must
have originated uring the first years ofNero's reign, at the latest. However,
the profile does not suggest hat his is a particularly early vessel. Additional
leads for dating are not available. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
L32 OF.LVCC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2124; VF*554.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24, and was found at
Camulodunum, among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
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suggest a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
L33 OF.LVCC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*481.
The only other known examples of this stamp are from La Graufesenque
and Glanum'. The dish from Vechten appears to be rather late, certainly not
from before Nero's time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Bemont1976, 49, 202.
Lucius
For reasons which seem unclear, Oswald supposed that Lucius was active
in the Flavian period'. The little evidence available for the date of his prod-
ucts suggests, however, that he was active during the Claudio-Neronian
period. It is not inconceivable that Lucius is identical to the Lousios or
Lousjus whose name occurs in three dockets from La Graufesenque2.
1. Oswald 1931,170 and 396. This hypothesis may be based on the refer-
ence to a stamp of Lucius on a Drag. 33, a type which Oswald may
have presumed was not introduced until the Flavian period.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 16, 85 and 93.
L34 LVC[IVS]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*558.
The only dated finds groups with examples of this stamp are the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and a pit with Claudian material at
Chichester'. A very similar impression from period 1 at Valkenburg may be
from the same die2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 242.
L34* LVCIVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2128.
This impression was made with a die whose punch face was much larger
originally, so the letters were more easily legible. The nature of the damage
suggests that his was a bone die which splintered off on both ends.
The only context o provide a clue to the date of the reduced version is
period I at Zwammerdam'. Since the original version is known from the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, the die probably was not damaged
until c. A.D. 60. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 142.
Lupercus
L35 LVPERCV.FE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2136.
This is the only known stamp of Lupercus from La Graufesenque, who
should be distinguished from a potter of the same name from Rheinzabem'.
The dish to which the stamp was applied is relatively shallow, and its pro-
file suggests a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ludowici 1927, 219; Oswald 1931, 171 and 398.
Luppa
L36 LVPP[A.F]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2137.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, on a Drag. 27 and a
Drag. 27g from Strasbourg and a Drag. 27 from Xanten. The presence of an
impression on a Drag. 27g shows that the stamp does not belong to Luppa
of Lezoux, who was active around the middle of the 2nd century'. The shape
and fabric of the cup from Vechten also indicate this. This is undoubtedly a
stamp of a potter from La Graufesenque, whose activities may be dated to
the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Oswald 1931, 171 and 398; Dickinson 1984, 179, S50; Dickinson
1986b,207, S82.
Lupus
Under Lupus of La Grau^esenque, Oswald' also classed products of homo-
nyms from Montans2 and Lezoux3. Nevertheless, the Claudio-Vespasianic4
date he suggested for the activities of Lupus of La Graufesenque seems to
be correct, as is shown by the site lists for the stamps discussed below.
Lupus produced not only sigillata, but also moulds for the production of
kraters of Drag. 11, bowls of Drag. 29 and beakers of Drag. 305. The dec-
orative schemes of these vessels date from shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. A Drag. 29 which was made in a mould of Lupus has an unidenti-
fied stamp which may be attributable to Apronius'.
1. Oswald 1931, 171, 398 and 427.
2. Labrousse 1975, 61; Gallia 44, 1986,331.
3. Rodwell 1982, 132, S23.
4. The Tiberio-Neronian date which occurs in the addenda (Oswald
1931, 427)must be a mistake, since the vessels recorded there do not
suggest such a change.
5. Mees 1995, 82, Taf. 99-101, and 102, 1. At La Graufesenque, a figure
stamp signed by Lupus was also found (Vemhet 1990-1991, 53).
6. Mees 1995, Taf. 100, 1; cf. catalogue no. Y45.
L37 LVPIMA
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2134a.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2135.
Dish RMO: VF2134: VF*560x.
These are impressions of a modified ie which originally had swallow-tail
ends. Impressions of the original version are not known from any dated con-
text.
The dating evidence for the version with rounded ends includes period 2 at
Fishboume' and the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen, but also a
finds group at Verulamium which dates from before the rebellion in A.D.
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2. Hartley 1972a, 4, 6-9.
3. Boon 1978b, 93, fig. 14, 94.
4. Hartley 1972a, 4, 6-9; Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S6-7.
5. Wild 1988, 15, 17(S).
L26 <L>OGIRN
Drag. 27g RMO: V] 1; VF*734.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read LOGIRN. The
complete text is known from Castleford, among other places. The only sites
to provide clues to the date of the reduced version are the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten also sug-
gest a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], Montans [2], Saint-Sauveur [2],
c. A.D. 75-95.
Lor(i)us
L27 LORI.R
Dish RMO: VF2122.
The third letter of this impression is particularly unclear, but examples
found elsewhere imply that it is almost certainly an R; therefore, this can-
not be a stamp of Logimus. Lorus or Lorius is otherwise unknown as a pot-
ter', but the stamp may have belonged to Laur(i)us2. The meaning of the
final letter - probably also an R- is not known.
The site list for this stamp includes Gloucester and the cemetery on the
Hunerberg and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen3. No
impressions are known from La Graufesenque as yet, but the distribution of
the stamps and the fabric of the dish from Vechten demonstrate that he die
was used at this pottery. The site record for this stamp and the profiles of
the dishes from Nijmegen andVechten i dicate a date in the third quarter of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Lorus: Mocsy et al. 1983, 166. Lorius: Schulze 1904, 182; Oswald
1931, 167, based on a stamp from Le Chatelet reading LORII, which
should probably be interpreted as CORII (cf. catalogue no. C144).
2. See catalogue no. L8.
3. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 152-153.
Lucceius
3.
4.
(Oswald 1931, 168 f. and 397).
Marichal (1988, no. 76) completed a largely illegible name as Luceios.
The date of the docket is based on the coarse rouletting of the circle in
the base of the dish on which it occurs, and on the reference to the
nameVebmllus (cf. catalogue no. VI 1).
Knorrl919,Taf. 48A.
See catalogue no. L28.
L28 OF.LVCCEI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2125: VF2126; VF2127 (Knorr 1919, Taf.
48 B).
The only dated context o yield an example of this stamp is the burnt layer
ofA.D. 61 at Camulodunum'. At La Graufesenque it was found on a Drag.
29, probably made in a mould which was also used by C. Salarius Aptus2.
Of the three bowls from Vechten, only one has a double groove around the
stamp. In view of their profiles it cannot be ruled out that vessels with this
stamp were still being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 115.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 17. On the basis of the accompanying text
(idem, 277) one may wonder whether these are really two bowls from
the same mould; the upper zones may not have been identical.
L29 OF.LVCCEI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*555x.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18 and cups of Drag. 27g. So far,
no impressions are known from a dated context; by its profile, the cup from
Vechten does not appear to be an early vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
L30 OFLVCCEI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*555.
VF*555a; VF*555b.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far. It occurs on cups
of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among other forms. The profiles of the dishes
from Vechten suggest hat the die with which they were marked was still in
use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
Since Lucceius made cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, and his products were
also found at Camulodunum, he must already have been active in the pre-
Flavian period'. The start of his activities may probably be dated to around
the middle of the 1st century. Although his products have not been found in
a Flavian context up to now, he may be assumed, on the basis of the pro-
files of some of his products, to have continued working into the reign of
Vespasian. For the name of Lucceius still to occur in a late Ist-century
docket from La Graufesenque, as Marichal suspects', is not very plausible,
however.
Of the bowls of Drag. 29 produced by Lucceius, only a few are known. The
decorative schemes of these vessels are Neronian3. Lucceius probably used
at least one mould which was also used by C. Salanus Aptus for bowls of
Drag. 294.
1. Oswald initially thought that Lucceius worked exclusively during the
Flavian period, but he later suggested the Claudio-Vespasianic period
L31 OF.LVCCE
Drag. 16 RMO: VF916 (fig. 6.17, a).
With a diameter of 111 mm, this is by far the smallest dish found at Vechten
up to now. Since it has a double groove in its internal base, the die must
have originated uring the first years ofNero's reign, at the latest. However,
the profile does not suggest hat his is a particularly early vessel. Additional
leads for dating are not available. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
L32 OF.LVCC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2124; VF*554.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24, and was found at
Camulodunum, among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
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suggest a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
L33 OF.LVCC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*481.
The only other known examples of this stamp are from La Graufesenque
and Glanum'. The dish from Vechten appears to be rather late, certainly not
from before Nero's time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Bemont1976, 49, 202.
Lucius
For reasons which seem unclear, Oswald supposed that Lucius was active
in the Flavian period'. The little evidence available for the date of his prod-
ucts suggests, however, that he was active during the Claudio-Neronian
period. It is not inconceivable that Lucius is identical to the Lousios or
Lousjus whose name occurs in three dockets from La Graufesenque2.
1. Oswald 1931,170 and 396. This hypothesis may be based on the refer-
ence to a stamp of Lucius on a Drag. 33, a type which Oswald may
have presumed was not introduced until the Flavian period.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 16, 85 and 93.
L34 LVC[IVS]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*558.
The only dated finds groups with examples of this stamp are the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and a pit with Claudian material at
Chichester'. A very similar impression from period 1 at Valkenburg may be
from the same die2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 242.
L34* LVCIVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2128.
This impression was made with a die whose punch face was much larger
originally, so the letters were more easily legible. The nature of the damage
suggests that his was a bone die which splintered off on both ends.
The only context o provide a clue to the date of the reduced version is
period I at Zwammerdam'. Since the original version is known from the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, the die probably was not damaged
until c. A.D. 60. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 142.
Lupercus
L35 LVPERCV.FE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2136.
This is the only known stamp of Lupercus from La Graufesenque, who
should be distinguished from a potter of the same name from Rheinzabem'.
The dish to which the stamp was applied is relatively shallow, and its pro-
file suggests a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ludowici 1927, 219; Oswald 1931, 171 and 398.
Luppa
L36 LVPP[A.F]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2137.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, on a Drag. 27 and a
Drag. 27g from Strasbourg and a Drag. 27 from Xanten. The presence of an
impression on a Drag. 27g shows that the stamp does not belong to Luppa
of Lezoux, who was active around the middle of the 2nd century'. The shape
and fabric of the cup from Vechten also indicate this. This is undoubtedly a
stamp of a potter from La Graufesenque, whose activities may be dated to
the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Oswald 1931, 171 and 398; Dickinson 1984, 179, S50; Dickinson
1986b,207, S82.
Lupus
Under Lupus of La Grau^esenque, Oswald' also classed products of homo-
nyms from Montans2 and Lezoux3. Nevertheless, the Claudio-Vespasianic4
date he suggested for the activities of Lupus of La Graufesenque seems to
be correct, as is shown by the site lists for the stamps discussed below.
Lupus produced not only sigillata, but also moulds for the production of
kraters of Drag. 11, bowls of Drag. 29 and beakers of Drag. 305. The dec-
orative schemes of these vessels date from shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. A Drag. 29 which was made in a mould of Lupus has an unidenti-
fied stamp which may be attributable to Apronius'.
1. Oswald 1931, 171, 398 and 427.
2. Labrousse 1975, 61; Gallia 44, 1986,331.
3. Rodwell 1982, 132, S23.
4. The Tiberio-Neronian date which occurs in the addenda (Oswald
1931, 427)must be a mistake, since the vessels recorded there do not
suggest such a change.
5. Mees 1995, 82, Taf. 99-101, and 102, 1. At La Graufesenque, a figure
stamp signed by Lupus was also found (Vemhet 1990-1991, 53).
6. Mees 1995, Taf. 100, 1; cf. catalogue no. Y45.
L37 LVPIMA
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2134a.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2135.
Dish RMO: VF2134: VF*560x.
These are impressions of a modified ie which originally had swallow-tail
ends. Impressions of the original version are not known from any dated con-
text.
The dating evidence for the version with rounded ends includes period 2 at
Fishboume' and the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen, but also a
finds group at Verulamium which dates from before the rebellion in A.D.
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612. A later version, which reads only VPIM, was unearthed at Rheingon-
heim3, among other places. At least one of the dishes from Vechten has a
double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Dannell 1971, 309, 59.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 33.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 84.
L38 LVPVS
Drag. 18 RMO: H940/5.234.
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2140; fl940/5.234.
PUG: 1947-66.
This stamp occurs on a wide range of forms, including Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24/25 (cf. fig. 6.59, f), and was found at a number of sites which may
be dated mainly or exclusively to the pre-Flavian period, such as Aislingen',
the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2 and
period 2 at Valkenburg3. Since another impression was found at Heddem-
heim, the die may still have been in use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque
[I]4, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 61.
2. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 158, and probably also
157 and 159. Kops Plateau; Daniels 1955, 101, ml451.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 244-245.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 84.
Maccarus
Maccarus, together with potters like Acutus, Bilicatus, Cantus and Scottius,
is usually considered one of the first large export manufacturers at La
Graufesenque. There is no doubt that he was already active under Tiberius,
since his production includes vessels of Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5. His earliest
stamps include a perfectly rectangular example with guide-lines' and a two-
lined stamp which reads MACCAR /VRVOF (fig. 2.8, b). The latter stamp
probably warrants the deduction that Urvoed- was one of Maccarus's
employees2.
The site list for his stamps suggests that the heyday of the production of
Maccarus should be dated around the middle of the 1st century. The decor-
ative schemes on his bowls of Drag. 29 are in accordance with such a date3.
However, the profiles of some of Maccarus's products imply that he was
active at least into the Neronian period. This assumption is supported by the
presence of some of his vessels in the canabae outside the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen, and at York. This may lead to the conclusion that - contrary to
the assumption of Oswald4 - the products of Maccarus were marketed into
the time of Vespasian.
Stamps reading MACCARVSF or <MA>CCARVSF may belong to a later
homonym. However, since the stamp MACCARVSF is known from the
Geschirrdepot at Burghofe5, among other places, the die with which it was
made may have originated in the pre-Flavian period. By its shape, a Drag.
18 with this stamp from Cherchel could be Neronian as well6, but a Drag.
15/17 from Banasa and a Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen stamped <MA>CCARVSF cannot possibly be pre-Flavian7. The
same holds for a Drag. 29 with an impression of the broken die from
Seebruck, Which, to judge by its decoration, should be dated to the time of
Domitian8.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 118, from period III at Camulodunum.
2. For Urvoed- see catalogue no. U4.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 49 A and 51 J; Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXIV 2;
Fiches 1978, 57, fig. 10, 1-3.
4. Oswald 1931, 173 f., 398 f. and 428.
5. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 72.
6. Query 1979, 61, fig. 8, 2 (stamp), and 88, fig. 13, 1 (profile).
7. Banasa: Laubenheimer 1979, 186, fig. 8, 104 (stamp), and 201, fig.28,
104 (profile). Nijmegen: Stuart 1976, 107, fig. 19, 174. This stamp,
with the text <MA>CCARVSF, was attributed by Oswald (1931, 63)
to Carus.
8. Kellner/Ulbert 1958, Taf. 8, 2-3.
Ml OFICMACCAR[I]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2142.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*574a; H940/5.113.
PUG: 1362.
Dish RMO: VF2147; VF*572; VF*572a; YF*572b.
Ritt.9 RMO: VF943.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2153a.
Cup RMO: VF*568.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2146 (pl. 39, b).
The complete text of this stamp is legible on only a few good impressions;
usually, the last letter is missing, as on the example illustrated here. The die
with which these impressions were made must already have been in use
before A.D. 40, since an identical impression was found on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen, in a waste layer of the Tiberian period'. Moreover, the
stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 17.
The site list includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2,
Valkenburg and Wberden. At Tner, an impression was unearthed from a
grave which also contained a Ritt. 9 of Lucinus3.
At least two of the dishes from Vechten have double grooves in their inter-
nal bases. The profiles of several other vessels suggest hat the die was in
use until after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
30-60.
1. HaalebosWeriinden 1975, pl. XLDC A, 39, from layer 6.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 39, from grave 37, with stamps of
T. Audacius; Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 160-162, and 106, fig. 18, 163.
3. Goethert-Polascheck 1977, Taf. 6, 73, c.
M2 OFI.MACCA
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2150.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP*568a.
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.234.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1415 (pl. 39, c); VF2149.
This stamp also occurs on rouletted dishes and on cups ofRitt. 9. At Neuss,
moreover, it was found on a Ritt. 8 with a footring as on a Drag. 27g'. The
site list for the stamp also includes Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at
Hofheim3, the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4, Rheingonheim and
periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg5. At Mainz-Weisenau, an example was found
in a grave which also contained a Claudian as'.
The Drag. 24/25 and the Drag. 27g from Vechten, with footrings of respect-
ively 84 and 82 mm in diameter, are of the large variety. Like the other ves-
sels, they do not appear to be particularly early. La Graufesenque [I]7, c.
A.D. 40-60.
1. Miiller 1977, Taf. 29, 214, 3.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXIV 2 and pl. XLII 121.
3. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 199.
4. Stuart 1976, 106, fig. 18, 164-165.
5. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 246-248. The stamp numbered 248 was
attributed to period 1, but a stamp of Bellicus with the same find
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number to period 2 (Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30a; cf. Brunsting
etal. 1940-1944, 188,858).
6. Neeb/Kessler 1913/1914, 43, from grave 20.
7. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 89, possibly identical.
M3 OF.MACCAR
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*573.
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF*573a: VF*573b.
Ritt. 8 RMO: fl940/5.92.
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-124.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2152 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 49 B).
The site record for this stamp includes Camulodunum', the Erdlager at
Hofheim2, the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3, Oberstimm4,
Rheingonheim5, Woerden and period I at Zwammerdam". The Drag. 27g
from Vechten has a total diameter of 19 cm, so it belongs to the large var-
iety. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUI 117.
2. Ritterlmg 1912, Taf. XXII 200.
3. Stuart 1976, 106, fig. 18, 166-167, 169-170 and 172.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C761.
5. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 39, from Grube 3a, with stamps of Aquitanus,
Bassus i, Crestio and Masculus i.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 147
M4 OF.MACC[AR]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*574.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18, 15/17R and 18R. The site list
includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and period la or 2 at
Valkenburg2. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base,
but does not otherwise appear to be particularly early. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 106, fig. 18, 168.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 249; stamps ofArdacus and Crestio with
the same find number (1157) were attributed to period 2 (cf. idem,
132, 165, and 136, 210).
M4* <0>F.MACCA<R>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2148.
This is an impression from a die which was damaged on both ends, and
which originally read OP.MACCAR. The only dated finds context is the
Erdlager at Hofheim'. On the basis of the evidence for the complete version
and the shape of the dish from Vechten, the stamp may be dated to the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 201.
M5 OF.MACCAR
Dish RMO: l45;VF2151;VF*570.
Verulamium2 and at York, indicates that this must be one of the latest stamps
of Maccarus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 208, S84, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Pirmo i. Nestor, Patricius and Perms.
2. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 13; in view of the parallels fromNijmegen
and York, this impression was probably erroneously classed as
"residual".
M6 OFMACCAR
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel922/4-5.
Dish RMO: VF24f38):VF2143:nono.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF2153.
In many examples of this stamp, the swallow tails of the frame are barely
visible. The site list includes the Erdlager at Hofheim, the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen and Valkenburg. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten sug-
gest that this is not one ofMaccarus's earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
M7 OF.MACA
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.193.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 17 and cups ofRitt. 5, so the die
must already have been in use under Tiberius. A parallel is known from the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen', among other places. The
cup from Vechten by its profile must be pre-Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Daniels 1955, 90, ml366.
M8 MACCARI
Drag. 16 PUG: BvD 85 (fig. 6.26, b).
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2154.
Dish RMO: VF2144: VF2159: VF*571.
PUG: Vel921/9.
The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', Velsen I2
and a grave at Xanten which also contained sigillata of Vapuso3. At least
three of the dishes from Vechten have double grooves in their internal bases.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIH 48.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 62-63.
3. ffinz 1984, 315-317, Herbrand grave 11, Abb. 20, 9 and Taf. 125, 17
M9 MACCARI
Drag.18
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF2155.
VF2156;VF2158;V]
Although this stamp was also found on dishes of Ritt. 1, the presence of
impressions in a Neronian grave at Baldock', in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, in a context of c. A.D. 61-75/80 at
The presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum' and Velsen I2 sug-
gests that he die was already in use at quite an early date. This suggestion
is confirmed by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten. The Drag. 18 has
a double groove in its internal base, and the cups of Drag. 24/25 have bevel-
led footrings. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUII 119.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 67.
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612. A later version, which reads only VPIM, was unearthed at Rheingon-
heim3, among other places. At least one of the dishes from Vechten has a
double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Dannell 1971, 309, 59.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 33.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 84.
L38 LVPVS
Drag. 18 RMO: H940/5.234.
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2140; fl940/5.234.
PUG: 1947-66.
This stamp occurs on a wide range of forms, including Ritt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24/25 (cf. fig. 6.59, f), and was found at a number of sites which may
be dated mainly or exclusively to the pre-Flavian period, such as Aislingen',
the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2 and
period 2 at Valkenburg3. Since another impression was found at Heddem-
heim, the die may still have been in use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque
[I]4, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 61.
2. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 158, and probably also
157 and 159. Kops Plateau; Daniels 1955, 101, ml451.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 138, 244-245.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 84.
Maccarus
Maccarus, together with potters like Acutus, Bilicatus, Cantus and Scottius,
is usually considered one of the first large export manufacturers at La
Graufesenque. There is no doubt that he was already active under Tiberius,
since his production includes vessels of Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5. His earliest
stamps include a perfectly rectangular example with guide-lines' and a two-
lined stamp which reads MACCAR /VRVOF (fig. 2.8, b). The latter stamp
probably warrants the deduction that Urvoed- was one of Maccarus's
employees2.
The site list for his stamps suggests that the heyday of the production of
Maccarus should be dated around the middle of the 1st century. The decor-
ative schemes on his bowls of Drag. 29 are in accordance with such a date3.
However, the profiles of some of Maccarus's products imply that he was
active at least into the Neronian period. This assumption is supported by the
presence of some of his vessels in the canabae outside the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen, and at York. This may lead to the conclusion that - contrary to
the assumption of Oswald4 - the products of Maccarus were marketed into
the time of Vespasian.
Stamps reading MACCARVSF or <MA>CCARVSF may belong to a later
homonym. However, since the stamp MACCARVSF is known from the
Geschirrdepot at Burghofe5, among other places, the die with which it was
made may have originated in the pre-Flavian period. By its shape, a Drag.
18 with this stamp from Cherchel could be Neronian as well6, but a Drag.
15/17 from Banasa and a Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen stamped <MA>CCARVSF cannot possibly be pre-Flavian7. The
same holds for a Drag. 29 with an impression of the broken die from
Seebruck, Which, to judge by its decoration, should be dated to the time of
Domitian8.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 118, from period III at Camulodunum.
2. For Urvoed- see catalogue no. U4.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 49 A and 51 J; Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXIV 2;
Fiches 1978, 57, fig. 10, 1-3.
4. Oswald 1931, 173 f., 398 f. and 428.
5. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 72.
6. Query 1979, 61, fig. 8, 2 (stamp), and 88, fig. 13, 1 (profile).
7. Banasa: Laubenheimer 1979, 186, fig. 8, 104 (stamp), and 201, fig.28,
104 (profile). Nijmegen: Stuart 1976, 107, fig. 19, 174. This stamp,
with the text <MA>CCARVSF, was attributed by Oswald (1931, 63)
to Carus.
8. Kellner/Ulbert 1958, Taf. 8, 2-3.
Ml OFICMACCAR[I]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2142.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*574a; H940/5.113.
PUG: 1362.
Dish RMO: VF2147; VF*572; VF*572a; YF*572b.
Ritt.9 RMO: VF943.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2153a.
Cup RMO: VF*568.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2146 (pl. 39, b).
The complete text of this stamp is legible on only a few good impressions;
usually, the last letter is missing, as on the example illustrated here. The die
with which these impressions were made must already have been in use
before A.D. 40, since an identical impression was found on the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen, in a waste layer of the Tiberian period'. Moreover, the
stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 17.
The site list includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2,
Valkenburg and Wberden. At Tner, an impression was unearthed from a
grave which also contained a Ritt. 9 of Lucinus3.
At least two of the dishes from Vechten have double grooves in their inter-
nal bases. The profiles of several other vessels suggest hat the die was in
use until after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
30-60.
1. HaalebosWeriinden 1975, pl. XLDC A, 39, from layer 6.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 39, from grave 37, with stamps of
T. Audacius; Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 160-162, and 106, fig. 18, 163.
3. Goethert-Polascheck 1977, Taf. 6, 73, c.
M2 OFI.MACCA
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2150.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP*568a.
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.234.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1415 (pl. 39, c); VF2149.
This stamp also occurs on rouletted dishes and on cups ofRitt. 9. At Neuss,
moreover, it was found on a Ritt. 8 with a footring as on a Drag. 27g'. The
site list for the stamp also includes Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at
Hofheim3, the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4, Rheingonheim and
periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg5. At Mainz-Weisenau, an example was found
in a grave which also contained a Claudian as'.
The Drag. 24/25 and the Drag. 27g from Vechten, with footrings of respect-
ively 84 and 82 mm in diameter, are of the large variety. Like the other ves-
sels, they do not appear to be particularly early. La Graufesenque [I]7, c.
A.D. 40-60.
1. Miiller 1977, Taf. 29, 214, 3.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXIV 2 and pl. XLII 121.
3. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 199.
4. Stuart 1976, 106, fig. 18, 164-165.
5. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 246-248. The stamp numbered 248 was
attributed to period 1, but a stamp of Bellicus with the same find
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number to period 2 (Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30a; cf. Brunsting
etal. 1940-1944, 188,858).
6. Neeb/Kessler 1913/1914, 43, from grave 20.
7. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 89, possibly identical.
M3 OF.MACCAR
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*573.
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF*573a: VF*573b.
Ritt. 8 RMO: fl940/5.92.
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-124.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2152 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 49 B).
The site record for this stamp includes Camulodunum', the Erdlager at
Hofheim2, the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3, Oberstimm4,
Rheingonheim5, Woerden and period I at Zwammerdam". The Drag. 27g
from Vechten has a total diameter of 19 cm, so it belongs to the large var-
iety. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUI 117.
2. Ritterlmg 1912, Taf. XXII 200.
3. Stuart 1976, 106, fig. 18, 166-167, 169-170 and 172.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C761.
5. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 39, from Grube 3a, with stamps of Aquitanus,
Bassus i, Crestio and Masculus i.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 147
M4 OF.MACC[AR]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*574.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 18, 15/17R and 18R. The site list
includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' and period la or 2 at
Valkenburg2. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base,
but does not otherwise appear to be particularly early. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 106, fig. 18, 168.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 249; stamps ofArdacus and Crestio with
the same find number (1157) were attributed to period 2 (cf. idem,
132, 165, and 136, 210).
M4* <0>F.MACCA<R>
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2148.
This is an impression from a die which was damaged on both ends, and
which originally read OP.MACCAR. The only dated finds context is the
Erdlager at Hofheim'. On the basis of the evidence for the complete version
and the shape of the dish from Vechten, the stamp may be dated to the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 201.
M5 OF.MACCAR
Dish RMO: l45;VF2151;VF*570.
Verulamium2 and at York, indicates that this must be one of the latest stamps
of Maccarus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 208, S84, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Pirmo i. Nestor, Patricius and Perms.
2. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 13; in view of the parallels fromNijmegen
and York, this impression was probably erroneously classed as
"residual".
M6 OFMACCAR
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel922/4-5.
Dish RMO: VF24f38):VF2143:nono.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF2153.
In many examples of this stamp, the swallow tails of the frame are barely
visible. The site list includes the Erdlager at Hofheim, the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen and Valkenburg. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten sug-
gest that this is not one ofMaccarus's earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-60.
M7 OF.MACA
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.193.
This stamp also occurs on dishes of Drag. 17 and cups ofRitt. 5, so the die
must already have been in use under Tiberius. A parallel is known from the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen', among other places. The
cup from Vechten by its profile must be pre-Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Daniels 1955, 90, ml366.
M8 MACCARI
Drag. 16 PUG: BvD 85 (fig. 6.26, b).
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2154.
Dish RMO: VF2144: VF2159: VF*571.
PUG: Vel921/9.
The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', Velsen I2
and a grave at Xanten which also contained sigillata of Vapuso3. At least
three of the dishes from Vechten have double grooves in their internal bases.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIH 48.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 62-63.
3. ffinz 1984, 315-317, Herbrand grave 11, Abb. 20, 9 and Taf. 125, 17
M9 MACCARI
Drag.18
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF2155.
VF2156;VF2158;V]
Although this stamp was also found on dishes of Ritt. 1, the presence of
impressions in a Neronian grave at Baldock', in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, in a context of c. A.D. 61-75/80 at
The presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum' and Velsen I2 sug-
gests that he die was already in use at quite an early date. This suggestion
is confirmed by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten. The Drag. 18 has
a double groove in its internal base, and the cups of Drag. 24/25 have bevel-
led footrings. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUII 119.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 67.
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M10 MACCA
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*569 (fig. 6.55, c).
This is a relatively rare stamp, which also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25 and
27. One of the few parallels known up to now is fromVelsen 1'. The Ritt. 5
from Vechten, like the example discussed next, curiously lacks a groove on
the outside of the footring. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 64.
Mil MACA
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF-567 (fig. 6.55, g).
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 25. The site
list includes Aislingen' and Neuss2. The Ritt. 5 from Vechten is among the
few of its kind which do not have grooves on the outside of their footrings.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 62.
2. Oxe/Siebourg 1897, 277, interpreted as MCA (from the Sels collec-
tion).
M12 MAC
Ritt. 5
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.13.
Although the text does not prove that this is a stamp of Maccarus, it may be
considered as such because of its similarity to the example numbered Mil.
Thus far, only five impressions have become known, but none from a dated
context. An example from Silchester cannot be dated with certainty to be-
fore, or after, the Roman invasion in A.D. 43. Since the stamp occurs on
cups of Ritt. 5, among other forms, this must be a relatively early example.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
Macer
The stamps discussed below cover the period c. A.D. 30-85. They may well
represent the production of two different potters, but sound arguments for a
division are not available as yet. Since Macer is anything but a rare cogno-
men', Macer of La Graufesenque need not be identical to the potter who
stamped MACIIR at Montans2.
Most products of Macer of La Graufesenque stem from pre-Flavian con-
texts, like the Posse de Cirratus and the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and period 2 at Valkenburg3. At the production centre, his
name was also found in a docket from the third quarter of the 1st century4,
and on bowls of Drag. 29 from moulds which were also used by Albus,
Germanus and Melainus5. The decorative schemes of the illustrated vessels
are so unusual that it is difficult o date them. The latest context to yield a
stamp with the name Macer is the fort at Camelon, which suggests that his
products were used into the period of Domitian.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 172.
2. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 160, pl. IV 108; Martin 1972b, fig. 2, 3-4.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 250.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 16.
5. Hermet 1923, 163 (Albus and Germanus); Hermet 1934, pl. 60, 28
(Germanus, according to the commentary for pl. 60 on p. 23),and 106,
15.
M13 MAC.RI.MAN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*325; VF*579.
Dish RMO: VF2160: VF*580.
This stamp, which also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17, cups of Drag. 27
and 33a and bowls of Drag. 29, should be dated mainly to the Flavian
period. This is demonstrated not only by the site list, which includes
Camelon' and Nijmegen-west, but also by the decorative schemes on the
bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp2 and by the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, which stem from the end ofNero's reign, at the earliest. La Grau-
fesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 17.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 48; Giroussens 1986, 8, pl. 2, 2.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 86a; Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 12-13.
M14 MA.AC.II.R
Dish RMO: VF*7x.
Since the clarity of this impression leaves nothing to be desired, there need
be no doubt about the text. The ligature of the M and the A may presum-
ably be considered an error, so the stamp may be interpreted as M.AC. II.R,
which is comparable to the text MACIIR which was found at La
Graufesenque on dishes which can be dated to the second quarter of the 1st
century on the evidence of their profiles.
The stamp discussed here was also found at La Graufesenque, on two
dishes which, like the example from Vechten, have double grooves in their
internal bases. Other impressions have not been found as yet, so the date is
based entirely on the profiles of those dishes. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
30-50.
M15 MAC[ER]
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*565.
For this stamp, only three parallels have been found up to now, at La
Graufesenque, at or near Besangon and at Wiesbaden, on vessels of Drag.
18 and 24/25. For lack of further evidence, the date of the stamp is mainly
based on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
Macirus
M16 MACIR
Drag. 17a RMO: VF*578.
This is a rare stamp of a relatively unknown potter who, according to
Oswald, worked at Vichy'. Since the cognomen Macirus is not otherwise
known, the name of this manufacturer may perhaps be assumed to have
been Magirus2.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far occurs on a large Drag.
24/25 from La Graufesenque. The shape of the dish from Vechten, which
has a very high footring and a double groove in its internal base, indicates
that his is an early stamp. This is confirmed by the presence of other stamps
with the same text on an almost identical dish from Neuss3 (fig. 6.27, a) and
on cups of Ritt. 5 from La Graufesenque, Maraussan" and Velsen 1. More-
over, at La Graufesenque, a stamp reading MCIR between horizontal guide-
lines was found on a Drag. 25. On the basis of this evidence, the production
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of Macirus may be dated to the second quarter of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Oswald 1931, 176 and 399, based on a stamp from Vichy.
2. Mocsy et al. 1983, 174.
3. Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 21, 3 (profile) and 67, 350 (stamp).
4. Giry/Fediere 1972, 103, fig. 46, 49.
the supposition that the Erdlager at Hofheim was not occupied during the
Neronian period2.
Manduilus produced almost exclusively plain ware. The few bowls of Drag.
29 with his stamp include two that were made in moulds of Mommo3
1. Oswald 1931, 182 and 401.
2. Oswald 1931, xvi and 182 (MANDVILMA ofHofheim).
3. See catalogue no. M19.
Macrinus
M17 MACRIN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*580x.
This stamp has otherwise been found only on cups of Drag. 27 and 33a at
La Graufesenque and on a Drag. 27 at Heddemheim. The vessels from La
Graufesenque, like the cup from Vechten, may be dated to the last quarter
of the 1st century on the basis of their profiles. Other arguments for dating
are not as yet available'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. The end date of the activities of Macrinus in the time of Domitian,
which was suggested by Oswald (1931, 176), is probably based on a
record of a stamp on a Drag. 31 from Astwick, which in reality
belongs to a homonym from Lezoux (cf. Dickinson et al. 1968, 137,
81 [A]).
Magnus
Ml 8 MAG[N]IMA
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2162.
This impression was attributed by Oswald to Macrinus, because he com-
pleted the text incorrectly, although he had at least one comparable vessel
at his disposal'. Parallels for this stamp occur on dishes of Ritt. 1, among
other forms, and are known from the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at Colchester2
and from period I at Zwammerdam3. The shape of the footring of the bowl
from Vechten, which has a double groove around the stamp, argues a date
shortly after the middle of the 1st century4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 176 (MACRINMA on a Drag. 29 from Vechten) and
178 (MAGNIMA on a Drag. 29 from London).
2. Millet 1987, 114.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 149.
4. Oswald's Flavian date (1931, 178) may have been inspired by a record
of an impression on a Drag. 31 from Mainz; this was adopted from one
of Geissner's catalogues (1907, 6, 217), in which even early 1st-
century dishes are described as Drag. 31.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 88.
Manduilus
The potter Manduilus worked mainly under Nero and Vespasian at La Grau-
fesenque. Although his production includes cups of Ritt. 8, there is little
reason to adopt Oswald's assumption that some of his vessels date from the
Claudian era'. Oswald's hypothesis seems to have been prompted merely by
M19 MANDVILMA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2163; VF2165: VF2267; VF*590b.
Dish RMO: VF24(10);VP2164;VF*590;VF*590a;
fl940/5.92.
The presence of identical impressions in the Erdlager at Hofheim' and in
period 3 at Valkenburg2 shows that the die with which these vessels were
marked was already in use in the pre-Flavian period. On the other hand,
examples are known from the legionary fortress at Chester3, Loughor, the
Pompeii hoard", Ribchester and York5, so vessels like these must have been
marketed at least into the eighties. Bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp from
La Graufesenque and Orange were made in moulds of Mommo, whose
decoration is of the Flavian period6; the moulded decoration on a vessel
from Nanstallon is definitely earlier, however7.
The profiles of the dishes fromVechten indicate a Neronian or early Flavian
date. The dish numbered VF*590 has a graffito which may have been in-
scribed by the owner of a Drag. 18R of Bassus i - Coelus and a Drag. 15/17
ofCalvus (fig. 4.1, c-d), both of which are of approximately the same date8.
La Graufesenque [I]', c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 88.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 252.
3. Hartley 1981, 243.
4. Atkinson 1914, 29, '3 and pl. VI 31-32.
5. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2744.
6. Mees 1995, 87 and Taf. 145, 1 and 8.
7. Fox/Ravenhill 1972, 101, fig. 21, 1.
8. See catalogue nos. B46 and C14.
9. Dausse 1990, pl. A, 7.
M20 MANDOF
Drag. 15/17
Ritt.8
RMO: VF*465.
RMO: VF*589a.
Since Mando does not seem to occur otherwise as a cognomen, it may be
preferable to interpret the text of this stamp as Mand(uili) of(ficina), rather
than Mando f(ecit). The stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other
forms, and is known from the Erdlager at Hofheim and the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. From this evidence, and by the pro-
files of the vessels fromVechten, itmay be dated shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
M21 [MAN]DV.
Dish RMO: VF3085.
Examples of this stamp are known from the burnt layer of A.D.61 at
Colchester' and the legionary fortress at Chester2, so it very probably
dates to the Neronian-Vespasianic period. The shape of the dish from
Vechten is in accordance with such a date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-
80.
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M10 MACCA
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*569 (fig. 6.55, c).
This is a relatively rare stamp, which also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25 and
27. One of the few parallels known up to now is fromVelsen 1'. The Ritt. 5
from Vechten, like the example discussed next, curiously lacks a groove on
the outside of the footring. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 64.
Mil MACA
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF-567 (fig. 6.55, g).
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 25. The site
list includes Aislingen' and Neuss2. The Ritt. 5 from Vechten is among the
few of its kind which do not have grooves on the outside of their footrings.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 62.
2. Oxe/Siebourg 1897, 277, interpreted as MCA (from the Sels collec-
tion).
M12 MAC
Ritt. 5
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.13.
Although the text does not prove that this is a stamp of Maccarus, it may be
considered as such because of its similarity to the example numbered Mil.
Thus far, only five impressions have become known, but none from a dated
context. An example from Silchester cannot be dated with certainty to be-
fore, or after, the Roman invasion in A.D. 43. Since the stamp occurs on
cups of Ritt. 5, among other forms, this must be a relatively early example.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
Macer
The stamps discussed below cover the period c. A.D. 30-85. They may well
represent the production of two different potters, but sound arguments for a
division are not available as yet. Since Macer is anything but a rare cogno-
men', Macer of La Graufesenque need not be identical to the potter who
stamped MACIIR at Montans2.
Most products of Macer of La Graufesenque stem from pre-Flavian con-
texts, like the Posse de Cirratus and the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and period 2 at Valkenburg3. At the production centre, his
name was also found in a docket from the third quarter of the 1st century4,
and on bowls of Drag. 29 from moulds which were also used by Albus,
Germanus and Melainus5. The decorative schemes of the illustrated vessels
are so unusual that it is difficult o date them. The latest context to yield a
stamp with the name Macer is the fort at Camelon, which suggests that his
products were used into the period of Domitian.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 172.
2. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 160, pl. IV 108; Martin 1972b, fig. 2, 3-4.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 250.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 16.
5. Hermet 1923, 163 (Albus and Germanus); Hermet 1934, pl. 60, 28
(Germanus, according to the commentary for pl. 60 on p. 23),and 106,
15.
M13 MAC.RI.MAN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*325; VF*579.
Dish RMO: VF2160: VF*580.
This stamp, which also occurs on dishes of Drag. 15/17, cups of Drag. 27
and 33a and bowls of Drag. 29, should be dated mainly to the Flavian
period. This is demonstrated not only by the site list, which includes
Camelon' and Nijmegen-west, but also by the decorative schemes on the
bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp2 and by the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, which stem from the end ofNero's reign, at the earliest. La Grau-
fesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 17.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 48; Giroussens 1986, 8, pl. 2, 2.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 86a; Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 12-13.
M14 MA.AC.II.R
Dish RMO: VF*7x.
Since the clarity of this impression leaves nothing to be desired, there need
be no doubt about the text. The ligature of the M and the A may presum-
ably be considered an error, so the stamp may be interpreted as M.AC. II.R,
which is comparable to the text MACIIR which was found at La
Graufesenque on dishes which can be dated to the second quarter of the 1st
century on the evidence of their profiles.
The stamp discussed here was also found at La Graufesenque, on two
dishes which, like the example from Vechten, have double grooves in their
internal bases. Other impressions have not been found as yet, so the date is
based entirely on the profiles of those dishes. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
30-50.
M15 MAC[ER]
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*565.
For this stamp, only three parallels have been found up to now, at La
Graufesenque, at or near Besangon and at Wiesbaden, on vessels of Drag.
18 and 24/25. For lack of further evidence, the date of the stamp is mainly
based on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
Macirus
M16 MACIR
Drag. 17a RMO: VF*578.
This is a rare stamp of a relatively unknown potter who, according to
Oswald, worked at Vichy'. Since the cognomen Macirus is not otherwise
known, the name of this manufacturer may perhaps be assumed to have
been Magirus2.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far occurs on a large Drag.
24/25 from La Graufesenque. The shape of the dish from Vechten, which
has a very high footring and a double groove in its internal base, indicates
that his is an early stamp. This is confirmed by the presence of other stamps
with the same text on an almost identical dish from Neuss3 (fig. 6.27, a) and
on cups of Ritt. 5 from La Graufesenque, Maraussan" and Velsen 1. More-
over, at La Graufesenque, a stamp reading MCIR between horizontal guide-
lines was found on a Drag. 25. On the basis of this evidence, the production
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of Macirus may be dated to the second quarter of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Oswald 1931, 176 and 399, based on a stamp from Vichy.
2. Mocsy et al. 1983, 174.
3. Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 21, 3 (profile) and 67, 350 (stamp).
4. Giry/Fediere 1972, 103, fig. 46, 49.
the supposition that the Erdlager at Hofheim was not occupied during the
Neronian period2.
Manduilus produced almost exclusively plain ware. The few bowls of Drag.
29 with his stamp include two that were made in moulds of Mommo3
1. Oswald 1931, 182 and 401.
2. Oswald 1931, xvi and 182 (MANDVILMA ofHofheim).
3. See catalogue no. M19.
Macrinus
M17 MACRIN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*580x.
This stamp has otherwise been found only on cups of Drag. 27 and 33a at
La Graufesenque and on a Drag. 27 at Heddemheim. The vessels from La
Graufesenque, like the cup from Vechten, may be dated to the last quarter
of the 1st century on the basis of their profiles. Other arguments for dating
are not as yet available'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. The end date of the activities of Macrinus in the time of Domitian,
which was suggested by Oswald (1931, 176), is probably based on a
record of a stamp on a Drag. 31 from Astwick, which in reality
belongs to a homonym from Lezoux (cf. Dickinson et al. 1968, 137,
81 [A]).
Magnus
Ml 8 MAG[N]IMA
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2162.
This impression was attributed by Oswald to Macrinus, because he com-
pleted the text incorrectly, although he had at least one comparable vessel
at his disposal'. Parallels for this stamp occur on dishes of Ritt. 1, among
other forms, and are known from the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at Colchester2
and from period I at Zwammerdam3. The shape of the footring of the bowl
from Vechten, which has a double groove around the stamp, argues a date
shortly after the middle of the 1st century4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 176 (MACRINMA on a Drag. 29 from Vechten) and
178 (MAGNIMA on a Drag. 29 from London).
2. Millet 1987, 114.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 149.
4. Oswald's Flavian date (1931, 178) may have been inspired by a record
of an impression on a Drag. 31 from Mainz; this was adopted from one
of Geissner's catalogues (1907, 6, 217), in which even early 1st-
century dishes are described as Drag. 31.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 88.
Manduilus
The potter Manduilus worked mainly under Nero and Vespasian at La Grau-
fesenque. Although his production includes cups of Ritt. 8, there is little
reason to adopt Oswald's assumption that some of his vessels date from the
Claudian era'. Oswald's hypothesis seems to have been prompted merely by
M19 MANDVILMA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2163; VF2165: VF2267; VF*590b.
Dish RMO: VF24(10);VP2164;VF*590;VF*590a;
fl940/5.92.
The presence of identical impressions in the Erdlager at Hofheim' and in
period 3 at Valkenburg2 shows that the die with which these vessels were
marked was already in use in the pre-Flavian period. On the other hand,
examples are known from the legionary fortress at Chester3, Loughor, the
Pompeii hoard", Ribchester and York5, so vessels like these must have been
marketed at least into the eighties. Bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp from
La Graufesenque and Orange were made in moulds of Mommo, whose
decoration is of the Flavian period6; the moulded decoration on a vessel
from Nanstallon is definitely earlier, however7.
The profiles of the dishes fromVechten indicate a Neronian or early Flavian
date. The dish numbered VF*590 has a graffito which may have been in-
scribed by the owner of a Drag. 18R of Bassus i - Coelus and a Drag. 15/17
ofCalvus (fig. 4.1, c-d), both of which are of approximately the same date8.
La Graufesenque [I]', c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 88.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 252.
3. Hartley 1981, 243.
4. Atkinson 1914, 29, '3 and pl. VI 31-32.
5. Dickinson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2744.
6. Mees 1995, 87 and Taf. 145, 1 and 8.
7. Fox/Ravenhill 1972, 101, fig. 21, 1.
8. See catalogue nos. B46 and C14.
9. Dausse 1990, pl. A, 7.
M20 MANDOF
Drag. 15/17
Ritt.8
RMO: VF*465.
RMO: VF*589a.
Since Mando does not seem to occur otherwise as a cognomen, it may be
preferable to interpret the text of this stamp as Mand(uili) of(ficina), rather
than Mando f(ecit). The stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other
forms, and is known from the Erdlager at Hofheim and the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. From this evidence, and by the pro-
files of the vessels fromVechten, itmay be dated shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
M21 [MAN]DV.
Dish RMO: VF3085.
Examples of this stamp are known from the burnt layer of A.D.61 at
Colchester' and the legionary fortress at Chester2, so it very probably
dates to the Neronian-Vespasianic period. The shape of the dish from
Vechten is in accordance with such a date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-
80.
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1.
2.
Milletl987, 114.
Hartley 1981, 243.
Mansuetus
1. Hermet 1934, pis. 103-105, esp. pl. 105, 47-48.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 186, fig. 8, 112.
3. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 22.1.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 111,92.
The number of stamps ofMansuetus found up to now contrasts sharply with
the many thousands of vessels he must have produced according to the
dockets found at La Graufesenque'. His activities may only be dated
approximately. If Oswald's reference to a Ritt. 5 from La Graufesenque is
correct2, Mansuetus must have already been active under Tibenus. The end
of his activities may be dated from the profiles of some of his products to
the Neronian, or, maybe, the early Vespasianic period.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-3, 5-6, 9-10, 12-17, 19, 20, 22-23, 46, 85 and
97; in these documents, his name is spelled, almost without exception,
Masuetos.
2. Oswald 1931, 183.
M22 OFMANSVE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*593.
There is little evidence for the date of this stamp. It also occurs on cups of
Drag. 24/25, and the shape of the vessel from Vechten argues a date in the
third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
M23 OFMASV
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*625b.
RMO: VF*625; i; Vel927/3 "Oostveen"
Parallels for this stamp are known from period 1B at Fishboume' and the
Erdlager at Hofheim2, so it is likely to be pre-Flavian. The Drag. 18 from
Vechten is rather shallow in proportion to its diameter, so the die with which
it was stamped was probably already in use by the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Dannell 1971, 310, 62.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 50.
Maponus
M24 MAPONI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2167; VF*612; Vel920.6 + Vel920.72 (pl.
39, d).
The middle part of this stamp is far from clear, but on the basis of the stamp
OFMAPO found at La Graufesenque, it may be assumed to read MAPONI
rather than MARONI. None of the ten parallels found up to now are from a
dated context. The best clues to the date of this stamp are provided by the
profiles of the bowls from Vechten, and by the decoration of the vessel num-
bered Vel920.6 + Vel920.72, which belongs to the group indicated by
Hermet as "style de Canrugatus-Vegenus"'. A date in the Neronian or
Vespasianic period may be deduced from this evidence.
The die was broken and modified no later than in the early Flavian period,
since the museum at Rabat contains a Drag. 24/25 on which the text
<M>AI\ON<I> may be seen2. This version is also known from the wrecked
ship Culip IV3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-80.
Marinus
Relatively little is known about the activities of Marinus. The only stamp
which is found with some regularity is the example with the text
MAMNVS.PE. which occurs almost exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29, and
may be dated shortly after the middle of the 1st century. Most other stamps
with the name Marinus seem to be from approximately the same period.
The stamp with the text MARINI discussed under number M26 is consider-
ably later, however, and could therefore belong to a later namesake, al-
though it cannot be ruled out that Marinus worked from c. A.D. 45-110. The
stamps from Corbridge, Priedberg and Rottweil recorded by Oswald, which
could fill the gap between the stamp MARINI and the earlier examples,
should probably be attributed to potters from Central and East GauF.
1. Oswald 1931, 187. For the stamp MARINVS.F from Rottweil see
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 246; cf. Forrer 1911, Taf. XVI 38a, from
Heiligenberg.
M25 MARINVS.FE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2755a + VP3076 (pl. 39, e; Mees 1995, Taf.
216, 2); VF*605 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 52 B);
VF*605a; VF*606a.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. The only
exception up to now is a Drag. 24, which suggests that the stamp is pre-
Plavian. This hypothesis is confirmed by the presence of identical im-
pressions in Colchester Pottery Shop II' and in period 3 at Valkenburg2. The
decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp indicate a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century3.
Among the decoration on the bowl numbered VF2755a + VF3076 from
Vechten, faint remnants of a hand-written mould signature are still visible
(fig. 8.4). The remaining letters VR may probably be completed as
MVRANI". Other bowls of Marinus could also have been made in bowls of
Mun-anus5, whose decorative schemes are mainly Neronian as well. La
Graufesenque [I]6, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 10.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 253.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 52 A and C; Hermet 1934, pl. 118, 20 (from Moulins
or its vicinity); Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 57, 9; Knorr 1952, Taf. 39
B; Hull 1958, 199, fig. 100, 2; Gourvest 1967, 26 f., fig. I; Bird/Marsh
1978, 265, fig. 116, 112.
4. Mees 1995, 88, Taf. 148-154 and 155, 1-2.
5. Compare, for example, the upper frieze in Hermet 1934, pl. 118, 20
with that in Mees 1995, Taf. 148, 3 and Taf. 150, 2, and the many
feathered leaves in Knorr 1952, Taf. 39 B, and Mees 1995, Taf. 149,
4;150,9;152, 1; 153, 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and II, and 154, 3.
6. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 93, possibly identical.
M26 MARINI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*604a.
PUG: 1541.
RMO: VF*604.
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2.
3.
Oswald 1931, 188 and 402.
Marichal 1988, no. 14.
Walters 1908, 191, M191, a Drag. 17 with a "ring of hatched pattern";
apart from this vessel, Oswald (1931, 188) included a Drag. 17 from
Colchester.
Fig. 8.4 Detail of a Drag. 29 of Marinus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature VR under the moulded
decoration. Scale 2:1.
This stamp is also known from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from
the Saalburg. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten and of an example
from La Graufesenque' suggest a late date, around the end of the 1st ceh-
tury. In view of the difference between the date of this stamp and that of the
other stamps of Marinus, the possibility of two homonyms hould be taken
into account. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Probably found among the waste around the kiln which was in use in
the period 80-120/130; cf. Vemhet 1981, 34.
M27 MARmi
Drag. 27g RMO:
The site list for this stamp includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen' and period I at Zwammerdam2, so it should
probably be dated to the pre-Flavian period. Its occurrence on cups of Drag.
24/25 (cf. fig. 6.59, k) supports this assumption. The profiles of the vessels
from Vechten indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 45-70.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 107, fig. 19, 176.
2. Haalebos 1977, 108. 158a.
Marsus
M28 [MA]RSI
R-dish RMO: VF* 1489.
The earliest contexts in which examples of this stamp have been found are
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and Camulodunum. From the
latter site, four impressions or more are known, at least one of which, on a
Drag. 16R, is from before the rebellion in A.D. 61'. The shape of the rou-
letted dish from Vechten warrants the assumption that the die was still in use
under Vespasian. This hypothesis is supported by the profiles of cups of
Drag. 27 and 27g with this stamp from La Graufesenque, and of a Drag. 18
from Cotta2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XL, S9B (profile) and pl. XLIII 125 (stamp);
Dickinson 1985a, microfiche 1:A14, 53; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche
2:E3, 22; Millett 1987, 114.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 186, fig. 8, 113 (stamp), and 200, fig. 26, 113
(profile).
M29 MARS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*607; VF*607a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The presence of
identical impressions in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and in
periods la and 2 at Valkenburg' indicates a Claudio-Neronian date. The
same holds for the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 254-255.
M30 MARS
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
Parallels for this stamp are known from the Posse de Gallicamis at La
Graufesenque and from period la at Valkenburg'. Like the very similar
stamp discussed under number M29, it probably dates from the Claudio-
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 256.
Marsus does not seem to have been a very productive potter. His best-
known stamps are MARSVS.PECI, MARSSI.MA and the examples listed
below. The first stamp is known from the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, among other places, and the second from Nijmegen-west. I
may be deduced from this evidence that Marsus worked at least under Nero
and Vespasian, as also Oswald assumed'. Therefore, he could be identical to
the Marso who is recorded in a docket of the same period from La
Graufesenque2. However, the profiles of some of his products suggest that
Marsus was already active in the Claudian period. If he really made dishes
of Drag. 17 or 17R, as some sources record3, he must even have been pro-
ducing sigillata under Tiberius.
Martialis
Martialis is one of the manufacturers who worked not only at La
Graufesenque, but also at Le Rozier'. The earliest contexts to yield vessels
with his name are the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
Camulodunum2, Gloucester-Kingsholm3 and the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique". On the basis of this evidence, Martialis may be assumed to
have started producing sigillata round the middle of the 1st century. The
site list for his products includes only a few sites which were first occupied
after A.D. 70, such as Caerleon and the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen, so he probably stopped working in the pre-Flavian
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1.
2.
Milletl987, 114.
Hartley 1981, 243.
Mansuetus
1. Hermet 1934, pis. 103-105, esp. pl. 105, 47-48.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 186, fig. 8, 112.
3. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 22.1.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 111,92.
The number of stamps ofMansuetus found up to now contrasts sharply with
the many thousands of vessels he must have produced according to the
dockets found at La Graufesenque'. His activities may only be dated
approximately. If Oswald's reference to a Ritt. 5 from La Graufesenque is
correct2, Mansuetus must have already been active under Tibenus. The end
of his activities may be dated from the profiles of some of his products to
the Neronian, or, maybe, the early Vespasianic period.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-3, 5-6, 9-10, 12-17, 19, 20, 22-23, 46, 85 and
97; in these documents, his name is spelled, almost without exception,
Masuetos.
2. Oswald 1931, 183.
M22 OFMANSVE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*593.
There is little evidence for the date of this stamp. It also occurs on cups of
Drag. 24/25, and the shape of the vessel from Vechten argues a date in the
third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
M23 OFMASV
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*625b.
RMO: VF*625; i; Vel927/3 "Oostveen"
Parallels for this stamp are known from period 1B at Fishboume' and the
Erdlager at Hofheim2, so it is likely to be pre-Flavian. The Drag. 18 from
Vechten is rather shallow in proportion to its diameter, so the die with which
it was stamped was probably already in use by the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Dannell 1971, 310, 62.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 50.
Maponus
M24 MAPONI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2167; VF*612; Vel920.6 + Vel920.72 (pl.
39, d).
The middle part of this stamp is far from clear, but on the basis of the stamp
OFMAPO found at La Graufesenque, it may be assumed to read MAPONI
rather than MARONI. None of the ten parallels found up to now are from a
dated context. The best clues to the date of this stamp are provided by the
profiles of the bowls from Vechten, and by the decoration of the vessel num-
bered Vel920.6 + Vel920.72, which belongs to the group indicated by
Hermet as "style de Canrugatus-Vegenus"'. A date in the Neronian or
Vespasianic period may be deduced from this evidence.
The die was broken and modified no later than in the early Flavian period,
since the museum at Rabat contains a Drag. 24/25 on which the text
<M>AI\ON<I> may be seen2. This version is also known from the wrecked
ship Culip IV3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-80.
Marinus
Relatively little is known about the activities of Marinus. The only stamp
which is found with some regularity is the example with the text
MAMNVS.PE. which occurs almost exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29, and
may be dated shortly after the middle of the 1st century. Most other stamps
with the name Marinus seem to be from approximately the same period.
The stamp with the text MARINI discussed under number M26 is consider-
ably later, however, and could therefore belong to a later namesake, al-
though it cannot be ruled out that Marinus worked from c. A.D. 45-110. The
stamps from Corbridge, Priedberg and Rottweil recorded by Oswald, which
could fill the gap between the stamp MARINI and the earlier examples,
should probably be attributed to potters from Central and East GauF.
1. Oswald 1931, 187. For the stamp MARINVS.F from Rottweil see
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 246; cf. Forrer 1911, Taf. XVI 38a, from
Heiligenberg.
M25 MARINVS.FE
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2755a + VP3076 (pl. 39, e; Mees 1995, Taf.
216, 2); VF*605 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 52 B);
VF*605a; VF*606a.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. The only
exception up to now is a Drag. 24, which suggests that the stamp is pre-
Plavian. This hypothesis is confirmed by the presence of identical im-
pressions in Colchester Pottery Shop II' and in period 3 at Valkenburg2. The
decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp indicate a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century3.
Among the decoration on the bowl numbered VF2755a + VF3076 from
Vechten, faint remnants of a hand-written mould signature are still visible
(fig. 8.4). The remaining letters VR may probably be completed as
MVRANI". Other bowls of Marinus could also have been made in bowls of
Mun-anus5, whose decorative schemes are mainly Neronian as well. La
Graufesenque [I]6, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 10.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 253.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 52 A and C; Hermet 1934, pl. 118, 20 (from Moulins
or its vicinity); Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 57, 9; Knorr 1952, Taf. 39
B; Hull 1958, 199, fig. 100, 2; Gourvest 1967, 26 f., fig. I; Bird/Marsh
1978, 265, fig. 116, 112.
4. Mees 1995, 88, Taf. 148-154 and 155, 1-2.
5. Compare, for example, the upper frieze in Hermet 1934, pl. 118, 20
with that in Mees 1995, Taf. 148, 3 and Taf. 150, 2, and the many
feathered leaves in Knorr 1952, Taf. 39 B, and Mees 1995, Taf. 149,
4;150,9;152, 1; 153, 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and II, and 154, 3.
6. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 111, 93, possibly identical.
M26 MARINI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*604a.
PUG: 1541.
RMO: VF*604.
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2.
3.
Oswald 1931, 188 and 402.
Marichal 1988, no. 14.
Walters 1908, 191, M191, a Drag. 17 with a "ring of hatched pattern";
apart from this vessel, Oswald (1931, 188) included a Drag. 17 from
Colchester.
Fig. 8.4 Detail of a Drag. 29 of Marinus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature VR under the moulded
decoration. Scale 2:1.
This stamp is also known from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from
the Saalburg. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten and of an example
from La Graufesenque' suggest a late date, around the end of the 1st ceh-
tury. In view of the difference between the date of this stamp and that of the
other stamps of Marinus, the possibility of two homonyms hould be taken
into account. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Probably found among the waste around the kiln which was in use in
the period 80-120/130; cf. Vemhet 1981, 34.
M27 MARmi
Drag. 27g RMO:
The site list for this stamp includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen' and period I at Zwammerdam2, so it should
probably be dated to the pre-Flavian period. Its occurrence on cups of Drag.
24/25 (cf. fig. 6.59, k) supports this assumption. The profiles of the vessels
from Vechten indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 45-70.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 107, fig. 19, 176.
2. Haalebos 1977, 108. 158a.
Marsus
M28 [MA]RSI
R-dish RMO: VF* 1489.
The earliest contexts in which examples of this stamp have been found are
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and Camulodunum. From the
latter site, four impressions or more are known, at least one of which, on a
Drag. 16R, is from before the rebellion in A.D. 61'. The shape of the rou-
letted dish from Vechten warrants the assumption that the die was still in use
under Vespasian. This hypothesis is supported by the profiles of cups of
Drag. 27 and 27g with this stamp from La Graufesenque, and of a Drag. 18
from Cotta2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XL, S9B (profile) and pl. XLIII 125 (stamp);
Dickinson 1985a, microfiche 1:A14, 53; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche
2:E3, 22; Millett 1987, 114.
2. Laubenheimer 1979, 186, fig. 8, 113 (stamp), and 200, fig. 26, 113
(profile).
M29 MARS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*607; VF*607a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The presence of
identical impressions in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and in
periods la and 2 at Valkenburg' indicates a Claudio-Neronian date. The
same holds for the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 254-255.
M30 MARS
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
Parallels for this stamp are known from the Posse de Gallicamis at La
Graufesenque and from period la at Valkenburg'. Like the very similar
stamp discussed under number M29, it probably dates from the Claudio-
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 256.
Marsus does not seem to have been a very productive potter. His best-
known stamps are MARSVS.PECI, MARSSI.MA and the examples listed
below. The first stamp is known from the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, among other places, and the second from Nijmegen-west. I
may be deduced from this evidence that Marsus worked at least under Nero
and Vespasian, as also Oswald assumed'. Therefore, he could be identical to
the Marso who is recorded in a docket of the same period from La
Graufesenque2. However, the profiles of some of his products suggest that
Marsus was already active in the Claudian period. If he really made dishes
of Drag. 17 or 17R, as some sources record3, he must even have been pro-
ducing sigillata under Tiberius.
Martialis
Martialis is one of the manufacturers who worked not only at La
Graufesenque, but also at Le Rozier'. The earliest contexts to yield vessels
with his name are the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
Camulodunum2, Gloucester-Kingsholm3 and the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique". On the basis of this evidence, Martialis may be assumed to
have started producing sigillata round the middle of the 1st century. The
site list for his products includes only a few sites which were first occupied
after A.D. 70, such as Caerleon and the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen, so he probably stopped working in the pre-Flavian
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period. Therefore, the products of Martialis found at Banassac are unlikely
to have been made on site5.
Martialis produced not only plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29, but also
moulds for bowls of Drag. 29, beakers of Drag. 30 and flasks of Hermet 15°.
The decorative schemes of these vessels are very similar to those of the
moulds of Masclinus and Masculus, and may be dated to the Neronian and
early Flavian periods.
1. La Graufesenque: Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 95. Le Rozier: Peyre 1971,
75, 18; Thuault 1978, 25, 30; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 126.
3. Wild 1985a, 57, S6.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 48-49.
5. Peyre 1975, 45 f., from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7)and
a further unspecified private collection; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig.
10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
6. Mees 1995, 82 f., Taf. 102, 2, and 103.
M31 MARTIA[LISFE]
Drag. 29 RMO: fl940/5.234.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. The only
known exception thus far is a Drag. 37 with spout and handles from
Ruscino, which curiously enough, is ostensibly stamped in the base', like a
Drag. 29.
Since the stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet, and no dec-
orative remains of any significance have been published2, the date is based
solely on the shape of the bowl from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Fiches/Genty 1980, 299, 351.
2. Bemont 1976, pl. la.
Masclinus
Generally, only stamps which read at least MASCLIN are attributed to
Masclinus; stamps in which the name is abbreviated further are usually
classed under Masculus. The same criterion is applied to the interpretation
of mould signatures. However, since it is not certain that Masclinus always
wrote his name more or less fully, the representation of his activities out-
lined here is not necessarily correct.
Plainware vessels with stamps of Masclinus are relatively rare. The site list
only includes Flavian settlements. The only context which, in principle,
may indicate pre-Flavian activity is the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen. However, the rouletted ish found there should be dated to the
last quarter of the 1st century on the basis of its profile (fig. 6.38, c). To
judge by the plain ware of Masclinus, his activities may be dated to the
period c. A.D. 70-100. At La Graufesenque, his name was found in a
docket on a rouletted ish of Calvus from approximately the same period'.
However, some of the moulds for beakers of Drag. 30 signed with the name
of Masclinus are a little earlier, from around A.D. 60-752. Besides Rottweil,
the site record for vessels made in these moulds includes Gloucester-
Kingsholm and the Erdlager at Hofheim. The similarity of Masclinus's
moulds to some decorative schemes of Masculus i is also indicative of a
Neronian starting date for his activities.
Masclinus is connected to Masculus i not only through is moulds. At La
Graufesenque, a dish was found with the stamp MSCLINI discussed under
number M34, which bears a graf&to reading MASCLVFS1 on the external
base outside the footring3. The name was applied before firing, and sug-
gests that Masclinus worked for Masculus i. Since the latter produced sigil-
lata as early as c. A.D. 40, Masclinus may have been his son. It is not im-
possible that Masclinus continued his father's business in his own name.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 94; cf. catalogue no. C13.
2. Mees 1995, 83 f. and Taf. 104.
3. See p. 42 for the probable meaning of these graffiti.
M32 MARTIALIS.W. M33 OFMASCUN
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VF2398b + VF*611e (fig. 6.36, d).
R-dish RMO: VF2207; VF*610; VF*610a.
PUG: 1454.
There is no doubt that this stamp should be read as MARTIALIS.VA.
rather than as MARTIALIS.MA, as has been regularly alleged'. The com-
bination of the letters VA after a name also occurs in stamps of Ardacus,
Capito, Licinus and Lucceius2, and may stand for vascularius.
The site list for this stamp includes the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque, the legionary fortress at Lincoln3 and the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique4. The rouletted dishes from Vechten generally ap-
pear to have been made with care, and are probably of the Neronian period.
Only the example numbered VF* 610 has a very coarsely rouletted circle in
the base, which is not bounded by grooves as in the other dishes, and could
therefore be slightly later. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that in
the impression on this dish, there is far less space between the letters and
the frame than in the example illustrated; the die was obviously rather worn
when this vessel was stamped. With a diameter of 307 mm, the Drag.
15/17R is one of the largest rouletted dishes found at Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 189 and 402.
2. Ardacus: catalogue no. A92; Capita: catalogue no. C62; Licinus: Knorr
1919, Taf. 47 F; Lucceius: Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 21.
3. Hartley 1981, 240.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 48.
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF2218a;VF*621a.
Drag. 18R RMO: VP*490; VF*621.
R-dish RMO: VF2218; VF*726.
PUG: 1526.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, such as Caerleon,
Carlisle, Chester, Dormagen', the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west, the Saalburg2 and Straubing3. The profiles of the
vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp is no earlier than the last quar-
ter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 22.
2. ORL A3, 177, 80 and Taf. 17, 79.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 232.
M34 MSCLINI
Dish RMO: VF*624.
There is little evidence for the date of this stamp. The presence of an ident-
ical impression at Chester and the shape of the dish from Vechten suggest a
Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
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Masculus i
There is every evidence that wo potters named Masculus were active at La
Graufesenque. Oswald also attributed the stamps which have been classed
under Masculus i and ii in this catalogue to two different manufacturers, but
he used a wrong criterion. Stamps with a legible L were classed under
Masc(u)lus, who ostensibly worked uring the Claudio-Vespasianic period',
and stamps with an I instead of an L under Masc(u)us, who supposedly work-
ed under Domitian2. Since both Masculi used dies with unclear Ls, early as
well as late vessels are listed under Masc(u)lus in Oswald's catalogue3.
The earliest of the two Masculi must have started producing sigillata under
Tiberius, since one of his stamps was found in the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque. Most products of Masculus i date from the pre-Flavian
period. Only two of his stamps may possibly be dated after the year 70. The
example discussed under number M40 was found among the waste of the
large kiln which was fired at La Graufesenque in the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130, and which also contained many stamps that have been attributed
to Masculus ii here. This might be considered an argument against he div-
ision of Masculus i and ii.
In view of the date of the activities of Masculus i. the numerous moulds
signed MASCLVS or MASCLVS.F must have been made by him as well4.
The decorative schemes of these vessels, the majority of which served to
produce beakers of Drag. 30, date from the period c. A.D. 50-70. The latest
context in which a vessel from one of these moulds has been found is the
Steinkastell at Hofheim.
It is plausible that Masculus i is also responsible for the moulds for bowls
of Drag. 29 signed MASCLP, although it should be noted that the decor-
ative schemes have some elements in common with those of moulds signed
by Masclinus. However, the latter are probably slightly later than the ves-
sels signed MASCLI. Masculus i is otherwise connected with Masclinus
through a dish from La Graufesenque with the stamp MSCLINI, whose
external base was inscribed with the graffito MASCLV[S] before firing".
This probably warrants the deduction that Masclinus worked for Masculus
i for some time. It is quite likely that he was the latter's on, and that he con-
tinued his father's business in his own name in the Flavian period.
Finally, Masculus i is probably also the potter listed as MASCLOS in a
docket found at La Graufesenque7. Since this document dates from the time
of Nero or Vespasian, it is earlier than the large majority of the products of
Masculus ii.
1. Oswald 1931, 192 f. and 403.
2. Oswald 1931, 193 and 403.
3. The stamps from Newstead and Niederberg recorded by Oswald
(1931, 192) obviously cannot be reconciled with the "early Vespasian"
end date suggested by him.
4. Mees 1995, 84 f. and Taf. 105-115.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 1 14-115; cf. catalogue no. M35.
6. See p. 42 for the meaning of these graffiti.
7. Marichal 1988, no. 9.
M35 [OFJMASCLI
Drag. 29 PUG: 1098.
This is a relatively rare stamp, which has only been found on dishes of
Drag. 18R and bowls of Drag. 29. On several vessels of the latter type, an
impression of the hand-written mould signature MASCLI is visible among
the decoration'. The decorative schemes of these vessels and of other
moulds with the same signature2 may be dated to shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 114, 2 and 9-10, and 115, 1-2.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 114, 1 and 3-8, and 115, 3.
M36 OFMASC[L]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2210.
So far, this stamp has not been found in a dated context, but it occurs on
cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, among other forms, so it is probably pre-
Flavian. The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a date in the Claudian
or Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
M37 OFMASO
Drag. 27g RMO: n; no no.
This stamp is usually read as OFMAIO or OFMASO', but its similarity to
the stamp discussed under number M38 is striking enough to assume that
this is also a stamp of Masculus. The text may probably be interpreted as
OFMASCL, although the final letters are very unclear.
The site list for this stamp includes the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at Colchester2
and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 179 (Maio of South Gaul, who probably did not exist),
193 and 403 (Maso of Heiligenberg and Ittenweiler, who has nothing
to do with this stamp).
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 21-22.
3. Stuart 1976, 107, fig. 19, 180.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 101.
M38 OFMASCI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMQ:
VF2215; VF*616a.
VF*617; VF*617a.
The last letter of this stamp always looks like an I, but it may at one time
have been an L. The stamp occurs on forms including Ritt. 8 and Drag.
24/25, and is known from contexts like the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Grau-
fesenque, Camulodunum' and Colchester Pottery Shop F. La Graufesenque
[I]3, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 128.
2. Hull 1958, 154, fig. 76, 8.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 98b.
M39 MASCLVS[.FE]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1530 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 52 A).
This stamp seems only to occur on bowls of Drag. 29. The only dated con-
text in which an impression has been found is the fort at Zurzach', where
occupation supposedly ended inA.D. 45. The decorative schemes of bowls
with this stamp from Asciburgium2 and Oberwinterthur3 should also be
dated to the first half of the 1st century. However, the shape of the bowl
from Vechten suggests that he die was still in use in the fifties. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Roth-Rubi 1992, 521, Abb. 3, 79.1.
2. Vanderhoeven 1975b, 23, Taf. 10, 74; cf. BechertWanderhoeven 1988,
62, 203-204.
3. Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 32, 355.
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period. Therefore, the products of Martialis found at Banassac are unlikely
to have been made on site5.
Martialis produced not only plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29, but also
moulds for bowls of Drag. 29, beakers of Drag. 30 and flasks of Hermet 15°.
The decorative schemes of these vessels are very similar to those of the
moulds of Masclinus and Masculus, and may be dated to the Neronian and
early Flavian periods.
1. La Graufesenque: Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 95. Le Rozier: Peyre 1971,
75, 18; Thuault 1978, 25, 30; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 126.
3. Wild 1985a, 57, S6.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 48-49.
5. Peyre 1975, 45 f., from the Roqueplo collection (cf. p. 27, note 7)and
a further unspecified private collection; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig.
10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
6. Mees 1995, 82 f., Taf. 102, 2, and 103.
M31 MARTIA[LISFE]
Drag. 29 RMO: fl940/5.234.
This stamp occurs almost exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. The only
known exception thus far is a Drag. 37 with spout and handles from
Ruscino, which curiously enough, is ostensibly stamped in the base', like a
Drag. 29.
Since the stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet, and no dec-
orative remains of any significance have been published2, the date is based
solely on the shape of the bowl from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Fiches/Genty 1980, 299, 351.
2. Bemont 1976, pl. la.
Masclinus
Generally, only stamps which read at least MASCLIN are attributed to
Masclinus; stamps in which the name is abbreviated further are usually
classed under Masculus. The same criterion is applied to the interpretation
of mould signatures. However, since it is not certain that Masclinus always
wrote his name more or less fully, the representation of his activities out-
lined here is not necessarily correct.
Plainware vessels with stamps of Masclinus are relatively rare. The site list
only includes Flavian settlements. The only context which, in principle,
may indicate pre-Flavian activity is the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen. However, the rouletted ish found there should be dated to the
last quarter of the 1st century on the basis of its profile (fig. 6.38, c). To
judge by the plain ware of Masclinus, his activities may be dated to the
period c. A.D. 70-100. At La Graufesenque, his name was found in a
docket on a rouletted ish of Calvus from approximately the same period'.
However, some of the moulds for beakers of Drag. 30 signed with the name
of Masclinus are a little earlier, from around A.D. 60-752. Besides Rottweil,
the site record for vessels made in these moulds includes Gloucester-
Kingsholm and the Erdlager at Hofheim. The similarity of Masclinus's
moulds to some decorative schemes of Masculus i is also indicative of a
Neronian starting date for his activities.
Masclinus is connected to Masculus i not only through is moulds. At La
Graufesenque, a dish was found with the stamp MSCLINI discussed under
number M34, which bears a graf&to reading MASCLVFS1 on the external
base outside the footring3. The name was applied before firing, and sug-
gests that Masclinus worked for Masculus i. Since the latter produced sigil-
lata as early as c. A.D. 40, Masclinus may have been his son. It is not im-
possible that Masclinus continued his father's business in his own name.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 94; cf. catalogue no. C13.
2. Mees 1995, 83 f. and Taf. 104.
3. See p. 42 for the probable meaning of these graffiti.
M32 MARTIALIS.W. M33 OFMASCUN
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VF2398b + VF*611e (fig. 6.36, d).
R-dish RMO: VF2207; VF*610; VF*610a.
PUG: 1454.
There is no doubt that this stamp should be read as MARTIALIS.VA.
rather than as MARTIALIS.MA, as has been regularly alleged'. The com-
bination of the letters VA after a name also occurs in stamps of Ardacus,
Capito, Licinus and Lucceius2, and may stand for vascularius.
The site list for this stamp includes the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque, the legionary fortress at Lincoln3 and the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique4. The rouletted dishes from Vechten generally ap-
pear to have been made with care, and are probably of the Neronian period.
Only the example numbered VF* 610 has a very coarsely rouletted circle in
the base, which is not bounded by grooves as in the other dishes, and could
therefore be slightly later. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that in
the impression on this dish, there is far less space between the letters and
the frame than in the example illustrated; the die was obviously rather worn
when this vessel was stamped. With a diameter of 307 mm, the Drag.
15/17R is one of the largest rouletted dishes found at Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 189 and 402.
2. Ardacus: catalogue no. A92; Capita: catalogue no. C62; Licinus: Knorr
1919, Taf. 47 F; Lucceius: Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E3, 21.
3. Hartley 1981, 240.
4. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 48.
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF2218a;VF*621a.
Drag. 18R RMO: VP*490; VF*621.
R-dish RMO: VF2218; VF*726.
PUG: 1526.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, such as Caerleon,
Carlisle, Chester, Dormagen', the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west, the Saalburg2 and Straubing3. The profiles of the
vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp is no earlier than the last quar-
ter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 22.
2. ORL A3, 177, 80 and Taf. 17, 79.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 232.
M34 MSCLINI
Dish RMO: VF*624.
There is little evidence for the date of this stamp. The presence of an ident-
ical impression at Chester and the shape of the dish from Vechten suggest a
Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
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Masculus i
There is every evidence that wo potters named Masculus were active at La
Graufesenque. Oswald also attributed the stamps which have been classed
under Masculus i and ii in this catalogue to two different manufacturers, but
he used a wrong criterion. Stamps with a legible L were classed under
Masc(u)lus, who ostensibly worked uring the Claudio-Vespasianic period',
and stamps with an I instead of an L under Masc(u)us, who supposedly work-
ed under Domitian2. Since both Masculi used dies with unclear Ls, early as
well as late vessels are listed under Masc(u)lus in Oswald's catalogue3.
The earliest of the two Masculi must have started producing sigillata under
Tiberius, since one of his stamps was found in the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque. Most products of Masculus i date from the pre-Flavian
period. Only two of his stamps may possibly be dated after the year 70. The
example discussed under number M40 was found among the waste of the
large kiln which was fired at La Graufesenque in the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130, and which also contained many stamps that have been attributed
to Masculus ii here. This might be considered an argument against he div-
ision of Masculus i and ii.
In view of the date of the activities of Masculus i. the numerous moulds
signed MASCLVS or MASCLVS.F must have been made by him as well4.
The decorative schemes of these vessels, the majority of which served to
produce beakers of Drag. 30, date from the period c. A.D. 50-70. The latest
context in which a vessel from one of these moulds has been found is the
Steinkastell at Hofheim.
It is plausible that Masculus i is also responsible for the moulds for bowls
of Drag. 29 signed MASCLP, although it should be noted that the decor-
ative schemes have some elements in common with those of moulds signed
by Masclinus. However, the latter are probably slightly later than the ves-
sels signed MASCLI. Masculus i is otherwise connected with Masclinus
through a dish from La Graufesenque with the stamp MSCLINI, whose
external base was inscribed with the graffito MASCLV[S] before firing".
This probably warrants the deduction that Masclinus worked for Masculus
i for some time. It is quite likely that he was the latter's on, and that he con-
tinued his father's business in his own name in the Flavian period.
Finally, Masculus i is probably also the potter listed as MASCLOS in a
docket found at La Graufesenque7. Since this document dates from the time
of Nero or Vespasian, it is earlier than the large majority of the products of
Masculus ii.
1. Oswald 1931, 192 f. and 403.
2. Oswald 1931, 193 and 403.
3. The stamps from Newstead and Niederberg recorded by Oswald
(1931, 192) obviously cannot be reconciled with the "early Vespasian"
end date suggested by him.
4. Mees 1995, 84 f. and Taf. 105-115.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 1 14-115; cf. catalogue no. M35.
6. See p. 42 for the meaning of these graffiti.
7. Marichal 1988, no. 9.
M35 [OFJMASCLI
Drag. 29 PUG: 1098.
This is a relatively rare stamp, which has only been found on dishes of
Drag. 18R and bowls of Drag. 29. On several vessels of the latter type, an
impression of the hand-written mould signature MASCLI is visible among
the decoration'. The decorative schemes of these vessels and of other
moulds with the same signature2 may be dated to shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 114, 2 and 9-10, and 115, 1-2.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 114, 1 and 3-8, and 115, 3.
M36 OFMASC[L]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2210.
So far, this stamp has not been found in a dated context, but it occurs on
cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, among other forms, so it is probably pre-
Flavian. The shape of the dish from Vechten indicates a date in the Claudian
or Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
M37 OFMASO
Drag. 27g RMO: n; no no.
This stamp is usually read as OFMAIO or OFMASO', but its similarity to
the stamp discussed under number M38 is striking enough to assume that
this is also a stamp of Masculus. The text may probably be interpreted as
OFMASCL, although the final letters are very unclear.
The site list for this stamp includes the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 at Colchester2
and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Oswald 1931, 179 (Maio of South Gaul, who probably did not exist),
193 and 403 (Maso of Heiligenberg and Ittenweiler, who has nothing
to do with this stamp).
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 21-22.
3. Stuart 1976, 107, fig. 19, 180.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 101.
M38 OFMASCI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMQ:
VF2215; VF*616a.
VF*617; VF*617a.
The last letter of this stamp always looks like an I, but it may at one time
have been an L. The stamp occurs on forms including Ritt. 8 and Drag.
24/25, and is known from contexts like the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Grau-
fesenque, Camulodunum' and Colchester Pottery Shop F. La Graufesenque
[I]3, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 128.
2. Hull 1958, 154, fig. 76, 8.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 98b.
M39 MASCLVS[.FE]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1530 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 52 A).
This stamp seems only to occur on bowls of Drag. 29. The only dated con-
text in which an impression has been found is the fort at Zurzach', where
occupation supposedly ended inA.D. 45. The decorative schemes of bowls
with this stamp from Asciburgium2 and Oberwinterthur3 should also be
dated to the first half of the 1st century. However, the shape of the bowl
from Vechten suggests that he die was still in use in the fifties. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Roth-Rubi 1992, 521, Abb. 3, 79.1.
2. Vanderhoeven 1975b, 23, Taf. 10, 74; cf. BechertWanderhoeven 1988,
62, 203-204.
3. Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 32, 355.
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M40 MASCVLVS
Drag.18 RMO: VF2211;VI
The presence of identical impressions in period 1B at Pishboume' and in the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur2 suggests that the die with which these im-
pressions were made was in use during the pre-Flavian period. On the other
hand, examples were found among the waste of the large kiln of c. A.D. 80-
120/130 at La Graufesenque3, and at Caerleon, Chester and the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Dannell 1971, 310, 64.
2. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
3. Vemhetl981,34, fig.8, 3.
M41 MASCLVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2219.
Drag. 17aR RMO: VF*622 (fig. 6.37, f).
Cup RMO: fl940/5.26.
The occurrence of an impression on a dish of Drag. 17aR suggests that his
is an early stamp. The discovery of a parallel in a grave of c. A.D. 40 at
Bregenz is a further indication of this'. The stamp is also known from the
Erdlager at Hofheim2, among other places. A vessel found at York was prob-
ably in use for an exceptionally ong time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-
65.
1. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Bilicatus, Regenus and
Scottius.
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 282.
M42 MASCVL<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1645.
This is an impression of a damaged die which originally read MASCVLI.
Neither the original version, nor the damaged one has been found in a dated
context, but the shape of the cup from Vechten argues a date in the period
of Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
M43 MASCLI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VP2217; VF*619.
This stamp, which also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, was found in the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, among other places. To judge by their pro-
files, the dishes from Vechten probably date from the times of Nero and
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
M44 MASCLI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*577.
The only other known examples of this stamp have been discovered at La
Graufesenque and Trier or its vicinity, also on cups of Drag. 24/25. Because
of its shape, the vessel from Vechten probably dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
M45 MASCL
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*618.
Since no examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context, its date
must be deduced from the forms it was applied to, which include Ritt. 5 and
Drag. 24/25. If the profile of the small, thin-walled cup from Vechten is
taken into account, a date around the time of Claudius is most likely. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
M46 MASCL
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1529.
Only a handful of examples of this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 5 and
8 and Drag. 24/25. None of the recorded vessels stem from a dated context.
The cup from Vechten is small and thin-walled, as is an example from
Ruscino', and may probably be dated to the Claudian or Neronian period.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Piches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 4, 225, and 282, fig. 7, 16 (Ritt. 8, not
Drag. 24/25).
Masculus i - Balbus
M47 MASCLI.BAL BVS
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2212.
RMO: VF*620.
RMO: Vel924/G.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die with which
these impressions were made, contrary to what Oswald assumed', may well
have already been in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions
are also known from Gloucester and the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2. The
profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp was in use in the
times of Nero and Vespasian.
The Balbus mentioned in this stamp, therefore, is probably not identical to
the Balbus known from other stamps, since the latter was already active as
an independent potter under Tiberius. The Masculus recorded here may
probably be equated to Masculus i, since Masculus ii did not start pro-
ducing sigillata until the Flavian period. Moreover, the letters of the stamp
discussed here, as far as their shapes are concerned, are somewhat similar
to those in some stamps ofMasculus i. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 193 and 403; all the stamps recorded there are from the
same die as the impressions from Vechten.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 28.
Masculus ii
The stamps listed below are considerably later than the examples classed
under Masculus i. It is plausible, therefore, that they belong to a later name-
sake. The stamps of Masculus ii were discovered in large numbers among
the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use in the years
A.D. 80-120/130. Also found among this waste were impressions from a die
ah-eady in use under Nero, which have been attributed to Masculus i here'.
This could be considered an argument in favour of combining the products
of Masculus i and ii. For the time being, however, the differences between
the two groups are more numerous than the similarities.
Since the waste deposit near the large kiln also yielded stamps reading
OFLTRMAS and OFTR. MASCV2, Masculus ii may perhaps be assumed at
some stage to have received Roman citizenship from a certain L. Tr-. The
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best-known gentilicium starting with Tr- is Trebius3, so Masculus ii may
have been called L. Trebius Masculus.
To judge by the site list for his wares, Masculus ii started producing sigil-
lata in the Flavian period, perhaps no earlier than A.D. 80. The profiles of
several of his products suggest that he did not stop working until the early
years of the 2nd century. For the time being, therefore, it cannot be ruled out
that he eventually moved his workshop to Banassac4.
Like Masculus i, Masculus ii also made moulds, for bowls of Drag. 37s.
Vessels from these moulds, which were signed OPMASCVL, were found
among the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque and at Bad Cannstatt.
Their decorative schemes may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Cf. catalogue no. M40.
2. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 1-2.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 293.
4. See also catalogue no. M49.
5. Mees 1995, 85 andTaf. 119-121.
M48 OFMASC[VL]
Dish RMO: VF*616.
For this stamp, only a handful of parallels have been found, among the
waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use in the period
c. A.D. 80-120/130', and at Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl2, among other places.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhetl981,34, fig. 8, 6.
2. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 54.
M49 OFMASCVL
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
ROB:
RMO:
'*623a; fl912/4.2.
Ve70/452.
VP*623.
A few good impressions from La Graufesenque clearly show that the last
letter of this stamp, which usually looks like an I, was originally an L. The
stamp was found at the production centre among the waste around the large
kiln that was fired around A.D. 80-120/130'. The site list also includes
Caerleon, Corbridge, Dormagen2, Nijmegen-west, the Saalburg3 and
Wilderspool. At Eben-Emael, two impressions were found in a tumulus
grave which also yielded a coin ofA.D. 90/914, and in the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, an example was unearthed from a waste
pit which also contained a stamp of the Central Gaulish potter Ovidius.
Whether the presence of two impressions at Banassac5 means that the die
was used there as well, is as yet uncertain. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 5.
2. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 23.
3. ORL A3, 176, 76 and Taf. 17, 75.
4. Roosens/Lux 1970, 15, fig. 10, 13 and 15, with stamps of Crispus and
Mercator.
5. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29, from the Ceres collection (cf. p. 27, note 7);
Morel 1938, 142 (probably adopted from the previous ource); Morel
1950-1954, 563 (idem); Peyre 1975, 46, excavated in 1952, so defi-
nitely found at Banassac, but not necessarily produced there.
M50 OFMASCL
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2214.
This stamp is otherwise known only from the waste around the large kiln at
La Graufesenque', which was in use in the period c. A.D. 80-120/130, and
from Carlisle and Niederberg2. The rouletted ish from Vechten is rather
deep and appears to be a late vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 15.
2. ORL B2a, 15, 16a.
M51 <OF>MASCL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2209.
This is an impression from a die which was modified twice. It was found in
all its three forms among the waste around the large kiln ofA.D. 80-120/130
at La Graufesenque'.
Originally, the die read OFMASCL. First the 0 and the left half of the F
broke off; impressions from this phase are known from the legionary for-
tress at Caerleon2, Nijmegen-west and Wilderspool, among other places.
Finally, the remainder of the F disappeared as well; representatives of this
form, apart from at Vechten and La Graufesenque, have been found only at
Chester and Wiesbaden. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 90-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 7-9.
2. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 77, 21.
M52 OFMASC.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2213: VF*596x + f 1909/10.2.
The dot inside the 0 which is visible on the impression illustrated here does
not occur in all examples. Both versions were found among the waste of the
large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was fired in the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130'. The stamp is also known from the Saalburg2, among other places.
The profiles of the dishes from Vechten also demonstrate that the stamp
should be dated to the late 1st, and perhaps even the early 2nd century. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 10-11.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 77.
3. Balsan 1970, 105, pl. Ill 5.
M53 OFMASC
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2216.
As well as occurring among the waste of the large kihi ofA.D. 80-120/130
at La Graufesenque', this stamp has also been found at Nijmegen-west and
York, among other places. It seems to occur only on cups of Drag. 27 and
33a, which by reason of their profiles may be dated to the times of Domitian
and Trajan. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 12.
M54 OFMAS
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*615; VF*615a.
VF*615b.
Numerous identical impressions were found among the waste of the large
kiln in use around A.D. 80-120/130 at La Graufesenque'. Since this also
contained ozens of stamps of Masculus ii, it is preferable to attribute this
stamp to him rather than to, for example, Ma(n)suetus. The site list also
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M40 MASCVLVS
Drag.18 RMO: VF2211;VI
The presence of identical impressions in period 1B at Pishboume' and in the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur2 suggests that the die with which these im-
pressions were made was in use during the pre-Flavian period. On the other
hand, examples were found among the waste of the large kiln of c. A.D. 80-
120/130 at La Graufesenque3, and at Caerleon, Chester and the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Dannell 1971, 310, 64.
2. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
3. Vemhetl981,34, fig.8, 3.
M41 MASCLVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2219.
Drag. 17aR RMO: VF*622 (fig. 6.37, f).
Cup RMO: fl940/5.26.
The occurrence of an impression on a dish of Drag. 17aR suggests that his
is an early stamp. The discovery of a parallel in a grave of c. A.D. 40 at
Bregenz is a further indication of this'. The stamp is also known from the
Erdlager at Hofheim2, among other places. A vessel found at York was prob-
ably in use for an exceptionally ong time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-
65.
1. Oxe 1936, 342, Abb. 2, with stamps of Bilicatus, Regenus and
Scottius.
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 282.
M42 MASCVL<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1645.
This is an impression of a damaged die which originally read MASCVLI.
Neither the original version, nor the damaged one has been found in a dated
context, but the shape of the cup from Vechten argues a date in the period
of Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
M43 MASCLI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VP2217; VF*619.
This stamp, which also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, was found in the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, among other places. To judge by their pro-
files, the dishes from Vechten probably date from the times of Nero and
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
M44 MASCLI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*577.
The only other known examples of this stamp have been discovered at La
Graufesenque and Trier or its vicinity, also on cups of Drag. 24/25. Because
of its shape, the vessel from Vechten probably dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
M45 MASCL
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*618.
Since no examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context, its date
must be deduced from the forms it was applied to, which include Ritt. 5 and
Drag. 24/25. If the profile of the small, thin-walled cup from Vechten is
taken into account, a date around the time of Claudius is most likely. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
M46 MASCL
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1529.
Only a handful of examples of this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 5 and
8 and Drag. 24/25. None of the recorded vessels stem from a dated context.
The cup from Vechten is small and thin-walled, as is an example from
Ruscino', and may probably be dated to the Claudian or Neronian period.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Piches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 4, 225, and 282, fig. 7, 16 (Ritt. 8, not
Drag. 24/25).
Masculus i - Balbus
M47 MASCLI.BAL BVS
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2212.
RMO: VF*620.
RMO: Vel924/G.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die with which
these impressions were made, contrary to what Oswald assumed', may well
have already been in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions
are also known from Gloucester and the Steinkastell at Heddemheim2. The
profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp was in use in the
times of Nero and Vespasian.
The Balbus mentioned in this stamp, therefore, is probably not identical to
the Balbus known from other stamps, since the latter was already active as
an independent potter under Tiberius. The Masculus recorded here may
probably be equated to Masculus i, since Masculus ii did not start pro-
ducing sigillata until the Flavian period. Moreover, the letters of the stamp
discussed here, as far as their shapes are concerned, are somewhat similar
to those in some stamps ofMasculus i. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 193 and 403; all the stamps recorded there are from the
same die as the impressions from Vechten.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 28.
Masculus ii
The stamps listed below are considerably later than the examples classed
under Masculus i. It is plausible, therefore, that they belong to a later name-
sake. The stamps of Masculus ii were discovered in large numbers among
the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use in the years
A.D. 80-120/130. Also found among this waste were impressions from a die
ah-eady in use under Nero, which have been attributed to Masculus i here'.
This could be considered an argument in favour of combining the products
of Masculus i and ii. For the time being, however, the differences between
the two groups are more numerous than the similarities.
Since the waste deposit near the large kiln also yielded stamps reading
OFLTRMAS and OFTR. MASCV2, Masculus ii may perhaps be assumed at
some stage to have received Roman citizenship from a certain L. Tr-. The
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best-known gentilicium starting with Tr- is Trebius3, so Masculus ii may
have been called L. Trebius Masculus.
To judge by the site list for his wares, Masculus ii started producing sigil-
lata in the Flavian period, perhaps no earlier than A.D. 80. The profiles of
several of his products suggest that he did not stop working until the early
years of the 2nd century. For the time being, therefore, it cannot be ruled out
that he eventually moved his workshop to Banassac4.
Like Masculus i, Masculus ii also made moulds, for bowls of Drag. 37s.
Vessels from these moulds, which were signed OPMASCVL, were found
among the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque and at Bad Cannstatt.
Their decorative schemes may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Cf. catalogue no. M40.
2. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 1-2.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 293.
4. See also catalogue no. M49.
5. Mees 1995, 85 andTaf. 119-121.
M48 OFMASC[VL]
Dish RMO: VF*616.
For this stamp, only a handful of parallels have been found, among the
waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use in the period
c. A.D. 80-120/130', and at Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl2, among other places.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhetl981,34, fig. 8, 6.
2. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 54.
M49 OFMASCVL
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
ROB:
RMO:
'*623a; fl912/4.2.
Ve70/452.
VP*623.
A few good impressions from La Graufesenque clearly show that the last
letter of this stamp, which usually looks like an I, was originally an L. The
stamp was found at the production centre among the waste around the large
kiln that was fired around A.D. 80-120/130'. The site list also includes
Caerleon, Corbridge, Dormagen2, Nijmegen-west, the Saalburg3 and
Wilderspool. At Eben-Emael, two impressions were found in a tumulus
grave which also yielded a coin ofA.D. 90/914, and in the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, an example was unearthed from a waste
pit which also contained a stamp of the Central Gaulish potter Ovidius.
Whether the presence of two impressions at Banassac5 means that the die
was used there as well, is as yet uncertain. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 5.
2. Muller 1979, Taf. 67, 23.
3. ORL A3, 176, 76 and Taf. 17, 75.
4. Roosens/Lux 1970, 15, fig. 10, 13 and 15, with stamps of Crispus and
Mercator.
5. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29, from the Ceres collection (cf. p. 27, note 7);
Morel 1938, 142 (probably adopted from the previous ource); Morel
1950-1954, 563 (idem); Peyre 1975, 46, excavated in 1952, so defi-
nitely found at Banassac, but not necessarily produced there.
M50 OFMASCL
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2214.
This stamp is otherwise known only from the waste around the large kiln at
La Graufesenque', which was in use in the period c. A.D. 80-120/130, and
from Carlisle and Niederberg2. The rouletted ish from Vechten is rather
deep and appears to be a late vessel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 15.
2. ORL B2a, 15, 16a.
M51 <OF>MASCL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2209.
This is an impression from a die which was modified twice. It was found in
all its three forms among the waste around the large kiln ofA.D. 80-120/130
at La Graufesenque'.
Originally, the die read OFMASCL. First the 0 and the left half of the F
broke off; impressions from this phase are known from the legionary for-
tress at Caerleon2, Nijmegen-west and Wilderspool, among other places.
Finally, the remainder of the F disappeared as well; representatives of this
form, apart from at Vechten and La Graufesenque, have been found only at
Chester and Wiesbaden. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 90-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 7-9.
2. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 77, 21.
M52 OFMASC.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2213: VF*596x + f 1909/10.2.
The dot inside the 0 which is visible on the impression illustrated here does
not occur in all examples. Both versions were found among the waste of the
large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was fired in the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130'. The stamp is also known from the Saalburg2, among other places.
The profiles of the dishes from Vechten also demonstrate that the stamp
should be dated to the late 1st, and perhaps even the early 2nd century. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 10-11.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 77.
3. Balsan 1970, 105, pl. Ill 5.
M53 OFMASC
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2216.
As well as occurring among the waste of the large kihi ofA.D. 80-120/130
at La Graufesenque', this stamp has also been found at Nijmegen-west and
York, among other places. It seems to occur only on cups of Drag. 27 and
33a, which by reason of their profiles may be dated to the times of Domitian
and Trajan. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 12.
M54 OFMAS
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*615; VF*615a.
VF*615b.
Numerous identical impressions were found among the waste of the large
kiln in use around A.D. 80-120/130 at La Graufesenque'. Since this also
contained ozens of stamps of Masculus ii, it is preferable to attribute this
stamp to him rather than to, for example, Ma(n)suetus. The site list also
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includes Bickenbach2, Caerleon, Friedberg and Heddemheim. To judge by
the profiles of the cups from Vechten, the stamp dates from before Trajan.
La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 13.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 66.
3. Hemiet 1934, pl. lll, 99a.
Matemus
The presence of stamps reading OFMATER and OFMATE at La
Graufesenque suggests that a potter by the name ofMatemus worked at this
kiln site. Oswald classed the stamps recorded here under Matemus of
Lezoux, since he did not know a manufacturer of this name from La
Graufesenque'. The site list for the stamps of this latter Matemus hows that
he was active around the end of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 194 f. and 404.
M55 OFMATE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2908; VF2909; VF*626.
PUG: Vel921/lb.
Dish RMO: VF*626a: fl940/5.27.
This stamp is known from numerous late Ist-century sites, including the
waste deposit around the large kiln of A.D. 80-120/130 at La
Graufesenque', Butzbach, Corbridge, Heldenbergen2, Ober-Florstadt3, Old
Penrith", the Saalburg and Wilderspool5. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten suggest hat he die with which they were marked could have been
in use until the early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. ORLB25, 18, Dl.
3. ORLB19, 14, 10.
4. Dickinson 1991b, 131, 174.
5. May 1904, 62; Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 19.
M56 OF.MAT.VGE
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VF2927; VF*629a.
VF2223; VF2271; VF*629c.
VF*629; VF*629b.
Although this is anything but a rare stamp, it may be dated only approxi-
mately. The best indication for its date is the presence of identical im-
pressions on cups of Drag. 24/25 and in the Erdlager at Hofheim'. Although
an impression has also been found in the fort at Zurzach, the Drag. 15/17
on which it occurs has a profile which precludes a date prior to the evacu-
ation of this fortification, if this really took place in A.D. 452. The profiles
of the dishes from Vechten suggest that vessels with this stamp were still in
use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 117
2. Roth-Rubi 1992, 520, Abb. 2, 92.
M57 OFMATV
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2222.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and
period I at Zwammerdam3. At Verulamium, an impression was found in an
early Neronian context". This evidence suggests that he die with which the
bowl from Vechten was marked was only used in the pre-Flavian period.
The decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp are in accordance with
such a date5. However, an impression is also known from the site of the
legionary fortress at Gloucester, which indicates that vessels with this stamp
were still marketed in the time ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 63.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 116.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 164.
4. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 31.
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. XVIII 7; Knorr 1919, Taf. 53; Knorr 1952, Taf. 38
A-B;Vanderhoeven 1976b, 27, Taf. 44, 325; Haalebos 1977, Taf. 32, 23.
Matugenus
The name Matugenus is known not only from Montans', but also from La
Graufesenque2. Since Matugenus is a relatively little-known cognomen3, the
same person could be concerned in both cases. However, the vessels from
Vechten were undoubtedly made at La Graufesenque, as is shown by the
distribution of the stamps applied to them.
The production of Matugenus may be dated mainly to the Neronian period.
The site record for his products includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. The profiles of
several of his vessels suggest that Matugenus was still active under
Vespasian. Thus far, no stamps with his name are known from Flavian finds
groups, however.
1. Oswald 1931, 196 f. and 404; Simpson 1976, 270, fig. 10, 42; Martin
1978, 248, fig. 6, M2, and 250, fig. 7, M3-4; Martin 1979a, 29, pl. 4,
16-17.
2. See, for example, Marichal 1988,no. 95.
3. Mocsyetal. 1983, 182; the sameistrueofthegentiliciumMatugenius.
MeQillus
M58 ME0ILLVS
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG:
VF1476 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 55 G); VF2225 (idem,
Taf. 55 C); VF2242; VF2243 (fig. 6.73, g and pl.
39, f); VF2244 (pl. 39, g); VF*479e (Knorr 1919,
Taf. 55 E); VF*636; VF*636a (idem, Taf. 55 H);
VF*636b; VF*636c; fl909/10.2; Vel920.7;
Vel920.18(pl.39, h).
2164 (Mees 1995, Taf. 123, 2).
The presence of an identical impression in period I at Verulamium', also on
a Drag. 29, demonstrates that the die with which these bowls were stamped
was already in use around A.D. 60. This conclusion is confirmed by the
decoration of a bowl from Mainz with this stamp2.
By far the greater number of parallels, however, are known from Flavian
contexts, such as Caerieon3, Cardiff, Rottweil5, Segontium6 and York. Apart
from three cups of Drag. 27, the stamp has been found only on bowls of
Drag. 29, with decorative schemes from the late Neronian to early Flavian
period7.
At least some of the moulds for Drag. 29 used by MeQillus were definitely
made by him8. Impressions of hand-written signatures ofMe@illus, inscribed
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M59 MELAINIMA
Fig. 8.5 Detail of a Drag. 29 ofMeddillus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature M under the moulded ecoration.
Scale 2:
Drag. 29 RMO: ^ (Knorr 1919, Taf. 55); VF24 (70); fl 975/4.1.
This is the best-known stamp of Melainus, who obviously produced only a
limited quantity of sigillata. It was found exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29,
with Claudio-Neronian decorative schemes'. Two bowls with this stamp
were made in moulds which were also used by Albus and Macer2. The only
dated context to yield an identical impression is the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 45-70.
Hermet 1934, pl. 64, 21, and 106, 13 and 15; Fiches et al. 1978, 195,
fig. 6, 15.
2.^ According to Hermet (1923, 162) as many as four pairs of bowls of
Albus and Melainus were found at La Graufesenque; only one of the
was ever illustrated (Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 13). For Macer and
Melainus see idem, pl. 106, 15.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191,fig.4, 51.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 102; cf. notes 1 and 3.
in the mould, are still visible among decoration of several bowls
this stamp. This is also the case with the bowl numbered 2164 from
Vechten, on which, in favourable lighting, an M is just legible (fig. 8.5).
MeOillus made not only moulds for Drag. 29, but also for vessels of Drag.
37.
The fact that the decorative schemes of the earliest bowls of Drag. 29 by
MeQillus have nothing in common with those of his own moulds demon-
strates that he initially used moulds made by others. To judge by its dec-
oration, a Drag. 29 from London may have been made in a mould of
Passienus'. Moreover, MeQillus also seems to have used a mould in which
a bowl of Vitalis ii was made", and which the former may not have made
himself.
Hardly any plain ware of MeOillus is known, although e is listed in a
docket from La Graufesenque as a supplier of parasidi, i.e. cups". La
Graufesenque [I]12, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Hartley 1972, 219, fig. 81, 2 (stamp), and 221, fig. 83, 7 (decoration);
cf. for the upper frieze a Drag. 29 by Vapuso at Neuss (Mary 1967, Taf.
6, 2 and 17).
2. Baatz 1962, Taf. 16, 25; cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 76 C (catalogue no. S109,
RMO VF*479d).
3. Nash-Williams 1932, 333, fig. 66, 47.
4. From a pit which also contained stamps of Rufinus ii and Severus
ii - Pudens.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 66-68.
6. Wheeler 1923, 150, 32-33.
7. Knorr 1919, Taf. 54 A and 55 B, D and J-L; Hermet 1934, pl. 108,6;
Knorrl952.Taf. 39C and 40.
8. Mees 1995, 85 and Taf. 122-123.
9. Knorr 1952, Taf. 40 C; Mees 1995, Taf. 157.
10. Hermet 1923, 163.
11. Marichal 1988, no. 27; cf. idem, no. 66.
12. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 100, possibly identical; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 5.
Melus
M60 MELVS.F[ECI]
Drag. 15/17R
R-dish
RMO: VF*641.
RMO: fl909/10.2.
The presence of identical impressions on bowls of Drag. 29 with a rou-
letted band between the two decorated zones' indicates that the die with
which these rouletted dishes were marked was ah-eady in use under
Tiberius. The shape of the Drag. 15/17R from Vechten suggests that the die
was definitely in use until the end of Claudius's reign, before the last two
letters broke off. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Von Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1, 1; Knorr 1952, Taf. 38 B. For ves-
sels without this characteristic see Knorr 1919, Taf. 56 B; Von
Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1, 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 38 A.
2. Cf. catalogue no. M60*.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 103.
M60* MELVS.FE<CI>
Drag. 29 . RMO: fl940/5.26 (pl. 39, i).
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read MELVS.FECI.
The reduced version only occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative
schemes indicative of a Neronian date'. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 56 A (for the upper frieze see idem, Taf. 20 F, and
Knorr 1952, Taf. 18 D, with stamps of Cams and Crestio, resp.; for the
lower frieze see Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 134, fig. 44,41, with a stamp
ofModestus); Fiches 1978, 54, fig. 8, 10.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 103a; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 1.
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includes Bickenbach2, Caerleon, Friedberg and Heddemheim. To judge by
the profiles of the cups from Vechten, the stamp dates from before Trajan.
La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 13.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 66.
3. Hemiet 1934, pl. lll, 99a.
Matemus
The presence of stamps reading OFMATER and OFMATE at La
Graufesenque suggests that a potter by the name ofMatemus worked at this
kiln site. Oswald classed the stamps recorded here under Matemus of
Lezoux, since he did not know a manufacturer of this name from La
Graufesenque'. The site list for the stamps of this latter Matemus hows that
he was active around the end of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 194 f. and 404.
M55 OFMATE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2908; VF2909; VF*626.
PUG: Vel921/lb.
Dish RMO: VF*626a: fl940/5.27.
This stamp is known from numerous late Ist-century sites, including the
waste deposit around the large kiln of A.D. 80-120/130 at La
Graufesenque', Butzbach, Corbridge, Heldenbergen2, Ober-Florstadt3, Old
Penrith", the Saalburg and Wilderspool5. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten suggest hat he die with which they were marked could have been
in use until the early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. ORLB25, 18, Dl.
3. ORLB19, 14, 10.
4. Dickinson 1991b, 131, 174.
5. May 1904, 62; Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 19.
M56 OF.MAT.VGE
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VF2927; VF*629a.
VF2223; VF2271; VF*629c.
VF*629; VF*629b.
Although this is anything but a rare stamp, it may be dated only approxi-
mately. The best indication for its date is the presence of identical im-
pressions on cups of Drag. 24/25 and in the Erdlager at Hofheim'. Although
an impression has also been found in the fort at Zurzach, the Drag. 15/17
on which it occurs has a profile which precludes a date prior to the evacu-
ation of this fortification, if this really took place in A.D. 452. The profiles
of the dishes from Vechten suggest that vessels with this stamp were still in
use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 117
2. Roth-Rubi 1992, 520, Abb. 2, 92.
M57 OFMATV
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2222.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and
period I at Zwammerdam3. At Verulamium, an impression was found in an
early Neronian context". This evidence suggests that he die with which the
bowl from Vechten was marked was only used in the pre-Flavian period.
The decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp are in accordance with
such a date5. However, an impression is also known from the site of the
legionary fortress at Gloucester, which indicates that vessels with this stamp
were still marketed in the time ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 63.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 116.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 164.
4. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 31.
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. XVIII 7; Knorr 1919, Taf. 53; Knorr 1952, Taf. 38
A-B;Vanderhoeven 1976b, 27, Taf. 44, 325; Haalebos 1977, Taf. 32, 23.
Matugenus
The name Matugenus is known not only from Montans', but also from La
Graufesenque2. Since Matugenus is a relatively little-known cognomen3, the
same person could be concerned in both cases. However, the vessels from
Vechten were undoubtedly made at La Graufesenque, as is shown by the
distribution of the stamps applied to them.
The production of Matugenus may be dated mainly to the Neronian period.
The site record for his products includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. The profiles of
several of his vessels suggest that Matugenus was still active under
Vespasian. Thus far, no stamps with his name are known from Flavian finds
groups, however.
1. Oswald 1931, 196 f. and 404; Simpson 1976, 270, fig. 10, 42; Martin
1978, 248, fig. 6, M2, and 250, fig. 7, M3-4; Martin 1979a, 29, pl. 4,
16-17.
2. See, for example, Marichal 1988,no. 95.
3. Mocsyetal. 1983, 182; the sameistrueofthegentiliciumMatugenius.
MeQillus
M58 ME0ILLVS
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG:
VF1476 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 55 G); VF2225 (idem,
Taf. 55 C); VF2242; VF2243 (fig. 6.73, g and pl.
39, f); VF2244 (pl. 39, g); VF*479e (Knorr 1919,
Taf. 55 E); VF*636; VF*636a (idem, Taf. 55 H);
VF*636b; VF*636c; fl909/10.2; Vel920.7;
Vel920.18(pl.39, h).
2164 (Mees 1995, Taf. 123, 2).
The presence of an identical impression in period I at Verulamium', also on
a Drag. 29, demonstrates that the die with which these bowls were stamped
was already in use around A.D. 60. This conclusion is confirmed by the
decoration of a bowl from Mainz with this stamp2.
By far the greater number of parallels, however, are known from Flavian
contexts, such as Caerieon3, Cardiff, Rottweil5, Segontium6 and York. Apart
from three cups of Drag. 27, the stamp has been found only on bowls of
Drag. 29, with decorative schemes from the late Neronian to early Flavian
period7.
At least some of the moulds for Drag. 29 used by MeQillus were definitely
made by him8. Impressions of hand-written signatures ofMe@illus, inscribed
8. 1 IDENTIFIED STAMPS 267
M59 MELAINIMA
Fig. 8.5 Detail of a Drag. 29 ofMeddillus found at Vechten, with an
impression of the signature M under the moulded ecoration.
Scale 2:
Drag. 29 RMO: ^ (Knorr 1919, Taf. 55); VF24 (70); fl 975/4.1.
This is the best-known stamp of Melainus, who obviously produced only a
limited quantity of sigillata. It was found exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29,
with Claudio-Neronian decorative schemes'. Two bowls with this stamp
were made in moulds which were also used by Albus and Macer2. The only
dated context to yield an identical impression is the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 45-70.
Hermet 1934, pl. 64, 21, and 106, 13 and 15; Fiches et al. 1978, 195,
fig. 6, 15.
2.^ According to Hermet (1923, 162) as many as four pairs of bowls of
Albus and Melainus were found at La Graufesenque; only one of the
was ever illustrated (Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 13). For Macer and
Melainus see idem, pl. 106, 15.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191,fig.4, 51.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 102; cf. notes 1 and 3.
in the mould, are still visible among decoration of several bowls
this stamp. This is also the case with the bowl numbered 2164 from
Vechten, on which, in favourable lighting, an M is just legible (fig. 8.5).
MeOillus made not only moulds for Drag. 29, but also for vessels of Drag.
37.
The fact that the decorative schemes of the earliest bowls of Drag. 29 by
MeQillus have nothing in common with those of his own moulds demon-
strates that he initially used moulds made by others. To judge by its dec-
oration, a Drag. 29 from London may have been made in a mould of
Passienus'. Moreover, MeQillus also seems to have used a mould in which
a bowl of Vitalis ii was made", and which the former may not have made
himself.
Hardly any plain ware of MeOillus is known, although e is listed in a
docket from La Graufesenque as a supplier of parasidi, i.e. cups". La
Graufesenque [I]12, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Hartley 1972, 219, fig. 81, 2 (stamp), and 221, fig. 83, 7 (decoration);
cf. for the upper frieze a Drag. 29 by Vapuso at Neuss (Mary 1967, Taf.
6, 2 and 17).
2. Baatz 1962, Taf. 16, 25; cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 76 C (catalogue no. S109,
RMO VF*479d).
3. Nash-Williams 1932, 333, fig. 66, 47.
4. From a pit which also contained stamps of Rufinus ii and Severus
ii - Pudens.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 66-68.
6. Wheeler 1923, 150, 32-33.
7. Knorr 1919, Taf. 54 A and 55 B, D and J-L; Hermet 1934, pl. 108,6;
Knorrl952.Taf. 39C and 40.
8. Mees 1995, 85 and Taf. 122-123.
9. Knorr 1952, Taf. 40 C; Mees 1995, Taf. 157.
10. Hermet 1923, 163.
11. Marichal 1988, no. 27; cf. idem, no. 66.
12. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 100, possibly identical; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 5.
Melus
M60 MELVS.F[ECI]
Drag. 15/17R
R-dish
RMO: VF*641.
RMO: fl909/10.2.
The presence of identical impressions on bowls of Drag. 29 with a rou-
letted band between the two decorated zones' indicates that the die with
which these rouletted dishes were marked was ah-eady in use under
Tiberius. The shape of the Drag. 15/17R from Vechten suggests that the die
was definitely in use until the end of Claudius's reign, before the last two
letters broke off. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Von Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1, 1; Knorr 1952, Taf. 38 B. For ves-
sels without this characteristic see Knorr 1919, Taf. 56 B; Von
Petrikovits 1937, 238, Abb. 1, 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 38 A.
2. Cf. catalogue no. M60*.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. Ill, 103.
M60* MELVS.FE<CI>
Drag. 29 . RMO: fl940/5.26 (pl. 39, i).
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read MELVS.FECI.
The reduced version only occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative
schemes indicative of a Neronian date'. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 56 A (for the upper frieze see idem, Taf. 20 F, and
Knorr 1952, Taf. 18 D, with stamps of Cams and Crestio, resp.; for the
lower frieze see Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 134, fig. 44,41, with a stamp
ofModestus); Fiches 1978, 54, fig. 8, 10.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 103a; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 1.
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Memor
According to Oswald, the activities of Memor may be dated to the Claudio-
Vespasianic period'. The starting date seems to have been prompted merely
by a stamp on a cup from Bavay which was incorrectly identified as a ves-
sel of Ritt. 82. The assumption that Memor was already active in the pre-
Flavian period is certainly correct, but there are no indications that he start-
ed producing sigillata before c. A.D. 60.
The end of Memor's activities hould also be dated considerably later than
Oswald suggested. To all appearances, his products were still being mar-
keted in the early 2nd century, as is demonstrated by burial gifts found at
Heddemheim and Nijmegen3. Although in principle, this evidence does not
rule out the possibility that Memor may have worked later at Banassac, the
arguments in favour of this hypothesis are as yet insufficient".
Memor made not only plainware vessels and bowls of Drag. 29, but also
moulds for bowls for Drag. 29 and 37s. The decorative schemes of these
vessels date from the Flavian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 201, 405 f. and 428.
2. Oswald 1931, 201, MMORM; see also catalogue no. M63*.
3. See catalogue no. M63*.
4. The two stamps from Banassac attributed to Memor by Peyre(1975,
46 f., from the Morel collection; cf. p. 27, note 7) are unclear, and
may have been misinterpreted.
5. Mees 1995, 85 f. and Taf. 124-127.
Dish
PUG: 14.
PUG: 1444.
M61 OFME
Drag.27g RMO: VF*631.
It is anything but certain that this is a stamp of Memor, but of the few pot-
ters from La Graufesenque whose names begin with Me-, Memor is the
most likely candidate in view of the date of this stamp. Another officina-
stamp is known for him, which reads OFMEM; it was found at Aislingen',
Camulodunum2, Gloucester-Kingsholm3, in the Erdlager at Hofheim" and in
period I at Zwammerdam5.
Of the stamp OFME discussed here, only two examples have been found up
to now, at Heerlen and in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. A very simi-
lar impression from period I at Zwammerdam" could also stem from the
same die. The profile of the cup from Vechten suggests a date under Nero
or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 65-66.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 129.
3. Wild 1985a, 57, S7.
4. RitterUng 1904, Taf. VIII 51, possibly from period 2 (Ritterling 1912,
243, note 292, and 246).
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 175.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 174.
M62 OFME
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*740x.
On the basis of the arguments listed under number M61, which also reads
OFME, this stamp may perhaps be attributed to Memor. No identical
impressions have been found thus far, so the date is based solely on the pro-
file of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
M63 MEMORISM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*645.
Impressions identical to the example illustrated here are relatively rare. The
site list includes Newstead', Rottweil2 and a Flavian grave at Winchester3.
The die which was used to stamp the impressions listed here was damaged
later on; the previously mentioned evidence demonstrates that it was prob-
ably still intact around A.D. 80. To judge by their profiles, the dishes from
Vechten cannot be much later. A Drag. 29 with this stamp from Ostia has
decoration suggestive of the early seventies4. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-85.
1. Curle 1911,238, 67.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 249.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 6, from grave II, with stamps of Frontinus,
Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus. and Vitalis ii.
4. Knorr 1930, 310, Abb. 1, 5.
M63* MEMORISM
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2338; VF2754; VF*643; VF*643a; VF*643b;
VF*643d; VF*643e; VF*643g; VF*644;
VF*1086/1; VF*1086/la; no no. (2 ex.);
fl909/10.2; Vel914.1; H940/5.193.
PUG: Vel921.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*643c.
PUG: 1947-413.
These impressions were made with a die which was damaged at both ends,
and which subsequently wore down gradually. To judge by the evidence for
the original version, the damage probably took place around A.D. 85. The
outer letters were halved, and at a later stage the E may have been damaged,
unless it became largely filled with clay, resulting in a text best rendered as
MMORM. This later version, also sometimes read as AMORISM', only
occurs on cups of Drag. 27, 27g and 332.
The site list for impressions of the modified text includes Bad Cannstatt3,
Corbridge, Holt4, the Saalburg5 and Stockstadt6. At Nijmegen-west, ex-
amples were found in graves of the late 1st or early 2nd century7. Finally, at
Heddemheim an impression turned up in a grave which also yielded stamps
of Martialis of Chemery-Faulquemont8. La Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. See for example Oswald 1931, 16, under Amor of South Gaul, who
did not actually exist.
2. Considering the time at which the die was damaged, the Ritt. 8 from
Bavay with the stamp MMORM recorded by Oswald (1931, 201) was
identified incorrectly.
3. ORLB59.Taf. IV 101.
4. Grimes 1930, 124, 25.
5. ORL A3, 178, 81-84.
6. ORLB33, Taf. XIX151.
7. One grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Crestio, Felicio and
L. Cosius Virilis, and the other, besides stamps of Celsus ii, C.
N- Celsus, Severus ii, Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius, a coin of Nerva
dated A.D. 97.
8. Wolffl911,45, Abb. 9, 21.
9. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 15.
M64 MEMO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2996: VF*642.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24, the die with which it was
made may be assumed to have already been in use in the pre-Flavian period.
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However, impressions have also been found at Chester and Nijmegen-west.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-80.
Mercator
Although, in a docket from La Graufesenque, the spelling Mercatoris
occurs amidst several names in the nominative1, this potter may be assumed
to have been named Mercator. In most stamps, however, the name is ab-
breviated to MERCATO, MERCA or MERC2.
The entire production of Mercator can probably be dated to after the year
70. He did make cups of Drag. 24/25, but they have rather coarse profiles3,
so they are not necessarily pre-Flavian. Since only few stamps of Mercator
have been unearthed in forts that were constructed in or after the nineties,
his activities probably did not continue into the 2nd century. He is unlikely,
therefore, to have worked at Banassac, as Oswald assumed4.
Apart from being a manufacturer of plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29,
Mercator was a successful mould-maker. Up to now, almost a hundred
bowls of Drag. 37 have been found which were made in moulds stamped by
him5. The decoration of a Drag. 29 from Besan9on or its vicinity", which
was made in the workshop of Mercator, is so similar to the decorative
schemes on these vessels that Mercator must have also produced moulds for
bowls of Drag. 29.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 97; cf. idem, 74: "nom. plutot que genitif.
2. For an exception see Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 128-129,
<ME>RCATOR.
3. Cf. Laubenheimer 1979, 199, fig. 25, 128-129. A Drag. 24/25 by
Mercator of La Graufesenque is also relatively coarsely shaped.
4. Oswald 1931, 202 aud 406.
5. Mees 1995, 86 and Taf. 128-137.
6. Tondre-Boillot 1985, pl. XLI 522.
M67 OF.MERC
Drag. 33(a?) RMO: VF*646.
The only known parallel for this stamp is an example from York. The shape
of the cup from Vechten suggests that it dates from the last decades of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
M68 OFMERC
Drag. 18 PUG: 1370.
The presence of identical impressions in the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen and at Heddernheim' suggests a Flavian date for this
stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 32.
M69 MERCATO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2251; VF2252; VF*649; VF*649b.
Dish RMO: VF*649a.
This stamp is known from several Flavian contexts, including Brecon,
Caerleon and Friedberg'; Moreover, an example was found in a tumulus
grave at Eben-Emael, which also contained an as of Domitian dated A.D.
90/91z. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, vessels with this
stamp were not made after this date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 34.
2. Roosens/Lux 1970, 14, fig. 9, 4, with stamps of Crispus and
Masculus ii. ,'
M65 OFMERC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2141;VI a;VF*649c;VF*1459.
According to Hartley, these impressions tem from a die that was made by
surmoulage from an impression which corresponds to examples found at
Corbridge, on the Saalburg and on the Salisberg (cf. p. 39). Stamps ident-
ical to those from Vechten are known from Brecon' and Stockstadt2, among
other places. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten do not support the
assumption that the die with which they were marked was still in use in the
2nd century, even though in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, an impression was found in a pit which also contained Central
GauUsh sigillata. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Wheeler 1926, 239, 14.
2. ORL A6, Taf. 4, 24.
M66 OFMERC
Drag.18 RMO: VF2246.
PUG: 1355.
The site list for this stamp includes Chester, Corbridge and Heddemheim,
so it must be from the end of the 1st century. This conclusion is supported
by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
M69* <ME>RCATO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*828.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read MERCATO. In
view of the evidence for the original version, impressions reading RCATO
should be dated after A.D. 90. The site record for this reduced version in-
eludes Castleford and Corbridge. The cup from Vechten is of the small var-
iety and so hard to date, but it is probably still from the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 90-100.
M70 MERCAT
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2270; VF*648: VF*648a: fl940/5.92.
This stamp is known from Chester, Heddemheim and the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen, among other places. Therefore, it probably dates from the last
decades of the 1st century. This assumption is supported by the profiles of
the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
M71 MERCA
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
PUG:
!4(35):Vel914.1.
Vel925/5.
The presence of examples at Heddemheim and York suggests that this
stamp may be dated after A.D. 70. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten
are indicative of a similar date. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
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Memor
According to Oswald, the activities of Memor may be dated to the Claudio-
Vespasianic period'. The starting date seems to have been prompted merely
by a stamp on a cup from Bavay which was incorrectly identified as a ves-
sel of Ritt. 82. The assumption that Memor was already active in the pre-
Flavian period is certainly correct, but there are no indications that he start-
ed producing sigillata before c. A.D. 60.
The end of Memor's activities hould also be dated considerably later than
Oswald suggested. To all appearances, his products were still being mar-
keted in the early 2nd century, as is demonstrated by burial gifts found at
Heddemheim and Nijmegen3. Although in principle, this evidence does not
rule out the possibility that Memor may have worked later at Banassac, the
arguments in favour of this hypothesis are as yet insufficient".
Memor made not only plainware vessels and bowls of Drag. 29, but also
moulds for bowls for Drag. 29 and 37s. The decorative schemes of these
vessels date from the Flavian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 201, 405 f. and 428.
2. Oswald 1931, 201, MMORM; see also catalogue no. M63*.
3. See catalogue no. M63*.
4. The two stamps from Banassac attributed to Memor by Peyre(1975,
46 f., from the Morel collection; cf. p. 27, note 7) are unclear, and
may have been misinterpreted.
5. Mees 1995, 85 f. and Taf. 124-127.
Dish
PUG: 14.
PUG: 1444.
M61 OFME
Drag.27g RMO: VF*631.
It is anything but certain that this is a stamp of Memor, but of the few pot-
ters from La Graufesenque whose names begin with Me-, Memor is the
most likely candidate in view of the date of this stamp. Another officina-
stamp is known for him, which reads OFMEM; it was found at Aislingen',
Camulodunum2, Gloucester-Kingsholm3, in the Erdlager at Hofheim" and in
period I at Zwammerdam5.
Of the stamp OFME discussed here, only two examples have been found up
to now, at Heerlen and in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. A very simi-
lar impression from period I at Zwammerdam" could also stem from the
same die. The profile of the cup from Vechten suggests a date under Nero
or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 65-66.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 129.
3. Wild 1985a, 57, S7.
4. RitterUng 1904, Taf. VIII 51, possibly from period 2 (Ritterling 1912,
243, note 292, and 246).
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 175.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 174.
M62 OFME
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*740x.
On the basis of the arguments listed under number M61, which also reads
OFME, this stamp may perhaps be attributed to Memor. No identical
impressions have been found thus far, so the date is based solely on the pro-
file of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
M63 MEMORISM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*645.
Impressions identical to the example illustrated here are relatively rare. The
site list includes Newstead', Rottweil2 and a Flavian grave at Winchester3.
The die which was used to stamp the impressions listed here was damaged
later on; the previously mentioned evidence demonstrates that it was prob-
ably still intact around A.D. 80. To judge by their profiles, the dishes from
Vechten cannot be much later. A Drag. 29 with this stamp from Ostia has
decoration suggestive of the early seventies4. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-85.
1. Curle 1911,238, 67.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 249.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 6, from grave II, with stamps of Frontinus,
Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus. and Vitalis ii.
4. Knorr 1930, 310, Abb. 1, 5.
M63* MEMORISM
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2338; VF2754; VF*643; VF*643a; VF*643b;
VF*643d; VF*643e; VF*643g; VF*644;
VF*1086/1; VF*1086/la; no no. (2 ex.);
fl909/10.2; Vel914.1; H940/5.193.
PUG: Vel921.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*643c.
PUG: 1947-413.
These impressions were made with a die which was damaged at both ends,
and which subsequently wore down gradually. To judge by the evidence for
the original version, the damage probably took place around A.D. 85. The
outer letters were halved, and at a later stage the E may have been damaged,
unless it became largely filled with clay, resulting in a text best rendered as
MMORM. This later version, also sometimes read as AMORISM', only
occurs on cups of Drag. 27, 27g and 332.
The site list for impressions of the modified text includes Bad Cannstatt3,
Corbridge, Holt4, the Saalburg5 and Stockstadt6. At Nijmegen-west, ex-
amples were found in graves of the late 1st or early 2nd century7. Finally, at
Heddemheim an impression turned up in a grave which also yielded stamps
of Martialis of Chemery-Faulquemont8. La Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. See for example Oswald 1931, 16, under Amor of South Gaul, who
did not actually exist.
2. Considering the time at which the die was damaged, the Ritt. 8 from
Bavay with the stamp MMORM recorded by Oswald (1931, 201) was
identified incorrectly.
3. ORLB59.Taf. IV 101.
4. Grimes 1930, 124, 25.
5. ORL A3, 178, 81-84.
6. ORLB33, Taf. XIX151.
7. One grave also contained stamps of Calvus, Crestio, Felicio and
L. Cosius Virilis, and the other, besides stamps of Celsus ii, C.
N- Celsus, Severus ii, Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius, a coin of Nerva
dated A.D. 97.
8. Wolffl911,45, Abb. 9, 21.
9. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 15.
M64 MEMO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2996: VF*642.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24, the die with which it was
made may be assumed to have already been in use in the pre-Flavian period.
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However, impressions have also been found at Chester and Nijmegen-west.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-80.
Mercator
Although, in a docket from La Graufesenque, the spelling Mercatoris
occurs amidst several names in the nominative1, this potter may be assumed
to have been named Mercator. In most stamps, however, the name is ab-
breviated to MERCATO, MERCA or MERC2.
The entire production of Mercator can probably be dated to after the year
70. He did make cups of Drag. 24/25, but they have rather coarse profiles3,
so they are not necessarily pre-Flavian. Since only few stamps of Mercator
have been unearthed in forts that were constructed in or after the nineties,
his activities probably did not continue into the 2nd century. He is unlikely,
therefore, to have worked at Banassac, as Oswald assumed4.
Apart from being a manufacturer of plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29,
Mercator was a successful mould-maker. Up to now, almost a hundred
bowls of Drag. 37 have been found which were made in moulds stamped by
him5. The decoration of a Drag. 29 from Besan9on or its vicinity", which
was made in the workshop of Mercator, is so similar to the decorative
schemes on these vessels that Mercator must have also produced moulds for
bowls of Drag. 29.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 97; cf. idem, 74: "nom. plutot que genitif.
2. For an exception see Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 128-129,
<ME>RCATOR.
3. Cf. Laubenheimer 1979, 199, fig. 25, 128-129. A Drag. 24/25 by
Mercator of La Graufesenque is also relatively coarsely shaped.
4. Oswald 1931, 202 aud 406.
5. Mees 1995, 86 and Taf. 128-137.
6. Tondre-Boillot 1985, pl. XLI 522.
M67 OF.MERC
Drag. 33(a?) RMO: VF*646.
The only known parallel for this stamp is an example from York. The shape
of the cup from Vechten suggests that it dates from the last decades of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
M68 OFMERC
Drag. 18 PUG: 1370.
The presence of identical impressions in the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen and at Heddernheim' suggests a Flavian date for this
stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 32.
M69 MERCATO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2251; VF2252; VF*649; VF*649b.
Dish RMO: VF*649a.
This stamp is known from several Flavian contexts, including Brecon,
Caerleon and Friedberg'; Moreover, an example was found in a tumulus
grave at Eben-Emael, which also contained an as of Domitian dated A.D.
90/91z. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, vessels with this
stamp were not made after this date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 34.
2. Roosens/Lux 1970, 14, fig. 9, 4, with stamps of Crispus and
Masculus ii. ,'
M65 OFMERC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2141;VI a;VF*649c;VF*1459.
According to Hartley, these impressions tem from a die that was made by
surmoulage from an impression which corresponds to examples found at
Corbridge, on the Saalburg and on the Salisberg (cf. p. 39). Stamps ident-
ical to those from Vechten are known from Brecon' and Stockstadt2, among
other places. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten do not support the
assumption that the die with which they were marked was still in use in the
2nd century, even though in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, an impression was found in a pit which also contained Central
GauUsh sigillata. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Wheeler 1926, 239, 14.
2. ORL A6, Taf. 4, 24.
M66 OFMERC
Drag.18 RMO: VF2246.
PUG: 1355.
The site list for this stamp includes Chester, Corbridge and Heddemheim,
so it must be from the end of the 1st century. This conclusion is supported
by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
M69* <ME>RCATO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*828.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read MERCATO. In
view of the evidence for the original version, impressions reading RCATO
should be dated after A.D. 90. The site record for this reduced version in-
eludes Castleford and Corbridge. The cup from Vechten is of the small var-
iety and so hard to date, but it is probably still from the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 90-100.
M70 MERCAT
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2270; VF*648: VF*648a: fl940/5.92.
This stamp is known from Chester, Heddemheim and the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen, among other places. Therefore, it probably dates from the last
decades of the 1st century. This assumption is supported by the profiles of
the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
M71 MERCA
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
PUG:
!4(35):Vel914.1.
Vel925/5.
The presence of examples at Heddemheim and York suggests that this
stamp may be dated after A.D. 70. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten
are indicative of a similar date. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
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1. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 104, possibly identical.
M72 MERCA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2247; f 1975/4.4.
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, a date
in the last decades of the 1st century is most likely. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-100.
M73 MERCA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2248; VF2249; VP2250; VF*647; VF*647a;
VF*1461.
PUG: 98.
Of the parallels known so far, only an example from the civil settlement at
Caerleon provides a lead for dating. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest hat his is late Ist-century stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
Modestus
The activities ofModestus of La Graufesenque may very probably be dated
to the period c. A.D. 40-80. The earliest contexts to yield stamps with his
name are periods 1 and la of the fort at Valkenburg. Types such as Drag. 17
and Ritt. 5 seem not to have been part of Modestus's repertoire. On the other
hand, several of his products have been found at sites first occupied in the
Flavian era'.
A potter by the name of Modestus was also active at Valery, around the
middle of the 1st century2. On the basis of this date, the two potters may
perhaps have been one and the same, but the cognomen Modestus is so
common3 that this need not have been the case at all. A vessel stamped
OFMODES which was found at Banassac" was undoubtedly brought here
from La Graufesenque, since production at the former kiln site did not begin
until the 2nd century.
Modestus not only made plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29; he also signed
moulds for Drag. 19s. They were used by Aper, Crestio, Felix and Niger,
among others, and possibly also by Melus and Mommo'; at least one ex-
ample was used by Modestus himself.
1. Although Oswald (1931, 207 f. and 406 f.) knew stamps of Modestus
from Chester, Heddemheim, Krefeld-Gellep and York, he dated the
end of his activities to the Neronian period. The stamp from Friedberg
recorded by him does not belong to Modestus (idem, 208, under
OF.MOI; cf. catalogue no. Y5*).
2. Martin 1972a, pl. 3, 1; Martin 1976, 3, fig. 2, 3; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
83, fig. 19, 8.
3. Mocsyetal. 1983, 191.
4. Peyre 1975, 47, unearthed in 1952. A stamp reading OPMO attributed
to Mommo may also belong to Modestus (Peyre 1975, 47, Mommo
no. 3, from the Roqueplo collection; cf. p. 27, note 7, and catalogue
no. M85*).
5. Mees 1995, 87 and Taf. 138-143.
6. Mees 1995, 87, note 628, Taf. 139, 2-3; 140, 1 and 3; 141, 1, and
143, 1.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 138, 1.
M74 OF.MODESTI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2977.
R-dish RMO: VF2279.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*665a; VF*671; fl940/5.91.
From the presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum, in the fort
ditch deposit at Cirencester' and in a context of before A.D. 61 at
Verulamium2, this stamp may be deduced to be Claudio-Neronian.
The impressions are seldom as clear as the example illustrated here.
Usually, the outer letters are only partly visible, as a result of the wear of
the die. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 20.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 24.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 105; Marichal 1988, no. 27
M75 OFMODESTI
Dish RMO: VF2278a; Vel920.2.
This stamp, which is easily distinguishable from others with the same text
because of its characteristic S, was found at Chesterfield and in the Erdlager
atHofheim', amongotherplaces.Tojudgeby the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, the die with which they were marked was mainly used in the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 211-212.
M76 OFMODESTI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*472 (fig. 6.72, b; Knorr 1919, Taf. 58 A);
With the exception of a single Drag. 18, this stamp occurs only on bowls of
Drag. 29. The decorative schemes of these vessels date from the Claudian
and early Neronian periods'. The stamp is also known from the fort ditch
deposit at Cirencester2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and a context of before
A.D. 61 at Verulamium4. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 134, fig. 44, 41.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 22.
3. Presumably Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 120 and Taf. VII53.
4. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 24.
M77 OPMODESTI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF2280a; VF*669.
PUG: Vel922/3.
PUG: 1947-66; 1947-184.
In most examples of this stamp, the upper parts of the letters are missing.
Since the die was always impressed sufficiently deeply, this peculiarity
must be the result of damage.
The site list for identical impressions includes period la or 2 at VaUcenburg'.
The dishes from Vechten all have double grooves in their internal bases, al-
though they do not otherwise appear to be particularly early vessels. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 267; a stamp of Bassus i with the same
find number (2165) was attributed to period 2 (idem, 134, 174).
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M78 OFMODES
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*668.
On the basis of the presence of parallels for this stamp in the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen and at Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl', the die with which this
dish was marked could be assumed to have been used mainly in the Flavian
period. The shape of the vessel, however, argues an earlier date. La Graufe-
senque [I]2, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 58.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 105b.
M79 OFMQID]ES
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*453x.
The unusual igature OD which occurs in this stamp is also known from
other stamps ofModestus'. The site list includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque, Camulodunum and the deposits of Cirencester2 and
Narbonne-La Nautique3. Another example was found in a Neronian tumu-
lus grave at Beriingen". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. catalogueno.M86.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 23.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 56.
4. Roosens/Lux 1973, 28, fig. 18, 23, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Cotto, Felix, Niger and Patridus.
M80 OF[.]MODE[S]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (54).
The die with which this impression was made must already have been in use
under Nero, since impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 are
known, and the site Ust includes the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'.
However, another impression was found in the legionary fortress or canabae
at Nijmegen, so Modestus may still have been using this die under
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 57.
2. Hermetl934,pl. ll2, 105c.
M81 OFMODE[S]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*667x.
On numerous impressions from La Graufesenque, as on the example from
Vechten, the outer letters of this stamp are barely or not at all legible.
Several impressions on cups of Drag. 24/25 are known, including one from
Camulodunum'. A very similar impression from Colchester Pottery Shop II
may actually be identical as well2. The cup from Vechten is of the small
variety and so difficult o date, but it does not appear to be earlier than
Neronian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 130.
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 12.
M82 OF.MODE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*667
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from the burnt layer of
A.D. 61 at Colchester', which was applied to a Drag. 24/25. A very similar,
possibly identical stamp is known from Camulodunum2. Considering the
shape of the cup from Vechten, a date around the middle of the 1st century
is likely. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Millett 1987, 114.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 131.
M83 OFMOE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3015;VI
Clear examples of this stamp also seem to read no more than OFMOE, so
the die-cutter may be assumed to have erroneously omitted a Ugature ofOD
or DE. both of which are known from other stamps of Modestus'. This
stamp was found at various sites first occupied in the Flavian period, such
as Chester2, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
Nijmegen-west, Rottweil and York, but also near the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest a date around the
year 70. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. M79, M81 and M86.
2. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 15.
M84 OFMOD
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP2280.
RMO: VF*665.
The forms on which this stamp occurs include Ritt. 8 or 9 and Drag.24/25,
so it is almost certainly .pre-Flavian. The same conclusion may be drawn
from the presence of identical impressions at Rheingonheim', in period 3 at
VaUcenburg2, and possibly in the Erdlager at Hofheim3. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ulbertl969,Taf. 9, 41.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 269.
3. Ritteding 1912, Taf. XXII 214.
M85 OFMOD
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*664.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*664x; VF*677a.
The die with which these impressions were made must have been intro-
duced faMy early, since an example is known from period la at Valken-
burg1. Other impressions were found in Colchester Pottery Shop F and the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 271.
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 23.
M85* OFMO<D>
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*663a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2273; VP2275; VF2276; VF2277; VF2281;
VF2282; VF*661; VF*663; VF*663b; VF*663d;
VF*1311;fl 940/5.92.
These are impressions of a damaged die which originally gave the text
OFMOD. They read OFMOI and are easily recognizable by their parallel
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1. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 104, possibly identical.
M72 MERCA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2247; f 1975/4.4.
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, a date
in the last decades of the 1st century is most likely. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-100.
M73 MERCA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2248; VF2249; VP2250; VF*647; VF*647a;
VF*1461.
PUG: 98.
Of the parallels known so far, only an example from the civil settlement at
Caerleon provides a lead for dating. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest hat his is late Ist-century stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
Modestus
The activities ofModestus of La Graufesenque may very probably be dated
to the period c. A.D. 40-80. The earliest contexts to yield stamps with his
name are periods 1 and la of the fort at Valkenburg. Types such as Drag. 17
and Ritt. 5 seem not to have been part of Modestus's repertoire. On the other
hand, several of his products have been found at sites first occupied in the
Flavian era'.
A potter by the name of Modestus was also active at Valery, around the
middle of the 1st century2. On the basis of this date, the two potters may
perhaps have been one and the same, but the cognomen Modestus is so
common3 that this need not have been the case at all. A vessel stamped
OFMODES which was found at Banassac" was undoubtedly brought here
from La Graufesenque, since production at the former kiln site did not begin
until the 2nd century.
Modestus not only made plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29; he also signed
moulds for Drag. 19s. They were used by Aper, Crestio, Felix and Niger,
among others, and possibly also by Melus and Mommo'; at least one ex-
ample was used by Modestus himself.
1. Although Oswald (1931, 207 f. and 406 f.) knew stamps of Modestus
from Chester, Heddemheim, Krefeld-Gellep and York, he dated the
end of his activities to the Neronian period. The stamp from Friedberg
recorded by him does not belong to Modestus (idem, 208, under
OF.MOI; cf. catalogue no. Y5*).
2. Martin 1972a, pl. 3, 1; Martin 1976, 3, fig. 2, 3; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
83, fig. 19, 8.
3. Mocsyetal. 1983, 191.
4. Peyre 1975, 47, unearthed in 1952. A stamp reading OPMO attributed
to Mommo may also belong to Modestus (Peyre 1975, 47, Mommo
no. 3, from the Roqueplo collection; cf. p. 27, note 7, and catalogue
no. M85*).
5. Mees 1995, 87 and Taf. 138-143.
6. Mees 1995, 87, note 628, Taf. 139, 2-3; 140, 1 and 3; 141, 1, and
143, 1.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 138, 1.
M74 OF.MODESTI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2977.
R-dish RMO: VF2279.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*665a; VF*671; fl940/5.91.
From the presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum, in the fort
ditch deposit at Cirencester' and in a context of before A.D. 61 at
Verulamium2, this stamp may be deduced to be Claudio-Neronian.
The impressions are seldom as clear as the example illustrated here.
Usually, the outer letters are only partly visible, as a result of the wear of
the die. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 20.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 24.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 105; Marichal 1988, no. 27
M75 OFMODESTI
Dish RMO: VF2278a; Vel920.2.
This stamp, which is easily distinguishable from others with the same text
because of its characteristic S, was found at Chesterfield and in the Erdlager
atHofheim', amongotherplaces.Tojudgeby the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, the die with which they were marked was mainly used in the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 211-212.
M76 OFMODESTI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*472 (fig. 6.72, b; Knorr 1919, Taf. 58 A);
With the exception of a single Drag. 18, this stamp occurs only on bowls of
Drag. 29. The decorative schemes of these vessels date from the Claudian
and early Neronian periods'. The stamp is also known from the fort ditch
deposit at Cirencester2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and a context of before
A.D. 61 at Verulamium4. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 134, fig. 44, 41.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 22.
3. Presumably Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 120 and Taf. VII53.
4. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 24.
M77 OPMODESTI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF2280a; VF*669.
PUG: Vel922/3.
PUG: 1947-66; 1947-184.
In most examples of this stamp, the upper parts of the letters are missing.
Since the die was always impressed sufficiently deeply, this peculiarity
must be the result of damage.
The site list for identical impressions includes period la or 2 at VaUcenburg'.
The dishes from Vechten all have double grooves in their internal bases, al-
though they do not otherwise appear to be particularly early vessels. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 267; a stamp of Bassus i with the same
find number (2165) was attributed to period 2 (idem, 134, 174).
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M78 OFMODES
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*668.
On the basis of the presence of parallels for this stamp in the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen and at Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl', the die with which this
dish was marked could be assumed to have been used mainly in the Flavian
period. The shape of the vessel, however, argues an earlier date. La Graufe-
senque [I]2, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 58.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 105b.
M79 OFMQID]ES
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*453x.
The unusual igature OD which occurs in this stamp is also known from
other stamps ofModestus'. The site list includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque, Camulodunum and the deposits of Cirencester2 and
Narbonne-La Nautique3. Another example was found in a Neronian tumu-
lus grave at Beriingen". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. catalogueno.M86.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 23.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 56.
4. Roosens/Lux 1973, 28, fig. 18, 23, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Cotto, Felix, Niger and Patridus.
M80 OF[.]MODE[S]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (54).
The die with which this impression was made must already have been in use
under Nero, since impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 are
known, and the site Ust includes the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'.
However, another impression was found in the legionary fortress or canabae
at Nijmegen, so Modestus may still have been using this die under
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 57.
2. Hermetl934,pl. ll2, 105c.
M81 OFMODE[S]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*667x.
On numerous impressions from La Graufesenque, as on the example from
Vechten, the outer letters of this stamp are barely or not at all legible.
Several impressions on cups of Drag. 24/25 are known, including one from
Camulodunum'. A very similar impression from Colchester Pottery Shop II
may actually be identical as well2. The cup from Vechten is of the small
variety and so difficult o date, but it does not appear to be earlier than
Neronian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 130.
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 12.
M82 OF.MODE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*667
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from the burnt layer of
A.D. 61 at Colchester', which was applied to a Drag. 24/25. A very similar,
possibly identical stamp is known from Camulodunum2. Considering the
shape of the cup from Vechten, a date around the middle of the 1st century
is likely. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Millett 1987, 114.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 131.
M83 OFMOE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3015;VI
Clear examples of this stamp also seem to read no more than OFMOE, so
the die-cutter may be assumed to have erroneously omitted a Ugature ofOD
or DE. both of which are known from other stamps of Modestus'. This
stamp was found at various sites first occupied in the Flavian period, such
as Chester2, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
Nijmegen-west, Rottweil and York, but also near the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest a date around the
year 70. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. M79, M81 and M86.
2. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 15.
M84 OFMOD
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP2280.
RMO: VF*665.
The forms on which this stamp occurs include Ritt. 8 or 9 and Drag.24/25,
so it is almost certainly .pre-Flavian. The same conclusion may be drawn
from the presence of identical impressions at Rheingonheim', in period 3 at
VaUcenburg2, and possibly in the Erdlager at Hofheim3. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Ulbertl969,Taf. 9, 41.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 269.
3. Ritteding 1912, Taf. XXII 214.
M85 OFMOD
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*664.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*664x; VF*677a.
The die with which these impressions were made must have been intro-
duced faMy early, since an example is known from period la at Valken-
burg1. Other impressions were found in Colchester Pottery Shop F and the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 271.
2. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 23.
M85* OFMO<D>
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*663a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2273; VP2275; VF2276; VF2277; VF2281;
VF2282; VF*661; VF*663; VF*663b; VF*663d;
VF*1311;fl 940/5.92.
These are impressions of a damaged die which originally gave the text
OFMOD. They read OFMOI and are easily recognizable by their parallel
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diagonal ends.
Since examples occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, the die may be
assumed to have been damaged before the year 70. The presence of an
identical impression in period I at Zwammerdam' is also indicative of this.
However, since several other examples were found at sites which were fast
occupied during the Flavian period, such as Broomholm2, Caerieon3,
Chester4, Ebchester5, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen
and Rottweil', the die must have still been in use under Vespasian. La Grau-
fesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 178.
2. Hartley 1972a, 10.
3. From a pit with stamps of C. An- Patricius, Virthus and Vitalis ii.
4. Hartley 1981, 244.
5. Hartley et al. 1975, 87, 96.
6. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 253; possibly also Planck 1975, 256, Abb. 38,
265 (stamp) and Taf. 84, 10 (profile).
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 107.
M86 OFMOD
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2274; VF*662.
PUG: 1423.
RMO: fl940/5.92.
This stamp has a rectangular frame with indented ends. This is not visible
on the example illustrated here, since the die was not impressed sufBcient-
ly deeply into the base of the cup. The stamp is also known from the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique'. In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, impressions
were found on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g whose profiles are very similar to
those of the cups from Vechten2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 54.
2. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 183 and 185.
M87 MODEST.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2278; VF*670 (fig. 6.17, c).
Dish RMO: VF*670a; VF*670b.
Parallels for this stamp were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, at Aislingen' and in period 1 at Valkenburg2. In the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an impression was found on a Drag. 15/17
which, like the dishes from Vechten, has a double groove in its internal
base3. The Drag. 18 numbered VP*670, like a Drag. 18 from La Graufesen-
que with this stamp, is of the small variety so seldom found at Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XTV 67.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 230, 84.
3. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 188-189.
M88 MODE
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF2277a.
VF*666;:
The only certain dated parallel for this stamp is an example from period 2
or 3 at Valkenburg'. However, two impressions from Camulodunum may
also be identical2. The cups from Vechten are all of the small variety and
therefore difficult to date, but they are probably of the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 273.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 132-133.
M89 MODE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2282a.
In the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, an identical impression was
found on a Drag. 33a. Another example was unearthed in the cemetery on
the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, on a Drag. 27g whose profile is comparable to
that of the vessel from Vechten'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 187.
M90 MOD
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*664a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, where it was
found on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g of the small variety. The cup from
Vechten is also small, which makes it difficult to date, but it was probably
made around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-
60.
Mommo
The spelling of this potter's name varies. Mommo, but also Momo, occurs
in stamps. The latter form is also known from a docket from La
Graufesenque, which only contains names pelled in correct Latin'; another
example, with names in their Celtic forms, gives the spelling Mommu2.
The presence of stamps of Mommo in period 1 at Valkenburg and in the
burnt layers ofA.D. 61 at Colchester and in London3 suggests that he was
definitely already active in the fifties. On the other hand, products from his
workshop were found at Corbridge and on the Saalburg and the Salisberg,
so his activities probably continued under Domitian, and not just into the
reign ofVespasian, as Oswald assumed4. The assumption that Mommo also
produced sigillata t Banassac is not supported by any sound arguments as
yet5.
Besides plainware vessels and bowls of Drag. 29, Mommo made moulds for
bowls of Drag. 29 and 37, and for beakers of Drag. 30". The decorative
schemes of these vessels are Flavian; under Nero, Mommo may have used
moulds of Modestus7.
Mommo's moulds for Drag. 29 were used by Manduilus and Niger8, among
others, and possibly also by Patricius'. Moreover, Mommo may be the
mould-maker behind Hermet's "style de Canrugatus-Vegenus"10. At La
Graufesenque a Drag. 29 stamped by Mommo was found which was made
in a mould also used by the potter whom Hermet called Vegenus".
1. Marichal 1988, no. 93, including Fuscus and Comutus.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 28, including Atticos, Com(u)tos and Illios.
3. Colchester: Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 11. London: Noel-Hume/Noel-
Hume 1954, 257, 47.
4. Oswald 1931, 208 f. and 407.
5. In Peyre's catalogue, three stamps are classed under Mommo (Peyre
1975, 47, from the Morel and Roqueplo collections; cf. p. 27, note 7).
The interpretation f the first wo is anything but certain; the third may
be an example of Modestus (cf. catalogue no. M85*). See also Morel
1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 564.
6. Mees 1995, 87 f. and Taf. 144-147.
7. Cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 B-D; Hermet 1934, pl. 54, 2; Giroussens 1986,
pl. 4, 5.
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8. Mees 1995, Taf. 145, 1, 8 and 11.
9. The lower frieze of a Drag. 29 with a stamp of Patricius of La Grau-
fesenque seems to be identical to that of the mould illustrated in Mees
1995, Taf. 145, 11; the upper frieze of this bowl is missing.
10. Hermet 1934, pis. 103-105. For Cam-ugatus see catalogue no. C2.
11. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 8-9. The unclear stamp which Hermet attribut-
ed to Vegenus is really an example ofRegenus (comm. B.R. Hartley).
M91 OFMOMMO
Drag. 29 RMO: YF2310;VF*1498.
The best clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of an impression at
Gloucester-Kingsholm. Thus far, the stamp has been found exclusively on
bowls of Drag. 29, with largely Neronian decorative schemes' which are
clearly earlier than those on Mommo's bowls from the Pompeii hoard2. The
profiles of the bowls from Vechten, one of which has a double groove
around the stamp, argue a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 B-D; Hermet 1934, pl. 54, 2, and 63, 10, both
probably with this stamp; Fiches 1978, 56, fig.9, 1.
2. Atkinson 1914, pl. II-IV 1-23.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 12, 106; cf. note 2.
M92 OFMOM
M94 OFMOM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*674a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (103); VF*677.
This stamp was found in several Flavian contexts, such as Brecon',
Corbridge2, the legionary fortress at Lincoln3, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and Rottweil. The die with which the cups
from Vechten were marked must therefore have been used mainly after the
year 70. However, the stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25; the shape
of the example from Vechten proves that he die was first used under Nero.
La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Wheeler 1926, 239, 15-16.
2. Cf. Haveriield 1915, 283, possibly the example recorded here.
3. Hartley 1981, 240.
4. Vemhet 1981, 34 refers to this stamp; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 53.
M95 OFMOM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF* 1496.
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from Rottweil. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten indicate a date under Nero and Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF2288a (fig. 6.64, d).
The forms on which this stamp occurs include Drag. 24, and apparently
even Ritt. 1'. Since other impressions are known from the Erdlager at
Hofheim2, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur1 and the Wiesbaden Moor-
schicht", the die with which the cup from Vechten was marked must have
been in use before A.D. 70. The presence of two impressions at Rottweil5
and of several dozens of probably also identical examples in the wrecked
ship Culip IV makes it plausible, however, that vessels with this stamp
were still being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
60-80.
1. In Oswald's catalogue (1931, 209, under OF.MOM), a stamp of
Mommo on a Ritt. 1 is also recorded.
2. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 54.
3. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
4. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 83 .
5. Planck 1975, 256, Abb. 38, 262; Klee 1986, Taf. 25, 12.
6. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 9.1.
M96 OF.MO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*661b; VF*661c.
This is probably a stamp of Mormno rather than Modestus. The die with
which the cups from Vechten were marked was used in its later form, when
it read merely OFMO, to stamp moulds for beakers of Drag. 30 and bowls
of Drag. 37'. A Drag 37 made in one of these moulds was found in the
Pompeii hoard2, which contained many vessels of Mommo. Moreover, the
decorative schemes of the moulds in question show several resemblances to
others with signatures in which the name of Mommo is abbreviated less
drastically.
Since the stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die was probably al-
ready in use during the pre-Plavian period. The presence of an identical
impression in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen suggests that the die was
damaged or modified after A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Mees 1995, 87 f., Taf. 144; 145, 3-4, 6-7, 9-10 and 12, and 146.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 144, 6.
M93 OFMOM M97 OF.MO
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF24 (39); VF*674b; VF*677b.
RMO: VF*483c.
Since this stamp has been found on cups of Drag. 24 a number of times', the
die with which the impressions listed above were made was probably first
used in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also known from
Castleford and Heddemheim. A Drag. 29 with this stamp from Southwark
has early Flavian decoration2. The profiles of the cups from Vechten sug-
gest a date under Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. E.g. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 134 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25,
134 (profile).
2. Bird 1974, 36, fig. 18, 17 (decoration), and 40, fig. 21, 10 (stamp).
Drag.27g RMO: VF*661a.
On the basis of its resemblance to stamps like those numbered M93-M95,
this example may also be assumed to be by Mommo. Impressions occur on
cups of Ritt. 8, but parallels are also known from the amphitheatre at
Caerleon', the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and Regensburg-
Kumpfmuhl2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Wheeler/Wheeler 1928, 190.
2. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 60.
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diagonal ends.
Since examples occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, the die may be
assumed to have been damaged before the year 70. The presence of an
identical impression in period I at Zwammerdam' is also indicative of this.
However, since several other examples were found at sites which were fast
occupied during the Flavian period, such as Broomholm2, Caerieon3,
Chester4, Ebchester5, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen
and Rottweil', the die must have still been in use under Vespasian. La Grau-
fesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 178.
2. Hartley 1972a, 10.
3. From a pit with stamps of C. An- Patricius, Virthus and Vitalis ii.
4. Hartley 1981, 244.
5. Hartley et al. 1975, 87, 96.
6. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 253; possibly also Planck 1975, 256, Abb. 38,
265 (stamp) and Taf. 84, 10 (profile).
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 107.
M86 OFMOD
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2274; VF*662.
PUG: 1423.
RMO: fl940/5.92.
This stamp has a rectangular frame with indented ends. This is not visible
on the example illustrated here, since the die was not impressed sufBcient-
ly deeply into the base of the cup. The stamp is also known from the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique'. In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, impressions
were found on cups of Drag. 24 and 27g whose profiles are very similar to
those of the cups from Vechten2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 54.
2. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 183 and 185.
M87 MODEST.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2278; VF*670 (fig. 6.17, c).
Dish RMO: VF*670a; VF*670b.
Parallels for this stamp were found in the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, at Aislingen' and in period 1 at Valkenburg2. In the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an impression was found on a Drag. 15/17
which, like the dishes from Vechten, has a double groove in its internal
base3. The Drag. 18 numbered VP*670, like a Drag. 18 from La Graufesen-
que with this stamp, is of the small variety so seldom found at Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XTV 67.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 230, 84.
3. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 188-189.
M88 MODE
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF2277a.
VF*666;:
The only certain dated parallel for this stamp is an example from period 2
or 3 at Valkenburg'. However, two impressions from Camulodunum may
also be identical2. The cups from Vechten are all of the small variety and
therefore difficult to date, but they are probably of the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 273.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 132-133.
M89 MODE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2282a.
In the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, an identical impression was
found on a Drag. 33a. Another example was unearthed in the cemetery on
the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, on a Drag. 27g whose profile is comparable to
that of the vessel from Vechten'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 187.
M90 MOD
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*664a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, where it was
found on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g of the small variety. The cup from
Vechten is also small, which makes it difficult to date, but it was probably
made around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-
60.
Mommo
The spelling of this potter's name varies. Mommo, but also Momo, occurs
in stamps. The latter form is also known from a docket from La
Graufesenque, which only contains names pelled in correct Latin'; another
example, with names in their Celtic forms, gives the spelling Mommu2.
The presence of stamps of Mommo in period 1 at Valkenburg and in the
burnt layers ofA.D. 61 at Colchester and in London3 suggests that he was
definitely already active in the fifties. On the other hand, products from his
workshop were found at Corbridge and on the Saalburg and the Salisberg,
so his activities probably continued under Domitian, and not just into the
reign ofVespasian, as Oswald assumed4. The assumption that Mommo also
produced sigillata t Banassac is not supported by any sound arguments as
yet5.
Besides plainware vessels and bowls of Drag. 29, Mommo made moulds for
bowls of Drag. 29 and 37, and for beakers of Drag. 30". The decorative
schemes of these vessels are Flavian; under Nero, Mommo may have used
moulds of Modestus7.
Mommo's moulds for Drag. 29 were used by Manduilus and Niger8, among
others, and possibly also by Patricius'. Moreover, Mommo may be the
mould-maker behind Hermet's "style de Canrugatus-Vegenus"10. At La
Graufesenque a Drag. 29 stamped by Mommo was found which was made
in a mould also used by the potter whom Hermet called Vegenus".
1. Marichal 1988, no. 93, including Fuscus and Comutus.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 28, including Atticos, Com(u)tos and Illios.
3. Colchester: Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 11. London: Noel-Hume/Noel-
Hume 1954, 257, 47.
4. Oswald 1931, 208 f. and 407.
5. In Peyre's catalogue, three stamps are classed under Mommo (Peyre
1975, 47, from the Morel and Roqueplo collections; cf. p. 27, note 7).
The interpretation f the first wo is anything but certain; the third may
be an example of Modestus (cf. catalogue no. M85*). See also Morel
1938, 142; Morel 1950-1954, 564.
6. Mees 1995, 87 f. and Taf. 144-147.
7. Cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 B-D; Hermet 1934, pl. 54, 2; Giroussens 1986,
pl. 4, 5.
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8. Mees 1995, Taf. 145, 1, 8 and 11.
9. The lower frieze of a Drag. 29 with a stamp of Patricius of La Grau-
fesenque seems to be identical to that of the mould illustrated in Mees
1995, Taf. 145, 11; the upper frieze of this bowl is missing.
10. Hermet 1934, pis. 103-105. For Cam-ugatus see catalogue no. C2.
11. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 8-9. The unclear stamp which Hermet attribut-
ed to Vegenus is really an example ofRegenus (comm. B.R. Hartley).
M91 OFMOMMO
Drag. 29 RMO: YF2310;VF*1498.
The best clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of an impression at
Gloucester-Kingsholm. Thus far, the stamp has been found exclusively on
bowls of Drag. 29, with largely Neronian decorative schemes' which are
clearly earlier than those on Mommo's bowls from the Pompeii hoard2. The
profiles of the bowls from Vechten, one of which has a double groove
around the stamp, argue a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 B-D; Hermet 1934, pl. 54, 2, and 63, 10, both
probably with this stamp; Fiches 1978, 56, fig.9, 1.
2. Atkinson 1914, pl. II-IV 1-23.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 12, 106; cf. note 2.
M92 OFMOM
M94 OFMOM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*674a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (103); VF*677.
This stamp was found in several Flavian contexts, such as Brecon',
Corbridge2, the legionary fortress at Lincoln3, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and Rottweil. The die with which the cups
from Vechten were marked must therefore have been used mainly after the
year 70. However, the stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25; the shape
of the example from Vechten proves that he die was first used under Nero.
La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-85.
1. Wheeler 1926, 239, 15-16.
2. Cf. Haveriield 1915, 283, possibly the example recorded here.
3. Hartley 1981, 240.
4. Vemhet 1981, 34 refers to this stamp; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 53.
M95 OFMOM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF* 1496.
The only dated parallel for this stamp is an example from Rottweil. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten indicate a date under Nero and Vespasian.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF2288a (fig. 6.64, d).
The forms on which this stamp occurs include Drag. 24, and apparently
even Ritt. 1'. Since other impressions are known from the Erdlager at
Hofheim2, the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur1 and the Wiesbaden Moor-
schicht", the die with which the cup from Vechten was marked must have
been in use before A.D. 70. The presence of two impressions at Rottweil5
and of several dozens of probably also identical examples in the wrecked
ship Culip IV makes it plausible, however, that vessels with this stamp
were still being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
60-80.
1. In Oswald's catalogue (1931, 209, under OF.MOM), a stamp of
Mommo on a Ritt. 1 is also recorded.
2. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 54.
3. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
4. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. VIII 83 .
5. Planck 1975, 256, Abb. 38, 262; Klee 1986, Taf. 25, 12.
6. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 9.1.
M96 OF.MO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*661b; VF*661c.
This is probably a stamp of Mormno rather than Modestus. The die with
which the cups from Vechten were marked was used in its later form, when
it read merely OFMO, to stamp moulds for beakers of Drag. 30 and bowls
of Drag. 37'. A Drag 37 made in one of these moulds was found in the
Pompeii hoard2, which contained many vessels of Mommo. Moreover, the
decorative schemes of the moulds in question show several resemblances to
others with signatures in which the name of Mommo is abbreviated less
drastically.
Since the stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die was probably al-
ready in use during the pre-Plavian period. The presence of an identical
impression in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen suggests that the die was
damaged or modified after A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Mees 1995, 87 f., Taf. 144; 145, 3-4, 6-7, 9-10 and 12, and 146.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 144, 6.
M93 OFMOM M97 OF.MO
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF24 (39); VF*674b; VF*677b.
RMO: VF*483c.
Since this stamp has been found on cups of Drag. 24 a number of times', the
die with which the impressions listed above were made was probably first
used in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also known from
Castleford and Heddemheim. A Drag. 29 with this stamp from Southwark
has early Flavian decoration2. The profiles of the cups from Vechten sug-
gest a date under Nero and Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. E.g. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 134 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25,
134 (profile).
2. Bird 1974, 36, fig. 18, 17 (decoration), and 40, fig. 21, 10 (stamp).
Drag.27g RMO: VF*661a.
On the basis of its resemblance to stamps like those numbered M93-M95,
this example may also be assumed to be by Mommo. Impressions occur on
cups of Ritt. 8, but parallels are also known from the amphitheatre at
Caerleon', the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and Regensburg-
Kumpfmuhl2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Wheeler/Wheeler 1928, 190.
2. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 60.
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M98 MOMO
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24/25
Drag.24g
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*675.
RMO: VF2283; VF*675a.
PUG: 1947-98.
PUG: 1947-95 (fig. 6.60, b).
RMO: VF*675b; VF*675c.
This must be one of the earliest stamps of Mommo. It occurs on cups of
Ritt. 8 (cf. fig. 6.57, d), Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24/25. The site list includes the
Erdlager at Hofheim', the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2,
Rheingonheim3, periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg", a Claudian grave at Xanten5
and period I at Zwammerdam1'.
The vessels from Vechten include a rare variant of Drag. 24, with a footring
as on a Drag. 27g and a plain rim. The cups of Drag. 24/25 from Vechten
have slightly bevelled footrings. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 216.
2. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 191-192.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 45.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 274-276.
5. Steiner 1911, Taf. XX 142b, from grave 1, with stamps ofAbitus and
Primus.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 180.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25, 144
(profile).
2. Probably ORL B24, 8, 18, read as NOW? (retrograde).
M102 MOM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*676b.
So far, only a single parallel for this stamp has been found, at
Rheingonheim'. The profile of the cup from Vechten indicates a Neronian
date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 46.
M103 MOM
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*679.
The only indication for the date of this stamp is the fact that it occurs on
cups of Drag. 24. The vessel from Vechten is small, so it is difficult to date,
but it is probably no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-
70.
M99 MOMO
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
This stamp seems to occur otherwise only in the Sels collection at Neuss.
The cup from Vechten has a footring as on a Drag. 24/25, which is slightly
bevelled besides. The profile suggests a date shortly after the middle of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
M100 MOMO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2368; VF*674; VF*676: VF*676c; VF*676e;
VF*1378; no no.;Vel920.13; fl940/5.13.
This retrograde stamp is known from various Flavian contexts, including
the legionary fortress at Lincohi', Rottweil2, the Saalburg3 and Segontium4.
In the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, it was found on
a Ritt. 8. The profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a Neronian or early
Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Hartley 1981, 240.
2. Cf. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 73, probably the example recorded here.
3. Cf. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 88, probably the example recorded here.
4. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, fig. 13, 2.
M101 MOM
Drag. 27 RMO: 3jc; VF*676a.
This stamp was ostensibly found on cups of Drag. 24/25, among other
forms, but it is uncertain whether this is correct; a vessel from Banasa
designated as such is in reality a small Drag. 27 with a low footring', very
similar to the cups from Vechten.
The site list also includes Caerwent, the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen, and the Salisberg2. The cups from Vechten are both com-
pletely burnt and may stem from a grave. Their size makes them difficult to
date, but they are probably Flavian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
M104 MOM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.27.
Thus far, this is the only known example of this stamp. The profile of the
cup suggests a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
Moni-
M105 MONK) ?
Drag.18 RMO: VF2286.
The correct interpretation f this stamp is uncertain, since the end cannot be
explained. However, the first four letters definitely read MONI rather than
MONT', so it does not belong to Montanus or Mont- - Cres-. Up to now, no
potter is known from La Graufesenque whose name starts with Moni-, but
the fabric of the dish from Vechten indicates that it must have been made at
this kiln site.
Identical impressions have been found at Aislingen2, the Erdlager at
Hofheim3 and Oberstimm". The Drag. 18 from Vechten has a double groove
in its internal base, and its profile suggests a date around the middle of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 211, under Monticus: MONTCI 18 Vechten.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 69.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. Vm 55.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C767
M106 MON
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Ritt. 8 from Nijmegen-west. On
the evidence of this form it may be assumed to be pre-Flavian. This assump-
tion is confirmed by the profile of the cup from Vechten, from which a
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Claudian date may be deduced. The stamp was only attributed to Moni-
because it is of approximately the same date as the example numbered
M105. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-55.
Montanus
The profiles of some of his products demonstrate that Montanus was al-
ready active under Claudius. Most of his stamped wares belong to the
periods of Nero and Vespasian, however. Because of the presence of two of
his stamps at Camelon' and InchtuthiP, the possibility that his activities con-
tinued into the early eighties must be taken into consideration.
At La Graufesenque, the name of Montanus was also found in two dockets,
in which he is recorded as casidanos, i.e. flamen3. Both the lists were
applied to dishes stamped .CAST!., and reflect he second and the seventh
kiln load of the year in which Montanus was flamen, under Nero or
Vespasian.
Since Montanus is a common cognomen4, Montanus of La Graufesenque
need not be identical to a homonym from Montans5
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 18.
2. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S9.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 1 1 and 19.
4. Mocsy et al. 1983, 192.
5. GalUa 34, 1976, 493; Martin 1979a, 26, pl. 3, 18.
M107 [OFJMONTAN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2309a.
Identical impressions were found at Carlisle1, Corbridge-Red House2, the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and RottweiP. These finds demonstrate that
the die with which the vessels in question were marked was definitely in use
in the Flavian period. However, the profile of the dish from Vechten sug-
gest that it may also have been used earlier. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-80.
This stamp has not yet been found in a dated context. The impression from
Vechten is on a base fragment of a dish, which may only be dated approxi-
mately. Since it is entirely flat, however, it is definitely pre-Flavian. The
other information on stamps of Montanus makes a date under Claudius or
Nero most likely. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
Ml 10 MONTANI
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF2306.
Vel920/5.
VF*683a;. ;; no no.; fl940/5.234.
The only context o provide a lead for the date of this stamp is period 2 at
Valkenburg'. In view of the profiles of the dishes fromVechten, the die with
which they were marked is not very likely to have been in use under
Claudius. The last letter of the die broke off around A.D. 65 at the latest,
since impressions reading MONTAN<I> were found at Camulodunum and
Gloucester-Kingshohn2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 278.
2. Wild 1985a, 57, S10.
M110* MONTAN<I>
Drag.18 RMO: VF*682b; VF*683g.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read MONTANI.
Since the reduced version is known from Camulodunum and Gloucester-
Kingsholm', the die must have been damaged around A.D. 65 at the latest.
The site list also includes Caerleon. Chester2, Gloucester3 and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-
80.
I
1. Wild 1985a, 57, S 10.
2. Newstead 1928, 131, 83.
3. Green 1935,fig.46.
1. May/Hope 1917, 186, TH. 1892, 96.
2. Hartley 1959, 159, fig. 20, A.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 254.
Ml 08 MONT ANVF
Dish RMO: VF*682x: VF*686.
To judge by the example illustrated here, this stamp reads MONT ANVF or
MONT ANF rather than MONT ANVS or MONT AM. Three impressions
are known from the Erdlager at Hofheim'. In the cemetery on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen, the stamp was found on a Drag. 18 with a deeply turned out
footring, which probably dates from around the middle of the 1st century2.
The same date may be deduced from the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, both of which have double grooves in their internal bases. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 56-57; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 217.
2. Stuart 1976, 109, fig. 21, 197
M109 [M]ONTA.F
Dish RMO: VF* 1502.
Mont- - Cres-
If the text of the stamp numbered Mill should really be inteqireted as
OFMONTI. CR, rather than as OPMONT. CR, the first name cannot be an
abbreviation of Montanus. Nevertheless, this is the most attractive solution.
since no potter whose name starts with Monti- is known from La Graufe-
senque'. Since gentilicia that begin with Monti-2 are rare, the first name is
likely to be a cognomen.
The text of a stamp which is not represented at Vechten shows that the
second name begins with Cres-3. Since in most of the stamps, this name is
more drastically abbreviated than that of Mont-, Cres- was probably merely
one of his employees. It is not likely, therefore, that Ores- stands for the
well-known Crestio, who already had his own officina in the fifties4. The
only other potter from La Graufesenque whose name begins with Cres- is
Crescens, who is only known from dockets so far5.
The site list for the stamps with the names Mont(anus?) and Cres(cens?)
suggests that they date from the Flavian period. The vessels with these
stamps seem not to have been marketed much later than c. A.D. 90.
1. TheMonticusofLaGraufesenquerecordedbyOswald(1931, 211 and
407-408) never existed. The stamps attributed to this potter are in
reality misinterpreted examples of the stamps under numbers Ml 11-
112, which Oswald also classed under Monticus & Crestus (idem, 211
and 408) and Pontus & Crestus (idem, 243).
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M98 MOMO
Ritt. 9
Drag. 24/25
Drag.24g
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*675.
RMO: VF2283; VF*675a.
PUG: 1947-98.
PUG: 1947-95 (fig. 6.60, b).
RMO: VF*675b; VF*675c.
This must be one of the earliest stamps of Mommo. It occurs on cups of
Ritt. 8 (cf. fig. 6.57, d), Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24/25. The site list includes the
Erdlager at Hofheim', the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2,
Rheingonheim3, periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg", a Claudian grave at Xanten5
and period I at Zwammerdam1'.
The vessels from Vechten include a rare variant of Drag. 24, with a footring
as on a Drag. 27g and a plain rim. The cups of Drag. 24/25 from Vechten
have slightly bevelled footrings. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 216.
2. Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 191-192.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 45.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 274-276.
5. Steiner 1911, Taf. XX 142b, from grave 1, with stamps ofAbitus and
Primus.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 180.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25, 144
(profile).
2. Probably ORL B24, 8, 18, read as NOW? (retrograde).
M102 MOM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*676b.
So far, only a single parallel for this stamp has been found, at
Rheingonheim'. The profile of the cup from Vechten indicates a Neronian
date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 46.
M103 MOM
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*679.
The only indication for the date of this stamp is the fact that it occurs on
cups of Drag. 24. The vessel from Vechten is small, so it is difficult to date,
but it is probably no earlier than Neronian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-
70.
M99 MOMO
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
This stamp seems to occur otherwise only in the Sels collection at Neuss.
The cup from Vechten has a footring as on a Drag. 24/25, which is slightly
bevelled besides. The profile suggests a date shortly after the middle of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
M100 MOMO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2368; VF*674; VF*676: VF*676c; VF*676e;
VF*1378; no no.;Vel920.13; fl940/5.13.
This retrograde stamp is known from various Flavian contexts, including
the legionary fortress at Lincohi', Rottweil2, the Saalburg3 and Segontium4.
In the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, it was found on
a Ritt. 8. The profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a Neronian or early
Flavian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Hartley 1981, 240.
2. Cf. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 73, probably the example recorded here.
3. Cf. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 88, probably the example recorded here.
4. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, fig. 13, 2.
M101 MOM
Drag. 27 RMO: 3jc; VF*676a.
This stamp was ostensibly found on cups of Drag. 24/25, among other
forms, but it is uncertain whether this is correct; a vessel from Banasa
designated as such is in reality a small Drag. 27 with a low footring', very
similar to the cups from Vechten.
The site list also includes Caerwent, the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen, and the Salisberg2. The cups from Vechten are both com-
pletely burnt and may stem from a grave. Their size makes them difficult to
date, but they are probably Flavian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
M104 MOM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.27.
Thus far, this is the only known example of this stamp. The profile of the
cup suggests a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
Moni-
M105 MONK) ?
Drag.18 RMO: VF2286.
The correct interpretation f this stamp is uncertain, since the end cannot be
explained. However, the first four letters definitely read MONI rather than
MONT', so it does not belong to Montanus or Mont- - Cres-. Up to now, no
potter is known from La Graufesenque whose name starts with Moni-, but
the fabric of the dish from Vechten indicates that it must have been made at
this kiln site.
Identical impressions have been found at Aislingen2, the Erdlager at
Hofheim3 and Oberstimm". The Drag. 18 from Vechten has a double groove
in its internal base, and its profile suggests a date around the middle of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 211, under Monticus: MONTCI 18 Vechten.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 69.
3. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. Vm 55.
4. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C767
M106 MON
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
This stamp is otherwise known only on a Ritt. 8 from Nijmegen-west. On
the evidence of this form it may be assumed to be pre-Flavian. This assump-
tion is confirmed by the profile of the cup from Vechten, from which a
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Claudian date may be deduced. The stamp was only attributed to Moni-
because it is of approximately the same date as the example numbered
M105. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-55.
Montanus
The profiles of some of his products demonstrate that Montanus was al-
ready active under Claudius. Most of his stamped wares belong to the
periods of Nero and Vespasian, however. Because of the presence of two of
his stamps at Camelon' and InchtuthiP, the possibility that his activities con-
tinued into the early eighties must be taken into consideration.
At La Graufesenque, the name of Montanus was also found in two dockets,
in which he is recorded as casidanos, i.e. flamen3. Both the lists were
applied to dishes stamped .CAST!., and reflect he second and the seventh
kiln load of the year in which Montanus was flamen, under Nero or
Vespasian.
Since Montanus is a common cognomen4, Montanus of La Graufesenque
need not be identical to a homonym from Montans5
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 18.
2. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S9.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 1 1 and 19.
4. Mocsy et al. 1983, 192.
5. GalUa 34, 1976, 493; Martin 1979a, 26, pl. 3, 18.
M107 [OFJMONTAN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2309a.
Identical impressions were found at Carlisle1, Corbridge-Red House2, the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and RottweiP. These finds demonstrate that
the die with which the vessels in question were marked was definitely in use
in the Flavian period. However, the profile of the dish from Vechten sug-
gest that it may also have been used earlier. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-80.
This stamp has not yet been found in a dated context. The impression from
Vechten is on a base fragment of a dish, which may only be dated approxi-
mately. Since it is entirely flat, however, it is definitely pre-Flavian. The
other information on stamps of Montanus makes a date under Claudius or
Nero most likely. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
Ml 10 MONTANI
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF2306.
Vel920/5.
VF*683a;. ;; no no.; fl940/5.234.
The only context o provide a lead for the date of this stamp is period 2 at
Valkenburg'. In view of the profiles of the dishes fromVechten, the die with
which they were marked is not very likely to have been in use under
Claudius. The last letter of the die broke off around A.D. 65 at the latest,
since impressions reading MONTAN<I> were found at Camulodunum and
Gloucester-Kingshohn2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 278.
2. Wild 1985a, 57, S10.
M110* MONTAN<I>
Drag.18 RMO: VF*682b; VF*683g.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read MONTANI.
Since the reduced version is known from Camulodunum and Gloucester-
Kingsholm', the die must have been damaged around A.D. 65 at the latest.
The site list also includes Caerleon. Chester2, Gloucester3 and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-
80.
I
1. Wild 1985a, 57, S 10.
2. Newstead 1928, 131, 83.
3. Green 1935,fig.46.
1. May/Hope 1917, 186, TH. 1892, 96.
2. Hartley 1959, 159, fig. 20, A.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 254.
Ml 08 MONT ANVF
Dish RMO: VF*682x: VF*686.
To judge by the example illustrated here, this stamp reads MONT ANVF or
MONT ANF rather than MONT ANVS or MONT AM. Three impressions
are known from the Erdlager at Hofheim'. In the cemetery on the Hunerberg
at Nijmegen, the stamp was found on a Drag. 18 with a deeply turned out
footring, which probably dates from around the middle of the 1st century2.
The same date may be deduced from the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, both of which have double grooves in their internal bases. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 56-57; Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 217.
2. Stuart 1976, 109, fig. 21, 197
M109 [M]ONTA.F
Dish RMO: VF* 1502.
Mont- - Cres-
If the text of the stamp numbered Mill should really be inteqireted as
OFMONTI. CR, rather than as OPMONT. CR, the first name cannot be an
abbreviation of Montanus. Nevertheless, this is the most attractive solution.
since no potter whose name starts with Monti- is known from La Graufe-
senque'. Since gentilicia that begin with Monti-2 are rare, the first name is
likely to be a cognomen.
The text of a stamp which is not represented at Vechten shows that the
second name begins with Cres-3. Since in most of the stamps, this name is
more drastically abbreviated than that of Mont-, Cres- was probably merely
one of his employees. It is not likely, therefore, that Ores- stands for the
well-known Crestio, who already had his own officina in the fifties4. The
only other potter from La Graufesenque whose name begins with Cres- is
Crescens, who is only known from dockets so far5.
The site list for the stamps with the names Mont(anus?) and Cres(cens?)
suggests that they date from the Flavian period. The vessels with these
stamps seem not to have been marketed much later than c. A.D. 90.
1. TheMonticusofLaGraufesenquerecordedbyOswald(1931, 211 and
407-408) never existed. The stamps attributed to this potter are in
reality misinterpreted examples of the stamps under numbers Ml 11-
112, which Oswald also classed under Monticus & Crestus (idem, 211
and 408) and Pontus & Crestus (idem, 243).
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Mocsy et al. 1983, 192 f.: Montin[-] and Montius, both recorded
only once.
OFMONTCRES, known from Carlisle, among other places (Dickinson
1990, 233, fig. 183, 26).
If, after Hartley and Dickinson, one wants to believe that there was
also a potter named Crestus, the same objection applies: the earliest
ofiicina-stamps attributed to Crestus date from the seventies (cf. the
commentary on Crestio).
Marichal 1988, nos. 46 and 94, and possibly 74 and 124-125.
Mill OFMONTI.CR
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*687b; VF*688a.
Dish RMO: YF23Q5; VF2305a.
PUG: Vel921/l.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (64); VF2290; VF2291; VF2292; VF*688.
At Vechten, impressions as clear as the example illustrated here only occur
on dishes. In the impressions on cups, the outer letters are partly illegible,
which indicates that he die had become worn by the time these vessels were
marked.
The presence of a burnt dish with this stamp in London would lead one to
assume that he die was already being used before the Boudiccan revolt in
A.D. 61, but the find circumstances of this vessel are doubtful'. The pro-
files of the vessels from Vechten do not support such an early date. Since
other impressions were found at Carlisle, in the legionary fortresses at
Chester2 and Nijmegen, in the Pompeii hoard3 and at Rottweil4, the stamp
may be assumed to stem from the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I]5, c.
A.D. 70-90.
1. Millett 1987, 115; cf. idem, 109, LXIH.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Atkinson 1914, pl. VI, 33.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 203.
5. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 109.
Ml 12 OFMONTC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*421ax.
Dish RMO: no no.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2289; VF2291a; VF*687; VF*687e; no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*687a.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, including Chester, the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen', Okarben2 and Ribchester. The
profiles of the vessels from Vechten also indicate a Flavian date. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 33.
2. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 15, H47.
Murranus
Oswald felt the need to distinguish Murranus and L. Mur(r)us, and attribut-
ed only the stamps that read Mur(r)a-, or a more complete version of the
name, to Murranus1. Most stamps which led to Oswald's assumption, how-
ever, were demonstrably misinterpreted2 or mistakenly attributed to a South
Gaulish potter3. It is probable, therefore, that the stamps classed by Oswald
under L. Mur(r)us also belong to Murranus.
The only reason still to consider the existence of two potters is the fact that
the decorative schemes of two bowls of Drag. 29 with the stamp OF.MVR.
from Vechten have nothing in common with the decoration of the other ves-
sels known for Murranus4. This is remarkable, more so since Murranus him-
self produced a large number of moulds for Drag. 29, mainly for his own
use5. The only other potter known to have used at least one mould of
Murranus is Marinus'. In addition to this, a Drag. 29 of Celadus is known
which was made in a mould that was also used for a bowl of Mun-anus7, but
it is not certain that Murranus actually made this mould.
The decorative schemes of Murranus's moulds date from shortly after the
middle of the 1 st century, but he is likely to have been active under Tiberius,
since some of his stamps were found atVelsen 1. The majority of his prod-
ucts are Claudio-Neroman, but several stamps with his name are known
from Flavian contexts. The site list even includes Chesterholm and
Corbridge, so his activities may not have ended until the eighties. The latest
contexts to yield products of Murranus are a grave with a coin of Trajan at
Praunheim", and a tumulus grave at Seron which probably dates to the
Hadrianic period'. The other information concerning the activities of
Murranus suggest hat the vessel from Seron must have been of a respect-
able age at the time of interment.
The existence of a stamp reading OF.MVR.TER.F probably warrants the
deduction that a certain Tertius worked at Murranus's workshop. Since this
stamp dates from the third quarter of the 1st century, it is unlikely to belong
to the Tertius who was already active as an independent potter under
Tiberius10.
1. Oswald 1931, 213 f. and 408.
2. OF.MVRI on a Drag. 27 from Rottweil (cf. catalogue no. M121);
LMVRR on a Drag. 18 from Vechten (cf. catalogue no. M122); MRS
on a Ritt. 5 from Vechten (probably MARS. catalogue no. M29 or
M30, or MPS, Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 1206, 11-9, on Halt. 8); the
stamp MVRRVS on a Drag. 27 from Vechten was not recovered, so it
may well have been misinterpreted too.
3. MVRRI and MVRI on cups of Ritt. 5 from Tarragona (Oxe/Comfort
1968, nos. 1039b, and 1040, 31-34).
4. See also catalogue no. M126.
5. Mees 1995, 88, Taf. 148-154 and 155, 1-2.
6. See catalogue no. M25. A bowl of Patricius from the Pompeii hoard
stems from a mould signed MVR; it is not certain that the signature
was applied by Murranus, however (Mees 1995, 88 f. and Taf. 155, 3).
7. Knorr 1952, Taf. 15 C-D.
8. Riese 1907, 20, from grave 199, with a stamp of Primus - Sco-.
9. Plumier 1986, 26, fig. 10, 26, from tumulus II, with a sestertius of
Hadrian ofA.D. 119-121 and stamps of Biga, Marcellus, Pater and
Tuttabirus of Lezoux, among others.
10. Oswald 1931, 214, under Murus & Tertius; Hartley 1985, 317 f., Dl;
Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 212, 104; cf. catalogue nos. T5-15.
Ml 13 OF.MVRRANI
Drag. 29 RMO: VP2320; VF2321 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 59); VF2:
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Usk'. The bowls
from Vechten all have single grooves around their stamps, so they are prob-
ably later than Claudius. Their profiles uggest hat he die with which they
were marked was only in use during the pre-Flavian period. The Neronian
date to be deduced from this evidence is supported by the decoration of a
Drag. 29 with this stamp from Tongeren2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, fig. 104, 105.
2. Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXVI, H.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, llOa, possibly identical.
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Ml 14 OFMVRANI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF2322.
VF24 (25); VF2326; VF*706; VF*706a; VF*708;
VF*708a; VF*708b.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die in question was prob-
ably first used in the pre-Flavian era. The presence of an identical im-
pression in the burnt layer at Colchester', which is related to the rebellion
ofA.D. 61, is also indicative of this. However, examples are also known
from Flavian contexts, such as the legionary fortresses at Chester2 and
Nijmegen, and Rottweil3. To judge by the profiles of the cups fromVechten,
the stamp is Neronian or Vespasianic. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 25.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 75.
4. Hennet 1934, pl. 112, 110.
Ml 15 OF.MVRRA<N>
Dish RMO: VF2324: VP*709.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OF.MVRRAN.
Stamps with the complete text have not been found in a dated context, but
the site record for the reduced version includes Bickenbach', Chester2,
Chesterholm3 and Corbridge4, so it must be one of the later stamps of
Murranus. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten do not give cause to
assume that the die was damaged as early as the pre-Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 67.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Cf. Birley/Birley 1938, 226, 3N, possibly the example recorded here.
4. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 283, possibly the example recorded here.
Ml 16 [OF.MVR]RAN
Dish RMO: VP3001.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp was found is a
grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, which also contained stamps of
Aquitanus, Modestus, Paullus i and Secundus i or iil. This suggests that the
stamp is of the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 44, from grave 2.
Ml 17 OF.MVRRAFN]
R-dish RMO: no no.
Parallels for this stamp were found at Camulodunum', in the Erdlager at
Hofheim2, and in period I at Verulamium3, among other places. The rou-
letted dish from Vechten has a rather curved, thick base, so it is extremely
unlikely to be earlier than late Claudian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 136.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 218.
3. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 3.
Ml 18 OFMVRRAN
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*712.
The best-dated parallel for this stamp is an example from Camulodunum.
The bowl from Vechten has a double groove around the stamp, and its pro-
file suggests a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ml 19 OFMIYRRAN]
Cup RMO: VF2141b.
The presence of identical impressions in the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and at Camulodunum' shows that this is a Claudio-Neronian
stamp. It occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other forms. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLm 137-139.
M120 OFMVRRAN
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF941.
RMO: VF*470.
This stamp has otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque, on cups of
Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The profiles of the cups fromVechten sug-
gest a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
M121 fOFIMVR AN
Drag. 33a RMO:. VF2327a.
The only contexts to give an indication for the date of this stamp are the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil'. The profile of the cup from
Vechten demonstrates that the die with which it was marked was already in
use under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 255.
Ml 22 <OF>.MVRR[A]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*711.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OF.MVRRA.
Impressions of the complete text were found at Baginton' and in the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen2. The reduced version is probably Flavian, there-
fore. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-85.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1966-1967, 87, fig. 11, 32.
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 34.
M123 F.MVRRA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*603a.
This impression is unique so far. The die with which it was made probably
read OF.MVRRA or OFMVRRAN. but the complete version seems not to
have been found anywhere as yet. The profile of the cup argues a date under
Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
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OFMONTCRES, known from Carlisle, among other places (Dickinson
1990, 233, fig. 183, 26).
If, after Hartley and Dickinson, one wants to believe that there was
also a potter named Crestus, the same objection applies: the earliest
ofiicina-stamps attributed to Crestus date from the seventies (cf. the
commentary on Crestio).
Marichal 1988, nos. 46 and 94, and possibly 74 and 124-125.
Mill OFMONTI.CR
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*687b; VF*688a.
Dish RMO: YF23Q5; VF2305a.
PUG: Vel921/l.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (64); VF2290; VF2291; VF2292; VF*688.
At Vechten, impressions as clear as the example illustrated here only occur
on dishes. In the impressions on cups, the outer letters are partly illegible,
which indicates that he die had become worn by the time these vessels were
marked.
The presence of a burnt dish with this stamp in London would lead one to
assume that he die was already being used before the Boudiccan revolt in
A.D. 61, but the find circumstances of this vessel are doubtful'. The pro-
files of the vessels from Vechten do not support such an early date. Since
other impressions were found at Carlisle, in the legionary fortresses at
Chester2 and Nijmegen, in the Pompeii hoard3 and at Rottweil4, the stamp
may be assumed to stem from the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I]5, c.
A.D. 70-90.
1. Millett 1987, 115; cf. idem, 109, LXIH.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Atkinson 1914, pl. VI, 33.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXX 203.
5. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 109.
Ml 12 OFMONTC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*421ax.
Dish RMO: no no.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2289; VF2291a; VF*687; VF*687e; no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*687a.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, including Chester, the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen', Okarben2 and Ribchester. The
profiles of the vessels from Vechten also indicate a Flavian date. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 33.
2. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 15, H47.
Murranus
Oswald felt the need to distinguish Murranus and L. Mur(r)us, and attribut-
ed only the stamps that read Mur(r)a-, or a more complete version of the
name, to Murranus1. Most stamps which led to Oswald's assumption, how-
ever, were demonstrably misinterpreted2 or mistakenly attributed to a South
Gaulish potter3. It is probable, therefore, that the stamps classed by Oswald
under L. Mur(r)us also belong to Murranus.
The only reason still to consider the existence of two potters is the fact that
the decorative schemes of two bowls of Drag. 29 with the stamp OF.MVR.
from Vechten have nothing in common with the decoration of the other ves-
sels known for Murranus4. This is remarkable, more so since Murranus him-
self produced a large number of moulds for Drag. 29, mainly for his own
use5. The only other potter known to have used at least one mould of
Murranus is Marinus'. In addition to this, a Drag. 29 of Celadus is known
which was made in a mould that was also used for a bowl of Mun-anus7, but
it is not certain that Murranus actually made this mould.
The decorative schemes of Murranus's moulds date from shortly after the
middle of the 1 st century, but he is likely to have been active under Tiberius,
since some of his stamps were found atVelsen 1. The majority of his prod-
ucts are Claudio-Neroman, but several stamps with his name are known
from Flavian contexts. The site list even includes Chesterholm and
Corbridge, so his activities may not have ended until the eighties. The latest
contexts to yield products of Murranus are a grave with a coin of Trajan at
Praunheim", and a tumulus grave at Seron which probably dates to the
Hadrianic period'. The other information concerning the activities of
Murranus suggest hat the vessel from Seron must have been of a respect-
able age at the time of interment.
The existence of a stamp reading OF.MVR.TER.F probably warrants the
deduction that a certain Tertius worked at Murranus's workshop. Since this
stamp dates from the third quarter of the 1st century, it is unlikely to belong
to the Tertius who was already active as an independent potter under
Tiberius10.
1. Oswald 1931, 213 f. and 408.
2. OF.MVRI on a Drag. 27 from Rottweil (cf. catalogue no. M121);
LMVRR on a Drag. 18 from Vechten (cf. catalogue no. M122); MRS
on a Ritt. 5 from Vechten (probably MARS. catalogue no. M29 or
M30, or MPS, Oxe/Comfort 1968, no. 1206, 11-9, on Halt. 8); the
stamp MVRRVS on a Drag. 27 from Vechten was not recovered, so it
may well have been misinterpreted too.
3. MVRRI and MVRI on cups of Ritt. 5 from Tarragona (Oxe/Comfort
1968, nos. 1039b, and 1040, 31-34).
4. See also catalogue no. M126.
5. Mees 1995, 88, Taf. 148-154 and 155, 1-2.
6. See catalogue no. M25. A bowl of Patricius from the Pompeii hoard
stems from a mould signed MVR; it is not certain that the signature
was applied by Murranus, however (Mees 1995, 88 f. and Taf. 155, 3).
7. Knorr 1952, Taf. 15 C-D.
8. Riese 1907, 20, from grave 199, with a stamp of Primus - Sco-.
9. Plumier 1986, 26, fig. 10, 26, from tumulus II, with a sestertius of
Hadrian ofA.D. 119-121 and stamps of Biga, Marcellus, Pater and
Tuttabirus of Lezoux, among others.
10. Oswald 1931, 214, under Murus & Tertius; Hartley 1985, 317 f., Dl;
Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 212, 104; cf. catalogue nos. T5-15.
Ml 13 OF.MVRRANI
Drag. 29 RMO: VP2320; VF2321 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 59); VF2:
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Usk'. The bowls
from Vechten all have single grooves around their stamps, so they are prob-
ably later than Claudius. Their profiles uggest hat he die with which they
were marked was only in use during the pre-Flavian period. The Neronian
date to be deduced from this evidence is supported by the decoration of a
Drag. 29 with this stamp from Tongeren2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1993, 208, fig. 104, 105.
2. Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXVI, H.
3. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, llOa, possibly identical.
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Ml 14 OFMVRANI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF2322.
VF24 (25); VF2326; VF*706; VF*706a; VF*708;
VF*708a; VF*708b.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die in question was prob-
ably first used in the pre-Flavian era. The presence of an identical im-
pression in the burnt layer at Colchester', which is related to the rebellion
ofA.D. 61, is also indicative of this. However, examples are also known
from Flavian contexts, such as the legionary fortresses at Chester2 and
Nijmegen, and Rottweil3. To judge by the profiles of the cups fromVechten,
the stamp is Neronian or Vespasianic. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 25.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 75.
4. Hennet 1934, pl. 112, 110.
Ml 15 OF.MVRRA<N>
Dish RMO: VF2324: VP*709.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OF.MVRRAN.
Stamps with the complete text have not been found in a dated context, but
the site record for the reduced version includes Bickenbach', Chester2,
Chesterholm3 and Corbridge4, so it must be one of the later stamps of
Murranus. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten do not give cause to
assume that the die was damaged as early as the pre-Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 67.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Cf. Birley/Birley 1938, 226, 3N, possibly the example recorded here.
4. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 283, possibly the example recorded here.
Ml 16 [OF.MVR]RAN
Dish RMO: VP3001.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp was found is a
grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, which also contained stamps of
Aquitanus, Modestus, Paullus i and Secundus i or iil. This suggests that the
stamp is of the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 44, from grave 2.
Ml 17 OF.MVRRAFN]
R-dish RMO: no no.
Parallels for this stamp were found at Camulodunum', in the Erdlager at
Hofheim2, and in period I at Verulamium3, among other places. The rou-
letted dish from Vechten has a rather curved, thick base, so it is extremely
unlikely to be earlier than late Claudian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 136.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 218.
3. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 3.
Ml 18 OFMVRRAN
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*712.
The best-dated parallel for this stamp is an example from Camulodunum.
The bowl from Vechten has a double groove around the stamp, and its pro-
file suggests a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ml 19 OFMIYRRAN]
Cup RMO: VF2141b.
The presence of identical impressions in the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and at Camulodunum' shows that this is a Claudio-Neronian
stamp. It occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other forms. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLm 137-139.
M120 OFMVRRAN
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF941.
RMO: VF*470.
This stamp has otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque, on cups of
Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The profiles of the cups fromVechten sug-
gest a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
M121 fOFIMVR AN
Drag. 33a RMO:. VF2327a.
The only contexts to give an indication for the date of this stamp are the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil'. The profile of the cup from
Vechten demonstrates that the die with which it was marked was already in
use under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 255.
Ml 22 <OF>.MVRR[A]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*711.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OF.MVRRA.
Impressions of the complete text were found at Baginton' and in the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen2. The reduced version is probably Flavian, there-
fore. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-85.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1966-1967, 87, fig. 11, 32.
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1980, pl. 16, 34.
M123 F.MVRRA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*603a.
This impression is unique so far. The die with which it was made probably
read OF.MVRRA or OFMVRRAN. but the complete version seems not to
have been found anywhere as yet. The profile of the cup argues a date under
Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
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M124 [OF].MVR[A]
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VP*703.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*152d; VF*703a.
The only lead for the date of this stamp is provided by the presence of some
examples on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. To judge by their profiles, the
cups from Vechten are likely to be mainly Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 50-70.
M125 rOIF.MVRR
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The only parallel for this stamp is an example from Richborough, so the
date must be deduced from the profile of the cup from Vechten. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
M126 OF.MVR.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1497 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 B); VF2327;
VF*705a (idem, Taf. 59 A).
This stamp was found at only five other sites, including Baginton' and
Gloucester. The bowls from Vechten all have single grooves around their
stamps, and profiles which indicate a Flavian date. The decoration of the
vessel numbered VF*705a is definitely of this period as well, and has noth-
ing in common with the other decorative schemes known for Murranus2. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Hartley 1971-1973, 44, fig. 13, 9.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988b, 31, fig. 18, SlOi; Mees 1995, Taf. 148-154
and 155, 1-2.
good leads for dating, but the profiles of the vessels from Vechten argue a
date in the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ml 30 MVRANI
Drag. 15/17 PUG: 295.
The presence of two identical impressions at Velsen 1 shows this to be one
of Murranus's earliest stamps. The Drag. 15/17 from Vechten is a shallow
vessel with a double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 35-60.
M131 MVRAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*707.
Only a limited number of impressions of this stamp are known, from the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque among other places. The dish from
Vechten has a double groove in its internal base, and because of its profile
belongs to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
M132 MV
Ritt. 5(?) RMO: VF*701.
It is uncertain whether this stamp should really be classed under Murranus.
The only known parallels so far are from Alesia, the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen and Strasbourg. The shape of the cup from Vechten is not entire-
ly certain, but it looks more like a Ritt. 5 than a Drag. 27g. The cup from
Nijmegen is also a Ritt. 5, so this must be an early stamp. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 30-50.
M127 OFMVR
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*705.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, and is known from
Camulodunum, among other places. Because of the profile of the vessel
from Vechten it is hardly conceivable that the die with which it was
marked was ah-eady in use under Claudius. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
55-70.
C. N- Celsus
See catalogue nos. Cl 12-114.
Namus
M128 MVRANVS.F
R-dish RMO: VF2319.
The presence of an identical impression at Velsen 1 suggests that this is one
of the earliest stamps of Murranus. The site list also includes the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The profile of the rouletted dish from
Vechten, which has a flat base, is in accordance with the date to be deduced
from this evidence. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
M129 [MV]RRANI
N1 NAMVS.FE
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 16
RMO: VF*710.
RMO: f 1940/5.1
The impression illustrated here is extremely clear, and shows that the stamp
should be interpreted as MVRRANI, rather than MVRRAN. There are no
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2329 (pl. 39, j);.
This is a stamp of a relatively little-known potter. It occurs on bowls of
Drag. 29 with decorative schemes from around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury'. The profiles of the bowls from Vechten are also indicative of a date in
this period.
Although no vessels of Namus have as yet been found at La Graufesenque,
the fabrics of the vessels from Vechten, as well as their decorative styles,
show that he once worked at this kiln site. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-
60.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 A-B and 60 C; Knorr 1952, Taf. 46 A-B.
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Ne qures
N2 NEQVRES
Drag. 27g RMO: 3; VF2340; Vel927.
The die with which these impressions were made went through a number of
changes over time. The example illustrated here reflects the original form,
with the text NEQVRES in a rectangular frame with symmetrical, rounded
ends.
According to Oxe, the text of the stamp should be interpreted as ne qures or
ne cures, which is supposed to mean something like "not your business" or
"go away'". The vessels with this stamp were ostensibly intended for burial
gifts, and the text was meant o protect hem against heft. Since Nequres as
a cognomen is not known, a better solution is not as yet available.
The first modification of the die - the halving of the S - seems to have al-
ready taken place in the pre-Flavian period, since impressions with an
incomplete S still occur on cups of Drag. 242. Therefore, an impression with
the complete text from period 2 at Fishboume3 is likely to be from an
earlier phase of occupation.
The profiles of the cups listed here create the impression that the die was
first used as late as c. A.D. 60". La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Oxel934,98f.
2. Cf. catalogue no. N2*.
3. Dannell 1971, 311, 69.
4. The stamp from Hofheim on which Oswald's Claudian starting date is
based (Oswald 1931, 217 f. and 409), is an erroneously completed
fragment of a stamp of Nestor (Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 219; cf.
catalogue no. N4).
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 111.
well, since the same find number includes stamps of Apro, Carantus and
Severus ii, all of which date from the Flavian period2.
The site list for this version also includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen
and Rottweil3. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-80.
Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 287-288.
The stamps of Apro and Carantus have not been published. For the
stamp of Severus ii see Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 336; find number
2152 is there attributed - probably correctly - to period 4.
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 306.
N2*** <N>EQVRE<S>
Drag.18
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: VF2489a; VF2493; VF2494; VF-826; VF*826a.
These impressions reflect he last phase of a die which was modified as
often as three times. As a result of the last modification, the first letter of the
stamp was also lost, and the ends of the die were indented. Impressions of
this phase are often misinterpreted'.
The site record for this variant includes Chester2 and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The best-dated context is a grave at
Winchester, which seems to date to the early eighties3. To judge by the pro-
files of the vessels from Vechten, this stamp is unlikely to be found in a later
context. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-85.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 115, under Equirus.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 7, 9 and 12, from grave II, with stamps of
Frontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus and Vitalis ii, among
others.
N2* NEQVRES
Drag. 27g RMO: VES7; VF*376.
These are impressions from a die from which a piece broke off, as a result
of which half the final letter was lost. Since identical impressions were
found on cups of Drag. 24, the damage probably took place in the pre-
Plavian period. This conclusion is supported by the shape of a Drag. 27g
with this version of the stamp, from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen'.
The presence of parallels in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at
RottweiP suggests that the die was not modified again until after the year
70, when the rest of the S disappeared as well3. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
60-75.
1. Stuart 1976, 110, fig. 22, 206.
2. For example Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 305.
3. Cf. catalogue no. N2**.
N2** NEQVRE<S>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3031; VP*1533; no no.
These impressions were made with a die which had already been modified
twice, as a result of which the original final S had disappeared completely.
The version without an S was ostensibly found in periods 1 and 3 at
Valkenburg', among other places. In view of the evidence for the earlier ver-
sion, attribution of an impression to period 1 may be seen as an error, since
there are no indications that he die was ah-eady in use early under Claudius.
The other impression from Valkenburg is probably from a later context as
Nestor
N3 NESTO[RFEC.]
Dish RMO: VF2344.
This is an impression from the only die of Nestor known thus far. The pres-
ence of identical examples on dishes of Ritt. 1 suggests that it is pre-
Flavian. This is also indicated by the site record, which includes a Neronian
grave at Baldock', as well as Camulodunum2, the fort ditch deposit at
Cirencester3, the Colchester Pottery Shops4, the Erdlager at Hofheim5 and
the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London'. This evidence demonstrates that the
stamp must be earlier than Oswald assumed7. La Graufesenque [I]8, c. A.D.
50-65.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 209, S99, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Firmo i, Maccarus, Patricius and Perrus.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUII 140.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 28.
4. Hull 1958, 154, fig. 76, 12; Millett 1987, 115.
5. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 219, NE[STORFEC. ], completed by him as
NE[QVRES]; this stamp was assumed, probably erroneously, to
belong to period 2 (idem, 243, note 292, and 246, Nequres).
6. Millett 1987, 115.
7. Oswald 1931, 218 and 401: "Nero-Vespasian".
8. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 112.
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M124 [OF].MVR[A]
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VP*703.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*152d; VF*703a.
The only lead for the date of this stamp is provided by the presence of some
examples on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. To judge by their profiles, the
cups from Vechten are likely to be mainly Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 50-70.
M125 rOIF.MVRR
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The only parallel for this stamp is an example from Richborough, so the
date must be deduced from the profile of the cup from Vechten. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
M126 OF.MVR.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1497 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 B); VF2327;
VF*705a (idem, Taf. 59 A).
This stamp was found at only five other sites, including Baginton' and
Gloucester. The bowls from Vechten all have single grooves around their
stamps, and profiles which indicate a Flavian date. The decoration of the
vessel numbered VF*705a is definitely of this period as well, and has noth-
ing in common with the other decorative schemes known for Murranus2. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Hartley 1971-1973, 44, fig. 13, 9.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988b, 31, fig. 18, SlOi; Mees 1995, Taf. 148-154
and 155, 1-2.
good leads for dating, but the profiles of the vessels from Vechten argue a
date in the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ml 30 MVRANI
Drag. 15/17 PUG: 295.
The presence of two identical impressions at Velsen 1 shows this to be one
of Murranus's earliest stamps. The Drag. 15/17 from Vechten is a shallow
vessel with a double groove in its internal base. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 35-60.
M131 MVRAN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*707.
Only a limited number of impressions of this stamp are known, from the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque among other places. The dish from
Vechten has a double groove in its internal base, and because of its profile
belongs to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
M132 MV
Ritt. 5(?) RMO: VF*701.
It is uncertain whether this stamp should really be classed under Murranus.
The only known parallels so far are from Alesia, the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen and Strasbourg. The shape of the cup from Vechten is not entire-
ly certain, but it looks more like a Ritt. 5 than a Drag. 27g. The cup from
Nijmegen is also a Ritt. 5, so this must be an early stamp. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 30-50.
M127 OFMVR
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*705.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, and is known from
Camulodunum, among other places. Because of the profile of the vessel
from Vechten it is hardly conceivable that the die with which it was
marked was ah-eady in use under Claudius. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
55-70.
C. N- Celsus
See catalogue nos. Cl 12-114.
Namus
M128 MVRANVS.F
R-dish RMO: VF2319.
The presence of an identical impression at Velsen 1 suggests that this is one
of the earliest stamps of Murranus. The site list also includes the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. The profile of the rouletted dish from
Vechten, which has a flat base, is in accordance with the date to be deduced
from this evidence. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
M129 [MV]RRANI
N1 NAMVS.FE
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 16
RMO: VF*710.
RMO: f 1940/5.1
The impression illustrated here is extremely clear, and shows that the stamp
should be interpreted as MVRRANI, rather than MVRRAN. There are no
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2329 (pl. 39, j);.
This is a stamp of a relatively little-known potter. It occurs on bowls of
Drag. 29 with decorative schemes from around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury'. The profiles of the bowls from Vechten are also indicative of a date in
this period.
Although no vessels of Namus have as yet been found at La Graufesenque,
the fabrics of the vessels from Vechten, as well as their decorative styles,
show that he once worked at this kiln site. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-
60.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 59 A-B and 60 C; Knorr 1952, Taf. 46 A-B.
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Ne qures
N2 NEQVRES
Drag. 27g RMO: 3; VF2340; Vel927.
The die with which these impressions were made went through a number of
changes over time. The example illustrated here reflects the original form,
with the text NEQVRES in a rectangular frame with symmetrical, rounded
ends.
According to Oxe, the text of the stamp should be interpreted as ne qures or
ne cures, which is supposed to mean something like "not your business" or
"go away'". The vessels with this stamp were ostensibly intended for burial
gifts, and the text was meant o protect hem against heft. Since Nequres as
a cognomen is not known, a better solution is not as yet available.
The first modification of the die - the halving of the S - seems to have al-
ready taken place in the pre-Flavian period, since impressions with an
incomplete S still occur on cups of Drag. 242. Therefore, an impression with
the complete text from period 2 at Fishboume3 is likely to be from an
earlier phase of occupation.
The profiles of the cups listed here create the impression that the die was
first used as late as c. A.D. 60". La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Oxel934,98f.
2. Cf. catalogue no. N2*.
3. Dannell 1971, 311, 69.
4. The stamp from Hofheim on which Oswald's Claudian starting date is
based (Oswald 1931, 217 f. and 409), is an erroneously completed
fragment of a stamp of Nestor (Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 219; cf.
catalogue no. N4).
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 111.
well, since the same find number includes stamps of Apro, Carantus and
Severus ii, all of which date from the Flavian period2.
The site list for this version also includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen
and Rottweil3. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-80.
Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 287-288.
The stamps of Apro and Carantus have not been published. For the
stamp of Severus ii see Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 336; find number
2152 is there attributed - probably correctly - to period 4.
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 306.
N2*** <N>EQVRE<S>
Drag.18
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: VF2489a; VF2493; VF2494; VF-826; VF*826a.
These impressions reflect he last phase of a die which was modified as
often as three times. As a result of the last modification, the first letter of the
stamp was also lost, and the ends of the die were indented. Impressions of
this phase are often misinterpreted'.
The site record for this variant includes Chester2 and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The best-dated context is a grave at
Winchester, which seems to date to the early eighties3. To judge by the pro-
files of the vessels from Vechten, this stamp is unlikely to be found in a later
context. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-85.
1. See e.g. Oswald 1931, 115, under Equirus.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 7, 9 and 12, from grave II, with stamps of
Frontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus and Vitalis ii, among
others.
N2* NEQVRES
Drag. 27g RMO: VES7; VF*376.
These are impressions from a die from which a piece broke off, as a result
of which half the final letter was lost. Since identical impressions were
found on cups of Drag. 24, the damage probably took place in the pre-
Plavian period. This conclusion is supported by the shape of a Drag. 27g
with this version of the stamp, from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen'.
The presence of parallels in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at
RottweiP suggests that the die was not modified again until after the year
70, when the rest of the S disappeared as well3. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
60-75.
1. Stuart 1976, 110, fig. 22, 206.
2. For example Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 305.
3. Cf. catalogue no. N2**.
N2** NEQVRE<S>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3031; VP*1533; no no.
These impressions were made with a die which had already been modified
twice, as a result of which the original final S had disappeared completely.
The version without an S was ostensibly found in periods 1 and 3 at
Valkenburg', among other places. In view of the evidence for the earlier ver-
sion, attribution of an impression to period 1 may be seen as an error, since
there are no indications that he die was ah-eady in use early under Claudius.
The other impression from Valkenburg is probably from a later context as
Nestor
N3 NESTO[RFEC.]
Dish RMO: VF2344.
This is an impression from the only die of Nestor known thus far. The pres-
ence of identical examples on dishes of Ritt. 1 suggests that it is pre-
Flavian. This is also indicated by the site record, which includes a Neronian
grave at Baldock', as well as Camulodunum2, the fort ditch deposit at
Cirencester3, the Colchester Pottery Shops4, the Erdlager at Hofheim5 and
the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London'. This evidence demonstrates that the
stamp must be earlier than Oswald assumed7. La Graufesenque [I]8, c. A.D.
50-65.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 209, S99, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Firmo i, Maccarus, Patricius and Perrus.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUII 140.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 28.
4. Hull 1958, 154, fig. 76, 12; Millett 1987, 115.
5. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 219, NE[STORFEC. ], completed by him as
NE[QVRES]; this stamp was assumed, probably erroneously, to
belong to period 2 (idem, 243, note 292, and 246, Nequres).
6. Millett 1987, 115.
7. Oswald 1931, 218 and 401: "Nero-Vespasian".
8. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 112.
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Niger
The site list for Niger's stamps warrants the deduction that his activities
were limited to the period c. A.D. 50-80. Thus, Oswald's assumption that
Niger also produced sigillata t Banassac' is incorrect. A proportion of the
stamps on which this hypothesis is based belong to Niger of La
Graufesenque2, and the rest to Nigrinus, a 2nd-century manufacturer from
Banassac3 (fig. 2.14).
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 made by Niger constitute
a very heterogeneous group. He definitely obtained his moulds from various
different sources. Some of his bowls were made in moulds ofModestus and
Mommo4. In one of the moulds used by Niger, bowls were also made by his
employee And-5, and by Potitus". So far, there are no indications that Niger
himself made moulds7.
1. Oswald 1931, 219 f. and 410.
2. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29, from the Ceres collection; Peyre 1975, 49,
4-5, from the Roqueplo collection; cf. p. 27, note 7.
3. Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 10; Hofmann 1966, 43, 11; Hofmann 1970,
7, fig. 3; Hofmann 1988, 37, fig. 16, and 41, fig. 17.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 140, 3, and 145, 11.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 14, with the stamps OFNIGRI and OFNIGRI.
AND. For another Drag. 29 ofNiger - And-, see Pryce 1932, pl. XXV5.
6. Pryce 1930, 131, fig. 47, 1.
7. The signature NIGR among the decoration of a Drag. 29 from London,
recorded by Oswald (1931, 220), is too unclear to be attributed to
Niger with certainty (cf. Mees 1995, Taf. 216,7).
N4 OF[NI]GRI
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG:
VF1493 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 61 D); VF2349 (idem,
Taf. 61 C); VF* 1320 (idem, Taf. 61 B);
fl909/10.2.
Vel925/5.
The potter who marked these and other bowls of Drag. 29 always applied
the die too superficially, so the middle letters were not impressed properly.
On standard and rouletted ishes, on the other hand, the die was impressed
sufficiently deeply, probably because, unlike Drag. 29, these have slightly
convex rather than concave bases. The die was damaged at some stage, at
which the outer letters broke off diagonally.
Since the archives of Hartley and Dickinson do not distinguish the two ver-
sions mentioned (cf. p. 156), it is hardly possible to determine when the die
was damaged. However, the die must have originated in the pre-Flavian
period. This is not demonstrated merely by the presence of an impression of
the original version in period 1 at Fishboume1, but also by the decorative
schemes of most bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp2. Moreover, four out of
five bowls from Vechten have double grooves around their stamps. The pro-
files of these vessels suggest hat hey are early Vespasianic, at the latest. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Dannell 1971, 311, 70(a).
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 61 A; Pryce 1932, pl. XXV 4; Hennet 1934, pl. 63,
23 (probably OP[NI]GRI), and 106, 14; Knorr 1952, Taf. 47 A-C; de
SchaetzenAranderhoeven 1953-1954, pl. XV 11; Mees 1995, Taf. 140,
3, probably an identical stamp, on a bowl from a mould of Modestus.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 113; see also note 2.
N4* OFNIGRI
Drag. 18
Dish
These impressions were made with a die which originally had a rectangular
face with slightly rounded ends. The evidence for the original version sug-
gests that he die was not modified until the Flavian period. The profiles of
the dishes listed here seem to warrant the deduction that vessels with this
stamp were no longer marketed after the year 80. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-80.
N5 OFNIGRI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF2350.
PUG: 1379.
According to Hartley and Dickinson, these are impressions from a die
which was moulded from another die by means of surmoulage (cf. p. 39).
Identical impressions occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, among other types. The
site list includes Gloucester and period 3 at Valkenburg'. The Drag. 18 from
Vechten is a relatively shallow example, so the stamp is probably Neronian,
at the latest. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 50-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 289.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 113b.
N5* OFNIGR<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2003b; VF2345.
PUG: 1947-258.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*722.
These impressions were made with a broken die which originally read
OFNIGRI. The site record for the reduced version includes the legionary
fortresses at Lincoln' and Nijmegen, and York2, but parallels were also
found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, so the die must already have been
damaged in the pre-Flavian period. A Neronian tumulus grave at Berlingen
has yielded a probably identical impression3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-75.
1. Hartley 1981, 240.
2. Diddnson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283,2762.
3. Roosens/Lux 1973, 29, fig. 19, 27, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Cotto, Felix, Modestus and Patricius.
N6 OFNGRI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1370.
This stamp was found in the Erdlager at Hofheim' and in a Neronian con-
text at Verulamium2, but also in the legionary fortress at Chester. Since the
stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, and the shape of the vessel from Vechten
almost precludes a date after c. A.D. 60, the die with which it was marked
must have ah-eady been in use in the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 221-222, probably the example re-
corded here.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 30.
N7 OFNIGR
RMO:
RMO:
VF2352; VI
VF*724.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Ritt.9
RMO: VF2353.
RMO: VF2351.
RMO: VF*1334.
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Since this stamp is known from the fort ditch deposit at Cirencester' and the
burnt layer of A.D. 61 at Colchester2, the die with which the impressions
listed here were made must have been taken into use around A.D. 50 at the
latest. The presence of several impressions on dishes of Ritt. 1 and cups of
Ritt. 8 and 9 also indicates an early starting date. The site list also includes
the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3 and period 2 at Valkenburg4.
La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 50-65
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
N7*
Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 29
Dannell 1966, 59.
Stuart 1976, 110, fig. 22, 212.
Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 89.
Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 113a.
OPNIG<R>
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
PUG: 24.
RMO: VF2348.
RMO: VF*723: no no.
RMO: VF* 1262.
These are impressions from a die which originally read OFNIGR, without
a dot inside the 0. In London, an impression of the altered die was osten-
sibly found in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61'. If the stratigraphic attribution of
this example is correct, the modification of the die must have taken place
early under Nero. This assumption is supported by the occurrence of ident-
ical impressions on cups of Ritt. 8. Since the stamp is also known from the
baths at Caerleon2, the die may still have been in use under Vespasian. The
decorative schemes of bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp also suggest a
Neronian orVespasianic date3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Millett 1987, 115.
2. Boon 1986, 49, fig. 13, 59.
3. Vanderhoeven 1976b, 27, Taf. 44, 326; Mees 1995, Taf. 145, 11, prob-
ably this stamp, on a bowl from a mould of Mommo.
N10 OFNI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF2347;VF*713;YF*714.
RMO: VF2347b.
The earliest dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 atVerulamium'. Itis also known from Baginton
and the Erdlager at Hofheim2, among other places. The stamp also occurs
on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. The cups from Vechten are all of the
small variety, and probably Neronian, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Richardson 1944, 98, fig. 8, 30.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 122.
N11 OFNI
Ritt.9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF947;VF*1296.
RMO: VF-719.
This retrograde stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. Since it
occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other types, it is Uke-
ly to be pre-Flavian. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a date
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-
70.
Notus
Notus is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. To judge
by the number of stamps that were found, his production was probably
limited. The little evidence available suggests that he was active under Nero
and Vespasian.
N8 OFNIGR
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*721: VF* 1364.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, and is known from
Baginton' and period 2 at Valkenburg2. The profiles of the vessels from
Vechten suggest that the die with which they were marked may still have
been in use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hartley 1971-1973, 44, fig. 13, 10.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 290.
N9 OF.NIC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*728.
This rather faint stamp was otherwise found only on a Ritt. 9 in London, a
Drag. 24 in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and cups of Drag. 27 at La
Graufesenque andVolubilis1. This evidence, and the profile of the cup from
Vechten, indicate a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I]2, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 155 (stamp), and 196, fig. 19, 155
(profile).
2. See also Dausse 1990, pl. A, 64, probably identical.
N12 NOTVSF
Drag. 29 RMO: VP*730.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is a grave at Tipasa considered to be from the time ofVespasian. The shape
of the rouletted dish to which it was applied demonstrates that the grave is
likely to be earUer rather than later'. The shape of the bowl from Vechten
suggests that he stamp probably dates from around A.D. 70. The same con-
clusion may perhaps also be drawn from the context at Southwark2 which
yielded an identical impression. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Query 1979, 67, fig. 9, 16 (stamp), and 89, fig. 14, 4 (profile).
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1978b, 436, 92, from context B II (9); in a deeper
layer, a fragment was found of a Drag. 29, whose decoration is dated
to c. A.D. 50-65 (Bird/Marsh 1978, 438, fig. 190, 160).
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 115.
N13 NOTVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24 (66).
No parallels for this stamp have been found in dated contexts as yet. To
judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, it belongs to the Neronian or
Vespasianic period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
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Niger
The site list for Niger's stamps warrants the deduction that his activities
were limited to the period c. A.D. 50-80. Thus, Oswald's assumption that
Niger also produced sigillata t Banassac' is incorrect. A proportion of the
stamps on which this hypothesis is based belong to Niger of La
Graufesenque2, and the rest to Nigrinus, a 2nd-century manufacturer from
Banassac3 (fig. 2.14).
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 made by Niger constitute
a very heterogeneous group. He definitely obtained his moulds from various
different sources. Some of his bowls were made in moulds ofModestus and
Mommo4. In one of the moulds used by Niger, bowls were also made by his
employee And-5, and by Potitus". So far, there are no indications that Niger
himself made moulds7.
1. Oswald 1931, 219 f. and 410.
2. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29, from the Ceres collection; Peyre 1975, 49,
4-5, from the Roqueplo collection; cf. p. 27, note 7.
3. Cavaroc 1964, 144, pl. I 10; Hofmann 1966, 43, 11; Hofmann 1970,
7, fig. 3; Hofmann 1988, 37, fig. 16, and 41, fig. 17.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 140, 3, and 145, 11.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 14, with the stamps OFNIGRI and OFNIGRI.
AND. For another Drag. 29 ofNiger - And-, see Pryce 1932, pl. XXV5.
6. Pryce 1930, 131, fig. 47, 1.
7. The signature NIGR among the decoration of a Drag. 29 from London,
recorded by Oswald (1931, 220), is too unclear to be attributed to
Niger with certainty (cf. Mees 1995, Taf. 216,7).
N4 OF[NI]GRI
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG:
VF1493 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 61 D); VF2349 (idem,
Taf. 61 C); VF* 1320 (idem, Taf. 61 B);
fl909/10.2.
Vel925/5.
The potter who marked these and other bowls of Drag. 29 always applied
the die too superficially, so the middle letters were not impressed properly.
On standard and rouletted ishes, on the other hand, the die was impressed
sufficiently deeply, probably because, unlike Drag. 29, these have slightly
convex rather than concave bases. The die was damaged at some stage, at
which the outer letters broke off diagonally.
Since the archives of Hartley and Dickinson do not distinguish the two ver-
sions mentioned (cf. p. 156), it is hardly possible to determine when the die
was damaged. However, the die must have originated in the pre-Flavian
period. This is not demonstrated merely by the presence of an impression of
the original version in period 1 at Fishboume1, but also by the decorative
schemes of most bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp2. Moreover, four out of
five bowls from Vechten have double grooves around their stamps. The pro-
files of these vessels suggest hat hey are early Vespasianic, at the latest. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Dannell 1971, 311, 70(a).
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 61 A; Pryce 1932, pl. XXV 4; Hennet 1934, pl. 63,
23 (probably OP[NI]GRI), and 106, 14; Knorr 1952, Taf. 47 A-C; de
SchaetzenAranderhoeven 1953-1954, pl. XV 11; Mees 1995, Taf. 140,
3, probably an identical stamp, on a bowl from a mould of Modestus.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 113; see also note 2.
N4* OFNIGRI
Drag. 18
Dish
These impressions were made with a die which originally had a rectangular
face with slightly rounded ends. The evidence for the original version sug-
gests that he die was not modified until the Flavian period. The profiles of
the dishes listed here seem to warrant the deduction that vessels with this
stamp were no longer marketed after the year 80. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-80.
N5 OFNIGRI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF2350.
PUG: 1379.
According to Hartley and Dickinson, these are impressions from a die
which was moulded from another die by means of surmoulage (cf. p. 39).
Identical impressions occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, among other types. The
site list includes Gloucester and period 3 at Valkenburg'. The Drag. 18 from
Vechten is a relatively shallow example, so the stamp is probably Neronian,
at the latest. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 50-65.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 289.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 113b.
N5* OFNIGR<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2003b; VF2345.
PUG: 1947-258.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*722.
These impressions were made with a broken die which originally read
OFNIGRI. The site record for the reduced version includes the legionary
fortresses at Lincoln' and Nijmegen, and York2, but parallels were also
found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, so the die must already have been
damaged in the pre-Flavian period. A Neronian tumulus grave at Berlingen
has yielded a probably identical impression3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-75.
1. Hartley 1981, 240.
2. Diddnson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283,2762.
3. Roosens/Lux 1973, 29, fig. 19, 27, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Cotto, Felix, Modestus and Patricius.
N6 OFNGRI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1370.
This stamp was found in the Erdlager at Hofheim' and in a Neronian con-
text at Verulamium2, but also in the legionary fortress at Chester. Since the
stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, and the shape of the vessel from Vechten
almost precludes a date after c. A.D. 60, the die with which it was marked
must have ah-eady been in use in the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Cf. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 221-222, probably the example re-
corded here.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 30.
N7 OFNIGR
RMO:
RMO:
VF2352; VI
VF*724.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Ritt.9
RMO: VF2353.
RMO: VF2351.
RMO: VF*1334.
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Since this stamp is known from the fort ditch deposit at Cirencester' and the
burnt layer of A.D. 61 at Colchester2, the die with which the impressions
listed here were made must have been taken into use around A.D. 50 at the
latest. The presence of several impressions on dishes of Ritt. 1 and cups of
Ritt. 8 and 9 also indicates an early starting date. The site list also includes
the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3 and period 2 at Valkenburg4.
La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 50-65
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
N7*
Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 29
Dannell 1966, 59.
Stuart 1976, 110, fig. 22, 212.
Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 89.
Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 113a.
OPNIG<R>
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
PUG: 24.
RMO: VF2348.
RMO: VF*723: no no.
RMO: VF* 1262.
These are impressions from a die which originally read OFNIGR, without
a dot inside the 0. In London, an impression of the altered die was osten-
sibly found in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61'. If the stratigraphic attribution of
this example is correct, the modification of the die must have taken place
early under Nero. This assumption is supported by the occurrence of ident-
ical impressions on cups of Ritt. 8. Since the stamp is also known from the
baths at Caerleon2, the die may still have been in use under Vespasian. The
decorative schemes of bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp also suggest a
Neronian orVespasianic date3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Millett 1987, 115.
2. Boon 1986, 49, fig. 13, 59.
3. Vanderhoeven 1976b, 27, Taf. 44, 326; Mees 1995, Taf. 145, 11, prob-
ably this stamp, on a bowl from a mould of Mommo.
N10 OFNI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF2347;VF*713;YF*714.
RMO: VF2347b.
The earliest dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 atVerulamium'. Itis also known from Baginton
and the Erdlager at Hofheim2, among other places. The stamp also occurs
on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. The cups from Vechten are all of the
small variety, and probably Neronian, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Richardson 1944, 98, fig. 8, 30.
2. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 122.
N11 OFNI
Ritt.9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF947;VF*1296.
RMO: VF-719.
This retrograde stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. Since it
occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other types, it is Uke-
ly to be pre-Flavian. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a date
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-
70.
Notus
Notus is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. To judge
by the number of stamps that were found, his production was probably
limited. The little evidence available suggests that he was active under Nero
and Vespasian.
N8 OFNIGR
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*721: VF* 1364.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, and is known from
Baginton' and period 2 at Valkenburg2. The profiles of the vessels from
Vechten suggest that the die with which they were marked may still have
been in use under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hartley 1971-1973, 44, fig. 13, 10.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 290.
N9 OF.NIC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*728.
This rather faint stamp was otherwise found only on a Ritt. 9 in London, a
Drag. 24 in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and cups of Drag. 27 at La
Graufesenque andVolubilis1. This evidence, and the profile of the cup from
Vechten, indicate a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I]2, c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 155 (stamp), and 196, fig. 19, 155
(profile).
2. See also Dausse 1990, pl. A, 64, probably identical.
N12 NOTVSF
Drag. 29 RMO: VP*730.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is a grave at Tipasa considered to be from the time ofVespasian. The shape
of the rouletted dish to which it was applied demonstrates that the grave is
likely to be earUer rather than later'. The shape of the bowl from Vechten
suggests that he stamp probably dates from around A.D. 70. The same con-
clusion may perhaps also be drawn from the context at Southwark2 which
yielded an identical impression. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Query 1979, 67, fig. 9, 16 (stamp), and 89, fig. 14, 4 (profile).
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1978b, 436, 92, from context B II (9); in a deeper
layer, a fragment was found of a Drag. 29, whose decoration is dated
to c. A.D. 50-65 (Bird/Marsh 1978, 438, fig. 190, 160).
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 115.
N13 NOTVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF24 (66).
No parallels for this stamp have been found in dated contexts as yet. To
judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, it belongs to the Neronian or
Vespasianic period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
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Nume-
N14 NVME[-]
Dish RMO: VF*731.
No other examples of this stamp have been found up to now, so the com-
plete text is not known. In view of the position of the stamp fragment in
relation to the centre of the base, it may be assumed that roughly two thirds
of the text has survived. The complete text may have read NVMERI, since
Numerius is one of the few known names starting with Nume-'.
It has been deduced from the fabric of the dish from Vechten that it was
made at La Graufesenque. Its shape indicates a Flavian, or perhaps lightly
earlier, date. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 204.
Oclatus
01 OCLATVS
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2361;VF*284xc;VF*284xd;VF*284xe.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*284xa; VF*284xb; H940/5.27; fl940/5.111.
PUG: 1947-351.
Drag.27g(?) RMO: VF*284x.
In the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, hundreds of impressions of
this stamp were found, all on cups of Ritt. 5. It is also known from the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen and from Velsen 1, among
other places, so the stamp is probably Tiberio-Claudian. Since the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque also yielded a few examples of a different
stamp of Oclatus, this potter is likely to have been active into the Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
Ortius Paullus
See catalogue no. P56.
2. Query 1979, 67, fig. 9, 10-11, among others.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLffl 143.
4. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 123.
5. Piches et al. 1978, 191, fig.5, 58.
6. Hartley 1979, 84, fig. 41, 3.
Passienus
Since Passienus made considerable numbers of cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, as well
as dishes of Ritt. 1 and Drag. 16, he must already have been active around
the middle of the 1st century. The heyday of his production may probably
be dated around A.D. 55-80, the period suggested by Oswald for his ac-
tivities'. However, some of his products have been found at sites first oc-
cupied under Domitian, so he may not have stopped working until the early
eighties. The date of Passienus's activities clearly shows that he cannot
possibly have worked at Banassac, contrary to what wo finds seem to sug-
gest'.
Passienus also regularly spelled his name Passenus. There is no reason
whatsoever to assume that two different potters are involved. Among the
material from the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, both spellings occur, on
dozens of impressions3. Five of the bowls of Drag. 29 from this deposit were
made in moulds signed by Passienus himself4. Two of these bowls bear
internal stamps of Passienus, while two others have stamps which should
perhaps be read as AEVEI; the stamp of the fifth bowl is missing.
The decorative schemes of several other bowls stamped by Passienus from
the Keramiklager show many similarities to those of a mould signed by
Secundinus5. It is as yet unclear whether this means that Passienus obtained
moulds from Secundinus, or whether Secundinus applied his name to a
mould made by Passienus'. In any case, Passienus seems to have delivered
a mould to MeQillus7. He also made moulds for beakers of Drag. 30 and
bowls of Drag. 37'.
1. Oswald 1931, 227-229 and 411.
2. Peyre 1975, 49, from the Morel and Roqueplo collections (cf. p. 27,
note 7).
3. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 255, Abb. 7.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 156, 1; 157; 158, 1;159, 1 and 3.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 180, 1.
6. Cf. Mees 1995, 89 f.
7. See catalogue no. P6.
8. Mees 1995, Taf. 156, 2, and p. 170, after Taf. 159, 3.
Paestor P2 OFIPASN.
Pl PAESTOR
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: i; VF2399; VF*896; fl940/5.111.
Clear impressions how that his stamp should be read as PAESTOR rather
than PAESTOF'. Sharp impressions seem to occur exclusively on dishes2.
This suggests that the die with which the cups from Vechten were marked
was initially used only for dishes. The cups with this stamp include ex-
amples ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24. Moreover, at La Graufesenque, a Drag. 24g
with an identical impression was found.
The site record for the stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim", the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique5 andWaddon Hill'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 227 and 411; several other misinterpretations of this
stamp are recorded here as well.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2780;
Seventy examples of this retrograde stamp were found in the Geschin-depot
at Burghofe', where it is by far the best-represented stamp. This deposit
probably dates from the end of the Neronian period. The stamp is other-
wise known only from Baden-Baden2, Banasa3 and Neuss. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten indicate a pre-Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 73.
2. Fritsch 1910b, 91, 253, interpreted as "OFPASNV (?)".
3. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 158 (stamp), and 196, fig. 19, 158
(profile).
P3 OFIPASS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*743x.
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The text of this retrograde stamp probably reads OFIPASS, although the last
letter of this impression is unclear. The only other example known up to
now is from Caistor-by-Norwich. To judge by the shape of the cup from
Vechten, the stamp probably dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P4 OFPASSIENI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*747.
The earliest context in which an example of this stamp has been found is
Camulodunum. However, identical impressions were also unearthed at Bad
Cannstatt' and Butzbach, so the die must have been in use for a long time.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Knorr1917-1922, Taf. 5, 44.
P5 OFPASSENI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2393 (fig. 6.73, h); VF*459a (pl. 39, k);
VF*746; VF*746a; VF*746b.
PUG: 8112 (Mees 1990, Abb. 12).
This is one of the best-known stamps of Passienus. It occurs almost exclus-
ively on bowls of Drag. 29, one of which was definitely made in a mould
signed by Passienus himself. The decorative schemes of most of the bowls
may be dated to the time of Vespasian2. The stamp was also found on a
mould for bowls of Drag. 373.
The site list for this stamp includes numerous Flavian contexts, such as the
legionary fortress at Caerieon4, Camelon, Carlisle5, Corbridge', the wrecked
ship Culip IV7, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl8, Segontium9 and period 4 at Valkenburg10.
Although no examples are known from a pre-Flavian context, it cannot be
ruled out, on the basis of the profiles of the bowls from Vechten, that the die
with which they were stamped was already in use under Nero. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 156, 3.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XVII 5; Fritsch 1913, Taf. 6, 791; May/Hope 1917,
pl. H 11; Knorr 1919, Taf. 62 A, 63 B-D and 64 P and L-0; Knorr
1952, Taf. 48 A-C and 49 D-F; Casey 1974, 64, fig. 5, 1.
3. Mees 1995, 170, after Taf. 159, 3.
4. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 27.
5. May/Hope 1917, 187, T.H.1892.97, 1892.106 and 1892.213.
6. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 82.
7. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 38.1.
8. Paber 1994, Beilage 5, L-M.
9. Caseyl974,64, fig.5, l.
10. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 294.
indicates a pre-Flavian date5. However, to judge by the profiles of the bowls
from Vechten, vessels with this stamp may still have been in use under
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 255, Abb. 7.
2. For decorative schemes of bowls with this stamp found elsewhere, see
Knorr 1919, Taf. 64 G, J and M.
3. Mees 1995, Taf. 157, and 159,3.
4. Knorr 1952, Taf. 40 C.
5. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 226 and XXIII 3.
P7 OFPASSE
Dish RMO: VP*744.
This is one of the few stamps of Passienus which still occur on dishes of
Ritt. 1. It was also found on vessels of Drag. 16, among other types, so it is
probably one of the earlier stamps of this potter. However, two impressions
were found in the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
P7* OFPASSE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2384; VF2384a; VF*742: no no.; fl975/4.6.
Dish RMO: VF*742b; no no.
PUG: 1425.
These are impressions from a die which has undergone several changes.
Originally, the stamp read OFPASSE, in a rectangular f ame with rounded
ends. At some stage, the face of the stamp was indented at both ends, and
the F was modified beyond recognition. Some impressions of the modified
die are so unclear that,they could be interpreted as OFPARP.
The site record for the modified version includes Caerhun. Camelon. the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, RottweiP and
Segontium. The evidence for the original version demonstrates that he die
was not modified until the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
85.
1. See Oswald 1931, 227, under Parus, who did not exist.
2. Klee 1986, Taf. 25, 5.
P8 OFPAS
Drag. 27g PUG: 1471; 1947-363.
This retrograde stamp is not known from a dated context as yet. To judge
by the profiles of the cups from Vechten it dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
P6 OF.PASSIEN P9 OPASSIEN
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1300 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 64 H); VF2396;
VP2400 (idem, Taf. 63 E); VF*1470.
PUG: Vel922/7.
In the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, this stamp was found on over thirty
bowls of Drag. 29', several of which have identical decorative schemes2.
Two of the bowls from Oberwinterthur with this stamp were made in
moulds signed by Passienus3. One of these was also used by Me©illus4.
The contents of the deposit at Oberwinterthur suggest hat the die with
which the impressions listed above were made was in use under Nero.
The presence of an identical impression in the Erdlager at Hofheim also
Drag. 18
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF905.
RMO: VF*746x.
The forms on which this stamp occurs also include Drag. 24, so the die was
probably in use during the pre-Flavian period. This may also be deduced
from the presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum^, in the fort
ditch deposit at Cirencester2, the Colchester Pottery Shops3 and period I at
Zwammerdam4. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E4, 26.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 33.
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Nume-
N14 NVME[-]
Dish RMO: VF*731.
No other examples of this stamp have been found up to now, so the com-
plete text is not known. In view of the position of the stamp fragment in
relation to the centre of the base, it may be assumed that roughly two thirds
of the text has survived. The complete text may have read NVMERI, since
Numerius is one of the few known names starting with Nume-'.
It has been deduced from the fabric of the dish from Vechten that it was
made at La Graufesenque. Its shape indicates a Flavian, or perhaps lightly
earlier, date. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Mocsy et al. 1983, 204.
Oclatus
01 OCLATVS
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2361;VF*284xc;VF*284xd;VF*284xe.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*284xa; VF*284xb; H940/5.27; fl940/5.111.
PUG: 1947-351.
Drag.27g(?) RMO: VF*284x.
In the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, hundreds of impressions of
this stamp were found, all on cups of Ritt. 5. It is also known from the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen and from Velsen 1, among
other places, so the stamp is probably Tiberio-Claudian. Since the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque also yielded a few examples of a different
stamp of Oclatus, this potter is likely to have been active into the Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
Ortius Paullus
See catalogue no. P56.
2. Query 1979, 67, fig. 9, 10-11, among others.
3. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLffl 143.
4. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 123.
5. Piches et al. 1978, 191, fig.5, 58.
6. Hartley 1979, 84, fig. 41, 3.
Passienus
Since Passienus made considerable numbers of cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, as well
as dishes of Ritt. 1 and Drag. 16, he must already have been active around
the middle of the 1st century. The heyday of his production may probably
be dated around A.D. 55-80, the period suggested by Oswald for his ac-
tivities'. However, some of his products have been found at sites first oc-
cupied under Domitian, so he may not have stopped working until the early
eighties. The date of Passienus's activities clearly shows that he cannot
possibly have worked at Banassac, contrary to what wo finds seem to sug-
gest'.
Passienus also regularly spelled his name Passenus. There is no reason
whatsoever to assume that two different potters are involved. Among the
material from the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, both spellings occur, on
dozens of impressions3. Five of the bowls of Drag. 29 from this deposit were
made in moulds signed by Passienus himself4. Two of these bowls bear
internal stamps of Passienus, while two others have stamps which should
perhaps be read as AEVEI; the stamp of the fifth bowl is missing.
The decorative schemes of several other bowls stamped by Passienus from
the Keramiklager show many similarities to those of a mould signed by
Secundinus5. It is as yet unclear whether this means that Passienus obtained
moulds from Secundinus, or whether Secundinus applied his name to a
mould made by Passienus'. In any case, Passienus seems to have delivered
a mould to MeQillus7. He also made moulds for beakers of Drag. 30 and
bowls of Drag. 37'.
1. Oswald 1931, 227-229 and 411.
2. Peyre 1975, 49, from the Morel and Roqueplo collections (cf. p. 27,
note 7).
3. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 255, Abb. 7.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 156, 1; 157; 158, 1;159, 1 and 3.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 180, 1.
6. Cf. Mees 1995, 89 f.
7. See catalogue no. P6.
8. Mees 1995, Taf. 156, 2, and p. 170, after Taf. 159, 3.
Paestor P2 OFIPASN.
Pl PAESTOR
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO: i; VF2399; VF*896; fl940/5.111.
Clear impressions how that his stamp should be read as PAESTOR rather
than PAESTOF'. Sharp impressions seem to occur exclusively on dishes2.
This suggests that the die with which the cups from Vechten were marked
was initially used only for dishes. The cups with this stamp include ex-
amples ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24. Moreover, at La Graufesenque, a Drag. 24g
with an identical impression was found.
The site record for the stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, Camulodunum3, the Erdlager at Hofheim", the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique5 andWaddon Hill'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 227 and 411; several other misinterpretations of this
stamp are recorded here as well.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2780;
Seventy examples of this retrograde stamp were found in the Geschin-depot
at Burghofe', where it is by far the best-represented stamp. This deposit
probably dates from the end of the Neronian period. The stamp is other-
wise known only from Baden-Baden2, Banasa3 and Neuss. The profiles of
the cups from Vechten indicate a pre-Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 50-70.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 73.
2. Fritsch 1910b, 91, 253, interpreted as "OFPASNV (?)".
3. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 158 (stamp), and 196, fig. 19, 158
(profile).
P3 OFIPASS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*743x.
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The text of this retrograde stamp probably reads OFIPASS, although the last
letter of this impression is unclear. The only other example known up to
now is from Caistor-by-Norwich. To judge by the shape of the cup from
Vechten, the stamp probably dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P4 OFPASSIENI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*747.
The earliest context in which an example of this stamp has been found is
Camulodunum. However, identical impressions were also unearthed at Bad
Cannstatt' and Butzbach, so the die must have been in use for a long time.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Knorr1917-1922, Taf. 5, 44.
P5 OFPASSENI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2393 (fig. 6.73, h); VF*459a (pl. 39, k);
VF*746; VF*746a; VF*746b.
PUG: 8112 (Mees 1990, Abb. 12).
This is one of the best-known stamps of Passienus. It occurs almost exclus-
ively on bowls of Drag. 29, one of which was definitely made in a mould
signed by Passienus himself. The decorative schemes of most of the bowls
may be dated to the time of Vespasian2. The stamp was also found on a
mould for bowls of Drag. 373.
The site list for this stamp includes numerous Flavian contexts, such as the
legionary fortress at Caerieon4, Camelon, Carlisle5, Corbridge', the wrecked
ship Culip IV7, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl8, Segontium9 and period 4 at Valkenburg10.
Although no examples are known from a pre-Flavian context, it cannot be
ruled out, on the basis of the profiles of the bowls from Vechten, that the die
with which they were stamped was already in use under Nero. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Mees 1995, Taf. 156, 3.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XVII 5; Fritsch 1913, Taf. 6, 791; May/Hope 1917,
pl. H 11; Knorr 1919, Taf. 62 A, 63 B-D and 64 P and L-0; Knorr
1952, Taf. 48 A-C and 49 D-F; Casey 1974, 64, fig. 5, 1.
3. Mees 1995, 170, after Taf. 159, 3.
4. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 27.
5. May/Hope 1917, 187, T.H.1892.97, 1892.106 and 1892.213.
6. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 82.
7. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 38.1.
8. Paber 1994, Beilage 5, L-M.
9. Caseyl974,64, fig.5, l.
10. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 142, 294.
indicates a pre-Flavian date5. However, to judge by the profiles of the bowls
from Vechten, vessels with this stamp may still have been in use under
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 255, Abb. 7.
2. For decorative schemes of bowls with this stamp found elsewhere, see
Knorr 1919, Taf. 64 G, J and M.
3. Mees 1995, Taf. 157, and 159,3.
4. Knorr 1952, Taf. 40 C.
5. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 226 and XXIII 3.
P7 OFPASSE
Dish RMO: VP*744.
This is one of the few stamps of Passienus which still occur on dishes of
Ritt. 1. It was also found on vessels of Drag. 16, among other types, so it is
probably one of the earlier stamps of this potter. However, two impressions
were found in the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
P7* OFPASSE
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2384; VF2384a; VF*742: no no.; fl975/4.6.
Dish RMO: VF*742b; no no.
PUG: 1425.
These are impressions from a die which has undergone several changes.
Originally, the stamp read OFPASSE, in a rectangular f ame with rounded
ends. At some stage, the face of the stamp was indented at both ends, and
the F was modified beyond recognition. Some impressions of the modified
die are so unclear that,they could be interpreted as OFPARP.
The site record for the modified version includes Caerhun. Camelon. the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, RottweiP and
Segontium. The evidence for the original version demonstrates that he die
was not modified until the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
85.
1. See Oswald 1931, 227, under Parus, who did not exist.
2. Klee 1986, Taf. 25, 5.
P8 OFPAS
Drag. 27g PUG: 1471; 1947-363.
This retrograde stamp is not known from a dated context as yet. To judge
by the profiles of the cups from Vechten it dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
P6 OF.PASSIEN P9 OPASSIEN
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1300 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 64 H); VF2396;
VP2400 (idem, Taf. 63 E); VF*1470.
PUG: Vel922/7.
In the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, this stamp was found on over thirty
bowls of Drag. 29', several of which have identical decorative schemes2.
Two of the bowls from Oberwinterthur with this stamp were made in
moulds signed by Passienus3. One of these was also used by Me©illus4.
The contents of the deposit at Oberwinterthur suggest hat the die with
which the impressions listed above were made was in use under Nero.
The presence of an identical impression in the Erdlager at Hofheim also
Drag. 18
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF905.
RMO: VF*746x.
The forms on which this stamp occurs also include Drag. 24, so the die was
probably in use during the pre-Flavian period. This may also be deduced
from the presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum^, in the fort
ditch deposit at Cirencester2, the Colchester Pottery Shops3 and period I at
Zwammerdam4. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E4, 26.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 33.
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Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 24; Millett 1987, 115.
Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 193.
3.
4.
P10 O.PASEQfl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*743: no no.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other forms. The
site list includes Camulodunum' and a context of before A.D. 61 at
Verulamium2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 144.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 1.
Pl 1 OPASE[N1
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*745xb; nona
RMO: VF2370.
The site record for this stamp includes the burnt layer of A.D. 61 at
Colchester', and Gloucester-Kingsholm2. Impressions were also found on
cups ofRitt. 8 and 9. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dannell 1966, 60.
2. Wildl985a,58, Sll.
P12 PASSENVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2389.
Dish RMO: VF2379: VF2392.
This is a relatively rare stamp. The only parallels known up to now were
found at Ruscino' and Tongeren2. The dishes from Vechten have double
grooves in their internal bases, so this must be one of Passienus's earliest
stamps. Their profiles suggest hat the stamp may be dated to around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Piches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 4, 234.
2. Vanderhoeven 1975a, 99, 505.
P13 PASSENI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*748; VF*784a.
Dish RMO: VF2394.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2395.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, including Chester', the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and York. Some ex-
amples were even found in forts which were not constructed until the time
of Domitian, such as Corbridge2 and Munningen3. However, the Drag. 29
from Vechten still has a double groove around the stamp, so it should date
from the period ofVespasian, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D.
65-85
1. Hartley 1981, 244.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 83.
3. Simon 1976a, 47, Abb. 26, 127.
4. Balsan 1970, 105, pl. Ill 8.
P14 PASSENI MA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (36).
The presence of identical impressions at Gloucester-Kingsholm', in the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur suggests that
this stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Wild 1985a, 58, S12.
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 284.
P15 [P]ASSIENI
R-dish
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
no no.
VF*1488.
The site list for this stamp includes Heddemheim, Krefeld-Gellep and the
Keraimklager at Oberwinterthur'. Therefore, a date under Nero or Vespasian
is likely. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten support his conclusion.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 255, Abb. 7
P16 PASSENI
Dish RMO: VF2394a.
In the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, this stamp was found on a Ritt. 1
(cf. fig. 6.23, j), among other forms. It is otherwise known mainly from
Flavian contexts, including the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen2
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 253, Abb. 5, 6, and 255, Abb. 7.
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 3.
P17 PASSIEN
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
RMO: VF2397.
PUG: 1540.
Parallels for this stamp were found at Aislingen', Gloucester-Kingsholm2
and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. Therefore, the die with which the
vessels listed above were marked was probably used mainly under Nero.La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 78-79.
2. Wild 1985a, 58, S14.
Pl 8 PASSEN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2390; VF*745a.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, among other forms. The only site to
provide a lead for dating is Aislingen'. The cups from Vechten have rather
wide, flat external bases inside their footrings, so the stamp is likely to be
relatively early. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 74.
P19 PASSEN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF3086.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2391: VF*745; VF*745b.
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These impressions were made with a die which originally had an N with
two parallel vertical strokes. Since this earlier version was found in the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen', the die may be assumed not to
have been modified until the Flavian period. The version illustrated here
is also known from the canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-80.
1. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 9, from the
ditch of period 5 (probably not the primary context).
P20 PASEN (?)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*749x.
As the text on the die has been crossed through both horizontally and ver-
tically, this stamp is very difficult to read. However, there is no doubt hat
the first letters read PAS, probably followed by an E and an N. Therefore,
the stamp may be attributed with some probability to Passienus. No other
examples have been found as yet, so the date is entirely based on the shape
of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P21 PASSIE
Drag. 27g RMO: fl 892/11.11.
This stamp probably reads PASSIE. In view of the long space between PAS
and SIE, it is feasible that the die was moved sideways when it was im-
pressed. No parallels are known yet. To judge by the shape of the cup, the
stamp dates from the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 55-75.
Patricius
A small number of finds in pre-Flavian contexts warrant the deduction that
Patricius was already active under Nero. Such an early start o his activities
may also be deduced from the fact that he produced ishes of Drag. 16 and
cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other forms. Since some of his
stamps were found at sites such as Butzbach, Chesterholm, Corbridge and
Wilderspool, he probably did not stop producing plain sigillata until the late
1st century.
However, Patricius also made moulds for bowls of Drag. 37 with decor-
ative schemes which, stylistically speaking, may be dated to the early 2nd
century'. Before Patricius began to make moulds - probably in the eighties -
he definitely also used moulds of other potters for the production of bowls
of Drag. 29. At La Graufesenque, for instance, a Drag. 29 with a stamp of
Patricius was found, which was made in a mould of Gallicanus2. Another,
from this production centre, was very probably made in a mould of
Momrno3, and one from the Pompeii hoard was made in a mould signed
MVR4. Finally, at La Graufesenque a Drag. 37 with spout and handles was
found which was made in a mould with the signature CALVO; the upper
curve of one of the handles bears a stamp of Patricias5. Moulds made by
Patricius himself in their turn seem to have been used by lucundus'.
It is quite possible that Patricius is identical to C. Silvius Patricius. The
stamps with this combination of names date from the same period as those
with only the cognomen Patricius, and sometimes have similarly shaped
letters.
1. Mees 1995, 90 f. and Taf. 163-164.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 67, 1.
3. Cf. catalogue no. P25.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 155, 3.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 17, 1.
6. See the commentary on lucundus, with notes 5-7
Pastor - Ce-
P22 PASTORCE
P23 OF.PATRICI
R-dish RMO: VF2401.
This is the only stamp in which Pastor of La Graufesenque is mentioned'.
The letters following the name Pastor are probably the first letters of a
second cognomen. Since the lower horizontal bar of the E is longer than the
other two, a Ugature EL may even be considered, such as also occurs in
stamps of Bassus i - Coelus, Felix and Melainus3. The second name could
then be completed as Celadus, Celer or Celsus.
If PASTOR is a nominative rather than an abbreviation of Pastoris. he must
have been the actual potter, and Ce- his employer. In most stamps imilar to
this one it is the other way around, the first-mentioned being the officinator.
The second name is then usually more drastically abbreviated than the first,
as is the case in the stamp of Pastor - Ce-. For the time being, therefore, the
possibility that Pastor was the officinator, and Ce- the employee, should be
taken into account.
This relatively rare stamp occurs only on dishes of Drag. 15/17R and 18R.
It is not known from any dated context, but the shape of the rouletted ish
from Vechten suggests a date under Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque
[l]3,c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald (1931, 229 and 411) assumed that the stamp belongs in
Lezoux, no doubt on the basis of the reference to an example from
Clermont-Perrand.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. B45, F8, Pl 1 and M59.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 118.
Drag.18 RMO: VF*491e.
Only one other example of this stamp has been found, on a Drag. 29 from
La Graufesenque. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the
stamp dates from the late Neronian or the Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 65-85.
P24 OF.PATRICI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2411; VF2901; VF*760a; VF*763; VF*763a;
VF*763e.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*763b.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2385; VF*763d.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*763c.
Identical impressions are known from numerous Flavian sites. The list
includes Carlisle, the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen and period
II at Zwammerdam'. Another two impressions were found in the wrecked
ship Culip IV2. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a Flavian date.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 197.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 13.1.
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Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 24; Millett 1987, 115.
Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 193.
3.
4.
P10 O.PASEQfl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*743: no no.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other forms. The
site list includes Camulodunum' and a context of before A.D. 61 at
Verulamium2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 144.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 1.
Pl 1 OPASE[N1
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*745xb; nona
RMO: VF2370.
The site record for this stamp includes the burnt layer of A.D. 61 at
Colchester', and Gloucester-Kingsholm2. Impressions were also found on
cups ofRitt. 8 and 9. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dannell 1966, 60.
2. Wildl985a,58, Sll.
P12 PASSENVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2389.
Dish RMO: VF2379: VF2392.
This is a relatively rare stamp. The only parallels known up to now were
found at Ruscino' and Tongeren2. The dishes from Vechten have double
grooves in their internal bases, so this must be one of Passienus's earliest
stamps. Their profiles suggest hat the stamp may be dated to around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Piches/Genty 1980, 280, fig. 4, 234.
2. Vanderhoeven 1975a, 99, 505.
P13 PASSENI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*748; VF*784a.
Dish RMO: VF2394.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2395.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, including Chester', the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and York. Some ex-
amples were even found in forts which were not constructed until the time
of Domitian, such as Corbridge2 and Munningen3. However, the Drag. 29
from Vechten still has a double groove around the stamp, so it should date
from the period ofVespasian, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D.
65-85
1. Hartley 1981, 244.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 83.
3. Simon 1976a, 47, Abb. 26, 127.
4. Balsan 1970, 105, pl. Ill 8.
P14 PASSENI MA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (36).
The presence of identical impressions at Gloucester-Kingsholm', in the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur suggests that
this stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Wild 1985a, 58, S12.
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 284.
P15 [P]ASSIENI
R-dish
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
no no.
VF*1488.
The site list for this stamp includes Heddemheim, Krefeld-Gellep and the
Keraimklager at Oberwinterthur'. Therefore, a date under Nero or Vespasian
is likely. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten support his conclusion.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 255, Abb. 7
P16 PASSENI
Dish RMO: VF2394a.
In the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, this stamp was found on a Ritt. 1
(cf. fig. 6.23, j), among other forms. It is otherwise known mainly from
Flavian contexts, including the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen2
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 253, Abb. 5, 6, and 255, Abb. 7.
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 3.
P17 PASSIEN
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
RMO: VF2397.
PUG: 1540.
Parallels for this stamp were found at Aislingen', Gloucester-Kingsholm2
and the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. Therefore, the die with which the
vessels listed above were marked was probably used mainly under Nero.La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 78-79.
2. Wild 1985a, 58, S14.
Pl 8 PASSEN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2390; VF*745a.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, among other forms. The only site to
provide a lead for dating is Aislingen'. The cups from Vechten have rather
wide, flat external bases inside their footrings, so the stamp is likely to be
relatively early. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 74.
P19 PASSEN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF3086.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2391: VF*745; VF*745b.
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These impressions were made with a die which originally had an N with
two parallel vertical strokes. Since this earlier version was found in the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen', the die may be assumed not to
have been modified until the Flavian period. The version illustrated here
is also known from the canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-80.
1. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 9, from the
ditch of period 5 (probably not the primary context).
P20 PASEN (?)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*749x.
As the text on the die has been crossed through both horizontally and ver-
tically, this stamp is very difficult to read. However, there is no doubt hat
the first letters read PAS, probably followed by an E and an N. Therefore,
the stamp may be attributed with some probability to Passienus. No other
examples have been found as yet, so the date is entirely based on the shape
of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P21 PASSIE
Drag. 27g RMO: fl 892/11.11.
This stamp probably reads PASSIE. In view of the long space between PAS
and SIE, it is feasible that the die was moved sideways when it was im-
pressed. No parallels are known yet. To judge by the shape of the cup, the
stamp dates from the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 55-75.
Patricius
A small number of finds in pre-Flavian contexts warrant the deduction that
Patricius was already active under Nero. Such an early start o his activities
may also be deduced from the fact that he produced ishes of Drag. 16 and
cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other forms. Since some of his
stamps were found at sites such as Butzbach, Chesterholm, Corbridge and
Wilderspool, he probably did not stop producing plain sigillata until the late
1st century.
However, Patricius also made moulds for bowls of Drag. 37 with decor-
ative schemes which, stylistically speaking, may be dated to the early 2nd
century'. Before Patricius began to make moulds - probably in the eighties -
he definitely also used moulds of other potters for the production of bowls
of Drag. 29. At La Graufesenque, for instance, a Drag. 29 with a stamp of
Patricius was found, which was made in a mould of Gallicanus2. Another,
from this production centre, was very probably made in a mould of
Momrno3, and one from the Pompeii hoard was made in a mould signed
MVR4. Finally, at La Graufesenque a Drag. 37 with spout and handles was
found which was made in a mould with the signature CALVO; the upper
curve of one of the handles bears a stamp of Patricias5. Moulds made by
Patricius himself in their turn seem to have been used by lucundus'.
It is quite possible that Patricius is identical to C. Silvius Patricius. The
stamps with this combination of names date from the same period as those
with only the cognomen Patricius, and sometimes have similarly shaped
letters.
1. Mees 1995, 90 f. and Taf. 163-164.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 67, 1.
3. Cf. catalogue no. P25.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 155, 3.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 17, 1.
6. See the commentary on lucundus, with notes 5-7
Pastor - Ce-
P22 PASTORCE
P23 OF.PATRICI
R-dish RMO: VF2401.
This is the only stamp in which Pastor of La Graufesenque is mentioned'.
The letters following the name Pastor are probably the first letters of a
second cognomen. Since the lower horizontal bar of the E is longer than the
other two, a Ugature EL may even be considered, such as also occurs in
stamps of Bassus i - Coelus, Felix and Melainus3. The second name could
then be completed as Celadus, Celer or Celsus.
If PASTOR is a nominative rather than an abbreviation of Pastoris. he must
have been the actual potter, and Ce- his employer. In most stamps imilar to
this one it is the other way around, the first-mentioned being the officinator.
The second name is then usually more drastically abbreviated than the first,
as is the case in the stamp of Pastor - Ce-. For the time being, therefore, the
possibility that Pastor was the officinator, and Ce- the employee, should be
taken into account.
This relatively rare stamp occurs only on dishes of Drag. 15/17R and 18R.
It is not known from any dated context, but the shape of the rouletted ish
from Vechten suggests a date under Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque
[l]3,c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald (1931, 229 and 411) assumed that the stamp belongs in
Lezoux, no doubt on the basis of the reference to an example from
Clermont-Perrand.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. B45, F8, Pl 1 and M59.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 118.
Drag.18 RMO: VF*491e.
Only one other example of this stamp has been found, on a Drag. 29 from
La Graufesenque. The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the
stamp dates from the late Neronian or the Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 65-85.
P24 OF.PATRICI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2411; VF2901; VF*760a; VF*763; VF*763a;
VF*763e.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*763b.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2385; VF*763d.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*763c.
Identical impressions are known from numerous Flavian sites. The list
includes Carlisle, the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen and period
II at Zwammerdam'. Another two impressions were found in the wrecked
ship Culip IV2. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a Flavian date.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 197.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 13.1.
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Drag. 18 RMO: VF2380; VF2388; VF2417: VP*760.
Dish RMO: VF24 (80); VF2416.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (47); VF2412.
Since parallels are known from the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe', the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3, the
die with which these impressions were made could have already been in use
under Nero. However, most examples stem from sites which were first
occupied in the Flavian period, such as Nijmegen-west", Oakwood5 and
Ribchester. At La Graufesenque, an example of this stamp was found on a
Drag. 29 which seems to have been made in a mould of Mommo". La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 75, attributed to a non-existent Saricus (cf.
Oswald 1931, 281).
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 227, possibly from period 2 (cf. idem, 243,
note 292, and 246).
3. The examples recorded by Vermeulen and Stuart are incomplete ves-
sels, which could well be from the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress, which partly covered the pre-Flavian cemetery (Vermeulen
1932, pl. XX 47; Stuart 1976, 111, fig. 23, 219). However, the collec-
tion of the Provinciaal Museum G.M. Kam at Nijmegen also includes
a vessel (no. I d 473 VB) which was found at site E (cf. Stuart 1976,
5, fig. 2), where the chance of confusion with vessels from the
canabae may be smaller.
4. Brunsting 1937, 63, KL17.
5. Hartley 1972a, 10.
6. The lower frieze of this vessel is probably identical to that of a mould
signed by Mommo (Mees 1995, Taf. 145, 11); the corresponding
upper frieze is missing.
P26 <0>FPATRI<C>
P28 OFPATRC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*172;VF*756xx;VF*1302;VF*1365.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OPPATRIC.
The impression illustrated here may not yet represent he last phase, since
in the other examples from Vechten, the F is missing as well, so perhaps
three versions should be distinguished.
The two earlier variants have not been found in a dated context as yet, but
the latest is known from Chester and the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he
die may have already reached its final form under Nero. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 65-85.
P27 OFPATRIC
Dish
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2377.
PUG: 1514.
RMO: VF*760b; :; VF*760d; fl975/4.4.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerieon, Carlisle, Carmarthen, the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen', Nijmegen-west and Segontium. In addition,
several impressions were found among the waste around the large kiln
which was fired in the period c. A.D. 80-120/130 at La Graufesenque2. On
the basis of the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp may be dated
to the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 5.
2. Vemhet 1981, 34 refers to this stamp.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*757h.
RMO: VF25 (94); VF2365b; VF2406; VF2407; VF2409;
VF*752; VP*757; VF*757b; VF*757c; VF*757f;
VF*757g; VP*757i; VF*758e; VF*765; no no.;
H909/10.2.
PUG: 1365.
RMO: VF24 (77); VF2383; VF*385 .
VF*757a; VF*757d.
VF*1519;
This is one of the best-known stamps of Patricius. The site record includes
numerous sites which were first occupied under Vespasian or Domitian,
such as Bainbridge, Binchester, Butzbach', Fnedberg2, Ilkley, Okarben3,
Ribchester, the Saalburg4 and Wilderspool5. At Heddemheim, identical
impressions were found in a grave with a coin of Trajan', and in the
Erweiterungslager7. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Schonberger 1955, 29, 33.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 36-37 and 39.
3. ORL B25a, 21, 24.
4. ORL A3, 178,91.
5. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 22.
6. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 22, from grave 143.
7. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII, Abb. 1, 12-13 and perhaps 25.
P29 OFPATRC
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*758d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF24 (37); VF2060a; VF2408; VF*758;
VF*758a; VF*758b; VF*758c; VF* 1449.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*755x.
The die with which these impressions were made was probably already in
use under Nero, since the stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other
forms. Moreover, parallels are known from a Neronian tumulus grave at
Berlingen' and from the Keramiklager; at Oberwinterthur. However, most
impressions come from Flavian contexts, including Okarben2. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Roosens/Lux 1973, 29, fig. 19, 29, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Cotto, Felix, Modestus and Niger.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 23.
P30 OFPATR
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*755; VF*755a; VF*755b;.
PUG: Vel922.
The site list for this stamp includes Chester, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen', Rottweil2 and York. However, the profiles of the
cups from Vechten suggest hat the earliest vessels may still be Neronian.
La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Stuart 1976, 110, fig. 22, 215, from a pit with Flavian material
(Daniels 1955, 187, ml347).
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 79.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 119b.
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P31 PATRICI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2413; VF2414; VF*756a; VP*761; VP*761b;
VF*761c; VF*761d; VF*761e.
PUG: 1947-246.
Cup RMO: VF* 1448.
This may be one of the earUest stamps of Patncius, since it was also found
on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. At VaUcenburg, an impression was ostensibly found
in a pit of period 2', but this assumption must be based on an error'. Since
parallels are known from Chesterholm and Corbridge3, among other places,
the die was probably used mainly during the Flavian period. Four of the
cups from Vechten are burnt; they may stem from a grave. La Graufesenque
[I]4, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Glasbergen 1940-19445, 232, 95.
2. The finds group in question includes material which reaches into the
second half of the 2nd century (Brunsting et al. 1944, 188, find
number 790).
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 84.
4. Albenque 1951, 181; fig. 5, 3.
P32 PATRICI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (45); VF957; VF2410; VP2415; VF*759;
VF*759a; VF*759b; VF*759c; VF*759f; VF*759g;
VF*759k; VF*762; no no. (2 ex.); Vel939.
PUG: Vel921/7 poort; Vel925/5 (2 ex.).
ROB: Ve70/69.
The presence of identical impressions at Caerleon, Chester', the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Straubing2 suggests
that he die with which they were made was mainly used during the Flavian
period. Another impression is known from Holt3, but the profiles of the cups
from Vechten prompt he assumption that vessels with this stamp were only
marketed until c. A.D. 85. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 17
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 284.
3. Grimes 1930, 124, 28.
P34* <P>ATRI<C>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1651;VF1652;YP*144.
P33 PATRIC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2902;: ;; VF*759j.
Parallels for this stamp were found at Butzbach, on the Saalburg' and at
Straubing2, among other places. The stamp may be dated, therefore, to the
last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL A3, 178,92.
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 282-283.
P34 PATRIC
Dish RMO: VF24(50).
Up to now, only a single identical impression has been found, at tUch-
borough. Impressions from a later phase, when both ends of the face of the
die had broken off, are much better-known. This probably means that the
die was damaged soon after it was first used. The shape of the dish from
Vechten suggests that the complete version dates from around A.D. 70. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-75.
These impressions were made with a damaged ie which originally read
PATRIC. The reduced version was attributed by Oswald to a non-existent
Ater'.
Identical impressions are known from Caerleon2, Corbridge3 and period IIA
at Verulamium4, among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest that the die was already broken early in the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 25 and 353.
2. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 2.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 85.
4. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 27
P35 PATRIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*759h.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far is from Cologne, and offers
no lead for dating. The date is therefore ntirely based on the shape of the
cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
P36 PATRIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (16).
Since the C of this stamp is rather thin, this could be an impression of a
damaged ie. However, an earlier version has not as yet been found.
There are few arguments available for the date of this stamp. An example in
the collection of the Yorkshire Museum may stem from York. The shape of
the cup from Vechten suggests a date under Nero or in the early Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
P37 PATRI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*756x: VF*759i.
Only one example of this stamp is known from a dated context, the baths at
Caerleon'. The cups from Vechten are of the small variety, and as such difii-
cult to date, but they are probably Flavian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
1. Boon 1986, 49, 60.
C. An- Patricias
P38 C.AN.PATR
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*756: fl940/5.92.
PUG: Vel926/3.
This stamp is known from Caerleon', the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
Rottweil2, among other places. Of the three bowls from Vechten, two have
double grooves around their stamps, so the die with which they are marked
may have been first used under Nero.
In spite of the punctuation, the stamp was attributed by Oswald to a joint
venture of Cantus and Patricius3. However, the dates show that Cantus,
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Drag. 18 RMO: VF2380; VF2388; VF2417: VP*760.
Dish RMO: VF24 (80); VF2416.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (47); VF2412.
Since parallels are known from the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe', the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen3, the
die with which these impressions were made could have already been in use
under Nero. However, most examples stem from sites which were first
occupied in the Flavian period, such as Nijmegen-west", Oakwood5 and
Ribchester. At La Graufesenque, an example of this stamp was found on a
Drag. 29 which seems to have been made in a mould of Mommo". La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 75, attributed to a non-existent Saricus (cf.
Oswald 1931, 281).
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 227, possibly from period 2 (cf. idem, 243,
note 292, and 246).
3. The examples recorded by Vermeulen and Stuart are incomplete ves-
sels, which could well be from the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress, which partly covered the pre-Flavian cemetery (Vermeulen
1932, pl. XX 47; Stuart 1976, 111, fig. 23, 219). However, the collec-
tion of the Provinciaal Museum G.M. Kam at Nijmegen also includes
a vessel (no. I d 473 VB) which was found at site E (cf. Stuart 1976,
5, fig. 2), where the chance of confusion with vessels from the
canabae may be smaller.
4. Brunsting 1937, 63, KL17.
5. Hartley 1972a, 10.
6. The lower frieze of this vessel is probably identical to that of a mould
signed by Mommo (Mees 1995, Taf. 145, 11); the corresponding
upper frieze is missing.
P26 <0>FPATRI<C>
P28 OFPATRC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*172;VF*756xx;VF*1302;VF*1365.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OPPATRIC.
The impression illustrated here may not yet represent he last phase, since
in the other examples from Vechten, the F is missing as well, so perhaps
three versions should be distinguished.
The two earlier variants have not been found in a dated context as yet, but
the latest is known from Chester and the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he
die may have already reached its final form under Nero. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 65-85.
P27 OFPATRIC
Dish
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2377.
PUG: 1514.
RMO: VF*760b; :; VF*760d; fl975/4.4.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerieon, Carlisle, Carmarthen, the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen', Nijmegen-west and Segontium. In addition,
several impressions were found among the waste around the large kiln
which was fired in the period c. A.D. 80-120/130 at La Graufesenque2. On
the basis of the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp may be dated
to the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 5.
2. Vemhet 1981, 34 refers to this stamp.
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*757h.
RMO: VF25 (94); VF2365b; VF2406; VF2407; VF2409;
VF*752; VP*757; VF*757b; VF*757c; VF*757f;
VF*757g; VP*757i; VF*758e; VF*765; no no.;
H909/10.2.
PUG: 1365.
RMO: VF24 (77); VF2383; VF*385 .
VF*757a; VF*757d.
VF*1519;
This is one of the best-known stamps of Patricius. The site record includes
numerous sites which were first occupied under Vespasian or Domitian,
such as Bainbridge, Binchester, Butzbach', Fnedberg2, Ilkley, Okarben3,
Ribchester, the Saalburg4 and Wilderspool5. At Heddemheim, identical
impressions were found in a grave with a coin of Trajan', and in the
Erweiterungslager7. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Schonberger 1955, 29, 33.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 36-37 and 39.
3. ORL B25a, 21, 24.
4. ORL A3, 178,91.
5. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 22.
6. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 22, from grave 143.
7. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII, Abb. 1, 12-13 and perhaps 25.
P29 OFPATRC
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*758d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF24 (37); VF2060a; VF2408; VF*758;
VF*758a; VF*758b; VF*758c; VF* 1449.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*755x.
The die with which these impressions were made was probably already in
use under Nero, since the stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other
forms. Moreover, parallels are known from a Neronian tumulus grave at
Berlingen' and from the Keramiklager; at Oberwinterthur. However, most
impressions come from Flavian contexts, including Okarben2. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Roosens/Lux 1973, 29, fig. 19, 29, with stamps of Amandus, Bio,
Cotto, Felix, Modestus and Niger.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 23.
P30 OFPATR
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*755; VF*755a; VF*755b;.
PUG: Vel922.
The site list for this stamp includes Chester, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen', Rottweil2 and York. However, the profiles of the
cups from Vechten suggest hat the earliest vessels may still be Neronian.
La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Stuart 1976, 110, fig. 22, 215, from a pit with Flavian material
(Daniels 1955, 187, ml347).
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 79.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 119b.
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P31 PATRICI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2413; VF2414; VF*756a; VP*761; VP*761b;
VF*761c; VF*761d; VF*761e.
PUG: 1947-246.
Cup RMO: VF* 1448.
This may be one of the earUest stamps of Patncius, since it was also found
on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. At VaUcenburg, an impression was ostensibly found
in a pit of period 2', but this assumption must be based on an error'. Since
parallels are known from Chesterholm and Corbridge3, among other places,
the die was probably used mainly during the Flavian period. Four of the
cups from Vechten are burnt; they may stem from a grave. La Graufesenque
[I]4, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Glasbergen 1940-19445, 232, 95.
2. The finds group in question includes material which reaches into the
second half of the 2nd century (Brunsting et al. 1944, 188, find
number 790).
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 84.
4. Albenque 1951, 181; fig. 5, 3.
P32 PATRICI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (45); VF957; VF2410; VP2415; VF*759;
VF*759a; VF*759b; VF*759c; VF*759f; VF*759g;
VF*759k; VF*762; no no. (2 ex.); Vel939.
PUG: Vel921/7 poort; Vel925/5 (2 ex.).
ROB: Ve70/69.
The presence of identical impressions at Caerleon, Chester', the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Straubing2 suggests
that he die with which they were made was mainly used during the Flavian
period. Another impression is known from Holt3, but the profiles of the cups
from Vechten prompt he assumption that vessels with this stamp were only
marketed until c. A.D. 85. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 17
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 284.
3. Grimes 1930, 124, 28.
P34* <P>ATRI<C>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1651;VF1652;YP*144.
P33 PATRIC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2902;: ;; VF*759j.
Parallels for this stamp were found at Butzbach, on the Saalburg' and at
Straubing2, among other places. The stamp may be dated, therefore, to the
last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL A3, 178,92.
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 282-283.
P34 PATRIC
Dish RMO: VF24(50).
Up to now, only a single identical impression has been found, at tUch-
borough. Impressions from a later phase, when both ends of the face of the
die had broken off, are much better-known. This probably means that the
die was damaged soon after it was first used. The shape of the dish from
Vechten suggests that the complete version dates from around A.D. 70. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-75.
These impressions were made with a damaged ie which originally read
PATRIC. The reduced version was attributed by Oswald to a non-existent
Ater'.
Identical impressions are known from Caerleon2, Corbridge3 and period IIA
at Verulamium4, among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest that the die was already broken early in the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 25 and 353.
2. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 2.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 85.
4. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 27
P35 PATRIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*759h.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far is from Cologne, and offers
no lead for dating. The date is therefore ntirely based on the shape of the
cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
P36 PATRIC
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (16).
Since the C of this stamp is rather thin, this could be an impression of a
damaged ie. However, an earlier version has not as yet been found.
There are few arguments available for the date of this stamp. An example in
the collection of the Yorkshire Museum may stem from York. The shape of
the cup from Vechten suggests a date under Nero or in the early Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
P37 PATRI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*756x: VF*759i.
Only one example of this stamp is known from a dated context, the baths at
Caerleon'. The cups from Vechten are of the small variety, and as such difii-
cult to date, but they are probably Flavian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
1. Boon 1986, 49, 60.
C. An- Patricias
P38 C.AN.PATR
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*756: fl940/5.92.
PUG: Vel926/3.
This stamp is known from Caerleon', the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
Rottweil2, among other places. Of the three bowls from Vechten, two have
double grooves around their stamps, so the die with which they are marked
may have been first used under Nero.
In spite of the punctuation, the stamp was attributed by Oswald to a joint
venture of Cantus and Patricius3. However, the dates show that Cantus,
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whose latest products are from the reign of Nero, had nothing to do with this
stamp. It is much more likely to belong to a potter named C. An- Patr-. The
gentilicium ay perhaps be completed as Annius, Antistius or Antonius",
and the cognomen as Patricius, the only cognomen known from La Graufe-
senque starting with Patr-. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. From a pit with stamps of Modestus, Virthus and Vitalis ii.
2. Planck 1975, 253, Abb. 35, 57c.
3. Oswald 1931, 58 and 365.
4. Mocsy et al. 1983, 20-22.
5. Hennet 1934, pl. 112, 120.
C. Silvius Patricius
Depending on their texts, the stamps discussed below were attributed by
Oswald to C. Silvius' or C. Silvius and Patricius2. Although Silvius may also
serve as a cognomen3, it is probably a gentilicium in this case. It is plaus-
ible, therefore, that he stamps belong to a potter whose full name was C.
Silvius Patricius.
Since C. Silvius Patricius made cups of Drag. 24, the start of his activities
may probably be dated under Nero. Most products with his name are known
from Flavian finds groups, however. The latest context in which one of his
wares has been found is the fort at Newstead, but the profiles of some of his
products uggest hat his activities may have continued until the end of the
1st century. Thus, they are completely contemporaneous with those of the
Patricius discussed earlier. The similarity of some of the latter's tamps with
those of C. Silvius Patricius leads one to assume that the two potters are
identical.
1. Oswald 1931, 303.
2. Oswald 1931, 303 and 420; a few misinterpreted stamps have been
classed under lulianus & Patricius (idem, 150).
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 267.
P39 SILVIPATRICI
Dish RMO: VF* 1000.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the fort at Newstead'. At Nijmegen, an identical impression was found in
a small deposit which probably dates from the early Flavian period2. The
shape of the dish from Vechten argues a date for this stamp in the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Curie 1911,241, 97.
2. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 298 (for the decorated vessels in this finds
group see Morren 1966).
P40 SILVIPA
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2873; VF*999; VF*1094.
In Morocco, four probably identical impressions were found on cups of
Drag. 24/25'. The die with which they were made could therefore already
have been in use under Nero. The only dated context in which an example
of the stamp was found is Chester. The date is based mainly on the profiles
of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 260-263 (stamps), and 199, fig.25,
260-263 (profiles).
P41 C.SILVIP
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*998a.
Drag. 18 PUG: 1397.
Dish RMO: VF*39a; VF*998.
There are two variants of this stamp, with differently shaped Ps. The ex-
ample illustrated here has a slim P, like the stamp on the dish numbered
VF*998. The site list for this version includes the legionary fortress at
Caerleon', Heddemheim and Rocester.
The two other dishes have stamps with broad Ps2. This variant is also known
from Binchester, Corbridge, Heddemheim3 and Okarben4. At Strasbourg, an
example was found on a Drag. 29 from a mould of Severus'. The decoration
of this vessel, and the decorative schemes of other vessels with this stamp,
date from the early Flavian period6.
The evidence presented here does not make clear which is the earlier ver-
sion; therefore, the two versions are not listed separately. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Nash-Williams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 74.
2. Cf. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 264.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 53.
4. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H53.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 189, 1.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78; Pryce 1949, pl. LXXVIII 34; Haalebos et al.
1991, Taf. 20, 3 (the stamp illustrated there belongs to the dish from
Vechten umbered VF*998, which has a slim P, however).
P42 CSILVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2702: VF2705.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 24, but it is also
known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The
profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a date under Nero or in the early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
P43 CSILVI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2704.
RMO: VF2075; VF*271.
On the basis of the presence of identical impressions at Caerleon' and
Nijmegen-west, and of the profiles of the cups from Vechten, this stamp
may be dated to the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-100.
1. Nash-WiUiams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 75.
P44 CSILV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2701.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far is on a cup of unknown
provenance in the collection of the PUG. To judge by its profile, the vessel
from Vechten is from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
100.
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Paullinus
Up to now, the name Paullinus has only been found at La Graufesenque in
three dockets which probably stem from the Flavian period' (cf. fig. 6.76).
Since the stamp of Paullinus discussed below - the only stamp known for
him - dates from the pre-Flavian period, it is uncertain whether the same
person is concerned in all four cases. As it happens, Paullinus is a common
cognomen2. That the stamp belongs to a potter from La Graufesenque is
shown by the fabric of the vessel.
2.
Marichal 1988, no. 97; Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991; BemontAfemhet
1992-1993.
Mocsy et al. 1983, 217.
P45 PAVLLINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*766x; VF* 1467a.
This is the only stamp of Paullinus of La Graufesenque. It is otherwise
known only from Conimbriga' and Strasbourg. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten indicate a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Delgado et al. 1975, 148, pl. XXXII 314-315.
Paullus i
It is not unlikely that at La Graufesenque, two potters by the name of
Paullus were active. The stamps listed below date from the period c. A.D.
40-65, and those classed under Paullus ii from c. A.D. 65-100. so a division
among two manufacturers should not be a problem.
Paullus i must have already been producing sigillata under Tiberius, since
his name occurs on cups of Ritt. 5'. However, most of his products are from
the Claudian and early Neronian periods.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 235, under PAVLLVS and PAVLLI.
P46 PAVLOP
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*767.
No other examples of this stamp have been found up to now. To judge by its
shape and the relatively large diameter of its footring, the cup from Vechten
is from the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
P47 PAVLLVS.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*770.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, among other types. Since
it is also known from the Posse de Gallicanus and the deposit Cluzel 15 at
La Graufesenque, the die with which the dish from Vechten was marked
must definitely have been in use shortly after the middle of the 1st century.
The shape of the vessel is also indicative of such a date. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 40-60.
P48 PAVLLVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (27).
At Chichester, this stamp was found in a small deposit from the beginning
of the reign of Claudius'. In themselves, the guide-lines between which the
text was applied - of which, on the example illustrated here, only the upper
one is visible - are indicative of a relatively early date, at the latest under
Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
P49 PAVLLVS
Ritt. 1
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF*492.
RMO: VF*769a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The only dated context in
which an identical impression has been found is the Erdlager at Hofheim'.
To judge by the profiles of the two vessels from Vechten, the stamp may
also be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 230.
P50 PAVLLVS
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*769.
RMO: fl940/5.92.
The parallels for this stamp include impressions on a Ritt. 8 from the
Erdlager at Hofheim', and on a Ritt. 9 from VaUcenburg2. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten suggest a date around the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. RitterUng 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 285.
2. Van Giffen 1948-1953, 92, 4880.
P51 PAVLLVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2420.
This stamp is known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and
the Erdlager at Hofheim', among other places. The shape of the dish from
Vechten also indicates a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXH 229.
P52 PAVLLVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*905; no no.
Since this stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet, the date must
be deduced from the profiles of the cups from Vechten. One of these has a
flattened rim, so the stamp will not be much later than the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
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whose latest products are from the reign of Nero, had nothing to do with this
stamp. It is much more likely to belong to a potter named C. An- Patr-. The
gentilicium ay perhaps be completed as Annius, Antistius or Antonius",
and the cognomen as Patricius, the only cognomen known from La Graufe-
senque starting with Patr-. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. From a pit with stamps of Modestus, Virthus and Vitalis ii.
2. Planck 1975, 253, Abb. 35, 57c.
3. Oswald 1931, 58 and 365.
4. Mocsy et al. 1983, 20-22.
5. Hennet 1934, pl. 112, 120.
C. Silvius Patricius
Depending on their texts, the stamps discussed below were attributed by
Oswald to C. Silvius' or C. Silvius and Patricius2. Although Silvius may also
serve as a cognomen3, it is probably a gentilicium in this case. It is plaus-
ible, therefore, that he stamps belong to a potter whose full name was C.
Silvius Patricius.
Since C. Silvius Patricius made cups of Drag. 24, the start of his activities
may probably be dated under Nero. Most products with his name are known
from Flavian finds groups, however. The latest context in which one of his
wares has been found is the fort at Newstead, but the profiles of some of his
products uggest hat his activities may have continued until the end of the
1st century. Thus, they are completely contemporaneous with those of the
Patricius discussed earlier. The similarity of some of the latter's tamps with
those of C. Silvius Patricius leads one to assume that the two potters are
identical.
1. Oswald 1931, 303.
2. Oswald 1931, 303 and 420; a few misinterpreted stamps have been
classed under lulianus & Patricius (idem, 150).
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 267.
P39 SILVIPATRICI
Dish RMO: VF* 1000.
The only dated context in which an example of this stamp has been found
is the fort at Newstead'. At Nijmegen, an identical impression was found in
a small deposit which probably dates from the early Flavian period2. The
shape of the dish from Vechten argues a date for this stamp in the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Curie 1911,241, 97.
2. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 298 (for the decorated vessels in this finds
group see Morren 1966).
P40 SILVIPA
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2873; VF*999; VF*1094.
In Morocco, four probably identical impressions were found on cups of
Drag. 24/25'. The die with which they were made could therefore already
have been in use under Nero. The only dated context in which an example
of the stamp was found is Chester. The date is based mainly on the profiles
of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 260-263 (stamps), and 199, fig.25,
260-263 (profiles).
P41 C.SILVIP
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*998a.
Drag. 18 PUG: 1397.
Dish RMO: VF*39a; VF*998.
There are two variants of this stamp, with differently shaped Ps. The ex-
ample illustrated here has a slim P, like the stamp on the dish numbered
VF*998. The site list for this version includes the legionary fortress at
Caerleon', Heddemheim and Rocester.
The two other dishes have stamps with broad Ps2. This variant is also known
from Binchester, Corbridge, Heddemheim3 and Okarben4. At Strasbourg, an
example was found on a Drag. 29 from a mould of Severus'. The decoration
of this vessel, and the decorative schemes of other vessels with this stamp,
date from the early Flavian period6.
The evidence presented here does not make clear which is the earlier ver-
sion; therefore, the two versions are not listed separately. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Nash-Williams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 74.
2. Cf. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 264.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 53.
4. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H53.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 189, 1.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78; Pryce 1949, pl. LXXVIII 34; Haalebos et al.
1991, Taf. 20, 3 (the stamp illustrated there belongs to the dish from
Vechten umbered VF*998, which has a slim P, however).
P42 CSILVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2702: VF2705.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 24, but it is also
known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The
profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a date under Nero or in the early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
P43 CSILVI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2704.
RMO: VF2075; VF*271.
On the basis of the presence of identical impressions at Caerleon' and
Nijmegen-west, and of the profiles of the cups from Vechten, this stamp
may be dated to the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-100.
1. Nash-WiUiams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 75.
P44 CSILV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2701.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far is on a cup of unknown
provenance in the collection of the PUG. To judge by its profile, the vessel
from Vechten is from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
100.
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Paullinus
Up to now, the name Paullinus has only been found at La Graufesenque in
three dockets which probably stem from the Flavian period' (cf. fig. 6.76).
Since the stamp of Paullinus discussed below - the only stamp known for
him - dates from the pre-Flavian period, it is uncertain whether the same
person is concerned in all four cases. As it happens, Paullinus is a common
cognomen2. That the stamp belongs to a potter from La Graufesenque is
shown by the fabric of the vessel.
2.
Marichal 1988, no. 97; Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991; BemontAfemhet
1992-1993.
Mocsy et al. 1983, 217.
P45 PAVLLINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*766x; VF* 1467a.
This is the only stamp of Paullinus of La Graufesenque. It is otherwise
known only from Conimbriga' and Strasbourg. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten indicate a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Delgado et al. 1975, 148, pl. XXXII 314-315.
Paullus i
It is not unlikely that at La Graufesenque, two potters by the name of
Paullus were active. The stamps listed below date from the period c. A.D.
40-65, and those classed under Paullus ii from c. A.D. 65-100. so a division
among two manufacturers should not be a problem.
Paullus i must have already been producing sigillata under Tiberius, since
his name occurs on cups of Ritt. 5'. However, most of his products are from
the Claudian and early Neronian periods.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 235, under PAVLLVS and PAVLLI.
P46 PAVLOP
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*767.
No other examples of this stamp have been found up to now. To judge by its
shape and the relatively large diameter of its footring, the cup from Vechten
is from the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
P47 PAVLLVS.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*770.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, among other types. Since
it is also known from the Posse de Gallicanus and the deposit Cluzel 15 at
La Graufesenque, the die with which the dish from Vechten was marked
must definitely have been in use shortly after the middle of the 1st century.
The shape of the vessel is also indicative of such a date. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 40-60.
P48 PAVLLVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (27).
At Chichester, this stamp was found in a small deposit from the beginning
of the reign of Claudius'. In themselves, the guide-lines between which the
text was applied - of which, on the example illustrated here, only the upper
one is visible - are indicative of a relatively early date, at the latest under
Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 5.
P49 PAVLLVS
Ritt. 1
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF*492.
RMO: VF*769a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The only dated context in
which an identical impression has been found is the Erdlager at Hofheim'.
To judge by the profiles of the two vessels from Vechten, the stamp may
also be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 230.
P50 PAVLLVS
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*769.
RMO: fl940/5.92.
The parallels for this stamp include impressions on a Ritt. 8 from the
Erdlager at Hofheim', and on a Ritt. 9 from VaUcenburg2. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten suggest a date around the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. RitterUng 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 285.
2. Van Giffen 1948-1953, 92, 4880.
P51 PAVLLVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2420.
This stamp is known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and
the Erdlager at Hofheim', among other places. The shape of the dish from
Vechten also indicates a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXH 229.
P52 PAVLLVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*905; no no.
Since this stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet, the date must
be deduced from the profiles of the cups from Vechten. One of these has a
flattened rim, so the stamp will not be much later than the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
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P53 PAVLI
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24g
P55* PAVLLVS<F>
RMO: VF*484.
RMO: VF*767x (fig. 6.60, a).
This stamp is not yet known from any dated finds group. Because of their
small dimensions, the cups from Vechten are difficult o date, but their pro-
files are suggestive of the middle of the 1st century (cf. fig. 6.57, a). La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
Paullus ii
The stamps discussed below are so much later than the examples classed
under Paullus i that hey may quite well belong to a different potter. Paullus
ii could just have begun producing sigillata under Nero, but the majority of
his products are Flavian. He very probably worked not only at La Graufe-
senque, but also at Le Rozier'.
Besides plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29, Paullus ii also made moulds for
bowls of this type and for beakers of Drag. 302. The decorative schemes of
these vessels date from the late 1st, and possible the early 2nd century.
In view of the date of the activities of Paullus ii, he may be identical to the
Ortius Paullus discussed next.
1. Peyre 1971, 75, 19-20; Thuault 1978, 25, 33; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
112, fig. 13.
2. Mees 1995, 91 f. and Taf. 165, 4-9.
P54 OFPAVLI
Drag.18
Dish
R-dish
RMO: VF*768.
RMO: VF2419.
RMO: VF*768a.
In these impressions, between the F and the P faint races of another letter,
possibly an F, are visible, which may be remnants of a mistake made by the
die-cutter.
The site record for this stamp includes Catterick, Heronbridge, the
Saalburg' and Straubing2. Therefore, the stamp probably dates from the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 75-
100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 93.
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 286.
P55 PAVLLVS.F
R-dish
Drag. 29
RMO: VF2382.
RMO: VF24(73).
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. The Drag. 29 from
Vechten has a single groove around the stamp, so it can be no earlier than
Neronian; the shape indicates a date around the year 70. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [1 or 2]', c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Cf. Peyre 1971, 75, 20, and Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13, both
possibly identical to the stamp discussed here.
Dish RMO: VP24(7).
This is an impression from a die which has undergone a few changes.
Originally, the stamp read PAVLLVS.F, in a rectangular frame. The die
broke at some stage, after which it merely read PAVLLVS; the right-hand
end of the die was indented at the time. This variant is known from Le
Rozier', among other places.
The impression illustrated here shows that he die was modified further later
on, since on this version both ends are indented. No identical impressions
seem to have been found as yet. The shape of the dish from Vechten indi-
cates an early Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-
85.
1. Thuault 1978, 25, 33; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
Ortius Paullus
P56 ORTI.PAVLLI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1635a; VF*736; VF*736a; VF*736b;
VF*1480;nono,(2ex.).
Dish RMO: VF2220; VF2372; VF*723c.
The fabrics and profiles of the vessels from Vechten show them to be from
La Graufesenque, not from Lezoux, as Oswald considered possible'. The
site list includes Bickenbach2, Binchester, Carlisle, Corbridge3 and
Faimingen4, so the stamp must belong to the late 1st or early 2nd century.
Of the two names which occur in the stamp, only the cognomen Paullus is
known from La Graufesenque. The first name is likely to be a gentilicium,
Ortius or Hortius5, rather than a cognomen, Ortus or Hortus". On the basis
of the date of the stamp, Ortius Paullus may perhaps be assumed to be ident-
ical to Paullus ii. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-1 10.
1. Oswald 1931, 225.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 68.
3. Haverfield 1915, 283.
4. ORL B66c, Taf. VII 92.
5. Schulze 1904, 174 and 335; Mocsy et al. 1983, 146 and 210.
6. Mocsy et al. 1983, 146.
Peregrinus
P57 PEREGRIN
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG: 1571.
RMO: VF2423.
At La Graufesenque, a particularly clear impression was found on a Drag.
29 with a profile from the time of Nero. This example shows that the stamp
does not read PEREGRIV or PEREGRN, but PEREGRIN, with a retro-
grade N. The latest context in which an identical impression has been found
is a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west'.
The die with which the impressions mentioned above were made was mod-
ified at some stage. At the time, several letters seem to have been recut, as
a result of which their shapes have changed slightly. In the archives of
Hartley and Dickinson (cf. p. 156), the impressions of the modified ie are
indistinguishable from those in the original form, which makes the exact
chronology uncertain.
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An impression from Rottweil still has the original shape2, but examples
from Camelon3, Chestef, Corbridge, Ebchester5, IlHey, Loudoun Hill', the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Ribchester and Watercrook7,
among other places, cannot at this moment be classed as of one variant or
the other. However, the die seems to have been used into the nineties.
Among the few bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp, there is one example
which was made in a mould of Albinus"; the decorative schemes of the lat-
ter's products may be dated to c. A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 65-
95.
1. This grave also included stamps of Celsus ii. Censor, lucundus, L.
Tertius Secundus and Sulpicius.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 257
3. Hartley 1972a, 5, 20.
4. Newstead/Droop 1932, 25.
5. Hartley et al. 1975, 80, 5.
6. Hartley 1972a, 11.
7. Wild 1979, 290, S23-24.
8. Mees 1995, Taf. 5, 2.
9. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 12, 122, probably this variant.
P57* PERECRIN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF3010.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*17;YF*12Q6;VF*1535.
These impressions were made with a modified die, some of whose letters
originally had different shapes. Until a date for the modifications can be
ascertained', the same date must be adhered to for this version as for the
original one. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. See catalogue no. P57
Perrus
According to Oswald, Perrus worked at Banassac, during the period
Claudius-Domitian'. This date is based on the presence of a stamp in the
Erdlager at Hofheim, which at the time was assumed to have been abandon-
ed under Nero2, and on that of another vessel in the Bregenz Keller, which
was allegedly filled between A.D. 80 and 1103. In all probability, however,
the activities of Perrus were restricted to the period c. A.D. 55-80, so he can-
not possibly have worked at Banassac, and indeed, a large majority of the
stamps with this name were found at La Graufesenque"
1. Oswald 1931, 239 and 413.
2. Oswald 1931, xvi; cf. catalogue no. P59.
3. Oswald 1931, xv; cf. catalogue no. P62.
4. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 123.
P58 PERRVS.F
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2424.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. It is known
from Chesterfield and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Nijmegen and Vechten argue a
date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 111, fig. 23, 225-226.
P59 PERRVSF
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
43.
VF*1070.
<.;VF*1070a.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The site record in-
eludes a Neronian grave at Baldock' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2, but also
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 210, S118, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Firmo i. Maccarus. Nestor and Patricius.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 232.
P60 <P>ERRVSF.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2341; YP2342;VF2343;VF3077.
Drag. 29 RMO: Vel924/H (pl. 39, 1).
These are impressions of a modified ie which originally read PERRVSR,
as is shown by impressions from Canterbury and London. The version
represented at Vechten is more likely to be read as NERRVSF.'. This variant
is known from the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen2, among
other places, but the profiles of the vessels from Vechten and the decoration
of the Drag. 29 indicate a largely pre-Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Cf. 0swaldl931.218.
2. Canabae: for example Stuart 1976, 110, fig.22, 209.
P60* <P>ERRVS<F.>
Drag. 27g RMO:
These impressions were made with a die which was modified twice.
Originally, the stamp read PERRVSF., and after the first change NERRVSF.
In the impressions listed above, the outer letters are missing. This version is
not known from dated contexts; however, since the version with the text
NERRVSF. was found in a Flavian context', the last modification of the die
probably took place after the year 70. To judge by the profiles of the cups
from Vechten, the die was probably no longer in use after A.D. 80. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Cf. catalogue no. P60.
P61 PERRIMAN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl935/1.2. ^
PUG: 309.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2000; VF2503; VF*192; VF*192a; VF*192b;
VF*370; VF*773.
Clear examples show faintly that the text of this stamp ends in MAN rather
than MN. However, faint impressions merely show ERRIMI, which has
resulted in attributions to a non-existent Errimus'. Parallels have been found
at Carlisle, in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and at
York, but also at Longthorpe2. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue
a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Oswald 1931, 116 and 384.
2. Hartley 1987a, 125.
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P53 PAVLI
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24g
P55* PAVLLVS<F>
RMO: VF*484.
RMO: VF*767x (fig. 6.60, a).
This stamp is not yet known from any dated finds group. Because of their
small dimensions, the cups from Vechten are difficult o date, but their pro-
files are suggestive of the middle of the 1st century (cf. fig. 6.57, a). La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
Paullus ii
The stamps discussed below are so much later than the examples classed
under Paullus i that hey may quite well belong to a different potter. Paullus
ii could just have begun producing sigillata under Nero, but the majority of
his products are Flavian. He very probably worked not only at La Graufe-
senque, but also at Le Rozier'.
Besides plain ware and bowls of Drag. 29, Paullus ii also made moulds for
bowls of this type and for beakers of Drag. 302. The decorative schemes of
these vessels date from the late 1st, and possible the early 2nd century.
In view of the date of the activities of Paullus ii, he may be identical to the
Ortius Paullus discussed next.
1. Peyre 1971, 75, 19-20; Thuault 1978, 25, 33; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
112, fig. 13.
2. Mees 1995, 91 f. and Taf. 165, 4-9.
P54 OFPAVLI
Drag.18
Dish
R-dish
RMO: VF*768.
RMO: VF2419.
RMO: VF*768a.
In these impressions, between the F and the P faint races of another letter,
possibly an F, are visible, which may be remnants of a mistake made by the
die-cutter.
The site record for this stamp includes Catterick, Heronbridge, the
Saalburg' and Straubing2. Therefore, the stamp probably dates from the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 75-
100.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 93.
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 286.
P55 PAVLLVS.F
R-dish
Drag. 29
RMO: VF2382.
RMO: VF24(73).
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. The Drag. 29 from
Vechten has a single groove around the stamp, so it can be no earlier than
Neronian; the shape indicates a date around the year 70. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [1 or 2]', c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Cf. Peyre 1971, 75, 20, and Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13, both
possibly identical to the stamp discussed here.
Dish RMO: VP24(7).
This is an impression from a die which has undergone a few changes.
Originally, the stamp read PAVLLVS.F, in a rectangular frame. The die
broke at some stage, after which it merely read PAVLLVS; the right-hand
end of the die was indented at the time. This variant is known from Le
Rozier', among other places.
The impression illustrated here shows that he die was modified further later
on, since on this version both ends are indented. No identical impressions
seem to have been found as yet. The shape of the dish from Vechten indi-
cates an early Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-
85.
1. Thuault 1978, 25, 33; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
Ortius Paullus
P56 ORTI.PAVLLI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1635a; VF*736; VF*736a; VF*736b;
VF*1480;nono,(2ex.).
Dish RMO: VF2220; VF2372; VF*723c.
The fabrics and profiles of the vessels from Vechten show them to be from
La Graufesenque, not from Lezoux, as Oswald considered possible'. The
site list includes Bickenbach2, Binchester, Carlisle, Corbridge3 and
Faimingen4, so the stamp must belong to the late 1st or early 2nd century.
Of the two names which occur in the stamp, only the cognomen Paullus is
known from La Graufesenque. The first name is likely to be a gentilicium,
Ortius or Hortius5, rather than a cognomen, Ortus or Hortus". On the basis
of the date of the stamp, Ortius Paullus may perhaps be assumed to be ident-
ical to Paullus ii. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-1 10.
1. Oswald 1931, 225.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 68.
3. Haverfield 1915, 283.
4. ORL B66c, Taf. VII 92.
5. Schulze 1904, 174 and 335; Mocsy et al. 1983, 146 and 210.
6. Mocsy et al. 1983, 146.
Peregrinus
P57 PEREGRIN
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG: 1571.
RMO: VF2423.
At La Graufesenque, a particularly clear impression was found on a Drag.
29 with a profile from the time of Nero. This example shows that the stamp
does not read PEREGRIV or PEREGRN, but PEREGRIN, with a retro-
grade N. The latest context in which an identical impression has been found
is a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west'.
The die with which the impressions mentioned above were made was mod-
ified at some stage. At the time, several letters seem to have been recut, as
a result of which their shapes have changed slightly. In the archives of
Hartley and Dickinson (cf. p. 156), the impressions of the modified ie are
indistinguishable from those in the original form, which makes the exact
chronology uncertain.
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An impression from Rottweil still has the original shape2, but examples
from Camelon3, Chestef, Corbridge, Ebchester5, IlHey, Loudoun Hill', the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Ribchester and Watercrook7,
among other places, cannot at this moment be classed as of one variant or
the other. However, the die seems to have been used into the nineties.
Among the few bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp, there is one example
which was made in a mould of Albinus"; the decorative schemes of the lat-
ter's products may be dated to c. A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 65-
95.
1. This grave also included stamps of Celsus ii. Censor, lucundus, L.
Tertius Secundus and Sulpicius.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 257
3. Hartley 1972a, 5, 20.
4. Newstead/Droop 1932, 25.
5. Hartley et al. 1975, 80, 5.
6. Hartley 1972a, 11.
7. Wild 1979, 290, S23-24.
8. Mees 1995, Taf. 5, 2.
9. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 12, 122, probably this variant.
P57* PERECRIN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF3010.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*17;YF*12Q6;VF*1535.
These impressions were made with a modified die, some of whose letters
originally had different shapes. Until a date for the modifications can be
ascertained', the same date must be adhered to for this version as for the
original one. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1. See catalogue no. P57
Perrus
According to Oswald, Perrus worked at Banassac, during the period
Claudius-Domitian'. This date is based on the presence of a stamp in the
Erdlager at Hofheim, which at the time was assumed to have been abandon-
ed under Nero2, and on that of another vessel in the Bregenz Keller, which
was allegedly filled between A.D. 80 and 1103. In all probability, however,
the activities of Perrus were restricted to the period c. A.D. 55-80, so he can-
not possibly have worked at Banassac, and indeed, a large majority of the
stamps with this name were found at La Graufesenque"
1. Oswald 1931, 239 and 413.
2. Oswald 1931, xvi; cf. catalogue no. P59.
3. Oswald 1931, xv; cf. catalogue no. P62.
4. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 123.
P58 PERRVS.F
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2424.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. It is known
from Chesterfield and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Nijmegen and Vechten argue a
date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 111, fig. 23, 225-226.
P59 PERRVSF
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
43.
VF*1070.
<.;VF*1070a.
This stamp was also found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The site record in-
eludes a Neronian grave at Baldock' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2, but also
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 210, S118, from grave 6, with stamps of Crestio,
Felix, Firmo i. Maccarus. Nestor and Patricius.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 232.
P60 <P>ERRVSF.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2341; YP2342;VF2343;VF3077.
Drag. 29 RMO: Vel924/H (pl. 39, 1).
These are impressions of a modified ie which originally read PERRVSR,
as is shown by impressions from Canterbury and London. The version
represented at Vechten is more likely to be read as NERRVSF.'. This variant
is known from the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen2, among
other places, but the profiles of the vessels from Vechten and the decoration
of the Drag. 29 indicate a largely pre-Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 55-75.
1. Cf. 0swaldl931.218.
2. Canabae: for example Stuart 1976, 110, fig.22, 209.
P60* <P>ERRVS<F.>
Drag. 27g RMO:
These impressions were made with a die which was modified twice.
Originally, the stamp read PERRVSF., and after the first change NERRVSF.
In the impressions listed above, the outer letters are missing. This version is
not known from dated contexts; however, since the version with the text
NERRVSF. was found in a Flavian context', the last modification of the die
probably took place after the year 70. To judge by the profiles of the cups
from Vechten, the die was probably no longer in use after A.D. 80. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Cf. catalogue no. P60.
P61 PERRIMAN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl935/1.2. ^
PUG: 309.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2000; VF2503; VF*192; VF*192a; VF*192b;
VF*370; VF*773.
Clear examples show faintly that the text of this stamp ends in MAN rather
than MN. However, faint impressions merely show ERRIMI, which has
resulted in attributions to a non-existent Errimus'. Parallels have been found
at Carlisle, in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and at
York, but also at Longthorpe2. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue
a date in the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Oswald 1931, 116 and 384.
2. Hartley 1987a, 125.
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P62 PERRIMN Pleveius
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2965.
Dish RMO: fl940/5.92.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*773a; VF*774; VF*774a; VF*774b;
Drag. 27 RMO: H975/4.4.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon', Chester2, the legionary for-
tress and canabae at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. However, impressions
have also been found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, so the die must have
originated under Nero. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten also sug-
gest that he stamp belongs mainly to the pre-Flavian period.
On the basis of this evidence, use of the die at Banassac, which was long
assumed3, may be ruled out. The impressions found at Banassac4 must be
from La Graufesenque. An example which is part of the Bregenz Keller-
fund5 - which contains several vessels from Banassac - cannot possibly
belong to the latest finds from this complex. La Graufesenque [I]6, c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 33.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Oswald 1931, 239 and 413; Hartley 1977, 253, and note 20.
4. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29, and pl. I, from the Ceres collection (cf. p. 27,
note 7); the Musee des Antiquites Nationales at Saint-Germain-en-
Laye has a vessel from the Monestier collection (no. 19687; cf.
Hofmann 1988, 9).
5. Jenny 1880, 75, 6; Jacobs 1912,183,22.
6. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 16.
P63 PERVS
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-405.
The forms on which this stamp occurs also include cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, so
it is definitely pre-Flavian. Thus far, no impressions have been found in a
dated context. The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Piperus
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to a certain Pleveus'.
However, the potter's name is more likely to have been Pleveius, probably
a variant of Plebeius2. Pleveius presumably worked at La Graufesenque
during the Tiberio-Claudian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 241 f.
2. Plebeius: Kajanto 1965, 313; Mocsy et al. 1983, 226.
P65 OF.PLEV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2428.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the Erdlager at
Hofheim'. The cup fromVechten has a footring of relatively large diameter,
and probably dates from the Claudian period, at the latest. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 264.
P66 PLEVEI
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*779.
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Ritt. 5, so it must be Tiberian. Up
to now, no examples have been found in a dated context. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 20-40.
Polio
The stamps discussed below cover a long period, c. A.D. 40-95, so they
might be assumed to belong to two different potters. Polio may undoubted-
ly be equated with Pollio, a common cognomen', also known from the
stamp POLLIOF.
1. Kajanto 1965, 37 and 164; Mocsy et al. 1983, 227.
In view of its text, the potter who used the stamp PIPERI discussed below,
was called Pipems, rather than Piper, as Oswald assumed'. Only one other
stamp of this manufacturer isknown, which also reads PIPERI. This was
found in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, among other places. The
little evidence available suggests that Pipems was active in the third quarter
of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 241. For Pipems see Kajanto 1965, 25 and 340.
P67 OF.POLIO[.]
Drag. 18 PUG: 1122.
Since parallels for this stamp are known from the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and - probably - York, this stamp may be
assumed to belong to the Flavian period. The shape of the dish from
Vechten also argues such a date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
P64 PIPERI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
Since this stamp has also been found on cups of Ritt. 8 or 9 and Drag. 24,
the die must have been in use during the pre-Flavian period. However, an
impression is also known from Rottweil. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-
75.
P68 OFPOLI
Dish RMO: VF2432: VF*781.
The few parallels for this stamp include examples from the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen and from the Wiesbaden Moor-
schicht'. The dish found at Nijmegen, like the two vessels fromVechten, has
a double groove in the internal base. The profiles indicate a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vffl 103.
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P69 PO.LIOFECI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2013.
Of this retrograde stamp, no other examples have as yet been found. The
cup has a footring of relatively large diameter, and may probably be dated
to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ponteius
These impressions are from a die which had lost half the initial letter.
Identical impressions are known from Bickenbach', Caerleon, Corbridge
and Heddemheim2, and from a grave at Winchester, probably belonging to
the early eighties3. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, ves-
sels with this stamp were being marketed no later than c. A.D. 95. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-95.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 72.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 38.
3. Dannell/Hartley 1978, 102, fig. 41, 50, with stamps of Dontio,
lucundus and Virilis.
According to Oswald, the impressions listed under numbers P70 and P70*
date to the period c. A.D. 40-80'. The starting date is undoubtedly based on
the reference to the stamp PONTEIV on a Ritt. 5 from Mainz, which should
actually be interpreted as PONE.TV2, and has nothing to do with Ponteius.
This potter seems to have used only one die. His activities were probably
restricted to the period c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 242 and 413.
2. Oxe 1934, 103, 47: PONE. TV on a Halt. 8 from Mainz; cf. Oswald
1931, 242: "PONETV, misreading for PONTEIV"
P70 OFPON. TE.I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2442.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2441; VF2443.
Dish RMO: VF2435.
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*783.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*783a; VF*783b.
The impression illustrated here suggests that the stamp does not read
OFPONTHEI. as is often assumed, but OFPON.TE.I or OFPON.ET.I. The
punctuation of the stamp may argue strongly in favour of the latter solution,
but from La Graufesenque, no other stamps in which two names are linked
by the conjunction ET are known. Thus, the interpretation OFPON. TE. I is
to be preferred for now. Ponteius is a rare gentilicium', which at La Graufe-
senque occurs only in this stamp.
The die with which the impressions listed above were made seems to have
originated in the time of Nero, since identical examples are known from the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and from a pre-Flavian context at Richborough3. The
decoration of a Drag. 29 with this stamp from Tongeren may perhaps also
be dated to just before A.D. 704. Most impressions, however, stem from
Flavian contexts, including the wrecked ship Culip IV3 and Inchtuthil". La
Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Schulze 1904, 366.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 233, OFPO[N.TE.I], erroneously completed
as OFPO[LI].
3. Hayter 1949, 232, 49(C).
4. Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXVI, I.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 21.1.
6. Hartley 1985, 317, fig. 96, S12.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 125.
Pontius
The name of the potter who used the stamps discussed below was not
Pontus but Pontius, as is shown by a stamp with the text Pontius which was
found at Asciburgium', among other places. The name also occurs in a
docket from La Graufesenque2; another list records the name Pontijos3,
which could well be the Celtic spelling of Pontius.
Since Pontius made cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, he was probably already
active under Nero, although no stamps with his name have been found in a
pre-Flavian context as yet. The presence of his products at sites which were
first occupied in the eighties, such as Corbridge, Inchtuthil, the Saalburg
and Watercrook, suggests that he produced sigillata until the end of the 1st
century.
The moulds for Drag. 37 produced by Pontius probably date from the
period c. A.D. 80-1004. The decorative schemes of these vessels seem to
have little in common with those of the bowls of Drag. 29 which he
stamped5, so he may have initially obtained his moulds from others.
1. BechertA^anderhoeven 1988, 74, 280.
2. Marichal 1988, no'. 71, together with Logimus, among others.
3. Marichal 1988, no. 86, on a dish stamped by Logimus.
4. Mees 1995, 92 and Taf. 166-167.
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. VIII 5; Knorr 1952, Taf. 50 A-B; Hartley 1972b, 237
fig. 88, 67.
P71 OF.PONTI
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF2438; VF*785b.
VF1959e;VF*785.
This stamp was found at Caerleon, Corbridge', Rottweil and York, among
other places, so it probably belongs to the late 1st century. The vessels from
Vechten have rather diverse profiles. Those numbered VF2438 and VF*785
have flat, relatively thin bases, with carefully rouletted circles; they are
probably from the reign of Vespasian. The two others have considerably
thicker, curved bases, and are unlikely to be earlier than A.D. 80. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Haverfield 1915, 284, possibly the stamp meant here.
P70* <0>FPON.TE.I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1956; VF1959.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2440; VF*491b; VF*784;VF*784a.
PUG: Ve 1925/3.
Dish RMO: VF*425: no no.
P72 OF.PONTI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*424c; YF*782c; VF*782d; VF*785a;
VF*1372;fl 909/10.2.
PUG: Vel925/5 + 8033 (Mees 1990, Abb. 9, 1).
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context so far. The
date, therefore, is based on the profiles of the bowls from Vechten, which all
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P62 PERRIMN Pleveius
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2965.
Dish RMO: fl940/5.92.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*773a; VF*774; VF*774a; VF*774b;
Drag. 27 RMO: H975/4.4.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon', Chester2, the legionary for-
tress and canabae at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. However, impressions
have also been found on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, so the die must have
originated under Nero. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten also sug-
gest that he stamp belongs mainly to the pre-Flavian period.
On the basis of this evidence, use of the die at Banassac, which was long
assumed3, may be ruled out. The impressions found at Banassac4 must be
from La Graufesenque. An example which is part of the Bregenz Keller-
fund5 - which contains several vessels from Banassac - cannot possibly
belong to the latest finds from this complex. La Graufesenque [I]6, c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 33.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Oswald 1931, 239 and 413; Hartley 1977, 253, and note 20.
4. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29, and pl. I, from the Ceres collection (cf. p. 27,
note 7); the Musee des Antiquites Nationales at Saint-Germain-en-
Laye has a vessel from the Monestier collection (no. 19687; cf.
Hofmann 1988, 9).
5. Jenny 1880, 75, 6; Jacobs 1912,183,22.
6. Laubenheimer 1979, 207, fig. 30, 16.
P63 PERVS
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-405.
The forms on which this stamp occurs also include cups of Ritt. 8 and 9, so
it is definitely pre-Flavian. Thus far, no impressions have been found in a
dated context. The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date shortly
after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
Piperus
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to a certain Pleveus'.
However, the potter's name is more likely to have been Pleveius, probably
a variant of Plebeius2. Pleveius presumably worked at La Graufesenque
during the Tiberio-Claudian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 241 f.
2. Plebeius: Kajanto 1965, 313; Mocsy et al. 1983, 226.
P65 OF.PLEV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2428.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the Erdlager at
Hofheim'. The cup fromVechten has a footring of relatively large diameter,
and probably dates from the Claudian period, at the latest. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 264.
P66 PLEVEI
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*779.
This stamp occurs exclusively on cups of Ritt. 5, so it must be Tiberian. Up
to now, no examples have been found in a dated context. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 20-40.
Polio
The stamps discussed below cover a long period, c. A.D. 40-95, so they
might be assumed to belong to two different potters. Polio may undoubted-
ly be equated with Pollio, a common cognomen', also known from the
stamp POLLIOF.
1. Kajanto 1965, 37 and 164; Mocsy et al. 1983, 227.
In view of its text, the potter who used the stamp PIPERI discussed below,
was called Pipems, rather than Piper, as Oswald assumed'. Only one other
stamp of this manufacturer isknown, which also reads PIPERI. This was
found in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, among other places. The
little evidence available suggests that Pipems was active in the third quarter
of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 241. For Pipems see Kajanto 1965, 25 and 340.
P67 OF.POLIO[.]
Drag. 18 PUG: 1122.
Since parallels for this stamp are known from the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and - probably - York, this stamp may be
assumed to belong to the Flavian period. The shape of the dish from
Vechten also argues such a date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
P64 PIPERI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
Since this stamp has also been found on cups of Ritt. 8 or 9 and Drag. 24,
the die must have been in use during the pre-Flavian period. However, an
impression is also known from Rottweil. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-
75.
P68 OFPOLI
Dish RMO: VF2432: VF*781.
The few parallels for this stamp include examples from the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen and from the Wiesbaden Moor-
schicht'. The dish found at Nijmegen, like the two vessels fromVechten, has
a double groove in the internal base. The profiles indicate a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Ritterling/Pallat 1898, Taf. Vffl 103.
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P69 PO.LIOFECI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2013.
Of this retrograde stamp, no other examples have as yet been found. The
cup has a footring of relatively large diameter, and may probably be dated
to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ponteius
These impressions are from a die which had lost half the initial letter.
Identical impressions are known from Bickenbach', Caerleon, Corbridge
and Heddemheim2, and from a grave at Winchester, probably belonging to
the early eighties3. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, ves-
sels with this stamp were being marketed no later than c. A.D. 95. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-95.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 72.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 38.
3. Dannell/Hartley 1978, 102, fig. 41, 50, with stamps of Dontio,
lucundus and Virilis.
According to Oswald, the impressions listed under numbers P70 and P70*
date to the period c. A.D. 40-80'. The starting date is undoubtedly based on
the reference to the stamp PONTEIV on a Ritt. 5 from Mainz, which should
actually be interpreted as PONE.TV2, and has nothing to do with Ponteius.
This potter seems to have used only one die. His activities were probably
restricted to the period c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 242 and 413.
2. Oxe 1934, 103, 47: PONE. TV on a Halt. 8 from Mainz; cf. Oswald
1931, 242: "PONETV, misreading for PONTEIV"
P70 OFPON. TE.I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2442.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2441; VF2443.
Dish RMO: VF2435.
Drag. 18R RMO: VF*783.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*783a; VF*783b.
The impression illustrated here suggests that the stamp does not read
OFPONTHEI. as is often assumed, but OFPON.TE.I or OFPON.ET.I. The
punctuation of the stamp may argue strongly in favour of the latter solution,
but from La Graufesenque, no other stamps in which two names are linked
by the conjunction ET are known. Thus, the interpretation OFPON. TE. I is
to be preferred for now. Ponteius is a rare gentilicium', which at La Graufe-
senque occurs only in this stamp.
The die with which the impressions listed above were made seems to have
originated in the time of Nero, since identical examples are known from the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and from a pre-Flavian context at Richborough3. The
decoration of a Drag. 29 with this stamp from Tongeren may perhaps also
be dated to just before A.D. 704. Most impressions, however, stem from
Flavian contexts, including the wrecked ship Culip IV3 and Inchtuthil". La
Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Schulze 1904, 366.
2. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 233, OFPO[N.TE.I], erroneously completed
as OFPO[LI].
3. Hayter 1949, 232, 49(C).
4. Vanderhoeven 1969, pl. CCXXVI, I.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 21.1.
6. Hartley 1985, 317, fig. 96, S12.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 125.
Pontius
The name of the potter who used the stamps discussed below was not
Pontus but Pontius, as is shown by a stamp with the text Pontius which was
found at Asciburgium', among other places. The name also occurs in a
docket from La Graufesenque2; another list records the name Pontijos3,
which could well be the Celtic spelling of Pontius.
Since Pontius made cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, he was probably already
active under Nero, although no stamps with his name have been found in a
pre-Flavian context as yet. The presence of his products at sites which were
first occupied in the eighties, such as Corbridge, Inchtuthil, the Saalburg
and Watercrook, suggests that he produced sigillata until the end of the 1st
century.
The moulds for Drag. 37 produced by Pontius probably date from the
period c. A.D. 80-1004. The decorative schemes of these vessels seem to
have little in common with those of the bowls of Drag. 29 which he
stamped5, so he may have initially obtained his moulds from others.
1. BechertA^anderhoeven 1988, 74, 280.
2. Marichal 1988, no'. 71, together with Logimus, among others.
3. Marichal 1988, no. 86, on a dish stamped by Logimus.
4. Mees 1995, 92 and Taf. 166-167.
5. Knorr 1912, Taf. VIII 5; Knorr 1952, Taf. 50 A-B; Hartley 1972b, 237
fig. 88, 67.
P71 OF.PONTI
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF2438; VF*785b.
VF1959e;VF*785.
This stamp was found at Caerleon, Corbridge', Rottweil and York, among
other places, so it probably belongs to the late 1st century. The vessels from
Vechten have rather diverse profiles. Those numbered VF2438 and VF*785
have flat, relatively thin bases, with carefully rouletted circles; they are
probably from the reign of Vespasian. The two others have considerably
thicker, curved bases, and are unlikely to be earlier than A.D. 80. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Haverfield 1915, 284, possibly the stamp meant here.
P70* <0>FPON.TE.I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF1956; VF1959.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2440; VF*491b; VF*784;VF*784a.
PUG: Ve 1925/3.
Dish RMO: VF*425: no no.
P72 OF.PONTI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*424c; YF*782c; VF*782d; VF*785a;
VF*1372;fl 909/10.2.
PUG: Vel925/5 + 8033 (Mees 1990, Abb. 9, 1).
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context so far. The
date, therefore, is based on the profiles of the bowls from Vechten, which all
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have single grooves around the stamp, and on the decoration of the bowl
numbered Ve 1925/5 + 8033. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 34 probably bears an identical impression.
relevance to the date of this stamp is an example from Chester. The cups
from Vechten are small, and difficult to date, but they are probably Fiavian.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
P73 OFPONTI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2430; VF2434; VF2437; VF*779x; VF*782;
VF*785al; H909/10.2; fl940/5.92.
PUG: Vel921/l;Vel925/4.
Dish RMO: VF2381: VF2431: VF2436: VF*782a: VF*782b.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1384 (pl. 39, m).
This stamp is known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and from Rottweil, among other places. At Verulamium, it was
found on a Drag. 18 in a context earlier than A.D. 75/80, and on a Drag. 29
whose decoration is barely later'. Most decorative schemes of bowls with
this stamp are slightly later2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig, 81, 20 and 59, and 237, fig. 88, 67.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. VIII 5; Knorr 1952, Taf. 50 B.
P74 OF<P>ONTI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1959b: VF2376; VF2433; VF*420; VF*782e;
VF*794g.
The impression illustrated here was made with a die which originally read
OFPONTL The die became scratched at some stage, after which it seems to
read OFRONTI. Impressions from the latter phase have generally been
attributed to Frontinus, who used several stamps with this reading, and was
active largely during the same period as Pontius.
Of the impressions from Vechten, four were definitely made with the mod-
ified die. Of the examples on the cups numbered VF2376 and VF*794g only
fragments have survived; they may have borne the text OFPONTI.
Since the original version is known from Inchtuthil' and Watercrook2, the die
was probably damaged no earlier than the reign of Domitian. Impressions of
the text OF<P>ONTI have been found at Binchester, Corbridge3,
Munningen4, Okarben5 and Rottweil. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S13.
2. Wild 1979, 290, S25.
3. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 284, possibly the example mentioned here.
4. ORL B68a, Taf. V 16.
5. ORL B25a, 21, 15, attributed to Frontinus.
P75 OFPONTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*423.
In the example illustrated here, the third letter of this retrograde stamp is
unclear, but an impression found at La Graufesenque shows that it reads
OFPONTI rather than OFRONTI. The only site which provides a clue for
the date of this stamp is the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen.
However, on the evidence of the cup from Vechten, the die must already
have been in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
Potitus
Potitus is a relatively little-known potter from La Graufesenque, so there are
few leads for the date of his activities. The profiles of some of his vessels
suggest hat he was already active under Tiberius. The presence of two
stamps with his name in period 1 at Valkenburg' also indicates a relatively
early date.
In London, a Drag. 29 with a stamp of Potitus was found2, which must have
been made in a mould that was also used by Niger and Niger - And-3. The
decoration of this vessel shows that Potitus was still active under Nero.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 341; cf. catalogue no. P78.
2. Pryce 1930, 131, fig. 47, 1.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 14, with the stamps OFNIGRI and
OFNIGRI. AND.
P77 POTITVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*786.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, the die must
have originated in the pre-Flavian period. This is also indicated by the pres-
ence of an identical impression in period 2 at Valkenburg'. The cup from
Vechten has a bevelled footring, so the stamp is likely to be Tibeno-
Claudian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 99.
P78 <P>OTITV<S>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (117); VF307Q.
This is an impression of a damaged die, whose text, which was applied
between two guide-lines, originally read POTITVS. The guide-lines ug-
gest a relatively early date. The original version is known only from
Strasbourg.
The variant represented at Vechten, which has sometimes been erroneously
attributed to an otherwise unknown potter by the name of Titus', was found
in period 1 or 2 at Valkenburg2, among other places, and also occurs on cups
of Ritt. 8. In view of the relatively narrow diameters of their footrings, the
two vessels from Vechten are very unlikely to be much earlier than the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 318 and 421.
2. Unpublished (find number 858). This find number also comprises the
stamps BELLICI and OPI.MACCA, which have been attributed to
periods 2 and 1, resp. (Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 188; 858;
Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30a; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 248).
P76 PONTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (S4): VF2043a: VF2073b: VF*318u.
Although the impressions from Vechten are all of poor quality, there is
no doubt about their identification. The only parallel which bears some
C. lulius Primigenius
The full name of this potter may be deduced from the stamp C. IVL.PRMIC,
which was found at Ribchester', among other places. The products of C.
lulius Primigenius were also found at Ellingen2 and Gnotzheim3, so he must
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have been active around the end of the 1st century. He may be identical to
the Primigenius who is recorded in several dockets from La Graufesenque".
Oswald confused the products of C. lulius Primigenius with those of two
manufacturers from Montans, L. A- Primigenius and S. lulius Prim-, who
both worked in the pre-Flavian period5.
1. Wild 1988, 39, 102(S); for the cognomen, see also Hermet 1934, pl.
112, 127-128.
2. Zanier 1992, Taf. 60, E IS 26.
3. ORL B70, Taf. HI 24.
4. Marichal 1988, nos. 28 and 97, and perhaps no. 45.
5. Oswald 1931, 246 and 414. L. A- Primigenius: Durand-Lefebvre
1946, 164, pl. V 132; Simpson 1976, 258, fig. 5, 21. S. lulius Prim-:
Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 16, and 133, fig. 4.
P79 C.IVL.PRDVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1833.
Since identical impressions are known from Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge,
Marienfels2, RottweiP and the Saalburg4, this must be a late stamp. The die
probably continued to be used into the 2nd century. La Graufesenque [I]5,
c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 44 and X 279.
2. ORLB5a, 11, 10.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 82 and 132; Klee 1986, Taf. 11, 2, attributed
to Gluppius from Lezoux.
4. ORL A3, 179, 100.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 134; Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 8c.
C. lulius Primigenius - Sur-
The text of the stamp C.IVL.PRI.SVR, which was found at Seron in a
tumulus grave from the time of Hadrian (cf. fig. 6.38, e)', suggests that in
the workshop of the C. lulius Primigenius discussed above, a certain Sur-
was employed. The full name of this potter is not known, since it occurs
otherwise only in the stamp PRIMIGSV.
The site list and the profiles of the vessels with the name Sur(i)us (?)2 show
that his activities hould be dated around the end of the 1st century.
1. Plumier 1986, 26, fig. 10, 4, from tumulus II, with a sestertius of
Hadrian from A.D. 119-121, and stamps ofBiga, Marcellus, Pater and
Tuttabims of Lezoux.
2. Mocsy et al. 1983, 278.
P80 PRIMIGSV
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*804.
?476: VF*800.
Parallels for this stamp have been found in the amphitheatre at Chester", at
Chesterholm and Heddemheim2, in the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen, and at Rottweil3. The stamp may be dated to the last quarter of
the 1st century, partly on the basis of the profiles of the rouletted dishes
fromVechten. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 8.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 39.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 302.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 130.
Primulus
Although the products of Primulus are not very numerous, his activities
may be dated with some certainty. Some of his products were found in pre-
Flavian contexts, such as the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur'. The fact that
Primulus made cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24 also indicates that he was
already active under Nero. However, he is extremely unlikely to have been
producing sigillata under Claudius, as Oswald assumed2. Primulus's career
is unlikely to have ended before c. A.D. 90, to judge by the presence of a
number of his stamps at Corbridge.
The vessels listed below undoubtedly stem from La Graufesenque, where
Primulus's name was found not only in stamps, but also in two dockets3.
The name Primulus is also known from Espalion4 and Montana5. Primulus
of Espalion could be identical to Primulus of La Graufesenque, but the
homonym from Montans is very probably earlier. The date for the activities
of Primulus of La Graufesenque demonstrates that he cannot possibly have
worked at Banassac as well, although one of his stamps was allegedly found
there".
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Oswald 1931, 247 f. and 414, probably based on the reference to a
stamp from the Erdlager at Hofheim (cf. idem, xvi).
3. Marichal 1988, no. 74; Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991.
4. Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 13.
5. Martin 1977, 59, fig. 6, 23.
6. Peyre 1975, 50, from the Morel collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
P81 OFPRIMVLI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF*807.
RMO: VF*812.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten indicate a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-90.
P82 PRIMVLI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*805a.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*805b; VF*805c.
Dish RMO: VEP15; VF2444: VP*805: VF*1478.
On the basis of the presence of an identical impression at Aislingen', the die
with which the dishes from Vechten were marked may perhaps be assumed
to have been already in use under Nero. The site list also includes
Buriadingen-Hausen2, Carlisle3, Corbridge4, the wrecked ship CuUp IV5 and
period II at Zwammerdam'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 86.
2. Heiligmann 1990, 69, Abb. 21, 11.
3. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 28.
4. Simpson 1972,219, fig. 1, 2; Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 90.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 7. 1.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 213.
P83 PRIM[V]LI
R-dish PUG: 1947-93.
The interpretation of this stamp is not entirely certain, but the lettering
strongly suggests a stamp of Primulus. Of the rouletted ish, only a small
fragment has survived, so it is impossible to ascertain the date from the
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have single grooves around the stamp, and on the decoration of the bowl
numbered Ve 1925/5 + 8033. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 34 probably bears an identical impression.
relevance to the date of this stamp is an example from Chester. The cups
from Vechten are small, and difficult to date, but they are probably Fiavian.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
P73 OFPONTI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2430; VF2434; VF2437; VF*779x; VF*782;
VF*785al; H909/10.2; fl940/5.92.
PUG: Vel921/l;Vel925/4.
Dish RMO: VF2381: VF2431: VF2436: VF*782a: VF*782b.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1384 (pl. 39, m).
This stamp is known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and from Rottweil, among other places. At Verulamium, it was
found on a Drag. 18 in a context earlier than A.D. 75/80, and on a Drag. 29
whose decoration is barely later'. Most decorative schemes of bowls with
this stamp are slightly later2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig, 81, 20 and 59, and 237, fig. 88, 67.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. VIII 5; Knorr 1952, Taf. 50 B.
P74 OF<P>ONTI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1959b: VF2376; VF2433; VF*420; VF*782e;
VF*794g.
The impression illustrated here was made with a die which originally read
OFPONTL The die became scratched at some stage, after which it seems to
read OFRONTI. Impressions from the latter phase have generally been
attributed to Frontinus, who used several stamps with this reading, and was
active largely during the same period as Pontius.
Of the impressions from Vechten, four were definitely made with the mod-
ified die. Of the examples on the cups numbered VF2376 and VF*794g only
fragments have survived; they may have borne the text OFPONTI.
Since the original version is known from Inchtuthil' and Watercrook2, the die
was probably damaged no earlier than the reign of Domitian. Impressions of
the text OF<P>ONTI have been found at Binchester, Corbridge3,
Munningen4, Okarben5 and Rottweil. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S13.
2. Wild 1979, 290, S25.
3. Cf. Haverfield 1915, 284, possibly the example mentioned here.
4. ORL B68a, Taf. V 16.
5. ORL B25a, 21, 15, attributed to Frontinus.
P75 OFPONTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*423.
In the example illustrated here, the third letter of this retrograde stamp is
unclear, but an impression found at La Graufesenque shows that it reads
OFPONTI rather than OFRONTI. The only site which provides a clue for
the date of this stamp is the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen.
However, on the evidence of the cup from Vechten, the die must already
have been in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
Potitus
Potitus is a relatively little-known potter from La Graufesenque, so there are
few leads for the date of his activities. The profiles of some of his vessels
suggest hat he was already active under Tiberius. The presence of two
stamps with his name in period 1 at Valkenburg' also indicates a relatively
early date.
In London, a Drag. 29 with a stamp of Potitus was found2, which must have
been made in a mould that was also used by Niger and Niger - And-3. The
decoration of this vessel shows that Potitus was still active under Nero.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 341; cf. catalogue no. P78.
2. Pryce 1930, 131, fig. 47, 1.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 106, 14, with the stamps OFNIGRI and
OFNIGRI. AND.
P77 POTITVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*786.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, the die must
have originated in the pre-Flavian period. This is also indicated by the pres-
ence of an identical impression in period 2 at Valkenburg'. The cup from
Vechten has a bevelled footring, so the stamp is likely to be Tibeno-
Claudian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 99.
P78 <P>OTITV<S>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (117); VF307Q.
This is an impression of a damaged die, whose text, which was applied
between two guide-lines, originally read POTITVS. The guide-lines ug-
gest a relatively early date. The original version is known only from
Strasbourg.
The variant represented at Vechten, which has sometimes been erroneously
attributed to an otherwise unknown potter by the name of Titus', was found
in period 1 or 2 at Valkenburg2, among other places, and also occurs on cups
of Ritt. 8. In view of the relatively narrow diameters of their footrings, the
two vessels from Vechten are very unlikely to be much earlier than the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 318 and 421.
2. Unpublished (find number 858). This find number also comprises the
stamps BELLICI and OPI.MACCA, which have been attributed to
periods 2 and 1, resp. (Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 188; 858;
Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 226, 30a; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 248).
P76 PONTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (S4): VF2043a: VF2073b: VF*318u.
Although the impressions from Vechten are all of poor quality, there is
no doubt about their identification. The only parallel which bears some
C. lulius Primigenius
The full name of this potter may be deduced from the stamp C. IVL.PRMIC,
which was found at Ribchester', among other places. The products of C.
lulius Primigenius were also found at Ellingen2 and Gnotzheim3, so he must
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have been active around the end of the 1st century. He may be identical to
the Primigenius who is recorded in several dockets from La Graufesenque".
Oswald confused the products of C. lulius Primigenius with those of two
manufacturers from Montans, L. A- Primigenius and S. lulius Prim-, who
both worked in the pre-Flavian period5.
1. Wild 1988, 39, 102(S); for the cognomen, see also Hermet 1934, pl.
112, 127-128.
2. Zanier 1992, Taf. 60, E IS 26.
3. ORL B70, Taf. HI 24.
4. Marichal 1988, nos. 28 and 97, and perhaps no. 45.
5. Oswald 1931, 246 and 414. L. A- Primigenius: Durand-Lefebvre
1946, 164, pl. V 132; Simpson 1976, 258, fig. 5, 21. S. lulius Prim-:
Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 16, and 133, fig. 4.
P79 C.IVL.PRDVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF1833.
Since identical impressions are known from Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge,
Marienfels2, RottweiP and the Saalburg4, this must be a late stamp. The die
probably continued to be used into the 2nd century. La Graufesenque [I]5,
c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Knorr 1921, Taf. Ill 44 and X 279.
2. ORLB5a, 11, 10.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 82 and 132; Klee 1986, Taf. 11, 2, attributed
to Gluppius from Lezoux.
4. ORL A3, 179, 100.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 134; Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 8c.
C. lulius Primigenius - Sur-
The text of the stamp C.IVL.PRI.SVR, which was found at Seron in a
tumulus grave from the time of Hadrian (cf. fig. 6.38, e)', suggests that in
the workshop of the C. lulius Primigenius discussed above, a certain Sur-
was employed. The full name of this potter is not known, since it occurs
otherwise only in the stamp PRIMIGSV.
The site list and the profiles of the vessels with the name Sur(i)us (?)2 show
that his activities hould be dated around the end of the 1st century.
1. Plumier 1986, 26, fig. 10, 4, from tumulus II, with a sestertius of
Hadrian from A.D. 119-121, and stamps ofBiga, Marcellus, Pater and
Tuttabims of Lezoux.
2. Mocsy et al. 1983, 278.
P80 PRIMIGSV
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*804.
?476: VF*800.
Parallels for this stamp have been found in the amphitheatre at Chester", at
Chesterholm and Heddemheim2, in the legionary fortress or canabae at
Nijmegen, and at Rottweil3. The stamp may be dated to the last quarter of
the 1st century, partly on the basis of the profiles of the rouletted dishes
fromVechten. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 8.
2. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 39.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 302.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 130.
Primulus
Although the products of Primulus are not very numerous, his activities
may be dated with some certainty. Some of his products were found in pre-
Flavian contexts, such as the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur'. The fact that
Primulus made cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24 also indicates that he was
already active under Nero. However, he is extremely unlikely to have been
producing sigillata under Claudius, as Oswald assumed2. Primulus's career
is unlikely to have ended before c. A.D. 90, to judge by the presence of a
number of his stamps at Corbridge.
The vessels listed below undoubtedly stem from La Graufesenque, where
Primulus's name was found not only in stamps, but also in two dockets3.
The name Primulus is also known from Espalion4 and Montana5. Primulus
of Espalion could be identical to Primulus of La Graufesenque, but the
homonym from Montans is very probably earlier. The date for the activities
of Primulus of La Graufesenque demonstrates that he cannot possibly have
worked at Banassac as well, although one of his stamps was allegedly found
there".
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Oswald 1931, 247 f. and 414, probably based on the reference to a
stamp from the Erdlager at Hofheim (cf. idem, xvi).
3. Marichal 1988, no. 74; Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991.
4. Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 13.
5. Martin 1977, 59, fig. 6, 23.
6. Peyre 1975, 50, from the Morel collection (cf. p. 27, note 7).
P81 OFPRIMVLI
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF*807.
RMO: VF*812.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten indicate a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
70-90.
P82 PRIMVLI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*805a.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*805b; VF*805c.
Dish RMO: VEP15; VF2444: VP*805: VF*1478.
On the basis of the presence of an identical impression at Aislingen', the die
with which the dishes from Vechten were marked may perhaps be assumed
to have been already in use under Nero. The site list also includes
Buriadingen-Hausen2, Carlisle3, Corbridge4, the wrecked ship CuUp IV5 and
period II at Zwammerdam'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 86.
2. Heiligmann 1990, 69, Abb. 21, 11.
3. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 28.
4. Simpson 1972,219, fig. 1, 2; Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 225, 90.
5. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 7. 1.
6. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 213.
P83 PRIM[V]LI
R-dish PUG: 1947-93.
The interpretation of this stamp is not entirely certain, but the lettering
strongly suggests a stamp of Primulus. Of the rouletted ish, only a small
fragment has survived, so it is impossible to ascertain the date from the
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profile. However, Primulus was active mainly in the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
P84 PRIMVLI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*193.
Close scrutiny of this impression reveals that he die probably moved when
it was applied, resulting in distortion of the first wo letters. It is therefore
impossible to find good parallels. The shape of the dish suggests that he
stamp may be dated under Nero or in the early Flavian period. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
P85 PRIMVLP]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2475.
Identical impressions were found at Heddemheim and in the legionary for-
tress and canabae at Nijmegen, among other places. The shape of the dish
from Vechten argues a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
P86 PRITMVLI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*806.
Dish RMO: VF*806a; VF*806c.
This stamp is sometimes read as PRITMANI or PRITMANP; however,
there is no trace of an A or an F. These are probably impressions from a die
of Pnmulus, into which a superfluous letter was cut by mistake.
The site record for the stamp includes Chester, the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen2 and York, so it is likely to belong mainly to the Flavian period.
However, in view of the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, it cannot be
ruled out that the die was first used under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 65-85.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 252, under Pritmanus of Luxeuil (?).
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 10.
P89 [PRI]MVL
P87 PRIMV[L]
R-dish
Drag. 27
RMO:
PUG:
VF2477.
1387.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Corbridge and Rottweil', among
other places. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten also argue a Flavian
date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 84.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 131, perhaps identical.
P88 PRIMVL
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2485.
PUG: Vel925/3a.
Since this stamp has been found at Castleford, Chester and York", among
other places, it is likely to stem from the Flavian period. The profiles of the
dishes fromVechten also indicate such a date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-90.
1. Dicldnson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2739.
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF2985.
The die with which this impression was made was also used to mark cups
of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, so it must be one of Primulus's earliest stamps. The
site list includes the Erdlager at Hofheim'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 234, possibly from period 2 (cf. idem, 243,
note 292, and 246).
Primu(lu?)s - Pater
P90 PRIMVLI.PATER
Drag. 15/17R
R-dish
RMO: VF*751.
RMO: Vel924/
There are two variants of this stamp. The one represented at Vechten reads
PRIMVLI.PATER, the other PRIMI.PATER'. Both versions undoubtedly
stem from the same die, but it is not clear which is the earlier, and whether
the change was effected on purpose or by accident.
The first name is definitely complete, and occurs in the genitive, so it very
probably concerns the owner or tenant of a workshop. The second name,
Pater, is not otherwise known from La Graufesenque with any certainty-.
The Paterclus whose products were found in the Posse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, among other places, presumably does not have anything to
do with the stamp discussed here. Pater is likely to have been one of the
employees of Primulus or Primus.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen3 and Camulodunum", but also
Castleford and the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, so it may
probably be dated to the reign of Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 250.
2. The stamps classed by Oswald (1931, 229 and 411) under Pater of La
Graufesenque belong to Patricius of La Graufesenque and Pater of
Lezoux. Stamps from La Graufesenque reading FATE (Vemhet 1979,
pl. XXX) may probably be attributed to Paterclus.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 87 (stamp) and XV 20 (profile).
4. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIH 150.
Primus
The 114 stamps listed below cover an extended period, of c. A.D. 20-80,
which would lead one to assume that they belong to more than one potter.
Most stamps are from the third quarter of the 1st century, but some of them
are definitely earlier. The stamps which may be dated partly or entirely to
the time ofTiberius' may perhaps be attributed to an earlier namesake of the
Primus who was mainly active during the period Claudius-Vespasian.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped with the name
Primus form a very heterogeneous group. It is likely, therefore, that the
moulds in which they were made belong to different manufacturers. Only
one of these habitually signed his products, with MAS. MAS or MAZ. The
decorative schemes of these vessels date from the period c. A.D. 70-85.
The name Primus is known not only from La Graufesenque3, but also from
Le Rozier", Montans5, Valery", Carrade7 and Espalion8. Since Primus is one
of the most common cognomina', in most cases these are likely to be differ-
ent potters from the manufacturer(s) to whom the stamps discussed below
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belong. Primus of Le Rozier, however, may be identical to the one at La
Graufesenque, in view of the close ties between these two kiln sites.
1. See catalogue nos. P95, P98 and P130.
2. Mees 1995, 83, Taf. 116-117,and 118, 1-8;cf. catalogue no. P91*.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 132-132c; Marichal 1988, no. 16: PRIMOS.
4. Thuault 1978, 25, 34; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
5. Simpson 1976, 258, fig. 5, 20; Martin 1977, 59, fig. 6, 24; Martin
1981, 27; Gallia 41, 1983, 499. Oswald (1931, 248-250 and 414) did
not distinguish between the manufacturers at Montans and La Grau-
fesenque.
6. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 9.
7. Bemont/Jacobl986,87, fig.21.
8. Moser/Tilhard 1985, 58, fig. 12; Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12,
14-15.
9. Mocsy et al. 1983, 232.
P91 OFIC.PRpMI]
R-dish RMO: VF2445.
This stamp is known from Aislingen' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2, but also
from Castleford. The rouletted ish from Vechten is carefully finished and
is probably Neronian. The vessel from Castleford may have been in use for
a longer period than usual. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Knorrl912,Taf. XIV81.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 235.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 35.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 102.
4. Knon-1919, Taf. 66 H; Pryce 1949, pl. LXXVI 23.
P93 OPIC.PRIM[I]
Dish RMO: VF2469.
No impressions of this stamp have been found in a dated context'. The dish
from Vechten does not provide any leads for dating, since only a small base
fragment has survived. To judge by the use of the abbreviation OFIC, the
stamp is likely to be pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 107 does not come from period 1; cf.
Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 187, find number 735: "Ner.-Dom.;
IIb-IIIA", and Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 230, 70, with the same find
number.
P94 OFICPRIMI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*803.
VF*803a.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, which is probably from the
Amiens area and does not provide any leads for dating. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat he stamp dates from the third quarter of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
P91* <0>FIC.PRIM<I>
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1996; VF2004a; VF*803b; VF*803c (Knorr
1919, Taf. 65 A).
PUG: Vel925 = 8063 (pl. 40, a); 1947-413 (pl. 39, n).
These impressions were made with a modified ie, which originally read
OFIC.PRIMI. The reduced version was found at Heddemheim. in the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, and at Rottweil'. Both the site
list and the decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp indicate an
early FIavian date. Some of the vessels, at least, were made in moulds of a
manufacturer who signed his products MAS. MA and MA among their
decoration2. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 80.
2. At La Graufesenque, a Drag. 29 with this stamp was found, from a
mould signed MAS (Mees 1995, 161, after Taf. 118, 8). Compare also
the upper frieze of the bowl numbered 8063 with that of idem. Taf.
117,4, and the lower frieze with that of idem.Taf. 118, 1; the latter is
also related to that on the bowl numbered 1947-413.
P95 [OFIPRJIMI
Dish PUG: 1947-265.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Alesia, where it was found on a
rouletted ish. Of the dish from Vechten, only a small fragment has sur-
vived; however, since it has a flat base with a double internal groove it is
unlikely to be much later than Claudian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 30-60.
P96 OF.PRIMI.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2458.
Only one parallel for this stamp has been found up to now, at Ruscino. This
does not provide any clues for dating. The shape of the dish from Vechten
suggests a date after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P92 OFIC.PRIMI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2454 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 66 D).
On the basis of parallels from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque
and from Camulodunum', the fort ditch deposit at Cirencester2 and period 1
at VaLkenburg3, this may be assumed to be one of the earlier stamps of
Primus. The decorative schemes of bowls with this stamp4 and the shape of
the bowl from Vechten indicate a date around the middle of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
P96* <0>F.PRIM[L] or <0>F.PRIM<I.>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP2452a.
This is probably an impression of a broken die which originally read
OP.PRIMI. No identical impressions are known thus far. The cup is of the
small variety, which makes it difficult o date. Since Drag. 24/25 is relative-
ly rare in Flavian finds groups, this stamp may probably be dated before
A.D. 75. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 148.
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profile. However, Primulus was active mainly in the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
P84 PRIMVLI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*193.
Close scrutiny of this impression reveals that he die probably moved when
it was applied, resulting in distortion of the first wo letters. It is therefore
impossible to find good parallels. The shape of the dish suggests that he
stamp may be dated under Nero or in the early Flavian period. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
P85 PRIMVLP]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2475.
Identical impressions were found at Heddemheim and in the legionary for-
tress and canabae at Nijmegen, among other places. The shape of the dish
from Vechten argues a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
P86 PRITMVLI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*806.
Dish RMO: VF*806a; VF*806c.
This stamp is sometimes read as PRITMANI or PRITMANP; however,
there is no trace of an A or an F. These are probably impressions from a die
of Pnmulus, into which a superfluous letter was cut by mistake.
The site record for the stamp includes Chester, the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen2 and York, so it is likely to belong mainly to the Flavian period.
However, in view of the profiles of the dishes from Vechten, it cannot be
ruled out that the die was first used under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 65-85.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 252, under Pritmanus of Luxeuil (?).
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 10.
P89 [PRI]MVL
P87 PRIMV[L]
R-dish
Drag. 27
RMO:
PUG:
VF2477.
1387.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Corbridge and Rottweil', among
other places. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten also argue a Flavian
date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 84.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 131, perhaps identical.
P88 PRIMVL
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2485.
PUG: Vel925/3a.
Since this stamp has been found at Castleford, Chester and York", among
other places, it is likely to stem from the Flavian period. The profiles of the
dishes fromVechten also indicate such a date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-90.
1. Dicldnson/Hartley 1993, 767, fig. 283, 2739.
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF2985.
The die with which this impression was made was also used to mark cups
of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24, so it must be one of Primulus's earliest stamps. The
site list includes the Erdlager at Hofheim'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-
70.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 234, possibly from period 2 (cf. idem, 243,
note 292, and 246).
Primu(lu?)s - Pater
P90 PRIMVLI.PATER
Drag. 15/17R
R-dish
RMO: VF*751.
RMO: Vel924/
There are two variants of this stamp. The one represented at Vechten reads
PRIMVLI.PATER, the other PRIMI.PATER'. Both versions undoubtedly
stem from the same die, but it is not clear which is the earlier, and whether
the change was effected on purpose or by accident.
The first name is definitely complete, and occurs in the genitive, so it very
probably concerns the owner or tenant of a workshop. The second name,
Pater, is not otherwise known from La Graufesenque with any certainty-.
The Paterclus whose products were found in the Posse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, among other places, presumably does not have anything to
do with the stamp discussed here. Pater is likely to have been one of the
employees of Primulus or Primus.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen3 and Camulodunum", but also
Castleford and the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, so it may
probably be dated to the reign of Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 250.
2. The stamps classed by Oswald (1931, 229 and 411) under Pater of La
Graufesenque belong to Patricius of La Graufesenque and Pater of
Lezoux. Stamps from La Graufesenque reading FATE (Vemhet 1979,
pl. XXX) may probably be attributed to Paterclus.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 87 (stamp) and XV 20 (profile).
4. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIH 150.
Primus
The 114 stamps listed below cover an extended period, of c. A.D. 20-80,
which would lead one to assume that they belong to more than one potter.
Most stamps are from the third quarter of the 1st century, but some of them
are definitely earlier. The stamps which may be dated partly or entirely to
the time ofTiberius' may perhaps be attributed to an earlier namesake of the
Primus who was mainly active during the period Claudius-Vespasian.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped with the name
Primus form a very heterogeneous group. It is likely, therefore, that the
moulds in which they were made belong to different manufacturers. Only
one of these habitually signed his products, with MAS. MAS or MAZ. The
decorative schemes of these vessels date from the period c. A.D. 70-85.
The name Primus is known not only from La Graufesenque3, but also from
Le Rozier", Montans5, Valery", Carrade7 and Espalion8. Since Primus is one
of the most common cognomina', in most cases these are likely to be differ-
ent potters from the manufacturer(s) to whom the stamps discussed below
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belong. Primus of Le Rozier, however, may be identical to the one at La
Graufesenque, in view of the close ties between these two kiln sites.
1. See catalogue nos. P95, P98 and P130.
2. Mees 1995, 83, Taf. 116-117,and 118, 1-8;cf. catalogue no. P91*.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 132-132c; Marichal 1988, no. 16: PRIMOS.
4. Thuault 1978, 25, 34; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
5. Simpson 1976, 258, fig. 5, 20; Martin 1977, 59, fig. 6, 24; Martin
1981, 27; Gallia 41, 1983, 499. Oswald (1931, 248-250 and 414) did
not distinguish between the manufacturers at Montans and La Grau-
fesenque.
6. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 9.
7. Bemont/Jacobl986,87, fig.21.
8. Moser/Tilhard 1985, 58, fig. 12; Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12,
14-15.
9. Mocsy et al. 1983, 232.
P91 OFIC.PRpMI]
R-dish RMO: VF2445.
This stamp is known from Aislingen' and the Erdlager at Hofheim2, but also
from Castleford. The rouletted ish from Vechten is carefully finished and
is probably Neronian. The vessel from Castleford may have been in use for
a longer period than usual. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Knorrl912,Taf. XIV81.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 235.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 35.
3. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 102.
4. Knon-1919, Taf. 66 H; Pryce 1949, pl. LXXVI 23.
P93 OPIC.PRIM[I]
Dish RMO: VF2469.
No impressions of this stamp have been found in a dated context'. The dish
from Vechten does not provide any leads for dating, since only a small base
fragment has survived. To judge by the use of the abbreviation OFIC, the
stamp is likely to be pre-Flavian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 107 does not come from period 1; cf.
Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 187, find number 735: "Ner.-Dom.;
IIb-IIIA", and Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 230, 70, with the same find
number.
P94 OFICPRIMI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*803.
VF*803a.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, which is probably from the
Amiens area and does not provide any leads for dating. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat he stamp dates from the third quarter of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
P91* <0>FIC.PRIM<I>
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1996; VF2004a; VF*803b; VF*803c (Knorr
1919, Taf. 65 A).
PUG: Vel925 = 8063 (pl. 40, a); 1947-413 (pl. 39, n).
These impressions were made with a modified ie, which originally read
OFIC.PRIMI. The reduced version was found at Heddemheim. in the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, and at Rottweil'. Both the site
list and the decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp indicate an
early FIavian date. Some of the vessels, at least, were made in moulds of a
manufacturer who signed his products MAS. MA and MA among their
decoration2. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 80.
2. At La Graufesenque, a Drag. 29 with this stamp was found, from a
mould signed MAS (Mees 1995, 161, after Taf. 118, 8). Compare also
the upper frieze of the bowl numbered 8063 with that of idem. Taf.
117,4, and the lower frieze with that of idem.Taf. 118, 1; the latter is
also related to that on the bowl numbered 1947-413.
P95 [OFIPRJIMI
Dish PUG: 1947-265.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Alesia, where it was found on a
rouletted ish. Of the dish from Vechten, only a small fragment has sur-
vived; however, since it has a flat base with a double internal groove it is
unlikely to be much later than Claudian. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 30-60.
P96 OF.PRIMI.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2458.
Only one parallel for this stamp has been found up to now, at Ruscino. This
does not provide any clues for dating. The shape of the dish from Vechten
suggests a date after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P92 OFIC.PRIMI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2454 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 66 D).
On the basis of parallels from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque
and from Camulodunum', the fort ditch deposit at Cirencester2 and period 1
at VaLkenburg3, this may be assumed to be one of the earlier stamps of
Primus. The decorative schemes of bowls with this stamp4 and the shape of
the bowl from Vechten indicate a date around the middle of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
P96* <0>F.PRIM[L] or <0>F.PRIM<I.>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP2452a.
This is probably an impression of a broken die which originally read
OP.PRIMI. No identical impressions are known thus far. The cup is of the
small variety, which makes it difficult o date. Since Drag. 24/25 is relative-
ly rare in Flavian finds groups, this stamp may probably be dated before
A.D. 75. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 148.
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P97 OF.PRIMI.
Drag. 16(?)
Dish
RMO: VF*799e.
RMO: no no.
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context as yet.
However, the dishes from Vechten both have double grooves in their inter-
nal bases, so the stamp is probably pre-Flavian. Of the example numbered
VF*799e, not enough as survived to be able to identify it with certainty as
Drag. 16 or Drag. 17a; the profiles of the dishes, however, suggest a
Claudian date at the earliest, so it is most likely to be a Drag. 16. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
P101* [OF].PRm<I>
Dish RMO: VF*794c.
This impression was made with a broken die, which originally read
OF.PRIMI. Identical impressions have not been found as yet. Only a small
base fragment of the dish remains, so it is impossible to deduce a date from
its shape. The information on the original version suggests that this im-
pression cannot be earlier than c. A.D. 60. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 60-70?
P102 OFPREVII
P98 OF.PRIMI
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG: 1947-60 (pl. 42, c).
At Asciburgium, this stamp occurs on two dishes which like the bowls
from Vechten - have double grooves in their internal bases'. The profiles of
the bowls from Vechten and the decoration of the vessel numbered 1947-60
indicate a date under Claudius, perhaps even a little earlier. La Graufesen-
que [1]. Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. BechertA/anderhoeven 1988, 76, 288-289.
R-dish
Drag. 29
PUG:
RMO: (pl. 40, c); VF*798b.
This stamp was found in Colchester Pottery Shop II', in the wrecked ship
Culip IV2 and in a context of c. A.D. 60-75/80 at Verulamium3. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp date from around
A.D. 704. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Millett 1987, 115.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 39.1.
3. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 21.
4. Von Petrikovits 1942, Taf. 21, 2; Hartley 1981-1982, 25, fig. 9, 75.
P99 OF.PRIMI P103 OFPRIMI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: Vel920.9.
RMO: VF*7991.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2467 (Knon-1919, Taf. 66 F).
Identical impressions have been found at Gloucester-Kingsholm' and in
period 4 at Valkenburg2, so the stamp is likely to be from the third quarter
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Wild 1985a, 58, S17.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 299.
P100 OF.PRIMI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF2463a; VF*794e; VI
VF3017.
S; no no. ;fl 909/10.2.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Colchester Pottery Shop II' and
from the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, so it is likely to stem
from the time of Nero or Vespasian. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten
also indicate such a date. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 15.
P101 OF.PRIMI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2455: VF*799d.
Several examples of this stamp were found in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque. The site list also includes Camulodunum, the Erdlager at
Hofheim' and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2. Therefore, the stamp
probably dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXH 237, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 62.
In the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on bowls
of Drag. 29 which, because of their decorative schemes, take a somewhat
marginal position inside the complex'. The site record also includes
Camulodunum2 and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique3. The stamp is
therefore likely to be Claudio-Neronian. The shape of the bowl from
Vechten is also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Haalebos 1979, 124 f., and 133, Taf. 3. For other bowls with this stamp
see Behrens 1913/1914, Taf. V 1, probably identical; Bird/Marsh
1978, 99, fig. 30, 30; Fiches et al. 1978, 195, fig. 6, 9 and 18.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E4, 27.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 61;cf. note 1.
P104 OFPRIMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*799k.
R-dish RMO: VF*1400; fl940/5.13.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*794h.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*799h.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, including Brecon',
Caerhun2, Chester3, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen",
Rottweil and the Saalburg5. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from
Vechten, the die with which they were marked may already have been in use
under Nero. The same conclusion may perhaps be drawn from the shape of
a Drag. 15/17 with this stamp which was found in the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen (fig. 6.24, g). The impressions on the cups that were
found in the canabae at Nijmegen and at Vechten are less clear than those
on the standard and rouletted dishes from the same sites, as if the die was
not used for cups until ater. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-
80.
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1. Wheeler 1926, 241, 20.
2. Cf. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 16, possibly the example recorded
here.
3. Hartley 1981, 244.
4. Haalebos 1972, .36.
5. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 97.
P105 OFPRIMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2463; VF*1408.
Dish RMO: VF2460.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2462; VF*799m.
This stamp was found in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', in
the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and in a pre-Flavian context at Valken-
burg2, among other places. The profiles of the vessels from Nijmegen and
Vechten suggest hat the die with which they were marked was mainly used
during the Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Stuart 1976, 112, fig. 24, 233.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 104: period 1 or 2; see, however,
Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 185, 527: period 3.
P106 OFPRIMI
Drag.18 RMO: 1947-413.
This is an impression of a modified die which originally clearly read
OFPMMI. The original version has not been found in a dated context, but
the variant represented at Vechten is known from Carmarthen and from the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen', among other places.
The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the die was ab-eady in use
under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Stuart 1976, 123, fig. 35, 373 (Batavierenweg).
P107 OFPRIMI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*794; VF*794f; VF*794i; VF*7S
RMO: VF*799f.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerhun', the legionary fortress and
canabae at Nijmegen, and York. In addition to this, an impression was found
at Valkenburg in a context which may date from around A.D. 702. The pro-
files of the cups from Vechten suggest that the die with which they were
marked was akeady in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 17.
2. Find number 4310, with stamps of Calvus and Vitalis ii (unpublished).
P108 OFPRIMI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2468.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2457; VF2466; VF*799g: no no.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. Another im-
pression was ostensibly found on a Ritt. 5. The site record includes
Aislingen', Camulodunum2, Colchester Pottery Shop F and the Erdlager at
Hofheim. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 149.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 149.
3. Millett 1987, 115.
P109 OFPRIMp]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2461.
The only dated contexts to contain parallels for this stamp are the Stein-
kastell at Hofheim and the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The shape of the
cup from Vechten, however, suggests that the die was used mainly during
the pre-Flavian period. The presence of several impressions on cups of
Drag. 24/25 is also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 55-75.
Pl 10 OFPRIMI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF*797c; H940/5.234.
PUG: Vel925/l; 1947-260.
Among the finds from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, this is
one of the best-represented stamps. It occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1, among
other forms. The site list also includes the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique' and period 2 at Valkenburg2. Of three of the five dishes from
Vechten, enough has survived to be able to ascertain that they have double
grooves in their internal bases. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 63.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 101.
Pl 11 OF.PRIM
Dish RMO: VF*749j.
Only one other example of this stamp has been found up to now, whose
provenance is not exactly known'. The date is therefore based solely on the
shape of the dish from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
55-75.
1. PUG 646, possibly also from Vechten.
Pl 12 OF.PRIM
Dish RMO: fl940/5.92; Vel927/2 "Oostveen".
Several dozens of examples of this stamp were found in the deposit Cluzel
15 at La Graufesenque', on small dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c (fig. 6.28)
among other types. It is also known from the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique2. The dishes from Vechten both have double grooves in their
internal bases. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 5.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 64.
Pl 13 OFPRIM
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VF*794d.
Ritt.9 RMO: VF2464.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2452; VF2465; VF*794a.
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P97 OF.PRIMI.
Drag. 16(?)
Dish
RMO: VF*799e.
RMO: no no.
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context as yet.
However, the dishes from Vechten both have double grooves in their inter-
nal bases, so the stamp is probably pre-Flavian. Of the example numbered
VF*799e, not enough as survived to be able to identify it with certainty as
Drag. 16 or Drag. 17a; the profiles of the dishes, however, suggest a
Claudian date at the earliest, so it is most likely to be a Drag. 16. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
P101* [OF].PRm<I>
Dish RMO: VF*794c.
This impression was made with a broken die, which originally read
OF.PRIMI. Identical impressions have not been found as yet. Only a small
base fragment of the dish remains, so it is impossible to deduce a date from
its shape. The information on the original version suggests that this im-
pression cannot be earlier than c. A.D. 60. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 60-70?
P102 OFPREVII
P98 OF.PRIMI
Drag. 29 RMO:
PUG: 1947-60 (pl. 42, c).
At Asciburgium, this stamp occurs on two dishes which like the bowls
from Vechten - have double grooves in their internal bases'. The profiles of
the bowls from Vechten and the decoration of the vessel numbered 1947-60
indicate a date under Claudius, perhaps even a little earlier. La Graufesen-
que [1]. Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. BechertA/anderhoeven 1988, 76, 288-289.
R-dish
Drag. 29
PUG:
RMO: (pl. 40, c); VF*798b.
This stamp was found in Colchester Pottery Shop II', in the wrecked ship
Culip IV2 and in a context of c. A.D. 60-75/80 at Verulamium3. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp date from around
A.D. 704. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Millett 1987, 115.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 39.1.
3. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 21.
4. Von Petrikovits 1942, Taf. 21, 2; Hartley 1981-1982, 25, fig. 9, 75.
P99 OF.PRIMI P103 OFPRIMI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: Vel920.9.
RMO: VF*7991.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2467 (Knon-1919, Taf. 66 F).
Identical impressions have been found at Gloucester-Kingsholm' and in
period 4 at Valkenburg2, so the stamp is likely to be from the third quarter
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Wild 1985a, 58, S17.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 299.
P100 OF.PRIMI
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF2463a; VF*794e; VI
VF3017.
S; no no. ;fl 909/10.2.
Parallels for this stamp are known from Colchester Pottery Shop II' and
from the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, so it is likely to stem
from the time of Nero or Vespasian. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten
also indicate such a date. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 15.
P101 OF.PRIMI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2455: VF*799d.
Several examples of this stamp were found in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La
Graufesenque. The site list also includes Camulodunum, the Erdlager at
Hofheim' and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique2. Therefore, the stamp
probably dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXH 237, possibly the example recorded here.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 62.
In the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on bowls
of Drag. 29 which, because of their decorative schemes, take a somewhat
marginal position inside the complex'. The site record also includes
Camulodunum2 and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique3. The stamp is
therefore likely to be Claudio-Neronian. The shape of the bowl from
Vechten is also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 45-65.
1. Haalebos 1979, 124 f., and 133, Taf. 3. For other bowls with this stamp
see Behrens 1913/1914, Taf. V 1, probably identical; Bird/Marsh
1978, 99, fig. 30, 30; Fiches et al. 1978, 195, fig. 6, 9 and 18.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E4, 27.
3. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 61;cf. note 1.
P104 OFPRIMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*799k.
R-dish RMO: VF*1400; fl940/5.13.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*794h.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*799h.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian sites, including Brecon',
Caerhun2, Chester3, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen",
Rottweil and the Saalburg5. To judge by the profiles of the vessels from
Vechten, the die with which they were marked may already have been in use
under Nero. The same conclusion may perhaps be drawn from the shape of
a Drag. 15/17 with this stamp which was found in the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen (fig. 6.24, g). The impressions on the cups that were
found in the canabae at Nijmegen and at Vechten are less clear than those
on the standard and rouletted dishes from the same sites, as if the die was
not used for cups until ater. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-
80.
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1. Wheeler 1926, 241, 20.
2. Cf. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 16, possibly the example recorded
here.
3. Hartley 1981, 244.
4. Haalebos 1972, .36.
5. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 97.
P105 OFPRIMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2463; VF*1408.
Dish RMO: VF2460.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2462; VF*799m.
This stamp was found in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', in
the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur and in a pre-Flavian context at Valken-
burg2, among other places. The profiles of the vessels from Nijmegen and
Vechten suggest hat the die with which they were marked was mainly used
during the Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
1. Stuart 1976, 112, fig. 24, 233.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 104: period 1 or 2; see, however,
Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 185, 527: period 3.
P106 OFPRIMI
Drag.18 RMO: 1947-413.
This is an impression of a modified die which originally clearly read
OFPMMI. The original version has not been found in a dated context, but
the variant represented at Vechten is known from Carmarthen and from the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen', among other places.
The shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that the die was ab-eady in use
under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Stuart 1976, 123, fig. 35, 373 (Batavierenweg).
P107 OFPRIMI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*794; VF*794f; VF*794i; VF*7S
RMO: VF*799f.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerhun', the legionary fortress and
canabae at Nijmegen, and York. In addition to this, an impression was found
at Valkenburg in a context which may date from around A.D. 702. The pro-
files of the cups from Vechten suggest that the die with which they were
marked was akeady in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 17.
2. Find number 4310, with stamps of Calvus and Vitalis ii (unpublished).
P108 OFPRIMI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2468.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2457; VF2466; VF*799g: no no.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. Another im-
pression was ostensibly found on a Ritt. 5. The site record includes
Aislingen', Camulodunum2, Colchester Pottery Shop F and the Erdlager at
Hofheim. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 149.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 149.
3. Millett 1987, 115.
P109 OFPRIMp]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2461.
The only dated contexts to contain parallels for this stamp are the Stein-
kastell at Hofheim and the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The shape of the
cup from Vechten, however, suggests that the die was used mainly during
the pre-Flavian period. The presence of several impressions on cups of
Drag. 24/25 is also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 55-75.
Pl 10 OFPRIMI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.111.
Dish RMO: VF*797c; H940/5.234.
PUG: Vel925/l; 1947-260.
Among the finds from the Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, this is
one of the best-represented stamps. It occurs on dishes of Ritt. 1, among
other forms. The site list also includes the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique' and period 2 at Valkenburg2. Of three of the five dishes from
Vechten, enough has survived to be able to ascertain that they have double
grooves in their internal bases. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 63.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 232, 101.
Pl 11 OF.PRIM
Dish RMO: VF*749j.
Only one other example of this stamp has been found up to now, whose
provenance is not exactly known'. The date is therefore based solely on the
shape of the dish from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
55-75.
1. PUG 646, possibly also from Vechten.
Pl 12 OF.PRIM
Dish RMO: fl940/5.92; Vel927/2 "Oostveen".
Several dozens of examples of this stamp were found in the deposit Cluzel
15 at La Graufesenque', on small dishes of Drag. 17b and 17c (fig. 6.28)
among other types. It is also known from the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique2. The dishes from Vechten both have double grooves in their
internal bases. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 5.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 64.
Pl 13 OFPRIM
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VF*794d.
Ritt.9 RMO: VF2464.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2452; VF2465; VF*794a.
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The site list for this stamp includes Colchester Pottery Shop I' and period I
at Verulamium2, but also the legionary fortresses at Chester3, Lincoln" and
Nijmegen. Since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, the
die was probably mainly used under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hull 1958, 158, fig. 76, 13.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 26a.
3. Hartley 1981, 244.
4. Hartley 1981, 240.
Pl 14 OFPRIM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2427: VF*795a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and Xanten. To
judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, it dates from shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
Pl 15 OFPRIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2456; VF*795.
The presence of several identical impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 constitutes
the only objective criterion for the date of this stamp. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten argue a date under Claudius or Nero. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Pl 16 OFPRIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*794b.
The only dated context in which this stamp is represented is the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique'. Therefore, and in view of the shape of the cup
from Vechten, the stamp may be assumed to belong to the Claudio-
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 65.
Pl 17 OFPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*788a.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far is from London, and offers
little to go on for dating. The shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that
the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Pl 18 OPPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: YF*788b;VF*788c;VF*788d;VF*1338;
H940/5.92.
From the presence of identical impressions at Castleford and in the legion-
say fortress at Nijmegen, the die with which the cups from Vechten were
marked may be deduced to have been in use in the Plavian period. However,
the profiles of these vessels suggest that it was first used under Nero. La
Graufesenque [1]', Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 133a.
Pl 19 OFPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*788.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Baginton. To
judge by its profile, the cup from Vechten dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
P120 OF[.]PR
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*787.
Due to the drastic abbreviation of the name, atthbution of this stamp to
Primus is not certain. However, the aberrant shape of the F is also known
from other stamps of Primus'. The stamp was also found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which contained numerous other vessels of
Primus. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large diameter,
and probably dates from around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Cf. catalogueno.P98.
P121 PRIMIOB
Dish RMO: VF2472.
The last letter of this stamp may well be an error on the part of the die-
cutter, and was probably meant o be an F. It is otherwise known only from
Colchester Pottery Shop II', Valkenburg and Old Wmteringham2. The dish
from Vechten has a double groove in the internal base. The dish from Old
Winteringham also seems to be a relatively early vessel3. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-55.
1. Milieu 1987, 115.
2. Hartley/Pengelly 1976, 110, fig. 51, 108.
3. Hartley/Pengelly 1976, 103, 9.
P122 PRJMVS. FE
Drag. 18
Dish
Drag. 29
RMO: VF3071.
RMO: VF*326.
RMO: VF24(41
Parallels for this stamp have been found at Chester, Rottweil' and York2, and
at Wroxeter in a context of between A.D. 80 and 1103. The Drag. 29 from
Vechten has a double groove around the stamp, so it is early Flavian at the
latest. The profiles of the dishes indicate a date in the third quarter of the 1 st
century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 345.
2. Cf. Hartley 1972b, 226, D21.
3. Bushe-Fox 1914, 38, 205(B).
P123 PRIMVS[.F]
R-dish RMO: VF2483.
This stamp is known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
Camulodunum and the Erdlager at Hofheim', among other places. The
rouletted ish from Vechten has a thin, flat base, and probably dates from
the Claudio-Neronian period. The distortion of the impression was caused
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when the footring was turned out, and a sharp object was pressed upward
into the underside of the base (cf. fig. 3.3). The stamp had evidently already
been applied at the time. La Graufesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 239.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 132.
P124 PRIMVSF
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*808.
RMO: VF*808a.
At Trier, an identical impression was found on a Drag. 17, so this must be
an early stamp. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large di-
ameter, but the rest of its profile precludes a date before the middle of the
1st century. Of the dish, only a base fragment has survived. La Graufesen-
que [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
P125 [P]RIMVS[F]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF-1135.
The die with which this impression was made was also used to mark dishes
ofRitt. 1, so it must have been first used under Nero, at the latest. The stamp
has not been found in a dated context as yet, so the date is based mainly on
the shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a relatively high footring.
Therefore, the stamp is likely to be Claudio-Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
P126 PRIMVSF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*806b.
Because of the shape of its penultimate l tter, this stamp is best interpreted
as PRIMVSF, rather than as PRIMVLI, as Ritterling, among others, sug-
gested'. The date of the stamp also argues against attribution to Primulus,
whose earliest products are Neronian. Only a handful of impressions are
known, from Asciburgium2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, the legionary fortress
at Strasbourg and a Claudian grave at Xanten". La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
40-60.
1. Ritterling 1912, 242, note 290.
2. BecherWanderhoeven 1988, 76, 284-285.
3. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 126, erroneously attributed to period 2
(Ritterling 1912, 243, note 292, and 246, under Primulus).
4. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 160, from grave 1, with stamps ofAbitus and
Mommo.
Pl 27 PRIMI.MA
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1473 (Knon-1919, Taf. 66 G); VF2453;
VF*801.
PUG: Vel926/2.
These impressions tem from a die which must have been used for a long
time. Originally, the face had rounded ends, and there was space on all sides
around the text. On the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen, an impression with these
characteristics was found on a Drag. 29 with a rouletted band between its
two decorated zones, which may be dated to c. A.D. 40 at the latest. Other
examples are known from Camulodunum' and Vienne2.
The impressions from Vechten must be from a later date, and are very
similar to examples from period I at Verulamium3 and from the legionary
fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. Bowls of Drag. 29 with this version of the
stamp have decorative schemes typical of the Claudio-Neronian period". La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 146.
2. Godard 1992, 249, pl. II 25.
3. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 32.
4. Knorr 1919, Taf. 66 B and J, and possibly C; Mary 1967, Taf. 10, 1
(decoration), and 33, 26 (stamp); Fiches 1978, 53, fig. 7, 12.
Pl 28 PRIMI.MA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2481.
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2471; VF2480; VF2482; VF*773c; VF*796a;
VF*796b; VF*796c; VF*796el; VF*798a;
VF* 1187; no no.
PUG: Vel925/5.
This stamp is known from several Flavian sites, including Caersws II', the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Rottweil, and even Camelon2
and Newstead3, which were not founded before c. A.D. 80. Since the stamp
also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die may already have been in use in
the pre-Flavian period.
The Drag. 27g numbered Vel925/5 bears a graffito reading FI (fig. 4.1, b)
on its external base; this' also occurs on a dish of Germanus from the same
trench, and perhaps on a dish of Silvinus4. This finds group probably dates
from around A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [I]5, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Dickinson 1989, 82, 13.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 21.
3. Hartley 1972a, 8, 22.
4. See catalogue nos, G25 aud S 170.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 132c.
P129 PRIMV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2484.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, none of which have
been found in a dated context. To judge by its shape, the dish from Vechten
is Neronian at the earliest, quite possibly early Flavian. It cannot be ruled
out, therefore, that this is a stamp of Pnmulus, whose products are gener-
ally a little later than those of Primus. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 65-85.
P130 PRIMI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1494.
This is one of the earliest stamps with the name Primus. The forms on
which it occurs include cups of Ritt. 5, cups of Drag. 27g with walls whose
constrictions are marked internally and externally by grooves', and a cup of
a rare form which has not been classed under any of the existing typologies
(fig. 2.9, c). The site record for the stamp includes the Fosse de Cirratus at
La Graufesenque and a grave of no later then c. A.D. 40 at Nijmegen2. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. Stuart 1976, 112, fig. 24, 240.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 56, from grave 49, with stamps of T.
Audacius, Scottius and Silvanus.
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The site list for this stamp includes Colchester Pottery Shop I' and period I
at Verulamium2, but also the legionary fortresses at Chester3, Lincoln" and
Nijmegen. Since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, the
die was probably mainly used under Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hull 1958, 158, fig. 76, 13.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 26a.
3. Hartley 1981, 244.
4. Hartley 1981, 240.
Pl 14 OFPRIM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2427: VF*795a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and Xanten. To
judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, it dates from shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
Pl 15 OFPRIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2456; VF*795.
The presence of several identical impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 constitutes
the only objective criterion for the date of this stamp. The profiles of the
cups from Vechten argue a date under Claudius or Nero. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Pl 16 OFPRIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*794b.
The only dated context in which this stamp is represented is the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique'. Therefore, and in view of the shape of the cup
from Vechten, the stamp may be assumed to belong to the Claudio-
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 213, fig. 20, 65.
Pl 17 OFPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*788a.
The only parallel for this stamp known thus far is from London, and offers
little to go on for dating. The shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that
the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Pl 18 OPPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: YF*788b;VF*788c;VF*788d;VF*1338;
H940/5.92.
From the presence of identical impressions at Castleford and in the legion-
say fortress at Nijmegen, the die with which the cups from Vechten were
marked may be deduced to have been in use in the Plavian period. However,
the profiles of these vessels suggest that it was first used under Nero. La
Graufesenque [1]', Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 133a.
Pl 19 OFPRI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*788.
The only site to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Baginton. To
judge by its profile, the cup from Vechten dates from shortly after the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-
70.
P120 OF[.]PR
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*787.
Due to the drastic abbreviation of the name, atthbution of this stamp to
Primus is not certain. However, the aberrant shape of the F is also known
from other stamps of Primus'. The stamp was also found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which contained numerous other vessels of
Primus. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large diameter,
and probably dates from around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Cf. catalogueno.P98.
P121 PRIMIOB
Dish RMO: VF2472.
The last letter of this stamp may well be an error on the part of the die-
cutter, and was probably meant o be an F. It is otherwise known only from
Colchester Pottery Shop II', Valkenburg and Old Wmteringham2. The dish
from Vechten has a double groove in the internal base. The dish from Old
Winteringham also seems to be a relatively early vessel3. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-55.
1. Milieu 1987, 115.
2. Hartley/Pengelly 1976, 110, fig. 51, 108.
3. Hartley/Pengelly 1976, 103, 9.
P122 PRJMVS. FE
Drag. 18
Dish
Drag. 29
RMO: VF3071.
RMO: VF*326.
RMO: VF24(41
Parallels for this stamp have been found at Chester, Rottweil' and York2, and
at Wroxeter in a context of between A.D. 80 and 1103. The Drag. 29 from
Vechten has a double groove around the stamp, so it is early Flavian at the
latest. The profiles of the dishes indicate a date in the third quarter of the 1 st
century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 345.
2. Cf. Hartley 1972b, 226, D21.
3. Bushe-Fox 1914, 38, 205(B).
P123 PRIMVS[.F]
R-dish RMO: VF2483.
This stamp is known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
Camulodunum and the Erdlager at Hofheim', among other places. The
rouletted ish from Vechten has a thin, flat base, and probably dates from
the Claudio-Neronian period. The distortion of the impression was caused
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when the footring was turned out, and a sharp object was pressed upward
into the underside of the base (cf. fig. 3.3). The stamp had evidently already
been applied at the time. La Graufesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 239.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 132.
P124 PRIMVSF
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*808.
RMO: VF*808a.
At Trier, an identical impression was found on a Drag. 17, so this must be
an early stamp. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relatively large di-
ameter, but the rest of its profile precludes a date before the middle of the
1st century. Of the dish, only a base fragment has survived. La Graufesen-
que [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
P125 [P]RIMVS[F]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF-1135.
The die with which this impression was made was also used to mark dishes
ofRitt. 1, so it must have been first used under Nero, at the latest. The stamp
has not been found in a dated context as yet, so the date is based mainly on
the shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a relatively high footring.
Therefore, the stamp is likely to be Claudio-Neronian. La Graufesenque [2],
Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
P126 PRIMVSF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*806b.
Because of the shape of its penultimate l tter, this stamp is best interpreted
as PRIMVSF, rather than as PRIMVLI, as Ritterling, among others, sug-
gested'. The date of the stamp also argues against attribution to Primulus,
whose earliest products are Neronian. Only a handful of impressions are
known, from Asciburgium2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, the legionary fortress
at Strasbourg and a Claudian grave at Xanten". La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
40-60.
1. Ritterling 1912, 242, note 290.
2. BecherWanderhoeven 1988, 76, 284-285.
3. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 126, erroneously attributed to period 2
(Ritterling 1912, 243, note 292, and 246, under Primulus).
4. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 160, from grave 1, with stamps ofAbitus and
Mommo.
Pl 27 PRIMI.MA
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1473 (Knon-1919, Taf. 66 G); VF2453;
VF*801.
PUG: Vel926/2.
These impressions tem from a die which must have been used for a long
time. Originally, the face had rounded ends, and there was space on all sides
around the text. On the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen, an impression with these
characteristics was found on a Drag. 29 with a rouletted band between its
two decorated zones, which may be dated to c. A.D. 40 at the latest. Other
examples are known from Camulodunum' and Vienne2.
The impressions from Vechten must be from a later date, and are very
similar to examples from period I at Verulamium3 and from the legionary
fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. Bowls of Drag. 29 with this version of the
stamp have decorative schemes typical of the Claudio-Neronian period". La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 146.
2. Godard 1992, 249, pl. II 25.
3. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 32.
4. Knorr 1919, Taf. 66 B and J, and possibly C; Mary 1967, Taf. 10, 1
(decoration), and 33, 26 (stamp); Fiches 1978, 53, fig. 7, 12.
Pl 28 PRIMI.MA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2481.
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2471; VF2480; VF2482; VF*773c; VF*796a;
VF*796b; VF*796c; VF*796el; VF*798a;
VF* 1187; no no.
PUG: Vel925/5.
This stamp is known from several Flavian sites, including Caersws II', the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Rottweil, and even Camelon2
and Newstead3, which were not founded before c. A.D. 80. Since the stamp
also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die may already have been in use in
the pre-Flavian period.
The Drag. 27g numbered Vel925/5 bears a graffito reading FI (fig. 4.1, b)
on its external base; this' also occurs on a dish of Germanus from the same
trench, and perhaps on a dish of Silvinus4. This finds group probably dates
from around A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [I]5, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Dickinson 1989, 82, 13.
2. Hartley 1972a, 5, 21.
3. Hartley 1972a, 8, 22.
4. See catalogue nos, G25 aud S 170.
5. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 132c.
P129 PRIMV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2484.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, none of which have
been found in a dated context. To judge by its shape, the dish from Vechten
is Neronian at the earliest, quite possibly early Flavian. It cannot be ruled
out, therefore, that this is a stamp of Pnmulus, whose products are gener-
ally a little later than those of Primus. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 65-85.
P130 PRIMI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1494.
This is one of the earliest stamps with the name Primus. The forms on
which it occurs include cups of Ritt. 5, cups of Drag. 27g with walls whose
constrictions are marked internally and externally by grooves', and a cup of
a rare form which has not been classed under any of the existing typologies
(fig. 2.9, c). The site record for the stamp includes the Fosse de Cirratus at
La Graufesenque and a grave of no later then c. A.D. 40 at Nijmegen2. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. Stuart 1976, 112, fig. 24, 240.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 56, from grave 49, with stamps of T.
Audacius, Scottius and Silvanus.
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P131 PRIMI
Drag.18 RMO: VF*798.
The only known parallels for this stamp were found at Le Rozier',
Valkenburg and Wiesbaden, in contexts which do not provide any leads for
dating. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, the stamp may be
dated shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [I]2, c. A.D. 50-70.
1.
2.
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
See note 1.
P132 PMM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*792al.
The only parallels for this stamp stem from Colchester and Paris'. The date
should therefore be based mainly on the shape of the cup from Vechten,
which is unlikely to be earlier than the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 189, 586.
P133 PRIM
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*792a (fig. 6.57, b).
This stamp is otherwise known only from Neuss. The cup from Vechten has
a protruding rim whose upper curve is somewhat flattened, as on some cups
of Drag. 27g from around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
P134 PRIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*792.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, dozens of identical im-
pressions were found, on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 among other types.
No other examples are known from a dated context. The shape of the cup
from Vechten suggests that he stamp dates from shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P135 PRIM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2479.
This stamp is otherwise known only from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen.
The profile of the cup from Vechten suggests a date around the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
Primus - Sco-
The Primus mentioned in the stamps discussed below is undoubtedly the
well-known Primus who was active mainly during the third quarter of the
1st century. The stamps in which his name is followed by the letters SCO
date from c. A.D. 60-90, and are very similar to various stamps which only
record the name Primus'.
Oswald assumed that the letters SCO are an abbreviation of Scottius2, but
this is not necessarily correct. Indeed, the Scottius who produced sigillata
in his own name was ah-eady working as an independent ofScinator under
Tiberius. Scotnus does not seem a likely candidate ither, since most of his
products are earlier than the ones listed below. The only other candidate is
the Scota who is mentioned in some ten dockets from La Graufesenque3
1. Cf. esp. catalogue nos. P128 and P136.
2. Oswald 1931, 251 and 414.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 3-7, 10, 15, 85, and possibly 44 and 155.
P136 OF.PRIMI.SCO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*797a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2473; VP2474; VF*797.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among other
types, the die must have been already in use in the pre-Flavian period. This
conclusion is supported by the presence of identical impressions on the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', and in a grave at Nijmegen which also contain-
ed a cup of terra rubra2.
However, the site list also includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and
Rottweil3. The profiles of the cups from Vechten, and of three dishes of
Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4, argue a date
around A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII79.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 57, from grave 72.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 81.
4. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 243-245.
P136* <0>F.PRIMI.S<CO>
Drag. 27
Drag.33
RMO: VF2989.
RMO: VF2038b.
These impressions were made with a damaged and subsequently modified
die, which originally read OF.PRIMI. SCO. Since the original version is
known from several Flavian sites, the die was probably changed after the
year 70. However, the reduced version has been found on cups of Drag. 24.
The site list for this version includes Caerleon', Nijmegen-west and
Okarben2, and perhaps a grave at Praunheim which also contained a coin of
Trajan3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-90.
1. Nash-WiUiams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 93.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 25.
3. Riese 1907, 20, from grave 199: "OF.PRIM. SC"
P137 PRIMISCO
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*802.
VF2470; ; VF*802b.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other types, so
the die must already have been in use in the pre-Flavian period. Such a date
is also indicated by the presence of an identical impression in Colchester
Pottery Shop II'. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat vessels
with this stamp were still being marketed under Vespasian. La
Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 16.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 133.
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Privatus
In the dockets from La Graufesenque, the name of Privatus is often mention-
edl, but only a few stamps are known for him. The examples recorded by
Oswald2 were made not only at La Graufesenque, but also at Montans3 and
Valery". Although Privatus is a relatively common cognomen3, the same pot-
ter may be concerned in all these cases. At Glanum, where the rest of the
sigillata comes from La Graufesenque, a stamp reading PRIVATVS was
unearthed, which is very similar to the mark found on a number of wasters
from Montans'. Stamps with the same text are also known from La
Graufesenque.
Their rarity makes the products of Privatus difficult to date. The little evi-
dence available suggests that his activities were restricted to the Claudio-
Neronian period.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-8, 10, 12, 14, 22-23, 85 and 164; Vernhet/
Bemont 1990-1991; BemontWemhet 1992-1993.
2. Oswald 1931, 252.
3. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 164, pl. V 133; Gallia 34, 1976, 496; Martin
1976, 8, fig. 7, 1.
4. Martin 1972a, pl. 8, 4; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 4; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
83, fig. 19, 10.
5. Mocsy et al. 1983, 232.
6. Bemont1976,62, 281, and 89-102; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 7, 1.
P138 PRWAT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2478.
The only parallels for this stamp known so far were found at La Graufe-
senque and at or near Nijmegen', on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25. This
evidence suggests that the stamp is pre-Flavian, an assumption confirmed
by the shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a footring of relatively
large diameter. The stamp probably dates from around the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Nijmegen, Provinciaal Museum G.M. Kam, no. Id403, provenance
unknown.
Protis
The vessels listed below are very probably from La Graufesenque or Le
Rozier.
Pudens worked not only at these two kiln sites, but possibly also at Carrade,
where a total of six vessels with the name Pudens were found'. These show
impressions of two different dies, with the texts PVDENTIS and PVDE.
The former stamp is also known from La Graufesenque.
Pudens is unlikely to be identical to the Pud- mentioned in two stamps of
Severus ii2. As it happens, these date not from the start of Pudens's produc-
tion, but from c. A.D. 65-90. After a period of independence, Pudens would
then have taken employment with Severus, which seems unlikely.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21.
2. See catalogue no. S 143.
P140 OFPVDEN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2486 + VF3006.
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context. The date is
therefore based on the shape of the dish from Vechten, which probably
belongs to the time of Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier
[2],Carrade[2],c. A.D. 55-75.
P141 OFPVDEN
Drag. 18
Drag.27g
RMO: VF2487; VF*375.
RMO: Vel920.29.
These are probably impressions of a damaged ie, since the 0 is barely
visible. Of an earlier version, however, no examples are as yet known.
Identical impressions were found at Carlisle, Heddemheim', lUdey and in
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. At Rottweil, an
impression was found on a Drag. 29 whose decoration can be no earlier than
A.D. 802. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten give no indication that
the die with which they were marked originated under Nero. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, Le Rozier [I]4, Carrade [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 4.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 68.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 135.
4. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
P142 OFPVDE
Pl 39 PROTIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1707a.
The die probably slipped when this cup was stamped, which makes the
impression difficult to read. Better examples are known from the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen' and period 1 at Valkenburg2. The name of Protis occurs only in
this stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 246.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 301-302.
Pudens
On the basis of the profiles of Pudens's products and of the site list for his
stamps, he may be assumed to have been active in the period c. A.D. 40-85.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*813; VI
VF2762.
The only parallels to provide a lead for dating were found at Carlisle and in
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the pro-
files of the cups from Vechten, the die was first used under Nero. La Grau-
fesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
P143 PVDES
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2488.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known. Two of these were
found in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, on cups which, to
judge by their profiles, are from the beginning of Nero's reign, at the latest'
(cf. fig. 6.61, c). The same goes for the vessel from Vechten, which has a
footring of relatively large diameter. The constriction of the wall is marked
by internal grooves, a feature which occurs only in the first half of the 1st
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P131 PRIMI
Drag.18 RMO: VF*798.
The only known parallels for this stamp were found at Le Rozier',
Valkenburg and Wiesbaden, in contexts which do not provide any leads for
dating. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, the stamp may be
dated shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [I]2, c. A.D. 50-70.
1.
2.
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
See note 1.
P132 PMM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*792al.
The only parallels for this stamp stem from Colchester and Paris'. The date
should therefore be based mainly on the shape of the cup from Vechten,
which is unlikely to be earlier than the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 189, 586.
P133 PRIM
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*792a (fig. 6.57, b).
This stamp is otherwise known only from Neuss. The cup from Vechten has
a protruding rim whose upper curve is somewhat flattened, as on some cups
of Drag. 27g from around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
P134 PRIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*792.
In the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, dozens of identical im-
pressions were found, on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 among other types.
No other examples are known from a dated context. The shape of the cup
from Vechten suggests that he stamp dates from shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
P135 PRIM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2479.
This stamp is otherwise known only from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen.
The profile of the cup from Vechten suggests a date around the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
Primus - Sco-
The Primus mentioned in the stamps discussed below is undoubtedly the
well-known Primus who was active mainly during the third quarter of the
1st century. The stamps in which his name is followed by the letters SCO
date from c. A.D. 60-90, and are very similar to various stamps which only
record the name Primus'.
Oswald assumed that the letters SCO are an abbreviation of Scottius2, but
this is not necessarily correct. Indeed, the Scottius who produced sigillata
in his own name was ah-eady working as an independent ofScinator under
Tiberius. Scotnus does not seem a likely candidate ither, since most of his
products are earlier than the ones listed below. The only other candidate is
the Scota who is mentioned in some ten dockets from La Graufesenque3
1. Cf. esp. catalogue nos. P128 and P136.
2. Oswald 1931, 251 and 414.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 3-7, 10, 15, 85, and possibly 44 and 155.
P136 OF.PRIMI.SCO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*797a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2473; VP2474; VF*797.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among other
types, the die must have been already in use in the pre-Flavian period. This
conclusion is supported by the presence of identical impressions on the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen', and in a grave at Nijmegen which also contain-
ed a cup of terra rubra2.
However, the site list also includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and
Rottweil3. The profiles of the cups from Vechten, and of three dishes of
Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen4, argue a date
around A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII79.
2. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 57, from grave 72.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 81.
4. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 243-245.
P136* <0>F.PRIMI.S<CO>
Drag. 27
Drag.33
RMO: VF2989.
RMO: VF2038b.
These impressions were made with a damaged and subsequently modified
die, which originally read OF.PRIMI. SCO. Since the original version is
known from several Flavian sites, the die was probably changed after the
year 70. However, the reduced version has been found on cups of Drag. 24.
The site list for this version includes Caerleon', Nijmegen-west and
Okarben2, and perhaps a grave at Praunheim which also contained a coin of
Trajan3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-90.
1. Nash-WiUiams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 93.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 25.
3. Riese 1907, 20, from grave 199: "OF.PRIM. SC"
P137 PRIMISCO
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*802.
VF2470; ; VF*802b.
This stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other types, so
the die must already have been in use in the pre-Flavian period. Such a date
is also indicated by the presence of an identical impression in Colchester
Pottery Shop II'. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat vessels
with this stamp were still being marketed under Vespasian. La
Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-75.
1. Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 16.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 133.
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Privatus
In the dockets from La Graufesenque, the name of Privatus is often mention-
edl, but only a few stamps are known for him. The examples recorded by
Oswald2 were made not only at La Graufesenque, but also at Montans3 and
Valery". Although Privatus is a relatively common cognomen3, the same pot-
ter may be concerned in all these cases. At Glanum, where the rest of the
sigillata comes from La Graufesenque, a stamp reading PRIVATVS was
unearthed, which is very similar to the mark found on a number of wasters
from Montans'. Stamps with the same text are also known from La
Graufesenque.
Their rarity makes the products of Privatus difficult to date. The little evi-
dence available suggests that his activities were restricted to the Claudio-
Neronian period.
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 1-8, 10, 12, 14, 22-23, 85 and 164; Vernhet/
Bemont 1990-1991; BemontWemhet 1992-1993.
2. Oswald 1931, 252.
3. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 164, pl. V 133; Gallia 34, 1976, 496; Martin
1976, 8, fig. 7, 1.
4. Martin 1972a, pl. 8, 4; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 4; Bemont/Jacob 1986,
83, fig. 19, 10.
5. Mocsy et al. 1983, 232.
6. Bemont1976,62, 281, and 89-102; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 7, 1.
P138 PRWAT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2478.
The only parallels for this stamp known so far were found at La Graufe-
senque and at or near Nijmegen', on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25. This
evidence suggests that the stamp is pre-Flavian, an assumption confirmed
by the shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a footring of relatively
large diameter. The stamp probably dates from around the middle of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Nijmegen, Provinciaal Museum G.M. Kam, no. Id403, provenance
unknown.
Protis
The vessels listed below are very probably from La Graufesenque or Le
Rozier.
Pudens worked not only at these two kiln sites, but possibly also at Carrade,
where a total of six vessels with the name Pudens were found'. These show
impressions of two different dies, with the texts PVDENTIS and PVDE.
The former stamp is also known from La Graufesenque.
Pudens is unlikely to be identical to the Pud- mentioned in two stamps of
Severus ii2. As it happens, these date not from the start of Pudens's produc-
tion, but from c. A.D. 65-90. After a period of independence, Pudens would
then have taken employment with Severus, which seems unlikely.
1. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 87, fig. 21.
2. See catalogue no. S 143.
P140 OFPVDEN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2486 + VF3006.
No examples of this stamp have been found in a dated context. The date is
therefore based on the shape of the dish from Vechten, which probably
belongs to the time of Nero or Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier
[2],Carrade[2],c. A.D. 55-75.
P141 OFPVDEN
Drag. 18
Drag.27g
RMO: VF2487; VF*375.
RMO: Vel920.29.
These are probably impressions of a damaged ie, since the 0 is barely
visible. Of an earlier version, however, no examples are as yet known.
Identical impressions were found at Carlisle, Heddemheim', lUdey and in
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. At Rottweil, an
impression was found on a Drag. 29 whose decoration can be no earlier than
A.D. 802. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten give no indication that
the die with which they were marked originated under Nero. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, Le Rozier [I]4, Carrade [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 4.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 68.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 135.
4. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
P142 OFPVDE
Pl 39 PROTIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1707a.
The die probably slipped when this cup was stamped, which makes the
impression difficult to read. Better examples are known from the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen' and period 1 at Valkenburg2. The name of Protis occurs only in
this stamp. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 246.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 301-302.
Pudens
On the basis of the profiles of Pudens's products and of the site list for his
stamps, he may be assumed to have been active in the period c. A.D. 40-85.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*813; VI
VF2762.
The only parallels to provide a lead for dating were found at Carlisle and in
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the pro-
files of the cups from Vechten, the die was first used under Nero. La Grau-
fesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
P143 PVDES
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2488.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known. Two of these were
found in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, on cups which, to
judge by their profiles, are from the beginning of Nero's reign, at the latest'
(cf. fig. 6.61, c). The same goes for the vessel from Vechten, which has a
footring of relatively large diameter. The constriction of the wall is marked
by internal grooves, a feature which occurs only in the first half of the 1st
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At some stage, the first letter of the die broke off. Impressions reading
VDES occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other types. The site
list for this version also includes Valkenburg period 22. The die must there-
fore have been damaged in the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 40-60
1. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 247-248.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 236, 128.
Quadratus
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to Quadratus of Lezoux,
who was ostensibly active in the first half of the 2nd century'. In the mean-
time, however, it has become clear that there were several potters by the
name of Quadratus, at Montans2 and La Graufesenque, among other places,
and that he activities of Quadratus of Lezoux should be dated mainly to the
second half of the 2nd century3.
Relatively few stamps of Quadratus of La Graufesenque are known as yet.
The forms he produced (cf. fig. 6.23, b) and the site list for his products sug-
gest that he was active in the Tiberio-Claudian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 255 and 415.
2. Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig.35.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1979, 104, 80.
Ql QVADRATI
Dish . RMO: VF2489.
The only context o provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Velsen 1,
which yielded mainly Tiberian finds. The dish from Vechten has a high foot-
ring, also indicative of a relatively early date. The stamp robably dates from
the second quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
Q2 QVADRAT
Drag. 17a
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VP915.
RMO: VF*817a.
RMO: VF*817.
This stamp is not known from any dated context so far. At Vechten it was
found on a Drag. 17a, so the die with which it was made must have been
first used around A.D. 40, at the latest. The Drag. 18 from Vechten has a
brilliant slip, a peculiarity which occurs mainly on vessels from the second
half of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991.
2. Cf. the information on the stamps discussed below. For a stamp
reading QVARTIO from a Flavian context, see Simon 1980, 85, Abb.
19, H48.
Q3 OFQWRTP.]
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*821.
The presence of an identical impression on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'
implies that his is a pre-Flavian stamp. This is confirmed by the material
from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which includes im-
pressions reading OFOVAR<TI.>. which demonstrate that the die with
which the impression from Vechten was made had been already broken by
c. A.D. 55/60. Impressions of the complete text are therefore likely to stem
from the Tiberio-Claudian period.
The Drag. 33a from Vechten has a footring of 10 cm across, which makes
it one of the largest of its kind; a Drag. 33a of Darra with a footring of the
same size has a total diameter of almost 21 cm2 (fig. 6.64, e). La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII80.
2. Cf. catalogue no. D13.
Q3* [0]FQ\^R<TI>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3025.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OFQVARTI.
The reduced version was found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, among other places. This context, and the shape of the cup
from Vechten, are indicative of a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 55-70.
Q4 QVARTIO
Drag. 17c RMO: VF*493 (fig. 6.27, i).
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl940/5.209 (fig. 6.24, b).
Identical impressions are known from the settlement around the
Trajanusplein at Nijmegen and from Velsen 1', among other places, so this
must be an early stamp. This conclusion is supported by the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten, both of which have double grooves in their basal in-
tenors. The Drag. 15/17 has a purely vertical, straight wall, instead of the
usual curved profile. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 68.
Quartus
It cannot be ruled out that he stamps discussed below belong to two differ-
ent potters, Quartus and Quartio. Stamps reading QVARTIO cannot only be
interpreted as QVARTI O(fficina), but also as QVARTIO (fecit). Until
recently, only the name Quartus was known from La Graufesenque.
However, in 1991 a docket was found which listed the names of a dozen
potters, including Quartio'.
The date of the stamps does not pose any problems. The examples attribu-
table to Quartio, like those with the name Quartus, may be dated to the
period c. A.D. 30-902
Q5 [QY]ARTIQ
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3022.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, all on cups of Drag.
24/25. One of them was found in a grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen^
which also contained a cork um and a dish of indigenous, hand-thrown pot-
tery'. Another is known from Colchester Pottery Shop IF. To judge by the
shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp dates from around the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 58, from grave 25.
2. Millett 1987, 116.
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Q6 QWRTVSF
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
1947-36; 1947-86.
VF24(71).
The site record for this stamp includes the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique' and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2. Unlike those
from Vechten, the four dishes from Nijmegen only have single grooves in
their internal bases. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 50, [Q^RTVSF, read as MARTVSF.
2. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 249-250, and 114, fig. 26, 251-252.
Q6* QWRTVSF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*820.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*614: VF*820a.
These impressions were made with a worn or modified die. Earlier im-
pressions have rectangular f ames with indented ends, and space on all sides
around the text.
This version was found in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur', among
other places, on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten indicate a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 136, possibly identical.
Q6** <Q>VARTV<SF>
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The die with which this impression was made was fast worn or modified,
and subsequently broken. There seem to be no other impressions in this
final form. The shape of the cup indicates a Flavian date. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 70-90.
Quintanus
Q9 QVINT ANI
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VP1836a.
VF2491.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and Rheingonheim3, so the
stamp is likely to be pre-Flavian. This may also be deduced from the occur-
rence of identical impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. To
judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp dates from the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 88 (stamp) and XVI 17 (profile).
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 241.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 57
Quintio
Stamps reading QVINTIO can be interpreted not only as QVINTIO (fecit),
but also as QVDSTTI O(fGcina). However, up to now no South Gaulish
stamps with the name Quintus in the nominative have become known', so
Quintio seems preferable for the time being.
The site record for Quintio's products and the decorative schemes of his
bowls of Drag. 292 seem to indicate that his activities were limited to the
reign of Nero and the early Flavian period.
1. Oswald (1931, 257) classed three stamps reading QVFNTVS, one of
them from Vechten,' under Quintus (i). Since the forms on which these
stamps occur have not been recorded, he presumably did not see them
himself. At Vechten, two identical impressions reading QVINTVS
were found; they are Central or East Gaulish, however (RMO: VF2492
andVF*825).
2. Knorrl952,Taf. 51.
Q7 QVART
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*819.
The only clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of an example in the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. The shape of the cup from
Vechten suggests that this is a Claudio-Neronian stamp. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 40-65.
Q8 QVART
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2038; YF*818.
RMO: VF3109.
Only two parallels for this stamp seem to be known, on a Ritt. 8 from La
Graufesenque' and on a Drag. 27 from Xanten2. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten imply that this stamp dates from the times of Nero or
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 15.
2. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 207, interpreted as OVARI.
3. See note 1.
Q10 QVINTIO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*824: VF*824a.
This stamp occurs on the mainly pre-Flavian forms Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, but
is also known from Flavian contexts, including Caerieon, Castleford,
Chesterholm and Nijmegen-west. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest that vessels with this stamp were marketed no later than the
eighties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
Quin-
To which potter stamps reading QVIN and QVI should be attributed is
uncertain. Both Quintanus and Quintio apply, but the former may be the
most likely candidate, since one of his stamps was found in period 1 at
Valkenburg', as were two stamps with the text QVIN2.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 304, OVIFNTANIMAI.
2. Cf. catalogue no. Q12.
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century.
At some stage, the first letter of the die broke off. Impressions reading
VDES occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other types. The site
list for this version also includes Valkenburg period 22. The die must there-
fore have been damaged in the pre-Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], Carrade [2], c. A.D. 40-60
1. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 247-248.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 236, 128.
Quadratus
The stamps listed below were attributed by Oswald to Quadratus of Lezoux,
who was ostensibly active in the first half of the 2nd century'. In the mean-
time, however, it has become clear that there were several potters by the
name of Quadratus, at Montans2 and La Graufesenque, among other places,
and that he activities of Quadratus of Lezoux should be dated mainly to the
second half of the 2nd century3.
Relatively few stamps of Quadratus of La Graufesenque are known as yet.
The forms he produced (cf. fig. 6.23, b) and the site list for his products sug-
gest that he was active in the Tiberio-Claudian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 255 and 415.
2. Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig.35.
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1979, 104, 80.
Ql QVADRATI
Dish . RMO: VF2489.
The only context o provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Velsen 1,
which yielded mainly Tiberian finds. The dish from Vechten has a high foot-
ring, also indicative of a relatively early date. The stamp robably dates from
the second quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
Q2 QVADRAT
Drag. 17a
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VP915.
RMO: VF*817a.
RMO: VF*817.
This stamp is not known from any dated context so far. At Vechten it was
found on a Drag. 17a, so the die with which it was made must have been
first used around A.D. 40, at the latest. The Drag. 18 from Vechten has a
brilliant slip, a peculiarity which occurs mainly on vessels from the second
half of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991.
2. Cf. the information on the stamps discussed below. For a stamp
reading QVARTIO from a Flavian context, see Simon 1980, 85, Abb.
19, H48.
Q3 OFQWRTP.]
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*821.
The presence of an identical impression on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'
implies that his is a pre-Flavian stamp. This is confirmed by the material
from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which includes im-
pressions reading OFOVAR<TI.>. which demonstrate that the die with
which the impression from Vechten was made had been already broken by
c. A.D. 55/60. Impressions of the complete text are therefore likely to stem
from the Tiberio-Claudian period.
The Drag. 33a from Vechten has a footring of 10 cm across, which makes
it one of the largest of its kind; a Drag. 33a of Darra with a footring of the
same size has a total diameter of almost 21 cm2 (fig. 6.64, e). La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Breuerl931,pl. XIII80.
2. Cf. catalogue no. D13.
Q3* [0]FQ\^R<TI>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3025.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OFQVARTI.
The reduced version was found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, among other places. This context, and the shape of the cup
from Vechten, are indicative of a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 55-70.
Q4 QVARTIO
Drag. 17c RMO: VF*493 (fig. 6.27, i).
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl940/5.209 (fig. 6.24, b).
Identical impressions are known from the settlement around the
Trajanusplein at Nijmegen and from Velsen 1', among other places, so this
must be an early stamp. This conclusion is supported by the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten, both of which have double grooves in their basal in-
tenors. The Drag. 15/17 has a purely vertical, straight wall, instead of the
usual curved profile. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 68.
Quartus
It cannot be ruled out that he stamps discussed below belong to two differ-
ent potters, Quartus and Quartio. Stamps reading QVARTIO cannot only be
interpreted as QVARTI O(fficina), but also as QVARTIO (fecit). Until
recently, only the name Quartus was known from La Graufesenque.
However, in 1991 a docket was found which listed the names of a dozen
potters, including Quartio'.
The date of the stamps does not pose any problems. The examples attribu-
table to Quartio, like those with the name Quartus, may be dated to the
period c. A.D. 30-902
Q5 [QY]ARTIQ
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3022.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, all on cups of Drag.
24/25. One of them was found in a grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen^
which also contained a cork um and a dish of indigenous, hand-thrown pot-
tery'. Another is known from Colchester Pottery Shop IF. To judge by the
shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp dates from around the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 58, from grave 25.
2. Millett 1987, 116.
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Q6 QWRTVSF
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
1947-36; 1947-86.
VF24(71).
The site record for this stamp includes the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique' and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2. Unlike those
from Vechten, the four dishes from Nijmegen only have single grooves in
their internal bases. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 50, [Q^RTVSF, read as MARTVSF.
2. Stuart 1976, 113, fig. 25, 249-250, and 114, fig. 26, 251-252.
Q6* QWRTVSF
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*820.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*614: VF*820a.
These impressions were made with a worn or modified die. Earlier im-
pressions have rectangular f ames with indented ends, and space on all sides
around the text.
This version was found in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur', among
other places, on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten indicate a Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 254, Abb. 6.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 136, possibly identical.
Q6** <Q>VARTV<SF>
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The die with which this impression was made was fast worn or modified,
and subsequently broken. There seem to be no other impressions in this
final form. The shape of the cup indicates a Flavian date. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 70-90.
Quintanus
Q9 QVINT ANI
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VP1836a.
VF2491.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and Rheingonheim3, so the
stamp is likely to be pre-Flavian. This may also be deduced from the occur-
rence of identical impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. To
judge by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp dates from the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 88 (stamp) and XVI 17 (profile).
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 241.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 57
Quintio
Stamps reading QVINTIO can be interpreted not only as QVINTIO (fecit),
but also as QVDSTTI O(fGcina). However, up to now no South Gaulish
stamps with the name Quintus in the nominative have become known', so
Quintio seems preferable for the time being.
The site record for Quintio's products and the decorative schemes of his
bowls of Drag. 292 seem to indicate that his activities were limited to the
reign of Nero and the early Flavian period.
1. Oswald (1931, 257) classed three stamps reading QVFNTVS, one of
them from Vechten,' under Quintus (i). Since the forms on which these
stamps occur have not been recorded, he presumably did not see them
himself. At Vechten, two identical impressions reading QVINTVS
were found; they are Central or East Gaulish, however (RMO: VF2492
andVF*825).
2. Knorrl952,Taf. 51.
Q7 QVART
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*819.
The only clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of an example in the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. The shape of the cup from
Vechten suggests that this is a Claudio-Neronian stamp. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 40-65.
Q8 QVART
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2038; YF*818.
RMO: VF3109.
Only two parallels for this stamp seem to be known, on a Ritt. 8 from La
Graufesenque' and on a Drag. 27 from Xanten2. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten imply that this stamp dates from the times of Nero or
Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 15.
2. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 207, interpreted as OVARI.
3. See note 1.
Q10 QVINTIO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*824: VF*824a.
This stamp occurs on the mainly pre-Flavian forms Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, but
is also known from Flavian contexts, including Caerieon, Castleford,
Chesterholm and Nijmegen-west. The profiles of the cups from Vechten
suggest that vessels with this stamp were marketed no later than the
eighties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
Quin-
To which potter stamps reading QVIN and QVI should be attributed is
uncertain. Both Quintanus and Quintio apply, but the former may be the
most likely candidate, since one of his stamps was found in period 1 at
Valkenburg', as were two stamps with the text QVIN2.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 304, OVIFNTANIMAI.
2. Cf. catalogue no. Q12.
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Q 11 QVIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2490.
The only other known contexts for this stamp are the Fosse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', where
it was found on cups of Drag. 24 and Ritt. 8. This evidence is indicative of
a pre-Flavian date. The cup from Vechten has a flattened rim. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 122, fig. 34, 352.
R2 REGEN[VS]
Q12 QVW
Drag. 27g RMO: VI ?;VF*1290.
The best clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of two impressions in
period 1 at Valkenburg'. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat
the die with which they were marked was still in use under Nero. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 108a; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 305.
Regenus
Since Regenus produced ishes of Halt. la (fig. 6.22, h), and his products
are well-represented among the material from the Posse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, he must have been already active under Tiberius, contrary to
the assumption of Oswald'. However, his name also occurs in a docket from
the times ofNero orVespasian which was found at La Graufesenque2, so his
activities probably continued up to c. A.D. 70. If Regenus may be equated
to the Reginus discussed below, he may even have been active into the
Plavian period.
On the underside of a dish ofRegenus found at Trier, the name Cotto seems
to have been inscribed before firing3. This probably means that Regenus
employed a potter by this name. Whether this is the Cotto who stamped
sigillata from around A.D. 50 onwards" is as yet uncertain.
1. Oswald 1931, 260 and 415.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 2.
3. Oswald 1931, 260 and 370.
4. Cf. catalogue nos. C147-152.
Rl REG.ENVS
R-dish RMO: ); fl 940/5.234.
This stamp was found at La Graufesenque both in the Fosse de Cirratus and
the Fosse de Gallicanus, which indicates a date around A.D. 35-60. This
conclusion is supported by the presence of identical impressions in a pit
with Claudian material at Chichester', in the burnt layer of A.D. 61 at
Colchester2, in the Erdlager at Hofheim3, in a pit with stamps ofAquitanus,
Bassus i and Secundus ii at Leicester, and atVelsen I4. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 6.
2. Milieu 1987, 116.
3. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 243.
4. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3.
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO: VF3072.
RMO: VF*829.
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts as yet. The
profiles of the rouletted dishes from Vechten probably date to the second
half of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
R3 [REG]ENI
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, some hundred identical
impressions were found, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The early date to
be deduced from this context is confirmed by the occurrence of an im-
pression on a Halt. la in a grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen (fig. 6.22,
h). The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base, but does
not otherwise appear to be particularly early; it may be Claudian. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
Reginus
R4 RECINV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2502.
The only known parallel for this stamp occurs on a Drag. 29 found at or
near Perigueux'. X-ray fluorescence analysis has shown that this bowl was
made at Espalion; the cup fromVechten must have been manufactured at La
Graufesenque2. The name Reginus has not been found in potters' stamps
from La Graufesenque up to now, but it does occur in two dockets3. Stamps
of Reginus are also known from Chichester, CIermont-Ferrand, London, the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and, again, Perigueux4.
On the basis of the profiles of the cup from Vechten and the Drag. 29 from
Perigueux, and of the decoration of the Drag. 29 from Nijmegen, the activ-
ities of Reginus may be dated to the times of Nero and Vespasian. However,
Reginus may be identical to Regenus, in which case the start of his activ-
ities may be dated to the reign of Tiberius. La Graufesenque [3], Espalion
[3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 17.
2. Tilhard et al. 1991, 235, diagram 1, 66 (Perigueux) and 201 (Vechten);
cf. appendix A, 2.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 33 and 164.
4. Tilhard et al. 1991, 235, diagram 1, 65, and 246, fig. 12, 16, also made
at Espalion.
Rogatus
Rogatus is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. The site
record for his products implies that his activities were restricted to the
period c. A.D. 30-70.
R5 ROGATI.OP
Ritt. 1 RMO: VF*843.
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The presence of guide-lines warrants the assumption that he die with which
this dish was marked was first used under Tiberius or Claudius. Besides
dishes of Ritt. 1, it was also used for cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. The
site list for identical impressions includes Camulodunum' and the Erdlager
at Hofheim2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 153.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 68.
R6 ROGATIMA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1507.
Only two other examples of this stamp are known, from Heerlen and
Valkenburg. Neither was found in a dated context, so the date of the stamp
is based exclusively on the shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a
double groove in the internal base. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ronicus
From the text of the stamps discussed below, it may be deduced that a pot-
ter by the name of Ronicus or Pronicus was active at La Graufesenque.
Neither name seems to be known from elsewhere; at La Graufesenque a
figure stamp was found with on its handle a graffito that has been read as
FRONCI, but this interpretation has not remained unchallenged'. For the
time being, therefore, it seems preferable to follow Oswald, who classed the
stamps under Ronicus2.
The stamps of Ronicus are not particularly numerous. No examples have
been found in dated contexts o far. Both the site lists for his products and
their profiles are indicative of a date in the last decades of the 1st century.
1. Balsan 1953, 145, fig. 3, 2; Marichal 1988, no. 175.
2. Oswald 1931, 267 and 416.
RIO OFRONICI
R7 [RO]GATVS
Drag. 33(a?) PUG: 1947-318.
The only context o provide an indication for the date of this stamp is the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, where it was found on cups of
Drag. 24, among other forms. Of the cup from Vechten only a small base
fragment has survived, which does not provide any leads for dating. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2521;VF*491f; no no.
Dish RMO: VF*419x; VF*419xb.
The only clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of an identical
impression at or near York. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, they are from the time ofVespasian or the first half of the reign of
Domitian. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 111,55.
R8 ROGATV
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2516.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque. Since it was
found on a Ritt. 5 at Vechten it must be a relatively early example. La Grau-
fesenque [1]', c. A.D. 30-40.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 138.
RIO* <0>PRONI<CI>
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
,VF*419xxa.
VF*419xx.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OFRONICI.
From the evidence for the original version and the profiles of the dishes
from Vechten, the reduced version may be dated to the last years of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 90-100.
R8* ROGAT<V>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2517; VF*842a; VF*842b.
These are impressions of a worn or modified ie which originally read
ROGATV, between guide-lines. The modified version is known from
Camulodunum' and periods 1 and la at VaUcenburg2. To judge by the pro-
files of the cups from Vechten, the die may still have been in use under
Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 154.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 111; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 306-
307.
Rll OFRONICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF»419xa.
Since no parallels have been found in dated contexts o far, the date of this
stamp is based exclusively on the shape of the dish from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
Roppus
R12 ROPPVS.FEC
R9 ROGATI
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*842.
This is the only example of this stamp known thus far. It occurs on a Drag.
33a whose profile suggests a date no earlier than the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Drag.18
Dish
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
ROB:
RMO:
); VF*844e.
VF2519;VF2525.
1947-413.
Ve70/34.
VF*844a.
This is the only known stamp of Roppus of La Graufesenque. Oswald er-
roneously attributed it to a Central Gaulish homonym'. The stamps he
classed under Roppus of South Gaul were all misinterpreted2
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Q 11 QVIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2490.
The only other known contexts for this stamp are the Fosse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', where
it was found on cups of Drag. 24 and Ritt. 8. This evidence is indicative of
a pre-Flavian date. The cup from Vechten has a flattened rim. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 122, fig. 34, 352.
R2 REGEN[VS]
Q12 QVW
Drag. 27g RMO: VI ?;VF*1290.
The best clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of two impressions in
period 1 at Valkenburg'. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat
the die with which they were marked was still in use under Nero. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 108a; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 305.
Regenus
Since Regenus produced ishes of Halt. la (fig. 6.22, h), and his products
are well-represented among the material from the Posse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, he must have been already active under Tiberius, contrary to
the assumption of Oswald'. However, his name also occurs in a docket from
the times ofNero orVespasian which was found at La Graufesenque2, so his
activities probably continued up to c. A.D. 70. If Regenus may be equated
to the Reginus discussed below, he may even have been active into the
Plavian period.
On the underside of a dish ofRegenus found at Trier, the name Cotto seems
to have been inscribed before firing3. This probably means that Regenus
employed a potter by this name. Whether this is the Cotto who stamped
sigillata from around A.D. 50 onwards" is as yet uncertain.
1. Oswald 1931, 260 and 415.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 2.
3. Oswald 1931, 260 and 370.
4. Cf. catalogue nos. C147-152.
Rl REG.ENVS
R-dish RMO: ); fl 940/5.234.
This stamp was found at La Graufesenque both in the Fosse de Cirratus and
the Fosse de Gallicanus, which indicates a date around A.D. 35-60. This
conclusion is supported by the presence of identical impressions in a pit
with Claudian material at Chichester', in the burnt layer of A.D. 61 at
Colchester2, in the Erdlager at Hofheim3, in a pit with stamps ofAquitanus,
Bassus i and Secundus ii at Leicester, and atVelsen I4. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Hartley 1974a, 6.
2. Milieu 1987, 116.
3. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 243.
4. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3.
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO: VF3072.
RMO: VF*829.
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts as yet. The
profiles of the rouletted dishes from Vechten probably date to the second
half of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
R3 [REG]ENI
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, some hundred identical
impressions were found, on dishes of Drag. 15/17 and 18. The early date to
be deduced from this context is confirmed by the occurrence of an im-
pression on a Halt. la in a grave on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen (fig. 6.22,
h). The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base, but does
not otherwise appear to be particularly early; it may be Claudian. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
Reginus
R4 RECINV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2502.
The only known parallel for this stamp occurs on a Drag. 29 found at or
near Perigueux'. X-ray fluorescence analysis has shown that this bowl was
made at Espalion; the cup fromVechten must have been manufactured at La
Graufesenque2. The name Reginus has not been found in potters' stamps
from La Graufesenque up to now, but it does occur in two dockets3. Stamps
of Reginus are also known from Chichester, CIermont-Ferrand, London, the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and, again, Perigueux4.
On the basis of the profiles of the cup from Vechten and the Drag. 29 from
Perigueux, and of the decoration of the Drag. 29 from Nijmegen, the activ-
ities of Reginus may be dated to the times of Nero and Vespasian. However,
Reginus may be identical to Regenus, in which case the start of his activ-
ities may be dated to the reign of Tiberius. La Graufesenque [3], Espalion
[3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 17.
2. Tilhard et al. 1991, 235, diagram 1, 66 (Perigueux) and 201 (Vechten);
cf. appendix A, 2.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 33 and 164.
4. Tilhard et al. 1991, 235, diagram 1, 65, and 246, fig. 12, 16, also made
at Espalion.
Rogatus
Rogatus is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. The site
record for his products implies that his activities were restricted to the
period c. A.D. 30-70.
R5 ROGATI.OP
Ritt. 1 RMO: VF*843.
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The presence of guide-lines warrants the assumption that he die with which
this dish was marked was first used under Tiberius or Claudius. Besides
dishes of Ritt. 1, it was also used for cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. The
site list for identical impressions includes Camulodunum' and the Erdlager
at Hofheim2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 153.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 68.
R6 ROGATIMA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1507.
Only two other examples of this stamp are known, from Heerlen and
Valkenburg. Neither was found in a dated context, so the date of the stamp
is based exclusively on the shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a
double groove in the internal base. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Ronicus
From the text of the stamps discussed below, it may be deduced that a pot-
ter by the name of Ronicus or Pronicus was active at La Graufesenque.
Neither name seems to be known from elsewhere; at La Graufesenque a
figure stamp was found with on its handle a graffito that has been read as
FRONCI, but this interpretation has not remained unchallenged'. For the
time being, therefore, it seems preferable to follow Oswald, who classed the
stamps under Ronicus2.
The stamps of Ronicus are not particularly numerous. No examples have
been found in dated contexts o far. Both the site lists for his products and
their profiles are indicative of a date in the last decades of the 1st century.
1. Balsan 1953, 145, fig. 3, 2; Marichal 1988, no. 175.
2. Oswald 1931, 267 and 416.
RIO OFRONICI
R7 [RO]GATVS
Drag. 33(a?) PUG: 1947-318.
The only context o provide an indication for the date of this stamp is the
Posse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, where it was found on cups of
Drag. 24, among other forms. Of the cup from Vechten only a small base
fragment has survived, which does not provide any leads for dating. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2521;VF*491f; no no.
Dish RMO: VF*419x; VF*419xb.
The only clue to the date of this stamp is the presence of an identical
impression at or near York. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, they are from the time ofVespasian or the first half of the reign of
Domitian. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 111,55.
R8 ROGATV
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2516.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque. Since it was
found on a Ritt. 5 at Vechten it must be a relatively early example. La Grau-
fesenque [1]', c. A.D. 30-40.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 138.
RIO* <0>PRONI<CI>
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
,VF*419xxa.
VF*419xx.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OFRONICI.
From the evidence for the original version and the profiles of the dishes
from Vechten, the reduced version may be dated to the last years of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 90-100.
R8* ROGAT<V>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2517; VF*842a; VF*842b.
These are impressions of a worn or modified ie which originally read
ROGATV, between guide-lines. The modified version is known from
Camulodunum' and periods 1 and la at VaUcenburg2. To judge by the pro-
files of the cups from Vechten, the die may still have been in use under
Nero. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 154.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 111; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 306-
307.
Rll OFRONICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF»419xa.
Since no parallels have been found in dated contexts o far, the date of this
stamp is based exclusively on the shape of the dish from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
Roppus
R12 ROPPVS.FEC
R9 ROGATI
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*842.
This is the only example of this stamp known thus far. It occurs on a Drag.
33a whose profile suggests a date no earlier than the middle of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Drag.18
Dish
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
ROB:
RMO:
); VF*844e.
VF2519;VF2525.
1947-413.
Ve70/34.
VF*844a.
This is the only known stamp of Roppus of La Graufesenque. Oswald er-
roneously attributed it to a Central Gaulish homonym'. The stamps he
classed under Roppus of South Gaul were all misinterpreted2
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The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and period
3 at Valkenburg4, but also Caersws, Nijmegen-west and Kastell UI at
Rottweil5. Moreover, at VaUcenburg an example was found in a grave of
around A.D. 80'. La Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 267.
2. See also Oswald 1931, 147, underloppus.
3. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 127, possibly from period 2 (Ritteriing
1912, 243, note 292, and 246).
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 308.
5. Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 4.
6. The grave also contained stamps of Apronius, Calvus, lucundus,
Secundus iii and Vitalis ii.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 140.
Rufinus i
The stamp discussed below is Tiberian. It is so much earlier than the other
stamps with the name Rufinus, therefore, that it is likely to belong to an
earlier namesake. Other stamps of Rufinus i are not as yet known. The
presence of three of his products at Nijmegen and Vechten demonstrates,
however, that he worked at this kiln site.
R13 RVFN
Ritt.5 RMO: H940/5.234.
Only two other examples of this stamp are known thus far, on cups of Ritt.
5 from the Kops Plateau and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen'.
The latter vessel was found in a grave which also contained a Drag. 17a of
Anteros and a Drag. 24 of Veriugus. This evidence shows that the stamp
must be from the Tiberian period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 63, from grave 86.
Rufinus ii
Stamps with texts like the ones numbered R20-26, in which the potter's
name is abbreviated as RVFI or RVF, are usually attributed to Rufus'.
However, some are so similar to stamps with the spelling RVFINI or RVFIN
that they must stem from dies cut by the same person2. Moreover, since
numbers R20-26 date from the same period as the others there is no reason
to class them under Rufus, whose activities were presumably limited to the
first half of the 1st century. To judge by the site record for his products, and
their profiles, Rufinus ii was active around A.D. 65-90.
There are several indications that Rufinus ii is identical to Cosius Rufinus.
Firstly, their products may be dated to roughly the same period, although
those of Cosius Rufinus are generally somewhat later. Moreover, similar-
ities may be pointed out between the decorative schemes of their bowls of
Drag. 29s, so they must have obtained at least a proportion of their moulds
from the same source. In addition to this, some stamps of Rufinus ii are out-
wardly very similar to those of Cosius Rufinus4.
The most important clues may be the resemblances between two dockets
which were found at La Graufesenque in 1991, less than 10 metres apart5.
The first is inscribed on a Drag. 15/17 with a stamp of Rufinus ii, and lists
the names of eleven different potters (fig. 6.76). The second occurs on a
Drag. 18R of Cosius Rufinus, and records ten potters' names, no less than
four of which are also mentioned in the first list: Paullinus, Privatus,
Secundinus and Urbanus. In both cases, the dockets are headed by a list of
the products of Urbanus, which are not identified further. However. both
lists contain accurate descriptions of the products of the other potters.
On the other hand, there is also an argument against he equation of Rufinus
ii with Cosius Rufinus. It is remarkable that Rufinus ii used mainly officina
stamps, whereas the term officina occurs in only one die of Cosius Rufinus.
The stamps of the latter are generally longer than those ofRufinus ii, so the
term officina is unlikely to have been omitted for lack of space.
Rufinus seems to have produced not just sigillata, but moulds as well. At
any rate, at La Graufesenque a graffito reading RVFINI has been found
below the decoration of a Drag. 37, or of a mould for this type of bowl'.
However, in the starting years of his production Rufinus ii still obtained his
moulds from others, since a Drag. 29 with his name from London was made
in a mould of Celadus7.
The products of Rufinus ii of La Graufesenque should be distinguished not
just from those of an earlier homonym from La Graufesenque, but also from
those of Rufinus of Montans' and Ruf(f)inus of Banassac".
1. Oswald 1931, 270 and 417.
2. Compare e.g. catalogue nos. R14-16 with R23 and R24.
3. Compare Knorr 1919, Taf. 68 A (Rufinus) with Knorr 1952, Taf. 16 B
(Cosius Rufinus).
4. Cf. catalogue no. R20 (Rufinus) with R32 and R35 (Cosius Rufinus).
5. Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991; BemonWemhet 1992-1993.
6. Vemhet 1990-1991, 55.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 19, 9.
8. Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
9. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29; Morel 1938, 143; Morel 1950-1954, 564;
Peyre 1975, 51; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34,
fig. 14.
R14 OF.RVFINI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*479f + VF*4791 (fig. 6.72, d and pl. 40, b);
VF*854; VF*854b.
PUG: Vel925.
This stamp, which also occurs on rouletted ishes, is known from numerous
Flavian contexts such as Camelon', the wrecked ship Culip IV2, Newstead3
and Rottweil4. The vessels from Vechten all have single grooves in their
internal bases. The decoration of the bowl numbered VF*479f + VF*4791
does not appear to be particularly late. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 22.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 42.1.
3. Curle 1911, 240, 84.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 85-86.
R14* OP.RVFIN<I>
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF2537; VF*853c;
RMO: VF2495a.
These are impressions from a die which originally read OF.RVFINI. The
reduced version was found in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a date before A.D.
90. The evidence for the original version makes it very unlikely for the die
to have been modified before A.D. 80. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-90.
R15 OP.RVFINI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*854a (Knorr 1919, Taf. 69 B).
PUG: 8113 (Mees 1990, Abb. 28, 1).
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The site list for this stamp includes Chester, Corbridge, the Pompeii hoard',
and Rottweil2. The decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp appear
to be somewhat later than those with the stamp discussed under number
R14. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Atkinson 1914, pl. VI 35 and VII 36.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 68 A; Planck 1975, Taf. 53, 4, from Kastell HI (from
the same mould as the vessel published by Knorr).
Carlisle, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and York.
To judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, the die must already have
been modified in the early years of the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 75-85.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 18.
2. Nash-Williams 1932, 335, fig. 66, 65.
3. Dickinson 1989, 82, 14.
R 16 OF.RVPNI
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF2547; VF2551 + fl909/10.2.
VF2496; VF2552; VF*858b; fl980/7.308.
Vel926/l.
VF24 (81); VF25 (87); VF2536; VF2545;
VF2546: VF*749; VF*858; VF*858a.
The earliest contexts for examples of this stamp are period 3 at Valkenburg'
and a pit at Verulamium with material from before the reconstruction of
insula XIV, which took place around A.D. 75/802. Other impressions are
known from Chester3, the wrecked ship Culip IV, Hayton, Malton and the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-90.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 309.
2. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 22.
3. Newstead 1928, pl. II 1-2.
4. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 10.1.
R17 OF.RVFIN[I?]
Drag. 27 RMO: fl940/5.27.
No other examples of this stamp seem to be known. There is no certainty
about he complete text; in view of the position of the stamp in relation to the
centre of the base, however, it probably read OP.RVFINI. The shape of the
cup suggests that his is a Flavian stamp. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
R18 OFRVFIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VP24 (21); VF2529; VF2535; VF2548; VF2549;
VF2550; VF*845; VF*853a; VF*853b; VF*857;
no no.
PUG: Vel926/3.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2539; VF*853: VF*853e; VF*853g.
The only contexts to provide an indication for the date of this stamp are the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen'. However, the profiles of the
cups from Vechten justify the deduction that he die with which they were
marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 7.
R18* OFRVFIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2542; VF2544; VF*850d; VF*850e; VF*853f.
PUG: Vel926/2; 1947-50; 1947-413.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3011a: VF*853d.
These impressions were made with a die which originally had a rectangular
face with half-rounded instead ofbevelled ends. This version is known from
numerous Flavian contexts, such as Caerhun', Caerleon2, Caersws II3,
R19 OFRVFIN
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
No certain parallels for this faint stamp are known as yet. It occurs on a cup
whose profile suggests a Plavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
R20 OF.RVFI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2538 + fl909/10.2; VF*849b; VF*850a.
Dish RMO: Vel927/2"Oostveen";Vel951.
The earliest contexts in which this stamp has been found are the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen and a pit with pre-Flavian material at Richborough'.
However, numerous examples are known from Flavian finds groups, in-
eluding Caerleon2, IIkley, the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen,
Old Penrith3, Segontium and Holt4. At La Graufesenque, the stamp was
found on a Drag. 15/17 with a docket written on it (fig. 6.76). La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Hayter 1932, 152, 53(D).
2. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 36.
3. Dickinson 1991b, 132, 189.
4. Grimes 1930, 124, 29.
R21 OFRVFI
Drag. 27 RMO:
PUG: 129.
Since identical impressions are known from Nijmegen-west1 and
Ribchester, this stamp is probably mainly Flavian. An example has also
been found on a Drag. 24, however. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. E.g. Brunsting 1937, 64, WW202.
R22 OFRVFI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
RMO: VF*851;VF*851b;VF*851d.
RMO: VF2531;VF*850f;VF*851a;VF*851c;
f 1940/5. 111.
RMO: VF2534.
Only a single example of this retrograde stamp has been found in a pre-
Flavian context up to now, at Gloucester-Kingsholm'. The site record also
includes the Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim2, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west3,
Segontium and York. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Wild 1985a, 58, S 18.
2. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 14.
3. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, L. Fabu-, Severus ii, L. Cosius
Virilis and Vitalis ii.
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The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim3 and period
3 at Valkenburg4, but also Caersws, Nijmegen-west and Kastell UI at
Rottweil5. Moreover, at VaUcenburg an example was found in a grave of
around A.D. 80'. La Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 267.
2. See also Oswald 1931, 147, underloppus.
3. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 127, possibly from period 2 (Ritteriing
1912, 243, note 292, and 246).
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 308.
5. Planck 1975, 261, Abb. 43, 4.
6. The grave also contained stamps of Apronius, Calvus, lucundus,
Secundus iii and Vitalis ii.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 140.
Rufinus i
The stamp discussed below is Tiberian. It is so much earlier than the other
stamps with the name Rufinus, therefore, that it is likely to belong to an
earlier namesake. Other stamps of Rufinus i are not as yet known. The
presence of three of his products at Nijmegen and Vechten demonstrates,
however, that he worked at this kiln site.
R13 RVFN
Ritt.5 RMO: H940/5.234.
Only two other examples of this stamp are known thus far, on cups of Ritt.
5 from the Kops Plateau and the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen'.
The latter vessel was found in a grave which also contained a Drag. 17a of
Anteros and a Drag. 24 of Veriugus. This evidence shows that the stamp
must be from the Tiberian period. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 63, from grave 86.
Rufinus ii
Stamps with texts like the ones numbered R20-26, in which the potter's
name is abbreviated as RVFI or RVF, are usually attributed to Rufus'.
However, some are so similar to stamps with the spelling RVFINI or RVFIN
that they must stem from dies cut by the same person2. Moreover, since
numbers R20-26 date from the same period as the others there is no reason
to class them under Rufus, whose activities were presumably limited to the
first half of the 1st century. To judge by the site record for his products, and
their profiles, Rufinus ii was active around A.D. 65-90.
There are several indications that Rufinus ii is identical to Cosius Rufinus.
Firstly, their products may be dated to roughly the same period, although
those of Cosius Rufinus are generally somewhat later. Moreover, similar-
ities may be pointed out between the decorative schemes of their bowls of
Drag. 29s, so they must have obtained at least a proportion of their moulds
from the same source. In addition to this, some stamps of Rufinus ii are out-
wardly very similar to those of Cosius Rufinus4.
The most important clues may be the resemblances between two dockets
which were found at La Graufesenque in 1991, less than 10 metres apart5.
The first is inscribed on a Drag. 15/17 with a stamp of Rufinus ii, and lists
the names of eleven different potters (fig. 6.76). The second occurs on a
Drag. 18R of Cosius Rufinus, and records ten potters' names, no less than
four of which are also mentioned in the first list: Paullinus, Privatus,
Secundinus and Urbanus. In both cases, the dockets are headed by a list of
the products of Urbanus, which are not identified further. However. both
lists contain accurate descriptions of the products of the other potters.
On the other hand, there is also an argument against he equation of Rufinus
ii with Cosius Rufinus. It is remarkable that Rufinus ii used mainly officina
stamps, whereas the term officina occurs in only one die of Cosius Rufinus.
The stamps of the latter are generally longer than those ofRufinus ii, so the
term officina is unlikely to have been omitted for lack of space.
Rufinus seems to have produced not just sigillata, but moulds as well. At
any rate, at La Graufesenque a graffito reading RVFINI has been found
below the decoration of a Drag. 37, or of a mould for this type of bowl'.
However, in the starting years of his production Rufinus ii still obtained his
moulds from others, since a Drag. 29 with his name from London was made
in a mould of Celadus7.
The products of Rufinus ii of La Graufesenque should be distinguished not
just from those of an earlier homonym from La Graufesenque, but also from
those of Rufinus of Montans' and Ruf(f)inus of Banassac".
1. Oswald 1931, 270 and 417.
2. Compare e.g. catalogue nos. R14-16 with R23 and R24.
3. Compare Knorr 1919, Taf. 68 A (Rufinus) with Knorr 1952, Taf. 16 B
(Cosius Rufinus).
4. Cf. catalogue no. R20 (Rufinus) with R32 and R35 (Cosius Rufinus).
5. Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991; BemonWemhet 1992-1993.
6. Vemhet 1990-1991, 55.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 19, 9.
8. Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
9. Vialettes 1894-1899, 29; Morel 1938, 143; Morel 1950-1954, 564;
Peyre 1975, 51; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34,
fig. 14.
R14 OF.RVFINI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*479f + VF*4791 (fig. 6.72, d and pl. 40, b);
VF*854; VF*854b.
PUG: Vel925.
This stamp, which also occurs on rouletted ishes, is known from numerous
Flavian contexts such as Camelon', the wrecked ship Culip IV2, Newstead3
and Rottweil4. The vessels from Vechten all have single grooves in their
internal bases. The decoration of the bowl numbered VF*479f + VF*4791
does not appear to be particularly late. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 22.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 42.1.
3. Curle 1911, 240, 84.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 85-86.
R14* OP.RVFIN<I>
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO: VF2537; VF*853c;
RMO: VF2495a.
These are impressions from a die which originally read OF.RVFINI. The
reduced version was found in the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among
other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a date before A.D.
90. The evidence for the original version makes it very unlikely for the die
to have been modified before A.D. 80. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-90.
R15 OP.RVFINI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*854a (Knorr 1919, Taf. 69 B).
PUG: 8113 (Mees 1990, Abb. 28, 1).
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The site list for this stamp includes Chester, Corbridge, the Pompeii hoard',
and Rottweil2. The decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp appear
to be somewhat later than those with the stamp discussed under number
R14. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Atkinson 1914, pl. VI 35 and VII 36.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 68 A; Planck 1975, Taf. 53, 4, from Kastell HI (from
the same mould as the vessel published by Knorr).
Carlisle, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and York.
To judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, the die must already have
been modified in the early years of the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 75-85.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 18.
2. Nash-Williams 1932, 335, fig. 66, 65.
3. Dickinson 1989, 82, 14.
R 16 OF.RVPNI
Drag. 15/17
Drag.18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF2547; VF2551 + fl909/10.2.
VF2496; VF2552; VF*858b; fl980/7.308.
Vel926/l.
VF24 (81); VF25 (87); VF2536; VF2545;
VF2546: VF*749; VF*858; VF*858a.
The earliest contexts for examples of this stamp are period 3 at Valkenburg'
and a pit at Verulamium with material from before the reconstruction of
insula XIV, which took place around A.D. 75/802. Other impressions are
known from Chester3, the wrecked ship Culip IV, Hayton, Malton and the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-90.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 309.
2. Hartley 1972b, 219, fig. 81, 22.
3. Newstead 1928, pl. II 1-2.
4. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 10.1.
R17 OF.RVFIN[I?]
Drag. 27 RMO: fl940/5.27.
No other examples of this stamp seem to be known. There is no certainty
about he complete text; in view of the position of the stamp in relation to the
centre of the base, however, it probably read OP.RVFINI. The shape of the
cup suggests that his is a Flavian stamp. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
R18 OFRVFIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VP24 (21); VF2529; VF2535; VF2548; VF2549;
VF2550; VF*845; VF*853a; VF*853b; VF*857;
no no.
PUG: Vel926/3.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2539; VF*853: VF*853e; VF*853g.
The only contexts to provide an indication for the date of this stamp are the
legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen'. However, the profiles of the
cups from Vechten justify the deduction that he die with which they were
marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-75.
1. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 7.
R18* OFRVFIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2542; VF2544; VF*850d; VF*850e; VF*853f.
PUG: Vel926/2; 1947-50; 1947-413.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3011a: VF*853d.
These impressions were made with a die which originally had a rectangular
face with half-rounded instead ofbevelled ends. This version is known from
numerous Flavian contexts, such as Caerhun', Caerleon2, Caersws II3,
R19 OFRVFIN
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
No certain parallels for this faint stamp are known as yet. It occurs on a cup
whose profile suggests a Plavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
R20 OF.RVFI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2538 + fl909/10.2; VF*849b; VF*850a.
Dish RMO: Vel927/2"Oostveen";Vel951.
The earliest contexts in which this stamp has been found are the Kops
Plateau at Nijmegen and a pit with pre-Flavian material at Richborough'.
However, numerous examples are known from Flavian finds groups, in-
eluding Caerleon2, IIkley, the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen,
Old Penrith3, Segontium and Holt4. At La Graufesenque, the stamp was
found on a Drag. 15/17 with a docket written on it (fig. 6.76). La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Hayter 1932, 152, 53(D).
2. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 36.
3. Dickinson 1991b, 132, 189.
4. Grimes 1930, 124, 29.
R21 OFRVFI
Drag. 27 RMO:
PUG: 129.
Since identical impressions are known from Nijmegen-west1 and
Ribchester, this stamp is probably mainly Flavian. An example has also
been found on a Drag. 24, however. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. E.g. Brunsting 1937, 64, WW202.
R22 OFRVFI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
RMO: VF*851;VF*851b;VF*851d.
RMO: VF2531;VF*850f;VF*851a;VF*851c;
f 1940/5. 111.
RMO: VF2534.
Only a single example of this retrograde stamp has been found in a pre-
Flavian context up to now, at Gloucester-Kingsholm'. The site record also
includes the Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim2, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west3,
Segontium and York. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Wild 1985a, 58, S 18.
2. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 14.
3. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, L. Fabu-, Severus ii, L. Cosius
Virilis and Vitalis ii.
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R23 OF.RVF
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2530; VF2532; VF2911; VF*847; VF*847d.
RMO: VF2540; VF*847b; no no.
On the basis of the presence of identical examples at Camulodunum and in
period I at Zwammerdam', the die with which these cups were marked may
be assumed to have been first used under Nero. However, most parallels
stem from Flavian sites, such as Caersws H2, Corbridge and Newstead3. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 227
2. Dickinson 1989, 82, 15.
3. Curie 1911,240, 85.
R24 OFRVF
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*856x.
The site list for this stamp includes Heddemheim and Kongen'. Thus far,
there is no reason to assume that the die originated in the pre-Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Simon 1962, 39, Abb. 17, 368.
R25 OPRVF
Drag. 27 RMO: H940/5.13.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. The date is there-
fore based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 70-90.
R26 OFRVF
Drag.27g RMO: VF*847a;.
PUG: 52.
The only sites which provide any evidence for the date of this retrograde
stamp are Heddemheim and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten are indicative of a Flavian
date. La Graufesenque [2]', c. A.D. 70-90.
1. A cup with this stamp from Bonn was ascertained to have been manu-
factored at La Graufesenque by means of neutron activation analysis
(Van Driel-Murray/Gechter 1984, Taf. 28, 241; Gunneweg 1990, 8,
table 1).
R27 RVFINI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*856.
PUG: 119.
Dish RMO: VF24 (14); VP1927.
The site record for this stamp includes Caerleon', Carlisle2 and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. This suggests a mainly Flavian
date. The decoration of the only Drag. 29 with this stamp known thus far
appears to be earlier, however3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Nash-Williams 1932, 301, fig. 37, 34.
2. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 33.
3. Hartley/Dickinsonl981,273,43.
R28 RVFINI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.92.
VF2526.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die was probably al-
ready in use in the pre-Flavian period. The presence of an impression in the
Erdlager at Hofheim' is also indicative of this. The shape of the Drag. 27g
from Vechten suggests that vessels with this stamp were still being mar-
keted during the reign ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VHI 69, possibly from period 2 (Ritteriing 1912,
243, with note 292, and 246).
R29 TRVFIN
Dish RMO: VF*853h.
The meaning of the character preceding RVFIN is uncertain. If it is really a
T, it must be a praenomen. It is tme that combinations of praenomina and
cognomina re rare', but another explanation is difficult to find. Perhaps it
is an F rather than a T, and thus an impression of a broken die reading
<0>FRVFLN. However, the original version then remains unknown.
The site list includes Caerieon2, Corbridge, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-90.
1. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
2. Nash-Williams 1932, 301, fig. 37, 35.
3. E.g. Bmnsting 1949, pl. XVHI, fig. 1, 13/76.
Cosius Rufinus
The stamps discussed below very probably do not belong to a joint venture
of two potters, as Oswald assumed', but to a manufacturer by the name of
Cosius Rufinus. These stamps have not been found in pre-Flavian contexts
so far. The profiles of his products imply that Cosius Rufinus was active in
the period c. A.D. 70-100. Although there are several indications that he
may be equated with Rufinus ii2, there is as yet no certainty about this
identification.
1. Oswald 1931, 89, 377 and 426.
2. For the argumentation see the introduction on Rufinus ii.
R30 COSI.RVNN
Dish RMO: VF*312;VF*855.
Drag. 18R RMO: VF1866.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian foundations, such as
Caerleon', Chester, Corbridge and Nijmegen-west. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten demonstrate that this stamp belongs to the last quarter of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 12.
R31 COSIRVF INI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VF*308.
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Fig. 8.6 A dish of Drag. 18 ofCosius Rufinus, found at Vechten, which is stamped not only in the cenb-e, but also on the level of the footring.
Scale 1:1.
The first letters of this impression are somewhat faint, since the die was
impressed twice when this rouletted dish was marked. Parallels for this
stamp have been recorded at Caerleon, Chester and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. Another example has
been found in a Flavian grave at Winchester'. At La Graufesenque, the
stamp occurs on three rouletted ishes bearing dockets2.
The profiles of the rouletted dishes from Vechten and Winchester indicate a
date in the last years of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-
100.
1. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 2, from grave H, including stamps of
Frontinus. Memor, Sabinus and Vitalis ii.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 110 and 169; BemontAfemhet 1992-1993.
R32 COS[I]RVFI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*311.
Identical impressions have been found at Caerleon and Corbridge', in the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at York. The
Bregenz Kellerfund also contains an example2. The shape of the bowl from
Vechten and the decoration of a vessel from Strasbourg3 suggest that the
stamp dates from around A.D. 75, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 75-90.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 33.
2. Jenny 1880, 75, 36; Jacobs 1912, 182, 6.
3. Knon-1952, Taf. 16 A.
R33 COSI.RV
Drag.18 RMO: VF*309+VF*314.
The dish from Vechten was stamped twice: once in the centre and again
eccentrically, approximately on a level with the footring (fig. 8.6). The same
peculiarity is known on three dishes from La Graufesenque. An example
from the Marktveld at Valkenburg was stamped not only in the usual place,
but again on the underside. There is no doubt that all these vessels were
made by the same potter, Cosius Rufinus, or by one of his employees.
The site record for this stamp includes Newstead' and the legionary fortress
or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Curie 1911,234, 30.
R33* [<C>0]SI.RV
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1444.
VF*1511.
These are impressions of a damaged die which originally clearly read
COSI. RV. The site list for the modified version includes Camelon'. the
Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim2 and Nijmegen-west3. Since the wrecked
ship Culip IV also contained a number of impressions", the die must have
been damaged around A.D. 80, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
80-90.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 4.
2. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 31.
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R23 OF.RVF
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2530; VF2532; VF2911; VF*847; VF*847d.
RMO: VF2540; VF*847b; no no.
On the basis of the presence of identical examples at Camulodunum and in
period I at Zwammerdam', the die with which these cups were marked may
be assumed to have been first used under Nero. However, most parallels
stem from Flavian sites, such as Caersws H2, Corbridge and Newstead3. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 227
2. Dickinson 1989, 82, 15.
3. Curie 1911,240, 85.
R24 OFRVF
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*856x.
The site list for this stamp includes Heddemheim and Kongen'. Thus far,
there is no reason to assume that the die originated in the pre-Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Simon 1962, 39, Abb. 17, 368.
R25 OPRVF
Drag. 27 RMO: H940/5.13.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context as yet. The date is there-
fore based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 70-90.
R26 OFRVF
Drag.27g RMO: VF*847a;.
PUG: 52.
The only sites which provide any evidence for the date of this retrograde
stamp are Heddemheim and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. The profiles of the cups from Vechten are indicative of a Flavian
date. La Graufesenque [2]', c. A.D. 70-90.
1. A cup with this stamp from Bonn was ascertained to have been manu-
factored at La Graufesenque by means of neutron activation analysis
(Van Driel-Murray/Gechter 1984, Taf. 28, 241; Gunneweg 1990, 8,
table 1).
R27 RVFINI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*856.
PUG: 119.
Dish RMO: VF24 (14); VP1927.
The site record for this stamp includes Caerleon', Carlisle2 and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. This suggests a mainly Flavian
date. The decoration of the only Drag. 29 with this stamp known thus far
appears to be earlier, however3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Nash-Williams 1932, 301, fig. 37, 34.
2. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 33.
3. Hartley/Dickinsonl981,273,43.
R28 RVFINI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.92.
VF2526.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25, the die was probably al-
ready in use in the pre-Flavian period. The presence of an impression in the
Erdlager at Hofheim' is also indicative of this. The shape of the Drag. 27g
from Vechten suggests that vessels with this stamp were still being mar-
keted during the reign ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VHI 69, possibly from period 2 (Ritteriing 1912,
243, with note 292, and 246).
R29 TRVFIN
Dish RMO: VF*853h.
The meaning of the character preceding RVFIN is uncertain. If it is really a
T, it must be a praenomen. It is tme that combinations of praenomina and
cognomina re rare', but another explanation is difficult to find. Perhaps it
is an F rather than a T, and thus an impression of a broken die reading
<0>FRVFLN. However, the original version then remains unknown.
The site list includes Caerieon2, Corbridge, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-90.
1. Cf. catalogue no. A97, with note 3.
2. Nash-Williams 1932, 301, fig. 37, 35.
3. E.g. Bmnsting 1949, pl. XVHI, fig. 1, 13/76.
Cosius Rufinus
The stamps discussed below very probably do not belong to a joint venture
of two potters, as Oswald assumed', but to a manufacturer by the name of
Cosius Rufinus. These stamps have not been found in pre-Flavian contexts
so far. The profiles of his products imply that Cosius Rufinus was active in
the period c. A.D. 70-100. Although there are several indications that he
may be equated with Rufinus ii2, there is as yet no certainty about this
identification.
1. Oswald 1931, 89, 377 and 426.
2. For the argumentation see the introduction on Rufinus ii.
R30 COSI.RVNN
Dish RMO: VF*312;VF*855.
Drag. 18R RMO: VF1866.
This stamp is known from numerous Flavian foundations, such as
Caerleon', Chester, Corbridge and Nijmegen-west. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten demonstrate that this stamp belongs to the last quarter of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 12.
R31 COSIRVF INI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VF*308.
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Fig. 8.6 A dish of Drag. 18 ofCosius Rufinus, found at Vechten, which is stamped not only in the cenb-e, but also on the level of the footring.
Scale 1:1.
The first letters of this impression are somewhat faint, since the die was
impressed twice when this rouletted dish was marked. Parallels for this
stamp have been recorded at Caerleon, Chester and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. Another example has
been found in a Flavian grave at Winchester'. At La Graufesenque, the
stamp occurs on three rouletted ishes bearing dockets2.
The profiles of the rouletted dishes from Vechten and Winchester indicate a
date in the last years of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-
100.
1. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 2, from grave H, including stamps of
Frontinus. Memor, Sabinus and Vitalis ii.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 110 and 169; BemontAfemhet 1992-1993.
R32 COS[I]RVFI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*311.
Identical impressions have been found at Caerleon and Corbridge', in the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at York. The
Bregenz Kellerfund also contains an example2. The shape of the bowl from
Vechten and the decoration of a vessel from Strasbourg3 suggest that the
stamp dates from around A.D. 75, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 75-90.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 33.
2. Jenny 1880, 75, 36; Jacobs 1912, 182, 6.
3. Knon-1952, Taf. 16 A.
R33 COSI.RV
Drag.18 RMO: VF*309+VF*314.
The dish from Vechten was stamped twice: once in the centre and again
eccentrically, approximately on a level with the footring (fig. 8.6). The same
peculiarity is known on three dishes from La Graufesenque. An example
from the Marktveld at Valkenburg was stamped not only in the usual place,
but again on the underside. There is no doubt that all these vessels were
made by the same potter, Cosius Rufinus, or by one of his employees.
The site record for this stamp includes Newstead' and the legionary fortress
or canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Curie 1911,234, 30.
R33* [<C>0]SI.RV
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1444.
VF*1511.
These are impressions of a damaged die which originally clearly read
COSI. RV. The site list for the modified version includes Camelon'. the
Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim2 and Nijmegen-west3. Since the wrecked
ship Culip IV also contained a number of impressions", the die must have
been damaged around A.D. 80, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
80-90.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 4.
2. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 31.
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Brunsting 1937, 57, WW258.
Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 11.1.
R34 COSIRV
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1845 (pl. 40, e); VF1868; VF*479b (Knorr
1919, Taf. 24 B); VF*550 (idem, Taf. 24 C);
VF*1505.
The site record for this stamp, which occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29,
includes Caerleon, Camelon1, Carlisle2 and Nijmegen-west3. The decorative
schemes of the bowls with this stamp date to the Flavian period". La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 5.
2. May/Hope 1917, 180, T.H. 1892.15.
3. Knorrl919,Taf. 24A.
4. May/Hope 1917, pl. II 14; Knorr 1952, Taf. 16 B.
R35 COSRVF
Drag. 27g RMO: VP1855; VP*310; YF*310a; VF*310b.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1867; VP*310c; H975/4.4.
Identical impressions are known from numerous Plavian sites, including
Bickenbach', Friedberg2, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, Segontium3, Watercrook4 and York. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 59.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 12.
3. Cf. Wheeler 1923, 149, 26, COSIRVF, perhaps the example recorded
here.
4. Wild 1979,289,511.
R36 RVFI
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*849a.
The site record for this stamp includes Camulodunum, the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen' and Velsen 1. This confirms the early date to be deduced of the
shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. HaalebosAfcriinden 1975, pl. XLDC A, 46.
R37 RVF[I]
Drag. 25
Drag. 27g
PUG:
RMO:
1479.
Vel924/A-B.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, among other forms,
it must be an early example. The presence of identical impressions in the
Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and in period IV at Camulodunum' is
also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIH 156, "on a base of Dr. 27 still Arretine-
like in form" (idem, 200, 156).
R38 RVF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2541.
The only parallel to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is an example
from Velsen 1. The cup from Vechten has a high footring of relatively large
diameter, and probably dates from before the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
Rusticus
Rufus
The text of the stamps discussed below does not demonstrate conclusively
whether they belong to Rufinus i or Rufus. However, since the stamp num-
bered R37 was found in the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, together
with examples reading RVFFVS, the latter possibility may be preferable.
The stamps are all from the second quarter of the 1st century. Oswald as-
sumed that the stamps listed below belong to the same potter as the much
later officina stamps which end in RVFI or RVP. The latter probably belong
to Rufinus ii2, however. Whether Rufus of La Graufesenque is identical to
Rufus of Crambade3 and Montans4, as Oswald assumed, cannot yet be
ascertained. Rufus is such a common cognomen5 that these may well be dif-
ferent potters.
1. Oswald 1931, 270 and 417.
2. See catalogue nos. R20-26, and the introduction on Rufinus ii.
3. Martin 1983, 126, fig. 20, 3-11; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 73, fig. 11.
4. Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 8.
5. Mocsy et al. 1983, 246.
Since Rusticus produced Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, among other forms, he must
have been already active under Tiberius - contrary to the assumption of
Oswald'. The site list for his products includes the Posse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque and Camulodunum2. The former context indicates that his
activities continued at least into the Neronian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 271 and 417.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 81, attributed to Firmo; Dickinson 1985b,
microfiche 2:E4. 29.
R39 RVSTIC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF910; VF*859; VF*859a.
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts up to now.
The occurrence of some impressions on cups of Drag. 24 is indicative of a
pre-Flavian date. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten, and of an ex-
ample of the same form from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen',
argue a date in the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 114, fig. 26, 261.
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Rutaenus
The stamp RVTAEN discussed below is by far the best-known mark of
Rutaenus. His name also occurs in the stamps RVTENOS and RVTENI,
which have apparently only been found at La Graufesenque so far, on cups
of Ritt. 5 and dishes, respectively.
From a krater with an impression of the stamp RVT[E]NOS./FE[CIT.AR?]1
among the decoration, found at the kiln site, Rutaenus may be deduced also
to have been a mould-maker, one of the first to have signed his products.
The decoration of this vessel demonstrates that he must have been already
active in the first quarter of the 1st century. The evidence for the stamp
RVTAEN implies that his activities continued into the Neronian period.
It cannot be ruled out that Rutaenus also worked at Lezoux. where several
stamps with the name Rutenos were found2. One of these, reading
RVTEN/FECI.A, occurs on bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative schemes
which could have originated at La Graufesenque3.
1. Gallia 38, 1980, 467, fig. 4; HoffmamuVemhet 1992, 188, fig. 3.
2. Comfort 1959b; Vertet 1967, 258, fig. 1, 20-21, and 259, 25; Bet/
Delage 1991, 205, fig. 13, 174-175.
3. Gallia 25, 1967, 322, fig. 43; Gallia 29, 1971, 307, fig. 45.
R40 [RV]TAEN
Drag.15/17 RMO: VF3004.
The site record for this stamp includes Gloucester-Kingsholm, the cem-
etery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur
and period 2 at Valkenburg2. At Richborough, an example was found in a pit
with material from shortly after the middle of the 1st century3. To judge by
the profiles of the vessels from Nijmegen (cf. fig. 6.59, d) and Vechten, the
stamp may be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I]4,
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976,1 14, fig. 26, 262-263, and 115, fig. 27, 264.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 310-311.
3. Hayter 1949, 233, 168(C).
4. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 144.
L. S- Sabinus
See catalogue no. S20.
Sabinianus
Sabinianus of La Graufesenque is a relatively little-known potter, the more
so since Oswald attributed his stamps to a homonym from Lezoux'. The
available evidence suggests that Sabinianus of La Graufesenque did not
start producing sigillata until the Havian period. Since his production in-
eludes bowls of Drag. 29 he must certainly have been active before A.D. 90.
His activities do not seem to have continued into the 2nd century.
1. Oswald 1931, 272.
Sl [OPS]ABINIA
R-dish RMO: VF*880.
Since the right-hand end of this stamp is not entirely clear, it cannot be ruled
out that his stamp belongs to Sabinus rather than to Sabinianus. The letter
following SABINI could be an A, however. On the only parallels known so
far, from Baginton and La Graufesenque, the right-hand ends are similarly
unclear.
The date of this stamp may be deduced from the shape of the rouletted dish
fromVechten, which is rather deep. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
S2 SABINIAN
Drag.18
Drag.33a
RMO:
RMO:
VF2582.
VF*882.
This stamp has otherwise been found only at Ruscino, on a Drag. 27. The
profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate a date in the last decades of the
1st century. The Drag. 33a has a groove internally above and below the
junction of base and wall, which is not unusual for examples from that
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Sabinus
The classification of the stamps with the name Sabinus is complicated',
since several Sabini were active at La Graufesenque. On plainware vessels,
the names Flavius Sabinus and L. S- Sabinus occur, and on decorated ware
the stamp C.I.SA may be found, which could be considered an abbreviation
of C. lulius Sabinus. All these Sabini were active in the Flavian period, at
least in part.
The stamps listed below, which only contain cognomina, stem from the
period c. A.D. 45-100, and may belong to more than one potter. However, a
division into two or more groups is hard to make. Outwardly, the stamps are
very different, but this could also have resulted from the fact that two or
more die-cutters were employed in the same workshop.
A possible division would be to put the stamps in which the term officina is
abbreviated to a single letter2 into one group. These are also the stamps
whose letters are shaped most regularly. They cover the period c. A.D. 50-
80. On the basis of this date, three more stamps could be added to this group
which also have relatively regularly formed letters3. The other stamps could
form a second group, to cover the period c. A.D. 65-100, containing almost
exclusively carelessly cut stamps. If one assumes that different potters are
responsible for these two groups, the stamps with the name Sabinus found
at Le Rozier4 are best classed among the later group, since these have ir-
regularly shaped letters as well.
It is not yet possible to establish connections between the groups of stamps
defined in the above and the previously mentioned Sabini. The same prob-
lem occurs for the moulds igned with the name Sabinus. They can be divid-
ed into two groups on the basis of their decorative schemes. The earlier
group, which comprises almost exclusively beakers of Drag. 30 and flasks
of Hermet 15, dates from approximately the same period as the first group
of stamps, so these could be products of the same workshop. The later group
of moulds dates from around the end of the 1st century, and may perhaps be
connected with the second groups of stamps5.
1. Oswald (1931, 272 f. and 417) classed almost all South Gaulish
stamps with the name Sabinus under one potter, including those of the
two or more Sabini ofMontans (Simpson 1976, 264, fig. 7, 29; Gallia
38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A). Only a few stamps of
Flavius Sabinus were recorded separately (Oswald 1931, 125 and 387,
under Flavus & Sabinus), and erroneously dated to the period
Claudius-Vespasian, on the basis of the identification of a cup of
service E from Xanten as Ritt. 5 (cf. Steiner 1911, 159, Abb. 24, 4).
2. Catalogue nos. S12-17.
3. Catalogue nos. S7-8 and S19.
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Brunsting 1937, 57, WW258.
Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 11.1.
R34 COSIRV
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1845 (pl. 40, e); VF1868; VF*479b (Knorr
1919, Taf. 24 B); VF*550 (idem, Taf. 24 C);
VF*1505.
The site record for this stamp, which occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29,
includes Caerleon, Camelon1, Carlisle2 and Nijmegen-west3. The decorative
schemes of the bowls with this stamp date to the Flavian period". La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 5.
2. May/Hope 1917, 180, T.H. 1892.15.
3. Knorrl919,Taf. 24A.
4. May/Hope 1917, pl. II 14; Knorr 1952, Taf. 16 B.
R35 COSRVF
Drag. 27g RMO: VP1855; VP*310; YF*310a; VF*310b.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1867; VP*310c; H975/4.4.
Identical impressions are known from numerous Plavian sites, including
Bickenbach', Friedberg2, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, Segontium3, Watercrook4 and York. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 59.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 12.
3. Cf. Wheeler 1923, 149, 26, COSIRVF, perhaps the example recorded
here.
4. Wild 1979,289,511.
R36 RVFI
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*849a.
The site record for this stamp includes Camulodunum, the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen' and Velsen 1. This confirms the early date to be deduced of the
shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. HaalebosAfcriinden 1975, pl. XLDC A, 46.
R37 RVF[I]
Drag. 25
Drag. 27g
PUG:
RMO:
1479.
Vel924/A-B.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 5 and Drag. 25, among other forms,
it must be an early example. The presence of identical impressions in the
Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and in period IV at Camulodunum' is
also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIH 156, "on a base of Dr. 27 still Arretine-
like in form" (idem, 200, 156).
R38 RVF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2541.
The only parallel to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is an example
from Velsen 1. The cup from Vechten has a high footring of relatively large
diameter, and probably dates from before the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
Rusticus
Rufus
The text of the stamps discussed below does not demonstrate conclusively
whether they belong to Rufinus i or Rufus. However, since the stamp num-
bered R37 was found in the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, together
with examples reading RVFFVS, the latter possibility may be preferable.
The stamps are all from the second quarter of the 1st century. Oswald as-
sumed that the stamps listed below belong to the same potter as the much
later officina stamps which end in RVFI or RVP. The latter probably belong
to Rufinus ii2, however. Whether Rufus of La Graufesenque is identical to
Rufus of Crambade3 and Montans4, as Oswald assumed, cannot yet be
ascertained. Rufus is such a common cognomen5 that these may well be dif-
ferent potters.
1. Oswald 1931, 270 and 417.
2. See catalogue nos. R20-26, and the introduction on Rufinus ii.
3. Martin 1983, 126, fig. 20, 3-11; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 73, fig. 11.
4. Martin 1974, 126, fig. 1, 8.
5. Mocsy et al. 1983, 246.
Since Rusticus produced Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, among other forms, he must
have been already active under Tiberius - contrary to the assumption of
Oswald'. The site list for his products includes the Posse de Gallicanus at
La Graufesenque and Camulodunum2. The former context indicates that his
activities continued at least into the Neronian period.
1. Oswald 1931, 271 and 417.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLII 81, attributed to Firmo; Dickinson 1985b,
microfiche 2:E4. 29.
R39 RVSTIC
Drag. 18 RMO: VF910; VF*859; VF*859a.
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts up to now.
The occurrence of some impressions on cups of Drag. 24 is indicative of a
pre-Flavian date. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten, and of an ex-
ample of the same form from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen',
argue a date in the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 114, fig. 26, 261.
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Rutaenus
The stamp RVTAEN discussed below is by far the best-known mark of
Rutaenus. His name also occurs in the stamps RVTENOS and RVTENI,
which have apparently only been found at La Graufesenque so far, on cups
of Ritt. 5 and dishes, respectively.
From a krater with an impression of the stamp RVT[E]NOS./FE[CIT.AR?]1
among the decoration, found at the kiln site, Rutaenus may be deduced also
to have been a mould-maker, one of the first to have signed his products.
The decoration of this vessel demonstrates that he must have been already
active in the first quarter of the 1st century. The evidence for the stamp
RVTAEN implies that his activities continued into the Neronian period.
It cannot be ruled out that Rutaenus also worked at Lezoux. where several
stamps with the name Rutenos were found2. One of these, reading
RVTEN/FECI.A, occurs on bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative schemes
which could have originated at La Graufesenque3.
1. Gallia 38, 1980, 467, fig. 4; HoffmamuVemhet 1992, 188, fig. 3.
2. Comfort 1959b; Vertet 1967, 258, fig. 1, 20-21, and 259, 25; Bet/
Delage 1991, 205, fig. 13, 174-175.
3. Gallia 25, 1967, 322, fig. 43; Gallia 29, 1971, 307, fig. 45.
R40 [RV]TAEN
Drag.15/17 RMO: VF3004.
The site record for this stamp includes Gloucester-Kingsholm, the cem-
etery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur
and period 2 at Valkenburg2. At Richborough, an example was found in a pit
with material from shortly after the middle of the 1st century3. To judge by
the profiles of the vessels from Nijmegen (cf. fig. 6.59, d) and Vechten, the
stamp may be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I]4,
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Stuart 1976,1 14, fig. 26, 262-263, and 115, fig. 27, 264.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 310-311.
3. Hayter 1949, 233, 168(C).
4. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 144.
L. S- Sabinus
See catalogue no. S20.
Sabinianus
Sabinianus of La Graufesenque is a relatively little-known potter, the more
so since Oswald attributed his stamps to a homonym from Lezoux'. The
available evidence suggests that Sabinianus of La Graufesenque did not
start producing sigillata until the Havian period. Since his production in-
eludes bowls of Drag. 29 he must certainly have been active before A.D. 90.
His activities do not seem to have continued into the 2nd century.
1. Oswald 1931, 272.
Sl [OPS]ABINIA
R-dish RMO: VF*880.
Since the right-hand end of this stamp is not entirely clear, it cannot be ruled
out that his stamp belongs to Sabinus rather than to Sabinianus. The letter
following SABINI could be an A, however. On the only parallels known so
far, from Baginton and La Graufesenque, the right-hand ends are similarly
unclear.
The date of this stamp may be deduced from the shape of the rouletted dish
fromVechten, which is rather deep. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
S2 SABINIAN
Drag.18
Drag.33a
RMO:
RMO:
VF2582.
VF*882.
This stamp has otherwise been found only at Ruscino, on a Drag. 27. The
profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate a date in the last decades of the
1st century. The Drag. 33a has a groove internally above and below the
junction of base and wall, which is not unusual for examples from that
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Sabinus
The classification of the stamps with the name Sabinus is complicated',
since several Sabini were active at La Graufesenque. On plainware vessels,
the names Flavius Sabinus and L. S- Sabinus occur, and on decorated ware
the stamp C.I.SA may be found, which could be considered an abbreviation
of C. lulius Sabinus. All these Sabini were active in the Flavian period, at
least in part.
The stamps listed below, which only contain cognomina, stem from the
period c. A.D. 45-100, and may belong to more than one potter. However, a
division into two or more groups is hard to make. Outwardly, the stamps are
very different, but this could also have resulted from the fact that two or
more die-cutters were employed in the same workshop.
A possible division would be to put the stamps in which the term officina is
abbreviated to a single letter2 into one group. These are also the stamps
whose letters are shaped most regularly. They cover the period c. A.D. 50-
80. On the basis of this date, three more stamps could be added to this group
which also have relatively regularly formed letters3. The other stamps could
form a second group, to cover the period c. A.D. 65-100, containing almost
exclusively carelessly cut stamps. If one assumes that different potters are
responsible for these two groups, the stamps with the name Sabinus found
at Le Rozier4 are best classed among the later group, since these have ir-
regularly shaped letters as well.
It is not yet possible to establish connections between the groups of stamps
defined in the above and the previously mentioned Sabini. The same prob-
lem occurs for the moulds igned with the name Sabinus. They can be divid-
ed into two groups on the basis of their decorative schemes. The earlier
group, which comprises almost exclusively beakers of Drag. 30 and flasks
of Hermet 15, dates from approximately the same period as the first group
of stamps, so these could be products of the same workshop. The later group
of moulds dates from around the end of the 1st century, and may perhaps be
connected with the second groups of stamps5.
1. Oswald (1931, 272 f. and 417) classed almost all South Gaulish
stamps with the name Sabinus under one potter, including those of the
two or more Sabini ofMontans (Simpson 1976, 264, fig. 7, 29; Gallia
38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A). Only a few stamps of
Flavius Sabinus were recorded separately (Oswald 1931, 125 and 387,
under Flavus & Sabinus), and erroneously dated to the period
Claudius-Vespasian, on the basis of the identification of a cup of
service E from Xanten as Ritt. 5 (cf. Steiner 1911, 159, Abb. 24, 4).
2. Catalogue nos. S12-17.
3. Catalogue nos. S7-8 and S19.
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4. Peyre 1971, 75, 22 f. (these stamps seem to have relatively regularly
shaped letters, but the drawings of Peyre are generally not very exact);
Thuault 1978, 25, 35-36; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
5. Mees 1995, 93 and Taf. 168-177; 178, 1-4, and 179.
S3 OFSABINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2592.
The only site to give an impression of the date of this stamp is Rottenburg'.
The relatively late date to be deduced from this context is confirmed by the
shape of the dish fromVechten. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
70-100.
1. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXII 72.
S4 OPSABINI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*879.
This stamp occurs mainly on cups of Drag. 27, which is indicative of a date
in the Flavian period, or under Trajan. The site list includes Carlisle, the
wrecked ship Culip IV], Heddemheim, Segontium2 and a Domitianic grave
at Winchester3. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 12.1.
2. Cf. Wheeler 1923, 148, 12.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 10, from grave II, including stamps of
Frontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus and Vitalis ii.
S5
Dish
OFS.ABIN
RMO: VF*875.
This stamp has also been found on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative
schemes from the early Flavian period. The site record includes Carlisle'
and Segontium2. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, the die
with which it was marked may already have been in use under Nero. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 34.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, 3.
S6 OFSABIN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2585.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1900a; VF2133a; VF2578; VF*827; VF*875x.
This retrograde stamp is often read upside-down, and subsequently attri-
buted to Sums of Montans, who was active at the beginning of the 1st cen-
tury'. However, clear impressions leave no doubt whatsoever about he cor-
rect interpretation of the text.
The presence of an identical impression at Gloucester-Kingsholm2 seems to
imply that his is a pre-Plavian stamp. Most impressions tem from Flavian
contexts, however, including the baths at Caerleon3, Camelon4, Catterick,
the amphitheatre at Chester5, Straubing' and a grave of the eighties at
Winchester7. La Graufesenque [I]8, Le Rozier[2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 309 f.; Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35, 11-12.
2. Wild 1985a, 58, S19.
3. Boon 1986,49, fig. 13, 62.
4. Hartley 1972a, 5, 23-25.
5. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 1.
6. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 144c, interpreted as OFCVIRIL.
7. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 10, from grave II, including stamps of
Frontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus and Vitalis ii.
8. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 145d.
S7 OF. SABI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*873a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Silchester, where it also occurs
on a Drag. 24/25. The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a Claudio-
Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
S8 OF[.]SABI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*873.
On clear impressions, a stop is just visible between the F and the S. The
stamp is not known from any dated context so far, but it occurs on cups of
Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other forms. On the basis of this evi-
dence, and of the shape of the vessel from Vechten the stamp may be dated
to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 55-75.
S9 OF.SABI
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2597a; VF*907.
RMO: VF*907a.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, the die must
have been already in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, the site record
includes Heddemheim, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen' and Rottenburg2, so vessels with this stamp may have been mar-
keted until the end of the eighties. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 65-90.
1. Haalebos 1972, *36, interpreted as OFSAB.
2. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXII 75.
S 10 OFSAB
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VI
RMO: no no.
This stamp has otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque and
Cirencester, on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The forms on which the stamp
occurs, like the profiles of the cups from Vechten, are indicative of a date
under Nero or in the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 65-85.
S 11 OFSAB
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1331;nono.
RMO: VF2365: VF*1011: VF*1011a.
The occurrence of several examples of this stamp on cups of Drag. 27 sug-
gests that it belongs to the Flavian period. Apart from the profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten, there are no leads for a more accurate date. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
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Drag. 18
Dish
Ritt.9
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF2584.
RMO: fl940/5.111.
RMO: VF*877a.
RMO: VF2586.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, and the site
list includes period I at Zwammerdam', the die must have been already in
use in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also known from
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from
Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl2. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate
a date around A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 233.
2. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 80.
S13 O.SABINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*877.
There are few clues to the date of this stamp. At Richborough, two ex-
amples were found in an early Plavian context'. However, the shape of the
cup from Vechten suggests that the stamp is mainly pre-Flavian. La Grau-
fesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hayter 1932, 152, 55(D).
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 145b.
S 14 OSABIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*874.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25. None of the few parallels
known so far were found in dated contexts. To judge by the shape of the ves-
sel from Vechten, the stamp probably dates from shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
S 15 OSABI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*872.
VF2577.
The site list for this stamp includes period I at Zwammerdam'. The profiles
of the cups from Vechten are indicative of a date in the third quarter of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 235.
S16 OSABI
Drag.27g RMO: (1; fl940/5.92.
Since this stamp has been found at Camulodunum', in the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique2 and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen3, it is prob-
ably mainly pre-Flavian. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat
the die with which they were marked was still in use under Vespasian. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLHI 157.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 68.
3. Breuerl931,pl. XIII87.
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP*878.
RMO: VF* 1406.
These impressions stem from a die which originally read SABINIO.
Neither the original version nor the reduced one have been found in dated
contexts up to now. The profiles of the cups from Vechten warrant he
deduction that impressions reading ABBSTIO date from around A.D. 70. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
S 18 SABINVSF
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO: VF*885.
PUG: 1947-278.
RMO: VF*{
This stamp was also found in a grave at Baldock with a stamp of Libertus',
and in a pit with products of Firmo ii and Masculus ii at Newstead2. The
decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp date to the
reign ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 211, S137, from grave 5.
2. Curie 1911,240, 86.
S 19 SABI.FE
Ritt.9 RMO: Vel939.
This is the only example of this stamp known thus far. By its shape, the cup
may be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
L. S- Sabinus
The name L. S- Sabinus is known from five different stamps'. His products
have not been found in dated contexts as yet, so only an approximate date
can be given for his activities. The profiles of the products of L. S- Sabinus
suggest that he worked during the period c. A.D. 70-1 102.
1. E.g. Query 1979, 73, fig. 10, 9; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 3 and 111.
2. For a relatively early vessel see Query 1979, 89, fig. 14,7
S20 L.S.SABI
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*553: VF*868x.
No more than a total of twenty examples of this stamp are known, none of
which have been found in dated contexts. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten show that he stamp is no earlier than the Flavian period. The cup
numbered VF*868x has a groove internally on either side of the junction of
wall and base, which is not unusual in examples from the late 1st and early
2nd centuries. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
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4. Peyre 1971, 75, 22 f. (these stamps seem to have relatively regularly
shaped letters, but the drawings of Peyre are generally not very exact);
Thuault 1978, 25, 35-36; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
5. Mees 1995, 93 and Taf. 168-177; 178, 1-4, and 179.
S3 OFSABINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2592.
The only site to give an impression of the date of this stamp is Rottenburg'.
The relatively late date to be deduced from this context is confirmed by the
shape of the dish fromVechten. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
70-100.
1. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXII 72.
S4 OPSABINI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*879.
This stamp occurs mainly on cups of Drag. 27, which is indicative of a date
in the Flavian period, or under Trajan. The site list includes Carlisle, the
wrecked ship Culip IV], Heddemheim, Segontium2 and a Domitianic grave
at Winchester3. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 12.1.
2. Cf. Wheeler 1923, 148, 12.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 10, from grave II, including stamps of
Frontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus and Vitalis ii.
S5
Dish
OFS.ABIN
RMO: VF*875.
This stamp has also been found on bowls of Drag. 29, with decorative
schemes from the early Flavian period. The site record includes Carlisle'
and Segontium2. To judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, the die
with which it was marked may already have been in use under Nero. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 34.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, 3.
S6 OFSABIN
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2585.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1900a; VF2133a; VF2578; VF*827; VF*875x.
This retrograde stamp is often read upside-down, and subsequently attri-
buted to Sums of Montans, who was active at the beginning of the 1st cen-
tury'. However, clear impressions leave no doubt whatsoever about he cor-
rect interpretation of the text.
The presence of an identical impression at Gloucester-Kingsholm2 seems to
imply that his is a pre-Plavian stamp. Most impressions tem from Flavian
contexts, however, including the baths at Caerleon3, Camelon4, Catterick,
the amphitheatre at Chester5, Straubing' and a grave of the eighties at
Winchester7. La Graufesenque [I]8, Le Rozier[2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Oswald 1931, 309 f.; Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35, 11-12.
2. Wild 1985a, 58, S19.
3. Boon 1986,49, fig. 13, 62.
4. Hartley 1972a, 5, 23-25.
5. Thompson 1976, 207, fig. 34, 1.
6. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 144c, interpreted as OFCVIRIL.
7. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 10, from grave II, including stamps of
Frontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus and Vitalis ii.
8. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 145d.
S7 OF. SABI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*873a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Silchester, where it also occurs
on a Drag. 24/25. The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a Claudio-
Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
S8 OF[.]SABI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*873.
On clear impressions, a stop is just visible between the F and the S. The
stamp is not known from any dated context so far, but it occurs on cups of
Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other forms. On the basis of this evi-
dence, and of the shape of the vessel from Vechten the stamp may be dated
to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2],
c. A.D. 55-75.
S9 OF.SABI
Drag.27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2597a; VF*907.
RMO: VF*907a.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, the die must
have been already in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, the site record
includes Heddemheim, the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen' and Rottenburg2, so vessels with this stamp may have been mar-
keted until the end of the eighties. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 65-90.
1. Haalebos 1972, *36, interpreted as OFSAB.
2. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXII 75.
S 10 OFSAB
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VI
RMO: no no.
This stamp has otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque and
Cirencester, on cups of Drag. 24, 27 and 27g. The forms on which the stamp
occurs, like the profiles of the cups from Vechten, are indicative of a date
under Nero or in the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier
[2], c. A.D. 65-85.
S 11 OFSAB
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1331;nono.
RMO: VF2365: VF*1011: VF*1011a.
The occurrence of several examples of this stamp on cups of Drag. 27 sug-
gests that it belongs to the Flavian period. Apart from the profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten, there are no leads for a more accurate date. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
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Drag. 18
Dish
Ritt.9
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF2584.
RMO: fl940/5.111.
RMO: VF*877a.
RMO: VF2586.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, and the site
list includes period I at Zwammerdam', the die must have been already in
use in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also known from
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and from
Regensburg-Kumpfmuhl2. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten indicate
a date around A.D. 70. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 233.
2. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 80.
S13 O.SABINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*877.
There are few clues to the date of this stamp. At Richborough, two ex-
amples were found in an early Plavian context'. However, the shape of the
cup from Vechten suggests that the stamp is mainly pre-Flavian. La Grau-
fesenque [I]2, Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hayter 1932, 152, 55(D).
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 145b.
S 14 OSABIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*874.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24/25. None of the few parallels
known so far were found in dated contexts. To judge by the shape of the ves-
sel from Vechten, the stamp probably dates from shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
S 15 OSABI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*872.
VF2577.
The site list for this stamp includes period I at Zwammerdam'. The profiles
of the cups from Vechten are indicative of a date in the third quarter of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 235.
S16 OSABI
Drag.27g RMO: (1; fl940/5.92.
Since this stamp has been found at Camulodunum', in the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique2 and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen3, it is prob-
ably mainly pre-Flavian. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat
the die with which they were marked was still in use under Vespasian. La
Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 50-75.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLHI 157.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 68.
3. Breuerl931,pl. XIII87.
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP*878.
RMO: VF* 1406.
These impressions stem from a die which originally read SABINIO.
Neither the original version nor the reduced one have been found in dated
contexts up to now. The profiles of the cups from Vechten warrant he
deduction that impressions reading ABBSTIO date from around A.D. 70. La
Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 60-80.
S 18 SABINVSF
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 27g
Drag. 29
RMO: VF*885.
PUG: 1947-278.
RMO: VF*{
This stamp was also found in a grave at Baldock with a stamp of Libertus',
and in a pit with products of Firmo ii and Masculus ii at Newstead2. The
decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp date to the
reign ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Dickinson 1986b, 211, S137, from grave 5.
2. Curie 1911,240, 86.
S 19 SABI.FE
Ritt.9 RMO: Vel939.
This is the only example of this stamp known thus far. By its shape, the cup
may be dated to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], Le
Rozier [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
L. S- Sabinus
The name L. S- Sabinus is known from five different stamps'. His products
have not been found in dated contexts as yet, so only an approximate date
can be given for his activities. The profiles of the products of L. S- Sabinus
suggest that he worked during the period c. A.D. 70-1 102.
1. E.g. Query 1979, 73, fig. 10, 9; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 3 and 111.
2. For a relatively early vessel see Query 1979, 89, fig. 14,7
S20 L.S.SABI
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*553: VF*868x.
No more than a total of twenty examples of this stamp are known, none of
which have been found in dated contexts. The profiles of the cups from
Vechten show that he stamp is no earlier than the Flavian period. The cup
numbered VF*868x has a groove internally on either side of the junction of
wall and base, which is not unusual in examples from the late 1st and early
2nd centuries. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Sacironos
S21 [SACIRO]NOS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*479h (fig. 6.72, c and pl. 40, d).
Only a few parallels are known for this stamp, which has also been inter-
preted as SASMONOS'. They were unearthed at La Graufesenque,
Clermont-Perrand, Mandeure and Pompeii2, all on bowls of Drag. 29. The
decorative schemes of these vessels, and the shape of the example from
Vechten, which has a single groove around the stamp, indicate a date around
A.D. 70. No other stamps of Sacironos have as yet been found. La Graufe-
senque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Vialettes 1894-1899, 23 and pl. I; Dechelette 1904, 97, 13, and 298,
170, 1; Oswald 1931, 281.
2. Dechelette 1904, 97, 13.
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, 23 and pl. I; Dechelette 1904, 298, 170, 1;
Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 147
C. Salarius Aptus
See catalogue no. A54.
Salvetus
Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 150-150a.
Von Pfeffer 1961/1962, 208, Abb. 1, 5, and 210, Abb. 2, 5.
S22 SALVE.TV
Drag. 29 RMO: no no.
This stamp has been found otherwise only on rouletted dishes. In the Fosse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, almost forty impressions were found on
vessels of Drag. 15/17R. The early date to be deduced from this context is
confirmed by the occurrence of an impression on a Drag. 17R at
Asciburgium'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-45.
1. Bechert/Vanderhoeven 1988, 85, 322.
S23 SALVE. TV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*898.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2597; VF26Q2; VF*867; VF*898a.
This stamp also occurs on dishes, including Ritt. 1. The only dated contexts
in which identical impressions have been found are the Fosse de Gallicanus
at La Graufesenque and period I at Zwammerdam'.
The two cups of Drag. 27g from Vechten with complete profiles survived
both have flattened rims. The relatively narrow diameters of the footrings of
the cups imply that hese are not particularly early vessels. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 242.
As in stamps with the texts AVE.TV and AVE, one may wonder whether
examples reading SALVE.TV and SALVE are so-called 'redende Stempel',
as Oxe suggested', or puns of a potter named Salvetus. The punctuation of
the stamps numbered S22 and S23 argues in favour of their interpretation as
'redende Stempel'. However, Oswald recorded a number of stamps reading
SALVETVF, SALVETVS, SALVIITVS and SALVET2 which - if they have
been interpreted correctly - indicate the existence of a cognomen Salvetus.
For the time being, and for convenience's sake, the stamps are assumed to
belong to a potter of that name.
According to Oswald, Salvetus worked at Montans3. There is no doubt that,
around the Claudian era, a potter was active at this kiln site who stamped
his products SALVE.TV and SALVE, generally in tabula ansata4. However,
the vessels from Vechten stem from La Graufesenque, where stamps read-
ing SALVE.TV and SALVE were unearthed as well5. Of course, it cannot
be ruled out that he same manufacturer was responsible for the products of
both Montans and La Graufesenque.
Most stamps of Salvetus of La Graufesenque date from around the middle
of the 1st century. Some must be earlier, however, since impressions are
known on vessels of Drag. 17aR, 17a, 17b and Ritt. 5. At Mainz, a Drag.
17a from La Graufesenque, with the stamp SALVE.TV, was found in a
small deposit which contained mainly Italian sigillata' (fig. 6.27, b). The
latest context in which products of Salvetus have been recorded is the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which yielded some two hundred stamps
reading SALVE.TV and SALVE. Thus, Salvetus seems to have been active
at least until c. A.D. 60.
1. Oxe 1934, 94-97.
2. Oswald 1931, 278.
3. Oswald 1931, 278 and 417.
4. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 168, pl. VI 147 (nos. 148-149 may stem from
La Graufesenque); Meunier 1965-1966, pl. IV 26; Martin 1977, 59,
fig. 6, 25; Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A;
Gallia44, 1986,331.
S24 SALVETV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2598.
No other examples of this stamp are known. The shape of the dish is in-
dicative of a date around the middle of the 1 st century. La Graufesenque [2] ,
c. A.D. 40-60.
S25 SALVET<V>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2600
This impression was made with a die which originally read SALVETV. The
complete text has been found on dishes of Drag. 17b' and cups of Ritt. 5,
among other forms. The version represented at Vechten is not known from
any dated context. The shape of the cup suggests that this is a Claudio-
Neronian stamp. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 115, fig. 27, 268.
S26 SALVETV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1140: VP*1140a.
These are probably impressions of a modified die, since the S is much
clearer on other examples. The site list for impressions with a clear S in-
eludes period 3 at Valkenburg' and Zwammerdam2. From the profiles of the
cups from Vechten, the reduced version may be dated to around the middle
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 117
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2. Morren 1957-1958, 73, 42. 1. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
S27 SALVETV
Drag.18
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Cup
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VF2606.
1947-93.
VF2608; VF2610; VF2611; VP2612; VF2613.
VF24 (24); VF1590a; VF2601; VF2604; VF2607:
VF2609; VF*899a; VF*899c; VF*899d;
VF*899e; no no.; fl940/5.92; fl950/12.1.
VF2605.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, so it must be from a relatively
early die. The site record includes Aislingen', Camulodunum2 and Velsen 1.
The profiles of the vessels from Vechten also seem to indicate an early date.
The Drag. 18 has a double groove in its internal base. The cups have foot-
rings with relatively large diameters. The footrings of the cups of Drag.
24/25 are bevelled. The only Drag. 27 with a complete profile has a rim
which is triangular in section. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 92.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E4, 30.
S28 SALVETV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*899.
A dozen examples of this stamp are known in total, on cups of Drag. 24/25
and 27g. The site list includes Oberstimm', period 2 at Valkenburg2 and
period I at Zwammerdam3. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relative-
ly small diameter, and is no earlier than Claudian. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 40-60.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C781.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 317.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 241.
S29 SALVE
Drag. 29 RMO: £1982/41 (pl. 40, f).
PUG: 1578 (pl. 40, g).
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24, 25 and 27g. The only dated
context in which it has been found is the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque. The decorative schemes of the two bowls from Vechten are
very similar to those of the bowls of Firmo i and Salvetus which were found
in this waste deposit'.
The vessel numbered 1578, with a diameter of 295 mm, is by far the
largest example of Drag. 29 unearthed at Vechten. It has two pairs of con-
centric grooves in its basal interior, one on a level with the footring and a
second one half-way between the footring and the centre of the base. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Cf. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 2, 6; 4, 14; 11, 42; 12, 45-46,
and 16, 62.
S30 SALVE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1748.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 5
among other forms. The only context o provide a lead for dating is Velsen
S31 SALVE
Dish
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF*897c.
Vel914.1.
Since this stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, its date has to
be determined by the profiles of the dishes and cups on which it occurs.
Both those of the vessels from Vechten and those of five dishes from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' demonstrate that his is not one of
the earliest stamps of Salvetus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 115, fig. 27, 269-271 and 273-274.
S32 SALVE
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*897b: no no.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8. It was found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique',
among other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 70, interpreted as SALVI.
S33 SALVE
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*897a;
PUG: 1947-43; 1947-387.
RMO: VF*210.
The site record for this stamp includes the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, Aislingen' and periods 1, la and 3 at Valkenburg2. The pro-
files of the cups from Vechten argue a date in, or shortly before, the
Claudian era. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Cf. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 91.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 318-320.
Sarrutus
Sarrutus seems to have used only two dies to stamp his products.
Impressions of both examples were found at Vechten. The site lists for his
products include numerous settlements first occupied in the seventies or
eighties, so his activides may be dated to the period c. A.D. 70-90. Oswald
assumed that Sarrutus had already started producing sigillata under Nero,
very probably on the basis of a record of a Drag. 16 with a stamp of Sarrutus
of Neuss'; however, dishes of this type are still occasionally found in
Flavian contexts.
There is no doubt whatsoever about the location of Sarrutus's workshop,
since several of his products were unearthed at La Graufesenque. His name
was very probably also recorded in a docket from this kiln site2
1. Oswald 1931, 281.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 35: SARV[-].
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Sacironos
S21 [SACIRO]NOS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*479h (fig. 6.72, c and pl. 40, d).
Only a few parallels are known for this stamp, which has also been inter-
preted as SASMONOS'. They were unearthed at La Graufesenque,
Clermont-Perrand, Mandeure and Pompeii2, all on bowls of Drag. 29. The
decorative schemes of these vessels, and the shape of the example from
Vechten, which has a single groove around the stamp, indicate a date around
A.D. 70. No other stamps of Sacironos have as yet been found. La Graufe-
senque [I]3, c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Vialettes 1894-1899, 23 and pl. I; Dechelette 1904, 97, 13, and 298,
170, 1; Oswald 1931, 281.
2. Dechelette 1904, 97, 13.
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, 23 and pl. I; Dechelette 1904, 298, 170, 1;
Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 147
C. Salarius Aptus
See catalogue no. A54.
Salvetus
Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 150-150a.
Von Pfeffer 1961/1962, 208, Abb. 1, 5, and 210, Abb. 2, 5.
S22 SALVE.TV
Drag. 29 RMO: no no.
This stamp has been found otherwise only on rouletted dishes. In the Fosse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, almost forty impressions were found on
vessels of Drag. 15/17R. The early date to be deduced from this context is
confirmed by the occurrence of an impression on a Drag. 17R at
Asciburgium'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-45.
1. Bechert/Vanderhoeven 1988, 85, 322.
S23 SALVE. TV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*898.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2597; VF26Q2; VF*867; VF*898a.
This stamp also occurs on dishes, including Ritt. 1. The only dated contexts
in which identical impressions have been found are the Fosse de Gallicanus
at La Graufesenque and period I at Zwammerdam'.
The two cups of Drag. 27g from Vechten with complete profiles survived
both have flattened rims. The relatively narrow diameters of the footrings of
the cups imply that hese are not particularly early vessels. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 242.
As in stamps with the texts AVE.TV and AVE, one may wonder whether
examples reading SALVE.TV and SALVE are so-called 'redende Stempel',
as Oxe suggested', or puns of a potter named Salvetus. The punctuation of
the stamps numbered S22 and S23 argues in favour of their interpretation as
'redende Stempel'. However, Oswald recorded a number of stamps reading
SALVETVF, SALVETVS, SALVIITVS and SALVET2 which - if they have
been interpreted correctly - indicate the existence of a cognomen Salvetus.
For the time being, and for convenience's sake, the stamps are assumed to
belong to a potter of that name.
According to Oswald, Salvetus worked at Montans3. There is no doubt that,
around the Claudian era, a potter was active at this kiln site who stamped
his products SALVE.TV and SALVE, generally in tabula ansata4. However,
the vessels from Vechten stem from La Graufesenque, where stamps read-
ing SALVE.TV and SALVE were unearthed as well5. Of course, it cannot
be ruled out that he same manufacturer was responsible for the products of
both Montans and La Graufesenque.
Most stamps of Salvetus of La Graufesenque date from around the middle
of the 1st century. Some must be earlier, however, since impressions are
known on vessels of Drag. 17aR, 17a, 17b and Ritt. 5. At Mainz, a Drag.
17a from La Graufesenque, with the stamp SALVE.TV, was found in a
small deposit which contained mainly Italian sigillata' (fig. 6.27, b). The
latest context in which products of Salvetus have been recorded is the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which yielded some two hundred stamps
reading SALVE.TV and SALVE. Thus, Salvetus seems to have been active
at least until c. A.D. 60.
1. Oxe 1934, 94-97.
2. Oswald 1931, 278.
3. Oswald 1931, 278 and 417.
4. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 168, pl. VI 147 (nos. 148-149 may stem from
La Graufesenque); Meunier 1965-1966, pl. IV 26; Martin 1977, 59,
fig. 6, 25; Gallia 38, 1980, 500; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A;
Gallia44, 1986,331.
S24 SALVETV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2598.
No other examples of this stamp are known. The shape of the dish is in-
dicative of a date around the middle of the 1 st century. La Graufesenque [2] ,
c. A.D. 40-60.
S25 SALVET<V>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2600
This impression was made with a die which originally read SALVETV. The
complete text has been found on dishes of Drag. 17b' and cups of Ritt. 5,
among other forms. The version represented at Vechten is not known from
any dated context. The shape of the cup suggests that this is a Claudio-
Neronian stamp. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 115, fig. 27, 268.
S26 SALVETV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1140: VP*1140a.
These are probably impressions of a modified die, since the S is much
clearer on other examples. The site list for impressions with a clear S in-
eludes period 3 at Valkenburg' and Zwammerdam2. From the profiles of the
cups from Vechten, the reduced version may be dated to around the middle
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 117
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2. Morren 1957-1958, 73, 42. 1. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
S27 SALVETV
Drag.18
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Cup
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VF2606.
1947-93.
VF2608; VF2610; VF2611; VP2612; VF2613.
VF24 (24); VF1590a; VF2601; VF2604; VF2607:
VF2609; VF*899a; VF*899c; VF*899d;
VF*899e; no no.; fl940/5.92; fl950/12.1.
VF2605.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, so it must be from a relatively
early die. The site record includes Aislingen', Camulodunum2 and Velsen 1.
The profiles of the vessels from Vechten also seem to indicate an early date.
The Drag. 18 has a double groove in its internal base. The cups have foot-
rings with relatively large diameters. The footrings of the cups of Drag.
24/25 are bevelled. The only Drag. 27 with a complete profile has a rim
which is triangular in section. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 92.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E4, 30.
S28 SALVETV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*899.
A dozen examples of this stamp are known in total, on cups of Drag. 24/25
and 27g. The site list includes Oberstimm', period 2 at Valkenburg2 and
period I at Zwammerdam3. The cup from Vechten has a footring of relative-
ly small diameter, and is no earlier than Claudian. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 40-60.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C781.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 144, 317.
3. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 24, 241.
S29 SALVE
Drag. 29 RMO: £1982/41 (pl. 40, f).
PUG: 1578 (pl. 40, g).
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 24, 25 and 27g. The only dated
context in which it has been found is the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque. The decorative schemes of the two bowls from Vechten are
very similar to those of the bowls of Firmo i and Salvetus which were found
in this waste deposit'.
The vessel numbered 1578, with a diameter of 295 mm, is by far the
largest example of Drag. 29 unearthed at Vechten. It has two pairs of con-
centric grooves in its basal interior, one on a level with the footring and a
second one half-way between the footring and the centre of the base. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Cf. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 2, 6; 4, 14; 11, 42; 12, 45-46,
and 16, 62.
S30 SALVE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1748.
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 5
among other forms. The only context o provide a lead for dating is Velsen
S31 SALVE
Dish
Drag. 24/25
RMO:
RMO:
VF*897c.
Vel914.1.
Since this stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, its date has to
be determined by the profiles of the dishes and cups on which it occurs.
Both those of the vessels from Vechten and those of five dishes from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen' demonstrate that his is not one of
the earliest stamps of Salvetus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Stuart 1976, 115, fig. 27, 269-271 and 273-274.
S32 SALVE
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*897b: no no.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8. It was found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique',
among other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 70, interpreted as SALVI.
S33 SALVE
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*897a;
PUG: 1947-43; 1947-387.
RMO: VF*210.
The site record for this stamp includes the Posse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, Aislingen' and periods 1, la and 3 at Valkenburg2. The pro-
files of the cups from Vechten argue a date in, or shortly before, the
Claudian era. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Cf. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 91.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 318-320.
Sarrutus
Sarrutus seems to have used only two dies to stamp his products.
Impressions of both examples were found at Vechten. The site lists for his
products include numerous settlements first occupied in the seventies or
eighties, so his activides may be dated to the period c. A.D. 70-90. Oswald
assumed that Sarrutus had already started producing sigillata under Nero,
very probably on the basis of a record of a Drag. 16 with a stamp of Sarrutus
of Neuss'; however, dishes of this type are still occasionally found in
Flavian contexts.
There is no doubt whatsoever about the location of Sarrutus's workshop,
since several of his products were unearthed at La Graufesenque. His name
was very probably also recorded in a docket from this kiln site2
1. Oswald 1931, 281.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 35: SARV[-].
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S34 OF.SARRVT
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2621.
Drag. 18 RMO: VP2620; VF*903; VF*903d.
Dish RMO: VF*903e.
Drag. 27 RMO: VP*903a.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*903b; VF*903f.
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925/4.
The fact that his stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 27 implies that it probably
dates from the late 1st or early second century. This conclusion is confirmed
by the site record, which includes Butzbach', Corbridge2, Heilbronn-
Bockingen, Loughor, Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl3, Rottweil" and Straubing5.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp are among
the latest o be expected for this type'. To judge by the profiles of the ves'-
sels from Vechten, the die with which they were marked was in use until
half-way through the reign ofDomitian (cf. fig. 6.61, g). La Graufesenque
[I]7, c. A.D. 70-90.
S36 SCOTNVS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
ORLB14, 21, 22.
Hartley/Dickinson 1988a, 226, 106.
Paber 1994, Beilage 5 N.
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 88-91 and 265-268.
Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 336-337.
Simon 1980, Taf. 9, C5.
Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 152.
S35 OFSARRVT
Drag. 18
R-dish
RMO: VF3084;
RMO: VF*904.
On the basis of identical impressions from Caerleon, Carlisle and
Corbridge, this stamp may be dated to the Flavian period. The profiles of
the vessels from Vechten are completely in accordance with this. On the
rouletted ish, the die was impressed twice in succession. This peculiarity
is also known for rouletted ishes with this stamp from Heerlen' and
Nijmegen-west, which appear to have been made by the same man, and for
rouletted dishes by Abitus, Secundus iii and Vitalis ii from Vechten2. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1.
2.
Glasbergen 1948, no. 15.
Cf. catalogue nos. A3, S89 and V68, as well as Y5*
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF*918a; VF*918b.
RMO: VF*918.
The die with which these impressions were made was probably in use for a
fairly long time. As it happens, the stamp occurs not only on a variant of
Halt. la' (fig. 6.22, j), but also on a Drag. 29 from a mould by Silvinus i2,
whose products seem to date from the Neronian period3.
The site list for identical impressions includes the deposit Cluzel 15 at La'
Graufesenque4, Camulodunum5 and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'.
The decorative schemes of the four bowls of Drag. 29 from La Nautique are
Neronian; at least hree of the four may have been designed by Silvinus. La
Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 28, 277.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXXV 7 and XLIII 162; Mees 1995. Taf.
192, 1.
3. Mees 1995, 97 and Taf. 192; see also the introduction for catalogue
nos. S159-165.
4. Haalebos 1979. 124.
5. Cf. note 2; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E6. 55.
6. Fiches et al. 1978, 196, fig. 7, 5-6 and 9-10.
7. Cf. note 4.
S37 .SCOTNS.
Dish RMO: VF*919.
Although the legs of the N are absolutely vertical, the text of this stamp may
perhaps be read as .SCOTNVS. It occurs mainly on dishes of Drag. 15/17
and 18, but also on vessels of Drag. 18R and bowls of Drag. 29. The site
record includes the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque', Camulodunum2,
Colchester Pottery Shop IF and Waddon Hill. At Colchester, two im-
pressions of this text were found in a grave which also contained stamps of
Albinus and Aquitanus4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 40-65.
Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 6.
Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 160-161; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche
2.-E4, 33-34.
Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 17.
May 1930, 254, grave 8/68.
Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154b, probably
identical; see also note 1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Scotnus
Following Oswald, usually only the stamps which read at least SCOTN
have been attributed to Scotnus'. Stamps such as SCOT. P and SCOT are class-
ed under Scottius, although they could just as easily belong to Scotnus. As it
happens, the products of these two potters date from rougMy the same period.
The presence of several products of Scotnus in Tiberian finds groups at La
Graufesenque, Nijmegen and Vechten suggests that he must already have
been active by c. A.D. 20. It is not surprising, therefore, that he was still pro-
ducing a variant of Halt. la, as well as cups ofRitt. 5. The latest context o
yield stamps of Scotnus is the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, which
probably accumulated in the early Neronian period. The decorative schemes
of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Scotnus also imply that his activities
continued into the reign of Nero. At least a proportion of the moulds he used
stem from the workshop of Silvinus i2
1. Oswald 1931, 248 and 418.
2. See catalogue no. S36.
S38 SCOTNI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*917.
This stamp is also known from the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique' and
from period 2 at Valkenburg2. To judge by the profiles of the Drag. 15/17
from Vechten and of a Drag. 27g from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen3, this is not one of the earliest stamps of Scotnus. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 72.
2. GIasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 321.
3. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 28, 278.
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S39 SC.OTN
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
PUG: 1947-310.
RMO: VF*916.
PUG: 1947-310 (fig. 6.59, b).
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, some on cups of Ritt.
5. It was also recorded in the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and a
Tiberian waste layer on the north slope of the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'.
The cups numbered 1947-310 were found in a pit which also contained
stamps of Clams and L. Brinnius ofLyon, and ofAvetus and Cantus2. They
both have distinctly matt sUps, and bevelled footrings of relatively large di-
ameter. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. HaalebosWeriinden 1975, pl. XLIX A, 48, from layer 5.
2. See catalogue nos. A104 and C53.
Scottius
stamp, the further unidentified cup from Vechten is probably a Ritt. 5, which
may confum the early date to be deduced from the Velsen example. The
Drag. 24/25 from Vechten has a bevelled footring of relatively large diam-
eter. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 76.
S41 OFSCOTI
Dish RMO: VP*909.
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VF*914.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*914a; VF*914b.
PUG: Vel925/2.
Some twenty examples of this stamp are known, on standard and rouletted
dishes and cups. None of these were found in dated contexts. The date is
therefore based on the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, and of a Drag.
15/17 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen (fig. 6.24, c). La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
Together with potters such as Acutus, Bilicatus, Cantus and Maccarus,
Scottius ranks among the first large export manufacturers at La Graufesen-
que. To all appearances, he did not set out as an independent manufacturer.
Stamps like the one reading SCOTTIVS / DAMONI.A seem to imply that
he initially worked for Damonus'. This employment seems not to have last-
ed long, since another two-lined stamp, SCOTIVS.FE. / ARETINV.2, may
imply that he had already started working independently under Tiberius.
Most products of Scottius date from the second quarter of the 1st century.
He made countless cups of Ritt. 5, among other types, and several of his
stamps are known from Velsen 1. To judge by their profiles, however, some
of his products could still have been in use under Nero. The latest context
to yield one of his stamps is the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur.
The date of his activities makes it unlikely that Scottius is the same man as
the Scota recorded in several dockets from La Graufesenque3. As it happens,
the documents in question very probably date from the Neronian-
Vespasianic period.
That Scottius's workshop was located at La Graufesenque is self-evident,
since large numbers of his stamps were found there". However, a stamp
reading SCOTTIVS was also found at Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin5. Chemical
analysis will have to determine whether this vessel was actually made on
site.
One of the employees of Scottius is known by name, thanks to the stamp
OF. SCOTTI. COTV. The second name of this stamp may perhaps be com-
pleted as Cotulus or Cotulos, a potter who also worked as an independent
manufacturer of sigillata7.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 5; Vemhet/Balsan 1975, 27; Hartley 1977, 252,
with note 9; Bemont et al. 1987,57.
2. Ettlinger/Fellmann 1955, 370, Abb. 4-5 and Taf. 35, 14.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 3-7, 10, 15, 85, and perhaps 155.
4. See e.g. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154-154e.
5. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 118, fig. 16, 17.
6. Oswald 1931, 286, Scottius & Cotus; Rogge 1976, 102, fig. 57 125;
Helmer 1991, pl. 28, 8.
7. See also the introduction on Cotu- (catalogue nos. C153-154).
S40 OP.SCOTTI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.234.
Cup RMO: VF2636.
For this stamp, only a handful of parallels are known, including an ex-
ample from Velsen 1'. In view of the diameter of the groove around its
S42 [SCO]TIVS.F.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1435.
This stamp was also found on a Drag. 17a at Mainz' and on two cups at
Velsen I2, so it probably dates from the first half of the 1st century. The pro-
file of the cup from Vechten, which has a footring of relatively large diam-
eter, is also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Behrens 1913/1914, 74, Abb. 10, 5; Oxe 1936, 341, Abb. 1.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 74-75.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 1}2, 154,
S43 SCOT.F
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*912a: VF* ; fl940/5.234.
The only parallels for this stamp known up to now were found on dishes, at
La Graufesenque andAsciburgium'. Of the dish from La Graufesenque only
a splinter remains, but enough has survived of the examples from
Asciburgium to determine that they have double grooves in their internal
bases. Of the three cups from Vechten, two have bevelled footrings, indica-
tive of an early date. All three have distinctly matt slips. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 25-50.
1. BecherWanderhoeven 1988, 86, 334-335.
S44 SCOT.F
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*376a.
This is the only example of this stamp known up to now. The fabric of the
cup is rather pale and it has a matt slip; the diameter of its footring also indi-
cates a relatively early date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
S45 SCOTF
Drag. 27g RMO: H940/5.234.
This stamp is easy to recognize, since the F is upside-down. It occurs other-
wise only at La Graufesenque, Aislingen' (fig. 6.55, e), Alesia, Neuss and
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S34 OF.SARRVT
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2621.
Drag. 18 RMO: VP2620; VF*903; VF*903d.
Dish RMO: VF*903e.
Drag. 27 RMO: VP*903a.
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*903b; VF*903f.
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925/4.
The fact that his stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 27 implies that it probably
dates from the late 1st or early second century. This conclusion is confirmed
by the site record, which includes Butzbach', Corbridge2, Heilbronn-
Bockingen, Loughor, Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl3, Rottweil" and Straubing5.
The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this stamp are among
the latest o be expected for this type'. To judge by the profiles of the ves'-
sels from Vechten, the die with which they were marked was in use until
half-way through the reign ofDomitian (cf. fig. 6.61, g). La Graufesenque
[I]7, c. A.D. 70-90.
S36 SCOTNVS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
ORLB14, 21, 22.
Hartley/Dickinson 1988a, 226, 106.
Paber 1994, Beilage 5 N.
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 88-91 and 265-268.
Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 336-337.
Simon 1980, Taf. 9, C5.
Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 152.
S35 OFSARRVT
Drag. 18
R-dish
RMO: VF3084;
RMO: VF*904.
On the basis of identical impressions from Caerleon, Carlisle and
Corbridge, this stamp may be dated to the Flavian period. The profiles of
the vessels from Vechten are completely in accordance with this. On the
rouletted ish, the die was impressed twice in succession. This peculiarity
is also known for rouletted ishes with this stamp from Heerlen' and
Nijmegen-west, which appear to have been made by the same man, and for
rouletted dishes by Abitus, Secundus iii and Vitalis ii from Vechten2. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1.
2.
Glasbergen 1948, no. 15.
Cf. catalogue nos. A3, S89 and V68, as well as Y5*
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF*918a; VF*918b.
RMO: VF*918.
The die with which these impressions were made was probably in use for a
fairly long time. As it happens, the stamp occurs not only on a variant of
Halt. la' (fig. 6.22, j), but also on a Drag. 29 from a mould by Silvinus i2,
whose products seem to date from the Neronian period3.
The site list for identical impressions includes the deposit Cluzel 15 at La'
Graufesenque4, Camulodunum5 and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'.
The decorative schemes of the four bowls of Drag. 29 from La Nautique are
Neronian; at least hree of the four may have been designed by Silvinus. La
Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 28, 277.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XXXV 7 and XLIII 162; Mees 1995. Taf.
192, 1.
3. Mees 1995, 97 and Taf. 192; see also the introduction for catalogue
nos. S159-165.
4. Haalebos 1979. 124.
5. Cf. note 2; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E6. 55.
6. Fiches et al. 1978, 196, fig. 7, 5-6 and 9-10.
7. Cf. note 4.
S37 .SCOTNS.
Dish RMO: VF*919.
Although the legs of the N are absolutely vertical, the text of this stamp may
perhaps be read as .SCOTNVS. It occurs mainly on dishes of Drag. 15/17
and 18, but also on vessels of Drag. 18R and bowls of Drag. 29. The site
record includes the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque', Camulodunum2,
Colchester Pottery Shop IF and Waddon Hill. At Colchester, two im-
pressions of this text were found in a grave which also contained stamps of
Albinus and Aquitanus4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 40-65.
Haalebos 1979, 131, Taf. 1, 6.
Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 160-161; Dickinson 1985b, microfiche
2.-E4, 33-34.
Hull 1958, 198, fig. 99, 17.
May 1930, 254, grave 8/68.
Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154b, probably
identical; see also note 1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Scotnus
Following Oswald, usually only the stamps which read at least SCOTN
have been attributed to Scotnus'. Stamps such as SCOT. P and SCOT are class-
ed under Scottius, although they could just as easily belong to Scotnus. As it
happens, the products of these two potters date from rougMy the same period.
The presence of several products of Scotnus in Tiberian finds groups at La
Graufesenque, Nijmegen and Vechten suggests that he must already have
been active by c. A.D. 20. It is not surprising, therefore, that he was still pro-
ducing a variant of Halt. la, as well as cups ofRitt. 5. The latest context o
yield stamps of Scotnus is the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, which
probably accumulated in the early Neronian period. The decorative schemes
of the bowls of Drag. 29 stamped by Scotnus also imply that his activities
continued into the reign of Nero. At least a proportion of the moulds he used
stem from the workshop of Silvinus i2
1. Oswald 1931, 248 and 418.
2. See catalogue no. S36.
S38 SCOTNI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*917.
This stamp is also known from the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique' and
from period 2 at Valkenburg2. To judge by the profiles of the Drag. 15/17
from Vechten and of a Drag. 27g from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen3, this is not one of the earliest stamps of Scotnus. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 72.
2. GIasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 321.
3. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 28, 278.
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S39 SC.OTN
Drag. 24
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 25
PUG: 1947-310.
RMO: VF*916.
PUG: 1947-310 (fig. 6.59, b).
Only a few other examples of this stamp are known, some on cups of Ritt.
5. It was also recorded in the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and a
Tiberian waste layer on the north slope of the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'.
The cups numbered 1947-310 were found in a pit which also contained
stamps of Clams and L. Brinnius ofLyon, and ofAvetus and Cantus2. They
both have distinctly matt sUps, and bevelled footrings of relatively large di-
ameter. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. HaalebosWeriinden 1975, pl. XLIX A, 48, from layer 5.
2. See catalogue nos. A104 and C53.
Scottius
stamp, the further unidentified cup from Vechten is probably a Ritt. 5, which
may confum the early date to be deduced from the Velsen example. The
Drag. 24/25 from Vechten has a bevelled footring of relatively large diam-
eter. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
1. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 76.
S41 OFSCOTI
Dish RMO: VP*909.
Ritt. 8 or 9 RMO: VF*914.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*914a; VF*914b.
PUG: Vel925/2.
Some twenty examples of this stamp are known, on standard and rouletted
dishes and cups. None of these were found in dated contexts. The date is
therefore based on the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, and of a Drag.
15/17 from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen (fig. 6.24, c). La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-60.
Together with potters such as Acutus, Bilicatus, Cantus and Maccarus,
Scottius ranks among the first large export manufacturers at La Graufesen-
que. To all appearances, he did not set out as an independent manufacturer.
Stamps like the one reading SCOTTIVS / DAMONI.A seem to imply that
he initially worked for Damonus'. This employment seems not to have last-
ed long, since another two-lined stamp, SCOTIVS.FE. / ARETINV.2, may
imply that he had already started working independently under Tiberius.
Most products of Scottius date from the second quarter of the 1st century.
He made countless cups of Ritt. 5, among other types, and several of his
stamps are known from Velsen 1. To judge by their profiles, however, some
of his products could still have been in use under Nero. The latest context
to yield one of his stamps is the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur.
The date of his activities makes it unlikely that Scottius is the same man as
the Scota recorded in several dockets from La Graufesenque3. As it happens,
the documents in question very probably date from the Neronian-
Vespasianic period.
That Scottius's workshop was located at La Graufesenque is self-evident,
since large numbers of his stamps were found there". However, a stamp
reading SCOTTIVS was also found at Jonquieres/Saint-Satumin5. Chemical
analysis will have to determine whether this vessel was actually made on
site.
One of the employees of Scottius is known by name, thanks to the stamp
OF. SCOTTI. COTV. The second name of this stamp may perhaps be com-
pleted as Cotulus or Cotulos, a potter who also worked as an independent
manufacturer of sigillata7.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 5; Vemhet/Balsan 1975, 27; Hartley 1977, 252,
with note 9; Bemont et al. 1987,57.
2. Ettlinger/Fellmann 1955, 370, Abb. 4-5 and Taf. 35, 14.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 3-7, 10, 15, 85, and perhaps 155.
4. See e.g. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154-154e.
5. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 118, fig. 16, 17.
6. Oswald 1931, 286, Scottius & Cotus; Rogge 1976, 102, fig. 57 125;
Helmer 1991, pl. 28, 8.
7. See also the introduction on Cotu- (catalogue nos. C153-154).
S40 OP.SCOTTI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.234.
Cup RMO: VF2636.
For this stamp, only a handful of parallels are known, including an ex-
ample from Velsen 1'. In view of the diameter of the groove around its
S42 [SCO]TIVS.F.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1435.
This stamp was also found on a Drag. 17a at Mainz' and on two cups at
Velsen I2, so it probably dates from the first half of the 1st century. The pro-
file of the cup from Vechten, which has a footring of relatively large diam-
eter, is also indicative of this. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Behrens 1913/1914, 74, Abb. 10, 5; Oxe 1936, 341, Abb. 1.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 74-75.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 1}2, 154,
S43 SCOT.F
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*912a: VF* ; fl940/5.234.
The only parallels for this stamp known up to now were found on dishes, at
La Graufesenque andAsciburgium'. Of the dish from La Graufesenque only
a splinter remains, but enough has survived of the examples from
Asciburgium to determine that they have double grooves in their internal
bases. Of the three cups from Vechten, two have bevelled footrings, indica-
tive of an early date. All three have distinctly matt slips. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 25-50.
1. BecherWanderhoeven 1988, 86, 334-335.
S44 SCOT.F
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*376a.
This is the only example of this stamp known up to now. The fabric of the
cup is rather pale and it has a matt slip; the diameter of its footring also indi-
cates a relatively early date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
S45 SCOTF
Drag. 27g RMO: H940/5.234.
This stamp is easy to recognize, since the F is upside-down. It occurs other-
wise only at La Graufesenque, Aislingen' (fig. 6.55, e), Alesia, Neuss and
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Velsen I, and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, on cups of Ritt. 5 among
other types. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 97.
2. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A, 50.
S46 SCOTTIMA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*921.
The site list for this stamp includes the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesen-
que, Aislingen' and Velsen 1. It also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24/25, including examples of the large variety. The shape of the cup
from Vechten also suggests an early date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-
50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 85, interpreted as [PR]IM.
however, this stamp was found on a Ritt. 8 with a footring like a Drag. 27g,
which more probably belongs to the Claudian era'. The same is probably
true of the cups from Vechten, which have relatively small footrings. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
1. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 28, 281.
S50 SCOTTIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2631; VF2632; VF*922.
This stamp occurs on numerous forms, including cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The
only context o provide a lead for dating is the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten
it is unlikely, however, that vessels with this stamp were still being mar-
keted in the Flavian period, so the vessel from Nijmegen may have been in
use for an unusually long time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
S47 SCOT[TI]M
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*908.
No parallels for this stamp are known as yet. It should very probably be
interpreted as retrograde. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
S48 SCOTTIVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF998 (fig. 6.72, a; Knorr 1919, Taf. 72 G);
VF2637a; VF*922'; VF*922c (idem, Taf. 72 K);
VF*922d (idem, Taf. 72 N); fl940/5.234 (fig.
6.73, d).
The only sites to provide an indication for the date of this stamp are the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen. The decorative
schemes of some bowls with this stamp show that the die with which it was
made must already have been in use under Tiberius3. Thus, the decoration
of the bowl numbered VF998 shows many similarities to decorative
schemes of vessels of Salvetus from Vechten4, and of Firmo i and Salvetus
from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque5. Other examples are
clearly later, however, and may date from around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury'. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-55.
1. The stamp and the upper part of the decoration of this vessel are now
missing; the stamp was identified from an illustration (Knorr 1919,
Taf. 72 0).
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 289.
3. E.g. Knorr 1919, Taf. 71 F and 72 H; Vanderhoeven 1975b, 15, Taf. 6,
40; Feugere et al. 1977, 119, pl. DC 1.
4. See catalogue no. S29.
5. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 10, 37-39, and 12, 46.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 70 A; Knorr 1952, Taf. 54 A and 82 B.
S49 SCOTTIVS
Dish PUG: 1350.
Ritt. 5 PUG: 44.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*299x.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2629b; VF2633; VF2637; VF*922b.
The die with which these impressions were made must have originated
under Tiberius, since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, among other
types; moreover, an example is known from Velsen 1. At Nijmegen,
S51 [S]COITTVS
Dish RMO: VF*1029.
As a result of a mistake in cutting, this retrograde stamp reads SCOITTVS
instead of SCOTTIVS. It is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque
and Xanten2. The date is based on the shape of the dish from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154d.
2. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 182.
S52 SCOTTIV[S?]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl940/5.234.
This is the only known example of this stamp. To judge by its position
in relation to the centre of the dish, the complete text probably read
SCOTTIVS. The shape of the vessel indicates a date around the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
S53 SCOTFVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*915 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 72 L).
No parallels for this stamp seem to have been found so far. The bowl has a
flat base, with a double groove around the stamp. The slip is somewhat
translucent, which is not unusual for vessels from the initial phase of export.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
S54 SCOTIVS
Dish
Ritt. 5
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
1947-413.
VF*915d.
VF2630a;VF*915b.
VF*915c.
Since this stamp is known on a few cups of Ritt. 5, the die with which it was
made must ah-eady have been in use under Tiberius. The site list includes
Camulodunum', the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, period 3 at VaUcenburg3 and
Velsen 1. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base,
and the Drag. 27g a Hattened rim. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
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1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLffl 166.
2. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 90.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 323.
S55 SCOTIVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2630; VP*919a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5 and bowls of Drag. 29. In addi-
tion, in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen an impression was
found on a Hermet 23', a form which is usually unstamped. The site record
includes Velsen 1. The cups from Vechten have bevelled footrings (cf. fig.
6.59, c). La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 18, 282.
S61 SCOP
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF25 (110); VF936; VF2629; VF*910: VF*910a;
f 1940/5.193.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads SCOP rather than SCOT; to judge by its
date, however, it is not unlikely that the stamp belongs to Scottius or
Scotnus. The few parallels known up to now include examples from the
Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and from Velsen 1 . La Graufesenque
[l]',c. A.D. 25-45.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154e.
Sealus
s56 scomv
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2634: VF2635.
This retrograde stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque,
Velsen 1 and Xanten. The profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a date
in or shortly before the time of Claudius. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-
55.
s57 scorn
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*920: VF*920a.
No other examples of this stamp have been found so far. The cups have
bevelled footrings, and probably date from the second quarter of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-50.
S58 SCOTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*913: VF*913a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, Alesia, Baden'
and the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. The cups from
Vechten have footrings with relatively large diameters, but fairly thick
bases. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Drack 1944, 175, Abb. 3, 115.
S59 SCOT
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2629a; YF*910x.
The text of this stamp is not entirely clear, but very probably reads SCOT.
The only other parallel known up to now stems from Velsen 1. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-40.
S60 SCOT
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*911.
The clarity of this stamp leaves much to be desired. SCOT seems to be the
most likely interpretation, however. No other examples are known. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-40.
S62 SIIALI
Dish RMO: VF* 1007.
SIIALI could well be seen as the genitive of a cognomen, Sealus, which is
not known otherwise. So far, no other examples of this stamp have been
found. A similarly retrograde stamp from Volubilis seems also to be inter-
pretable as SIIALI, but it was definitely made with a different die'. The dish
fromVechten has a double groove in its internal base; therefore, it is no later
than early Neronian. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 194, fig. 16, 324.
Secundinus
Secundinus was active mainly in the Flavian period, and had perhaps al-
ready started producing sigillata under Nero. Oswald recorded a stamp on a
Ritt. 9', and at Valkenburg, a stamp seems to have been found in a context
which may be assigned to period 32. From the presence of some of
Secundinus's products at Bad Cannstatt and Corbridge, his activities may
be assumed to have continued at least until the end of the 1st century. The
profiles of some of his vessels are also indicative of this.
The name Secundinus is known not only from stamps at La Graufesenque.
So far, five dockets in which this cognomen occurs have been found here3
(cf. fig. 6.76). At least two of these can definitely be dated to the Flavian
period, like the stamps.
In addition to this, three moulds for Drag. 29 signed with the name
Secundinus were found at La Graufesenque4. In the Kerarmklager at
Oberwinterthur, a Drag. 29 of Passienus was found which must be from a
fourth mould of Secundinus5. The latter example supports dating of the ves-
sels in question to the period of Nero or Vespasian. Thus, the mould-maker
Secundinus could be identical to the potter of that name. This is not certain,
however, since another mould-maker called Secundinus was also active at
La Graufesenque. At any rate, that is the conclusion to be drawn from a
Drag. 37 found at Vleuten-De Meem, which was made in a mould which
was also signed Secundinus. The decoration belongs to the nineties, at the
earliest, and has nothing in common with that of the previously mentioned
group. On the bowl from De Meem, the cognomen is preceded by an as yet
illegible name, probably a gentilicium.
1. Oswald 1931, 286.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 325.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 47, 87 and 163; Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991;
BemonWemhet 1992-1993.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 180, 1-2, and p. 175, after Taf. 180, 2.
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Velsen I, and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, on cups of Ritt. 5 among
other types. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 97.
2. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A, 50.
S46 SCOTTIMA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*921.
The site list for this stamp includes the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesen-
que, Aislingen' and Velsen 1. It also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24/25, including examples of the large variety. The shape of the cup
from Vechten also suggests an early date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-
50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 85, interpreted as [PR]IM.
however, this stamp was found on a Ritt. 8 with a footring like a Drag. 27g,
which more probably belongs to the Claudian era'. The same is probably
true of the cups from Vechten, which have relatively small footrings. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
1. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 28, 281.
S50 SCOTTIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2631; VF2632; VF*922.
This stamp occurs on numerous forms, including cups of Ritt. 8 and 9. The
only context o provide a lead for dating is the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen. To judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten
it is unlikely, however, that vessels with this stamp were still being mar-
keted in the Flavian period, so the vessel from Nijmegen may have been in
use for an unusually long time. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
S47 SCOT[TI]M
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF*908.
No parallels for this stamp are known as yet. It should very probably be
interpreted as retrograde. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
S48 SCOTTIVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF998 (fig. 6.72, a; Knorr 1919, Taf. 72 G);
VF2637a; VF*922'; VF*922c (idem, Taf. 72 K);
VF*922d (idem, Taf. 72 N); fl940/5.234 (fig.
6.73, d).
The only sites to provide an indication for the date of this stamp are the
Erdlager at Hofheim2 and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen. The decorative
schemes of some bowls with this stamp show that the die with which it was
made must already have been in use under Tiberius3. Thus, the decoration
of the bowl numbered VF998 shows many similarities to decorative
schemes of vessels of Salvetus from Vechten4, and of Firmo i and Salvetus
from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque5. Other examples are
clearly later, however, and may date from around the middle of the 1st cen-
tury'. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-55.
1. The stamp and the upper part of the decoration of this vessel are now
missing; the stamp was identified from an illustration (Knorr 1919,
Taf. 72 0).
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 289.
3. E.g. Knorr 1919, Taf. 71 F and 72 H; Vanderhoeven 1975b, 15, Taf. 6,
40; Feugere et al. 1977, 119, pl. DC 1.
4. See catalogue no. S29.
5. Sauvage/Dieulafait 1982/1983, pl. 10, 37-39, and 12, 46.
6. Knorr 1919, Taf. 70 A; Knorr 1952, Taf. 54 A and 82 B.
S49 SCOTTIVS
Dish PUG: 1350.
Ritt. 5 PUG: 44.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*299x.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2629b; VF2633; VF2637; VF*922b.
The die with which these impressions were made must have originated
under Tiberius, since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, among other
types; moreover, an example is known from Velsen 1. At Nijmegen,
S51 [S]COITTVS
Dish RMO: VF*1029.
As a result of a mistake in cutting, this retrograde stamp reads SCOITTVS
instead of SCOTTIVS. It is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque
and Xanten2. The date is based on the shape of the dish from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154d.
2. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 182.
S52 SCOTTIV[S?]
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl940/5.234.
This is the only known example of this stamp. To judge by its position
in relation to the centre of the dish, the complete text probably read
SCOTTIVS. The shape of the vessel indicates a date around the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
S53 SCOTFVS
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*915 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 72 L).
No parallels for this stamp seem to have been found so far. The bowl has a
flat base, with a double groove around the stamp. The slip is somewhat
translucent, which is not unusual for vessels from the initial phase of export.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 20-40.
S54 SCOTIVS
Dish
Ritt. 5
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
PUG:
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
1947-413.
VF*915d.
VF2630a;VF*915b.
VF*915c.
Since this stamp is known on a few cups of Ritt. 5, the die with which it was
made must ah-eady have been in use under Tiberius. The site list includes
Camulodunum', the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2, period 3 at VaUcenburg3 and
Velsen 1. The dish from Vechten has a double groove in its internal base,
and the Drag. 27g a Hattened rim. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
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1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLffl 166.
2. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 90.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 323.
S55 SCOTIVS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2630; VP*919a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 5 and bowls of Drag. 29. In addi-
tion, in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen an impression was
found on a Hermet 23', a form which is usually unstamped. The site record
includes Velsen 1. The cups from Vechten have bevelled footrings (cf. fig.
6.59, c). La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 18, 282.
S61 SCOP
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF25 (110); VF936; VF2629; VF*910: VF*910a;
f 1940/5.193.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads SCOP rather than SCOT; to judge by its
date, however, it is not unlikely that the stamp belongs to Scottius or
Scotnus. The few parallels known up to now include examples from the
Posse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and from Velsen 1 . La Graufesenque
[l]',c. A.D. 25-45.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 154e.
Sealus
s56 scomv
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2634: VF2635.
This retrograde stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque,
Velsen 1 and Xanten. The profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a date
in or shortly before the time of Claudius. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-
55.
s57 scorn
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*920: VF*920a.
No other examples of this stamp have been found so far. The cups have
bevelled footrings, and probably date from the second quarter of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-50.
S58 SCOTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*913: VF*913a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, Alesia, Baden'
and the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen. The cups from
Vechten have footrings with relatively large diameters, but fairly thick
bases. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Drack 1944, 175, Abb. 3, 115.
S59 SCOT
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2629a; YF*910x.
The text of this stamp is not entirely clear, but very probably reads SCOT.
The only other parallel known up to now stems from Velsen 1. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-40.
S60 SCOT
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*911.
The clarity of this stamp leaves much to be desired. SCOT seems to be the
most likely interpretation, however. No other examples are known. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-40.
S62 SIIALI
Dish RMO: VF* 1007.
SIIALI could well be seen as the genitive of a cognomen, Sealus, which is
not known otherwise. So far, no other examples of this stamp have been
found. A similarly retrograde stamp from Volubilis seems also to be inter-
pretable as SIIALI, but it was definitely made with a different die'. The dish
fromVechten has a double groove in its internal base; therefore, it is no later
than early Neronian. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 194, fig. 16, 324.
Secundinus
Secundinus was active mainly in the Flavian period, and had perhaps al-
ready started producing sigillata under Nero. Oswald recorded a stamp on a
Ritt. 9', and at Valkenburg, a stamp seems to have been found in a context
which may be assigned to period 32. From the presence of some of
Secundinus's products at Bad Cannstatt and Corbridge, his activities may
be assumed to have continued at least until the end of the 1st century. The
profiles of some of his vessels are also indicative of this.
The name Secundinus is known not only from stamps at La Graufesenque.
So far, five dockets in which this cognomen occurs have been found here3
(cf. fig. 6.76). At least two of these can definitely be dated to the Flavian
period, like the stamps.
In addition to this, three moulds for Drag. 29 signed with the name
Secundinus were found at La Graufesenque4. In the Kerarmklager at
Oberwinterthur, a Drag. 29 of Passienus was found which must be from a
fourth mould of Secundinus5. The latter example supports dating of the ves-
sels in question to the period of Nero or Vespasian. Thus, the mould-maker
Secundinus could be identical to the potter of that name. This is not certain,
however, since another mould-maker called Secundinus was also active at
La Graufesenque. At any rate, that is the conclusion to be drawn from a
Drag. 37 found at Vleuten-De Meem, which was made in a mould which
was also signed Secundinus. The decoration belongs to the nineties, at the
earliest, and has nothing in common with that of the previously mentioned
group. On the bowl from De Meem, the cognomen is preceded by an as yet
illegible name, probably a gentilicium.
1. Oswald 1931, 286.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 325.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 47, 87 and 163; Vemhet/Bemont 1990-1991;
BemonWemhet 1992-1993.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 180, 1-2, and p. 175, after Taf. 180, 2.
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S63 SECVNDINIMA
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO: VF2661.
RMO: VF*949.
This stamp, which is easily recognizable by the double horizontal stroke of
the A, occurs exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17R and I8R. It was found
among the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque', which was fired in
the period c. A.D. 80-120/130, and at Dambach2, Ober-Florstadt3 and on the
Saalburg. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten support a date in the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Vemhetl981,34, fig. 8, 19.
2. ORL B69, 15, 5.
3. ORLB19, 15, 19.
S64 SECVNDINI
Drag.18
Drag. 18R
RMO: VF*948c.
RMO: VF*948b.
This stamp has also been found on cups of Drag. 27 and 33 and bowls of
Drag. 29. The site record includes Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge2, the
Steinkastell at Heddemheim3, Okarben4 and Malton. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 75-100.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 156; Knorr 1921, Taf. IH 89 and X 190.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 226, 107-108.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 44.
4. ORLB25a,21, 31.
S65 SECVND IN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2660a.
PUG: 87.
These are the only known examples of this stamp so far. The fabrics of the
two dishes suggest hat hey stem from La Graufesenque, but it cannot be
ruled out that hey are products of a Central Gaulish potter, since both have
footrings with relatively wide contact surfaces, which is unusual for South
Gaulish vessels. If they are South Gaulish, they are definitely no earlier than
Domitian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
Secundus
It is no easy task to classify the many dozens of stamps with the name
Secundus. Since there is a considerable difference between the dates of the
earliest and the latest examples - the stamps cover the period c. A.D. 25-
110 - they are likely to belong to at least wo different potters.
The most logical division of the stamps with the name Secundus is into a
mainly pre-Flavian and a largely Flavian group. The majority of the stamps
can be divided in this manner. A few examples from the period c. A.D. 60-
80, however, may in principle belong to either group'.
The pre-Flavian stamps can be subdivided into two groups, the first of
stamps from the second, and the second of examples from the third quarter
of the 1st century. In this catalogue, the - not necessarily correct - assump-
tion is made that the three groups of stamps defined here each belong to a
different potter.
Secundus i was active in the Tiberio-Claudian period. His production in-
eludes dishes of Drag. 17aR (fig. 6.37, c) and cups ofRitt. 5 and Drag. 27g
with rouletted upper walls. Several of his stamps are known from the Posse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and from Velsen 1.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. S76 and S78.
S66 SECVNDI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF909; f 1940/5.27.
Dish RMO: VF2640; VF2644; VF2C
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2658a.
Ritt. 9 PUG: 1947-182.
s; VF*941k.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, among other types, the die with
which these impressions were made must have been already in use under
Tiberius. This is also demonstrated by the site list, which, apart from
Aislingen' and the Erdlager at Hoftieim2, also includes Velsen I3. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xrv 99.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 72.
3. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 78 and 82.
S67 SECVNDI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*942.
This impression was made with a die which had already been damaged in
the reign of Tiberius. Initially, the face of the die was more or less bone-
shaped'. In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, over two hundred
impressions of this version were found, and also an impression of the ver-
sion known from Vechten. The modified version occurs on cups of Ritt. 5,
among other types, and is also known from Velsen I2. The vessel from
Vechten has a bevelled footring of relatively large diameter. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 30.
2. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 83.
3. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 29.
S68 SECVN[DI] or SECVN[DI]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2653.
The text of this stamp is not entirely clear, but probably reads SECVNDI or
SECVNDI. Other examples eem not to have been found so far. The cup
from Vechten has a footring of relatively large diameter; to judge by its pro-
file, it dates from the second quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 25-50.
S69 SECVNDn?]
Dish RMO: VF*937a.
The complete text of this stamp is not known; to judge by the position of
the stamp in relation to the centre of the dish, however, it was probably
no longer than SECVNDI. Other examples have not been found as yet.
Only a small fragment has survived of the dish from Vechten, so it can only
be dated approximately. However, the inside of the footring is joined to
the external base at an acute angle, so the dish is definitely pre-Flavian.
Moreover, since the base is almost entirely flat, it is more likely to
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belong to Secundus
25-70.
S70 .SEC.VND
than to Secundus ii. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. Secundus who is recorded in two dockets from La Graufesenque3.
1. For a more detailed explanation see the introduction on the stamps of
Secundus i.
2. Mees 1995, 94 and Taf. 180, 3-5.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 12 and 14.
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF24 (57); VF*931.
Ritt.9 RMO: VF*1144a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2421.
This stamp was otherwise found only at La Graufesenque in the Posse de
Cirratus, among other places - and at Asciburgium1 (cf. fig. 6.55, d),
Camulodunum2, Heerlen and Strasbourg. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-
50.
1. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 88, 348.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E5, 36.
S71 SECVN
Drag. 27(g?)
Cup
RMO: fl940/5.111.
RMO: fl940/5.234.
The only parallels for this stamp known thus far stem from the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen' and from Velsen I2. The impression
from Nijmegen occurs on a Drag. 27g with a rouletted upper wall. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Daniels 1955, 82, ml515.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 79-81.
S72 SECV
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-326.
This stamp seems not to have been found elsewhere. The shape of the cup,
which has a footring of relatively large diameter, indicates a date in the
second quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-50.
S74 OFSECVNDI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-413.
This stamp has been attributed to Secundus ii, since it also occurs on cups
of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25. It has not been found in a dated context as yet.
The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date in the reign of Nero or
perhaps shortly after. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
S75 OFSEC
Ritt.8 RMO: VF1547.
No other examples of this stamp seem to have been found as yet. The shape
of the cup is indicative of a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 45-65.
S76 SECVNDVS.FE
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 18R
RMO: VP*952.
RMO: VF*952a.
It is not certain that his stamp belongs to Secundus ii. However, it strong-
ly resembles the stamp discussed under number S77, which is more likely
to belong to Secundus ii than to Secundus i.
The presence of an impression in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque
demonstrates that the die with which these rouletted ishes were marked
was already in use under Nero. However, examples are also known from
Heddemheim and Little Chester, so vessels with this stamp were probably
still marketed in the time ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
S73 SIICV
Ritt. 5 RMO:
PUG:
VF*927.
Vel925/l.
Almost hree hundred examples of this retrograde stamp were found in the
Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, all on cups of Drag. 24/25. The
stamp is otherwise known only from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Stuart 1976, 112, fig. 34, 359.
S77 SECVNDVSF
Dish RMO: VF*951.
Only a few examples have been found of this stamp, which is easily recog-
nizable by its upside-down F. The presence of several impressions in the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque suggests that he stamp dates from
the pre-Flavian period. The shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a
double groove in its internal base, is also indicative of this. Although an-
other impression was found at Heddemheun, vessels with this stamp seem
unlikely still to have been marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 50-70.
Secundus ii
The stamps classed under Secundus ii' date mainly from the third quarter of
the 1st century. Since most of them have not been found in any dated con-
text so far, their dates are often determined only by the profiles of the ves-
sels on which they occur.
The Secundus who made the vessels listed here could be identical to the
mould-maker who, in the sixties of the 1st century, signed some of his prod-
ucts with the name Secundus2. Perhaps he may also be equated with the
S78 SECVNDMA
Ritt. 8
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP2662.
RMO: VP*940.
The attribution of this stamp to Secundus ii is based on the occurrence of a
number of impressions on cups of Ritt. 8. The example from Vechten has a
footring with a diameter of 90 mm, like an example from the Kops Plateau
at Nijmegen, which has a total diameter of 20 cm.
The site record also includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen' and York,
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5. Meesl995, 94.
S63 SECVNDINIMA
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO: VF2661.
RMO: VF*949.
This stamp, which is easily recognizable by the double horizontal stroke of
the A, occurs exclusively on dishes of Drag. 15/17R and I8R. It was found
among the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque', which was fired in
the period c. A.D. 80-120/130, and at Dambach2, Ober-Florstadt3 and on the
Saalburg. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten support a date in the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Vemhetl981,34, fig. 8, 19.
2. ORL B69, 15, 5.
3. ORLB19, 15, 19.
S64 SECVNDINI
Drag.18
Drag. 18R
RMO: VF*948c.
RMO: VF*948b.
This stamp has also been found on cups of Drag. 27 and 33 and bowls of
Drag. 29. The site record includes Bad Cannstatt', Corbridge2, the
Steinkastell at Heddemheim3, Okarben4 and Malton. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 75-100.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 156; Knorr 1921, Taf. IH 89 and X 190.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 226, 107-108.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 44.
4. ORLB25a,21, 31.
S65 SECVND IN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2660a.
PUG: 87.
These are the only known examples of this stamp so far. The fabrics of the
two dishes suggest hat hey stem from La Graufesenque, but it cannot be
ruled out that hey are products of a Central Gaulish potter, since both have
footrings with relatively wide contact surfaces, which is unusual for South
Gaulish vessels. If they are South Gaulish, they are definitely no earlier than
Domitian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
Secundus
It is no easy task to classify the many dozens of stamps with the name
Secundus. Since there is a considerable difference between the dates of the
earliest and the latest examples - the stamps cover the period c. A.D. 25-
110 - they are likely to belong to at least wo different potters.
The most logical division of the stamps with the name Secundus is into a
mainly pre-Flavian and a largely Flavian group. The majority of the stamps
can be divided in this manner. A few examples from the period c. A.D. 60-
80, however, may in principle belong to either group'.
The pre-Flavian stamps can be subdivided into two groups, the first of
stamps from the second, and the second of examples from the third quarter
of the 1st century. In this catalogue, the - not necessarily correct - assump-
tion is made that the three groups of stamps defined here each belong to a
different potter.
Secundus i was active in the Tiberio-Claudian period. His production in-
eludes dishes of Drag. 17aR (fig. 6.37, c) and cups ofRitt. 5 and Drag. 27g
with rouletted upper walls. Several of his stamps are known from the Posse
de Cirratus at La Graufesenque and from Velsen 1.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. S76 and S78.
S66 SECVNDI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF909; f 1940/5.27.
Dish RMO: VF2640; VF2644; VF2C
Ritt.5 RMO: VF2658a.
Ritt. 9 PUG: 1947-182.
s; VF*941k.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 5, among other types, the die with
which these impressions were made must have been already in use under
Tiberius. This is also demonstrated by the site list, which, apart from
Aislingen' and the Erdlager at Hoftieim2, also includes Velsen I3. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. Xrv 99.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 72.
3. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 78 and 82.
S67 SECVNDI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*942.
This impression was made with a die which had already been damaged in
the reign of Tiberius. Initially, the face of the die was more or less bone-
shaped'. In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, over two hundred
impressions of this version were found, and also an impression of the ver-
sion known from Vechten. The modified version occurs on cups of Ritt. 5,
among other types, and is also known from Velsen I2. The vessel from
Vechten has a bevelled footring of relatively large diameter. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 30.
2. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 83.
3. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 29.
S68 SECVN[DI] or SECVN[DI]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2653.
The text of this stamp is not entirely clear, but probably reads SECVNDI or
SECVNDI. Other examples eem not to have been found so far. The cup
from Vechten has a footring of relatively large diameter; to judge by its pro-
file, it dates from the second quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 25-50.
S69 SECVNDn?]
Dish RMO: VF*937a.
The complete text of this stamp is not known; to judge by the position of
the stamp in relation to the centre of the dish, however, it was probably
no longer than SECVNDI. Other examples have not been found as yet.
Only a small fragment has survived of the dish from Vechten, so it can only
be dated approximately. However, the inside of the footring is joined to
the external base at an acute angle, so the dish is definitely pre-Flavian.
Moreover, since the base is almost entirely flat, it is more likely to
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belong to Secundus
25-70.
S70 .SEC.VND
than to Secundus ii. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. Secundus who is recorded in two dockets from La Graufesenque3.
1. For a more detailed explanation see the introduction on the stamps of
Secundus i.
2. Mees 1995, 94 and Taf. 180, 3-5.
3. Marichal 1988, nos. 12 and 14.
Ritt. 5 RMO: VF24 (57); VF*931.
Ritt.9 RMO: VF*1144a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2421.
This stamp was otherwise found only at La Graufesenque in the Posse de
Cirratus, among other places - and at Asciburgium1 (cf. fig. 6.55, d),
Camulodunum2, Heerlen and Strasbourg. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-
50.
1. BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 88, 348.
2. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E5, 36.
S71 SECVN
Drag. 27(g?)
Cup
RMO: fl940/5.111.
RMO: fl940/5.234.
The only parallels for this stamp known thus far stem from the settlement
around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen' and from Velsen I2. The impression
from Nijmegen occurs on a Drag. 27g with a rouletted upper wall. La Grau-
fesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Daniels 1955, 82, ml515.
2. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 79-81.
S72 SECV
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-326.
This stamp seems not to have been found elsewhere. The shape of the cup,
which has a footring of relatively large diameter, indicates a date in the
second quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 25-50.
S74 OFSECVNDI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-413.
This stamp has been attributed to Secundus ii, since it also occurs on cups
of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25. It has not been found in a dated context as yet.
The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates a date in the reign of Nero or
perhaps shortly after. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
S75 OFSEC
Ritt.8 RMO: VF1547.
No other examples of this stamp seem to have been found as yet. The shape
of the cup is indicative of a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 45-65.
S76 SECVNDVS.FE
Drag. 15/17R
Drag. 18R
RMO: VP*952.
RMO: VF*952a.
It is not certain that his stamp belongs to Secundus ii. However, it strong-
ly resembles the stamp discussed under number S77, which is more likely
to belong to Secundus ii than to Secundus i.
The presence of an impression in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque
demonstrates that the die with which these rouletted ishes were marked
was already in use under Nero. However, examples are also known from
Heddemheim and Little Chester, so vessels with this stamp were probably
still marketed in the time ofVespasian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
S73 SIICV
Ritt. 5 RMO:
PUG:
VF*927.
Vel925/l.
Almost hree hundred examples of this retrograde stamp were found in the
Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, all on cups of Drag. 24/25. The
stamp is otherwise known only from the cemetery on the Hunerberg at
Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Stuart 1976, 112, fig. 34, 359.
S77 SECVNDVSF
Dish RMO: VF*951.
Only a few examples have been found of this stamp, which is easily recog-
nizable by its upside-down F. The presence of several impressions in the
Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque suggests that he stamp dates from
the pre-Flavian period. The shape of the dish from Vechten, which has a
double groove in its internal base, is also indicative of this. Although an-
other impression was found at Heddemheun, vessels with this stamp seem
unlikely still to have been marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 50-70.
Secundus ii
The stamps classed under Secundus ii' date mainly from the third quarter of
the 1st century. Since most of them have not been found in any dated con-
text so far, their dates are often determined only by the profiles of the ves-
sels on which they occur.
The Secundus who made the vessels listed here could be identical to the
mould-maker who, in the sixties of the 1st century, signed some of his prod-
ucts with the name Secundus2. Perhaps he may also be equated with the
S78 SECVNDMA
Ritt. 8
Drag. 27g
RMO: VP2662.
RMO: VP*940.
The attribution of this stamp to Secundus ii is based on the occurrence of a
number of impressions on cups of Ritt. 8. The example from Vechten has a
footring with a diameter of 90 mm, like an example from the Kops Plateau
at Nijmegen, which has a total diameter of 20 cm.
The site record also includes the legionary fortress at Nijmegen' and York,
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so the die was probably still in use in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, II, from the ditch of period 4.
S79 [SIICVN]DVS
Dish PUG: 1946-25.
Only one other example of this retrograde stamp has been found so far, on
a Drag. 18 from Nijmegen. Of the dish from Vechten, only a small fragment
has survived, so the stamp can be dated no more accurately than to the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
S80 SECVNDI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*942a.
For this stamp, only one parallel is known, on a Drag. 24 from Clermont-
Ferrand. The date is based exclusively on the shape of the cup from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
S81 SECVNDI
Ritt. 8 PUG: 1414; 1947-66.
Ritt.8or9 RMO: fl940/5.193; fl940/5.234.
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF2649; fl940/5.92; fl940/5.234; no no. (2 ex).
PUG: 1946-25.
Drag. 24 PUG: 1947-367.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2645; VF2646; VF*491g; VF*937; VF*941;
VF*941c; VF*941d; VF*941i; VF*941j; VF*944;
VF*945a; fl 940/5.193.
PUG: Vel926/5.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2647; VF*941g.
Cup RMO: VF-928.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*941f.
This is by far the best-known stamp of Secundus ii. The forms on which it
occurs demonstrate that it is pre-Flavian. The site list includes Aislingen',
Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, a pit with stamps of Aquitanus,
Bassus i and Regenus at Leicester, the KeramiMager at Oberwinterthur and
period 1 at Valkenburg". Only one of the many dozens of impressions has
been found in a Flavian context, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 98 and 100.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 169.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 71.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 120.
assumption that the stamp is pre-Flavian, probably Neronian. The im-
pressions are often difficult o read, perhaps because the letters of the die
gradually became filled with clay. The Drag. 33a from Vechten has internal
grooves on either side of the junction of the base and the wall - a feature
only known on examples from the late 1st and early 2nd centuries; there-
fore, this cup is likely to be one of the latest vessels with this stamp. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 44.
2. Daniels 1955, 74, ml481, noted as illegible.
S83 SECVNDI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (33).
This stamp is otherwise known only from Mainz-Weisenau, Metz, Neuss'
and Risstissen, on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24/25, among other types. The
shape of the vessel from Vechten indicates a Neronian date. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. E.g. Mary 1967, Taf. 32, 25.
S84 SECVNDI
Ritt. 9 PUG: 1947-237.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*944a; f 1940/5.234.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2658.
This stamp was also found in the Erdlager at Hofheim', in a pit with
Claudian material at Mainz-Weisenau2 and in period 1 at Valkenburg3. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 73.
2. Neeb 1913/1914, 128, Abb. 3-4, 2, with stamps ofDamonus, Felix and
Tertius.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 330-331.
S84* SECVND<I>
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VP24(42).
RMO: fl940/5.111.
These impressions were made with a broken die which originally read
SECVNDI. Up to now, no examples have been found in dated contexts, but
the occurrence of some impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag.
24/25, and the evidence for the original version, are indicative ofaNeronian
date. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 12, 155d.
S82 SECVNDI S85 SIICVNDI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF2658c; VP*941a; VF*941e; VF*1358.
VF1954; VF1959h; VF2052; VF2652; VF2926;
VF*941b; VF*9411.
1947-124; 1947-413.
VF2658b.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen, the fort ditch deposit at
Cirencester', the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2, and
the Keranuklager at Oberwinterthur. This evidence, and the occurrence of a
few impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24/25, warrant he
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF1820b; no no.
RMO: VF*944b; no no.
PUG: Vel925/5.
So far, no other examples of this stamp seem to have been found'. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten argue a date in the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Only Mary 1967, Taf. 36, 4 may be identical.
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S86 SECVND
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2642.
For this stamp, only one parallel is known, from Strasbourg. The shape of
the cup from Vechten suggests that it dates from shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
S87 SECVN
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
The only clue to the date of this stamp is the occurrence of several ex-
amples on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. To judge by the shape of the
vessel from Vechten, the stamp belongs to the Claudio-Neronian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
Secundus iii
The majority of the products of Secundus iii are Flavian'. However, their
profiles suggest hat a proportion of the dies with which they were marked
were already in use in the sixties. The other evidence for this is slight,
however2.
The latest contexts to yield stamps with the name Secundus are the
Salisberg and the Zugmantel. This evidence seems to imply that Secundus
iii stopped his activities in the late 1st, or, at the latest, the early 2nd cen-
tury.
To judge by the date of his products, Secundus iii could be identical to T.
Flavius Secundus3 or L. Tertius Secundus". The latter seems the more
likely candidate, since his products were found together with those of
Secundus iii among the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque5.
Secundus iii may perhaps also be equated with the Secundus who is re-
corded in a probably Flavian docket from La Graufesenque6.
Secundus iii may also have worked at Espalion for a while. Chemical
analyses have shown that at this production centre, vessels with the stamp
SECVN.P were made which may have been marked with a die which was
also used at La Graufesenque7.
The presence of several stamps of Secundus iii at Banassac8 could lead one
to assume that he produced sigillata t that kiln site as well. However, the
vessels in question come from collections which also include finds from La
Graufesenque. If they were really found at Banassac, moreover, they need
still not necessarily have been manufactured there'.
1. For the criteria on which the classification of the stamps with the name
Secundus is based, see the introduction to the stamps of Secundus i.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. S88, S91 and S94.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 170-170a and 190; VemheWertet 1976; Mees
1995, 94 f. and Taf. 181.
4. Cf. catalogue nos. S 105-107.
5. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 16-24.
6. Marichal 1988, no. 97.
7. Cf. catalogue no. S100.
8. Peyre 1975, 52 f.
9. Cf. p. 27, note 7.
S88 OFSECVNDI
R-dish RMO: VF2654; VF2656; VF*945; VF*947.
These impressions were made with a die which originally had a face
with half-rounded ends. Impressions of that version were found at
Camulodunum, and in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London', so the die must
have been first used under Nero.
The version with indented ends was unearthed in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten indicate a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
95.
1. Millett 1987, 116.
S89 OFS. EC. VN<D>
R-dish RMO:
PUG:
VF*936:VF*1419.
Vel925/2a.
The rouletted dishes recorded here were marked with a modified die.
Originally, it read OFSECVND, without stops in the text. The original ver-
sion has not been found in dated contexts so far. The same is true of the
modified version, for which only three parallels are known, on vessels of
Drag. 18 and 18R'.
On the vessels numbered VF*936 and Vel925/2a, the die has been im-
pressed twice, a peculiarity known also on rouletted dishes of Abitus,
Sarrutus and Vitalis ii2. Of the example numbered VF* 1419 only a fragment
has survived; this seems to have borne only a single impression, however,
probably because it is smaller than the two others3. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten suggest that the modified version dates from the last
quarter of the 1st century: La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. However, Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 92, on a Drag. 29, may be an
impression of the same die.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. A3, S35 and V68; also Y5*.
3. The first two vessels have footrings with diameters of 118 and 134
mm, respectively; the last has a footring of c. 94 mm across.
S90 OFSECVND
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2034J; VF2657; VF*479c (Knorr 1919, Taf.
74 J3); VF*939; VF*939a; VF*939b; VF*939c.
PUG: Vel925/5 = 8062 (Mees 1990, Abb. 15, 3).
This stamp occurs mainly on bowls of Drag. 29, but examples are also
known on dishes of Drag. 18. The site list includes Camelon, Carlisle',
Castleford and Rottweil. The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp are quite varied, but fall within the Neronian to early
Flavian period2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 36.
2. Behrens 1913/1914, Taf. V 3; Knorr 1919, Taf. 74 B, P and G; Morren
1966, 231, 10-11 (from a small deposit with bowls of Carillus,
Germanus and Vaderio); Giroussens 1986, 8, pl. 2, 1; Rougier 1988,
389, 651 and 661; Fasold 1991, 86, Abb.6, 16.
S91 OFSECVND
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF2655: VF-934; VF*935; VF*936.
RMO: VF*938a.
The site record for this stamp includes the settlement around the
Trajanusplein at Nijmegen, Oberstimm' and Rheingonheim2. From the pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten, it may be dated shortly before or in the
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C784.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 62.
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so the die was probably still in use in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, II, from the ditch of period 4.
S79 [SIICVN]DVS
Dish PUG: 1946-25.
Only one other example of this retrograde stamp has been found so far, on
a Drag. 18 from Nijmegen. Of the dish from Vechten, only a small fragment
has survived, so the stamp can be dated no more accurately than to the
Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
S80 SECVNDI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*942a.
For this stamp, only one parallel is known, on a Drag. 24 from Clermont-
Ferrand. The date is based exclusively on the shape of the cup from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
S81 SECVNDI
Ritt. 8 PUG: 1414; 1947-66.
Ritt.8or9 RMO: fl940/5.193; fl940/5.234.
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF2649; fl940/5.92; fl940/5.234; no no. (2 ex).
PUG: 1946-25.
Drag. 24 PUG: 1947-367.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2645; VF2646; VF*491g; VF*937; VF*941;
VF*941c; VF*941d; VF*941i; VF*941j; VF*944;
VF*945a; fl 940/5.193.
PUG: Vel926/5.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2647; VF*941g.
Cup RMO: VF-928.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*941f.
This is by far the best-known stamp of Secundus ii. The forms on which it
occurs demonstrate that it is pre-Flavian. The site list includes Aislingen',
Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3, a pit with stamps of Aquitanus,
Bassus i and Regenus at Leicester, the KeramiMager at Oberwinterthur and
period 1 at Valkenburg". Only one of the many dozens of impressions has
been found in a Flavian context, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 98 and 100.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 169.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 71.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 120.
assumption that the stamp is pre-Flavian, probably Neronian. The im-
pressions are often difficult o read, perhaps because the letters of the die
gradually became filled with clay. The Drag. 33a from Vechten has internal
grooves on either side of the junction of the base and the wall - a feature
only known on examples from the late 1st and early 2nd centuries; there-
fore, this cup is likely to be one of the latest vessels with this stamp. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 44.
2. Daniels 1955, 74, ml481, noted as illegible.
S83 SECVNDI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (33).
This stamp is otherwise known only from Mainz-Weisenau, Metz, Neuss'
and Risstissen, on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 24/25, among other types. The
shape of the vessel from Vechten indicates a Neronian date. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. E.g. Mary 1967, Taf. 32, 25.
S84 SECVNDI
Ritt. 9 PUG: 1947-237.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*944a; f 1940/5.234.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2658.
This stamp was also found in the Erdlager at Hofheim', in a pit with
Claudian material at Mainz-Weisenau2 and in period 1 at Valkenburg3. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 73.
2. Neeb 1913/1914, 128, Abb. 3-4, 2, with stamps ofDamonus, Felix and
Tertius.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 330-331.
S84* SECVND<I>
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VP24(42).
RMO: fl940/5.111.
These impressions were made with a broken die which originally read
SECVNDI. Up to now, no examples have been found in dated contexts, but
the occurrence of some impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag.
24/25, and the evidence for the original version, are indicative ofaNeronian
date. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 60-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 1 12, 155d.
S82 SECVNDI S85 SIICVNDI
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
RMO:
VF2658c; VP*941a; VF*941e; VF*1358.
VF1954; VF1959h; VF2052; VF2652; VF2926;
VF*941b; VF*9411.
1947-124; 1947-413.
VF2658b.
The site list for this stamp includes Aislingen, the fort ditch deposit at
Cirencester', the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2, and
the Keranuklager at Oberwinterthur. This evidence, and the occurrence of a
few impressions on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24/25, warrant he
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF1820b; no no.
RMO: VF*944b; no no.
PUG: Vel925/5.
So far, no other examples of this stamp seem to have been found'. The pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten argue a date in the Claudio-Neronian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Only Mary 1967, Taf. 36, 4 may be identical.
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S86 SECVND
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2642.
For this stamp, only one parallel is known, from Strasbourg. The shape of
the cup from Vechten suggests that it dates from shortly after the middle of
the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
S87 SECVN
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
The only clue to the date of this stamp is the occurrence of several ex-
amples on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24. To judge by the shape of the
vessel from Vechten, the stamp belongs to the Claudio-Neronian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
Secundus iii
The majority of the products of Secundus iii are Flavian'. However, their
profiles suggest hat a proportion of the dies with which they were marked
were already in use in the sixties. The other evidence for this is slight,
however2.
The latest contexts to yield stamps with the name Secundus are the
Salisberg and the Zugmantel. This evidence seems to imply that Secundus
iii stopped his activities in the late 1st, or, at the latest, the early 2nd cen-
tury.
To judge by the date of his products, Secundus iii could be identical to T.
Flavius Secundus3 or L. Tertius Secundus". The latter seems the more
likely candidate, since his products were found together with those of
Secundus iii among the waste of the large kiln at La Graufesenque5.
Secundus iii may perhaps also be equated with the Secundus who is re-
corded in a probably Flavian docket from La Graufesenque6.
Secundus iii may also have worked at Espalion for a while. Chemical
analyses have shown that at this production centre, vessels with the stamp
SECVN.P were made which may have been marked with a die which was
also used at La Graufesenque7.
The presence of several stamps of Secundus iii at Banassac8 could lead one
to assume that he produced sigillata t that kiln site as well. However, the
vessels in question come from collections which also include finds from La
Graufesenque. If they were really found at Banassac, moreover, they need
still not necessarily have been manufactured there'.
1. For the criteria on which the classification of the stamps with the name
Secundus is based, see the introduction to the stamps of Secundus i.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. S88, S91 and S94.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 170-170a and 190; VemheWertet 1976; Mees
1995, 94 f. and Taf. 181.
4. Cf. catalogue nos. S 105-107.
5. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 16-24.
6. Marichal 1988, no. 97.
7. Cf. catalogue no. S100.
8. Peyre 1975, 52 f.
9. Cf. p. 27, note 7.
S88 OFSECVNDI
R-dish RMO: VF2654; VF2656; VF*945; VF*947.
These impressions were made with a die which originally had a face
with half-rounded ends. Impressions of that version were found at
Camulodunum, and in the burnt layer ofA.D. 61 in London', so the die must
have been first used under Nero.
The version with indented ends was unearthed in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, among other places. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten indicate a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
95.
1. Millett 1987, 116.
S89 OFS. EC. VN<D>
R-dish RMO:
PUG:
VF*936:VF*1419.
Vel925/2a.
The rouletted dishes recorded here were marked with a modified die.
Originally, it read OFSECVND, without stops in the text. The original ver-
sion has not been found in dated contexts so far. The same is true of the
modified version, for which only three parallels are known, on vessels of
Drag. 18 and 18R'.
On the vessels numbered VF*936 and Vel925/2a, the die has been im-
pressed twice, a peculiarity known also on rouletted dishes of Abitus,
Sarrutus and Vitalis ii2. Of the example numbered VF* 1419 only a fragment
has survived; this seems to have borne only a single impression, however,
probably because it is smaller than the two others3. The profiles of the ves-
sels from Vechten suggest that the modified version dates from the last
quarter of the 1st century: La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. However, Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 92, on a Drag. 29, may be an
impression of the same die.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. A3, S35 and V68; also Y5*.
3. The first two vessels have footrings with diameters of 118 and 134
mm, respectively; the last has a footring of c. 94 mm across.
S90 OFSECVND
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2034J; VF2657; VF*479c (Knorr 1919, Taf.
74 J3); VF*939; VF*939a; VF*939b; VF*939c.
PUG: Vel925/5 = 8062 (Mees 1990, Abb. 15, 3).
This stamp occurs mainly on bowls of Drag. 29, but examples are also
known on dishes of Drag. 18. The site list includes Camelon, Carlisle',
Castleford and Rottweil. The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29
with this stamp are quite varied, but fall within the Neronian to early
Flavian period2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 36.
2. Behrens 1913/1914, Taf. V 3; Knorr 1919, Taf. 74 B, P and G; Morren
1966, 231, 10-11 (from a small deposit with bowls of Carillus,
Germanus and Vaderio); Giroussens 1986, 8, pl. 2, 1; Rougier 1988,
389, 651 and 661; Fasold 1991, 86, Abb.6, 16.
S91 OFSECVND
Drag. 15/17
Dish
RMO: VF2655: VF-934; VF*935; VF*936.
RMO: VF*938a.
The site record for this stamp includes the settlement around the
Trajanusplein at Nijmegen, Oberstimm' and Rheingonheim2. From the pro-
files of the dishes from Vechten, it may be dated shortly before or in the
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C784.
2. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 62.
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Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 115c, possibly identical; Dausse 1990, pl.
A, 101.
S92 OFSECVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*932.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, from the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil', among other places. The
shape of the dish from Vechten justifies the deduction that the die with
which it was marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 93.
S93 OF.SECV
Drag. 27g RMO:
PUG:
VF2641a; VF*929.
Vel925/3a; Ve 1926.
This stamp has been found at Chester, Malton and York, among other
places, so it is definitely Flavian. However, the profiles of the cups from
Vechten warrant the assumption that the die with which they were
marked was first used as early as the sixties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-80.
S93* OF.SE<CV>
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and on the Salisberg2 La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 24.
2. ORL B24, 8, 26.
S96 OFSEC
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*925a; VF*926.
VF*935a.
The only contexts to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are
Camelon and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The
profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest a date in or shortly after the
Flavian period. On the examples numbered VF*926 and VF*935a, the die
was impressed twice in succession, as on the two rouletted dishes discussed
under number S89. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
S97 SECVNDIOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*946a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Bonn and Conimbriga'. The
shape of the cup argues a date under Nero or in the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Delgado et al. 1975, 148, pl. XXXII 339.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2722.
RMO: no no.
These impressions stem from a broken die which originally read OF.SECV.
From the evidence for the original version, the die may be deduced to have
become damaged in the Flavian period. The reduced version was found at
Caerleon and Nijmegen-west, among other places. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten suggest hat vessels with this stamp were being marketed until
A.D. 90, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-90.
S94 OFSECV
Drag. 18
Drag. 33a
RMO: Vel920.1.
RMO: VF*929a.
Since this stamp was found in the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen', the die with which it was made is likely to have been first used
in the pre-Flavian period. However, it is also known from the wrecked ship
Culip IV2, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil. The Drag. 33a
from Vechten has grooves on the inside, on either side of the junction of the
base and the wall, which is not uncommon for examples from the late 1 st
and early 2nd centuries. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Daniels 1955, 98, ml 370.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 43.1.
S95 OFSEC
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF964;nono.
RMO: VF*925.
This stamp was found among the waste around the large kiln at La
Graufesenque, which was in use c. A.D. 80-120/130', at Carlisle, in the
S98 SECVNDIOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2651; VF*946; Vel920.14; fl980/7.314.
The site record for this stamp includes Heddemheim, Newstead', the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a grave from around
A.D. 80 on the Marktveld at Valkenburg2, and York. At Volubilis, an
identical impression was found on a Ritt. 83. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-90.
1. Curle 1911,240, 90.
2. With stamps ofApronius, Calvus, lucundus, Roppus and Vitalis ii.
3. Laubenheimer 1979, 190, fig. 12, 229 (stamp), and 198, fig. 24, 229
(profile).
S99 SECVNDVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF-950.
Dish RMO: VF2664; Vel927/3 "Oostveen".
In view of the presence of identical impressions at Camelon and in the
legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen, this stamp is likely to belong to
the Flavian period. However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten sug-
gest that the die with which they were marked was already in use under
Nero. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 155.
S 100 SECVN.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2995.
PUG: 7.
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This stamp occurs mainly on dishes of Drag. 18, but impressions are also
known on cups of Drag. 33a, and at Richborough an impression was found
on a Drag. 29, with early Plavian decoration'. The site list also includes
Chester, Inchtuthil2, the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and
period 4 at Valkenburg3.
At Drive, two very similar impressions were found, on a Drag. 15/17
and a Drag. 33". Chemical analysis has shown that both vessels were
made at Espalion5. However, it is not certain that these impressions stem
from the same die as the one from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-90.
1. Pryce 1949, pl. LXXVH 30.
2. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S14-15.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 328.
4. Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 19-20.
5. Tilhard et al. 1991, 235, diagram 1, 43 and 52.
S 101 SECVN[.DI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*913a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33 and 33a. It was found among
the waste around the large kiln which was fired at La Graufesenque in the
period c. A.D. 80-120/130', at Chester, Heddemheim2, in the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and on the Saalburg. The Drag. 27
from Vechten is a coarse example, whose profile suggests a date under
Domitian, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 21.
2. Wolffl911,45, Abb. 9, 25.
S 102 SECVNDI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
no no.
VF*941h.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, unless a very simi-
lar impression from a grave near the fort on the Zugmantel stems from the
same die'. The profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a date under Nero
or in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 13, 50.
S 103 SECVNDI
Drag. 27g RMO: 11975/4.4.
No other examples of this retrograde stamp seem to have been found so far.
The cup has a beaded rim and a footring which gradually merges into the
base on the inside. It is late Neronian, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-90.
S 104 [SEC]VNO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1405.
Strictly speaking, the text of this retrograde stamp reads SECVNO, but
should perhaps be interpreted as SECVND. Only a few parallels are known,
from Fishboume, Nancy, Okarben' and Valkenburg-De Woerd'. The shape
of the dish from Vechten suggests that the stamp dates from the time of
Nero or the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H51.
2. Bloemers/Sarfatij 1976, 156, fig. 9c, 144 (illustrated upside-down).
L. Tertius Secundus
During the excavation of the large kiln at La Graufesenque, dozens of
stamps of L. Tertius Secundus were recorded among the waste accumulated
around it, some on dishes fused together by overfiring1. They show that this
potter worked at La Graufesenque, rather than at Montans, as Oswald as-
sumed2.
The products of L. Tertius Secundus are regularly discovered in finds
groups of the eighties and nineties. At Heddemheim, a dish with his name
was even found in a grave which contained a coin ofTrajan3. From this evi-
dence, his activities may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-120.
It is not impossible that L. Tertius Secundus is identical to Secundus iii; as
it happens, the waste around the large kiln at La Graufesenque yielded both
stamps with the name L. Tertius Secundus and examples with only the
cognomen Secundus", which are usually attributed to the potter designated
as Secundus iii in this catalogue.
1. Verahet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 16-18.
2. Oswald 1931, 290, on the basis of an unclear mould signature from
Montans.
3. Cf. catalogue no. S107.
4. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 20-24; cf. catalogue nos. S95 and S101.
S 105 L.TER. SECVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2328 + VF*538x; VF*930x.
Dish RMQ: VF1999.
This stamp occurs not only on standard ishes, but also on rouletted ones
and on a single Drag. 27. It was found among the waste around the large
kiln at La Graufesenque, which was fired around A.D. 80-120/130', at Bad
Cannstatt2, Butzbach and Corbridge3, on the Saalburg, and in a grave in the
Winchester area which also contained stamps of Sevems ii4. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Vemhetl981,34, fig.8, 16.
2. Knorr 1921, Taf. X 274.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 227, 117.
4. Collis 1976, 70, fig. 1, 3.
5. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX; cf. note 1.
S 106 LTER.SECVN
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF2103; VF*933.
VF*539.
The site record for this stamp includes the waste deposit around the large
kiln at La Graufesenque', Castlecary2, Chesterholm, Heddemheim3, and a
grave at Nijmegen-west datable to A.D. 97, at the earliest4. La Graufesenque
[l]5,c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 17.
2. Hartley 1972a, 7, 10.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 54.
4. With stamps of Celsus ii. Censor, lucundus, Peregrinus and Sulpicius,
and a coin of Nerva struck in A.D. 97.
5. Cf. note 1.
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Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 115c, possibly identical; Dausse 1990, pl.
A, 101.
S92 OFSECVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*932.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, from the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil', among other places. The
shape of the dish from Vechten justifies the deduction that the die with
which it was marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 93.
S93 OF.SECV
Drag. 27g RMO:
PUG:
VF2641a; VF*929.
Vel925/3a; Ve 1926.
This stamp has been found at Chester, Malton and York, among other
places, so it is definitely Flavian. However, the profiles of the cups from
Vechten warrant the assumption that the die with which they were
marked was first used as early as the sixties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-80.
S93* OF.SE<CV>
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, and on the Salisberg2 La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 24.
2. ORL B24, 8, 26.
S96 OFSEC
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF*925a; VF*926.
VF*935a.
The only contexts to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are
Camelon and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The
profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest a date in or shortly after the
Flavian period. On the examples numbered VF*926 and VF*935a, the die
was impressed twice in succession, as on the two rouletted dishes discussed
under number S89. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
S97 SECVNDIOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*946a.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Bonn and Conimbriga'. The
shape of the cup argues a date under Nero or in the Flavian period. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Delgado et al. 1975, 148, pl. XXXII 339.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2722.
RMO: no no.
These impressions stem from a broken die which originally read OF.SECV.
From the evidence for the original version, the die may be deduced to have
become damaged in the Flavian period. The reduced version was found at
Caerleon and Nijmegen-west, among other places. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten suggest hat vessels with this stamp were being marketed until
A.D. 90, at the latest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-90.
S94 OFSECV
Drag. 18
Drag. 33a
RMO: Vel920.1.
RMO: VF*929a.
Since this stamp was found in the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen', the die with which it was made is likely to have been first used
in the pre-Flavian period. However, it is also known from the wrecked ship
Culip IV2, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil. The Drag. 33a
from Vechten has grooves on the inside, on either side of the junction of the
base and the wall, which is not uncommon for examples from the late 1 st
and early 2nd centuries. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Daniels 1955, 98, ml 370.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 43.1.
S95 OFSEC
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF964;nono.
RMO: VF*925.
This stamp was found among the waste around the large kiln at La
Graufesenque, which was in use c. A.D. 80-120/130', at Carlisle, in the
S98 SECVNDIOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2651; VF*946; Vel920.14; fl980/7.314.
The site record for this stamp includes Heddemheim, Newstead', the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a grave from around
A.D. 80 on the Marktveld at Valkenburg2, and York. At Volubilis, an
identical impression was found on a Ritt. 83. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
65-90.
1. Curle 1911,240, 90.
2. With stamps ofApronius, Calvus, lucundus, Roppus and Vitalis ii.
3. Laubenheimer 1979, 190, fig. 12, 229 (stamp), and 198, fig. 24, 229
(profile).
S99 SECVNDVSF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF-950.
Dish RMO: VF2664; Vel927/3 "Oostveen".
In view of the presence of identical impressions at Camelon and in the
legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen, this stamp is likely to belong to
the Flavian period. However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten sug-
gest that the die with which they were marked was already in use under
Nero. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 155.
S 100 SECVN.F
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2995.
PUG: 7.
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This stamp occurs mainly on dishes of Drag. 18, but impressions are also
known on cups of Drag. 33a, and at Richborough an impression was found
on a Drag. 29, with early Plavian decoration'. The site list also includes
Chester, Inchtuthil2, the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and
period 4 at Valkenburg3.
At Drive, two very similar impressions were found, on a Drag. 15/17
and a Drag. 33". Chemical analysis has shown that both vessels were
made at Espalion5. However, it is not certain that these impressions stem
from the same die as the one from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
70-90.
1. Pryce 1949, pl. LXXVH 30.
2. Hartley 1985, 315, fig. 96, S14-15.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 328.
4. Tilhard et al. 1991, 246, fig. 12, 19-20.
5. Tilhard et al. 1991, 235, diagram 1, 43 and 52.
S 101 SECVN[.DI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*913a.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Drag. 33 and 33a. It was found among
the waste around the large kiln which was fired at La Graufesenque in the
period c. A.D. 80-120/130', at Chester, Heddemheim2, in the canabae out-
side the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and on the Saalburg. The Drag. 27
from Vechten is a coarse example, whose profile suggests a date under
Domitian, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 21.
2. Wolffl911,45, Abb. 9, 25.
S 102 SECVNDI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
no no.
VF*941h.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far, unless a very simi-
lar impression from a grave near the fort on the Zugmantel stems from the
same die'. The profiles of the cups from Vechten indicate a date under Nero
or in the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. ORL A3, Taf. 13, 50.
S 103 SECVNDI
Drag. 27g RMO: 11975/4.4.
No other examples of this retrograde stamp seem to have been found so far.
The cup has a beaded rim and a footring which gradually merges into the
base on the inside. It is late Neronian, at the earliest. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-90.
S 104 [SEC]VNO
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1405.
Strictly speaking, the text of this retrograde stamp reads SECVNO, but
should perhaps be interpreted as SECVND. Only a few parallels are known,
from Fishboume, Nancy, Okarben' and Valkenburg-De Woerd'. The shape
of the dish from Vechten suggests that the stamp dates from the time of
Nero or the Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H51.
2. Bloemers/Sarfatij 1976, 156, fig. 9c, 144 (illustrated upside-down).
L. Tertius Secundus
During the excavation of the large kiln at La Graufesenque, dozens of
stamps of L. Tertius Secundus were recorded among the waste accumulated
around it, some on dishes fused together by overfiring1. They show that this
potter worked at La Graufesenque, rather than at Montans, as Oswald as-
sumed2.
The products of L. Tertius Secundus are regularly discovered in finds
groups of the eighties and nineties. At Heddemheim, a dish with his name
was even found in a grave which contained a coin ofTrajan3. From this evi-
dence, his activities may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-120.
It is not impossible that L. Tertius Secundus is identical to Secundus iii; as
it happens, the waste around the large kiln at La Graufesenque yielded both
stamps with the name L. Tertius Secundus and examples with only the
cognomen Secundus", which are usually attributed to the potter designated
as Secundus iii in this catalogue.
1. Verahet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 16-18.
2. Oswald 1931, 290, on the basis of an unclear mould signature from
Montans.
3. Cf. catalogue no. S107.
4. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 20-24; cf. catalogue nos. S95 and S101.
S 105 L.TER. SECVN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2328 + VF*538x; VF*930x.
Dish RMQ: VF1999.
This stamp occurs not only on standard ishes, but also on rouletted ones
and on a single Drag. 27. It was found among the waste around the large
kiln at La Graufesenque, which was fired around A.D. 80-120/130', at Bad
Cannstatt2, Butzbach and Corbridge3, on the Saalburg, and in a grave in the
Winchester area which also contained stamps of Sevems ii4. La Graufesen-
que [I]3, c. A.D. 80-120.
1. Vemhetl981,34, fig.8, 16.
2. Knorr 1921, Taf. X 274.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 227, 117.
4. Collis 1976, 70, fig. 1, 3.
5. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX; cf. note 1.
S 106 LTER.SECVN
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
VF2103; VF*933.
VF*539.
The site record for this stamp includes the waste deposit around the large
kiln at La Graufesenque', Castlecary2, Chesterholm, Heddemheim3, and a
grave at Nijmegen-west datable to A.D. 97, at the earliest4. La Graufesenque
[l]5,c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 17.
2. Hartley 1972a, 7, 10.
3. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 54.
4. With stamps of Celsus ii. Censor, lucundus, Peregrinus and Sulpicius,
and a coin of Nerva struck in A.D. 97.
5. Cf. note 1.
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S 107 L.TER. SECV
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*930.
RMO: VF*538.
Among the waste around the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in
use from A.D. 80-120/130, dozens of identical impressions were found on
fused dishes of Drag. 18'. The stamp is also known from Corbridge2,
Echzell3, Okarben4, Stockstadt5 and Wilderspool. At Heddemheim, an ex-
ample was found in a grave which also contained a coin ofTrajan'. La Grau-
fesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 18.
2. Haverfield 1915, 286.
3. ORLB18.52.
4. ORL B25a, 21, 28.
5. ORL B33, Taf. XIX 128.
6. Wolff 1911, 35, 38, and 45, Abb. 9, 26, from grave 190.
7. Cf. note 1.
decorative schemes of some of his bowls of Drag. 29, and by the site lists
for his stamps, which include the Fosse de Cin-atus at La Graufesenque and
Velsen 1.
Oswald erroneously assumed that the production of Senicio had already
come to an end in the reign of Claudius'. This mistake resulted from his fail-
ure to recognize later impressions of broken dies of Senicio as such; in-
stead, he classed them under Nicia or Nicius2. In reality, the activities of
Senicio must have continued into the Plavian period, since some of his
products were found in the wrecked ship Culip FV.
Senicio also made moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and beakers of Drag. 30,
probably in the Neronian period3. At least two of his moulds for bowls of
Drag. 29 were used by Celadus4. Senicio in his turn made bowls in a mould
by Gallicanus5, as well as in one which was also used by Amandus6.
1. Oswald 1931, 292 and 419.
2. Oswald 1931, 219 and 410; cf. catalogue nos. Sill* and S113.
3. Mees 1995, 95 and Taf. 182, 1-4.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 182, 3-4.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 67, 2.
6. Knorr 1952, Taf. 56 J; Haalebos 1979, 125.
Senecio S 109 SENICIO.FEC
Up to now, Senecio has always been distinguished from Senicio'. Since the
e and the i were sometimes interchangeable2, however, they may be one and
the same potter3. The stamps with the spelling Senecio4 probably all date
from the period c. A.D. 40-70, so they fall inside the period in which
Senicio was active.
1. Oswald 1931, 291 f.
2. Cf. Marichal 1988, 58.
3. According to Haalebos (1979, 125), the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Grau-
fesenque has yielded a number of bowls of Drag. 29 among whose
moulded decoration impressions may be seen of the signatures
SINICIO, SENICIO, SIINICIO and SIINIICIO; however, these are all
extremely faint (cf. idem, 135, Taf. 5, 2-2a), so their interpretation is
not always definite.
4. See for example Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 156; Fiches et al. 1978, 191,
fig. 4, 73; Hartley/Dickinson 1978b, 332, 67; Query 1979, 73, fig. 10,
18.
S 108 SENECI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (85); VP2667.
Since an identical impression was found at Xanten on a Drag. 25', the die
with which these cups were marked must have first been used around A.D.
40, at the latest. The site list also contains the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, Aislingen2, the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique3 and
periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Steinerl911,Taf. XXI186.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 105.
3. Piches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 74.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 123; Glasbergen 1967, 107, 401.
Senicio
Since Senicio's production includes dishes of Drag. 17, he was probably
already active in the reign of Tiberius. This conclusion is supported by the
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1484 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 77 H); VF2668 (idem,
Taf. 76 D); VF2670 (pl. 41, d); VF2671; VF2672;
VF2672a; VF3014; VP*479d (Knorr 1919, Taf.
76 C); VF*954a; VP*955; VF*955a; VF*960;
VF*960a; VP*960b; VF*960c (idem, Taf. 77 G);
VF*968a; fl909/10.2; Vel927/2 "Oostveen" (pl.
41, c); H980/7.335 (pl. 41, b).
PUG: 1585 (pl. 41, a).
In some impressions, traces of a C seem to be visible after the E, so this
stamp may read SENICIO.FEC rather than SENICIO. FE. The site record
includes Brandon Camp', Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3,
periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg" and period I at Zwammerdam5, so the stamp
is likely to be Claudio-Neronian. This conclusion may also be drawn from
the decorative schemes of the bowls, which are rather varied'. Senicio used
at least one mould of Gallicanus7, as well as one in which also Amandus
made a bowl". Of the twenty bowls with this stamp from Vechten, thirteen
only have single grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D.
45-70.
1. Hartley 1987b, 82, fig. 19, 1.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLHI 170 and 172.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 74.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 332-333; Glasbergen 1967, 107, 402.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 25, 248.
6. Knon- 1919, Taf. 75 A, 76 B and F and 77 L; Pryce 1932, pl. XXII
1-2; Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 56, 1 and 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 55 D,
56 N-0 and 58 R; Vanderhoeven 1975b, 33, Taf. 15, 104; Haalebos
1977, Taf. 31, 2 (from the same mould as Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig.
56, 2).
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 67, 2.
8. Knorr 1952, Taf. 56 J; Haalebos 1979, 125.
9. Hennet 1934, pl. 112, 156a.
S 110 SENICIO.F
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*959a; VF*959b (Knorr 1919, Taf. 76 E).
This stamp is otherwise known only from the Posse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. The profiles of the bowls
from Vechten argue a date in the second quarter of the 1st century. The
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decoration of the vessel numbered VF*959b is related to that of a bowl of
Stabilio ofNeuss2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A, 52.
2. Knorrl919,Taf. 79A.
Sill SENICIO.F
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27(g?)
RMO: VF*959.
RMO: VP*373a.
PUG: 1512.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other
types, the die must have been first used in the pre-Flavian period. It was
probably damaged around A.D. 70, since impressions reading ENICIO still
occur on cups of Drag. 24/25. However, examples with the complete text
are also known from Chester', Heddemheim and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Hartley 1981, 244.
Sill* <S>ENICIO<.F>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2347a; VF*373;
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2003.
K954;nono.;Vel927/l.
These impressions were made with a damaged die which originally read
SENICIO.F. Since the reduced version was still used on cups of Drag. 24,
the damage probably took place not much later than A.D. 70.
The site record includes Aislingen', the wrecked ship Culip IV2 and a
Domitianic grave at Winchester3. The profiles of the cups from Vechten sug-
gest that vessels with this stamp were in use until A.D. 80, at the latest. La
Graufesenque [1]-, c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Knorr 1912. Taf. XIV 106.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 15.2.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 11, from grave II, with stamps of Frontinus,
Memor, Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus and Vitalis ii.
4. Dausse 1990, pl. A, 68.
Nero, at the latest. The reduced version occurs in the wrecked ship Culip
IV4 and among the contents of a well which was constructed shortly after
A.D. 81 at Praunheim5. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 171.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 45.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 334.
4. Nieto et al. 198 f., fig. 147, 15.1.
5. Fasoldl991,86,Abb.6, 28.
S 114 SENICIO
Ritt.8
Ritt. 8 or 9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF949.
RMO: VF-958.
RMO: VF*958a.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, and an example is known from
the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen', the die must certain-
ly have been in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, the site record also
includes Caersws IF. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Daniels 1955, 74, ml482.
2. Dickinson 1989, 82, 16.
S115 SENI
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2666.
It is not certain that this is a stamp of Senicio. Oswald classed it under L.
Senis', but it is too early for that. It could belong to Senilis, however.
So far, the stamp has only been found on cups of Drag. 27. Since it occurs
on examples both with and without grooves on the outsides of their foot-
rings, the die was probably used mainly in the Flavian period. However, the
shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that it was made during the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Oswald 1931, 293; cf. catalogue no. S117.
S 112 SENICIOP
Drag. 29 RMO: VP2669.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, Camulodunum and Velsen 1'. The decoration of a bowl from
Mainz-Weisenau2 also demonstrates its early date. The example from
Vechten has a pale fabric and a matt brown slip. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 90-91 (two matching frag-
ments?).
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 77 J.
S 113 <S>ENICI<0>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*723a.
This is an impression of a damaged die which originally read SENICIO.
Stamps with the complete text were found at Camulodunum1, in the fort
ditch deposit at Cirencester2 and in period la at Valkenburg3.
The shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that he die was damaged under
Senilis
Senilis is a relatively little-known potter, who was active both at La
Graufesenque and at Le Rozier'. His best-known stamp is the example that
reads SENILISF, which was found at La Graufesenque on a Drag. 15/17
inscribed with a docket2. Prom the presence of some of his products at
Aislingen3, Baginton" and Camulodunum5 and in the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique" and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
the activities of SeniUs may be dated to the third quarter of the 1st century.
This Senilis is unUkely to be identical to the Senilis who signed moulds for
bowls of Drag. 37 around the end of the 1st century7.
1. La Graufesenque: Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 157. Le Rozier: Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Manchal 1988, no. 74.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XFV 107 (stamp) and XVI 19 (profile).
4. Hartley/Dickinson 1966-1967, 87, fig. 11, 3.
5. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 173.
6. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 75.
7. Mees 1995, 95, Taf. 182, 5-7, and 183-184.
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S 107 L.TER. SECV
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*930.
RMO: VF*538.
Among the waste around the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in
use from A.D. 80-120/130, dozens of identical impressions were found on
fused dishes of Drag. 18'. The stamp is also known from Corbridge2,
Echzell3, Okarben4, Stockstadt5 and Wilderspool. At Heddemheim, an ex-
ample was found in a grave which also contained a coin ofTrajan'. La Grau-
fesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 18.
2. Haverfield 1915, 286.
3. ORLB18.52.
4. ORL B25a, 21, 28.
5. ORL B33, Taf. XIX 128.
6. Wolff 1911, 35, 38, and 45, Abb. 9, 26, from grave 190.
7. Cf. note 1.
decorative schemes of some of his bowls of Drag. 29, and by the site lists
for his stamps, which include the Fosse de Cin-atus at La Graufesenque and
Velsen 1.
Oswald erroneously assumed that the production of Senicio had already
come to an end in the reign of Claudius'. This mistake resulted from his fail-
ure to recognize later impressions of broken dies of Senicio as such; in-
stead, he classed them under Nicia or Nicius2. In reality, the activities of
Senicio must have continued into the Plavian period, since some of his
products were found in the wrecked ship Culip FV.
Senicio also made moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and beakers of Drag. 30,
probably in the Neronian period3. At least two of his moulds for bowls of
Drag. 29 were used by Celadus4. Senicio in his turn made bowls in a mould
by Gallicanus5, as well as in one which was also used by Amandus6.
1. Oswald 1931, 292 and 419.
2. Oswald 1931, 219 and 410; cf. catalogue nos. Sill* and S113.
3. Mees 1995, 95 and Taf. 182, 1-4.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 182, 3-4.
5. Mees 1995, Taf. 67, 2.
6. Knorr 1952, Taf. 56 J; Haalebos 1979, 125.
Senecio S 109 SENICIO.FEC
Up to now, Senecio has always been distinguished from Senicio'. Since the
e and the i were sometimes interchangeable2, however, they may be one and
the same potter3. The stamps with the spelling Senecio4 probably all date
from the period c. A.D. 40-70, so they fall inside the period in which
Senicio was active.
1. Oswald 1931, 291 f.
2. Cf. Marichal 1988, 58.
3. According to Haalebos (1979, 125), the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Grau-
fesenque has yielded a number of bowls of Drag. 29 among whose
moulded decoration impressions may be seen of the signatures
SINICIO, SENICIO, SIINICIO and SIINIICIO; however, these are all
extremely faint (cf. idem, 135, Taf. 5, 2-2a), so their interpretation is
not always definite.
4. See for example Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 156; Fiches et al. 1978, 191,
fig. 4, 73; Hartley/Dickinson 1978b, 332, 67; Query 1979, 73, fig. 10,
18.
S 108 SENECI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (85); VP2667.
Since an identical impression was found at Xanten on a Drag. 25', the die
with which these cups were marked must have first been used around A.D.
40, at the latest. The site list also contains the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque, Aislingen2, the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique3 and
periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg". La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
1. Steinerl911,Taf. XXI186.
2. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 105.
3. Piches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 74.
4. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 123; Glasbergen 1967, 107, 401.
Senicio
Since Senicio's production includes dishes of Drag. 17, he was probably
already active in the reign of Tiberius. This conclusion is supported by the
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1484 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 77 H); VF2668 (idem,
Taf. 76 D); VF2670 (pl. 41, d); VF2671; VF2672;
VF2672a; VF3014; VP*479d (Knorr 1919, Taf.
76 C); VF*954a; VP*955; VF*955a; VF*960;
VF*960a; VP*960b; VF*960c (idem, Taf. 77 G);
VF*968a; fl909/10.2; Vel927/2 "Oostveen" (pl.
41, c); H980/7.335 (pl. 41, b).
PUG: 1585 (pl. 41, a).
In some impressions, traces of a C seem to be visible after the E, so this
stamp may read SENICIO.FEC rather than SENICIO. FE. The site record
includes Brandon Camp', Camulodunum2, the Erdlager at Hofheim3,
periods 2 and 3 at Valkenburg" and period I at Zwammerdam5, so the stamp
is likely to be Claudio-Neronian. This conclusion may also be drawn from
the decorative schemes of the bowls, which are rather varied'. Senicio used
at least one mould of Gallicanus7, as well as one in which also Amandus
made a bowl". Of the twenty bowls with this stamp from Vechten, thirteen
only have single grooves around their stamps. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D.
45-70.
1. Hartley 1987b, 82, fig. 19, 1.
2. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLHI 170 and 172.
3. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 74.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 332-333; Glasbergen 1967, 107, 402.
5. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 25, 248.
6. Knon- 1919, Taf. 75 A, 76 B and F and 77 L; Pryce 1932, pl. XXII
1-2; Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig. 56, 1 and 2; Knorr 1952, Taf. 55 D,
56 N-0 and 58 R; Vanderhoeven 1975b, 33, Taf. 15, 104; Haalebos
1977, Taf. 31, 2 (from the same mould as Glasbergen 1940-1944a, fig.
56, 2).
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 67, 2.
8. Knorr 1952, Taf. 56 J; Haalebos 1979, 125.
9. Hennet 1934, pl. 112, 156a.
S 110 SENICIO.F
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*959a; VF*959b (Knorr 1919, Taf. 76 E).
This stamp is otherwise known only from the Posse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. The profiles of the bowls
from Vechten argue a date in the second quarter of the 1st century. The
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decoration of the vessel numbered VF*959b is related to that of a bowl of
Stabilio ofNeuss2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLIX A, 52.
2. Knorrl919,Taf. 79A.
Sill SENICIO.F
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27(g?)
RMO: VF*959.
RMO: VP*373a.
PUG: 1512.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and 9 and Drag. 24, among other
types, the die must have been first used in the pre-Flavian period. It was
probably damaged around A.D. 70, since impressions reading ENICIO still
occur on cups of Drag. 24/25. However, examples with the complete text
are also known from Chester', Heddemheim and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Hartley 1981, 244.
Sill* <S>ENICIO<.F>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2347a; VF*373;
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2003.
K954;nono.;Vel927/l.
These impressions were made with a damaged die which originally read
SENICIO.F. Since the reduced version was still used on cups of Drag. 24,
the damage probably took place not much later than A.D. 70.
The site record includes Aislingen', the wrecked ship Culip IV2 and a
Domitianic grave at Winchester3. The profiles of the cups from Vechten sug-
gest that vessels with this stamp were in use until A.D. 80, at the latest. La
Graufesenque [1]-, c. A.D. 70-80.
1. Knorr 1912. Taf. XIV 106.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 15.2.
3. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 11, from grave II, with stamps of Frontinus,
Memor, Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus and Vitalis ii.
4. Dausse 1990, pl. A, 68.
Nero, at the latest. The reduced version occurs in the wrecked ship Culip
IV4 and among the contents of a well which was constructed shortly after
A.D. 81 at Praunheim5. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 171.
2. Hartley/Dickinson 1982, 120, fig. 41, 45.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 334.
4. Nieto et al. 198 f., fig. 147, 15.1.
5. Fasoldl991,86,Abb.6, 28.
S 114 SENICIO
Ritt.8
Ritt. 8 or 9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF949.
RMO: VF-958.
RMO: VF*958a.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, and an example is known from
the settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen', the die must certain-
ly have been in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, the site record also
includes Caersws IF. La Graufesenque [I],c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Daniels 1955, 74, ml482.
2. Dickinson 1989, 82, 16.
S115 SENI
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2666.
It is not certain that this is a stamp of Senicio. Oswald classed it under L.
Senis', but it is too early for that. It could belong to Senilis, however.
So far, the stamp has only been found on cups of Drag. 27. Since it occurs
on examples both with and without grooves on the outsides of their foot-
rings, the die was probably used mainly in the Flavian period. However, the
shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that it was made during the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Oswald 1931, 293; cf. catalogue no. S117.
S 112 SENICIOP
Drag. 29 RMO: VP2669.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, Camulodunum and Velsen 1'. The decoration of a bowl from
Mainz-Weisenau2 also demonstrates its early date. The example from
Vechten has a pale fabric and a matt brown slip. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 90-91 (two matching frag-
ments?).
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 77 J.
S 113 <S>ENICI<0>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*723a.
This is an impression of a damaged die which originally read SENICIO.
Stamps with the complete text were found at Camulodunum1, in the fort
ditch deposit at Cirencester2 and in period la at Valkenburg3.
The shape of the cup from Vechten suggests that he die was damaged under
Senilis
Senilis is a relatively little-known potter, who was active both at La
Graufesenque and at Le Rozier'. His best-known stamp is the example that
reads SENILISF, which was found at La Graufesenque on a Drag. 15/17
inscribed with a docket2. Prom the presence of some of his products at
Aislingen3, Baginton" and Camulodunum5 and in the deposit of Narbonne-
La Nautique" and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen,
the activities of SeniUs may be dated to the third quarter of the 1st century.
This Senilis is unUkely to be identical to the Senilis who signed moulds for
bowls of Drag. 37 around the end of the 1st century7.
1. La Graufesenque: Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 157. Le Rozier: Bemont/
Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
2. Manchal 1988, no. 74.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XFV 107 (stamp) and XVI 19 (profile).
4. Hartley/Dickinson 1966-1967, 87, fig. 11, 3.
5. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 173.
6. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 75.
7. Mees 1995, 95, Taf. 182, 5-7, and 183-184.
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S 116 SENI[LI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1998.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Neuss', where it was found on a
Drag. 24. Although the cup from Vechten does not have a groove on the
outside of its footring, its profile suggests a pre-Flavian date, shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Mary 1967, Taf. 34, 36.
L. Seni-
S117 L.SENir.S.1
Drag. 27 PUG: 1458.
The date of this stamp poses few problems. The site list includes the waste
deposit near the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use around
A.D. 80-120/130', as well as Carlisle, Heddernheim, Heronbridge,
Ribchester2 and Rottweil3. At Praunheim, an example was found in a grave
from the seventies or eighties4, so the stamp undoubtedly belongs to the last
decades of the 1st century.
The interpretation f the text is less simple. Clear impressions how that it
reads L.SENI.S5. The initial etter is likely to be an abbreviation of the
praenomen Lucius. If the stop between the I and the S is to be seen as a
separating character, the stamp may be considered as a reduced representa-
tion of a potter's tria nomina. In that case, the gentilicium could have been
Senicius, Senilius or Senius6. If mere decorative value is attributed to the
stop, Senis may be seen as an abbreviated gentilicium or a complete or
abbreviated cognomen. However, names starting with Senis- are rare; only
two seem to be known thus far, Senissius7 and Seniserus". The name Senis
is otherwise unknown". La Graufesenque [I]10, c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Wild 1985ab, 53, 49(S).
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 326.
4. Riese 1907, 21, from grave 217, with vessels stamped OPC. EN and
QVINTIO.
5. See for example Laubenheimer 1979, 190, fig. 12, 236-237.
6. Schulze 1904, 228 and 444; Mocsy et al. 1983, 260.
7. Mocsy et al. 1983, 260.
8. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 2: SENISERI / ARDACI.
9. The majority of the stamps classed by Oswald (1931, 293) under L.
Senis may be attributed to other potters, such as the stamp OF.SENIS,
which belongs to a manufacturer f om Chemery-Faulquemont. Some
stamps reading L.SENI.S. were erroneously attributed by Oswald
(idem, 294) to Cl. Sentus (cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. S122-
125).
10. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 158; cf. note 1.
assumption either. As it happens, it is not certain that he stamps in question
may be read as SENO(nis) MA(nus); they could also be abbreviations of the
cognomen Senomantus".
Prom the similarities between the decorative schemes of some bowls of
Drag. 29 stamped SENOM and those of some examples of Senicio5, Knorr
deduced that Seno is an abbreviation of Senicio6. Whether this assumption
is correct or not, it is certain that the moulds in which the bowls in question
were made stem from the same workshop7.
The stamps SENOMA and SENOM, from their site lists and the decorative
schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 on which they occur, may be dated to the
period c. A.D. 35-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 293 f. and 419.
2. Oswald 1931, 293: OFCNSEN and OCNSENO; cf. catalogue no.
S121.
3. For this name see Kajanto 1965, 188; Mocsy et al. 1983,261.
4. Mocsy et al. 1983, 261; cf. Genty/Fiches 1978, 84, fig. 7, 14:
SENOMA NTOS.
5. Cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 77 J (SENICIOF) met Taf. 78 A (SENOM), and
Knorr 1952, Taf. 55 C (SENOMA) with Taf. 55 D (SENICIO.FEC).
6. Knorr 1919, 75.
7. Cf. Vernhet 1990-1991, 55, for a (mould for?) Drag. 29 stamped
SENOM among the decoration.
S 118 SENOMA
Drag. 29 RMO: YF2628;VF2894(pl.41, e);VF*923.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known; they all occur on bowls of
Drag. 29. Their decorative schemes', and the profiles of the bowls from
Vechten, indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D.
45-65.
1. E.g. Knorr 1952, Taf. 55 C; Vanderhoeven 1976b, 9, Taf. 35, 260.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 159, possibly identical.
S 119 SENOM
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*956.
This stamp occurs mainly on bowls of Drag. 29, but also occasionally on
cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The site record includes Aislingen' and
Risstissen2. The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this
stamp argue a date around the middle of the 1st century3. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 35-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 108.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78 B.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78 A; Knorr 1952, Taf. 58 T; Fiches 1978, 48, fig.
4, 3.
Senome-
Seno
The stamps reading SENOMA and SENOM discussed below were attribut-
ed by Oswald to a Cn. Seno, who ostensibly worked in the period Claudius-
Vespasian'. Oswald derived the praenomen from two misinterpreted stamps
of C. Cingius Senovir, who has nothing in common with the previously-
mentioned examples2. That the cognomen of the potter responsible
for the stamps SENOMA and SENOM was Seno3 may not be a correct
S 120 SENOME
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*957: VF*957a.
The interpretation of this stamp is not clear. In principle, it could belong to
a potter who stamped his products with texts like SENOMA and SENOM'.
However, no other stamps in which the name of the potter is followed by
ME are known. For the time being, therefore, it seem preferable to interpret
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the text as an abbreviation of an otherwise unknown cognomen.
The presence of identical impressions in the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufe-
senque and on a Drag. 25 at Roanne2 shows that this must be an early stamp.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten are indicative of a date before the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Of course, this only holds if that potter was called Seno, rather than
Senomantus (cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. S118-119).
2. Feugere et al. 1977, 121, pl. X 8.
SENT, like those with the name Sentrus, may be dated to the Tiberio-
Neronian period, so attributing them to Sentrus as well is no problem.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 244.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 26.
3. Oswald 1931, 294 and 419.
4. Oswald 1931, 294.
5. An-etine: CSENTI, SENT, C. SEN and SENTI; L. Seni-: LSENTIS
and S.SENT.S (cf. catalogue no. S 117); C. Cingius Senovir:
OPCLSEN (to be interpreted as OFCNSEN).
C. Cingius Senovir
C. Cingius Senovir is among the last potters at La Graufesenque to export
sigillata to the northwest. The site list for his stamps includes Bad
Cannstatt', Holt2, the Saalburg3, Straubing4, Theilenhofen' and Wilderspool.
At La Graufesenque, Senovir's products were found among the waste
around the large kiln, which was in use around A.D. 80-120/130°. His acti-
vities were probably limited to this period.
C. Cingius Senovir also manufactured numerous moulds for Drag. 37,
which he signed among the decoration7. A significant proportion of the
bowls from these moulds was marketed in Gallia Narbonensis.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 187.
2. Grimes 1930, 122, 6.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 109-110.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 343 and 345.
5. Simon 1978b, 48, Abb. 9, 203.
6. Vemhet 1981, 34.
7. Mees 1995, 96 and Taf. 185-188.
S121 [C.]CINSENO
Drag. 27 PUG: 302.
The only certain parallel for this stamp is an impression on a Drag. 27
which may also have been found at Vechten'. Examples from Autun2,
RiegeP and Straubing4 could also be identical, however. The shape of the
cup from Vechten recorded here indicates a date around the end of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. PUG 667, provenance unknown.
2. De Fontenay 1874, pl. IV 116.
3. Fritsch 1910a, 29, 336.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 345.
Sentrus
Sentrus is one of the lesser-known potters of La Graufesenque. His products
were found there in the Fosse de Gallicanus, as well as at Camulodunum, in
the Erdlager at Hofheim' and in period I at Verulamium2. Since Sentras
made dishes of Drag. 17, he was probably ah-eady active by A.D. 40. The
stamps with his name probably date from the Tiberio-Neronian period,
which makes them earlier than Oswald assumed3.
The stamps SENT and SENT listed here under Sentrus were attributed by
Oswald to Cl. Sentus of La Graufesenque, who ostensibly worked under
Tiberius". However, the record in question otherwise contains only Arretine
stamps and vessels of L. Seni- and C. Cingius Senovir5. From their site lists
and the profiles of the vessels on which they occur, the stamps SENT and
S 122 SENTRVS
Cup RMO: VF*965.
Only a few parallels are known for this stamp, from La Graufesenque,
Autun' and Silchester, on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. Of the vessel from
Vechten, only a small base fragment has survived; therefore, it can only be
dated approximately, to around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 35-65.
1. De Fontenay 1874, pl. X 369.
S 123 SENT
Drag. 27 RMO: Vel914.10.
This stamp has been found otherwise only at La Graufesenque, on cups of
Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g. One of the examples known from the production
centre was found in the Fosse de Gallicanus. Although the cup from Vechten
does not have a groove on the outside of the footring, it very probably dates
from the pre-Flavian period, after the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
S 124 SENT
Drag. 24 PUG: Vel920/2.
The only parallel known for this stamp so far was found at Neuss, on a
Drag. 24/25. The shape of the cup from Vechten argues a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
S 125 SENT
Ritt.5
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*963a"; fl940/5.13; H940/5.234.
RMO: VF*963 (fig. 6.61, i).
In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, over forty identical im-
pressions were found on cups of Drag. 24/25. The stamp is otherwise
known only from Neuss2 and Poitiers, on cups of Drag. 24 and 33a. In the
Drag. 27g from Vechten, the constriction of the wall is emphasized by
internal and external offsets; the upper curve of the lip is grooved. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. This example was still present during the inventorisation of the
material from Vechten by B.M. Dickinson, around 1970, but is now
nowhere to be found.
2. Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 52, 4 (profile), and 68, 416 (stamp). Cf. idem, 60,
416: "Im Material wirkt das Stiick ganz siidgallisch."
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S 116 SENI[LI]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1998.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Neuss', where it was found on a
Drag. 24. Although the cup from Vechten does not have a groove on the
outside of its footring, its profile suggests a pre-Flavian date, shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c. A.D.
50-70.
1. Mary 1967, Taf. 34, 36.
L. Seni-
S117 L.SENir.S.1
Drag. 27 PUG: 1458.
The date of this stamp poses few problems. The site list includes the waste
deposit near the large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use around
A.D. 80-120/130', as well as Carlisle, Heddernheim, Heronbridge,
Ribchester2 and Rottweil3. At Praunheim, an example was found in a grave
from the seventies or eighties4, so the stamp undoubtedly belongs to the last
decades of the 1st century.
The interpretation f the text is less simple. Clear impressions how that it
reads L.SENI.S5. The initial etter is likely to be an abbreviation of the
praenomen Lucius. If the stop between the I and the S is to be seen as a
separating character, the stamp may be considered as a reduced representa-
tion of a potter's tria nomina. In that case, the gentilicium could have been
Senicius, Senilius or Senius6. If mere decorative value is attributed to the
stop, Senis may be seen as an abbreviated gentilicium or a complete or
abbreviated cognomen. However, names starting with Senis- are rare; only
two seem to be known thus far, Senissius7 and Seniserus". The name Senis
is otherwise unknown". La Graufesenque [I]10, c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34.
2. Wild 1985ab, 53, 49(S).
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 326.
4. Riese 1907, 21, from grave 217, with vessels stamped OPC. EN and
QVINTIO.
5. See for example Laubenheimer 1979, 190, fig. 12, 236-237.
6. Schulze 1904, 228 and 444; Mocsy et al. 1983, 260.
7. Mocsy et al. 1983, 260.
8. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 2: SENISERI / ARDACI.
9. The majority of the stamps classed by Oswald (1931, 293) under L.
Senis may be attributed to other potters, such as the stamp OF.SENIS,
which belongs to a manufacturer f om Chemery-Faulquemont. Some
stamps reading L.SENI.S. were erroneously attributed by Oswald
(idem, 294) to Cl. Sentus (cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. S122-
125).
10. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 158; cf. note 1.
assumption either. As it happens, it is not certain that he stamps in question
may be read as SENO(nis) MA(nus); they could also be abbreviations of the
cognomen Senomantus".
Prom the similarities between the decorative schemes of some bowls of
Drag. 29 stamped SENOM and those of some examples of Senicio5, Knorr
deduced that Seno is an abbreviation of Senicio6. Whether this assumption
is correct or not, it is certain that the moulds in which the bowls in question
were made stem from the same workshop7.
The stamps SENOMA and SENOM, from their site lists and the decorative
schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 on which they occur, may be dated to the
period c. A.D. 35-65.
1. Oswald 1931, 293 f. and 419.
2. Oswald 1931, 293: OFCNSEN and OCNSENO; cf. catalogue no.
S121.
3. For this name see Kajanto 1965, 188; Mocsy et al. 1983,261.
4. Mocsy et al. 1983, 261; cf. Genty/Fiches 1978, 84, fig. 7, 14:
SENOMA NTOS.
5. Cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 77 J (SENICIOF) met Taf. 78 A (SENOM), and
Knorr 1952, Taf. 55 C (SENOMA) with Taf. 55 D (SENICIO.FEC).
6. Knorr 1919, 75.
7. Cf. Vernhet 1990-1991, 55, for a (mould for?) Drag. 29 stamped
SENOM among the decoration.
S 118 SENOMA
Drag. 29 RMO: YF2628;VF2894(pl.41, e);VF*923.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known; they all occur on bowls of
Drag. 29. Their decorative schemes', and the profiles of the bowls from
Vechten, indicate a Claudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D.
45-65.
1. E.g. Knorr 1952, Taf. 55 C; Vanderhoeven 1976b, 9, Taf. 35, 260.
2. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 159, possibly identical.
S 119 SENOM
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*956.
This stamp occurs mainly on bowls of Drag. 29, but also occasionally on
cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. The site record includes Aislingen' and
Risstissen2. The decorative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 29 with this
stamp argue a date around the middle of the 1st century3. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 35-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 108.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78 B.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78 A; Knorr 1952, Taf. 58 T; Fiches 1978, 48, fig.
4, 3.
Senome-
Seno
The stamps reading SENOMA and SENOM discussed below were attribut-
ed by Oswald to a Cn. Seno, who ostensibly worked in the period Claudius-
Vespasian'. Oswald derived the praenomen from two misinterpreted stamps
of C. Cingius Senovir, who has nothing in common with the previously-
mentioned examples2. That the cognomen of the potter responsible
for the stamps SENOMA and SENOM was Seno3 may not be a correct
S 120 SENOME
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*957: VF*957a.
The interpretation of this stamp is not clear. In principle, it could belong to
a potter who stamped his products with texts like SENOMA and SENOM'.
However, no other stamps in which the name of the potter is followed by
ME are known. For the time being, therefore, it seem preferable to interpret
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the text as an abbreviation of an otherwise unknown cognomen.
The presence of identical impressions in the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufe-
senque and on a Drag. 25 at Roanne2 shows that this must be an early stamp.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten are indicative of a date before the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Of course, this only holds if that potter was called Seno, rather than
Senomantus (cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. S118-119).
2. Feugere et al. 1977, 121, pl. X 8.
SENT, like those with the name Sentrus, may be dated to the Tiberio-
Neronian period, so attributing them to Sentrus as well is no problem.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 244.
2. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70, 26.
3. Oswald 1931, 294 and 419.
4. Oswald 1931, 294.
5. An-etine: CSENTI, SENT, C. SEN and SENTI; L. Seni-: LSENTIS
and S.SENT.S (cf. catalogue no. S 117); C. Cingius Senovir:
OPCLSEN (to be interpreted as OFCNSEN).
C. Cingius Senovir
C. Cingius Senovir is among the last potters at La Graufesenque to export
sigillata to the northwest. The site list for his stamps includes Bad
Cannstatt', Holt2, the Saalburg3, Straubing4, Theilenhofen' and Wilderspool.
At La Graufesenque, Senovir's products were found among the waste
around the large kiln, which was in use around A.D. 80-120/130°. His acti-
vities were probably limited to this period.
C. Cingius Senovir also manufactured numerous moulds for Drag. 37,
which he signed among the decoration7. A significant proportion of the
bowls from these moulds was marketed in Gallia Narbonensis.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 187.
2. Grimes 1930, 122, 6.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 109-110.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 343 and 345.
5. Simon 1978b, 48, Abb. 9, 203.
6. Vemhet 1981, 34.
7. Mees 1995, 96 and Taf. 185-188.
S121 [C.]CINSENO
Drag. 27 PUG: 302.
The only certain parallel for this stamp is an impression on a Drag. 27
which may also have been found at Vechten'. Examples from Autun2,
RiegeP and Straubing4 could also be identical, however. The shape of the
cup from Vechten recorded here indicates a date around the end of the 1st
century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. PUG 667, provenance unknown.
2. De Fontenay 1874, pl. IV 116.
3. Fritsch 1910a, 29, 336.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 345.
Sentrus
Sentrus is one of the lesser-known potters of La Graufesenque. His products
were found there in the Fosse de Gallicanus, as well as at Camulodunum, in
the Erdlager at Hofheim' and in period I at Verulamium2. Since Sentras
made dishes of Drag. 17, he was probably ah-eady active by A.D. 40. The
stamps with his name probably date from the Tiberio-Neronian period,
which makes them earlier than Oswald assumed3.
The stamps SENT and SENT listed here under Sentrus were attributed by
Oswald to Cl. Sentus of La Graufesenque, who ostensibly worked under
Tiberius". However, the record in question otherwise contains only Arretine
stamps and vessels of L. Seni- and C. Cingius Senovir5. From their site lists
and the profiles of the vessels on which they occur, the stamps SENT and
S 122 SENTRVS
Cup RMO: VF*965.
Only a few parallels are known for this stamp, from La Graufesenque,
Autun' and Silchester, on cups of Drag. 24/25 and 27g. Of the vessel from
Vechten, only a small base fragment has survived; therefore, it can only be
dated approximately, to around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufe-
senque [I], c. A.D. 35-65.
1. De Fontenay 1874, pl. X 369.
S 123 SENT
Drag. 27 RMO: Vel914.10.
This stamp has been found otherwise only at La Graufesenque, on cups of
Ritt. 8 and Drag. 27g. One of the examples known from the production
centre was found in the Fosse de Gallicanus. Although the cup from Vechten
does not have a groove on the outside of the footring, it very probably dates
from the pre-Flavian period, after the middle of the 1st century. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
S 124 SENT
Drag. 24 PUG: Vel920/2.
The only parallel known for this stamp so far was found at Neuss, on a
Drag. 24/25. The shape of the cup from Vechten argues a date around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 40-60.
S 125 SENT
Ritt.5
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*963a"; fl940/5.13; H940/5.234.
RMO: VF*963 (fig. 6.61, i).
In the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesenque, over forty identical im-
pressions were found on cups of Drag. 24/25. The stamp is otherwise
known only from Neuss2 and Poitiers, on cups of Drag. 24 and 33a. In the
Drag. 27g from Vechten, the constriction of the wall is emphasized by
internal and external offsets; the upper curve of the lip is grooved. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. This example was still present during the inventorisation of the
material from Vechten by B.M. Dickinson, around 1970, but is now
nowhere to be found.
2. Ettlinger 1983, Taf. 52, 4 (profile), and 68, 416 (stamp). Cf. idem, 60,
416: "Im Material wirkt das Stiick ganz siidgallisch."
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Severus i
Two of the four stamps discussed below are so much earlier than the main-
ly Flavian stamps with the name Severus that hey must belong to an earlier
homonym'. The same cannot be said with certainty of the two other stamps.
Although they are earlier than the examples attributed to Severus ii, their
end dates more or less coincide with the earliest stamps of Severus ii, so in
principle, they could belong to him.
If the stamps numbered S127-128 really belong to Severus i, this could be
the potter mentioned in the stamp FELIXSEV, which dates from c. A.D. 55-
802. In that case, a Felix was active in the workshop of Severus i. He is un-
likely to be identical to the well-known Felix of La Graufesenque and Le
Rozier, since the latter already had his own business at the time.
1. Catalogue nos. S126 and S129.
2. See catalogue no. F26.
S 126 SEVERVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*978a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2686; VF*978.
Drag. 33(a?) RMO: VF*978b.
The presence of some identical impressions at Velsen 1' and the occurrence
of an example on a Drag. 17c from the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2 demonstrate
that his is an early stamp. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten argue a
date in or shortly after the Claudian era. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 92-94.
2. Stuart 1976, 117, fig. 29, 293.
S 127 SEVER
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2677; VF2679; VF-971; VF*971a; VF*971b;
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, Nijmegen and
Xanten'. In the production centre, it was found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag.
24, among other types; this indicates a pre-Flavian date. In view of the pro-
files of the cups from Vechten, the stamp may be a little later, however. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 191.
S 128 SEVE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*970.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far is from La Graufesenque'. The
cup from Vechten is of the small variety, which makes it difficult to date, but
it probably belongs to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[l], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 160a.
S129 SEV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*968.
PUG: 1492; 1946-11.
cups indicate a date in or shortly before the Claudian period. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
Severus ii
If the stamps numbered S127-128 are not the earliest stamps of Severus ii,
but the latest of Severus i', Sevems ii may be assumed to have started pro-
duction in the late Neronian period. The few hints of activity in the pre-
Flavian period include the occurrence of his stamps on cups of Ritt. 92, and
the presence of some of his products in the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe3.
However, the great majority of the products of Severus ii are known from
contexts of a later date, including Bad Cannstatt, Butzbach, the Zugmantel
and two late Ist-century graves at Nijmegen-west. From this evidence, the
end of the activities of Severus ii may be dated around A.D. 100. Therefore,
he is unlikely to have gone on to work at Banassac, as the presence of some
of his stamps at this kiln site seems to imply4.
The date of his activities warrants the assumption that Severus ii is also the
manufacturer of moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37 and beakers of Drag.
30, which are signed SEVER, SEVERI and SHVIIRF. Resemblances
between the decorative schemes of Severus's moulds and those of the bowls
of Drag. 29 which bear his internal stamp are few, however6. One of the
moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 signed by Severus was used by C. Silvius
Patricius7.
One of the employees of Sevems ii is known by name, from stamps reading
QFSEVERPVD and OF.SEVERP8. The Pudens mentioned in these stamps
is probably not identical to the Pudens whose name occurs in other stamps.
It cannot be ruled out that the complete name of Sevems ii is M. lulius
Severus. These tria nomina occur in a rare stamp which was found in the
canabae at Nijmegen, among other places'.
1. See the introduction for catalogue nos. S126-129.
2. Cf. catalogue no. S137.
3. See catalogue no. S136.
4. Peyre 1975, 53, from 19th-century collections (cf. p. 27, note 7).
5. Mees 1995, 96 f., Taf. 189-190, and 191, 1-9 and 11.
6. Cf. the lower frieze in Knorr 1952, Taf. 83 B with that of Taf. 83 A
(Mees 1995, Taf. 190, 1); the decoration in Hartley 1972b, 238, fig.
89, 68 is somewhat similar to that of an unpublished mould from La
Graufesenque.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 189, 1.
8. See catalogue no. S 143 and the relevant introduction.
9. Cf. Oswald 1931, 298. Contrary to the assumption of Oswald, a potter
from La Graufesenque is concerned here. Oswald's date in the reign
of Trajan is based on the reference to a stamp from Echzell, which
actually belongs to L. Fabu- (cf. catalogue no. F2).
S 130 QFISEVERI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2678; VF*972b;. 7;VF*1215.
No other examples of this stamp have as yet been found. The profiles of the
Since the 0 is not always clearly visible, this retrograde stamp is often
misinterpreted asBISENESI'. It also occurs on cups of Drag. 27 and 33 and
on bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative schemes typical of the Flavian period2.
The site record includes Corbridge3, the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen and Okarben4. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931,44, under Bisenesus. He may have interpreted one of the
impressions from Vechten as CAISEVERI (idem, 363, under Caius &
Severus).
2. Hartley 1972b, 238, fig. 89, 68; Simon 1980, Taf. 28, H6.
3. Haverfield 1915, 278, interpreted as BISENESI.
4. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H6.
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S131 OF.SEVERI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*975c.
This stamp occurs exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. The site list includes
Caerleon, Chester and the Saalburg. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
S 132 OF.SEVERII
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*975f;VF*1555.
RMO: VF2681.
Unlike most other stamps of Sevems ii, this one reads OF.SEVERtI rather
than OF.SEVERI. The penultimate I is so faint, however, that it may be no
more than a scratch on the die. The only dated context for this stamp is
Carlisle. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten argue a Flavian date. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
S 133 OFSEVERI
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, fig. 13, 4.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 336.
5. Collis 1976, 70, fig. 1, 8-10, with, among others, a vessel of L. Tertius
Secundus.
S136 OF.SEYERI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2675; VF2680; VF*973; VF*976; VF*976a;
VF*976b; VF*976c; VF*976d.
The cups listed here were marked with a die whose impressions became
increasingly faint over time. The earliest impressions till clearly read
OF.SEVERI, but the latest examples merely read FSEVEI.
The earliest context in which this stamp is represented is the Geschirrdepot
at Burghofe. The site list also includes Caerleon, Carlisle, the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Rottweil'. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 151.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*975: no no.
PUG: 1947-93.
For this stamp, only a few parallels are known, on rouletted ishes and cups
of Drag. 27. It has been found at Friedberg' and Heddernheim, among other
places. To judge by their profiles, the cups fropi Vechten date from the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 47.
S 137 OFSEVEM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*976e.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 27g. It has been found
at Castleford and in the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, among
other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
S 138 OFSEVER
S 134 QFSEVERI
Drag. 18R PUG: 1946-27.
R-dish RMO: VF*974d; VF*974f; VF*974i; VF*974j.
This stamp occurs on vessels of Drag. 18, 15/17R, 18R and 29. Another
impression was ostensibly found on a large Drag. 24/25; to judge by the
date of the stamp, however, this could be an incorrectly identified ish of
service E. The site list includes Bad Cannstatt, Butzbach, Caerleon,
Caerwent, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west, the Saalburg
and the Zugmantel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
S 135 QFSEVEM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF9Q6; VF2682; VP2683; VF2684; VF*974;
VF*974a; VP*974b; W*974c; VF*974e;VF*974g.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2676; VF*975g.
The shape of the die with which these impressions were made gradually
changed through use. The earliest impressions, one of which is illustrated
here, are more or less rectangular, with slightly indented ends. These ends
gradually became rounded, which eventually resulted in impressions with
purely half-rounded ends. On the latest impressions, the outer letters are no
longer visible. To judge by the vessels from Vechten, the die was initially
used only to mark dishes, and not until ater for stamping cups.
The stamp was found at Caerleon1, Chester, Newstead2, Ribchester,
Segontium3, in period 4 at VaUcenburg4 and in a grave of Domitian at
Winchester3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 39.
2. Curle 1911, 241, 94, from a pit which also contained a vessel of
Crispus.
Drag. 18 RMO: ^ VF2685.
Dish RMO: VF*850c.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*973x; VF*975b; VF*1521.
The die with which these impressions were made gradually wore down. On
the latest impressions, the outer letters are only partly visible. From the
vessels from Vechten, the die may be assumed to have been used first for
dishes, and not until later for cups.
The .site record for this stamp includes the Erweiterungslager at
Heddemheim', the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a late Ist-century grave
at Nijmegen-west2, Rottweil3 and the Saalburg". La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-95.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 16.
2. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, L. Fabu-, Rufinus ii, L. Cosius
Virilis and Vitalis ii.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 273.
4. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 115.
S139 OF.SEVER
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*974h.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Friedberg, Regensburg-
Kumpfmuhl' and Strasbourg. The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates
a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Cf. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 86, possibly the example recorded here.
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Severus i
Two of the four stamps discussed below are so much earlier than the main-
ly Flavian stamps with the name Severus that hey must belong to an earlier
homonym'. The same cannot be said with certainty of the two other stamps.
Although they are earlier than the examples attributed to Severus ii, their
end dates more or less coincide with the earliest stamps of Severus ii, so in
principle, they could belong to him.
If the stamps numbered S127-128 really belong to Severus i, this could be
the potter mentioned in the stamp FELIXSEV, which dates from c. A.D. 55-
802. In that case, a Felix was active in the workshop of Severus i. He is un-
likely to be identical to the well-known Felix of La Graufesenque and Le
Rozier, since the latter already had his own business at the time.
1. Catalogue nos. S126 and S129.
2. See catalogue no. F26.
S 126 SEVERVS
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*978a.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2686; VF*978.
Drag. 33(a?) RMO: VF*978b.
The presence of some identical impressions at Velsen 1' and the occurrence
of an example on a Drag. 17c from the Hunerberg at Nijmegen2 demonstrate
that his is an early stamp. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten argue a
date in or shortly after the Claudian era. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. GlasbergeiWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 92-94.
2. Stuart 1976, 117, fig. 29, 293.
S 127 SEVER
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2677; VF2679; VF-971; VF*971a; VF*971b;
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque, Nijmegen and
Xanten'. In the production centre, it was found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag.
24, among other types; this indicates a pre-Flavian date. In view of the pro-
files of the cups from Vechten, the stamp may be a little later, however. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 191.
S 128 SEVE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*970.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far is from La Graufesenque'. The
cup from Vechten is of the small variety, which makes it difficult to date, but
it probably belongs to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[l], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 160a.
S129 SEV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*968.
PUG: 1492; 1946-11.
cups indicate a date in or shortly before the Claudian period. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
Severus ii
If the stamps numbered S127-128 are not the earliest stamps of Severus ii,
but the latest of Severus i', Sevems ii may be assumed to have started pro-
duction in the late Neronian period. The few hints of activity in the pre-
Flavian period include the occurrence of his stamps on cups of Ritt. 92, and
the presence of some of his products in the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe3.
However, the great majority of the products of Severus ii are known from
contexts of a later date, including Bad Cannstatt, Butzbach, the Zugmantel
and two late Ist-century graves at Nijmegen-west. From this evidence, the
end of the activities of Severus ii may be dated around A.D. 100. Therefore,
he is unlikely to have gone on to work at Banassac, as the presence of some
of his stamps at this kiln site seems to imply4.
The date of his activities warrants the assumption that Severus ii is also the
manufacturer of moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 and 37 and beakers of Drag.
30, which are signed SEVER, SEVERI and SHVIIRF. Resemblances
between the decorative schemes of Severus's moulds and those of the bowls
of Drag. 29 which bear his internal stamp are few, however6. One of the
moulds for bowls of Drag. 29 signed by Severus was used by C. Silvius
Patricius7.
One of the employees of Sevems ii is known by name, from stamps reading
QFSEVERPVD and OF.SEVERP8. The Pudens mentioned in these stamps
is probably not identical to the Pudens whose name occurs in other stamps.
It cannot be ruled out that the complete name of Sevems ii is M. lulius
Severus. These tria nomina occur in a rare stamp which was found in the
canabae at Nijmegen, among other places'.
1. See the introduction for catalogue nos. S126-129.
2. Cf. catalogue no. S137.
3. See catalogue no. S136.
4. Peyre 1975, 53, from 19th-century collections (cf. p. 27, note 7).
5. Mees 1995, 96 f., Taf. 189-190, and 191, 1-9 and 11.
6. Cf. the lower frieze in Knorr 1952, Taf. 83 B with that of Taf. 83 A
(Mees 1995, Taf. 190, 1); the decoration in Hartley 1972b, 238, fig.
89, 68 is somewhat similar to that of an unpublished mould from La
Graufesenque.
7. Mees 1995, Taf. 189, 1.
8. See catalogue no. S 143 and the relevant introduction.
9. Cf. Oswald 1931, 298. Contrary to the assumption of Oswald, a potter
from La Graufesenque is concerned here. Oswald's date in the reign
of Trajan is based on the reference to a stamp from Echzell, which
actually belongs to L. Fabu- (cf. catalogue no. F2).
S 130 QFISEVERI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2678; VF*972b;. 7;VF*1215.
No other examples of this stamp have as yet been found. The profiles of the
Since the 0 is not always clearly visible, this retrograde stamp is often
misinterpreted asBISENESI'. It also occurs on cups of Drag. 27 and 33 and
on bowls of Drag. 29 with decorative schemes typical of the Flavian period2.
The site record includes Corbridge3, the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen and Okarben4. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931,44, under Bisenesus. He may have interpreted one of the
impressions from Vechten as CAISEVERI (idem, 363, under Caius &
Severus).
2. Hartley 1972b, 238, fig. 89, 68; Simon 1980, Taf. 28, H6.
3. Haverfield 1915, 278, interpreted as BISENESI.
4. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H6.
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S131 OF.SEVERI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*975c.
This stamp occurs exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29. The site list includes
Caerleon, Chester and the Saalburg. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-85.
S 132 OF.SEVERII
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*975f;VF*1555.
RMO: VF2681.
Unlike most other stamps of Sevems ii, this one reads OF.SEVERtI rather
than OF.SEVERI. The penultimate I is so faint, however, that it may be no
more than a scratch on the die. The only dated context for this stamp is
Carlisle. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten argue a Flavian date. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
S 133 OFSEVERI
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, fig. 13, 4.
4. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 336.
5. Collis 1976, 70, fig. 1, 8-10, with, among others, a vessel of L. Tertius
Secundus.
S136 OF.SEYERI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2675; VF2680; VF*973; VF*976; VF*976a;
VF*976b; VF*976c; VF*976d.
The cups listed here were marked with a die whose impressions became
increasingly faint over time. The earliest impressions till clearly read
OF.SEVERI, but the latest examples merely read FSEVEI.
The earliest context in which this stamp is represented is the Geschirrdepot
at Burghofe. The site list also includes Caerleon, Carlisle, the legionary
fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and Rottweil'. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 151.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*975: no no.
PUG: 1947-93.
For this stamp, only a few parallels are known, on rouletted ishes and cups
of Drag. 27. It has been found at Friedberg' and Heddernheim, among other
places. To judge by their profiles, the cups fropi Vechten date from the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 47.
S 137 OFSEVEM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*976e.
This stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 9 and Drag. 27g. It has been found
at Castleford and in the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, among
other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
S 138 OFSEVER
S 134 QFSEVERI
Drag. 18R PUG: 1946-27.
R-dish RMO: VF*974d; VF*974f; VF*974i; VF*974j.
This stamp occurs on vessels of Drag. 18, 15/17R, 18R and 29. Another
impression was ostensibly found on a large Drag. 24/25; to judge by the
date of the stamp, however, this could be an incorrectly identified ish of
service E. The site list includes Bad Cannstatt, Butzbach, Caerleon,
Caerwent, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west, the Saalburg
and the Zugmantel. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
S 135 QFSEVEM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF9Q6; VF2682; VP2683; VF2684; VF*974;
VF*974a; VP*974b; W*974c; VF*974e;VF*974g.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2676; VF*975g.
The shape of the die with which these impressions were made gradually
changed through use. The earliest impressions, one of which is illustrated
here, are more or less rectangular, with slightly indented ends. These ends
gradually became rounded, which eventually resulted in impressions with
purely half-rounded ends. On the latest impressions, the outer letters are no
longer visible. To judge by the vessels from Vechten, the die was initially
used only to mark dishes, and not until ater for stamping cups.
The stamp was found at Caerleon1, Chester, Newstead2, Ribchester,
Segontium3, in period 4 at VaUcenburg4 and in a grave of Domitian at
Winchester3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 39.
2. Curle 1911, 241, 94, from a pit which also contained a vessel of
Crispus.
Drag. 18 RMO: ^ VF2685.
Dish RMO: VF*850c.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*973x; VF*975b; VF*1521.
The die with which these impressions were made gradually wore down. On
the latest impressions, the outer letters are only partly visible. From the
vessels from Vechten, the die may be assumed to have been used first for
dishes, and not until later for cups.
The .site record for this stamp includes the Erweiterungslager at
Heddemheim', the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, a late Ist-century grave
at Nijmegen-west2, Rottweil3 and the Saalburg". La Graufesenque [2], c.
A.D. 70-95.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 16.
2. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, L. Fabu-, Rufinus ii, L. Cosius
Virilis and Vitalis ii.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 273.
4. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 115.
S139 OF.SEVER
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*974h.
This stamp is otherwise known only from Friedberg, Regensburg-
Kumpfmuhl' and Strasbourg. The shape of the cup from Vechten indicates
a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Cf. Faber 1994, Beilage 5, 86, possibly the example recorded here.
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Drag. 33a RMO: VP*1295.
The site record for this retrograde stamp includes the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen', the Saalburg and Straubing2. The cup from
Vechten has internal grooves on either side of the junction of the base and
the wall, which is more often the case in examples from the late 1st and
early 2nd centuries. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. From a sewer constructed in or after A.D. 89 (for the date of the sewer,
cf. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, 82 f.; Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1988,
32).
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 347-348.
S141 <SE>VERIM[A]<N>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*834.
This is an impression from a die which was damaged twice. Originally, it
read SEVERIMAN. A stamp in this form was found in the legionary for-
tress or canabae at Nijmegen.
At some stage, the last letter of the die broke off almost completely, result-
ing in the text SEVERIMAI. The site list for this version includes Caerleon,
Cattenck, the Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim' and two graves at
Nijmegen-west, which are no earlier than the nineties2.
This evidence suggests that he die is unlikely to have been damaged for the
second time until the final years of the 1st century, when the two initial et-
ters disappeared as well. The shape of the cup from Vechten implies that it
still dates from the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 90-100.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 17.
2. One grave contained, among other things, sigillata of Celsus ii, C.
N- Celsus, Memor, Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius and a coin ofA.D.
97, the other yielded products of Censor and Venus and a coin ofA.D.
90/91.
S 142 SEVER[-]
Dish RMO: VF*972a.
No other examples of this stamp seem to have been found, so the complete
text remains unknown. The shape of the dish is indicative of a Flavian date.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
Severus ii - Pudens
The stamp reading OF.SEVER<P> discussed below may probably be
attributed to Pudens, a potter in the workshop of Severus ii. The names
Severus and Pudens are also combined in another stamp, whose text reads
QFSEVERPVD'.
That the products with the two stamps mentioned here come from the
workshop of Severus ii is certain. The apparent similarities between these
stamps and some examples of Severus ii leave little room for doubt2. Nor is
the completion of the second name as Pudens at all doubtful, since Pudens
is by far the most common cognomen starting with Pud-3.
The stamps of Severus ii - Pudens may be dated to the period c. A.D. 65-
90. This makes it unlikely that he Pudens in the workshop of Sevems ii is
identical to the namesake who presented himself as an ofiicinator as early
as c. A.D. 554
1. See for example Walters 1908, 168, M742.
2. Compare for example catalogue no. S143 with no. S132.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 235.
4. See catalogue nos. P140-143 and the relevant introduction.
S 143 OF.SEVER<P>
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*975d; VF*975e.
RMO: fl975/4.6.
This stamp is usually interpreted as OFSEVER+'. However, an impression
is known which suggests that the die originally read OFSEVERP. The ex-
ample illustrated here also still shows part of the loop of a P.
Identical impressions have been found at Caerieon, Carmarthen,
Corbridge2, the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen3 and Nijmegen-
west, so the stamp is definitely mainly Flavian. However, the shape of the
dish numbered VF*975d suggests that the die may have been already in use
a little earlier. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 296 and 419, under Sevems.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 226, 111.
3. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 13;
Bogaers/ Haalebos 1980, pl. 16, 35, from the ditch of period 5.
Sex(tius?) Can-
Oswald assumed that the stamps discussed below record the names of two
potters, Sextus and Canus'. Both are also listed separately in his catalogue.
However, most of the stamps classed under, respectively, Canus and Sextus
are demonstrably attributable to other manufacturers2. Perhaps it is more
likely that the stamps listed below are the gentilicium and cognomen of a
single potter, Sextius Can-.
The family name Sextius is well-known, although not from La
Graufesenque3. The only cognomina starting with Can- known from this
kiln site are Candidus and Cantus. Candidus is recorded in a late Ist-cen-
tury dockef; however, his name has not been found in any stamp so far.
Cantus cannot have had anything to do with the stamps discussed below,
since his activities date mainly from the first half of the 1st century5.
The stamps of Sex(tius?) Can- date from the late 1st and early 2nd cen-
tunes. This is demonstrated not only by the site list, which includes
Butzbach, Holt and Wilderspool, but also by the profiles of the vessels on
which these stamps occur. Although Sex(tius?) Can- seems to have pro-
duced cups of Drag. 24/25', his activities may probably be dated to the
period C. A.D. 80-110.
1. Oswald 1931,300 and 420.
2. The stamps classed under Canus almost all belong to Cantus, who was
active mainly in the first half of the 1st century (Oswald 1931, 58 f.
and 365; cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. C51-59). The stamps
attributed to Sextus for the larger part belong to a manufacturer f om
Montans (idem, 299; Gallia 38, 1980,500).
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 265.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 169; cf. catalogue no. R31.
5. See note 2.
6. See catalogue no. S146.
S 144 OFSEXCAN
Drag.18
Drag. 18R
RMO: VF2693.
RMO: VF890.
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Only a dozen parallels for this stamp are known, on vessels of Drag. 18,
18R and 33. The site list includes Chester, Heddemheim, the Saalburg' and
an early 2nd-century grave at Nijmegen-west2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c.
A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLA3, Taf. 17, 127.
2. In addition, the grave contained vessels of Crestio of La Graufesen-
que, Roppus of Les Martres-de-Veyre and Martialis of Chemery-
Faulquemont.
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I.
S145 [OFSE]X.CN
Drag. 27
Drag. 33?
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1161.
VF3003.
Only two other examples of this faint stamp are known, from Leicester and
perhaps also from Vechten'. They may be impressions of a modified ie
which originally read OF.SEX.CAN. The latter version is known from the
Steinkastell and Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim2, from a late Ist-cen-
tury grave at Nijmegen-west3 and from Sulz". La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-110.
1. PUG 783, provenance unknown.
2. Steinkastell: Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 51. Erweiterungslager:
Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 6-7.
3. The grave also contained products of Celsus ii, C. N- Celsus, Memor,
Severus ii and Sulpicius, and a coin of Nerva struck in A.D. 97.
4. ORL B61a, 9, 4.
S 146 OF.SEX.CN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2688; VF269Q; VF*980.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2687; VF2689; VF2691; VF2692; VF*932a;
f 1940/5. 111.
Since this stamp regularly occurs on cups of Drag. 27, it must be a relative-
ly late example. This is also indicated by the site record, which includes
Binchester, Butzbach', Caerieon2, Caersws3, Chester4, Holt5, the Saalburg',
Watercrook7 and Wilderspool. In view of this evidence, it is remarkable that
this stamp was found on a Drag. 24/25"; Sex(tius?) Can- was probably one
of the last producers of this form. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLB14, 21, 23.
2. Nash-WUUams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 70.
3. Dickinson 1989, 82, 17.
4. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 25.
5. Grimes 1930, 124, 31-32.
6. ORLA3,Taf. 17, 124.
7. Wild 1979, 290, S29.
8. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 248 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25, 248
(profile). This cup has a footring with a diameter of c. 48 mm, so it
may well be a late Drag. 24/25. The footring is too low to consider this
a cup of service E, and too small for a dish of service E.
9. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 161, probably
identical.
products from his workshop date from the pre-Flavian period, but some
must be later, as is demonstrated by the presence of stamps with his name
at Caerieon, Chester2, Corbridge, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
Rottweil3. Oswald recorded many more sites founded after A.D. 70, but they
refer to stamps of a homonym who worked at Lezoux in the period c. A.D.
135-1604. The activities of Silvanus from La Graufesenque seem to have
been limited to the period c. A.D. 30-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 301 and 420.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78.
4. Cf. Hartley/Dickinson 1981, 273, 51.
S 147 SILVANIOF
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF24 (9).
The only dated context in which this stamp is represented is the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. When this deposit was formed, the die must
have been already in use for some time, since the stamp also seems to occur
on cups of Ritt. 5. In the vessel from Vechten, the constriction of the wall is
emphasized by offsets on either side, which is also indicative of an early
date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
S 148 SILVANIC
Ritt.9
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
Vel920.23.
fl940/5.111.
The significance of the C at the end of this stamp is uncertain. It may be a
halved 0, in which case these are impressions of a damaged ie.
The stamp has not been found in dated contexts o far. The date is based on
the profiles of the cups from Vechten. Although the Drag. 27 does not have
a groove on the outside of its footring, this stamp is definitely pre-Flavian.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
S 149 SILVANI
Drag. 17a PUG: 1947-50 (fig. 6.27, d).
Ritt.5 RMO: VP2701a; VF*993; VI
PUG: 1431.
S; VF*994cx.
The stop which is visible between the legs of the V in the example illustrat-
ed here does not seem to have occurred on the original version of this die.
It is also missing from the impression on the Drag. 17a from Vechten,
whose letters are somewhat sharper than the examples on the cups of Ritt. 5.
The forms on which the stamp occurs are indicative of an early date. The
Drag. 17a from Vechten has a rouletted wall, and one of the cups of Ritt. 5
a rouletted rim. The site record for the stamp includes the Erdlager at
Hofheim' and the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 75.
2. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 74. Kops Plateau:
Breuerl931,pl. Xni97.
Silvanus
Since Silvanus regularly produced Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, he was - contrary to
the assumption of Oswald' - probably ah-eady active under Tiberius. Most
S 150 SILVANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*994; VF*994a.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other types, the
die must already have been in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, an
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Drag. 33a RMO: VP*1295.
The site record for this retrograde stamp includes the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen', the Saalburg and Straubing2. The cup from
Vechten has internal grooves on either side of the junction of the base and
the wall, which is more often the case in examples from the late 1st and
early 2nd centuries. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. From a sewer constructed in or after A.D. 89 (for the date of the sewer,
cf. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, 82 f.; Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1988,
32).
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 347-348.
S141 <SE>VERIM[A]<N>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*834.
This is an impression from a die which was damaged twice. Originally, it
read SEVERIMAN. A stamp in this form was found in the legionary for-
tress or canabae at Nijmegen.
At some stage, the last letter of the die broke off almost completely, result-
ing in the text SEVERIMAI. The site list for this version includes Caerleon,
Cattenck, the Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim' and two graves at
Nijmegen-west, which are no earlier than the nineties2.
This evidence suggests that he die is unlikely to have been damaged for the
second time until the final years of the 1st century, when the two initial et-
ters disappeared as well. The shape of the cup from Vechten implies that it
still dates from the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 90-100.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 17.
2. One grave contained, among other things, sigillata of Celsus ii, C.
N- Celsus, Memor, Sex(tius?) Can- and Sulpicius and a coin ofA.D.
97, the other yielded products of Censor and Venus and a coin ofA.D.
90/91.
S 142 SEVER[-]
Dish RMO: VF*972a.
No other examples of this stamp seem to have been found, so the complete
text remains unknown. The shape of the dish is indicative of a Flavian date.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
Severus ii - Pudens
The stamp reading OF.SEVER<P> discussed below may probably be
attributed to Pudens, a potter in the workshop of Severus ii. The names
Severus and Pudens are also combined in another stamp, whose text reads
QFSEVERPVD'.
That the products with the two stamps mentioned here come from the
workshop of Severus ii is certain. The apparent similarities between these
stamps and some examples of Severus ii leave little room for doubt2. Nor is
the completion of the second name as Pudens at all doubtful, since Pudens
is by far the most common cognomen starting with Pud-3.
The stamps of Severus ii - Pudens may be dated to the period c. A.D. 65-
90. This makes it unlikely that he Pudens in the workshop of Sevems ii is
identical to the namesake who presented himself as an ofiicinator as early
as c. A.D. 554
1. See for example Walters 1908, 168, M742.
2. Compare for example catalogue no. S143 with no. S132.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 235.
4. See catalogue nos. P140-143 and the relevant introduction.
S 143 OF.SEVER<P>
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF*975d; VF*975e.
RMO: fl975/4.6.
This stamp is usually interpreted as OFSEVER+'. However, an impression
is known which suggests that the die originally read OFSEVERP. The ex-
ample illustrated here also still shows part of the loop of a P.
Identical impressions have been found at Caerieon, Carmarthen,
Corbridge2, the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen3 and Nijmegen-
west, so the stamp is definitely mainly Flavian. However, the shape of the
dish numbered VF*975d suggests that the die may have been already in use
a little earlier. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 296 and 419, under Sevems.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 226, 111.
3. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 13;
Bogaers/ Haalebos 1980, pl. 16, 35, from the ditch of period 5.
Sex(tius?) Can-
Oswald assumed that the stamps discussed below record the names of two
potters, Sextus and Canus'. Both are also listed separately in his catalogue.
However, most of the stamps classed under, respectively, Canus and Sextus
are demonstrably attributable to other manufacturers2. Perhaps it is more
likely that the stamps listed below are the gentilicium and cognomen of a
single potter, Sextius Can-.
The family name Sextius is well-known, although not from La
Graufesenque3. The only cognomina starting with Can- known from this
kiln site are Candidus and Cantus. Candidus is recorded in a late Ist-cen-
tury dockef; however, his name has not been found in any stamp so far.
Cantus cannot have had anything to do with the stamps discussed below,
since his activities date mainly from the first half of the 1st century5.
The stamps of Sex(tius?) Can- date from the late 1st and early 2nd cen-
tunes. This is demonstrated not only by the site list, which includes
Butzbach, Holt and Wilderspool, but also by the profiles of the vessels on
which these stamps occur. Although Sex(tius?) Can- seems to have pro-
duced cups of Drag. 24/25', his activities may probably be dated to the
period C. A.D. 80-110.
1. Oswald 1931,300 and 420.
2. The stamps classed under Canus almost all belong to Cantus, who was
active mainly in the first half of the 1st century (Oswald 1931, 58 f.
and 365; cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. C51-59). The stamps
attributed to Sextus for the larger part belong to a manufacturer f om
Montans (idem, 299; Gallia 38, 1980,500).
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 265.
4. Marichal 1988, no. 169; cf. catalogue no. R31.
5. See note 2.
6. See catalogue no. S146.
S 144 OFSEXCAN
Drag.18
Drag. 18R
RMO: VF2693.
RMO: VF890.
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Only a dozen parallels for this stamp are known, on vessels of Drag. 18,
18R and 33. The site list includes Chester, Heddemheim, the Saalburg' and
an early 2nd-century grave at Nijmegen-west2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c.
A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLA3, Taf. 17, 127.
2. In addition, the grave contained vessels of Crestio of La Graufesen-
que, Roppus of Les Martres-de-Veyre and Martialis of Chemery-
Faulquemont.
3. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I.
S145 [OFSE]X.CN
Drag. 27
Drag. 33?
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1161.
VF3003.
Only two other examples of this faint stamp are known, from Leicester and
perhaps also from Vechten'. They may be impressions of a modified ie
which originally read OF.SEX.CAN. The latter version is known from the
Steinkastell and Erweiterungslager at Heddemheim2, from a late Ist-cen-
tury grave at Nijmegen-west3 and from Sulz". La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-110.
1. PUG 783, provenance unknown.
2. Steinkastell: Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 51. Erweiterungslager:
Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 6-7.
3. The grave also contained products of Celsus ii, C. N- Celsus, Memor,
Severus ii and Sulpicius, and a coin of Nerva struck in A.D. 97.
4. ORL B61a, 9, 4.
S 146 OF.SEX.CN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2688; VF269Q; VF*980.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2687; VF2689; VF2691; VF2692; VF*932a;
f 1940/5. 111.
Since this stamp regularly occurs on cups of Drag. 27, it must be a relative-
ly late example. This is also indicated by the site record, which includes
Binchester, Butzbach', Caerieon2, Caersws3, Chester4, Holt5, the Saalburg',
Watercrook7 and Wilderspool. In view of this evidence, it is remarkable that
this stamp was found on a Drag. 24/25"; Sex(tius?) Can- was probably one
of the last producers of this form. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLB14, 21, 23.
2. Nash-WUUams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 70.
3. Dickinson 1989, 82, 17.
4. Newstead 1939, pl. XXI 25.
5. Grimes 1930, 124, 31-32.
6. ORLA3,Taf. 17, 124.
7. Wild 1979, 290, S29.
8. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 248 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25, 248
(profile). This cup has a footring with a diameter of c. 48 mm, so it
may well be a late Drag. 24/25. The footring is too low to consider this
a cup of service E, and too small for a dish of service E.
9. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 161, probably
identical.
products from his workshop date from the pre-Flavian period, but some
must be later, as is demonstrated by the presence of stamps with his name
at Caerieon, Chester2, Corbridge, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
Rottweil3. Oswald recorded many more sites founded after A.D. 70, but they
refer to stamps of a homonym who worked at Lezoux in the period c. A.D.
135-1604. The activities of Silvanus from La Graufesenque seem to have
been limited to the period c. A.D. 30-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 301 and 420.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 78.
4. Cf. Hartley/Dickinson 1981, 273, 51.
S 147 SILVANIOF
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF24 (9).
The only dated context in which this stamp is represented is the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. When this deposit was formed, the die must
have been already in use for some time, since the stamp also seems to occur
on cups of Ritt. 5. In the vessel from Vechten, the constriction of the wall is
emphasized by offsets on either side, which is also indicative of an early
date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-60.
S 148 SILVANIC
Ritt.9
Drag. 27
RMO:
RMO:
Vel920.23.
fl940/5.111.
The significance of the C at the end of this stamp is uncertain. It may be a
halved 0, in which case these are impressions of a damaged ie.
The stamp has not been found in dated contexts o far. The date is based on
the profiles of the cups from Vechten. Although the Drag. 27 does not have
a groove on the outside of its footring, this stamp is definitely pre-Flavian.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
S 149 SILVANI
Drag. 17a PUG: 1947-50 (fig. 6.27, d).
Ritt.5 RMO: VP2701a; VF*993; VI
PUG: 1431.
S; VF*994cx.
The stop which is visible between the legs of the V in the example illustrat-
ed here does not seem to have occurred on the original version of this die.
It is also missing from the impression on the Drag. 17a from Vechten,
whose letters are somewhat sharper than the examples on the cups of Ritt. 5.
The forms on which the stamp occurs are indicative of an early date. The
Drag. 17a from Vechten has a rouletted wall, and one of the cups of Ritt. 5
a rouletted rim. The site record for the stamp includes the Erdlager at
Hofheim' and the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 75.
2. Hunerberg cemetery: Vermeulen 1932, pl. XX 74. Kops Plateau:
Breuerl931,pl. Xni97.
Silvanus
Since Silvanus regularly produced Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, he was - contrary to
the assumption of Oswald' - probably ah-eady active under Tiberius. Most
S 150 SILVANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*994; VF*994a.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other types, the
die must already have been in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, an
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identical impression is also known from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he stamp may be dated
to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 162, probably identical.
S151 SILVANI
Drag. 17c RMO: VF912 (fig. 6.27, j).
The site list for this stamp includes the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen and
Velsen 1'. The latter context and the shape of the dish from Vechten demon-
strate that this is an early stamp. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 97 and 99.
S 152 SILVANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*995.
This stamp has also been found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, so it is like-
ly to stem from the pre-Flavian period, which is also indicated by the pres-
ence of two impressions in the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen', and by the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Daniels 1955, 90, ml371, and 248, ml467.
S 153 LVANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2021; VF*553x.
The only parallels known for this stamp so far were found at La Graufesen-
que, on two cups of Drag. 24. They may well be impressions of a broken
die whose original text probably read SU.VANI. However, no stamps in this
form have as yet been found. The profiles of the cups from Vechten imply
that the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
S 154 SILVANI
Ritt.9 RMO: H940/5.234.
None of the parallels for this stamp known thus far have been found in dated
contexts. The shape of the Ritt. 9 from Vechten suggests a Claudio-
Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
S 155 IIVAN
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VP20012: VP3002.
VP*480a.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads IIVAN'. However, it is logical to assume
that it stems from a broken die which originally read SILVAN, although no
impressions of this text have as yet been found.
Since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, the die was prob-
ably ah-eady in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also
known from Corbridge2 and Straubing3. The profiles of the vessels from
Vechten justify the deduction that he one from Corbridge was in use for an
unusually long period. La Graufesenque [2]4, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 117 and 384, under Evanus.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 47.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 184.
4. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 162a, possibly identical.
S 156 SILWN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*994b.
The best clue to the date of this stamp is the occurrence of examples on cups
of Ritt. 8 and 9. The shape of the Drag. 27g from Vechten may warrant he
deduction that vessels with this stamp were still being marketed in the early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
S 157 SILVAN
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*996.
This is the only example of this stamp known thus far. Its interpretation
as SILVAN is not entirely certain; the slash on the right-hand leg of the
A may be no more than a scratch on the die. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
30-50.
S 158 SIVAN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.234.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads S IVAN. It is not clear whether the
die-cutter forgot o insert an L, or if the second letter is an L, to be read as
IL. No identical impressions have been found. The cup from Vechten has an
acutely bevelled footnng, and almost certainly dates from before the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
Silvinus i
The stamps with the name Silvinus cover the period c. A.D. 30-95. The dif-
ferences between the earliest and the latest vessels on which they occur are
so marked that hey are likely to belong to two different manufacturers. The
stamps are easily divisible into two groups. The first includes examples
dateable to the period Tiberius-Nero, and the second examples which are
mainly from the Ravian period.
The products of Silvinus i were found in the Posse de Cirratus and Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, in the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique
andatVelsen 1.
Silvinus i produced not only sigillata, but also moulds for bowls of Drag.
29'. At least one of these was used by Scotnus2
1. Mees 1995, 97 and Taf. 192.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 192, 1; cf. catalogue no. S36.
S159 OFSpLVIN]
Drag. 16 RMO: VF2714 (fig. 6.26, i).
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'. The Drag. 16 from
Vechten is different from the other dishes of this type in that its external
wall is almost convex. The dish has a double groove in its internal base. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
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1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 80.
S 160 SILVINI[0]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1004a.
The 0 at the end of this stamp is not visible on the impression from Vechten.
One of the few leads for the date of this stamp is its occasional occurrence
on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The shape of the vessel from Vechten argues
a CIaudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
S 161 SILVINI
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF2708.
VF2711.
This stamp has not been found in any dated context so far. Its date is there-
fore based exclusively on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. The Drag.
27g has a footring of large diameter, and probably dates from the first half
of the 1st century; the Ritt. 9 may be somewhat later. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 35-60.
S 162 SILVINI
Drag. 27g? RMO: VF*1004c.
The presence of identical impressions in the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufe-
senque, at Camulodunum' and at Velsen 1 shows that this is an early stamp.
Of the cup from Vechten only the base has survived. Since it has a high,
externally grooved footring, it must be a Ritt. 5 or Drag. 27g. The diameter
of the groove around the stamp seems to support identification as Drag. 27g.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 176.
S 163 SILVIN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1004d.
This stamp occurs also on cups of Ritt. 9. The only dated context in which
an identical impression has been found is Velsen 1. The cup from Vechten
has a somewhat bevelled footring of relatively large diameter, so it is prob-
ably no later than Claudian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
S 164 ILVIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*544x: VF*1003.
This stamp is known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and
Aislingen1, among other places. The impressions must have been made with
a broken die, but examples of a completer version seem not to have been
found so far. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest a Claudio-
Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 112.
S 165 IVIN
Drag. 27g PUG: 1420.
The only dated context in which identical impressions have been found is
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. To judge by the shape of the
vessel from Vechten, the stamp dates from the Claudio-Neronian period.
This may warrant he assumption that the stamp was made with a broken
and subsequently modified die of Silvinus, and should be read as
<SI>LVIN. This is supported by the fact hat he Fosse de Gallicanus, which
yielded some ten identical examples, also contained stamps which definite-
ly belong to Silvinus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
Silvinus ii
The stamps discussed below probably belong to a different potter from the
examples classed under Silvinus i in this catalogue. The stamps of Silvinus
ii have not been found in pre-Flavian contexts o far. However, the profiles
of some of his vessels suggest hat he may already have been active around
A.D. 65. Since his products have been found at Chesterholm, on the
Salisberg and at Wilderspool, among other places, his activities may well
have continued into the nineties.
Silvinus ii may perhaps be equated with the Silvinus whose name occurs in
a docket from La Graufesenque, which was inscribed on a rouletted ish of
Germanus'.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 89.
S 166 OFSILVINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2697; VF2698; VF2712;VP2715; YF2716;
VF*900; VF*939d; VF*975a; VF* 1001;
VF*1004b; VF*1005; VF*1005a; VF*1005c;
yp*1005d;VF*1005e; H975/4.4.
PUG: 131.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2716a; VF*1012x.
This stamp is known from numerous ettlements which were first occupied
in the Flavian era, such as Carlisle', Chesterholm2, Corbridge3, Friedberg4,
Rottweil5, the Salisberg" and Wilderspool7. However, the profiles of some of
the cups from Vechten suggest hat the die with which they were marked
was already in use in the sixties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. May/Hope 1917, 192, T.H.1892.98.
2. Biriey 1932, 220, 4.
3. Haveriield 1915, 285.
4. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 49.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 96.
6. Suchier 1885, Taf. Ill K15.
7. May 1904, 62.
S 167 SILVINIMA
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
VF2718.
VF*1006.
This stamp has been found at Chester, Malton and Rottweil, among other
places. However, the profiles of the cups from Vechten warrant he deduc-
tion that the die with which they were marked was already in use in the pre-
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
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identical impression is also known from the legionary fortress at Nijmegen.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he stamp may be dated
to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 162, probably identical.
S151 SILVANI
Drag. 17c RMO: VF912 (fig. 6.27, j).
The site list for this stamp includes the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen and
Velsen 1'. The latter context and the shape of the dish from Vechten demon-
strate that this is an early stamp. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 97 and 99.
S 152 SILVANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*995.
This stamp has also been found on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, so it is like-
ly to stem from the pre-Flavian period, which is also indicated by the pres-
ence of two impressions in the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen', and by the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Daniels 1955, 90, ml371, and 248, ml467.
S 153 LVANI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2021; VF*553x.
The only parallels known for this stamp so far were found at La Graufesen-
que, on two cups of Drag. 24. They may well be impressions of a broken
die whose original text probably read SU.VANI. However, no stamps in this
form have as yet been found. The profiles of the cups from Vechten imply
that the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-70.
S 154 SILVANI
Ritt.9 RMO: H940/5.234.
None of the parallels for this stamp known thus far have been found in dated
contexts. The shape of the Ritt. 9 from Vechten suggests a Claudio-
Neronian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
S 155 IIVAN
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VP20012: VP3002.
VP*480a.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads IIVAN'. However, it is logical to assume
that it stems from a broken die which originally read SILVAN, although no
impressions of this text have as yet been found.
Since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, the die was prob-
ably ah-eady in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, impressions are also
known from Corbridge2 and Straubing3. The profiles of the vessels from
Vechten justify the deduction that he one from Corbridge was in use for an
unusually long period. La Graufesenque [2]4, c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Cf. Oswald 1931, 117 and 384, under Evanus.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 223, 47.
3. Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 184.
4. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 162a, possibly identical.
S 156 SILWN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*994b.
The best clue to the date of this stamp is the occurrence of examples on cups
of Ritt. 8 and 9. The shape of the Drag. 27g from Vechten may warrant he
deduction that vessels with this stamp were still being marketed in the early
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 50-75.
S 157 SILVAN
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*996.
This is the only example of this stamp known thus far. Its interpretation
as SILVAN is not entirely certain; the slash on the right-hand leg of the
A may be no more than a scratch on the die. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
30-50.
S 158 SIVAN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.234.
Strictly speaking, this stamp reads S IVAN. It is not clear whether the
die-cutter forgot o insert an L, or if the second letter is an L, to be read as
IL. No identical impressions have been found. The cup from Vechten has an
acutely bevelled footnng, and almost certainly dates from before the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
Silvinus i
The stamps with the name Silvinus cover the period c. A.D. 30-95. The dif-
ferences between the earliest and the latest vessels on which they occur are
so marked that hey are likely to belong to two different manufacturers. The
stamps are easily divisible into two groups. The first includes examples
dateable to the period Tiberius-Nero, and the second examples which are
mainly from the Ravian period.
The products of Silvinus i were found in the Posse de Cirratus and Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, in the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique
andatVelsen 1.
Silvinus i produced not only sigillata, but also moulds for bowls of Drag.
29'. At least one of these was used by Scotnus2
1. Mees 1995, 97 and Taf. 192.
2. Mees 1995, Taf. 192, 1; cf. catalogue no. S36.
S159 OFSpLVIN]
Drag. 16 RMO: VF2714 (fig. 6.26, i).
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'. The Drag. 16 from
Vechten is different from the other dishes of this type in that its external
wall is almost convex. The dish has a double groove in its internal base. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 40-65.
8. 1 IDENTIFIED STAMPS 337
1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 80.
S 160 SILVINI[0]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1004a.
The 0 at the end of this stamp is not visible on the impression from Vechten.
One of the few leads for the date of this stamp is its occasional occurrence
on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24. The shape of the vessel from Vechten argues
a CIaudio-Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
S 161 SILVINI
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF2708.
VF2711.
This stamp has not been found in any dated context so far. Its date is there-
fore based exclusively on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. The Drag.
27g has a footring of large diameter, and probably dates from the first half
of the 1st century; the Ritt. 9 may be somewhat later. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 35-60.
S 162 SILVINI
Drag. 27g? RMO: VF*1004c.
The presence of identical impressions in the Posse de Cirratus at La Graufe-
senque, at Camulodunum' and at Velsen 1 shows that this is an early stamp.
Of the cup from Vechten only the base has survived. Since it has a high,
externally grooved footring, it must be a Ritt. 5 or Drag. 27g. The diameter
of the groove around the stamp seems to support identification as Drag. 27g.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XLIII 176.
S 163 SILVIN
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1004d.
This stamp occurs also on cups of Ritt. 9. The only dated context in which
an identical impression has been found is Velsen 1. The cup from Vechten
has a somewhat bevelled footring of relatively large diameter, so it is prob-
ably no later than Claudian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
S 164 ILVIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*544x: VF*1003.
This stamp is known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque and
Aislingen1, among other places. The impressions must have been made with
a broken die, but examples of a completer version seem not to have been
found so far. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest a Claudio-
Neronian date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIII 112.
S 165 IVIN
Drag. 27g PUG: 1420.
The only dated context in which identical impressions have been found is
the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. To judge by the shape of the
vessel from Vechten, the stamp dates from the Claudio-Neronian period.
This may warrant he assumption that the stamp was made with a broken
and subsequently modified die of Silvinus, and should be read as
<SI>LVIN. This is supported by the fact hat he Fosse de Gallicanus, which
yielded some ten identical examples, also contained stamps which definite-
ly belong to Silvinus. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-70.
Silvinus ii
The stamps discussed below probably belong to a different potter from the
examples classed under Silvinus i in this catalogue. The stamps of Silvinus
ii have not been found in pre-Flavian contexts o far. However, the profiles
of some of his vessels suggest hat he may already have been active around
A.D. 65. Since his products have been found at Chesterholm, on the
Salisberg and at Wilderspool, among other places, his activities may well
have continued into the nineties.
Silvinus ii may perhaps be equated with the Silvinus whose name occurs in
a docket from La Graufesenque, which was inscribed on a rouletted ish of
Germanus'.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 89.
S 166 OFSILVINI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2697; VF2698; VF2712;VP2715; YF2716;
VF*900; VF*939d; VF*975a; VF* 1001;
VF*1004b; VF*1005; VF*1005a; VF*1005c;
yp*1005d;VF*1005e; H975/4.4.
PUG: 131.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2716a; VF*1012x.
This stamp is known from numerous ettlements which were first occupied
in the Flavian era, such as Carlisle', Chesterholm2, Corbridge3, Friedberg4,
Rottweil5, the Salisberg" and Wilderspool7. However, the profiles of some of
the cups from Vechten suggest hat the die with which they were marked
was already in use in the sixties. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. May/Hope 1917, 192, T.H.1892.98.
2. Biriey 1932, 220, 4.
3. Haveriield 1915, 285.
4. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 49.
5. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXI 96.
6. Suchier 1885, Taf. Ill K15.
7. May 1904, 62.
S 167 SILVINIMA
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
VF2718.
VF*1006.
This stamp has been found at Chester, Malton and Rottweil, among other
places. However, the profiles of the cups from Vechten warrant he deduc-
tion that the die with which they were marked was already in use in the pre-
Flavian period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
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S168 SILVINIF
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF2710.
RMO: VF2935;
The site list for this stamp includes Caerieon, the legionary fortress and
canabae at Nijmegen', and Nijmegen-west. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten argue a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 8.
S 169 [SILV]INI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: no no.
The parallels for this stamp include xamples from the Bregenz Kellerfund',
Caerleon2, Corbridge and Okarben3. The vessel from Vechten has a coarse-
ly rouletted circle in its internal base. The profile suggests that the stamp
dates from the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
75-95.
1. Jenny 1880, 75, 18; Jacobs 1912, 183, 30.
2. Nash-Williams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 73.
3. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H52.
S170 SILVINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2709.
PUG: Vel925; Vel926/2.
The site record for this stamp includes Carlisle, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and York, so the stamp is
mainly Flavian. However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest
that he die with which they were marked was already in use in the time of
Nero.
The dish numbered Vel925 has a graffito n the underside, consisting of an
I over an F with low cross strokes. This signature may have been applied by
the person who also signed a dish of Germanus and a cup of Primus' (fig.
4.1, a-b). La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. 025 and P128.
Silvius
Oswald attributed the stamps listed below to Silvius of La Graufesenque',
who he seems to have assumed should be distinguished from C. Silvius
Patricius. The question is whether there was really a second Silvius at this
production centre. As it happens, most of the stamps classed here under
Silvius could just as well belong to Silvanus, C. Silvius Patricius or Silvinus
i or ii. The other examples recorded by Oswald may have been misinter-
preted2.
Of the stamps listed below, those numbered S171-172 may perhaps be attri-
buted to Silvinus i. The stamp numbered S173 could belong to Silvinus ii,
and number S174 to Silvanus or Silvinus i.
1. Oswald 1931, 302 f. and 420; the date in the period Vespasian-Trajan
mentioned there is based mainly on the site list for the stamp
SILVI.OF, which actually belongs to a potter from Lezoux.
2. Oswald 1931, 302 f.: OFSILVH, OISLVH, OFSILI, SILVIV[-],
SILVVS and SILVII.
S171 OII.Stt.VI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: Vel924/AB.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3087;VF*992a; VF*U
f 1940/5.92.
)2; H940/5.27;
These are impressions of a modified ie. Originally, the second vertical
stroke after the 0 was only half as high, so as to form an F together with the
fast stroke. Impressions of this version occur at La Graufesenque', and at
Bregenz on a Drag. 29 with decoration which may probably be dated
around the middle of the 1st century2.
The variant represented at Vechten is also known from Aislingen3, the
Keramildager at Oberwinterthur, Rheingonheim" and Riegel5. To judge by
the profiles of the cups from Vechten, it dates from the third quarter of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 163.
2. Knorrl952.Taf. 61.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 111.
4. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 67.
5. Fritschl910a,29, no. 331.
S 172 OFSILV<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*992b.
This impression was made with a broken and subsequently modified ie
which originally read OFSILVI, in a frame with rounded ends. Such im-
pressions have been found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
among other places.
The version from Vechten is otherwise known only from the kiln site, on
cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. These vessels, like the cup from
Vechten, are likely to be Neronian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
S 173 OFSILV
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VP24(78).
RMO: VP*992.
Since this stamp occurs mainly on cups of Drag. 27, it is definitely Flavian.
This conclusion is confirmed by the presence of identical impressions at
Carlisle' and in the wrecked ship Culip IV2. However, in view of the
profiles of the cups from Vechten it is not impossible that he die with which
they were marked was already in use in the reign of Nero. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 40.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 16.1.
S 174 SILV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*991.
No other examples of this stamp have been found so far. The cup has a
bevelled footring, and is probably no later than Claudian. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 30-55.
C. Silvius Patricias
See catalogue nos. P39-44.
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Stabilio
S 175 STABILIO.F
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2723; VF2724 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 79 D);
VF*1013 (Knorr 1952, Taf. 59 B).
So far, the potter Stabilio is only known from this stamp. It occurs exclus-
ively on bowls of Drag. 29. The only contexts to provide evidence for its
date are the Erdlager at Hofheim' and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen. The
decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp stem from the Tiberio-
Claudian period2. In many cases, the band between the decorated zones is
rouletted, which is to be expected in bowls of this period. The bowl
from Vechten with number VF* 1013, in view of its decoration and
profile, may be considered among the latest vessels; the stamp on this bowl
is surrounded by only a single groove. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
25-55.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 246.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 79 A-C; Knorr 1952, Taf. 59 A and 60 E-F; Ettlinger
1969/1970, 92, Abb. 4, 2.
Successus
Successus is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. His
products date mainly from the Claudio-Neronian period, although some
may be a little later. Successus worked not only at La Graufesenque, but
also at Le Rozier'. A Successus is also known from Montans, who may have
been active around the middle of the 1st century2; however, the name is so
common3 that this is probably a different potter.
1. See catalogue no. S176.
2. Meunier 1965-1966, pl. H 8; Gallia 34, 1976, 496; Martin 1979a, 38,
pl. 7, 29-30; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 276.
S 176 SVCESVS.F
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2728.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, among other forms, the die was
probably already in use in the pre-Flavian period. This assumption is sup-
ported by the presence of identical impressions in the burnt layers of A.D.
61 at Colchester and Verulamium'. However, another impression is known
from the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. The shape of the cup
from Vechten also seems to suggest hat vessels with this stamp were still
being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [I]2, c.
A.D. 55-80.
1. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70. 43.
2. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
S 177 SVCCES
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*1018.
Drag. 27g RMO: YF2732; VP*1019; Vel924/A.
The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the de-
posit of Narbonne-La Nautique2 and period la at Vatkenburg3. The profiles
of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he die with which they were marked
was still in use in the reign of Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 40-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 291-292.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 81.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 340.
Sulinus
Stamps of Sulinus are seldom found, so his activities are difficult to date.
The best lead is provided by the presence of a handful of vessels with his
name in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which show that he
was definitely active at the beginning of the reign of Nero.
S178 SVUNI.V
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1021.
The asymmetrical shape of the frame suggests that this is probably an
impression of a broken die, which originally may have read SVUNI.M,
with an inverted M. However, no impressions have as yet been found of
such a version, nor of the variant illustrated here. The shape of the cup
argues a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Sulpicius
Sulpicius almost certainly did not start producing sigillata until after A.D.
70. At any rate, his stamps have not been found in any pre-Flavian context.
The profiles of some of his products uggest hat he may have started work
in the seventies. His activities must have continued at least until the end of
the 1st century, since several stamps with his name were found in settle-
ments first occupied under Domitian, such as Butzbach, Chesterholm and
Corbridge. Although is products are relatively rare in later finds groups,
the profiles of some vessels imply that hey were still marketed in the early
years of the 2nd century. The same is true of the decorative schemes of the
bowls of Drag. 37 which were made in moulds stamped by Sulpicius'.
At La Graufesenque, the name Sulpicius was found not only in stamps and
moulds, but also in a docket which probably dates from the end of the 1st
century2.
1. See catalogue no. S 185.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 98.
S179 OFISVLPIC
Drag. 18 RMQ: no no. (2 ex.); fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF2015a;VF*514b;VF*514d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*514c; no no.
The text of this unclear stamp may probably be read as OFISVLPIC. This
presumably makes it the latest stamp in which of&cina is abbreviated to OF!
(cf. p. 47). The site record includes Corbridge', Okarben2, a late Ist-century
grave at Nijmegen-west3, the Saalburg and Watercrook4. La Graufesenque
[I], C. A.D. 80-110.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 227, 114.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 43.
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S168 SILVINIF
Drag.18
Dish
RMO: VF2710.
RMO: VF2935;
The site list for this stamp includes Caerieon, the legionary fortress and
canabae at Nijmegen', and Nijmegen-west. The profiles of the dishes from
Vechten argue a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Legionary fortress: Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1976, pl. 5, 8.
S 169 [SILV]INI
Drag. 15/17R RMO: no no.
The parallels for this stamp include xamples from the Bregenz Kellerfund',
Caerleon2, Corbridge and Okarben3. The vessel from Vechten has a coarse-
ly rouletted circle in its internal base. The profile suggests that the stamp
dates from the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
75-95.
1. Jenny 1880, 75, 18; Jacobs 1912, 183, 30.
2. Nash-Williams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 73.
3. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H52.
S170 SILVINI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2709.
PUG: Vel925; Vel926/2.
The site record for this stamp includes Carlisle, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and York, so the stamp is
mainly Flavian. However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest
that he die with which they were marked was already in use in the time of
Nero.
The dish numbered Vel925 has a graffito n the underside, consisting of an
I over an F with low cross strokes. This signature may have been applied by
the person who also signed a dish of Germanus and a cup of Primus' (fig.
4.1, a-b). La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. 025 and P128.
Silvius
Oswald attributed the stamps listed below to Silvius of La Graufesenque',
who he seems to have assumed should be distinguished from C. Silvius
Patricius. The question is whether there was really a second Silvius at this
production centre. As it happens, most of the stamps classed here under
Silvius could just as well belong to Silvanus, C. Silvius Patricius or Silvinus
i or ii. The other examples recorded by Oswald may have been misinter-
preted2.
Of the stamps listed below, those numbered S171-172 may perhaps be attri-
buted to Silvinus i. The stamp numbered S173 could belong to Silvinus ii,
and number S174 to Silvanus or Silvinus i.
1. Oswald 1931, 302 f. and 420; the date in the period Vespasian-Trajan
mentioned there is based mainly on the site list for the stamp
SILVI.OF, which actually belongs to a potter from Lezoux.
2. Oswald 1931, 302 f.: OFSILVH, OISLVH, OFSILI, SILVIV[-],
SILVVS and SILVII.
S171 OII.Stt.VI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: Vel924/AB.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3087;VF*992a; VF*U
f 1940/5.92.
)2; H940/5.27;
These are impressions of a modified ie. Originally, the second vertical
stroke after the 0 was only half as high, so as to form an F together with the
fast stroke. Impressions of this version occur at La Graufesenque', and at
Bregenz on a Drag. 29 with decoration which may probably be dated
around the middle of the 1st century2.
The variant represented at Vechten is also known from Aislingen3, the
Keramildager at Oberwinterthur, Rheingonheim" and Riegel5. To judge by
the profiles of the cups from Vechten, it dates from the third quarter of the
1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 112, 163.
2. Knorrl952.Taf. 61.
3. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 111.
4. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 67.
5. Fritschl910a,29, no. 331.
S 172 OFSILV<I>
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*992b.
This impression was made with a broken and subsequently modified ie
which originally read OFSILVI, in a frame with rounded ends. Such im-
pressions have been found in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
among other places.
The version from Vechten is otherwise known only from the kiln site, on
cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24 and 27g. These vessels, like the cup from
Vechten, are likely to be Neronian. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
S 173 OFSILV
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VP24(78).
RMO: VP*992.
Since this stamp occurs mainly on cups of Drag. 27, it is definitely Flavian.
This conclusion is confirmed by the presence of identical impressions at
Carlisle' and in the wrecked ship Culip IV2. However, in view of the
profiles of the cups from Vechten it is not impossible that he die with which
they were marked was already in use in the reign of Nero. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 40.
2. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f, fig. 147, 16.1.
S 174 SILV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*991.
No other examples of this stamp have been found so far. The cup has a
bevelled footring, and is probably no later than Claudian. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 30-55.
C. Silvius Patricias
See catalogue nos. P39-44.
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Stabilio
S 175 STABILIO.F
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2723; VF2724 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 79 D);
VF*1013 (Knorr 1952, Taf. 59 B).
So far, the potter Stabilio is only known from this stamp. It occurs exclus-
ively on bowls of Drag. 29. The only contexts to provide evidence for its
date are the Erdlager at Hofheim' and the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen. The
decorative schemes of the bowls with this stamp stem from the Tiberio-
Claudian period2. In many cases, the band between the decorated zones is
rouletted, which is to be expected in bowls of this period. The bowl
from Vechten with number VF* 1013, in view of its decoration and
profile, may be considered among the latest vessels; the stamp on this bowl
is surrounded by only a single groove. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
25-55.
1. Ritterling 1912, Taf. XXII 246.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 79 A-C; Knorr 1952, Taf. 59 A and 60 E-F; Ettlinger
1969/1970, 92, Abb. 4, 2.
Successus
Successus is one of the lesser-known potters from La Graufesenque. His
products date mainly from the Claudio-Neronian period, although some
may be a little later. Successus worked not only at La Graufesenque, but
also at Le Rozier'. A Successus is also known from Montans, who may have
been active around the middle of the 1st century2; however, the name is so
common3 that this is probably a different potter.
1. See catalogue no. S176.
2. Meunier 1965-1966, pl. H 8; Gallia 34, 1976, 496; Martin 1979a, 38,
pl. 7, 29-30; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 276.
S 176 SVCESVS.F
Drag. 27g RMO: VP2728.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8, among other forms, the die was
probably already in use in the pre-Flavian period. This assumption is sup-
ported by the presence of identical impressions in the burnt layers of A.D.
61 at Colchester and Verulamium'. However, another impression is known
from the legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen. The shape of the cup
from Vechten also seems to suggest hat vessels with this stamp were still
being marketed under Vespasian. La Graufesenque [I], Le Rozier [I]2, c.
A.D. 55-80.
1. Dickinson 1984, 174, fig. 70. 43.
2. Bemont/Jacob 1986, 112, fig. 13.
S 177 SVCCES
Ritt. 8 RMO: VF*1018.
Drag. 27g RMO: YF2732; VP*1019; Vel924/A.
The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the de-
posit of Narbonne-La Nautique2 and period la at Vatkenburg3. The profiles
of the cups from Vechten suggest hat he die with which they were marked
was still in use in the reign of Nero. La Graufesenque [2], Le Rozier [2], c.
A.D. 40-70.
1. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 291-292.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 81.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 340.
Sulinus
Stamps of Sulinus are seldom found, so his activities are difficult to date.
The best lead is provided by the presence of a handful of vessels with his
name in the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, which show that he
was definitely active at the beginning of the reign of Nero.
S178 SVUNI.V
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1021.
The asymmetrical shape of the frame suggests that this is probably an
impression of a broken die, which originally may have read SVUNI.M,
with an inverted M. However, no impressions have as yet been found of
such a version, nor of the variant illustrated here. The shape of the cup
argues a date shortly after the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 50-70.
Sulpicius
Sulpicius almost certainly did not start producing sigillata until after A.D.
70. At any rate, his stamps have not been found in any pre-Flavian context.
The profiles of some of his products uggest hat he may have started work
in the seventies. His activities must have continued at least until the end of
the 1st century, since several stamps with his name were found in settle-
ments first occupied under Domitian, such as Butzbach, Chesterholm and
Corbridge. Although is products are relatively rare in later finds groups,
the profiles of some vessels imply that hey were still marketed in the early
years of the 2nd century. The same is true of the decorative schemes of the
bowls of Drag. 37 which were made in moulds stamped by Sulpicius'.
At La Graufesenque, the name Sulpicius was found not only in stamps and
moulds, but also in a docket which probably dates from the end of the 1st
century2.
1. See catalogue no. S 185.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 98.
S179 OFISVLPIC
Drag. 18 RMQ: no no. (2 ex.); fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF2015a;VF*514b;VF*514d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*514c; no no.
The text of this unclear stamp may probably be read as OFISVLPIC. This
presumably makes it the latest stamp in which of&cina is abbreviated to OF!
(cf. p. 47). The site record includes Corbridge', Okarben2, a late Ist-century
grave at Nijmegen-west3, the Saalburg and Watercrook4. La Graufesenque
[I], C. A.D. 80-110.
1. Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 227, 114.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 43.
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3. The grave also contained vessels of Celsus ii, lucundus, Peregrinus
and L. Tertius Secundus.
4. Wild 1979, 291, S34.
S180 OFSVLPICp]
Dish RMO: VF2565; VF2725; VF*1023.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon, Chesterholm, Rottweil and
the Saalburg'. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten indicate adate around
the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLA3,Taf. 17, 130.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 164b.
S 181 OFSV[LPICI]
Drag. 18 RMO: W1026.
The only sites to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are Brecon
and Chester. To judge by the shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten, the stamp
dates to the late 1st or early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. Dausse 1990, pl. A, 118, probably identical.
S 182 [0]FSVLPICI
Drag. 18 RMO: W1025.
This stamp is also known from Castleford, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen, and a grave from the time of Nerva or Trajan at
Nijmegen-wesf. The shape of the dish from Vechten argues a date in the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. The other interment gifts included products of Celsus ii, C. N- Celsus,
Memor, Sevems ii and Sex(tius?) Can-, and a coin of Nerva struck in
A.D. 97.
S 183 SVLPICIV
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF»1027; fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF2729.
The site record for this stamp includes Caerleon', Caerwent, Malton and
Okarben2. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest that the stamp
dates from the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D.
75-100.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 41.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 27.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 164.
S 184 SVLPICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2731.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far. However, from the
shape of the dish from Vechten the stamp may be deduced to date to the end
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
S 185 SVLPICI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1024;VF*1024b.
VF2734; VF2734a; VF*1024c.
The die with which these dishes were stamped was also used to mark
moulds for Drag. 37 among their decoration. Standard and rouletted ishes
as well as cups with this stamp were found at Caerleon and Chester and on
the Saalburg', among other places. The site list for bowls of Drag. 37 from
moulds of Sulpicius includes Carlisle, the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil, Straubing and Wilderspool. The decorative
schemes date to the late 1st to early 2nd centuries2. To judge by their pro-
files, the dishes from Vechten also belong to this period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Schonberger 1970, 27, Abb. 3, 71.
2. Mees 1995, 97 f. and Taf. 193-194.
S 186 SVLPICI.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1895a; VF*1024a; VF*1024d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2730.
The site record for this stamp includes Butzbach, Caerleon and Corbridge.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest that this is not one of the
latest stamps of Sulpicius. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 164a.
S 187 SVLPICI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2733.
This stamp seems to have otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque,
on two cups of Drag. 27g. The shape of the vessel from Vechten argues a
date in, or shortly after, the Flavian era. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
S 188 SVLPICI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1024e.
For this stamp, only two parallels are known, on cups of Drag. 27 from a
late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-wesf. The cup from Vechten, to judge
by its profile, dates from the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. The grave also contained products of Celsus ii. Censor, lucundus,
Peregrinus and L. Tertius Secundus.
S 189 SVLPI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1022x.
Since this stamp seems not to have been found in a dated context so far, the
date is based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 70-100.
S 190 SVLP
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1022.
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The only parallels for this stamp known so far were found at La Graufesen-
que and Tongeren', on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The shape of the vessel
from Vechten indicates a date around the end of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. De SchaetzeiWanderhoeven 1964, 72, pl. XIII 6.
Tabur-
Tl TAB VR
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1030.
Only six parallels are known so far for this stamp; none of these were found
in dated contexts'. Since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24,
among other types, it is likely to be pre-Flavian. The shape of the cup from
Vechten suggests a Claudio-Neronian date.
The complete name of the potter mentioned in this stamp is not known. The
only other die he seems to have used reads OFTABVR. An impression of
this was found at La Graufesenque on a Drag. 29, which from its decoration
may be dated to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 40-65.
Tascovan-
T3 TASCOVAN
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*1036.
It is not clear whether this stamp should be read as TASCOMA' or as
TASCOVAN. Since manus-type stamps generally record a complete geni-
tive, and an inverted M, though not unique, is distinctly rare, the second
possibility is preferable. Names starting with Tascovan- are not as yet
known; as it happens, there are no parallels for Tasco, either.
The few impressions known so far include only one from a more or less
dated context, at Augst. The vessel in question comes from a burnt layer
with material from the fifties, at the latest2. Since the stamp occurs mainly
on cups of Ritt. 5 it is likely to be earlier. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-
50.
1. Oswald 1931, 312 and 421.
2. Furger 1992, Taf. 7, 3/24, and 95, 3/24.
Taurus - Tib-
1. An example from Richborough was found in a pit whose contents
have been dated, for obscure reasons, to c. A.D. 50-80 (Hayter 1949,
219, 298[A]).
Tabus - Virtus
T2 TABIVIRTVTirS]
T4 TAVRI. TIB
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2736.
This stamp was also found on cups of Drag. 24/25' (cf. fig. 6.59, h) and on
a Drag. 29 with a double groove around its stamp2, so the die with which
these vessels were marked must have been first used under Vespasian, at the
latest. However, the site list includes numerous ettlements which were not
occupied until the eighties or nineties, such as Butzbach, the Saalburg',
Theilenhofen4 and Wilderspool. At Heddemheim, an impression was found
in a grave which also contained a coin ofTrajan stmck in A.D. 1025. A ves-
sel with this stamp from Wallsend must have been in use for an extraordi-
nanly long time.
The stamp gives two names. The first, on the basis of two dockets found at
La Graufesenque, may probably be reconstructed as Tabus'. If the Virtus in
this stamp is assumed to be identical to the Virt(h)us in the officina stamps
from the period c. A.D. 45-907, the name of the officinator, contrary to com-
mon practice, is here preceded by that of his employee8. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 268 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25, 268
(profile); Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 14.1.
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 15.
3. ORL A3, 180, 132.
4. Simonl978b,48,Abb. 9, 213.
5. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 37, from grave 192, with stamps of Calvus,
C. N- Celsus and L. Cosius Virilis.
6. Marichal 1988, nos. 35 and 86.
7. Cf. catalogue nos. V44-54.
8. Cf. for example Bassus i Coelus, Primus Sco- and Severus -
Pudens.
Ritt. 1 PUG: 1947-365.
Only the first of the two names in this stamp is found in other stamps.
Taurus, who occasionally spelled his name Taurrus, is a relatively little-
known potter who worked at La Graufesenque in the pre-Flavian period'.
Oswald confused his stamps with those of a Central Gaulish namesake2.
How the second name in the stamp should be completed is uncertain. The
most common cognomina starting with Tib- are Tiberinus and Tiberius3. An
employee of Taums is very probably concerned here.
The presence of an identical impression at Velsen 1 demonstrates that this
is a relatively early stamp. The same conclusion may be drawn from the
profiles of the Ritt. 1 from Vechten, of a Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen" (fig. 6.29, c) and of a Drag. 15/17 from
Oberwinterthur5 (fig. 6.24, a). The vessel fromVechten has a double groove
on the inside of the base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Cf. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 27.
2. Oswald 1931, 313.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 289.
4. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 303.
5. Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 55, 635.
Tertius
Oswald assumed that he stamps discussed below belong to a manufacturer
who worked both at La Graufesenque and at Montans, in the period
Tiberius-Domitian'. There is no doubt hat in both production centres, sigil-
lata was stamped with the name Tertius2, but it is such a common cogno-
men3 that these may very well have been two different potters.
Tertius of La Graufesenque was already active under Tiberius, as is shown
by the occurrence of some of his stamps at Velsen 1 and on dishes of Drag.
17 and cups of Ritt. 5. Since his products were also found at Caerleon,
Heddemheim, in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
at Rottweil, his activities may be assumed to have continued into the time of
Vespasian. That he was still producing sigillata under Domitian is unlikely4
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3. The grave also contained vessels of Celsus ii, lucundus, Peregrinus
and L. Tertius Secundus.
4. Wild 1979, 291, S34.
S180 OFSVLPICp]
Dish RMO: VF2565; VF2725; VF*1023.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon, Chesterholm, Rottweil and
the Saalburg'. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten indicate adate around
the end of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLA3,Taf. 17, 130.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 164b.
S 181 OFSV[LPICI]
Drag. 18 RMO: W1026.
The only sites to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are Brecon
and Chester. To judge by the shape of the Drag. 18 from Vechten, the stamp
dates to the late 1st or early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 80-
110.
1. Dausse 1990, pl. A, 118, probably identical.
S 182 [0]FSVLPICI
Drag. 18 RMO: W1025.
This stamp is also known from Castleford, the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen, and a grave from the time of Nerva or Trajan at
Nijmegen-wesf. The shape of the dish from Vechten argues a date in the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 75-100.
1. The other interment gifts included products of Celsus ii, C. N- Celsus,
Memor, Sevems ii and Sex(tius?) Can-, and a coin of Nerva struck in
A.D. 97.
S 183 SVLPICIV
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF»1027; fl909/10.2.
Dish RMO: VF2729.
The site record for this stamp includes Caerleon', Caerwent, Malton and
Okarben2. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest that the stamp
dates from the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D.
75-100.
1. Nash-Williams 1929, 301, fig. 37, 41.
2. ORL B25a, 21, 27.
3. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 164.
S 184 SVLPICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2731.
This stamp has not been found in a dated context so far. However, from the
shape of the dish from Vechten the stamp may be deduced to date to the end
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
S 185 SVLPICI
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1024;VF*1024b.
VF2734; VF2734a; VF*1024c.
The die with which these dishes were stamped was also used to mark
moulds for Drag. 37 among their decoration. Standard and rouletted ishes
as well as cups with this stamp were found at Caerleon and Chester and on
the Saalburg', among other places. The site list for bowls of Drag. 37 from
moulds of Sulpicius includes Carlisle, the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil, Straubing and Wilderspool. The decorative
schemes date to the late 1st to early 2nd centuries2. To judge by their pro-
files, the dishes from Vechten also belong to this period. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Schonberger 1970, 27, Abb. 3, 71.
2. Mees 1995, 97 f. and Taf. 193-194.
S 186 SVLPICI.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1895a; VF*1024a; VF*1024d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2730.
The site record for this stamp includes Butzbach, Caerleon and Corbridge.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest that this is not one of the
latest stamps of Sulpicius. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 164a.
S 187 SVLPICI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2733.
This stamp seems to have otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque,
on two cups of Drag. 27g. The shape of the vessel from Vechten argues a
date in, or shortly after, the Flavian era. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-
100.
S 188 SVLPICI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1024e.
For this stamp, only two parallels are known, on cups of Drag. 27 from a
late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-wesf. The cup from Vechten, to judge
by its profile, dates from the last decades of the 1st century. La Graufesen-
que [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. The grave also contained products of Celsus ii. Censor, lucundus,
Peregrinus and L. Tertius Secundus.
S 189 SVLPI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1022x.
Since this stamp seems not to have been found in a dated context so far, the
date is based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 70-100.
S 190 SVLP
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1022.
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The only parallels for this stamp known so far were found at La Graufesen-
que and Tongeren', on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g. The shape of the vessel
from Vechten indicates a date around the end of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. De SchaetzeiWanderhoeven 1964, 72, pl. XIII 6.
Tabur-
Tl TAB VR
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1030.
Only six parallels are known so far for this stamp; none of these were found
in dated contexts'. Since the stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24,
among other types, it is likely to be pre-Flavian. The shape of the cup from
Vechten suggests a Claudio-Neronian date.
The complete name of the potter mentioned in this stamp is not known. The
only other die he seems to have used reads OFTABVR. An impression of
this was found at La Graufesenque on a Drag. 29, which from its decoration
may be dated to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 40-65.
Tascovan-
T3 TASCOVAN
Ritt.5 RMO: VF*1036.
It is not clear whether this stamp should be read as TASCOMA' or as
TASCOVAN. Since manus-type stamps generally record a complete geni-
tive, and an inverted M, though not unique, is distinctly rare, the second
possibility is preferable. Names starting with Tascovan- are not as yet
known; as it happens, there are no parallels for Tasco, either.
The few impressions known so far include only one from a more or less
dated context, at Augst. The vessel in question comes from a burnt layer
with material from the fifties, at the latest2. Since the stamp occurs mainly
on cups of Ritt. 5 it is likely to be earlier. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-
50.
1. Oswald 1931, 312 and 421.
2. Furger 1992, Taf. 7, 3/24, and 95, 3/24.
Taurus - Tib-
1. An example from Richborough was found in a pit whose contents
have been dated, for obscure reasons, to c. A.D. 50-80 (Hayter 1949,
219, 298[A]).
Tabus - Virtus
T2 TABIVIRTVTirS]
T4 TAVRI. TIB
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2736.
This stamp was also found on cups of Drag. 24/25' (cf. fig. 6.59, h) and on
a Drag. 29 with a double groove around its stamp2, so the die with which
these vessels were marked must have been first used under Vespasian, at the
latest. However, the site list includes numerous ettlements which were not
occupied until the eighties or nineties, such as Butzbach, the Saalburg',
Theilenhofen4 and Wilderspool. At Heddemheim, an impression was found
in a grave which also contained a coin ofTrajan stmck in A.D. 1025. A ves-
sel with this stamp from Wallsend must have been in use for an extraordi-
nanly long time.
The stamp gives two names. The first, on the basis of two dockets found at
La Graufesenque, may probably be reconstructed as Tabus'. If the Virtus in
this stamp is assumed to be identical to the Virt(h)us in the officina stamps
from the period c. A.D. 45-907, the name of the officinator, contrary to com-
mon practice, is here preceded by that of his employee8. La Graufesenque
[I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 268 (stamp), and 199, fig. 25, 268
(profile); Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 14.1.
2. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 15.
3. ORL A3, 180, 132.
4. Simonl978b,48,Abb. 9, 213.
5. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb. 9, 37, from grave 192, with stamps of Calvus,
C. N- Celsus and L. Cosius Virilis.
6. Marichal 1988, nos. 35 and 86.
7. Cf. catalogue nos. V44-54.
8. Cf. for example Bassus i Coelus, Primus Sco- and Severus -
Pudens.
Ritt. 1 PUG: 1947-365.
Only the first of the two names in this stamp is found in other stamps.
Taurus, who occasionally spelled his name Taurrus, is a relatively little-
known potter who worked at La Graufesenque in the pre-Flavian period'.
Oswald confused his stamps with those of a Central Gaulish namesake2.
How the second name in the stamp should be completed is uncertain. The
most common cognomina starting with Tib- are Tiberinus and Tiberius3. An
employee of Taums is very probably concerned here.
The presence of an identical impression at Velsen 1 demonstrates that this
is a relatively early stamp. The same conclusion may be drawn from the
profiles of the Ritt. 1 from Vechten, of a Drag. 18 from the cemetery on the
Hunerberg at Nijmegen" (fig. 6.29, c) and of a Drag. 15/17 from
Oberwinterthur5 (fig. 6.24, a). The vessel fromVechten has a double groove
on the inside of the base. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
1. Cf. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 27.
2. Oswald 1931, 313.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 289.
4. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 303.
5. Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 55, 635.
Tertius
Oswald assumed that he stamps discussed below belong to a manufacturer
who worked both at La Graufesenque and at Montans, in the period
Tiberius-Domitian'. There is no doubt hat in both production centres, sigil-
lata was stamped with the name Tertius2, but it is such a common cogno-
men3 that these may very well have been two different potters.
Tertius of La Graufesenque was already active under Tiberius, as is shown
by the occurrence of some of his stamps at Velsen 1 and on dishes of Drag.
17 and cups of Ritt. 5. Since his products were also found at Caerleon,
Heddemheim, in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
at Rottweil, his activities may be assumed to have continued into the time of
Vespasian. That he was still producing sigillata under Domitian is unlikely4
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At La Graufesenque, the name Tertius was found not only on internal
stamps, but also in three dockets5. Two of these also record a certain Tritos,
who is usually equated with Tertius". The fact that two dockets mention
Tertius as well as Tritos, however, suggests that hese are two different per-
sons; this assumption is also supported by the fact hat a third docket, which
lists the names in their Latin spellings, records Tritus instead of Tertius7.
In principle, Tertius may be identical to the Ter- mentioned in the stamp
OF.MVR.TER.F. or to L. Tertius Secundus'. However, the products of
Mur- - Ter- and L. Tertius Secundus are later than those with only the name
Tertius, so these are very probably different potters.
1. Oswald 1931, 314 f. and 421; cf. idem, 116, under Ertius.
2. La Graufesenque: Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I FRIIV[-], probably to be
interpreted as TERTIV[-]; Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 167-168; Marichal
1988, no. 30. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 168, pl. VI 162;
Meunier 1965-1966, pl. IV 23; Gallia 32, 1974, 493; Gallia 38, 1980,
500.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 285.
4. The end date proposed by Oswald (1931, 314) was probably inspired
by the stamp TERTIVFE from the Steinkastell at Wiesbaden (ORL
B31, 108, Abb. 10, 32), which belongs to an East Gaulish potter.
5. Marichal 1988, nos. 2, 30 and 85.
6. Marichal 1988, 94 and 104, and nos. 2 and 85.
7. Marichal 1988, nos. 17.
8. Cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. Ml 13-132, and catalogue nos.
S105-107.
T5 OFTERT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1038.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, on a Drag. 27g from
London. To judge by the shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp dates
from the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-
75.
T6 TERTIVS.F
1. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 306.
R-dish RMO: VF*1040c.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 15/17R inscribed
with a docket'. It is otherwise known only from Canterbury, Clermont-
Ferrand, London and Rheingonheim2, so it can only be dated approximate-
ly. Only a small base fragment of the vessel from Vechten has survived,
which does not allow precise dating, either. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-70.
1.
2.
T7
Marichal 1988,nos. 30.
Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 68.
TERTIVSF
Dish
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO: VF*1039b;
RMO: fl909/10.2.
RMO: VF*1040d.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 it is likely to be pre-Flavian.
This is also demonstrated by the shape of a Drag. 15/17 from the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', which has an almost vertical wall, and a
double groove in its basal interior (fig. 6.24, d). The only site to provide a
clue to the date of this stamp is the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
T8 TERTIVSF
Drag. 16
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1040e.
VF*1040b.
The date of this stamp may be deduced from the presence of identical
impressions in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, at Camulodunum'
and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUII 178, from period IV; Dickinson 1985b,
microfiche 2:E5, 39-40.
2. Daniels 1955, 101, ml449.
T9 TERTI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2740: VP2741.
Since impressions of this stamp are known from Caerieon, Heddemheim
and Rottweil', the die must still have been in use in the Flavian period.
However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest a Neronian date.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 349 and Taf. 84, 3.
T10 TERTIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1039.
Only one of the six parallels for this stamp found so far stems from a more
or less dated context, at Augst. The finds group contains material from no
later than the Neronian period'. The shape of the cup from Vechten sug-
gests that the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Furger 1992, Taf. 95, 5/12. Furger assumed that he complex should be
dated c. A.D. 80 (idem, 455, Phase 5). However, the stamp by Acutus
numbered 5/6 was erroneously attributed to Acutus of Lezoux, and
actually dates to the pre-Flavian period (idem, Taf. 95, 5/6). The only
other vessel dated by Furger to after A.D. 70, is a base fragment of
coarse pottery (idem, Taf. 16, 5/79). The Flavian date proposed for this
vessel (idem, 102 f., Abb. 74, Phase 5, 5/79) is not supported by any
further arguments, and is likely to be incorrect.
T 11 TERTIVS
Drag. 17a PUG: 1947-92.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far occurs on a Drag. 18 from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen'. This vessel has a grooved lip and,
like the dish from Vechten, a double groove in the basal interior (fig. 6.29,
b). The profiles of both dishes are indicative of a date in or shortly before
the reign of Claudius. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 305.
T12 TER[TIVS]
Drag. 17b PUG: 1946-11 (fig. 6.27, e).
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The remaining letters of this stamp are strongly reminiscent of those on an
example by a Ist-century homonym from Lezoux. However, analysis of a
fragment of the dish by means of the neutron activation method has demon-
strated that it was probably made at La Graufesenque'. Recently, an ident-
ical impression was found atVelsen 1. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Cf. appendix A, 1.
T 13 TERTIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1039a.
This stamp is also known from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen' and from
period 2 at Valkenburg2. In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an
example was found on a Drag. 15/17 whose profile indicates a date around
A.D. 50-703. The cup from Vechten may be a little earlier. La Graufesenque
[I]4, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 98-99.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 127.
3. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 304.
4. Balsan 1970, 105, pl. Ill 4.
T14 TER[TI]
Drag. 24 PUG: 1947-43.
The only other known examples of this stamp were found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, at Clermont-Ferrand and in period 2 at
Valkenburg'. The cup from Vechten is of the small variety, and can be dated
no more accurately than to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Glasbergen 1967, 107, 404.
Tetius
T16 TETIF
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF* 1390.
RMO: VF*1041.
PUG: 388.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 it is likely to be
pre-Flavian. This conclusion is supported by the presence of identical
impressions in period 1B at Fishboume' and in the Erdlager at Hofheim2. To
judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, the stamp dates from short-
ly after the middle of the 1st century.
Oswald attributed the stamp to a Tettus or Tetus, who was allegedly active
under Claudius and Nero, at Montans and La Graufesenque3. However, the
stamp may belong to a potter designated as Tetio, Tetiu or Tetju in a num-
ber of dockets from La Graufesenque4. His name, therefore, is more likely
to have been Tetius3. Whether Tetius of La Graufesenque is identical to the
manufacturer who stamped TETIO at Montans is as yet uncertain6. La
Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dannell 1971, 315, 91.
2. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 76-77.
3. Oswald 1931, 316.
4. Marichal 1988, nos. 32 (TETIV), 53 (TETIO) and 86 ([T]ETJV). The
spelling Tetio also occurs on a mould for bowls of Drag. 37 (Vemhet
1990-1991, 56).
5. Cf. Mocsy et al. 1983, 286.
6. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 172, pl. VII 163; Meunier 1965-1966, pl. FV
24-25; Gallia 26, 1968, 554; Martin 1979a, 38, pl. 7, 31.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 169; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 86.
Cosius Urap-
T15 TERTIVS[.G.F.E]
R-dish RMO: VF2511.
There is no doubt whatsoever about he correct reading of this stamp, but
the meaning of the last three letters is unclear. There are not many leads for
the date of the stamp, either. More than half of the dozen parallels known
so far were found in England, so the stamp is unlikely to be earlier than
Claudian. The shape of the rouletted ish from Vechten suggests that it
belongs to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 167.
L. Tertius Secundus
See catalogue nos. S105-107
Cosius Urap- is a relatively little-known potter who was probably active in
the Claudio-Neronian period. He seems to have used only two dies, which
read COSIVS. VR AP and COSOI.VRA. On the basis of the latter text he
may perhaps be equated to the potter who stamped COSOI and COSO', and
to the COSOJVS whose name occurs in a docket from La Graufesenque2.
The gentilicium Cosius was not uncommon at La Graufesenque. It also
occurs in combinations with the cognomina lucundus, Rufinus and Virilis3.
How the cognomen should be completed is unclear. Cognomina starting
with Urap- are not known as yet. The only name to show some similarity is
the cognomen Urabucius4.
1. See catalogue nos. C145-146.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 93; cf. idem, no. 12: COSOJ.
3. See catalogue nos. 123-26, R30-35 and V31-42.
4. Mocsyetal. 1983, 319.
Ul COSIV[S.VRAP]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1864.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other types,
it must be mainly or exclusively pre-Flavian. This conclusion is supported
by the presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum1, in the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique3 and in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. The
date of the stamp demonstrates that two vessels with this stamp found at
Banassac must have been imported from La Graufesenque3. La Graufesen-
que [I]4, c. A.D. 50-70.
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At La Graufesenque, the name Tertius was found not only on internal
stamps, but also in three dockets5. Two of these also record a certain Tritos,
who is usually equated with Tertius". The fact that two dockets mention
Tertius as well as Tritos, however, suggests that hese are two different per-
sons; this assumption is also supported by the fact hat a third docket, which
lists the names in their Latin spellings, records Tritus instead of Tertius7.
In principle, Tertius may be identical to the Ter- mentioned in the stamp
OF.MVR.TER.F. or to L. Tertius Secundus'. However, the products of
Mur- - Ter- and L. Tertius Secundus are later than those with only the name
Tertius, so these are very probably different potters.
1. Oswald 1931, 314 f. and 421; cf. idem, 116, under Ertius.
2. La Graufesenque: Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I FRIIV[-], probably to be
interpreted as TERTIV[-]; Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 167-168; Marichal
1988, no. 30. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 168, pl. VI 162;
Meunier 1965-1966, pl. IV 23; Gallia 32, 1974, 493; Gallia 38, 1980,
500.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 285.
4. The end date proposed by Oswald (1931, 314) was probably inspired
by the stamp TERTIVFE from the Steinkastell at Wiesbaden (ORL
B31, 108, Abb. 10, 32), which belongs to an East Gaulish potter.
5. Marichal 1988, nos. 2, 30 and 85.
6. Marichal 1988, 94 and 104, and nos. 2 and 85.
7. Marichal 1988, nos. 17.
8. Cf. the introduction for catalogue nos. Ml 13-132, and catalogue nos.
S105-107.
T5 OFTERT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1038.
Only one other example of this stamp is known, on a Drag. 27g from
London. To judge by the shape of the cup from Vechten, the stamp dates
from the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-
75.
T6 TERTIVS.F
1. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 306.
R-dish RMO: VF*1040c.
At La Graufesenque, this stamp was found on a Drag. 15/17R inscribed
with a docket'. It is otherwise known only from Canterbury, Clermont-
Ferrand, London and Rheingonheim2, so it can only be dated approximate-
ly. Only a small base fragment of the vessel from Vechten has survived,
which does not allow precise dating, either. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-70.
1.
2.
T7
Marichal 1988,nos. 30.
Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 68.
TERTIVSF
Dish
Drag. 27g
Drag. 33a
RMO: VF*1039b;
RMO: fl909/10.2.
RMO: VF*1040d.
Since this stamp also occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 it is likely to be pre-Flavian.
This is also demonstrated by the shape of a Drag. 15/17 from the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen', which has an almost vertical wall, and a
double groove in its basal interior (fig. 6.24, d). The only site to provide a
clue to the date of this stamp is the settlement around the Trajanusplein at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
T8 TERTIVSF
Drag. 16
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1040e.
VF*1040b.
The date of this stamp may be deduced from the presence of identical
impressions in the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, at Camulodunum'
and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen2. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Hawkes/Hull 1947, pl. XUII 178, from period IV; Dickinson 1985b,
microfiche 2:E5, 39-40.
2. Daniels 1955, 101, ml449.
T9 TERTI.MA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2740: VP2741.
Since impressions of this stamp are known from Caerieon, Heddemheim
and Rottweil', the die must still have been in use in the Flavian period.
However, the profiles of the dishes from Vechten suggest a Neronian date.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
1. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 349 and Taf. 84, 3.
T10 TERTIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1039.
Only one of the six parallels for this stamp found so far stems from a more
or less dated context, at Augst. The finds group contains material from no
later than the Neronian period'. The shape of the cup from Vechten sug-
gests that the stamp dates from shortly after the middle of the 1st century.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Furger 1992, Taf. 95, 5/12. Furger assumed that he complex should be
dated c. A.D. 80 (idem, 455, Phase 5). However, the stamp by Acutus
numbered 5/6 was erroneously attributed to Acutus of Lezoux, and
actually dates to the pre-Flavian period (idem, Taf. 95, 5/6). The only
other vessel dated by Furger to after A.D. 70, is a base fragment of
coarse pottery (idem, Taf. 16, 5/79). The Flavian date proposed for this
vessel (idem, 102 f., Abb. 74, Phase 5, 5/79) is not supported by any
further arguments, and is likely to be incorrect.
T 11 TERTIVS
Drag. 17a PUG: 1947-92.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far occurs on a Drag. 18 from the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen'. This vessel has a grooved lip and,
like the dish from Vechten, a double groove in the basal interior (fig. 6.29,
b). The profiles of both dishes are indicative of a date in or shortly before
the reign of Claudius. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-55.
1. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 305.
T12 TER[TIVS]
Drag. 17b PUG: 1946-11 (fig. 6.27, e).
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The remaining letters of this stamp are strongly reminiscent of those on an
example by a Ist-century homonym from Lezoux. However, analysis of a
fragment of the dish by means of the neutron activation method has demon-
strated that it was probably made at La Graufesenque'. Recently, an ident-
ical impression was found atVelsen 1. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Cf. appendix A, 1.
T 13 TERTIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1039a.
This stamp is also known from the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen' and from
period 2 at Valkenburg2. In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an
example was found on a Drag. 15/17 whose profile indicates a date around
A.D. 50-703. The cup from Vechten may be a little earlier. La Graufesenque
[I]4, c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Breuer 1931, pl. XIII 98-99.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 234, 127.
3. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 304.
4. Balsan 1970, 105, pl. Ill 4.
T14 TER[TI]
Drag. 24 PUG: 1947-43.
The only other known examples of this stamp were found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, at Clermont-Ferrand and in period 2 at
Valkenburg'. The cup from Vechten is of the small variety, and can be dated
no more accurately than to the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Glasbergen 1967, 107, 404.
Tetius
T16 TETIF
Ritt. 8
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF* 1390.
RMO: VF*1041.
PUG: 388.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25 it is likely to be
pre-Flavian. This conclusion is supported by the presence of identical
impressions in period 1B at Fishboume' and in the Erdlager at Hofheim2. To
judge by the profiles of the cups from Vechten, the stamp dates from short-
ly after the middle of the 1st century.
Oswald attributed the stamp to a Tettus or Tetus, who was allegedly active
under Claudius and Nero, at Montans and La Graufesenque3. However, the
stamp may belong to a potter designated as Tetio, Tetiu or Tetju in a num-
ber of dockets from La Graufesenque4. His name, therefore, is more likely
to have been Tetius3. Whether Tetius of La Graufesenque is identical to the
manufacturer who stamped TETIO at Montans is as yet uncertain6. La
Graufesenque [I]7, c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Dannell 1971, 315, 91.
2. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 76-77.
3. Oswald 1931, 316.
4. Marichal 1988, nos. 32 (TETIV), 53 (TETIO) and 86 ([T]ETJV). The
spelling Tetio also occurs on a mould for bowls of Drag. 37 (Vemhet
1990-1991, 56).
5. Cf. Mocsy et al. 1983, 286.
6. Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 172, pl. VII 163; Meunier 1965-1966, pl. FV
24-25; Gallia 26, 1968, 554; Martin 1979a, 38, pl. 7, 31.
7. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 169; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 86.
Cosius Urap-
T15 TERTIVS[.G.F.E]
R-dish RMO: VF2511.
There is no doubt whatsoever about he correct reading of this stamp, but
the meaning of the last three letters is unclear. There are not many leads for
the date of the stamp, either. More than half of the dozen parallels known
so far were found in England, so the stamp is unlikely to be earlier than
Claudian. The shape of the rouletted ish from Vechten suggests that it
belongs to the third quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D.
55-75.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 167.
L. Tertius Secundus
See catalogue nos. S105-107
Cosius Urap- is a relatively little-known potter who was probably active in
the Claudio-Neronian period. He seems to have used only two dies, which
read COSIVS. VR AP and COSOI.VRA. On the basis of the latter text he
may perhaps be equated to the potter who stamped COSOI and COSO', and
to the COSOJVS whose name occurs in a docket from La Graufesenque2.
The gentilicium Cosius was not uncommon at La Graufesenque. It also
occurs in combinations with the cognomina lucundus, Rufinus and Virilis3.
How the cognomen should be completed is unclear. Cognomina starting
with Urap- are not known as yet. The only name to show some similarity is
the cognomen Urabucius4.
1. See catalogue nos. C145-146.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 93; cf. idem, no. 12: COSOJ.
3. See catalogue nos. 123-26, R30-35 and V31-42.
4. Mocsyetal. 1983, 319.
Ul COSIV[S.VRAP]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1864.
Since this stamp occurs on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24, among other types,
it must be mainly or exclusively pre-Flavian. This conclusion is supported
by the presence of identical impressions at Camulodunum1, in the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique3 and in the Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur. The
date of the stamp demonstrates that two vessels with this stamp found at
Banassac must have been imported from La Graufesenque3. La Graufesen-
que [I]4, c. A.D. 50-70.
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1. Hawkes/Hull 1947. pl. XLII 70.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 22.
3. Peyre 1975, 33 f. (cf. p. 27, note 7).
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 41; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 65-66.
Urituarus
Nijmegen and Poitiers2. The decoration of the Drag. 29 from Mainz is
similar to that on the decorated ware from the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, so this must be an early stamp. The same conclusion may be
drawn from the shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a bevelled foot-
ring of relatively large diameter. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 61.
2. Lombard 1972, 169, pl. VIII 91.
U2 <V>RITVARV
Vaderio
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2512.
PUG: 1947-66.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read VRITVARV, as
is shown by two impressions from Glanum'. Neither the original, nor the
broken version have been found in dated contexts so far. so the date is based
solely on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. Although at La Graufesen-
que, no stamps of Urituarus have been unearthed as yet, the site lists for the
various impressions how that he must have worked at this kiln site. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Bemont 1976, 86, 431 and pl. He.
Urs-
U3 OF.VRS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1100.
This stamp is otherwise known only from the Steinkastell at Hofheim. The
text is complete, and there is no doubt whatsoever about its reading.
Following Oswald, for the time being it may be preferable to attribute the
stamp to Ursus', the most common cognomen starting with Urs-2. The
presence of this cup at Vechten and the nature of its fabric suggest hat it
was produced at La Graufesenque. The date is based on its shape. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 346.
2. Mocsyetal. 1983, 321.
Urvoed-
VI VADERIO
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*479g (Knorr 1919, Taf. 80 D); VF* 1060
(idem, Taf. 80 B).
The interpretation f this stamp is debatable. Depending upon with the sig-
nificance one attributes to the diagonal stroke on the right leg of the A, the
stamp may be read VADERIO or VANDERIO. Since no names starting
with Vader- or Vander- are known, it is hard to defend a preference for one
or the other possibility. However, the fact hat he side stroke is not connect-
ed to the base of the A, but begins way above the middle, most strongly
argues in favour of the interpretation VADERIO. It may be no more than
slight damage caused during the cutting or cleaning of the die. That the third
letter should be read as an L, as has been proposed", is not very likely.
In principle, the text could be interpreted as VADERI 0(f&cina)2, but since
the production of the potter who used this stamp is limited, the reading
VADERIO (fecit) may be preferable (cf. p. 146).
Up to now, the stamp has been found almost exclusively on bowls of Drag.
29, with decorative schemes of c. A.D. 65-853. Some stem from moulds
signed with so-called illiterate stamps". These moulds may belong to
Vaderio himself, since the stamp discussed here is also known on a mould
with similar decoration'. The profiles of the bowls from Vechten suggest
that he stamp dates from the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque [1]', c.
A.D. 70-85.
1. Haalebos et al. 1991, 80.
2. Oswald 1931, 324; Haalebos et al. 1991, 80.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 80 A, C and E; Morren 1966, 227, 5; Kamitsch 1971,
Taf. 13, 4.
4. Mees 1995, 100 f., Taf. 203, 1-2; 204, 1 and 3; 205, 2, and 206, 1.
5. Mees 1995, 98 and Taf. 206,8.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 171.
The complete name of this potter is not known yet. His products have not
been found at La Graufesenque, unless he is assumed to be the Urvoed-
mentioned in the two-lined stamp MACCAR / VRVOF'. As far as the date
is concerned, this is certainly a possibility. The distribution of the little-
known products of Urvoed demonstrates that his workshop may be found at
La Graufesenque.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 4.
U4 VRVOEDI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1102.
This stamp was found otherwise only on cups of Drag. 33a and bowls of
Drag. 29. The only known parallels are from Mainz', the Kops Plateau at
C. Valerius Albanus
See catalogue nos. A27-28.
Vapuso
The eariiest-known product of Vapuso is a cup found in a deposit at
Vindonissa', together with several Italian vessels and a Drag. 29 with a two-
lined stamp of Scottius; the context suggests an early Tiberian date for this
cup. However, since stamps of Vapuso were also unearthed from the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, his activities must have continued into
the Neronian period.
1. Ettlinger/Fellmann 1955, Taf. 35, 8.
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V2 VA PVSO.FE
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*71.
PUG: 1345.
Since this stamp is known from Velsen 1', among other places, the die with
which it was made must have been first used under Tiberius. The dishes
from Vechten both have double grooves in their basal interiors. Their pro-
files suggest a Claudian date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 30-55.
1. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 106-108.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 172.
V2* <\^>PYSO.<FE>
Drag. 24/25 RMO:
These two stamps are impressions of a broken die which originally read
VA PVSO.FE. Up to now, only one impression of the reduced text has been
found in a dated context, period 1 or 2 at Valkenburg'. The evidence for the
complete version suggests that the stamp PVSO. can be no earlier than
Neronian. This conclusion is supported by the profiles of the cups from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Unpublished (find number 858). This find number also includes the
stamps BELLICI and OFI.MACCA, attributed to periods 2 and I,
resp. (Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 188, 858; Glasbergen 1940-1944b,
226, 30a; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 248).
V3 VAPVSO
Drag. 27g(?) RMO: VF*1056b.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, the Erdlager at Hofheim', penod la at Valkenburg2 and Velsen 1.
The last context demonstrates that this is an early stamp. The decoration of
a Drag. 29 with this stamp from Mainz-Weisenau3 and the occurrence of an
identical impression on a Ritt. 5 with a rouletted rim4 (fig. 6.55, a) are also
indicative of this.
So little of the cup from Vechten has survived that its form cannot be ident-
ified with certainty. The relatively small diameter of the groove around the
stamp suggests that it is a Drag. 27g, but the diameter of the footnng is
larger than in cups of Drag. 27g of Vapuso from Vechten, so it might ac-
tually be a Ritt. 5. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 251.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 343.
3. Heinzel 1971, 172.Abb.3a.
4. Behrens 1913/1914, 73, Abb. 8, 4.
V4 VAPVSO
Ritt.8 RMO: VF948.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2756; VF3021; VF*1056: VF*1308: fl935/1.2:
fl940/5.111; fl 940/5.234; no no.
PUG: 1947-137.
This stamp is known from Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and Velsen
I3, among other places. At Xanten, it was found in a grave which also con-
tained a stamp of Maccarus". On the basis of this evidence and of the pro-
files of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp may be dated around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 250.
3. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 104-105.
4. Hinz 1984, 315-317, Herbrand grave 11, Abb. 20, 10 and Taf. 125,
13-15.
V5 VAPVSV
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2699; VF*1057a; VF*1
PUG: 1947-366.
Dish RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
, ;VF*1057f.
The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the settle-
ment around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2 and period 1 at Valkenburg3.
Only one of the six dishes from Vechten has a double groove on the inside
of the base. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 79.
2. Daniels 1955, 96, ml375.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 148, 346 and 348.
V6 VAPVSV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1057.
Dish RMO: VF*1057d;VF*1057e.
Ritt.9(?) RMO: VF*1057g.
This stamp is also known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg3.
Two more examples were found in a grave at Xanten which also contained
stamps ofAlbus and Labio". The stamp occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, with
decorative schemes typical of the Claudio-Neronian period5. One of these
vessels was made in a piould which was also used by Albus and Genialis'.
The dishes from Vechten do not seem particularly early, since they have
rather thick bases. So little has survived of the cup that it is difficult to ident-
ify it as either Ritt. 8 or Ritt. 9. However, since the external base is some-
what conical, the latter is a likely solution. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 114.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 78.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 148, 344-345 and 347.
4. Hinz 1984, 311-313, Herbrand grave 9, 317, Abb. 20, 4 and Taf. 121,
21-22.
5. Mary 1967, Taf. 6, 2 and 17.
6. Mees 1995, 212, Liste D.
V7 VAP
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2758.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, from Bonn, Clermont-
Perrand and Neuss. The final etters are unclear in all three cases, but they
may be Ps. The date of the stamp does not preclude attribution to Vapuso.
The cup from Vechten has a somewhat Hattened rim, characteristic of ves-
sels from around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Knorr 1912.Taf.XIV 113.
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1. Hawkes/Hull 1947. pl. XLII 70.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig. 4, 22.
3. Peyre 1975, 33 f. (cf. p. 27, note 7).
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 41; Dausse 1990, pl. A, 65-66.
Urituarus
Nijmegen and Poitiers2. The decoration of the Drag. 29 from Mainz is
similar to that on the decorated ware from the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque, so this must be an early stamp. The same conclusion may be
drawn from the shape of the cup from Vechten, which has a bevelled foot-
ring of relatively large diameter. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Knorr 1952, Taf. 61.
2. Lombard 1972, 169, pl. VIII 91.
U2 <V>RITVARV
Vaderio
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2512.
PUG: 1947-66.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read VRITVARV, as
is shown by two impressions from Glanum'. Neither the original, nor the
broken version have been found in dated contexts so far. so the date is based
solely on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. Although at La Graufesen-
que, no stamps of Urituarus have been unearthed as yet, the site lists for the
various impressions how that he must have worked at this kiln site. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Bemont 1976, 86, 431 and pl. He.
Urs-
U3 OF.VRS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1100.
This stamp is otherwise known only from the Steinkastell at Hofheim. The
text is complete, and there is no doubt whatsoever about its reading.
Following Oswald, for the time being it may be preferable to attribute the
stamp to Ursus', the most common cognomen starting with Urs-2. The
presence of this cup at Vechten and the nature of its fabric suggest hat it
was produced at La Graufesenque. The date is based on its shape. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 346.
2. Mocsyetal. 1983, 321.
Urvoed-
VI VADERIO
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*479g (Knorr 1919, Taf. 80 D); VF* 1060
(idem, Taf. 80 B).
The interpretation f this stamp is debatable. Depending upon with the sig-
nificance one attributes to the diagonal stroke on the right leg of the A, the
stamp may be read VADERIO or VANDERIO. Since no names starting
with Vader- or Vander- are known, it is hard to defend a preference for one
or the other possibility. However, the fact hat he side stroke is not connect-
ed to the base of the A, but begins way above the middle, most strongly
argues in favour of the interpretation VADERIO. It may be no more than
slight damage caused during the cutting or cleaning of the die. That the third
letter should be read as an L, as has been proposed", is not very likely.
In principle, the text could be interpreted as VADERI 0(f&cina)2, but since
the production of the potter who used this stamp is limited, the reading
VADERIO (fecit) may be preferable (cf. p. 146).
Up to now, the stamp has been found almost exclusively on bowls of Drag.
29, with decorative schemes of c. A.D. 65-853. Some stem from moulds
signed with so-called illiterate stamps". These moulds may belong to
Vaderio himself, since the stamp discussed here is also known on a mould
with similar decoration'. The profiles of the bowls from Vechten suggest
that he stamp dates from the early Flavian period. La Graufesenque [1]', c.
A.D. 70-85.
1. Haalebos et al. 1991, 80.
2. Oswald 1931, 324; Haalebos et al. 1991, 80.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 80 A, C and E; Morren 1966, 227, 5; Kamitsch 1971,
Taf. 13, 4.
4. Mees 1995, 100 f., Taf. 203, 1-2; 204, 1 and 3; 205, 2, and 206, 1.
5. Mees 1995, 98 and Taf. 206,8.
6. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 171.
The complete name of this potter is not known yet. His products have not
been found at La Graufesenque, unless he is assumed to be the Urvoed-
mentioned in the two-lined stamp MACCAR / VRVOF'. As far as the date
is concerned, this is certainly a possibility. The distribution of the little-
known products of Urvoed demonstrates that his workshop may be found at
La Graufesenque.
1. Balsan 1970, 101, pl. I 4.
U4 VRVOEDI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1102.
This stamp was found otherwise only on cups of Drag. 33a and bowls of
Drag. 29. The only known parallels are from Mainz', the Kops Plateau at
C. Valerius Albanus
See catalogue nos. A27-28.
Vapuso
The eariiest-known product of Vapuso is a cup found in a deposit at
Vindonissa', together with several Italian vessels and a Drag. 29 with a two-
lined stamp of Scottius; the context suggests an early Tiberian date for this
cup. However, since stamps of Vapuso were also unearthed from the Fosse
de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, his activities must have continued into
the Neronian period.
1. Ettlinger/Fellmann 1955, Taf. 35, 8.
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V2 VA PVSO.FE
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*71.
PUG: 1345.
Since this stamp is known from Velsen 1', among other places, the die with
which it was made must have been first used under Tiberius. The dishes
from Vechten both have double grooves in their basal interiors. Their pro-
files suggest a Claudian date. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 30-55.
1. GlasbergenWan Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 106-108.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 172.
V2* <\^>PYSO.<FE>
Drag. 24/25 RMO:
These two stamps are impressions of a broken die which originally read
VA PVSO.FE. Up to now, only one impression of the reduced text has been
found in a dated context, period 1 or 2 at Valkenburg'. The evidence for the
complete version suggests that the stamp PVSO. can be no earlier than
Neronian. This conclusion is supported by the profiles of the cups from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Unpublished (find number 858). This find number also includes the
stamps BELLICI and OFI.MACCA, attributed to periods 2 and I,
resp. (Brunsting et al. 1940-1944, 188, 858; Glasbergen 1940-1944b,
226, 30a; Glasbergen 1948-1953, 140, 248).
V3 VAPVSO
Drag. 27g(?) RMO: VF*1056b.
The site list for this stamp includes the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufe-
senque, the Erdlager at Hofheim', penod la at Valkenburg2 and Velsen 1.
The last context demonstrates that this is an early stamp. The decoration of
a Drag. 29 with this stamp from Mainz-Weisenau3 and the occurrence of an
identical impression on a Ritt. 5 with a rouletted rim4 (fig. 6.55, a) are also
indicative of this.
So little of the cup from Vechten has survived that its form cannot be ident-
ified with certainty. The relatively small diameter of the groove around the
stamp suggests that it is a Drag. 27g, but the diameter of the footnng is
larger than in cups of Drag. 27g of Vapuso from Vechten, so it might ac-
tually be a Ritt. 5. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-55.
1. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 251.
2. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 146, 343.
3. Heinzel 1971, 172.Abb.3a.
4. Behrens 1913/1914, 73, Abb. 8, 4.
V4 VAPVSO
Ritt.8 RMO: VF948.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2756; VF3021; VF*1056: VF*1308: fl935/1.2:
fl940/5.111; fl 940/5.234; no no.
PUG: 1947-137.
This stamp is known from Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and Velsen
I3, among other places. At Xanten, it was found in a grave which also con-
tained a stamp of Maccarus". On the basis of this evidence and of the pro-
files of the vessels from Vechten, the stamp may be dated around the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 30-60.
2. Ritteriing 1912, Taf. XXII 250.
3. GlasbergenA/an Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 104-105.
4. Hinz 1984, 315-317, Herbrand grave 11, Abb. 20, 10 and Taf. 125,
13-15.
V5 VAPVSV
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2699; VF*1057a; VF*1
PUG: 1947-366.
Dish RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
, ;VF*1057f.
The site record for this stamp includes the Erdlager at Hofheim', the settle-
ment around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen2 and period 1 at Valkenburg3.
Only one of the six dishes from Vechten has a double groove on the inside
of the base. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Ritteriing 1904, Taf. VIII 79.
2. Daniels 1955, 96, ml375.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 148, 346 and 348.
V6 VAPVSV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1057.
Dish RMO: VF*1057d;VF*1057e.
Ritt.9(?) RMO: VF*1057g.
This stamp is also known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque,
Aislingen', the Erdlager at Hofheim2 and periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg3.
Two more examples were found in a grave at Xanten which also contained
stamps ofAlbus and Labio". The stamp occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, with
decorative schemes typical of the Claudio-Neronian period5. One of these
vessels was made in a piould which was also used by Albus and Genialis'.
The dishes from Vechten do not seem particularly early, since they have
rather thick bases. So little has survived of the cup that it is difficult to ident-
ify it as either Ritt. 8 or Ritt. 9. However, since the external base is some-
what conical, the latter is a likely solution. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 45-
65.
1. Knorr 1912, Taf. XIV 114.
2. Ritterling 1904, Taf. VIII 78.
3. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 148, 344-345 and 347.
4. Hinz 1984, 311-313, Herbrand grave 9, 317, Abb. 20, 4 and Taf. 121,
21-22.
5. Mary 1967, Taf. 6, 2 and 17.
6. Mees 1995, 212, Liste D.
V7 VAP
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2758.
Only three other examples of this stamp are known, from Bonn, Clermont-
Perrand and Neuss. The final etters are unclear in all three cases, but they
may be Ps. The date of the stamp does not preclude attribution to Vapuso.
The cup from Vechten has a somewhat Hattened rim, characteristic of ves-
sels from around the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
45-65.
1. Knorr 1912.Taf.XIV 113.
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Varius
V8 VARIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1058
This stamp is otherwise known only from London and the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The date is based mainly on the shape
of the cup from Vechten. No other stamps ofVarius have been found so far'.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. The other stamps recorded by Oswald (1931, 325) under Varius are
probably misinterpreted stamps of other potters. This is definitely true
of the stamp OFVRI from Vechten (cf. catalogue no. U3) and OVARI
from Xanten (cf. catalogue no. Q8).
C. lulius Vas-
V9 CIVLIWSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1832; VF1832a.
Since the site list for this stamp includes the Bregenz Kellerfund', Butzbach,
Catterick, Corbridge2, Faimingen3, Rottweil4, Straubing5 and the Saalburg6,
there is no doubt that it dates from around the end of the 1st century. Which
cognomen is represented by VASI is far less certain. In fact, stamps reading
VASSILI, belonging to a Vassilus or Vassillus7, have been found at La Grau-
fesenque, but since they occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among
other forms, the question is whether they were manufactured by the same
potter as the vessels from Vechten listed above, as Oswald assumed8. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Jenny 1880, 75, 9.
2. Haverfield 1915, 281.
3. ORL B66c, Taf. VII 152.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 234-239.
5. Walke 1965, Taf. 45, 377.
6. ORL A3, 181, 134-135.
7. Mocsy et al. 1983, 301 (Vassillus).
8. Oswald 1931, 326.
1. Daniels 1955, 174, ml 118.
2. Simon 1980, Taf. 11, C53.
3. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 356.
4. Vemhet 1990-1991, 56; Mees 1995,98.
5. Marichal 1988, no. 77
Vebrullus
VI 1 OF.VEBR
R-dish PUG: 1947-413.
The presence of identical impressions at Corbridge and on the Saalburg
suggests that this is a relatively late stamp. The shape of the rouletted dish
from Vechten argues a late Ist-century or early 2nd-century date.
From the date of the stamp, the potter named in it may be assumed to have
been called Vebrullus. As it happens, this name occurs in some dockets
found in 1950-1952 at La Graufesenque, on dishes which, to judge by the
coarsely rouletted circles in their bases, also stem from around the end of
the 1st century'.
There is unlikely to be a connection between this stamp and the stamp
VIIBRVOF2, which in principle could be read as VEBRV(lli) OF(ficina),
since the latter stamp was found on a Ritt. 8, among other forms3. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-120
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 75-77 and 81.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 174-174a.
3. La Canourgue, Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel,
no. 6110; Peyre 1975, 54, under Verus, perhaps also to be interpreted
as VIIBRVOF (cf. p. 27, note 7); Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10;
Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
Vegetus
Vegetus is one of the lesser-known potters at La Graufesenque. So far,
hardly any stamps with his name have been found in dated contexts. The
little evidence available suggests that he started producing sigillata under
Tiberius. His activities eem to have continued at least into the Neronian
period. Some of his vessels may still have been marketed under Vespasian.
Vaxtus
V 10 VAXTI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: YF2759;VF2761.
RMO: VF2760.
The site record for this stamp includes the cemetery to the south of the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen1, Okarben2 and Rottweil3, so the die must
certainly have been in use in the Flavian period. This conclusion is con-
firmed by the profiles of the cups from Vechten. The example numbered
VF2761 has a flat external base inside the footring, so it could be Neronian,
but the profiles of the other vessels indicate a Flavian date.
The potter named in this stamp may well be the same person as Vastus,
whose name was found at La Graufesenque in moulds for bowls of Drag.
29 and beakers of Dech. 67 and Knorr 78", and in a late Ist-century docket5.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
VI 2 VEGEF/S
Dish RMO: VF* 1062.
So far, this stamp is unique. It occurs on a small base fragment of a dish
whose fabric could be Italian. However, the elongated shape of the stamp is
more suggestive of South Gaulish provenance. If the dish indeed stems
from La Graufesenque, it definitely ranks among the earliest imports into
the Rhineland. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 10-40.
VI 3 VIICIITI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2763a.
No other examples of this stamp have as yet been found. To judge by the
shape of the cup, it dates from the third quarter of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
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V14 VEGTI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
The only dated context in which this stamp has been found is the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. However, the profiles of the cups suggest
that the die was already in use before the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 175.
Verecundus
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, 5.
4. Wild 1979, 291, S31.
Veriugus
For reasons which remain unclear, Oswald assumed that Veriugus might
have worked at Lezoux, in the Flavian period'. However, the evidence for
the stamps listed below demonstrates that Veriugus was one of the earliest
manufacturers from La Graufesenque to market his products in the north-
west of the Roman empire. His activities were probably restricted to the
first half of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 331.
The presence of a handful of stamps of Verecundus in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque suggests that he was already active under
Nero. A vessel with his name from the Erdlager at Hofheim may also be
pre-Flavian'. However, most of the products ofVerecundus have been found
in Flavian contexts. The majority occur in settlements first occupied under
Vespasian. Therefore, he is likely to have ended his activities under
Domitian at the latest.
The name Verecundus was found not only in stamps at La Graufesenque,
but also in a dozen dockets, including some on rouletted dishes of Calvus,
Cosius Rufinus and Tertius and on a standard dish of Logimus2. In view of
the other names that occur in them, these lists may be divided into several
groups (cf. fig. 7. 1, A4 and B). Since Verecundus is a common cognomen3,
the manufacturer of the vessels recorded below is unlikely to be identical to
the Verecundus known from Valery and Montans4.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 129, probably erroneously attributed to
period 2 (Ritterling 1912, 243, note 292, and 247).
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 7, 16, 20, 30, 32, 47, 53, 86 and 94-95;
BemontAfemhet 1992-1993.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 307.
4. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 176, pl. Vffl 209; Meunier 1965-
1966, pl. II 11; Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35, 1; Gallia 38, 1980, 500;
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A. Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 6, 1, and pl.
9, 6-7; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 6-7; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 12.
VI 5 OPVIIRII
Dish RMO: VF2049.
So far, this retrograde stamp is known only from Vechten. The shape of the
dish indicates a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
V16 VERECV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (20); VF2420a; VF2768; VF2769; VF2770;
VF2771; VF*1066a; VF*1066b; VF*1066c;
VF*1066d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1066.
PUG: 897.
The site list for this stamp includes Binchester, Caerleon, Okarben',
RottweiP, Segontium3 and Watercrook4, so the die was definitely in use in
the Flavian period. However, the profiles of some of the cups from Vechten
suggest a somewhat earlier date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H54.
2. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 371.
V17 VERIVGVS.FEC.
R-dish RMO: VF2774 (fig. 6.37, b).
The only context o provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Camulodu-
num, which suggests that the stamp is probably pre-Flavian. This con-
clusion is supported by the shape of the rouletted dish from Vechten.
Contrary to common practice it does not have a groove around its stamp,
which seems to be characteristic of early examples. The footring has a di-
ameter of almost 17 cm, classing this dish among the largest found at
Vechten. The other rouletted dishes with footrings of such size have total
diameters of over 30 cm. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
VI 8 VER[IV]GVSF
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VF*1068 (fig. 6.36, e).
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and Glanum',
where it was also found on rouletted dishes. The Drag. 15/17R from
Vechten, like the rouletted ish discussed under number VI 7. does not have
a groove around its stamp, so it is likely to belong to the early 1st century
as well. An early date is also suggested by the somewhat pale fabric and the
width of the footring, whose shape is reminiscent of the footrings on Italian
rouletted dishes. The vessel was probably c. 33 cm in diameter. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Bemont 1976, 83, 407 and pl. VIII f.
V19 VERIVC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1068x.
The only other examples of this stamp known so far are from La
Graufesenque, Glanum' and Velsen 1. The cup from Vechten has a bevelled
footring, and its profile is suggestive of the Tiberio-Claudian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c.A.D. 20-45.
1. Bemont1976,83, 408 and pl. XIII i.
S. Verius
V20 SVIIRIV
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1485 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 78); VF3088.
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Varius
V8 VARIVS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1058
This stamp is otherwise known only from London and the canabae outside
the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The date is based mainly on the shape
of the cup from Vechten. No other stamps ofVarius have been found so far'.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. The other stamps recorded by Oswald (1931, 325) under Varius are
probably misinterpreted stamps of other potters. This is definitely true
of the stamp OFVRI from Vechten (cf. catalogue no. U3) and OVARI
from Xanten (cf. catalogue no. Q8).
C. lulius Vas-
V9 CIVLIWSI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1832; VF1832a.
Since the site list for this stamp includes the Bregenz Kellerfund', Butzbach,
Catterick, Corbridge2, Faimingen3, Rottweil4, Straubing5 and the Saalburg6,
there is no doubt that it dates from around the end of the 1st century. Which
cognomen is represented by VASI is far less certain. In fact, stamps reading
VASSILI, belonging to a Vassilus or Vassillus7, have been found at La Grau-
fesenque, but since they occur on cups of Ritt. 8 and Drag. 24/25, among
other forms, the question is whether they were manufactured by the same
potter as the vessels from Vechten listed above, as Oswald assumed8. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Jenny 1880, 75, 9.
2. Haverfield 1915, 281.
3. ORL B66c, Taf. VII 152.
4. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 234-239.
5. Walke 1965, Taf. 45, 377.
6. ORL A3, 181, 134-135.
7. Mocsy et al. 1983, 301 (Vassillus).
8. Oswald 1931, 326.
1. Daniels 1955, 174, ml 118.
2. Simon 1980, Taf. 11, C53.
3. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 356.
4. Vemhet 1990-1991, 56; Mees 1995,98.
5. Marichal 1988, no. 77
Vebrullus
VI 1 OF.VEBR
R-dish PUG: 1947-413.
The presence of identical impressions at Corbridge and on the Saalburg
suggests that this is a relatively late stamp. The shape of the rouletted dish
from Vechten argues a late Ist-century or early 2nd-century date.
From the date of the stamp, the potter named in it may be assumed to have
been called Vebrullus. As it happens, this name occurs in some dockets
found in 1950-1952 at La Graufesenque, on dishes which, to judge by the
coarsely rouletted circles in their bases, also stem from around the end of
the 1st century'.
There is unlikely to be a connection between this stamp and the stamp
VIIBRVOF2, which in principle could be read as VEBRV(lli) OF(ficina),
since the latter stamp was found on a Ritt. 8, among other forms3. La Grau-
fesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-120
1. Marichal 1988, nos. 75-77 and 81.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 174-174a.
3. La Canourgue, Centre de Documentation Archeologique Ch. Morel,
no. 6110; Peyre 1975, 54, under Verus, perhaps also to be interpreted
as VIIBRVOF (cf. p. 27, note 7); Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10;
Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14.
Vegetus
Vegetus is one of the lesser-known potters at La Graufesenque. So far,
hardly any stamps with his name have been found in dated contexts. The
little evidence available suggests that he started producing sigillata under
Tiberius. His activities eem to have continued at least into the Neronian
period. Some of his vessels may still have been marketed under Vespasian.
Vaxtus
V 10 VAXTI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: YF2759;VF2761.
RMO: VF2760.
The site record for this stamp includes the cemetery to the south of the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen1, Okarben2 and Rottweil3, so the die must
certainly have been in use in the Flavian period. This conclusion is con-
firmed by the profiles of the cups from Vechten. The example numbered
VF2761 has a flat external base inside the footring, so it could be Neronian,
but the profiles of the other vessels indicate a Flavian date.
The potter named in this stamp may well be the same person as Vastus,
whose name was found at La Graufesenque in moulds for bowls of Drag.
29 and beakers of Dech. 67 and Knorr 78", and in a late Ist-century docket5.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-90.
VI 2 VEGEF/S
Dish RMO: VF* 1062.
So far, this stamp is unique. It occurs on a small base fragment of a dish
whose fabric could be Italian. However, the elongated shape of the stamp is
more suggestive of South Gaulish provenance. If the dish indeed stems
from La Graufesenque, it definitely ranks among the earliest imports into
the Rhineland. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 10-40.
VI 3 VIICIITI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2763a.
No other examples of this stamp have as yet been found. To judge by the
shape of the cup, it dates from the third quarter of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-75.
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V14 VEGTI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27(g?)
RMO:
RMO:
The only dated context in which this stamp has been found is the Posse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque. However, the profiles of the cups suggest
that the die was already in use before the middle of the 1st century. La
Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 35-60.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 175.
Verecundus
3. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, 5.
4. Wild 1979, 291, S31.
Veriugus
For reasons which remain unclear, Oswald assumed that Veriugus might
have worked at Lezoux, in the Flavian period'. However, the evidence for
the stamps listed below demonstrates that Veriugus was one of the earliest
manufacturers from La Graufesenque to market his products in the north-
west of the Roman empire. His activities were probably restricted to the
first half of the 1st century.
1. Oswald 1931, 331.
The presence of a handful of stamps of Verecundus in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque suggests that he was already active under
Nero. A vessel with his name from the Erdlager at Hofheim may also be
pre-Flavian'. However, most of the products ofVerecundus have been found
in Flavian contexts. The majority occur in settlements first occupied under
Vespasian. Therefore, he is likely to have ended his activities under
Domitian at the latest.
The name Verecundus was found not only in stamps at La Graufesenque,
but also in a dozen dockets, including some on rouletted dishes of Calvus,
Cosius Rufinus and Tertius and on a standard dish of Logimus2. In view of
the other names that occur in them, these lists may be divided into several
groups (cf. fig. 7. 1, A4 and B). Since Verecundus is a common cognomen3,
the manufacturer of the vessels recorded below is unlikely to be identical to
the Verecundus known from Valery and Montans4.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 129, probably erroneously attributed to
period 2 (Ritterling 1912, 243, note 292, and 247).
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 1, 7, 16, 20, 30, 32, 47, 53, 86 and 94-95;
BemontAfemhet 1992-1993.
3. Mocsy et al. 1983, 307.
4. Montans: Durand-Lefebvre 1946, 176, pl. Vffl 209; Meunier 1965-
1966, pl. II 11; Gallia 32, 1974, 492, fig. 35, 1; Gallia 38, 1980, 500;
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 60, fig. 2A. Valery: Martin 1972a, pl. 6, 1, and pl.
9, 6-7; Martin 1976, 8, fig. 6, 6-7; Bemont/Jacob 1986, 83, fig. 19, 12.
VI 5 OPVIIRII
Dish RMO: VF2049.
So far, this retrograde stamp is known only from Vechten. The shape of the
dish indicates a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
V16 VERECV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (20); VF2420a; VF2768; VF2769; VF2770;
VF2771; VF*1066a; VF*1066b; VF*1066c;
VF*1066d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1066.
PUG: 897.
The site list for this stamp includes Binchester, Caerleon, Okarben',
RottweiP, Segontium3 and Watercrook4, so the die was definitely in use in
the Flavian period. However, the profiles of some of the cups from Vechten
suggest a somewhat earlier date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Simon 1980, 85, Abb. 19, H54.
2. Planck 1975, 258, Abb. 40, 371.
V17 VERIVGVS.FEC.
R-dish RMO: VF2774 (fig. 6.37, b).
The only context o provide a clue to the date of this stamp is Camulodu-
num, which suggests that the stamp is probably pre-Flavian. This con-
clusion is supported by the shape of the rouletted dish from Vechten.
Contrary to common practice it does not have a groove around its stamp,
which seems to be characteristic of early examples. The footring has a di-
ameter of almost 17 cm, classing this dish among the largest found at
Vechten. The other rouletted dishes with footrings of such size have total
diameters of over 30 cm. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
VI 8 VER[IV]GVSF
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VF*1068 (fig. 6.36, e).
This stamp is otherwise known only from La Graufesenque and Glanum',
where it was also found on rouletted dishes. The Drag. 15/17R from
Vechten, like the rouletted ish discussed under number VI 7. does not have
a groove around its stamp, so it is likely to belong to the early 1st century
as well. An early date is also suggested by the somewhat pale fabric and the
width of the footring, whose shape is reminiscent of the footrings on Italian
rouletted dishes. The vessel was probably c. 33 cm in diameter. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 20-45.
1. Bemont 1976, 83, 407 and pl. VIII f.
V19 VERIVC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1068x.
The only other examples of this stamp known so far are from La
Graufesenque, Glanum' and Velsen 1. The cup from Vechten has a bevelled
footring, and its profile is suggestive of the Tiberio-Claudian period. La
Graufesenque [I], c.A.D. 20-45.
1. Bemont1976,83, 408 and pl. XIII i.
S. Verius
V20 SVIIRIV
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1485 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 78); VF3088.
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This stamp is usually read as SVIIRIV and attributed to one S. Venus'. It
occurs exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29, with Flavian decorative schemes2.
The site record includes Camelon3. La Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 331.
2. Behrens 1912, Taf. VIII 8; Knorr 1919, Taf. 78; Knorr 1952, Taf. 62.
3. Hartley 1972a, 5, 30.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 166.
Victor
V21 VI[CTOR]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2775.
This stamp belongs to an almost unknown potter from La Graufesenque.
The occurrence of an identical impression on a Drag. 24 suggest hat it is
pre-Flavian. The shape of the cup from Vechten argues a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hermetl934,pl. 113, 177.
Vimius
V22 VIM.I
Drag. 33(a?) RMO: VF*1078x.
The only other parallels for this stamp known so far were found at Banasa',
in London and at Nijmegen. The date is based solely on the profiles of the
cups from Banasa and Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 274 (stamp), and 198, fig. 24, 274
(profile).
Virilis
1. Seeesp. catalogueno.V28.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 206: VIRILL[IS], not VIRILI[S]. Since this graf-
fito occurs on a dish with a stamp of Cocus, who was active from the
Tiberian period until Nero's reign, this is probably an earlier homo-
nym.
3. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 25-27.
4. Vigarie et al. 1961, 15; Hofmann 1966, 44, 17; Hofmann 1970, 7, fig.
3; Peyre 1975, 54, excavated in the 19th century (cf. p. 27, note 7);
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14, and 37
fig. 16.
V23 OF.VIRILIS
Drag.18 RMO: VF*1087.
The site record for this retrograde stamp includes Arentsburg', Chester2,
Markobel3 and Nijmegen-west. The shape of the dish from Vechten argues
a late Ist-century date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-1 10.
1. Holwerda 1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 205.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. ORL B21, Taf. Ill 30.
V24 OFVIRILIS
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2813; VF2938; VF*280; VF*1086b.
This stamp, which is difficult to read, was found at Butzbach, Friedberg'
and in the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, among other places.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest that it dates from the late 1st
or early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-1 10.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 55.
V25 OFVIRILIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1086.
Only a few parallels are known for this stamp, none from dated contexts.
The date is therefore based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
The dies used by Virilis do not always seem to have been manufactured with V26 OP.VIMLI
care. As a result, the stamps are often difficult to read, and sometimes even
impossible to interpret precisely. However, on occasion he definitely spell- Dish
ed his name Virillis', a spelling also known from a graffito found at La
Graufesenque2.
The profiles ofVirilis's products suggest hat he was active in the last quar-
ter of the 1st century and early in the 2nd. This is also demonstrated by the
site lists for his stamps, which include Butzbach, the Erweiterungslager at
Heddernheim, Markobel and Rottenburg. At La Graufesenque, his products
were also found among the waste around the large kiln fired c. A.D. 80-
120/130.
It is logical to assume that Virilis is identical to L. Cosius Virilis. The lat-
ter's products also date from the late 1st and early 2nd centuries, and like
those of Virilis were found among the waste of the large kiln at La
Graufesenque3. On the other hand, the stamps of L. Cosius Virilis show no
outward resemblances to those of Virilis. V27 OF.VIRILL
In view of the date of the activities of Virilis, it cannot be ruled out that he
eventually moved his workshop to Banassac. However, no more than three R-dish RMO: VF2792.
stamps with his name have been found there to date" PUG: 1946-12.
RMO: VF2750; YF*lQ85a.
PUG: Vel925/4.
The site list for this stamp includes the waste deposit around the large kiln
fired at La Graufesenque around A.D. 80-120/130', Arentsburg2, Corbndge
and Rottenburg3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 28.
2. Holwerda 1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 206b.
3. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXII 91.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 178; cf. note 1.
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This stamp was found among the waste around the large kiln which was in
use at La Graufesenque around A.D. 80-120/130', at Caerieon, on the
Saalburg and at Straubing2, among other places. At Kongen, it was found on
a Drag. 29 with a distinctly late profile and monotonous decoration3. From
this evidence, and from the profiles of the rouletted ishes fromVechten, the
stamp may be dated to the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[l]-,c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 29.
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 45, 408.
3. Simon 1971, 261, Abb. 1, 1.
4. Cf. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 16d, possibly identical; see also
note 1.
V28 OFVIMLL
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 19.
2. ORLB25a, 21, 33.
V30 OVIRILIS
Drag. 33 RMO: VF2796.
This stamp is difficult to read at first sight, since the R, the L and the S have
been written in reverse. Up to now, only four parallels are known, from La
Graufesenque, Heddemheim, Wroxeter and Zottegem-Velzeke' . The date is
based mainly on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Rogge1976, 102, fig. 57, 152.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2789: VF2795: VF*1085b: VF*1085f: no no.
PUG: 1371.
Dish RMO: VF2751;VF2791;VF*1085c;VF*1085d;
fl976/10.81.
This is one of the best-known stamps of Virilis. The site record includes
Caerleon, Catterick, Corbridge, Rottweil', the Saalburg2, Watercrook3 and a
grave from the early eighties at Winchester4. The die with which these
impressions were made was modified at some point. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat this had already been done early in the
reign of Domitian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-85.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 109.
2. Cf. ORL A3, 181, 136-138.
3. Wild 1979, 291, S32.
4. Dannell/Hartley 1978, 99, fig. 39, 37-38, with stamps of Dontio,
lucundus and Ponteius.
V28* OFVIRIL<L>
Dish RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
PUG: 1440.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1084d; VF*1085g; no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1084; VF*1084c; VF*1085; fl892/ll.ll;
fl 909/10.2.
These impressions stem from a modified die which originally read
OFVIRILL. The evidence for the impressions of the original version
suggest that the die was probably altered in the eighties.
The reduced version is known from Chester, Heddemheim, Markobel, and
the Saalburg, among other places. To judge by the profiles of the vessels
from Vechten and of a Drag. 27 from Nijmegen' (fig. 6.61, m), this version
dates from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 85-100.
1. Stuart 1976, 119, fig. 31, 314.
V29 OIVIRIL
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1084a.
VF2797a;VF*1276.
The site list for this stamp includes Arentsburg, the Erweiterungslager at
Heddemheim', the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
Okarben2. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten argue a date in the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
L. Cosius Virilis
Since the names L. Cosius and Virilis also occur separately in stamps,
Oswald assumed that the stamps listed below refer to two persons'.
However, Cosius may be not only a cognomen, but a gentilicium as well2,
so it is more logical to assume that the stamps reflect he tria nomina of a
single manufacturer, L. Cosius Virilis.
It is quite possible that the stamp L.COSI and the stamps with only the
cognomen Virilis also belong to L. Cosius Virilis. The text L.COSI is only
known on moulds for Drag. 37 with decorative schemes from the period c.
A.D. 100-1303. The illustrations on some of these vessels refer to Trajan's
conquests of the Dacians and Parthians, so they may be dated with certain-
ty to after February 1164. This makes a proportion of these moulds later than
the plain vessels with stamps of L. Cosius Virilis, whose profiles suggest a
date around A.D. 75-110. If the moulds signed with L.COSI stem from the
workshop of L. Cosius Virilis, this probably means that he produced moulds
for a longer period than plain ware5, or that his stamps have been generally
dated too early.
However, it is anything but certain that the moulds signed L.COSI really
belong to L. Cosius Virilis. Indeed, moulds marked OF.L.COS.VIRILI are
also known, and their decorative schemes have nothing in common with
those of the aforementioned vessels. If the two groups of moulds were made
by the same manufacturer, the products with tria nomina must be consider-
ably earlier than those with the signature L.COSP.
That the stamps with only the cognomen ViriUs belong to L. Cosius Virilis
may not be considered definite either, although this is likely, since they date
from the same period as the stamps of L. Cosius Virilis. Moreover, the waste
around the large kiln at La Graufesenque has yielded stamps with the name
Virilis, as well as examples with tria nomina7. However, in contrast o those
of L. Cosius Virilis, most dies of Virilis seem to have been made with little
care, which may be an argument against this otherwise likely identification.
1. Oswald 1931, be, 89 f., 377 and 426.
2. Schulze 1904, 158 and 423; Mocsy et al. 1983, 90, under Cosius and
Cossius; cf. Cosius lucundus, Cosius Rufmus and Cosius Urap-.
3. Mees 1995, 74, Taf. 23-32; 33, 1, and 35, 1; the irregular gaps between
the letters suggest hat hey may have been impressed one at a time.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 34, 1 and 3-4, 35, 1-3 and 6, and p. 139, after Taf. 35,
10.
5. Cf. for this possibility the introduction to the stamps of Germanus
(catalogue nos. G16-36).
6. Mees 1995, 98 f., Taf. 195, and 196, 1-3.
7. Vernhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 25-29.
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This stamp is usually read as SVIIRIV and attributed to one S. Venus'. It
occurs exclusively on bowls of Drag. 29, with Flavian decorative schemes2.
The site record includes Camelon3. La Graufesenque [1]", c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 331.
2. Behrens 1912, Taf. VIII 8; Knorr 1919, Taf. 78; Knorr 1952, Taf. 62.
3. Hartley 1972a, 5, 30.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 166.
Victor
V21 VI[CTOR]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2775.
This stamp belongs to an almost unknown potter from La Graufesenque.
The occurrence of an identical impression on a Drag. 24 suggest hat it is
pre-Flavian. The shape of the cup from Vechten argues a date shortly after
the middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hermetl934,pl. 113, 177.
Vimius
V22 VIM.I
Drag. 33(a?) RMO: VF*1078x.
The only other parallels for this stamp known so far were found at Banasa',
in London and at Nijmegen. The date is based solely on the profiles of the
cups from Banasa and Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 274 (stamp), and 198, fig. 24, 274
(profile).
Virilis
1. Seeesp. catalogueno.V28.
2. Marichal 1988, no. 206: VIRILL[IS], not VIRILI[S]. Since this graf-
fito occurs on a dish with a stamp of Cocus, who was active from the
Tiberian period until Nero's reign, this is probably an earlier homo-
nym.
3. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 25-27.
4. Vigarie et al. 1961, 15; Hofmann 1966, 44, 17; Hofmann 1970, 7, fig.
3; Peyre 1975, 54, excavated in the 19th century (cf. p. 27, note 7);
Bemont/Jacob 1986, 108, fig. 10; Hofmann 1988, 34, fig. 14, and 37
fig. 16.
V23 OF.VIRILIS
Drag.18 RMO: VF*1087.
The site record for this retrograde stamp includes Arentsburg', Chester2,
Markobel3 and Nijmegen-west. The shape of the dish from Vechten argues
a late Ist-century date. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-1 10.
1. Holwerda 1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 205.
2. Hartley 1981, 244.
3. ORL B21, Taf. Ill 30.
V24 OFVIRILIS
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2813; VF2938; VF*280; VF*1086b.
This stamp, which is difficult to read, was found at Butzbach, Friedberg'
and in the legionary fortress and canabae at Nijmegen, among other places.
The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest that it dates from the late 1st
or early 2nd century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-1 10.
1. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 55.
V25 OFVIRILIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1086.
Only a few parallels are known for this stamp, none from dated contexts.
The date is therefore based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
The dies used by Virilis do not always seem to have been manufactured with V26 OP.VIMLI
care. As a result, the stamps are often difficult to read, and sometimes even
impossible to interpret precisely. However, on occasion he definitely spell- Dish
ed his name Virillis', a spelling also known from a graffito found at La
Graufesenque2.
The profiles ofVirilis's products suggest hat he was active in the last quar-
ter of the 1st century and early in the 2nd. This is also demonstrated by the
site lists for his stamps, which include Butzbach, the Erweiterungslager at
Heddernheim, Markobel and Rottenburg. At La Graufesenque, his products
were also found among the waste around the large kiln fired c. A.D. 80-
120/130.
It is logical to assume that Virilis is identical to L. Cosius Virilis. The lat-
ter's products also date from the late 1st and early 2nd centuries, and like
those of Virilis were found among the waste of the large kiln at La
Graufesenque3. On the other hand, the stamps of L. Cosius Virilis show no
outward resemblances to those of Virilis. V27 OF.VIRILL
In view of the date of the activities of Virilis, it cannot be ruled out that he
eventually moved his workshop to Banassac. However, no more than three R-dish RMO: VF2792.
stamps with his name have been found there to date" PUG: 1946-12.
RMO: VF2750; YF*lQ85a.
PUG: Vel925/4.
The site list for this stamp includes the waste deposit around the large kiln
fired at La Graufesenque around A.D. 80-120/130', Arentsburg2, Corbndge
and Rottenburg3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 28.
2. Holwerda 1923, pl. XXXV, fig. 68, 206b.
3. Knorr 1910, Taf. XXII 91.
4. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 178; cf. note 1.
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This stamp was found among the waste around the large kiln which was in
use at La Graufesenque around A.D. 80-120/130', at Caerieon, on the
Saalburg and at Straubing2, among other places. At Kongen, it was found on
a Drag. 29 with a distinctly late profile and monotonous decoration3. From
this evidence, and from the profiles of the rouletted ishes fromVechten, the
stamp may be dated to the last quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque
[l]-,c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 29.
2. Walke 1965, Taf. 45, 408.
3. Simon 1971, 261, Abb. 1, 1.
4. Cf. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 16d, possibly identical; see also
note 1.
V28 OFVIMLL
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 19.
2. ORLB25a, 21, 33.
V30 OVIRILIS
Drag. 33 RMO: VF2796.
This stamp is difficult to read at first sight, since the R, the L and the S have
been written in reverse. Up to now, only four parallels are known, from La
Graufesenque, Heddemheim, Wroxeter and Zottegem-Velzeke' . The date is
based mainly on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I],
c. A.D. 75-100.
1. Rogge1976, 102, fig. 57, 152.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2789: VF2795: VF*1085b: VF*1085f: no no.
PUG: 1371.
Dish RMO: VF2751;VF2791;VF*1085c;VF*1085d;
fl976/10.81.
This is one of the best-known stamps of Virilis. The site record includes
Caerleon, Catterick, Corbridge, Rottweil', the Saalburg2, Watercrook3 and a
grave from the early eighties at Winchester4. The die with which these
impressions were made was modified at some point. The profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat this had already been done early in the
reign of Domitian. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-85.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 109.
2. Cf. ORL A3, 181, 136-138.
3. Wild 1979, 291, S32.
4. Dannell/Hartley 1978, 99, fig. 39, 37-38, with stamps of Dontio,
lucundus and Ponteius.
V28* OFVIRIL<L>
Dish RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
PUG: 1440.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1084d; VF*1085g; no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1084; VF*1084c; VF*1085; fl892/ll.ll;
fl 909/10.2.
These impressions stem from a modified die which originally read
OFVIRILL. The evidence for the impressions of the original version
suggest that the die was probably altered in the eighties.
The reduced version is known from Chester, Heddemheim, Markobel, and
the Saalburg, among other places. To judge by the profiles of the vessels
from Vechten and of a Drag. 27 from Nijmegen' (fig. 6.61, m), this version
dates from the late 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 85-100.
1. Stuart 1976, 119, fig. 31, 314.
V29 OIVIRIL
Drag.18
Dish
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1084a.
VF2797a;VF*1276.
The site list for this stamp includes Arentsburg, the Erweiterungslager at
Heddemheim', the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and
Okarben2. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten argue a date in the last
quarter of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
L. Cosius Virilis
Since the names L. Cosius and Virilis also occur separately in stamps,
Oswald assumed that the stamps listed below refer to two persons'.
However, Cosius may be not only a cognomen, but a gentilicium as well2,
so it is more logical to assume that the stamps reflect he tria nomina of a
single manufacturer, L. Cosius Virilis.
It is quite possible that the stamp L.COSI and the stamps with only the
cognomen Virilis also belong to L. Cosius Virilis. The text L.COSI is only
known on moulds for Drag. 37 with decorative schemes from the period c.
A.D. 100-1303. The illustrations on some of these vessels refer to Trajan's
conquests of the Dacians and Parthians, so they may be dated with certain-
ty to after February 1164. This makes a proportion of these moulds later than
the plain vessels with stamps of L. Cosius Virilis, whose profiles suggest a
date around A.D. 75-110. If the moulds signed with L.COSI stem from the
workshop of L. Cosius Virilis, this probably means that he produced moulds
for a longer period than plain ware5, or that his stamps have been generally
dated too early.
However, it is anything but certain that the moulds signed L.COSI really
belong to L. Cosius Virilis. Indeed, moulds marked OF.L.COS.VIRILI are
also known, and their decorative schemes have nothing in common with
those of the aforementioned vessels. If the two groups of moulds were made
by the same manufacturer, the products with tria nomina must be consider-
ably earlier than those with the signature L.COSP.
That the stamps with only the cognomen ViriUs belong to L. Cosius Virilis
may not be considered definite either, although this is likely, since they date
from the same period as the stamps of L. Cosius Virilis. Moreover, the waste
around the large kiln at La Graufesenque has yielded stamps with the name
Virilis, as well as examples with tria nomina7. However, in contrast o those
of L. Cosius Virilis, most dies of Virilis seem to have been made with little
care, which may be an argument against this otherwise likely identification.
1. Oswald 1931, be, 89 f., 377 and 426.
2. Schulze 1904, 158 and 423; Mocsy et al. 1983, 90, under Cosius and
Cossius; cf. Cosius lucundus, Cosius Rufmus and Cosius Urap-.
3. Mees 1995, 74, Taf. 23-32; 33, 1, and 35, 1; the irregular gaps between
the letters suggest hat hey may have been impressed one at a time.
4. Mees 1995, Taf. 34, 1 and 3-4, 35, 1-3 and 6, and p. 139, after Taf. 35,
10.
5. Cf. for this possibility the introduction to the stamps of Germanus
(catalogue nos. G16-36).
6. Mees 1995, 98 f., Taf. 195, and 196, 1-3.
7. Vernhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 25-29.
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V31 OF.L.COS[.VIRIL]
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2082.
The site record for this stamp includes Caerleon, Cattenck, Chester,
Corbridge, Little Chester, the Saalburg' and York. The shape of the rou-
letted dish from Vechten suggests a date in the late 1st or early 2nd cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLA3, Taf. 17, 18.
2. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
V32 OP.L.COS.VIRIL
V35 OPLCVIRILI
Drag. 27 2;VF*1082a.
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925.
This stamp was found at Rottweil' and in period II at Zwammerdam3. To
judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, it dates from around the end
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 108.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 90.
3. Cf. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I, probably identical.
V33 OF.L.CO.VIR
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1079x;
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts as yet. The
date is therefore based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
V34 OFLCVIRILI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl909/10.2
Drag. 18 RMO: VP2785; VF2793; VF*1083; YF*lQ83a;
VF*1086a.
PUG: 1361.
Dish RMO: VF*1080e;VF*1393;fl940/5.234.
The site list for this stamp includes Amsburg', Butzbach, Catterick, the
Saalburg2 and Wilderspool3. This demonstrates that the stamp dates from
around the end of the 1st century. The Vechten dish numbered VF*1080e
provides a good argument for the continued use of this stamp in the
early 2nd century. The underside of this vessel bears a graffito reading
CR[-]TIS BV (fig. 4.1, g). The missing letters may be added with the help
of a graffito on a dish of the Central Gaulish potter Surdillus, which was
also found at Vechten: CRIIS[[S]]CIINTIS BV- (fig. 4.1, h). Surdillus
worked mainly at Les Martres-de-Veyre5, so the dish probably dates from c.
A.D. 100-120. It is not impossible, however, that Surdillus moved his
workshop to Lezoux at a later date. If the dish from Vechten was made
there, it is more likely to be dated c. A.D. 120-130. La Graufesenque [I]6,
c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLBl6, 24, 6.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 29.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 11.
4. PUG 1567.
5. Temsse 1968, pl. LIV.
6. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
This stamp occurs on bowls of Drag. 29 which may be considered among
the last representatives of this type, and was perhaps also used on moulds
for Drag. 37'. The site record for identical impressions includes Bad
Cannstatt, Butzbach, EchzelP, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen3,
Rottweil4, the Saalburg5 and the Salisberg. La Graufesenque [1]°, c. A.D. 75-
100.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 27, 1-4; Wheeler 1926, 204, fig. 88, S199; Kaiser/
Kilian 1970, Abb. 88, 6.
2. ORLB18, 18, 19.
3. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 18.
4. Knon-1907, Taf. XXXII 103-104 and 107.
5. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 34.
6. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
V36 OFLCVIRILI
Service E2 RMO: VF2Q84 (fig. 6.18, d).
Drag. 27 RMO: VF961; VF2083a; VF2085; VF2086; VF*1081;
VF*1081a; VF*1081b; VP*1081c; VF*1081d;
VF*1081e;VF*1381.
This is one of the few stamps to occur on service E. At La Graufesenque it
was found only on cups of this service', but at Vechten, it was also found on
a base fragment of what must have been a dish2.
The site list for this stamp includes Bad Cannstatt3, Butzbach-Degerfeld",
Carlisle5, Corbridge', Rottweil and the Saalburg7. La Graufesenque [I]8, c.
A.D. 75-110.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 10.
2. Cf. p. 92.
3. Knorr 1921, Taf. X 238.
4. Simon 1968, 58, 395.
5. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 12.
6. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 105.
7. ORL A3, 176,37.
8. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II; cf. note 1.
V37 [OF]LCVIRILI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1085e.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known, from Kettering. The date is based
solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-110.
V38 OFLCVIRIL
Drag. 18 RMO: VP*1080g.
The site record for this stamp includes Butzbach', Caerleon, Chesterholm,
Corbridge and period II at Zwammerdam2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D.
80-110.
1. Schonberger 1965, 26, Abb. 5, 2.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 88.
3. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
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V39 OFLCVIRIL
Drag. 18 RMO: YF*108Qc;VF*1080f;nono.
This stamp is known from Bad Cannstatt, Catterick, the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen', Okarben2 and the Saalburg3. The die was damaged at some
point. Since it was subsequently used to mark bowls of Drag. 29, the dam-
age is unlikely to have taken place after c. A.D. 90. La Graufesenque [1]",
c. A.D. 75-90.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, Taf. 15 A, 17, from the sewer of
period 5.
2. ORLB25a,21, 40.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 31.
4. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
The site record also includes Bad Cannstatt2, Bainbridge, Caersws IF,
Echzell", Priedberg5, the Saalburg' and Straubing7. An example seems even
to have been found in one of the forts along Hadrian's Wall8. La
Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 27.
2. Knorr 1908, Taf. VI 42 and 51; Knorr 1921, Taf. IH 113; Knorr
1917-1922, Taf. V 18.
3. Dickinson 1989, 81, 5.
4. ORLB18, 18, 18.
5. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 18.
6. ORL A3, 176, 38-39.
7. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 144.
8. Chester Museum, exact provenance unknown.
9. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II; cf. note 1.
V39* OFLCVIRIL
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2799; VF* 1080; VF*1080d; VF* 1080k +
fl909/10.2; no no. (3 ex.); fl 940/5.193.
PUG: 280; 1366; Vel921/7.
Dish RMO: VP2083: VP2790: VF2794: VF* 10801: no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2788; VF*1080h.
These are impressions of a damaged ie. Originally, the ends of the punch
face were more or less triangular in shape. Since the modified version still
occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, the die was probably modified around A.D.
90, at the latest.
The site record for the reduced version includes Bad Cannstatf, Bainbridge,
Butzbach2, Butzbach-Degerfeld3, Corbridge, a late Ist-century grave at
Nijmegen-west4, Ober-Florstadt5, the Saalburg', the Salisberg, Stockstadt7,
Wilderspool and the Zugmantel". La Graufesenque [I]9, c. A.D. 90-1 10.
1. Knorr 1917-1922, Taf. V 19.
2. Schonberger 1955, 28, 9.
3. Simon 1968, 58, 396.
4. With stamps of Calvus, Crestio, Felicio and Memor.
5. ORLB19,14, 5.
6. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 20.
7. ORLB33,101,33;ORLA6,Taf. 4, 12.
8. ORL B8, 194, 95b.
9. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
V40 .L.COS. VIRIL
Drag. 18 PUG: 1568.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known thus far. The only contexts to
provide an indication for the date are the waste deposit near the large kiln
in use at La Graufesenque c. A.D. 80-120/130' and the Saalburg2. Since the
text begins with a stop, these may well be impressions of a broken officina-
type die. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 26.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 36.
V42 COSIVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1865; VF*1132.
This retrograde stamp occurs almost exclusively on cups of Drag. 27, which
suggests that it is a relatively late example. It has not been found in any
dated context so far, so the date is based solely on the profiles of the cups
fromVechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
Viriod(acus?)
V43 OFVIRIO
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VP2800; VP2801.
Dish RMO: VF*1088:fl 940/4.13.
This stamp was classed by Oswald under the name Viriodacus, together
with the stamps VIRIODACI and VIRIODAC, which he seems not to have
seen for himself. The presence of a stamp reading VIRIOD in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque proves that a potter whose name started with
Viriod- actually worked at this kiln site.
Only a few parallels are known for the stamp discussed here, from Burgh-
by-Woodbridge2, Camulodunum, Strasbourg and Valkenburg. Its presence
at Camulodunum justifies the deduction that he die was definitely already
in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten suggest hat he stamp belongs mainly to the period after A.D. 70.
Thus far, no identical impressions have been found at La Graufesenque, but
the distribution of the vessels with this stamp demonstrate that they must
have been manufactured there. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 338; the stamp from Vechten recorded there under
VIRIODAC has not been found again.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988b, 34, 15.
Virthus
V41 L.COSI.VI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2077; VP*307 (fig. 6.39, d).
At La Graufesenque, this retrograde stamp was found among the waste
around the large kiln, which was fired in the period c. A.D. 80-120/130'.
The stamps with the names Virthus and Virtus have so far always been attri-
bated to two different manufacturers'. However, there is sufficient reason to
assume that they belong to one person. Firstly, they date from the same
period, c. A.D. 45-90, which is indicated by the presence of stamps with
both spellings in period 1 at Valkenburg2 and in the wrecked ship Culip IV.
Secondly, both names occur on dishes of the relatively rare type Drag. 16"
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V31 OF.L.COS[.VIRIL]
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2082.
The site record for this stamp includes Caerleon, Cattenck, Chester,
Corbridge, Little Chester, the Saalburg' and York. The shape of the rou-
letted dish from Vechten suggests a date in the late 1st or early 2nd cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLA3, Taf. 17, 18.
2. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
V32 OP.L.COS.VIRIL
V35 OPLCVIRILI
Drag. 27 2;VF*1082a.
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925.
This stamp was found at Rottweil' and in period II at Zwammerdam3. To
judge by the shape of the dish from Vechten, it dates from around the end
of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 108.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 90.
3. Cf. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I, probably identical.
V33 OF.L.CO.VIR
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1079x;
No examples of this stamp have been found in dated contexts as yet. The
date is therefore based solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
V34 OFLCVIRILI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl909/10.2
Drag. 18 RMO: VP2785; VF2793; VF*1083; YF*lQ83a;
VF*1086a.
PUG: 1361.
Dish RMO: VF*1080e;VF*1393;fl940/5.234.
The site list for this stamp includes Amsburg', Butzbach, Catterick, the
Saalburg2 and Wilderspool3. This demonstrates that the stamp dates from
around the end of the 1st century. The Vechten dish numbered VF*1080e
provides a good argument for the continued use of this stamp in the
early 2nd century. The underside of this vessel bears a graffito reading
CR[-]TIS BV (fig. 4.1, g). The missing letters may be added with the help
of a graffito on a dish of the Central Gaulish potter Surdillus, which was
also found at Vechten: CRIIS[[S]]CIINTIS BV- (fig. 4.1, h). Surdillus
worked mainly at Les Martres-de-Veyre5, so the dish probably dates from c.
A.D. 100-120. It is not impossible, however, that Surdillus moved his
workshop to Lezoux at a later date. If the dish from Vechten was made
there, it is more likely to be dated c. A.D. 120-130. La Graufesenque [I]6,
c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLBl6, 24, 6.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 29.
3. Dickinson/Hartley 1992, 32, 11.
4. PUG 1567.
5. Temsse 1968, pl. LIV.
6. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
This stamp occurs on bowls of Drag. 29 which may be considered among
the last representatives of this type, and was perhaps also used on moulds
for Drag. 37'. The site record for identical impressions includes Bad
Cannstatt, Butzbach, EchzelP, the legionary fortress at Nijmegen3,
Rottweil4, the Saalburg5 and the Salisberg. La Graufesenque [1]°, c. A.D. 75-
100.
1. Knorr 1919, Taf. 27, 1-4; Wheeler 1926, 204, fig. 88, S199; Kaiser/
Kilian 1970, Abb. 88, 6.
2. ORLB18, 18, 19.
3. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, pl. 15 A, 18.
4. Knon-1907, Taf. XXXII 103-104 and 107.
5. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 34.
6. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
V36 OFLCVIRILI
Service E2 RMO: VF2Q84 (fig. 6.18, d).
Drag. 27 RMO: VF961; VF2083a; VF2085; VF2086; VF*1081;
VF*1081a; VF*1081b; VP*1081c; VF*1081d;
VF*1081e;VF*1381.
This is one of the few stamps to occur on service E. At La Graufesenque it
was found only on cups of this service', but at Vechten, it was also found on
a base fragment of what must have been a dish2.
The site list for this stamp includes Bad Cannstatt3, Butzbach-Degerfeld",
Carlisle5, Corbridge', Rottweil and the Saalburg7. La Graufesenque [I]8, c.
A.D. 75-110.
1. Vemhet 1976, 23, fig. 4, 10.
2. Cf. p. 92.
3. Knorr 1921, Taf. X 238.
4. Simon 1968, 58, 395.
5. Dickinson 1990, 233, fig. 183, 12.
6. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 105.
7. ORL A3, 176,37.
8. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II; cf. note 1.
V37 [OF]LCVIRILI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1085e.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known, from Kettering. The date is based
solely on the shape of the cup from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-110.
V38 OFLCVIRIL
Drag. 18 RMO: VP*1080g.
The site record for this stamp includes Butzbach', Caerleon, Chesterholm,
Corbridge and period II at Zwammerdam2. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D.
80-110.
1. Schonberger 1965, 26, Abb. 5, 2.
2. Haalebos 1977, Taf. 23, 88.
3. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
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V39 OFLCVIRIL
Drag. 18 RMO: YF*108Qc;VF*1080f;nono.
This stamp is known from Bad Cannstatt, Catterick, the legionary fortress
at Nijmegen', Okarben2 and the Saalburg3. The die was damaged at some
point. Since it was subsequently used to mark bowls of Drag. 29, the dam-
age is unlikely to have taken place after c. A.D. 90. La Graufesenque [1]",
c. A.D. 75-90.
1. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, Taf. 15 A, 17, from the sewer of
period 5.
2. ORLB25a,21, 40.
3. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 31.
4. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
The site record also includes Bad Cannstatt2, Bainbridge, Caersws IF,
Echzell", Priedberg5, the Saalburg' and Straubing7. An example seems even
to have been found in one of the forts along Hadrian's Wall8. La
Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 27.
2. Knorr 1908, Taf. VI 42 and 51; Knorr 1921, Taf. IH 113; Knorr
1917-1922, Taf. V 18.
3. Dickinson 1989, 81, 5.
4. ORLB18, 18, 18.
5. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 18.
6. ORL A3, 176, 38-39.
7. Walke 1965, Taf. 41, 144.
8. Chester Museum, exact provenance unknown.
9. Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II; cf. note 1.
V39* OFLCVIRIL
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2799; VF* 1080; VF*1080d; VF* 1080k +
fl909/10.2; no no. (3 ex.); fl 940/5.193.
PUG: 280; 1366; Vel921/7.
Dish RMO: VP2083: VP2790: VF2794: VF* 10801: no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2788; VF*1080h.
These are impressions of a damaged ie. Originally, the ends of the punch
face were more or less triangular in shape. Since the modified version still
occurs on bowls of Drag. 29, the die was probably modified around A.D.
90, at the latest.
The site record for the reduced version includes Bad Cannstatf, Bainbridge,
Butzbach2, Butzbach-Degerfeld3, Corbridge, a late Ist-century grave at
Nijmegen-west4, Ober-Florstadt5, the Saalburg', the Salisberg, Stockstadt7,
Wilderspool and the Zugmantel". La Graufesenque [I]9, c. A.D. 90-1 10.
1. Knorr 1917-1922, Taf. V 19.
2. Schonberger 1955, 28, 9.
3. Simon 1968, 58, 396.
4. With stamps of Calvus, Crestio, Felicio and Memor.
5. ORLB19,14, 5.
6. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 20.
7. ORLB33,101,33;ORLA6,Taf. 4, 12.
8. ORL B8, 194, 95b.
9. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I; Balsan 1970, 103, pl. II.
V40 .L.COS. VIRIL
Drag. 18 PUG: 1568.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known thus far. The only contexts to
provide an indication for the date are the waste deposit near the large kiln
in use at La Graufesenque c. A.D. 80-120/130' and the Saalburg2. Since the
text begins with a stop, these may well be impressions of a broken officina-
type die. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. Vemhet 1981, 34, fig. 8, 26.
2. ORL A3, Taf. 17, 36.
V42 COSIVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1865; VF*1132.
This retrograde stamp occurs almost exclusively on cups of Drag. 27, which
suggests that it is a relatively late example. It has not been found in any
dated context so far, so the date is based solely on the profiles of the cups
fromVechten. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-110.
Viriod(acus?)
V43 OFVIRIO
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VP2800; VP2801.
Dish RMO: VF*1088:fl 940/4.13.
This stamp was classed by Oswald under the name Viriodacus, together
with the stamps VIRIODACI and VIRIODAC, which he seems not to have
seen for himself. The presence of a stamp reading VIRIOD in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque proves that a potter whose name started with
Viriod- actually worked at this kiln site.
Only a few parallels are known for the stamp discussed here, from Burgh-
by-Woodbridge2, Camulodunum, Strasbourg and Valkenburg. Its presence
at Camulodunum justifies the deduction that he die was definitely already
in use in the pre-Flavian period. However, the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten suggest hat he stamp belongs mainly to the period after A.D. 70.
Thus far, no identical impressions have been found at La Graufesenque, but
the distribution of the vessels with this stamp demonstrate that they must
have been manufactured there. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Oswald 1931, 338; the stamp from Vechten recorded there under
VIRIODAC has not been found again.
2. Dickinson/Hartley 1988b, 34, 15.
Virthus
V41 L.COSI.VI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2077; VP*307 (fig. 6.39, d).
At La Graufesenque, this retrograde stamp was found among the waste
around the large kiln, which was fired in the period c. A.D. 80-120/130'.
The stamps with the names Virthus and Virtus have so far always been attri-
bated to two different manufacturers'. However, there is sufficient reason to
assume that they belong to one person. Firstly, they date from the same
period, c. A.D. 45-90, which is indicated by the presence of stamps with
both spellings in period 1 at Valkenburg2 and in the wrecked ship Culip IV.
Secondly, both names occur on dishes of the relatively rare type Drag. 16"
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Finally, there are outward resemblances between the stamps VIRTHVSFE
and VIRTVSFE5.
It is not certain whether the stamp TABIVIRTVTIS is also connected to
Virthus. In itself, there is little objection to the assumption that his work-
shop employed a potter named Tabus. In this case, he would have been
active for a slightly longer period than Virthus himself, which is not im-
possible. The only problem is that the order of the names suggests that
Virtus was the employee7.
1. Oswald 1931,339 and 422.
2. See catalogue nos. V48 and V50.
3. See catalogue nos. V51 and V53.
4. See catalogue nos. V48-50.
5. Catalogue nos. V48-49.
6. See, however, Riese 1907. 21, for a stamp VIRTVTIS from a grave
which also contained a vessel of Meddicus of Chemery-Faulquemont,
and is thus no earlier than c. A.D. 100.
7. Cf. catalogue no. T2.
V44 OFVIRTVTIS
in its basal interior. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 180.
V48 VIRTHVSFE
Dish
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.111.
VF2798; VF2803; fl940/5.111.
VF*1095c.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, this stamp was found on a
Drag. 16, the upper part of whose external wall is straight rather than
curved' (fig. 6.26, j). The profiles of this dish and of the vessels from
Vechten argue a date for the stamp after the middle of the 1st century; since
an identical impression was found in period 1 at Valkenburg2, however, it
may be a little earlier. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 119, fig. 31, 318.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 236, 134.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1926; VF2808.
The presence of identical impressions at Castleford and Rottweil' suggests
that this stamp belongs mainly to the Flavian period. The decorative
schemes of the bowls with this stamp2 and the profiles of the vessels from
Vechten do not provide any arguments to assume that the die with which
they were marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-85.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 292.
2. Knorr 1952, Taf. 62 B; Planck 1975, Taf. 93, 3.
V48* <V>IRTHVSF<E>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2803a.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read VIRTHVSFE.
Only two other examples are known, from Verulamium and perhaps also
from Vechten'. The shape of the cup recorded above suggests that it dates
from the reign ofVespasian, at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
80.
1. PUG, provenance unknown
V45 ORVIRT[VT]
R-dish RMO: VF2786: VF2787.
The text of this stamp may be completed with the help of the only parallel
known thus far, from Lisieux. The date is based solely on the profiles of the
rouletted dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
V46 VIRTHVSFECIE
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VP917x (fig. 6.36, a).
R-dish RMO: VF2802: VF* 1092.
The presence of an identical impression on a Ritt. 1R suggests that this is a
pre-Flavian stamp. However, impressions are also known from Castleford
and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
V49 VIRTVSFE
V47 VIRTHVSFEC
Ritt. 1
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
VF*1091a.
VF*1090.
1947-36.
Although this stamp was found at Heddemheim, among other places, it
seems to be pre-Flavian. The only other dated context is the Keramiklager
at Oberwinterthur. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten indicate a date
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. The Drag. 18 has a double groove
. 16(?)
Dish
RMO: VF*1095.
RMO: VF*1095b.
The only context o provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the Erdlager
at Hofheim'. The die with which these impressions were made was broken
at some point. Since the reduced version was found in the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique2, the die was probably damaged around A.D. 55 at
the latest.
Enough has survived of the Vechten dish numbered VF*1095 that the lower
part of the wall is still just visible. With the help of this detail the dish may
be identified as Drag. 16 or 17a. Since the profile does not otherwise ap-
pear to be particularly early, the first possibility is preferable. Moreover, no
other dishes of Drag. 17a of Virthus are known, but other examples of
Drag. 16 with his name have been found. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
45-55.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 131.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 83.
V49* <V>IRTVSF<E>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*479x.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read VIRTVSFE. The
only contexts to provide a clue to its date are the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'. In addition, by
the shape of the cup from Vechten, this version may be dated to the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
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1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 83.
V50 V.I.R.T.V.S.
Drag. 24/25
Cup
RMO: VP2805: VF2810.
RMO: VF2806.
Since this stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 16 and cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24, it is probably pre-Flavian. This conclusion is confirmed by the
presence of identical impressions in periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg' and by
the profiles of the cups from Vechten. The Drag. 24/25 numbered VF2805
has a footring with a bevelled contact surface. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 148, 349-350.
V51 VIRTHV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*49.
The impressions of the die that was used to mark this dish are generally so
faint hat it is not certain whether the stamp reads VIRTHV or VIRTHV. To
judge by the text of the stamps discussed above, the second possibility is the
most likely.
In the wrecked ship Culip IV, almost wo hundred identical impressions
were found, all on bowls of Drag. 29'. Examples were also discovered at
Heddemheim and in or near York2. On the basis of the site list. the decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 293 and the shape of the dish from
Vechten, the stamp may be dated to the early Flavian period. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 45.1.
2. Yorkshire Museum, provenance unknown.
3. Giroussens 1986, 52, pl. 23, 4; Nieto et al. 1989, 168, fig. 116; 169,
fig. 118, and 172, fig. 125.
V52 VIRTVTIS
Dish RMO: VF* 1096.
This stamp has been found at Caerleon, Camelon, Chester' and York, among
other places. However, the shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that he
die with which it was marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Hartley 1981, 245.
V53 VIRTVTIS
Dish RMO: VF*1096a.
PUG: 1364: 1382.
The site record for this stamp includes Castleford, the wrecked ship Culip
TV' and RottweiP. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 6. 1.
2. Knon 1907, Taf. XXXII 291.
V54 .VIRT.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*811x.
No other examples of this retrograde stamp are known so far. The shape of
the cup indicates a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
VitaUs i
The stamps listed below differ from the other stamps with the name Vitalis,
since they seem to stem exclusively from the pre-Havian period. Therefore,
two potters with the name Vitalis are generally assumed to have worked at
La Graufesenque, in the periods A.D. 45-70 and 65-110. Apart from the
examples numbered V55-56, the stamps of Vitalis i are not alike, nor do
they resemble those of Vitalis ii.
The Vitalis recorded in a docket on a dish of Castus found at La Graufe-
senque' is more likely to be Vitalis i than Vitalis ii, since the document in
question dates from the third quarter of the 1st century.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 6.
V55 OFVITAL
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF2837.
RMO: VF2850.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 8, among
other forms. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp
dates from the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 179e, possibly identical.
V56 OFVITAL
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2845.
RMO:
This stamp has otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque, on cups of
Ritt. 8. The vessels from Vechten have profiles which indicate a Neronian
date. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V57 OF[.]VITA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1072/lc.
None of the parallels for this stamp known so far have been found in dated
contexts. The cup from Vechten is of the smaU variety, so it may only be
dated approximately. La Graufesenque [2], c.A.D. 45-70.
V58 OVIIA
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: no no.
RMO: VF*1076a.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known, on a Drag. 27 from the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen1, which, like the two cups from Vechten, is
of the small variety. The dimensions and the profiles of the cups suggest hat
this is a stamp of Vitalis i. It appears to be no earlier than the middle of the
1st century, however. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 120, fig. 32, 324.
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Finally, there are outward resemblances between the stamps VIRTHVSFE
and VIRTVSFE5.
It is not certain whether the stamp TABIVIRTVTIS is also connected to
Virthus. In itself, there is little objection to the assumption that his work-
shop employed a potter named Tabus. In this case, he would have been
active for a slightly longer period than Virthus himself, which is not im-
possible. The only problem is that the order of the names suggests that
Virtus was the employee7.
1. Oswald 1931,339 and 422.
2. See catalogue nos. V48 and V50.
3. See catalogue nos. V51 and V53.
4. See catalogue nos. V48-50.
5. Catalogue nos. V48-49.
6. See, however, Riese 1907. 21, for a stamp VIRTVTIS from a grave
which also contained a vessel of Meddicus of Chemery-Faulquemont,
and is thus no earlier than c. A.D. 100.
7. Cf. catalogue no. T2.
V44 OFVIRTVTIS
in its basal interior. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 180.
V48 VIRTHVSFE
Dish
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
fl940/5.111.
VF2798; VF2803; fl940/5.111.
VF*1095c.
In the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, this stamp was found on a
Drag. 16, the upper part of whose external wall is straight rather than
curved' (fig. 6.26, j). The profiles of this dish and of the vessels from
Vechten argue a date for the stamp after the middle of the 1st century; since
an identical impression was found in period 1 at Valkenburg2, however, it
may be a little earlier. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 45-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 119, fig. 31, 318.
2. Glasbergen 1940-1944b, 236, 134.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1926; VF2808.
The presence of identical impressions at Castleford and Rottweil' suggests
that this stamp belongs mainly to the Flavian period. The decorative
schemes of the bowls with this stamp2 and the profiles of the vessels from
Vechten do not provide any arguments to assume that the die with which
they were marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 70-85.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 292.
2. Knorr 1952, Taf. 62 B; Planck 1975, Taf. 93, 3.
V48* <V>IRTHVSF<E>
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2803a.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read VIRTHVSFE.
Only two other examples are known, from Verulamium and perhaps also
from Vechten'. The shape of the cup recorded above suggests that it dates
from the reign ofVespasian, at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
80.
1. PUG, provenance unknown
V45 ORVIRT[VT]
R-dish RMO: VF2786: VF2787.
The text of this stamp may be completed with the help of the only parallel
known thus far, from Lisieux. The date is based solely on the profiles of the
rouletted dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-85.
V46 VIRTHVSFECIE
Drag. 15/17R RMO: VP917x (fig. 6.36, a).
R-dish RMO: VF2802: VF* 1092.
The presence of an identical impression on a Ritt. 1R suggests that this is a
pre-Flavian stamp. However, impressions are also known from Castleford
and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 55-75.
V49 VIRTVSFE
V47 VIRTHVSFEC
Ritt. 1
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO:
RMO:
RMO:
PUG:
VF*1091a.
VF*1090.
1947-36.
Although this stamp was found at Heddemheim, among other places, it
seems to be pre-Flavian. The only other dated context is the Keramiklager
at Oberwinterthur. The profiles of the dishes from Vechten indicate a date
shortly after the middle of the 1st century. The Drag. 18 has a double groove
. 16(?)
Dish
RMO: VF*1095.
RMO: VF*1095b.
The only context o provide a clue to the date of this stamp is the Erdlager
at Hofheim'. The die with which these impressions were made was broken
at some point. Since the reduced version was found in the deposit of
Narbonne-La Nautique2, the die was probably damaged around A.D. 55 at
the latest.
Enough has survived of the Vechten dish numbered VF*1095 that the lower
part of the wall is still just visible. With the help of this detail the dish may
be identified as Drag. 16 or 17a. Since the profile does not otherwise ap-
pear to be particularly early, the first possibility is preferable. Moreover, no
other dishes of Drag. 17a of Virthus are known, but other examples of
Drag. 16 with his name have been found. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
45-55.
1. Ritterling 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 131.
2. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 83.
V49* <V>IRTVSF<E>
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*479x.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read VIRTVSFE. The
only contexts to provide a clue to its date are the Fosse de Gallicanus at La
Graufesenque and the deposit of Narbonne-La Nautique'. In addition, by
the shape of the cup from Vechten, this version may be dated to the
Neronian period. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 55-70.
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1. Fiches et al. 1978, 191, fig.4, 83.
V50 V.I.R.T.V.S.
Drag. 24/25
Cup
RMO: VP2805: VF2810.
RMO: VF2806.
Since this stamp occurs on dishes of Drag. 16 and cups ofRitt. 8 and 9 and
Drag. 24, it is probably pre-Flavian. This conclusion is confirmed by the
presence of identical impressions in periods 1 and 2 at Valkenburg' and by
the profiles of the cups from Vechten. The Drag. 24/25 numbered VF2805
has a footring with a bevelled contact surface. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D.
45-70.
1. Glasbergen 1948-1953, 148, 349-350.
V51 VIRTHV
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*49.
The impressions of the die that was used to mark this dish are generally so
faint hat it is not certain whether the stamp reads VIRTHV or VIRTHV. To
judge by the text of the stamps discussed above, the second possibility is the
most likely.
In the wrecked ship Culip IV, almost wo hundred identical impressions
were found, all on bowls of Drag. 29'. Examples were also discovered at
Heddemheim and in or near York2. On the basis of the site list. the decor-
ative schemes of the bowls of Drag. 293 and the shape of the dish from
Vechten, the stamp may be dated to the early Flavian period. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 45.1.
2. Yorkshire Museum, provenance unknown.
3. Giroussens 1986, 52, pl. 23, 4; Nieto et al. 1989, 168, fig. 116; 169,
fig. 118, and 172, fig. 125.
V52 VIRTVTIS
Dish RMO: VF* 1096.
This stamp has been found at Caerleon, Camelon, Chester' and York, among
other places. However, the shape of the dish from Vechten suggests that he
die with which it was marked was already in use under Nero. La Graufesen-
que [I], c. A.D. 65-85.
1. Hartley 1981, 245.
V53 VIRTVTIS
Dish RMO: VF*1096a.
PUG: 1364: 1382.
The site record for this stamp includes Castleford, the wrecked ship Culip
TV' and RottweiP. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 6. 1.
2. Knon 1907, Taf. XXXII 291.
V54 .VIRT.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*811x.
No other examples of this retrograde stamp are known so far. The shape of
the cup indicates a Flavian date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-90.
VitaUs i
The stamps listed below differ from the other stamps with the name Vitalis,
since they seem to stem exclusively from the pre-Havian period. Therefore,
two potters with the name Vitalis are generally assumed to have worked at
La Graufesenque, in the periods A.D. 45-70 and 65-110. Apart from the
examples numbered V55-56, the stamps of Vitalis i are not alike, nor do
they resemble those of Vitalis ii.
The Vitalis recorded in a docket on a dish of Castus found at La Graufe-
senque' is more likely to be Vitalis i than Vitalis ii, since the document in
question dates from the third quarter of the 1st century.
1. Marichal 1988, no. 6.
V55 OFVITAL
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 24/25
RMO: VF2837.
RMO: VF2850.
Only a few parallels for this stamp are known, on cups of Ritt. 8, among
other forms. The profiles of the vessels from Vechten suggest hat he stamp
dates from the Claudio-Neronian period. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 45-65.
1. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 179e, possibly identical.
V56 OFVITAL
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF2845.
RMO:
This stamp has otherwise been found only at La Graufesenque, on cups of
Ritt. 8. The vessels from Vechten have profiles which indicate a Neronian
date. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 55-70.
1. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V57 OF[.]VITA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1072/lc.
None of the parallels for this stamp known so far have been found in dated
contexts. The cup from Vechten is of the smaU variety, so it may only be
dated approximately. La Graufesenque [2], c.A.D. 45-70.
V58 OVIIA
Drag. 24/25
Drag. 27g
RMO: no no.
RMO: VF*1076a.
Only one parallel for this stamp is known, on a Drag. 27 from the cemetery
on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen1, which, like the two cups from Vechten, is
of the small variety. The dimensions and the profiles of the cups suggest hat
this is a stamp of Vitalis i. It appears to be no earlier than the middle of the
1st century, however. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 120, fig. 32, 324.
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V59 VITALIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1082/la.
This stamp is known otherwise only from Mainz', Neuss2 and Rhein-
gonheim3. At Mainz it was found on two cups of Drag. 27g, in a grave
whose further contents suggest a Neronian date". One of the other interment
gifts is a dish ofVitalis i. It is logical, therefore, to assume that his stamp
also belongs to him. This hypothesis is not incompatible with the profiles of
the cups from Mainz and Vechten, although they are not very distinctive.
However, the dimensions of the cups do not differ significantly from those
of the cups of Drag. 27 and 27g of Vitalis ii which were found at Vechten.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Stiimpel 1978/1979, 352, Abb. 41, 13-14.
2. Mary 1967, Taf. 35, 37.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 72.
4. The grave contained products of Albus, Bassus i, Lentulus and
Passienus, among others.
V60 VITA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1074/lx.
To judge by its position in relation to the centre of the base of the cup, the
text of this retrograde stamp is complete. Other examples have not been
found so far, so the date is based solely on the shape of the cup. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Vitalis ii
The site list for this stamp includes Chesterholm, Corbridge, Echzell' and
Faimingen2, so it is likely to be a relatively late stamp. The profiles of the
rouletted ishes from Vechten argue a date around the end of the 1st or the
beginning of the 2nd century.
On better impressions than the one illustrated here, the last letter is clearly
recognizable as a P; its significance is uncertain. The most logical assump-
tion is that it represents the first letter of the name of one of Vitalis's
employees. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLB18,18, 56.
2. ORL B66c, 68, 142.
3. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 17a.
V62 OF.VITAL<IS>
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1100 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 84 J); VP2868 (fig.
6.73, j); VF*1076/lp (idem, Taf. 84 H);
VF*1078/la; VP*1078/ld; no no. (pl. 40, i).
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OF.VITALIS.
The complete text has only been found in London so far, so the die is
likely to have been damaged shortly after it was first used.
The site record for the reduced version includes Caerieon, Geislingen-
Hasenbuhl', the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil2. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls with this stamp may be dated to the Flavian
period3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Heiligmann 1990, Taf. 49, 5.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 294.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 83 E and 84 G and K; Atkinson 1942, pl. 68; Knorr
1952, Taf. 61. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 57, 8, probably this stamp.
4. See previous note.
No fewer than 213 stamps of Vitalis ii have been found at Vechten. These
make him the best-represented potter by far. Elsewhere in the Rhineland, his
products are also found in considerable quantities (cf. p. 56).
The presence of stamps ofVitalis ii in the Erdlager at Hofheim and in the
Moorschicht at Wiesbaden perhaps uggests that he was already active by
A.D. 70. The profiles of many of his products also allow this conclusion.
The large majority of his vessels were found in finds groups of a later date.
They occur not infrequently in settlements first occupied in the eighties.
Stamps ofVitalis ii are also found with some regularity in forts constructed
in the nineties, such as those at Bad Caimstatt, Echzell, Faimingen,
Heddesdorf, Stockstadt and Weissenburg. His activities, therefore, must
have continued at least until the end of the 1st century. Some vessels from
his workshop may even stem from the early 2nd century.
Vitalis ii also made moulds, for bowls of Drag. 29 and beakers of Drag. 30.
The decorative schemes of these vessels may be dated to the Flavian period.
At least a proportion of the moulds were used by Vitalis himself. In addi-
tion to this, he may have obtained a number of moulds from M. Crestio'.
At La Graufesenque, the name of Vitalis ii is found not only in stamps, but
also in four dockets on rouletted dishes from the late 1st century2.
1. Mees 1995, 99 and Taf. 197-198.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 75-76 and 81-82.
V63 OFVITALI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2870; VF*1081/1.
R-dish RMO: VF*1078/lj.
This stamp has been found at Heddemheim, in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at Rottweil', among other places. The
profiles of the rouletted ishes from Vechten suggest a Flavian date. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 112.
V64 OF.VITAL
Dish RMO: VF*1076/lg.
None of the parallels for this stamp known so far stem from dated contexts.
Only a base fragment of the dish from Vechten has survived, so the stamp
may only be dated approximately. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-100.
V65 OF.VI<TAL>
V61 OF.VITALIS.P
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF* 1083/1: f1935/1.2.
VF*1075/ld.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1071/1.
RMO: no no.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OF.VITAL.
The complete version is only known from La Graufesenque. The reduced
variant was found at Carlisle, Newstead and Rottweil, among other places.
The profiles of the cups fromVechten indicate a date in the last decades of
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the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
V66 OF[.]VITA.L
Drag. 18 RMO: VF286Q; VF2861.
The only more or less dated context in which this stamp has been found is
the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'. Therefore, the die with which this stamp
was made may have been first used under Nero. However, the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat the stamp belongs mainly to the Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. RitterUng/Pallat 1898, Taf. IX 12.
V67 OFVITAL
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2865; VF2865a;VF2867; VF*1075/lc;
VF*1075/ln; VF*1078/lb; VF*1078/li;
VF*1078/lk; VF*1078/ln; H909/10.2; no no.
PUG: Ve 1926/3.
Dish RMO: VF2859;VF2863;VF*1075/lp;VF*1078/lc;
VF*1078/le.
The site record for this stamp includes Binchester, Caerwent, Catterick,
Ebchester, Geislingen-Hasenbiihl1, Markobel, Newstead and Rottweil2. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Heiligmann 1990, Taf. 49, 25.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 113.
V67* OPVITA<L>
Drag.18
Drag. 27
RMO: VF24(76); VF*1078/lf; VF*1078/lg; H909/10.2.
RMO: VF2874.
These impressions were made with a broken or modified ie which orig-
inally read OFVITAL, rather than OFVITAI. Since the complete version
has been found at sites like Ebchester and Newstead, the die probably took
on its new appearance no earlier than c. A.D. 80. The site list for the re-
duced version includes Friedberg, Rottweil' and the Saalburg2. To judge
by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the die with which they were
marked was in use until c. A.D. 90, at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXH 114.
2. ORL A3, 181, 146.
V68 OF.VITA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1075/lj; VF*1075/ljj: VF*1075/11:
VF*1075/lnn.
PUG: 1394.
Dish RMO: VF24(72);VF2838a;VF*1075/lf;
VF*1075/lmm.
R-dish RMO: f 1980/7.311.
The only contexts to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are the
legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and the Saalburg'. The profiles of
the vessels from Vechten argue a date in the last decades of the 1st century.
On the rouletted dish, the die was impressed twice, so the stamp reads
OFVITVITA. This phenomenon also occurs on examples of Abitus,
Sarrutus and Secundus iii2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL A3, 181, 147.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. A3, S35 and S89, and also Y5*
V69 OF.VITA.
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2838: no no.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2819; VF2833; VF2851; VF* 1075/1,
VP-1075/la; VF*1075/lee; VF*1075/lh;
Vel927/l; H940/5.92.
Dish RMO: VF*1075/lkk;VF*1075/lq.
PUG: 1415; 1528.
This stamp is known from Butzbach, Caerleon, Carlisle, the Steinkastell at
Heddemheim', Newstead2 and the Nijmegen legionary fortress and canabae.
La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 60.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 33-34.
3. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V69* OF.VITA<.>
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*1075/lqq.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2815;VF2827;VF2830;VF2843;VF2846;
VF2852; VF*1075/1; VF*1075/li; no no.
PUG: 122.
Dish RMO: VF2837a;VF2844;VF*1075/loo;VF*1075/lz;
no no.: fl975/4.6 (2 ex.).
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2834;VF*1075/lu; no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2829.
These impressions were made with a damaged or modified ie. They may
be distinguished from earlier examples by the shape of the A. At the top of
this letter a horizontal stroke may be seen, which was not there initially. On
the right-hand side, this stroke merges with the stop which originally con-
eluded the text.
The site list for the modified version includes Butzbach, Heddesdorf,
Heldenbergen2, Holt3, Segontium4 and Weissenburg5. On the Marktveld at
Valkenburg, an impression was found in a grave which probably dates from
around A.D. 80°. A grave at Winchester, which contained this stamp, among
others, is only a little later7. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-95.
1. ORLB1, 16, 13.
2. ORL B25, 18, D2b.
3. Grimes 1930, 124, 35-36.
4. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, fig. 13, 6.
5. ORLB72,51, 21.
6. With stamps ofApronius, Calvus, lucundus, Roppus and Secundus iii.
7. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 3, from grave H, including stamps of
Prontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus and Sabinus.
V70 OF.VITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2036: VF*1072/lb: VF*1075/lv.
The only dated context o yield an example of this stamp is the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The date is therefore based
mainly on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-90.
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V59 VITALIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1082/la.
This stamp is known otherwise only from Mainz', Neuss2 and Rhein-
gonheim3. At Mainz it was found on two cups of Drag. 27g, in a grave
whose further contents suggest a Neronian date". One of the other interment
gifts is a dish ofVitalis i. It is logical, therefore, to assume that his stamp
also belongs to him. This hypothesis is not incompatible with the profiles of
the cups from Mainz and Vechten, although they are not very distinctive.
However, the dimensions of the cups do not differ significantly from those
of the cups of Drag. 27 and 27g of Vitalis ii which were found at Vechten.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Stiimpel 1978/1979, 352, Abb. 41, 13-14.
2. Mary 1967, Taf. 35, 37.
3. Ulbert 1969, Taf. 9, 72.
4. The grave contained products of Albus, Bassus i, Lentulus and
Passienus, among others.
V60 VITA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1074/lx.
To judge by its position in relation to the centre of the base of the cup, the
text of this retrograde stamp is complete. Other examples have not been
found so far, so the date is based solely on the shape of the cup. La Graufe-
senque [2], c. A.D. 45-65.
Vitalis ii
The site list for this stamp includes Chesterholm, Corbridge, Echzell' and
Faimingen2, so it is likely to be a relatively late stamp. The profiles of the
rouletted ishes from Vechten argue a date around the end of the 1st or the
beginning of the 2nd century.
On better impressions than the one illustrated here, the last letter is clearly
recognizable as a P; its significance is uncertain. The most logical assump-
tion is that it represents the first letter of the name of one of Vitalis's
employees. La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 80-110.
1. ORLB18,18, 56.
2. ORL B66c, 68, 142.
3. Albenque 1951, 181, fig. 5, 17a.
V62 OF.VITAL<IS>
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1100 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 84 J); VP2868 (fig.
6.73, j); VF*1076/lp (idem, Taf. 84 H);
VF*1078/la; VP*1078/ld; no no. (pl. 40, i).
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OF.VITALIS.
The complete text has only been found in London so far, so the die is
likely to have been damaged shortly after it was first used.
The site record for the reduced version includes Caerieon, Geislingen-
Hasenbuhl', the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil2. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls with this stamp may be dated to the Flavian
period3. La Graufesenque [I]4, c. A.D. 70-90.
1. Heiligmann 1990, Taf. 49, 5.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 294.
3. Knorr 1919, Taf. 83 E and 84 G and K; Atkinson 1942, pl. 68; Knorr
1952, Taf. 61. Cf. Hermet 1934, pl. 57, 8, probably this stamp.
4. See previous note.
No fewer than 213 stamps of Vitalis ii have been found at Vechten. These
make him the best-represented potter by far. Elsewhere in the Rhineland, his
products are also found in considerable quantities (cf. p. 56).
The presence of stamps ofVitalis ii in the Erdlager at Hofheim and in the
Moorschicht at Wiesbaden perhaps uggests that he was already active by
A.D. 70. The profiles of many of his products also allow this conclusion.
The large majority of his vessels were found in finds groups of a later date.
They occur not infrequently in settlements first occupied in the eighties.
Stamps ofVitalis ii are also found with some regularity in forts constructed
in the nineties, such as those at Bad Caimstatt, Echzell, Faimingen,
Heddesdorf, Stockstadt and Weissenburg. His activities, therefore, must
have continued at least until the end of the 1st century. Some vessels from
his workshop may even stem from the early 2nd century.
Vitalis ii also made moulds, for bowls of Drag. 29 and beakers of Drag. 30.
The decorative schemes of these vessels may be dated to the Flavian period.
At least a proportion of the moulds were used by Vitalis himself. In addi-
tion to this, he may have obtained a number of moulds from M. Crestio'.
At La Graufesenque, the name of Vitalis ii is found not only in stamps, but
also in four dockets on rouletted dishes from the late 1st century2.
1. Mees 1995, 99 and Taf. 197-198.
2. Marichal 1988, nos. 75-76 and 81-82.
V63 OFVITALI
Drag. 18R RMO: VF2870; VF*1081/1.
R-dish RMO: VF*1078/lj.
This stamp has been found at Heddemheim, in the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at Rottweil', among other places. The
profiles of the rouletted ishes from Vechten suggest a Flavian date. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-95.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 112.
V64 OF.VITAL
Dish RMO: VF*1076/lg.
None of the parallels for this stamp known so far stem from dated contexts.
Only a base fragment of the dish from Vechten has survived, so the stamp
may only be dated approximately. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-100.
V65 OF.VI<TAL>
V61 OF.VITALIS.P
Drag. 18R
R-dish
RMO:
RMO:
VF* 1083/1: f1935/1.2.
VF*1075/ld.
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1071/1.
RMO: no no.
These are impressions of a broken die which originally read OF.VITAL.
The complete version is only known from La Graufesenque. The reduced
variant was found at Carlisle, Newstead and Rottweil, among other places.
The profiles of the cups fromVechten indicate a date in the last decades of
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the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-100.
V66 OF[.]VITA.L
Drag. 18 RMO: VF286Q; VF2861.
The only more or less dated context in which this stamp has been found is
the Moorschicht at Wiesbaden'. Therefore, the die with which this stamp
was made may have been first used under Nero. However, the profiles of the
dishes from Vechten suggest hat the stamp belongs mainly to the Flavian
period. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
1. RitterUng/Pallat 1898, Taf. IX 12.
V67 OFVITAL
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2865; VF2865a;VF2867; VF*1075/lc;
VF*1075/ln; VF*1078/lb; VF*1078/li;
VF*1078/lk; VF*1078/ln; H909/10.2; no no.
PUG: Ve 1926/3.
Dish RMO: VF2859;VF2863;VF*1075/lp;VF*1078/lc;
VF*1078/le.
The site record for this stamp includes Binchester, Caerwent, Catterick,
Ebchester, Geislingen-Hasenbiihl1, Markobel, Newstead and Rottweil2. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Heiligmann 1990, Taf. 49, 25.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 113.
V67* OPVITA<L>
Drag.18
Drag. 27
RMO: VF24(76); VF*1078/lf; VF*1078/lg; H909/10.2.
RMO: VF2874.
These impressions were made with a broken or modified ie which orig-
inally read OFVITAL, rather than OFVITAI. Since the complete version
has been found at sites like Ebchester and Newstead, the die probably took
on its new appearance no earlier than c. A.D. 80. The site list for the re-
duced version includes Friedberg, Rottweil' and the Saalburg2. To judge
by the profiles of the vessels from Vechten, the die with which they were
marked was in use until c. A.D. 90, at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
80-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXH 114.
2. ORL A3, 181, 146.
V68 OF.VITA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1075/lj; VF*1075/ljj: VF*1075/11:
VF*1075/lnn.
PUG: 1394.
Dish RMO: VF24(72);VF2838a;VF*1075/lf;
VF*1075/lmm.
R-dish RMO: f 1980/7.311.
The only contexts to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are the
legionary fortress or canabae at Nijmegen and the Saalburg'. The profiles of
the vessels from Vechten argue a date in the last decades of the 1st century.
On the rouletted dish, the die was impressed twice, so the stamp reads
OFVITVITA. This phenomenon also occurs on examples of Abitus,
Sarrutus and Secundus iii2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL A3, 181, 147.
2. Cf. catalogue nos. A3, S35 and S89, and also Y5*
V69 OF.VITA.
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF2838: no no.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2819; VF2833; VF2851; VF* 1075/1,
VP-1075/la; VF*1075/lee; VF*1075/lh;
Vel927/l; H940/5.92.
Dish RMO: VF*1075/lkk;VF*1075/lq.
PUG: 1415; 1528.
This stamp is known from Butzbach, Caerleon, Carlisle, the Steinkastell at
Heddemheim', Newstead2 and the Nijmegen legionary fortress and canabae.
La Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 60.
2. Hartley 1972a, 8, 33-34.
3. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V69* OF.VITA<.>
Drag. 15/17 RMO: VF*1075/lqq.
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2815;VF2827;VF2830;VF2843;VF2846;
VF2852; VF*1075/1; VF*1075/li; no no.
PUG: 122.
Dish RMO: VF2837a;VF2844;VF*1075/loo;VF*1075/lz;
no no.: fl975/4.6 (2 ex.).
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2834;VF*1075/lu; no no.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2829.
These impressions were made with a damaged or modified ie. They may
be distinguished from earlier examples by the shape of the A. At the top of
this letter a horizontal stroke may be seen, which was not there initially. On
the right-hand side, this stroke merges with the stop which originally con-
eluded the text.
The site list for the modified version includes Butzbach, Heddesdorf,
Heldenbergen2, Holt3, Segontium4 and Weissenburg5. On the Marktveld at
Valkenburg, an impression was found in a grave which probably dates from
around A.D. 80°. A grave at Winchester, which contained this stamp, among
others, is only a little later7. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-95.
1. ORLB1, 16, 13.
2. ORL B25, 18, D2b.
3. Grimes 1930, 124, 35-36.
4. Hartley/Dickinson 1985b, 78, fig. 13, 6.
5. ORLB72,51, 21.
6. With stamps ofApronius, Calvus, lucundus, Roppus and Secundus iii.
7. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 3, from grave H, including stamps of
Prontinus, Memor, Cosius Rufinus and Sabinus.
V70 OF.VITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2036: VF*1072/lb: VF*1075/lv.
The only dated context o yield an example of this stamp is the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The date is therefore based
mainly on the profiles of the cups from Vechten. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 65-90.
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V71 OF.VITA.
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF2836.
PUG: 1450.
RMO: VF2823.
This stamp is also known from Butzbach, Heldenbergen', RottweiP,
Stockstadt3 and Wilderspool. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, it is not one ofVitalis's earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 75-100.
1. ORLB25, 18, D2a.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 120-121.
3. ORL B33, 106, 142.
V72 OF.VTTA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2835; VP2853; VF*1073/1; VF*1073/la;
VF*1073/lb; VF*1073/lc; VF*1073/Id; no no.
The site list for this stamp includes not only Carlisle, the Erweiterungslager
at Heddemheim' and Penydarren, but also the Erdlager at Hofheim2. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 21.
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 294.
3. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V73 OFVITA
Vechten has survived, so the stamp may only be dated approximately. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-100.
V76 OFVITA
Drag. 18 RMO: VP*1072/la.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (19); VF2820; VF2832; VF2839: VP2840:
VF2849; VF*1075/laa; VF*1075/lb;
VF*1075/lbb; VF*1075/lcc; VP*1075/lii;
VF*1075/111; VF*1075/lm; no no.; Vel924/G.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2816; VF2817; VF*1072/1; VF*250c;
VP*1075/lhh; VP*1075/lk; VF*1075/ls;
VF*1075/lw.
The die with which these impression were made gradually wore down. In
the end, the outer letters of the text were only partly legible; the Drag. 18
and five of the eight cups of Drag. 27 from Vechten bear impressions which
show this phenomenon.
The site record for this stamp includes Bad Cannstatt, Corbridge', the
Steinkastell at Heddernheim2, MarkobeP, Newstead4, Rottweil5, the
Saalburg- and Stockstadt7. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 227, 126.
Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 61.
ORLB21,Taf. III31a.
Hartley 1972a, 8, 35-36.
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 115, 136 and 296.
ORLA3, 181, 141-144.
ORL B33, Taf. XIX 143.
Drag. 29 RMO: nono.fpl. 41. ft.
PUG: Vel922/8.
This stamp occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29. It is also known from
Caerleon", the wrecked ship Culip IV2 and the Pompeii hoard3. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls are very diverse, but may all be dated to the
Flavian period4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 70-90.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
From a pit with stamps of C. An- Patricius, Modestus and Virthus.
Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 37.1.
Atkinson 1914, pl. V-VI 26-30 (according to A.W. Mees, the lower
frieze of the bowl numbered 30 does not consist of two identical
bands, but of a single one).
Knorr 1919, Taf. 84 F; Fiches 1978, 54, fig. 8, 11; cf. note 3.
Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 179d; Vernhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V74 OFVITA
Drag. 18 RMO: W2828; VF*1075/lpp.
Dish PUG: 1462.
Only a limited number of parallels for this stamp are known, none of which
stem from dated contexts. The date is therefore based solely on the profiles
of the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
V75 OFV[I]TA
Dish RMO: VF*1347.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far was found at Nijmegen,
and offers no leads for dating. Only a base fragment of the dish from
V77 OFVITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2847; VF2848; VF2854; VF*1075/le;
VF*1075/lg; VF*1075/lgg; VF*1075/lx;
VF*1075/ly; fl909/10.2.
This stamp has been found at Loughor and Nijmegen-west and in or near
York', among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten seem to
suggest hat his is not one ofVitalis's latest stamps. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance unknown.
V78 OFVIT
Drag. 27g RMO: t;VF*1071/lc.
Only three parallels for this stamp are known, two from Valkenburg and one
from Wiesbaden. The date is based on the profiles of the cups from Vechten.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
V79 VITALISF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2869; VF*1076/lj; VF*1082/1; VF*1082/lb.
On the right-hand side of the impression illustrated here, a vertical stroke is
just visible, the scant remains of an F. Since the stamp occurs on a Drag.
24/25, among other forms, and two examples are known from the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, the die with which these vessels were
marked was probably first used under Nero. However, the site list also
includes Bickenbach', Camelon, Chester and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 65-80.
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1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 79.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 179a; Verahet 1979, pl. XXX.
V79* VITALIS<F>
1. Schonberger 1955, 29, 48.
2. ORLB18,18, 54.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 116-118.
4. ORLA6,Taf. 4, 38.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (67); VF*1082/lc; VF*1082/le.
PUG: 1317;Vel92V6_(2ex.).
These are impressions of a damaged die which originally read VITALISF.
Only the second half of the first letter is left in the reduced version, from
which the F has disappeared completely. Since the original version is
known from Camelon, the die is likely to have been modified no earlier than
c. A.D. 80. The reduced version has been found at Bainbridge and
Nijmegen-west, among other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-95.
V80 VITA[LIS]
Dish RMO: VF*1074/lk.
Only five parallels for this stamp are known, including examples from the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and the Zugmantel' La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL B8, Taf. XXX 386.
V81 VITALI
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*1080/lb: fl 909/10.2.
The only context o provide an indication of the date of this stamp is
Rottweil. The date is therefore based mainly on the profiles of the cups from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
V84 VITAL
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*1076/ld.
RMO: VF*1076/lc; VF*1076/lh; VF*1080/le;
fl 909/10.2.
RMO: VF*1076/lb.
PUG: 7608.
The only context to give an impression of the date of this stamp is Old
Penrith'. It not only occurs on dishes, but also on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
At Freinsheim is was found on a Drag. 29 with Flavian decoration2. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dickinson 1991b, 133, 199.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 82 C.
V85 VITAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2739; VF2855a; VF2856; VF*1076/la;
VF*1076/lf.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Up to now, some twenty other examples of this stamp have been found, all
on cups of Drag. 27. The site record includes Bickenbach', Heddemheim
and Rottweil. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a date in the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 80.
V82 VITALI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
RMO: VF2872.
RMO: VF2841: VF2858: VF*1076/11: VF*1080/lc;
no no.
PUG: Vel920/12.
RMO: VF*1076/lm.
The site record for this stamp includes Bad Caimstatt, Camelon', Okarben,
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen2 and a late 1st-
century grave at Nijmegen-west3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 30.
2. From a sewer constructed in or after A.D. 89 (for the date of the sewer,
cf. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, 82 f.; Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1988,
32).
3. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, L. Fabu-, Rufinus ii, Sevems ii and
L. Cosius Virilis.
V86 VITAL
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2862.
Only two parallels for this stamp are known, from Fingringhoe Wick and
from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Since they
occur on cups of Drag. 27 the stamp is likely to date mainly from the
Flavian period. The shape of the cup from Vechten is also indicative of this,
but its dimensions would allow an earlier date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-90.
V87 VITAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2039; VF2857; W*lQ74/ld; VF* 1076/1;
VF*1076/le; VP*1076/li; VF*1076/lk;
VF*1076/ln; VF*1076/lo; VF*1078/11;
fl980/7.316.
V83 VITALI
Drag. 27 RMO: YF*1080/1; VF*1080/ld; no no.
PUG: 1493.
This stamp has so far been found only on cups of Drag. 27. The site list
includes Butzbach', Echzell2, RottweiP and Stockstadt4. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 70-100.
The site record for this stamp includes Chester, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil' and York. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten argue a late Ist-centurydate.LaGraufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
100.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 299.
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V71 OF.VITA.
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF2836.
PUG: 1450.
RMO: VF2823.
This stamp is also known from Butzbach, Heldenbergen', RottweiP,
Stockstadt3 and Wilderspool. To judge by the profiles of the dishes from
Vechten, it is not one ofVitalis's earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 75-100.
1. ORLB25, 18, D2a.
2. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 120-121.
3. ORL B33, 106, 142.
V72 OF.VTTA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2835; VP2853; VF*1073/1; VF*1073/la;
VF*1073/lb; VF*1073/lc; VF*1073/Id; no no.
The site list for this stamp includes not only Carlisle, the Erweiterungslager
at Heddemheim' and Penydarren, but also the Erdlager at Hofheim2. La
Graufesenque [I]3, c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Dragendorff 1907, Taf. XXII 21.
2. Ritterling 1912, 235, Abb. 53, 294.
3. Vemhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V73 OFVITA
Vechten has survived, so the stamp may only be dated approximately. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-100.
V76 OFVITA
Drag. 18 RMO: VP*1072/la.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (19); VF2820; VF2832; VF2839: VP2840:
VF2849; VF*1075/laa; VF*1075/lb;
VF*1075/lbb; VF*1075/lcc; VP*1075/lii;
VF*1075/111; VF*1075/lm; no no.; Vel924/G.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2816; VF2817; VF*1072/1; VF*250c;
VP*1075/lhh; VP*1075/lk; VF*1075/ls;
VF*1075/lw.
The die with which these impression were made gradually wore down. In
the end, the outer letters of the text were only partly legible; the Drag. 18
and five of the eight cups of Drag. 27 from Vechten bear impressions which
show this phenomenon.
The site record for this stamp includes Bad Cannstatt, Corbridge', the
Steinkastell at Heddernheim2, MarkobeP, Newstead4, Rottweil5, the
Saalburg- and Stockstadt7. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Dickinson/Hartley 1988a, 227, 126.
Fischer 1973, 221, Abb. 83, 61.
ORLB21,Taf. III31a.
Hartley 1972a, 8, 35-36.
Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 115, 136 and 296.
ORLA3, 181, 141-144.
ORL B33, Taf. XIX 143.
Drag. 29 RMO: nono.fpl. 41. ft.
PUG: Vel922/8.
This stamp occurs only on bowls of Drag. 29. It is also known from
Caerleon", the wrecked ship Culip IV2 and the Pompeii hoard3. The decor-
ative schemes of the bowls are very diverse, but may all be dated to the
Flavian period4. La Graufesenque [I]5, c. A.D. 70-90.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
From a pit with stamps of C. An- Patricius, Modestus and Virthus.
Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 37.1.
Atkinson 1914, pl. V-VI 26-30 (according to A.W. Mees, the lower
frieze of the bowl numbered 30 does not consist of two identical
bands, but of a single one).
Knorr 1919, Taf. 84 F; Fiches 1978, 54, fig. 8, 11; cf. note 3.
Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 179d; Vernhet 1979, pl. XXX.
V74 OFVITA
Drag. 18 RMO: W2828; VF*1075/lpp.
Dish PUG: 1462.
Only a limited number of parallels for this stamp are known, none of which
stem from dated contexts. The date is therefore based solely on the profiles
of the dishes from Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
V75 OFV[I]TA
Dish RMO: VF*1347.
The only parallel for this stamp known so far was found at Nijmegen,
and offers no leads for dating. Only a base fragment of the dish from
V77 OFVITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2847; VF2848; VF2854; VF*1075/le;
VF*1075/lg; VF*1075/lgg; VF*1075/lx;
VF*1075/ly; fl909/10.2.
This stamp has been found at Loughor and Nijmegen-west and in or near
York', among other places. The profiles of the cups from Vechten seem to
suggest hat his is not one ofVitalis's latest stamps. La Graufesenque [2],
c. A.D. 65-90.
1. Yorkshire Museum, provenance unknown.
V78 OFVIT
Drag. 27g RMO: t;VF*1071/lc.
Only three parallels for this stamp are known, two from Valkenburg and one
from Wiesbaden. The date is based on the profiles of the cups from Vechten.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
V79 VITALISF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2869; VF*1076/lj; VF*1082/1; VF*1082/lb.
On the right-hand side of the impression illustrated here, a vertical stroke is
just visible, the scant remains of an F. Since the stamp occurs on a Drag.
24/25, among other forms, and two examples are known from the
Keramiklager at Oberwinterthur, the die with which these vessels were
marked was probably first used under Nero. However, the site list also
includes Bickenbach', Camelon, Chester and the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 65-80.
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1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 79.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 113, 179a; Verahet 1979, pl. XXX.
V79* VITALIS<F>
1. Schonberger 1955, 29, 48.
2. ORLB18,18, 54.
3. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 116-118.
4. ORLA6,Taf. 4, 38.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (67); VF*1082/lc; VF*1082/le.
PUG: 1317;Vel92V6_(2ex.).
These are impressions of a damaged die which originally read VITALISF.
Only the second half of the first letter is left in the reduced version, from
which the F has disappeared completely. Since the original version is
known from Camelon, the die is likely to have been modified no earlier than
c. A.D. 80. The reduced version has been found at Bainbridge and
Nijmegen-west, among other places. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 80-95.
V80 VITA[LIS]
Dish RMO: VF*1074/lk.
Only five parallels for this stamp are known, including examples from the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and the Zugmantel' La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. ORL B8, Taf. XXX 386.
V81 VITALI
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*1080/lb: fl 909/10.2.
The only context o provide an indication of the date of this stamp is
Rottweil. The date is therefore based mainly on the profiles of the cups from
Vechten. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 65-90.
V84 VITAL
Drag. 15/17
Drag. 18
Dish
RMO: VF*1076/ld.
RMO: VF*1076/lc; VF*1076/lh; VF*1080/le;
fl 909/10.2.
RMO: VF*1076/lb.
PUG: 7608.
The only context to give an impression of the date of this stamp is Old
Penrith'. It not only occurs on dishes, but also on cups of Drag. 27 and 27g.
At Freinsheim is was found on a Drag. 29 with Flavian decoration2. La
Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Dickinson 1991b, 133, 199.
2. Knorr 1919, Taf. 82 C.
V85 VITAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2739; VF2855a; VF2856; VF*1076/la;
VF*1076/lf.
PUG: Vel925/5.
Up to now, some twenty other examples of this stamp have been found, all
on cups of Drag. 27. The site record includes Bickenbach', Heddemheim
and Rottweil. The profiles of the cups from Vechten argue a date in the last
decades of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 80.
V82 VITALI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
RMO: VF2872.
RMO: VF2841: VF2858: VF*1076/11: VF*1080/lc;
no no.
PUG: Vel920/12.
RMO: VF*1076/lm.
The site record for this stamp includes Bad Caimstatt, Camelon', Okarben,
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen2 and a late 1st-
century grave at Nijmegen-west3. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hartley 1972a, 5, 30.
2. From a sewer constructed in or after A.D. 89 (for the date of the sewer,
cf. Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1977, 82 f.; Bogaers/Haalebos et al. 1988,
32).
3. With stamps of Bassus ii, Crestio, L. Fabu-, Rufinus ii, Sevems ii and
L. Cosius Virilis.
V86 VITAL
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2862.
Only two parallels for this stamp are known, from Fingringhoe Wick and
from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. Since they
occur on cups of Drag. 27 the stamp is likely to date mainly from the
Flavian period. The shape of the cup from Vechten is also indicative of this,
but its dimensions would allow an earlier date. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D.
65-90.
V87 VITAL
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2039; VF2857; W*lQ74/ld; VF* 1076/1;
VF*1076/le; VP*1076/li; VF*1076/lk;
VF*1076/ln; VF*1076/lo; VF*1078/11;
fl980/7.316.
V83 VITALI
Drag. 27 RMO: YF*1080/1; VF*1080/ld; no no.
PUG: 1493.
This stamp has so far been found only on cups of Drag. 27. The site list
includes Butzbach', Echzell2, RottweiP and Stockstadt4. La Graufesenque
[2], c. A.D. 70-100.
The site record for this stamp includes Chester, the canabae outside the
legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Rottweil' and York. The profiles of the cups
from Vechten argue a late Ist-centurydate.LaGraufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-
100.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 299.
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V88 VITAI
Drag.33a
Drag.33(a?)
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1076/lnl.
no no.
Although the last letter of this stamp is an I rather than an L, its resem-
blance to the stamps numbered V85-87 makes it likely that this is also a
stamp ofVitalis. As yet, no identical impressions eem to have been found.
The profiles of the cups indicate a date in the last decades of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Graufesenque occurs on a dish of Halt. la, as does, perhaps, the impression
from Nijmegen2. Only a base fragment of the dish from Vechten remains.
The vessel has a pale fabric and a brown, matt slip. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLDC A, 55.
2. HaalebosAferlinden 1975, 143, 55.
Volus
V89 VITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (6); VF2821; YE2826; VF*1074/la;
VF*1074/lc; VF*1074/lf; VF*1074/lg;
VF*1074/lj; VF*1387; no no..
PUG: Vel925/5; 1946-12.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*1074/11.
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon', CarUsle, Chester, the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. La
Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Nash-Williams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 81.
2. Hermetl934,pl. 113, 179f.
V90 VITA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1074/lh; H940/5.13.
The only contexts to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are
Chester and Rottweil. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat his
is not one ofVitalis's earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
V91 VITA.
Drag. 27g RMO: no no. (2 ex.).
Four parallels for this stamp are known so far, but none from dated contexts.
The date of the stamp is therefore based solely on the profiles of the vessels
fromVechten. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hennetl934,pl. ll3, 179h.
Vocnuus
Only three different stamps of Vocnuus are known as yet, with the texts
VOCNVI, VOC.N and VOC. The three versions are each represented by a
single impression i  the material from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesen-
que, on dishes of Halt. la, among other forms. There is no doubt, therefore,
that Vocnuus is among the earliest export manufacturers at La Graufesenque.
V92 VOCNVI
Dish RMO: fl940/5.193.
This stamp has otherwise been found only in the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. The example from La
Volus is known mainly as a producer of moulds for kraters of Drag. 11 and
bowls of Drag. 29'. It is remarkable that he himself made few bowls of the
latter type2. Most moulds from his workshop seem to have been used by
Licinus3. The decorative schemes of Volus's moulds may be dated to the
first half of the 1st century.
In addition to moulds and bowls of Drag. 29, Volus also made plain ware. His
production i cludes vessels of Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, so he is likely already to
have been active under Tiberius. The Uttle evidence available seems to warrant
the deduction that his activities were limited to the period c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Mees 1995, 99 f. and Taf. 199-202.
2. Dannelll985,91, fig. 48, 112.
3. Mees 1995, Taf. 199, 1 and 5; 201, 1, and 202, 1.
V93 VOLVS
Dish RMO: VF*1092a;fl940/5.234.
The only context to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is
Camulodunum'. Since it occurs on dishes of Drag. 17 and cups of Ritt. 5,
among other forms, it is likely to date from the first half of the 1st century.
This conclusion is confirmed by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten,
each of which has a double groove on the inside of its base. La Graufesen-
que [I]2, c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E6, 46-47.
2. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I.
V94 [V]OLVS
Cup RMO: VF* 1090/1 ;YF*15Q9.
This stamp has not yet been found in any dated context. Only small frag-
ments remain of the cups from Vechten, so they cannot be dated by their
profiles. However, the example numbered VF*1090/1 is characterized by a
pale fabric and a brown slip, so the stamp is likely to date from before the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50,
Votornus
The complete name of this potter may be deduced from a stamp reading
VOTORNI, which was found in the Fosse de Ciiratus at La Graufesenque.
This context, and the profiles of his products, suggest that Votomus was
active in the Tiberio-Claudian period. Since Votomus seems to be a rare
cognomen, he is possibly identical to the Votomus who produced cups of
Ritt. 5 at Crambade'.
1. Martin 1983, 126, fig. 40, 14, and 131, fig. 23, 1-2; Bemont/Jacob
1986, 73, fig. 11.
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V95 VOTOR
Dish RMO: VF2784.
This stamp has otherwise been found only on cups of Drag. 24/25. From the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an example of this type is known
which has a bevelled footring', indicative of a relatively early date. The dish
from Vechten has a deep, double groove on the inside of the base, as is often
seen in Italian vessels. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Stuart 1976, 120, fig. 32, 328.
V96 VOTOR ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2886.
No other examples of this stamp are known so far. It is not clear whether the
last letter is an F or an R, so the text may be either VOTOF or VOTOR.
Since fecit-type stamps with abbreviated names are rather are, the inter-
pretation VOTOR(ni) is to be preferred to VOTO(mus) F(ecit). The cup has
a footring of relatively large diameter, and probably dates from the Claudian
era, at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
8.2 UNIDENTIFIED STAMPS
The unidentified stamps include 102 fragments which prob-
ably belong to name stamps; the other 682 examples are
so-called illiterate and other illegible stamps. The 784 un-
identified stamps have been divided into three groups.
The unidentified fragments ofname-stamps may be found
under numbers Xl-101. The list starts with Ae examples
of which only the initial letters have survived (Xl-47); first
the officina stamps, roughly arranged by their lengths, and
then the other types, in more or less alphabetical order.
These series are followed by the stamps of which only the
last letters remain (X48-90); they have been arranged alpha-
betically where possible, reading from right to left. The list
is concluded by the other fragmentary name stamps (X91-
101).
The second group contains the so-called illiterate and
other illegible stamps. These have been arranged by length
and numberedYl-376. Within a group of stamps of the same
length, the clearest and most characteristic examples
precede those less easy to recognize.
The fragments of illiterate and other illegible stamps con-
stitute a third group, which includes numbers Zl-115.
These are listed in random order.
The separate unidentified stamps are discussed according to
the same pattern used for the identified ones (cf. p. 155 f.),
with two important exceptions:
. Of the over six hundred different unidentified stamps,
generally no photographs have been taken. Instead, repro-
ductions have been made ofmbbings, on a scale of 1:1 (pis.
26-37). Of the (fragments of) illiterate and other illegible
stamps (catalogue nos. Y1-Z115), the "texts" are given only
in some cases; the interpretations suggested are naturally
entirely subjective. If Ae "text" is missing it is either too
faint, or cannot be represented typographically ina satisfac-
tory manner.
. Since illiterate and other illegible stamps often remain
unpublished, and Hartley and Dickinson have included only
the most common examples in their archives (cf. p. 156), it
is only rarely possible to find parallels for such stamps; ob-
viously, this is true to an even greater extent of the unidenti-
fied fragments of name stamps. In most cases, therefore, the
dates of the unidentified stamps are based exclusively on the
profiles and dimensions of the vessels they occur on. Thus,
the relevant remarks for such stamps usually merely include
their provenances and dates.
Fragments of name stamps
Xl OFIC. [-]
Ritt.5? RMO: no no.
The complete text of this stamp is not known. It is likely to belong to
Acutus, Bilicatus or Cantus, who regularly used the abbreviation OFLC in
their stamps. Since only the base with its externally grooved footring has
survived, it is uncertain whether this is a Ritt. 5 or a Drag. 27g. The diam-
eter of the groove around the stamp favours the first possibility. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
X2 OFLA[-] ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2071.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X3 OFA[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1527 (pl. 41, g).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
X4 OFA[-]
Dish PUG: Vel920/5.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
X5 OF.I[-]
Dish RMO: VF1987.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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V88 VITAI
Drag.33a
Drag.33(a?)
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1076/lnl.
no no.
Although the last letter of this stamp is an I rather than an L, its resem-
blance to the stamps numbered V85-87 makes it likely that this is also a
stamp ofVitalis. As yet, no identical impressions eem to have been found.
The profiles of the cups indicate a date in the last decades of the 1st cen-
tury. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 70-100.
Graufesenque occurs on a dish of Halt. la, as does, perhaps, the impression
from Nijmegen2. Only a base fragment of the dish from Vechten remains.
The vessel has a pale fabric and a brown, matt slip. La Graufesenque [I], c.
A.D. 20-40.
1. HaalebosWerlinden 1975, pl. XLDC A, 55.
2. HaalebosAferlinden 1975, 143, 55.
Volus
V89 VITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (6); VF2821; YE2826; VF*1074/la;
VF*1074/lc; VF*1074/lf; VF*1074/lg;
VF*1074/lj; VF*1387; no no..
PUG: Vel925/5; 1946-12.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*1074/11.
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon', CarUsle, Chester, the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. La
Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 65-95.
1. Nash-Williams 1932, 337, fig. 67, 81.
2. Hermetl934,pl. 113, 179f.
V90 VITA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1074/lh; H940/5.13.
The only contexts to provide an indication of the date of this stamp are
Chester and Rottweil. The profiles of the cups from Vechten suggest hat his
is not one ofVitalis's earliest stamps. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 75-100.
V91 VITA.
Drag. 27g RMO: no no. (2 ex.).
Four parallels for this stamp are known so far, but none from dated contexts.
The date of the stamp is therefore based solely on the profiles of the vessels
fromVechten. La Graufesenque [1]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Hennetl934,pl. ll3, 179h.
Vocnuus
Only three different stamps of Vocnuus are known as yet, with the texts
VOCNVI, VOC.N and VOC. The three versions are each represented by a
single impression i  the material from the Fosse de Cirratus at La Graufesen-
que, on dishes of Halt. la, among other forms. There is no doubt, therefore,
that Vocnuus is among the earliest export manufacturers at La Graufesenque.
V92 VOCNVI
Dish RMO: fl940/5.193.
This stamp has otherwise been found only in the Fosse de Cirratus at La
Graufesenque and on the Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. The example from La
Volus is known mainly as a producer of moulds for kraters of Drag. 11 and
bowls of Drag. 29'. It is remarkable that he himself made few bowls of the
latter type2. Most moulds from his workshop seem to have been used by
Licinus3. The decorative schemes of Volus's moulds may be dated to the
first half of the 1st century.
In addition to moulds and bowls of Drag. 29, Volus also made plain ware. His
production i cludes vessels of Drag. 17 and Ritt. 5, so he is likely already to
have been active under Tiberius. The Uttle evidence available seems to warrant
the deduction that his activities were limited to the period c. A.D. 20-50.
1. Mees 1995, 99 f. and Taf. 199-202.
2. Dannelll985,91, fig. 48, 112.
3. Mees 1995, Taf. 199, 1 and 5; 201, 1, and 202, 1.
V93 VOLVS
Dish RMO: VF*1092a;fl940/5.234.
The only context to provide a clue to the date of this stamp is
Camulodunum'. Since it occurs on dishes of Drag. 17 and cups of Ritt. 5,
among other forms, it is likely to date from the first half of the 1st century.
This conclusion is confirmed by the profiles of the dishes from Vechten,
each of which has a double groove on the inside of its base. La Graufesen-
que [I]2, c. A.D. 30-50.
1. Dickinson 1985b, microfiche 2:E6, 46-47.
2. Vialettes 1894-1899, pl. I.
V94 [V]OLVS
Cup RMO: VF* 1090/1 ;YF*15Q9.
This stamp has not yet been found in any dated context. Only small frag-
ments remain of the cups from Vechten, so they cannot be dated by their
profiles. However, the example numbered VF*1090/1 is characterized by a
pale fabric and a brown slip, so the stamp is likely to date from before the
middle of the 1st century. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 30-50,
Votornus
The complete name of this potter may be deduced from a stamp reading
VOTORNI, which was found in the Fosse de Ciiratus at La Graufesenque.
This context, and the profiles of his products, suggest that Votomus was
active in the Tiberio-Claudian period. Since Votomus seems to be a rare
cognomen, he is possibly identical to the Votomus who produced cups of
Ritt. 5 at Crambade'.
1. Martin 1983, 126, fig. 40, 14, and 131, fig. 23, 1-2; Bemont/Jacob
1986, 73, fig. 11.
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V95 VOTOR
Dish RMO: VF2784.
This stamp has otherwise been found only on cups of Drag. 24/25. From the
cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen, an example of this type is known
which has a bevelled footring', indicative of a relatively early date. The dish
from Vechten has a deep, double groove on the inside of the base, as is often
seen in Italian vessels. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 25-50.
1. Stuart 1976, 120, fig. 32, 328.
V96 VOTOR ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2886.
No other examples of this stamp are known so far. It is not clear whether the
last letter is an F or an R, so the text may be either VOTOF or VOTOR.
Since fecit-type stamps with abbreviated names are rather are, the inter-
pretation VOTOR(ni) is to be preferred to VOTO(mus) F(ecit). The cup has
a footring of relatively large diameter, and probably dates from the Claudian
era, at the latest. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 35-55.
8.2 UNIDENTIFIED STAMPS
The unidentified stamps include 102 fragments which prob-
ably belong to name stamps; the other 682 examples are
so-called illiterate and other illegible stamps. The 784 un-
identified stamps have been divided into three groups.
The unidentified fragments ofname-stamps may be found
under numbers Xl-101. The list starts with Ae examples
of which only the initial letters have survived (Xl-47); first
the officina stamps, roughly arranged by their lengths, and
then the other types, in more or less alphabetical order.
These series are followed by the stamps of which only the
last letters remain (X48-90); they have been arranged alpha-
betically where possible, reading from right to left. The list
is concluded by the other fragmentary name stamps (X91-
101).
The second group contains the so-called illiterate and
other illegible stamps. These have been arranged by length
and numberedYl-376. Within a group of stamps of the same
length, the clearest and most characteristic examples
precede those less easy to recognize.
The fragments of illiterate and other illegible stamps con-
stitute a third group, which includes numbers Zl-115.
These are listed in random order.
The separate unidentified stamps are discussed according to
the same pattern used for the identified ones (cf. p. 155 f.),
with two important exceptions:
. Of the over six hundred different unidentified stamps,
generally no photographs have been taken. Instead, repro-
ductions have been made ofmbbings, on a scale of 1:1 (pis.
26-37). Of the (fragments of) illiterate and other illegible
stamps (catalogue nos. Y1-Z115), the "texts" are given only
in some cases; the interpretations suggested are naturally
entirely subjective. If Ae "text" is missing it is either too
faint, or cannot be represented typographically ina satisfac-
tory manner.
. Since illiterate and other illegible stamps often remain
unpublished, and Hartley and Dickinson have included only
the most common examples in their archives (cf. p. 156), it
is only rarely possible to find parallels for such stamps; ob-
viously, this is true to an even greater extent of the unidenti-
fied fragments of name stamps. In most cases, therefore, the
dates of the unidentified stamps are based exclusively on the
profiles and dimensions of the vessels they occur on. Thus,
the relevant remarks for such stamps usually merely include
their provenances and dates.
Fragments of name stamps
Xl OFIC. [-]
Ritt.5? RMO: no no.
The complete text of this stamp is not known. It is likely to belong to
Acutus, Bilicatus or Cantus, who regularly used the abbreviation OFLC in
their stamps. Since only the base with its externally grooved footring has
survived, it is uncertain whether this is a Ritt. 5 or a Drag. 27g. The diam-
eter of the groove around the stamp favours the first possibility. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
X2 OFLA[-] ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2071.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X3 OFA[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1527 (pl. 41, g).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
X4 OFA[-]
Dish PUG: Vel920/5.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
X5 OF.I[-]
Dish RMO: VF1987.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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X6 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X7 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X8 OFV[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1647 (pl. 41, h).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X9 OF[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1708 (pl. 41, j).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-75.
X10 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel927/2 "Oostveen".
The dish is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Xl 1 OF[-]
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*340.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X12 OFI[-]
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-35.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
X13 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1531.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X14 OF[-]
Drag. 16 RMO: VF*1546.
X15 OF. [-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X16 OF[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
Xl 7 OF[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2495.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X18 OF.[A?-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2365c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
X19 OF[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel926/2 = 8114 (pl. 41, 1).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
X20 OF[-]
Dish RMO: fl940/5.111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X21 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: {1909/10.2
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X22 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel927/2 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X23 OF[-]
Drag. 18 KMO: fl909/10.2.
The dish has a double groove in its internal base. In view of the limited La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
dimensions of its letters, this may perhaps be assumed to be a stamp of
Cantus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
X24 0[-]
Dish RMO: f 1909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X25 OF[-]
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X26 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl980/7.310.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X27 0[-]
Dish RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X28 0[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1430(Knorrl919,Taf. 86H).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X29 0[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1469 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 87 F).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X30 0[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1947-413 (pl. 42, d).
If the decoration of this vessel is taken into account, the shape is remark-
ably late. The carination of the wall is rather pronounced, and the stamp is
surrounded by a single groove. The colour of the slip is remarkably orange,
but neutron activation analysis suggests that the bowl was made at La
Graufesenque'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. See appendix A, 1.
X31 0[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X32 LBV[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel925/5.
It is not impossible that this is an impression of a broken die ofAlbus. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X33 CA[-] (?)
Dish RMO: Vel923/4.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X34 CE[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel920/5.
This may be a stamp of Celsus i. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X35 OCI[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2361a.
This could be a stamp of Cocus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X36 DOD[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2924.
At La Graufesenque, a stamp reading DODO was found, but it does not
seem to be identical to the example from Vechten. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 50-80.
X37 FVS[-] ?
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: fl909/10.2.
If the first letters of this stamp have been correctly interpreted, it may
belong to Fuscus ii. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-120.
X38 M[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2327a (pl. 41, m)
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X39 ODI[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2365a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X40 OF[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*800.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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X6 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X7 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X8 OFV[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1647 (pl. 41, h).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X9 OF[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1708 (pl. 41, j).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-75.
X10 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel927/2 "Oostveen".
The dish is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Xl 1 OF[-]
Drag. 33a RMO: VF*340.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X12 OFI[-]
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-35.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
X13 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1531.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X14 OF[-]
Drag. 16 RMO: VF*1546.
X15 OF. [-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X16 OF[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
Xl 7 OF[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2495.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X18 OF.[A?-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2365c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
X19 OF[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel926/2 = 8114 (pl. 41, 1).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
X20 OF[-]
Dish RMO: fl940/5.111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X21 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: {1909/10.2
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X22 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel927/2 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X23 OF[-]
Drag. 18 KMO: fl909/10.2.
The dish has a double groove in its internal base. In view of the limited La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
dimensions of its letters, this may perhaps be assumed to be a stamp of
Cantus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
X24 0[-]
Dish RMO: f 1909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X25 OF[-]
Dish RMO: fl940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X26 OF[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl980/7.310.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X27 0[-]
Dish RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X28 0[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1430(Knorrl919,Taf. 86H).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X29 0[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF1469 (Knorr 1919, Taf. 87 F).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X30 0[-]
Drag. 29 PUG: 1947-413 (pl. 42, d).
If the decoration of this vessel is taken into account, the shape is remark-
ably late. The carination of the wall is rather pronounced, and the stamp is
surrounded by a single groove. The colour of the slip is remarkably orange,
but neutron activation analysis suggests that the bowl was made at La
Graufesenque'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
1. See appendix A, 1.
X31 0[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X32 LBV[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel925/5.
It is not impossible that this is an impression of a broken die ofAlbus. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X33 CA[-] (?)
Dish RMO: Vel923/4.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X34 CE[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel920/5.
This may be a stamp of Celsus i. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X35 OCI[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2361a.
This could be a stamp of Cocus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X36 DOD[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2924.
At La Graufesenque, a stamp reading DODO was found, but it does not
seem to be identical to the example from Vechten. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 50-80.
X37 FVS[-] ?
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: fl909/10.2.
If the first letters of this stamp have been correctly interpreted, it may
belong to Fuscus ii. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-120.
X38 M[-]
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2327a (pl. 41, m)
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X39 ODI[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2365a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X40 OF[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*800.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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X41 OFIM[-] ?
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2720.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-50.
X42 RTI[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*143.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
X43 TVS[SO]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2747.
X50 [-]FEC
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2 (pl. 41, k).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X51 [-]EISAF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2897.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
X52 [-]SF (?)
Drag. 15/17 RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
This stamp has also been found on cups of Ritt. 8. La Graufesenque [I], c. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
A.D. 40-70.
X44 VENI[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1420.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X45 [-]R[M?-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*737.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
X46 \[-]
Dish RMO: Vel920.33.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X47 0[-] or C[-]
Dish RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X48 [-]RA (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2895.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
X49 [-]I.ALB
Ritt. 8 or 9 PUG: Vel925/l.
This may be an otherwise unknown stamp ofAlbus. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 40-70.
X53 [-]ACI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2375; no no.
Only [-]ACI remains on both impressions. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
70-100.
X54 [-]ICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2910.
This could be a stamp of Patricias'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. P24-25.
X55 [-]III
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3049.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X56 [-]CI
Drag. 29 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
X57 [-]I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X58 [-]CI
R-dish RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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X59 [-]ATH
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-120.
X60 [-]ANI
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925/3.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X61 [-]ANI
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X62 [-]ANI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/l0.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X63 [-]NI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X64 [-]NI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
This stamp may perhaps be completed as [IVLLI]NI' La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Cf. catalogue no. 132.
X65 [-]MI
Dish PUG: Vel925/3.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X66 [-]M (?)
Dish RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X67 [-]NI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*1455 (pl. 41, n).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-85.
X68 [-]ERI.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1504.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X69 [-]RI
R-dish RMO: Vel914.1.
Only a small base fragment of this rouletted ish has survived, which does
not allow dating. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-120.
X70 [-]SI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl909/10.2.
This may be a fragment of a stamp reading MARSI' La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Cf. catalogue no. M28.
X71 [-]SITI
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*1415.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X72 [-]STI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*509.
Perhaps a stamp of lustus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X73 [-]YTI
R-dish PUG: 1947-413.
In view of the relatively late date of this rouletted ish, the stamp .is unlike-
ly to belong to Acutus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
X74 [-]LVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1454.
This may be a stamp of Calvus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
X75 [-]VI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: Vel914.8.
Partly in view of the date of the cup, the text of this stamp may perhaps be
completed as [AQ]VI. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
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X41 OFIM[-] ?
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2720.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-50.
X42 RTI[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*143.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
X43 TVS[SO]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2747.
X50 [-]FEC
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2 (pl. 41, k).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X51 [-]EISAF
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2897.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
X52 [-]SF (?)
Drag. 15/17 RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
This stamp has also been found on cups of Ritt. 8. La Graufesenque [I], c. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
A.D. 40-70.
X44 VENI[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1420.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X45 [-]R[M?-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*737.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
X46 \[-]
Dish RMO: Vel920.33.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X47 0[-] or C[-]
Dish RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X48 [-]RA (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2895.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
X49 [-]I.ALB
Ritt. 8 or 9 PUG: Vel925/l.
This may be an otherwise unknown stamp ofAlbus. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 40-70.
X53 [-]ACI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2375; no no.
Only [-]ACI remains on both impressions. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
70-100.
X54 [-]ICI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2910.
This could be a stamp of Patricias'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. P24-25.
X55 [-]III
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3049.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X56 [-]CI
Drag. 29 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
X57 [-]I
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X58 [-]CI
R-dish RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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X59 [-]ATH
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-120.
X60 [-]ANI
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925/3.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X61 [-]ANI
Drag. 29 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
X62 [-]ANI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/l0.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X63 [-]NI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X64 [-]NI
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
This stamp may perhaps be completed as [IVLLI]NI' La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Cf. catalogue no. 132.
X65 [-]MI
Dish PUG: Vel925/3.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X66 [-]M (?)
Dish RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X67 [-]NI
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*1455 (pl. 41, n).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-85.
X68 [-]ERI.
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1504.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X69 [-]RI
R-dish RMO: Vel914.1.
Only a small base fragment of this rouletted ish has survived, which does
not allow dating. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-120.
X70 [-]SI
Drag. 15/17 RMO: fl909/10.2.
This may be a fragment of a stamp reading MARSI' La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Cf. catalogue no. M28.
X71 [-]SITI
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*1415.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X72 [-]STI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*509.
Perhaps a stamp of lustus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
X73 [-]YTI
R-dish PUG: 1947-413.
In view of the relatively late date of this rouletted ish, the stamp .is unlike-
ly to belong to Acutus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
X74 [-]LVI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1454.
This may be a stamp of Calvus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
X75 [-]VI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: Vel914.8.
Partly in view of the date of the cup, the text of this stamp may perhaps be
completed as [AQ]VI. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
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X76 [-]I
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X77 [-]I
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X78 [-]I
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80:
X79 [-]M
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1433.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X80 F-1AN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2997.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X81 [-]SSO or [-]SCO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3020.
Not identical to the stamp PRIMISCO recorded in the catalogue under no.
P137. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
X82 [-]ICIO ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1443.
X84 [-]EICIS ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1932c.
This may be a stamp of Felix. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X85 [-]IS
Drag. 27g RMO: VP3036.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X86 [-]MVS (retrograde)
Drag. 33a PUG: Vel920/4.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X87 [-JENIVS
Dish RMO: VF* 1477.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
X88 [-JBIT
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1468.
The underside of the footnng is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-
50.
X89 [-]RT (retrograde)
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP*1051d.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
X90 [-JLIX
Ritt. 8 RMO: VP3090.
TMs stamp may^perhaps be interpreted as [SENJICIO-. La Graufesenque This may be an otherwise unknown stamp of Felix. La Graufesenque [3], c.
[3], c. A.D. 50-80. - A.D. 45-65. -. ----.----.^ -,-".
1. Cf. catalogueno.S113.
X83 [-]ES
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3035.
X91 illegible fragment
Dish PUG: Vel926/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
This fragment may perhaps be completed as [PVD]ES. However, it is
definitely not identical to the stamp with that ext under catalogue no. P143. X92 illegible
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Dish PUG: 1947-66.
La Graufesenque [3], c. 'A.D. 20-80.
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X93 illegible fragment
Dish PUG: 1947-74.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
X94 [-]A[-]
R-dish RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
X95 [-]VI[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2943.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X96 [-]RIC[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: Ve 1927/2 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X97 [-]LI[-]
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X98 illegible fragment
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3142g.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X99 illegible fragment
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1426.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Xl 00 illegible fragment
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel927/2 "Oostveen".
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
X101 [-]CI ?
Drag. 15/17 RMO: {1940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Illiterate and other illegible stamps
28 mm
Yl
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1325.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
26 mm
Y2
Dish RMO: VF*1561.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
25 mm
Y3 VININ
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*475b (Knorr 1919, Taf. 87 B).
This stamp is also known from Asciburgium', Dorchester, Exeter2 and the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen, on bowls of Drag. 29. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Vanderhoeven 1976, 65, Taf. 63, 498.
2. Dickinsonl991a,51, 98.
24 mm
Y4 IISVIIM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2014a.
This stamp may perhaps be interpreted as MEVSF (retrograde). It is other-
wise known only from Leicester, London and Rocester. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y5 [OFIV]OICA
Dish RMO: VF2887.
The site list for this stamp includes Brecon, Caerleon, Gloucester, the cana-
bae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and
Straubing". La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 257.
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X76 [-]I
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X77 [-]I
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X78 [-]I
Drag. 18 RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80:
X79 [-]M
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1433.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X80 F-1AN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2997.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X81 [-]SSO or [-]SCO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3020.
Not identical to the stamp PRIMISCO recorded in the catalogue under no.
P137. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
X82 [-]ICIO ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1443.
X84 [-]EICIS ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1932c.
This may be a stamp of Felix. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
X85 [-]IS
Drag. 27g RMO: VP3036.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
X86 [-]MVS (retrograde)
Drag. 33a PUG: Vel920/4.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X87 [-JENIVS
Dish RMO: VF* 1477.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
X88 [-JBIT
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1468.
The underside of the footnng is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-
50.
X89 [-]RT (retrograde)
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VP*1051d.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
X90 [-JLIX
Ritt. 8 RMO: VP3090.
TMs stamp may^perhaps be interpreted as [SENJICIO-. La Graufesenque This may be an otherwise unknown stamp of Felix. La Graufesenque [3], c.
[3], c. A.D. 50-80. - A.D. 45-65. -. ----.----.^ -,-".
1. Cf. catalogueno.S113.
X83 [-]ES
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3035.
X91 illegible fragment
Dish PUG: Vel926/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
This fragment may perhaps be completed as [PVD]ES. However, it is
definitely not identical to the stamp with that ext under catalogue no. P143. X92 illegible
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Dish PUG: 1947-66.
La Graufesenque [3], c. 'A.D. 20-80.
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X93 illegible fragment
Dish PUG: 1947-74.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
X94 [-]A[-]
R-dish RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
X95 [-]VI[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2943.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X96 [-]RIC[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: Ve 1927/2 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X97 [-]LI[-]
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X98 illegible fragment
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3142g.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
X99 illegible fragment
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1426.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Xl 00 illegible fragment
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel927/2 "Oostveen".
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
X101 [-]CI ?
Drag. 15/17 RMO: {1940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Illiterate and other illegible stamps
28 mm
Yl
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1325.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
26 mm
Y2
Dish RMO: VF*1561.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
25 mm
Y3 VININ
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*475b (Knorr 1919, Taf. 87 B).
This stamp is also known from Asciburgium', Dorchester, Exeter2 and the
settlement around the Trajanusplein at Nijmegen, on bowls of Drag. 29. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-80.
1. Vanderhoeven 1976, 65, Taf. 63, 498.
2. Dickinsonl991a,51, 98.
24 mm
Y4 IISVIIM
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2014a.
This stamp may perhaps be interpreted as MEVSF (retrograde). It is other-
wise known only from Leicester, London and Rocester. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y5 [OFIV]OICA
Dish RMO: VF2887.
The site list for this stamp includes Brecon, Caerleon, Gloucester, the cana-
bae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen, Nijmegen-west and
Straubing". La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
1. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 257.
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Y5* OFIVOI<CA>
R-dish RMO: VF*1089x.
This rouletted dish was marked with a broken die, which initially read
ONVOICA. The die was impressed twice, so that he last letters of the text
are repeated. The site record for the reduced version also includes
Faimingen', Friedberg2, the Saalburg3 and Straubing4. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 85-100.
1. ORLB66c,Taf.Vini51.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 35.
3. ORL A3, 178, 85; Schonberger 1970, 26, Abb. 2, 41.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 256.
Y6
Dish RMO: VF3130.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y7
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3142K
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
23 mm
Y8 [-]ICI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1148.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
22 mm
Y9 IIIONTA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*681.
This may be a stamp of Montanus. The date is based on the shape of the
Drag. 18 from Vechten and on the profiles of two dishes of the same type
from Banasa and Cotta'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 297-298 (stamps), and 201; fig. 27,
297-298 (profiles).
Y10
Drag.18 RMO: VF1594a.
This stamp was also found in the wrecked ship Culip IV, at Elginhaugh and
Gloucester-Kingsholm, in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and at York. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 18.1.
Fig. 8.7 Detail of a Drag. 29 found at Vechten with an unidentified
stamp in the base, and an impression of the signature MA
among the moulded ecoration. Scale 2:1.
21 mm
Yll AVIIVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2266.
This may be a stamp ofAvitus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y12 OFMAI (reb-ograde)
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2993; VF*564a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3118: VF*564:VF*1130.
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925 = 8035 (Mees 1990, Abb. 13, 2; Mees
1995, Taf. 117, 1).
The site list for this stamp includes Bad Cannstatt', Faimingen2 and the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The cups from Vechten
with this stamp look clearly later than the dishes and the Drag. 29. The lat-
ter vessel was made in a mould which bore the signature MA among its
decoration3 (fig. 8.7). La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 192.
2. ORL B66c, Taf. VH 143.
3. Cf. Mees 1995, 83, Taf. 116-117, and 118, 1-8.
Y13
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1172.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y14 NIDNI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2003c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y15 [-]RV (retrograde)
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3089.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y16
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*32.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*32a; VF*1131.
Y22 OFPAI (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1286.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y23 [-]IOF ?
Dish RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
These are impressions of a modified ie. Earlier examples are known from
La Graufesenque and from a grave at Nijmegen-west which also contained
impressions of the modified version'. The site record also includes Bad Y24
Cannstatt2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*l330.
1. With stamps of Calvus, Crestio, Felicia, Memor and L. Cosius ViriUs.
2. Knorr 1921, Taf. UI 124. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
20 mm
Y17 DC.V.X
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1126.
This stamp is also known from Caerleon and Caerwent. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y18
Drag.
IARIA
18 RMO:
La Graufesenque [3], c.
Y19
Drag.18 RMO:
VF1989a.
A.D. 60-80.
VF*1155.
This stamp was also found in a Domitianic grave at Winchester'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 5, from grave II, including stamps of
Frontinus. Memor. Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus and Vitalis ii.
Y20 VX:IINN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1283.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3094; YP*1197; f 1975/4.4.
This stamp is also known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y21
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3103.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y25 IIIIIMII
Drag. 27 RMO: VP2268d.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y26
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
19 mm
Y27 OFCESO (retrograde)
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925/3.
This may be a stamp of Censor. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y28 OEVONII
Dish RMO: VF20l5b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1375.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2135a; VF*1357 (pl. 41, o); no no.
The site list for this stamp includes Castleford, Chester and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-
95.
Y29
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2001a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y5* OFIVOI<CA>
R-dish RMO: VF*1089x.
This rouletted dish was marked with a broken die, which initially read
ONVOICA. The die was impressed twice, so that he last letters of the text
are repeated. The site record for the reduced version also includes
Faimingen', Friedberg2, the Saalburg3 and Straubing4. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 85-100.
1. ORLB66c,Taf.Vini51.
2. ORL B26, 33, Abb. 1, 35.
3. ORL A3, 178, 85; Schonberger 1970, 26, Abb. 2, 41.
4. Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 256.
Y6
Dish RMO: VF3130.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y7
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3142K
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
23 mm
Y8 [-]ICI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1148.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
22 mm
Y9 IIIONTA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*681.
This may be a stamp of Montanus. The date is based on the shape of the
Drag. 18 from Vechten and on the profiles of two dishes of the same type
from Banasa and Cotta'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 192, fig. 14, 297-298 (stamps), and 201; fig. 27,
297-298 (profiles).
Y10
Drag.18 RMO: VF1594a.
This stamp was also found in the wrecked ship Culip IV, at Elginhaugh and
Gloucester-Kingsholm, in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and at York. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Nieto et al. 1989, 198 f., fig. 147, 18.1.
Fig. 8.7 Detail of a Drag. 29 found at Vechten with an unidentified
stamp in the base, and an impression of the signature MA
among the moulded ecoration. Scale 2:1.
21 mm
Yll AVIIVI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2266.
This may be a stamp ofAvitus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y12 OFMAI (reb-ograde)
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2993; VF*564a.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3118: VF*564:VF*1130.
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925 = 8035 (Mees 1990, Abb. 13, 2; Mees
1995, Taf. 117, 1).
The site list for this stamp includes Bad Cannstatt', Faimingen2 and the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. The cups from Vechten
with this stamp look clearly later than the dishes and the Drag. 29. The lat-
ter vessel was made in a mould which bore the signature MA among its
decoration3 (fig. 8.7). La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORL B59, Taf. IV 192.
2. ORL B66c, Taf. VH 143.
3. Cf. Mees 1995, 83, Taf. 116-117, and 118, 1-8.
Y13
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1172.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y14 NIDNI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2003c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y15 [-]RV (retrograde)
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3089.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y16
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*32.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*32a; VF*1131.
Y22 OFPAI (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1286.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y23 [-]IOF ?
Dish RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
These are impressions of a modified ie. Earlier examples are known from
La Graufesenque and from a grave at Nijmegen-west which also contained
impressions of the modified version'. The site record also includes Bad Y24
Cannstatt2. La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 80-110.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF*l330.
1. With stamps of Calvus, Crestio, Felicia, Memor and L. Cosius ViriUs.
2. Knorr 1921, Taf. UI 124. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-85.
20 mm
Y17 DC.V.X
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1126.
This stamp is also known from Caerleon and Caerwent. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y18
Drag.
IARIA
18 RMO:
La Graufesenque [3], c.
Y19
Drag.18 RMO:
VF1989a.
A.D. 60-80.
VF*1155.
This stamp was also found in a Domitianic grave at Winchester'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Biddle 1967, 235, fig. 7, 5, from grave II, including stamps of
Frontinus. Memor. Cosius Rufinus, Sabinus and Vitalis ii.
Y20 VX:IINN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1283.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3094; YP*1197; f 1975/4.4.
This stamp is also known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y21
Drag. 18 RMO: VF3103.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y25 IIIIIMII
Drag. 27 RMO: VP2268d.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y26
Drag. 18 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
19 mm
Y27 OFCESO (retrograde)
Drag. 18 PUG: Vel925/3.
This may be a stamp of Censor. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y28 OEVONII
Dish RMO: VF20l5b.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1375.
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2135a; VF*1357 (pl. 41, o); no no.
The site list for this stamp includes Castleford, Chester and the canabae
outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-
95.
Y29
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2001a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y30 IANNH
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1244.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y31
Drag. 27g RMO: fl 940/5. 111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y32 iimim
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1282.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y33 OMAC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y34 LACOA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1989.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y35
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3115.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y36
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3142m.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y37
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1322.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
18 mm
The site record for this stamp includes Nijmegen-west and Rottweil'. La
Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 304.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 36.
Y39
Dish
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*50b:VF*l
RMO: VF*1174.
Y38 CNONC
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1752; VF*282.
RMO: VF1723.
This stamp was also found at Catterick and Rottweil. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 70-100.
Y40
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1160: VF* 1193; VF*1230a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y41 VTTA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2864.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y42 0[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: BvD107.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y43 AIOTIA
Drag.27 RMO: VF*1353.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y44
Drag. 27 RMO: fl976/10.83.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
17 mm
Y45 AHRO.n
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925: 1947-234.
This stamp was found at Narbonne on a Drag. 29 from a mould of Lupus'.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Mees 1995, 82 and Taf. 100, 1.
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Y46 OFMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2144.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y54 IWNI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1265.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y47 IOWNI
Dish RMO: VF2013a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y55
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2355.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y48 M[-]
Dish RMO: VF*692:VF*1273.
Y56
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2937.
The site list for this stamp includes Carlisle and Castleford. The dish La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
numbered VF*692 is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y49 C.PPVYX. (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: YF1818;VF1819;VF2443b;VF*1164;
VF*1164b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y50
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1287.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y57
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*42.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y58
Drag. 24/25 RMO: YF*U37; VF*1279; no no.
Cup RMO: fl940/5.234.
The example numbered fl940/5.234 shows traces of burning. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
Y51
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3136; VF3138; VF3139; VF3140; VF3140a;
VF3141; VF*51: VF*762b; VF*1204; VF*1216;
VF*1216a; VF*1431; no no.; Vel927/3
"Oostveen".
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y52 AIXV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*55: VF*147.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y53 PATRXICI ?
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27g
RMO: H935/1.2.
RMO: VF2942.
These may be impressions of a modified ie of Patricius. The date is based
partly on the shape of a cup with this stamp from Volubilis'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 173 (stamp), and 196, fig. 19, 173
(profile).
Y59
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (102).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Y60
Dish RMO: VF* 1173.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y61 IIAIX
Drag. 27 RMO: VP1833a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y62 OFLXX
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
368 8 CATALOGUE
Y30 IANNH
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1244.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y31
Drag. 27g RMO: fl 940/5. 111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y32 iimim
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1282.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y33 OMAC
Drag. 24/25 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y34 LACOA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1989.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y35
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3115.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y36
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3142m.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y37
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1322.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
18 mm
The site record for this stamp includes Nijmegen-west and Rottweil'. La
Graufesenque [I]2, c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 304.
2. Hermet 1934, pl. 110, 36.
Y39
Dish
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*50b:VF*l
RMO: VF*1174.
Y38 CNONC
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1752; VF*282.
RMO: VF1723.
This stamp was also found at Catterick and Rottweil. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 70-100.
Y40
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1160: VF* 1193; VF*1230a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y41 VTTA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2864.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y42 0[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: BvD107.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y43 AIOTIA
Drag.27 RMO: VF*1353.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y44
Drag. 27 RMO: fl976/10.83.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
17 mm
Y45 AHRO.n
Drag. 29 PUG: Vel925: 1947-234.
This stamp was found at Narbonne on a Drag. 29 from a mould of Lupus'.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Mees 1995, 82 and Taf. 100, 1.
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Y46 OFMI
Drag. 18 RMO: VF2144.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y54 IWNI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1265.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y47 IOWNI
Dish RMO: VF2013a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y55
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2355.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y48 M[-]
Dish RMO: VF*692:VF*1273.
Y56
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2937.
The site list for this stamp includes Carlisle and Castleford. The dish La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
numbered VF*692 is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y49 C.PPVYX. (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: YF1818;VF1819;VF2443b;VF*1164;
VF*1164b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y50
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1287.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y57
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*42.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y58
Drag. 24/25 RMO: YF*U37; VF*1279; no no.
Cup RMO: fl940/5.234.
The example numbered fl940/5.234 shows traces of burning. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
Y51
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3136; VF3138; VF3139; VF3140; VF3140a;
VF3141; VF*51: VF*762b; VF*1204; VF*1216;
VF*1216a; VF*1431; no no.; Vel927/3
"Oostveen".
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y52 AIXV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*55: VF*147.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y53 PATRXICI ?
Drag. 24/25
Drag.27g
RMO: H935/1.2.
RMO: VF2942.
These may be impressions of a modified ie of Patricius. The date is based
partly on the shape of a cup with this stamp from Volubilis'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Laubenheimer 1979, 188, fig. 10, 173 (stamp), and 196, fig. 19, 173
(profile).
Y59
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (102).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Y60
Dish RMO: VF* 1173.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y61 IIAIX
Drag. 27 RMO: VP1833a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y62 OFLXX
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y63 PAV1L
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1930.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y64 LINII
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1166.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y65
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1309.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y66
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
16 mm
Y67 OIIDA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1570a; VF1570b; VF3096; VF*47; VF*47a;
VF*47c; VF*47d; VF*47e; VF*47f: VF*47g;
VF* 1445.
Drag. 29 PUG: 1947-93.
The site record for this stamp includes Heddemheim, the Erdlager at
Hofheim', the settlement around the Trajanusplein and the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen2 and period 2 at Valkenburg3. The vessel numbered VF1570b is
burnt. The cups numbered VF*47c and VF*47g both have a graffito reading
T. The Drag. 29 has a double groove around the stamp. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 133.
2. Trajanusplein area: Daniels 1955, 97, ml377. Kops Plateau: Breuer
1931, pl. XIII 46.
3. Two unpublished examples, from find number 29 (cf. Glasbergen
1940-1944b, 234, 116) and find number 886 (cf. idem, 224, 12; ac-
cording to Brunstmg et al. 1940-1944, 189, 886: period 1).
Y69 VIHNI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3123: VP*702.
PUG: Ve 1926/1(7).
The cup numbered VF3123 is burnt. The site list for this stamp includes the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 70-100.
Y70 IIA./.I.I
Drag. 27g RMO: YF1988; VF3142; VP*1562; VF*1562a; no no.
This stamp is known from Chester, the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen and Rottweil', among other places. La Graufesenque [I]2,
c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 315; Planck 1975, Taf. 86, 3.
2. Hermetl934,pl. 114, 11.
Y71 IVHMA
RMO: VF2035.
PUG: 1947-66.
Drag. 27g
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y68 NH.\N
Y72 AIAIA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1593a.
The site record for this stamp includes the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y73 IAVXI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1225.
Drag. 27(g?) PUG: 1505.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2059c: VF2981.
This stamp is also known from Stockstadf. The vessel numbered 1505 is
burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORL A6, Taf. 4, 44.
Y74 NIA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1150.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Drag. 27g RMO: YF2346;VF* 1340; VF* 1438.
This stamp is known from the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe', Caerleon,
Carmarthen, Heddemheim, the vicus outside the Steinkastell at Hofheim2,
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil3. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 81.
2. Allgaier 1992, Taf. 10, 142.
3. Planck 1975, Taf. 85, 3.
Y75 \\\\\\
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF25 (111); VF*1134; H975/4.4.
RMO: VF3143:VF*1157.
In the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe, an impression was found which very
probably stems from the same die as the examples listed above'. Definitely
identical impressions occur at Bickenbach2, Caerleon, Carlisle, in the
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canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at Rocester. La Y84
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 85.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 81. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y76 VIIIII
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*496.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y77
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*719xx.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y78 MA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*587:VF*1294.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y79 VLIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*496c.
Burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y80 QLDM
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1573c.
RMO: VF1663;VF*346a;VF*1230.
Y85
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF25 flOOI: VF3053: VF*689.
RMO: VF* 1452; no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y86 OFPVSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142i.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y87
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*1327.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y88
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y89
Drag. 27 RMO: W*1363.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y81 FVNIO
Drag.27(g?) RMO: VF25(116).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y90
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel922/2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y82 [-]EAER ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VI .; no no.
Y91
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1028.
This may be a retrograde stamp of Sevems ii, with an inverted V. La La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y83 CIM\X
Drag. 27g PUG: 688.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-100.
15 mm
Y92 VD4N
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2781: VF::!1077: VF*1084/lxxa.
RMO: VF24 (46); VF2875; VF3119.
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Y63 PAV1L
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1930.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y64 LINII
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1166.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y65
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1309.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y66
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
16 mm
Y67 OIIDA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1570a; VF1570b; VF3096; VF*47; VF*47a;
VF*47c; VF*47d; VF*47e; VF*47f: VF*47g;
VF* 1445.
Drag. 29 PUG: 1947-93.
The site record for this stamp includes Heddemheim, the Erdlager at
Hofheim', the settlement around the Trajanusplein and the Kops Plateau at
Nijmegen2 and period 2 at Valkenburg3. The vessel numbered VF1570b is
burnt. The cups numbered VF*47c and VF*47g both have a graffito reading
T. The Drag. 29 has a double groove around the stamp. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Ritteriing 1904, 417, Abb. 15, 133.
2. Trajanusplein area: Daniels 1955, 97, ml377. Kops Plateau: Breuer
1931, pl. XIII 46.
3. Two unpublished examples, from find number 29 (cf. Glasbergen
1940-1944b, 234, 116) and find number 886 (cf. idem, 224, 12; ac-
cording to Brunstmg et al. 1940-1944, 189, 886: period 1).
Y69 VIHNI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3123: VP*702.
PUG: Ve 1926/1(7).
The cup numbered VF3123 is burnt. The site list for this stamp includes the
canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 70-100.
Y70 IIA./.I.I
Drag. 27g RMO: YF1988; VF3142; VP*1562; VF*1562a; no no.
This stamp is known from Chester, the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen and Rottweil', among other places. La Graufesenque [I]2,
c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Knorr 1907, Taf. XXXII 315; Planck 1975, Taf. 86, 3.
2. Hermetl934,pl. 114, 11.
Y71 IVHMA
RMO: VF2035.
PUG: 1947-66.
Drag. 27g
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y68 NH.\N
Y72 AIAIA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1593a.
The site record for this stamp includes the canabae outside the legionary
fortress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y73 IAVXI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1225.
Drag. 27(g?) PUG: 1505.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2059c: VF2981.
This stamp is also known from Stockstadf. The vessel numbered 1505 is
burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORL A6, Taf. 4, 44.
Y74 NIA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1150.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Drag. 27g RMO: YF2346;VF* 1340; VF* 1438.
This stamp is known from the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe', Caerleon,
Carmarthen, Heddemheim, the vicus outside the Steinkastell at Hofheim2,
the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and Rottweil3. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Ulbertl959,Taf. 41, 81.
2. Allgaier 1992, Taf. 10, 142.
3. Planck 1975, Taf. 85, 3.
Y75 \\\\\\
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF25 (111); VF*1134; H975/4.4.
RMO: VF3143:VF*1157.
In the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe, an impression was found which very
probably stems from the same die as the examples listed above'. Definitely
identical impressions occur at Bickenbach2, Caerleon, Carlisle, in the
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canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen and at Rocester. La Y84
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 85.
2. Simon 1977, 64, Abb. 9, 81. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y76 VIIIII
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*496.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y77
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*719xx.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y78 MA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*587:VF*1294.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y79 VLIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*496c.
Burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y80 QLDM
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1573c.
RMO: VF1663;VF*346a;VF*1230.
Y85
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF25 flOOI: VF3053: VF*689.
RMO: VF* 1452; no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y86 OFPVSI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142i.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y87
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*1327.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y88
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y89
Drag. 27 RMO: W*1363.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y81 FVNIO
Drag.27(g?) RMO: VF25(116).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y90
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel922/2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y82 [-]EAER ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VI .; no no.
Y91
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1028.
This may be a retrograde stamp of Sevems ii, with an inverted V. La La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y83 CIM\X
Drag. 27g PUG: 688.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-100.
15 mm
Y92 VD4N
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF2781: VF::!1077: VF*1084/lxxa.
RMO: VF24 (46); VF2875; VF3119.
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The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon, Chesterholm, Echzell', a
grave at Heddemheim which also contained a coin of A.D. 1022, and the
Saalburg. At La Graufesenque, it was also found on a Drag. 24. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORLB18,18, 55.
2. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb, 9, 34a, from grave 192, with stamps of Calvus,
C. N- Celsus. Tabus - Virtus and L. Cosius Virilis.
Y93 .X.X.X.
Drag. 27 PUG: 1408.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y94 AIAMAI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3127:VF*1142;VF*1181.
PUG: 1489.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y95 XANffl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1754; VF*1119;VF*1119a:VF*1119b.
This may be the stamp interpreted by Oswald as XANTII'. La Graufesen-
que [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 348.
Y96 XAAN
Drag. 27 RMO: fl 940/5.9: H940/5.13.
Both vessels are burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y97 XHDCII
Drag. 27 RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y98 AINffl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF-1277.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y99
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
RMO: VF'i-1228.
RMO: H912/4.2.
This stamp was also found in a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. With stamps of Celsus ii. Censor, Peregrinus, L. Tertius Secundus and
Sulpicius.
Y100
Dish RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y101 VISIUA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1571.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y102 IIAHII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2000a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y103 .M (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142c.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y104
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1192.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y105
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1139.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Yio6 cmo
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1820a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
Y107
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3108.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y108
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1201.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y109
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1237.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y110
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Ylll
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2073.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y112
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2267a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y113
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1172a.
This may be a stamp of Mommo. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y114
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*659.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y115
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1207.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y116 ANIIA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1297.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y117
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1236.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y118
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2530a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y119
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3028.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y120
Drag. 18 RMO: VF25 (92).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
14 mm
Y121 OFAXO
RMO: VF1661: VF*343: VF*1198.
PUG: Ve 1926/1.
Drag. 27g
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y122 OFCVS
Drag. 27g RMO: 1; VF*507a.
Dozens of examples of this stamp were found among the waste around the
large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use in the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130. No other impressions are known from dated contexts. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y123 OFVO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2880.
The site list for this stamp includes the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y124 OCIIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1146: fl912/4.2.
Drag.27(g?) RMO: VF»1221.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2362; no no.
PUG: 1312.
This stamp also occurs at Butzbach. La Graufesenque [3]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Neutron activation analysis has shown that a Drag. 27g with this stamp
from Bonn must have been manufactured at La Graufesenque (Van
Driel-Murray/Gechter 1984,75, 254, interpreted as OCIS, and Taf. 29,
254; Guimeweg 1990, 8, Table 1, 251 [read: 254]).
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The site list for this stamp includes Caerleon, Chesterholm, Echzell', a
grave at Heddemheim which also contained a coin of A.D. 1022, and the
Saalburg. At La Graufesenque, it was also found on a Drag. 24. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
1. ORLB18,18, 55.
2. Wolff 1911, 45, Abb, 9, 34a, from grave 192, with stamps of Calvus,
C. N- Celsus. Tabus - Virtus and L. Cosius Virilis.
Y93 .X.X.X.
Drag. 27 PUG: 1408.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y94 AIAMAI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3127:VF*1142;VF*1181.
PUG: 1489.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y95 XANffl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1754; VF*1119;VF*1119a:VF*1119b.
This may be the stamp interpreted by Oswald as XANTII'. La Graufesen-
que [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
1. Oswald 1931, 348.
Y96 XAAN
Drag. 27 RMO: fl 940/5.9: H940/5.13.
Both vessels are burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y97 XHDCII
Drag. 27 RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y98 AINffl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF-1277.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y99
Drag. 27
Drag. 33
RMO: VF'i-1228.
RMO: H912/4.2.
This stamp was also found in a late Ist-century grave at Nijmegen-west'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
1. With stamps of Celsus ii. Censor, Peregrinus, L. Tertius Secundus and
Sulpicius.
Y100
Dish RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y101 VISIUA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1571.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y102 IIAHII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2000a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y103 .M (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142c.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y104
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1192.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y105
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1139.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Yio6 cmo
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1820a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
Y107
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3108.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y108
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1201.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y109
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1237.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y110
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Ylll
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2073.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y112
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2267a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y113
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1172a.
This may be a stamp of Mommo. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y114
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*659.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y115
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1207.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y116 ANIIA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1297.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y117
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1236.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y118
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2530a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y119
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3028.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y120
Drag. 18 RMO: VF25 (92).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-60.
14 mm
Y121 OFAXO
RMO: VF1661: VF*343: VF*1198.
PUG: Ve 1926/1.
Drag. 27g
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y122 OFCVS
Drag. 27g RMO: 1; VF*507a.
Dozens of examples of this stamp were found among the waste around the
large kiln at La Graufesenque, which was in use in the period c. A.D. 80-
120/130. No other impressions are known from dated contexts. La
Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y123 OFVO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2880.
The site list for this stamp includes the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y124 OCIIS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1146: fl912/4.2.
Drag.27(g?) RMO: VF»1221.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2362; no no.
PUG: 1312.
This stamp also occurs at Butzbach. La Graufesenque [3]', c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Neutron activation analysis has shown that a Drag. 27g with this stamp
from Bonn must have been manufactured at La Graufesenque (Van
Driel-Murray/Gechter 1984,75, 254, interpreted as OCIS, and Taf. 29,
254; Guimeweg 1990, 8, Table 1, 251 [read: 254]).
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Y125 IINH
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1163: VF*1271.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Ritt. 8 with a footnng as on a Drag. 27g2 La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
40-65.
1. Stuart 1976, 120, fig.32, 329.
2. Roth-Rubi 1992, 521, Abb. 3, 79.3.
Y126 ATICAE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*148: VF*148a: VF*148b: VF*228: VF*1247:
no no.
This stamp is also known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen and Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y133 VINVI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1127.
RMO: VF*1127a.
Y127 VMI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF3134.
RMO: VF*1278.
This stamp was also found in the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, at Nijmegen-west and at or near York. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 70-110.
Y128 IYBII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*28; VF*1165; VF*1315; no no.
These may well be impressions from a die of Bilicatus which was damaged
on both ends'. Parallels are known from the vicus outside the Steinkastell at
Hofheim2 and the canabae outside the legionary fortress at Nijmegen. La
Graufesenque [2 or 3], c. A.D. 70-100.
1. Cf. catalogueno.B65.
2. Allgaier 1992, Taf. 9, 120.
Y129 .ATXIXI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y130 AVA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1558.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y131
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel927/l "Oostveen".
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y132 lOfflOH
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2012; VF2012a.
This stamp was found in the cemetery on the Hunerberg at Nijmegen
on a Drag. 24 with a bevelled footring', and in the fort at Zurzach on a
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y134
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2038a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y135 AIVI
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel921/lb.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y136 IIINA
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1284.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y137
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2041.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y138
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3110: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y139 INIX
Ritt.8 RMO: VF2831:nono.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-65.
Y140
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3135a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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Y141
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*44.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y142 IVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*338.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y143 OFCAL (retrograde) ?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2569a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y144 XVVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1128.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y145 KAIII
Drag. 27 RMO: VP* 1179.
This stamp was also found in the Steinkastell at Hofheim and at Nijmegen-
west. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y146 KAIII
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1196.
The site record for this stamp includes Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y147 CVI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1819a.
RMO: Vel914.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y148
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.: Ve 1920.30.
This stamp is also known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y149
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: fl940/5.13: fl940/5.27.
RMO: H940/5.13; fl940/5.13.
Y150
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2374.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y151
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1176.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y152
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*799i.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y153 VILII\
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1151.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y154
Drag. 27g RMO: W1562.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y155
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1831.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y156 NHH
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1240.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y157
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*799j.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y158
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1292.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Three of the four cups are burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
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The site record for this stamp includes Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y147 CVI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF1819a.
RMO: Vel914.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y148
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.: Ve 1920.30.
This stamp is also known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y149
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: fl940/5.13: fl940/5.27.
RMO: H940/5.13; fl940/5.13.
Y150
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2374.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y151
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1176.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y152
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*799i.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y153 VILII\
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1151.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y154
Drag. 27g RMO: W1562.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y155
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1831.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y156 NHH
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1240.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y157
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*799j.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y158
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1292.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Three of the four cups are burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
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Y159
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1255.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y167 IINI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2951.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y160 IINII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1274.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y168
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3133.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y161
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1367.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y162
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1346.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y163
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
13 mm
Y164 U.V
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VEPH; f 1980/7.317.
RMO: VF*390.
The cup numbered VP*390 is burnt. Very similar, perhaps identical stamps
are known from Nijmegen-west' and RottweiF. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 70-100.
1. Brunsting 1949, pl. XVffl fig. 1, 17/81.
2. Planck 1975, 259, Abb. 41, 428.
Y165 ONAC
Drag. 24 or 27 RMO: VF2107.
Drag. 27g PUG: 147.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y166 N.N
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2357; no no.
The site list for this stamp also includes York. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
60-90.
Y169 OEINI
Drag. 27g RMO: YF*525;VF:t846; VF*1355; H940/5.92.
This stamp is known from Rottweil, among other places. La Graufesenque
[3],c. A.D. 60-90.
Y170 IIIAXI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*588.
The site list for this stamp includes the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y171 IHVI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*718.
RMO: VF* 1450.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y172
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1085j.
This may be a stamp ofVirilis. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y173 IIIA
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1125: VF*1125a; VF*1524; no no.
RMO: VF* 1167.
The site record for this stamp includes Chester and the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y174
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1149.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y175
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1188.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y176
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1192a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y177 XXXN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1202 .
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y178 IINNIV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1261.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y179
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1299.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y180
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1313: VF*1375a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y181 VIIV
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y182 XAI
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y183 AA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1219: fl940/5.193.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y184
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1169.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y185 /WIA
Drag. 27 PUG: 1434.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y186 OFLII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2105.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y187
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142J.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y188
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*152.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y189
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*424b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y190 VIIV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1065x.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y191
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1226.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y192 CIIN(?)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (106).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y193
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1317.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
376 8 CATALOGUE
Y159
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1255.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y167 IINI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2951.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y160 IINII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1274.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y168
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3133.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y161
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1367.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y162
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1346.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y163
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
13 mm
Y164 U.V
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VEPH; f 1980/7.317.
RMO: VF*390.
The cup numbered VP*390 is burnt. Very similar, perhaps identical stamps
are known from Nijmegen-west' and RottweiF. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 70-100.
1. Brunsting 1949, pl. XVffl fig. 1, 17/81.
2. Planck 1975, 259, Abb. 41, 428.
Y165 ONAC
Drag. 24 or 27 RMO: VF2107.
Drag. 27g PUG: 147.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y166 N.N
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2357; no no.
The site list for this stamp also includes York. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D.
60-90.
Y169 OEINI
Drag. 27g RMO: YF*525;VF:t846; VF*1355; H940/5.92.
This stamp is known from Rottweil, among other places. La Graufesenque
[3],c. A.D. 60-90.
Y170 IIIAXI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*588.
The site list for this stamp includes the canabae outside the legionary for-
tress at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y171 IHVI
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*718.
RMO: VF* 1450.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y172
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1085j.
This may be a stamp ofVirilis. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y173 IIIA
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1125: VF*1125a; VF*1524; no no.
RMO: VF* 1167.
The site record for this stamp includes Chester and the legionary fortress
and canabae at Nijmegen. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y174
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1149.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y175
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1188.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y176
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1192a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y177 XXXN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1202 .
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y178 IINNIV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1261.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y179
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1299.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y180
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1313: VF*1375a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y181 VIIV
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y182 XAI
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y183 AA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1219: fl940/5.193.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y184
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1169.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y185 /WIA
Drag. 27 PUG: 1434.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y186 OFLII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2105.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y187
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142J.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y188
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*152.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y189
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*424b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y190 VIIV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1065x.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y191
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1226.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y192 CIIN(?)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (106).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y193
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1317.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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Y194
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1324.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y195 IIMV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1328.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y196
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1371.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y197
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y198
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
12 mm
Y199 I.VU
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3132.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y200 CALIXV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*206.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y201 PAOFIC (retrograde)
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2004: VF*1205.
This stamp is known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, among other places. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y202 XI.DC[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2891.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y203
Ritt.9 RMO: VF25(99).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y204 AITA (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (115); VF*1125d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1984.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y205 I.\M
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1573b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y206 DAT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2123.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y207
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3124.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y208 IIIM
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3135.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y209
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*513.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y210
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*515.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*515a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y211 IDCIX
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1008.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y212 HIAV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1125e.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y213
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1145.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y214
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1268.
RMO: VF* 1158.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y215
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1208.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y216 AMO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1224.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y217
Drag.
MN
27 RMO:
La Graufesenque [3], c.
Y218
Ritt. 8
Drag.
MA
27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1251.
A.D. 70-100
VF*1245.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y219 OFCOO
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1143a: VF*1253.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A,D. 55-75.
Y219* <0>PCOO
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.234.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OPCOO. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 75-90.
Y220 IIVIII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1300.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y221
Ritt.8
Drag.
.IFVND
lor 9
27g
PUG:
RMO:
PUG:
1947-121.
Vel926/l.
VF3047;VF*1339; no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y222
Drag. 33 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y223 VIIIA
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel926/4.
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
PUG: Vel926/2.
The vessel numbered Vel926/2 is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-
120.
Y224
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1291.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y225 VEDS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2764.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y226
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*74j.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y227
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*294.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y228
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1152.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
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Y194
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1324.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y195 IIMV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1328.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y196
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1371.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y197
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y198
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
12 mm
Y199 I.VU
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3132.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y200 CALIXV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*206.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y201 PAOFIC (retrograde)
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2004: VF*1205.
This stamp is known from the canabae outside the legionary fortress at
Nijmegen, among other places. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y202 XI.DC[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2891.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y203
Ritt.9 RMO: VF25(99).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y204 AITA (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (115); VF*1125d.
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1984.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y205 I.\M
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1573b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y206 DAT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2123.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y207
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3124.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y208 IIIM
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3135.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y209
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*513.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y210
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*515.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*515a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y211 IDCIX
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1008.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y212 HIAV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1125e.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y213
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1145.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y214
Drag. 27g
Drag. 27
RMO: VF*1268.
RMO: VF* 1158.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y215
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1208.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y216 AMO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1224.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y217
Drag.
MN
27 RMO:
La Graufesenque [3], c.
Y218
Ritt. 8
Drag.
MA
27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1251.
A.D. 70-100
VF*1245.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y219 OFCOO
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1143a: VF*1253.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A,D. 55-75.
Y219* <0>PCOO
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.234.
This is an impression of a broken die which originally read OPCOO. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 75-90.
Y220 IIVIII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1300.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y221
Ritt.8
Drag.
.IFVND
lor 9
27g
PUG:
RMO:
PUG:
1947-121.
Vel926/l.
VF3047;VF*1339; no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y222
Drag. 33 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y223 VIIIA
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel926/4.
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
PUG: Vel926/2.
The vessel numbered Vel926/2 is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-
120.
Y224
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1291.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y225 VEDS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2764.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y226
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*74j.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y227
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*294.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y228
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1152.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
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Y229 \\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1156a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y230
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1250.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y231
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1263.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y232 MI\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1285.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y233
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1310.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y234
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1332.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y235
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1362.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y236
Drag.27g RMO: VF*1398.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Y237
Drag.
Drag.
INCLI
24
27g
RMO:
RMO: no no.
Y238 IND
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y239
Drag. 27g RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y240
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y241
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y242 NIA
Drag. 27 RMO: Vel920.16.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y243
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1946-25.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y244
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel921/lb.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y245
Drag. 27 ROB: Ve70/43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
11 mm
This stamp is also known from Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 55-80.
Y246
Ritt. 9
Drag.
IINII
27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1352.
;; no no
Y247 OSCOO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2373a; YF*1143; no no.
This stamp was also found in the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe' and at
Rottweil. The example without a number is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 60-90.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 79.
Y248 Vn/
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (8); VF2821a; YF*1275.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y249 AVII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2890c; VF3122.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y250 VAT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1055: VF*1055b.
The cup numbered VF*1055b has a flattened rim. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 50-80.
Y251 U.AESI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2970; VF*1243; fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-60.
Y252 IOVII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2013b; VF*1162; YF^1270.
This stamp has also been found at or near York. Very similar, possibly ident-
ical impressions are known from Caerhun', the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and period 3 at Valkenburg2. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 9.
2. Glasbergen 1967, 107, 397.
Y253
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001h: VF*1178.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y254 EIVLV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3095.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y255 AIHTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1556; no no.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*40.
A few dozen impressions of this stamp were found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24, 27g and 33.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-80.
Y256 ONV
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*289.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y257
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*379.
RMO: VP*1223.
L{> Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y258 IVIII
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*496a; VF*496b; VF*1281.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*508.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y259
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2221: VF*651a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y260 IIA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1266.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y261 IMIN[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1516.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y262 IIIIN
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y263 IIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001k.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
380 8 CATALOGUE 8.2 UNfflENTIFffiD STAMPS 381
Y229 \\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1156a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y230
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1250.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y231
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1263.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y232 MI\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1285.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y233
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1310.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y234
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1332.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y235
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1362.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y236
Drag.27g RMO: VF*1398.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Y237
Drag.
Drag.
INCLI
24
27g
RMO:
RMO: no no.
Y238 IND
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y239
Drag. 27g RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y240
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y241
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y242 NIA
Drag. 27 RMO: Vel920.16.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y243
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1946-25.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y244
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel921/lb.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y245
Drag. 27 ROB: Ve70/43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
11 mm
This stamp is also known from Nijmegen-west. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 55-80.
Y246
Ritt. 9
Drag.
IINII
27g
RMO:
RMO:
VF*1352.
;; no no
Y247 OSCOO
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2373a; YF*1143; no no.
This stamp was also found in the Geschirrdepot at Burghofe' and at
Rottweil. The example without a number is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 60-90.
1. Ulbert 1959, Taf. 41, 79.
Y248 Vn/
Drag. 27g RMO: VF24 (8); VF2821a; YF*1275.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y249 AVII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2890c; VF3122.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y250 VAT
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1055: VF*1055b.
The cup numbered VF*1055b has a flattened rim. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 50-80.
Y251 U.AESI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2970; VF*1243; fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-60.
Y252 IOVII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2013b; VF*1162; YF^1270.
This stamp has also been found at or near York. Very similar, possibly ident-
ical impressions are known from Caerhun', the canabae outside the legion-
ary fortress at Nijmegen and period 3 at Valkenburg2. La Graufesenque [3],
c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Reynolds 1938, 335, fig. 24, 9.
2. Glasbergen 1967, 107, 397.
Y253
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001h: VF*1178.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y254 EIVLV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3095.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y255 AIHTI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1556; no no.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*40.
A few dozen impressions of this stamp were found in the Fosse de
Gallicanus at La Graufesenque, on cups ofRitt. 8 and Drag. 24, 27g and 33.
La Graufesenque [2], c. A.D. 55-80.
Y256 ONV
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*289.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y257
Ritt. 9
Drag. 27g
RMO: VF*379.
RMO: VP*1223.
L{> Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y258 IVIII
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*496a; VF*496b; VF*1281.
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*508.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y259
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2221: VF*651a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y260 IIA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1266.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y261 IMIN[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1516.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y262 IIIIN
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y263 IIM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001k.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
382 8 CATALOGUE 8.2 UNIDENTIFIED STAMPS 383
Y264 VACV
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2753.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y265
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3136b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y266
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*152c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y267 MAI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*583.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y268
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*651.
This stamp may perhaps be interpreted as [C]NIAN[A]'. The cup is burnt.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. catalogue no. L19.
Y269
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*695xx.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y270
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1017.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y271 IIVH
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*1069.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y272 .\\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1157a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y273
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3114; VF*866x;
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y274 HVffl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1200.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y275 LAII
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*1212.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y276
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1242.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y277 OFNACI (retrograde)
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*1264.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y278
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1307.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y279 IIOII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1335.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y280
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1351.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y281
Drag. 27 KMO: VF*1368.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
5;VF*1249.
Y282
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y283
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y284 OFOFC
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y285
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y286 All.
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel920.31.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
10 mm
Y287 ARE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1534.
This stamp was found at Oberstimm, on a Drag. 24/25'. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C802.
Y288 IOTI\
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1229.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2011;nono.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
Y289 MIO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2269.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y290
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1239.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2366c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y291 TVLO
Ritt.8or9 RMO: VF2748.
In the vicinity of Les Martres-de-Veyre, this stamp was found on a Ritt. 8
with a footring as on a Drag. 27g. It also occurs on cups of Drag. 24' and
27g. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 307.
Y292
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*39.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y293
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*563.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y294 VA\^
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1061.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y295 \\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1156: VF*1213.
Both vessels are burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y296 HUO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1383.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1218.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y297 VOII
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1269.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
382 8 CATALOGUE 8.2 UNIDENTIFIED STAMPS 383
Y264 VACV
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2753.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y265
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3136b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y266
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*152c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y267 MAI
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*583.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y268
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*651.
This stamp may perhaps be interpreted as [C]NIAN[A]'. The cup is burnt.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. catalogue no. L19.
Y269
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*695xx.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y270
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1017.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y271 IIVH
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*1069.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y272 .\\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1157a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y273
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3114; VF*866x;
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y274 HVffl
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1200.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y275 LAII
Drag. 33 RMO: VF*1212.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y276
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1242.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y277 OFNACI (retrograde)
Ritt. 9 RMO: VF*1264.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y278
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1307.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y279 IIOII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1335.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y280
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1351.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y281
Drag. 27 KMO: VF*1368.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
5;VF*1249.
Y282
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y283
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y284 OFOFC
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y285
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y286 All.
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel920.31.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
10 mm
Y287 ARE
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1534.
This stamp was found at Oberstimm, on a Drag. 24/25'. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 60-90.
1. Simon 1978a, Taf. 59, C802.
Y288 IOTI\
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1229.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2011;nono.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-80.
Y289 MIO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2269.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y290
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1239.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2366c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y291 TVLO
Ritt.8or9 RMO: VF2748.
In the vicinity of Les Martres-de-Veyre, this stamp was found on a Ritt. 8
with a footring as on a Drag. 27g. It also occurs on cups of Drag. 24' and
27g. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
1. Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, 307.
Y292
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*39.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y293
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*563.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y294 VA\^
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1061.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y295 \\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1156: VF*1213.
Both vessels are burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y296 HUO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1383.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1218.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y297 VOII
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1269.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
384 8 CATALOGUE
Y298 A
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1560.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y299
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1569c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y300
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y301
Drag. 27g RMO: VPS 116.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y302 DASS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1901; VF2920; no no.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*346.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y303 PVSC?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*431c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y304 OFN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*713a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y305
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1074e.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y306 .\\\\
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*1259.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y307 IMII
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y308
Drag. 27 RMO: H940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y309
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y310 A[-]IT
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-413.
This may be a stamp ofAquitanus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y311 OIIVO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (30).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y312
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (113).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y313 ICIN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF838.
This may be a stamp of Licinus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y314 AIV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1559.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y315 Iffll
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2059a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
8.2 UNIDENTIFIED STAMPS 385
Y316
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2059b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-100.
Y317
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2503a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y3i8 mm
Drag. 27 RMO: VP3100.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y319
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3107.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y320
Drag. 27g RMO: VP3121.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y321
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*839.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y322
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*850.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y323
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1014.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y324 \\\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1157b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y325
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1314.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y326
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1319.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y327
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1329.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y328
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1343.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y329
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1403.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y330
Drag. 24 PUG: Vel921/l.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-70.
9 mm
Y331 AOEI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-318.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (112); VF*72; fl940/5.111; fl940/5.234.
This stamp is also known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque.
The Drag. 27g numbered VF25 (112) has a flattened rim. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 45-70.
Y332
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1569d.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
384 8 CATALOGUE
Y298 A
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*1560.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y299
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1569c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y300
Drag. 27 RMO: VF3111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y301
Drag. 27g RMO: VPS 116.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y302 DASS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1901; VF2920; no no.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*346.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y303 PVSC?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*431c.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y304 OFN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*713a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Y305
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1074e.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y306 .\\\\
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF*1259.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Y307 IMII
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y308
Drag. 27 RMO: H940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y309
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y310 A[-]IT
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-413.
This may be a stamp ofAquitanus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y311 OIIVO
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF24 (30).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y312
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (113).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y313 ICIN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF838.
This may be a stamp of Licinus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y314 AIV
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF1559.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y315 Iffll
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2059a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
8.2 UNIDENTIFIED STAMPS 385
Y316
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2059b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-100.
Y317
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2503a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y3i8 mm
Drag. 27 RMO: VP3100.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y319
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3107.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y320
Drag. 27g RMO: VP3121.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y321
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*839.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y322
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*850.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y323
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1014.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y324 \\\\\\
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1157b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y325
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1314.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y326
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1319.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y327
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1329.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y328
Drag. 27g RMO: VF* 1343.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y329
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1403.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y330
Drag. 24 PUG: Vel921/l.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-70.
9 mm
Y331 AOEI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-318.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (112); VF*72; fl940/5.111; fl940/5.234.
This stamp is also known from the Fosse de Gallicanus at La Graufesenque.
The Drag. 27g numbered VF25 (112) has a flattened rim. La Graufesenque
[I],c. A.D. 45-70.
Y332
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1569d.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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Y333 VIH
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2824.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y334
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3102.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Y335
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*372.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y336 ADA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y337 OPO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2371: Vel924/H.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y338 SCOLV (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
This stamp is also known from La Graufesenque and Xanten', on cups of
Drag. 24/25. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 182.
Y339 ORA (retrograde)
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 296: 1947-43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y340 CAR.I
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel920/8.
This may be a stamp of Carus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y341 OFBA[I] (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1708.
This stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other types. La Graufesen-
que [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y342 IOLN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2010.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Y343 PRIC
Drag. 27g KMO: VF2446.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y344
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3106.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y345
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3117.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y346
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*942.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y347 VM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1014el.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y348
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1234.
This stamp may perhaps be interpreted as CIIN. To judge by its date, it may
belong to Cennatus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-60.
Y349 SENIC?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1288.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y350
Drag. 27g RMO: yF*1375b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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Y351
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*152a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y352
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1349.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y353 AXI
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y354
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y355
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y356
Ritt.9 RMO: fl940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y357 \\\\
Drag. 27g PUG: 701.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-100.
Y358 AOT.
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1480.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*67.
The site Ust for this stamp includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 154-155. Kops Plateau:
Daniels 1955, 101, ml458.
Y359 DOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*363.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y360 OICA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1232.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1217.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y361 OVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1267.
This stamp may belong to the potter who also stamped QVIN'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. Ql 1-12 and the relevant introduction.
Y362 IVII
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-411.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y363 GDI
Drag. 24 or 27 RMO: VF2567.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y364 VIP
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2779b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y365 VIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2818.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y366 OFEM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3113.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y367
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*850g.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y333 VIH
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2824.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y334
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3102.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Y335
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*372.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y336 ADA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y337 OPO
Drag. 27 RMO: VF2371: Vel924/H.
La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 65-95.
Y338 SCOLV (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
This stamp is also known from La Graufesenque and Xanten', on cups of
Drag. 24/25. La Graufesenque [I], c. A.D. 35-55.
1. Steiner 1911, Taf. XXI 182.
Y339 ORA (retrograde)
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 296: 1947-43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y340 CAR.I
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel920/8.
This may be a stamp of Carus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y341 OFBA[I] (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1708.
This stamp occurs on cups of Drag. 24, among other types. La Graufesen-
que [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y342 IOLN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2010.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Y343 PRIC
Drag. 27g KMO: VF2446.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y344
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3106.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y345
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3117.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y346
Drag. 24 RMO: VF*942.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y347 VM
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1014el.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Y348
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1234.
This stamp may perhaps be interpreted as CIIN. To judge by its date, it may
belong to Cennatus. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-60.
Y349 SENIC?
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1288.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y350
Drag. 27g RMO: yF*1375b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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Y351
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*152a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-120.
Y352
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1349.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y353 AXI
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y354
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y355
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y356
Ritt.9 RMO: fl940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y357 \\\\
Drag. 27g PUG: 701.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-100.
Y358 AOT.
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1480.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*67.
The site Ust for this stamp includes the cemetery on the Hunerberg and the
Kops Plateau at Nijmegen'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
1. Hunerberg cemetery: Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 154-155. Kops Plateau:
Daniels 1955, 101, ml458.
Y359 DOF
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*363.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Y360 OICA
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1232.
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1217.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Y361 OVI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1267.
This stamp may belong to the potter who also stamped QVIN'. La
Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
1. Cf. catalogue nos. Ql 1-12 and the relevant introduction.
Y362 IVII
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-411.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y363 GDI
Drag. 24 or 27 RMO: VF2567.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y364 VIP
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2779b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y365 VIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2818.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Y366 OFEM
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF3113.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Y367
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*850g.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y368
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1248.
This may be a stamp of Paullus i'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. catalogueno.P53.
Y369
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1359.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y370 OITIS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1360.
The footring of this cup is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
Y371 IRTV
Ritt. 5 RMO: fl940/5.193.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-45.
7 mm
Y372 SAL
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*895x.
This stamp may be too late to belong to Salvetus. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 50-80.
Y373 //BANI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1301.
This may be an impression of a damaged die ofAlbanus. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y374
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1333.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y375
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1336.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y376
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Fragments of illiterate and other illegible stamps
Zl XNIIN[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF* 1474.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z2 IIINII[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (97).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z3 [-]MIA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1074/lm.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z4 [-]IVHVII
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*1464.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z5
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*288.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z6
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-110.
Z7 [-]D\\\N/A
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z8
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*850b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z9
Dish RMO: VF* 1427.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z10 XNI[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1434.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Zll
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*491h.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z12 IMI[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*493.
This stamp is known from Chester, among other places. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z13 [-]ITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1070/lb.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z14 OFL[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: Ve 1927/2 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z15
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z16
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-413.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z17
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (114).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z18 VD7[-]
Dish RMO: VF2822.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z19
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*679a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Z20 [-]VS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF»1407.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z21 HA/A[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1425.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z22
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1430.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z23 [-]LIIN (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1475.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z24
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1541.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z25
Drag. 29 RMO: no no. (Knorr 1919, Taf. 86 D).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-65.
Z26 [-]NTV[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1570.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Y368
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1248.
This may be a stamp of Paullus i'. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
1. Cf. catalogueno.P53.
Y369
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1359.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y370 OITIS
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1360.
The footring of this cup is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
Y371 IRTV
Ritt. 5 RMO: fl940/5.193.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-45.
7 mm
Y372 SAL
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*895x.
This stamp may be too late to belong to Salvetus. La Graufesenque [3], c.
A.D. 50-80.
Y373 //BANI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1301.
This may be an impression of a damaged die ofAlbanus. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Y374
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1333.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Y375
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1336.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Y376
Drag. 27g RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Fragments of illiterate and other illegible stamps
Zl XNIIN[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF* 1474.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z2 IIINII[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (97).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z3 [-]MIA
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1074/lm.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z4 [-]IVHVII
Ritt.8 RMO: VF*1464.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z5
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*288.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z6
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-110.
Z7 [-]D\\\N/A
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z8
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*850b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z9
Dish RMO: VF* 1427.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z10 XNI[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1434.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Zll
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*491h.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z12 IMI[-]
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*493.
This stamp is known from Chester, among other places. La Graufesenque
[3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z13 [-]ITA
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1070/lb.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z14 OFL[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: Ve 1927/2 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z15
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z16
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-413.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z17
Drag. 27g RMO: VF25 (114).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z18 VD7[-]
Dish RMO: VF2822.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z19
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*679a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Z20 [-]VS
Drag. 27g RMO: VF»1407.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z21 HA/A[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1425.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z22
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF*1430.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z23 [-]LIIN (retrograde)
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1475.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z24
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1541.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z25
Drag. 29 RMO: no no. (Knorr 1919, Taf. 86 D).
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-65.
Z26 [-]NTV[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1570.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
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Z27 HVV[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z28
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*472a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z29
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*493a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z30 VIAI[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1177.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-1 10.
Z31 [-]IHN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1442.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z32 HIimA[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z33
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z34
Drag. 27g RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Z35 [-]/W
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel914.1.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Z36
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel923.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z37
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001f.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z38 [-]IMI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2986.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z39
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3051.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z40
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3153.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z41 VHA[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1125b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z42 OFPA[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1396.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z43
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1414.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z44
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1418.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z45 [-]IN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1446.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z46 [-]IIIII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1457.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z47 [-]VIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1469.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z48
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z49
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/5.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z50 [-]VHI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (101).
The footring of this cup is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Z51
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2988.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z52 I/HK[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1235.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z53 [-]VI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1422.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z54
Drag. 27g RMO: W1440.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z55 [-]AN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1441.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z56
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1453.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z57
Ritt.9 RMO: VF*1515.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z58
Drag. 27g RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z59 [-]AII
Drag. 27g RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z60
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-312.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z61
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-413.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z62
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1731.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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Z27 HVV[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z28
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*472a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z29
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*493a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z30 VIAI[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1177.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-1 10.
Z31 [-]IHN
Drag. 18 RMO: VF*1442.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z32 HIimA[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z33
Drag. 27 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z34
Drag. 27g RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Z35 [-]/W
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel914.1.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-80.
Z36
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel923.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z37
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2001f.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z38 [-]IMI
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2986.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z39
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3051.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z40
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3153.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z41 VHA[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1125b.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z42 OFPA[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1396.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z43
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1414.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z44
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1418.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z45 [-]IN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1446.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z46 [-]IIIII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1457.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z47 [-]VIN
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1469.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z48
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z49
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel925/5.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z50 [-]VHI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF25 (101).
The footring of this cup is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Z51
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2988.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z52 I/HK[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1235.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z53 [-]VI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF* 1422.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z54
Drag. 27g RMO: W1440.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z55 [-]AN
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1441.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z56
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1453.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z57
Ritt.9 RMO: VF*1515.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z58
Drag. 27g RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z59 [-]AII
Drag. 27g RMO: fl892/ll.ll.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z60
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-312.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z61
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-413.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z62
Drag. 27g RMO: VF1731.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
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Z63 \\V[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1437.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
264 [-]IMV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1522.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z65 [-]TIO
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z66
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel921/6.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z67 [-]SFI
Drag. 33a RMO: Ve 1923/4 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z68 [-]IDCI
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel926/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Z69 [-]VIF
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel939.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z70 OIC[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2366a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Z71
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2954.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Z72 SILV[-] ?
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1009.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z73
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1411.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z74
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1429.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z75 [-]NII
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z76 IRBI[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z77 m\[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: fl940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z78
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z79 [-]NIH
Dish RMO: Vel924/B.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z80 [-]AVI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-318.
The footring of this cup is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
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Z81 I.I.V.I[-]
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-339.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z82 [-]IN
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2928.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
Z83 IIIII[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2992.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z84
Drag. 33a RMO: VF3137.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z85
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*54.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z86
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1382.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z87 VI[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1432.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z88
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1447.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z89
Drag. 27 RMO: H940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z90 [-]A
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z91 [-]II
Drag. 29 PUG: 1946-27.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
Z92 [-]IT
Drag. 27(g?) PUG: 1947-413.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z93
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2913.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z94
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142p.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z95 [-]OII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1395.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z96
Drag. 27 RMO: H909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z97 OF[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z98 [-]III
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel920.10.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
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Z63 \\V[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1437.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
264 [-]IMV
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1522.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z65 [-]TIO
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z66
Drag. 27 PUG: Vel921/6.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z67 [-]SFI
Drag. 33a RMO: Ve 1923/4 "Oostveen"
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 80-110.
Z68 [-]IDCI
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel926/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Z69 [-]VIF
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel939.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z70 OIC[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: VF2366a.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 45-70.
Z71
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2954.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Z72 SILV[-] ?
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1009.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z73
Drag. 27 RMO: VF*1411.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z74
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1429.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z75 [-]NII
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z76 IRBI[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z77 m\[-]
Drag. 27 RMO: fl940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z78
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z79 [-]NIH
Dish RMO: Vel924/B.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z80 [-]AVI
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-318.
The footring of this cup is bevelled. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 20-50.
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Z81 I.I.V.I[-]
Drag. 24/25 PUG: 1947-339.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z82 [-]IN
Drag. 29 RMO: VF2928.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 55-75.
Z83 IIIII[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF2992.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z84
Drag. 33a RMO: VF3137.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z85
Drag. 27g RMO: VP*54.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z86
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1382.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z87 VI[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1432.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z88
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1447.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z89
Drag. 27 RMO: H940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z90 [-]A
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z91 [-]II
Drag. 29 PUG: 1946-27.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-80.
Z92 [-]IT
Drag. 27(g?) PUG: 1947-413.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z93
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: VF2913.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-90.
Z94
Drag. 27g RMO: VF3142p.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z95 [-]OII
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1395.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z96
Drag. 27 RMO: H909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-100.
Z97 OF[-]
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z98 [-]III
Drag. 18 RMO: Vel920.10.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
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Z99 [-]/A
Drag. 27 RMO: Vel923.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Z100 [-]II
Drag. 29 RMO: fl940/5.13.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-65.
Z101
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: fl940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-120.
Z102
Drag. 24 RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z103 [-]IKI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: f 1940/5. 111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z104
Drag. 27g RMO: fl980/7.318.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z105 [-]MI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-93.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z106
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1439.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z107 [-]I
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel927/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z108 V[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z109 [-]CI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z110
Drag. 27 ROB: Ve70/456.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Zlll 0[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z112
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z113 B[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel926/3.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z114 [-]I.
Drag. 27g RMO: H940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Z115
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
8.3 STAMPS WHICH MAY NOT BE FROM SOUTH GAUL Other South Gaulish production centres. They have not been
included in the tables and diagrams of South Gaulish ware
The catalogue is concluded with a list of seven vessels elsewhere in this book.
which, because of their fabrics, cannot be identified without The stamps in this group only have numbers, and are illus-
doubt as coming from La Graufesenque or from one of the trated on plate 37.
1 LNNF 5 illegible fragment
Drag. 33 RMO: no no. Drag. 27 RMO: VP3098.
If this is a South Gaulish cup, it may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-110. If this is a South Gaulish stamp, it belongs to the period c. A.D. 70-100.
2 illegible
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1194.
This may be a retrograde stamp of lulius Aemilius. If that is so, it dates to
c. A.D. 80-120.
3 VDCI
Drag. 27 PUG: Ve 1926/3.
If this is a South Gaulish cup, it dates from the period c. A.D. 80-120.
4 AVIIV
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1596.
This stamp is also known from Friedberg. If the cup was made at La
Graufesenque, it must be a late vessel according to its profile, from around
A.D. 80-120.
6 [-]AN
R-dish RMO: VF* 1409.
The slip of this vessel is glossy, but rather orange, so it is not definite that
this was made at La Graufesenque. If it comes from this kiln site, it was
made around A.D. 80-120 at the earliest, to judge by its shape.
7 [-]NAC
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
If this is a South Gaulish cup, it dates to the period c. A.D. 70-100.
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Z99 [-]/A
Drag. 27 RMO: Vel923.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 60-100.
Z100 [-]II
Drag. 29 RMO: fl940/5.13.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-65.
Z101
Drag. 27(g?) RMO: fl940/5.13.
The cup is burnt. La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-120.
Z102
Drag. 24 RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-70.
Z103 [-]IKI
Drag. 24/25 RMO: f 1940/5. 111.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z104
Drag. 27g RMO: fl980/7.318.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z105 [-]MI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-93.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z106
Drag. 27g RMO: VF*1439.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z107 [-]I
Drag. 27g RMO: Vel927/l.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z108 V[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: fl940/5.92.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z109 [-]CI
Drag. 27g PUG: 1947-43.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z110
Drag. 27 ROB: Ve70/456.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 70-110.
Zlll 0[-]
Drag. 27g RMO: fl909/10.2.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-80.
Z112
Drag. 24/25 RMO: fl940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
Z113 B[-]
Drag. 27g PUG: Vel926/3.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 50-90.
Z114 [-]I.
Drag. 27g RMO: H940/5.234.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 30-60.
Z115
Ritt. 9 RMO: no no.
La Graufesenque [3], c. A.D. 40-70.
8.3 STAMPS WHICH MAY NOT BE FROM SOUTH GAUL Other South Gaulish production centres. They have not been
included in the tables and diagrams of South Gaulish ware
The catalogue is concluded with a list of seven vessels elsewhere in this book.
which, because of their fabrics, cannot be identified without The stamps in this group only have numbers, and are illus-
doubt as coming from La Graufesenque or from one of the trated on plate 37.
1 LNNF 5 illegible fragment
Drag. 33 RMO: no no. Drag. 27 RMO: VP3098.
If this is a South Gaulish cup, it may be dated to the period c. A.D. 80-110. If this is a South Gaulish stamp, it belongs to the period c. A.D. 70-100.
2 illegible
Drag. 27 RMO: VF* 1194.
This may be a retrograde stamp of lulius Aemilius. If that is so, it dates to
c. A.D. 80-120.
3 VDCI
Drag. 27 PUG: Ve 1926/3.
If this is a South Gaulish cup, it dates from the period c. A.D. 80-120.
4 AVIIV
Drag. 27 RMO: VF1596.
This stamp is also known from Friedberg. If the cup was made at La
Graufesenque, it must be a late vessel according to its profile, from around
A.D. 80-120.
6 [-]AN
R-dish RMO: VF* 1409.
The slip of this vessel is glossy, but rather orange, so it is not definite that
this was made at La Graufesenque. If it comes from this kiln site, it was
made around A.D. 80-120 at the earliest, to judge by its shape.
7 [-]NAC
Drag. 27 RMO: no no.
If this is a South Gaulish cup, it dates to the period c. A.D. 70-100.
APPENDIX A CHEMICAL ANALYSES
with a contribution by Jan Gunneweg
In section 5.2, it was argued that nearly all the South Gaulish
terra sigillata from Vechten was made at La Graufesenque.
In order to test the accuracy of this assumption, the chemi-
cal compositions of five vessels which might have come
from different production centres were determined (table 1).
Four samples were analysed by J. YelUn in the archaeo-
metrical aboratory of the Hebrew University, Jemsalem,
and the fifth by M. Picon in the Laboratoire de Ceramologie
at Lyon. The techniques that were used and the results of the
analyses are discussed below, in two separate sections.
As only five vessels were studied, it has not become suf-
ficiently clear whether the sigillata from Vechten underwent
significant changes after its deposition; therefore, the con-
elusions should be treated with some reserve.
1 INSTRUMENTAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
Jan Gunneweg*
The four sigillata sherds from Vechten which were submit-
ted for analysis in the laboratory of the Department of
Archaeometry of the Hebrew University, Jemsalem, were
studied with the use of a technique known as instmmental
neutron activation analysis (INAA). This is based on the
hypothesis that clays used for the production of pottery may
be distinguished by their chemical compositions.
Before the results of the analyses are discussed, the possibil-
ities of using X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) as an alter-
native, or in addition, to INAA will be examined.
Instrumental neutron activation versus X-ray
fluorescence
As long as archaeologists and scientists understand the
advantages and disadvantages of the two techniques, there is
no reason for a tribal dispute between the adherents of INAA
and those of XRF. The merits and demerits of both methods
will be explained in more detail on the basis of the analysis
of the sigillata samples from Vechten.
X-ray fluorescence
X-ray Huorescence analysis was developed as a means of
studying the compositions of inorganic materials. During the
analysis of pottery, the following elements are measured:
aluminium, calcium, iron, magnesium, manganese, phos-
phoms, potassium, silicon, sodium and titanium; the con-
tents of these so-called major elements are usually expressed
as oxides, in percentages. Some of the elements which occur
in proportions of less than one percent - the so-called trace
elements -, such as barium, chromium, magnesium, nickel,
mbidium, strontium, vanadium, zinc and zirconium, are also
sometimes measured by XRF.
If XRF-measurements are grouped, the values of some el-
ements may show relatively large standard deviations. The
considerable spread of trace elements may be attributable to
the limited homogeneity of the material, but also to the
physical limitations of the analysis technique applied.
If XRF is used to produce 'fingerprints' of pottery samples,
differences in their chemical compositions may be observed
on the basis of their major elements. However, there are not
many of these, and in different regions or across a larger
area, clays may be found which contain similar proportions
of these major elements. If the occurrence of specific quan-
titles of separate major elements is found to be limited to
specific areas, they may be deduced to be characteristic of
the area in question, on condition that other methods of
analysis are used to check whether this is also tme of the
trace elements. Only in those cases may XRF be deemed
usable.
Instrumental neutron activation
Instrumental neutron activation analysis allows us to
measure the proportions of trace elements with great accu-
racy. In most laboratories, the contents of thirty to forty trace
elements can be determined. If the nuclear eactor used for
the analyses is in the immediate vicinity of the laboratory,
even more elements may be measured, in particular those
which have isotopes with fast-reducing amma radiation.
INAA provides a long series of elements, some of which are
independent, others that are interrelated.
With INAA, as with XRF, major elements such as aluminium,
calcium, iron, manganese, sodium and titanium may be
measured in such a way that it is possible to detennine the
1. Hebrew University, Institute of Archaeology, Mount Scopus, 91905
Jerusalem (IL).
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nple
a
b
c
d
e
Catalogue no.
G13
G41
T12
X30
R4
Stamp
GEMAE
OFFLGER
TER[TIVS]
0[---]
RECINV
Type of
Drag
Drag
Drag
Drag
Drag
vessel
27
18
17b
29
27g
Inv. no
RMO VF1974
RMO VF*444
PUG 1947-11
PUG 1947-413
RMO VF2502
Table 1 The five sigillata vessels from Vechten whose chemical compositions were analysed.
provenance of the vessel in question. In order to measure the
proportions of all these elements, three measurements need
to be carried out, which take eighteen days. This is rather
time-consuming and expensive, and the accuracy obtained is
comparable to that of the XRF method. In addition to this,
however, the following elements may be measured with
great precision with the help ofiNAA: barium, cerium, cobalt,
chromium, europium, hafnium, lanthanum, lutetium, neo-
dymium, samarium, scandium, stibium, tantalum, terbium,
thorium, uranium, ytterbium, zinc and zirconium. Nickel is
often problematic'. Each of these elements has its own
specific problems, most of which have been solved in the
past thirty years of experimenting, however. Out of all these
major and trace elements, 25-28 are usually chosen in order
to distinguish the chemical composition of one sample from
that of another (table 2)2.
How to determine the provenance of pottery
At the start of a comprehensive study of the provenance of
pottery, a more or less standardized procedure is followed.
First, thin sections are made of the majority of the samples,
in order to study the mineralogy and general texture optical-
ly. This is done with the use of a petrological inicroscope
with transmitted light. This method is used to gain insight
into the temper of the sherds. Subsequently, samples are
taken from each group of mineralogically connected sherds,
which are submitted to XRF analysis, so as to determine the
proportions of major elements and a small number of trace
elements. Some of these samples are selected for INAA
analysis, in order to check the data obtained for the major
elements with XRF, and to extend the chemical profile with
fifteen trace elements. In some cases, the trace elements will
turn out to confinn the conclusions drawn from the major
elements; future analysis of this type of pottery may then be
limited to exclusively major elements3.
The above demonstrates Aat ESTAA is the only method which
by itself allows valid conclusions about the provenance of
pottery. The use of petrography alone does not suffice, since
this technique does not yield quantitative r sults; moreover,
only a limited number of mineral occlusions are visible
under a microscope. XRF by itself is not enough either,
because of the small number of elements that can be studied,
and the limited accuracy of the measurements of some trace
elements.
Reference groups
Reference groups are very important for the success of any
investigation i to the provenance of pottery. It is basically
impossible to determine where a pottery vessel was pro-
duced without comparing its chemical composition with that
of the reference group. Naturally, the pottery used to make
up such a reference group must definitely have been made
on the site; therefore, a reference group should contain
wasters, which never left the production centre, as well as
samples of, for example, kiln walls, bricks and tiles, which
are very unlikely to have been made from raw materials
imported from elsewhere, in view of the availability of clay
on the spot. WiA the help of this material a group may be
formed whose chemical composition is characteristic of the
kiln site: the chemical 'fingerprint'. In the case of potteries
that are situated close together, it is vital that a sufficiently
large number of samples from each separate site should be
analysed.
From a statistical point of view also, the composition of a
reference group should be representative. As a mle of thumb,
the number of samples should be at least as large as the
number of elements that is being measured. For large
research projects this is usually enough. However, if only a
limited number of samples are being tested, and there is only
one waster available, for example, good results may still be
obtained if additional mles are complied with4. In general, if
the method of analysis used is accurate and the reference
group is of homogeneous composition, reliable results are to
1. This is caused by the velocity of the neutron beam in the reactor (the
so-called 'fast neutrons'); cf. Perlman/Asaro 1969.
2. With thanks to J. Yellin, who made available the INAA data.
3. An example of this procedure is supplied by the study of obsidian
from Central America (comm. F. Asaro).
'4. As many samples as possible should be taken from the same waster,
to be analysed separately. This will provide an impression of the
precision and reproducability of the analyses.
APPENDIX A CHEMICAL ANALYSES
with a contribution by Jan Gunneweg
In section 5.2, it was argued that nearly all the South Gaulish
terra sigillata from Vechten was made at La Graufesenque.
In order to test the accuracy of this assumption, the chemi-
cal compositions of five vessels which might have come
from different production centres were determined (table 1).
Four samples were analysed by J. YelUn in the archaeo-
metrical aboratory of the Hebrew University, Jemsalem,
and the fifth by M. Picon in the Laboratoire de Ceramologie
at Lyon. The techniques that were used and the results of the
analyses are discussed below, in two separate sections.
As only five vessels were studied, it has not become suf-
ficiently clear whether the sigillata from Vechten underwent
significant changes after its deposition; therefore, the con-
elusions should be treated with some reserve.
1 INSTRUMENTAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
Jan Gunneweg*
The four sigillata sherds from Vechten which were submit-
ted for analysis in the laboratory of the Department of
Archaeometry of the Hebrew University, Jemsalem, were
studied with the use of a technique known as instmmental
neutron activation analysis (INAA). This is based on the
hypothesis that clays used for the production of pottery may
be distinguished by their chemical compositions.
Before the results of the analyses are discussed, the possibil-
ities of using X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) as an alter-
native, or in addition, to INAA will be examined.
Instrumental neutron activation versus X-ray
fluorescence
As long as archaeologists and scientists understand the
advantages and disadvantages of the two techniques, there is
no reason for a tribal dispute between the adherents of INAA
and those of XRF. The merits and demerits of both methods
will be explained in more detail on the basis of the analysis
of the sigillata samples from Vechten.
X-ray fluorescence
X-ray Huorescence analysis was developed as a means of
studying the compositions of inorganic materials. During the
analysis of pottery, the following elements are measured:
aluminium, calcium, iron, magnesium, manganese, phos-
phoms, potassium, silicon, sodium and titanium; the con-
tents of these so-called major elements are usually expressed
as oxides, in percentages. Some of the elements which occur
in proportions of less than one percent - the so-called trace
elements -, such as barium, chromium, magnesium, nickel,
mbidium, strontium, vanadium, zinc and zirconium, are also
sometimes measured by XRF.
If XRF-measurements are grouped, the values of some el-
ements may show relatively large standard deviations. The
considerable spread of trace elements may be attributable to
the limited homogeneity of the material, but also to the
physical limitations of the analysis technique applied.
If XRF is used to produce 'fingerprints' of pottery samples,
differences in their chemical compositions may be observed
on the basis of their major elements. However, there are not
many of these, and in different regions or across a larger
area, clays may be found which contain similar proportions
of these major elements. If the occurrence of specific quan-
titles of separate major elements is found to be limited to
specific areas, they may be deduced to be characteristic of
the area in question, on condition that other methods of
analysis are used to check whether this is also tme of the
trace elements. Only in those cases may XRF be deemed
usable.
Instrumental neutron activation
Instrumental neutron activation analysis allows us to
measure the proportions of trace elements with great accu-
racy. In most laboratories, the contents of thirty to forty trace
elements can be determined. If the nuclear eactor used for
the analyses is in the immediate vicinity of the laboratory,
even more elements may be measured, in particular those
which have isotopes with fast-reducing amma radiation.
INAA provides a long series of elements, some of which are
independent, others that are interrelated.
With INAA, as with XRF, major elements such as aluminium,
calcium, iron, manganese, sodium and titanium may be
measured in such a way that it is possible to detennine the
1. Hebrew University, Institute of Archaeology, Mount Scopus, 91905
Jerusalem (IL).
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provenance of the vessel in question. In order to measure the
proportions of all these elements, three measurements need
to be carried out, which take eighteen days. This is rather
time-consuming and expensive, and the accuracy obtained is
comparable to that of the XRF method. In addition to this,
however, the following elements may be measured with
great precision with the help ofiNAA: barium, cerium, cobalt,
chromium, europium, hafnium, lanthanum, lutetium, neo-
dymium, samarium, scandium, stibium, tantalum, terbium,
thorium, uranium, ytterbium, zinc and zirconium. Nickel is
often problematic'. Each of these elements has its own
specific problems, most of which have been solved in the
past thirty years of experimenting, however. Out of all these
major and trace elements, 25-28 are usually chosen in order
to distinguish the chemical composition of one sample from
that of another (table 2)2.
How to determine the provenance of pottery
At the start of a comprehensive study of the provenance of
pottery, a more or less standardized procedure is followed.
First, thin sections are made of the majority of the samples,
in order to study the mineralogy and general texture optical-
ly. This is done with the use of a petrological inicroscope
with transmitted light. This method is used to gain insight
into the temper of the sherds. Subsequently, samples are
taken from each group of mineralogically connected sherds,
which are submitted to XRF analysis, so as to determine the
proportions of major elements and a small number of trace
elements. Some of these samples are selected for INAA
analysis, in order to check the data obtained for the major
elements with XRF, and to extend the chemical profile with
fifteen trace elements. In some cases, the trace elements will
turn out to confinn the conclusions drawn from the major
elements; future analysis of this type of pottery may then be
limited to exclusively major elements3.
The above demonstrates Aat ESTAA is the only method which
by itself allows valid conclusions about the provenance of
pottery. The use of petrography alone does not suffice, since
this technique does not yield quantitative r sults; moreover,
only a limited number of mineral occlusions are visible
under a microscope. XRF by itself is not enough either,
because of the small number of elements that can be studied,
and the limited accuracy of the measurements of some trace
elements.
Reference groups
Reference groups are very important for the success of any
investigation i to the provenance of pottery. It is basically
impossible to determine where a pottery vessel was pro-
duced without comparing its chemical composition with that
of the reference group. Naturally, the pottery used to make
up such a reference group must definitely have been made
on the site; therefore, a reference group should contain
wasters, which never left the production centre, as well as
samples of, for example, kiln walls, bricks and tiles, which
are very unlikely to have been made from raw materials
imported from elsewhere, in view of the availability of clay
on the spot. WiA the help of this material a group may be
formed whose chemical composition is characteristic of the
kiln site: the chemical 'fingerprint'. In the case of potteries
that are situated close together, it is vital that a sufficiently
large number of samples from each separate site should be
analysed.
From a statistical point of view also, the composition of a
reference group should be representative. As a mle of thumb,
the number of samples should be at least as large as the
number of elements that is being measured. For large
research projects this is usually enough. However, if only a
limited number of samples are being tested, and there is only
one waster available, for example, good results may still be
obtained if additional mles are complied with4. In general, if
the method of analysis used is accurate and the reference
group is of homogeneous composition, reliable results are to
1. This is caused by the velocity of the neutron beam in the reactor (the
so-called 'fast neutrons'); cf. Perlman/Asaro 1969.
2. With thanks to J. Yellin, who made available the INAA data.
3. An example of this procedure is supplied by the study of obsidian
from Central America (comm. F. Asaro).
'4. As many samples as possible should be taken from the same waster,
to be analysed separately. This will provide an impression of the
precision and reproducability of the analyses.
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400 APPENDDC A
I ,
Compound
CaO
FC203
TiO^
K^O
SiO;
A1A
MgO
MnO
La Graufesenque
n
10. 690
5. 930
1. 069
3. 710
52. 660
22.470
2. 300
0. 057
+
±
+
±
±
+
±
+
125
1. 490
0. 230
0. 030
0. 310
1. 530
0.560
0. 210
0. 011
e
RECINV
9. 570
5. 960
1. 029
3. 830
54. 050
22.380
2. 120
0. 057
Espalion
n
7. 540
4. 830
1. 000
4. 890
57. 290
22. 160
1. 400
0. 071
+
±
+
±
±
±
±
+
79
0. 950
0.210
0. 031
0. 180
0. 950
0. 620
0. 120
0. 011
APPENDIX B EXPLANATION OF THE CALCULATIONS CARRmD OUT
Table 4 The chemical compositions of a vessel from Vechten (sample ) and of two reference groups (in percentages). For the reference groups, the
average values ± the standard deviations are presented, for the sample from Vechten only the values that were measured.
content and a much lower calcium content than the other
sherds. However, the sum of these two major elements is
approximately the same for all the samples, so Ae other ele-
ments could be compared in spite of Ais. It was shown that
sample c also deviates from the others as regards its caesi-
um, sodium and mbidium contents. Since these are all bases,
this could be related to differences in composition1.
After removal of the four bases, the statistical analysis was
repeated with the twelve remaining elements. It turned out
that sample c was related to the reference group from La
Graufesenque, with a chi-square value of 0.651 and a
so-called 'Euclidian distance' (ED) of 0.9772. Sample d, the
Drag. 29 with an incomplete stamp, corresponded to sample
c and to the chemical group from La Graufesenque, with a
chi-square value of 0,588 and an ED of 1.230.
Sample a, the vessel with the stamp GEMAE, has higher
calcium, nickel and titanium contents than the reference
groups, but lower proportions of caesium and cobalt. The
composition of sample b, the vessel of Flavius Germanus,
also does not correspond to those of the reference groups
from Banassac, La Graufesenque and Le Rozier, or to any of
the other samples. Their low caesium contents make both
these vessels more likely to stem from La Graufesenque or
Le Rozier than from Banassac, since the products of the
latter kiln site are extremely high in caesium.
1. For the problems of differences in bases see Gunneweg et al. 1994.
2. The chi-square value should be less than lo- and the ED about 1.
3. Picon/Hoffman 1974, 19.
4. Evidence made available by J. -L. Tilhard; cf. Moser et al. 1985 and
Tilhardetal. 1991, 234 f.
5. See also TiUiard et al. 1991, 234-247, with diagram 1, 201.
Thus, the conclusion to be drawn from this study is that the
vessels from which samples c and d were taken were prob-
ably made at La Graufesenque. The compositions of the two
other vessels are different from those of the reference groups
available at present, so it is impossible at this stage to deter-
mine which production centre(s) they stem from.
2 X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS
M. Polak
The vessels from Vechten include a cup of Drag. 27g with
the stamp RECNV, which is otherwise known only on a Drag.
29 found at or near Perigueux. XRF-analysis has shown that
the latter bowl must have been made in the production
centre of Espalion. With the helpful cooperation of M. Picon
and J. -L. Tilhard, the composition of the clay of the cup from
Vechten was also able to be examined by means of the XRF
technique, in order to ascertain whether this vessel was made
at Espalion, or at La Graufesenque, like the great majority of
the vessels from Vechten.
Comparison of the composition of the cup from Vechten
with the evidence from the reference groups from La Grau-
fesenque3 and Espalion4 clearly shows that the cup from
Vechten could not possibly have been made at Espalion
(table 4). Of the eight major elements whose values were
measured, seven deviate more than lo- from the averages for
the material from Espalion; deviations for the elements iron,
potassium and magnesium even exceed 5o-. The differences
with the average values for the vessels from La Graufesen-
que are much less pronounced. Only the titanium content of
the cup from Vechten deviates more than lo- from the ayer-
age. Therefore, the cup found at Vechten is likely to have
been made at La Graufesenque5.
1 CHRONOLOGICAL DIVISION OF STAMPS
AND FORMS
The numbers of stamps and forms were calculated by five-
year periods. For each individual vessel, the number of five-
year periods covered by its date was determined. The vessels
were subsequently divided over the periods in question.
Thus, a vessel dated c. A.D. 50-70 has been assigned 0.25 to
each of the periods of A.D. 50-55, 55-60, 60-65 and 65-70.
After all the vessels had been dealt with in this way, the
totals for each separate five-year period were calculated, and
represented in diagrams (figs. 5.2-5.5, 6.4-6.13, 6.62, 6.63,
6.75, 7.5 and 7.7).
2 a DIVISION OF THE UNIDENTIFIED STANDARD DISHES
AMONG THE VARIOUS TYPES
The number of standard dishes of a particular type was
extended with a percentage of the number of unidentified
dishes, calculated from the share of the dishes of the type in
question in the total number of identified ishes.
For example: the number of dishes of Drag. 18 is 737. The
total number of identified dishes is 1505 - 599 = 906. The
share of Drag. 18 in this total is 737 : 906 = 0.8134. The total
number of Drag. 18 is added to with 0.8134 x 599 = 487.
Thus, the corrected number of dishes of Drag. 18 is 737 +
487 = 1224 (cf. table 6.4).
2 b CORRECTION FOR THE GRADUALLY CHANGED
PERCENTAGE OF UNIDENTIFIED STANDARD DISHES
The number of standard dishes in a five-year period (see
above, under 1) was multiplied with the quotient of the per-
centage of unidentified dishes in Aat period (cf. fig. 6.8) and
the average percentage of unidentified dishes.
For example: of the 737 dishes of Drag. 18, 29.10 date from
the period of A.D. 50-55. Of the corrected number of 1224
dishes of Drag. 18 (see under 2a), 29.10 x (1224 : 737) =
48.48 would date from this period. The percentage of un-
identified ishes from this period is 40.3, the average per-
centage of unidentified dishes 42.3 and the quotient of these
two values, 40.3 : 42.3 = 0.9527.
Thus, the corrected number of dishes of Drag. 18 in the
period of A.D. 50-55 is 48.48 x 0.9527 = 46.06.
2C CALCULATION OF THE RATIO OF THE NUMBERS OF
STANDARD DISHES TO CUPS
The ratio of the number of standard dishes and the number
of cups for a given five-year period was calculated by divid-
ing the number of cups from that period by the corrected
(see above under 2) number of dishes from Aat period.
For example: of the 2084 cups of Drag. 27(g), 104.21 date
from the period of A.D. 50-55. The corrected number of
dishes of Drag. 18 for that period is 46.06. Thus, the ratio of
the two fonns for this period is 104.21 : 46.06 = 2.26 (cf. fig.
6.13).
3 CALCULATION OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF THE DMENSIONS
Since dimensions, unlike totals of stamps or fonns, cannot
be divided over a number of subsequent five-year periods
(cf. above, under 1 and 2b), the chronological development
of the dimensions was calculated on the basis of the average
date. This was simply determined by adding half the differ-
ence between the end and the starting dates to the starting
date. Thus, the average date of a vessel from A.D. 50-75 is
50 + ((75 - 50) : 2) = 62.5.
When the average date of each of the vessels included in the
study has been determined, the relation between the average
date and the dimension whose development is analysed may
be represented in a diagram. For every position on the time
axis, the corresponding average of the dimension in question
may subsequently be calculated.
Since the number of vessels per average date is often rela-
lively small, and, moreover, quite diverse, the calculated
averages present a rather whimsical pattern. Therefore, in
order to counteract coincidental fluctuations as much as
possible, a new average was calculated for every three
successive average dates; in this process, the number of
occurrences per average date was used as a weighting factor.
These corrected averages are represented in the graph by
means of dots connected by a line.
For example: of the 197 large standard ishes of Drag. 18
from Vechten whose total dimensions were recorded, eleven
have an average date of A.D. 72.5, fifteen of 75 and eleven of
77.5. The average total diameters of these vessels are
166.8182 mm (A.D. 72.5), 162.9333 mm (A.D. 75) and
166.3636 mm (A.D. 77.5). The corrected average total di-
ameter of the vessels wiA an average date of A.D. 75 is
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APPENDIX B EXPLANATION OF THE CALCULATIONS CARRmD OUT
Table 4 The chemical compositions of a vessel from Vechten (sample ) and of two reference groups (in percentages). For the reference groups, the
average values ± the standard deviations are presented, for the sample from Vechten only the values that were measured.
content and a much lower calcium content than the other
sherds. However, the sum of these two major elements is
approximately the same for all the samples, so Ae other ele-
ments could be compared in spite of Ais. It was shown that
sample c also deviates from the others as regards its caesi-
um, sodium and mbidium contents. Since these are all bases,
this could be related to differences in composition1.
After removal of the four bases, the statistical analysis was
repeated with the twelve remaining elements. It turned out
that sample c was related to the reference group from La
Graufesenque, with a chi-square value of 0.651 and a
so-called 'Euclidian distance' (ED) of 0.9772. Sample d, the
Drag. 29 with an incomplete stamp, corresponded to sample
c and to the chemical group from La Graufesenque, with a
chi-square value of 0,588 and an ED of 1.230.
Sample a, the vessel with the stamp GEMAE, has higher
calcium, nickel and titanium contents than the reference
groups, but lower proportions of caesium and cobalt. The
composition of sample b, the vessel of Flavius Germanus,
also does not correspond to those of the reference groups
from Banassac, La Graufesenque and Le Rozier, or to any of
the other samples. Their low caesium contents make both
these vessels more likely to stem from La Graufesenque or
Le Rozier than from Banassac, since the products of the
latter kiln site are extremely high in caesium.
1. For the problems of differences in bases see Gunneweg et al. 1994.
2. The chi-square value should be less than lo- and the ED about 1.
3. Picon/Hoffman 1974, 19.
4. Evidence made available by J. -L. Tilhard; cf. Moser et al. 1985 and
Tilhardetal. 1991, 234 f.
5. See also TiUiard et al. 1991, 234-247, with diagram 1, 201.
Thus, the conclusion to be drawn from this study is that the
vessels from which samples c and d were taken were prob-
ably made at La Graufesenque. The compositions of the two
other vessels are different from those of the reference groups
available at present, so it is impossible at this stage to deter-
mine which production centre(s) they stem from.
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the stamp RECNV, which is otherwise known only on a Drag.
29 found at or near Perigueux. XRF-analysis has shown that
the latter bowl must have been made in the production
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and J. -L. Tilhard, the composition of the clay of the cup from
Vechten was also able to be examined by means of the XRF
technique, in order to ascertain whether this vessel was made
at Espalion, or at La Graufesenque, like the great majority of
the vessels from Vechten.
Comparison of the composition of the cup from Vechten
with the evidence from the reference groups from La Grau-
fesenque3 and Espalion4 clearly shows that the cup from
Vechten could not possibly have been made at Espalion
(table 4). Of the eight major elements whose values were
measured, seven deviate more than lo- from the averages for
the material from Espalion; deviations for the elements iron,
potassium and magnesium even exceed 5o-. The differences
with the average values for the vessels from La Graufesen-
que are much less pronounced. Only the titanium content of
the cup from Vechten deviates more than lo- from the ayer-
age. Therefore, the cup found at Vechten is likely to have
been made at La Graufesenque5.
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year periods. For each individual vessel, the number of five-
year periods covered by its date was determined. The vessels
were subsequently divided over the periods in question.
Thus, a vessel dated c. A.D. 50-70 has been assigned 0.25 to
each of the periods of A.D. 50-55, 55-60, 60-65 and 65-70.
After all the vessels had been dealt with in this way, the
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total number of identified dishes is 1505 - 599 = 906. The
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number of Drag. 18 is added to with 0.8134 x 599 = 487.
Thus, the corrected number of dishes of Drag. 18 is 737 +
487 = 1224 (cf. table 6.4).
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above, under 1) was multiplied with the quotient of the per-
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the average percentage of unidentified dishes.
For example: of the 737 dishes of Drag. 18, 29.10 date from
the period of A.D. 50-55. Of the corrected number of 1224
dishes of Drag. 18 (see under 2a), 29.10 x (1224 : 737) =
48.48 would date from this period. The percentage of un-
identified ishes from this period is 40.3, the average per-
centage of unidentified dishes 42.3 and the quotient of these
two values, 40.3 : 42.3 = 0.9527.
Thus, the corrected number of dishes of Drag. 18 in the
period of A.D. 50-55 is 48.48 x 0.9527 = 46.06.
2C CALCULATION OF THE RATIO OF THE NUMBERS OF
STANDARD DISHES TO CUPS
The ratio of the number of standard dishes and the number
of cups for a given five-year period was calculated by divid-
ing the number of cups from that period by the corrected
(see above under 2) number of dishes from Aat period.
For example: of the 2084 cups of Drag. 27(g), 104.21 date
from the period of A.D. 50-55. The corrected number of
dishes of Drag. 18 for that period is 46.06. Thus, the ratio of
the two fonns for this period is 104.21 : 46.06 = 2.26 (cf. fig.
6.13).
3 CALCULATION OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF THE DMENSIONS
Since dimensions, unlike totals of stamps or fonns, cannot
be divided over a number of subsequent five-year periods
(cf. above, under 1 and 2b), the chronological development
of the dimensions was calculated on the basis of the average
date. This was simply determined by adding half the differ-
ence between the end and the starting dates to the starting
date. Thus, the average date of a vessel from A.D. 50-75 is
50 + ((75 - 50) : 2) = 62.5.
When the average date of each of the vessels included in the
study has been determined, the relation between the average
date and the dimension whose development is analysed may
be represented in a diagram. For every position on the time
axis, the corresponding average of the dimension in question
may subsequently be calculated.
Since the number of vessels per average date is often rela-
lively small, and, moreover, quite diverse, the calculated
averages present a rather whimsical pattern. Therefore, in
order to counteract coincidental fluctuations as much as
possible, a new average was calculated for every three
successive average dates; in this process, the number of
occurrences per average date was used as a weighting factor.
These corrected averages are represented in the graph by
means of dots connected by a line.
For example: of the 197 large standard ishes of Drag. 18
from Vechten whose total dimensions were recorded, eleven
have an average date of A.D. 72.5, fifteen of 75 and eleven of
77.5. The average total diameters of these vessels are
166.8182 mm (A.D. 72.5), 162.9333 mm (A.D. 75) and
166.3636 mm (A.D. 77.5). The corrected average total di-
ameter of the vessels wiA an average date of A.D. 75 is
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((11 x 166.8182) + (15 x 162.9333) + (11 x 166.3636)) :
(11 + 15 + 11) = 6108.9993 : 37 = 165.1081, i.e. 166 mm
when rounded off (figs. 6. 19-6.21, 6.34, 6.35, 6.50-6.53 and
6.71).
4 ESTIMATED DIAMETERS OF BOWLS OF DRAG. 29 ON
THE BASIS OF THE DIAMETERS OF THEIR FOOTRWGS
The starting point for this calculation is the corrected aver-
age ratio of the total diameters and footring diameters of
those vessels whose total diameters are known (the correct-
ed average ratio is calculated according to the method dis-
cussed above in section 3). The total diameter of a vessel for
which only the diameter of the footring is known is estimat-
ed by multiplying the diameter of the footring with the cor-
reeled average ratio for the average date that applies to the
example in question.
For example: the corrected average ratio of the total diam-
eter and the diameter of the footring for bowls with an aver-
age date ofA.D. 60 is 2.8669. Thus, the estimated total diam-
eter of a Drag. 29 with a footring of 80 mm across and an
average date of A.D. 60 is 80 x 2.8669 = 229.352 mm, i.e.
approximately 229 mm. Therefore, the bowl in question may
be classed under size D (fig. 6.68 d and 6.74).
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1 THE COLLECTION OF THE RtJKSMUSEUM VAN OUDHEDEN
AT LEIDEN
VEP13-17
Received in March 1844 from Mr Van Fatten (Harden-
broek).
VES1-9
Received in November 1855 from J. P. Six, Esq. (Amster-
dam).
VF23, 24 (1-81) and 25 (82-118)
The vessels with these numbers are part of the first consign-
ment of finds unearthed during the constmction of Fort
Vechten, from December 1867 - June 1868 (inventory made
in July 1868). With the exception of the example numbered
VF23, they are all marked merely with labels numbered 1-
118. In the inventory, the vessels in question are described
under VF24 (the stamps that were identified at the time, with
numbers 1-81) and VF25 (the unidentified stamps, with
numbers 82-118). The stamps numbered 1-81 (VF24) were
published by Janssen (1869, 116). Some vessels have an
additional number in white paint, consisting of a roman I and
a serial number in Arabic characters; Ais number refers to
section C I of the catalogue of the Dutch department of the
museum, which was published in 1908 (Holwerda 1908, 65-
103).
Arabic type; this number refers to section C I of the cata-
logue of the Dutch department of the museum, which was
published in 1908 (Holwerda 1908, 65-103).
VF*1-1562
The vessels with these numbers are part of the fifth and sixth
consignments of finds unearthed uring the construction of
Fort Vechten, from May 1869 - August 1870 (inventory
made in August 1878). They can be divided into two
groups.
. The vessels in the first group are completely or largely
undamaged, and numbered in ink directly onto the vessel,
VF*424 to VF*494; they are described in the inventory
under these numbers.
The vessels in the second group are classed under
number VF*495 in the inventory. However, instead of
VF*495 they are marked VF*1 to VF* 1562, on gummed
labels which come off easily. Many vessels Aat have lost
their labels have been renumbered, in pencil or in ink. The
asterisk has been omitted in many cases, which sometimes
makes confusion possible with the vessels that bear VF-
numbers.
Thus, numbers VF*424 to VF*494 occur twice; once direct-
ly on the vessels that are described in the inventory under
these numbers, and once on the labels marking the vessels
recorded under number VF*495. Some vessels have an addi-
tional number in white paint, consisting of a roman I and a
serial number in Arabic type; this number efers to section C
I of the catalogue of the Dutch department of the museum,
which was published in 1908 (Holwerda 1908, 65-103).
VF888-3153
The vessels with these numbers are part of the second, third
and fourth consignments of finds unearthed during the con-
stmction of Fort Vechten, from June 1868 - May 1869 (in-
ventory made in August 1869). The vessels in question are
marked with gummed labels, which come off easily. Many
vessels that have lost their labels have been renumbered, in
pencil or in ink. Some of Ae numbers which were applied
later in this way are demonstrably incorrect (VF368a, 389,
664a and 838). Some vessels have an additional number in
white paint, consisting of a roman I and a serial number in
no no.
The majority of the numberless vessels from Leiden are like-
ly to stem from the construction of Fort Vechten. As was
mentioned before, the labels with which the vessels found in
1867-1870 were marked come off easily. However, the gum
from the label has often remained, so the vessels in question
may be attributed to Ae period 1867-1870 with certainty. In
other cases this attribution may be deduced from the pres-
ence of a notation on the vessel in ink, made by C.
Zangemeister, who went through the collection around the
turn of the century for the sake of including the stamps in the
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.
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fl892/ll.ll
Found during the 1892 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
130, fig. 6 and pl. 1).
n909/10.2
Found in 1909 in one of the museum cellars. At the time, the
vessels in question were assumed to stem from the 1892-
1894 excavations, but the composition of the lot demon-
strates that they must have been found during the construc-
don of Fort Vechten in 1867-1870. As it happens, Aese are
almost exclusively illegible stamps and fragments of stamps,
several of which match examples with VF and VF*-numbers.
fl912/4.2
Gift of mrs 0. van Briicken-Fock or C. van Briicken-Vock
(Vechten).
Vel914.1-10 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1914 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
133, fig. 10 and pl. 1). The fragments with serial number 1
were found by the gatekeeper of Fort Vechten; the meaning
of the other numbers is not known.
fl920/3.5
Gift of A. Wilten (Hilversum).
Vel920.1-33(f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1920 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers bear no relation
to the excavated trenches or the traces found.
Vel923 and 1923/3-4 (f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1923 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The sherds with serial number 3 stem
from trench B, and those with serial number 4 probably from
trenches C to F.
Vel924/A-H (f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1924 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The fragments with the letters A-G
stem from the trenches with the same letters, which were
dug in 7925; they were deepened in 1924. The sherds with
the letter H almost certainly stem from the trench which was
dug in 1924, east of and parallel to trench 1923G.
Vel927/l-3 (f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1927 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 199,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). Study of the correspondence between
A.E. Remouchamps, leader of the investigation at Vechten,
and J. H. Holwerda, director of the Rijksmuseum van
Oudheden at Leiden, has shown Aat there were two series
of sherds numbered Vel927/l-3. The first series stems
from the excavations on a plot rented by C. G. Oostveen,
and the second from a series of trial trenches on a lot rented
by G. van Oostrom. When the fragments from these excava-
tions were repacked in 1984, the difference between the two
series went unnoticed because of the unclear hand-
writing on the bags, so both were marked "Oostveen". Thus,
it cannot be ascertained whether the sherds numbered
Vel927/l-3 stem from the trenches with the same numbers
(Oostveen plot), or from the test trenches on the field
on which the investigation was concentrated later, in the
thirties, but which have not been precisely located (Van
Oostrom plot).
H931/2.3 and 5a
Gift of P.A. Gildemeester (Egmond aan den Hoef).
fl935/1.2
Found during the 1914 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
133, fig. 10 and pl. 1).
Vel938/1939 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1938 or 1939 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia
1991, 133 and pl. 1, E).
Vel939 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1939 excavations, in a location ot further
known, possibly to the northwest of the trenches dug in
1938, under the present A12 highway (cf. PolakAVynia
1991, pl. 1, E).
n940/4.13
Gift of mrs M. van der Moer-van der Kop (Heemstede).
fl940/5.9-234
Found during the 1931-1932 and 1936-1937 excavations (cf.
Polak/Wynia 1991, 137, fig. 14 and pl. 1). The meaning of
Ae last numbers is as follows:
13: from the topsoil in the 1931 trench.
26-27:in the lower section of the 1931 trench.
65: from the topsail in the trench dug on the site which
was investigated in the 1920s (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12, across trenches 1923A and G).
91-92: from the topsoil of the 1932 trench.
Ill, 113: in the lower section of the 1932 trench, among
the timber.
169: from a well found in the 1932 trench.
193: from the 1936 and 1937 trenches.
209: from the ditch of the earliest fortification.
234: found in the lower section of the northern part of
the 1936 and 1937 trenches, among the timber.
fl950/12.1
Gift ofTh.G. Appelboom (Leiden).
Vel951 (no inventory made)
Found during soil borings about 100 m north of the trench
dug in 1931 (comm. J. A. Trimpe Burger; cf. PolaVWynia
1991, 137, fig. 14 and pl. 1).
fl953/12.1
Found during the 1938 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
pl. 1, E).
fl975/4.4-7
Found during the 1938 excavations, in the lower section of
the long eastern trench (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991, pl. 1, E).
H976/5.4
Found during the 1938 excavations, in the lower section of
the long eastern trench (cf. PolakAVynia 1991, pl. 1, E).
n976/10.81 and 83
Found during the 1938 excavations, in the upper section of
the long eastern trench (cf. PolakAVynia 1991, pl. 1, E).
fl980/7.302-356
Found during the 1938 excavations (cf. Polak-Wynia 1991,
pl. 1, E).
1982/4.1
Found during the 1947 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
138, fig. 15 and pl. 1). The vessel with this inventory num-
ber is part of find number 1947-351 (see below).
THE COLLECTION OF THE PROVINCIAAL UTRECHTS
GENOOTSCHAP VAN KUNSTEN EN WETENSCHAPPEN
AT UTRECHT
7-8119
These are serial numbers from Ae inventory of the PUG col-
lection. A large number of the vessels numbered in this way
are from the 1892-1894 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
130, fig. 6 and pl. 1) and are illustrated in the excavation
report (Mailer 1895, 163-167). The vessels numbered 7260,
8035, 8062, 8063,8112,8113 and 8119 are from the 1920-
1927 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,135, fig. 12 and pl. 1).
BvD83-107
From the collection of H.W. Bosch van Drakestein, Esq.,
who owned the site of the 1892-1894, 1914 and 1920-1927
excavations.
Vel920/2-12 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1920 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The meaning of the serial numbers is
as follows:
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fl892/ll.ll
Found during the 1892 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
130, fig. 6 and pl. 1).
n909/10.2
Found in 1909 in one of the museum cellars. At the time, the
vessels in question were assumed to stem from the 1892-
1894 excavations, but the composition of the lot demon-
strates that they must have been found during the construc-
don of Fort Vechten in 1867-1870. As it happens, Aese are
almost exclusively illegible stamps and fragments of stamps,
several of which match examples with VF and VF*-numbers.
fl912/4.2
Gift of mrs 0. van Briicken-Fock or C. van Briicken-Vock
(Vechten).
Vel914.1-10 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1914 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
133, fig. 10 and pl. 1). The fragments with serial number 1
were found by the gatekeeper of Fort Vechten; the meaning
of the other numbers is not known.
fl920/3.5
Gift of A. Wilten (Hilversum).
Vel920.1-33(f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1920 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers bear no relation
to the excavated trenches or the traces found.
Vel923 and 1923/3-4 (f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1923 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The sherds with serial number 3 stem
from trench B, and those with serial number 4 probably from
trenches C to F.
Vel924/A-H (f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1924 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The fragments with the letters A-G
stem from the trenches with the same letters, which were
dug in 7925; they were deepened in 1924. The sherds with
the letter H almost certainly stem from the trench which was
dug in 1924, east of and parallel to trench 1923G.
Vel927/l-3 (f 1994/1.2)
Found during the 1927 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 199,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). Study of the correspondence between
A.E. Remouchamps, leader of the investigation at Vechten,
and J. H. Holwerda, director of the Rijksmuseum van
Oudheden at Leiden, has shown Aat there were two series
of sherds numbered Vel927/l-3. The first series stems
from the excavations on a plot rented by C. G. Oostveen,
and the second from a series of trial trenches on a lot rented
by G. van Oostrom. When the fragments from these excava-
tions were repacked in 1984, the difference between the two
series went unnoticed because of the unclear hand-
writing on the bags, so both were marked "Oostveen". Thus,
it cannot be ascertained whether the sherds numbered
Vel927/l-3 stem from the trenches with the same numbers
(Oostveen plot), or from the test trenches on the field
on which the investigation was concentrated later, in the
thirties, but which have not been precisely located (Van
Oostrom plot).
H931/2.3 and 5a
Gift of P.A. Gildemeester (Egmond aan den Hoef).
fl935/1.2
Found during the 1914 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
133, fig. 10 and pl. 1).
Vel938/1939 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1938 or 1939 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia
1991, 133 and pl. 1, E).
Vel939 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1939 excavations, in a location ot further
known, possibly to the northwest of the trenches dug in
1938, under the present A12 highway (cf. PolakAVynia
1991, pl. 1, E).
n940/4.13
Gift of mrs M. van der Moer-van der Kop (Heemstede).
fl940/5.9-234
Found during the 1931-1932 and 1936-1937 excavations (cf.
Polak/Wynia 1991, 137, fig. 14 and pl. 1). The meaning of
Ae last numbers is as follows:
13: from the topsoil in the 1931 trench.
26-27:in the lower section of the 1931 trench.
65: from the topsail in the trench dug on the site which
was investigated in the 1920s (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12, across trenches 1923A and G).
91-92: from the topsoil of the 1932 trench.
Ill, 113: in the lower section of the 1932 trench, among
the timber.
169: from a well found in the 1932 trench.
193: from the 1936 and 1937 trenches.
209: from the ditch of the earliest fortification.
234: found in the lower section of the northern part of
the 1936 and 1937 trenches, among the timber.
fl950/12.1
Gift ofTh.G. Appelboom (Leiden).
Vel951 (no inventory made)
Found during soil borings about 100 m north of the trench
dug in 1931 (comm. J. A. Trimpe Burger; cf. PolaVWynia
1991, 137, fig. 14 and pl. 1).
fl953/12.1
Found during the 1938 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
pl. 1, E).
fl975/4.4-7
Found during the 1938 excavations, in the lower section of
the long eastern trench (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991, pl. 1, E).
H976/5.4
Found during the 1938 excavations, in the lower section of
the long eastern trench (cf. PolakAVynia 1991, pl. 1, E).
n976/10.81 and 83
Found during the 1938 excavations, in the upper section of
the long eastern trench (cf. PolakAVynia 1991, pl. 1, E).
fl980/7.302-356
Found during the 1938 excavations (cf. Polak-Wynia 1991,
pl. 1, E).
1982/4.1
Found during the 1947 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
138, fig. 15 and pl. 1). The vessel with this inventory num-
ber is part of find number 1947-351 (see below).
THE COLLECTION OF THE PROVINCIAAL UTRECHTS
GENOOTSCHAP VAN KUNSTEN EN WETENSCHAPPEN
AT UTRECHT
7-8119
These are serial numbers from Ae inventory of the PUG col-
lection. A large number of the vessels numbered in this way
are from the 1892-1894 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
130, fig. 6 and pl. 1) and are illustrated in the excavation
report (Mailer 1895, 163-167). The vessels numbered 7260,
8035, 8062, 8063,8112,8113 and 8119 are from the 1920-
1927 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,135, fig. 12 and pl. 1).
BvD83-107
From the collection of H.W. Bosch van Drakestein, Esq.,
who owned the site of the 1892-1894, 1914 and 1920-1927
excavations.
Vel920/2-12 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1920 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The meaning of the serial numbers is
as follows:
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1-3: from trenches A and B arid the upper soil.
4: from the upper soil of trench F.
5-6: from trenches L-N.
7: unknown.
8: from Ae lower section of trench F.
9: from the "western trial trench" (PolakAVynia 1991,
pl. 1, A).
10-12: unknown.
Vel921/l-9 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1921 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers refer to the
trenches that were dug:
1: trench K.
1B: probably trench 0.
2: trench N.
4: trench D.
6: trench F.
7: trench G (several vessels with this number have the
additional legend "poort", i.e. gate, in pencil).
9: trench M.
Vel922/2-8 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1922 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers correspond to
those of the trenches that were dug.
Vel925/l-5 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1925 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers correspond to
those of the trenches that were dug. The addition of an "a"
to the trench number means that he vessel in question stems
from the lower section of the trench.
1946-8 to 1947-413 (PUG 7605)
Found during the 1946-1947 excavations (cf. Polak/ Wynia
1991, 138, fig. 15 and pl. 1). The numbers following the
years are find numbers. Some finds groups include more
than one South Gaulish stamp. With the exception of surface
finds these numbers are listed below, followed by the cata-
logue numbers under which the stamps in question may be
found (cf. Chapter 8).
1946-11: S129andT12.
1946-12: V27 and V89.
1946-25: S79, S81 andY243.
1946-27: S134andZ91.
1947-50: R18* and S149.
1947-97: A40, A84 and G8.
1947-310: A104, C53 and S39.
1947-318: A54, A62, B5, R7. Y331 and Z80.
1947-351: 01 and S29 (RMO fl982/4.1).
1947-363: C141 and P8.
1947-381: A37 and F12.
1947-411:B49 and Y362.
The above-mentioned finds numbers do not always refer to
closed finds. Thus, the finds groups, apart from the South
Gaulish vessels listed, may also include material from a later
date.
RNDS AT THE RUKSDIENST VOOR HET OUDHEIDKUNDIG
BODEMONDERZOEK AT AMERSFOORT
Ve70/34-456 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1970 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
pl. 1). The numbers after the slashes are find numbers. The
vessels will eventually be transferred to the Provinciaal
Bodemdepot.
Vel926/l-5 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1926 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers correspond to
those of the trenches that were dug.
APPENDIX D LIST OF DATED CONTEXTS
This appendix contains a brief discussion of the contexts
which were used for the dating of the stamps included in Ae
catalogue. For settlements which were occupied before A.b.
10 or after A.D. 120, the starting and end dates are usually
omitted. In addition, most of the places in England where the
Romans settled immediately after the invasion of A.D. 43
have been left out.
For every context, relevant and, if possible, recent, publica-
tions are mentioned. In many cases these are surveys which
put the history of the settlement in question in a broader his-
torical perspective; they generally contain references to
more detailed reports.
The dates of sites in the Rhine and Danube area proposed by
Pferdehirt (1986), which deviate from the prevailing opin-
ion, have usually not been adopted, since they are based on
incorrect assumptions (cf. p. 125 and Haalebos et al. 1991).
Abergavenny: fort (?), constructed between A.D. 50 and 70, perhaps in the
years A.D. 47-52 (Jones 1975, 126; Davies 1980, 258; Todd 1981, 86).
Aislingen: fort, constructed in the late Tiberian period and probably
destroyed by fire in A.D. 69/70. There are no definite indications ofreoccu-
pation under Vespasian (Ulbert 1959, 83 and 87 f.; Filtzinger et al. 1976,42;
Schonberger 1985, 446, B58; Pferdehirt 1986,288,57).
Arentsburg: Holwerda's opinion, that Arentsburg was constructed as a
naval base in A.D. 84, by Batavian forces which were b-ansferred to Britain,
is no longer subscribed to by anyone. Nowadays, it is assumed that there
was already a native settlement here in the pre-Flavian period, which after
A.D. 70 quickly developed into a small town which was given the right o
hold a market under Hadrian (Holwerda 1923, 153-157; Bogaers 1971).
None of the South Gaulish sigillata stamps from Arentsburg need be earlier
than the last quarter of the 1st century.
Arnsburg: fort, constructed under Domitian after the war against he Chatti
in A.D. 83-85 (Baatz/Herrmann 1982, 228-230; Schonberger 1985, 462,
D50).
Asciburgium (Moers-Asberg): fort, abandoned after A.D. 81/82; the last
garrison, ala Moesica felix torquata, may have been transferred to Upper
Germany in A.D. 83-85 or 89/90. The vicus remained occupied
(Schonberger 1985, 428 f., A13, and 440, B15; Pferdehirt 1986, 261; Horn
1987, 562 f.).
Bad Cannstatt: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90, and perhaps evacuated
for a short period prior to the construction of a new fort, around A.D. 120
(Filtzinger et al. 1976, 529-534; Schonberger 1985, 468 f., D85; Pferdehirt
1986, 281 f, 36).
Bad Nauheim: fort, probably constructed around A.D. 83-85 in connection
with the war against he Chatti, and abandoned under Domitian or Trajan
(Baatz/Hemnann 1982, 237 f.; Schonberger 1985, 462, D47; Pferdehirt
1986, 275, 18).
Baginton: fort, constructed around A.D. 60 and evacuated around A.D. 80
(Hobley 1975).
Bainbridge: fort, probably constructed between A.D. 79 and 84 (Jones
1975, 128; Hartley 1988, 154 f.).
Bickenbach: guard post (?) at a bridge across a silted-up arm of the Neckar,
probably constructed early during the reign ofVespasian (Simon 1977, 50
f.; Schonberger 1985, 452 f.).
Binchester: fort, probably constructed around A.D. 80 (Jones 1975, 129).
Birdoswald: the discovery of South Gaulish sigillata t Birdoswald seems
to indicate that here was ah-eady a guard post here under Trajan, as part of
the so-called Stanegate line (Breeze/Dobson 1987, 22 f.).
Bowes: fort, probably constmcted between A.D. 71 and 78 (Hartley 1980,4).
Brandon Camp: base of operations for the campaigns of Q. Veranius (A.D.
57-58) or C. Suetonius Paullinus (58-61), possibly not abandoned until A.D.
67(Frere 1987a, 69-71).
Brecon: fort, constructed around A.D. 75 (Jones 1975, 131).
Bregenz, Kellerfund: load of pottery found in a cellar which was ah-eady
bricked up in the Roman period. The majority of the sigillata survived com-
pletely, albeit in fragments. The finds include several sigillata vessels with
identical stamps (of Calvus, Frontinus, Patricius, Sabinus, Sarrutus, C.
lulius Vas- and Vitalis ii of La Graufesenque, lulianus of Banassac and
Lallus of Lezoux) and bowls with very similar decorative schemes. The
Kellerfund is usually dated to the time of Domitian (H. Ricken in ORL A3,
166) or Trajan (Jacobs 1912, 174), but is not homogeneous in composition.
Some vessels are definitely earlier, others much later. Their usefulness for
dating is relatively limited, therefore.
Broomholm: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 and evacuated between A.D.
100 and 105 (Jones 1975, 131; Hanson 1980, 33 f.).
Brough-on-Humber: fort, constructed between A.D. 69 and 71 or between
A.D. 71 and 74, but abandoned uring Agricola's campaigns (Jones 1975,
132; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 84 and 89; Hartley 1988, 154).
Burghofe: fort, constructed under Claudius and occupied until the begin-
ning of the 2nd century (Ulbert 1959, 84; Schonberger 1985, 446 f., B59;
456, C69, and474,D113).
Burghofe, Geschirrdepot: largely burnt load of pottery, found in a cellar
in the vicus near the fort. The hundreds of vessels of sigillata include dozens
of examples with identical stamps (particularly of Bassus i, Gennanus and
Passienus). The material dates from c. A.D. 70. Therefore, the destmction
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1-3: from trenches A and B arid the upper soil.
4: from the upper soil of trench F.
5-6: from trenches L-N.
7: unknown.
8: from Ae lower section of trench F.
9: from the "western trial trench" (PolakAVynia 1991,
pl. 1, A).
10-12: unknown.
Vel921/l-9 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1921 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers refer to the
trenches that were dug:
1: trench K.
1B: probably trench 0.
2: trench N.
4: trench D.
6: trench F.
7: trench G (several vessels with this number have the
additional legend "poort", i.e. gate, in pencil).
9: trench M.
Vel922/2-8 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1922 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers correspond to
those of the trenches that were dug.
Vel925/l-5 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1925 excavations (cf. Polak/Wynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers correspond to
those of the trenches that were dug. The addition of an "a"
to the trench number means that he vessel in question stems
from the lower section of the trench.
1946-8 to 1947-413 (PUG 7605)
Found during the 1946-1947 excavations (cf. Polak/ Wynia
1991, 138, fig. 15 and pl. 1). The numbers following the
years are find numbers. Some finds groups include more
than one South Gaulish stamp. With the exception of surface
finds these numbers are listed below, followed by the cata-
logue numbers under which the stamps in question may be
found (cf. Chapter 8).
1946-11: S129andT12.
1946-12: V27 and V89.
1946-25: S79, S81 andY243.
1946-27: S134andZ91.
1947-50: R18* and S149.
1947-97: A40, A84 and G8.
1947-310: A104, C53 and S39.
1947-318: A54, A62, B5, R7. Y331 and Z80.
1947-351: 01 and S29 (RMO fl982/4.1).
1947-363: C141 and P8.
1947-381: A37 and F12.
1947-411:B49 and Y362.
The above-mentioned finds numbers do not always refer to
closed finds. Thus, the finds groups, apart from the South
Gaulish vessels listed, may also include material from a later
date.
RNDS AT THE RUKSDIENST VOOR HET OUDHEIDKUNDIG
BODEMONDERZOEK AT AMERSFOORT
Ve70/34-456 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1970 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
pl. 1). The numbers after the slashes are find numbers. The
vessels will eventually be transferred to the Provinciaal
Bodemdepot.
Vel926/l-5 (no inventory made)
Found during the 1926 excavations (cf. PolakAVynia 1991,
135, fig. 12 and pl. 1). The serial numbers correspond to
those of the trenches that were dug.
APPENDIX D LIST OF DATED CONTEXTS
This appendix contains a brief discussion of the contexts
which were used for the dating of the stamps included in Ae
catalogue. For settlements which were occupied before A.b.
10 or after A.D. 120, the starting and end dates are usually
omitted. In addition, most of the places in England where the
Romans settled immediately after the invasion of A.D. 43
have been left out.
For every context, relevant and, if possible, recent, publica-
tions are mentioned. In many cases these are surveys which
put the history of the settlement in question in a broader his-
torical perspective; they generally contain references to
more detailed reports.
The dates of sites in the Rhine and Danube area proposed by
Pferdehirt (1986), which deviate from the prevailing opin-
ion, have usually not been adopted, since they are based on
incorrect assumptions (cf. p. 125 and Haalebos et al. 1991).
Abergavenny: fort (?), constructed between A.D. 50 and 70, perhaps in the
years A.D. 47-52 (Jones 1975, 126; Davies 1980, 258; Todd 1981, 86).
Aislingen: fort, constructed in the late Tiberian period and probably
destroyed by fire in A.D. 69/70. There are no definite indications ofreoccu-
pation under Vespasian (Ulbert 1959, 83 and 87 f.; Filtzinger et al. 1976,42;
Schonberger 1985, 446, B58; Pferdehirt 1986,288,57).
Arentsburg: Holwerda's opinion, that Arentsburg was constructed as a
naval base in A.D. 84, by Batavian forces which were b-ansferred to Britain,
is no longer subscribed to by anyone. Nowadays, it is assumed that there
was already a native settlement here in the pre-Flavian period, which after
A.D. 70 quickly developed into a small town which was given the right o
hold a market under Hadrian (Holwerda 1923, 153-157; Bogaers 1971).
None of the South Gaulish sigillata stamps from Arentsburg need be earlier
than the last quarter of the 1st century.
Arnsburg: fort, constructed under Domitian after the war against he Chatti
in A.D. 83-85 (Baatz/Herrmann 1982, 228-230; Schonberger 1985, 462,
D50).
Asciburgium (Moers-Asberg): fort, abandoned after A.D. 81/82; the last
garrison, ala Moesica felix torquata, may have been transferred to Upper
Germany in A.D. 83-85 or 89/90. The vicus remained occupied
(Schonberger 1985, 428 f., A13, and 440, B15; Pferdehirt 1986, 261; Horn
1987, 562 f.).
Bad Cannstatt: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90, and perhaps evacuated
for a short period prior to the construction of a new fort, around A.D. 120
(Filtzinger et al. 1976, 529-534; Schonberger 1985, 468 f., D85; Pferdehirt
1986, 281 f, 36).
Bad Nauheim: fort, probably constructed around A.D. 83-85 in connection
with the war against he Chatti, and abandoned under Domitian or Trajan
(Baatz/Hemnann 1982, 237 f.; Schonberger 1985, 462, D47; Pferdehirt
1986, 275, 18).
Baginton: fort, constructed around A.D. 60 and evacuated around A.D. 80
(Hobley 1975).
Bainbridge: fort, probably constructed between A.D. 79 and 84 (Jones
1975, 128; Hartley 1988, 154 f.).
Bickenbach: guard post (?) at a bridge across a silted-up arm of the Neckar,
probably constructed early during the reign ofVespasian (Simon 1977, 50
f.; Schonberger 1985, 452 f.).
Binchester: fort, probably constructed around A.D. 80 (Jones 1975, 129).
Birdoswald: the discovery of South Gaulish sigillata t Birdoswald seems
to indicate that here was ah-eady a guard post here under Trajan, as part of
the so-called Stanegate line (Breeze/Dobson 1987, 22 f.).
Bowes: fort, probably constmcted between A.D. 71 and 78 (Hartley 1980,4).
Brandon Camp: base of operations for the campaigns of Q. Veranius (A.D.
57-58) or C. Suetonius Paullinus (58-61), possibly not abandoned until A.D.
67(Frere 1987a, 69-71).
Brecon: fort, constructed around A.D. 75 (Jones 1975, 131).
Bregenz, Kellerfund: load of pottery found in a cellar which was ah-eady
bricked up in the Roman period. The majority of the sigillata survived com-
pletely, albeit in fragments. The finds include several sigillata vessels with
identical stamps (of Calvus, Frontinus, Patricius, Sabinus, Sarrutus, C.
lulius Vas- and Vitalis ii of La Graufesenque, lulianus of Banassac and
Lallus of Lezoux) and bowls with very similar decorative schemes. The
Kellerfund is usually dated to the time of Domitian (H. Ricken in ORL A3,
166) or Trajan (Jacobs 1912, 174), but is not homogeneous in composition.
Some vessels are definitely earlier, others much later. Their usefulness for
dating is relatively limited, therefore.
Broomholm: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 and evacuated between A.D.
100 and 105 (Jones 1975, 131; Hanson 1980, 33 f.).
Brough-on-Humber: fort, constructed between A.D. 69 and 71 or between
A.D. 71 and 74, but abandoned uring Agricola's campaigns (Jones 1975,
132; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 84 and 89; Hartley 1988, 154).
Burghofe: fort, constructed under Claudius and occupied until the begin-
ning of the 2nd century (Ulbert 1959, 84; Schonberger 1985, 446 f., B59;
456, C69, and474,D113).
Burghofe, Geschirrdepot: largely burnt load of pottery, found in a cellar
in the vicus near the fort. The hundreds of vessels of sigillata include dozens
of examples with identical stamps (particularly of Bassus i, Gennanus and
Passienus). The material dates from c. A.D. 70. Therefore, the destmction
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deposit is presumably related to the disturbances in A.D, 69/70 (Ulbert
1959, 57 f.; Schonberger 1985, 446 f., B59).
Burladingen-Hausen: fort, constructed under Vespasian or Titus, after
A.D. 74/75 (Schonberger 1985, 387 and 455, C57; HeiUgmann 1990, 174-
176).
Butzbach (also known as Hunneburg): fort, constructed under Domitian,
probably not before A.D. 85 (Schonberger 1985, 462, D49; Pferdehirt 1986,
275, 19). In view of the considerable amount of sigillata found here (cf.
Pferdehirt 1986, 244, Tab. 3), the lack of bowls of Drag. 29 may be seen as
an indication that the fort was constructed after, rather than before A.D. 90.
Butzbach-Degerfeld: fort, constmcted around the end of the 1st century
(Simon 1968, 5-7; Schonberger 1985, 492, b).
Caer Gai: fort, constructed between A.D. 74 and 78 (Jones 1975, 134;
Davies 1980, 261).
Caerhun: fort, probably constructed between A.D. 78 and 84 (Jones 1975,
134; Davies 1980, 261).
Caerleon, legionary fortress: constructed in the early years of the reign of
Vespasian (Jones 1975, 134 f.; Britannia 18, 1987, 307).
Caerleon, amphitheatre: constructed around A.D. 80 (WheelerAVheeler
1928, 146-148).
Caerleon, baths: constructed around A.D. 75 (Zienkiewicz 1986, 37 f.).
Caersws: the earliest fort, Caersws I, has not been excavated yet, but prob-
ably dates to the pre-Flavian period, and may have been constmcted
between A.D. 58 and 61. The latest fort, Caersws II, which is situated sUght-
ly to the west of the earlier one, was constmcted between A.D. 74 and 78.
During Agricola's campaigns in 78-84, it may have been unoccupied (Jones
1975, 136; Davies 1980, 264).
Caerwent: fort (?), constructed in the Flavian period, to judge by its loca-
tion no earlier than A.D. 78 (Wacher 1975, 376, with note 6).
Caistor-by-Norwich: fort, constmcted between A.D. 61 and 69. After the
camp was evacuated in the Flavian period the vicus developed into a small
town (Swan 1981; Todd 1981, 94).
Camelon: fort, constructed around A.D. 80 and probably abandoned in or
shortly after A.D. 87 (Hartley 1972a, 13 f.; Jones 1975, 137; Hanson 1980,
21 and 32; Hobley 1989).
Camulodunum (Colchester-Sheepen): civitas capital of the Tnnovantes,
conquered by the Romans in A.D. 43/44. Subsequent industrial activities
(legionary canabae?) until its destmction during the Boudiccan revolt in
A.D. 61. No significant occupation after c. A.D. 65. Periods of occupation:
I 10 (at the latest?)-43
H 43/44
HI 43/44-48
IV 49-61
V 61
VI 61-65
(Hawkes/Hull 1947, 27-56; Niblett 1985, 1-3; Fitzpatrick 1986).
Cardean: fort, constructed in A.D. 82/83 and evacuated in A.D. 87 (Hartley
1972a, 12-15; Hanson 1980; Todd 1981,115).
Cardiff: fort. constmcted around A.D. 55-60 and abandoned around A.D.
90 (Davies 1980, 260, with note 11, and 264, with note 27; Britannia 13,
1982, 331 f.).
Carlisle: fortification of unknown size, probably constructed between A.D.
71 and 74 (dendrochronological date: c. A.D. 72) and evacuated between
A.D. 100 and 122 (Hanson 1980, 17; Hartley 1980, 4; Britannia 15, 1984,
280; Britannia 16, 1985, 275 f.; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 86; Hartley 1988,
154; Britannia 21, 1990, 320).
Carmarthen: fort, constructed between A.D. 74 and 78 (Jones 1975, 138).
Castle Collen: fort, constructed between A.D. 74 and 78 (Jones 1975, 138
f.).
Castlecary: fort, constructed around A.D. 80/81 and abandoned between
A.D. 87 and 105 (Hartley 1972a, 12; Jones 1975, 139; Hanson 1980, 32;
Toddl981, 103-118).
Castledykes: fort, constructed around A.D. 80/81 and evacuated shortly
after A.D. 87 (Jones 1975, 139; Hanson 1980, 20; Todd 1981, 116).
Castleford: fort, constructed between A.D. 71 and 74 and abandoned in
A.D. 100/105, at the latest (Breeze/Dobson 1985, 9; Hartley 1988, 154 f.).
Catterick: fort, possibly constructed between A.D. 71 and 78 (Hartley
1980,4).
Chester: on strategical grounds, it is usually assumed that a fortification
was built at Chester under Suetonius Paullinus, between A.D. 58 and 61.
However, so far no traces have been found to indicate this, and the pottery
found here does not justify this assumption, either. On the other hand, is
cannot be ruled out that a fort was constructed as early as c. A.D. 74, prior
to the constmcdon of the legionary fortress (Camngton 1977, 37 f.; Hartley
1981,245).
Chester, legionary fortress: constructed around A.D. 78 (Camngton 1977,
37 f.; Hartley 1981, 245).
Chester, amphitheatre: constructed in the late seventies of the 1st century
A.D. (Thompson 1976, 134 and 181 f.; Mason 1987, 151).
Chesterfield: fort, probably constructed between A.D. 52 and 57
(Hanson/Campbell 1986, 82; Hartley 1988, 153 f.).
Chesterholm: fort, constructed around A.D. 90 (Birley 1977, 105; Todd
1981,116).
Chichester, deposit: load of pottery recovered without archaeological
supervision, dated to the period ofA.D. 43-50 (Down 1974, 3 and 5; Hartley
1974a, 5 f.).
Cirencester: fort, constructed between A.D. 43 and 52, possibly in or be-
fore A.D. 45. Evacuated around A.D. 75, after which the civitas capital of
Dobunnorum developed on the site of the fort (Todd 1981, 81;
Wacher/McWhirr 1982, 57-66; McWhin- 1988; Hind 1989, 16).
Cirencester, fort ditch deposit: load of unused pottery, found in the inner
ditch of the period DB fort. In view of the resemblances of the sigillata to
that from the Pottery Shops at Colchester and the lack of material known
from Flavian contexts, this so-called Fort Ditch Group is assumed to date
from the years A.D. 55-65, perhaps A.D. 60-65 (Hartley/Dickinson 1982,
142).
Colchester: legionary fortress, consfructed shortly after the beginning of
the conquest of Britannia. In A.D. 49 a colonia was founded in the same
location, which was destroyed in A.D. 61 during the Boudiccan revolt, and
which was subsequently rebuilt (Crummy 1988). At two locations in
Colchester, loads of pottery have been found which were allegedly burnt
during the disturbances ofA.D. 61. Both are generally assumed to consist
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of stock remains (Hull 1958, 153-157, 127, and 198-202, 171). M. Millett
(1987) argued that, rather than in A.D. 61, Pottery Shop I was destroyed as
early as c. A.D. 50-55, but the resemblances between the two deposits are
so numerous that his hypothesis hould be rejected.
Corbridge: fort, constructed shortly after A.D. 86/87. Periods of occupa-
tion:
la-Ib c. A.D. 86-103
11 C. A.D. 105-122
(Todd 1981, 116; Bishop/Dore 1988, 140).
Corbridge, Red House: "vexillation fortress" (?), constmcted in A.D.
78/79 and probably abandoned after the constmction of the fort at
Corbridge (Hanson et al. 1979, 41 f.; Todd 1981, 104).
Culip IV: wrecked ship, found at Cala Culip, a bay on the north side of Cap
de Creus, near Empuries. The main load consisted of amphorae of Dressel
form 20 containing South Spanish olive oil. The load also included South
Spanish colour-coated ware and terra sigillata from La Graufesenque (Nieto
et al. 1989). The sigillata included over three hundred cups of Drag. 24, a
fomi which only very rarely occurs in contexts later than A.D. 80 (cf. the
discussion on Drag. 24/25 in section 6.3); on the other hand, the load also
included sigiUata bowls from moulds of M. Crestio and Crucuro, among
others, whose products are usually dated after A.D. 80 (Mees 1995, 74-76
and Taf. 36-58). A 'waste date' of c. A.D. 80 is likely, therefore (cf. section
4.3). When the ship was wrecked is still not clear, for all that.
Dambach: fort, whose starting date is uncertain (Schonberger 1985, 471 f.,
D103b). To judge by its location, it cannot possibly have been constmcted
before the fort at Unterschwaningen, whose foundation is generally dated
around c. A.D. 90, or shortly after (idem, 472, D104; Heiligmann 1990, 195 f.).
Doncaster: fort, constmcted between A.D. 71 and 74, and possibly tempor-
arily evacuated uring Agricola's campaigns (Hanson/Campbell 1986, 89;
Hartley 1988, 154).
Dormagen: fort, constructed in the eighties of the 1st century A.D.
(Schonberger 1985, 459, D25).
Ebchester: fort, constmcted around A.D. 80 (Hartley et al. 1975, 88).
EchzeII: the construction of this fort is generally dated on the basis of the
tile stamps of legio XIV gemina and legio XXII pnmigenia which were
found in the mansio (?) situated outside the fort (Schonberger 1985, 463,
D52; Pferdehirt 1986, 232); thus, the constmction of the fort at Echzell is
dated A.D. 92, 97 or 100/101, depending on the time at which legio XIV
was transferred from Mainz to the Danube area, and its position was taken
over by legio XXH (cf. Strobel 1988).
However, there is no certainty whatsoever that he fort was not constructed
(much) earlier than the mansio. In view of the small amount of decorated
sigillata from La Graufesenque (Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3), the lack of
fragments of bowls of Drag. 29 is irrelevant for the determination of the
start of the occupation. A starting date before the end of the war against he
Chatti n A.D. 83-85 is not very likely. The presence of two tiles of ala
Moesica felix torquata (Simon/Baatz 1968) may indicate that this unit, as
a result of the revolt of Satuminus in A.D. 88/89, was transferred from
-^ Asciburgium to Echzell (cf. Oldenstein-Pferdehirt 1983, 323-326).
Elginhaugh: fort, constmcted uring Agricola's campaigns in Scotland
from A.D. 82/83 onwards, and abandoned inA.D. 87 (Hobley 1989).
Ellingen: fort, allegedly constmcted late under Trajan or under Hadrian
(Schonberger 1985, 486-f, E83; Pferdehirt 1986, 291 f., 65; Zanier 1992,
157-159). However, the presence of several vessels from La Graufesenque
suggests a date beforeA.D. 120. An earlier construction date than that of
-* Weissenburg, set at c. A.D. 90, is unlikely in view of its location.
Epfach-Lorenzberg: fortification of unknown size, evacuated around the
middle of the 1st century (Schonberger 1985, 437, A62).
Exeter: legionary fortress or "vexillation fortress", probably constructed
between A.D. 52 and 57 and largely abandoned around A.D. 75/80. Inside
the ditches of the camp, a town developed around A.D. 80/85 (Maxfield
1980; Todd 1981, 88; Henderson 1988; Holbrook/Bidwell 1991, 3-9).
Faimingen: fort, probably connected with the constmction of the road from
-> Kongen, via EisUngen and -> Heidenheim, to Augsburg (Schonberger
1985, 473, D112). Since both Paimingen and Heidenheim have produced
single examples of Drag. 29 (Pferdehin 1986, 245, Tab. 3), both forts are
likely to have been built not long after A.D. 90.
Fishbourae: supply base from A.D. 43-45, subsequently a villa. Periods of
occupation:
1A 43-45
1B 45-65/70
1C 65/70-75
2 75-100
3 100-280/290
(Cunliffe 1971, 72-76, 150-153, 185 f. and 218-220).
Friedberg: fortification of unknown size from the time of the campaigns of
Germanicus (Schonberger 1985, 432, A38). On the basis of the finds it may
be assumed that in the Flavian period, possibly as early as the second half
of the seventies, troops were once more stationed at Priedberg (idem, 452,
C39).
Geislingen-Hasenbiihl: the occurrence of military equipment is indicative
of the presence of a fort, which was allegedly constructed between A.D. 75
and 80, and evacuated between A.D. 85 and 90; subsequently a smaller
guard post (?) (Heiligmann 1990, 37-39, 174 f. and 195).
Gloucester: legionary fortress or "vexillation fortress", constmcted shortly
after A.D. 66. In the Flavian period, perhaps between A.D. 96 and 98, a
colonia was founded in the location of the military base (Maxfield 1980,
302; Todd 1981, 95 and 123; Hurst 1988).
GIoucester-KingshoIm: fortification of unknown size (legionary fortress?),
constmcted in A.D. 49 or slightly later, and abandoned in the sixties of the
1st century A.D., when a new fortification was constructed at Gloucester
(Todd 1981, 82, 85 and 88).
Gnotzheim: fort, constructed in the nineties of the 1st century A.D., at the
earliest (Schonberger 1985, 472, D105; Heiligmann 1990, 175 and 195 f.).
La Graufesenque, Fosse de Cirratus (Fosse Malaval 2; fig. 2.10, b):
cylindrical pit, c. 2 m across and c. 3 m deep, which contained about seven
thousand sigillata vessels, mostly distorted by overfiring. The homogeneous
composition of the waste deposit suggests that this is a single kiln load
which largely or completely failed. Some of the stacking rings found among
the sigillata bear the name of Cirratus, so this potter is assumed to have been
in charge of the firing process. Of the over five thousand stamps found in
the pit, most belong to Acutus, Anextlatus, Apronius, Calus, Firmo i,
Oclatus, Rufus and Secundus i. The majority of the bowls of Drag. 29 were
made by Firmo i and Salvetus. The forms also include Halt. la. Drag. 17a
and Ritt. 5. Comparison of the contents of the deposit with vessels found
outside La Graufesenque suggests that the material dates to the period c.
A.D. 35-40 (Gallia 41, 1983, 478 f.; BemonWemhet 1989, 45).
La Graufesenque, Fosse de Gallicanus (Fosse Malaval 1; fig. 2.10, c):
cylindrical pit, c. 2.40 m across and 3.25 m deep; it contained about ten
thousand sigillata vessels, most of which only show small defects. The com-
position is more heterogeneous than that of the -» Fosse de Cirratus.
Therefore, the Fosse de GalUcanus is assumed to contain not the remains of
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deposit is presumably related to the disturbances in A.D, 69/70 (Ulbert
1959, 57 f.; Schonberger 1985, 446 f., B59).
Burladingen-Hausen: fort, constructed under Vespasian or Titus, after
A.D. 74/75 (Schonberger 1985, 387 and 455, C57; HeiUgmann 1990, 174-
176).
Butzbach (also known as Hunneburg): fort, constructed under Domitian,
probably not before A.D. 85 (Schonberger 1985, 462, D49; Pferdehirt 1986,
275, 19). In view of the considerable amount of sigillata found here (cf.
Pferdehirt 1986, 244, Tab. 3), the lack of bowls of Drag. 29 may be seen as
an indication that the fort was constructed after, rather than before A.D. 90.
Butzbach-Degerfeld: fort, constmcted around the end of the 1st century
(Simon 1968, 5-7; Schonberger 1985, 492, b).
Caer Gai: fort, constructed between A.D. 74 and 78 (Jones 1975, 134;
Davies 1980, 261).
Caerhun: fort, probably constructed between A.D. 78 and 84 (Jones 1975,
134; Davies 1980, 261).
Caerleon, legionary fortress: constructed in the early years of the reign of
Vespasian (Jones 1975, 134 f.; Britannia 18, 1987, 307).
Caerleon, amphitheatre: constructed around A.D. 80 (WheelerAVheeler
1928, 146-148).
Caerleon, baths: constructed around A.D. 75 (Zienkiewicz 1986, 37 f.).
Caersws: the earliest fort, Caersws I, has not been excavated yet, but prob-
ably dates to the pre-Flavian period, and may have been constmcted
between A.D. 58 and 61. The latest fort, Caersws II, which is situated sUght-
ly to the west of the earlier one, was constmcted between A.D. 74 and 78.
During Agricola's campaigns in 78-84, it may have been unoccupied (Jones
1975, 136; Davies 1980, 264).
Caerwent: fort (?), constructed in the Flavian period, to judge by its loca-
tion no earlier than A.D. 78 (Wacher 1975, 376, with note 6).
Caistor-by-Norwich: fort, constmcted between A.D. 61 and 69. After the
camp was evacuated in the Flavian period the vicus developed into a small
town (Swan 1981; Todd 1981, 94).
Camelon: fort, constructed around A.D. 80 and probably abandoned in or
shortly after A.D. 87 (Hartley 1972a, 13 f.; Jones 1975, 137; Hanson 1980,
21 and 32; Hobley 1989).
Camulodunum (Colchester-Sheepen): civitas capital of the Tnnovantes,
conquered by the Romans in A.D. 43/44. Subsequent industrial activities
(legionary canabae?) until its destmction during the Boudiccan revolt in
A.D. 61. No significant occupation after c. A.D. 65. Periods of occupation:
I 10 (at the latest?)-43
H 43/44
HI 43/44-48
IV 49-61
V 61
VI 61-65
(Hawkes/Hull 1947, 27-56; Niblett 1985, 1-3; Fitzpatrick 1986).
Cardean: fort, constructed in A.D. 82/83 and evacuated in A.D. 87 (Hartley
1972a, 12-15; Hanson 1980; Todd 1981,115).
Cardiff: fort. constmcted around A.D. 55-60 and abandoned around A.D.
90 (Davies 1980, 260, with note 11, and 264, with note 27; Britannia 13,
1982, 331 f.).
Carlisle: fortification of unknown size, probably constructed between A.D.
71 and 74 (dendrochronological date: c. A.D. 72) and evacuated between
A.D. 100 and 122 (Hanson 1980, 17; Hartley 1980, 4; Britannia 15, 1984,
280; Britannia 16, 1985, 275 f.; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 86; Hartley 1988,
154; Britannia 21, 1990, 320).
Carmarthen: fort, constructed between A.D. 74 and 78 (Jones 1975, 138).
Castle Collen: fort, constructed between A.D. 74 and 78 (Jones 1975, 138
f.).
Castlecary: fort, constructed around A.D. 80/81 and abandoned between
A.D. 87 and 105 (Hartley 1972a, 12; Jones 1975, 139; Hanson 1980, 32;
Toddl981, 103-118).
Castledykes: fort, constructed around A.D. 80/81 and evacuated shortly
after A.D. 87 (Jones 1975, 139; Hanson 1980, 20; Todd 1981, 116).
Castleford: fort, constructed between A.D. 71 and 74 and abandoned in
A.D. 100/105, at the latest (Breeze/Dobson 1985, 9; Hartley 1988, 154 f.).
Catterick: fort, possibly constructed between A.D. 71 and 78 (Hartley
1980,4).
Chester: on strategical grounds, it is usually assumed that a fortification
was built at Chester under Suetonius Paullinus, between A.D. 58 and 61.
However, so far no traces have been found to indicate this, and the pottery
found here does not justify this assumption, either. On the other hand, is
cannot be ruled out that a fort was constructed as early as c. A.D. 74, prior
to the constmcdon of the legionary fortress (Camngton 1977, 37 f.; Hartley
1981,245).
Chester, legionary fortress: constructed around A.D. 78 (Camngton 1977,
37 f.; Hartley 1981, 245).
Chester, amphitheatre: constructed in the late seventies of the 1st century
A.D. (Thompson 1976, 134 and 181 f.; Mason 1987, 151).
Chesterfield: fort, probably constructed between A.D. 52 and 57
(Hanson/Campbell 1986, 82; Hartley 1988, 153 f.).
Chesterholm: fort, constructed around A.D. 90 (Birley 1977, 105; Todd
1981,116).
Chichester, deposit: load of pottery recovered without archaeological
supervision, dated to the period ofA.D. 43-50 (Down 1974, 3 and 5; Hartley
1974a, 5 f.).
Cirencester: fort, constructed between A.D. 43 and 52, possibly in or be-
fore A.D. 45. Evacuated around A.D. 75, after which the civitas capital of
Dobunnorum developed on the site of the fort (Todd 1981, 81;
Wacher/McWhirr 1982, 57-66; McWhin- 1988; Hind 1989, 16).
Cirencester, fort ditch deposit: load of unused pottery, found in the inner
ditch of the period DB fort. In view of the resemblances of the sigillata to
that from the Pottery Shops at Colchester and the lack of material known
from Flavian contexts, this so-called Fort Ditch Group is assumed to date
from the years A.D. 55-65, perhaps A.D. 60-65 (Hartley/Dickinson 1982,
142).
Colchester: legionary fortress, consfructed shortly after the beginning of
the conquest of Britannia. In A.D. 49 a colonia was founded in the same
location, which was destroyed in A.D. 61 during the Boudiccan revolt, and
which was subsequently rebuilt (Crummy 1988). At two locations in
Colchester, loads of pottery have been found which were allegedly burnt
during the disturbances ofA.D. 61. Both are generally assumed to consist
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of stock remains (Hull 1958, 153-157, 127, and 198-202, 171). M. Millett
(1987) argued that, rather than in A.D. 61, Pottery Shop I was destroyed as
early as c. A.D. 50-55, but the resemblances between the two deposits are
so numerous that his hypothesis hould be rejected.
Corbridge: fort, constructed shortly after A.D. 86/87. Periods of occupa-
tion:
la-Ib c. A.D. 86-103
11 C. A.D. 105-122
(Todd 1981, 116; Bishop/Dore 1988, 140).
Corbridge, Red House: "vexillation fortress" (?), constmcted in A.D.
78/79 and probably abandoned after the constmction of the fort at
Corbridge (Hanson et al. 1979, 41 f.; Todd 1981, 104).
Culip IV: wrecked ship, found at Cala Culip, a bay on the north side of Cap
de Creus, near Empuries. The main load consisted of amphorae of Dressel
form 20 containing South Spanish olive oil. The load also included South
Spanish colour-coated ware and terra sigillata from La Graufesenque (Nieto
et al. 1989). The sigillata included over three hundred cups of Drag. 24, a
fomi which only very rarely occurs in contexts later than A.D. 80 (cf. the
discussion on Drag. 24/25 in section 6.3); on the other hand, the load also
included sigiUata bowls from moulds of M. Crestio and Crucuro, among
others, whose products are usually dated after A.D. 80 (Mees 1995, 74-76
and Taf. 36-58). A 'waste date' of c. A.D. 80 is likely, therefore (cf. section
4.3). When the ship was wrecked is still not clear, for all that.
Dambach: fort, whose starting date is uncertain (Schonberger 1985, 471 f.,
D103b). To judge by its location, it cannot possibly have been constmcted
before the fort at Unterschwaningen, whose foundation is generally dated
around c. A.D. 90, or shortly after (idem, 472, D104; Heiligmann 1990, 195 f.).
Doncaster: fort, constmcted between A.D. 71 and 74, and possibly tempor-
arily evacuated uring Agricola's campaigns (Hanson/Campbell 1986, 89;
Hartley 1988, 154).
Dormagen: fort, constructed in the eighties of the 1st century A.D.
(Schonberger 1985, 459, D25).
Ebchester: fort, constmcted around A.D. 80 (Hartley et al. 1975, 88).
EchzeII: the construction of this fort is generally dated on the basis of the
tile stamps of legio XIV gemina and legio XXII pnmigenia which were
found in the mansio (?) situated outside the fort (Schonberger 1985, 463,
D52; Pferdehirt 1986, 232); thus, the constmction of the fort at Echzell is
dated A.D. 92, 97 or 100/101, depending on the time at which legio XIV
was transferred from Mainz to the Danube area, and its position was taken
over by legio XXH (cf. Strobel 1988).
However, there is no certainty whatsoever that he fort was not constructed
(much) earlier than the mansio. In view of the small amount of decorated
sigillata from La Graufesenque (Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3), the lack of
fragments of bowls of Drag. 29 is irrelevant for the determination of the
start of the occupation. A starting date before the end of the war against he
Chatti n A.D. 83-85 is not very likely. The presence of two tiles of ala
Moesica felix torquata (Simon/Baatz 1968) may indicate that this unit, as
a result of the revolt of Satuminus in A.D. 88/89, was transferred from
-^ Asciburgium to Echzell (cf. Oldenstein-Pferdehirt 1983, 323-326).
Elginhaugh: fort, constmcted uring Agricola's campaigns in Scotland
from A.D. 82/83 onwards, and abandoned inA.D. 87 (Hobley 1989).
Ellingen: fort, allegedly constmcted late under Trajan or under Hadrian
(Schonberger 1985, 486-f, E83; Pferdehirt 1986, 291 f., 65; Zanier 1992,
157-159). However, the presence of several vessels from La Graufesenque
suggests a date beforeA.D. 120. An earlier construction date than that of
-* Weissenburg, set at c. A.D. 90, is unlikely in view of its location.
Epfach-Lorenzberg: fortification of unknown size, evacuated around the
middle of the 1st century (Schonberger 1985, 437, A62).
Exeter: legionary fortress or "vexillation fortress", probably constructed
between A.D. 52 and 57 and largely abandoned around A.D. 75/80. Inside
the ditches of the camp, a town developed around A.D. 80/85 (Maxfield
1980; Todd 1981, 88; Henderson 1988; Holbrook/Bidwell 1991, 3-9).
Faimingen: fort, probably connected with the constmction of the road from
-> Kongen, via EisUngen and -> Heidenheim, to Augsburg (Schonberger
1985, 473, D112). Since both Paimingen and Heidenheim have produced
single examples of Drag. 29 (Pferdehin 1986, 245, Tab. 3), both forts are
likely to have been built not long after A.D. 90.
Fishbourae: supply base from A.D. 43-45, subsequently a villa. Periods of
occupation:
1A 43-45
1B 45-65/70
1C 65/70-75
2 75-100
3 100-280/290
(Cunliffe 1971, 72-76, 150-153, 185 f. and 218-220).
Friedberg: fortification of unknown size from the time of the campaigns of
Germanicus (Schonberger 1985, 432, A38). On the basis of the finds it may
be assumed that in the Flavian period, possibly as early as the second half
of the seventies, troops were once more stationed at Priedberg (idem, 452,
C39).
Geislingen-Hasenbiihl: the occurrence of military equipment is indicative
of the presence of a fort, which was allegedly constructed between A.D. 75
and 80, and evacuated between A.D. 85 and 90; subsequently a smaller
guard post (?) (Heiligmann 1990, 37-39, 174 f. and 195).
Gloucester: legionary fortress or "vexillation fortress", constmcted shortly
after A.D. 66. In the Flavian period, perhaps between A.D. 96 and 98, a
colonia was founded in the location of the military base (Maxfield 1980,
302; Todd 1981, 95 and 123; Hurst 1988).
GIoucester-KingshoIm: fortification of unknown size (legionary fortress?),
constmcted in A.D. 49 or slightly later, and abandoned in the sixties of the
1st century A.D., when a new fortification was constructed at Gloucester
(Todd 1981, 82, 85 and 88).
Gnotzheim: fort, constructed in the nineties of the 1st century A.D., at the
earliest (Schonberger 1985, 472, D105; Heiligmann 1990, 175 and 195 f.).
La Graufesenque, Fosse de Cirratus (Fosse Malaval 2; fig. 2.10, b):
cylindrical pit, c. 2 m across and c. 3 m deep, which contained about seven
thousand sigillata vessels, mostly distorted by overfiring. The homogeneous
composition of the waste deposit suggests that this is a single kiln load
which largely or completely failed. Some of the stacking rings found among
the sigillata bear the name of Cirratus, so this potter is assumed to have been
in charge of the firing process. Of the over five thousand stamps found in
the pit, most belong to Acutus, Anextlatus, Apronius, Calus, Firmo i,
Oclatus, Rufus and Secundus i. The majority of the bowls of Drag. 29 were
made by Firmo i and Salvetus. The forms also include Halt. la. Drag. 17a
and Ritt. 5. Comparison of the contents of the deposit with vessels found
outside La Graufesenque suggests that the material dates to the period c.
A.D. 35-40 (Gallia 41, 1983, 478 f.; BemonWemhet 1989, 45).
La Graufesenque, Fosse de Gallicanus (Fosse Malaval 1; fig. 2.10, c):
cylindrical pit, c. 2.40 m across and 3.25 m deep; it contained about ten
thousand sigillata vessels, most of which only show small defects. The com-
position is more heterogeneous than that of the -» Fosse de Cirratus.
Therefore, the Fosse de GalUcanus is assumed to contain not the remains of
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a single kiln load, but waste that accumulated in the course of a firing season.
Most of the c. 7500 vessels with internal stamps belong to Gallicanus. Other
well-represented potters are Ardacus, Avetus, Cantus, Cennatus, Cocas,
Cotto, Damonus, Pnmus and Salvetus. Most of the bowls of Drag. 29 were
made in the workshop of Gallicanus. The similarities to and differences
from vessels found elsewhere suggest that in normal circumstances, the
material found here would have been lost or discarded around A.D. 55-60
(Gallia 32, 1974, 458 f.; Gallia 38, 1980, 465; Bemont 1987).
La Graufesenque, Cluzel 15 (fig. 2.7, 70.15): incompletely excavated
waste pit of unknown shape and size. The majority of the approximately
three thousand sigillata vessels which were recovered belong to Celadus,
Primus. Scotnus and Secundus ii (or iii?). The first wo manufacturers made
most of the bowls of Drag. 29. Mainly on the basis of similarities to the
material from -^ Camulodunum period IV, the finds from Cluzel 15 are
dated around A.D. 55-60; however, since at least a proportion of the first
material was prematurely lost, a 'waste date' of c. A.D. 60-65 for the de-
posit Cluzel 15 may be more suitable (Gallia 30, 1972, 475 f.; Haalebos
1979; Haalebos et al. 1991, 82 f.; cf. section 4.3).
La Graufesenque, waste around the large kiln ("Grand Four"; fig. 2.10,
a): thick waste layer to the north and south of a kiln ofc. 9 x7 m. The loca-
tion of the waste in relation to the kiln and the homogeneity of the compo-
sition suggest hat hese are vessels which were rejected when the kiln was
unloaded. Countless vessels are deformed or discoloured by overimng. The
internal Stamps found in the deposit belong mainly to Masculus ii. Other
well-represented potters are Calvus, Flavius Germanus, lullinus, Logimus,
Cosius Rufinus, Secundus iii, L. Tertius Secundus and L. Cosius Virilis. The
majority of the decorated ware was made in moulds signed L.COSI. Other
stamps in the decoration found among the waste are GERMANI.F SER,
BIRAGIL and OFMASCVL. The illustrations on some of the moulds of L.
Cosius were inspired by Trajan's conquests of the Dacians and Parthians
(fig. 4.4), so the kiln was definitely still in use in A.D. 116. Since the plain
ware includes cups of Drag. 24, the kiln is assumed to have been first used
around A.D. 80, at the latest (Vemhet 1981).
Great Casterton: fort, constmcted between A.D. 43 and 47. After the camp
was evacuated in the Flavian period, possibly around A.D. 80, the vicus
developed into a small town (Webster 1970, 197; Jones 1975, 153; Todd
1981,79).
Hayton: fort, constructed between A.D. 7-1 and 74 and perhaps abandoned
in the middle of the eighties, but shortly after A.D. 100 at the latest (Breeze/
Dobson 1985, 3 and 7; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 84 and 89; Hartley 1988,
154 f.).
Heddemheim: at Heddemheim, traces of about ten different fortifications
were found, most of them merely parts of ditches (Baatz/Hemnann 1982,
276, Abb. 207). To judge from the finds, one of the forts to the west of the
Steinkastell may have been constructed as early as the Flavian period
(Schonberger 1985, 350 and 452, C37).
Heddemheim-Steinkastell: this fort is also called the Alenkastell or
Kastell A. The first two building phases were not in stone, as the name
would lead one to assume, but in wood. The construction is dated to the
years A.D. 75-79, and the coins found here suggest hat he fort was evacu-
atedinA.D. 103-111 (Schonberger 1985, 452, C37).
Heddernheim-Erweiterungslager: so-called annex to the Steinkastell,
also indicated as Lager B. This extension was allegedly built after the revolt
of Satuminus in A.D. 88/89, and abandoned together with the Steinkastell
(Baatz/Hemnann 1982, 276).
Heddesdorf: ort, probably built after the revolt of Satuminus in A.D. 88/89
(Schonberger 1985, 376 and 460, D29).
Heidenheim: fort, constructed, like the other forts that are situated to the
east ofBurladingen-Hausen on the so-called Alb-limes, around A.D. 85-90,
at the earliest (Schonberger 1985, 470, D100; Heiligmann 1990, 194-196),
but probably not much later, to judge by the presence of a bowl of Drag. 29
(Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3).
HeiIbronn-Bockingen: fort, constructed around A.D. 85-90 (Schonberger
1985, 468, D62).
Heldenbergen: two marching camps, followed by a fort evacuated early (?)
under Trajan. The sigillata that was found is indicative of a starting date of
c. A.D. 85-90 (Schonberger 1985, 464, D55; Pferdehirt 1986, 274, 16).
Heronbridge: the settlement at Heronbridge is generally seen as a place of
transfer of goods which were being transported from -^ Holt to -^ the
legionary fortress at Chester, since the river Dee was allegedly difficult to
navigate between Heronbridge and Chester. According to Mason (1988,
174-176), however, the ribbon development appears to be of an entirely
civilian character. Occupation seems to have started shortly after that of the
encampment at Chester, around A.D. 90 (Thompson 1965, 60-66). The
sigillata found here includes at least one fragment of Drag. 29 (Fetch 1933,
pl. DC, 13).
Hod Hill: "hill-fort", conquered by the Romans hortly after the invasion of
Britain, subsequenfly a Roman army camp for some time, possibly until c.
A.D. 49/50 (Webster 1970, 187; Todd 1981, 76).
Hofheim, Erdlager: the constmction of this fort is traditionally dated
around A.D. 40, but an earUer starting date cannot be ruled out. In the early
seventies of the 1st century, the camp was replaced by the Steinkastell,
which is situated c. 250 m further to the east (Schonberger 1985, 442, B29;
Pferdehirt 1986, 232 and 270 f., 12).
Hofheim, Steinkastell: fort, constructed at the beginning of the seventies
and abandoned shortly after A.D. 106 (Schonberger 1985, 451, C34; Nuber
1986, 231 f.).
Holt: settlement where pottery, bricks and tiles were produced, by and for
legio XX Valeria victrix, which was stationed at -* Chester in A.D. 87. The
constmction of the settlement is usually related to the stone reconstruction
of the legionary fortress at Chester, from c. A.D. 102 onwards (Thompson
1965, 13; Nash-Williams 1969, 44), but the sigillata that was found, which
includes fragments of bowls of Drag. 29 (Grimes 1930, 189, 1), is more
suggestive of activity starting in or shortly after A.D. 87 (cf. Mees 1995, 56,
note 288).
Hufingen: fort, constmcted in the early forties of the 1st century A.D. and
evacuated under Vespasian, after which the vicus remained occupied for
several decades, however (Schonberger 1985, 445, B51).
Ukley: fort, constmcted around A.D. 80 (Jones 1975, 156; Hartley 1988,
154).
Inchtuthil: legionary fortress, constmcted inA.D. 82/83 and abandoned in
A.D. 86/87 (Pitts/St. Joseph 1985, 263-280).
Kapersburg: the construction date of the fort is generally set at the end of
the 1st century (Schonberger 1985, 462, D45). The few finds include one
South GauUsh vessel (ORL B12, Taf. V 11).
Kongen: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90. (Schonberger 1985, 469, D86;
Pferdehirt 1986, 282, 37).
Krefeld-Gellep: marching camp from the time of the Batavian rebellion in
A.D. 69/70, subsequently a fort (Sohonberger 1985, 450, C22).
LIST OF DATED CONTEXTS 411
Lincoln: on the basis of inscriptions and strategic onsiderations, Roman
troops are assumed to have been stationed at Lincoln as early as A.D. 47,
but no traces of a fortification i  that period have been found so far (Todd
1981, 79; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 80; Darling/Jones 1988, 2).
Lincoln, legionary fortress: constructed around A.D. 60, at the earliest,
and largely evacuated around A.D. 78. Some time afterwards (between
87/88 and 96?), a colonia was founded in the same place (Jones 1980; Todd
1981,95; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 80; Darling/Jones 1988, 56; Jones 1988).
Little Chester: fort, constructed at the beginning of the eighties
(DoolAVheeler et al. 1985, 9).
London: civil settlement which was not occupied until some time after the
Roman invasion, probably around A.D. 50/55, and was destroyed by fire
during the Boudiccan revolt inA.D. 61. Reconstmction seems to have been
slow. There are no traces of the presence a garrison of any size in the
forties and fifties. Not until the Flavian period, possibly around A.D. 90,
was a fort built, probably for the governor's guard (Hobley 1980; Perring
1991, 1-43).
Longthorpe: "vexillation fortress", constructed in A.D. 44-45 or 48, and
replaced in A.D. 61-62 by a smaller fortification, which must have been
abandoned not long afterwards, probably in A.D. 64-65 (Prere/S.t. Joseph
1974, 4-8 and 36-39; Todd 1981, 79 and 94 f.).
Loudoun Hill: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 or shortly afterwards
(Hanson 1980, 17-24).
Loughor: fort, constmcted around A.D. 75 (Britannia 20, 1989, 263).
Malton: "vexillation fortress" (?), constructed between A.D. 71 and 74 and
replaced around A.D. 80 by a fort that was evacuated at the beginning of the
2nd century (Jones 1975, 164 f.; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 85; Hartley 1988,
154 and 156).
Mancetter: fortification of unknown size ("vexillation fortress"?) occupied
c. A.D. 45-71 (Britannia 15, 1984, 295).
Manchester: fort, constmcted around A.D. 77-78 (Jones 1974, 41-47).
Marienfels: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90 (Schonberger 1985, 376 and
461, D35).
Markobel: fort which was probably built under Domitian (Schonberger
1985, 464, D56). The earliest sigillata stamp is one of Felix, which dates
from A.D. 65-85 (catalogue no. F18).
Munningen: fort, built around A.D. 90 (dendrochronological date: 104
± 10, possibly of repairs carried out shortly after the construction) and aban-
doned under Trajan. Exclusively civilian occupation from that ime onwards
(Schonberger 1985, 471, D103; Heiligmann 1990, 175). As regards the
starting date, it should be noted that he lack of fragments of bowls of Drag.
29 (Simon 1976a, 48; Pferdehirt 1986, 290, 61) is irrelevant, in view of the
limited amount of decorated ware from La Graufesenque found here, as a
result of which a starting date after A.D. 90 (Simon) or 100 (Pferdehirt) is
not necessarily correct. The presence of a stamp of Passienus definitely
makes a starting date in the second half of the eighties possible (cf. cata-
logue no. P13).
Narbonne-La Nautique, deposit: load of unused sigillata, found in a pit on
the north bank of a lake situated to the south of Narbonne (Etang de Bages
et de Sigean). The presence of a Claudian coin under the deposit shows that
it accumulated in or after A.D. 41. On the basis of similarities between
the material from the deposit of La Nautique and that from -> the Pottery
Shops at Colchester and -^ the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, it is
generally assumed to date to the early Neronian period (Fiches et al. 1978).
However, it should be noted that under normal circumstances, most of the
vessels from Colchester would not have been lost until after A.D. 61, so that
a 'waste date' of c. A.D. 60-65 for the material from Narbonne-La Nautique
is to be preferred (cf. section 4.3).
Newstead: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 and evacuated shortly after A.D.
100 (Hanson 1980, 17 and 33 f.).
Newton Kyme: fort, constmcted around A.D. 80 and abandoned before the
end of the 1st century (Breeze/Dobson 1985, 9).
Niederberg: fort, constructed after A.D. 88/89 (Schonberger 1985, 376 and
460, D31). The only South Gaulish stamp found here, ofMasculus ii, leaves
open the possibility of a Trajanic starting date (cf. catalogue no. M50).
Nijmegen, Kops Plateau (also known as Kopse Hof; formerly in the mu-
nicipality of Ubbergen): fort, probably in use until A.D. 69/70. After that
time, no occupation to speak of seems to have taken place on the site
(Willems 1990, 23-30). On the southeastern side, however, graves were
found with material from Flavian and later times (cemetery Kleine Kopse
Hofor KKH; cf. Stuart 1977, 13 f, and 115 f, table 10).
Nijmegen, Hunerberg cemetery (parts of this cemetery are known as OH,
CC, 0, E and S): the cemetery was used from the Augustan to the Flavian
period, or perhaps even longer, since a few complete sigiUata vessels date
from the 2nd century. Most of the intennents took place in the pre-Flavian
period, when the cemetery was probably mainly used by the occupants of
the settlement around the -> Trajanusplein; the later graves may have ac-
commodated the remains of inhabitants of-> the legionary fortress or cana-
bae (Venneulen 1932; Stuart 1976, esp. 71-73).
Nijmegen, legionary fortress, canabae and cemetery: during the
Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70, a legionary fortress of as yet unknown size
(period 2) was constructed on the site of an Augustan camp for two legions
(period 1), the ditches of which were still probably entirely or partly open
at the time. This fortress was probably soon replaced by a camp of perhaps
over 29 ha. (period 3), which may.have been the earliest accommodation of
legio X gemina. Two smaller camps were successively constmcted (periods
4 and 5), which allegedly provided shelter for only eight cohorts of this
legion. In the period 5 camp, after the departure of legio X gemina around
A.D. 104, a vexillatio Britannica, legio IX Hispana and a detachment of
legio XXX Ulpia victrix stationed at Xanten were subsequently housed. The
construction date of the period 4 camp is unknown; that of the stone for-
tress of period 5 is shortly after the year A.D. 89.
The canabae which belongs to the successive legionary fortresses mainly
developed on the east and west sides. Thus far, concentrations of graves
which probably contain the remains of legionary soldiers and inhabitants of
the canabae have been found in three places; to the southwest and south-
east of the legionary fortress (known as RK and Broerdijk or Br., resp.) and
east of the fort on the - Kops Plateau (Kleine Kopse Hof or KKH)
(Bogaers 1967; Willems 1990, 45-62; Haalebos et al. 1993).
Nijmegen, Trajanusplein area: this is very probably the site of the
Oppidum Batavomm or Batavodurum,mentioned by Tacitus, at some dis-
tance to the west of the legionary fortress from the time of Augustus. This
settlement was occupied from around the beginning of the 1st century until
the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70.
To the east of the Trajanusplein, a small fort was constmcted in the time of
Augustus, which seems to have been evacuated soon afterwards. The site
was -subsequently used by the inhabitants of Batavodumm (Willems 1990,
21 f. and 31-35).
Nijmegen-west: after the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70, over 1 km to the
west of the former Oppidum Batavomm, which was situated around the
Trajanusplein, a new civil settlement was formed. Initially it is supposed
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a single kiln load, but waste that accumulated in the course of a firing season.
Most of the c. 7500 vessels with internal stamps belong to Gallicanus. Other
well-represented potters are Ardacus, Avetus, Cantus, Cennatus, Cocas,
Cotto, Damonus, Pnmus and Salvetus. Most of the bowls of Drag. 29 were
made in the workshop of Gallicanus. The similarities to and differences
from vessels found elsewhere suggest that in normal circumstances, the
material found here would have been lost or discarded around A.D. 55-60
(Gallia 32, 1974, 458 f.; Gallia 38, 1980, 465; Bemont 1987).
La Graufesenque, Cluzel 15 (fig. 2.7, 70.15): incompletely excavated
waste pit of unknown shape and size. The majority of the approximately
three thousand sigillata vessels which were recovered belong to Celadus,
Primus. Scotnus and Secundus ii (or iii?). The first wo manufacturers made
most of the bowls of Drag. 29. Mainly on the basis of similarities to the
material from -^ Camulodunum period IV, the finds from Cluzel 15 are
dated around A.D. 55-60; however, since at least a proportion of the first
material was prematurely lost, a 'waste date' of c. A.D. 60-65 for the de-
posit Cluzel 15 may be more suitable (Gallia 30, 1972, 475 f.; Haalebos
1979; Haalebos et al. 1991, 82 f.; cf. section 4.3).
La Graufesenque, waste around the large kiln ("Grand Four"; fig. 2.10,
a): thick waste layer to the north and south of a kiln ofc. 9 x7 m. The loca-
tion of the waste in relation to the kiln and the homogeneity of the compo-
sition suggest hat hese are vessels which were rejected when the kiln was
unloaded. Countless vessels are deformed or discoloured by overimng. The
internal Stamps found in the deposit belong mainly to Masculus ii. Other
well-represented potters are Calvus, Flavius Germanus, lullinus, Logimus,
Cosius Rufinus, Secundus iii, L. Tertius Secundus and L. Cosius Virilis. The
majority of the decorated ware was made in moulds signed L.COSI. Other
stamps in the decoration found among the waste are GERMANI.F SER,
BIRAGIL and OFMASCVL. The illustrations on some of the moulds of L.
Cosius were inspired by Trajan's conquests of the Dacians and Parthians
(fig. 4.4), so the kiln was definitely still in use in A.D. 116. Since the plain
ware includes cups of Drag. 24, the kiln is assumed to have been first used
around A.D. 80, at the latest (Vemhet 1981).
Great Casterton: fort, constmcted between A.D. 43 and 47. After the camp
was evacuated in the Flavian period, possibly around A.D. 80, the vicus
developed into a small town (Webster 1970, 197; Jones 1975, 153; Todd
1981,79).
Hayton: fort, constructed between A.D. 7-1 and 74 and perhaps abandoned
in the middle of the eighties, but shortly after A.D. 100 at the latest (Breeze/
Dobson 1985, 3 and 7; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 84 and 89; Hartley 1988,
154 f.).
Heddemheim: at Heddemheim, traces of about ten different fortifications
were found, most of them merely parts of ditches (Baatz/Hemnann 1982,
276, Abb. 207). To judge from the finds, one of the forts to the west of the
Steinkastell may have been constructed as early as the Flavian period
(Schonberger 1985, 350 and 452, C37).
Heddemheim-Steinkastell: this fort is also called the Alenkastell or
Kastell A. The first two building phases were not in stone, as the name
would lead one to assume, but in wood. The construction is dated to the
years A.D. 75-79, and the coins found here suggest hat he fort was evacu-
atedinA.D. 103-111 (Schonberger 1985, 452, C37).
Heddernheim-Erweiterungslager: so-called annex to the Steinkastell,
also indicated as Lager B. This extension was allegedly built after the revolt
of Satuminus in A.D. 88/89, and abandoned together with the Steinkastell
(Baatz/Hemnann 1982, 276).
Heddesdorf: ort, probably built after the revolt of Satuminus in A.D. 88/89
(Schonberger 1985, 376 and 460, D29).
Heidenheim: fort, constructed, like the other forts that are situated to the
east ofBurladingen-Hausen on the so-called Alb-limes, around A.D. 85-90,
at the earliest (Schonberger 1985, 470, D100; Heiligmann 1990, 194-196),
but probably not much later, to judge by the presence of a bowl of Drag. 29
(Pferdehirt 1986, 245, Tab. 3).
HeiIbronn-Bockingen: fort, constructed around A.D. 85-90 (Schonberger
1985, 468, D62).
Heldenbergen: two marching camps, followed by a fort evacuated early (?)
under Trajan. The sigillata that was found is indicative of a starting date of
c. A.D. 85-90 (Schonberger 1985, 464, D55; Pferdehirt 1986, 274, 16).
Heronbridge: the settlement at Heronbridge is generally seen as a place of
transfer of goods which were being transported from -^ Holt to -^ the
legionary fortress at Chester, since the river Dee was allegedly difficult to
navigate between Heronbridge and Chester. According to Mason (1988,
174-176), however, the ribbon development appears to be of an entirely
civilian character. Occupation seems to have started shortly after that of the
encampment at Chester, around A.D. 90 (Thompson 1965, 60-66). The
sigillata found here includes at least one fragment of Drag. 29 (Fetch 1933,
pl. DC, 13).
Hod Hill: "hill-fort", conquered by the Romans hortly after the invasion of
Britain, subsequenfly a Roman army camp for some time, possibly until c.
A.D. 49/50 (Webster 1970, 187; Todd 1981, 76).
Hofheim, Erdlager: the constmction of this fort is traditionally dated
around A.D. 40, but an earUer starting date cannot be ruled out. In the early
seventies of the 1st century, the camp was replaced by the Steinkastell,
which is situated c. 250 m further to the east (Schonberger 1985, 442, B29;
Pferdehirt 1986, 232 and 270 f., 12).
Hofheim, Steinkastell: fort, constructed at the beginning of the seventies
and abandoned shortly after A.D. 106 (Schonberger 1985, 451, C34; Nuber
1986, 231 f.).
Holt: settlement where pottery, bricks and tiles were produced, by and for
legio XX Valeria victrix, which was stationed at -* Chester in A.D. 87. The
constmction of the settlement is usually related to the stone reconstruction
of the legionary fortress at Chester, from c. A.D. 102 onwards (Thompson
1965, 13; Nash-Williams 1969, 44), but the sigillata that was found, which
includes fragments of bowls of Drag. 29 (Grimes 1930, 189, 1), is more
suggestive of activity starting in or shortly after A.D. 87 (cf. Mees 1995, 56,
note 288).
Hufingen: fort, constmcted in the early forties of the 1st century A.D. and
evacuated under Vespasian, after which the vicus remained occupied for
several decades, however (Schonberger 1985, 445, B51).
Ukley: fort, constmcted around A.D. 80 (Jones 1975, 156; Hartley 1988,
154).
Inchtuthil: legionary fortress, constmcted inA.D. 82/83 and abandoned in
A.D. 86/87 (Pitts/St. Joseph 1985, 263-280).
Kapersburg: the construction date of the fort is generally set at the end of
the 1st century (Schonberger 1985, 462, D45). The few finds include one
South GauUsh vessel (ORL B12, Taf. V 11).
Kongen: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90. (Schonberger 1985, 469, D86;
Pferdehirt 1986, 282, 37).
Krefeld-Gellep: marching camp from the time of the Batavian rebellion in
A.D. 69/70, subsequently a fort (Sohonberger 1985, 450, C22).
LIST OF DATED CONTEXTS 411
Lincoln: on the basis of inscriptions and strategic onsiderations, Roman
troops are assumed to have been stationed at Lincoln as early as A.D. 47,
but no traces of a fortification i  that period have been found so far (Todd
1981, 79; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 80; Darling/Jones 1988, 2).
Lincoln, legionary fortress: constructed around A.D. 60, at the earliest,
and largely evacuated around A.D. 78. Some time afterwards (between
87/88 and 96?), a colonia was founded in the same place (Jones 1980; Todd
1981,95; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 80; Darling/Jones 1988, 56; Jones 1988).
Little Chester: fort, constructed at the beginning of the eighties
(DoolAVheeler et al. 1985, 9).
London: civil settlement which was not occupied until some time after the
Roman invasion, probably around A.D. 50/55, and was destroyed by fire
during the Boudiccan revolt inA.D. 61. Reconstmction seems to have been
slow. There are no traces of the presence a garrison of any size in the
forties and fifties. Not until the Flavian period, possibly around A.D. 90,
was a fort built, probably for the governor's guard (Hobley 1980; Perring
1991, 1-43).
Longthorpe: "vexillation fortress", constructed in A.D. 44-45 or 48, and
replaced in A.D. 61-62 by a smaller fortification, which must have been
abandoned not long afterwards, probably in A.D. 64-65 (Prere/S.t. Joseph
1974, 4-8 and 36-39; Todd 1981, 79 and 94 f.).
Loudoun Hill: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 or shortly afterwards
(Hanson 1980, 17-24).
Loughor: fort, constmcted around A.D. 75 (Britannia 20, 1989, 263).
Malton: "vexillation fortress" (?), constructed between A.D. 71 and 74 and
replaced around A.D. 80 by a fort that was evacuated at the beginning of the
2nd century (Jones 1975, 164 f.; Hanson/Campbell 1986, 85; Hartley 1988,
154 and 156).
Mancetter: fortification of unknown size ("vexillation fortress"?) occupied
c. A.D. 45-71 (Britannia 15, 1984, 295).
Manchester: fort, constmcted around A.D. 77-78 (Jones 1974, 41-47).
Marienfels: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90 (Schonberger 1985, 376 and
461, D35).
Markobel: fort which was probably built under Domitian (Schonberger
1985, 464, D56). The earliest sigillata stamp is one of Felix, which dates
from A.D. 65-85 (catalogue no. F18).
Munningen: fort, built around A.D. 90 (dendrochronological date: 104
± 10, possibly of repairs carried out shortly after the construction) and aban-
doned under Trajan. Exclusively civilian occupation from that ime onwards
(Schonberger 1985, 471, D103; Heiligmann 1990, 175). As regards the
starting date, it should be noted that he lack of fragments of bowls of Drag.
29 (Simon 1976a, 48; Pferdehirt 1986, 290, 61) is irrelevant, in view of the
limited amount of decorated ware from La Graufesenque found here, as a
result of which a starting date after A.D. 90 (Simon) or 100 (Pferdehirt) is
not necessarily correct. The presence of a stamp of Passienus definitely
makes a starting date in the second half of the eighties possible (cf. cata-
logue no. P13).
Narbonne-La Nautique, deposit: load of unused sigillata, found in a pit on
the north bank of a lake situated to the south of Narbonne (Etang de Bages
et de Sigean). The presence of a Claudian coin under the deposit shows that
it accumulated in or after A.D. 41. On the basis of similarities between
the material from the deposit of La Nautique and that from -> the Pottery
Shops at Colchester and -^ the deposit Cluzel 15 at La Graufesenque, it is
generally assumed to date to the early Neronian period (Fiches et al. 1978).
However, it should be noted that under normal circumstances, most of the
vessels from Colchester would not have been lost until after A.D. 61, so that
a 'waste date' of c. A.D. 60-65 for the material from Narbonne-La Nautique
is to be preferred (cf. section 4.3).
Newstead: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 and evacuated shortly after A.D.
100 (Hanson 1980, 17 and 33 f.).
Newton Kyme: fort, constmcted around A.D. 80 and abandoned before the
end of the 1st century (Breeze/Dobson 1985, 9).
Niederberg: fort, constructed after A.D. 88/89 (Schonberger 1985, 376 and
460, D31). The only South Gaulish stamp found here, ofMasculus ii, leaves
open the possibility of a Trajanic starting date (cf. catalogue no. M50).
Nijmegen, Kops Plateau (also known as Kopse Hof; formerly in the mu-
nicipality of Ubbergen): fort, probably in use until A.D. 69/70. After that
time, no occupation to speak of seems to have taken place on the site
(Willems 1990, 23-30). On the southeastern side, however, graves were
found with material from Flavian and later times (cemetery Kleine Kopse
Hofor KKH; cf. Stuart 1977, 13 f, and 115 f, table 10).
Nijmegen, Hunerberg cemetery (parts of this cemetery are known as OH,
CC, 0, E and S): the cemetery was used from the Augustan to the Flavian
period, or perhaps even longer, since a few complete sigiUata vessels date
from the 2nd century. Most of the intennents took place in the pre-Flavian
period, when the cemetery was probably mainly used by the occupants of
the settlement around the -> Trajanusplein; the later graves may have ac-
commodated the remains of inhabitants of-> the legionary fortress or cana-
bae (Venneulen 1932; Stuart 1976, esp. 71-73).
Nijmegen, legionary fortress, canabae and cemetery: during the
Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70, a legionary fortress of as yet unknown size
(period 2) was constructed on the site of an Augustan camp for two legions
(period 1), the ditches of which were still probably entirely or partly open
at the time. This fortress was probably soon replaced by a camp of perhaps
over 29 ha. (period 3), which may.have been the earliest accommodation of
legio X gemina. Two smaller camps were successively constmcted (periods
4 and 5), which allegedly provided shelter for only eight cohorts of this
legion. In the period 5 camp, after the departure of legio X gemina around
A.D. 104, a vexillatio Britannica, legio IX Hispana and a detachment of
legio XXX Ulpia victrix stationed at Xanten were subsequently housed. The
construction date of the period 4 camp is unknown; that of the stone for-
tress of period 5 is shortly after the year A.D. 89.
The canabae which belongs to the successive legionary fortresses mainly
developed on the east and west sides. Thus far, concentrations of graves
which probably contain the remains of legionary soldiers and inhabitants of
the canabae have been found in three places; to the southwest and south-
east of the legionary fortress (known as RK and Broerdijk or Br., resp.) and
east of the fort on the - Kops Plateau (Kleine Kopse Hof or KKH)
(Bogaers 1967; Willems 1990, 45-62; Haalebos et al. 1993).
Nijmegen, Trajanusplein area: this is very probably the site of the
Oppidum Batavomm or Batavodurum,mentioned by Tacitus, at some dis-
tance to the west of the legionary fortress from the time of Augustus. This
settlement was occupied from around the beginning of the 1st century until
the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70.
To the east of the Trajanusplein, a small fort was constmcted in the time of
Augustus, which seems to have been evacuated soon afterwards. The site
was -subsequently used by the inhabitants of Batavodumm (Willems 1990,
21 f. and 31-35).
Nijmegen-west: after the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70, over 1 km to the
west of the former Oppidum Batavomm, which was situated around the
Trajanusplein, a new civil settlement was formed. Initially it is supposed
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to have been called Batavodurum, like its predecessor, but when legio X ge-
mina left Nijmegen around A.D. 104 the Trajanic settlement was given the
name Ulpia Noviomagus, as well as, probably, the right to hold a market.
The inhabitants of the settlement at Nijmegen-west buried their dead to the
south and southeast of the inhabited occupied area (the southern cemetery
is also known as the "grafveld onder Hees") (Bogaers 1972, 312; Willems
1990, 63-70).'
Northwich: fort, constructed in the seventies of the 1st century A.D. (Jones
1971, 76; Britannia 15, 1984, 288).
Oakwood: fort, constmcted in A.D. 80/81 and abandoned between A.D. 87
and 105 (Hanson 1980, 36; Todd 1981, 116).
Ober-Florstadt: fort, constructed shortly after A.D. 85, at the earliest
(Schonberger 1985, 463, D53). The lack of stamps of legio XIV gemina
among the material found here may be indicative of a starting date after
A.D. 92. 97 or 100/101 (Pferdehirt 1986, 277, 23; cf. Strobel 1988). On the
basis of the presence of a graffito of cohors V Delmataram, which is also
known from Heilbronn-Bockingen, P. Wagner (1986) deems a constmction
date before A.D. 90 possible.
Obernburg: fort which was definitely constructed after A.D. 85, and poss-
ibly before A.D. 100 (Schonberger 1985, 465, D65). The tiles of legio XXII
primigenia found here may be indicative of a starting date in the time of
Trajan (Pferdehirt 1986, 279, 28; cf. Strobel 1988, 437-439).
Oberstimm: fort, constructed in the forties of the 1st century A.D., and
completely or largely evacuated by A.D. 69/70. Reoccupied under Domitian
and abandoned for good around A.D. 120 (Schonberger 1985, 447, B62,
and 457, C72; Simon 1989, 296-299).
Oberwinterthur, Keramiklager: load of unused pottery, found in a cellar
to the rear of a house in the vicus at Oberwinterthur, which was destroyed
by fire together with at least several of the adjoining houses. During the
levelling which preceded the reconstruction of this part of the vicus, some
of the burnt pottery ended up on the site of the adjoining houses. The most
plausible cause of the fire is the disturbances in A.D. 69/70 (Ebnother/
Eschenlohr 1985; Ebnother et al. 1994; cf. p. 78, with note 1).
Okarben: fort, constructed under Vespasian and evacuated in the last years
of Trajan's reign (Schonberger 1985, 452, C38).
Old Penrith: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90 (Austen 1991, 225).
Old Winteringham: fortification (supply base?), constructed around the
middle of the 1st century, and probably abandoned some time after A.D. 70.
Subsequent civilian occupation (Stead 1976, 18-19; Todd 1981, 79).
Pen Llystyn: fort, constructed around A.D. 78 and evacuated around A.D.
90 (Davies 1980, 261 and 264).
Penydarren: fort, constructed around A.D. 75 (Jones 1975, 173 f.).
Pfiinz: fort that was constructed in the nineties of the 1st century A.D., at
the earliest (Heiligmann 1990, 195 f.).
Pompeii, hoard: load of burnt pottery, found in an equally burnt crate in a
house at Pompeii (Atkinson 1914). The load consists of 36 bowls of Drag.
29, 54 bowls of Drag. 37 and 37 pottery lamps. The majority of the inter-
nal stamps on the bowls of Drag. 29 belong to Mommo and Vitalis ii. The
name Mommo also occurs among some of the decorative schemes, as do the
names of Memor and possibly also Murranus. Since the crate, at the time
of the eraption of Vesuvius on 24th August of the year A.D. 79, had not
yet been unpacked, it may be assumed to have arrived in Pompeii not long
before. Thus, the contents of the crate constitute the best-dated sigiUata
deposit known so far. It should be noted; however, that the corresponding
'waste date' is less accurate. In normal circumstances, most of the vessels
would not have been lost or discarded until the eighties, or perhaps even
later (cf. section 4.3).
Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl: fort which was probably constructed under
Vespasian (Schonberger 1985, 457, C74; Faber 1994, 30-32). This assump-
tion is confirmed by the date of a number of sigillata stamps found on the
site (cf. for example catalogue nos. C78 and P5).
Rheingonheim: fort, constructed shortly after A.D. 40 and abandoned after
A.D. 72/73. Some later finds suggest that the site of the fort was reused
afterwards (Schonberger 1985, 351 f. and 442, B31).
Ribchester: fort, constructed in A.D. 79/80 (Jones 1975, 175;
Hanson/Maxwell 1983, 35).
Riegel: fort, probably constructed under Claudius, perhaps to protect the
road between the Rhine and the Danube, which was constructed around that
time. The camp was allegedly already evacuated by the Flavian penod, but
the civilian settlement definitely remained occupied later (Schonberger
1985, 443, B37, and 454, C51; Asskamp 1989, 137-142). Of the 23 stamps
classified as pre-Havian by Asskamp, eight at least in part belong to the
Flavian period (Asskamp 1989, 138, Abb.41, 14-15, 18, 33, 36, 38, 43 and
45). The list of pre-Flavian stamps may be extended by an example of
Ardacus recorded by Fritsch (1910a, 29, 332).
Rocester: fortification of unknown size dating from the Neronian period. A
fort from the early Flavian period onwards (Jones 1975, 175 f.; Britannia
18, 1987,323).
Rottenburg: settlement whose occupation started around A.D. 85/90. In
view of its location where the road between -> Rottweil and -» Kongen
crossed the Neckar, there is likely initially to have been a fort here (Schon-
berger 1985, 469 f., D89).
Rottweil: at the place where the so-called Kinzigtalstrasse, which connect-
ed the legionary fortress at Strasbourg with the Danube limes, crossed the
Neckar, a fort was constructed during the early reign of Vespasian, on
either side of the river.
The construction date of the earliest fort on the left bank, on the so-called
Nikolausfeld (Kastell I), is not exactly known, nor is it clear when it was
replaced by a smaller fort (Kastell II). The military occupation of the
Nikolausfeld probably ended under Trajan. After that, baths were definitely
built in this area, which probably justifies the conclusion that here was still
a civil settlement of some size at the time.
The earliest fort on the right bank, at Rottweil-Hochmauren (Kastell IV),
was probably replaced during the reign of Vespasian, by a somewhat
smaller camp which seems to have been abandoned around the end of the
1st century (Kastell III). On the remains of Kastell IV, another small fort
was constmcted (Kastell V), which may have preceded Kastell III. After the
Roman troops left Rottweil-Hochmauren, the civilian settlement developed
into a town (Filtzinger et al. 1976, 483-491; Schonberger 1985, 455, C55;
Pferdehirt 1986, 234 and 283 f., 41).
Saalburg: the earliest fortifications on the Saalburg, the Schanzen A and B,
may have been constructed immediately after the war against he Chatti n
A.D. 83-85, although they are difficult o date from the limited number of
finds. The so-called Erdkastell was allegedly constructed around A.D. 90
(Schonberger 1985, 461, D44).
Salisberg: the date of the fort on the Salisberg is based mainly on that of
the baths complex which was situated outside it. Since tiles of legio XIV
gemina were found there, the fort is likely to have been built in A.D. 92, 97
or 100/101, at the latest (cf. Strobel 1988), perhaps after the Saturnine revolt
in 88/89, as successor to the army camp at Hanau-Kesselstadt, which was
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never used. The fort on the Salisberg was supposedly evacuated at the
beginning of the 2nd century, but the civil settlement remained occupied
after this date (Baatz/Hemnann 1982, 334-337; Schonberger 1985, 464,
D58).
Segontium (Caernarvon): fon, constructed around A.D. 78 (Jones 1975,
135; Davies 1980, 261).
Slack: fort, constmcted around A.D. 79 (Jones 1975, 176 f.; Hartley 1980,
5; Hartley 1988, 154 f.).
South Shields: on the basis of several Ist-century finds, the 2nd-century
fort at South Shields is sometimes assumed to have had an earUer prede-
cessor. The most likely constmction date for such a fortification isA.D. 79,
or somewhat later (Dore/Gillam 1979, 59; Dore 1983, 53; Britannia 17,
1986, 374-376; BidwelVSpeak 1989, 283).
Stockstadt: the earliest fortification at Stockstadt is the so-called Schanze,
which may have been constructed around A.D. 90 (Schonberger 1985, 465,
D63).
Strageath: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 or 82/83 and abandoned in A.D.
87 or 88 (FrereAVilkes 1989, 12 f.; Hobley 1989).
Straubing: the earliest fort at Straubing was constructed during the last
years of the reign of Vespasian, at the earliest (Schonberger 1985, 457 f.,
C75). Pferdehirt (1986, 296, 73) and Heiligmann (1990, 175), on the basis
of the differences between the decorated sigillata from Straubing and that
from Rottweil, prefer a constmction date in the early eighties of the 1st cen-
tury A.D.. However, some of the sigillata stamps found at Straubing seem
to be no later than the reign ofVespasian (Walke 1965, Taf. 40, 89; 41, 174-
175;42,184 and 43, 255).
Sulz: fort which, in view of its location, must have been constmcted short-
ly after A.D. 74/75, at the earliest (Schonberger 1985, 362; Heiligmann
1990, 174). The presence of a stamp of Germanus and of a fragment of a
Drag. 29 are indicative of a construction date before A.D. 90 (catalogue no.
G24; ORL B61a, Taf. m 5).
Templeborough: fort, constructed between A.D. 52 and 57 (Hartley 1988,
153).
Theilenhofen: fan, constructed around A.D. 100 (Schonberger 1985, 472,
D106)
Topsham: settlement whose character is as yet unclear, often considered as
a harbour from the time of the Roman invasion of Britain, and subsequent-
ly used as such for the benefit of the legionary fortress (?) at -^ Exeter.
However, the river Exe must have been reasonably easy to navigate in the
Roman era, so the interpretation f the remains as belonging to a harbour is
not necessarily correct. The pottery found so far dates from the period of c.
A.D. 50-75 (Maxfield 1980, 305-307; Holbrook/Bidwell 1991, 16).
Unterkirchberg: fort, constructed in the forties and probably not evacuated
until c. A.D. 120 (Schonberger 1985, 446, B56, and 456, C66).
Usk: legionary fortress, constructed between A.D. 49 and 57 and probably
largely abandoned towards the end of Nero's reign, after which a fort was
constructed on this site in the early Flavian period (Jones 1975, 180; Davies
1980, 260 f.; Manning 1981, 31-34 and 45-52).
Utrecht: fort, constructed in or shortly after A.D. 47 (Schonberger 1985,
439, B8; Ozinga et al. 1989, 41).
Valkenburg (Z.-H.): dendrochronological evidence suggests that the
earliest fort at Valkenburg (period 1) was constructed in A.D. 39/40
(Hallewas/Van Dierendonck 1993, 17-18). The coins show that this camp
was renovated in A.D. 41/42, at the earliest (beginning of period la;
Glasbergenl967,63).
For the next fort (period 2), a constmction date of A.D. 47 is adhered to
(Glasbergen 1967, 147-149); this is based exclusively on historical con-
siderations. The presence of a dupondius of Nero has prompted the assump-
tion that the camp of period 2 was renovated during the reign of this em-
peror (beginning of period 3; Glasbergen 1967, 63 f. and 147-149). Since
Nero did not have bronze coins struck until A.D. 64, the end of period 2
could be dated no earlier than that year. However, the sigillata stamps from
period 2 include so few examples which occur in Flavian contexts (cf. cata-
logue nos. B32 and L38), that an end date in or after A.D. 64 is unlikely.
The picture presented by the stamps from period 2 is much closer to that of
the stamps from period l(a) than to that of the stamps from period 3, more
than a quarter of which stem partly from the Flavian penod. A starting date
for period 3 of around A.D. 55 seems more likely, therefore.
The Batavian revolt of A.D. 69/70 constitutes a terminus ante quern for
period 3 and a terminus post quern for period 4 (Glasbergen 1967, 147-
149). The start of period 5 - so also the end of penod 4 - may be dated to
the final years of the reign of Trajan, at the latest, on the basis of a recently
discovered building inscription (Bogaers 1990). Of the five Central and East
Gaulish sigillata stamps from period 4 (cf. Haalebos 1977, 288), two can-
not possibly be earlier than the time of Hadrian: CALAVA[F] (Glasbergen
1948-1953, 134, 191; Lezoux,ca. 130-150) andMONTAN[V] (Glasbergen
1967, 107, 391; La Madeleine, ca. 130-160). The circumstances under
which these stamps were found are uncertain, however (Brunsting et al.
1940-1944, 182, 158; Glasbergen 1967, 77, note I, and 85, 6800c). The
stratigraphic attribution is likely to be incorrect, therefore, as is that of the
aforementioned upondius of Nero and those of several other finds (see also
catalogue nos. A70, M2, M4, M77, N2**, P31, P78 and V2*).
Velsen 1: the construction of the first fort on the site ofVelsen 1 is dated to
A.D. 14-16, on the basis of coins found there (Vons 1977, 155, 9).
According to J. -M.A.W. Morel andA.V.A.J. Bosman (1989, 167), military
occupadon ofVelsen 1 ended between A.D. 25 and 30, possibly as a result
of the Frisian revolt in A.D. 28. However, the finds include a number of
coins of Caligula and Claudius (Morel 1988, 321), andsome sigillata ves-
sels which, according to the prevailing opinion, cannot possibly be earlier
than A.D. 28 (among others, eight stamps ofAquitanus.; cf. GlasbergeiWan
Lith 1977, 13, Abb. 3, 44-46). This evidence indicates that the camp was not
evacuated until c. A.D. 40.
Verulamium: fort (?) in the period c. A.D. 44-47; subsequently a town.
Periods of occupation:
I 43-60
IIA 60-105
IIB 105-130
(Prere 1972, 5-55; Frere 1984, 37-44).
Waddon Hill: fortification built after the Roman invasion of Britain. The
occupation probably dates from c. A.D. 50-60 (Webster. 1979, 54 f.;
Maxfield 1980, 304).
Wall: fortification of unknown size ("vexiUation fortress"?), constructed
between A.D. 47 and 52 (Webster 1970, 189; Jones 1975, 181 f.; Todd
1981, 86; Frere 1987b, 61).
Wallsend: fort which is part of Hadrian's Wall, and as such constmcted no
earUer than A.D. 124 (Breeze/Dobson 1987, 82-85).
Watercrook: fort, constructed around A.D. 90 (Breeze/Dobson 1985, 7).
Weissenburg: fort, constructed around A.D. 90 (Schonberger 1985, 472 f.,
D107).
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to have been called Batavodurum, like its predecessor, but when legio X ge-
mina left Nijmegen around A.D. 104 the Trajanic settlement was given the
name Ulpia Noviomagus, as well as, probably, the right to hold a market.
The inhabitants of the settlement at Nijmegen-west buried their dead to the
south and southeast of the inhabited occupied area (the southern cemetery
is also known as the "grafveld onder Hees") (Bogaers 1972, 312; Willems
1990, 63-70).'
Northwich: fort, constructed in the seventies of the 1st century A.D. (Jones
1971, 76; Britannia 15, 1984, 288).
Oakwood: fort, constmcted in A.D. 80/81 and abandoned between A.D. 87
and 105 (Hanson 1980, 36; Todd 1981, 116).
Ober-Florstadt: fort, constructed shortly after A.D. 85, at the earliest
(Schonberger 1985, 463, D53). The lack of stamps of legio XIV gemina
among the material found here may be indicative of a starting date after
A.D. 92. 97 or 100/101 (Pferdehirt 1986, 277, 23; cf. Strobel 1988). On the
basis of the presence of a graffito of cohors V Delmataram, which is also
known from Heilbronn-Bockingen, P. Wagner (1986) deems a constmction
date before A.D. 90 possible.
Obernburg: fort which was definitely constructed after A.D. 85, and poss-
ibly before A.D. 100 (Schonberger 1985, 465, D65). The tiles of legio XXII
primigenia found here may be indicative of a starting date in the time of
Trajan (Pferdehirt 1986, 279, 28; cf. Strobel 1988, 437-439).
Oberstimm: fort, constructed in the forties of the 1st century A.D., and
completely or largely evacuated by A.D. 69/70. Reoccupied under Domitian
and abandoned for good around A.D. 120 (Schonberger 1985, 447, B62,
and 457, C72; Simon 1989, 296-299).
Oberwinterthur, Keramiklager: load of unused pottery, found in a cellar
to the rear of a house in the vicus at Oberwinterthur, which was destroyed
by fire together with at least several of the adjoining houses. During the
levelling which preceded the reconstruction of this part of the vicus, some
of the burnt pottery ended up on the site of the adjoining houses. The most
plausible cause of the fire is the disturbances in A.D. 69/70 (Ebnother/
Eschenlohr 1985; Ebnother et al. 1994; cf. p. 78, with note 1).
Okarben: fort, constructed under Vespasian and evacuated in the last years
of Trajan's reign (Schonberger 1985, 452, C38).
Old Penrith: fort, constmcted around A.D. 90 (Austen 1991, 225).
Old Winteringham: fortification (supply base?), constructed around the
middle of the 1st century, and probably abandoned some time after A.D. 70.
Subsequent civilian occupation (Stead 1976, 18-19; Todd 1981, 79).
Pen Llystyn: fort, constructed around A.D. 78 and evacuated around A.D.
90 (Davies 1980, 261 and 264).
Penydarren: fort, constructed around A.D. 75 (Jones 1975, 173 f.).
Pfiinz: fort that was constructed in the nineties of the 1st century A.D., at
the earliest (Heiligmann 1990, 195 f.).
Pompeii, hoard: load of burnt pottery, found in an equally burnt crate in a
house at Pompeii (Atkinson 1914). The load consists of 36 bowls of Drag.
29, 54 bowls of Drag. 37 and 37 pottery lamps. The majority of the inter-
nal stamps on the bowls of Drag. 29 belong to Mommo and Vitalis ii. The
name Mommo also occurs among some of the decorative schemes, as do the
names of Memor and possibly also Murranus. Since the crate, at the time
of the eraption of Vesuvius on 24th August of the year A.D. 79, had not
yet been unpacked, it may be assumed to have arrived in Pompeii not long
before. Thus, the contents of the crate constitute the best-dated sigiUata
deposit known so far. It should be noted; however, that the corresponding
'waste date' is less accurate. In normal circumstances, most of the vessels
would not have been lost or discarded until the eighties, or perhaps even
later (cf. section 4.3).
Regensburg-Kumpfmiihl: fort which was probably constructed under
Vespasian (Schonberger 1985, 457, C74; Faber 1994, 30-32). This assump-
tion is confirmed by the date of a number of sigillata stamps found on the
site (cf. for example catalogue nos. C78 and P5).
Rheingonheim: fort, constructed shortly after A.D. 40 and abandoned after
A.D. 72/73. Some later finds suggest that the site of the fort was reused
afterwards (Schonberger 1985, 351 f. and 442, B31).
Ribchester: fort, constructed in A.D. 79/80 (Jones 1975, 175;
Hanson/Maxwell 1983, 35).
Riegel: fort, probably constructed under Claudius, perhaps to protect the
road between the Rhine and the Danube, which was constructed around that
time. The camp was allegedly already evacuated by the Flavian penod, but
the civilian settlement definitely remained occupied later (Schonberger
1985, 443, B37, and 454, C51; Asskamp 1989, 137-142). Of the 23 stamps
classified as pre-Havian by Asskamp, eight at least in part belong to the
Flavian period (Asskamp 1989, 138, Abb.41, 14-15, 18, 33, 36, 38, 43 and
45). The list of pre-Flavian stamps may be extended by an example of
Ardacus recorded by Fritsch (1910a, 29, 332).
Rocester: fortification of unknown size dating from the Neronian period. A
fort from the early Flavian period onwards (Jones 1975, 175 f.; Britannia
18, 1987,323).
Rottenburg: settlement whose occupation started around A.D. 85/90. In
view of its location where the road between -> Rottweil and -» Kongen
crossed the Neckar, there is likely initially to have been a fort here (Schon-
berger 1985, 469 f., D89).
Rottweil: at the place where the so-called Kinzigtalstrasse, which connect-
ed the legionary fortress at Strasbourg with the Danube limes, crossed the
Neckar, a fort was constructed during the early reign of Vespasian, on
either side of the river.
The construction date of the earliest fort on the left bank, on the so-called
Nikolausfeld (Kastell I), is not exactly known, nor is it clear when it was
replaced by a smaller fort (Kastell II). The military occupation of the
Nikolausfeld probably ended under Trajan. After that, baths were definitely
built in this area, which probably justifies the conclusion that here was still
a civil settlement of some size at the time.
The earliest fort on the right bank, at Rottweil-Hochmauren (Kastell IV),
was probably replaced during the reign of Vespasian, by a somewhat
smaller camp which seems to have been abandoned around the end of the
1st century (Kastell III). On the remains of Kastell IV, another small fort
was constmcted (Kastell V), which may have preceded Kastell III. After the
Roman troops left Rottweil-Hochmauren, the civilian settlement developed
into a town (Filtzinger et al. 1976, 483-491; Schonberger 1985, 455, C55;
Pferdehirt 1986, 234 and 283 f., 41).
Saalburg: the earliest fortifications on the Saalburg, the Schanzen A and B,
may have been constructed immediately after the war against he Chatti n
A.D. 83-85, although they are difficult o date from the limited number of
finds. The so-called Erdkastell was allegedly constructed around A.D. 90
(Schonberger 1985, 461, D44).
Salisberg: the date of the fort on the Salisberg is based mainly on that of
the baths complex which was situated outside it. Since tiles of legio XIV
gemina were found there, the fort is likely to have been built in A.D. 92, 97
or 100/101, at the latest (cf. Strobel 1988), perhaps after the Saturnine revolt
in 88/89, as successor to the army camp at Hanau-Kesselstadt, which was
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never used. The fort on the Salisberg was supposedly evacuated at the
beginning of the 2nd century, but the civil settlement remained occupied
after this date (Baatz/Hemnann 1982, 334-337; Schonberger 1985, 464,
D58).
Segontium (Caernarvon): fon, constructed around A.D. 78 (Jones 1975,
135; Davies 1980, 261).
Slack: fort, constmcted around A.D. 79 (Jones 1975, 176 f.; Hartley 1980,
5; Hartley 1988, 154 f.).
South Shields: on the basis of several Ist-century finds, the 2nd-century
fort at South Shields is sometimes assumed to have had an earUer prede-
cessor. The most likely constmction date for such a fortification isA.D. 79,
or somewhat later (Dore/Gillam 1979, 59; Dore 1983, 53; Britannia 17,
1986, 374-376; BidwelVSpeak 1989, 283).
Stockstadt: the earliest fortification at Stockstadt is the so-called Schanze,
which may have been constructed around A.D. 90 (Schonberger 1985, 465,
D63).
Strageath: fort, constructed in A.D. 80/81 or 82/83 and abandoned in A.D.
87 or 88 (FrereAVilkes 1989, 12 f.; Hobley 1989).
Straubing: the earliest fort at Straubing was constructed during the last
years of the reign of Vespasian, at the earliest (Schonberger 1985, 457 f.,
C75). Pferdehirt (1986, 296, 73) and Heiligmann (1990, 175), on the basis
of the differences between the decorated sigillata from Straubing and that
from Rottweil, prefer a constmction date in the early eighties of the 1st cen-
tury A.D.. However, some of the sigillata stamps found at Straubing seem
to be no later than the reign ofVespasian (Walke 1965, Taf. 40, 89; 41, 174-
175;42,184 and 43, 255).
Sulz: fort which, in view of its location, must have been constmcted short-
ly after A.D. 74/75, at the earliest (Schonberger 1985, 362; Heiligmann
1990, 174). The presence of a stamp of Germanus and of a fragment of a
Drag. 29 are indicative of a construction date before A.D. 90 (catalogue no.
G24; ORL B61a, Taf. m 5).
Templeborough: fort, constructed between A.D. 52 and 57 (Hartley 1988,
153).
Theilenhofen: fan, constructed around A.D. 100 (Schonberger 1985, 472,
D106)
Topsham: settlement whose character is as yet unclear, often considered as
a harbour from the time of the Roman invasion of Britain, and subsequent-
ly used as such for the benefit of the legionary fortress (?) at -^ Exeter.
However, the river Exe must have been reasonably easy to navigate in the
Roman era, so the interpretation f the remains as belonging to a harbour is
not necessarily correct. The pottery found so far dates from the period of c.
A.D. 50-75 (Maxfield 1980, 305-307; Holbrook/Bidwell 1991, 16).
Unterkirchberg: fort, constructed in the forties and probably not evacuated
until c. A.D. 120 (Schonberger 1985, 446, B56, and 456, C66).
Usk: legionary fortress, constructed between A.D. 49 and 57 and probably
largely abandoned towards the end of Nero's reign, after which a fort was
constructed on this site in the early Flavian period (Jones 1975, 180; Davies
1980, 260 f.; Manning 1981, 31-34 and 45-52).
Utrecht: fort, constructed in or shortly after A.D. 47 (Schonberger 1985,
439, B8; Ozinga et al. 1989, 41).
Valkenburg (Z.-H.): dendrochronological evidence suggests that the
earliest fort at Valkenburg (period 1) was constructed in A.D. 39/40
(Hallewas/Van Dierendonck 1993, 17-18). The coins show that this camp
was renovated in A.D. 41/42, at the earliest (beginning of period la;
Glasbergenl967,63).
For the next fort (period 2), a constmction date of A.D. 47 is adhered to
(Glasbergen 1967, 147-149); this is based exclusively on historical con-
siderations. The presence of a dupondius of Nero has prompted the assump-
tion that the camp of period 2 was renovated during the reign of this em-
peror (beginning of period 3; Glasbergen 1967, 63 f. and 147-149). Since
Nero did not have bronze coins struck until A.D. 64, the end of period 2
could be dated no earlier than that year. However, the sigillata stamps from
period 2 include so few examples which occur in Flavian contexts (cf. cata-
logue nos. B32 and L38), that an end date in or after A.D. 64 is unlikely.
The picture presented by the stamps from period 2 is much closer to that of
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Gaulish sigillata stamps from period 4 (cf. Haalebos 1977, 288), two can-
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1948-1953, 134, 191; Lezoux,ca. 130-150) andMONTAN[V] (Glasbergen
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(Prere 1972, 5-55; Frere 1984, 37-44).
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D107).
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Wiesbaden, Moorschicht: series of layers which was long assumed to have
accumulated entirely before the disturbances of A.D. 69/70 (Ritterling/
Pallat 1898, 128-132). Recent studies have shown that the series includes
three burnt layers, the middle one of which is probably connected to the
events that ook place in the year of the four emperors (Nuber 1979/1980).
Therefore, the finds from the Moorschicht cannot simply be considered pre-
Flavian, although the majority are probably earlier than A.D. 69/70 (the
exceptions include Ritterling/PaUat 1898, Taf. VIII 110 and DC 12 and 15).
Wiesbaden, Steinkastell: constructed in the eighties, probably im-
mediately after the war against he Chatti ofA.D. 83-85 (Schonberger 1985,
442, B28).
Wilderspool: industrial settlement, perhaps of military ongin. The start of
occupation may be dated around A.D. 90, on the basis of the material found
here (Thompson 1965, 67-100; Breeze/Dobson 1985, 6 f.).
Woerden: fort (?), constoucted in or shortly after A.D. 47 (Schonberger
1985, 439, B6; Haalebos 1986, 169 f.).
Wroxeter; legionary fortress, constructed between A.D. 52 and 57.
Abandoned around A.D. 87 after the departure of legio XX Valena vicb-ix
to Chester; subsequently, from c. A.D. 90 onwards, a town on the same site
(Webster 1980).
York: when the Romans first built a fortification at York is a matter for
discussion. The earliest finds are classified as pre-Flavian by some, while
others reject such an early date. That there were Roman troops in York as
early asA.D. 71/72 is certain, however. The size of the fortification i  which
they were stationed is as yet unknown. The presence of a "vexillation for-
tress" at nearby -^ Malton around A.D. 71/74-80 suggests that the legion-
ary fortress at York may well have been preceded by a "vexillation fortress"
as well, and may not have been constructed before A.D. 74-79 (Jones 1975,
186 f.; Hartley 1980, 2 and 4; Todd 1981, 97-99 and 102; Hanson/Campbell
1986, 84 f.; Hartley 1988, 154).
Zugmantel: the few South Gaulish vessels found here so far suggest hat
the fort on the Zugmantel was constructed in the nineties of the 1st century
A.D., at the earUest (Schonberger 1985, 381 and 461, D36; Sommer 1988,
471 f.).
Zurzach: the fort at Zurzach was supposedly evacuated in A.D. 45/46,
when, in nearby Vindonissa, legio XIII gemina was replaced by legio XXI
rapax (Roth-Rubi 1992, 517). However, the material found here includes a
number of vessels that are definitely later (cf. catalogue no. M56), so the
site of the fort must have been in use for a longer period.
Zwammerdam: the earliest fortified (?) settlement at Zwammerdam
(period I) was probably constructed shortly after A.D. 47 and destroyed
during the Batavian revolt in A.D. 69/70. The construction of a fort (period
II) may not have started until a few years later (Haalebos 1977, 20, 47-65
and 284 f.).
SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The Roman settlement at Vechten (mun. Bunnik, NL) is
widely known as one of the richest sources of terra sigillata
within the borders of the former Roman empire. This repu-
tation is due mainly to the inclusion of a considerable num-
ber of vessels in the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinamm and,
later, in the catalogues of Knorr, Oswald and Oxe/Comfort.
A proper publication of this important collection has never
appeared, however, as the sheer quantity of material has
always hampered its analysis.
The fairly recent introduction of computers into archaeology
has greatly assisted the study of huge numbers of finds. With
the aid of this new tool, a preliminary analysis was able to
be made in 1984 of the more than five thousand stamped
sigillata vessels from Vechten deposited in the Rijksmuseum
van Oudheden at Leiden. It turned out that approximately
three quarters of Aem were from South Gaul. A separate
study of such a large quantity of stamped vessels from this
production area seemed likely to be very rewarding.
1 THE ROMAN SETTLEMENT NEAR VECHTEN
Vechten is situated near the fork of the Rhine and the Vecht,
the latter of which gave access to the West-Frisian territory.
Thus when Augustus decided that the whole of Germany
was to be annexed, Vechten was an obvious site for the con-
stmction of an army base. The size and layout of Ais camp
(Period la), which may well have been built during Ae cam-
paign of A.D. 4/5, remains unknown. The same is troe of its
immediate successors (Periods Ib-d), which appear to be
largely or entirely pre-Flavian, although it cannot be ruled
out that they may also cover the Havian era. The fort of
Period 2 was probably not built before the beginning of the
2nd century and may have been of roughly the same size and
layout as its successor (Period 3), which is likely to have
been constmcted at Ae end of the 2nd century. Vechten
apparently shared the fate of Ae other fortifications along
the Lower Rhine, and was evacuated soon after the middle
of the 3rd century.
The size and history of the forts reveal that Vechten played
an important part in Roman military strategy. It was the site
of one of the earliest army bases in the Lower Rhine area.
When the plan to conquer the whole of Germany was given
up in A.D. 47, Vechten appears to have been turned into the
largest auxiliary fort in this region. In the Flavian-Trajanic
period it was for some time garrisoned by a cohors milliaria
equitata nd, during most of the 2nd and 3rd centuries, by an
ala quingenaria.
2 THE SOUTH GAULISH PRODUCTION CENTRES
OF TERRA SIGILLATA
During the 1st and early 2nd centuries A.D. southern Gaul
housed a dozen production centres of terra sigillata. The
most prolific kiln sites, those of La Graufesenque and
Montans, constituted nuclei around which most of the other
potteries developed as more or less short-lived branch fac-
tones, usually with only a limited marketing area. La Grau-
fesenque is the only production centre which served virtual-
ly the entire western part of the empire. The markets of
Montans were mainly restricted to Aquitania, Tarraconensis
and Britain. Of the off-shoots of Ae latter two kiln sites,
Banassac is the only one which acquired more than regional
importance, with an outlet o the upper Rhine and Danube.
The sigillata production in South Gaul may have started as
an answer to the withdrawal of the Roman army from
Aquitania in 28 B.C., which probably resulted in a consider-
able reduction in the flow of imports, including Italian terra
sigillata. The earliest red table-ware produced in the area
itself cannot, from a technological point of view, be desig-
nated as terra sigillata. The shift from these early sigillata
imitations to genuine terra sigillata must have been the result
of the arrival of potters - or at least of knowledge of advan-
ced firing techniques - from kiln sites in Italy during the first
years of the 1st century A.D. For reasons not yet known La
Graufesenque soon outgrew the oAer production centres. By
the reign of Claudius it was completely dominating the
northwestern markets.
The downfall of La Graufesenque is just as remarkable as its
rapid rise. It has long been assumed that this production
centre fell victim to its own success, since it could not both
keep up an acceptable quality and answer the continuing
enormous demand; as a reaction, the consumers allegedly
switched over to the products of the kiln sites which started
to develop in Central and East Gaul. By now, however, it
seems that the quality of the La Graufesenque sigillata had
deteriorated progressively, as sales in the northwest stagnat-
ed under the Havian emperors. Moreover, the Central and
East Gaulish products did not appear on the market in ap-
preciable quantities before A.D. 100, when production at La
Graufesenque had been falling for some time. Therefore, the
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failure of sigillata production in this area must have had a
different cause. Ironically enough, it may have been the
same mechanism which was initially responsible for the
rapid growth of La Graufesenque that eventually brought
about its fall. The advancing romanization of the northwest
spread the system of large-scale fanning and thus increased
the agricultural potential of the area. As a consequence, Ae
flow of imports from the Mediterranean declined and trans-
portation costs rose. To maintain acceptable market prices,
the potters at La Graufesenque must have been forced to
reduce production costs, by specialization, expansion and
eventually lowering quality standards. All of these processes
took place at La Graufesenque during the last quarter of the
1st century.
3 STAMPS, DIES AND IMPRESSIONS
The word 'stamp' may be used to designate both the tool
employed to make impressions of a text or figure and the
stamped text or figure itself. Whenever unambiguity is de-
sired, the terms 'die' and 'impression' are used as alter-
natives in this book to denote the instrument and its product,
respectively.
Most of the internal stamps occurring on South Gaulish terra
sigillata are-either name stamps or so-called illiterate ones,
which often include crosses or stripes; figure stamps giving
rosettes or birds are much rarer. The significance of the
stamps on terra sigillata remains an unsolved problem: Since
some forms are consistently stamped and others are not, it is
unlikely that he stamps erved to distinguish the products of
individual potters within a workshop or the products of indi-
vidual workshops within a commonly fired kiln. The inter-
pretation of stamps as a warranty of quality is invalidated by
the regular occurrence: of illiterate stamps and of stamps
from broken dies. At La Graufeseque the habit of stamping
sigillata seems to have been no more than one of the many
traditions adopted from Italy,
4 THE DATING OF STAMPS ON SOUTH GAULISH
TERRA SIGILLATA
Terra sigillata is generally considered one of the most valu-
able instruments for dating purposes. It is usually over-
looked, however, that the chronological framework which
has been built on stamped and decorated sigillata over the
past century is as unstable as a house of cards. The sigillata
chronology rests mainly on the .evidence from so-called
'dated sites', many of which are themselves 'dated' by the
sigillata finds. Only a few contexts have been dated by other
sources of information, such as coins or historic events.
An additional problem in assessing the South Gaulish
sigillata industry is that the dates eventually achieved are
dates of deposition rather than of production. It is im-
possible to determine the amount of time which may have
elapsed between the moment of production of a vessel and
the day when it was lost or discarded. When all uncertainties
are taken into account it may be concluded with some prob-
ability that the terra sigillata vessels from La Graufesenque
recovered in the northwestern frontier zone of the Roman
empire reached this area in the period c. A.D. 10-120.
5 PROVENANCES AND DATES OF THE VECHTEN
TERRA SIGILLATA
The major collections of finds from Vechten include over ten
thousand sigillata vessels, more than seven thousand of
which bear stamps. Most of them have been identified and
assigned to a specific production centre or region.
Among the earliest sigillata vessels which have reached
Vechten, those from Pisa and Lyon are by far the most
numerous. Almost half of the 762 stamped vessels from Italy
and Lyon onginate from the potteries of Ateius and his
slaves or freedmen. Only eight other potters are represented
by more than ten stamps.
The 4797 South Gaulish sigillata vessels from Vechten were
almost exclusively imported from La Graufesenque. A small
proportion may have been produced at Le Rozier. Of the
other potteries in this region Banassac and Espalion may
theoretically be represented with a handful of vessels, but
the few likely candidates which were submitted to chemical
analysis did not pass Ae test. The 4013 name stamps which
have been identified are very unevenly distributed among c.
275 individual potters. Half the Vechten name stamps orig-
inate from less than ten percent of the potters respresented.
The distribution of the South Gaulish vessels over the export
period of La Graufesenque is equally uneven. Nearly three-
quarters date to the period c. A.D. 50-90. The same pattern
can be observed at many other sites and seems to reflect at
least partly the fluctuations in the production or transporta-
tion of the sigillata from La Graufesenque.
Among the 1421 Central and East Gaulish terra sigillata ves-
sels from Vechten those from Chemery-Faulquemont and La
Madeleine clearly dominate, undoubtedly because these pot-
teries in the Moselle area had much better access to the
northwestern frontier zone than their contemporary counter-
parts in Central Gaul. As a result of the preponderance of the
Moselle products, early 2nd-century vessels are much com-
moner at Vechten than later ones; almost two-thirds of the
Central and East Gaulish terra sigillata dates to the period c.
A.D. 100-160.
When in 1901 J. Dechelette learned of Ae extraordinary
amount of South Gaulish terra sigillata at Vechten he
decided that the site must have been a kind of depot for the
products of La Graufesenque. This view has rarely been
challenged since then, although E. Ritterling rightly pointed
out in 1906 Aat Vechten was also remarkably rich in Italian
sigillata and concluded that this was related to its military
importance rather than to its function as a depot. By now it
is evident hat Vechten has also yielded large quantities of
Central and East Gaulish terra sigillata. There is no longer
any reason to assume that the site was once a depot. It is
much more likely that Ae special position of Vechten is due
mainly to the drastic building activities in 1867-1870, when
over eighty percent of the stamped vessels now kept in the
main collections were recovered.
6 THE FORMS OF SIGILLATA FOUND AT VECHTEN
AND THEIR EVOLUTION
TheVechten sigillata collecdon includes nearly all the stamped
forms made at La Graufesenque in the period c. A.D. 10-120.
Because of its size and composition it may be considered a
sound basis for a study of the evolution of these forms.
For some analyses the various types of vessel were sorted
into four groups: standard dishes, rouletted dishes, cups and
bowls. It appeared that the ratio between these four basic
forms was not constant hroughout time. The most marked
development was the increase in the number of standard
dishes at the cost of the number of cups. As yet it is uncer-
tain whether this pattern observed at Vechten is unique or
more generally applicable.
It is a well-established fact that the repertoire of the South
Gaulish potters changed considerably in the course of the 1st
century. Several types of vessel ceased to be produced, while
others were created. By the beginning of the Claudian period
the earliest stamped types copied from the Italian tradition
- Halt. la. Drag. 17, Ritt. 5 - had disappeared, apparently
without being replaced by others. During the period c. 65-85
the choice was further reduced, with the disappearance of
Drag. 16, 24 and 29 and Ritt. 8 and 9 and the considerable
reduction of the production of Drag. 15/17. At the same time
several new types were created, including Drag. 37 and
Services A-F; these additions to the repertoire were nearly
all unstamped.
A detailed study of the dimensions of the individual vessels
has added much to the insight into the evolution and stan-
dardization of the production. It has been possible to demon-
strate that some types were made in Aree different sizes and
others in six or more, presumably depending on whether
they were stacked or nested in the kiln. So far it has not been
possible to correlate the standard sizes deduced from the
actual measurements of the sigillata vessels to the sizes indi-
cated in the dockets, i.e. the firing lists unearthed at La
Graufesenque.
The dimensions of the vessels could be shown to have
changed over time - a discovery which has provided valuable
objective dating arguments for many types, to be added to
the long-known changes in profile which can only be ex-
pressed in subjective terms. Most of the modifications in the
dimensions appear to have been brought about by techno-
logical adjustments, such as gradual changes of the maxi-
mum firing temperature and of the speed of production.
7 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PRODUCTION
The dockets found at La Graufesenque constitute the only
internal source of information on the way the sigillata pro-
duction was organized at this kiln site. A brief analysis of
their contents suggested amongst other things that these
documents were drawn up by a kiln operator to record the
vessels entrusted to him by potters from other workshops to
be fired collectively in his kiln. It also appeared that he used
several different routines to load his kiln, each of which
involved restrictions concerning the numbers and types of
vessels that could be fired at a given time. A kiln operator
composed his kiln load of vessels from several potters, and
a potter might have had to turn to several kiln operators to
have all his products fired.
The study of the Vechten sigillata collection has provided
additional evidence about he organization of the production.
It has been finnly established now that there is a relation
between the use of the term officina nd the size of a potter's
production. Evidently an officina was a relatively large
workshop in which several potters would work. Since the
number of officina stamps increased over time, the sigillata
production at La Graufesenque would have been concentrat-
ed more and more in large workshops.
In view of the pursuit of rationalization implied in the en-
largement of the scale of production it was to be expected
that an examination of the output of the individual work-
shops would bring out considerable differences in their
repertoires - specialization being another way to raise effi-
ciency. However, it seems that as a general rule each work-
shop produced all four basic fonns - and presumably all or
most of Ae individual types current at a given time - though
not necessarily in similar quantities. Specialization at work-
shop level appears to have been restricted mainly to the pro-
duction of moulds for bowls of Drag. 29. There were only a
few potters who made their own moulds; most of them
acquired them from external specialists.
Yet Ae inventory of the sigillata from Vechten has revealed
that within individual workshops specialization might occur.
Sometimes dies were used only for specific basic forms or
even specific types, which prompts the assumption that the
vessels in question were made by a single workman using
his own die. The pattern of wear which can sometimes be
recognized when large series of impressions from the same
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rosettes or birds are much rarer. The significance of the
stamps on terra sigillata remains an unsolved problem: Since
some forms are consistently stamped and others are not, it is
unlikely that he stamps erved to distinguish the products of
individual potters within a workshop or the products of indi-
vidual workshops within a commonly fired kiln. The inter-
pretation of stamps as a warranty of quality is invalidated by
the regular occurrence: of illiterate stamps and of stamps
from broken dies. At La Graufeseque the habit of stamping
sigillata seems to have been no more than one of the many
traditions adopted from Italy,
4 THE DATING OF STAMPS ON SOUTH GAULISH
TERRA SIGILLATA
Terra sigillata is generally considered one of the most valu-
able instruments for dating purposes. It is usually over-
looked, however, that the chronological framework which
has been built on stamped and decorated sigillata over the
past century is as unstable as a house of cards. The sigillata
chronology rests mainly on the .evidence from so-called
'dated sites', many of which are themselves 'dated' by the
sigillata finds. Only a few contexts have been dated by other
sources of information, such as coins or historic events.
An additional problem in assessing the South Gaulish
sigillata industry is that the dates eventually achieved are
dates of deposition rather than of production. It is im-
possible to determine the amount of time which may have
elapsed between the moment of production of a vessel and
the day when it was lost or discarded. When all uncertainties
are taken into account it may be concluded with some prob-
ability that the terra sigillata vessels from La Graufesenque
recovered in the northwestern frontier zone of the Roman
empire reached this area in the period c. A.D. 10-120.
5 PROVENANCES AND DATES OF THE VECHTEN
TERRA SIGILLATA
The major collections of finds from Vechten include over ten
thousand sigillata vessels, more than seven thousand of
which bear stamps. Most of them have been identified and
assigned to a specific production centre or region.
Among the earliest sigillata vessels which have reached
Vechten, those from Pisa and Lyon are by far the most
numerous. Almost half of the 762 stamped vessels from Italy
and Lyon onginate from the potteries of Ateius and his
slaves or freedmen. Only eight other potters are represented
by more than ten stamps.
The 4797 South Gaulish sigillata vessels from Vechten were
almost exclusively imported from La Graufesenque. A small
proportion may have been produced at Le Rozier. Of the
other potteries in this region Banassac and Espalion may
theoretically be represented with a handful of vessels, but
the few likely candidates which were submitted to chemical
analysis did not pass Ae test. The 4013 name stamps which
have been identified are very unevenly distributed among c.
275 individual potters. Half the Vechten name stamps orig-
inate from less than ten percent of the potters respresented.
The distribution of the South Gaulish vessels over the export
period of La Graufesenque is equally uneven. Nearly three-
quarters date to the period c. A.D. 50-90. The same pattern
can be observed at many other sites and seems to reflect at
least partly the fluctuations in the production or transporta-
tion of the sigillata from La Graufesenque.
Among the 1421 Central and East Gaulish terra sigillata ves-
sels from Vechten those from Chemery-Faulquemont and La
Madeleine clearly dominate, undoubtedly because these pot-
teries in the Moselle area had much better access to the
northwestern frontier zone than their contemporary counter-
parts in Central Gaul. As a result of the preponderance of the
Moselle products, early 2nd-century vessels are much com-
moner at Vechten than later ones; almost two-thirds of the
Central and East Gaulish terra sigillata dates to the period c.
A.D. 100-160.
When in 1901 J. Dechelette learned of Ae extraordinary
amount of South Gaulish terra sigillata at Vechten he
decided that the site must have been a kind of depot for the
products of La Graufesenque. This view has rarely been
challenged since then, although E. Ritterling rightly pointed
out in 1906 Aat Vechten was also remarkably rich in Italian
sigillata and concluded that this was related to its military
importance rather than to its function as a depot. By now it
is evident hat Vechten has also yielded large quantities of
Central and East Gaulish terra sigillata. There is no longer
any reason to assume that the site was once a depot. It is
much more likely that Ae special position of Vechten is due
mainly to the drastic building activities in 1867-1870, when
over eighty percent of the stamped vessels now kept in the
main collections were recovered.
6 THE FORMS OF SIGILLATA FOUND AT VECHTEN
AND THEIR EVOLUTION
TheVechten sigillata collecdon includes nearly all the stamped
forms made at La Graufesenque in the period c. A.D. 10-120.
Because of its size and composition it may be considered a
sound basis for a study of the evolution of these forms.
For some analyses the various types of vessel were sorted
into four groups: standard dishes, rouletted dishes, cups and
bowls. It appeared that the ratio between these four basic
forms was not constant hroughout time. The most marked
development was the increase in the number of standard
dishes at the cost of the number of cups. As yet it is uncer-
tain whether this pattern observed at Vechten is unique or
more generally applicable.
It is a well-established fact that the repertoire of the South
Gaulish potters changed considerably in the course of the 1st
century. Several types of vessel ceased to be produced, while
others were created. By the beginning of the Claudian period
the earliest stamped types copied from the Italian tradition
- Halt. la. Drag. 17, Ritt. 5 - had disappeared, apparently
without being replaced by others. During the period c. 65-85
the choice was further reduced, with the disappearance of
Drag. 16, 24 and 29 and Ritt. 8 and 9 and the considerable
reduction of the production of Drag. 15/17. At the same time
several new types were created, including Drag. 37 and
Services A-F; these additions to the repertoire were nearly
all unstamped.
A detailed study of the dimensions of the individual vessels
has added much to the insight into the evolution and stan-
dardization of the production. It has been possible to demon-
strate that some types were made in Aree different sizes and
others in six or more, presumably depending on whether
they were stacked or nested in the kiln. So far it has not been
possible to correlate the standard sizes deduced from the
actual measurements of the sigillata vessels to the sizes indi-
cated in the dockets, i.e. the firing lists unearthed at La
Graufesenque.
The dimensions of the vessels could be shown to have
changed over time - a discovery which has provided valuable
objective dating arguments for many types, to be added to
the long-known changes in profile which can only be ex-
pressed in subjective terms. Most of the modifications in the
dimensions appear to have been brought about by techno-
logical adjustments, such as gradual changes of the maxi-
mum firing temperature and of the speed of production.
7 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PRODUCTION
The dockets found at La Graufesenque constitute the only
internal source of information on the way the sigillata pro-
duction was organized at this kiln site. A brief analysis of
their contents suggested amongst other things that these
documents were drawn up by a kiln operator to record the
vessels entrusted to him by potters from other workshops to
be fired collectively in his kiln. It also appeared that he used
several different routines to load his kiln, each of which
involved restrictions concerning the numbers and types of
vessels that could be fired at a given time. A kiln operator
composed his kiln load of vessels from several potters, and
a potter might have had to turn to several kiln operators to
have all his products fired.
The study of the Vechten sigillata collection has provided
additional evidence about he organization of the production.
It has been finnly established now that there is a relation
between the use of the term officina nd the size of a potter's
production. Evidently an officina was a relatively large
workshop in which several potters would work. Since the
number of officina stamps increased over time, the sigillata
production at La Graufesenque would have been concentrat-
ed more and more in large workshops.
In view of the pursuit of rationalization implied in the en-
largement of the scale of production it was to be expected
that an examination of the output of the individual work-
shops would bring out considerable differences in their
repertoires - specialization being another way to raise effi-
ciency. However, it seems that as a general rule each work-
shop produced all four basic fonns - and presumably all or
most of Ae individual types current at a given time - though
not necessarily in similar quantities. Specialization at work-
shop level appears to have been restricted mainly to the pro-
duction of moulds for bowls of Drag. 29. There were only a
few potters who made their own moulds; most of them
acquired them from external specialists.
Yet Ae inventory of the sigillata from Vechten has revealed
that within individual workshops specialization might occur.
Sometimes dies were used only for specific basic forms or
even specific types, which prompts the assumption that the
vessels in question were made by a single workman using
his own die. The pattern of wear which can sometimes be
recognized when large series of impressions from the same
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Ponteius
Pontius
Potitus
Primigenius, C. lulius
Primigenius, C. lulius -
Primulus
Primu(lu?)s - Pater
Primus
Primus - Sco-
Privatus
Protis
Pudens
Quadratus
Quartus
Quintanus
Quintio
Quin-
Regenus
Reginus
Rogatus
Ronicus
Roppus
Rufinus i
Rufinus ii
Rufinus, Cosius
Rufus
Rusticus
Rutaenus
Sabinianus
Sabinus
Sabinus, L. S-
Sacironos
Salvetus
Sarrutus
Scotnus
Scottius
Sealus
Secundinus
Secundus i
Secundus ii
Secundus iii
Secundus, L. Tertius
Senecio
Senicio
Senilis
Seni-, L.
Seno
Senome-
Senovir, C. Cingius
Sentrus
S everus i
Severus ii
Severus ii - Pudens
Sex(tius?) Can-
Silvanus
Silvinus i
Silvinus ii
Silvius
Stabilio
Successus
Sulinus
Sulpicius
Tabur-
Tabus - Virtus
Tascovan-
Taurus - Tib-
Tertius
Tetius
Urap-, Cosius
Urituarus
Urs-
Urvoed-
Vaderio
Vapuso
Varius
Vas-, C. lulius
Vaxtius
Vebrullus
Vegetus
Verecundus
Veriugus
Verius, S.
Victor
Vimius
Virilis
Virilis, L. Cosius
Viriodlacus?)
virthus
Vitalis i
Vitalis ii
Vocnuus
Volus
Votornus
Sur-
Dishes
13
15
0
1
0
16
0
37
0
0
0
3
4
6
1
0
0
1
0
2
8
6
0
25
5
0
3
1
1
6
0
0
3
7
5
5
1
3
7
7
13
5
0
0
0
^0
0
0
0
0
1
17
3
1
2
1
6
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
1
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
19
32
4
12
1
83
1
2
1
R-dishes
1
4
0
0
3
2
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
2
7
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
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1
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1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
3
0
5
0
7
0
0
0
0
11
3
0
0
55
10
1
1
5
0
11
1
2
3
0
1
6
0
0
1
58
7
4
0
0
1
30
2
0
37
3
3
44
0
0
13
55
22
3
2
14
1
1
0
2
1
7
13
23
0
11
20
8
21
10
0
5
1
10
1
1
1
0
6
3
1
2
1
1
0
15
1
2
3
0
3
12
1
0
1
1
16
20
115
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
16
38
3
1
3
20
2
114
10
1
1
8
4
17
2
2
3
5
1
7
1
89
20
4
3
1
3
37
2
1
43
12
8
56
1
6
20
65
50
8
2
37
1
1
4
2
1
.7
14
46
3
13
22
9
28
10
3
5
1
30
1
1
1
1
16
3
1
2
1
1
2
26
1
2
3
1
4
13
3
2
1
1
37
55
4
29
9
213
1
4
2
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Potter
Ponteius
Pontius
Potitus
Primigenius, C. lulius
Primigenius, C. lulius -
Primulus
Primu(lu?)s - Pater
Primus
Primus - Sco-
Privatus
Protis
Pudens
Quadratus
Quartus
Quintanus
Quintio
Quin-
Regenus
Reginus
Rogatus
Ronicus
Roppus
Rufinus i
Rufinus ii
Rufinus, Cosius
Rufus
Rusticus
Rutaenus
Sabinianus
Sabinus
Sabinus, L. S-
Sacironos
Salvetus
Sarrutus
Scotnus
Scottius
Sealus
Secundinus
Secundus i
Secundus ii
Secundus iii
Secundus, L. Tertius
Senecio
Senicio
Senilis
Seni-, L.
Seno
Senome-
Senovir, C. Cingius
Sentrus
S everus i
Severus ii
Severus ii - Pudens
Sex(tius?) Can-
Silvanus
Silvinus i
Silvinus ii
Silvius
Stabilio
Successus
Sulinus
Sulpicius
Tabur-
Tabus - Virtus
Tascovan-
Taurus - Tib-
Tertius
Tetius
Urap-, Cosius
Urituarus
Urs-
Urvoed-
Vaderio
Vapuso
Varius
Vas-, C. lulius
Vaxtius
Vebrullus
Vegetus
Verecundus
Veriugus
Verius, S.
Victor
Vimius
Virilis
Virilis, L. Cosius
Viriodlacus?)
virthus
Vitalis i
Vitalis ii
Vocnuus
Volus
Votornus
Sur-
Dishes
13
15
0
1
0
16
0
37
0
0
0
3
4
6
1
0
0
1
0
2
8
6
0
25
5
0
3
1
1
6
0
0
3
7
5
5
1
3
7
7
13
5
0
0
0
^0
0
0
0
0
1
17
3
1
2
1
6
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
1
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
19
32
4
12
1
83
1
2
1
R-dishes
1
4
0
0
3
2
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
2
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
3
0
5
0
7
0
0
0
0
11
3
0
0
55
10
1
1
5
0
11
1
2
3
0
1
6
0
0
1
58
7
4
0
0
1
30
2
0
37
3
3
44
0
0
13
55
22
3
2
14
1
1
0
2
1
7
13
23
0
11
20
8
21
10
0
5
1
10
1
1
1
0
6
3
1
2
1
1
0
15
1
2
3
0
3
12
1
0
1
1
16
20
115
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
16
38
3
1
3
20
2
114
10
1
1
8
4
17
2
2
3
5
1
7
1
89
20
4
3
1
3
37
2
1
43
12
8
56
1
6
20
65
50
8
2
37
1
1
4
2
1
.7
14
46
3
13
22
9
28
10
3
5
1
30
1
1
1
1
16
3
1
2
1
1
2
26
1
2
3
1
4
13
3
2
1
1
37
55
4
29
9
213
1
4
2
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1.3 Photograph W.J. van Tent (ROB).
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4.4 Vemhetl981,33, fig.7.
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6.17 a: RMO VF916 (catalogue no. L31). b: VF*495 (catalogue no. 128).
c: RMO VF*670 (catalogue no. M87). d: RMO VF*471 (catalogue no.
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6.18 a: RMO no no. (catalogue no. A32); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
b: RMO VF3068 (catalogue no. A106). c: RMO no no. (catalogue no.
08). d: RMO VF2084 (catalogue no. V36); drawing R.P. Reijnen
(KUN).
6.22 a: after Oxe 1914, Abb. 4. b: RMO VP*15 (catalogue no. All);
drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). c: Ettlinger 1961, 15, Abb. 1. d: after
Mary 1967, 16, Abb. 3, 1. e: after Mackensen 1978, Taf. 49, 4. f: Stuart
1976, 103, fig. 15, 128. g: after Kam 1965, pl. 2, fig. 28. h: Stuart 1976,
114, fig. 26, 254. i: BechertA/anderhoeven 1988, 23, 3. j: Stuart 1976,
116, fig. 28, 277.
6.23 a: after Behrens 1920, Taf. 10, 17. b: after Barthelemy/Depierre 1990,
fig. 7, 1. c: Stuart 1976, 105, fig. 17, 161. d: idem. 111, fig. 23, 227.
e: idem, 96, fig. 8, 55. f-g: idem, 105, fig. 17, resp. 162 and 160.
h: idem, 112, fig. 24, 238. i: RMO VF911 (catalogue no. G21);
drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). j: after Ebnother/Eschenlohr 1985, 253,
Abb. 5, 6.
6.24 a: after Rychener/Albertin 1986, Taf. 55, 635. b: RMO fl940/5.209
(catalogue no. Q4); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). c: Stuart 1976, 116,
fig. 28, 279. d: idem, 118, fig. 30, 306. e: idem, 116, fig. 28, 280.
f: idem, 95, fig. 7, 44. g: idem, 112, fig. 24, 231. h: idem. 111, fig. 23,
229. i: after Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XLIH 37. j: after Walke 1965, Taf.
37, 13.
6.25 a: PUG 1947-339 (catalogue no. A67). b: KUN CA. 1989.027.03147.a;
drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). c: KUN CA. 1989.027.03064.a; drawing
R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
6.26 a: after Oswald/Pryce 1920, pl. XLI 5. b: PUG BvD85 (catalogue no.
MS), c: after Goethert-Polaschek 1977, Taf. 3, 36. d: RMO VF*79f
+ VF*81d (catalogue no. A60). e: Stuart 1976, 99, fig. 11, 85. f: PUG
1947-149 (catalogue no. B82). g: KUN CA.1990.029.03145.ae;
drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). h: after May 1912, pl. V 9. i: RMO
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VF2714 (catalogue no. S150). j: Stuart 1976, 119, fig. 31, 318.
6.27 a: EttUnger 1983, Taf. 21, 3. b: Von Pfeffer 1961/1962, 08, Abb. 1, 5.
c: RMO VF913 (catalogue no. C95); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
d: PUG 1947-50 (catalogue no. S 149); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
e: PUG 1946-11 (catalogue no. T12). f: RMO VF*221b (catalogue no.
C58). g: RMO VF24 (74) (catalogue no. C52). h: VF*495 (catalogue
no. 128); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). i: RMO VF*493 (catalogue no.
Q4). j: RMO VF912 (catalogue no. S151); drawing R.P. Reijnen
(KUN).
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b-c: Stuart 1976, 118, fig. 30, resp. 305 and 303. d: idem, 119, fig. 31,
311. e: idem, 96, fig. 8, 51. f: idem, 98, fig. 10, 81. g: idem, 103, fig.
15, 135. h: idem, 114, fig. 26, 257. i: idem, 102, fig. 14, 119. j: idem,
117, fig. 29, 288.
6.30 After Vemhet 1976, 18, fig. 1.
6.36 a: RMO VF917x (catalogue no. V46); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
b: after Knorr 1912, Taf. XV 17. c: RMO VF1624 (catalogue no. A55);
d: RMO VF2398b + VF*611e (catalogue no. M32); drawing R.P.
Reijnen (KUN). e: RMO VF*1068 (catalogue no. V18); drawing R. P.
Reijnen (KUN).
6.37 a: RMO VF*15a (catalogue no. A9); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). b:
RMO VF2774 (catalogue no. V17); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
c: after Roth-Rubi 1992, 520, Abb. 2, 176.1. d-e: EttUnger 1969/1970,
84, Abb. 1, resp. 2 and 1. f: RMO VF*622 (catalogue no. M41);
drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
6.38 a: after Knorr 1912, Taf. XV 20. b: after Planck 1975, Taf. 84, 3.
c: Stuart 1976, 107, fig. 19, 179. d: idem, 102, fig. 14, 115. e: after
Plumier 1986, 26, fig. 10, 4.
6.39 a: after Glasbergen 1940-1944b, afb. 48, 5. b: RMO fl940/5.234
(catalogue no. A96); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). c: after Planck
1975, Taf. 40, 3. d: RMO VF*307 (catalogue no. V41); drawing R.P.
Reijnen (KUN). e: after Vemhet 1981, 31, fig. 5, 2.
6.40Bemont 1987, 338, fig. 6.
6.48 Drawings R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
6.49 Drawings R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
6.55 a: Betirens 1913/1914, 73, Abb. 8, 4. b: RMO VF*374 (catalogue no.
E2); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). c: RMO VF*569 (catalogue no.
M10). d: BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 89, 348. e: after Knorr 1912,
Taf. XVI 1. f: Behrens 1913/1914, 73, Abb. 8, 5. g: RMO VF*567
(catalogue no. Mil).
6.56 After Roth-Rubi 1992, 520, Abb. 2, 115.1.
6.57 a: S.tuart-1976, 111, fig. 23, 224. b: RMO VF*792a (catalogue no.
P133); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). c: made available by Ch.
Ebnother. d: Stuart 1976, 108, fig. 20, 191.
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(KUN). b: BechertWanderhoeven 1988, 57, 171. c-d: made available
by Ch. Ebnother.
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b: PUG 1947-310 (catalogue no. S39); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).
c: Stuart 1976, 116, fig. 28, 284. d: idem, 1 14, fig.26, 263. e: idem, 99,
fig. 11, 90. f: idem, 105, fig. 17, 159. g: after Planck 1975, Taf. 83, 17.
h: Nieto et al. 1989, 137, fig. 92 (centre), i: PUG 1947-310 (catalogue
no. A104); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN). j: Stuart 1976, 97, fig. 9, 68.
k: idem, 107, fig. 19, 176. 1: Nieto et al. 1989, 131, fig. 86 (bottom).
m:Vemhetl981,31, fig. 5, 7.
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fig. 13, 112. f: idem, 113, fig. 25, 242. g: after Planck 1975, Taf. 84, 6.
h: Kaiser/Kilian 1970, Abb. 88, 6. i: RMO VF*963 (catalogue no.
S125); drawing R.P. Reijnen (KUN).j: Stuart 1976, 104, fig. 16, 143.
k: idem, 115, fig. 27, 266.1: idem, 117, fig. 29, 289. m: idem, 119, fig.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Al-51. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. P94-142. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. P143-R32. Scale 1 : 1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. P94-142. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. P143-R32. Scale 1 : 1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. R33-S43. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. S44-93"' Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. R33-S43. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. S44-93"' Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. S94-144. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. S145-T6. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. S94-144. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. S145-T6. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. T7-V36. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. V37-82. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. T7-V36. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. V37-82. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. V83-X38. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. X39-90. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. V83-X38. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. X39-90. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. X91-Y40. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y41-92. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. X91-Y40. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y41-92. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y93-144. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y145-196. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y93-144. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y145-196. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y197-247. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y248-299. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y197-247. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y248-299. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y300-351. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y352-Z27 Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y300-351. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Y352-Z27 Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Z80-115. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Z28-79. Scale 1:1.
6 7
Stamps on terra sigillata from Vechten which may not be from South Gaul: catalogue nos. 1-7. Scale 1 : 1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Z80-115. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on South Gaulish terra sigillata from Vechten: catalogue nos. Z28-79. Scale 1:1.
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Stamps on terra sigillata from Vechten which may not be from South Gaul: catalogue nos. 1-7. Scale 1 : 1.
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